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AWAIT
AWAKE
AWARD
AWARE
AWE
AWNING
AYAT-AL-KURSI
AAD
(see also Hud)
- Succeeded Noah's folk - Hud's message to them - Serve Allah ---- 7: 65-72; 11: 50-60; 26:
123-140;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them -- the folk of Noah, Aad, Thamud -- 9: 70;
14: 9;
- Such were Aad -- they denied revelations --- and flouted His messengers and --- 11: 59;
- Aad disbelieved in Allah -- a far removal for Aad -- 11: 60;
- Aad and Thamud denied Our messengers before -- 22: 42; 50: 11-14;
- After them We brought another generation ------ 23: 31;
- And the tribes of Aad and Thamud -----and many generations in between --- 25: 38;
- Do you build monuments of vain delight on every high ground -- 26: 128;
- Do you seek strongholds that you may last forever -- 26: 129;
- Do you seize as tyrants -----26: 130;
- It is all one to us whether you preach or not - ancient fables - we will not be doomed -- 26:
136-138;
- Aad and Thamud - their fate - ruined and deserted dwellings - deeds seem fair to them -29: 38;
- I fear for you -- the plight of --- and Aad and Thamud -- 40: 30-31;
- If they turn away, say I warn you of a thunderbolt like that of Aad .....41:13;
- They said, if Allah willed, He would have sent angels, we disbelieve in what you bring - 41:14;
- Aad were arrogant - they said who is mightier than us in power - We sent on them a raging
wind -- 41: 15-16;
- Mention Hud - when he warned Aad among the wind-curved sandhills, saying serve none
but
Allah -- 46: 21;
- They said, you come to turn us away from our gods - then bring on us what you threaten us
with -- 46: 22;
- The knowledge is with Allah only - I convey to you that with which I was sent -- 46: 23;
- They beheld it as a dense cloud --- they said it is bringing us rain --- it was that which they
sought to
hasten --- morning found them so that nothing could be seen but their dwellings --- 46: 24-25;
- We empowered them with what We did not empower you - We assigned them ears, eyes
and hearts
but these served them no use since they denied Our revelations -- 46: 26;
- And Aad - when We sent the fatal wind - it spared nothing that it reached --- 51: 41-42;
- He destroyed the former tribe of Aad -- 53: 50;
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- Aad rejected warnings - We sent on them a raging wind - sweeping men away as they were
uprooted
trunks of palm trees --54: 18-20;
- The tribes of Thamud and Aad disbelieved in the Judgment to come --- 69: 4;
- Aad was destroyed by fierce wind - 7 nights and 8 days - men overthrown, lying as hollow
trunks of
palm trees - have you seen any remnant of them --- 69: 6-8;
- Do you consider how Allah dealt with Aad - many columned Iram - the like of which was not
created
in the lands --- 89: 6-8;
AARON
- Of the seed of Noah, We guided Aaron -- 6: 84;
- Moses said to Aaron - take my place - do right - follow not the way of mischief-makers -- 7:
142;
- We bestowed on him Aaron - a Prophet ---19: 53;
- Moses asks for Aaron to be appointed to help him and share his task -- 20: 29-32;
- Tells people they are being seduced with calf - to follow and obey him -- 20: 90;
- Moses asks Aaron what held him back when he saw them gone astray -- 20: 92;
- We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion --- 21: 48;
- Then We sent Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh - but they scorned them -- 23: 45-46;
- And placed with him his brother Aaron as minister --- 25: 35;
- Aaron is more eloquent than me in speech - send him with me as --- 28: 34;
- We gave Grace to Moses and Aaron --- 37: 114-122;
ABANDON
- They will be abandoned -- 16: 62;
- Do not set up other gods with Allah - lest you be cast into hell, abandoned --17: 39;
- Do not obey him whose case has been abandoned --- 18: 28;
- We seized him (Pharaoh) and his hosts and abandoned them to the sea -- 28: 40;
- When camels big with young are abandoned -- -- 81: 4;
ABASE
- Thou abaseth whom Thou wilt ---- 3: 26;
- Who oppose Allah and messenger will abide in hell - an extreme abasement -- 9: 63;
- You will soon come to know --- there comes a doom that will abase him -- 11: 93;
- And abase me not on the day when they are raised --- 26: 87;
- He sees your abasement among those who prostrate in prayer -- 26: 219;
- -- and we shall drive them out --- and they will be abased --- 27: 37;
- O my people! act in your manner - you will come to know on whom comes a doom that will
abase him and -- 39: 39-40;
- When the event befalls --- abasing some -- exalting others -- 56: 1-3;
- Who oppose Allah and Messenger will be abased as those before were --- 58: 5;
- It may be that Allah will ------ on the day when Allah will not abase Prophet and believers --66: 8;
- With eyes downcast - abasement stupefying them --- 68: 43;
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- So let them chat and play until ---- when they come forth from the graves in haste ---- with
eyes
aghast, abasement stupefying them ---- 70: 42-44;
ABEL
(See under Adam)
ABERRATION
- Our father is in plain aberration -- 12: 8;
- We behold her in plain aberration -- 12: 30;
- Thou art in thy old aberration -- 12: 95;
ABHORRENCE
- How terrible was My abhorrence -- 22: 44; -- how intense was My abhorrence -- 34: 45;
35: 26;
- Disbelief of kuffar increases nothing in sight of Allah except abhorrence -- 35: 39;
- Allah's abhorrence is more terrible than your abhorrence --- 40: 10;
- You abhor that so abhor the other -- 49: 12;
ABIDE
- There (Paradise) they will abide forever -- 2: 25;
- Such are rightful owners of the Garden - they will abide therein -- 2: 82;
- Such are rightful owners of the Fire - they will abide therein -- 2: 39; 81
- With Allah is a more excellent abode -- 3: 14;
- Their habitation the Fire - hapless abode of wrong-doers -- 3: 151;
- Abode of Hereafter is better for those who keep duty to Allah -- 6: 32; who ward-off evil -- 7:
169;
- For them is the abode of Peace -- 6: 127;
- Allah will say Fire is your home - abide forever -- 6: 128;
- Who deny and scorn revelations are owners of Fire - will abide therein -- 7: 36;
- Believers who do good works - owners of Garden - will abide therein -- 7: 42;
- Allah tells Moses I shall show you the abode of evil-livers -- 7: 145;
- Kuffar will abide in Fire -- 9: 17; 13: 5;
- There they will abide forever -- 9: 22;
- Who oppose Allah and messenger will abide in hell -- 9: 63;
- Allah promises kuffar and hypocrites hell as their abode -- 9: 68; 9: 73;
- Messenger and believers who strive --- will abide in Paradise -- 9: 89;
- Their abode is hell - reward for what they earned -- 9: 95
- He hath made ready for them Paradise where they will abide forever -- 9: 100;
- Allah summon to the abode of Peace -- 10: 25;
- Such are rightful owners of the Garden - they will abide therein --10: 26; 11: 23; --- rightful
owners of the Fire --- 10: 27;
- We did not allot to the Jews a fixed abode -- 10: 93;
- The wretched ones will be in the Fire -- abiding as long as heavens -- 11: 106-107;
- Those who will be glad will be in the Garden abiding as long as heavens -- 11: 108;
- For those who ward-off evil, abode of hereafter is best -- 12: 109;
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- Theirs the curse and theirs the ill abode -- 13: 25;
- -- abiding therein by permission of Allah -- 14: 23;
- Allah hath given you in your houses an abode -- 16: 80;
- And to bring to believers --- news of fair reward wherein they’ll abide forever -- 18: 2-3;
- Believers who do good works - Paradise to abide - no desire to be removed -- 18: 107-108;
- Who comes to Allah a believer who did good works - Paradise - they will abide forever -- 20:
75-76;
- Who turn away from it -- will bear burden on Day of Resurrection - abiding under it -- 20: 100101;
- Idolaters and their idols - will all abide in hell -- 21: 98-100;
- -- they will abide in what their souls desire -- 21: 101-104;
- Successful are believers who --- will inherit Paradise -- will abide therein -- 23: 1-11;
- -- Garden of Immortality --- therein abiding -- having all they desire -- 25: 15-16;
- It is wretched as abode and station -- 25: 66;
- The doom will be doubled - he will abide therein forever -- except him -- 25: 68-70;
- They will be awarded the high place -- abiding there forever -- happy-- 25: 75-76;
- Is not He best who made the earth a fixed abode -- 27: 61;
- Korah told to seek abode of hereafter with what Allah hath given -- 28: 77;
- We assign abode of hereafter to those who seek not oppression in earth nor -- 28: 83;
- Your abode will be the Fire -- 29: 25;
- But if you desire abode in the hereafter -- 33: 29;
- Allah hath prepared for them a Fire wherein they’ll abide forever -- 33: 64- 68;
- The day when excuse of evil-doers is useless - theirs the curse - theirs the ill-abode -- 40: 5152;
- That He may bring believers into Paradise wherein they will abide -- 48: 5;
- Such are rightful owners of the fire -- they will abide therein -- 58: 17;
- -- and will bring them into Gardens --- wherein they will abide -- 58: 22;
- The consequence for both (hypocrites and devil) - they are in the Fire - therein abiding -- 59:
17;
- Believers who do right ---- will be brought into Paradise to abide therein forever -- 64: 9; 65:
11;
- Kuffar who deny revelations - owners of Fire -- will abide therein -- 64: 10;
- -- then bestowed on him --- and sons abiding in his presence -- 74: 11-15;
- Didn’t We create you from --- which We laid up in safe abode for known term -- 77: 20- 23;
- Hell - therein they will abide for ages -- 78: 21- 23;
- Kuffar of the People of the Book and idolaters will abide in hell -- 98: 6;
ABLE
- They will swear by Allah, if we are able, we’d have set out with you -- 9: 42;
- Allah is able to give them victory -- 22: 39;
- We send down water - We are able to withdraw it -- 23: 18;
- Who is able to guide him whom Allah sent astray -- 30: 29;
- We are able to restore his very fingers -- 75: 4;
- Is not He Who does so able to bring the dead to life -- 75: 40;
- He is able to return him to life -- 86: 8;
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ABOLISH
- Allah abolishes what Satan proposes -- 22: 52;
ABOMINATION
- To swear by Divining Arrows is an abomination -- 5: 3;
- To eat that over which Allah’s name not mentioned is an abomination -- 6: 121;
- I do not find in Quran anything prohibited to eat except ---or the abomination slaughtered to
other than Allah -- 6: 145;
- Will you commit abomination such as no other creature ever did before you -- 7: 80;
- Before then they used to commit abominations -- 11: 78;
- My Lord enjoins justice ---- and forbids lewdness and abomination ..... 16:90
- They commit abomination therein --- 17: 16
- Come not near to adultery --- it is an abomination --- 17: 32;
- We delivered him from a community that did abominations --- 21: 74;
- Will you knowingly commit abomination --- 27: 54;
- Did you not commit abominations in your meetings -- 29: 29;
- Those who avoid enormities of sin and abominations save ------ 53: 32;
ABORTION
- They are losers who slay their children ------- 6: 140;
ABRAHAM
- Tried - appointed leader - asks about offspring - told wrong-doers not included --- 2: 124;
- Take as place of worship where Abraham stood - duty to purify Kaaba imposed -- 2: 125;
- Prays to Allah to make Mecca a place of security and bestow fruits -- 2: 126;
- Abraham and Ishmael made dua while building Kaaba -- 2: 127-129;
- Who forsakes religion of Abraham fools himself - Abraham among righteous -- 2: 130;
- Said he surrender to Allah -- 2: 131;
- Enjoins Islam on his sons and said die not except in Islam -- 2: 132;
- Jacob's sons say they will worship Allah - Lord of Abraham ----- 2: 133;
- They say Be Jews or Christians - you will be rightly guided. Say we follow religion of
Abraham he was no idolater -- 2: 135;
- Do you say that Abraham was a Jew or Christian -- 2: 140;
- Allah gave Abraham kingdom - annoys disbeliever - Abraham says to him - Allah causes
sun to
rise in the east - you cause it to rise in the west -- 2: 258;
- Asks Allah to show how life given to dead to satisfy his heart - told to take parts of birds and
put
them on hill ----- 2:260;
- Allah preferred Adam, Noah, family of Abraham ---- descendants of one another -- 3: 32-33;
- Why argue about Abraham - Torah and Gospel came long after him - He was not a Jew those who
have best claim to him are those who followed him, this prophet and believers --- 3: 66-68;
- Allah speak truth - follow religion of Abraham - he was no idolater --- 3: 95;
- Allah bestowed on House of Abraham Scripture, Wisdom, & mighty kingdom; some believed
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others disbelieved -- 4: 54-55;
- Who is better in religion than ---- & follow the tradition of Abraham; Allah took Abraham for
friend -- 4: 125;
- Asks his father Azar - Do you take idols for gods? I see you in error --- 6: 74;
- Shown kingdom of heaven and earth - saw star - says it is his lord - star sets - says he does
not love
things which sets - then the moon, sun - exclaims "I turn my face to Him who created ----" 6:
75-79;
- People argue with him - asks them why they argue with him about Allah - should he fear
their false
gods when they are not afraid to set up rivals with Allah - answer, if you have knowledge -- 6:
80-81;
- That is Our argument which We gave to Abraham against his folk --6: 83;
- We bestowed on Abraham, Isaac, Jacob ---- righteous -- guided to a straight path -- had
they
set up rivals -- all they did would be in vain --- 6: 84: 88;
- My Lord hath guided me to --- the community of Abraham, the upright - no idolater -- 6: 161;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them - the folk of Noah, Abraham -- 9: 70;
- Prayer of Abraham for his father was only because of a promise; he was soft of heart --- 9:
114;
- Messengers came to Abraham - greeted - he brought roasted calf - angels did not touch it he became
afraid - angels said they were sent to Lot - gave Abraham and wife good news of Isaac and
Jacob Sarah said "Shall I bear child when I am old woman" - angels re-assure her it was Allah's
command,
Abraham begs on behalf of Lot's folk --- 11: 69-74; 15: 51-60;
- Abraham was mild, imploring, penitent --11: 75;
- Told to give up his pleas as Allah’s command had gone forth -- 11: 76;
- Thus Allah will --- as He perfected it on thy forefathers Abraham and Isaac -- 12: 6;
- I have followed the religion of my fathers Abraham -- 12: 38;
- Dua to Allah - Make safe Mecca - preserve me and sons from serving idols - whoso follow
me is of me
who disobeys me - Thou art forgiving, merciful - I have settled my posterity near Kaaba to
establish
worship - incline hearts of men to them - provide them with fruits - Praise be to Allah who
gave me
Ishmael and Isaac - make me establish worship - accept the prayer - forgive me and my
parents and
believers ----- 14: 35-41;
- When they came to Abraham and said Peace, he said we are afraid of you -- 15: 52;
- Angels tell Abraham not to be afraid - they brought him good tidings of a son -- 15: 53;
- Abraham said - old age has overtaken me - what is the good tidings -- 15: 54;
- Angels tell him not to despair - says only those astray will despair of Allah's Mercy --- 15: 5556;
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- Abraham said - and afterwards what is your business -- 15: 57;
- Angels said we’ve been sent to guilty folk -- all except family of Lot -- we shall deliver
everyone
except his wife -- 15: 58-60;
- Was a nation obedient to Allah - upright - not idolaters - thankful for His bounties -- 16: 120121;
- Allah guided him to straight path - gave him good in this world - will be among righteous in
hereafter ------ 16: 121-122; 29:27;
- Prophet Muhammad (SAS) inspired to follow religion of Abraham ---- 16: 123;
- He was a saint - a Prophet --- 19:41;
- Said to his father - Why worship that which does not hear, nor see, nor can help you in
anyway knowledge has come to me - follow me - serve not the devil - I fear lest Allah's punishment
overtake
you --- 19: 42-45;
- His father said - Do you reject my gods - I shall stone you - go away ---19: 46;
- Tells his father he will ask forgiveness for him, that he will withdraw from them and what they
worshipped ---19:47-48;
- Allah bestows on him Isaac and Jacob ---19: 49; 21: 72; 29: 27;
- These are they to whom Allah showed favour of those --- and of progeny of Abraham -- 19:
58;
- We gave Abraham his proper course ---21: 51;
- He asked his father what are these images - they said our fathers worshipped them - he
said you were
in error - they asked whether he brought truth - he said Allah created them and he will
circumvent
them - he broke them save the "chief" ---- 21: 52-58;
- They said - who did this to our gods - it must be an evil-doer - they said Abraham - they
brought
him - They asked, Is it you that did this - he said, ask their chief - they said you know these
do not
speak - he said why worship what cannot help nor harm you - fie on what you worship
besides Allah they said burn him - We ordered fire to be cool --- 21: 59-69;
- They wanted to set a snare for him but -------21: 70;
- We rescued him and Lot and brought them to a land ----- 21: 71;
- Remember when We --- Kaaba for Abraham - saying ascribe no partner to me and purify My
House for those --22: 26;
- The folk of Abraham and Lot (denied Our messenger) -- 22: 43;
- The story of Abraham - asks his father what he worships - told idols - asks whether they can
hear told no, but this was how his forefathers worshipped - tells his fathers that the idols are his
enemy except Allah who created, guided, feeds and gives water, who heals him when he is sick,
who will
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cause him to die and resurrect him and who he hopes will forgive him on the Day of
Judgment -makes Dua to Allah seeking wisdom, company of righteous, a good report in later years,
Paradise,
forgiveness for his father and good on the Day of Judgment ---- 26: 69-89;
- Said to his folk - serve Allah - keep your duty to Him - the idols you serve have no provision
for you seek provision of Allah - serve Him and give thanks -- 29: 16-18;
- His folk said "kill him" or "burn him", then Allah saved him from the fire -- 29: 24;
- He said, you have chosen idols instead of Allah - the love between you is only in the life of
this
world, on the Day of Judgment you will deny and curse each other ---- 29: 25
- We established Prophethood and Scripture among his seed - We rewarded him in the world
-- 29: 27;
- When the Messengers brought the good news - they said ------; he said Lot is there - they
said, we
know who is there - they are to deliver him and household save his wife ---- 29: 31-32;
- We exacted covenant from prophets --- and from Abraham -- 33: 7;
- Was of same persuasion as Noah - came to Allah with whole heart - said to his father and
folks,
what is it you worship - said he felt sick - they turned away - he went to their gods - asked
why they
would not eat nor speak - broke them - folks came - he asked them whether they worshipped
what
they themselves made - they threw him in fire ---- 37: 83-100;
- We gave him tidings of Ishmael - when Ishmael was old enough to walk, he informed him of
his
dream - Ishmael said do as you are commanded - when he was about to sacrifice him, We
told him
he had fulfilled his vision and We ransomed Ishmael ---- 37: 101-111;
- We gave him tidings of Isaac - a prophet - We blessed them - of their seed are some who do
good
and some who wrong themselves --- 37: 112-113;
- Abraham, Isaac, Jacob - men of vision - We purified them - they are of the excellent --- 38:
45-47;
- He ordained for you that religion which He commended to -- Abraham -- saying establish
the religion and be not divided therein -- 42: 13;
- He said to his father and folk - I am innocent of what you worship beside Him who create me
- He
will guide me - he made it a word enduring among his seed --- 43: 26-28;
- Has the story of Abraham's guests reached you - they came to him and said Peace - he
replied Peace he brought fatted calf - he set it before them and asked them to eat - he feared them - they
said, Fear
not, we give tidings of a wise son - his wife said, a barren old woman - they said it is as Allah
commands ---51: 24-30;
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- Abraham asks what is your mission - they said they were sent to a guilty folk to destroy them
with
stones of clay - We brought such believers as there were - We found one house of muslims We left
behind a portent for those who fear a painful doom ---- 51: 31-37;
- Or hath he not bad news of what is in books of --------and Abraham who paid his debt --- 53:
36-37;
- We sent Noah and Abraham and placed Prophethood and Scripture among their seed --57:26
- There is a goodly pattern for you in Abraham - said to his folk, we are guiltless of you and
what you
worship besides Allah - we have done with you - now there is hate and hostility between us
forever
until you believe in Allah only - except his promise to his father - I'll ask forgiveness for you -60: 4;
- In Abraham, you have a good example --- 60: 6;
- This is in former scrolls - Books of Abraham and Moses ---- 87: 18-19;
ABROGATION
- Of laws - substitution of something better -- 2: 106;
ABSENT
- We shall narrate to them -- We were not absent -- 7: 7;
- They will burn therein on Day of Judgment --will not be absent -- 82: 14-16;
ABSOLVE
- Allah has made lawful absolution from your oaths (of such kind) -- 66: 2;
ABU LAHAB
- The power of Abu Lahab will perish -- 111: 1;
ABUNDANCE
- Abundance bestowed on whom Allah wills -- 2: 212; 261; 268; 3: 27;
- Who migrates for Cause of Allah, will find refuge and abundance in earth -- 4: 100;
- If they separate, Allah will compensate each out of His abundance -- 4: 130;
- If I had knowledge of the Unseen, I’d have abundance of wealth -- 7: 188;
- Hud tells his folk that Allah will cause sky to rain abundance on them -- 11: 52;
- Township -- its provision coming to it in abundance - disbelieved in Allah’s favours -- 16: 112;
- We have been given abundance of all things -- 27: 16;
- Let him who has abundance spend of his abundance -- 65: 6-7;
- If they tread the right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72: 16;
- -- a spring from which ---- drink, making it gush forth abundantly -- 76: 5-6;
- We have given you abundance -- 108: 1;
ABUSE
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- No abuse during Haj -- 2: 197;
- Revile not their gods lest they in turn revile Allah --- 6: 108;
ABYSS
- Accursed is the conjecturers who are careless in an abyss -- 51: 10-11;
ACCEPT
- Allah accepted her with full acceptance -- 3: 37;
- Abel’s sacrifice accepted; He tells Cain that Allah accepts only from muttaqeen -- 5: 27;
- If kuffar had all in earth and ---- as ransom on Day of Resurrection, it will not be accepted -5: 36;
- Only those can accept who hear --6: 36;
- Though it offer every compensation, it will not be accepted -- 6: 70;
- If a similar offer came to them, they will accept it -- 7: 169;
- Allah gives good tidings of Mercy from Him, acceptance and --- 9: 21-22;
- Pay your contribution willingly or unwillingly - it will not be accepted from you -- 9: 53;
- Nothing prevented the acceptance of their contribution except they disbelieved in Allah --9:
54;
- Allah promises believers Paradise and acceptance from Him -- 9: 72;
- They swear to you that you may accept them; Allah does not accept wrong-doing folk -- 9:
96;
- Some Bedouins believe in Allah - they take what they spend and --- as acceptable offerings
Allah will bring them into His Mercy -- 9: 99;
- Don’t they know that it is Allah Who accepts repentance -- 9: 104;
- Noah asks if I rely on clear proofs --- can I compel you to accept it -- 11: 28;
- Our Lord! Accept the prayer --- 14: 40;
- Then they would have accepted you as a friend -- 17: 73;
- Zachariah asks Allah for a successor who will ------ and be acceptable to Allah -- 19: 6;
- He (Ishmael) enjoined on his people worship ---and was acceptable in sight of Allah -- 19: 55;
- On that day intercession avail not save --- and whose He accepts -- 20: 109;
- Celebrate praises of Allah ---- and glorify Him ---- that you may find acceptance -- 20: 130;
- They cannot intercede except for one whom He accepts -- 21: 28;
- Allah accepts repentance --- 42: 25;
- Allah accepts those who do good works and ------ 42: 26;
- -- and that I may do right acceptable to Thee -- 46: 15;
- Those are they from whom We accept the best of what they did and overlook their evil --- 46:
16;
- They bow and prostrate --- seeking bounty and acceptance from Allah -- 48: 29;
- Many angels in heaven whose intercession is useless except as Allah chooses and accepts
-- 53: 26;
- If believing women come to take --- ascribing no partner -- take their allegiance and -- 60: 12;
- Your endeavour on earth has found acceptance --- 76: 22;
ACCESS
- He had access to Our presence --- 38: 25;
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ACCOUNT
- Hell will settle his account - an evil resting place -- 2: 206;
- Whether you make known what is in your minds or hide it, Allah will account you for it -- 2:
284;
- Repel not those who call on Allah at morning and evening - you are not accountable for them
nor
they for you -- 6:52;
- You are not accountable for them - remind them - they too can ward-off evil -- 6: 68-69;
- Each soul earns on its own account -- 6: 164;
- Had it not been for an ordinance ---- an awful doom on you on account of what --- 8: 68;
- Our Lord! forgive me, my parents and believers on the Day when the account is cast -- 14:
41;
- Allah keeps good account -- 33: 39;
- When we are dead --- can we be brought to account -- 37: 51-61;
- Allah kept account of it while they forgot it --- 58: 6;
- How many community revolted against ordinance of Allah - We called it to account and
punished
it ----65: 8;
- Who gets account in right hand, will receive easy reckoning - will return to his folk in joy -84: 7-9;
- Who gets his account behind his back - will invoke destruction - be thrown in Fire - because
he
lived joyous with his folk and believed he will never return to Allah -- 84: 10-14;
ACCURSED
(see also Curse)
- Accursed - they will be seized wherever found and slain -- 33: 60-61;
ACCUSE
- Accusers of honourable women without 4 witnesses - flog them 80 stripes - do not accept
their
testimony - they are evil-doers except if they repent and make amends -- 24: 4-5;
- Those who accuse their wives but have no witnesses - must take 4 oaths that he speak
Truth and
a 5th time invoking the curse of Allah on him if he lied ---- to avert punishment from her, she
must
take 4 oaths that he lied and the 5th to invoke wrath of Allah on her if he is truthful ----- had it
not
been Grace of Allah -------- 24: 6-10;
ACHIEVEMENT
- For the duteous is achievement -- 78: 31;
ACKNOWLEDGE
- They acknowledge their sins --67: 11;
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ACT
- Jews told not to act corruptly, making mischief on earth -- 2: 60;
- Do not act foolishly without knowledge -- 6: 140;
- Can we be returned to life on earth so we can act differently -- 7: 53;
- Those who mix good deeds with bad deeds ------ and tell them to act ------ 9: 102- 105;
- No act escapes Allah -------- 10: 61;
- Decide on your course of action - let there be no doubt for you - give me no respite -- 10: 71;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk - act according to your power - I too am acting -- 11: 93;
- Say to kuffar, act, we too are acting; - wait, we too are waiting ---- 11: 121-122;
- She in whose house he was, asked of him an evil act -- 12: 23;
- Joseph said it was she who asked of me an evil act -- 12: 26;
- I asked of him an evil act -- 12: 32; 12: 51;
- What happened when you asked an evil act of Joseph -- 12: 51;
- I did not act on my own command -- 18: 82;
- They act by His command -- 21:27;
- We found our fathers acting on this wise -- 26: 74;
- Though it may be the weight of a mustard seed --- 31: 16;
- Oh my people! Act in your manner - I too am acting --- 39: 39;
- Act - We too are acting --- 41: 5;
- Who disbelieve and turn men from Way of Allah - actions vain -- 47: 1; 8;
- Who fight in Way of Allah - He does not render their actions vain -- 47: 4;
- That is because they are averse to Quran - He makes their actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
- They follow what angers Allah - hate what pleases Him - He makes their actions vain -- 47:
28;
- Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah -- He will make their actions fruitless -- 47: 32;
- Obey Allah and Messenger - render not your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- Do not falter and cry out for peace-- He will not grudge the reward of your actions -- 47: 35;
ADAM
(see also mankind)
- Allah tells angels He will place viceroy on earth -- 2: 30;
- Taught names of creations -- 2: 31;
- Told to tell names to angels -- 2: 33
- Angels told to bow to Adam -- 2: 34; 7: 11; 18: 50; 20: 116;
- Told to dwell in garden but not to go near tree -- 2: 35; 7: 19;
- Told that on earth there will be a habitation and provision for a time -- 2: 36; 7: 24;
- Allah relented towards Adam -- 2: 37; 20: 122;
- Sent down from Paradise and told guidance will be sent - who follow guidance will not fear
nor
grieve -- 2: 38; 20: 123;
- Allah preferred Adam, Noah ------ they were descendants one of another -- 3: 32-33;
- Created from dust -- 3: 59;
- Two sons of Adam - Allah accepts sacrifice from one but not from other - 2nd tells 1st, I will
kill you;
1st tells 2nd I will not stretch my hand to kill you - you will bear 2 sins - 2nd kills 1st - Allah
sends
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raven to show him how to bury the body -- 5: 27-31;
- Told to dwell with his wife in Garden - to eat freely - not to go near tree - Satan tells them
they were
only forbidden the tree lest they became angels or immortals. Satan tells them he was their
sincere
adviser - they ate - their shame became apparent - they covered with leaves - Allah tells
them He
had forbidden them the tree and that Satan was their enemy. They ask forgiveness. Allah
sends them
to earth for habitation and provision. Allah tells them there they’d live, die and will be brought
forth from thence --7: 19-25;
- Children of Adam - We revealed raiment to conceal your shame - restraint from evil is best -7: 26;
- Children of Adam - Let not Satan seduce you as he did ---; he sees you - you see him not -7: 27;
- Children of Adam - Look to your adornment at every masjid - eat, drink - be not prodigals -7: 31;
- Children of Adam - If messengers of your own come to you with My revelations - who refrain
from
evil shall not fear nor grieve -- 7: 35;
- Allah asks Children of Adam "Am I not your Lord?" - there'd be no dispute on the Day of
Judgment Children of Adam asks "Will you destroy us for what our fathers did?" -- 7: 172-173;
- We have honoured the Children of Adam -- 17: 70;
- These are they to whom Allah showed favour from among Prophets, progeny of Adam, those
carried in the ship -- 19: 58;
- We made a covenant with Adam - he forgot - We found no constancy in him -- 20: 115;
- We told Adam, this is an enemy to you and your wife - do not let him drive you out of garden
so
that you come to toil, you will not hunger nor be naked, nor thirst nor exposed to sun -- 20:
117-119;
- Satan whispered, shall I show you tree of immortality? - the two ate thereof - their shame
became
apparent - they covered with leaves - Adam disobeyed Allah - went astray -- 20: 120-121;
- Allah chose him, relented towards him and guided him -- 20: 122;
- Allah tells him Who follow My guidance, will not go astray nor grieve -- 20: 123;
- Who turn away will have a narrow life -- 20: 124;
- Did I not charge you O sons of Adam, not to worship the devil -- 36: 59: 64;
- From Adam was created his mate -- 39: 6;
ADD
- He wronged you in demanding your ewe in addition to his -- 38: 24;
ADMIT
- We created you - will you admit the truth -- 56: 57;
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ADMONITION
- The transformation of the Sabbath-breakers - an admonition to the god-fearing --2:66;
- This is an admonition for him who believes in Allah and the Last Day -- 2: 232;
- He to whom an admonition from Allah comes and he refrains in obedience thereto shall --- 2:
275;
- This is an admonition to those who ward-off evil -- 3: 138; 24:34;
- How excellent is this admonition of Allah -- 4: 58;
- Oppose them, admonish them and address them plainly about their souls -- 4: 63;
- Jews and Christians forgot parts of what they were admonished --- 5: 13-14;
- Torah - Guide and admonition for those who ward-off evil -- 5: 46;
- The blind and deaf are not equal to the seer and hearer - will you not then be admonished -11: 24;
- I admonish thee lest thou be among the ignorant -- 11: 46;
- Allah admonishes you that you never repeat the like thereof -- 24: 17;
- Why do they now turn away from the admonishment as frightened donkeys fleeing from a
lion -- 74: 49-51;
- This is an admonishment -- 74: 54; 76: 29;
- Whoever will, may choose a way to Allah -- You will not, unless Allah wills -- 76: 29-30;
- This is an admonishment - let whosoever will, pay heed to it - on honoured leaves - exalted,
purified -- 80: 11-16;
ADHAN
- When you call to prayer they take it for jest and sport -- 5: 58;
- When the call is heard for the prayer - hasten -- 62: 9;
ADORE
- Those who are with Allah --- they adore Him -- 7: 206;
- When Quran recited to them - they fall down adoring -- 19: 58;
- Have you not seen that everything pays adoration to Allah, but there are many to whom the
doom
is due -- 22: 18;
- Are we to adore whatever you tell us? -- 25: 60;
- Are those who pay adoration in watches of night ------- to be counted equal with kuffar -- 39:
9;
- Adore not the sun and moon but adore Him who created them -- 41: 37;
- The stars and trees adore -- 55: 6;
ADORN
- Look to your adornment at every place of worship -- 7: 31;
- Who hath forbidden the adornment which He hath ------ 7: 32;
- I shall adorn the path of error for them --15: 39;
- Tell believing women -- display only what is apparent of their adornment -- to draw veils -not
to reveal adornment except to their husbands --- not to stamp feet to reveal adornment -- 24:
31;
- If you desire life of world and its adornment, come -- 33: 28;
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- O wives of Prophet! Adorn not yourselves with adornment of time of Ignorance -- 33: 32-34;
- We have adorned the lowest heaven with an ornament -- the planets -- 37: 6;
ADULTERY
- Come not near to adultery ---- 17: 32;
- The adulterer and adulteress, flog them 100 lashes - let it be witnessed - do not let pity for
them
cause you to disobey Allah, if you believe in Allah and Last Day --- 24: 2;
- Adulterer can only marry adulteress - adulteress can only marry adulterer or idolater - all that
forbidden to believers -- 24: 3;
- Cannot accuse women without 4 witnesses -- 24: 4;
- Nor commit adultery - whoso does this shall pay the penalty - the doom shall be doubled for
him on
Day of Judgment save him who repent, believe and do righteous works - for such Allah will
change
their evil deeds for good deeds --- 25: 68-70;
- If believing women come to take Oath of Allegiance swearing they will not --- nor commit
adultery ---60: 12;
ADVANCE
- Allah promise you much booty - has given you this in advance -- 48: 20;
ADVERSARY
- For every prophet, We appointed an adversary - devils of humankind and Jinn -- 6: 112;
- Maybe Allah will destroy your adversary and make you ---- 7: 129;
ADVERSITY
- Righteous is he who believe --- and who are patient in adversity -- 2: 177;
- Adversity and affliction befell them until they said "When cometh Allah's help" -- 2: 214;
- Those who spend in ease and in adversity --- 3: 134;
- We visited them with adversity, that they may grow humble --- 6: 42; 7: 94-102;
- If, when disaster struck, they were humble ---- but their hearts hardened and the devil made
their
deeds seem fair to them -- 6: 43;
- We sent no Prophet to any township but We afflicted its folk with adversity that they may --7: 94;
- We straitened Pharaoh's folk with adversity that they might heed -- 7: 130;
- Had I knowledge of the Unseen -- adversity would not touch me -- 7: 188;
- When We cause mankind to taste mercy after adversity ---- 10: 21;
- And Job, when he cried --- adversity afflicted me --- We heard his prayer -- We removed the
adversity
from which he suffered -- 21: 83-84;
- The adversity among themselves is great --- 59: 14;
- We shall ease his way to adversity -- 92: 8-11;
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ADVICE
- Satan tells Adam he is sincere adviser to him -- 7: 21;
- I am for you a true adviser -- 7: 68;
- I delivered Allah's message and gave you good advice -- 7: 79; 93; ---- but you love
not good advisers -- 7: 79;
- Pharaoh asks his chiefs for advice -- 7: 110;
- My advice will be useless if it is Allah's will to keep you astray -- 11: 34;
- O Moses! I am of those who give you good advice -- 28: 20;
- Who hear advice and follow the best thereof -- 39:18;
AFFAIRS
- When warning comes from Allah, he who refrains --- his affair thereafter is with Allah -- 2:
275;
- Had He shown you ---- muslims would have quarreled over the affair -- 8: 43;
- When Allah and Messenger have decided an affair -- you have no further say -- 33: 36;
- What Allah has is better --- for those who --- and whose affairs are a matter of counsel -- 42:
38;
- Who pardons and amends, his wage is affair of Allah -- 42: 40;
AFFLICTION
- Jews reminded that Pharaoh was afflicting them with dreadful torment -- 2: 49;
- When a misfortune strikes you, say " Inna Lillaahi......." -- 2: 156;
- Affliction and adversity befell them until they said "When cometh Allah's help" -- 2: 214;
- If Allah touch you with affliction, who can relieve it --- 6: 17; 10: 107;
- Who deny Our revelations - torment will afflict them for their disobedience -- 6: 49;
- Allah delivers you from all affliction ---- yet you ascribe partners to Him --- 6: 64;
- He can send affliction on you from above or below -- can bewilder you with dissension or
taste
tyranny of one another -- 6:65;
- We did afflict its folk with adversity that they may be humble -- 7: 94;
- Jews reminded how Allah delivered them from Pharaoh who afflicted them with torment -- 7:
141;
- If you do not go forth, He will afflict you with painful doom -- 9: 39;
- If good befalls you, it afflicts them -- 9: 50;
- We await for you that Allah will afflict you with a doom --- at our hands -- 9: 52;
- If they turn away, Allah will afflict them with --- 9: 74;
- That is because thirst, toil nor hunger afflict them in Way of Allah -- 9: 120;
- When an affliction strikes them, they cry to Us in all positions, but when it is removed, they
are
thankless -- 10: 12;
- When We cause mankind to taste mercy after affliction --- 10: 21;
- Remember Allah’s Favour --- He delivered you from ---- who were afflicting you -- 14: 6;
- If you punish, punish with like of what you were afflicted -- 16: 126;
- And Noah --- We heard his prayer --- We saved him from the great affliction -- 21:76;
- And Job -- when he cried --- adversity afflicted me ---- 21: 83; -- the devil afflicts me with
distress
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and torment -- 38: 41;
Though We had mercy on them and relieved them of their afflictions --- 23: 75;
If disaster should afflict them because of what their hands sent -- 28: 47;
Do men think that when they say we believe, they will not be tested with affliction -- 29: 2;
Who disbelieve -- do not let it afflict thee -- 31: 23;
Job cries to Allah - The devil afflicts me with distress and torment -- 38: 41;

AFFLUENT
- We changed the evil plight for good till they became affluent and said --- 7: 95;
- Even as those before you were --- more affluent than you in wealth -- 9: 69;
AFRAID
- They are folk who are afraid -- 9: 56;
- When angels came to Abraham - they said Peace - he said we are afraid of you -- 15: 52;
- Angels said be not afraid - we bring thee good tidings -- 15: 53;
- They burst in on David - he was afraid of them - they said do not be afraid -- 38: 22;
AGE
- Do you bring me good tidings of a son when old age hath -- 15: 54;
- Allah brings you back to stage in life where, after having knowledge, you know nothing -- 16:
70;
- If one or both of them attain old age with thee -- 17: 23;
- I will continue though I march on for ages -- 18:60;
- How can I have son when ----- I have reached old age -- 19: 8;
- Who We bring to old age - We reverse in strength -- 36: 68;
- They will abide therein for ages -- 78: 23;
AGGRESSION
- Allah does not love aggressors -- 2: 190; 7: 55;
- Attack them in the same manner as they attack you -- 2: 194;
- Who kills another by aggression - will be thrown in hell -- 4: 29-30;
AGONY
- The agony of death comes in truth - this is what you were wont to shun -- 50:19;
- Agony is heaped on agony -- 75: 29;
AGREEMENT
- To be in writing --2: 282;
- A messenger will come confirming what you have - believe and help him - Do you agree -- 3:
81;
AID
- Once again We gave you your turn against them and aided you with wealth -- 17: 6;
- Keep your duty to Him Who aided you with the good things you know -- 26: 32;
- He aided you with cattle and -- 26: 133-134;
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- --- if you aid one another against him -- Allah is his Protecting Friend -- 66: 4;
AIL
- What ails you - how do you judge -- 10: 35; 37: 154;
- What ails you - you are not among the prostrate -- 15: 32;
- What ails this messenger - he eat food and walks in the markets -- 25: 7;
- He said what ails you -- they said we cannot give our flocks to drink -- 28: 23;
- What ails you that you do not help one another -- 37: 25;
- What ail you that you do not speak -- 37: 91-92;
- What ails us - we do not see men we thought wicked -- 38: 62;
- What ail me - I call you to deliverance - you call me to Fire - you call me to --- 40: 41-43;
- What ails you - you do not believe in Allah when messenger calls you -- 57: 8;
- What ails you -- you do not spend --- when to Allah belongs inheritance of heavens --- 57: 10;
- What ails you - how foolishly you judge -- 68: 36;
- What ails kuffar - they stare at you open-eyed -- 70: 36-37;
- What ails you - you do not hope to Allah for dignity - when He created you -- 71: 13-14;
- What ail them then that they do not believe -- 84: 20;
- And man says what ails her -- 99: 3;
AIMS
- When they behold the doom and all their aims collapse with them -- 2: 166;
- Does man think he is to be left aimless -- 75: 36;
ALARM
- If the hypocrites and --- the alarmists --- do not cease, We shall urge you against them -- 33:
60-61;
ALCOHOL
- In it is great sin and some use -- 2: 219;
- Do not come near prayer while drunk -- 4:43
- Strong drink and gambling ---- are Satan’s handiwork - leave it aside that you may succeed he seek
only to cast enmity and hatred among you and to turn you from remembrance of Allah --- 5:
90-91;
ALLAH
- The Beneficent, the Merciful -- 1 :1; 2: 163;
- Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds -- 1: 2; 6: 162; 39: 75; 40: 65; --- Blessed be AllahLord of Worlds -- 40: 64; --- He is Lord of Worlds -- 41: 9;
- Believers depend on Allah for guidance -- 2: 5;
- Has sealed hearing, hearts, eyes of disbelievers -- 2: 7;
- Of mankind are some who say we believe in Allah but they do not believe -- 2: 8;
- Hypocrites want to fool Allah and believers - only fool themselves -- 2: 9;
- Allah increases disease in hearts of hypocrites -- 2: 10;
- Allah mocks hypocrites, they wander blindly -- 2: 15;
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- Takes away light from hypocrites leaving them in darkness -- 2: 17;
- What happens to kuffar and hypocrites in rainstorm wherein is thunder and lightning - Allah
could destroy their hearing and sight - 2: 19-20;
- Is able to do all things -- 2: 20; 106; 109; 148; 284; 3: 26; 29; 165; 189; 5: 17; 19;
40;
5: 120; 6: 17; 8: 41; 9: 39; 11: 4; 16: 77; 22: 6; 24: 45; 29: 20; 30: 50; 33: 27;
35: 1;
41: 39; 42: 9; 46: 33; 48: 21; 57: 2; 59: 6; 64: 1; 65: 12; 66: 8; 67: 1; --- is
aware
of all things 2: 231; 6: 101;
- O mankind! worship Allah - He created you -- 2: 21;
- Allah sends down water from sky producing food - do not set up RIVALS to Him -- 2: 22;
- Teaches by similitudes - believers are guided - evil-doers are misled -- 2: 26;
- Those who break covenant of Allah and make mischief, are losers -- 2: 27;
- How can you disbelieve when Allah created you ---- and to Him you will return -- 2: 28;
- He created FOR YOU ALL that is in the earth; He fashioned 7 heavens -- 2: 29;
Is Knower of all things --2: 29; 282; 4: 176; 5: 97; 8: 75; 24: 35; 64; 33: 54; 42:
12;
58: 7; 64: 11; --- Knows what you proclaim and what you hide -- 5: 99;
- Tells angels He will place viceroy on earth - angels said man will shed blood - Allah says I
know
what you do not -- 2: 30;
- Asks angels to name His creations -- 2: 31;
- Angels say We only know what Thou taught us -- 2: 32;
- Tells angels He knows ALL secrets - hidden or revealed -- 2: 33;
- Tells angels to prostrate to Adam -- 2: 34;
- Tells Adam and Eve to dwell in Garden but avoid tree -- 2: 35
- Tells Adam and Satan there'd be habitation and provision for them on earth - one being a foe
to
other -- 2: 36;
- Relents towards Adam -- 2: 37;
- Is Relenting, Merciful -- 2: 37; 54; 160; 4: 16; 9: 102; 104; 118; 49: 12;
- Tells Adam and companions to go down - He will send guidance - whoso follows His
guidance
will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 38;
- Says who disbelieves and denies revelation will be in Hell -- 2:39;
- Reminds Jews of His favours - asks them to fulfill their promises - He will fulfill His - and that
they
fear Him -- 2: 40; 47; 49-50;
- Asks Jews to believe Quran, (confirming Torah) not to disbelieve it- not to part with it for
small
price and to keep duty -- 2: 41;
- Appoints 40 nights solitude for Moses - Jews took calf for worship in his absence -- 2: 51;
- After calf, pardons Jews that they may give thanks -- 2: 52;
- Gave Moses Torah so he can lead Jews aright -- 2: 53; 87;
- Jews said they will not believe till they see Allah -- 2: 55;
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- Revives Jews after extinction that they may give thanks -- 2: 56;
- Sends down Manna and quails for Jews - tells them to eat of the good things -- 2: 57;
- Orders Jews to enter township prostrate and eat freely - He'd forgive their sins - 2: 58;
- When Jews changed words, Allah sent wrath on them -- 2: 59;
- Tells Moses to strike rock - water gushes - tells Jews to eat and drink - not to make mischief
-- 2: 60;
- Sends punishment on Jews for disobedience - after they tell Moses to ask for other food -2:61;
- Whosoever believes in Allah , Last Day and does right, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 62;
- Tells Jews to hold fast to Torah and ward-off evil -- 2: 63;
- Had it not been for His Grace and Mercy, Jews would be losers -- 2: 64;
- Transforms Sabbath-breakers to apes - an example for future generations - an admonition
to
God-fearing people -- 2: 65-66;
- Commands Jews to sacrifice cow and its description -- 2: 67-71;
- Moses kills man - Allah tells him about it - brings man back to life -- 2: 72-73;
- Allah is not unaware of what you do -- 2: 74; 85; 140; 3: 99; 11: 123; 27: 93;
--- is best aware of what you do -- 2: 283; 22: 68; 23: 51; 26: 188; 29: 45; 33: 2; 42:
25;
48: 11; 58: 13; 63: 11; 64: 8; --- is not unaware of what they do 6: 132;
--- is informed of what you do -- 2: 234; 271; 3: 153; 180; 4: 94; 128; 135; 9: 16; 24:
53;
27: 88; 31: 29; 57: 10; 58: 3; 11; 59: 18; --- is aware of what good you do -- 4: 127;
--- is Seer of what you do -- 2: 110; 233; 237; 265; 3: 156; 163; 5: 71; 8: 72; 11:
112;
33: 9; 34: 11; 41: 40; 48: 24; 49: 18; 57: 4; 60: 3; 64: 2;
--- knows what you do -- 16: 91; 24: 28;
--- is aware of what they do -- 6: 132; 10: 36; 24: 30; 24: 41; 35: 8; 39: 70;
--- was aware of what they did -- 12: 19; --- is aware of all things -- 2: 231; 6: 101;
--- is informed of what they do -- 11: 111;
--- is Seer of what they do -- 2: 96; 8: 38;
--- Is Knower of what you used to do -- 16: 28;
- Have you received covenant from Allah - Allah will not break His covenant -- 2: 80;
- Do you say about Allah what you know not -- 2: 80;
- Details of Allah's covenant with Jews -- 2: 83;
- Gave Jesus clear proofs and supported him with holy Spirit --2: 87;
- Allah curses Jews for their disbelief --2: 88;
- Allah is aware of evil-doers -- 2: 95; 246; 9: 47; 62: 7; --- of wrong-doers -- 6: 38; --of
transgressors -- 6: 119; --- of those who ward off evil -- 3: 115; --- of what is hidden in
your breasts -- 3: 119; 154; 8: 43; 11: 5; 31: 23; 35: 38; 39: 7; 57: 6; 64: 4; 67: 13;
-- of what they hide -- 3: 167; -- of whatever good you do -- 4: 127; -- is Knower, Aware -4: 35;
31: 34; 49: 13; 66: 3; --- is the Aware -- 35: 14; --The Wise, The Aware -- 6: 73; 83;
128;
15: 25; 34: 1; -- the Subtile, the Aware -- 6: 103; 22: 63; 31: 16; 33: 34; 67: 14;
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Is Responsive, Aware --2: 158; 4: 147; -- of those who keep their duty -- 9: 44; --- Is aware
of him
who strays from His Way and those who go aright -- 16: 125; -- is aware of what you hide
and what
what you proclaim -- 60: 1;
- Who is an enemy to Allah - Allah is an enemy to kuffar -- 2: 98;
- Chooses for His Mercy whom He will - is of infinite bounty -- 2: 105; 3: 74;
- Allah has Sovereignty of heavens and earth - beside Him we have no friend nor helper -- 2:
107;
- Nothing is hidden from Him -- 3: 5;
- Will judge between them about what they differ -- 2: 113;
- To Allah belongs East and West - wherever you turn is Allah's countenance -- is All
All-Embracing, All-Knowing -- 2: 115; 142; 247; 261; 268; 3: 73; 4: 32; 130; 5: 54;
- They say Allah has taken a son - ALL in heaven and earth is His - all subservient to Him -- 2:
116;
- Originator of Heaven and Earth - He only has to say "Be" -- 2: 117;
- Some say why does Allah not speak to Us or give us a sign -- 2: 118;
- Will not help those who have Quran, but follow Jews and Christians -- 2: 120;
- Abraham tried - appointed leader - asks about offspring - told wrong-doers not included -- 2:
124;
- Makes Mecca sanctuary - place of worship where Abraham stood - imposes duty on
Abraham to
purify Kaaba -- 2: 125;
- Abraham prays for Mecca to be secure and for fruits to be bestowed -- 2: 126;
- Abraham makes dua while building Kaaba -- 2: 127-129;
- Chose Abraham in this world and places him among righteous in hereafter -- 2: 130;
- Commands Abraham to surrender -- 2: 131;
- Say we believe in Allah, Quran and previous revelations -- 2: 136;
- Is sufficient for believers against others -- 2: 137; --- is sufficient for us -- 3: 173; 8:
64; --- Is
sufficient as Reckoner -- 4: 6; --- Is sufficient as Friend and Helper -- 4: 45; --- Is sufficient
as Knower -- 4: 70; --- is Sufficient as Witness -- 4: 79; --- Is sufficient as Defender -- 4:
132; 171;
-- Is sufficient as Trustee - put your trust in Him -- 4: 81; 33: 48; -- Is sufficient for thee -- 8:
62; Is
Is sufficient for me - There is no God beside Him - In Him I put my trust -- 9: 129; --- Is
sufficient
for a Guide and Helper -- 25: 31; - is enough for believers in their fight -- 33: 25; --- Allah is Hearer, Knower -- 2: 137; 181; 224; 227; 244; 256; 3: 34; 121; 148; 5: 76;
6: 13;
6: 115; 7: 200; 8: 17; 42; 53; 61; 9: 98; 103; 10: 65; 12: 34; 21: 4; 24: 21; 60;
26: 220; 29: 5; 29: 60; 31: 28; 41: 36; 44: 6; 49: 1; 58: 1;
- Say to People of Book - Allah is our Lord and your Lord - to us our deeds, to you yours -- 2:
139;
- Do you say Abraham was Jew or Christian -- do you know better than Allah -- 2: 140;
- Allah guides whom He will to straight path -- 2: 142; 213; 22: 16; 24: 35; --- does not
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guide
wrong-doers -- 9: 109; 46: 10;
- Will not make your faith vain -- Full of pity, Merciful to mankind -- 2: 143;
--- full of Pity for His bondmen -- 3: 30; --- full of pity, merciful for them -- 9: 117; 16: 7;
47;
22: 65; 57: 9; 59: 10;
- Is with the steadfast -- 2: 153; 249; 8: 46;
--- Loves the steadfast -- 3: 146; --- loves those who have care for cleanliness -- 2: 222;
Loves those who do good -- 3: 134; 148; -- the steadfast -- 3: 146; -- loves those who put
their trust in Him -- 3: 159; -- the equitable -- 5: 42; -- the good -- 5: 93; --- those who
keep
their duty -- 9: 7; --- the purifiers -- 9: 108; -- the just dealers -- 60: 8;
- Those slain in way of Allah are not "dead" -- 2: 154;
- We belong to Allah and to Him we are returning -- 2: 156;
- Safa and Marwa are indications of Allah -- 2: 158;
- Allah curses those who hide proofs and guidance after revelation -- 2: 159;
- He relents towards those who repent, amends and make known the truth -- He is Relenting,
Merciful -- 2: 160; 4: 16;
- Curse of Allah, angels and men are on those who die in disbelief -- 2: 161;
- Your God is one God - there is no God beside Him -- 2: 163; 16: 22; 18: 110;
- Some of mankind set up rivals to Allah, loving them with love due to Allah alone ----- had
those who do evil known that POWER BELONG WHOLLY TO ALLAH -- 2: 165
- Allah is severe in punishment -- 2: 165; 3: 11; 5: 98; 8: 13; 48; 52;
- Devil enjoins on man to say about Allah that which he knows not -- 2: 169;
- When man told to follow what Allah revealed, they say they'd follow fathers even though
fathers
had no guidance -- 2: 170;
- Allah has forbidden you carrion, blood, swineflesh --- 2: 173
- Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2: 173; 182; 192; 218; 226; 3: 31; 89; 129; 4: 23; 25;
96; 100;
4: 129; 5: 3; 34; 74; 98; 6: 54; 145; 152; 165; 7: 153; 167; 8: 69; 70; 9: 5; 27;
91; 99;
10: 97; 11: 41; 53; 12: 98; 14: 36; 15: 49; 16: 18; 110; 115; 119; 24: 5; 22; 62;
25: 6; 70; 27: 11; 28: 16; 33: 5; 24; 50; 59; 73; 34: 2; 39: 53; 41: 32; 42: 5;
46: 8;
48: 14; 49: 5; 14; 57: 28; 58: 2; 12; 60: 7; 12; 64: 14; 66: 1; 73: 20;
--- will be Forgiving, Merciful -- 24: 33; --- the Mighty, the Merciful -- 26: 9; 68; 104;
122;
26: 140; 159; 175; 191; 30: 5; 32: 6; 44: 42; --- is Clement, Merciful -- 24: 20;
- Those who hide portion of the Scripture --- Allah will not speak to them on Day of Judgment
nor
make them grow -- 2: 174;
- Allah revealed the Scripture with truth -- 2: 176;
- Allah desire for you ease - not hardship - you should magnify Allah for guiding you -- 2:
185;
- When My servants question you about Me -----I answer the prayer of every suppliant ----- so
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let
them hear My call -- 2: 186;
- Allah turned in Mercy and relieved you -- 2: 187;
- Observe your duty to Allah -- that you may be successful -- 2: 189;
--- He is with those who ward-off evil -- 2: 194; --- Allah is severe in punishment -- 2: 196;
211;
3: 11; 5: 2; 8: 25; --- Allah is aware of all things -- 2: 231; 6: 101; --- Allah is Seer of
what you do -- 2: 233; 237; 265; 8: 72; --- Allah teaches you - Allah knows all things -- 2:
282;
4: 176;
--- Be Careful of your duty to Allah -- 9: 119; --- know that to Him you will be gathered -2: 203;
5: 96;
--- Be Mindful of your duty to Allah -- seek a way of approach to Him - strive in His Way
that
you may succeed -- 5: 35; -- to Whom you will be gathered -- 5: 96; -- that you may succeed
-- 5: 100;
--- Keep your duty to Allah --if you are true believers -- 5: 57; --- is with those who keep
their
duty to Him -- 9: 36; 123; -- to Whom you will be gathered -- 58: 9; -- Allah will appoint a
way out
for you -- 65: 2; -- will make your course easy -- 65: 4; -- He forgives him and gives reward -65: 5;
- Fight in way of Allah against those -----begin not hostilities -- 2: 190;
---Allah loves not aggressors -- 2: 190;
- Spend your wealth for Cause of Allah - Allah loves the beneficent -- 2: 195;
- Allah is swift at Reckoning -- 2: 202; 6: 62;
-- to take account -- 3: 199;
- Remember Allah through the appointed days -- 2: 203;
- Some call Allah to witness what is in their hearts - rigid opponent - mischief maker - 2: 204205;
Allah does not love mischief -- 2: 204-205; --- does not love the impious and guilty -- 2:
276;
--- does not love kuffar -- 3: 32; --- does not love wrong-doers -- 3: 57; --- does not love the
proud,
boastful, those who hoard and enjoin avarice on others , those who hide what Allah hath
bestowed
or who spend to be seen -- 4: 36-38; --- does not love the treacherous and sinful -- 4: 107;
8: 58;
does not love harsh speech, except by one wronged -- 4: 148; --- does not love
transgressors -- 5: 87;
does not love waste -- 6: 141; --- does not love the boaster -- 31: 18; 57: 23; --- is not
pleased
with thanklessness -- 39: 7;
- When told to be careful of duty to Allah - pride causes him to sin -- 2: 206;
- Of mankind is he who'd sell himself for Pleasure of Allah -- Allah hath compassion on His
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bondmen -- 2: 207;
- Come all of you into submission to Him -- 2: 208;
- Allah is Mighty, Wise -- 2: 209; 220; 228; 240; 260; 3: 6; 18; 62; 4: 56; 5: 118; 8:
10;
8: 49; 63; 67; 9: 40; 9: 71; 14: 4; 16: 60; 27: 9; 78; 29: 26; 42; 30: 27; 31: 9;
27;
34; 27; 35: 2; 44; 39: 1; 40: 8; 45: 2; 37; 46: 2; 48: 7; 19; 57: 1; 59: 1; 24;
60: 5;
61: 1; 62: 1; 3; 64: 18; --- the Knower, the Wise -- 4: 11; 17; 24; 26: 92; 104; 111;
170;
6: 18; 8: 71; 9: 15; 28: 60; 9: 97; 106; 12: 6; 100; 22: 52; 24: 18; 24: 58; 59; 33:
1;
43: 84; 48: 4; 49: 8; 51: 30; 60: 10; 66: 2; 76: 30; --- is Clement, Wise -- 24: 10;
- Do they wait for Allah to come in shadow of clouds with angels? -- 2: 210;
- Allah gives without stint to whom He wills -- 2: 212; 3: 37;
- Allah guides whom He will to the Truth -- 2: 213;
- Affliction ----- befell them till they said when comes Allah's help -- Allah’s help is near -- 2:
214;
- Whatever good you do, Allah knows it -- 2: 15; --- Is Knower, Indulgent -- 4: 12;
- Allah knows - you do not -- 2: 216; 232;
- Warfare in sacred months is great sin; to turn men from way of Allah and to disbelieve ---- 2:
217;
- Allah knows him who spoils from him who improves - He could have overburdened you -- 2:
220;
- DISOBEDIENCE TO ALLAH LEADS TO FIRE - OBEDIENCE LEADS TO PARADISE -- 2:
221;
- By your oaths, do not let Allah be a hindrance to your being righteous ---- and making peace
among mankind -- 2: 224;
- Will not task you for what is unintentional in your oaths -- 2: 225;
- Allah is Forgiving, Clement -- 2: 225; 235; 4: 99; 3: 155; 5: 101; -- Is Responsive,
Clement -- 64: 17; --- is Absolute, Clement -- 2: 263; --- is Clement, Forgiving -- 17: 44;
33: 51;
35: 41;
- These are Allah's limits - who transgress them are wrong-doers -- 2: 229-230;
- Make not Allah's revelations a laughing stock by your behaviour -- remember Allah’s Grace to
you by which He exhorts you -- 2: 231;
- This is an admonition for him who believes in Allah and Last Day -- 2: 232;
- Allah knows what is in your minds -- beware of Him -- 2: 235; 3: 29;
- Stand with devotion to Allah -- 2: 238;
- Allah expounds His revelations that you may understand -- 2: 242;
- Allah is Lord of Kindness to mankind -- 2: 243; --- Lord of Kindness to His creatures -- 2:
251;
- Who will lend a goodly loan so Allah will increase it? -- 2: 245;
- Allah straitens or enlarges -- 2: 245;
- Bestows His sovereignty on whom He wills -- 2: 247;
- Saul and some believers with him said - How many a small army defeated a larger one by
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Allah’s leave - Allah is with the steadfast -- 2: 249; 8: 46; 66;
- By Allah’s leave, David slew Goliath -- Allah gave David kingdom, wisdom and taught him -If Allah had not repelled some men by others - earth would have been corrupted -- 2: 251;
- These are portents of Allah - We recite to you with truth -- 2: 252;
- Allah does what He will -- 2: 253;
- Allah! There is no God besides Him - the Alive, the Eternal (Ayat al Kursi). He owns
everything
heavens and earth. He knows everything - His throne includes heavens and earth - He is
never
weary of preserving them -- He is Sublime, Tremendous -- 2: 255;
- Is Protecting Friend of believers - He brings them out of darkness to light -- 2: 257;
- Causes sun to raise in east -- does not guide wrong-doing folk -- 2: 258; 9: 19;
- The story of man who died 100 years - Allah brings him back to life - says he now believes
Allah can do all things - 2: 259;
- Abraham asks Allah to show how He gives life to dead -- 2: 260;
- The likeness of those who spend in Allah's way - grain grows 7 ears - each ear 100 grains Allah
gives increase to whom He wills - 2: 261;
- Those who spend their wealth for Allah's pleasure and to strengthen their souls ----- 2: 265;
- MAKES PLAIN HIS REVELATIONS SO YOU MAY GIVE THOUGHT -- 2: 266;
- Allah is Absolute Owner of Praise -- 2: 267; 4: 131;
- Promises forgiveness and bounty - devil promises destitution and enjoins lewdness -- 2: 268;
- GRANTS WISDOM TO WHOM HE WISHES - 2: 269;
- It is not prophet's duty to guide anyone - Allah will guide whom He will -- 2: 272;
- Allah does not guide -- evil-living folk -- 61: 5; 63: 6; --- wrong-doing folk -- 9: 109; 46:
10;
61: 7; 62: 5;
- If you do not spend for Allah's pleasure, then ------ 2: 272;
- Knows whatever good things you spend -- 2: 273;
- Write contracts to avoid doubt - let debtor dictate - have witnesses -- 2: 282;
- Will account you for everything - will forgive or punish - Owner of everything in heaven and
earth - does not task a soul beyond its scope - dua -- 2: 284-286; 3: 129; 21: 19;
- There is no God besides Him, the Alive, the Eternal -- 3: 2; 6;
- Revealed the Criterion of right and wrong -- 3: 4;
- Allah is Mighty, able to requite the wrong -- 3: 4; 5: 95;
- Nothing in Heaven or earth is hidden from Allah -- 3: 5; 29;
- He fashions you in wombs as pleases Him -- 3: 6;
- Thou, only Thou art the Bestower -- 3: 8;
- It is Thee who will gather mankind together on a Day -- 3: 9;
- Allah does not fail to keep His promise -- 3: 9;
- Strengthens with His succour whom He wills -- 3: 13;
- With Allah, is a more excellent abode -- 3: 14;
- With Allah are gardens -- pure companions, contentment -- 3: 15;
- Allah is Seer of His bondmen -- 3: 15; 20; -- has pity for His bondmen -- 3: 30; --- He is
the Hearer, the Seer -- 17: 1 22: 61; 75; 40: 20; 56; 42: 11; --- Is Knower, Seer of
His
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slaves -- 17: 30; 96; --- Seer of His slaves -- 40: 44; --- Is ever Seer -- 25: 20; 67: 19;
Is Seer of what you do -- 3: 156; 163; 5: 71; --- Is Seer of what they do -- 8: 38;
- Allah's bondmen are those who say we believe, seek pardon ----- 3: 16-17;
- Allah is Witness that there is no God besides Him -- He maintains His creation in Justice -- 3:
18
- Oh Allah! Owner of Sovereignty, Thou givest sovereignty to whom Thou wilt ----- 3: 26-27;
- Beware of Allah - to Allah is the journeying -- 3: 28; 30; 24: 42; 31: 14; 35: 18; 40: 3;
42: 15; 60: 4; 64: 3; -- Owner of everything - everything will return to Him -- 3: 109; -- To
Allah all things are brought back -- 8: 44; 35: 4; 57: 5; -- To Allah is your return -- 31: 15;
23;
36: 83; -- To Allah all things are returned -- 22: 76;
- Knows what is in your minds -- 3: 29; 154;
- IF YOU LOVE ALLAH, FOLLOW ME, Allah will love you and forgive your sins -- 3: 31;
- Allah preferred Adam, Noah, family of Abraham above other creatures -- 3: 33;
- Allah knew best of what she was delivered -- 3: 36;
- Allah accepts Mary with full acceptance - vouchsafes goodly growth -- appoints Zachariah
guardian - Zachariah finds her with food - when asked, she says Allah gives without stint to
whom He wills -- 3: 37;
- Zachariah says - O Allah! -- Thou art the hearer of Prayers -- 3: 38;
- Gives tidings of John - a Prophet - to Zachariah -- 3: 39;
- Zachariah asks Allah how could that be because he is old and his wife is barren -- told Allah
does as He will -- 3: 40;
- Zachariah asks Allah for token - Allah tells him he’ll be dumb for 3 days -- 3: 41;
- Gives glad tidings to Mary re birth of Jesus -- 3: 45;
- Mary asks how can she have a child when no man hath touched her -- Allah says He creates
what He wills - all He says to it is ‘Be’ -- 3: 47;
- And Allah schemed - Allah is the best Schemer -- 3: 54;
- Allah said - O Jesus! I am gathering thee and causing thee to ascend to Me --- and I shall
judge
between you that wherein you differed -- 3: 55;
- I will chastise kuffar --- in the world and in hereafter ---- they will have no helper -- 3: 56;
- Allah will pay those who believe and do good works their wages in full -- 3: 57;
- There is no God but Allah -- 3: 62; 4: 87; 6: 102; 106; -- Allah is only ONE God -- 4:
171;
- Is the Protecting Friend of believers -- 3: 68; 9: 51;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge and ward-off evil -- 3: 76;
- Those who purchase small gain at cost of Allah’s covenant -- Allah will not speak to them
nor look upon them -- nor will He make them grow -- 3: 77;
- Will not command you to take prophet for Lord. Will He command you to disbelieve after
your
belief? -- 3: 80;
- When Allah made covenant with prophets, He told them that messengers will follow them -3: 81;
- Say We believe in Allah and what is revealed to us and to Abraham -- we make no distinction
between any of them and to Him we have surrendered -- 3: 84;
- Curse of Allah, angels and men on those who disbelieve after belief -- 3: 86- 89;
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- Allah speak Truth so follow religion of Abraham -- 3: 95;
- Is independent of all creatures -- 3: 97;
- How can you disbelieve - Allah's revelations recited to you and messenger is in your midst who
hold fast to Allah is guided to right path -- 3: 101;
- Hold fast to cable of Allah and do not separate - He made friendship between your hearts
-- 3: 103;
- Allah wills no injustice to His creatures -- 3: 108;
- Allah is aware of those who ward off evil -- 3: 115; --- is aware of what is hidden in your
breasts -- 3: 119; 154; 8: 43;
- Allah is surrounding what they do -- 3: 120; 8: 47; --- Allah surrounds all things -- 4: 126;
- Allah was their Protecting Friend -- 3: 122;
---In Allah, let believers put their trust -- 3: 122; 160; 9: 51; 14: 11; 58: 10; 64: 13;
---In Allah let the trusting put their trust -- 14: 12; 39: 38; Allah is my all. In Him do all the
trusting put their trust -- 39: 38;
--- Put your trust in Allah -- 33: 3; --- Allah is sufficient
as Trustee -- 33: 3; 48; --- In Thee we put our trust -- 60: 4; --- loves those who put their
trust in
Him -- 3: 159;
- If you keep away from evil - Allah will help you with 5000 angels - message of good cheer He may
cut off disbelievers - victory is only from Allah - Allah forgives or punishes -- 3: 124-129;
- Obey Allah and messenger that you may find mercy -- 3: 132;
- Who forgives sins besides Allah -- 3: 135;
- Who turns back, does no hurt to Allah -- Allah will reward the thankful -- 3: 144;
- No soul can die except by Allah’s leave and at an appointed term -- 3: 145;
- They quailed not for anything that befell them in the Way of Allah - they did not weaken nor
were they brought low -- 3: 146-148;
- Is your Protector and Helper -- 3: 150;
- If Allah help you, none can overcome you -- if Allah withdraws His help -- 3: 160;
- One who follows Pleasure of Allah is not same as one who earns His wrath -- 3: 162;
- Allah's grace to believers - sending messenger of their own, causing them to grow -- 3: 164;
- That Allah may know the -- true believers -- 3: 166; --- the hypocrites -- 3: 167;
- Is of infinite Bounty -- 3: 174;
- It is Allah’s will to assign them no portion in Hereafter -- 3: 176;
- Who purchase disbelief at price of faith does not harm Allah at all -- 3: 177;
- Not Allah’s purpose to leave you --- until He separate wicked from good nor to let you know
Unseen -- Allah choose of His messengers Whom He will -- 3: 179;
- Allah’s is heritage of heavens and earth -- 3: 180;
- They say Allah is poor and we are rich -- 3: 181;
- Is no oppressor -- 3: 182; 26: 209;
Is not a tyrant ---- 8: 51; 41: 46;
--- Is no oppressor of His slaves -- 22: 10;
- Allah’s is Sovereignty of heavens and earth -- 3: 189; 5: 17; 18; 40; 119; 7: 158;
- Has been a watcher over you -- 4: 1;
- Will guide you by examples of those before you -- 4: 26;
- Who kills another through aggression -- will be cast into Hell -- easy for Allah -- 4: 29-30;
- Is witness over all things -- 4: 33; 5: 117;
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- Is High Exalted, Great -- 4: 34;
- Serve Allah - Ascribe no partner to Him - show kindness to parents - 4: 36;
- Allah knows your enemies --4: 45;
- Will not forgive that you ascribe partners to Him -- 4: 48;
- Purifies whom He will -- 4: 49;
- Obey Allah and messenger and those in authority -- 4: 59; --- Who obey Allah and
messenger
are in company of Prophets -- 4: 69; --- Who obeys messenger, obeys Allah -- 4: 80; --Obey
Allah and messenger -- 8: 20; 46; --- Obey Allah and messenger when he calls you to what
gives life --- ALLAH COMES BETWEEN A MAN AND HIS HEART -- 8: 24; -- Believers
obey Allah and messenger -- 9: 71;
- Some fear mankind with a fear greater than that for Allah -- 4: 77; --- they try to hide from
man
but not from Allah -- 4: 108;
- They say good is from Allah -- evil is from Muhammad -- say All is from Allah -- 4: 78;
- Perhaps Allah will restrain disbelievers - Allah is Mightier than them -- 4: 84;
- Allah oversees all things -- 4: 85; --- Allah takes count of all things -- 4: 86; ---Allah takes
care of all things -- 6: 102;
- Who is more truthful that Allah? -- 4: 87;
- With Allah are plenteous spoils - as he is, you were -- Allah is Gracious to you -- 4: 94;
- Seek forgiveness of Allah - He is Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 106;
- Took Abraham for friend -- 4: 125;
- To Allah belongs whatever is in heaven and earth -- 4: 126; 131-132; 6: 12; 31: 26;
- ALLAH IS ABSOLUTE, Owner of Praise -- 4: 131; 57: 24; 64: 6;
- Allah is able to remove you and produce others -- 4: 133;
- With Allah is reward of world and hereafter -- 4: 134;
- Be witness for Allah even against parents -- rich or poor -- Allah is nearer to both than you
are -- 4: 135;
- Believe in Allah --- who disbelieve are astray -- 4: 136;
- ALL POWER BELONGS TO ALLAH -- 4: 139; --- Allah is Forgiving, Powerful -- 4: 149;
- When you hear Allah's revelations mocked at, move away - or you become like them -- Allah
will gather hypocrites and kuffar to hell -- 4: 140;
- When hypocrites stand to pray, they are unmindful of Allah -- 4: 142;
- Whom Allah cause to go astray -- you will not find a way for him -- 4: 143;
- When believers take kuffar for friends, they give Allah clear warrant against themselves -- 4:
144;
- Will bestow on believers great reward -- 4: 146;
- Will not punish you if you believe in Him and is thankful -- 4: 147;
- Ordains what pleases Him -- 5: 1;
- Is swift to take account -- 5: 4;
- Remember Allah's covenant with you - do not break it -- 5: 8;
- Creates what He will -- 5: 17;
- Allah accepts only from those who ward-off evil -- 5: 27;
- What will be done to those who make war on Allah and messenger -- 5: 33;
- Do not fear mankind, but fear Me - barter not My revelations for little gain -- 5: 44;
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- If Allah willed, He could have made you one community -- 5: 48;
- YOUR FRIEND CAN ONLY BE ALLAH, messenger and believers who -- 5: 55;
- Who choose Allah, messenger and believers for friends know Allah’s party is victorious -- 5:
56;
- The Jews say Allah's hands are tied - He curses them for that - Allah loves not corrupters -5: 64;
- If People of Book would believe and ward-off evil, We will remit their sins -- 5: 65;
- Who say Jesus is Allah is kafir - Jesus said to -- Worship Allah my Lord and Your Lord -- 5:
72;
- Who say Allah is third of 3 is kafir - there is only ONE God -- 5: 73;
- Turn to Allah and seek forgiveness of Him -- 5: 74;
- Do you worship in place of Allah that which can neither help nor hurt you? --5: 76;
- Is severe in punishment but is also Forgiving and Merciful -- 5: 98;
- Messengers will be asked about response from mankind - only Allah knows unseen -- 5:
109;
- Jesus said - Give us sustenance - Thou art the best of Sustainers -- 5: 114;
- Allah tells Jesus, who disbelieves of you afterwards, I shall punish him severely -- 5: 115;
- Allah questions Jesus as to what he said to mankind and Jesus’ reply -- 5: 116-119;
- Created heavens and earth -- 6: 1;
- Created man -- 6: 2;
- He is Allah in the heavens and earth -- 6: 3;
- Prescribed Mercy for Himself -- 6: 12; 6: 54;
- To Allah belongs what rests in night and day -- 6: 13;
- Originator of Heaven and earth - Who feeds and is not fed --- 6: 14; 101;
- Is the Omnipotent over His slaves -- 6: 18;
- Do you bear witness that there is more gods besides Allah -- say I bear no such witness - He
is
only ONE God and I am innocent of what you associate with Him -- 6: 19;
- He sends astray whom He wills and guides whom He wills -- 6: 39;
- Afflicted nations with suffering and adversity so they may be humble --- 6: 42;
- If Allah took away hearing and sight, who can restore it -- 6: 46;
- Not a leaf falls, He knows it; not a grain in darkness of earth - in a record - 6: 59;
- He takes soul at night -- 6: 60;
- Besides Allah, shall we call on that which can neither ----- and turn back after Allah guided
us - the
guidance of Allah is Guidance - we are ordered to surrender to Allah, to establish worship,
ward-off
evil - Knower of invisible and visible - to whom we will be gathered - Who created earth Owner
of Day when Trumpet is blown -- 6: 71-73;
- Includes all things in His Knowledge -- 6: 80;
- Glorified be He and high exalted above what they ascribe to Him - how can He have a son He has
no consort - Originator of heaven and earth - He created ALL things - such is Allah, your
Lord there is no God besides Him - worship Him - Vision comprehends Him not - He
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comprehends all
vision -- 6: 100-103;
- Whom He wants to guide, He opens his breast to Islam -- 6: 125;
- Will not destroy a nation that was not warned -- 6: 131;
- Allah is the Absolute, the Lord of Mercy - He can remove you and bring in your stead
whatever He will -- 6: 133;
- Who invent lies against Allah are astray -- 6: 140;
- Is truthful -- 6: 146; --- is Lord of all-embracing mercy -- 6: 147;
- His wrath will never be withdrawn from the guilty folk -- 6: 147;
- Does not place burden on you greater than you can bear - 10 COMMANDMENTS - 6:
151-155;
- Shall I seek other than Allah for Lord, when He is Lord of all things -- 6: 164;
- Allah is swift in Prosecution -- 6: 165; 7: 167; -- Is swift at Reckoning -- 13: 41; 14: 51;
24: 39;
40: 17;
- AS HE BROUGHT YOU INTO BEING, SO RETURN TO HIM --- 7: 29;
- Allah forbids only indecencies, - open and secret - sin, wrongful oppression, ascribing
partners to
Him and saying about Him what you know not -- 7: 33;
- Blessed be Allah, Lord of the Worlds -- 7: 54;
- Moses said Shall I seek for you a God other than Allah -- 7: 140;
- Moses asks Allah ‘Show me Thyself’ -- 7: 143;
- Thou the most Merciful of those who show Mercy -- 7: 151;
- Thus do We requite those who invent a lie -- 7: 152;
- In their inscription there was guidance --- for those who feared their Lord -- 7: 153;
- Moses said - My Lord! If Thou had willed, Thou would have destroyed them long before -- wilt
Thou destroy us for what the ignorant among us did - Thou sendest whom Thou wilt astray,
Thou
guidest whom Thou wilt, Thou art -- therefore forgive us and have mercy on us -- 7: 155;
- I smite with My punishment whom I will -- My mercy embraces all things -- I shall ordain it
for those -- 7: 156;
- To Allah belongs Sovereignty of heavens and earth - there is no God besides Him -- 7: 158
--- He quickens and gives death -- 7: 158; 9: 116; 40: 68; 41: 39; 44: 8; 53: 44; 57:
2;
He quickens the dead -- 22: 6; 30: 50; 42: 9; 46: 33;
- Said to Children of Adam, "Am I not your Lord?" -- 7: 172;
- Allah's are the fairest names - invoke Him by them ---- 7: 180;
- ALLAH WILLED THAT TRUTH SHOULD TRIUMPH -- cut root of kuffar - bring vanity to
nothing -- (Badr) -- 8: 7-8;
- He makes weak the plan of disbelievers -- 8: 18;
- Is with those who believe -- 8: 19;
- When you were few, feeble and in fear of being wiped out, Allah gave you refuge --- 8:
26;
- Betray not Allah and Messenger nor your trusts ---- 8: 27;
- Know that with Allah is immense reward -- 8: 28; 9: 22;
- Has infinite bounty - will guide you if you keep duty to Him, - rid you of evil and forgive you --
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8: 29;
- Is the best plotter -- 8: 30;
- Is your Befriender, transcendent Patron, transcendent Helper -- 8: 40;
- When you meet army, think of Allah much that you may be successful - 8: 45;
- Allah took them in their sins -- 8: 52; --- Allah destroyed them in their sins -- 8: 54;
- Does not change His Grace to people until they change what is in their hearts -- 8: 53;
13: 11;
- The worst beast in Allah's sight is the ungrateful who will not believe -- 8: 55;
- Let not kuffar think they can outstrip Allah’s purpose -- there is no escape -- 8: 59;
- Whatever you spend in Allah’s Way will be repaid to you in full -- 8: 60;
- Allah supported you with His help and -- 8: 62;
- Allah it was who hath attuned the hearts of the believers -- 8: 63;
- You desire the life of this world - Allah desire for you the hereafter -- 8: 67;
- If Allah knows any good in your heart He will give you better -- 8: 70;
- Allah hath more right that you should fear Him --- 9: 13;
- Fight them - Allah will chastise them at your hands --- 9: 14;
- Allah will not leave you alone till He tests you to see who will strive in His way -- 9: 16;
- WHO STRIVES IN HIS WAY WILL BE TRIUMPHANT -- 9: 20;
- Say, If your fathers, sons ------ wealth, are dearer to you than Allah, ----- 9: 24;
- Allah fights against Jews and Christians for their blasphemy -- 9: 30;
- They take as Lords besides Allah --- when they were bidden to worship only ONE God -there
is no God but Him - Be He glorified from -- 9: 31;
- They want to put out the light of Allah with their mouths -- Allah will perfect His Light -- 9: 32;
- He it is Who sent His messenger with Religion of Truth to make it prevail -- 9: 33;
- Allah knows they are liars -- 9: 42;
- In Allah let believers put their trust -- 9: 51;
- Had they said "Allah is sufficient for us - He'd give us of His bounty ---" -- 9: 59;
- They swear by Allah to please you when Allah has more right to be pleased --- 9: 62;
- Who oppose Allah and Messenger is doomed to Hell --- 9: 63;
- Was it at Allah, His revelations and messenger that you did scoff -- 9: 65;
- Allah promises believers Paradise and acceptance -- 9: 72;
- If they turn away, Allah will afflict them with -- 9: 74;
- Acceptor of Repentance --- 9: 104;
- There are others who await Allah's decree, whether He'd punish or forgive them -- 9: 106;
- Has bought lives and wealth of believers -- none fulfills covenant better than Allah -- 9:
111;
- Allah does not send anyone astray after guidance until He made clear what to avoid -- 9: 115;
Allah is aware of all things -- 9: 115; 29: 62; 33: 40; 48: 26; 49: 16; --- is in charge of
all things -- 11: 12; --- the Creator of all things -- 13: 16; 39: 62; 40: 62; --- is
Guardian
over all things -- 11: 57; 39: 62;
--- is Witness over all things -- 22: 17; 33: 55; 34: 47; 41: 53; 58: 6; 85: 9;
- To Allah belongs Sovereignty of Heavens and earth - 9: 116; 39: 6; 48: 14; 57: 2; 5; 64:
1;
85: 9;
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- You have no Protecting Friend nor Helper besides Allah --- 9: 116;
- Turned in Mercy to Prophet, Muhajireen and Ansar when a party almost swerved --- 9: 117;
- Is full of Pity - Merciful for them -- 9: 117; 16: 7; 47; 22: 65; 57: 9; 59: 10;
- Turned in Mercy to the three ---- There is no refuge from Allah except toward s Him --- 9:
118;
- Allah does not lose the wage of the good -- 9: 120; 11: 115;
- So that Allah may repay them the best of their deeds -- 9: 121;
- Allah is sufficient for me. There is no God beside Him - In Him I put my trust - He is Lord of
the
tremendous Throne ---- 9: 129; 27: 26;
- Tell the believers they have a sure footing with Allah --- 10: 2;
- Created heavens and earth in 6 days - established Himself on Throne --- 10: 3; 32: 4;
- He produced Creation, then reproduced it --10: 4; 85: 13; -- As We began Creation, so
shall We
repeat it -- 21: 104; -- Is not Allah best Who produce and reproduce Creation and provide
for
you from heaven and earth -- 27: 64;
- If Allah had so willed, I should not have recited it to you nor -- 10: 16;
- Will you inform Allah something He does not know --- 10: 18;
- Allah summons to abode of Peace and leads whom He wills to straight path --- 10: 25;
- Does not wrong mankind - mankind wrongs himself -- 10: 44; 16: 33;
- They say Allah hath taken a son - Glorified be He - He has no needs -- 10: 68;
- The best of Judges -- 10: 109; --- the most just of Judges -- 11: 45;
- Is Wise, Informed -- 11: 1;
- Message of Quran - Serve none but Allah -- 11: 2;
- If they answer not your prayer, know that it is revealed in knowledge of Allah -- 11: 14;
- Curse of Allah on wrong-doers -- 11: 18;
- If Allah's will is to keep you astray - my advice will be useless -- 11: 34;
- In the name of Allah be its course and its mooring -- 11: 41;
- Noah cried to Allah - O Allah! My son -- 11: 45;
- Noah cried to Allah - O Allah! I seek refuge in Thee from the sin that I should ask -- 11: 47;
- Allah is on Straight Path -- 11: 56;
- Is Nigh, Responsive -- 11: 61;
- Is the Strong, the Mighty -- 11: 66; 22: 40; 74; 33: 25; 42: 19; 57: 25; 58: 21;
- Owner of Praise - Owner of Glory -- 11: 73; -- the Mighty, the Owner of Praise -- 14: 1;
34: 6;
Absolute Owner of Praise -- 14: 8; 22: 64; 31: 12; 26; 35: 15; 57: 24; 60: 6; 64: 6;
- Is Merciful, Loving -- 11: 90;
- His grasp is painful, strong -- 11: 102;
- Allah does what He wills -- 11: 107; 14: 27; 22: 18; 85: 16; -- Does what He intends -- 22:
14;
- Allah's is the invisible of the heavens and earth - He is aware of what mortals do -- 11: 123;
- Allah - the One -- the Almighty -- 12: 39; 13: 16; 14: 48; 40: 16;
- Is the most Merciful of those who show mercy -- 12: 64; 92;
- Allah is Warden over what we say --- 12: 66;
- Joseph could not have taken his brother -- unless Allah willed -- 12: 76;
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- Allah is the best of Judges -- 12: 80;
- Glory be to Allah -- 12: 105;
- Knower of the invisible and the visible -- 13: 9; 32: 6; 39: 46; 59: 22; 62: 8; 64: 18;
- The Great, the High Exalted -- 13: 9;
- Who answers His call will have bliss - who does not - if he offered whole earth as ransom -13: 18;
- Guides to Himself who turns to Him -- 13: 27;
- IN REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH DO HEARTS FIND REST -- 13: 28;
- Allah effaces what He wills and establishes what He wills - His is the source of Ordinance -13: 39;
- Yours the conveyance of message - Ours, the reckoning --- 13: 40;
- INVITES YOU TO ASK SO HE CAN FORGIVE YOUR SINS -- 14: 10;
- Creator of Heavens and earth -- 14: 10; 35: 1; 39: 46; 42: 11; -- The All-Wise Creator -15: 86;
36: 81;
- If He will, He can remove you and ----- that is no great matter for Allah -- 14: 19-20;
- Gives believers of all they ask for -- You cannot count Allah's Blessings -- 14: 34;
- The Hearer of Prayers -- 14: 39;
- He gives them "long rope" -- 14: 42;
- Is Mighty - able to requite the wrong -- 14: 47; 39: 37;
- Provided livelihood for everything -- 15: 20;
- Tell My slaves - I am the Forgiving, Merciful -- 15: 49;
- Warn mankind that there is no God beside Me -- 16: 2;
- Be in awe only of Allah -- 16: 51; ( Y/A - Fear Me and Me alone -- 2: 41;)
- Is Knower, Powerful -- 16: 70; --- Is ever Powerful -- 25: 54;
- Enjoins justice, kindness, gifts to kinsfolk - forbids lewdness, abominations, wickedness -16: 90;
- Had Allah willed, He could have made you one nation --- 16:93;
- What Allah has is better for you -- 16: 95;
- What you have wastes away - What Allah has, remains -- 16: 96;
- If there were other Gods besides Allah - why did disbelievers not seek way against Allah -17: 42;
- Everything in Heavens and earth celebrate His praises -- 17: 44;
- If He does not want you to understand, He places veil between you and Quran reciter -- 17:
45-46;
- We will not put faith in thee until -- you bring Allah and angels as warrant -- 17: 90-93;
- Cry unto Allah, cry unto the Beneficent - His are the most beautiful names -- 17: 110;
- Say Praise be to Allah - He has no son, no partner, no Protecting Friend and MAGNIFY HIM
WITH ALL MAGNIFICENCE -- 17: 111;
- His is the invisible of the heavens and earth - how clear of sight, keen of hearing - He makes
none
share in His Government -- 18: 26; 25: 2;
- THERE IS NONE WHO CAN CHANGE HIS WORDS -- 18; 27;
- Obey not him whose heart We made heedless of Our remembrance -- 18: 28;
- Do not pray to Allah through prophet - this is partnership -- 18: 52;
- It does not befit the Majesty of Allah that He should take to Himself a son -- 19: 35;
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- Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so serve Him -- 19: 36;
- Those who rebel against God's commands -- 19: 69;
- Allah knows them and numbers them - each will come to Him on Day of Judgment alone -19: 94-95;
- Those who believe ----- Allah will appoint for them love -- 19: 96;
- To Him belongs whatever is in heaven and earth , beneath and between - He knows the
most secret
thoughts - His are the most beautiful names ---- 20: 6-8; 42: 53;
- There is no God besides Him -- 20: 8; 35: 3; 40: 62; 65; 44: 8; 64: 13;
- Allah spoke to Moses -- 20: 11-48;
- Establish worship for My remembrance -- 20: 14;
- The magicians fell prostrate saying they believe in the Lord of Moses -- 20: 70;
- Allah is better and more lasting -- 20: 73;
- All submissive creatures serve Allah - never too proud nor tired to serve Him -- 21: 19
- If there were other Gods besides Allah, THERE'D BE CONFUSION -- 21: 22; 23: 91;
- He will not be questioned - He will question us -- 21: 23;
- All messengers were inspired to say there is no God save Allah, so worship Him -- 21: 25;
- Allah is Lord of Heavens and earth Who created them and I -- 21: 56;
- Our Lord is Allah Whose help is to be implored -- 21: 112;
- He is truth manifest -- 22: 6; 62; 24: 25;
- Guides whom He wills to a straight path -- 22: 16; 24: 46;
- Allah defends those who are true -- 22: 38;
- ------because they said our Lord is Allah ---- had it not been for Allah repelling some by
means of
others, churches, mosques ---- where Allah's name is often mentioned, would have been
pulled
down ---- Allah helps those who help Him -- 22: 40;
- Allah’s is the sequel of events -- 22: 41;
- Guides believers to right path -- 22: 54;
- Is best of those Who make provision -- 22: 58; 23: 72; 34: 39; 62: 11;
- is Knower, Indulgent -- 22: 59; -- the Knower, the Mighty --30: 54; 40: 2; 41: 12; 42: 3; 43:
9;
- Is mild, Forgiving -- 22: 60; --- the Mighty, the Forgiving -- 67: 2;
- Is the High, the Great -- 22: 62;
- Is Subtle, Aware -- 22: 63; 31: 16; 33: 34; 67: 14;
- Made everything on earth subservient to man -- 22: 65; -- granted man countless bounties -31: 20;
- Will judge between you that wherein you differed -- 22: 69; 32: 25;
- Knows all that is in heavens and earth -- 22: 70; 49: 16; 64: 4;
- That is easy for Allah -- 22: 70; 33: 30; 35: 11; 57: 22; 64: 7; --- that is not hard for
Allah -- 35: 17;
- Knows what is before and behind them -- 22: 76;
- Establish Worship, pay zakat and hold fast to Allah - He is your Protecting Friend - a blessed
Patron and a blessed Helper -- 22: 78;
- The best of Creators -- 23: 14;
- Allah knows - you know not -- 24: 19;
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- Causes whom He will to grow -- 24: 21;
- Knows what you proclaim and what you hide -- 24: 29; 28: 69; 64: 4;
- TURN TO ALLAH TOGETHER O BELIEVERS THAT YOU MAY SUCCEED -- 24: 31;
- Allah will enrich them of His bounty - Allah is of ample means - aware -- 24: 32;
- Those who cannot find a match, keep chaste until Allah gives you independence -- 24: 33;
- Is light of heavens and earth - speaks to mankind in allegories -- 24: 35;
- Gives blessings to whom He will without stint -- 24: 38;
- For whom God gives no light, there is no light -- 24: 40;
- Promised believers to make them rulers and establish their religion -- 24: 55;
- Blessed is He Who if He will, will assign you better than all that -- 25: 10;
- ONE’S PASSIONS CAN BECOME HIS GOD -- 25: 43;
- And trust in the Living One who dies not, and hymn His praise --- Who created heavens and
earth
and all in between in 6 days --- when it is said to them adore the Beneficent, they say what is
the
Beneficent ----- it increase aversion in them -- 25: 58-60;
- O Moses! It is I Allah - the Mighty, the Wise -- 27: 9;
- O Moses! Fear not -- Emissaries do not fear in My Presence except -- 27: 10-11;
- Allah is Absolute in independence - Bountiful -- 27: 40;
- Is Allah best or the partners you ascribe to Him -- 27: 59;
- Is not Allah best Who created heavens and earth - sends water - causes orchards to grow -27: 60;
- Is not Allah best Who made earth fixed abode - placed rivers, firm hills and a barrier between
two seas -- 27: 61;
- Is not Allah best Who answers the wronged - removes evil - made you viceroys of earth -27: 62;
- Is not Allah best Who guides you in darkness of land and sea and sends winds heralding His
Mercy -- 27: 63;
- None but Allah knows the unseen - they do not know when they'd be raised again -- 27: 65;
- Does their knowledge reach to the hereafter - they are in doubt about it -- 27: 66;
- What you have been given is ----- What Allah has is better and more lasting ---- 28: 60;
- Brings to pass what He wills and chooses --- YOU HAVE NO CHOICE -- 28: 68;
- Allah enlarges or straitens provision for whom He wills -- 28: 82;
- Everything will perish save His countenance -- 28: 88;
- Is not Allah best aware of what is in the bosoms of His creatures -- 29: 10;
- Say to People of Book who try to argue -- Our God and your God is One -- -- 29: 46;
- Will guide those who strive in His way -- 29: 69;
- Will help whom He wills -- 30: 5;
- Glorify Allah morning and evening -- 30: 17;
- Praise Allah midday and afternoon -- 30: 18;
- Give to kinsman ---- his due - that is best for those who seek Allah's countenance --- 30: 38;
- That which you give in usury --- that what you give in charity seeking Allah's pleasure -- 30:
39;
- Created you, sustains you, causes you to die, then resurrects you - Is there any of your
partners
who can do this -- 30: 40;
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- Incumbent on Allah to help believers -- 30: 47;
- How Allah causes and distributes rain -- 30: 48;
- Creates what He will -- 30: 54;
- Allah will tell you what you used to do -- 31: 15; 23; 62: 8;
- Nothing can hide or be hidden from Allah -- 31: 16;
- To Allah belongs the sequel of all things 31: 22;
- Knows what is in breasts of men -- 31: 23;
- Allah is True -- 31: 30;
- He is the Sublime, the Great -- 31: 30; 34: 23;
- It is Allah who granted man his faculties -- 32: 9;
- Will fill Hell with Jinns and men -- 32: 13;
- Did not make any man with 2 hearts -- 33: 4;
- Allah says the truth -- 33: 4; --- He shows the way -- 33: 4;
- Allah hath prepared for the good among you an immense reward -- 33: 29;
- Allah hath prepared for her rich provision -- 33: 31;
- Allah hath prepared for them forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- When Allah and Messenger makes a decision, you have no further say -- 33: 36;
- Has more right to be feared than mankind -- His command must be fulfilled -- 33-37;
- Command of Allah is certain destiny -- 33: 38;
- Allah keeps good account -- 33: 39;
- Remember Allah much and Glorify Him early and late-- 33: 41-42;
- Allah bless you and His angels bless you -- He is merciful to believers -- 33 : 43;
- Has prepared for them a goodly recompense -- 33: 44;
- Is Watcher over all things -- 33: 52;
- Is not shy of the truth -- 33: 53;
- Allah and angels send blessings on prophet -- 33: 56;
- Those who malign Allah and Messenger, Allah has cursed them -- 33: 57;
- That was Allah's way in case of those who passed away of old - no change in Allah's ways -33: 62;
35: 43; 48: 23;
- Knowledge of the Hour is with Allah only -- 33: 63;
- Allah has cursed kuffar -- 33: 64;
- Knower of the Unseen -- 34: 3; 35: 38; 72: 26; --- Knower of things hidden -- 34: 48;
- Takes note of all things -- 34: 21;
- The All-Knowing Judge -- 34: 26;
- Is Hearer, Nigh -- 34: 50;
- The Promise of Allah is true -- 35: 5;
- Nothing is hidden from Allah’s knowledge -- 35: 11;
- If Allah wills, He can be rid of you and bring new creation -- 35: 16;
- The knowledgeable fear Allah alone -- 35: 28;
- He is Mighty, Forgiving -- 35: 28; 39: 5; 40: 42; --- the Mighty, the Pardoning -- 38: 66;
- He is Forgiving, Responsive -- 35: 30; 42: 23; --- is Forgiving, Bountiful -- 35: 34; --- the
Forgiving, the Loving -- 85: 14;
- Is Observer, Seer of His slaves -- 35: 31; 45; --- is Informed, Seer of His bondmen -- 42: 27;
- None can hold heaven and earth in position but Allah -- 35: 41;
- Allah is not such that anything in heavens or earth escapes Him -- 35: 44;
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- If Allah were to punish man for his evil, nothing will be left on earth -- 35: 45;
- The Knower of every creation -- 36: 79;
- Is ONE -- 37: 4;
- The Mighty, the Bestower -- 38: 9; --- the Bestower -- 38: 35;
- There is no God but Allah - the One - the Absolute -- 38: 65; 39: 4;
- Does not fail in His promise -- 39: 20;
- Expands bosoms of some - hardens heart of others -- 39: 22;
- Allah will defend His slave -- 39: 36;
- There can be no misleader for whom He guides -- 39: 37;
- When Allah alone is mentioned, disbelievers are repelled - when those they worship beside
Him
are mentioned, they are glad -- 39: 45;
- O Allah! Creator of Heavens and earth - Knower of invisible and visible - Thou wilt judge -39: 46;
- O My slaves! Despair not of Allah's mercy -- 39: 53;
- His are the keys of Heavens and earth --- 39: 63; 42: 12;
- Glorified is He and High Exalted from all the ascribe as partner to Him -- 39: 67;
- The Forgiver of sins -- 40: 3; --- Acceptor of Repentance -- 40: 3;
- The Bountiful -- 40: 3; --- is of Infinite Bounty -- 57: 21; 29; 62: 4;
- Stern in Punishment -- 40: 3; 85: 12; --- He is Strong, severe in punishment -- 40: 22;
--- stern in reprisal -- 59: 4; 7;
- There is no God but Him -- 40: 3; 70: 9;
- O Allah! Thou comprehendest all things in Mercy and knowledge, therefore forgive -- 40: 79;
- He is the Sublime, the Majestic -- 40: 12; --- the Sublime, the Tremendous -- 42: 4;
- He is Exalter of Ranks -- 40: 15; --- Lord of Throne -- 40: 15; 85: 15;
- He knows the traitor of the eyes -- 40: 19; --- He knows what the bosoms hide -- 40: 19;
- He judges with truth -- 40: 20;
- Allah it is Who appointed the night for you to rest therein - such is Allah your Lord - the
Creator
of all things - there is no God beside Him -- 40: 61-62;
- Allah appointed the earth a dwelling place -- Blessed be Allah - Lord of Worlds -- 40: 64;
- He is the Living One - there is no God save Him - Praise be to Allah - Lord of Worlds -- 40:65;
- I am forbidden to worship ---- I am commanded to surrender to Lord of Worlds -- 40: 66;
- He created you from dust -- 40: 67;
- When they saw the doom they said " We believe in Allah only ---" - their faith could not help
them --- this is Allah's law --- 40: 84-85;
- He alone is Lord of Worlds -- 41: 9;
- If God wished, He could have made you a single people -- 42: 8;
- He made you pairs - whereby He multiplies you - nothing is as His Likeness -- 42: 11;
43: 17-18;
- Allah choose for Himself whom He will and guide to Himself who turn to Him -- 42: 13;
- Allah is our Lord and your Lord - Allah will bring us together - unto Him is the journeying -42: 15;
- After accepting Laa illaaha illallaah, there should be no doubts nor arguments -- 42: 16;
- Is the only One who listens to repentance and forgive sins -- 42: 25;
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- You cannot run from Allah -- 42: 31;
- What Allah has is better and more lasting for those who believe and ---- 42: 36;
- Those who shun big sins and indecencies and forgive when angry -- 42: 37;
- Those who answer Allah's call - establish worship, whose affairs are matter of counsel and
who
spend ---- 42: 38;
- Those who when great wrong is done to them, defend themselves -- 42: 39;
- Allah does not speak to mortals except by revelations -- 42: 51;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord -- 43: 64;
- Blessed is He to Whom belongs sovereignty of Heavens and earth -- 43: 85; -- He forgives
or
punishes whom He pleases -- 48: 14;
- Praise be to Allah, Lord of Heavens, Lord of Earth, Lord of all the Worlds - to Him belongs
the
Majesty of Heavens and earth - He is the Mighty, the Wise -- 45: 36-37;
- Pray to Allah directly NOT THROUGH ANYONE --46: 28;
- If you help Allah's cause, He will help you -- 47: 7;
- Is Patron of believers -- 47: 11;
- We shall try you -- 47: 31;
- Allah is rich, you are poor - can easily replace you by another folk -- 47: 38;
- That you may believe in Allah and His Messenger, honour Him, revere Him, and glorify Him
early
dawn and close of day -- 48:9;
- Who can avail you anything against Allah if He intend you hurt or profit -- 48: 11;
- Allah is pleased with believers when they swore allegiance under tree -- 48:18;
- Made you into nations and tribes so you may know each other -- 49: 13;
- ISLAM IS A FAVOUR FROM ALLAH -- 49: 17;
- Nearer to believers than jugular vein -- 50: 16;
- Therefore flee to Allah - I am a plain Warner to you from Him - set not any other God along
with
Him --51: 50-51;
- Created men and Jinn ONLY TO WORSHIP Him -- 51: 56;
- I seek no livelihood from mankind -- 51: 57;
- Provides sustenance for ALL -- 51: 58;
- If you avoid great sins - not intentional - Allah is forgiving, merciful -- 53-32;
- And Allah - He is the goal -- 53: 42;
- He makes you laugh or cry -- 53: 43;
- He created the 2 spouses - male and female - from a drop of seed -- 53: 45-46;
- He ordained the 2nd bringing forth -- 53: 47;
- He enriches and contenteth -- 53: 48
- He is Lord of Sirius -- 53: 49;
- He granted speech -- 55: 4;
- Is He from whom every creature seeks its needs -- 55: 29;
- Blessed be the name of thy Lord, Mighty and Glorious -- 55: 78;
- All in Heavens and earth glorify Allah ---His is sovereignty of Heaven --- He quickens and --He is
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able to do all things -- 57: 1-2;
- He is First and Last, Outward and Inward - Knower of all things -- 57: 3;
- He created heavens and earth in 6 days - Mounted Throne - Knows what enters earth and
what
emerges therefrom, what ascends and what descends from sky - He is with you
WHERESOEVER
you are - He is Seer of what you do -- 57: 4;
- He causes the night to pass into day and day to night - He knows what is in breasts -- 57: 6;
- Believe in Allah and spend of that whereof YOU ARE TRUSTEES --57: 7;
- Why don't you believe in Allah when Messenger calls you to believe in Him -- 57: 8;
- He sends clear revelations to ---- that He may bring you from darkness to light - Allah is full of
pity - Merciful -- 57: 9;
- Why don't you spend in Allah's way when to Him belongs the inheritance of the heavens and
earth ----Allah knows what you do --57: 10;
- Allah knows what is in Heaven and earth - if there is secret conference of 3, He is the 4th
---- He
is with them wherever they are --- on Day of Judgment He will tell them what they did -- 58:
7;
- Those who resist Allah and Prophet will be humiliated -- 58: 20;
- I shall conquer - I and My Messengers -- 58: 21;
- ----- Allah is well pleased with them and they with Him - they are Allah's party - Isn't Allah's
party
who are successful -- 58: 22;
- Allah caused Jews to go in first exile - if Allah had not decreed migration for them, He would
have
punished them --- because they opposed Allah - who does so - He is stern in reprisal ---- 59:
2-4;
- He is Allah, besides Whom there is no other God -- 59: 22; 23; -- the Beneficent -- 59: 22;
67: 29;
-- the Merciful -- 59: 22; Knower of Invisible and the visible -- 59: 22;
- The Sovereign Lord, the Holy One -- 59: 23; 62: 1; --- The Peace, Keeper of Faith,
Guardian,
Majestic, Compeller, Superb -- 59: 23;
- He is Allah - the Creator, the Shaper out of nothing, the Fashioner -- 59: 24; --- His are the
most
beautiful names -- 59: 24;
- Choose not My enemy and your enemy for friends -- 60: 1;
- To Thee we turn repentant --- 60: 4;
- Remember Allah much that you may be successful -- 62: 10;
- Is the Best of Providers -- 62: 11;
- Allah’s are the treasures of heavens and earth -- 63: 7;
- To Him belongs Praise -- 64: 1;
- Allah is independent of them -- 64: 6;
- Believe in Allah, His Messenger and the Light We revealed -- 64: 8;
- Who believes in Allah - He guides his heart -- 64: 11;
- With Allah is immense reward -- 64: 15;
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- Who transgresses Allah's limits, wrongs his own soul ----You know not - Allah may bring
some
new thing to pass -- 65: 1;
- Who believe in Allah ---- is expected to act thus - whoso keeps his duty to Allah - ALLAH
WILL
APPOINT A WAY OUT FOR HIM - will provide for him from a source he least expect - who
put
his trust in Allah, He is sufficient for him - His command will come to pass - He set measure
for all
things -- 65: 2-3;
- He forgives him and gives reward -- 65: 5;
- He is your Protector -- 66: 2;
- Should He not know what He created -- 67: 14;
- In Him we believe -- 67: 29;
- They vowed to pluck fruit next morning and made no exception for Will of Allah -- 68: 17-18;
- Why not glorify Allah? -- 68: 28;
- Lord of the Ascending Stairways -- 70: 3; --- Lord of East and West -- 73: 9;
- God's displeasure is the opposite of peace and tranquillity -- 70: 27-28;
- Jinns say they believe Allah hath neither wife nor son -- 72: 3;
- Who believe in Allah fears neither loss nor oppression -- 72: 13;
- Pray not to anyone besides Allah -- 72: 18;
- Remember the name of thy Lord - devote thyself with complete devotion -- 73: 8;
- Choose Him alone for thy Defender -- 73: 9;
- Leave Me to deal with the deniers -- 73: 11;
- Lord of Heavens --- with whom none can converse -- 78: 37;
- Whoso will should seek recourse to his Lord -- 78: 39;
- He is the Forgiving, Loving Lord of the Throne of Glory - doer of what He will -- 85: 14-16;
- Praise be the name of Allah Most High - Who creates then disposes, Who measures then
guides,
Who brings forth the pasturage then turns it to stubble -- 87: 1-5;
- Prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah -- 96: 19;
- He is Allah, the One - eternally besought of all - He beget not nor was begotten - none
comparable
to Him -- 112: 1-4;
- I seek refuge in Lord of daybreak from the evil of what He created -- 113: 1-5;
- I seek refuge in Lord of mankind from the evil of the whisperer --- 114: 1-6;
ALLEGE
- Allah knows best the truth of what you allege -- 12: 77;
- Glorified be Allah above all they allege -- 23: 91;
- Allah is best aware of what they allege -- 23: 96;
ALLEGIANCE
- Whoso swear allegiance to thee, does so to Allah - His hands are above theirs -- 48: 10;
- Allah is pleased with believers when they swore allegiance under the tree -- 48: 18;
- If believing women come to you taking Oath of Allegiance not to ascribe partners to Allah, nor
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------ then accept their allegiance and ask Allah to forgive them -- 60: 12;
ALLEGORICAL
- Those trying to cause dissension tries to explain allegorical verses of Quran -- 3: 7;
- Allah speaks to mankind in allegories -- 24: 35;
ALLOT
- We did allot to the Jews a fixed abode -- 10: 93;
- They allot to Him a portion of His bondmen -- 43: 15;
ALLOW
- They allow it one year and forbid it another --- they allow what Allah hath forbidden -- 9: 37;
- They will not be allowed to make amends -- 16: 84; 30: 57;
- Prophet (SAS) not allowed to take other women henceforth or to --- 33: 50-52;
ALMS
(see also Charity, Zakat)
- Some of them defame you in the matter of the alms -- 9: 58;
- Some made covenant with Allah - if He give us ---- we will give alms -- 9: 75;
- Those who point to believers as give alms willingly --- and deride them -- 9: 79;
- Take alms from their wealth - with which you may purify them -- 9: 103;
- Don’t they know it is Allah Who --- and take the alms --- 9: 104;
- He has enjoined on me prayers and almsgiving so long as I am alive -- 19: 31;
- He (Ishmael) enjoined on his people worship, almsgiving -- 19: 55;
- We inspired in them --- and the giving of alms -- 21: 73;
- Men and women who -- give alms -- Allah hath prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33:
35;
- Those who give alms and lend to Allah a goodly loan -- it will be doubled for them -- 57: 18;
- Give alms before holding conference with the messenger -- 58: 12;
- Do you fear to offer alms before your conference -- when you don’t do it and Allah hath
forgiven
you --- establish worship -- 58: 13;
- Reprieve me, I will give alms and be among the righteous -- 63: 10;
ALOUD
- I have called them aloud -- 71: 8;
ALTER
- Or changing words of Allah -- 2: 59; 75; 211;
- There is none to alter the decisions of Allah -- 6: 34;
- No altering laws of Allah’s creation -- 30: 30;
- They have not altered in the least -- 33: 23;
- I fear he will alter your religion -- 40: 26;
AMBUSH
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- Satan tells Allah - I will lurk in ambush -- 7: 16;
- --- and prepare for them each ambush -- 9: 5;
- Hell lurk in ambush -- 78: 21-23;
AMEND
- I relent towards those who repent and amend -- 2: 160;
- Save those who repent and do right -- 3: 89;
- Hypocrites who repent and amend and --- are with believers -- 4: 145-146;
- They will not be allowed to make amends -- 16: 84; 30: 57; 45: 35;
- Who does evil in ignorance - then repent and amend -- 16: 119;
- Who accuse honourable women -- are evil-doers save who repent and make amend -- 24: 45;
- Whosoever pardons and amends -- his wage is affair of Allah -- 42: 40;
AMUSE
- Do you marvel at this statement and laugh and not weep while you amuse yourselves --53:
59-61;
ANCESTRY
- Ties of kinship and children will be of no avail on Day of Resurrection -- 60: 3;
ANCIENT
- They say similar to the men of old - they say when we are dust and bones, will we be -----We were
already promised this ---- nothing but ancient fables ---- 23: 81-83;
- Ancient fables which he had written down and dictated to him morning and evening -- 25: 5;
ANGELS
- Allah tells angels He will put viceroy on earth ; They tell Allah they worship Him, but man will
shed
blood. Allah tells them that He knows what they do not -- 2: 30;
- Allah asks them to give the names of His creations -- 2: 31;
- Tells Allah they only know what He taught them -- 2: 32;
- Allah says He knows all secrets - what they disclose or hide -- 2: 33;
- Angels ordered to prostrate to Adam - they prostrated -- 2: 34; 7: 11; 17: 61; except Iblis -18: 50;
- Harut & Marut taught how to cause division between husband and wife -- 2: 102;
- Also curse those who die in disbelief -- 2: 161;
- Do they wait for Allah to come to them in ------ clouds with angels -- 2: 210;
- Are witnesses that there is no god but Allah -- 3: 18;
- He did not command you to take angels and Prophets for Lords ------ 3: 80;
- Curse of Allah, angels and men on those who disbelieve after belief -- 3: 86-89;
- Is it not sufficient that Allah helped you with 3,000 angels -- 3: 124;
- If you avoid evil - Allah will help you with 5000 angels - victory is from Allah -- 3: 125-129;
- At death, those who wrong themselves will be asked ----their reply - we were oppressed - will
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be
asked was not Allah’s earth spacious -- 4: 97;
- Who disbelieve in Allah, His angels, His ---- are far astray -- 4: 136;
- Allah testifies concerning Quran, angels also testify -- 4: 166;
- The favoured angels will not scorn to serve Allah -- 4: 172;
- If an angel was sent - they'd have had no further time to reflect -- 6: 8; -- the matter would
have
been further obscured -- 6: 9;
- I say not to you that I am an angel -- 6: 50;
- He appoints guardians over you ---- angels receive you at death --- 6: 61;
- If you could see when death comes to wrong-doers and angels reach for their souls -- 6: 93;
- If angels came to them, they will not believe, unless Allah wills -- 6: 111;
- Are they waiting for angels to come -- 6: 158;
- Satan tells Adam that Allah only forbade him the tree lest he became an angel -- 7: 20;
- When angels come for those who denied Our revelations and ask about their partners -- 7:
37;
- Allah said I will help you with 1000 angels --- 8: 9;
- Allah tells angels, make believers stand firm, I will ------- -- 8: 12;
- If you could see how the angels receive kuffar at death ------ -- 8: 50-51;
- Why did an angel not come with him -- 11: 12;
- Noah tells his people - I do not say to you I am an angel -- 11: 31;
- When they saw him they --- exclaiming -- this is -- angel -- 12: 31;
- There are angels in front of and behind him guarding him by Allah's command -- 13: 11;
- Thunder and angels hymn His praise for awe of Him -- 13: 13;
- Angels come to them from every gate saying Peace be unto you -- 13: 22-24;
- Why don't you bring angels to us if you are truthful -- 15: 7;
- We do not send angels except ------ kuffar will not be tolerated --- 15: 8;
- Allah tells angels He will create mortal out of clay - to prostrate to him - they prostrated - all
save
Iblis -- 15: 28-31;
- Went to Abraham with news of Ishmael - then on to folk of Lot -- 15: 51-77;
- He sends down angels with the spirit of His command -- 16: 2;
- Whom the angels cause to die while -- they wrong themselves -- 16: 28; -- when they are
good,
they say Peace be to you - enter Paradise because of your deeds -- 16: 32;
- Are they waiting for the angels to come to them or ----- -- 16: 33;
- Angels make prostration to Allah ------ -- 16: 49;
- Hath your Lord ----- and chose for Himself females from among the angels -- 17: 40;
- We will not put faith in you until --- you bring Allah and angels as warrant -- 17: 90-93;
- If there were angels walking on earth, then Allah would have sent angels as messenger -17: 95;
- Angels do not come down except by command of Allah --- 19: 64;
- We said to angels Prostrate to Adam - they prostrated - Iblis refused -- 20: 116;
- Angels not too proud nor tired to worship Allah -- 21: 19;
- Angels will welcome them ---- -- 21: 101-104;
- Allah chooses messengers from angels and mankind -- 22: 75;
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Had Allah willed, He would have sent angels -- 23: 24;
Why does this messenger eat food --- why is no angel sent down to him -- 25: 7;
Those who do not look for a meeting with us say why are not angels sent -- 25: 21;
On the day when they behold the angels -- 25: 22;
A day when ----- and the angels will be sent down -- 25: 25;
The angel of death hath charge over you - will gather you and return you to Allah -- 32: 11;
He bless you and His angels bless you -- 33: 43;
Allah and angels send blessings on prophet -- 33: 56;
Allah will ask angels - Did these worship you - they will say, Be Thou glorified, Thou art our
Protector, they worshipped the Jinn -- 34: 40-41;
- He appoint angels as messengers with 2, 3 or 4 wings -- 35: 1;
- Assemble those that did wrong with their wives and those they worshipped instead of Allah lead them to hell - stop - they have to be questioned --37: 22-24;
- Did We create the angels females --- -- 37: 150;
- There is not one of us but hath his known position -- 37: 164;
- We are they who --set the ranks -- 37: 165; -- hymn His praise -- 37: 166;
- Allah tells angels I am about to create mortal of clay - when I ----- then prostrate --- all
prostrated except Iblis -- 38: 71-73;
- Angels pray for forgiveness of believers -- 40: 7-8;
- They said if Allah willed He would have sent angels -- 41: 14;
- Those who say Our Lord is Allah and are upright, angels descend on them saying ----- -41: 30;
- We are your protecting friends in this world and hereafter --- 41: 31;
- Almost might the heavens be split while Angels hymn the Praise of Allah and ask
forgiveness for
those on earth -- 42: 5;
- And they make the angels --- females - did they witness their creation - their testimony will be
recorded -- 43: 19;
- Why aren't angels sent along with him -- 43: 53;
- Had We willed, We could have sent angels as viceroys on earth -- 43:60;
- How will it be with them when the angels gather them smiting their faces --- 47: 27;
- Two angels are constantly with people -- 50: 17; 82: 10;
- How many angels are in the heaven whose intercession avails nothing save ----- 53: 26;
- Kuffar name the angels with female names --- 53: 27;
- -- furthermore, angels are his helpers -- 66: 4;
- Ward-off from yourself and family - Fire ---- over which is set angels strong and severe - who
resist not Allah's commands -- 66: 6;
- And 8 angels will uphold the Throne that day above them -- 69: 17;
- Whereby angels ---- ascend to Him in a day equal 50,000 years -- 70: 4;
- We have appointed only angels to be wardens of the Fire -- 74: 31;
- On the day when the angels and spirit stand arrayed -- 78: 38;
- By the angels hastening -- 79: 4;
- And Allah comes with angels rank on rank -- 89: 22;
- The angels and Spirit descend therein ----- with all decrees -- 97:4;
ANGER
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61;
14;
-

Not the path of those who earn Thine anger -- 1: 7;
They incur anger upon anger -- 2: 90;
No angry conversation during Haj -- 2: 197;
They have incurred anger from Allah -- 3: 112;
Those who control their anger and are forgiving to mankind -- 3: 134;
Allah will be angry with them and they will abide in the doom -- 5: 80;
When Moses returned to his people, angry and grieved, he said evil is that -- 7: 150;
Then when Moses anger abated, he took up the tablets and -- 7: 154;
He will remove the anger from their hearts -- 9: 15;
For those who anger the prophet - saying he is only a hearer, there is a painful doom ---- 9:
Nor step they any step which angers the kuffar -- 9: 120;
Moses tells Kadir not to be angry with him because he forgot -- 18: 73;
Moses went back to his folk angry and sad -- 20: 86;
Jonah - went off in anger -- 21: 87;
-- and when they are angry - they forgive -- 42: 37;
They angered Us -- 43: 55;
They follow what angers Allah -- 47: 28;
Allah is angry with them and hath cursed them --- 48: 6;
Have you seen those ---------with whom Allah is angry - they are neither of you nor ---- 58:
Be not friendly with folk with whom Allah is angry -- 60: 13;

ANGUISH
- We heard his prayer - saved him from the anguish -- 21: 88;
- When in their anguish, they would go forth from thence, they are driven back therein -- 22:
19-22;
- Avert from Us the doom of hell - it is anguish -- 25: 65;
- Ah! the anguish for the bondmen -- 36: 30;
- It is an anguish for kuffar -- 69: 50;
- That day will be day of anguish --- for kuffar -- 74: 8-10;
ANIMAL
- No animal nor bird but they are peoples like us -- 6: 38;
- To the Jews We forbid every animal with claws and of oxen and sheep We forbade ---- 6:
146;
- Not an animal but Allah grasps it by its forelock -- 11: 56;
- And of their wool and fur and hair --- 16: 80;
- All things in heavens and earth - animals, trees etc. - bow down in worship to Allah -- 22: 18;
- He created every animal of water -- some go on belly, some on two legs, some on four --24: 45;
- Many an animal there is that bears not its own provision? Allah provide for it and for you -29:60;
- All things created in pairs -- 51: 49;
ANNIHILATE
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- And We annihilated it completely -- 17: 16;
ANNOUNCE
- For every announcement, there is a term -- 6: 67;
- Announce to My slaves that I am the Forgiving, the Merciful -- 15: 49;
- I will announce to you --- that for which you had no patience -- 18: 78;
- Enter not houses without first announcing your presence and --- 24: 27;
- Announce to believers who do good deeds - I ask no fee -- loving kindness to kinsfolk -who score a good deed, We add to it -- 42: 23;
ANNOY
- That will cause annoyance to Prophet - do not cause annoyance to him -- 33: 53;
- Tell thy wives --- and believing women to draw cloaks ---- they may be recognised and not
annoyed -- 33: 59;
ANSAR
- Allah is pleased with them - they'll enter Paradise --- 9: 100;
- Allah turned in mercy to them when some of them almost swerved aside -- 9: 117;
ANSWER
- I answer the prayer of the suppliant when he cries to Me -- 2: 186;
- Abraham asks his people to answer a question if they had knowledge -- 6: 81;
- -- call on them now -- let them answer you -- 7: 194;
- And Allah answered you saying I will help you -- 8: 9;
- And if they answer not your prayer, then know it is revealed -- 11: 14;
- I am answerable for it -- 12: 72;
- For those who answered Allah’s call, is bliss -- those who did not, if they had all in earth --13: 18;
- A day when He will call you - you will answer with His praise -- 17: 51;
- Then turn away and see what answer they return -- 27: 28;
- I shall send them a gift and see with what answer the messengers return -- 27: 35;
- The answer of his folk - expel the household of Lot from your township -- 27: 56;
- Is not He best Who answers the wronged one -- 27: 62;
- And if they answer thee not, know they follow their own lusts -- who is farther astray than him
who follow his own lust -- 28: 50;
- They will cry unto them but will get no answer -- 28: 64;
- He will call them and say "what answer you gave the messengers --- " -- 28: 65;
- The answer of Abraham’s folk - they said kill him -- burn him -- 29: 24;
- The answer of his folk - bring Allah’s doom on us if you are truthful -- 29: 29;
- An oath to Allah must be answered for -- 33: 15;
- And those who answer Allah’s call and establish worship -- 42: 38;
- Answer the call of Allah before there comes to you a day which cannot be averted -- 42: 47;
- If you ask Who created heavens ---- they’d answer Allah -- 43: 9;
- -- they will answer - we were not of those who prayed -- 74: 40-47;
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ANT
- Allah wrongs not, even the weight of an ant --- 4: 40;
- O ants! enter your dwellings lest Solomon ---- 27: 18;
- Solomon smiled at the speech of the ant -- 27: 19;
ANXIOUS
- How anxious are they in their race to reach the fire -- 2: 175;
- Who were anxious on their own account, thought of Allah the thought of ignorance -- 3: 154;
- When we were with our families, we were anxious -- 52: 26;
- Man is created anxious -- fretful when --- grudging when --- 70: 19-35;
APES
- Those who broke Sabbath transformed to apes -- 2: 65; 7: 166;
- Worse are those whom Allah has turned into apes and swine -- 5: 60;
APPEAL
- When they appeal to Allah and --- to judge between them --- some are averse -- 24: 48;
- When true believers appeal to Allah --- to judge --- they say --- 24: 51;
- He who had appealed to him the day before cried to him for help -- 28: 18;
- I appealed to them in private -- 71: 9;
APPEAR
- Display of their adornment only that which is apparent -- 24: 31;
APPETITE
- Many are misled by their lust (appetite) -- 6: 119;
APPLY
- The likeness of those entrusted with Law of Moses, but do not apply it, is as --- 62: 5;
APPOINT
- We did appoint for Moses 40 nights of solitude -- 2: 51;
- Allah appoints Abraham a leader for mankind -- 2: 124;
- We appointed you a middle nation -- We appointed the Qiblah you formerly observed that --2: 143;
- Zachariah said My Lord! appoint for me a token --- 3: 41; 19: 10;
- Those appointed to be slain would have gone to the place where --- 3: 154;
- Who oppose Messenger --- We appoint for him --- and expose him to hell -- 4: 115;
- For each, We appointed a Divine Law and a traced out way -- 5: 48;
- For every Prophet, We appointed an adversary - devils of humankind -- 6: 112;
- Now we have reached the appointed term -- 6: 128;
- We gave you power on earth & appointed livelihood for you -- 7: 10;
- We appointed 30 nights solitude for Moses - he completed 40 nights -- 7: 142;
- When Moses came to Our appointed tryst and Allah spoke to him --- 7: 143;
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Moses chose 70 men for Our appointed tryst -- 7: 155;
Allah appointed it only as good tidings -- 8: 10;
He appointed the sun a splendour and the moon -- 10: 5;
We appointed you viceroys --- after them to see how you behave --- 10: 14;
He appointed the night for you to rest -- 10: 67;
We inspired Moses -- appoint houses for you people in Egypt -- 10: 87;
He will cause you to enjoy -- for an appointed time -- 11: 3;
Who disbelieve therein - the Fire is his appointed place -- 11: 17;
We appointed for them wives and offspring -- 13: 38;
You are of those reprieved to an appointed time -- 15: 37-38;
Each gate has an appointed portion -- 15: 44;
Sabbath was appointed for those who differed concerning it -- 16: 124;
We gave Moses the Scripture and appointed it a guidance -- 17: 2;
We appointed hell for kuffar -- 17: 8;
We appoint night and day - 2 portents -- 17: 12;
Who desires the life which hastens away --- We hasten -- and have appointed hell -- 17: 18;
We appointed the vision - as an ordeal for mankind -- and the accursed tree -- 17: 60;
Haven’t they seen that Allah created --- and appointed for them an end whereof there is no
doubt -- 17: 99;
- Theirs is an appointed term - from which there is no escape -- 18: 58;
- We appointed a fixed time for their destruction -- 18: 59;
- He found it rising on a people for whom We appointed no shelter therefrom -- 18: 90
- He hath appointed me a Prophet -- 19: 30;
- Believers who do good deeds - Allah will appoint love for them -- 19: 96;
- Moses asks Allah to appoint a henchman for him - his brother Aaron -- 20: 29-30;
- Allah appointed the earth as a bed -- 20:53;
- We can produce magic - appoint for us a tryst -- 20: 58;
- Did the time appointed appear too long for you -- 20: 86;
- We appointed immortality for no mortal before thee -- 21: 34;
- For every nation We appointed a ritual -- 22: 34;
- Camels appointed among ceremonies of Allah -- 22: 36;
- No light for him whom Allah did not appoint light -- 24: 40;
- We have appointed some of you a test for others -- 25: 20;
- We have appointed for every prophet an opponent -- 25: 31;
- He created man from water - appointed kindred by blood and by marriage -- 25: 54;
- He it is Who appointed night and day in succession -- 25: 62;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - My Lord -- appointed me of those sent by Him -- 26: 21;
- Wizards gathered at time and day appointed -- 26: 38;
- This she-camel has right to drink -- on appointed day -- 26: 155;
- Have they not seen how We have appointed the night that they may rest -- 27: 86;
- Of His mercy, He appointed for you night and day -- 28: 73;
- If term was not appointed - the doom would have come to them before now -- 29: 53;
- Have they not seen We appointed a Sanctuary immune from violence -- 29: 67;
- Allah shaped you then appointed strength after weakness, then weakness and grey hair -30: 54;
- Haven’t you seen how Allah -- the sun and moon -- each running to appointed term -- 31: 29;
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60;
-

And appointed for you hearing, sight, hearts -- 32: 9;
We appointed it a guidance for Bani Israel -- 32: 23;
When they became steadfast --- We appointed leaders from among them -- 32: 24;
Allah appointed angels as messengers with wings -- 35: 1;
He subdued sun and moon --- each run to an appointed term -- 35: 13;
He reprieves them to an appointed term -- when their term comes -- 35: 45;
For the moon We have appointed mansions till -- 36: 39;
He has appointed for you fire from the green tree -- 36: 80;
We have appointed it a torment for wrong-doers -- 37: 62-66;
You are reprieved until the day of the time appointed -- 38: 80-81;
Allah does not guide a prodigal, a liar -- 40: 28;
Allah wills no injustice to His slaves -- 40: 31;
Whom Allah sends astray - for him there is no guide -- 40: 33; --- there is no road -- 42: 46;
Allah deceives him who is a prodigal, a doubter -- 40: 34;
Thus Allah print on every arrogant, disdainful heart -- 40: 35;
Allah hath judged between His slaves -- 40: 48;
Pray to Me - I will hear your prayer -- 40: 60; --- who scorn My service will enter Hell -- 40:

Allah appointed night for you to rest and day for seeing -- 40: 61; --- Lord of Bounty for
mankind -- 40: 61;
- Allah appoint the earth a dwelling place for you -- 40: 64;
- He is the Living One -- 40: 65;
- When He ordains a thing He says to it ‘Be’ and it is -- 40: 68;
- The promise of Allah is true -- 40: 77; --- To Us they will be brought back -- 40: 77;
- Allah appoint cattle for you - some you ride - some you eat -- -- 40: 79;
- He show you His tokens - which do you deny -- 40: 81;
- The Wise, Owner of Praise -- 41: 42; --- the Mighty, Owner of Praise -- 85: 8;
- Owner of Forgiveness -- 41: 43; --- Owner of dire punishment -- 41: 43;
- If We had appointed it a Quran in a foreign language they would have said -- 41: 44;
- Not a tyrant to His slaves -- 41: 46;
- Allah surrounds all things -- 41: 54; --- in Knowledge -- 65: 12;
- To Allah belong all that is in heaven and earth -- 42: 4; --- He is Warden over them -- 42: 6;
- He could’ve made them one community -- 42: 8; -- He brings to His Mercy whom He will -42: 8;
- Allah alone is the Protecting Friend -- 42: 9; --- is his Protecting Friend -- 66: 4;
- In Allah I/we put my/our trust -- 42: 10; 67: 29; --- to Allah I turn -- 42: 10;
- Nothing is as His likeness -- 42: 11;
- He enlarges/straitens provision for whom He will -- 42: 12;
- Allah choose for Himself whom He wills -- 42: 13; -- guides to Himself who turns to Him -42: 13;
- Allah is our Lord and your Lord -- 42: 15;
- He accepts repentance from His bondmen -- 42: 25; --- He pardons evil deeds -- 42: 25;
- He accepts those who do good works -- 42: 26; -- He gives increase to them (who do good
works)
of His bounty -- 42: 26;
- He sends down by measure as He wills -- 42: 27;
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- He spreads out His Mercy -- 42: 28; --- He is the Protecting Friend - the Praiseworthy -- 42:
28;
- He is able to gather them (the beasts) when He will -- 42: 29;
- He forgiveth much -- 42: 30; 34;
- Does not love wrong-doers -- 42: 40;
- He is Knower, Powerful -- 42: 50; --- is Exalted, Wise -- 42: 51;
- Does not all things reach Allah at last -- 42: 53;
- We appointed it a Quran in Arabic that you may understand -- 43: 3;
- He created and appointed ships and cattle whereon you ride - that you may mount on their
backs
and remember Allah’s favour -- 43: 12-13;
- Were it not that mankind --- We might have appointed for kuffar roofs of silver -- 43 : 33-35;
- Ask the messengers We sent -- Did We appoint Gods to be worshipped besides Allah ---43: 45;
- Lord of heavens and earth and all between them -- 44: 7;
- Is your Lord and Lord of your forefathers -- 44: 8;
- Forgives/punishes whom He will -- 48: 14;
- Might bring into His mercy whom He will -- 48: 25;
- Is sufficient as Witness -- 48: 28;
- Loves the equitable -- 49: 9;
- Observe your duty to Allah that you may obtain mercy -- 49: 10;
- Hath led you to the faith -- 49: 17;
- Knows the Unseen of heavens and earth -- 49: 18;
- Lord of unbreakable Might -- 51: 58;
- Is the Benign, the Merciful -- 52: 28;
- He hath appointed earth for His creatures -- 55: 10-12;
- We appointed it --- a comfort for the dwellers in the wilderness -- 56: 71-73;
- The First, the Last, the Outward, the Inward -- 57: 3; --- Knower of all things -- 57: 3;
- He created heavens and earth in 6 days -- 57: 4; --- He mounted the Throne -- 57: 4; ---He
knows all that enters earth and all the emerges from it -- 57: 4; --- He knows all that
descends
from sky - all that ascends therein -- 57: 4; ---He is with you wheresoever you may be -57: 4;
- To Allah, all things are brought back -- 57: 5;
- He causes night to pass into day -- 57: 6; --- He causes day to pass into night -- 57: 6;
- Observe duty to Allah -- He will --- and will appoint a light wherein you shall walk -- 57: 28;
- Whoso keeps his duty to Allah - He will appoint a way out for him and provide for him from a
source he least expect -- 65: 2-3; --- Allah will make his course easy -- 65: 4;
- -- that He may forgive --- and respite you to an appointed term -- 71: 2-4;
- Allah appointed only angels to be wardens of the fire -- 74: 31;
- We have appointed your sleep for repose -- 78: 9; --- the night a cloak -- 78: 10; --- the day
for
livelihood -- 78: 11; --- a dazzling lamp -- 78: 13;
APPORTION
- Is it they who apportion Allah’s mercy --- We have apportioned their livelihood -- 43: 32;
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APPROACH
- Seek a way of approach unto Him ------ that you may succeed -- 5: 35;
- Draw not nigh lewd things whether open or concealed -- 6: 151;
- Approach not wealth of orphans except with what is better -- 6: 152;
- Those to whom they cry, seek a way of Approach to Allah -- 17: 57;
- There is not one of you but shall approach it -- 19: 71;
- Why did those whom they chose for gods as means of approach to Allah, not help them -46: 28;
AQIQA
- My Lord! Be gracious to me in the matter of my offspring -- 46: 15;
ARAB
- Among the Bedouins some with excuse came -- - others lied to Allah --- 9: 90;
- The Bedouins are harder in disbelief and hypocrisy - they take as a loss that which they
spend in
Cause of Allah - but there are also those who believe -- 9: 97-99;
- Among Bedouins are hypocrites - We shall chastise them twice -- 9: 101;
- It is not for the Bedouins to stay behind preferring their lives to prophet's life --- 9: 120;
- It is a revelation in plain Arabic speech --- 26: 192-195;
- If We had revealed it to one of any other nation than the Arabs and he read it to them, they
would
not have believed it --- 26: 198-199;
- What! a foreign tongue and an Arab -- 41: 44;
- We have appointed it a lecture in Arabic that you may understand -- 43: 3;
- The Bedouins will say our possessions and household occupied us - ask forgiveness for us they
speak with their tongues what is not in their hearts -- 48: 11;
- You thought the messenger and believers will not return - you did think an evil thought - you
were
worthless folk -- 48: 12;
- When you set out to capture booty - those who were left behind will want to go with you - say
you
shall not go with us - they will say "you are envious" -- 48: 15;
- Tell the Bedouins who were left behind that they'd be called on to fight a mighty enemy till
they
surrender - if they obey, Allah will reward them - if they turn away, Allah will punish them -48: 16;
- The Bedouins say "we believe" - say you believe not but say "we submit" - Faith hath not yet
entered your hearts - but Allah will not withhold from you the reward of your deeds -- 49: 14;
- He sent among the unlettered ones a messenger of their own -- 62:2;
ARABIC
- We revealed it in Arabic that you may understand -- 12: 2; 43: 3;
- We have revealed it - a decisive utterance in Arabic -- 13: 37;
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This is clear Arabic speech -- 16: 103;
We revealed it - a Quran in Arabic -- 20: 113;
It is revelation --- which --- hath brought down --- in plain Arabic speech -- 26: 192-195;
A Quran in Arabic containing no crookedness -- 39: 28;
A Quran in Arabic - verses expounded for people with knowledge -- 41: 2-4;
We inspired -- Quran in Arabic that you may warn the mother town and -- 42: 7;
Quran - a confirming Scripture in Arabic language -- 46: 12;

ARAFAT
- When the multitude press on from Arafat - remember Allah -- 2: 198;
ARGUE
(see also dispute)
- Tell them what Allah disclosed that they may contend -- 2: 76;
- Turn you faces - that men may have no argument against you -- 2: 150;
- Abraham asks kuffar to cause sun to raise in West -- 2: 258;
- If they argue with you, say I have surrendered my purpose to Allah -- 3: 20;
- O People of the book! why argue about Abraham when Torah revealed long after his time -3: 65;
- Why argue about something which you have no knowledge -- 3: 66;
- Say --- or they may argue with you in presence of their Lord -- 3: 73;
- If you have any argument refer it to Allah and Messenger -- 4:59;
- Those who turn to false gods to settle their disputes -- 4: 60;
- When you call them to Allah and Messenger, they are averse -- 4: 61;
- So that mankind can have no argument against Allah after the messengers -- 4: 165;
- Abraham said - do you argue with me when Allah has guided me -- 6: 80;
- That is Our argument which We gave to Abraham against his folk -- 6: 83;
- The devils inspire their minions to dispute with you -- 6: 121;
- For Allah is the final argument -- 6: 149;
- He would have desired her if he had not seen the argument of his Lord -- 12: 24;
- Argue with them in most gracious ways -- 16: 125; 29: 46;
- We have displayed all kinds of similitudes, but man is contentious -- 18: 54;
- So let them not dispute with you --- if they wrangle with you, say Allah is best aware of what
you
do -- Allah will judge between you --- 22: 67-69;
- We bring you the truth and better as argument --25: 33;
- Say we believe in that which is revealed ------ Our God and your God ----- 29: 46; No
argument
between us and you -- 42: 15;
- None argue about revelations of Allah except disbelievers 40: 4: and the arrogant -- 40: 35;
56;
- Every nation ------ and argued falsely thinking thereby to refute the Truth -- 40: 5;
- And those who argue concerning Allah -- their argument has no weight - and wrath is upon
them --42: 16;
- That those who argue about Our revelations may know they have no refuge -- 42: 35;
- They only raise the objection as an argument - they are an argumentative folk -- 43:58;
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- Their only argument is they say bring back our fathers -- 45: 25;
- Contend not in My presence -- 50: 28;
ARISE
- O thou enveloped in thy cloak! Arise and warn -- 74: 1-10;
ARK
- We inspired thy mother -- throw him in the ark -- 20: 38-39;
ARMS
- Let them take precaution and their arms - kuffar long for you to lay aside your arms -- no sin
to lay aside arms if --- 4: 102;
- Go forth armed and strive with wealth and lives in Way of Allah -- 9: 41;
- They are to them a host in arms -- 36: 74-75;
ARMY
- Saul and army went forth to fight Goliath 2: 249-251;
- Saul's small army exclaims " How many a small army defeats many with Allah's leave" -- 2:
249;
- David slew Goliath and became King of Jews -- 2: 251;
- Token from Allah - He caused one army to appear clearly to other as twice its number -- 3:
13;
- When you meet an army, stand firm and think of Allah that you may be successful -- 8: 45;
- When the armies came in sight of each other, Satan took flight saying --- 8: 48;
- Make ready for them all you can of armed force -- that you may dismay the enemy ----- 8: 60;
- When Quran recited -- kuffar say --- which --- is more imposing as an army -- 19: 73;
- --- they will know who is --- and who is weaker as an army -- 19: 75;
- Solomon gathers his armies of Jinn, humankind, birds -- 27: 17;
- Enter your dwellings lest Solomon and his armies crush you unknowingly -- 27: 18;
- Here is an army rushing blindly -- no word of welcome -- they will roast in the fire -- 38: 59;
- Who is he that will be an army to help you instead of Allah -- 67: 20;
ARRANGE
- So arrange your plan and come in battle line -- 20: 64;
- We have arranged it in right order -- 25: 32;
- Thus We arranged - how excellent Our arranging -- 77: 23;
- Woe to every slanderer who gathers wealth and arranges it -- 104: 1-2;
AR RASS
- And the dwellers of Ar Rass and many generations in between -- 25: 38;
- The folk of --- Ar Rass --- denied their messenger -- My threat took effect -- 50: 11-14;
ARROGANT
- When messengers brought what was disliked, arrogance appeared -- 2:87;
- So We sent the flood, locusts --- but they were arrogant --- 7: 133;
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Pharaoh and his chiefs - were arrogant and guilty folk -- 10: 75;
Woeful will be the lodging of the arrogant -- 16: 29;
He wasn't arrogant -- 19: 14;
He has not made me arrogant -- 19: 32;
They denied them though their souls ---- for spite and arrogance -- 27: 14;
When Warner came, it aroused in them repugnance - behaving arrogantly and -- 35: 42-43;
Thus doth Allah print on every arrogant --- heart ---- 40: 35;
As for Aad, they were arrogant in the land ---- 41: 15;

ARROWS
- Abomination to swear by divining arrows -- 5:3;
- Divining arrows - Satan’s handiwork - leave aside -- 5: 90;
ASCEND
- We will put no faith in you -- until you ascend to heaven --- and bring down a book -- 17: 9093
- It ascends to Him in a day - 1000 years of our reckoning -- 32: 5;
- Let them ascend by ropes -- 38: 10;
- -- whereby angels and Spirit ascend to Him in a day equaling 50,000 years -- 70: 1-4;
ASCENT
- But he has not attempted the ascent -- 90: 11;
- What will convey to you what the Ascent is -- 90: 12;
- The ascent is to free a slave, to feed and orphan near of kin or some poor, to be of the
believers
and exhort one another to perseverance and to pity -- 90: 13-17;
ASCRIBE / ASSOCIATE / ATTRIBUTE
- Abraham says - I am free from all that you associate with Allah -- 6: 78;
- That you ascribe no partner to Him -- 6: 151;
- We never attributed partners to Allah -- 12: 38;
- Glorified and Exalted be He above what they associate with Him -- 16: 1; 3;
- When He removes the misfortune, some attribute partners to Allah -- 16: 54;
- Yours will be woe for what you ascribe to Him -- 21: 18;
- Glorified be Allah from all they ascribe to Him -- 21: 22; 23: 92;
- Our Lord is Allah Whose help is to be implored against what you ascribe to Him -- 21: 112;
- Remember when We prepared ---- Kaaba for Abraham saying - ascribe no partner to Allah,
purify My House for those who --- 22: 26;
- -- turning to Allah only - not ascribing partners to Him - who does so, is as if he fell from -22: 31;
- Who ascribe no partner to Allah - these race for the good things - they shall win -- 23: 57-61;
- They ascribe no partner to Me -- 24: 55;
- Is Allah best or all they ascribe as partners to Him -- 27: 59;
- They are folk who ascribe equals to Him -- 27: 60;
- High Exalted be Allah from what they ascribe as partners to Him -- 27: 63; 28: 68;
- Be not of those who ascribe partners to Him -- 28: 87; 30: 31;
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- When He brings them safe to land - they ascribe partners to Him -- 29: 65;
- When they’ve tasted of His Mercy they attribute partners to Him so as the disbelieve in what
was
given to them 30: 33-34;
- -- or have We revealed a warrant speaking of what they associate with Him -- 30: 35;
- Praised and Exalted be Him above what they associate with Him -- 30: 40;
- Ascribe no partner to Allah - to do so is tremendous wrong -- 31: 13;
- If they strive with you to make you ascribe partner to Me -- 31: 15;
- On the Day of Judgment, they will disown association with you -- 35: 14;
- Glorified be Allah from what they attribute to Him - save single-minded slaves of
Allah 37: 159-160; 180; -- from what they ascribe to Him -- 43: 82; 52: 43;
- It has been revealed --- if you ascribe partner to Allah your work will fail -- 39: 65;
- When Allah alone is invoked - you disbelieved; when partner is ascribed - you believed -40: 12;
- You call me to disbelieve --- and to ascribe to Him partners of which I have no knowledge -40: 42;
- When they saw Our doom, they said we --- and reject what we associated with Him --40: 8485;
- You ascribe to Him rivals -- 41: 9;
- Do not ascribe purity to yourself -- 53: 32;
- If believing women come for Oath -- not ascribing partners -- accept -- and ask forgiveness -60: 12;
- Jinn say We believe in it - We ascribe no partner to Allah -- 72: 2;
- I pray to Allah only, I ascribe no partner to Him --72: 20;
ASHAMED
- Allah is not ashamed to coin similitude -- 2: 26;
ASK
(see also question)
- Thee alone we ask for help -- 1: 5;
- Jews told to go down to settled country where they’d get what they asked for -- 2: 61;
- Those are a people who passed away - you will not be asked about them -- 2: 134; 141;
- When My servants ask thee about Me - I am nigh ---- 2: 186;
- Ask the Jews how many clear revelations We gave them -- 2: 211;
- They ask thee what they shall spend -- 2: 215;
- Ask not of things which, if made known to you ---- if you asked when Quran revealed -- 5:
101-102;
- We inspired Moses when his people asked for water -- 7: 160;
- Ask them about the township -by the sea - how they broke the Sabbath -- 7: 163;
- They ask you about war-booty -- 8: 1;
- Those who believe in Allah and Last Day ask no leave of thee lest -- 9: 44;
- They alone ask leave - who do not believe in Allah and Last Day -- 9: 45;
- If you ask them they will say they were talking and jesting -- 9: 65;
- When surah revealed, the wealthy among them ask to remain at home -- 9: 86;
- Noah tells his folk I ask you no wealth - my reward concerns Allah only -- 11: 29;
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- Ask not of Me that whereof you have no knowledge -- 11: 46;
- I seek refuge in Thee from the sin that I should ask Thee about what I have no knowledge -11: 47;
- Hud tells his folk - I ask of you no reward -- 11: 51;
- Salih’s folk say - do you ask us not to worship what our fathers worshipped -- 11: 62;
- She in whose house he was asked of him an evil act -- 12: 23;
- Joseph said she asked of me an evil act -- 12: 26;
- The ruler’s wife is asking of her slave-boy an ill deed -- 12: 30;
- I asked of him an evil act -- 12: 32; 12: 51;
- Return to your lord and ask him -- 12: 50;
- What happened when you asked an evil act of Joseph ---- the ruler’s wife said I asked --12: 51
- I asked for this that my lord may know I did not betray ---- 12: 52;
- O our father! what more can we ask - here is our merchandise -- 12: 65;
- -- ask the caravan with which we traveled -- 12: 82;
- Thou ask them no fee for it -- 12: 104;
- Allah gives you of all you ask of Him -- 14: 34;
- The messengers We sent before thee were --- ask the followers of the Remembrance -- 16:
43;
- You will be asked about all that you used to invent -- 16: 56;
- You will be asked about what you used to do -- 16: 93;
- And keep the covenant - of this it will be asked -- 17: 34;
- The hearing, the sight and the heart, of each of these it will be asked -- 17: 36;
- They will ask thee about the Spirit -- 17: 85;
- We gave to Moses --- ask the Jews how he came to them -- 17: 101;
- Do not ask anyone to pronounce concerning them -- 18: 22;
- If they ask for showers, they will be showered with water like molten lead -- 18: 29;
- Nothing prevents man from believing and asking forgiveness --18: 55;
- Kadir tells Moses, if you go with me do not ask me anything till I tell you myself -- 18: 70;
- If I ask thee anything after this - do not keep company with me -- 18: 76;
- They journeyed -- came to township -- asked its folk for food -- 18: 77;
- They will ask you of Dhul Qarneyn -- 18: 83;
- Abraham tells his father -- I will ask forgiveness of Allah for thee -- 19: 47;
- They will ask thee of the mountains that day -- 20: 105;
- We ask not of thee a provision -- 20: 132;
- Ask the followers of the Reminder if you know not -- 21: 7;
- I shall show you My portents -- do not ask Me to hasten -- 21: 37;
- -- or do you ask of them any reward -- 23: 72;
- When the trumpet is blown --- that day - nor will they ask of one another -- 23: 101;
- They will say -- ask of those who keep count -- 23: 113;
- They do not go away until they ask leave --- and ask forgiveness for them -- 24: 62;
- I ask you no reward for this, but whoso will may choose -- 25: 57;
- Ask anyone informed concerning Him -- 25: 59;
- I ask you no wage therefor -- 26: 109; 127; 145; 164; 180;
- Why not ask pardon of Allah that you may receive mercy 27: 46;
- The one who was of his caste asked him for help against him -- 28: 15;
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- Tidings will be dimmed for them nor will they ask one of another -- 28: 66;
- If you were to ask them Who -- created heavens ----- they will say Allah -- 29: 61; 31: 25;
39: 38;
--- Who cause water to come down ------ They will say Allah -- 29: 63;
- That He may ask the loyal of their loyalty -- 33: 7-8;
- And if they should advance again -- they’d be in the desert -- asking for news of you -- 33: 20;
- When you ask of them - ask from behind a curtain -- 33: 53;
- Men ask thee about the Hour -- 33: 63;
- You will not be asked what we did - we will not be asked what you did -- 34: 25;
- Whatever reward I might have asked, is yours -- 34: 47;
- Theirs the fruits of their good deeds - theirs all that they ask --36: 55-58;
- Ask them (O Muhammad) are they stronger as a creation or those whom We created -- 37:
11;
- Ask them (O Muhammad) has Allah daughters while they have sons -- 37: 149;
- I ask you no fee for this - I am no Impostor -- 38: 86;
- Those who bear throne and --- ask forgiveness for believers -- 40: 7-9;
- Ask forgiveness for thy sins -- 40: 55
- The earth --- and measured therein its sustenance in 4 days - ALIKE FOR ALL WHO ASK -41: 10;
- If they ask for favour - they are not those to whom favour can be shown -- 41: 24;
- Almost might heavens be split while angels ask forgiveness for those on earth -- 42: 5;
- I ask you no fee therefor save loving kindness among kinsfolk -- 42: 23;
- If you ask them Who created heavens and earth - they will say Allah -- 43: 9;
- Ask those We sent before - Did We appoint Gods to be worshipped besides Allah? -- 43: 45;
- If you ask them Who created them, they will say Allah -- 43: 87;
- He will not ask of you your worldly wealth -- 47: 36;
- If He should ask it of you - you’d hoard it -- 47: 37;
- Our possessions occupied us - ask forgiveness for us -- 48: 11;
- They ask when is Day of Judgment -- 51: 12;
- -- nor do I ask that they should feed Me -- 51: 57;
- -- let them not ask Me to hasten on that day -- 51: 59;
- -- or do you ask them a fee so they are in debt -- 52: 40;
- They asked him of his guests for ill purpose -- 54: 37;
- -- except what Abraham promised his father when he said I will ask forgiveness for thee -60: 4;
- -- ask for what you spent on them -- let kuffar ask --- 60: 10;
- If believing women come to take Oath of Allegiance ---accept ---ask forgiveness -- for them
-- 60: 12;
- When it is said to them come! Allah’s messenger will ask forgiveness for you -- 63: 5;
- Whether you ask forgiveness -- or ask not -- Allah will not --- 63: 6;
- -- Allah ask nothing of any soul except what He hath given it -- 65: 7;
- Whenever a fresh host is flung therein, the wardens ask - did no Warner come to you -- 67:
6-11;
- Ask them who will vouch for that -- 68: 40;
- -- or do you (Muhammad) ask them a fee so they are heavily taxed -- 68: 46;
- No familiar friend will ask question of his friend -- 70: 10-11;
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In Gardens they will ask about the guilty -- what brought you -- 74: 40-47;
He ask when will be this Day of Resurrection -- 75: 6;
They ask thee when will be the Hour -- 79: 42;
Why do they ask -- what have you to tell about it -- 79: 43;
When the girl-child that was buried alive is asked for what sin she was slain -- 81: 8-9;
On that day you will be asked concerning pleasure -- 102: 8 ;

ASR
- Be guardians of your prayers - and of midmost prayer -- 2: 238;
ASS
- He created horses, mules asses that you ride and for ornament -- 16: 8;
- Subdue thy voice - the harshest of voice is that of the ass -- 31: 19;
- The likeness of those entrusted with the Law of Moses but apply it not is as the likeness of
the ass carrying books -- 62: 5;
- Why do they now turn away from --- as frightened asses fleeing from a lion -- 74: 49-51;
ASSEMBLE
- Those who are scornful and proud to serve Allah - He will assemble them to Him -- 4: 172;
- O assembly of Jinn! many humankind did you seduce -- 6: 128;
- O assembly of Jinn and mankind! Didn’t there come to you messengers -- 6: 130;
- Though mankind and Jinn should assemble to produce the like of Quran -- 17: 88;
- On Day of Judgment, We shall assemble them on their faces, blind --- 17: 97;
- We shall assemble them and devils and bring them around hell -- 19: 68;
- Let the people assemble when the sun has risen high -- 20: 59;
- On that day We assemble the guilty wide-eyed -- 20: 102;
- On the Day of Judgment they'd come blind to the assembly -- 20: 124;
- He will say why was I brought blind when I used to see? -- 20: 125;
- On the day when He will assemble them and ask ------ they will say ------ 25: 17-18;
- (Angels are told) Assemble those who did wrong together with -- 36: 22-24;
- And the birds assembled were all turning to Him -- 38: 19;
- -----and warn of the Day of Assembling of which there is no doubt --- 42: 7;
- O believers! When it is said make room in assemblies - make room ---- 58: 11;
- The day He gathers you to the Day of Assembly will be a day of mutual disillusion -- 64: 9;
- Does man think we shall not assemble his bones -- 75: 3;
ASSIGN
- They assign to Allah a portion of crops, cattle which He created -- what they assign to their
partners does not reach Allah and --- 6: 136;
- Do they assign to Allah partners who created -- that their creations and Allah’s creations
seemed alike -- 13: 16;
- They assign a portion of what We gave them ---- 16: 56;
- They assign to Allah daughters - to themselves, what they desire --- 16: 57;
- They assign to Allah what they dislike and choose the better portion for themselves --- 16: 62;
- Their works are vain -- on Day of Judgment, We assign no weight to them -- 18: 105
- We gave to them of Our Mercy and assigned to them a high and true renown -- 19: 50;
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-- if He will, He will assign you better than that --- will assign you mansions --- 25: 10;
We assign Abode of Hereafter to those who seek not oppression in earth nor --- 28: 83;
Allah did not assign to man two hearts in his body -- 33: 4;
We assigned them comrades who made their present and past seem fair to them -- 41: 25;
Those whose sight are dim to remembrance of Allah - We assign a devil -- 43: 36;
We assigned them ears, eyes, hearts but their ears ---- availed them nothing -- 46: 26;
He assigned to you ears, eyes, hearts -- 67: 23;
-- and will assign to you Gardens and rivers -- 71: 12;
Did We not assign to him 2 eyes --- and a tongue and 2 lips -- 90: 8-9;

ASSISTANCE
- Seek assistance through patience and prayer -- 2: 45; 153;
ASSUME
- Cry to those you assume to be gods besides Allah -- they have no power to --- 17: 56;
ASTRAY
- Not the path of those who go astray -- 1: 7;
- Questioning Messenger as Moses was - Who chooses kufr instead of Faith has gone astray
-- 2: 108;
- Remember Allah as He has guided you though before you were astray -- 2: 198;
- Some Jews and Christians want you to go astray -- they make none go astray but
themselves -- 3: 69;
- Who disbelieve after belief growing violent in kufr - repentance not accepted -- are astray -3: 90-91;
- Those who follow vain desires will have you go far astray -- 4: 27;
- Are you trying to guide whom Allah send astray? For such you cannot find a way --4: 88;
- Who ascribe partners to Allah are far astray -- 4: 116;
- Satan says - surely I will lead them astray -- 4: 119;
- Who disbelieve in Allah, His angels, books, messengers and Last Day -- are far astray -- 4:
136;
- Whom Allah cause to go astray, you will find no way -- 4: 143;
- Those who disbelieve and hinder others from way of Allah are astray -- 4: 167;
- Such are in worse plight and further astray from plain road -- 5: 60;
- Follow not vain desires of folk of old who erred and led many astray -- 5: 77;
- Allah sends astray whom He will -- 6: 39; 7: 155; 13:: 27; 14: 4; 16: 93; 35: 8; 74:
31; Allah
sends astray the wrong-doers -- 14: 27;
- I will not follow your desires for then I'd be astray --- 6: 56;
- Abraham says - unless Allah guides me, I’ll be among those astray -- 6: 77;
- Many are led astray by their own desires through ignorance -- 6: 119;
- Whom Allah wants to send astray, He constricts their chest -- 6: 125;
- They have gone astray --- who slay their children without knowledge -- 6: 140;
- Who does greater wrong --- invents lie against Allah to lead mankind astray --- 6: 144;
- Satan says because Thou hast sent me astray I shall -- 7: 16;
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39;
33;

And when they ---- and saw they had gone astray, they said -- 7: 149;
Thou guidest whom Thou wilt --- 7: 155; 16: 93;
Who ‘brush off’ Our revelations - Satan overtook him and he leads astray -- 7: 175;
Whom Allah sends astray, are losers -- 7: 178; He let them wander blindly -- 7: 186; 13:
for
them there is torment in the life of this world -- 13: 34; There is no Protecting Friend -- 17:

97;
42: 44; there is no guide -- 13: 33; 39: 23; 36; 40: 33; there is no road -- 42: 46;
- Allah does not send anyone astray after guidance until He makes clear what to avoid -- 9:
115;
- Our Lord! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour and riches --- to lead astray -- 10: 88;
- My advice will be useless if it is Allah's will to keep you astray -- 11: 34;
- The prayer of kuffar goes far astray -- 13: 14;
- Allah sends astray whom He will and -- 13: 27;
- Those who love the life of this world more than the hereafter --- are far astray -- 14: 3;
- Then Allah sends astray whom He will -- 14: 4;
- Allah sends wrong-doers astray -- 14: 27;
- They have led many of mankind astray -- 14: 36;
- Satan says " Because Thou hast sent me astray, I shall adorn the path of error ----- 15: 39;
- Abraham says those are astray who despair of Allah's Mercy -- 15: 56;
- Allah is best aware of him who strayeth from His way ---- 16: 125;
- Whom Allah sends astray, for them no Protecting Friend besides Him -- 17: 97; --- no guiding
friend -- 18: 17;
- They are all astray and cannot find a road ---- 17: 48;
- ---- those whose effort go astray in the life of this world and think they do good work -- 18:
104;
- Pharaoh led his folk astray - he did not guide them --- 20: 79;
- Moses asks Aaron what held you back when you see them gone astray -- 20: 92;
- Adam disobeyed his Lord, so went astray --- 20: 121;
- Whoso follows My guidance will not go astray --- 20: 123;
- Those who disbelieve in the hereafter are astray from right path --- 23: 74;
- See how they coin similitudes ----- they are all astray ----- 25: 9;
- He led me astray from the Reminder after it had reached me --- 25: 29;
- They will know when they behold the doom, who is more astray -- 25: 42;
- They are as cattle - but farther astray -- 25: 44;
- I did it when I was astray -- 26: 20;
- As for the poets - the erring follow them - they stray everywhere ----- 26: 224-226;
- Who believe not in hereafter --- works made fair-seeming --- all astray -- 27: 4-5;
- Who goes astray ----- I am only a Warner -- 27: 92;
- Who is farther astray than him who follow his lust -- 28: 50;
- The imaginary partners will say "Our Lord! these are they we led astray - us and them --- 28:
63;
- Who can guide him whom Allah sent astray -- 30: 29;
- Who is rebellious to Allah and Messenger goes astray in error manifest -- 33: 36;
- Yet he led astray of you, a great multitude -- 36: 62;
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- We misled you - we ourselves were astray -- 37: 32;
- They found their fathers astray - but they hastened to follow their footsteps - most of the men
of
old were astray - We sent Warners - see the consequence of those warned -- 37: 69-73;
- Whosoever strayeth, strayeth only to its hurt -- 39: 41;
- They failed us -- we did not use to pray before -- thus doth Allah send astray kuffar -- 40: 7076
- If is it from Allah and you reject it --- who is further astray than who is at feud with Allah -- 41:
52;
- Those who dispute about the Hour are in doubt and far astray --- 42: 18;
- Have you seen him who makes his desire his god -- Allah sends him astray purposely -- 45:
23;
- Who is more astray than him who pray to that which cannot hear his prayer ---- and on the
Day
of Judgment will deny being worshipped ---- 46: 5-6;
- Allah is best aware of him who strays and ----- 53: 30; 68: 7;
- Whoso takes kuffar for friends, has strayed from the right way -- 60: 1;
- When they went astray, Allah sent their hearts astray -- 61: 5;
- And they have led many astray ---- 71: 24;
- Thus Allah send astray whom He will -- 74: 31;
- And when they saw them they said - these have gone astray -- 83: 32;
ATOM
- Not an atom’s weight in earth or sky escapes Allah -- 10: 61;
- They possess not an atom’s weight either in heaven or earth -- 34: 22;
- When the earth Os ground to atoms -- 89: 21;
- Who does an atom’s weight of good will see it -- 99: 7; --- an atom’s weight of evil ---- 99: 8;
ATTACH
- I have attached thee to Myself -- 20: 41;
ATTACK
- If they attack you there (Kaaba) then slay them -- 2: 191;
- Attack in like manner him who attack you -- 2: 194;
- No sin to shorten prayers if you fear attack from kuffar -- 4: 101;
- Kuffar long for you to lay aside your arms - so they can attack you -- 4: 102;
- -- the likeness of a dog - if you attack him, he pants with his tongue out -- 7: 176;
- If you return to the attack, We also shall return -- 8: 19;
- Will you not fight a folk who --- and who attacked you first -- 9: 13;
- Swear by Allah that we’d attack him and --- by night -- 27: 49;
- Allah averted their attack from the believers -- 33: 25;
- Then he attacked them with his right hand -- 37: 93;
- -- if you are attacked, we will help you -- 59: 11;
- If they are attacked, they help not -- 59: 12;
ATTAIN
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-

Kuffar and hypocrites purposed what they could not attain -- 9: 74;
If one or both of them attain old age with thee -- 17: 23;
These have not attained a tithe of what was bestowed on them of old -- 34:45;
Till when he attain full strength and reach 40 years he saith - My Lord! -- 46: 15;

ATTEMPT
- He has not attempted the Ascent -- 90: 11;
ATTEND
- Do not reveal their adornment except to ---- or male attendants who lack vigour -- 24: 31;
ATTENTION
- -- and those who are attentive at their worship -- 70: 22-35;
- -- and attentive to her Lord in fear -- 84: 1-2; 5;
ATTEST
- A written record attested by those brought near Allah -- 83: 21;
ATTIRE
- And hath awarded them for all they endured - a garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
AUTHORITY
- Obey Allah, obey messenger and those in authority -- 4: 59;
- When news reached them --- had they referred it to messenger and those in authority -- 4:
83;
AUXILIARY
- He has no auxiliary among them -- 34: 22;
AVAIL
- When you exulted in your multitude - it availed you nothing -- 9: 25;
- Revelations and warnings will not avail folk who will not believe -- 10: 101;
- Their gods on whom they called besides Allah availed them nothing -- 11: 101;
- I cannot avail you anything against Allah -- 12: 67;
- It would not have availed them against Allah -- 12: 68;
- That which they were wont to count as gain, availed them nothing -- 15: 84;
- On that Day no intercession avail except to whom Allah gives leave -- 20: 109;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me -- and abase me not -- when wealth and sons avail
not any man -- 26: 83-89;
- Have you seen if We content them --- that wherewith they were contented avail them
not -- 26: 205-207;
- All that they earned availed them nothing -- 39: 50;
- Their faith could not avail them when they saw Our doom 40: 84-85;
- Their ears, eyes, hearts availed them nothing since they denied -- 46: 26;
- Who can avail you anything against Allah if He intend you hurt or --- 48: 11;
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-

A day when their guile will not avail them -- 52: 46;
Warnings avail not -- 54: 5;
Their wealth and children will not avail them against Allah -- 58: 17;
Ties of kindred and children will not avail you on Day of Judgment -- He will part you -- 60: 3;
Wife of Noah - Wife of Lot -- husbands availed them nothing against Allah -- 66: 10;
My wealth has not availed me -- 69: 28;
The mediation of no mediator will avail them then -- 74: 48;
-- or take heed so that the reminder might avail him -- 80: 3-4;

AVARICE
- Allah does not love those who hoard wealth and enjoin avarice on others -- 4: 36-38; 57: 2324;
- Those saved from their own avarice --- they are successful -- 59: 9;
AVENGER
- And then you will find you have no avenger against Us -- 17: 69;
AVERSE
- When called to what Allah revealed, they turn away in aversion -- 4: 61
- If their aversion is grievous to thee then go down into the earth -- 6: 35;
- We award those who turn away --- because of their aversion -- 6: 157;
- Some believers were averse to the truth disputing with you -- 8: 5-6;
- -- had He made them hear, they would have turned away averse -- 8: 23;
- If you are averse, know that you cannot escape Allah -- 9: 3;
- Allah will perfect His light, however much kuffar are averse -- 9: 32;
- -- that He may cause it to prevail over all religions however much idolaters are averse -- 9:
33;
- Allah was averse to their being sent forth and -- 9: 46;
- When He gave them of His bounty they hoarded it and turned away averse -- 9: 76;
- They were averse to striving with their wealth and lives in Allah’s way -- 9: 81;
- If you are averse, I’ve asked of you no wage -- 10: 72;
- Allah will vindicate the truth however much the guilty may be averse -- 10: 82;
- Can we compel you to accept it when you are averse to it -- 11: 28;
- We gave them Our revelations -- they were averse -- 15: 81;
- It increase them in nothing but aversion -- 17: 41; 25: 60;
- When you mention your Lord alone in Quran, they turn their backs in aversion -- 17: 46;
- When We make life pleasant for man he turns away in aversion -- 17: 83;
- Most of them know not the truth and so are averse -- 21: 24;
- If they are averse - say I have warned you all alike -- 21: 109; -- We have not sent thee as a
warder
over them -- 42: 48;
- They appeal to Allah and Messenger to judge between them ---- some of them are averse -24: 49;
- Pray to Allah -- make religion pure for Him however much kuffar averse -- 40: 14;
- We brought truth to you -- most of you are averse to truth -- 43: 78;
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They are averse to Allah's revelations - He makes their actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
He is made to turn away from it who is himself averse -- -- 51: 9;
Allah will perfect His light no matter how much the disbelievers are averse -- 61: 8;
He sent Messenger with guidance and religion of truth to conquer all religion however much
idolaters may be averse -- 61: 9;
- Who is averse and disbelieve - Allah will punish severely -- 88: 23-24;
AVERT
- On the day when it comes to them, it cannot be averted -- 11: 8;
- How many portents are there in heavens and earth which they pass with faces averted -- 12:
105;
- We followed you - can you avert for us anything of Allah’s doom -- 14: 21;
- Answer call of Allah before there comes a Day which cannot be averted -- 42: 47;
- They avert their faces and you see them turning away disdainful -- 63: 5;
AVOID
- Avoid major sins - Allah will remit evil deeds : 4: 31;
- They forbid men from it and avoid it --6: 26;
- Allah does not send anyone astray after guidance until He made clear what to avoid -- 9:
115;
- Who avoid enormities of sin and ---- save the unwilled offences - Allah is of vast mercy -- 53:
32;
AWAIT
- Can you await for us anything except one of two good things - death or victory; we await for
you
the doom which Allah will afflict you with at our hands -- Wait - we too are waiting -- 9: 52;
- There are others who await Allah’s decree -- 9: 106;
AWAKE
- And when Moses woke, he said Glory be to Thee --- 7: 143;
- And some part of the night awake for it -- 17: 79;
- You would think them waking - but they were asleep -- 18: 18;
- In like manner We awakened them that they --- 18: 19;
- I exhort you to one thing only - Awake for Allah's sake by ones and twos and reflect -- 34: 46;
- Till when he attains ---- he says My Lord! arouse me that I may give thanks -- 46: 15;
- It will need but one shout and they will be awakened -- 79: 13-14;
AWARD
- To the Jews, We forbade ---- an award for their rebellion -- 6: 146;
- We award those who turn away from Our revelations an evil doom -- 6: 157;
- Ill deeds will be awarded the like thereof -- 6: 160;
- We awarded them this because of their ingratitude -- 34: 17;
- And hath awarded them for all they endured -- a Garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
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AWARE
- We are best aware of what they wish to hear -- 17: 47; --- of what they say -- 50: 45;
- Allah is best aware of you -- 17: 54; --- all who are in heavens and earth -- 17: 55; -- him
whose
way is right -- 17: 84; 53: 30; --- their number -- none knows -- 18: 22; --- how long they
tarried -- 18: 26; --- of those most worthy to be burned therein -- 19: 70; --- of what they
utter -- 20: 104; --- of what they allege -- 23: 96; --- of him who brings guidance from His
Presence -- 28: 37; 85; --- of those who walk aright -- 28: 56; 68: 7; --- him who
strays --53: 30; 68:7; --- you from the time He created you; him who ward-off evil -- 53:
32;
- We gave Abraham his proper course - We were aware of him -- 21: 51;
- Of everything We are aware -- 21: 81;
- They said we are best aware of who is there -- 29: 32;
- We are aware of what We enjoined on them about their wives and -- 33: 50;
AWE
- If you had observed them, you’d be filled with awe of them -- 18: 18;
- They quake for awe of Him -- 21: 28;
- Who go in awe for fear of Allah --- who race for good things -- they shall win -- 23: 57: 61;
AWNING
- If a wave enshroud them like an awning -- 31: 32;
- Kuffar - Fire will be an awning over them -- 90: 20;
AYAT-AL-KURSI
- 2: 255;
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BAAL
BABY-SITTING
BACK
BACKBITE
BAD
BADR
BALANCE
BALM
BAN
BANK
BARGAIN
BARREN
BARRIER
BATH
BATTLE
BEAKER
BEAR/ BEARING
BEARD
BEAST
BEAUTY
BEDS
BEE
BEFALL
BEG / BEGGAR
BEGET
BEGUILE
BEHAVIOUR
BEHIND
BEING
BELIEF / BELIEVERS
BELITTLE
BELLY
BELONG
BENEFICENT
BENEFIT
BEQUEST
BESEECH
BEST
BESTOW
BETRAY
BETTER
BEWARE
BEWILDER
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BEWITCHED
BIND
BIRD
BIRTH
BIRTH CONTROL
BITTER
BLACK
BLAME
BLESSINGS
BLIND
BLISS
BLOOD
BLOOD-MONEY
BLOW
BOAST
BODY
BOIL
BOND
BONDAGE
BONES
BOOK
BOON
BOOTY
BORN
BOSOM
BOUNTY
BOW
BOWELS
BOY
BRACELET
BRANCH
BRAND
BRASS
BREAST
BREATH
BREEZE
BRIBERY
BRIGHT
BRING
BROTHER /BROTHERHOOD /BRETHREN
BUILD / BUILDING
BURDEN
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BURIAL
BURN
BURST
BUSINESS
BYWORD
BAAL
- God of Elias’ folk -- 37: 125;
BABY-SITTING
(NO)
- No sin to give your children out to nurse -- 2: 233;
(Do not be confused - present day baby-sitting is not covered by this).
BACK
- They flung it behind their backs, purchasing little gain -- 3: 187;
- They bear their burdens on their backs -- 6: 31;
- Do not turn your backs to kuffar in battle --------- 8: 15-16;
- If you could see how angels receive kuffar -- striking their faces and backs -- 8: 50;
- On the day when it (hoarded wealth) will be heated - and their -- and backs branded -- 9: 35;
- How can I do behind your backs that which I ask you not to do -- 11: 88;
- When Allah alone mentioned in Quran, they turn their backs in aversion -- 17: 46;
- They turned their backs and went away -- 37: 90;
- That you may mount on their backs and remember Allah’s favour -- 43: 12-13;
- How will it be with them when the angels gather them smiting their faces and backs -- 47: 27;
- Who is given his account behind his back -- 84: 10-14;
- -- and eased thee of the burden which weighed down thy back -- 94: 2-3;
BACKBITE
- Nor backbite one another - Would you love to eat the flesh of your dead brother - you abhor
that -- 49: 12;
BAD
- You may hate what is good for you and love what is bad -- 2: 216;
- Exchange not the good for the bad -- 4: 2;
- Bad for them is what they send on before them -- 5: 80;
- There are some who mix good deeds with bad deeds -- 9: 102-105;
- Bad is the name of lewdness after faith -- 49: 11;
BADR
- Allah had already given you victory at Badr when you were few -- 3: 123;
- Allah caused the enemy to appear few to the muslims and did the same to the enemy -- 8:
42-44;
BALANCE
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47;
-

We have set a just balance for Day of Resurrection so no soul is wronged in anything -- 21:
Weigh with a true balance -- 26: 182;
Allah revealed Scripture with truth and the Balance -- 42: 17;
We sent Our messengers -- and revealed with them the Scripture and the Balance -- 57: 25;

BALM
- There hath come to you an --- a balm for what is in the breasts -- 10: 57;
BAN
- O Prophet! Why do you ban what Allah has made lawful for you -- 66: 1;
BANK
- I will set between you and them a bank -- 18: 95;
- The river shall throw it on to the bank -- 20: 39;
BARGAIN
- Shall I show you -- something better than that -- 3: 15; -- a bargain that will save you from a
painful doom? -- 61: 10;
- Rejoice in the bargain you've made - that is the supreme triumph --- 9: 111;
BARREN
- Zachariah appeals to Allah - my wife is barren -- give me -- 19: 5;
“
asks Allah - how can I have a son - my wife is barren -- 19: 8;
- He makes barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- Then his wife came crying - a barren old woman -- 51: 24-30;
BARRIER
- When Quran is recited - barrier placed so disbelievers do not understand -- 17: 45;
- May we pay you tribute so you can set a barrier between us -- 18: 94;
- There is a barrier behind them until the day they are raised -- 23: 100;
- He it is Who hath given independence to the two seas - and hath set barrier between them -25: 53;
- Is not He best Who --- set a barrier between the two seas -- 27: 61;
- We have set a bar before and behind them ---- they see not -- 36: 9;
- He hath loosed the two seas -- barrier between them -- 55: 19-20;
BATH
- Come not near prayer if you are Junub until you have bathed --- 4: 43; 5: 6;
- This spring is a cool bath and refreshing drink -- 38: 42;
BATTLE
- Take precautions, then advance the proven ones -- 4: 71;
- Among you is he who loiters - is disaster overtook you, he’d say Allah was gracious to me -4: 72;
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- If bounty from Allah befell you - he ‘d say Oh! would that I was with them -- 4: 73;
- Let those fight in Way of Allah who sell the life of this world for hereafter -- if slain or
victorious, they’d have great reward -- 4: 74;
- How should you not fight for Cause of Allah, the feeble, women and children who cry “Our
Lord! give us --- some protecting friend -- “ -- 4: 75;
- Believers battle for Cause of Allah, kuffar -- for cause of idols -- 4: 76;
- Hast thou not seen those who -- when fighting was prescribed for them, say why was fighting
ordained for us -- 4: 77;
- Wherever you are, death will overtake you, even if you were in lofty towers -- 4: 78;
- Fight in the Way of Allah -- urge on the believers -- you are not taxed with responsibility
other than yourself -- 4: 84;
- Believers should not turn backs to kuffar in battle unless maneuvering for battle -- 8: 15-16;
- Arrange your plan and come in battle line -- 20: 64;
- Solomon gathers his armies - they were set in battle order -- 27: 17;
- They come not to the stress of battle but a little --- being sparing of their help to you --- and if
they were among you, they would not give battle but a little --- 33: 18-20;
- Some have paid their vow by death in battle -- 33: 23;
- By those who set the ranks in battle order -- 37: 1;
- When you meet kuffar in battle, smite their necks ---- if Allah willed, He could have punished
them without you ---- that He may try some of you by means of others --- 47: 4;
- If kuffar join battle with you they'd take to flight --- 48: 22;
- Allah loves those who battle for His cause in ranks as a solid structure -- 61: 4;
BEAKER
- Goblets of silver are brought -- and beakers as of glass but made of silver -- 76: 15-16;
BEAR/ BEARING
- They bear their burdens on their backs -- evil is what they bear -- 6: 31;
- Kadir tells Moses - You cannot bear with me -- how can you bear with that whereof you
cannot
compass any knowledge -- 18: 67-68;
- Did I not tell you that you could not bear with me -- 18: 72; 75;
- I will announce to you the interpretation of that you could not bear with patience -- 18: 78;
- Such is the interpretation of that you could not bear -- 18: 82;
- Those whose eyes were hoodwinked from --- and who could not bear to hear -- 18: 101;
- Be modest in thy bearing -- 31: 19;
- Cattle - you may be borne on them as on a ship -- 40: 79-80;
- His mother bears him with pain -- the bearing and weaning is 30 months -- 46: 15;
- I bear with them - My scheme is firm --- 68: 45;
BEARD
- O son of my mother! clutch not my beard nor my head -- 20: 94;
BEAST
- In the dispersal of all kinds of beasts in the earth are signs for sensible people -- 2: 164;
- The worst beast in Allah’s sight are the deaf, dumb, who have no sense -- 8: 22;
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- The worst beast in sight of Allah are the ungrateful -- 8: 55;
- No beast on earth but its sustenance depends on Allah -- He knows its habitation -- 11: 6;
- He sends water from sky -- whence are trees on which you send your beasts to pasture -16: 10;
- Haven’t you seen --- the beasts --- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- We give many beasts and men --- to drink thereof -- 25: 49;
- When the Word is fulfilled, We shall bring Beast of Earth to speak to them -- 27: 82;
- He dispersed therein all kinds of beasts -- 31: 10;
- And of men, beasts --- in like manner - of different colours -- 35: 28;
- Of His portents is creation of heaven ---- and the beasts He scattered therein -- He can
gather
them when He will -- 42: 29;
- In your creation and all the beasts -- in the earth -- portents for folk whose faith is sure -45: 4;
- And when the wild beasts are herded together -- 81: 5;
BEAUTY
- Beautified is life of this world for kuffar -- 2: 212;
- Beautified for mankind is love of joys from women ----that is comfort of life of this world -- 3:
14;
- He created cattle --- wherein is beauty for you when you bring them home -- 16: 6;
- Is he who relies on clear proof from Allah like him whose evil is beautified while -- 47: 14;
- Allah endeared the faith to you and beautified it in your hearts -- 49: 7;
- Have they observed the sky -- how We constructed and beautified it -- 50: 6;
- Besides them are 2 other gardens --- wherein are found the good and beautiful -- 55: 62-76;
- We beautified the world’s heaven with lamps -- 67: 5;
BEDS
- We appointed the earth as a bed -- 20: 53;
- Who forsake their beds to cry to Allah -- 32: 16;
BEE
- Allah inspired the bee to make habitation in trees, hills, houses, producing drink of different
colour --- a healing for mankind -- 16: 68-69;
BEFALL
- Do not sorrow for what you misses or what befell you -- 3: 153;
- What befell you when 2 armies met, was permitted by Allah - He may know true believers -3: 166;
- As for those who heard Call of Allah and messenger after the harm that befell them -- 3: 172;
- If bounty from Allah befell you, he’d say would that I had been with them -- 4: 73;
- If good befall them, they say this is from Allah - if evil befall them -- 4: 78;
- -- whatever ill befall you, it is from yourself -- 4: 79;
- Whenever good befell them they said --- when evil touches them they say --- 7: 131;
- If good befalls thee, it afflicts them - if calamity befalls thee, they say --- 9: 50;
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- Nothing befalls us except what Allah decreed for us -- 9: 51;
- Let not schism with me cause you to sin, that there befall you what befell the folk of Noah -11: 89;
- If evil befall them in consequence of their deeds, they despair -- 30: 36;
- Persevere whatever may befall thee -- 31: 17;
- And what they used to mock, befell them -- 40: 83; 46: 26;
- Wrongdoers fearful of what they earned - it will befall them -- 42: 22;
- What you used to deride will befall you -- 45: 33;
- Judgment will indeed befall --- 51: 6;
- When the event befall - there is no denying it will befall -- 56: 1-2;
- No disaster befalls in earth or in yourself - it is in a Book before it happens -- 57: 22;
- No calamity befalls except by Allah’s leave -- 64: 11;
- On the day when it befalls in earnest and they are ordered to prostrate but cannot -- 68: 42;
- On that Day, the Event will befall -- 69: 15;
- Man is created anxious - fretful when evil befalls him - grudging when good befalls him -- 70:
19-21;
- Surely what you are promised will befall -- 77: 7;
BEG / BEGGAR
- They do not beg of man with importunity : 2: 273;
- When their (camels) flank fall dead, eat thereof and feed beggar and -- 22: 36;
- In their wealth the beggar and outcast had due share -- 51: 19; 70: 19-35;
- Therefore the beggar, drive not away -- 93: 10;
BEGET
- If Thou should leave them they will --- and beget lewd ingrates -- 71: 26-27;
- And the begetter and that which he begot -- 90: 3:
- He begets not, nor was He begotten -- 112: 3;
BEGUILE
- Your minds have beguiled you into something -- 12: 18; 83;
- Let false hope beguile them -- 15: 3;
- They strove hard to beguile thee away from what We inspired thee -- 17: 73;
- -- turning away in pride to beguile men from Way of Allah -- 22: 9;
- Therein offer praise --- men whom neither merchandise --- beguile from remembrance -- 24:
36-37;
- Let not life of world beguile you -- nor let deceiver beguile -- 31: 33; 35: 5;
- Follow not you desire that it beguile you from Way of Allah -- 38: 26;
- I will beguile every one of them save Thy single-minded slaves -- 38: 82-83;
- When hurt touches man -- when He grants boon ---- he sets up rivals to Allah so he may
beguile
men from His Way -- 39: 8;
- Kuffar will say - Our Lord! show us those who beguiled us -- 41: 29;
- Life of World beguiled you -- 45: 35;
- And vain desires beguiled you till the ordinance of Allah -- 57: 14;
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BEHAVIOUR
- Make not Allah's revelation a laughing stock by your behaviour -- 2: 231;
- Bad behaviour around sanctuary not good -- 5: 2;
- Maybe Allah will destroy your adversary and make you viceroys -- to see how you behave -7: 129;
- We appoint you viceroys ---- to see how you behave -- 10:14;
- Thou (Shu’eyb) art the guide to right behaviour -- 11: 87;
BEHIND
- And you left behind all that We bestowed on you -- 6: 94;
- You put Allah behind you - neglected -- 11: 92;
- A soul will know what it sent before and what it left behind -- 82: 5;
BEING
- As He brought you into being, so return you to Him -- 7: 29;
- Whatever beings on earth or heaven prostrate before Allah morning and evening -- 13: 15;
24: 41;
- Who gave you being and assigned you ears, eyes and hearts -- 67: 23;
BELIEF / BELIEVERS
- Quran - a guide to those who ward-off evil, believe in the unseen & what is revealed and
are certain
of the hereafter -- 2: 2-4;
- These depend on guidance from Allah and are successful -- 2: 5;
- Whether you warn them or not, they do not believe -- 2:6;
- There are some who say we believe, when they do not believe -- 2: 8; 14;
- They want to fool Allah and believers - they fool only themselves -- 2: 9;
- When told to believe, hypocrites say shall we believe as fools do -- 2: 13;
- When they are with believers, they say we believe -- 2: 14; 76;
- Who believe and do good works will enjoy Paradise - pure companions - dwell forever -- 2:
25; 82;
- Know that Quran is truth from Allah -- 2: 26;
- Allah tells Jews to believe Quran - not to disbelieve therein -- 2: 41;
- Yahudis said they will not believe till they see Allah -- 2: 55;
- Muslims, Jews, Christians, Sabians, whoever believes in Allah and Last Day and does right
will
have reward and not fear nor grieve -- 2: 62; 5: 69;
- Who believe and do good are owners of Garden to abide therein -- 2: 82; 4: 57; 7: 42;
- Do you believe in part of Book and disbelieve in part - what is reward of those who do so -2: 85;
- Little is what they believe -- 2: 88;
- When told to believe in Quran, Jews say they only believe in Torah; Jews asked why did
they slay
Prophets if they are believers -- 2: 91;
- Evil is what your belief enjoins on you --2: 93;
- Quran - a Guidance & glad tidings to believers -- 2: 97;
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- Those who set aside the covenants really do not believe -- 2: 100;
- Had they believed and kept from evil -- 2: 102;
- Many People of Book want to make you kuffar -- through envy -- forgive and be indulgent -2: 109;
- Yahudi and Nasari will not be pleased with you until you follow their beliefs -- 2: 120;
- Those believe in Quran who read it with right reading -- 2: 121;
- Muslims to say we believe in Allah and ALL previous revelations -- 2: 136;
- If they believe as we believe, then they are rightly guided -- 2: 137;
- Believers are stauncher in their love for Allah -- 2: 165;
- Eat of the good things and render thanks to Allah -- He has forbidden you ------ 2: 172-173;
- Righteous is he who believes in Allah, the Last Day ---- 2: 177;
- When My servants question thee - I am near - I answer prayer of every suppliant - let them
hear
My call - that they may be led aright -- 2: 186;
- Come all of you into submission -- follow not devil -- enemy to you -- 2: 208;
- If you slide back, Allah is Mighty, Wise -- 2: 209;
- Kuffar jest at you. You will be above them on Day of Judgment. Allah gives without stint
to whom He wills -- 2: 212;
- Allah guided believers to the truth of that about which they differed -- 2: 213;
- Do not think you will enter Paradise without being tested by affliction and adversity -believers
cried - when cometh Allah’s help ---- 2: 214;
- Believers who emigrate and strive in Allah’s Way have hope of Allah’s mercy -- 2: 218;
- A believing bondwoman is better than idolatress; a believing slave is better than idolater -- 2:
221;
- Give glad tidings to believers -- 2: 223;
- This is an admonition for him who believes in Allah and Last Day -- 2: 232;
- They differed - some believing -- some disbelieving -- 2: 253;
- Spend out of what We provided you ere a day comes when there’d be no trafficking nor --2: 254;
- Who reject false deities and believe in Allah, hath grasped a firm handhold -- 2: 256;
- Allah is Protecting Friend of believers - He brings them out of darkness to light -- 2: 257;
- Are not scared of poverty -- 2: 268;
- Do not accept usury -- 2: 275-281;
- Who believes, does good, prays and gives zakat will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- Give up what remains of usury if you are --- 2: 278;
- Guard yourselves against Day of Judgment - every soul will be paid in full what it earned -2: 281;
- Messenger and believers believe what is revealed -- Allah, His angels, His books, His
messengers -they make no distinction between His messengers - they say we hear and obey -- Grant us
forgiveness -- to Thee is the journeying -- 2: 285;
- Those of sound instruction say we believe therein -- the whole is from Allah -- 3: 7;
- Allah’s help to believers - He showed kuffar, army of believers as twice their number -- 3: 13;
- Allah's bondmen - those who say we believe, seek pardon and forgiveness ---- 3: 16-17;
- Do not take kuffar for friends --- who does so, has no connection with Allah unless -- 3: 28;
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118;
4: 139; 5: 83;
- Disciples said - we believe in Allah -- 3: 52; -- we believe in what Thou hast revealed -- 3:
53;
- Who believe and do good works will receive payment in full -- 3: 57;
- Allah is Protecting Friend of believers -- 3: 68;
- Some People of Book say believe in revelations to those who believe at dawn and disbelieve
in
evening so they may return, but believe only those who follow your religion -- 3: 72-73;
- Will He command you to disbelieve after your belief? -- 3: 80;
- A messenger will come to you - believe and help him -- 3: 81;
- Say we believe in Allah and what is revealed to us and to Abraham -- we make no distinction
between any -- and to Him we have surrendered -- 3: 84;
- Allah will not guide who disbelieves after belief - He will curse them - their punishment
will not be lightened unless they repent -- 3: 86-89;
- Who disbelieve after belief and grow violent in disbelief - their repentance
will not be accepted - if they had earth ---- as ransom it will not help -- 3: 90-91;
- O People of Book! Why drive believers from way of Allah, trying to make it crooked -- 3: 99;
- If you obey some People of the Book, they'd make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- Observe duty to Allah - die not save as muslims -- 3: 102;
- Hold fast to rope of Allah - be not divided -- 3: 103;
- Should have missionary force - inviting to good - forbidding evil -- 3: 104;
- Did you disbelieve after you belief - taste the punishment -- 3: 106;
- You are the best community raised up for mankind -- you believe in Allah -- if People of Book
had believed, it had been better for them -- some are believers - most are -- 3: 110;
- There is a community -- they believe in Allah and -- they enjoin right conduct -- the vie in
good
works -- they are righteous -- 3: 113-115;
- Do not take other than believers for friends -- they want to ruin you. Hatred by their mouths their
breasts hide greater - you love them - you believe in all scripture - when they meet you, they
say
they believe - when they leave, they bite fingers with rage - if good touches you, they fume - if
disaster strikes you, they rejoice - keep from evil, their guile cannot harm you -- 3: 118-120;
4: 141;
- You went to assign battle positions -- 2 parties almost -- Allah is Protecting Friend -- 3: 121122;
- Put your trust in Allah -- 3: 122; 159-160; 5: 11; 14: 11;
- Is it not sufficient for you that Allah helped you with 3,000 angels -- 3: 124;
- If you act aright, Allah will help you -- 3: 125;
- Faint not nor grieve, you will overcome them --- 3: 139;
- If you receive a blow, kuffar receive one similar -- that Allah may know who believe -- 3: 140;
- Allah may prove the believers and blight kuffar -- 3: 141;
- Do not think you will enter Paradise without being tested -- 3: 142;
- Allah gave them reward of world and Hereafter - Allah love the doers of good -- 3: 148;
- If you obey kuffar, you'd turn back losers -- 3: 149;
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- Allah is Lord of Kindness to believers -- 3: 152;
- You climbed hill (at Uhud) -- messenger calling you -- rewarded with grief to teach you not to
sorrow for what you missed nor what befell you - then slumber overtook some - others
thought
wrongly of Allah - thinking had we not come, we’d not be slain here; even if you’re in your
houses - those ordained to be slain would’ve gone to where they were to lie -- 3: 153-154;
- Be not like kuffar who say had they been with us they wouldn’t have died -- Allah make
anguish in their hearts -- 3: 156;
- It was Allah's Grace when He sent Messenger, causing them to grow -- 3: 164;
- Disaster strikes believers - though twice as great on kuffar - believers ask how is this - say, it
is
from your own doings -- 3: 165;
- What befell you when 2 armies met, was by permission of Allah that He may know true
believers -- 3: 166;
- Allah does not waste wage of believers -- 3: 171;
- When believers told people gathered against them - it increased their faith -- 3: 173;
- Fear them not - fear Me if you are true believers -- 3: 175;
- Believe in Allah and messengers - if you do so and ward off evil, yours will be vast reward -3: 179;
- Our Lord! We heard a caller calling -- believe you in your Lord! so we believed --3: 193;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah, Quran and what is revealed to them - humbling
themselves before Allah -- 3: 199;
- Must endure and outdo all others in endurance -- 3: 200;
- Allah does not love who believe not in Him nor in Last Day --- 4: 36-38;
- Some Yahudi changed words -- Allah cursed them -- they do not believe save a few -- 4: 46;
- Some People of Book say kuffar better guided than believers -- 4: 51;
- Allah bestowed on House of Abraham - scripture and wisdom - some believed - some ---- 4:
54-55;
- Believers who do good works - Paradise - pure companions - plenteous shade -- 4: 57;
- If you have dispute, refer it to Allah and messenger, if you believe in Allah and Last Day -- 4:
59;
- Those who pretend to believe, run to false gods to settle disputes -- 4: 60;
- They will not believe until you judge their dispute and they find no dislike for your decision,
and until they fully submit -- 4: 65;
- Let those who sell life of this world for hereafter, fight for cause of Allah -- 4: 74;
- Believers fight for Allah - kuffar fight for devil -- 4: 76;
- -- and urge believers, perhaps Allah will restrain might of kuffar. He is mightier than them -4: 84;
- Not to be killed except by mistake - what to be done in such case -- 4: 92;
- Who kills believer on purpose will go to hell -- 4: 93;
- Do not say to one who greets you "You are not believer" - You were in his position before -4: 94;
- Except those who have disabling hurt, other believers who stay home are not equal to those
who
fight in way of Allah -- these are a rank above the sedentary and will have forgiveness and
mercy -- 4: 95-96
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- Prayers at fixed times enjoined -- 4: 103;
- Who oppose Messenger and follow other than Islam, We give him what he is after and
expose
him to hell -- 4: 115;
- Believers who do good works -- will enter Paradise -- a promise from Allah -- 4: 122; -- will
not be
wronged the dint of a date stone -- 4: 124; -- will have wages in full and bounty -- 4: 173; -will
be forgiven -- 5: 9; -- no sin for what they ate in past -- 5: 93; -- shall not fear nor grieve -6: 48;
-- and humble themselves before Allah, are owners of Garden -- 11: 23; -- their greeting
therein Peace -- 14: 23; -- reward not lost -- 18: 30; -- reward will be good -- 18: 88; -- Paradise to
abide no desire to be removed --18: 107-108; --- no rejection of his effort -- 21: 94; --- will enter
Paradise -- 22: 14; 23: 56; 47: 12; 85:11; --- will have pardon and rich provision -- 22: 50; --shall
remit their evil deeds -- 29: 7; 64:9; --- shall enter among the righteous -- 29: 9; -- We shall
house
in lofty dwellings in the garden -- there they will dwell secure -- 29: 58; 30: 15; --- they will
abide
in Paradise - a promise from Allah -- 31: 8-9; 32: 19; --- such draws near to Us -- 34: 37; --theirs
will be forgiveness - great reward -- 35: 7; -- not equal with evil-doer --40: 58; -- for them enduring
reward -- 41: 8; 84: 25; --- will enjoy Paradise, have what they wish -- 42: 22; --- announce
to them,
I ask no fee - loving kindness among kinsfolk - who scores a good deed We add to it -- 42:
23; --will be brought into Allah’s mercy -- 45: 30; --- best of created beings - Allah pleased with
them and
they with Him -- 98: 7-8;
- We charge those who --- and you to keep your duty to Allah -- 4: 131;
- Be staunch in justice, be witnesses for Allah even against SELF, PARENTS, RELATIVES,
rich
or poor -- 4: 135;
- Believe in Allah, His Messenger, Quran, previous books -- 4: 136; 162;
- Those who believe, disbelieve, believe, disbelieve --- 4: 137;
- Those who choose kuffar for friends instead of believers -- are they looking for power --- 4:
139;
- When you hear Quran rejected and derided, move - or you become a wrong-doer -- 4: 140;
- When hypocrites are with you they say --- when they are with kuffar they say -- kuffar will
have
no way of success over believers -- 4: 141;
- If you choose kuffar for friends, you give Allah clear warrant against yourself -- 4: 144;
- Hypocrites who repent and amend and make their religion pure for Allah are with believers -
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Allah will bestow great reward on believers -- 4: 145-146;
- Allah will not punish you if you believe in Him and is thankful -- 4: 147;
- Those who say we believe in some and disbelieve in others making distinction between
Allah and
His messengers, seeking to choose a way in between - are disbelievers -- 4: 150-151;
- Make no distinction between Messengers - believe in them all -- 4: 152;
- Knowledgeable of People of Book, believers who believe in Allah, Last Day, pray, pay zakat
-will have great reward -- 4: 162;
- Messenger comes to you with truth from Allah, therefore believe -- 4: 170;
- Believe in Allah and --- and SAY NOT THREE -- 4: 171;
- Will enter Allah's Grace - will be guided to Him by straight road -- 4: 175;
- Fulfill your obligations -- 5:1;
- Let not hatred of people seduce you to transgress -- 5: 2; 8;
- Help one another in righteousness - not in sin -- 5: 2;
- When you rise up to pray, make wadu, if junub - bathe, if sick or on journey and cannot find
water make tayamum -- Allah does not burden you - He wants to purify you and perfect His Grace
on
you that you may give thanks -- 5: 6;
- Remember Allah's covenant with you - do not break it -- 5: 7; 38; 44;
- Be witnesses for Allah in equity - Be just - it is nearest to piety -- 5: 8;
- Remember Allah's favour to you - how He withheld --- put your trust in Allah -- 5: 11;
- Grieve not over wrong-doing folk -- 5: 26; --- Grieve not for kuffar -- 5: 68;
- Mindful of duty to Allah -- seek way to approach Him -- strive in His Way to succeed -- 5: 35;
- Allah is best for judgment to people who have certainty -- 5: 50;
- Do not take Yahudi and Nasara for friends - if you do, you are one of them -- 5: 51; 57: 60;
- Believers will say (to People of Book) are these who swore they were with you -- 5: 53;
- Who reneges from his religion knows Allah will replace him with someone He loves and who
loves Him -- humble to believers -- stern to kuffar -- striving in Allah’s way -- 5: 54;
- Make friends with Allah and believers -- 5: 55-56;
- Do not take Yahudi, Nasara, Kuffar and who mock your religion, for friends -- 5: 57-58;
- O People of Book! Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 59;
- When they come to you, they say we believe - they came and went in unbelief -- Allah knows
what they hide -- 5: 61;
- If Yahudi and Nasara would believe and ward-off evil, Allah will remit their sins and let them
enter Paradise -- 5: 65;
- Who believes in Allah and Last Day and does good -- Yahudi, Sabeans, Nasara will not fear
nor grieve -- 5: 69;
- Must restrain one another from wickedness -- 5: 79;
- Many make friends with kuffar - believers will not do so -- 5: 80-81;
- Jews and pagans hate believers violently - Christians nearest to believers -- 5: 82;
- When they listen to Quran, they recognise truth - tears flow from eyes - they say we believe include us among the witnesses -- 5: 83;
- How should we not believe in Allah and the Truth -- we hope that Allah will include us with the
righteous -- 5: 84-85;
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- Do not forbid good things which Allah made lawful - Allah does not love transgressors -- 5:
87;
- Keep duty to Allah in Whom you believe -- 5: 88; -- mindful of duty to Allah and believe -5: 93;
- Intoxicants, gambling, Idols, divining arrows - Satan’s handiwork -- leave them aside -- 5: 90;
- Allah will test you by the game you take with your hands and spears -- 5: 94;
- Ask not of things which ---- will give you trouble -- if you ask when Quran is revealed -- 5: 101
- You have charge of your own souls - he who err cannot harm you if you are rightly guided -5: 105;
- When death approaches, have witnesses at time of making bequests - let them take oath -5: 106;
- Who ruin their own souls will not believe -- 6: 12; 20;
- If kuffar see every token, they will not believe -- 6: 25;
- If you can see when they’re faced with Fire, they’d say would that we could return -- we’d be
believers -- 6: 27;
- Greet believers with " Salaamun ------" -- 6: 54;
- Withdraw from those who meddle with Quran - do not sit with them -- 6: 68;
- You are not accountable for them - give them reminder so they can ward-off evil -- 6: 69;
- Forsake those who take religion for sport -- 6: 70;
- Believers, who obscure not their belief with wrong-doing ----- are rightly guided -- 6: 82;
- Who believe in Hereafter believe in Quran and are careful of their worship -- 6: 92; 20: 132;
- He sends water from sky, thereby producing ---- herein are portents for believers -- 6: 99;
- Should not revile their gods -- 6: 108;
- They swear that if portent came to them they’d believe -- if such came to them, they will not
-- 6: 109;
- As they disbelieved therein at first, We let them wander blindly -- 6: 110;
- If We send angels to them - the dead speak to them - they will not believe unless Allah wills
-- 6: 111;
- That the hearts of those who disbelieve in hereafter may incline thereto and -- 6: 113;
- Eat of that over which Allah’s name mentioned, if you believe His revelations -- 6: 118;
- Avoid all sin, open or secret -- 6: 120;
- When token comes to them they say we will not believe until we are given -- 6: 124;
- Follow not the whims of those who deny Our revelations and disbelieve in hereafter -- 6: 150;
- The 10 commandments -- 6: 151-153;
- Scripture given to Moses -- guidance and mercy --so they might believe meeting with Allah -6: 154;
- The day when one of the portents comes, believing then will be useless to one who
disbelieved
before -- 6: 158;
- Quran - a reminder to believers -- 7: 2; --- expounded with knowledge -- guidance and mercy
to
believers -- 7: 52;
- Follow teachings of Quran -- 7: 3;
- On Day of Resurrection, such will be for those who believed during life of this world -- 7: 32;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their hearts --- 7: 43;
- We believe in that which he (Salih) hath been sent -- 7: 75;
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- Those who were scornful said, we disbelieve in what you believe -- 7: 76;
- Work not confusion in earth after --- that is better for you if you are believers -- 7: 85;
- Lurk not --- to turn him away from Allah’s path who believes in Him -- 7: 86;
- If there are some who believe in what I bring and some who disbelieve, then have patience
-- 7: 87;
- We will drive you (Shu’eyb) and believers out of our township -- 7: 88;
- If the people of the township had believed and kept from evil --- We should have opened for
them
blessings from sky and earth --7: 96;
- -- but they could not believe because they denied before -- 7: 101;
- Pharaoh’s wizards said they believe in Allah - Pharaoh said, you believe in Him before I give
permission -- 7: 121-123;
- Pharaoh’s wizards tell him he takes vengeance on them because they believe Allah’s tokens
-- 7: 126;
- When Moses woke up he said - I turn to thee repentant and an first of true believers -- 7: 143;
- If they see a token they believe it not -- 7: 146;
- Those who do ill-deeds, then repent and believe -- 7: 153;
- My Mercy embraces all things. I shall ordain it for those who --- believe Our revelations -- 7:
156;
- Those who believe in him and honour him and --- 7: 157;
- Believe in Allah and His messenger who cannot read nor write --- who believe in Allah and in
His
Words -- 7: 158;
- In what fact after this will they believe -- 7: 185;
- I am Warner and bringer of good tidings to folk who believe -- 7: 188;
- Turn away from the ignorant -- 7: 199;
- If suggestion from Satan assails you, turn to Allah -- 7: 200-201;
- Quran - insight from Allah - guidance and mercy to believers -- 7: 203;
- Adjust your difference if you are true believers -- obey Allah and messenger --- 8: 1;
- True believers are those whose hearts fear when Allah is mentioned, when Quran is recited
it
increases their faith, they establish worship and spend out of what We bestowed on them have
generous provision from Allah - and they trust in Allah --- 8: 2-4;
- Some disputed with you about the truth ---- as though they were driven to death -- 8: 5-6;
- Allah tells angels --- make believers stand firm in battle, I will throw fear ----- 8: 12;
- Do not turn backs to disbelievers in battle - who does so incurs wrath of Allah -- 8: 15-16;
- You slew them not --- Allah slew them - that He may test the believers --- 8: 17;
- Allah is with the believers in His guidance --- 8: 19;
- Obey Allah and Messenger - turn not away from him when he speaks -- 8:20;
- Be not as those who say we hear but hear not - the worst beasts are the deaf and dumb who
have
no sense --- 8: 21-22;
- Betray not Allah and Messenger nor your trusts -- 8: 27;
- Your possessions and children are a test ---- 8: 28;
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will cause you to be able to discern right from wrong, rid
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you
of evil thoughts and deeds, forgive you and plot against those who plot against you -- 8: 2930;
- If kuffar cease persecuting believers - their past will be forgiven -- 8: 38;
- One fifth of your takings as spoils of war, is for Allah, messenger --- if you believe in Him -8: 41;
- The worst beast in Allah’s sight is the ungrateful who will not believe -- 8: 55;
- He it is Who supported you with His help and with the believers -- 8: 62;
- Allah attuned the hearts of believers -- 8: 63;
- Allah is sufficient for you and the believers who follow you -- 8: 64;
- Exhort the believers to fight - 100 will overcome 1000 -- 8: 65;
- Burden lightened - 100 to overcome 200 -- 8: 66;
- Those who believed - left their homes - strove with wealth and lives for cause of Allah - those
who
took them in and helped them - are protecting friends of one another - those who believe but
did
not leave their homes ------ 8: 72-75;
- Toward believer, they observe neither pact nor honour -- 9: 10;
- Allah has more right that you fear Him, if you are believers -- 9: 13;
- He will heal breasts of believers -- 9: 14;
- Only believers who observe prayers, pay zakat and fear none but Allah, shall tend mosques
-- these
can be of rightly guided -- 9: 18;
- Believers who give pilgrims water are not equal with those who strive in Way of Allah -- 9: 19;
- Do not take fathers ------ for friends, if they disbelieve - you'd be wrong-doer -- 9: 23;
- Do you think your fathers ------ are dearer to you than Allah ----- then wait ----- 9: 24;
- Allah sent peace of reassurance on His messenger and believers -- 9: 26;
- Fight against those who were given scripture but do not believe --- till they pay Jizya -- 9: 29;
- Why do you hesitate when told to go forth - do you prefer life of world or hereafter - a painful
doom awaits you - you will be replaced --- 9: 38-39;
- If you do not help him (Prophet (SAS)) - Allah helped him - urged to go forth and strive with
wealth and lives - it is best for you -- (Tabuk expedition) - they destroy their souls - they
lie -- 9: 40-42;
- Ask no leave of thee - but strive with wealth and lives --- 9: 44;
- They alone ask leave of thee who believe not in Allah and --- 9: 45;
- If good befalls thee it is a pain to them - if a calamity strikes you they are pleased - tell them
nothing happens to us except as Allah wills -- 9 50-51;
- Prophet - a hearer of good for believers, believes in Allah, --- and is mercy for believers -- 9:
61;
- Allah has more right that they please Him, if they are believers -- 9: 62;
- Make no excuse - you disbelieved after your confession of belief -- 9: 66;
- Do not indulge in idle talk -- 9: 69;
- Are protecting friends one of another - they enjoin right, forbid wrong, pray and give zakat -they obey Allah and Prophet -- Allah will have mercy on them -- 9: 71;
- Allah promise them Paradise - and greater - acceptance from Him - supreme triumph -- 9
72; 89;
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-

They disbelieved after their belief -- 9: 74;
Those who deride the believers for the alms they give -- 9: 79;
Do not pray for kuffar nor hypocrites - do not stand at their graves - 9: 84;
When surah revealed saying to believe in Allah and strive -- 9: 86;
The messenger and those who believe strive with their wealth and lives ---- Allah prepared
Paradise for them -- 9: 88-89;
- Make no excuse, we will not believe you -- 9: 94;
- Act - Allah, messenger and believers will see your actions -- 9: 105;
- Allah has bought from the believers their lives and wealth for the Garden - rejoice in your
bargain that is supreme triumph -- 9: 111;
- Triumphant are those who repent, serve Allah, praise Him, fast, pray, enjoin right and forbid
wrong -- give glad tidings to believers --- 9: 112;
- Do not pray for idolaters AND NEAR RELATIVES when it is clear they are for hell -- 9:113;
- Be with the truthful -- 9: 119;
- Do not all go out to fight at once - some to stay and teach religion -- 9: 122;
- Fight the kuffar near to you and be harsh with them -- 9: 123;
- When a surah is revealed, it increases the faith of believers -- 9: 124;
- There comes to you a messenger of yourselves - when you are burdened, it grieves him -- 9:
128;
- Tell the believers they have a sure footing with their Lord -- 10: 2;
- Those who believe and do good works, will be rewarded with equity -- 10: 4; will be guided
by
their faith - they will enjoy Paradise - their prayers will be Subhanaka Allahumma - they will
greet
Salaamun and will end their prayer with Alhamdu lillaahi Rabbil alameen -- 10: 9-10;
- Their messengers came to them with clear proofs --- but they will not believe -- 10: 13;
- Thus is the word of Allah justified concerning --- that they believe not -- 10: 33;
- Some believe in Quran - some do not -- 10: 40;
- Is it only when it befalls you that you'd believe? -- 10: 51;
- From your Lord an exhortation, a soothing for the heart, a guidance and a mercy for
believers -10: 57; 11: 120;
- Friends of Allah do not fear nor grieve, they believe and ----- they have good tidings here and
hereafter --- 10: 62-64;
- They were not ready to believe --- thus We print on the hearts of transgressors -- 10: 74;
- Moses and Aaron are told - we will not believe you two -- 10: 78;
- Moses said if you believe in Allah, put your trust in Him -- 10: 84;
- Give good news to believers -- 10: 87;
- Our Lord! destroy their riches - harden their hearts so they not believe till they see the doom
-- 10: 88;
- Pharaoh exclaims “ I believe that there is no God but Allah” -- 10: 90;
- If only there were a community that believed -- and profited by its belief --- when they
believed
We drew off the torment 10: 98;
- If Allah willed, all would've believed together --- will you compel them until they believe -- 10:
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99;
- It is not for any soul to believe except it is by permission of Allah --- 10: 100;
- We shall save the messengers and believers - it is incumbent on Us to save believers --- 10:
103;
- I do not worship ---- I worship Allah --- I am commanded to be of the believers -- 10: 104;
- Be not of those who ascribe partners to Allah -- 10: 105;
- Cry not beside Allah, to that which can neither hurt nor profit you -- 10: 106;
- If Allah afflict you with some hurt, none can remove it, and if ----- 10: 107;
- Whoever is guided, is guided for the good of his own soul, and whoever is ---- 10: 108;
- It is the truth from Allah but most mankind believe not -- 11: 17;
- Noah said I will not thrust away believers -- 11: 29; --- who will deliver me from Allah if I
thrust
them away -- 11: 30;
- None will believe save those who have already believed -- 11: 36;
- We said load therein --- and those who believe -- but few believed with him -- 11: 40;
- Hud’s folk tell him they do not believe in him -- 11: 53;
- We saved Hud and those who believed with him -- 11: 58; --- Salih --- 11: 66; --- Shu’eyb --11: 94;
- What Allah leave with you is better for you if you are believers -- 11: 86;
- Herein hath come the Truth and Our exhortation and reminder for believers -- 11: 120;
- You do not believe us even when we speak the truth -- 12: 17;
- I’ve forsaken the religion of folk who disbelieve in Allah and Hereafter -- 12: 37;
- The reward of the Hereafter is better for those who believe and ward-off evil -- 12: 57;
- No matter how much you try, most men will not believe -- 12: 103;
- And many believe in Allah -- yet attribute partners to Him -- 12: 106;
- Quran - a guidance and mercy for believers -- 12: 111; 16: 64; 27: 77;
- From thy Lord - is the truth, but most mankind believe not -- 13: 1;
- Who have believed and whose hearts find rest in the remembrance of Allah 13: 28;
- Believers who do right - joy for them and bliss at end of road -- 13: 29;
- If Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind -- 13: 31;
- Allah confirms believers by a firm saying in life of this world and in the hereafter -- 14:27;
- Tell believers - establish worship and spend --- before a day comes when ---- 14: 31;
- Our Lord! Forgive me, my parents and believers the day when -- 14: 41;
- Therein is a portent for believers -- 15: 77;
- Lower thy wing in tenderness for the believers -- 15: 88;
- Do you believe in vanity and disbelieve in Grace -- 16: 72;
- Birds in mid-air -- portents for believers -- 16: 79;
- Do not unravel the thread to make it weak - do not join one party against another because of
larger numbers -- 16: 92;
- What Allah has is better for you - it remains - what you have wastes away - -- 16: 95-96;
- Believing male or female who does right, will have good life - will be rewarded in proportion to
what they did -- 16: 97;
- Satan has no power over believers -- 16: 99; 17: 65;
- The holy Spirit has revealed it --- that it may confirm the faith of believers -- 16: 102;
- Who disbelieve after belief and find ease in kufr - wrath from Allah -- painful doom -- 16: 106;
- Believers who do good works will have a great reward -- 17: 9;
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- A believer who desires the hereafter and strives for it with necessary effort -- 17: 19;
- A day when He will call you - you will answer with His praise and think you tarried for a little
while -- 17: 52;
- Tell My bondmen to speak what is kindlier - the devil sows discord among them -- 17: 53;
- Allah is guardian over faithful bondmen -- 17: 65;
- We reveal of the Quran what is healing and mercy for believers -- 17: 82;
- All kinds of similitudes displayed in Quran, but man refuse to believe -- 17: 89;
- Nothing prevented them from believing except they said Did Allah send a mortal as
Messenger -- 17: 94; 18: 55;
- Believe therein or not, the knowledgeable fall down on their faces when it is recited to
them -- 17: 107; 109;
- -- and to bring to believers who do good works, news of fair reward -- 18: 2-3;
- If they do not believe --- it may be you’d torment your soul with grief -- 18: 6;
- They were young men who believed in Allah - We increased them in guidance -- 18: 13;
- If you withdraw from kuffar, Allah will spread out His Mercy for you -- 18: 16;
- Whoever will, let him believe -- 18: 29;
- Will enjoy Paradise - will have armlets of gold - green robes of silk - gold embroidery reclining
on thrones --18: 31; 22: 23;
- As for the lad - his parents were believers and we feared he’d oppress them -- 18: 80;
- Now they are careless and do not believe -- 19: 39;
- They will meet deception, save those who repent, believe and do right -- 19: 59-60;
- When Quran is recited - kuffar say to believers which of our 2 parties is better in
position -- 19: 73;
- Believers who do good deeds - Allah will appoint love for them -- 19: 96;
- Do not let kuffar who follow their own desire, mislead you lest you perish -- 20:16;
- The magicians fell prostrate saying they believe in Allah -- 20: 70;
- We believe in Our Lord - that He may forgive us --- 20: 73;
- Who comes to Allah a believer, having done good works - is Paradise - the reward of one
who
grows -- 20: 75-76;
- I am forgiving to him who repents, believes, does good then ---- 20: 82;
- Who is a believer and does good deeds, does not fear injustice that day -- 20: 112;
- Celebrate praises of Allah before sunrise and sunset that you may find acceptance -- 20:
130;
- Do not long for things of this life -- 20: 131;
- Enjoin worship and be constant therein - We ask you no provision - We provide for you -- 20:
132;
- Though We sent portents before ---- no township believed before they were destroyed -would they
then believe -- 21: 6;
- Heaven and earth one piece - separated - every living thing from water - will they not then
believe -- 21: 30;
- Thus We save believers -- 21: 87-88;
- This religion is one - Worship Me -- 21: 92;
- On Day of Resurrection, Allah will decide between Believers, Yahudis, Nasara, Sabeans,
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Magians -- 22: 17;
- Believers and kuffar contend about Allah -- 22: 19;
- They are guided to gentle speech - they are guided to path of Allah -- 22: 24;
- So that they may believe therein --- Allah is guiding those who believe to a right path -- 22:
54;
- Successful are believers - who are humble in prayers, shun vain talk, pay zakat, guard their
modesty
except from their wives -- beyond that they transgress -- who keep their oaths and promises,
who
pay heed to their prayers --- these will inherit Paradise -- 23: 1-11;
- Believers and those who ----- shall win them in the race -- 23: 57-61;
- Some of My slaves said, Our Lord! we believe, so forgive ----- 23: 109;
- Let not pity for them cause you ----- if you believe in Allah and Last Day - let believers witness
their punishment -- 24: 2;
- Adulterer shall not marry except ---- that is forbidden to believers ---- 24: 3;
- Why didn't the believers - when they heard it - say it is a lie -- 24: 12;
- Should not repeat slander -- 24: 17;
- Those who love that slander should be spread about believers, will be punished here and
hereafter -- 24: 19;
- Follow not footsteps of devil -- if it was not for Allah’s Grace and --- none would have grown
pure -- 24: 21;
- Those who slander virtuous believing women --- are cursed in world and --- 24: 23;
- Men and women to lower gaze - Women to draw veils over bosom -- 24: 30-31;
- Turn to Allah together O Believers, that you may succeed -- 24: 31;
- They say We believe in Allah, Messenger - we obey, then ---- such are not believers -- 24:
47;
- Believers say we hear and obey when they appeal to Allah for judgment -- 24: 51;
- Allah promised believers who do good works that they will succeed in the land, He will
establish
Islam, will give them in exchange safety for fear -- 24: 55;
- O Believers! Let your slaves and children below puberty ask leave ( 3 times of privacy/
undress
for you) -- 24: 58;
- True believers believe in Allah and Messenger and will not depart from the Messenger until
he
has given them leave to do so - he will ask forgiveness for you -- 24: 62;
- Do not call Messenger as you call one another - Allah knows those who steal away hiding
themselves - do not conspire to evade orders lest ------ 24: 63;
- Walk earth with humility - when ignorant address you say "Peace" -- 25: 63;
- Spend night in adoration of Allah -- 25: 64;
- Are not extravagant nor miserly -- 25: 67;
- Who cries to --- doom will be doubled for him -- he will abide therein forever save him who
repents,
believes, do good deeds -- 25: 68-70;
- Wizards were flung prostrate - crying we believe in Allah, Lord of Moses and Aaron -- 26: 4648;
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- Wizards said we hope Allah --- we are the first of the believers -- 26: 51;
- Oh that we had another turn that we might be of the believers -- 26: 102;
- I am not here to repulse believers -- 26: 114;
- Noah appeals to Allah -- and save me and those believers with me -- 26: 118;
- We saved him and those with him in the laden ship -- 26: 119;
- Had We revealed it to --- they would not have believed in it -- 26: 198-199;
- They will not believe in it till they behold the painful doom -- 26: 201
- And lower thy wing in kindness to the believers who follow thee -- 26: 215;
- Do not say what you do not practise -- 26: 226;
- Except believers who do good works and remember Allah much and defend themselves
after
unjust attack -- 26: 227;
- We saved those who believed and use to ward-off evil -- 27: 53;
- Only believers will listen to call of Islam -- 27: 81;
- Herein are portents for people who believe -- 27: 86; 29: 24; 39: 52;
- Commanded to serve Allah and bow to His will in Islam -- 27: 91;
- We narrate story of Moses and Pharaoh with Truth for folk who believe -- 28: 3;
- She would have betrayed him --- had We not --- that she might be a believer -- 28: 10;
- Our Lord! Why was no messenger sent to us that we might follow --- and be believers -- 28:
47;
- Those who got Scripture before, believe in it -- 28: 52;
- When it is recited to them, they say it is truth from Allah - even before we had surrendered -28: 53;
- Turn away from vain talk -- 28: 55;
- You will not be able to guide whom you love -- 28: 56;
- Who repent, believe and do right - may be successful -- 28: 67;
- The reward for those who believe and do right is better --- only steadfast --- 28: 80;
- Do not support kuffar in any way 28: 86;
- Let nothing divert you from Quran -- 28: 87;
- Do men think that when they say " We believe", they will not be tested --29: 2;
- There are those who say they believe but if made to suffer for Allah's sake, they mistake
man's
persecution for Allah's punishment - if victory comes, he says ---- 29: 10;
- Allah knows the believers and the hypocrites -- 29: 11;
- Kuffar say to believers - follow our religion, we'll bear your sins -- 29: 12;
- And Lot believed in Allah -- 29: 26;
- We believe in that which is revealed to us and to you -- 29: 46;
- Those to whom We gave the Scripture before will believe therein - only kuffar will deny
Quran -- 29: 47;
- Herein is Mercy and a reminder for believers -- 29: 51;
- Those who believe in vanity and disbelieve in Allah, are losers --- 29: 52;
- O Believers! My earth is spacious - serve Me -- 29: 56;
- Be not of those who do not thank Allah for His Mercies -- 29: 65;
- Do they believe in falsehood and disbelieve in the bounty of Allah -- 29: 67;
- Believers will rejoice in Allah's help to victory ---- 30: 4-5;
- Allah enlarges or straitens provision - portents for believers -- 30: 37;
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- Who do right, make provision for themselves -- 30: 44;
- That He may reward out of His Bounty those ----- 30: 45;
- It is incumbent on Allah to help believers -- 30: 47;
- You cannot make any hear save those who believe Our revelations and surrendered -- 30:
53;
- Only those believe in Quran who, when they are reminded --- fall down prostrate --forsaking
their beds to cry unto Allah in fear and hope -- 32: 15-16;
- A believer and an evil-liver are not alike -- 32: 18;
- And when they became steadfast believing firmly in Our revelations -- 32: 24;
- Withdraw from kuffar -- 32: 30;
- Prophet is closer to believers than themselves - wives are as their mothers - owners of
kinship
are closer than other believers -- 33: 6;
- Believers were tried and shaken with mighty shock -- 33: 11;
- -- being sparing of their help to believers -- Such have not believed - Allah makes their
deeds
fruitless -- 33: 19;
- When the true believers saw the clans, it confirmed them in their faith -- 33: 22;
- Of believers are men who are true to what they covenanted - some have paid their vow by
death -they have not altered -- 33: 23;
- That Allah may reward the true men for their truth -- 33: 24;
- Allah averted their attack from the believers - (Allah is best helper for believers) -- 33: 25;
- Men and women who believe -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- It becomes not a believing man or woman when Allah and Messenger have decided an affair
for
them that they should ----- 33: 36;
- Can marry wives of adopted sons - God's command must be fulfilled -- 33: 37;
- Allah's way with prophets of old who delivered His message and feared none but Him -- 33:
39;
- Remember Allah much - Glorify Him early and late -- 33: 41-42;
- Allah and His angels bless you that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 33: 43;
- Salutation on day they meet Him is "Peace" - He prepared for them goodly recompense -33: 44;
- Announce to Believers they will have great bounty from Allah -- 33: 47;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites, disregard noxious talk, put trust in Allah -- 33: 48;
- If you wed and divorce before touching women - there is no waiting period- content and
release
them handsomely --- 33: 49:;
- Whom prophet and believers can marry -- 33: 50;
- Enter not dwellings of prophet for meal before time - when finished, depart - do not linger for
conversation - Prophet will be shy to ask you to leave - speak to his wives from behind
curtain -do not cause annoyance to Prophet - do not marry his wives after him -- 33: 53;
- Allah and angels send blessings on prophet - O believers! send blessings and ----- 33: 56;
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- Those who malign believing men and women - guilty of slander -- 33: 58;
- Tell thy wives, daughters, women of believers to draw their cloaks round them - they may be
recognised and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- Be not as those who slandered Moses -- 33: 69;
- Guard your duty to Allah and speak words straight to the point --- He will adjust your works
for
you and forgive your sins - Who obey Allah and Messenger has gained ----- 33: 70-71;
- Allah pardons believing men and women -- 33: 73;
- Satan found his calculation true --- they follow him - all save a few true believers -- 34: 20;
- He had no warrant -- except We would know who believe in hereafter and who is in doubt -34: 21;
- Had it not been for you, we'd have been believers -- 34: 31;
- Nothing escapes Him in heavens or earth - in clear record - that He may reward believers
who do
good works -- 34: 34;
- Neither wealth nor --- will bring you near Us, but who believe and do good -- 34: 37;
- They worshipped the jinn - they believe in them -- 34: 41;
- Whatever reward I might have asked of you is yours - my reward is only from Allah -- 34: 47;
- If you can see ---- when they are seized ---- and say we now believe ---- 34: 51-53;
- Let not life of world nor Satan beguile you -- 35: 5;
- For what cause should I not serve Him who created me --- 36: 22;
- I believe in Allah, so hear me -- 36: 25;
- When told to spend -- kuffar tell believers - shall we feed -- 36: 47
- We sent him 100,000 folk - they believed - We gave them comfort -- 37: 147-148;
- Many partners ----- except those that believe and do good works, but such are few -- 38: 24;
- Shall We treat believers who do good works as those who work corruption in earth -- 38: 28;
- O My bondmen who believe! Observe your duty to Allah -- 39: 10;
- I am commanded to serve God, making religion pure for Him -- 39: 11;
- I am commanded to be the first of those who bow in Islam -- 39: 12;
- If I disobey Allah, I fear Day of Judgment -- 39: 13;
- Who bring the truth and believe therein -- such are the dutiful -- 39: 33;
- They will frighten you with those beside Him -- 39: 36;
- Those who bear Throne, ask forgiveness for believers saying ----- 40: 7-9;
- When Allah alone is invoked, you disbelieved; when some partner ascribed, you believed -40: 12;
- A believing man of Pharaoh's family who hid his faith said would you kill a man because he
says
my Lord is Allah ----- 40: 28;
- The one who believed said - O my people - yours is the Kingdom today but ---- I fear for
you -- 40: 29-31;
- He said I fear for you a day when you will turn to flee --- Joseph brought you -- -- you ceased
not to be in doubt -- 40: 32-34;
- Those who dispute about Quran ---- it is hateful in sight of believers -- 40: 35;
- He said follow me, I will show you the way of right conduct - life of world is passing comfort hereafter is an enduring home - who does ill deed ---- who does right ----- 40: 38-40;
- He said what ails me - I call you to deliverance - you call me to Fire - you call me to
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disbelieve in
Allah, to set up rivals with Him while I call you to Allah - what you call me to ----- You will
remember what I say to you --- I confide my cause to Allah -- 40: 41-44;
- We do help Our messengers and believers in life of World and on Day of Judgment -- 40: 51;
- Ask forgiveness of thy sin - hymn praise of Allah - fall of night and early hours -- 40: 55;
- The Hour is surely coming - no doubt about it - most mankind believe not -- 40: 59;
- Call on Me, I will answer your prayer -- 40: 60;
- We delivered believers who kept their duty to Allah -- 41: 18;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and are upright - angels descend on them saying Fear not
nor
grieve - hear good tidings of Paradise -- 41: 30;
- Angels say to believers, we are your protecting friends --- 41: 31;
- For those who believe, it is a guidance and healing --- 41: 44;
- Say to Yahudi and Nasara, I believe in whatever Scripture Allah sent down. Allah is our Lord
and your Lord - to us our deeds, to you, yours - No contention between us and you -- 42: 15;
- Believers are fearful of the Hour and know it is the truth -- 42: 18;
- What Allah has is better and more lasting for believers and ----- 42: 36;
- When wrong is done to you - defend yourselves -- 42: 39;
- Retaliation allowed - forgiveness better -- 42: 40;
- Believers will say, the losers are they who lose themselves and housefolk on Day of
Judgment -- 42: 45;
- O Believers! enter Paradise, you and your wives - trays of gold - all that souls desire - you
are
immortal therein ----43: 69- 73;
- Relieve us of the torment - we are believers -- 44: 12;
- In the heavens and earth are portents for believers -- 45: 3;
- Then in what fact after Allah and His portents will they believe -- 45: 6;
- Told to forgive kuffar -- 45: 14;
- Do those who do ill-deeds think We will make them equal to the believers who do good
works in
life and death -- 45: 21;
- If it is from Allah - you disbelieve - a witness from Yahudi already testified and believed -- 46:
10;
- Kuffar say if it was any good, believers wouldn’t have had it before us - it is ancient lie -- 46:
11;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright, will neither fear nor grieve - they
shall
enter Paradise - immortality - reward for their deeds -- 46: 13-14;
- Those are they from whom We accept their best works and overlook their evil deeds -- 46:
16;
- Respond to Allah’s summons and believe in Him -- 46: 29-31;
- Believers who do good works, believe in Quran --- Allah will rid them of the ill-deeds and
improve
their state ----- because they follow truth -- 47: 2-3;
- Those who fight in way of Allah - He renders not their actions vain - He will guide them and
improve their state and bring them into the Garden -- 47: 4-6;
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- If you help Allah's cause, He will help you and ----- 47: 7;
- Allah is Patron of believers -- 47: 11;
- Believers will enter Paradise -- 47: 12;
- Ask forgiveness for thy sin and for believers (men and women) -- 47: 19;
- Believers say if only a surah was revealed, yet when surah ------- those in whose hearts is
disease
look at thee with look of ----- 47: 20;
- O believers! obey Allah and Messenger - Do not render your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- If you believe and ward-off evil - He will give you your wages and will not -- 47: 36;
- Who hoards, it is only from his own soul - Allah is rich - you are poor - if you turn away, He
will
substitute you --- 47: 38;
- He sent Peace of re-assurance into hearts of believers so they may add faith to their faith -48: 4;
- That He might bring believers into Paradise and remit their ill deeds -- Supreme Triumph -48: 5;
- We sent thee as --- Warner, that mankind may believe in Allah, His messenger, honour Him,
revere
Him, glorify Him early dawn and close of day -- 48: 8-9;
- You thought the messenger and believers would never return to their own folk -- 48: 12;
- Allah was pleased with believers when they swore allegiance -- 48: 18;
- And hath withheld men’s hands from you, that it may be a token for believers -- 48: 20;
- If the believers and kuffar were clearly separated, He would have punished the kuffar -- 48:
25;
- He sent peace of re-assurance on messenger, believers - imposed self-restraint on them -48: 26;
- Believers are hard against kuffar - merciful among themselves - they prostrate in worship You see prostration marks on their foreheads - He may enrage kuffar therewith -- Allah
promises
those who do good deeds forgiveness and immense reward -- 48: 29;
- Be not forward in presence of Allah and Messenger -- 49: 1;
- Do not raise you voice above prophet's nor shout when speaking to him, lest ------ 49: 2;
- Those who subdue voices, Allah hath proven their hearts to righteousness - for them
forgiveness -- 49: 3;
- If an evil-liver brings you tidings, verify it before you act in ignorance and repent later -- 49: 6;
- Messenger of Allah is among you - if he were to obey you in much of Government, you'd be
in
trouble - Allah endeared faith to you - beautified it in your hearts - hath made disbelief,
lewdness
and rebellion hateful to you - such are rightly guided -- 49: 7;
- If 2 parties of believers fight - make peace between them - fight the wrong-doer until he
returns to
ordinance of Allah - if he returns, make peace equitably - believers are brothers - make
peace
between them and observe your duty to Allah ---- 49: 9-10;
- Do not deride one another (including women) - do not defame one another - do not insult
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one
another by nicknames - avoid suspicion and spying - do not backbite - would you eat flesh of
your dead brother -- 49: 11-12;
- Bedouins say " We believe" - say you do not , but say "We submit" -- 49: 14;
- The true believers are those who ---- and afterward doubt not, but strive with wealth and lives
for cause of Allah - such are the sincere -- 49: 15;
- Accepting Islam is favour to no one - Allah favoured you by leading you to faith -- 49: 17;
- They sleep little at night - they seek forgiveness before dawn - in their wealth beggar has
share -51: 17-19;
- We brought forth such believers as were there -- 51: 35;
- One family can be saved -- 51: 36; 54: 34;
- Warn, for warning profits the believers -- 51: 55;
- Can be joined by offspring in Paradise if offspring follow them in faith -- 52: 21;
- Every soul responsible for own deeds -- 52: 21; 74: 38;
- Nay, they will not believe -- 52: 33;
- Shun those who turn away from revelations and desire nothing but life of world -- 53: 29;
- Avoid major sins - Allah will forgive other faults -- 53: 32;
- Believe in Allah and His messenger -- such as believe and spend -- theirs is great reward -57: 7;
- Why do you disbelieve in Allah when Messenger calls you to believe in Him and He hath
already
made covenant with you if you are believers -- 57: 8;
- Who fought in early days are in higher rank than those who fought later -- 57: 10;
- Who will loan to Allah a goodly loan -- 57: 11;
- On the day when you'd see believers, their light shining before them -- 57: 12;
- On the day when the hypocrites say to believers - look upon us that we may borrow light - it
will
be said go back and seek light - a wall will separate them - there is a gate - inner side, mercy
outer side, doom -- 57: 13;
- Hypocrites say to believers - Were we not with you - Believers say Yea but you ---- 57: 14;
- Is not the time ripe for hearts of believers to submit to Allah's reminder and truth so that they
do
not become hardened like those of old --- 57: 16;
- Believers are loyal - they have reward and light -- 57: 19;
- Race one another for forgiveness and ----- which are in store for believers --- 57: 21;
- We give believers their reward -- 57: 27;
- Be mindful of your duty to Allah - believe in His Messenger - He will give you twofold of His
Mercy - Will appoint for you a light wherein you'll walk and He will forgive you -- 57: 28;
- Do not conspire for crime and -- but conspire together for righteousness and piety -- 58: 9;
- Conspiracy is of the Devil that he vex the believers - he cannot harm them --- 58: 10;
- Make room in assemblies when called upon - go higher when called upon - Allah will exalt
those
who believe and have knowledge -- 58: 11;
- When you hold conference with messenger - give alms before - if you find no means -- 58:
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12-13;
- Believers do not love those who oppose Allah and Messenger even if they are fathers --- He
hath
written faith on their hearts and strengthened them - Allah is well pleased with them and they
with
Him - this is Allah's party - Is not Allah's party the successful -- 58: 22;
- -- and cast terror in their hearts --- they ruined their houses --- and by hands of believers -59: 2;
- Our Lord! Forgive us ----- and place not in our hearts any rancour towards believers -- 59: 10;
- They fear you more than they fear Allah --- they will not fight against you except in fortified
villages or behind walls --- 59: 13-14;
- What provision have you sent forth for tomorrow -- 59: 18;
- Must not be like those who forget Allah -- 59: 19;
- Believers and kuffar are not equal -- 59: 20;
- Do not take My enemy and your enemy for friends --- they drive you out because you believe
in
Allah --- if they have the upper hand of you --- they long for you to disbelieve -- 60: 1-2; 13;
- Your ties of kinship will not help you on Day of Judgment -- He will part you -- 60: 3;
- ---- a goodly pattern in Abraham --- said to his folk - We are guiltless of you and all you
worship
besides Allah ---there is hatred --- between us until you believe in Allah only -- 60: 4;
- Our Lord! make us not a prey for kuffar -- 60: 5;
- Friendship with non-muslims who did not drive you out nor fight with you not forbidden -- 60:
8-9;
- When believing women come to you as fugitives, examine them - if they are true believers,
do not
return them to kuffar - they are not lawful for kuffar, who are not lawful for them - you
can marry them - do not hold to ties of kuffar women - ask back for what you spent Judgment of Allah -- 60: 10;
- If any of your wives went to kuffar, when your turn comes, give to those whose wives went,
the equivalent of what they spent -- keep your duty to Allah in Whom you believe -- 60: 11;
- O Prophet! if believing women come to you taking oath of allegiance not to ascribe partners
to
Allah, not to steal, nor commit adultery --- then take their oaths and ask Allah to forgive
them -- 60: 12;
- Be not friendly with folk with whom Allah is angry - who have despaired in hereafter as
kuffar despair of those in graves -- 60: 13;
- Must not say what you do not do -- 61: 2-3;
- Shall I show you a commerce that will save you from a painful doom -- 61: 10;
- Believe in Allah and Messenger - strive for His cause with wealth and lives - He will forgive
your
sins - bring you into Paradise - Supreme Triumph - another blessing - help from Allah and
present
victory --- 61: 11-13;
- Be Allah's helpers - Jesus said to disciples - Who are my helpers - they said We are Allah's
helpers - some believed - some disbelieved - We strengthened believers against kuffar --
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they were uppermost -- 61: 14;
- When call to Jumma is heard, hasten --- leave off trading - when prayer ends, disperse remember
Allah much that you may succeed - What Allah has is better - Allah is best Provider -- 62: 911;
- They believed - then disbelieved - their hearts sealed - they understand not -- 63: 3;
- Let not wealth nor children distract you from remembrance of Allah -- 63: 9;
- Give alms before it is too late -- 63: 10;
- He created you - one a believer - one a disbeliever -- 64: 2;
- Believe in Allah, Messenger, and the light which is revealed -- 64: 8;
- Who believes in Allah, Allah guides his heart -- 64: 11;
- In Allah, let believers put their trust -- 64: 13;
- Among wives and children are enemies - forgive and cover their faults -- 64: 14;
- Who believe in Allah and Last Day is exhorted to act thus -- 65: 1-3;
- Allah hath sent you a reminder - A messenger reciting plain Quran - so He may bring you
from
darkness to light - believers who do right will be brought to gardens -- 65: 11;
- Allah is his Protecting Friend and Gabriel and the righteous among the believers -- 66: 4;
- It may happen Allah will give him wives better than you --- believing -- 66: 5;
- Save yourselves and families from fire whose fuel is men and stones -- 66: 6;
- Turn to Allah in sincere repentance - Allah may remit your evil deeds and bring you into
Paradise
on a day He will not abase Prophet and believers - their light will run before them --- they will
say
Our Lord! perfect our light for us -- 66: 8;
- Example for believers - Wife of Pharaoh and Mary, she was obedient -- 66: 11-12;
- He is the Beneficent - In Him we believe and put our trust -- 67: 29;
- Must say Insha Allah for something in the future -- 68: 18;
- It is not a poet’s speech -- little do you believe -- 69: 41;
- Man is created anxious ---- except --- and those who believe in Day of Judgment -- 70: 19-35;
- My Lord! Forgive me, my parents, who enters my house believing, believers and -- 71: 28;
- Jinn say we believe in it - We believe Allah does not have wife nor son -- 72: 2-3;
- When we heard the guidance we believed therein, fearing neither loss nor oppression -- 72:
13;
- That believers may increase in faith and have no doubt -- 74: 31;
- Should be grateful for god's gifts -- 76: 2-3;
- Spend most of night glorifying Him -- 76: 25-26;
- In what statement after this will they believe -- 77: 50;
- The guilty laughed at believers ---when they saw them, they said these have gone astray -83: 29-32;
- They were not sent as guardians over them -- 83: 33;
- This day it is the believers who laugh at the kuffar -- 83: 34;
- What ails them that they believe not -- 84: 20;
- And were themselves witnesses of what they did to believers -- 85: 4-7;
- They had nothing against them save that they believed in Allah -- 85: 8;
- Those who persecute believers and repent not, will have doom of hell -- 85: 10;
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- Should send forth good deeds for hereafter -- 89: 24;
- The ascent is --- - to be a believer and exhort one another to perseverance and ---- 90: 1217;
- -- and believes in goodness - We will ease his way to -- 92: 5-7;
- Do good deeds - expect no rewards -- 92: 19-20;
- Do not drive away beggars -- 93: 10;
- Except those who believe and do good works and theirs is ---- 95: 4-6;
- Man is in state of loss except those ------- exhort one another to truth and to endurance -103: 1-3;
BELITTLE
- Do not belittle one another -- 49: 11;
BELLY
- Kuffar - that which is in their bellies will be melted -- 22: 19-22;
- We give you to drink of that which is in their bellies -- 23: 21;
- Allah created every animal -- some go on their bellies -- 24: 45;
- They must eat thereof and fill their bellies therewith -- 37: 62 -68;
- He would have tarried in its belly till -- 37: 143-145;
- Like molten brass - it seethes in their bellies like -- 44: 43-46;
- -- and will fill your bellies therewith -- 56: 53;
BELONG
- To Allah belongs whatever/ whosoever is in the heavens and ---in the earth -- 14: 2; 16:
52; 21: 19;
- To Allah belongs all that is before us (angels) all behind us and all in between -- 19: 64;
BENEFICENT
- In the name of Allah - The Beneficent, The Merciful -- 1: 1;
- Allah loves the beneficent -- 2: 195;
- The Beneficent - ask anyone informed concerning Him -- 25: 59;
- When it is said to them adore the Beneficent - they say what is the Beneficent -- 25: 60;
- The Beneficent hath made known the Quran -- 55: 1-2;
BENEFIT
- I have no power to benefit or hurt -- anyone --- had I known the Unseen, I'd be rich --- 7:
188; ---myself --- 10: 49;
- Do you take for Protector -- who can neither benefit nor hurt -- 13: 16;
- He calls to that besides Allah which can neither hurt nor benefit him -- 22: 12;
- He calls to him whose harm is nearer than his benefit -- 22: 13;
- That they may witness things of benefit to them -- 22: 28;
- Therein are benefits for you for an appointed term -- 22: 33;
- They worship instead of Allah what can neither benefit nor hurt them -- 25: 55;
- Abraham asks - Do they benefit or harm you -- 26: 73;
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- Cattle - benefits and drink you have from them -- will you not -- 36: 71-73;
- Cattle - benefits you have - you may satisfy a need in your breasts and can be borne on them
as upon a ship -- 40: 79-80;
- I control not hurt nor benefit for you -- 72: 21;
BEQUEST
- To be made by those who fear Allah -- 2: 180;
- Should not be changed by anyone -- 2: 181;
- When death approaches, at time of bequest, let there be 2 witnesses - let them take oath -5: 106;
- They cannot make bequest nor can they return to their own folk -- 36: 50;
See also Inheritance
BESEECH
- Maybe our Lord will give us better -- We beseech Allah -- 68: 32;
BEST
- Is not He best Who created heavens and earth and send down water -- 27: 60; --- Who
made the
earth a fixed abode and placed rivers -- 27: 61; --- answers the wronged one when he cries
to
Him -- 27: 62; --- guides you in darkness of land and sea -- 27: 63; --- produces creation
then
reproduces it -- 27: 64;
BESTOW
- Quran - a guide to those who ---- and spend of what We have bestowed ----- 2: 2-4;
- Allah bestows His bounty on whom He will 3: 73;
- Who desire reward of world, We bestow on him thereof --- hereafter, We bestow ----- 3: 145;
- Joyful because of what Allah bestowed on them of His bounty -- 3: 170;
- Let not those who hoard up what Allah bestowed on them of His bounty think -- 3: 180;
- Allah does not love the proud and --- who hides what He bestows on him of His bounty -- 4:
36-38;
- There is nothing to fear if you believe in Allah, Last Day, and spend of what He bestowed -4: 39;
- Are they jealous of mankind, because of what Allah bestowed on them -- Allah bestowed on
Abraham Scripture, wisdom and mighty kingdom -- 4: 54;
- Had they done -- We would have bestowed on them immense reward and 4: 66-68;
- Allah hath bestowed on those who strive in His Way great reward above the sedentary -- 4:
95-96;
- Allah will bestow on believers great reward -- 4: 146;
- Allah’s hands spread wide in bounty -- He bestows as He will --5: 64;
- And you left behind you all that We bestowed on you -- 6: 94;
- They are losers who -- and forbid what Allah bestowed on them -- 6: 140;
- Eat of that which Allah hath bestowed on you and follow not the devil’s footsteps -- 6: 142;
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- True believers spend out of what We have bestowed on them -- 8: 3;
- Allah does not change the grace He bestowed on a people until -- 8: 53;
- Such as are regular in prayer and spend out of what We bestow on them -- theirs will be -13: 22;
- Allah coins similitude - A slave who controls nothing is not equal to one on whom We bestow
provisions -- 16: 75;
- I am a messenger of Allah - that I bestow on you a faultless son -- -- 19: 19;
- And We bestowed on him of Our Mercy -- 19: 53;
- We bestowed on him Isaac - and Jacob as a grandson - each of them righteous -- 21: 72;
- We bestowed on him John --- 21: 90;
- Mention name of Allah on appointed days on cattle He bestowed on them -- 22: 28;
- Give good tidings to the humble who --- and spend of that We have bestowed on them -- 22:
35;
- Bestow on them of the wealth of Allah which He bestowed on you -- 24: 33;
- We bestowed on him Isaac and Jacob and established -- 29: 27;
- Do you have in your slaves equal partners in the wealth We bestowed on you -- 30: 28;
- Only those believe --- who --- and spend out of what We have bestowed on them -- 32: 16;
- Those who read Quran --- and spend out of what We bestowed on them secretly -- they look
forward to gain -- 35: 29-30;
- We bestowed on David - Solomon - an excellent slave -- 38: 30;
- Solomon asks Allah - My Lord! Forgive me and bestow on me sovereignty -- 38: 35;
- This is Our Gift, so bestow or withhold without reckoning -- 38: 39;
- We bestowed on him his household --- 38: 43;
- -- whose affairs are matter of counsel and who spend of what We have bestowed on them -42: 38;
- He bestows female or male offspring on whom He will --- 42: 49;
- He is only a slave on whom We bestowed favour -- 43: 59;
- Who breaks his oath -- who keeps covenant with Allah -- He will bestow immense reward -48: 10;
- Such is bounty of Allah - He bestow on whom He will -- 57: 21;
- --- and then bestowed on him ample means -- 74: 12;
BETRAY
- Betray not Allah and messenger nor your trusts -- 8: 27;
- If they will betray you - they betrayed Allah before -- 8: 71;
- I asked for this -- I betrayed him not in secret -- Allah does not guide betrayers -- 12: 52;
- She would have betrayed him had We not fortified her heart -- 28: 10;
- Wife of Noah - wife of Lot - under 2 righteous slaves - betrayed them -- 66: 10;
BETTER
- What is better than pleasures of this life? Paradise and contentment -- 3: 15;
- Let not those who hoard --- think it is better for them - nay, it is worse -- 3: 180;
- What Allah has is better for the righteous -- 3: 198;
- If you repent, it will be better for you -- 9: 3;
- The blessing of Allah is better than what they amass -- 43: 32;
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BEWARE
- When it is said to them beware what is before you --- they are heedless -- 36: 45
- They are the enemy - beware of them -- 63: 4;
- Among your wives and children are enemies -- beware -- 64: 14;
BEWILDER
- Shall we turn back -- like one bewildered -- 6: 71;
BEWITCHED
- We are best aware -- when the evil-doers say you follow a man bewitched -- 17: 47;
- Pharaoh tells Moses he is bewitched -- 17: 101;
- Who has dominion over all things ---- Unto Allah ---- How then are you bewitched? -- 23: 89;
- You follow a man bewitched -- 25: 8;
- They said - you are one of the bewitched -- 26: 153; 185;
BIND
- None binds as He will then bind -- 89: 26;
BIRD
- Allah sends raven to show Cain how to bury Abel's body -- 5: 31;
- Not an animal nor bird but they are peoples like us -- 6: 38; 3: 83;
- As for the other, he will be crucified - birds will eat from his head -- 12: 41;
- Have they not seen the birds -- none holds them in mid-air besides Allah -- 16: 79; 67: 19;
- We subdued hills and birds to hymn His praise along with David --- 21: 79;
- Who ascribe partners to Allah, is as if he fell from sky and birds snatched him -- 22: 31;
- Everything in heaven and earth praises Allah --- the birds in flight --- 24: 41;
- We have been taught the language of the birds -- 27: 16;
- Solomon gathers his armies of --- and of the birds --- 27: 17;
- Solomon looks among birds and finds Hoopoe absent - says he'll punish him -- hoopoe
comes
and brings news of Sheba -- 27: 20-22;
- Hoopoe says he found woman ruling over them - abundance - has great throne -- 27: 23;
- Hoopoe says they were worshipping sun instead of Allah ----- 27: 24-26;
- Solomon sends hoopoe with letter to Queen of Sheba -- 27: 28;
- O Ye hills and birds! echo his (David's) Psalms of Praise -- 34: 10;
- And the birds assembled were all turning to Him -- 38: 19;
- He sent against them swarms of flying creatures (birds) -- 105: 3;
BIRTH
- As He brought you into being, so return to Him -- 7: 29;
- He brought you forth from the wombs of you mother so that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
- None are their mothers except who gave them birth -- 58: 2;
BIRTH CONTROL
- Kill not children for want -- 6: 151;
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BITTER
- Have you observed the water you drink -- We could have made it bitter -- 56: 68-70;
BLACK
- On the day when some faces will be whitened and some blackened -- 3: 106;
BLAME
- Who commits sin then blames someone else -- 4: 112;
- Who reneges from Islam - know that Allah will replace him with -- who does not fear the
blame of any blamer -- 5: 54;
- Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 59;
- No blame on the weak, sick, poor ------ whose eyes flowed with tears ---- blame is on the rich
who
preferred to stay behind -- Allah hath sealed their hearts ----- 9: 91-94;
- This is he on whose account you blamed me -- 12: 32;
- I called and you obeyed me -- do not blame me but blame yourselves ---- 14: 22;
- Successful are believers who guard modesty except from wives --- then not blameworthy -23: 1-11;
- No blame on blind, lame, sick, yourselves - to eat in your houses, houses of fathers,
mothers,
brothers --- no sin whether you eat together or apart -- 24: 61;
- O Prophet! lawful to you are --- and a believing woman who offers herself to thee whom you
desire
to marry - a privilege for thee only - not for other believers - so that you be free of blame -33: 50;
- If you can see when wrong-doers are brought before Allah, how they blame one another -34: 31;
- The fish swallowed him while he was blameworthy -- 37: 142;
- No blame on him who defends himself after being wronged -- 42: 41;
- Blame on those who oppress mankind and rebel in earth --- 42: 42;
- No blame on blind, lame, sick, that they go not forth to war -- 48: 17;
- -- and those who preserve their chastity except with --- thus they are not blameworthy -- 70:
19-35;
BLESSINGS
- Blessings and Mercy are on the steadfast - they are rightly guided -- 2: 157;
- It was a blessing when Messenger came to believers -- 3: 164;
- Blessed be Allah, Lord of the Worlds -- 7: 54;
- Had they believed and kept from evil, We should have opened for them blessings from sky
--- 7: 96;
- We caused the despised people to inherit the land We had blessed -- 7: 137;
- O Noah! Go down --- with Peace from Us and blessings -- 11: 48;
- Abraham’s wife told Mercy and Blessings of Allah be on you -- 11: 73;
- You cannot count the Blessings of Allah -- 14: 34;
- Glorified be He who carried His servant --- the neighbourhood whereof We blessed -- 17: 1;
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He hath made me blessed wheresoever I may be -- 19: 31;
He has not made me arrogant, unblest -- 19: 32;
It may be that in prayer to Allah, I shall not be unblest -- 19: 48;
The wind set by Solomon’s command towards the land We had blessed -- 21: 81;
Blessed be Allah - the best of Creators -- 23: 12-16
Allah gives blessings without stint to whom He wills -- 24: 38;
Blessed is He Who hath revealed to His slave the Criterion -- 25: 1; --- Who if He will, will
assign you better than all that -- 25: 10; --- Who hath placed in the heaven, mansion of the
stars -- 25: 61;
- Moses is told -- Blessed is whosoever is in the fire - whosoever is round about it -- 27: 8;
- He and His angels bless you -- 33: 43;
- Allah and angels send blessings on prophet -- O believers! send blessings ---- 33: 56;
- We set between them and towns We had blessed --- towns easy to be seen -- 34: 18;
- We blessed him and Isaac -- 37: 113;
- We have revealed a scripture full of blessings -- 38: 29;
- The earth - He blessed it -- 41: 10;
- The Blessing of Allah is better than what they amass -- 43: 32;
- Blessed is He to Whom belongs Sovereignty of heavens and earth and -- 43: 85;
- We revealed it on a blessed night -- 44: 3;
- We send down from sky blessed water whereby We give growth -- 50: 9-11;
- And those who distribute blessings by command -- 51: 4;
- Blessed be the name of thy Lord, Mighty and Glorious -- 55: 78;
- He will give you another Blessing which you love -- -- 61: 13;
- Blessed is He in whose hands is the Sovereignty --- 67: 1
- Eat, drink and welcome O Ye Blessed! in return for your deeds -- 77: 43;
BLIND
- He leaves them to wander blindly -- 2: 15; 7: 186;
- Deaf, dumb and blind, -- they return not -- 2: 18; -- they have no sense -- 2: 171;
- When messengers brought to Jews what they did not like, they became willfully blind -- 5: 7071;
- Are the blind and the seer equal? -- 6: 50; 35: 19; 40: 58;
- Who sees, it is for his own good - who is blind, it is to his own hurt -- 6: 104;
- As they believed not at first, We let them wander blindly -- 6: 110;
- Whom Allah sends astray, there is no guide -- He leaves them to wander blindly -- 7: 186;
- Can you guide the blind who cannot see -- 10: 43; 43: 40;
- The blind and deaf are not equal to the seer and hearer -- 11: 24;
- Is the blind man equal to the seer -- 13: 16;
- Is he who knows that Quran is true like him who is blind -- 13: 19;
- They moved blindly in the frenzy of approaching death -- 15: 72;
- Who is blind here, will be blind in the hereafter -- 17: 72;
- He will assemble them on the Day of Judgment on their faces --- blind -- 17: 97; 20: 124;
- They will say, why gatherest me blind when I used to see -- 20: 125;
- It is not the eyes that grow blind, it is the heart -- 22: 46;
- Though We had mercy on them and relieved them -- they would still wander blindly -- 23: 75;
- Those who, when reminded of Quran, fall not deaf and blind -- 25: 73;
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You cannot lead blind out of error -- 27: 81; 30: 53;
They preferred blindness to guidance -- 41: 17;
For disbelievers it is blindness -- 41: 44;
Such are they whom Allah cursed -- He deafens them and blinds their eyes -- 47: 23;
No blame on blind --- that they do not go forth to war -- 48: 17;
Then We blinded their eyes -- 54: 37;
He frowned and turned away because the blind man came to him -- 80: 1-2;

BLISS
- Those who answer Allah's call will enjoy bliss -- 13: 18;
- Those who believe and do right --- bliss at journey's end -- 13: 29;
- He will be in blissful state -- 69: 21;
- When you see, you will see there bliss and high estate -- 76: 20;
- For this, let those strive who strive for bliss -- 83: 26;
BLOOD
- He hath forbidden you --- blood --- 2: 173; 5: 3; 6: 145; 16: 115;
- We sent them the flood, locusts --- blood - a succession of clear signs -- 7: 133;
- They came with false blood on his shirt -- 12: 18;
- We give you to drink -- between the refuse and the blood --- milk -- 16: 66;
- Their flesh and blood does not reach Allah -- 22: 37;
- He created man -- and appointed for him kindred by blood and -- 25: 54;
BLOOD-MONEY
- May be paid -- 2: 178;
BLOW
- Remind them of the day when the trumpet will be blown -- 27: 87;
- And the trumpet is blown and from the graves -- 36: 51;
- The trumpet is blown -- all in heavens and earth swoon save --- it is blown second time -they
all stand waiting -- 39: 68;
- The trumpet is blown -- this is the threatened day -- 50: 20;
- When the mountains are blown away -- 77: 10;
- Day of Decision - a day when the trumpet is blown -- 78: 18;
- On the day when the first trumpet is blown and the second follows it -- 79: 6-7;
BOAST
- Do not exult in what you have been given -- 3: 188;
- Allah does not love the proud, boastful -- 4: 36-38;
- Boasting detested by Allah -- 8: 47;
- If We let man taste Grace after misfortune -- he is boastful -- 11: 10;
- Man boasts I am richer than thee -- I think my garden will never perish -- 18: 34-35;
- Korah, Pharaoh, Haman were boastful - were not winners -- 29: 39;
- Allah loves not each braggart boaster -- 31: 18; 57: 23;
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- Life of world is play -- boasting among you -- 57: 20;
BODY
- This day, We save thee in thy body that you may be a portent -- 10: 92;
- We did not give them bodies which would not eat food -- 21: 8;
- Parts of your body will testify against you -- 41: 205;
BOIL
- When they are flung therein, they hear its roar as it boils up -- 67: 6-11;
BOND
- Now the bond between you is severed and that which you presumed has failed you -- 6: 94;
BONDAGE
- If you are not in bondage to Us, why don’t you force it back -- - 56: 83-87;
BONES
- And they say when we are bones and dust, shall we be raised -- 17: 49; 98; 23: 81-83;
- Zachariah prays to Allah -- Oh Allah! my bones are feeble and -- 19: 4;
- Then We fashioned the lump bones - then We clothed the bones with flesh - then --- 23: 1216;
- Does he promise when you are dead and become dust and bones you’ll be -- 23: 35;
- Who will revive these bones when they have rotted -- 36: 78;
- When we are dead and become dust and bones, shall we be raised -- 37: 16; 56: 47; --can we
be brought to account -- 37: 51-61;
- Does man think We will not be able to assemble his bones -- 75: 3;
- They say, shall we be restored to our first state after we are crumbled bones ----- 79: 10-11;
BOOK
- In this book there is no doubt, guidance to those who ward-off evil -- 2: 2:
- Do you believe in part of Scripture and disbelieve in part --- 2: 85;
- We believe in ALL previous revelations -- 2: 136;
- Those to whom Scripture was given recognise Quran as they recognise their sons -- 2: 146;
- Those who conceal anything of the Quran and purchase a small gain -- they purchase error
at the
price of guidance and torment at the price of pardon -- they race for the Fire -- 2: 174-175;
- We have neglected nothing in the Book of Decrees -- 6: 38;
- Nothing amidst darkness of earth - nothing wet or dry -- is in a clear record -- 6: 59;
- Who revealed the book which Moses brought - light and guidance for mankind -- you put
on parchment -- you hide much -- by which you were taught what you knew not -- 6: 91;
- Nothing escapes Allah - all is written in a clear book -- 10: 61; 36: 12;
- We shall bring forth on the Day of Judgment a book which he will find wide open -- 17: 13;
- Read thy book - thy soul is sufficient as a Reckoner against you this day -- 17: 14;
- Who is given book in right hand -- 17: 71;
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- We will put no faith in you until --- you ascend to heaven and bring book we can read -- 17:
90-93;
- And the book is placed ----- they say what kind of a book is this, it contains both ----- 18: 49;
- And He brought those of the People of the Book who supported them down from their ---- 33:
26;
- No one grows old --- nothing shortened of his life --- it is recorded in a book -- 35: 11;
- The book is set up --- prophets and witnesses brought --- 39: 69;
- Our book pronounce against you with truth -- all you did is recorded -- 45: 29;
- With us is a recording book -- 50: 4;
- Or hath he not bad news of what is in books of Moses and Abraham --- 53: 36-37;
- This is a noble Quran in a Book kept hidden which -- 56: 75-80;
- No disaster --- it is in a Book before We bring it into being -- 57: 22;
- Jews compared with donkeys carrying books -- 62: 5;
- Who is given record -- in right hand will say take, read my book -- 69: 19; --- in left hand,
will say would that I had not been given my book -- 69: 25;
- Everything We recorded in a Book -- 78: 29;
- And when the pages are laid open --- 81: 10;
- This is in former scrolls - - Books of Abraham and Moses -- 87: 18-19;
BOON
- When Allah grants him a boon - he forgets what --- sets up rivals with Allah -- 39: 8;
- When a boon is granted -- he says only by force of knowledge he obtained it -- 39: 49;
BOOTY
- When you go to fight in Way of Allah, do not say --- so as to despoil him for the booty --- 4:
94;
- They ask you about war-booty - this belongs to Allah and messenger -- 8: 1;
- One-fifth for state -- 8: 41;
- Those who were left behind will say, when you set forth to capture booty -- let us go --48: 15;
- Allah hath rewarded them ---- and much booty that they will capture -- 48: 18-19;
- Allah promises much booty --- and give you this in advance --- 48: 20;
- That which Allah gave -- as spoil to His Messenger from them ------Allah gives --- 59: 6; ----is
for Allah, Messenger, near of kin ------ What Messenger gives - take, what he forbids,
abstain -- 59: 7;
- And it is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out from their homes --- 59: 8;
BORN
- Peace on him the day he was born 19: 15;
- Peace on me the day I was born -- 19: 33;
BOSOM
Children of Adam
- Whom Allah wants to guide - He expands their bosom to Islam --- whom He wants to send
astray He constricts their chest -- 6: 125;
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There has come from Allah - a balm for what is in the breasts -- 10: 57;
We know that thy bosom is at times oppressed by what they say -- 15: 97;
Tell believing women - draw veils over bosoms -- 24: 31;
Allah knows what their bosoms hide and what they proclaim -- 27: 74;
Allah knows what their breasts conceal and what is revealed -- 28: 69;
Allah is best aware of what is in the bosoms of His creatures -- 29: 10; 31: 23; 35; 38;
Is he whose bosom Allah expandeth ---- as kuffar -- 39: 22;
He knows what the bosoms hide -- 40: 19;
In their bosoms, they fear you more than they fear Allah -- 59: 13;
Have We not caused thy bosom to dilate -- 94: 1;

BOUNTY
- Allah is of Infinite Bounty: 2: 105; 3: 74; 174; 8: 29;
- No sin to seek bounty of Allah (trade) during Haj -- 2: 198;
- Allah promises forgiveness and bounty - devil promises destitution and enjoins lewdness -2: 168;
- Allah bestows bounty on whom He wills -- 3: 73;
- The reward for such -- forgiveness --- and gardens --- a bountiful reward for workers -- 3:
136;
- They rejoice because of Allah's bounty on them -- 3: 170-171;
- Let not those who hoard what Allah hath bestowed on them of His bounty think it is better
for them -- it is worse -- 3: 180;
- Covet not what Allah hath bestowed on others, but ask Allah of His bounty -- 4: 32;
- Allah does not love the proud and --- who hides what He bestows on them of His bounty -- 4:
36-38;
- Are they jealous of mankind because of the bounty Allah bestowed on them -- 4: 54;
- Who obey Allah and Messenger ARE IN COMPANY OF PROPHETS --bounty of Allah -- 4:
69-70;
- If bounty from Allah befell you, he’d say Would that I’d been with them -- 4: 73;
- Allah’s hands spread wide in bounty -- He bestows as He will -- 5: 64;
- Remember the bounties of Allah -- that you may be successful -- 7: 69; -- and do no evil,
making
mischief in the earth -- 7: 74;
- It you fear loss --- Allah will preserve you of His bounty -- 9: 28;
- How much better it would’ve been had they --- and said Allah is sufficient --- and will give us
of His bounty -- 9: 59;
- They sought revenge only so that Allah could enrich them of His bounty -- 9: 74;
- Some made covenant with Allah -- if He give us of His bounty, we will -- 9: 75;
- When He gave them of His bounty, they hoarded it -- 9: 76;
- In the bounty and mercy of Allah, let them rejoice -- 10: 58;
- Allah is bountiful to mankind but most do not give thanks -- 10: 60; 27: 73;
- If Allah decrees good for you, none can repel His bounty -- 10: 107;
- He gives of His bounty to every bountiful one -- 11: 3;
- This is of the Bounty of Allah to us -- 12: 38;
- You cannot count the bounty of Allah -- 14: 34;
- The sea --- ships ploughing it that you may seek of His bounty -- 16: 14; 17: 66; 45: 12;
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- Eat of the lawful ---- and thank the bounty of Allah -- 16: 114;
- Abraham was thankful for His bounties -- 16: 121;
- The day -- sight-giving that you may seek the bounty of Allah --- 17: 12;
- Who desires life that hastens away -- who desire hereafter -- We supply both from bounty of
Allah
which cannot be walled up -- 17: 18-20;
- The bounty of Allah is better -- 23: 72;
- If they are poor, Allah will enrich them of His Bounty -- 24: 32;
- That Allah may reward them and ---- of His bounty -- 24: 38;
- This is of the bounty of my Lord that He may try me -- 27: 40;
- Out of mercy, He gave day and night that you may seek His bounty and be thankful -- 28: 73;
- Do they believe in falsehood and disbelieve in bounty of Allah -- 29: 67;
- And of His signs ----- seeking of His bounty --- 30: 23;
- That He may reward out of His bounty those ---- 30: 45;
- Sends winds so ships sail for you to seek of His bounty and be thankful -- 30: 46;
- Announce to believers -- great bounty from Allah -- 33: 47;
- You see the ships cleaving them -- that you may seek of His bounty -- 35: 12;
- Spend out of your bounties which Allah has provided for you -- 36: 47;
- They shall have what they will of Allah's bounty --- 39: 34;
- Bounteous is the wage of the workers --- 39: 74;
- Allah is Lord of Bounty for mankind -- 40: 61;
- And give increase to them of His Bounty --- 42: 26;
- He saved them from the doom of hell - a bounty from Allah -- 44: 56-57;
- They bow and prostrate --- seeking bounty and --- from Allah -- 48: 29;
- A bounty and a grace from Allah -- 49: 8;
- Concerning which of the bounties of Allah can you dispute -- 53: 55;
- Such is bounty of Allah - He bestows on whom He will - He is of infinite bounty -- 57: 21;
62: 4;
- That the People of the Book may know they control nothing of Allah's bounty - His to give to
whom He wills - He is of infinite bounty -- 57: 29;
- It is for the poor fugitives ----- who seek bounty from Allah --- 59: 8;
- That is the bounty of Allah -- He gives to whom He will -- 62: 4;
- --- and when the prayer is ended, disperse -- and seek Allah's bounty --- 62: 9-11;
- --- He knows that among you are those who travel in search of Allah's bounty -- 73: 20;
- What hath made thee careless about Allah - the Bountiful -- 82: 6-8;
- Therefore of the bounty of Allah be thy discourse -- 93: 11;
- Allah is the most bounteous -- 96: 3;
BOW
- And bow your heads with those who bow in worship -- 2: 43;
- Mary told to be obedient to Allah --- and to bow with those who bow -- 3: 43;
- When it is said Go forth -- you are bowed down with heaviness -- 9: 38;
- Bow down and prostrate -- 22: 77;
- If We will, We can send ------ so their necks will remain bowed before it -- 26: 4;
- David bowed himself, fell prostrate - repented -- 38: 24;
- They bow and prostrate in worship -- 48: 29;
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-- till he was a distance of 2 bows length or nearer -- 53: 8-9;
On that day, when ordered to prostrate themselves but are not able -- 68: 42;
-- and the clustered fruits thereof bow down -- 76: 14;
When it is said to them bow down - they bow not down -- 77: 48;

BOWELS
- They are given boiling water to drink -- it tears their bowels -- 47: 15;
BOY
- We bring thee good tidings of a boy possessing wisdom -- 15: 53;
- How can we talk to one in the cradle - a young boy -- 19: 29;
BRACELET
- Bracelets of silver will they wear -- 76: 21;
BRANCH
- Take in thy hand a branch and strike therewith --- 38: 44;
- There are two gardens of spreading branches -- fountains flowing -- 55: 46-60;
BRAND
- It is because he is possessed of --- We shall brand him on the nose -- 68: 14-16;
BRASS
- Like molten brass, it seethes in their bellies like -- 44: 43-46;
- There will be sent against you both (man and Jinn) flash of brass -- no escape -- 55: 35;
BREAST
- That Allah might try what is in your breasts and prove what is in your hearts -- 3: 154;
- Allah knows what is in the breasts -- 5: 7; 67: 13;
- He will heal breasts of believers -- 9: 14;
- There hath come to you --- a balm for what is in the breasts -- 10: 57;
- They fold up their breasts to hide ----- He knows what is in breasts of men --- 11: 5; 39: 7;
42: 24;
- That thy breast should be straitened for it because they say -- 11: 12;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their breasts -- 15: 47;
- Those who open their breasts to unbelief -- 16: 106;
- Those who wrangle about Quran -- nothing but pride in their breasts -- 40: 56;
- He knows what is in the breasts -- 57: 6;
- --- and find in their breasts no need for that which has been given them -- 59: 9;
- --- He knows what you conceal or publish -- He knows what is in breasts of men -- 64: 4;
- -- and the secret of the breasts are made known -- 100: 9-11;
BREATH
- I am conscious of the breath of Joseph though you call me -- 12: 94;
- When I have breathed into Him of My Spirit -- 15: 29; 38: 72;
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-

We breathed into her something of Our Spirit -- 21: 91; 66: 12;
Then He fashioned him and breathed into him -- 32: 9;
If he is of those brought nigh -- then breath of life and --- 56: 88-89;
And the breath of morning -- 81: 18;

BREEZE
- He cause them to sail in ships with fair breeze - but when storm comes, they cry to Allah -10: 22;
BRIBERY
- Of Judges disallowed -- 2: 188;
- Oath to be taken by witnesses to bequest when death approaches, to include “ we will not
take
bribe for then we’d be sinful” -- 5: 106-108;
BRIGHT
- Allah warded off from them --- and made them find brightness and joy -- 76: 11;
- That day faces will be bright as dawn -- 80: 38;
- By the sun and his brightness -- 91: 1;
BRING
- How will it be when We bring them all together on a Day of which there is no doubt -- 3: 25;
- He sends down water from sky - brings forth buds of every kind -- gardens of grapes,
pomegranate --- 6: 99;
- As He brought you into being, so return you to Him -- 7: 29;
- When you do not bring a verse for them, they say -- 7: 203;
- You will be brought back to Him Who knows the invisible and the visible -- 9: 94; 105;
- Warn mankind and bring to believers good tidings -- 10: 2;
- Who bring forth the living from the dead (and vice versa) -- 10: 31;
- Moses said what you brought is magic -- 10: 81;
- Such will be brought before Allah and witnesses will say -- 11: 18;
- Noah’s folk tells him to bring on them what he threatens them with -- 11: 32;
- Only Allah will bring it in you if He will -- 11: 33;
- He is your Lord and to Him you will be brought back -- 11: 34;
- Hud’s folk tells him he brought no clear proof -- 11: 53;
- Salih tells his folk Allah brought them forth from earth and made them husband it -- 11: 61;
- The king said bring him to me -- 12: 50; 54;
- Joseph tells his brothers bring to me a brother of yours -- 12: 59; --- if you bring him not to
me,
there shall be no measure -- 12: 60;
- I will not send him unless -- you will bring him back to me -- 12: 66;
- He who bring it will have a camel load -- 12: 72;
- It may be that Allah will bring them all to me -- 12: 83;
- My Lord hath shown me kindness -- and brought you from the desert -- 12: 100;
- That you may bring forth mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- We sent Moses -- saying bring thy people from darkness to light -- 14: 5;
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64;
-

Then bring some clear warrant -- 14: 10;
It is not ours to bring you a warrant unless by permission of Allah -- 14: 11;
He can bring in some new creation -- no great matter for Allah -- 14: 19-20;
Be not afraid -- We bring you good tidings -- 15: 53;
Do you bring me good tidings when old age hath -- 15: 54;
We bring you good tidings in truth -- 15: 55;
Angels tell Lot - We bring you that about which they dispute and bring you the truth -- 15: 63-

He created for you cattle -- wherein is beauty for you when you bring them home -- 16: 5-6;
You bring forth from thence (sea) ornaments which you wear -- 16: 14;
-- dumb man - brings no good - is not equal to one who enjoins justice and -- 16: 76;
Allah brought you forth from wombs of mother knowing nothing -- 16: 78;
The day when We raise up witnesses -- and bring thee as witness against these -- 16: 89;
We shall bring forth for him on Day of Resurrection, a book -- 17: 13;
Who shall bring us back to life -- 17: 51;
But when He bring you safe to land - you turn away -- 17: 67;
We will not put faith in you until -- you bring Allah and angels as warrant -- or you ascend to
heaven --- and bring a book we can read -- 17: 90-93;
- Allah tells Yahudis -- when promise of hereafter comes -- We shall bring you as a crowd -17: 104;
- -- and to bring to believers who do good works - the news of fair reward -- 18: 2-3;
- Our people have chosen other gods besides Him, though they bring no clear warrant -- 18:
15;
- Let him see what food is purest and bring you a supply -- 18: 19;
- If I am brought back to my Lord, I shall find better than this -- 18: 36;
- When they had gone further, he said to his servant, bring our breakfast -- 18: 62;
- Allah intended --- and should bring forth their treasure as a mercy -- 18: 82;
- Who does wrong, We shall punish him, then he will be brought back to Allah -- 18: 87;
- Dhul Qarneyn said bring me molten copper -- 18: 96;
- -- the sea would be used up before -- even if We brought the like thereof to help -- 18: 109;
- Zachariah is told - We bring thee tidings of a son - John -- 19: 7;
- Then she brought him to her own folk -- 19: 27;
- We called him from --- and brought him nigh in communion -- 19: 52;
- Man saith - when I am dead - shall I be brought forth alive -- 19: 66;
- Then We shall bring them crouching around hell -- 19: 68;
- Moses tells his folk that he may bring a brand from the fire he saw -- 20: 10;
- We bring thee a token from Allah -- 20: 47;
- We sent down water -- We have brought forth divers kinds of vegetation -- 20: 53;
- Thereof We created you -- thence We bring you forth a second time -- 20: 55;
- Who turn away -- I shall bring him blind to the assembly on Day of Resurrection -- 20: 124;
- They say if he will only bring us a miracle from Allah -- 20: 133;
- Let him bring us a portent as the messengers of old -- 21: 5;
- Though it be the weight of a grain of mustard seed, We bring it -- 21: 47;
- Do you bring to us the truth, or are you some jester -- 21: 55;
- Bring him before the people’s eyes so they can testify -- 21: 61;
- We rescued him and Lot and brought them to the land which We blessed -- 21: 71;
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- We brought (him) into Our Mercy -- 21: 75;
- Ishmael. Idris, Dhul Kifl - were steadfast - We brought them into Our Mercy -- 21: 85-86;
- -- and afterwards We bring you forth as infants -- and among you is he who is brought back
to the most abject time of life -- 22: 5;
- -- and afterward they are brought for sacrifice to the Kaaba-- 22: 33;
- After them (Noah) We brought forth another generation 23: 31; 42;
- Does he promise that when you are dead and become dust, bones, you’ll be brought forth -23: 35;
- Nay, he brings them the truth -- 23: 70;
- We have brought them their Reminder but -- 23: 71; --- the truth -- they are liars -- 23: 90;
- Our Lord! bring us forth from hence -- if we return -- 23: 107;
- They bring thee no similitude - We bring thee the truth -- 25: 33;
- Each of them We brought to utter ruin -- 25: 39;
- Send summoners to the cities to bring to you every knowing wizard -- 26: 26-37;
- Pharaoh replies and says yes, you will be brought near to me -- 26: 42;
- Then We brought near the others to that place -- 26: 64;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me -- and abase me not -- on the day when -- save him who
bring to Allah a whole heart -- 26: 83-89;
- The garden will be brought nigh for those who ward-off evil -- 26: 90;
- You are mortal like us - bring some token -- 26: 154;
- It is a revelation of Allah which the true Spirit had brought down -- 26: 192-193;
- The devils did not bring it down -- 26: 210;
- Moses tells his household -- I will bring you tidings or I’ll bring you a flame -- 27: 7; 28: 29;
- They do not worship Allah who bring forth the hidden in the heavens and earth -- 27: 25;
- Which of you will bring me her throne before --27: 38;
- A jinn said I’ll bring it to you before you can rise -- 27: 39;
- One who had knowledge of scripture said I’ll bring it before your gaze return -- 27: 40;
- Bring your proof if you are truthful -- 27: 64;
- When we become dust - shall we be brought forth again -- 27: 67;
- When Word is fulfilled, We shall bring beast of earth to speak -- 27: 82;
- Who bring a good deed will have better than its worth -- 27: 89; 28: 84;
- Who bring an ill deed will be flung on their faces in the Fire -- 27: 90; 28: 84;
- We inspired mother of Moses - fear not nor grieve - We shall bring him back to thee -- 28: 7;
- Allah is best aware of him who bring guidance from His Presence -- 28: 37;
- And he (Pharaoh) and his hosts --- and deemed they’d never be brought back to Us -- 28: 39;
- We brought forth generations --- their lives dragged on -- 28: 45;
- Then bring a scripture from Presence of Allah that gives clearer guidance -- 28: 49;
- Have We not established a Sanctuary where all kinds of produce are brought -- 28: 57;
- Allah bring to pass what He will and choose -- 28: 68;
- To Allah you will be brought back -- 28: 70; 88; 36: 22; 83; 39: 44;
- Who is god besides Allah who could bring you light -- 28: 71; --- could bring night -- 28: 72;
- We shall take out of every nation a witness and say bring your proof -- 28: 75;
- Who gave Quran as law, will bring you home -- Allah is best aware of him who bring
guidance
and him who -- 28: 85;
- Seek provision of Allah - serve Him, give thanks - to Him you’ll be brought back -- 29: 17;
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- Then Allah bring forth the late growth -- 29: 20;
- We are about to bring down -- a fury from the sky -- 29: 34;
- -- but when He brings them safe to land - they ascribe partners to Him -- 29: 65;
- Who disbelieves and denies meeting of hereafter, will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- He bring forth living from dead - dead from living -- even so will you be brought back -- 30:
19;
- They brought them clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 30: 47;
- But when He brings them safe to land, they compromise -- 31: 32;
- -- and therewith We bring forth crops whereof their cattle eat -- 32: 27;
- Allah brought down some People of Book who supported them -- 33: 26;
- Allah and angels bless you that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 33: 43;
- Allah will bring us all together, then He will judge between us with truth -- 34: 26;
- Its pampered ones declared - we disbelieve in what you bring us -- 34: 34;
- Neither your wealth nor your children will bring you near to Us -- 34: 37;
- No female bring forth save with His knowledge -- 35: 11;
- If He will, He can be rid of you and bring a new creation -- 35: 16;
- Allah it is Who bring the dead to life -- 36: 12;
- We bring forth from it grain, so that they eat thereof -- 36: 33;
- It is but one shout and behold them brought together before Us -- 36: 53;
- Whom We bring to old age, we reverse him in creation -- 36: 68;
- Shall we be raised again -- yea in truth -- -- you will be brought low -- 37: 16-18;
- He brought the truth and confirmed -- 37: 37;
- A cup from a gushing spring is brought -- 37: 40-50;
- When we are dead -- can we be brought to account -- 37: 51-61;
- The jinn know they will be brought before Allah -- 37: 158;
- Solomon said, bring them back to me -- he slashed their legs and necks -- 38: 33;
- Who bring truth and believe therein is the dutiful -- 39: 33;
- Messengers kept bringing them clear proofs - but they disbelieved -- 40: 22;
- When he brought them the truth from Our Presence, they said slay the sons -- 40: 25;
- Will you kill a man because --- he brought you clear proofs from Allah -- 40: 28;
- Joseph brought you of old clear proofs --- you ceased not to be in doubt -- 40: 34;
- He created you from dust, then from drop of seed, then --- bring you forth as child, then -40: 67;
- Whether We let you see -- or cause you to die -- to Us they will be brought back -- 40: 77;
- It is not given to any messenger to bring a portent without Allah’s leave -- 40: 78;
- When their messengers brought them clear proofs, they exulted in their knowledge -- 40: 83;
- I do not think --- and if I am brought back to Allah -- I shall be better off with Him -- 41: 50;
- Allah brings into His Mercy whom He wills -- 42: 8;
- Allah will bring us together - and to Him is the journeying -- 42: 15;
- Even so will you be brought forth -- 43: 11;
- The Warner said - even though I bring you better guidance than your fathers followed -- they
replied -- we do not believe in what you bring -- 43: 24;
- When he brought them Our tokens, they laughed at them -- 43: 47;
- Therein is brought round for them, trays of gold and goblets and -- 43: 71;
- We brought the truth to you -- most of you are averse to truth -- 43: 78;
- Be not proud against Allah -- I bring you a clear warrant -- 44: 19;
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12;
29;
-

Bring back our fathers - if you speak the truth -- 44: 36; 45: 25;
To Allah you will be brought back -- 45: 15;
Bring me a scripture before this -- or some --- 46: 4;
Quran - that it may warn those who do wrong - and bring good tidings to the righteous -- 46:
His mother bears him with pain - brings him forth with pain -- 46: 15;
Fie on you - do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth -- 46: 17;
Bring on us what you threaten us -- if you are truthful -- 46: 22;
When they saw a cloud, they said this cloud is bringing us rain -- 46: 24;
Who fought in Way of Allah -- He will guide them and -- bring them into the Garden -- 47: 4-6;
Do those in whose hearts is disease think We will not bring to light their secret hates -- 47:

If He should ask it of you - you’d hoard it -- He will bring to light your secret hates -- 47: 37;
That He may bring believers into Paradise wherein they will abide -- 48: 5;
That Allah might bring into His Mercy whom He will -- 48: 25;
The Garden is brought nigh for those who kept from evil -- 50: 31;
They brought a fatted calf and set it before them -- 51: 24-30;
We brought forth such believers as were there -- 51: 35;
He ordained the second bringing forth -- 53: 47;
Those are they who will be brought nigh in gardens of delight -- multitude of those of old and
few of those of later time -- on lined couches -- 56: 11-26;
- Those of old and of later time will be brought together to the tryst of an appointed day -- 56:
49-50;
- If he is of those brought nigh -- then breath of life --- and garden of delight -- 56: 88-89;
- He sends clear revelations -- that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 57: 9;
- No disaster befalls -- it is in a book before We bring it into being -- 57: 22;
- He will forgive your sins and bring you to Paradise -- 61: 11-13;
- You know not -- it may be that Allah will bring some new thing to pass -- 65: 1-3;
- Allah brings His command to pass -- 65: 3;
- That He may bring forth believers from darkness to light -- believers who do right - He will
bring them into Paradise to abide forever -- 65: 10-11;
- If all your water were to disappear -- who could bring you gushing water -- 67: 30;
- Or do they have other gods -- let them bring them if they are truthful -- 68: 41;
- And He will bring you forth again -- a new forth-bringing -- 71: 17-18;
- In Gardens, they will ask concerning the guilty -- what brought you to this burning -- 74: 4047;
- Is not He Who does so able to bring the dead to life -- 75: 40;
- Goblets of silver are brought round for them -- 76: 15;
- When We will, We can replace them bringing others like them in their stead -- 76: 28;
- By those who bring down the Reminder to excuse or warn -- 77: 5-6;
- And when the messengers are brought to their appointed time -- 77: 11;
- This is Day of Decision -- We brought you and men of old together -- 77: 38;
- He brought the morning thereof -- 79: 29;
- Then when He will - He bring him again to life -- 80: 22;
- When the Garden is brought nigh -- 81: 13;
- -- a written record attested by those brought near to Allah -- 83: 23;
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- Praise be name of Allah Who --- bring forth the pasturage then -- 87: 1-5;
- -- and hell is brought near that day -- 89: 23;
- Did He not bring their strategy to nothing -- 105: 2;
BROTHER /BROTHERHOOD /BRETHREN
- He made friendship between your hearts so you became as brothers -- 3: 103;
- He seized his brother by the head, dragging him -- he said son of my mother -- 7: 150;
- He said My Lord! have mercy on me and my brother -- 7: 151;
- Their brethren plunged them further into error -- 7: 202;
- If they repent and -- they are your brethren in religion -- 9: 11;
- Do not tell your brothers about your vision -- 12: 5;
- In Joseph and his brethren are signs -- 12: 7;
- Joseph and his brother are dearer to our father than we are -- 12: 8;
- Joseph’s brethren came and presented themselves before him -- 12: 58;
- Joseph tells his brothers - bring to me a brother of yours -- 12: 59; -- if you do not bring him,
there will be no measure -- 12: 60;
- Send us with our brother that we may obtain measure -- we will guard him -- 12: 63;
- We shall get -- and guard our brother -- 12: 65;
- He took his brother and said I am thy brother -- 12: 69;
- He put the drinking cup in his brother’s saddlebag -- 12: 70;
- Joseph began the search with their bags before his brother’s bag -- he produced it from his
brother’s bag --- he could not take his brother according to the king’s law -- 12: 76;
- If he stealeth, a brother of his stole before -- 12: 77;
- Do you know what you did to Joseph and his brother in your ignorance -- 12: 89;
- I am Joseph and this is my brother -- 12: 90;
- O our father! ask forgiveness for our sins for us -- 12: 97;
- He took me out of prison --- after Satan had made strife between me and my brothers -- 12:
100;
- As brethren face to face on couches raised -- 15: 47;
- Squanderers are brothers of the devils -- 17: 27;
- And We bestowed on him of Our Mercy, his brother Aaron -- 19: 53;
- Go you and your brother with My tokens -- 20: 42;
- This brotherhood of yours is one brotherhood -- 21: 92;
- We will strengthen your arm with your brother -- 28: 35;
- If you do not know their fathers -- they are your brethren in faith -- 33: 5;
- Allah already knows who --- say to their brethren “Come to us” -- they come but little -- 33:
18;
- No sin for thy wives to converse freely with their brothers -- 33: 55;
- This my brother has 99 ewes -- I had one ewe -- 38: 23;
- Believers are brothers - make peace between your brethren -- 49: 9-10;
- Would you love to eat the flesh of your dead brother -- 49: 12;
- Believers will not love folk opposed to Allah and messenger, even if they are fathers, sons,
brethren -- 58: 22;
- Our Lord! Forgive us and our brethren who were in the faith before us and place --- 59: 10;
- Haven’t you observed the hypocrites how they tell their disbelieving brethren from People of
Book, if you are driven out - we will go with you -- 59: 11;
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- The guilty man will long to ransom himself from punishment that day at price of ------ and his
brother -- 70: 11-14;
- On the day when a man flees from his brother --- 80: 34-37;
BUILD / BUILDING
- Those who build mosques in opposition --- never stand to pray there --- wherein are men who
love to purify themselves --- is he who founded his building on duty to Allah ---- so that it
toppled with him into hell --- such building will never cease to be a problem -- 9: 107-110;
- Build the ship under Our eyes and -- 11: 37;
- Allah struck at the foundations of their building - the roof fell down on them -- 16: 26;
- When the people disputed -- among themselves, they said build a building over them -those
who won their point said we’ll build a masjid over them -- 18: 21;
- Do you build on every high place a monument of vain delight -- 26: 128;
- They dug the earth and built more than these have built -- 30: 9;
- They said build for him a building and throw him in the red-hot fire -- 37: 97;
- O Haman! Build for me a tower that I may -- 40: 36-37;
- We have built the heaven with might and -- 51: 47;
- They became as dry twigs rejected by builder of cattle-folds 54: 31;
- Pharaoh’s wife prayed - My Lord! build for me a home with thee in Paradise -- 66: 11;
- We built above you 7 heavens -- 78: 12;
- Are you harder to create or the heaven He built -- 79: 27;
- And the heaven and Him Who built it -- 91: 5;
BURDEN
- Our Lord! lay not on us such a burden ---- 2: 286;
- Allah makes burden light - man created weak -- 4: 28;
- Who commits sin and blames someone else, gets burden of falsehood and the crime -- 4:
112;
- Allah will not place burden on you ----- 5: 6;
- They bear their burdens on their backs -- 6: 31;
- Of cattle, He produced some for burden and some for food -- 6: 142;
- No burden beyond its scope -- 6: 152;
- No burdened soul can bear another's load -- 6: 164; 17: 15; 35: 18; 39: 7; 53: 38;
- He will relieve them of their burden -- 7: 157;
- Now hath Allah lightened your burden -- 8: 66;
- They will bear their full burden with some of the burden of those they mislead -- 16: 25;
- Dumb man who controls nothing - burden to his owner - not equal to one who enjoins justice
-- 16:76;
- Who turn away from it will bear a burden on Day of Judgment - an evil burden -- 20: 100-101;
- Who bear a burden of wrong-doing that day, is a failure -- 20: 111;
- Every pregnant one will be delivered of her burden -- 22: 2;
- No hardship in Islam -- 22: 78;
- And those that bear the burden of the rain -- 51: 2;
- And eased thee of the burden -- 94: 2;
- When earth is shaken ----- and yields up her burdens --- 99: 1-5;
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BURIAL
- Allah sends raven to show Cain how to bury body of Abel -- 5: 31;
- As He brought you into being, so return to Him -- 7: 29;
- Shall he keep it - or shall he bury it -- 16: 59;
- Then cause him to die and BURY him ----- 80: 18-23;
- And when the girl-child that was buried alive is asked -- 81: 8;
BURN
- Taste the punishment of burning -- 8: 50;
- Allah is best aware of those most worthy to be burnt therein -- 19: 70;
- We will burn it and scatter its dust over the sea -- 20: 97;
- They cried - burn him and stand by your gods -- 21: 68;
- -- on Day of Resurrection We make him taste the doom of burning -- 22: 9;
- Taste the doom of burning -- 22: 19-22;
- Fire burn their faces -- they are glum therein -- 23: 104;
- Abraham’s folk said kill him or burn him -- 29: 24;
- Burn therein this day for that you disbelieved -- 36: 59-64;
- You and --- cannot excite anyone against Him save who will burn in hell -- 37: 161-163;
- Hell -- where they will burn -- an evil resting place -- 38: 56;
- I shall fling him to the burning -- 74: 26;
- What will convey to you what the burning is -- 74: 27;
- In Gardens they will ask --- what brought you to this burning -- 74: 40-47;
- They will burn therein on Day of Judgment -- will not be absent -- 82: 15;
- They will burn in hell -- 83: 16;
- Those who persecute believers and do not repent will burn in hell -- 85: 10;
BURST
- When they are flung therein -- they hear its roaring -- as it will burst with rage -- 67: 6-11;
BUSINESS
- Their business does not prosper -- 2: 16;
- You are not occupied in any business -- but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- And afterward, what is your business oh messengers of Allah -- 15: 57;
- Thou hast by day a chain of business -- 73: 1-8;
BYWORD
- We made them bywords - a far removal for --- 23: 44; --- and scattered them -- 34: 19;
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CAIN
CALAMITY
CALENDAR
CALF
CALL
CALM
CAMEL
CAMPAIGN
CANOPY
CAPTIVE
CAPTURE
CARAVAN
CARCAN
CARE
CAREER
CARELESS
CARPET
CARRION
CARRY
CARVE
CASE
CAST
CASTE
CASTLE
CATTLE
CAUSE
CAUSE OF ALLAH
CAVE
CEASE
CELESTIAL BODIES
CENTRE
CERTAIN
CHAFF
CHAIN
CHALLENGE
CHAMBER
CHANCE
CHANGE
CHANT
CHARGE
CHARITY
CHASTE
CHASTISE
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CHAT
CHIEFTAIN
CHILD-BIRTH
CHILDREN
CHOICE / CHOOSE
CHOKE
CHRISTIANS
CHRONICLE
CHURCH
CIRCUMVENT
CITY
CLAIM
CLANS
CLAWS
CLAY
CLEAN / CLEANLINESS
CLEAR
CLEAVE
CLIMB
CLOAK
CLOSE
CLOT
CLOTHES
CLOUD
COATS
COATS -OF-MAIL
COLD
COLOUR
COLUMN
COME
COMFORT
COMMAND
COMMERCE
COMMIT
COMMUNITY
COMPANION
COMPARE
COMPASSION
COMPEL / COMPULSION
COMPENSATE
COMPLAIN
COMPREHEND
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COMPROMISE
COMRADE
CONCEAL
CONCEDE
CONCEIVE
CONCERN
CONCLUDE
CONDEMN
CONDUCT
CONFER
CONFESS
CONFIDE
CONFIRM
CONFOUND
CONFRONT
CONFUSION
CONGREGATION
CONJECTURE
CONQUER
CONSEQUENCE
CONSIDER
CONSISTENT
CONSOLE
CONSPIRE
CONSTANT / CONSTANCY
CONSTRAIN
CONSTRUCT
CONSULT
CONTEMPLATE
CONTEND
CONTENT
CONTRACT
CONTRIBUTION
CONTRIVE
CONTROL
CONTROVERSY
CONVERSATION
CONVEY
CONVINCE
CONVULSE
COOL
COPPER
CORAL
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CORD
CORN
CORRUPTION
COUCH
COUNSEL
COUNT
COUNTENANCE
COUNTRY
COURAGE
COURSE
COURSERS
COURTEOUS
COUSIN
COVENANT
COVER
COVET
COW
CRADLE
CRAVE
CREATE
CREMATION
CRIME
CRITERION
CROOKED
CROPS
CRUCIFY
CRUSH
CRY
CULTIVATE
CUP
CURSE
CURTAIN
CUSHION
CUSTODIAN
CUSTOM
CUT
CAIN
- See under Adam
CALAMITY
- When a calamity strikes the steadfast, they say " We belong to Allah and -----" -- 2: 156;
- Righteous is he who believe -- and is patient in calamity -- 2: 177;
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- If calamity strikes you, they rejoice -- 3: 120;
- When calamity strikes you, you call on Allah - you forget the partners --- 6: 40-41;
- When good befalls you ---- when a calamity strikes you, they are pleased --- say nothing
happens to us except as Allah wills -- 9: 50-51;
- When calamity befalls man, he remembers Allah in all positions -- 10: 12; he is in despair -17: 83; he repents, and when Allah's mercy touch him, he ascribes partners to Allah -- 30: 33;
- Will follow kuffar always -- 13: 31;
- Choosing Satan for friend instead of Allah is calamity -- 18: 50;
- We let loose on them a raging wind on a day of constant calamity -- 54: 19;
- No calamity befalls save by Allah's leave --- 64: 11;
- What is the calamity -- day when mankind will be as thickly scattered moths - mountains will
become as carded wool -- 101: 1-5;
CALENDAR
- There are 12 months in the year, 4 of which are sacred -- 9: 36;
CALF
- Yahudis took calf for worship, made from their ornaments -- 2: 51; 7: 148;
- Worship of calf made to sink into their hearts -- 2: 93;
- Who chose calf for worship, terror and humiliation will come on them -- 7: 152;
- Abraham did not delay to bring roasted calf -- 11: 69; 51: 24-30;
- Then he produced for them a calf -- 20: 88;
- We shall be its votaries till Moses returns to us -- 20: 91;
CALL
- If you are in doubt - produce a surah like it and call your witnesses -- 2: 23;
- Kuffar call to what cannot hear -- 2: 171;
- Let them hear My call and let them trust in Me -- 2: 186;
- He calls Allah to witness what is in his heart -- 2: 204;
- Those who heard the call of Allah and messenger after harm befell them -- 3: 172;
- Do you call on any other than Allah in a calamity -- 6: 40;
- To Him you call and He removes the problem -- 6: 41;
- Do not repel who call on Allah morning and evening -- not accountable for them (and vice
versa)
that you repel them and be among wrong-doers -- 6: 52;
- I am forbidden to worship those on whom you call besides Allah -- 6: 56;
- You call on Him humbly and in secret 6: 63;
- Call upon Him -- 7: 29; Humbly and in secret -- 7: 55; in Fear and Hope -- 7: 56;
- His are the most beautiful names - call on Him by them -- 7: 180;
- If you call them to guidance, they ----- . If you call them or not, it is all the same ---- 7: 193;
- Those on whom you call, are slaves like you - call them now and let them answer you -- 7:
194;
- Call upon your so-called partners, then contrive against me -- 7: 195;
- Those on whom you call besides Allah, have no power to help you -- 7: 197;
- If you (muslims) call them to guidance, they hear not --- 7: 198;
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- Obey Allah and Messenger when he calls you to that which gives life -- 8: 24;
- Bring a surah like it -- call on all help besides Allah --10: 38;
- Call not, besides Allah, unto that which can neither hurt nor profit thee -- 10: 106;
- And call on everyone besides Allah, if you are truthful -- 11: 13;
- I call on Allah with sure knowledge -- 12: 108;
- Who answers Allah' call will enjoy bliss - who does not ------ 13: 18;
- We are in grave doubt about that to which you call us -- 14: 9;
- He calls you that He may forgive --- 14: 10;
- I had no power over you - I called and you obeyed me -- 14: 22;
- Call unto the way of Allah with wisdom and fair exhortation -- 16: 125;
- A day when He will call you, you will answer with His praise -- 17: 51;
- Be mindful of the Day when He will say call those partners -- 18: 52;
- Though you call them to the guidance - they can never be led aright -- 18: 57;
- We called him from the right slope of the mount -- 19: 52;
- The deaf hear not the call when they are warned -- 21: 45;
- He calls besides Allah, -- that which can neither hurt nor benefit him 22: 12; -- him whose
harm
is nearer than his benefit -- 22: 13;
- Allah is true - what they call on beside Him is false -- 22: 62;
- Call thou unto thy Lord - thou followest right guidance -- 22: 67;
- Those on whom you call besides Allah will never create fly -- 22: 73;
- Thou callest to the right path -- 23: 73;
- He who call on any other God along with Allah -- 23: 117; 28: 88;
- Make not the calling of the Messenger as you call one another -- 24: 63;
- Those who cry not unto any other god besides Allah -- 25: 68;
- When Allah called Moses saying Go to the wrong-doing folk -- 26: 10;
- Call not on any other God besides Allah lest you be doomed -- 26: 213;
- When he reached it, he was called saying Blessed is whosoever -- 27: 8;
- You cannot make the deaf hear the call when they turn to flee -- 27: 80; 30: 52-53;
- When he reached it, he was called from the right side of the valley -- 28: 30;
- You were not beside the mount when We did call -- 28: 46;
- On the Day when He will call to them and say ---where are My partners -- 28: 62; 74; --what
answer --- 28: 65;
- --- but call unto thy Lord --- 28: 87;
- Afterward when He call you, from the earth you’ll emerge -- 30: 25;
- Call on those you set up besides Allah --- they own nothing -- 34: 22;
- When he had --- We called to him O Abraham! you have fulfilled the vision -- 37: 103-105;
- Gardens of Eden --- wherein -- they call for fruits and drink -- 38: 50-55;
- Allah’s abhorrence is more terrible than yours when you were called to faith and refused -40: 10;
- What ails me - I call you to deliverance - You call me to Fire -- 40: 41;
- You call me to disbelieve in Allah - I call you to Allah -- 40: 42;
- What you call me to hath no claim in world nor in hereafter --40: 43;
- Our hearts are protected from that which you call us to -- 41: 5;
- Such are called from afar -- 41: 44;
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- On the day when He call unto them Where are My partners -- they will say we confess -- 41:
47;
- Dreadful for the idolaters is that to which you call them -- 42: 13;
- What Allah has is better ---- for those who answer His call and establish worship -- 42: 38;
- Answer the call of Allah before the day comes which cannot be averted -- 42: 47;
- They call therein for every fruit in safety -- 44: 51-57;
- Who call thee from behind private apartments, have no sense -- 49: 4;
- When the call is heard for Jumma prayer -- 62: 9;
- -- and We called it to a stern account and punished it -- 65: 8;
- It will be said to them, this is that for which you used to call -- 67: 27;
- It calls him who turned and fled from truth -- 70: 15-18;
- My Lord! I have called to my people night and day but it only add to their repugnance -when I
call them they put their fingers ----- I have called to them aloud --- 71: 5-9;
- They called Our revelations false -- 78: 28;
- Has there come to you the story of Moses - how Allah called him to -- Tuwa -- 79: 15-25;
- Let him call his henchmen -- I will call the guards of hell -- 96: 17-18;
CALM
- On that day, other faces will be calm -- 88: 8-16;
CAMEL
- As food -- 6: 144; 22: 36;
- Who deny revelations ---- will not enter Paradise until camel goes through needle's eye -- 7:
40;
- Story of Thamud and she-camel -- 7: 73-79; 11: 64-65; 26: 155-157; 54: 27-29; 91: 1314;
- This is camel of Allah - a token - let her feed -- do not harm her lest torment seize you -- 11:
64;
- They hamstrung her -- 11: 65;
- We gave Thamud the she-camel - a clear portent -- 17: 59;
- They will come to you on every lean camel -- 22: 27;
- Camel appointed among ceremonies of Allah - mention name of Allah over them when the
are
drawn up in line - when they fall dead - eat thereof - feed the poor - their flesh and blood
does
not reach Allah - your devotion does - therein is much good - We subjected them to you that
you may give thanks -- that you may magnify Allah for having guided you -- 22: 36-37;
- We are sending the she-camel as a test for them -- 54: 27;
- The erring, the deniers will eat of Zaqqum - drink boiling water drinking as camels -- 56: 4956;
- Or it might be as camels of bright yellow hue -- 77: 33;
- And the camels big with young are abandoned -- 81: 14;
- Will they not regard how the camels are created -- 88: 17;
CAMPAIGN
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- Excused are the weak, sick -----their eyes flowed with tears ---- 9: 91-92;
- Blame is only on the rich who are content to stay behind ----- 9: 93-94;
CANOPY
- The sky - a canopy for man -- 2: 22; 40: 64;
CAPTIVE
- Not for any Prophet to have captives until he -- 8: 67;
- Say to the captives -- If Allah knows any good in your hearts -- 8: 70;
- Take them captive - besiege them -- 9: 5;
- Some you slew and some you made captive -- 33: 26;
CAPTURE
- Those who were left behind when you set forth to capture booty -- 48: 15;
- -- and hath rewarded them with --- and much booty they’ll capture -- 48: 19;
- Allah promise you much booty you will capture -- 48: 20;
CARAVAN
- When you were on the near bank -- and the caravan was below you -- 8: 42;
- Do not kill Joseph -- throw him in the pit -- some caravan will find him -- 12: 10;
- There came a caravan -- they sent their water-drawer -- 12: 19;
- Ask the caravan with which we traveled -- 12: 82;
- When the caravan departed, Jacob said I am conscious of the breath of Joseph -- 12: 94;
- We cause the caravan to set forth in winter and summer -- 106: 2;
CARCAN
- They will come to know when carcans and --- are about their necks -- 40: 70-76;
- We prepared for kuffar --- carcans and --- 76: 4;
CARE
- Send him with us tomorrow, We shall take good care of him -- 12: 12;
- She said shall I show you --- who will rear him and take care of him -- 28: 12;
CAREER
- Allah was predominant in his career -- 12: 21;
CARELESS
- Now they are in a state of carelessness -- 19: 39;
- He entered the city at a time of carelessness of its folk -- 28: 15;
- Accursed are the conjecturers who are careless in an abyss -- 51: 10-11;
- O man! What has made you careless about Allah -- 82: 6-8;
CARPET
- Reclining on green cushions and fair carpets -- 55: 76;
- And silken carpet spread -- 88: 8-16;
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CARRION
- He hath forbidden you carrion -- 2: 173; 5: 3; 6: 145; 16: 115;
CARRY
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night -- 17: 1;
- They were the offspring of whom We carried in the ship with Noah -- 17: 3;
CARVE
- Do you worship what you yourselves carve -- 37: 95;
CASE
- Then the case would be already judged -- all cases go back to Allah -- 2: 210;
- We made plain the case to him -- 15: 66;
- In this case, protection is only from Allah -- 18: 44;
- They denied the truth - now they are in a troubled case -- 50: 5;
CAST
- Then We cast him on a desert shore while he was sick --37: 145;
- -- and cast terror in their hearts so they ruined their houses -- 59: 2;
- In whatever form He will, He cast you -- 82: 6-8;
- And has cast out all that is in her and is empty -- 84: 4;
CASTE
- Pharaoh exalted himself -- and made its people castes -- 28: 4;
- He found a man fighting - one of his caste -- he who was of his caste, asked him for help -28: 15;
CASTLE
- You choose castles in the plains -- 7: 74;
- It throws up sparks like castles -- 77: 32;
CATTLE
- Joys from cattle -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
- I will command them and they'll cut the cattle's ears -- 4: 119;
- Cattle made lawful for food except -- 5: 1;
- The idolatress apportion crops and cattle to Allah and to their partners -- 6: 136;
- They say such cattle, crop are forbidden - they invent lie against Allah - He will repay them -6: 138;
- They say what is in bellies of such --- reserved for males -- forbidden to our wives -- 6: 139;
- Of cattle, He produced some for burden and some for food -- 6: 142;
- We have urged to hell --- have hearts but cannot understand --- are worse than cattle -- 7:
179;
- He created cattle - you get warm clothing - you eat - beauty when you bring them home or
take
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them to pasture - they bear your loads -- 16: 5-7;
- He sends water from sky -- whence are trees on which your beasts pasture -- 16; 10;
- In cattle - a lesson - you drink milk - from their bellies - between refuse and blood -- 16: 66;
23: 21;
- We give you - hides of cattle - houses light to carry - their wool and fur -- 16: 80;
- Eat and feed your cattle -- 20: 54;
- Mention Name of Allah over cattle - eat thereof - feed poor -- 22: 28;
- Who magnifies -- sacred things -----cattle lawful except --- 22: 30; -- the offerings, is devotion
of the heart -- 22: 32;
- Therein are benefits for you for an appointed term -- 22: 33;
- Every nation -- mention name of Allah over cattle for food -- 22: 34;
- In cattle - a lesson for you - you drink --- many uses -- you eat -- 23: 21;
- And on them and on ships you are carried -- 23: 22;
- They are as cattle, but farther astray -- 25: 44;
- He aided you with cattle and sons and --- 26: 133-134;
- -- and therewith bring forth crops whereof their cattle eat -- 32: 27;
- -- and of men, beasts, cattle -- in like manner -- different colours -- 35: 28;
- Have they not seen how We created the cattle ----- some for riding -- 36: 71-73; 40: 79-80;
- He provided for you 8 kinds of cattle -- 39: 6;
- Allah appointed cattle for you - you ride - you eat -- many benefits -- you may satisfy a need
that
is in your breasts 40: 79-80;
- He made for you -- and cattle pairs -- by which He multiplies you -- 42: 11;
- He appointed for you ships and cattle whereon you ride -- 43: 12;
- That you may mount their backs, remember Allah's favour and say " Glorified be He ---" -43: 13-14;
- Kuffar eat as cattle eat -- 47: 12;
- They became as dry twigs rejected by builders of cattle-fold -- 54: 31;
- After that He --- and produced --- a provision for you and your cattle -- 79: 30-33;
- Let man consider his food ---We pour water, cause earth --- grain to grow -- food for you
and your
cattle -- 80: 24-32;
- --which pelted them -- and made them like green crops devoured by cattle -- 105: 4-5;
CAUSE
- Do we have any part in the cause --The cause belongs wholly to Allah - if we had any part in
the
cause, we should not have been slain here -- 3: 154;
- Who intervene in good cause --- who intervene in evil -- 4: 85;
- For that cause, We decreed for Yahudis --- 5: 32;
- When Allah commandment comes -- cause judged -- followers of vanity is lost -- 40: 78;
CAUSE OF ALLAH
- Spend your wealth for Cause of Allah -- 2: 195;
- Those who spend their wealth for Cause of Allah and make not reproach --- to follow -- 2:
262;
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Those who fled or were driven from --- and suffered damages for My Cause -- 3: 195;
Why not fight for Cause of Allah, the feeble, women and --- crying Our Lord! --- 4: 75;
Who migrate for Cause of Allah will find refuge and abundance in earth -- 4: 100;
Those who left their homes and strove with wealth, lives, for Cause of Allah -- 8: 72;
Those who --- and strove for Cause of Allah --- are believers in truth -- 8: 74;
--and afterwards strove along with you, are of you -- 8: 75;
Hypocrites are tight-fisted in spending for Cause of Allah -- 9: 67-68;
Some Bedouins await evil turn of fortune to evade spending for Cause of Allah -- 9: 98;
Who became fugitives for Cause of Allah after oppression --- 16: 41;
Those who fled their homes for Cause of Allah and -- Allah will provide -- 22: 58;
Let not those who possess -- swear not to give --- for Cause of Allah -- 24: 22;
If you help Allah’s Cause, He will help you and -- 47: 7;
We shall try you till We know those who strive for Cause of Allah -- 47: 31;
True believers --- strive with wealth and lives for Cause of Allah -- 49: 15;
Allah loves those who battle for His Cause in ranks -- 61: 4;
Strive with your wealth and lives --- 61:11;
When you strive for Allah, He will help you -- 61: 13;
Allah knows --- there are others fighting for Cause of Allah -- 73: 20;

CAVE
- Allah causes the man of cave to die 100 years, then brings him back to life -- 2: 259;
- When the two were in the cave he said grieve not - Allah is with us -- 9: 40;
- Or deemest thou the People of the Cave a wonder among Our portents -- 18: 9;
- Young men fled for refuge to Cave - made Dua - Give us Mercy --- and shape for us right
conduct
in our plight -- 18: 10;
- We sealed up their hearing for ----- 18: 11-12;
- They were young men who believed - We increased them in guidance -- they said Our
people --sought refuge in Cave - Sun avoided their Cave -- they slept ---- and their dog -- 18: 13-18;
- We awakened them --- said they slept for a day --- one sent with coin to buy food -- 18: 1920;
- City folk disputed their case --- decides to build place of worship over them --- Allah is best
aware of their number -- 18: 21-22;
- It is said they tarried in the Cave 309 years --- say Allah is best aware of that -- 18: 25-26;
CEASE
- Tell kuffar if they cease persecuting believers, their past will be forgiven -- 8: 38;
- Fight them until --- if they cease -- Allah sees what they do -- 8: 39;
- Do you reject my gods? If you cease not, I’ll stone thee -- 19: 46;
- If you do not cease, you’d be stoned -- 26: 116;
- If he cease not - We will seize him -- 96: 15-16;
CELESTIAL BODIES
- The sun and moon float in orbit -- 21: 33;
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CENTRE
- Cleaving as one the centre of the foe -- 100: 4-5;
CERTAIN
- This is the Scripture -- no doubt -- a guidance to -- and who are certain of the hereafter -- 2:
2-4;
- We showed Abraham kingdom of heavens and earth that he may be certain -- 6: 75;
- He details the revelation that you may be certain of meeting Allah -- 13: 2;
- Let not those who have no certainty make you impatient -- 30: 60;
- The vigil of the night - speech more certain -- 73: 1-8;
- Those to whom Scripture was given may have certainty -- may not doubt -- 74: 31;
CHAFF
- You see them turn yellow, then He make them chaff -- 39: 21;
- Have you seen that which you cultivate - Is it you who --- We could make if chaff -- 56: 63-65;
CHAIN
- Take him and insert him in a chain 70 cubits long -- leg -- 25: 37;
- And others linked together in chains -- 38: 38;
- They will come to know when --- and chains are about their necks - they are dragged -- 40:
70-76;
CHALLENGE
- Then produce a surah like it -- 2: 23;
CHAMBER
- They climbed the wall into the royal chamber -- 38: 21;
CHANCE
- If a lucky chance befalls you it is evil to them -- 3: 120;
- Some would wish for a second chance -- 39: 58;
CHANGE
- Changing words of Allah -- 2: 59; 75; 7: 162;
- Change of Qibla -- 2: 144;
- Who change the will after he has heard it - sin is on him who change it -- 2: 181;
- He who change the grace of Allah after it had come to him -- 2: 211;
- Some Yahudi changed words out of context -- 4: 46;
- I will order them and they will change Allah's creation -- 4: 119;
- There is nothing that can change His Words -- 6: 115; No changing words of Allah -- 10: 64;
- Then We changed the evil plight for good till they became affluent and said -- 7: 95;
- Allah does not change His grace until people first change what is in their hearts -- 8: 53; 13:
11;
- Kuffar say to change it ---- Say, It is not for me to change -- 10: 15;
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Such was Our method in the past - you have no power to change it -- 17: 77;
Recite Quran -- there is none who can change His Words -- 18: 27;
We intended that Allah should change him for them for one better -- 18: 81;
Those who --- except who repents and believes -- Allah will change their evil deeds to good
deeds -- 25: 68-70;
And they have not changed in the least -- 33: 23;
Prophet (SAS) not allowed to change wives henceforth -- 33: 50-52;
No change in Allah's ways -- 35: 43;
You came to change things -- 46: 22;
The sentence which comes from Me cannot be changed -- 50: 29;

CHANT
- And chant the Quran in measure -- 73: 1-8;
CHARGE
- Obey Allah, obey messenger - if you turn away -- he has no other charge than to convey
message
plainly -- 24: 54;
- Oh ye guilty! Did I not charge you not to worship the devil -- 36: 59-64;
- We shall charge thee with a word of weight -- 73: 1-8;
CHARITY
- A kind word with forgiveness better than charity with injury -- 2: 263;
- Charity followed by reproach no benefit - like rock washed clean during rainstorm -- 2: 264;
- Charity followed by insults and injury compared to garden destroyed by whirlwind and fire -2: 266;
- Spend of good things earned - take not bad things to give away -- 2: 267;
- Whatever charity you spend, Allah knows -- 2: 270;
- Publishing gifts of Charity good but giving in secret to poor better -- it will atone for some of
your
ill-deeds -- 2: 271;
- Alms are for the poor ---you may think them wealthy -- you will know them by their mark -they do not beg with importunity -- 2: 273; 9: 60;
- Allah hath blighted usury and made almsgiving fruitful -- 2: 276;
- If debtor in difficulties ------- if you remit it as charity, it is better -- 2: 280;
- Who enjoins charity on people to please Allah - will be rewarded -- 4: 114;
- Eye for eye allowed, but who foregoes by way of charity - expiation for him -- 5: 45;
- Who establish regular prayers and charity are brothers in faith -- 9: 11;
- Of them is he who defame thee regarding alms --- if given, they are satisfied , if not --- 9: 5859;
- Those who deride the believers for the alms they give -- 9: 79;
- Take alms from those who mix good deeds with bad deeds - pray for them -- 9 102-103;
- Fill the measure and be charitable for us -- Allah will requite the charitable --12: 88;
- Give what is due to kindred, needy, wayfarer -- 30: 38;
- That which you give in charity seeking Allah's pleasure, has increase manifold -- 30: 39;
- Who give alms and lend to Allah a goodly loan - it will be doubled ------ 57: 18;
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When you hold conference with the Messenger, give alms before conference -- 58: 12-13;
Spend - before death comes and you say My Lord! reprieve me so I could give alms -- 63:
Spend in charity for benefit of your own soul -- 64: 16;
Those who give alms and fear Allah ---- will find his way easy -- 92: 5-7;
Who giveth his wealth that he may grow ( in goodness) -- 92: 18;

CHASTE
- Let those who cannot find a match keep chaste till Allah ---- force not your slave girls to
whoredom
------ if they would preserve their chastity -- 24: 33;
- And Mary -- whose body was chaste -- We breathed therein -- 66: 12;
- Man is created anxious --- save --- and those who preserve their chastity save with their
wives ----beyond that they are transgressors -- 70: 19-35;
CHASTISE
- Guard yourselves against a chastisement which cannot fall exclusively -- 8: 25;
- Fight them - Allah will chastise them at your hands -- 9: 14;
- We know them - We shall chastise them twice -- 9: 101;
CHAT
- Let them chat and play until they meet their day -- 70: 42;
CHIEFTAIN
- The chieftains of --- Noah’s people said we see you in error --7: 60; --- Hud’s people said
we see
thee in foolishness - you are of the liars -- 7: 66; --- Salih’s people said to those whom they
despised - do you know that Salih is sent from Allah -- 7: 75; --- Shu’eyb’s people said we
will drive you and those who believe out of the township unless -- 7: 88; --- Shu’eyb’s
people
said if you follow Shu’eyb you’d be losers -- 7: 90; --- of Noah’s people who disbelieved said
this is only a mortal like you -- Allah would have sent angels -- 23: 24;
- He is your chief who taught you magic -- 20: 71; 26: 49;
- He reduced them to fragments all save the chief -- 21: 58;
- Their chief has done it -- question them if they can speak -- 21: 63;
- We made them chiefs who guide by Our command -- 21: 73;
- The chieftains --- who denied meeting of hereafter, made soft in life of world, said he is
mortal
like you who eat and drink as you do -- 23: 33;
- Pharaoh said to the chiefs -- this is a knowing wizard -- 26: 34;
- O Moses! the chiefs take counsel -- to slay you - so escape -- 28: 20;
- O Chiefs! I do not know you have a god besides me - so kindle for me a fire -- 28: 38;
- They cannot listen to the highest chiefs -- they are pelted from every side -- 37_ 6-10;
CHILD-BIRTH
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- Pangs of childbirth drove her to the palm tree -- 19: 23;
CHILDREN
- To be suckled 2 years - can be weaned before - father of child to provide for the mother can give
child out to nurse -- 2: 233;
- Wealth nor children of kuffar will help on the Day of Judgment -- 3: 10;
- Joys from children -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Jesus will speak to mankind in the cradle --- and is of the righteous -- 3: 46;
- Mary said - My Lord! how can I have a child -- 3: 47;
- Wealth and children of kuffar are useless to them -- 3: 116;
- Those who behave improperly towards orphans should fear regarding their own children -- 4:
9;
- Your parent or children - you know not which is nearer to you in usefulness -- 4: 11;
- Why should you not fight to defend the women and children? -- 4: 75;
- ---except the --- women and children who cannot devise a plan nor are shown a way -- 4: 9799;
- -- the Scripture recited to you gives decree concerning --- and the weak among children -- 4:
127;
- How can He have a child when for Him there is no consort -- 6: 101;
- The killing of the children of idolaters is made to appear fair to them -- 6: 137;
- Those who slay their children without knowledge, are losers -- 6: 140;
- Ten commandments - slay not your children -- 6: 151-154; 17: 31;
- Your possessions and children are a test --- 8: 28;
- Let not their wealth nor children astonish thee -- Allah will punish them thereby -- 9: 55; 85;
- Even as those before you were --- more affluent than you in wealth and children --9: 69;
- Abraham’s wife said - shall I bear a child when I am an old woman and -- 11: 72;
- They will enter Paradise with those who do right of their children -- 13: 23;
- I have settled some of my posterity in an uncultivable valley near Kaaba -- 14: 37;
- My Lord! make me establish proper worship and some of my children -- 14: 40;
- We aided you with wealth and children -- 17: 6;
- And be a partner in their wealth and children -- 17: 64;
- Though you see me less than thee in wealth and children -- 18: 39;
- Wealth and children - ornaments of life of world -- 18: 46;
- We gave him (John) wisdom when a child -- 19: 12;
- Have you seen kuffar who say we'd be given wealth and children -- 19: 77;
- My Lord! leave me not childless, though you are the best of Inheritors -- 21: 89;
- Do not reveal their adornment except to --- children who know nothing of women’s
nakedness -- 24: 31;
- During times of privacy, must obtain permission to enter on you -- 24: 58;
- When children reach puberty, must ask leave as others do -- 24: 59;
- Women past child-bearing - no hope of marriage -- can discard outer garment -- 24: 60;
- Pharaoh tells Moses - did we not rear thee as a child -- 26: 18;
- We have enjoined on man concerning his parents ----- but if they ---- obey them not -- 31:
14-15;
- Keep duty to Allah - fear a day when parent cannot help child nor child help parent -- 31: 33;
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We are more than you in wealth and children - we are not the punished -- 34: 34-35;
It is not your wealth nor children which will bring you near to Us --- 34: 37;
He created you from dust then --- then bring you forth as a child, then --- 40: 67;
He bestows male or female offspring on whom He wills -- 42: 49;
Who disbelieve and unkind to parents --- 46: 17-18;
Life of this world is play, idle talk -- rivalry in respect of wealth and children -- 57: 20;
Their wealth and children will not avail them against Allah -- 58: 17;
Your kindred and children will not help on Day of Judgment - He will part you -- 60: 3;
If believing women come to take oath -- neither steal -- nor kill their children -- 60: 12;
Let not wealth nor children distract you from remembrance of Allah -- 63: 9;
Among wives and children are enemies - beware - efface - overlook - forgive -- 64: 14;
Wealth and children are a temptation -- 64: 15;
As for those with child, their period shall be till they give birth -- 65: 4;
If they are with child, spend for them till they give birth - if they give suck for you, give them
their due payment -- if you make difficulties, let other woman give suck -- 65: 6-7;
Is it because he has wealth and children he says ---- fables of old --- 68: 14-16;
The guilty man will long to ransom himself that day at the price of his children -- -- 70: 11-14;
-- they disobeyed me and followed one whose wealth and children -- 71: 21;
----how will you protect yourself on a day which will turn children grey -- 73: 17;
On the day when a man flees from --- his children -- 80: 34-37;
And when the girl-child that was buried alive is asked for what sin she was slain -- 81: 8-9;

CHOICE / CHOOSE
- Yahudis choose a calf made from ornaments for worship and became wrong-doers -- 2: 51;
7: 148;
- Who chooses kufr instead of faith has gone astray -- 2: 108;
- Mary is told Allah hath chosen her, made her pure -- 3: 42;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge -- 3: 76;
- That Allah may know --- and choose witnesses from among you -- 3: 140;
- Allah choose of His messengers whom He will -- 3: 179;
- And have chosen for you as religion Islam -- 5: 3;
- They choose the devils for protecting friends besides Allah -- 7: 30;
- If they see way of righteousness, they reject it, if they see way of error, they choose it -- 7:
146;
- Those who chose the calf for worship - terror and humiliation will come upon them -- 7: 152;
- Moses chose 70 Yahudis for Our appointed tryst -- 7: 155;
- When you do not bring a verse for them, they say - why didn’t you choose it -- 203;
- Choose not fathers nor --- for friends if they disbelieve -- 9: 23;
- -- and He will choose a folk other than you -- 9: 39;
- As for those who choose a place of worship out of opposition -- 9: 107;
- Allah said choose not 2 gods -- There is only ONE God -- 16: 51;
- Bee inspired to choose habitations in hills -- 16: 68;
- Who disbelieve after belief will have awful doom - because they chose life of world rather
than
hereafter -- 16: 106-107;
- Allah chose Abraham and guided him to a straight path -- 16: 121;
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- We appointed it a guidance for Yahudis saying choose no guardian beside Me -- 17: 2;
- Did Allah distinguish you -- and chose for Himself females from the angels -- 17: 40;
- -- and to warn those who say Allah hath chosen a son -- 18: 4-5;
- These our people, have chosen other gods besides Him -- 18: 15;
- Will you choose Iblis and progeny as friends instead of Allah, when he is enemy to you -18: 50;
- Will I choose misleaders for My helpers -- 18: 51;
- Do kuffar think they can choose My bondmen as protecting friends besides Me -- 18: 102;
- Mary had chosen seclusion from her people -- 19: 17;
- Mention --- Moses - he was chosen -- was messenger -- Prophet -- 19: 51;
- These are they whom Allah showed favour of those --- and of those We guided and chose -19: 58;
- They have chosen other gods besides Allah that they may be -- 19: 81;
- You say disastrous thing -- you ascribe son to Allah -- not meet for Allah to choose son -19: 89-92;
- Allah tells Moses -- I have chosen thee -- hearken to what is inspired -- 20: 13;
- We choose thee not above clear proofs which come to us and above Him Who created us -20: 72;
- His Lord chose him, relented -- 20: 122;
- Have they chosen other gods from earth who raise the dead -- 21: 21;
- Have they chosen other gods beside Him - bring your proof -- 21: 24;
- Kuffar choose you out for mockery -- 21: 36;
- Allah choose messengers from angels and mankind -- 22: 75;
- He has chosen you and not lay on you any hardship in this religion -- 22: 78;
- Allah hath not chosen any son -- 23: 91; 25: 2;
- You choose them as a laughing stock -- 23: 110;
- They choose other gods besides Him - who created nothing -- 25: 3;
- Be Thou Glorified! - - it was not for us to choose any Protecting Friend besides Thee 25: 18;
- Would that I had chosen a way with the Messenger 25: 27;
- Have you seen him who choose his own lust as his god -- 25: 43;
- I ask no fee for this - whoso will may choose a way to Allah -- 25: 57;
- Pharaoh says - if you choose a god other than me, I shall -- 26: 29;
- -- and peace be on His slaves whom He hath chosen -- 27: 59;
- Pharaoh’s wife said, We may choose him for a son -- 28: 9;
- Allah bring to pass what He will and choose ---- you have no choice -- 28: 68;
- You have chosen idols instead of Allah -- 29: 25;
- The likeness of those who choose other patrons than Allah - is as a spider’s house - frail -29: 41;
- When Allah and His Messenger make a decision - you have no choice -- 33: 36;
- Ishmael, Elisha, Dhul Kifl - are of the chosen -- 38: 48;
- Those who choose protecting friends besides Allah say --- We worship --- 39: 3;
- If Allah wanted to choose a son, He could have chosen whatever --- 39: 4;
- Do they choose intercessors other than Allah - who have power over nothing and -- 39: 43;
- As for those who choose protecting friends besides Him -- Allah is Warden over them -- 42:
6;
- Or have they chosen protecting friends besides Him -- 42: 9;
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- Allah choose for Himself whom He will -- 42: 13;
- Or did He choose daughters of all that He created, while honouring you with sons -- 43: 16;
- We choose them (Yahudis) above all creatures -- 44: 32;
- What they earned will not --- nor those they choose as protecting friends besides Allah -- 45:
10;
- Why did those whom they chose as a way of approach to Allah, not help them -- 46: 28;
- How many angels are in heaven, whose intercession is useless except as Allah chooses --53: 26;
- Choose not My enemy and your enemy for friends -- 60: 1;
- Do you have a scripture wherein you learn you'll have all you choose -- 68: 37-38;
- Allah chose him and placed him among the righteous -- 68: 50;
- Allah does not reveal His secret to anyone but His chosen messengers -- 72: 26-28;
- Choose Him alone for thy Defender -- 73: 9;
- Let him who will then, choose a way to Allah -- 73: 19;
- This is an admonishment - whosoever will may choose a way to Allah - they will not unless
Allah wills -- 76: 29-30;
- For him who rebelled and chose life of world -- 79: 37-39;
CHOKE
- With Us are --- and food which choke the partaker -- 73: 12-13;
CHRISTIANS
- Who believes in Allah and Last Day - does right will have reward - not fear nor grieve -- 2:
62;
- Dislike that Quran revealed to Prophet Muhammad -- 2: 105;
- Many of People of Book want to make you kuffar through envy -- 2: 109;
- They say only Jews and Christians will enter Paradise -- 2: 111;
- The Jews say Christians follow nothing true and vice versa -- 2: 113;
- Say Allah has taken to Himself a son -- 2: 116;
- Jews and Christians will not be pleased with you until you follow their beliefs -- 2: 120;
- They say Jews or Christians are rightly guided - say we follow religion of Abraham -- 2: 135;
- Say to them, why dispute with us about Allah - He is our Lord and your Lord -- 2: 139;
- Do you say Abraham and --- were Jews or Christians? Do you know better than Allah? -- 2:
140;
- Some of People of Book conceal truth -- 2: 146;
- Differed after knowledge came to them -- 3: 19;
- Say to them, Have you surrendered? If they do, they are rightly guided -- 3: 20;
- They invoke the Scripture in their dispute, then some turn away in opposition to it -- 3: 23;
- They say Fire will not touch them save for few days - What about Day of Judgment -- 3: 2425;
- Come to an agreement between us -- We shall worship none but Allah, We shall not ascribe
partners to Him ---- and if they turn away ---- 3: 64;
- Why argue about Abraham - Torah and Gospel revealed long after him -- 3: 65;
- You are those who argue about something about which you have no knowledge -- 3: 66;
- Abraham was not a Yahudi nor Nasara -- 3: 67;
- Some of these want you to go astray - they go astray themselves -- 3: 69;
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- Why disbelieve Books of Allah when you witnessed truth thereof - why confound truth with
falsehood and knowingly conceal truth -- 3: 70-71;
- To get their people to return some say to believe only in Christians -- 3: 72-73;
- Some if you trust them with treasure, will return it, others will not -- 3: 75;
- Those who purchase small gain at price of Allah's covenant and their oaths ---- 3: 77;
- Some of them distort the Scripture with their tongues -- 3: 78;
- Why disbelieve in Books of Allah - why drive believers from Way of Allah -- 3: 98-99;
- O believers! if you obey some Jews and Christians, they'd make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- Some are believers - most are evil-livers -- 3: 110;
- They will not harm you save a little - they will flee -- 3: 111;
- Ignominy will be their lot - they are rebellious -- 3: 112;
- They are not all alike - some enjoin right conduct and vie one another in good works - they
are
righteous -- 3: 113-114;
- Allah will reward them for the good they do -- 3: 115;
- Muslims should not befriend non-muslims - they have deep hatred for you - they rejoice when
disaster strikes you -- 3: 118-120;
- You are to expound it to mankind - not to hide it - they flung it behind their backs -- 3: 187;
- Some are believers - they purchase not a trifling gain at price of revelations -- 3: 199;
- Some purchase error and try to make muslims err from right way -- 4: 44;
- O People of Book! believe in Quran -- 4: 47;
- Some believe in idols and false gods - claim idolaters better guided - Allah cursed them jealous
of mankind because of Allah's bounties -- 4: 51-55;
- We charged those who received scripture before you to keep duty to Allah -- 4: 131;
- Asks for a book from heaven - covenanted with Allah not to break Sabbath - spoke ill of Mary
said they slew Jesus - did not slay him - appeared as such - Allah took him up - they will
believe
in him before his death - will be a witness against them -- 4: 153-159;
- Those of them who believe in Quran and previous books, who are diligent in prayer and pay
zakat
will have their reward -- 4: 162;
- Do not exaggerate in your religion - do not say of Allah except truth --Jesus was only a
messenger His Word and Spirit from Him --do not say three - Allah is only One - beyond His Majesty
to have son -- 4: 171;
- Jesus will never scorn to be a slave of Allah -- 4: 172;
- Allah made covenant with Christians - they forgot part of admonition - Allah stirred enmity
and
hatred in them until Day of Judgment ----- 5: 14;
- Our Messenger expounds much of what you hid - now has come to you Light by which Allah
guides to paths of Peace - out of darkness to light - on a straight path -- 5: 15-16;
- Who say Jesus is God, is a disbeliever. If it was Allah's will, He could have destroyed Jesus
and
the world -- 5: 17; Jesus said worship Allah, My Lord and your Lord -- 5: 72;
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- The Jews and Christians say they are sons and loved ones of Allah - why does Allah chastise
them for their sins -- 5: 18;
- O People of the Book! Now has come to you a messenger after cessation of messengers,
lest you
say ------ 5: 19;
- We bestowed on Jesus the Gospel - guidance and light for them - confirming Torah -- 5: 46;
- Must judge by light of Gospel -- 5: 47;
- For each We appointed Divine Law - Could have made you one community - vie one another
in
good works -- 5: 48;
- Take not Jews and Christians for friends - friends of each other - if you do, you become one
of
them 5: 51;
- Those in whose hearts is disease, race towards Jews and Christians -- 5: 52;
- Believers will say to Christians about Hypocrites - Are these they who swore they were with
you -- 5: 53;
- Do not take people who mock your religion for friends - they make jest when they hear the
Adhan -- Say to them, Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 57-59;
- Worse is he whom Allah cursed or transformed to apes -- 5: 60;
- They vie each other in sin and transgression and devouring illicit gain -- 5: 62;
- Why don't their priests forbid their evil -- 5: 63;
- If they'd believe and ward-off evil Allah will remit sins and --- into Paradise -- 5: 65;
- Had they observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they would have been nourished from above
and
below -- some are moderate - most are of evil conduct -- 5: 66;
- You have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran - Quran will increase
contumacy and disbelief in many -- 5: 68;
- Those who are Christians ---- whoso believe in Allah, Last Day and does right will not fear nor
grieve -- 5: 69;
- Now, even after that, many blind and deaf (people without faith) -- 5: 71;
- They disbelieve who say Allah is 3rd of 3 - there is only ONE God -- 5: 73;
- Will they not turn to Allah in repentance? -- 5: 74;
- Stress not in your religion other than the truth -- 5: 77;
- Yahudis and pagans hate believers - Christians are closer to them -- because priests and
monks
among them -- they are not proud -- 5: 82;
- When they listen to Quran - they recognise truth - tears flow from eyes - hope Allah will bring
them in with righteous folk - will enjoy Paradise --- 5: 83-86;
- And a generation have succeeded them ( the Jews) - inherited Scripture - grab the goods
of this
life - and say we will be forgiven -----7: 169 [ who died to save us all ]
- They cried to Allah - If Thou givest aright, we'd be thankful - when He gave them, they
ascribed
partners to Him --- who created nothing but are themselves created -- cannot give help -need
help themselves --- whom you call besides Allah are slaves like you -- 7: 189: 194;
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- Fight against Jews and Christians who do not believe in Allah and ---- until they pay Jizya -9: 29;
- Christians say Messiah is son of Allah -- 9: 30;
- They have taken for Lords besides Allah, their rabbis and monks and Jesus -- 9: 31;
- They wish to put out the Light of Allah with their mouths -- 9: 32;
- Many of the ----- and Christian monks, devour the wealth of mankind wantonly -- 9: 34;
- On Day of Resurrection, Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Christians ------ 22:
17;
- A true Christian is muslim -- 28: 52-53;
- Do not argue with them except in a better way ----- 29: 46;
- Who were given Scripture before, will believe in Quran -- 29: 47;
- No argument between us and you -- 42: 15;
- Monasticism they invented -- We did not ordain it for them -- 57: 27;
- That People of Book may know they control nothing of Allah’s bounty -- 57: 29;
CHRONICLE
- That day she (earth) will relate her chronicles -- 99: 4;
CHURCH
- Hadn’t Allah repelled some men by others, churches --- would‘ve been torn down -- 22: 40;
CIRCUMVENT
- I shall circumvent your idols after you’ve gone away -- 21: 57;
CITY
- In every city We have made great its wicked ones so they should plot therein -- 6: 123;
- Send one of you with this your coin into the city -- 18: 19;
- In the city were 9 persons who made mischief in the land -- 27: 48;
- He entered the city at a time of carelessness of its folk -- 28: 15;
- Morning found him in the city fearing, vigilant -- 28: 18;
- A man came running from uttermost part of city saying Oh Moses, the chiefs take counsel
against you -- 28: 20;
- When those sent came to the people of the city, they denied them -- 36: 13;
- From farthest part of city, man came running saying Follow those who have been sent -- 36:
20;
- The people of the city said If you do not desist, we shall stone and torture you -- 36: 18;
- Who entered the city and the faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge -- 59:
9;
- I swear by this city - you are an in-dweller of this city -- 90: 1-2;
CLAIM
- That to which you call me, has no claim in world nor in hereafter -- 40: 43;
- O Yahudis! if you claim to be favoured of Allah -- long for death -- 62: 6;
CLANS
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- They hold that the clans have not retired -- if they should advance -- they’d be --- 33: 20;
- When the believers saw the clan they said -- Allah and messenger are true -- 33: 22;
- Believers will not love who oppose Allah -- even if they are fathers sons -- or same clan -58: 22;
CLAWS
- To Yahudis, We forbade every animal with claws -- 6: 146;
CLAY
- He created you from clay for an appointed term -- 6: 2;
- Satan tells Allah - Thou created me from fire - Thou created him from clay -- 7: 12; 38: 76;
- He created you from clay --- 6: 2; --- from potter’s clay of dark mud -- 15: 26;
- We rained on them stones of heated clay -- 15: 74;
- Iblis says shall I prostrate to what Thou made of clay -- 17: 61;
- He began the creation of man from clay -- 32: 7;
- We created them of plastic clay -- 37: 11;
- I am about to create a mortal out of clay -- 38: 71;
- I am better than him Thou created me from ----- 38: 76;
- That We may send on them stones of clay marked for the destruction of -- 51: 33-34;
- He created man of clay like the potter’s 55: 15;
- -- which pelted them with stones of baked clay -- 105: 4;
CLEAN / CLEANLINESS
- Menstruation is an uncleanness - Do not have intercourse until they are cleaned - Allah loves
those who love cleanliness -- 2: 222;
- That is more virtuous for you and cleaner -- 2: 232;
- Expel Lot's household from your township - they want to keep clean -- 27: 56;
- Allah wish to remove uncleanness far from you and to cleanse you -- 33: 32-34;
CLEAR
- We have made clear the revelations for those who are sure -- 2: 118;
- Those who hide the proofs --- after We made it clear --- are cursed -- 2: 159;
- Thus Allah make clear the revelations -- 24: 58; 59; --- that you may understand -- 24: 61;
- Every wise command is made clear -- 44: 4-5;
- We have made clear for you Our revelations that you may understand -- 57: 17;
CLEAVE
- Cleaving as one to the centre of the foe -- 100_ 4-5;
CLIMB
- They climbed the wall into the royal chamber -- 38: 21;
CLOAK
- O Prophet! tell thy wives -- draw their cloaks -- so they may be recognised and not molested
-- 33: 59;
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- They (hypocrites) are as though they are blocks of wood in striped cloaks -- 63: 4;
- O thou enveloped in thy cloak! arise and warn -- 74: 1-10;
- We have appointed the night as a cloak -- 78: 10;
CLOSE
- It is closed in on them in outstretched columns -- -- 104: 5-9;
CLOT
- We created you from --- then from a clot, then ---- 22: 5; 40: 67;
- We created man -- then We fashioned the drop a clot, then the clot a lump, then -- 23: 12-16;
- Then he became a clot -- 75: 38;
- Read in the name of ------ created man from a clot -- 96: 1-2;
CLOTHES
- They are clothing for you and you for them -- 2: 187;
- Give not to the foolish --- but feed and clothe them from it -- 4: 5;
- The clothes of righteousness is best -- 7: 26;
- Wear best clothes when you go to pray -- 7: 31;
- When they cover themselves with their clothing, He knows what --- 11: 5;
- He created cattle from whence you get warm clothing -- 16: 5;
- Then We clothed the bones with flesh -- 23: 12-16;
- O Prophet! tell thy wives, --- believing women to draw cloaks close round them when -33:59;
- Purify thy clothes -- 74: 4;
CLOUD
- Allah causes white cloud to overshadow Yahudis - sent down Manna and Quails -- 2: 57; 7:
160;
- In the clouds obedient between heaven and earth are signs for sensible people -- 2: 164;
- Do they wait for Allah to come to them in shadow of cloud with angels -- 2: 210;
- We lead the rain-clouds to dead land - water descends---- 7: 57;
- He raiseth the heavy clouds --- 13: 12;
- There covereth him a wave above which ---- above which is a cloud -- 24: 40;
- Allah wafteth the clouds - gathers them - makes layers - rain comes from between -- 24: 43;
- A day when heaven with clouds will be rent asunder -- 25: 25;
- The hills you think solid, will fly with flight of clouds -- 27: 88;
- We send winds - it raises clouds and spread them --- 30: 48; --- lead them to dead land -35: 9;
- They saw it as a dense cloud coming - they said this cloud is bringing us rain -- 46: 24;
- If they were to see a fragment of heaven falling, they'd say a heap of clouds --52: 44;
- And have sent down from the rainy clouds abundant water, thereby to produce grain ----78:
14-16;
- Allah sends abundant water from the rainy clouds -- 78: 14;
COATS
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- He gave you coats to ward-off heat - and coats to save you from your own foolhardiness -16: 81;
COATS -OF-MAIL
- Make thou long coats-of-mail and measure the links thereof -- 34: 11;
COLD
- They will find there neither heat of sun nor bitter cold -- 76: 13;
- Save boiling water and a paralysing cold -- 78: 25;
COLOUR
- We take colour from Allah -- 2: 138;
- Whatever He created in earth of different colour -- portent for people -- 16: 13;
- Of His signs - difference in language and colour -- 30: 22;
- We produce fruit of different colour, hills - streak white, red -- men, beasts --- 35: 27-28;
COLUMN
- It is closed in on them in outstretched columns -- 104: 5-9;
COME
- Do not come near this tree -- 2: 35; There comes to you from Me a Guidance -- 2: 38;
- And when comes to them the truth, they disbelieve knowingly -- 2: 89;
- When they come to you, they say they believe but --- 5: 61;
- Shall we turn back - like one whose companion say --- come to us -- 6: 71;
- Are they waiting for angels to come, or Allah or some portent from Allah -- the day when the
portent comes, it will be too late -- 6: 158;
- Satan says I shall come upon them from before --- 7: 17;
- As for good land, vegetation comes forth by permission of Allah -- only evil comes from what
is
bad -- 7: 58;
- The Hour will come to you unaware -- 7: 187;
- Know that Allah comes between a man and his own heart -- 8: 24;
- Idolaters are unclean - do not let them come near Kaaba -- 9: 28;
- She tells Joseph to come out to them -- 12: 31;
- The food --- shall not come to you -- I’ll tell you the interpretation before it comes -- 12: 37;
- After that will come 7 hard years which will -- 12: 48;
- After that will come a year of plenty -- they will press wine -- 12: 49;
- Joseph’s brethren came and presented themselves to him -- 12: 58;
- Place their merchandise --- so they’ll know it --- and will come again -- 12: 62;
- We did not come to do evil in the land -- 12: 73;
- When they came again before Joseph they said O Ruler! misfortune -- 12: 88;
- Come to me with all your folk -- 12: 93;
- When they came in to Joseph, he took his parents -- Come into Egypt safe -- 12: 99;
- When the messengers despaired -- Our help came to them -- 12: 110;
- They all came forth to Allah -- 14: 21;
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- As they come hurrying on in fear, heads upraised -- 14: 43;
- On the day when --- they will come forth to Allah -- 14: 48;
- When the angels came to Abraham and said Peace, he said we are afraid of you -- 15: 52;
- The people came rejoicing at the news of -- 15: 67;
- Are they waiting for angels to come to them or Allah’s command to come to pass -- 16: 33;
- Those who plan ill-deeds - do they feel secure that the doom will not come -- 16: 45;
- There had come to them a messenger from among them -- 16: 113;
- Come not near to adultery -- 17: 32;
- Come not near the wealth of orphans -- 17: 34;
- My Lord! Cause me to come in with a firm incoming -- 17: 80;
- We gave Moses -- ask Yahudis how he came to them -- 17: 101;
- Allah tells Yahudis -- when the promise of the hereafter comes to pass -- 17: 104;
- Dreadful is the word which comes out of their mouths -- 18: 4-5;
- Now you have come to us as We created you at first -- 18: 48;
- Allah intended that they should come to their full strength -- 18: 82;
- Then Zachariah came forth from --- to his people and said Glorify Allah at dawn and dusk -19: 11;
- O Mary! Thou hast come with an amazing thing -- 19: 27;
- See and hear them on the Day they come to Us -- 19: 38;
- And he will come to Us alone -- 19: 80;
- None in heaven or earth comes to Allah except as a slave -- 19: 93;
- Each one will come to Him on Day of Judgment alone -- 19: 95;
- The Hour is surely coming - but I will keep it hidden -- 20: 15;
- You came here by My Providence -- 20: 40;
- We choose thee not above the clear proofs which have come to us -- 20: 72;
- Whoso come guilty to Allah -- for him hell -- 20: 74;
- Whoso comes to Him a believer, having done --- for such are high stations -- 20: 75;
- Did you wish that wrath of Allah should come on you -- 20: 86;
- If there come to you from Me a guidance -- 20: 123;
- Hadn’t there come to them proof of what is in former Scripture -- 20: 133;
- Idolaters and their idols -- fuel for hell -- thereunto they will come -- 21: 98;
- If these were gods, they would not have come thither -- 21: 99;
- Have they pondered the word or did there come to them something new -- 23: 68;
- The thirsty one thinks it is water until he comes to it -- 24: 39-40;
- If right had been with them, they’d come to him willingly -- 24: 49;
- Whenever a fresh reminder comes to them, they turn away from it -- 26: 5;
- There will come to them tidings of that whereat they scoffed -- 26: 6;
- Allah tells Moses - And come together to Pharaoh and say -- 26: 16;
- It will come on the suddenly - when they perceive not -- 26: 202;
- Have you seen if We content them -- then comes what they were promised -- 26: 205-207;
- Hoopoe was not long in coming-- said I found out -- I come to you from Sheba -- 27: 22;
- Exalt not yourselves --- but come to me as those who surrender -- 27: 31;
- Which of you will bring to me her throne before they come to me -- 27: 38;
- When she came, she was asked - Is thy throne like this -- 27: 42;
- Till when they come before Allah He will say -- Did you deny My revelations -- 27: 84;
- All will come to Him humbled -- 27: 87;
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- A man came running from the uttermost part of the city crying Oh Moses! -- 28: 20;
- When he came to the water of Midian he found a whole tribe of men -- 28: 23;
- There came to him one of the two women walking shyly --- and when he came to him and
told
him the whole story -- 28: 25;
- When Moses came to them with Our clear tokens, they said --- 28: 36;
- When came to them the truth from Our presence -- they said why is he not given -- 28: 48;
- If term were not appointed -- doom would have come before now -- it will come suddenly -29: 53;
- Who does greater wrong than he --- who denies the truth when it comes to him -- 29: 68;
- If you came to them with a miracle, kuffar will say you are tricksters -- 30: 58;
- When will this victory come if you are truthful -- 32: 28;
- When they came upon you from above and below and when -- 33: 10;
- Allah already knows those who --- say to their brethren “ Come to us” - they come not to
battle
but little -- sparing of their help -- but when fear comes, you see them --- 33: 18-19;
- If you desire life of world and its adornment, come - I will content you -- 33: 28;
- Kuffar say the Hour will never come - say - it is coming to you surely -- 34: 3;
- Never did there come to them a messenger but they mocked him -- 36: 30;
- You used to come to us imposing -- 37: 28;
- Abraham came to Allah with a whole heart -- 37: 83-100;
- His people came to him hastening -- 37: 94;
- Now that it is come - they disbelieve therein - but they will come to know -- 37: 170;
- Will they hasten Our doom -- when it comes to them -- 37: 176-177;
- They marvel that a Warner from among them had come to them -- 38: 4;
- You will come in time to know the truth thereof -- 38: 88;
- O my people! Act in your manner - you will come to know on whom a doom comes that will
abase him and -- 39: 39-40;
- The warders say to them - didn’t there come to you messengers -- reciting the revelations -39: 71;
- --that He may warn them of Day of Meeting - the day when they come forth -- nothing
hidden -- 40: 15-16;
- Didn’t messengers come to you with clear proofs -- 40: 50;
- The Hour is surely coming - no doubt about it -- 40: 59;
- I am forbidden to worship what you cry to beside Allah since clear proofs came to me -- 40:
66;
- When Allah’s commandment comes, the cause is judged -- followers of vanity will be lost -40: 78;
- He turned to heaven -- and said to it and earth - Come, both of you -- they said We come
obedient -- 41: 11;
- When their messengers came to them saying worship none but Allah - they said -- 41: 14;
- Is he who is hurled to the Fire better or who come secure on Day of Judgment -- 41: 40;
- Who disbelieve in Quran when it comes to them is guilty -- falsehood cannot come to it from
before it or behind it -- 41: 41-42;
- I do not think that the Hour will ever come -- 41: 50;
- Never did a prophet come to them but they mocked him -- 43: 7;
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- Till when he comes to Us he says to his comrade - would that the distance between us were
that
of the two horizons -- 43: 38;
- When Jesus came with clear proofs -- he said I’ve come to you with wisdom -- 43: 63-64;
- Do they await anything but the Hour -- it shall come on them suddenly -- 43: 66;
- How can there be -- when a messenger making plain the truth came to them and they -- 44:
13-14;
- We tried before them Pharaoh’s folk -- there came to them a noble messenger -- 44: 17;
- This day, they come not forth from thence nor -- 45: 35;
- Did you come to turn us away from our gods -- 46: 22;
- When they saw a dense cloud coming towards their valley, they said --- 46: 24;
- If they patience till you came out to them -- 49: 5;
- They marvel that a Warner of their own hath come to them -- 50: 2;
- They denied truth when it came to them -- 50: 5;
- The agony of death comes in truth -- 50: 19;
- Every soul comes with a driver and a witness -- 50: 21;
- The sentence which comes from Me cannot be changed -- 50: 29;
- On the day when We say to hell Are you filled - and it says - are there more to come -- 50:
30;
- Paradise -- it is for every penitent -- who fears Allah in secret and comes with a contrite
heart -- 50: 31-35;
- That is the day of coming forth from the graves -- 50: 42;
- They came to him and said Peace -- 51: 24-30;
- Allah’s doom will surely come to pass -- none can ward it off -- 52: 7-8;
- Then he drew nigh and came down -- till he was 2 bows length or nearer -- 53: 8-9;
- There hath come to them news -- the purport should deter effective wisdom -- 54: 4-5;
- With downcast eyes they come forth from the graves -- 54: 7;
- There comes from both of them pearl and coral -- 55: 22;
- -- and when they come to thee, they greet thee -- 58: 8;
- -- when it is said to them - come up higher -- 58: 11;
- Do you give them friendship when they disbelieve in that truth which has come to you -- if
you’ve come forth to strive in My Way and seeking My good pleasure -- 60: 1;
- Abraham tells his folk - there has come between us and you hostility and hatred forever till
you believe in Allah only -- 60: 4;
- Jesus said - I am messenger of Allah -- bringing good tidings of messenger who will come
after
me --- yet when he came --- they say --mere magic -- 61: 6;
- When the hypocrites come to thee, they say -- We bear witness -- 63: 1;
- When it is said to them come! the messenger will ask forgiveness for you -- 63: 5;
- Spend of what Allah provide you before death comes -- 63: 10;
- Allah reprieves no soul when it term comes -- 63: 11;
- The commandment comes down among them slowly -- 65: 12;
- -- the Wardens thereof ask -- Did no Warner come to you -- they say yea, a Warner came to
us
but we denied and said -- 67: 6-11;
- Thamud and Aad disbelieved the judgment to come -- 69: 4;
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-- the day when they come from the graves in haste -- 70 : 42-44;
Warn thy people before a painful doom come to them -- 71: 1;
When the term comes, it cannot be delayed -- 71: 2-4;
We denied Day of Judgment till the inevitable came to us -- 74: 47;
When the life comes to the throat -- 75: 26;
Did there come a time when man was not remembered -- 76: 1;
They will come to know -- 78: 4; 5;
Has there come to you the story of Moses -- 79: 15-25;
When the great disaster comes -- 79: 34;
They ask thee when will the Hour come to be -- 79: 42;
He frowned and turned away because the blind man came to him -- 80: 1-2;
For him who come to you with earnest purpose and -- 80: 8-10;
When the shout comes on the Day when a man flees from his brother -- 80: 34-37;
Has there come to you the story of the hosts of Pharaoh and Thamud -- 85: 17-18;
Has there come to you Tidings of the overwhelming -- 88: 1;
-- and Allah will come with angels rank on rank -- 89: 22;

COMFORT
- Joys from women, wealth, children ----- comfort of the life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Life of this world is comfort of illusion -- 3: 185;
- The vicissitudes of kuffar - a brief comfort-- their habitation - hell -- 3: 196-197;
- Say to them - the comfort of this world is scant -- hereafter is better -- 4: 77
- Comfort of life of world is little than in hereafter -- 9: 38;
- When they believed We drew off ---- and gave them comfort for a while -- 10: 98;
- Life of world -- a brief comfort -- 13: 26;
- Whatever comfort you enjoy is from Allah -- 16: 53;
- No sin to enter un-inhabited houses wherein is comfort -- 24: 29;
- Our Lord! grant us comfort of our wives and offspring ---- 25: 74;
- We restored him to his mother that she may be comforted and not -- 28: 13;
- Whatever you have been given is a comfort of the life of the world --- 28: 60; 42: 36;
- Is he whom We promised -- like him who We allow to enjoy comfort of life of world -- 28: 61;
- We give them comfort for a while, then We drive them to a heavy doom --- 31: 24;
- Flight will not help if you flee from death -- then dwell in comfort for a while 33: 16;
- No sin for thee to receive her again -- better -- so they may be comforted -- 33: 50-52;
- Unless by mercy from Us and comfort for a while -- 36: 44;
- They believed -- We gave them comfort for a while -- 37: 148;
- Life of this world is passing comfort -- 40: 39;
- You squandered your good things in life of world and sought comfort therein -- 46: 20;
- Kuffar take their comfort in life of world -- 47: 12;
- We appointed it a --- and a comfort for the dwellers in the wilderness -- 56: 71-73;
- Lords of ease and comfort in this life -- 73: 11;
COMMAND
- Allah tried Abraham with His commands -- 2: 124;
- Allah did not command you to take prophet as Lord. Will He command you to disbelieve after
your belief? -- 3: 80;
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The command of Allah is always executed -- 4: 47;
Allah commands you to restore deposits to their owners -- 4: 58;
I'll command them - they'll cut cattle's ears; - they'll change Allah's creation -- 4: 119;
Jesus reply to Allah - I told them what Thou commanded me -- 5: 117;
Those are they to whom We gave Scripture, Command, and Prophethood -- 6: 89;
Or were you by to witness this when Allah commanded you this -- 6: 144;
TEN COMMANDMENTS - He commanded, that you may discern - that you may remember that you may ward-off evil -- 6: 151-153; some more commandments -- 17: 23-39;
- My worship, my sacrifice ----- This I am commanded ---- 6: 162-163;
- His is all creation and commandment -- 7: 54;
- They flouted the command of Allah -- 7: 77;
- Allah tells Moses to command his people to take the better course -- 7: 145;
- Then wait until Allah bring His command to pass -- 9: 24;
- Our command comes by night or day and We make it as reaped corn -- 10: 24;
- I am commanded to be of those who surrender --- 10: 72; 27: 91-92; 39: 12; 40: 66; to be
of the
believers -- 10: 104; --- to serve Allah and ascribe no partner to Him -- 13: 36; 27: 91-92;
--- to
recite Quran -- 27: 91-92; --- making religion pure for Him only -- 39: 11;
- Thus it was till when Our command came to pass -- 11: 40;
- This day there is none that can save from command of Allah except -- 11: 43;
- And the command was fulfilled -- 11: 44;
- And when Our commandment came to pass, We saved Hud and -- 11: 58; --- We saved
Salih
and --- 11: 66; --- We overthrew that township and -- 11: 82; --- We saved Shu’eyb and
those -- 11: 94;
- They denied -- they flouted -- and followed the command of every froward potentate -- 11: 59;
- Abraham’s wife is asked - Do you wonder at the Command of Allah -- 11: 73;
- Oh Abraham! forsake this. Allah’s command has gone forth -- 11: 76;
- Does your way of prayer command you that we give up what our fathers worshipped -- 11:
87;
- They followed the command of Pharaoh and that was no right guide -- 11: 97;
- And their gods --- availed them nothing when Allah’s command came -- 11: 101;
- Tread the straight path as you are commanded --- 11: 112;
- Allah hath commanded that you worship none but Him -- 12: 40;
- For him are angels --- who guard him by Allah’s command -- 13: 11;
- Such as unite what Allah has commanded should be joined -- 13: 21;
- Such as break the covenant and sever what Allah has commanded --- 13: 25;
- Allah’s is the whole command -- 13: 31;
- I am commanded to serve only Allah and ascribe no Partner to Him -- 13: 36;
- Let none --- turn round, but go where you are commanded -- 15: 65;
- Proclaim what you are commanded --- 15: 94;
- Commandment of Allah will come to pass, seek not to hasten it -- 16: 1; - is certain destiny -33: 38;
- must be fulfilled -- 33: 37; 65: 3;
- He sends down the angels with the Spirit of His command --- 16: 2;
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- And the stars are made subservient by His command -- 16: 12;
- Are they awaiting for Allah's command to come to pass --- 16: 33;
- When We would destroy a township, We send commandments to its --- 17: 16;
- The Spirit is by command of Allah -- 17: 85;
- Iblis rebelled against his Lord's command -- 18: 50;
- I did not do it on my own command -- 18: 82;
- Who believes and does right -- We shall speak to him a mild command -- 18: 88;
- Angels do not come down except by command of Allah -- 19: 64;
- They act by His command -- 21: 27;
- We made them chiefs who guide by Our command -- 21: 73;
- Unto Solomon We subdued the wind - it set by his command -- 21: 81;
- Then when Our command come and the over gushes water - introduce therein -- 23: 27;
- Follow not the footsteps of the devil - he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- Moses tells Pharaoh -- My Lord vouchsafed me a command -- 26: 21;
- Obey not the command of the prodigal --26: 151;
- It is for you to command, so consider what you will command -- 27: 33;
- You (Muhammad) was not there -- when We expounded commandments to Moses -- 28: 44;
- His is the command - to Him you will be returned --- 28: 70; 88; - in former and latter case
30: 4;
- Heaven and earth stand fast by Allah's command -- 30: 25;
- He sends -- that the ships may sail at His command -- 30: 46;
- And when ---- We appointed leaders who guided by Our command -- 32: 24;
- Those jinn who deviated from Our command -- tasted the punishment of hell -- 34: 12;
- You commanded us to disbelieve in Allah and set up rivals to Him -- 34: 33;
- His command when He intends a thing is only to say "Be" -- 36: 82; 40: 68;
- O my father! do what you are commanded -- you will find me steadfast -- 37: 102;
- We made wind subservient -- setting by his command -- 38: 36;
- I am commanded to worship Allah - making religion pure for Him only -- 39: 11;
- Command belongs only to Allah -- 40: 12;
- He cast the Spirit of His command on whom He will -- 40 15;
- When Allah’s commandment comes - the cause is judged -- followers of vanity will be lost -40: 78;
- And be thou upright as you are commanded --- I am commanded to be just among you -- 42:
15;
- We have inspired in thee a spirit of Our command -- 42: 52;
- We have complete command of them -- 43: 42;
- Every command is made clear as a command from Our presence -- 44: 4-5;
- Allah commanded - Take away My slaves by night - you will be followed ----- 44: 23-24;
- Allah made sea of service -- ships run thereon by His command -- 45: 12;
- We gave Yahudis scripture, command, Prophethood, - provided them --- gave them plain
commandments -- they differed not until -- 45: 16-17;
- We have set thee on a clear road of Our commandment -- follow it --- 45: 18;
- -- a wind -- destroying all things by command of its Lord --46: 24-25;
- If you were given the command, would you work corruption and sever ties of kinship -- 47:
22;
- And those who distribute blessings by command -- 51: 4;
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Do their minds command them to do this, or are they -- 52: 32:
Our commandment is but one as the twinkling of an eye -- 54: 50;
That is the command of Allah which He reveal to you -- Whoso keep his duty -- 65: 5;
The commandment comes down among them slowly -- 65: 12;
Ward-off from self and family, Fire whose fuel ------- who do not resist to carry out Allah's
commands -- 66: 6;
- Submit patiently to your Lord's commands -- 76: 24;
- Man has not done what He commanded him -- 80: 23;
- The command on that day is Allah's -- 82: 19
COMMERCE
- Of hypocrites does not prosper -- 2: 16;
- Shall I show you a commerce that will save you from a painful doom -- 61: 10;
COMMIT
- I am innocent of all you commit -- 11: 35;
- Don’t you commit abominations at your meetings -- 29: 29;
- If the enemy had exhorted them to -- they would have committed it -- 33: 14;
- O wives of Prophet! Whosoever of you commit manifest lewdness -- the punishment -- 33:
30;
- You will not be asked what we committed and vice versa -- 34: 25;
- Or do those who commit ill-deeds think that We shall make them the same as believers who
do good works in life and death -- 45: 21;
- Expel them not from their houses nor let them go forth unless they commit open
immorality -- 65: 1-3;
COMMUNITY
- Mankind were one community -- then they differed -- 2: 213; 10: 19;
- You are the best community raised up for mankind -- 3: 110;
- They are not all alike -- there is a staunch community who recite -- they believe in Allah -they
enjoin right conduct and -- they vie -- they are righteous -- 3: 113-115;
- Had He willed, He could have made you one community -- 5: 48; 42: 8;
- My Lord hath guided me to --- the community of Abraham -- 6: 161;
- If only there was a community that believed -- as did the folk of Jonah -- 10: 98;
- How many community that dealt unjustly have We shattered -- 21: 11;
- We delivered him from a community that did abominations -- 21: 74;
- There is a ban on any community We've destroyed -- 21: 95-96;
- How many a community We destroyed because they were thankless for --- 28: 58;
- Were it not that mankind would have become one community, We would have ----- 43: 3335;
- How many community revolted against ordinance of Allah - We called it to account -- 65: 8;
- Pharaoh and communities that were destroyed brought error -- 69: 9;
COMPANION
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-

There for them are pure companions -- 2: 25;
Pure companions for those who keep from evil -- 3: 15;
Who takes Satan for a comrade, has a bad comrade -- 4: 38;
Who believes and does good works -- Paradise -- pure companions -- plenteous shade -- 4:
Whoso obeys Allah and Prophet will be in company with Prophets -- 4: 69;
Shall we turn back like one --- whose companions invite him to guidance -- 6: 71;
Be contented with the company of those who remember Allah -- 18: 28;
On the day when We shall gather the righteous -- a goodly company -- 19: 85;
With them are companions of modest gaze -- 38: 52;
And maidens for companions -- 78: 33;

COMPARE
- None is comparable to Him -- 112: 4;
COMPASSION
- Allah has compassion on His bondmen -- 2: 207;
- We gave him compassion --- 19: 12-13 ;
- Let not compassion move you in a matter prescribed by Allah -- 24: 2;
- ---- and placed compassion in the hearts of those who followed him---- 57: 27;
COMPEL / COMPULSION
- No compulsion in religion -- 2: 256;
- How should you not eat -- when He has explained what is forbidden -- unless you are
compelled
thereto -- 6: 119;
- But whoso is compelled neither craving nor transgressing -- 6: 145;
- Will you compel men until they are believers -- 10: 99;
- Noah says if I rely on clear proofs -- can I compel you to accept it -- 11: 28;
- Allah compelled sun and moon to be of service -- 13: 2;
- If one force them, then after their compulsion -- 24: 33;
- You are not a compeller over them -- 50: 45;
COMPENSATE
- On Day of Judgment compensation will not be accepted -- 2: 48; 123;
- If they separate, Allah will compensate each from His abundance -- 4: 130;
- Though it offer every compensation, it will not be accepted -- 6: 70;
COMPLAIN
- Allah heard her that dispute with you -- and complain to Allah -- 58: 1;
COMPREHEND
- Our Lord comprehend all things in knowledge -- 7: 89;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend all things in mercy and knowledge, therefore forgive -- 40: 7-9;
- Allah’s are the treasures of heavens and earth -- hypocrites comprehend not -- 63: 7;
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COMPROMISE
- But when He bring them safe to land, they compromise -- 31: 32;
- Do not compromise your religion -- 68: 9;
COMRADE
- Who takes Satan for comrade, has a bad comrade -- 4: 38;
- I had a comrade who used to say -- do you put faith in his words -- 37: 51-61;
- We assigned them comrades who made their deeds seem fair to them -- 41: 25;
- Whose sight is dim to remembrance of Allah -- a devil is assigned to him as comrade -- 43:
36;
- His comrade says Our Lord! I did not cause him to rebel -- 50: 27;
- Your comrade does not err nor is deceived -- 53: 2;
- They called their comrade -- he hamstrung her -- 54: 29;
- Your comrade is not mad -- 81: 22;
CONCEAL
- Do not knowingly conceal truth -- 2: 42;
- Concealers of testimony are unjust -- 2: 140; are sinful -- 2: 283;
- Some of them knowingly conceal the truth -- 2: 146;
- Those who hide the proofs and guidance after revelation, is cursed by Allah and those ---- 2:
159;
- Those who hide anything of the Scripture and purchase a small gain ---- Allah will not speak
to
them nor make them grow ---- they purchase error ---- they race for the Fire -- 2: 174-175;
- Not lawful to conceal what Allah hath created in their wombs -- 2: 228;
- Why confound truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal truth -- 3: 71;
- We reveal raiment to conceal your shame -- 7: 26;
- He knows what their breasts conceal and what they reveal -- 28: 69; 36: 76; 64: 4;
CONCEDE
- If I am acting on a clear proof from Allah ----- how can I concede anything to you --- 11: 88;
CONCEIVE
- She conceived him and withdrew to a far place -- 19: 22;
- He conceived a fear of them -- 51: 24-30;
CONCERN
- It is no concern of yours if Allah forgive or punish them --- 3: 128;
- Allah hath no concern to punish you if you are thankful and believe in Him -- 4: 147;
- There hath come to you a messenger -- full of concern for you -- 9: 128;
- My wage is the concern of Allah only --10: 72; 26: 109; 127; 145; 164; 180;
- My Lord will not concern Himself with you but for your prayer -- 25: 77;
- Their reckoning is my Lord’s concern if only you knew -- 26: 113;
- Yet it is not your concern whether he grows in grace or not -- 80: 7;
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- That day every man will have concern enough to make him heedless of others -- 80: 37;
CONCLUDE
- That Allah might conclude a thing that must be done -- 8: 42; 44;
- Quran - conclusive word - not pleasantry -- 86: 13-14;
CONDEMN
- Who will lead him after Allah hath condemned him -- 45: 23;
CONDUCT
- Telling people to practise right conduct, when you do not practise it yourself -- 2: 44;
- Who enjoin right conduct - forbid indecency --- are successful -- 3: 104; 110;
- Let not their conduct grieve thee -- 3: 176;
- Their conduct is made fair-seeming to the disbelievers -- 6: 122;
- Allah and His messenger will see your conduct -- 9: 94;
- That He may try you - which of you is best in conduct --- 11: 7; 18: 7; 67: 2;
- Allah tells Noah that his son is of evil conduct -- 11: 46;
- Each one does according to his rule of conduct --- 17: 84;
- Our Lord! Give us --- and shape for us right conduct in our plight -- 18: 10;
- Moses asks Kadir to teach him right conduct --- 18: 66;
- We are best aware of what they utter, when their best in conduct say -- 20: 104;
- I hate your conduct -- 26: 168;
- Follow me - I will show you the way of right conduct -- 40: 38;
- The noblest of you in sight of Allah is the best in conduct -- 49: 13;
- ---- they taste the ill-effects of their conduct --- 59: 15; 64:5; 65: 9;
- ---- the consequence of its conduct was loss --- 65: 9;
CONFER
- There is no good in their secret conference except in him who enjoins alms giving -- 4: 114;
- When they despaired of moving him, they conferred apart -- 12: 80;
- They confer in secret -- 21: 3;
- Allah conferred favour on you -- He led you to faith -- 49: 17;
- There is no secret conference of 3 but He is the fourth -- He is with them wheresoever they
may be -- 58: 7;
- O believers! When you hold conference with the messenger, give alms before doing so --- if
you
have no means ----58: 12-13;
CONFESS
- Our Lord! We confess our sins - Is there any way to go out -- 40: 11;
- We confess to thee - not one of us is a witness for them -- 41: 47;
CONFIDE
- I confide my cause to Allah -- 40: 44;
- Do they think We cannot hear their secret thoughts and private confidences -- 43: 80;
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- When Prophet (SAS) confided a fact to one of his wives -- 66: 3;
CONFIRM
- Quran - confirms Torah -- 2: 41; A confirmation of what was before --- 6: 92; 10: 37; 12:
111;
- Messenger will come to you confirming what you have -- 3: 81;
- Allah confirms believers by a firm saying in life of world and hereafter -- 14: 27;
- Holy Spirit hath revealed it with truth that it may confirm faith of believers and -- 16: 102;
- Moses asks Allah to confirm his strength with Aaron -- 20: 31;
- Send him with me -- to confirm me -- 28: 34;
- It only confirm them in their faith -- 33: 22;
- What We inspired in thee --- confirmed what was revealed before -- 35: 31;
- He brought the truth and confirmed those before him -- 37: 37;
- We’ve heard a scripture - revealed after Moses - confirming what was before it -- 46 29-31;
- Jesus said I am Allah’s messenger to you confirming Torah and -- 61: 6;
CONFOUND
- Confound not truth with falsehood -- 2: 42;
- Allah will confound kuffar in His guidance -- 9: 2;
- We utterly confounded them and rained upon them -- 15: 74;
- We set devils on kuffar to confound them with confusion -- 19: 83;
- They were utterly confounded and said you know they cannot speak -- 21: 65;
- Whatsoever palm trees you cut down --- in order that He confound the evil-livers -- 59: 5;
- Allah confound them -- 63: 4;
- When sight is confounded - moon eclipsed -- sun and moon united -- that day -- 75: 6-15;
CONFRONT
- They find all they did confronting them -- 18: 49;
- Nothing prevented man from believing -- unless they wish -- to be confronted with doom -18: 55;
CONFUSION
- Work not confusion in the earth after its fair ordering -- 7: 56; 85;
- If you do not so, there’d be confusion in the land -- 8: 73;
- Have you not seen how We set the devils to confuse kuffar -- 19: 83;
- If there were other Gods besides Allah, there'd be confusion -- 21: 22;
- I fear --- or he will cause confusion in the land -- 40: 26;
CONGREGATION
- When the call is heard for prayer on the Day of congregation -- 62: 9;
CONJECTURE
- Most of them follow conjecture - cannot replace truth -- 10: 36;
- Who follow anything besides Allah only follow conjecture -- they only guess -- 10: 66;
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- We deem it a conjecture -- 45: 32;
- Accursed are the conjecturers who are careless in an abyss -- 51: 10-11;
CONQUER
- Few can conquer many with Allah's help -- 2: 249;
- Kuffar spend -- they will be conquered -- 8: 36;
- Satan tells kuffar no one can conquer them that day -- he is their protector -- 8: 48;
- -- and to lay waste all they conquered with utter wasting -- 17: 7;
- They will say Our Lord! our evil fortune conquered us -- 23: 106;
- He conquered me in speech -- 38: 23;
- Kuffar say do not heed Quran - drown the hearing of it -- you may conquer -- 41: 26;
- I shall conquer, I and My messengers -- 58: 21;
- He sent His messenger with --- religion of Truth to make it conqueror of all religions -- 61:9;
CONSEQUENCE
- First consequence of disobedience to Allah -- Adam sent down to earth and to labour -- 2: 3538;
- Who intervenes in evil --- will suffer consequence thereof -- 4: 85;
- That he may taste the evil consequence of his deed -- 5: 95;
- See the nature of the consequence for rejecters -- 6: 11; 43: 25; -- evil-doers -- 7: 84; 28:
40; -corrupters -- 7: 86; 103; -- wrong-doers -- 10: 39; 27: 14; -- who were warned -- 10: 73;
37: 73;
-- deniers -- 16: 36; of their plotting -- 27: 51;
- Those who reaped the consequence of evil-doing -- 7: 100;
- When they feared the consequence thereof they said -- 7: 149;
- He made the consequence hypocrisy in their hearts until Day of Judgment -- 9: 77;
- Have they not traveled in land and seen ------ consequence of those before them -- 12:
109;
30: 9; 43; 35: 44; 40: 21; 82; 47: 10;
- Allah is best for consequence -- 18: 44;
- Evil is the consequence of those who dealt in evil -- 30: 10;
- If evil befall them in consequence of their deeds, they despair -- 30: 36;
- Travel in the land and see the consequence of those before you -- most were idolaters -- 30:
42;
- Who disbelieve must bear the consequence of his disbelief -- 30: 44;
- The consequence for both (hypocrites and devil) will be they are in the fire , abiding -- 59:
17;
- The consequence of its conduct was loss -- 65: 9;
CONSIDER
- Have they considered the dominion of the heavens and earth and -- 7: 185;
- He did consider, then he planned --- 74: 18;
- Let man consider his food -- 80: 24;
- Don't such men consider that they'd be raised again unto a day ---- 83: 4-6;
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- Let man consider from what he is created -- 86: 5;
- Do you not consider how Allah dealt with Aad -- 89: 6;
CONSISTENT
- Allah revealed -- a Scripture consistent -- 39: 23;
CONSOLE
- He will be a consolation for me and thee -- 28: 9;
CONSPIRE
- Let those who conspire to evade orders beware -- 24: 63;
- Have you seen those who were forbidden conspiracy -- they return to it and now conspire for
crime, wrong-doing and disobedience --- 58: 8;
- O believers! do not conspire for crime, wrong-doing, disobedience - but conspire for
righteousness and piety -- 58: 9;
- Conspiracy is only of the devil -- 58: 10;
CONSTANT / CONSTANCY
- We made covenant with Adam - We found no constancy in him -- 20: 115;
- Man created anxious - grudging when good befalls him except -- who are constant in
worship --- 70: 19-35;
CONSTRAIN
- He constrained the sun and moon to give service -- each running on -- 39: 5;
CONSTRUCT
- Haven’t they observed the sky -- how We constructed and beautified it -- 50: 6;
CONSULT
- Pardon them, ask forgiveness for them and consult them -- and when THOU art resolved,
put THY
trust in Allah --- 3: 159;
- And those ------ whose affairs are a matter of counsel ---- -- 42: 38;
- If they give suck for you --- and consult together in kindness -- 65: 6-7;
(There is a vast difference between Islamic Consultation and the consultation of other
systems for the Islamic way, please consult the prophetic traditions).
CONTEMPLATE
- Those who consider the creation of the heavens and earth -- 3: 191;
CONTEND
- Tell them what Allah disclosed that they may contend -- 2: 76;
- They will have no contention but will say we were not idolaters -- 6: 23;
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-

Contend not concerning them except with outward contending -- 18: 22;
Man is contentious -- 18: 54;
Kuffar contend with falsehood to refute truth -- 18: 56;
Believers and kuffar contend about Allah -- 22: 19;
They are a contentious folk -- 43: 58;
Contend not in My Presence when I had already proffered you the warning -- 50: 28;

CONTENT
- Kuffar will be left in contentment for a while -- 2: 126;
- Contentment for those who keep from evil -- 3: 15;
- If they are given thereof (alms) they are contented, if not -- 9: 58;
- Be contented with -- what Allah and Messenger give -- 9: 59; -- with the company of those
who remember Allah -- 18: 28;
- You were contented with sitting still the first time -- 9: 83;
- They are contented to be with the useless -- 9: 87; --- to be with those who stay behind -- 9:
93;
- Township that dwelt secure and well content -- but disbelieved in Allah’s favours -- 16: 112;
- -- if good befalls him - he is contented therewith -- 22: 11;
- Have you seen that if We content them for years, when the doom comes, that with which they
were contented will be useless to them -- 26: 205-207;
- If you marry and divorce before comsummation - no waiting period - but content and release
them handsomely -- 33: 49;
- He enricheth and contenteth -- 53: 48;
- Thou soul at peace - return --- content in His good pleasure -- 89: 27-30;
- He verily will be content -- 92: 17-21;
- Your Lord will give you so you'll be content -- 93: 5;
- Doesn’t he know that when the contents of the graves are poured forth -- 100: 9-11;
CONTRACT
- Write down your contracts large or small, have witnesses -- 2: 282;
CONTRIBUTION
- Nothing prevent their contributions from being accepted except they are kuffar ----- and pay
contributions reluctantly -- 9: 54;
CONTRIVE
- Thus did We contrive for Joseph -- 12: 76;
- Their contrivance is made fair-seeming to kuffar -- 13: 33;
CONTROL
- They have no control of anything they gained -- 2: 264; --- they earned -- 14: 18;
- Allah coins similitude -- a slave who controls nothing and one who has provision --- 16: 75;
- Allah coins similitude -- a dumb man -- a burden to his owner -- is not equal with one who
enjoins justice --- 16: 76;
- That People of Book may know they control nothing of Allah’s bounty -- 57: 29;
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- I control no hurt nor benefit for you -- 72: 21;
CONTROVERSY
- Enter not into controversy except on a matter that is clear -- 18: 22;
CONVERSATION
- There are those whose conversation about life of world pleases -- 2: 204;
- There is no good in much of their secret conversations -- 4: 14;
- Linger not for conversation - that will cause annoyance to Prophet -- he is shy to tell you -speak
to his wives from behind curtain -- do not cause him annoyance -- 33: 53;
- No sin for thy wives to converse freely with their fathers ----- 33: 55;
- Lord of Heavens and --- with Whom none can converse -- 78: 37;
CONVEY
- Make known the Quran - if not, you did not convey the message -- 5: 67;
- Duty of messenger only to convey message -- 5: 92;
- -- and afterward convey him to his place of safety -- 9: 6;
- I have conveyed to you that wherewith I was sent to you -- 11: 57;
- Yours is the conveyance of the message -- 13: 40;
- Are the messengers charged with anything but the plain conveyance of the message -- 16:
35;
- If they turn away, thy duty is conveyance of message -- 16: 82;
- Messenger - no other charge - convey message plainly -- 24: 54; 29: 18; 64: 12; 36: 17;
42: 48;
- I convey to you that with which I was sent -- 46: 23;
- Mine is but the conveyance of the Truth from Allah and His Messages -- 72: 23;
- That He may know that they have conveyed the messages -- 72: 28;
- What will convey to you what the --- burning is -- 74: 27; --- Day of Decision is -- 77: 14; --Day
of Judgment is -- 82: 17; 18; --- Sijjeen is --- 83: 8; --- Illiyin is -- 83: 19; --- Ascent
is -- 90: 12; --- Night of Power is -- 97: 2; --- what the Calamity is -- 101: 3;
- The Bereft and hungry one - what will convey to you what she is - 101: 8-11;
- The Consuming one -- what will convey to you what --- is -- Fire of Allah -- 104: 4-9;
CONVINCE
- It is only a conjecture - we are not convinced -- 45: 32;
CONVULSE
- Have you taken security that --- the earth to swallow you when it is convulsed -- 67: 16;
COOL
- O Fire! be coolness and peace for Abraham -- 21: 69;
- Therein they taste neither coolness nor drink -- 78: 21-23;
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COPPER
- Dhul Qarneyn said bring me molten copper to pour thereon -- 18: 96;
- We caused fountain of copper to gush forth for him (Solomon) -- 34: 12;
- The day when the sky will become as molten copper -- 70: 8;
CORAL
- There comes from both of them pearl and coral -- 55: 22;
- Therein are those of modest gaze in beauty like jacynth and coral stone -- 55: 56-58;
CORD
- Their cords and staves by their magic appeared as though they ran -- 20: 66;
- They threw their cords and staves and said -- 26: 44;
CORN
- It is Allah who split the corn for sprouting -- 6: 95;
- We bring forth the green blade from which We bring forth thick clustered grain -- 6: 99;
- The life of this world is as rain falling on earth producing ---- then Our command comes and
it is
as reaped corn -- 10:24;
- I saw in a dream --- 7 green ears of corn and the other 7 dry -- 12: 43;
- Joseph --- expound for us -- the 7 green ears of corn -- 12: 46;
- Their crying ceased not till We made them as reaped corn -- 21: 15;
- How many --- they left behind -- and the cornlands and --- 44: 25-27;
CORRUPTION
- Jews told not to act corruptly, making mischief on earth -- 2: 60;
- If Allah had not repelled some men by others, earth would have been corrupted -- 2: 251;
- Allah is aware of the corrupters -- 3: 63;
- Decreed for Yahudis - who kills human for other than -- or corruption on earth is as if -- 5: 32;
- Those who wage war on Allah and Messenger and strive for corruption in land -- 5: 33;
- Their effort is for corruption in the land -- Allah does not love corrupters -- 5: 64;
- If you do not so, there’d be --- and great corruption -- 8: 73;
- Allah is best aware of the corrupters -- 10: 40;
- Do no evil in the earth causing corruption -- 11: 85;
- If only there were men with good sense to warn people from corruption in the earth -- 11:
116;
- We add doom to doom because they worked corruption -- 16: 88;
- It was decreed that the Jews will work corruption twice -- 17: 4;
- If the truth had followed their desires - the whole world would have been corrupted -- 23: 71;
- Obey not --- who spread corruption in earth and -- 26: 151-152;
- He was of those who work corruption -- 28: 4;
- Korah told not to seek corruption in earth - Allah does not love corrupters -- 28: 77;
- The abode of hereafter is not for corrupters -- 28: 83;
- Lot said my Lord! give me victory over folk who work corruption -- 29: 30;
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- Corruption had appeared on land and sea because of the evil which -- 30: 41;
- Shall We treat those who believe ------ as those who do corruption in earth -- 38: 28;
- If you were given the command, will you work corruption and ---- 47: 22;
COUCH
- They will be honoured in Paradise on couches facing each other -- 37: 40-50;
- For Kuffar - We might have appointed - couches of silver whereon to recline -- 43: 34;
- Reclining on couches, We wed them to fair ones -- 52: 20;
- Reclining on couches lined with silk brocade -- 55: 54-60;
- Those will be brought nigh in gardens of delight -- reclining on lined couches -- 56: 11-26;
- -- and raised couches -- 56: 34;
- Reclining on couches -- no heat of sun nor bitter cold -- 76: 13;
- The righteous are -- on couches gazing -- you’ll see radiance of delight on their faces -- 83:
22-28;
- This day, it is believers who laugh at kuffar on high couches -- 83: 34-35;
- -- wherein are couches raised -- 88: 8-16;
COUNSEL
- My counsel will not profit you if I were to advise you -- if Allah -- 11: 34;
- We are best aware of what they wish to hear -- when they take secret counsel -- 17: 47;
- They debated what to do and kept their counsel secret -- 20: 62;
- This is a knowing wizard -- what is your counsel -- 26: 35;
- O Moses! The chiefs take counsel against you to slay you -- 28: 20;
- What Allah has is better ---- for those who ---- and whose affairs are a matter of counsel --42: 38;
- Conspire together for righteousness and piety -- 58: 9;
COUNT
- That which they wont to count as gain, availed them nothing -- 15: 84;
- If you were to count the favours of Allah, you cannot reckon it -- 16: 18;
- The day and night - two portents - that you may know the computation of years -- 17: 12;
- What kind of book is this -- it leaves out nothing but has counted it -- 18: 49;
- He keeps count of ALL things -- 72: 28;
- He knows that you count it not -- 73: 20;
COUNTENANCE
- Such as persevere in seeking Allah’s countenance -- theirs -- heavenly home -- 13: 22;
- Everything will perish except His countenance -- 28: 88;
- Give to kinsman -- that is best for those who seek Allah’s countenance -- 30: 38;
- That which you give in charity seeking Allah’s countenance has increase manifold -- 30: 39;
- Only the countenance of Allah will remain -- -- 55: 27;
COUNTRY
- Moses tells Jews to go down to ‘settled’ country to get what they wanted -- 2: 61;
- We roused against you --- who ravaged your country -- 17: 5;
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- They said these are two wizards who will drive you out of your country -- 20: 63;
COURAGE
- Allah made good His promise to you --- until your courage failed you -- 3: 152;
COURSE
- Who direct the course -- 10: 31;
- In the name of Allah be its course and its mooring -- 11: 41;
- This is a right course incumbent on Me -- 15: 41;
- We gave Abraham -- his proper course -- 21: 51;
- Who keep his duty to Allah - Allah will make his course easy for him -- 65: 4;
COURSERS
- There were shown to him at eventide --- light-footed coursers -- 38: 30;
- By the snorting coursers striking sparks of fire ------ with their trail of dust --- 100: 1-5;
COURTEOUS
- Let him be courteous - let no man know of you -- 18: 19;
COUSIN
- Oh Prophet! lawful to you are --- your first cousins ---33: 50;
COVENANT
- Those who break the covenant of Allah and make mischief are the losers -- 2: 27;
- Jews asked to fulfill their covenant -- 2: 40; Jews reminded of their covenant -- 2: 63;
- Have you received Covenant from Allah - Allah will not break His Covenant -- 2: 80;
- Allah's covenant with the Jews - Worship only Allah, be good to parents, ------- 2: 83;
- Treaty Jews made with Prophet - not to shed blood of Jews or turn them out ----- 2: 84;
- Jews broke covenant -- 2: 85; Jews again reminded of covenant - told to hold fast - says we
hear
and rebel - worship of calf made to sink into their hearts -- 2: 93;
- Those who set aside the covenants really do not believe -- 2: 100;
- Allah tells Abraham - My covenant does not include wrong-doers -- 2: 124;
- Those who purchase a small gain at price of Allah's covenant ---- 3: 77; 16: 95;
- Allah’s covenant with Prophets - Messenger will come confirming what you have - believe in
him
and help him - when asked whether they agreed they said yes -- asked to bear witness -- 3:
81;
- Fulfill your covenants, oaths, promises -- 4: 33;
- Except those who seek refuge with people with whom you have covenant -- 4: 90;
- Remember Allah's covenant with you when you said We hear and obey --- 5: 7;
- Covenant Allah made with Yahudis - If you establish worship --- they broke covenant and
were
cursed -- 5: 12-13;
- Allah made covenant with Christians -- 5: 14; ---- with Yahudis - when messengers brought
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what
they liked not, they denied or slew -- 5: 70;
- Ten commandments - keep your covenant with Allah -- 6: 151-153;
- We found no loyalty to any covenant in most of them -- 7: 102;
- O Moses! Pray for us to your Lord - He has covenant with you -- 7: 134;
- When We removed the terror -- they broke their covenant -- 7: 135;
- Hath not the covenant of the scripture been taken from them that they should not say --- 7:
169;
- If you fear treachery, you can return treaty -- 8: 58;
- Some made covenant with Allah -- If He gives us of His bounty, we will --- 9: 75;
- He made hypocrisy in their hearts because they broke their word -- 9: 77;
- Who fulfills his covenant better than Allah -- 9: 111;
- Such as keep the covenant and break it not -- 13: 20;
- Such as break the covenant of Allah --- and sever what Allah has ordered ------ 13: 25;
- Fulfill the covenant of Allah -- 16: 91; 43: 49-50;
- Purchase not a small gain at price of Allah's covenant -- 16: 95;
- Keep the covenant --- of the covenant it will be asked -- 17: 34;
- They will have no power of intercession save him who hath made covenant with Allah -- 19:
87;
- We made a covenant with you on the holy mountain’s side -- 20: 80;
- We made a covenant with Adam -- he forgot -- We found no constancy in him -- 20: 115;
- Successful are believers who ------ keep their covenant --- 23: 1-11;
- We exacted a covenant from the Prophets and thee and ---- a solemn covenant -- 33: 7;
- Some of the believers are true to their covenant -- some have paid their vow by death -- 33:
23;
- Whoso keep his covenant with Allah, He will bestow on them great reward -- 48:10;
- What ails you that you believe not -- when He hath already made covenant with you -- 57: 8;
- Or do you have a covenant from Us ---- that yours shall be all you ordain -- 68: 39;
- Man is created anxious --- save --- and those who keep pledges and covenant --- 70: 19-35;
COVER
- On their eyes there is a covering -- 2: 7;
- They are covering for you and you for them -- 2: 187;
- He covers the night with the day which is in haste to follow it -- 7: 54;
- And when he covered her, she bore a light burden -- 7: 189;
- When they cover themselves with their clothing, He knows -- 11: 5;
- We placed coverings on their hearts so they do not understand -- 18: 57;
- There covered them what did cover them of the sea -- 20: 78;
- He it is Who make the night a covering for you -- 25: 47;
- -- Allah send him astray -- and set on his sight a covering -- 45: 23;
- We have removed from thee thy covering -- 50: 22;
- So that there covered them that which did cover -- 53: 54;
- Whenever I call them -- they -- and cover themselves with their garments -- 71: 7;
- That day they will be covered from the Mercy of Allah -- 83: 15;
COVET
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- Covet not what Allah has bestowed on others -- but ask Allah of His bounty -- 4: 32;
- And morning found those who had coveted his place crying Allah enlarges ------ He could
have
caused it to swallow us as well -- 28: 82;
- Or shall man have what he covet -- 53: 24;
COW
- Yahudis told to sacrifice cow - wants to know description -- 2: 67-71;
CRADLE
- They said how can we talk to one in cradle -- 19: 29;
CRAVE
- But whoso is compelled thereto neither craving nor transgressing -- 6: 145;
- Who is driven thereto - neither craving nor transgressing -- 16: 115;
CREATE
- Worship your Lord Who hath created you -- 2: 21
- Allah created all that is in earth for mankind -- 2:29;
- Yahudis reminded how Allah preferred them above all other creatures -- 2: 47; 122;
- In the creation of heavens and earth ----- are signs of Allah for people with sense -- 2: 164;
--- for
men of understanding -- 3: 190;
- Not lawful to conceal what Allah hath created in their wombs -- 2: 228;
- Allah prefer Adam, Noah --- above all creatures -- descendants one of another -- 3: 33;
- Allah create what He will -- when He decrees something, He says Be -- 3: 47;
- Allah is independent of all creatures -- 3: 97; 29: 6; 39: 7;
- Allah wills no injustice to His creatures -- 3: 108;
- Such as remember Allah standing --- and consider the creation of heavens and earth and
say -Thou created not this in vain -- 3: 191;
- Be careful of duty to Allah Who created you from a single soul and from it created its
mate --- 4: 1; 7: 189;
- Man created weak - Allah makes burden light -- 4: 28;
- I'll command them -- they will change Allah's creation -- 4: 119;
- Allah creates what He will -- 5: 17;
- He created you from clay and decreed a term for you -- 6: 2; 15: 26;
- Man created from clay: 6:2; Jinn from fire: 15:27; Animals from water: 24: 45; Angels from
light: M4-1540-7134 (Compare All living things created from water 21: 30).
- We destroyed them for their sins and created after them another generation -- 6: 6;
- He created heavens and earth in truth -- 6: 73;
- Abraham says I’ve turned my face towards Him Who created heavens and -- 6: 79-80;
- Ishmael, Elisha, Jonah, Lot --- preferred above other creatures -- 6: 86;
- It is nothing but a reminder to His creatures -- 6: 90;
- Now you’ve come to Us solitary as We did create you at first -- 9: 94;
- They ascribe jinn to Him as partners, although He created them -- 6: 100;
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54;

How can He have child when for Him there is no consort and He created all things -- 6: 101;
They assign to Allah a portion of crops and cattle which He created -- 6: 136;
We created you then fashioned you -- 7: 11;
Satan tells Allah - Thou created me from fire -- him from clay -- 7: 12;
As He brought you into being - so return to Him -- 7: 29;
He created heaven and earth in 6 days, then mounted the Throne -- His is all creation -- 7:

10: 3; 11: 7; 25: 59; 32: 4; 57: 4; ---His throne was upon the water -- 11: 7;
- Will you commit abomination such as no other creature before you -- 7: 80;
- Of those whom We created, there is a nation who guide -- 7: 181;
- Have they not thought of the creation of heaven and earth ------ in what will they believe -- 7:
185;
- They ascribe as partners to Allah, those who created nothing but are themselves created -7: 191;
- Months are 12 in Allah’s ordinance the day He created heavens and earth -- 9: 36;
- Allah created heavens and earth in 6 days then He -- 10: 3; 32: 4;
- Allah produced Creation, then reproduced it -- 10: 4; 34; 29:19; 30: 11; 27;
- Allah created everything in truth -- 10: 5;
- In difference of day and night and all that Allah created in heavens and earth are signs for -10: 6;
- And for that did He create them -- 11: 119;
- My Lord! -- Creator of the heavens and earth -- 12: 101;
- When we are dust, are we to be raised in a new creation -- 13: 5;
- Do they assign partners to Allah who created what looks like Allah's creation -- Allah is
Creator of
all things -- 13: 16;
- Allah created heavens and earth --- He can remove you and bring a new creation -- no great
matter for Allah -- 14: 19-20;
- Allah created --- and cause water to descend from sky -- 14: 32;
- We created Jinn from fire -- 15: 27;
- Allah tells angels He is creating mortal out of clay -- 15: 28;
- Heavens and earth and all between created with truth -- 15: 85; 16: 3;
- He created -- man from a drop of fluid -- 16: 4; 36: 77; -- cattle from whence you get
clothing -- you
eat --- 16: 5; -- horses, mules and asses to ride -- He created what you know not -- 16: 8;
- Whatever He created in earth of different colours -- a portent for those who take heed -- 16:
13;
- He who creates, is unlike him who does not create -- 16: 17;
- Those unto whom they cry beside Allah created nothing --- are themselves created -- 16: 20;
- All that Allah created - their shadows incline making prostration - are not proud - fear their
Lord -16: 48-50;
- If Allah were to take mankind to task --- He would not leave a living creature -- 16: 61;
- Allah create you - then cause you to die - brings you back to old age where you know nothing
after having knowledge -- 16: 70;
- Of the things Allah created, He has given you shelter from the sun -- 16: 81;
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- They say when we are bones and dust, shall we be raised again as a new creation -- 17:
49; 98;
- Be Ye stones --- or some created thing -- they will say who will bring us back to life -- say,
He who
created you at first -- 17: 50-51;
- Iblis said shall I prostrate to what Thou made of clay -- 17: 61;
- Iblis said seest this creature whom Thou honoured above me, if Thou give me grace -- 17:
62;
- We honoured mankind and ---- preferred them above many of Our creations -- 17: 70;
- Have they not seen Allah created heavens and earth and is able to create the like of them -17: 99;
- You come to Us as We created you at first -- 18: 48;
- I did not make them witness the creation of heaven and earth -- 18: 51;
- That is easy for Me, even as I created thee before -- 19: 9;
- Doesn't man remember We created him before when he was nothing -- 19: 67;
- Thereof We created you -- 20: 55;
- We choose Him Who created us above you -- 20: 72;
- We created not heavens and earth in play - if We wanted a pastime, We would have found it
in
Our presence -- 21: 16-17;
- Every living thing made from water -- 21: 30;
- He it is Who created night, day -- 21: 33;
- Your Lord is He Who created them (heaven and earth) -- 21: 56;
- As We began the first creation, We shall repeat it -- 21: 104;
- We have created you from dust, then from a drop of seed, then ----- that you attain full
strength -some die young -- after knowledge you know nothing -- 22: 5;
- Those on whom they call beside Allah, together cannot create a fly. If the fly took something
from
them, they cannot rescue it -- 22: 73;
- We created man from product of wet earth - placed him in a safe lodging - then We
fashioned - a
clot, then a lump, then bones, then clothed the bones with flesh, then We produced it as
another
creation - then you die and raised again -- Blessed be Allah - the Best of Creators -- 23: 1216;
- We created above you 7 paths - We are never unmindful of creation -- 23: 17;
- He created for you ears, eyes, hearts - small thanks you give -- 23: 78;
- If there were more than one God, each would have championed what he created - some
would
have overcome others -- 23: 91;
- Did you think that We created you for nothing -- 23: 115;
- He created every animal of water -- He create what He wills -- 24: 45;
- He created everything and meted out for it a measure -- 25: 2;
- They choose beside Him other gods who created nothing and are themselves created -- 25:
3;
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- We give to drink thereof many beasts and men We created -- 25: 49;
- He created man from water and appointed kindred by blood and marriage -- 25: 54;
- Who created the heavens and earth and ---- in 6 days -- 25: 59;
- Abraham says -- they are enemy to me save Allah Who created me -- 26: 75-82;
- Of all creatures, you come to males and leave the wives Allah created for you -- 26: 165-166;
- Keep your duty to Him Who created you -- 26: 184;
- Is not He best Who created heavens and earth and -- 27: 60;
- Is not He best who produces and reproduces creation -- 27: 64;
- Allah is independent of His creatures -- 29: 6;
- He produce creation then reproduce it - for Allah that is easy -- 29: 19; 30: 11; 27;
- Travel --- and see how He originated creation ----- Allah is able to do all things -- 29: 20;
- Lot tells his folk - you commit lewdness such as no creature -- 29: 28;
- Allah created heavens and earth with truth -- 29: 44; 45: 22; --- for destined end -- 30: 8;
--- that
every soul may be repaid what it earned -- 45: 22;
- If you ask them who created heavens ---- they will say Allah -- 29: 61; 31: 25; 39: 38; 43:
9;
- Allah created heavens and earth with Truth --- for a destined end -- 30: 8;
- He created you of dust and behold -- human beings ranging -- 30: 20;
- He created for you mates -- that you may find rest in them -- He ordained between you and
them
love and mercy -- 30: 21;
- Of His signs is the creation of heavens and earth, the difference in language and colour -30: 22;
- Set thy purpose for religion -- in which He created man - No changing Allah's laws of
creation -- 30: 30;
- Allah creates you, sustains you, causes you to die, will resurrect you - is there any of your
partners who can do this -- 30: 40;
- Look at the print of Allah's mercy on creation -- 30: 50;
- He creates what He wills -- 30: 54; 42: 49;
- He created heavens without support, put in earth, hills - dispersed therein all kinds of beasts
- We
send water causing all kinds of plants to grow - these are creations of Allah - where are the
creations of your partners -- 31: 10-11;
- Your creation and raising are as creation of a single soul -- 31: 28;
- He made all things good which He created - started creation of man from clay -- then He
made his
seed from fluid -- then He fashioned him and breathed into him of His Spirit - then He
appointed
hearing, sight and heart -- 32: 7-9;
- They say when we are lost in the earth how can we be re-created -- 32: 10;
- Shall we show you a man who will tell you ----- you'd be created anew -- 34: 7;
- Praise be to Allah - Creator of heavens and earth - He multiplieth in creation what He will -35: 1;
- Is there any Creator other than Allah who provide for you from sky and earth -- 35: 3;
- Allah created you from dust, then from fluid, made you pairs - No female brings forth without
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His
knowledge - none grows old nor is his life shortened - it is recorded -- 35: 11;
- If He will He can be rid of you and bring new creation - that is easy for Allah -- 35: 16-17;
- Show me what they created of the earth -- 35: 40;
- If Allah were to task mankind -- He would not leave a living creature -- 35: 45;
- For what reason should I not serve Him who created me and to whom you'll be returned -36: 22;
- Glory to Him Who created all the sexual pairs of that which earth grows and -- 36: 36;
- We created for them the like whereon they ride -- 36: 42;
- Whom We bring to old age - We reverse in creation -- 36: 68;
- Have they not seen how We created for them cattle - so that -- 36: 71-73;
- We have created him from a drop of seed -- 36: 77;
- He hath forgotten the fact of his creation - saying who will revive these bones when they have
rotted away -- 36: 78;
- He will revive them who produced them at first - He knows every creation --36: 79;
- Is not He who created heavens and earth able to create the like of them -- 36: 81;
- Are they stronger in creation or others whom We have created -- We created them of plastic
clay -- 37: 11;
- Do you worship what you yourself carve when Allah created you and what you make -- 37:
95-96;
- Will you forsake the best of Creators - Allah - your Lord and Lord of -- 37: 124-126;
- Or did We create angels females while they were present -- 37: 150;
- We created not heaven and earth in vain -- 38: 27;
- Allah tells angels - I am about to create a mortal out of clay -- 38: 71;
- Allah says O Iblis! what prevented you from prostrating before what I created -- 38: 75;
- Thou created me of Fire and him of clay -- 38: 76;
- If He wanted to choose a son, He could have chosen from any of His creations -- 39: 5-6;
- He created Heaven and earth with Truth - He make night to succeed day --- He constrained
sun
and moon to give service - He created you from one Being, then from that its mate - He
provided
for you eight kinds of cattle - created you in wombs of mother in 3-fold gloom -- 39: 4-6;
- If you should ask them who created heaven - they will say Allah -- 39: 38; 43: 9;
- Allah is Creator of ALL things -- 39: 62;
- The creation of heaven and earth is greater than creation of mankind 40: 57;
- He created you from dust - then from a drop - then from a clot - then bring you forth as a
child then let you attain full strength - then you become old men - though some die before - so you
reach an appointed term -- 40: 67;
- Do you disbelieve in Him who created the earth in 2 days -- placed therein firm hills - blessed
it measured in sustenance in 4 days - ALIKE FOR ALL WHO ASK - then turned He to the
heavens
when it was smoke - said to it and earth "come" - He ordained 7 heavens - He decked the
lower
heavens with lamps -- 41: 9-13;
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- Could they not see that Allah who created them was mightier in Power -- 41: 15;
- Allah gave us speech - Who gives speech to all things and who created you at first -- 41: 21;
- Adore not the sun nor the moon but adore Him Who created them -- 41: 37;
- Creator of heavens and earth - He made pairs of yourselves -- whereby He multiplies you -42: 11;
- Of His portent - creation of heavens, earth and whatever beasts He dispersed therein -- 42:
29;
- He who created all the pairs and appointed for you ships and cattle whereon you ride -- 43:
12;
- Or does He choose daughters of what He created, while honouring you with sons -- 43: 16;
- Did they witness their (angels) creation? -- 43: 19;
- I am innocent of what you worship beside Him who created me -- 43: 26-27;
- If you ask them who created them they'd say Allah -- 43: 87;
- We chose them (Yahudis) above all creatures -- 44: 32;
- We did not create heavens and earth in play -- 44: 38;
- We created them with truth -- 44: 39; 64: 3; for an appointed term -- 46: 3;
- In your creation and all beasts -- portents for folk whose faith is sure -- 45: 4;
- Have you thought on all you invoke besides Allah -- show me what they created -- 46: 4;
- Have they not seen that Allah who created heavens and earth was not wearied by their
creation -He gives life to dead -- He is able to do all things -- 46: 33;
- We have created you male and female - made you nations and tribes that you may know
each
other -- the noblest of you in sight of Allah -- 49: 13;
- Were We then worn out by the first creation -- they are in doubt about a new creation -- 50:
15;
- We created man and We know what his soul whispereth to him and We are nearer to him
than
his jugular vein -- 50: 16;
- We created heavens and earth and all between in 6 days - no weariness touched Us -- 50:
38;
- All things We have created in pairs that you may reflect -- 51: 49;
- I created Jinn and mankind only so that they worship Me -- 51: 56;
- Were they created out of nothing - or are they the creators -- 52: 35;
- Or did they create the heavens and earth -- 52: 36;
- He is best aware of you from the time He created you from earth and when you were in
wombs of
mothers -- 53: 32;
- He created the two spouses - male and female -- 53: 45;
- We have created everything by measure 54: 49;
- He hath created man -- 55: 3;
- He hath appointed the earth for His creatures -- 55: 10-12;
- He created man of clay --- and the Jinn of smokeless Fire -- 55: 14-15;
- We have created them a new creation -- 56: 35;
- We created you - will you admit the truth - have you see what you emit - did you create it or
are
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We the Creator -- 56: 57-59;
- We mete out death to you that We may transfigure you into what you know not -- 56: 60-61;
- You know the first creation - why then don't you reflect -- 56: 62;
- He created you - one a believer - one a kafir -- 64: 2;
- Allah created 7 heavens - and of the earth the like thereof -- 65: 12;
- Who hath created life and death that He may try you -- 67: 2:
- Who hath created 7 heavens in harmony - No fault in Allah's creation -- 67: 3;
- Should He not know what He created -- 67: 14;
- It is nothing but a reminder to creation -- 68: 52; 81: 27;
- Man was created anxious - fretful when evil befalls him, grudging when good befalls him
except -- 70: 19-35;
- We created them from what they know -- 70: 39;
- Why don't you hope towards Allah for dignity, when He created you -- 71: 13-14;
- Don't you see how Allah created 7 heavens in harmony -- 71: 15;
- Leave Me to deal with him whom I created lonely - then bestowed on him ample means and sons
abiding in his presence - and made life smooth for him - yet he wants more -- 74: 11-15;
- We created man from a drop of --- fluid to test him - then We make him hearing, knowing -76: 2;
- We created them - strengthened their frame - We can replace them - bringing others like
them in
their stead -- 76: 28;
- Did We not create you from a base fluid which We laid up in a safe abode for a known term thus
We arranged -- 77: 20-23;
- We have created you in pairs -- 78: 8;
- Are you harder to create or the Heaven that He built -- 79: 27;
- From what thing doth He create him - from a drop of seed He created and proportioned him then
makes his way easy - then cause him to die and bury him - then when He will, bring him to
life
again - but man has not done what He commanded him -- 80: 18-23;
- What has made you careless about Allah who created you and --- 82: 6-8;
- Let man consider from what he is created -- 86: 5;
- He is created from a gushing fluid that issued from between the loins and ribs -- 86: 6-7;
- Praise be name of Lord most High Who creates then -- 87: 1-5;
- Will they not regard the camels - how they are created -- 88: 17;
- The like of which was not created in the land -- 89: 8;
- We have created man in an atmosphere -- 90: 4;
- And Him who created male and female -- 92: 3;
- We created man of the best stature, then We reduced him ---- except those ---- 95: 4-6;
- Read in the name of thy Lord who created --- created man from a clot -- 96: 1-2;
- Kuffar of the People of the Book and idolaters -- worst of created beings -- 98: 6;
- Believers who do good works - best of created beings -- 98: 7;
- He sent against them swarms of flying creatures -- 105: 3;
- I seek refuge in Allah from the evil of what He created -- 113: 1-2;
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(Man created from clay -- 6: 2; Jinn from fire -- 15: 27; Animals from water -- 24: 45;
Angels from
- light -- Muslim 4 - 1540 - 7134 ; Every living thing from water
-- 21: 30 ).
CREMATION
( see also Burial)
- NOT FOR MUSLIMS
- As He brought you into being, so return to Him -- 7: 29;
- -------then cause him to die and bury him -- 80: 18-23;
CRIME
- Who commit delinquency or crime and allow someone else to be blamed, burdens himself
with
falsehood and crime -- 4: 112;
- If you repeat the crime, We shall repeat the punishment -- 17: 8;
- Moses tells Allah - they have a crime against me -- 26: 14;
- They now conspire together for crime -- and disobedience to messenger -- 58: 8;
- Believers should not conspire for crime -- but should conspire for righteousness -- 58: 9;
CRITERION
- Given to Moses so Jews could be led aright -- 2: 53;
- Quran - criterion of right and wrong -- 2: 185;
- We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion -- 21: 48;
- Blessed is He Who hath revealed to His slave the Criterion -- 25: 1;
CROOKED
- Oh People of Book! why drive believers from way of Allah trying to make it crooked -- 3: 99;
- Curse of Allah on kuffar who --- and will have it crooked and who disbelieve in Last Day -- 7:
45;
- Lurk not --- and to turn away from Allah’s path -- seeking to make it crooked -- 7: 86;
- Curse of Allah on wrong-doers who debar men from Way of Allah and have it crooked -- 11:
18-19;
- Those who -- and debar men from Way of Allah and have it crooked -- 14: 3;
- Praise be to Allah Who revealed ---- and has not placed therein any crookedness -- 18: 1;
- Quran in Arabic containing no crookedness -- 39: 28;
CROPS
- You will be tested with loss of wealth, lives, crops --- 2: 155;
- Idolaters assign portion of crops and cattle to Allah and to their partners -- 6: 136;
- They say such crops and cattle are forbidden -- they invent lie --- 6: 138-139;
- Pay dues thereof on the day of harvest -- 6: 141;
- After that will come a year of plenteous crops -- 12: 49;
- Therewith He causes crops to grow -- 16: 11;
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21;
-

-- and therewith bring forth crops whereof their cattle eat --- and --- 32: 27;
Its crop is as the heads of devils -- 37: 62-68;
Thereby produce crops of divers hues - afterward they wither - turn yellow - then chaff -- 39:
We send down --- blessed water -- thereby giving growth --- and grain of crops -- 50: 9-11;
Did you see that which you cultivate - who fosters it - We could make it chaff -- 56: 63-65;
And make them like green crops devoured (by cattle) -- 105: 5;

CRUCIFY
- The reward for those who make war -- or seek corruption -- is that they be --- or crucified -5: 33;
- Pharaoh tells his wizards he’ll crucify them -- 7: 124; 26: 49;
- As for the other, he will be crucified -- birds will eat from his head -- 12: 41;
- I shall crucify you on the trunks of palm trees -- 20: 71;
CRUSH
- And the earth with the mountains will be lifted up and crushed -- 69: 14;
CRY
- Their cry was only that they said Our Lord! forgive our sins and wasted efforts --- 3: 147;
- Instead of Allah, shall we cry to that which can neither profit nor hurt us -- 6: 71;
- When it became heavy, they cried to Allah -- 7: 189;
- When misfortune touches man, he cries to Us in all positions, but when he is relieved, he
goes
his way as though he had not cried to Us -- 10: 12;
- They cry unto Allah -- If Thou deliver us from this we'd be thankful -- 10: 22-23;
- Cry not, beside Allah, unto that which can neither hurt nor profit thee -- 10: 106;
- And the Awful Cry -- overtook who did wrong -- 11: 67; -- seized who did injustice -- 11: 94;
at sunrise -- 15: 73; --- at the morning hour -- 15: 83;
- A crier cried - O camel-riders -- you are thieves -- 12: 70;
- To Him I cry and to Him is my return -- 13: 36;
- Those unto whom they cry beside Allah, created nothing -- 16: 20;
- When misfortune strikes you, you cry to Allah -- 16: 53;
- Our Lord! these are our partners we used to cry to instead of Thee -- 16: 86;
- Cry unto those (saints and angels) whom you assume to be gods, they have no power ----those
unto whom you cry, seek a way of approach to Allah --- they hope for His Mercy ----- 17: 5657;
- When harm touches you on the sea, all unto whom you cry besides Allah fail -- 17: 67;
- Cry unto Allah or the Beneficent - His are the most beautiful names -- 17: 110;
- We cry to no god beside Him -- 18: 14;
- Restrain thyself along with those who cry unto Allah morn and evening -- 18: 28;
- They will cry unto them but they will not hear their prayer -- 18: 52;
- Zachariah cried to Allah secretly -- 19: 2-3;
- Then one cried to her from below her -- 19: 24;
- They cried - Alas! we were wrong-doers -- their crying ceased not till We made them as
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reaped
corn -- 21: 14-15;
- And when Noah cried -- We heard his prayer and saved him -- 21: 76;
- Jonah cried out in the darkness - There is no God but Thee -- 21: 87;
- Zachariah -- When he cried to Allah -- My Lord! Leave me not childless -- 21: 89;
- They cried to Us in longing and fear -- 21: 90;
- The awful cry overtook them -- 23: 41; 29: 40;
- He who cry unto any other god along with Allah --- 23: 117;
- On the day when -- they will cry -- a forbidding ban -- 25: 22;
- Those who cry to other gods besides Allah -- penalty doubled --- except if he repent and -25: 68-70;
- Is not He best who answers -- when he cries to Him and -- 27: 62;
- He who hath appealed to him the day before cried out for help -- 28: 18;
- Cry to your so-called partners - they will cry to them but get no answer -- 28: 64;
- Morning found those who coveted his place yesterday crying -- Allah enlarges provision -28: 82;
- Cry not unto any other god along with Allah -- 28: 88;
- When harm touches men they cry to Allah - turning to Him in repentance -- 30: 33;
- If a wave enshrouds them they cry to Allah -- 31: 32;
- Who forsake their beds to cry to Allah in fear and hope -- 32: 16;
- If someone cries for help with his load - not even his relative can help him -- 35: 18;
- They cry for help there -- Our Lord! release us - we’ll do right - not what we used to do -- 35:
37;
- They cry - Woe to us - Who has raised us from our sleep -- 36: 52;
- Elias tells his folk - Will you ward-off evil -- Do you cry to Baal - and forsake Allah -- 37: 124126;
- They cried out when it was no longer time for escape -- 38: 4;
- And Job cried to his Lord - the devil afflicts me with distress and torment -- 38: 41;
- When hurt touches man he cries to Allah -- When He grants a boon - he forgets -- 39: 8;
- When hurt touches man, He cries to Us, but when a boon is granted, he says he obtained it
by
his knowledge -- 39: 49;
- Those to whom they cry beside Him -- judge not al all 40: 20;
- Pharaoh said - Allow me to kill Moses and let him cry to his Lord -- 40: 26;
- I am forbidden to worship those to whom you cry beside Allah -- 40: 66;
- Those to whom they cried before, failed them -- 41: 48;
- They cry O master! Let thy Lord make an end of us -- 43: 77;
- Those to whom they cried instead of Him possess no power of intercession -- 43: 86;
- He cried to Allah saying these are guilty folk -- 44: 22;
- And they (parents) cry to Allah for help and say " Woe to thee! Believe!" -- 46: 17;
- And listen on a day when the crier crieth from a near place - the day when they will hear the
awful cry in truth - the day of coming forth from graves -- 50: 41-42;
- Noah cried to Allah saying, I am vanquished - give help -- 54: 10;
- They will cry to them -- were we not with you -- 57: 14;
- They cried out to each other in the morning - run to your field -- 68: 21-22;
- Be not like Jonah who cried out in despair -- 68: 48;
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- On that day man will cry - whither to flee -- 75: 10;
- -- and a kafir will cry - would that I were dust -- 78: 40;
CULTIVATE
- Have you seen what you cultivate -- if We willed We could make it chaff --56: 63-65;
CUP
- He put the drinking cup in his brother’s saddle-bag -- 12: 70;
- We have lost the king’s cup -- and I am answerable for it -- 12: 72;
- He in whose bag the cup is found is the penalty for it -- 12: 75;
- Then he produced it from his brother’s bag -- 12: 76;
- Allah forbid that we should seize other than him with whom we found our property -- 12: 79;
- A cup from a gushing spring is brought -- 37: 40-50;
- A cup is passed from hand to hand -- therein no vanity nor cause of sin -- -- 52: 23;
- There wait on them immortal youths with bowls and a cup from a pure spring -- 56: 11-26;
- The righteous shall drink from a cup of kafur -- 76: 5;
- There they are watered with a cup of Zanjabil -- 76: 17;
- And a full cup -- 78: 34;
CURSE
- Allah hath cursed them for their disbelief -- 2: 88; Curse of Allah on disbelievers -- 2: 89;
- Those who hide proofs and guidance after revelation are cursed by Allah and those ---- 2:
159;
- Curse of Allah, angels and men on those who die in disbelief -- 2: 161;
- If anyone argues with you about Jesus, call wives and children and invoke curse of Allah -3: 61;
- Their reward - curse of Allah, angels and men combined -- no reprieve unless they repent
and
amend -- 3: 87-89;
- Some Yahudis changed words out of context -- Allah cursed them -- 4: 46;
- Oh People of Book! believe in Quran before We --- curse them as We cursed Sabbath
breakers -- 4: 47;
- Cursed are People of Book who believe in idols and false deities -- for them no helper -- 4:
51-52;
- Allah hath cursed him and prepared for him an awful doom -- 4: 93;
- They pray to females -- none other than Satan -- whom Allah cursed -- 4: 117-121;
- Allah cursed Yahudis for breaking their covenant -- 5: 12-13;
- Worse is he whom Allah cursed -- whom Allah turned into apes and swine -- 5: 60;
- Yahudis are cursed for saying Allah’s hands are tied -- 5: 64;
- Curse of Allah on evil-doers - who debar men from --- and disbelieve in Last Day -- 7: 4445;
11: 18-21;
- Allah curse kuffar and hypocrites -- 9: 68;
- And a curse was made to follow them in the world -- 11: 60; 99;
- Those who break the covenant ----- theirs is the curse ---- 13: 25;
- The curse shall be on thee till Day of Judgment -- 15: 35;
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- And yet a 5th, invoking curse of Allah on him if he is lying -- 24: 6-7;
- Those who slander virtuous believing women ---- cursed are they --- 24: 23;
- We made a curse to follow them in this world and -- 28: 42;
- On Day of Judgment, you'll deny and curse each other -- 29: 25;
- Those who malign Allah and Messenger - Allah cursed them -- 33: 57;
- Allah hath cursed kuffar -- 33: 64;
- Our Lord! We obeyed our princes and great men - they misled us - give them double torment
and
curse them with mighty curse -- 33: 67-68;
- My curse is on thee until Day of Judgment -- 38: 78;
- The day when their excuse does not help the evil-doers, and theirs is the curse -- 40: 52;
- Such are they whom Allah cursed -- 47: 23;
- Allah is angry with them and hath cursed them -- 48: 6;
- Accursed are the conjecturers who are careless in an abyss -- 51: 10-11;
CURTAIN
- When you ask anything of them -- ask from behind a curtain -- 33: 53;
CUSHION
- Reclining on green cushions and fair carpets -- 55: 76;
- -- and cushions ranged -- 88: 8-16;
CUSTODIAN
- Joseph tells king he is a skilled custodian -- 12: 55;
CUSTOM
- Do not follow blindly ( by so doing you are rejecting faith) -- 2: 170; 5: 104;
- They say this man is trying to turn you from the custom of your fathers -- 34: 43;
CUT
- Whatever palm trees you cut down or --- was to confound the evil-livers --59: 5;
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DARK / DARKNESS
DATE
DAUGHTER
DAVID
DAWN
DAY / LAST DAY
DAY OF JUDGMENT
DAZZLE
DEAD / DEATH / DIE
DEAF
DEAL
DEBATE
DEBT / DEBTOR
DECEIVE
DECIDE
DECLARATION
DECREE
DEEDS
DEFAME
DEFEAT
DEFEND
DEFER
DEFRAUDERS
DEGRADATION
DEITIES
DELAY
DELIGHT
DELIVER
DELUDE
DEMAND
DEMENTED
DEMOCRACY
DENY
DENUDE
DEPART
DEPEND / DEPENDENT
DEPOSITS
DEPRIVE
DERIDE
DESCEND
DESCENDANT
DESCRIBE
DESERT
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DESERTION
DESERVE
DESIGN
DESIRE
DESIST
DESOLATE
DESPAIR
DESPISE
DESPONDENT
DESTINY
DESTITUTE
DESTROY
DETAIL
DETER
DETERMINE
DETRACTOR
DEVIATE
DEVICE / DEVISE
DEVIL
DEVOTE / DEVOUT
DEVOUR
DHIKR
DHUL KIFL
DHUL QARNEYN
DHU NUN
DICTATE
DIFFER
DIFFERENTIATE
DIFFICULT
DIGNITY
DILATE
DIRECT / DIRECTION
DISAGREEMENT
DISALLOW
DISAPPEAR
DISASTER
DISBELIEVERS ( KUFFAR)
DISCERN
DISCIPLE
DISCLOSE
DISCONCERT
DISCORD
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DISCOURSE
DISCRIMINATE
DISEASE
DISGRACE
DISHONEST
DISILLUSION
DISLIKE
DISOBEDIENCE
DISORDER
DISOWN
DISPERSE
DISPLAY
DISPLEASE
DISPOSE
DISPUTE
DISREGARD
DISSENSION
DISSUADE
DISTANCE
DISTINCTION
DISTINGUISH
DISTORT
DISTRACT
DISTRESS
DISTRIBUTE
DITCH
DIVERT
DIVINER
DIVISION
DIVORCE
DIVULGE
DOG
DOMINION
DONKEY
DOOM
DOOR
DOUBT
DOWNCAST
DRAG
DREAD
DREAM
DRESS/ UNDRESS
DRINK
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DRIVE
DROP
DROWN
DRUNK
DUA
DUMB
DUMBFOUNDED
DUNYA / (Life of World)
DUST
DUTY
DWELL / DWELLING
DARK / DARKNESS
- Allah leaves hypocrites in darkness -- 2: 17;
- The behaviour of kuffar and hypocrites during rainstorm -- 2: 19-20;
- He brings them from darkness to light; kuffar brings you from light to darkness -- 2: 257;
- Now comes to you Light from Allah -- He guides whom --- He brings them from darkness
to light -- 5: 15-16;
- He appointed darkness and light -- 6: 1;
- Those who deny revelations are deaf and dumb in darkness -- 6: 39;
- Not a grain amid the darkness of the earth -- is in a clear record -- 6: 59;
- Allah delivers you from darkness of land and sea -- 6: 63-64;
- When night became dark, Abraham saw a star and said -- 6: 76;
- He set for you stars so you may guide your course amid darkness of land and sea -- 6: 97;
- Who walk in light is not the same as he who walks in darkness -- 6: 122;
- Is darkness equal to light -- 13: 16;
- That you may bring forth mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- Moses told to bring his people from darkness to light -- 14: 5;
- When he receives news of the birth of a female -- his face remains darkened -- 16: 58;
- We make dark the night -- 17: 12;
- He cried out in the darkness -- 21: 87;
- Deeds of kuffar are as darkness on an abysmal sea ---- layer on layer of darkness -- 24: 40;
- Is not He best Who guide you in the darkness of land and sea -- 27: 63;
- That He may bring you from darkness to light -- 33: 43; 57: 9;
- Darkness and light are not equal -- 35: 20;
- A token for them is night - We strip it of day -- they are in darkness -- 36: 37;
- -- that He may bring believers who do good works from darkness to light -- 65: 10-11;
- He made dark the night thereof -- 79: 29;
- On that day - other faces - dust upon them - veiled in darkness - kuffar and wicked -- 80: 4042;
- I seek refuge in Allah from the evil of darkness when it is intense -- 113: 3;
DATE
- Those who praise themselves for purity -- they will not be wronged the hair on a date-stone
-- 4: 49;
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- Do they share in Sovereignty? -- mankind will not get speck on date-stone -- 4: 53;
- You will not be wronged the down on a date-stone -- 4: 77; --- the dint on a date-stone -- 4:
124;
- It is Allah who split the date-stone for sprouting -- 6: 95;
- And from the date-palm, from the pollen thereof spring pendant bunches -- 6: 99;
- He produces the date-palm - eat the fruit thereof - pay the poor due - do not be prodigal -- 6:
141;
- In the earth are ----- and date-palms, like and unlike -- We made some excel others in fruit -13: 4;
- Therewith He causes crops -- and the olive and date-palm -- 16: 11;
- Produces strong drink and good nourishment -- 16: 67;
- We will not put faith in thee until -- you have a garden of date-palm -- 17: 90-93;
- Pangs of childbirth drove her to the palm tree -- 19: 23;
- Shake the trunk of the palm tree -- ripe dates will fall -- 19: 25;
- We produce for you therewith -- date-palms and grapes -- 23: 19;
- Those to whom you pray -- do not own so much as the white spot on a date-stone -- 35: 13;
- We placed therein gardens of date-palm and grapes -- 36: 34-35;
- We send down from sky blessed water -- lofty date-palms - provision for men - We quicken
dead land -- so will be resurrection of dead -- 50: 9-11;
- Besides them are 2 other gardens -- wherein is fruit, date-palm, pomegranate -- 55: 62-76;
DAUGHTER
- They impute falsely to Him sons and daughters -- 6: 100;
- Lot says here are my daughters -- 11: 78; 15: 71;
- Lot’s folk tell him they have no right to his daughters -- 11: 79;
- They assign to Allah daughters -- 16: 57;
- Shall he keep it ---- shall he bury it -- 16: 59;
- I will marry you to one of these two daughters of mine on condition -- 28: 27;
- O Prophet! tell thy -- and thy daughters to draw their cloaks -- that they may be recognised
and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- Ask them - hath thy Lord daughters, while they have sons -- 37: 149;
- He hath preferred daughters to sons -- 37: 153;
- Or chooseth He daughters of all He created and honour you with sons -- 43: 16;
- Or hath He daughters while they have sons -- 52: 39;
- And Mary - daughter of Imran - whose body was chaste -- 66: 12;
DAVID
- Slew Goliath - became king of Jews -- 2: 251;
- Unto David We gave the Psalms -- 4: 163; 17: 55;
- Cursed the Jews who went astray -- 5: 78;
- Seed of Noah -- guided -- 6: 84;
- To David We gave the Psalms -- 17: 55;
- And David and Solomon when they gave judgment --- We gave judgment and knowledge -We
subdued hills and birds to Hymn His praise along with David -- We taught him art of making
coats of mail -- 21: 78-80;
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- To David and --- We gave knowledge -- they said Praise to Allah Who hath preferred us -27: 15;
- Solomon was David's heir -- 27: 16; 38: 30;
- We gave David, Grace -- O Ye hills and birds, echo his psalms of praise -- We made iron
supple
to him, saying make coats of mail - measure the links -- 34: 10-11;
- Give thanks, O house of David! -- 34: 13;
- Lord of might - he turn in repentance to Allah - We subdued hills to --- at nightfall and sunrise
-and the birds -- We made his kingdom strong - gave him wisdom and decisive speech -- 38:
17-20;
- Two litigants climbed into his bedroom - asked him to judge their case - one had 99 ewes,
the
other had one - the first asked --- David said he was wrong to do so - he said many partners
oppress one another - David saw it as test from Us - prostrated and repented - We forgave
him --38: 21-25;
- We made him viceroy - told him to judge justly between mankind - follow not desire - We did
not
create heaven and earth in vain - kuffar think so - shall We treat believers and kuffar alike or
the pious as the wicked -- 38: 26-28;
DAWN
- Eat and drink until white thread ------ 2: 187;
- Allah is Cleaver of Daybreak -- 6: 96;
- Establish worship ----- the recital of Quran at dawn is witnessed -- 17: 78;
- We sent thee as --- that mankind may --- and glorify Him at early dawn -- 48: 8-9;
- Before dawn of each day - would seek forgiveness -- 51: 18;
- And the dawn when it shineth forth -- 74: 34;
- On that day, faces will be bright as dawn -- 80: 38;
- By the dawn --- 89: 1;
- That night is peace until the rising of dawn -- 97: 5;
- And scouring to the raid at dawn -- 100: 1-3;
DAY / LAST DAY
- Allah - Owner of the Day of Judgment -- 1: 4;
- Of mankind are some who say we believe in ....... and Last Day ..... -- 2: 8;
- Guard yourselves against a day when no soul will be able to help one another -- 2: 48;
123; 82: 19;
- Who believes in Allah, Last Day, does right, shall have reward - will not fear nor grieve -- 2:
62;
- In creation of ----- day and night --- are Allah's signs for those with sense -- 2: 164; 10: 6;
- On the day when those who were followed disown those who follow them -- 2: 166-167;
- This is an admonition for who believes in Allah and Last Day -- 2: 232;
- Guard yourselves against a Day when you will be brought back to Allah -- 2: 280;
- It is Thee who will gather mankind on a Day of which there is no doubt -- 3: 9;
- How will it be when We bring them all together on a day of which there is no doubt - every
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soul
will be paid in full -- 3: 25;
- Thou cause the day to pass into the night -- 3: 27; 39: 5;
- On the Day of Judgment, every soul will wish to distance itself from its evil deeds-- 3: 30;
- Allah does not love who believes not in Him nor in Last Day -- 4: 36; 38;
- You have nothing to fear if you believe in Allah, Last Day and spend --- 4: 39;
- On that day, those who disbelieved and --- will wish they are level with the ground -- 4: 42;
- If you have dispute, refer it to Allah and messenger, if you believe in Allah and Last Day -- 4:
59;
- Who disbelieve in Allah -- Last Day --- are far astray -- 4: 136;
- Who believes in Allah, Last Day and does right - Yahudis, Sabeans, Nasara - will not fear nor
grieve -- 5: 69;
- He prescribed for Himself Mercy that He may bring you together on a Day of which there is
no
doubt -- 6: 12;
- To Him belongs what rests in night and day -- 6: 13;
- I fear if I rebel against my Lord - the retribution of an awful Day -- 6: 15;
- On the Day when We gather them together and ask where are those partners of yours -- 6:
22;
- He knows what you do by day -- 6: 60;
- In that Day when He says ‘Be’ it is --- His is sovereignty on day when Trumpet is blown -- 6:
73;
- -- this day you are awarded the doom of degradation for that you spoke -- 6: 93;
- Allah is the cleaver of daybreak -- 6: 96;
- On Day of Judgment, Allah will tell Jinns - O Jinns! many human did you seduce -- 6: 128;
- O assembly of Jinn and mankind! didn’t there come to you messengers -- warning you of the
meeting of this day -- 6: 130;
- What are they waiting for? Angels ---- on the day when one of the portents come, it will be too
late -- 6: 158;
- The weighing on that Day is the true weighing -- 7: 8;
- Curse of Allah on evil doers who -- and disbelieve in Last Day -- 7: 44-45;
- This day We have forgotten them as they forgot the meeting of this Day -- 7: 51;
- He covers night with day which is in haste to follow it -- 7: 54; 13: 3;
- Are the people of the townships secure from Our wrath at day while they play -- 7: 98;
- The Day of Discrimination -- the day when the two armies met -- 8: 41;
- Satan tells kuffar no one can conquer them that day -- 8: 48;
- Fight against those who -- and do not believe in Allah and Last Day -- 9: 29;
- On the day when it (hoarded wealth) will be heated in hell and their foreheads -- will be
branded -- 9: 35;
- Months are 12 by Allah’s Ordinance the day He created heavens and earth -- 9: 36;
- Those who believe in Allah and Last Day ask no leave of thee lest -- 9: 44;
- They alone ask leave of thee who believe not in Allah and Last Day -- 9: 45;
- In the difference of day and night ------ are portents for those who ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- I fear if I disobey my Lord the retribution of an awful Day -- 10: 15;
- Our Command comes by night or day and We make it as reaped corn -- 10: 24;
- On the Day when We gather them together -- We say to those who ascribe partners to Us --
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10: 28;
- On the Day when He gather --- it will appear that they tarried an hour --- they will have
perished who denied meeting with Allah -- 10: 45;
- When His doom comes to you --- as a raid by night or day --- what part of it you'd hasten -10: 50;
- Allah appoints the day giving sight -- 10: 67;
- If you turn away, I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 11: 3;
- On the day when it comes to them, it cannot be averted -- 11: 8;
- Noah tells his folk - I fear for you the retribution of a painful day -- 11: 26;
- This day there is none that saveth from command of Allah except -- 11: 43;
- Lot said this is a distressful day -- 11: 77;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk I fear for you the doom of a besetting day -- 11: 84;
- That is a day -- man will be gathered -- We defer it only as a term already reckoned -- 11:
103-104;
- On the day when it comes, no soul will speak except -- some will be wretched -- they will be
in the
Fire as long as heavens and earth endure -- those who will be glad will be in the Garden as
long
as -- 11: 105-108;
- Establish worship at 2 ends of day and -- 11: 114;
- Have no fear this Day -- 12: 92;
- He cover the night with the day -- 13: 3;
- Alike of you is he who lurks at night and him who goes freely in day -- 13: 10;
- Remind them of the Days of Allah -- 14: 5;
- The works of kuffar are as ashes blown by wind on stormy day -- 14: 18;
- Tell believers to spend -- before a day comes when there’d be no trafficking nor -- 14: 31;
- Allah made of service to you the night and day -- 14: 33;
- Our Lord! Forgive me, my parents and believers the day when the account is cast -- 14: 41;
- Allah gives them respite till a day when eyes will -- 14: 42;
- Warn mankind of a day when the doom will come on them -- 14: 44;
- On the day when the earth will be changed to other than earth -- 14: 48;
- On that day you will see the guilty linked together in chains -- 14: 49;
- My Lord! reprieve me till the day when they are raised -- 15: 36;
- He hath constrained night, day, sun, moon to be of service to you -- 16: 12;
- On Day of Judgment, He will disgrace them -- 16: 27;
- The devil is their patron this day and theirs a painful doom -- 16: 63;
- Think of the day when We raise up from every nation a witness -- 16: 84; ---from their own
folk -- 16: 89;
- They will proffer submission to Allah that day -- 16: 87;
- On the day when every soul will come pleading for itself and -- 16: 111;
- The day sight-giving -- you may seek bounty of Allah -- you may compute years -- 17: 12;
- On Day of Resurrection We shall bring forth from him a book - he’d find wide open -- 17: 13;
- Your soul is sufficient Reckoner against you this day -- 17: 14;
- Who will bring us back to life -- when will it be -- a day when He will call you -- you will think
you tarried for a while -- 17: 51-52;
- No township but We shall destroy it before Day of Judgment -- 17: 58;
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55;
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Iblis says -- if Thou give me grace until Day of Resurrection --- I will -- 17: 62;
The Day when We call men with their record -- who is given book in right hand -- 17: 71
We shall assemble them on Day of Judgment on their faces -- 17: 97;
How long have you tarried -- a day or part of a day -- 18: 19;
The Day when We remove hills and you see earth emerging -- 18: 47;
Be mindful of the Day when He will say call those partners -- 18: 52;
That Day, We shall let some surge against others -- 18: 99;
That Day, We shall present hell to disbelievers plain to view -- 18: 100;
Peace on him the day he was born, the day he dies, the day he’ll be raised -- 19: 15;
If you meet any mortal say --- and I may not speak to any mortal this day -- 19: 26;
Peace on me the day I was born, the day I die, the day I shall be raised alive -- 19: 33;
Woe to kuffar from the meeting of an awful day -- 19: 37;
See and hear them on the Day they come to Us -- 19: 38;
Warn them of the Day of Anguish -- 19: 39;
Make no haste against them - their days are numbered -- 19: 84;
The Day when We shall gather the righteous to Us -- 19: 85;
Your tryst shall be the day of the feast -- 20: 59;
Who is uppermost this day will be successful -- 20: 64;
The day when the trumpet is blown, We assemble the guilty wide-eyed -- 20: 102;
That day they follow the caller who deceiveth not -- 20: 108;
That day, no intercession availeth save him --- 20: 109;
That Day faces humble themselves -- who bears burden of wrongdoing - a failure -- 20: 111;
Day of Judgment he will come blind to the assembly -- 20: 124;
In like manner, you are forgotten this day -- 20: 126;
Glorify Allah during night and at 2 ends of day that -- 20: 130;
They glorify Him night and day - they flag not -- 21: 20;
He created night and day, sun and moon --- 21: 33;
Who guard you in night or day from Allah -- 21: 42;
This is day you were promised - the day when We shall roll up the heavens -- 21: 101-104;
The day when you see it - every nursing mother will -- 22: 2;
On the Day of Judgment We'll make them taste the doom of burning -- 22: 9;
On Day of Judgment, Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Christians ------- 22: 17;
Mention name of Allah on appointed days over cattle He bestowed on them -- 22: 28;
A day with Allah is 1000 years of our reckoning -- 22: 47; 32: 5;
Kuffar will not cease to be in doubt until --- there come to them doom of disastrous day -- 22:
Sovereignty on that day will be Allah's -- 22: 56;
He makes the night pass into the day and day into night -- 22: 61; 24: 44; 31: 29; 35: 13;
On Day of Resurrection, you are raised again -- 23: 16;
His is difference of night and day --- 23: 80;
There is a barrier behind them until the day they are raised -- 23: 100;
There will be no kinship among them that day -- 23: 101;
I have rewarded them this day -- they were steadfast -- 23: 111;
They will say we tarried a day or part of a day -- 23: 113;
Let not pity for them cause you to disobey Allah if you believe ------ 24: 2;
On the day when their tongues --- testify against them -- 24: 24;
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- On that day Allah will pay them their just due -- 24: 25;
- Who fear a day when hearts and eyeballs will be overturned -- 24: 37;
- Allah causes revolution of day and night -- 24: 44;
- He knows the day they are returned to Him -- 24: 64;
- Pray not that day for one, but pray for many destructions -- 25: 11-15;
- On the Day when He will assemble them and those they worshipped ---- and ask was it you
who
misled these or ----- they will say --- it was not for us to choose ---- but Thou did give them
----until they forgot --- and became lost folk -- 25: 17-18;
- The day when they behold the angels, on that day --- 25: 22;
- Those who earned the Garden on that day will be better ----- 25: 24;
- A day when the heaven ---- will be rent asunder -- 25: 25;
- Sovereignty on that day ----- it will be a hard day for disbelievers 25: 26;
- On the day when the wrong-doers gnaweth his hands --- 25: 27;
- He make day a resurrection -- 25: 47;
- He hath appointed night and day in succession for --- 25: 62;
- Wizards gathered at time and day appointed -- 26: 38;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me -- and abase me not on the day when -- when wealth
and
sons -- 26: 83-89;
- I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 135;
- This she-camel - has right to drink - you have right to drink -- appointed day -- 26: 155;
- Touch her not -- lest there come to you the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 156;
- They denied him - there came to them retribution -- of an awful day -- 26: 189;
- Remind them of the Day when We shall gather out of every nation -- 27: 83;
- Have they not seen how We appointed -- the day sight-giving -- 27: 86;
- Remind them of the Day when the Trumpet will be blown -- 27: 87;
- Who bring a good deed -- safe from fear that day -- 27: 89;
- He who hath appealed to him the day before, cried out for help -- 28: 18;
- On the Day when He will call to them and say where are My partners -- 28: 62;
- On the day when He will call to them and say what answer did you give the messengers -28: 65;
- On that Day tidings will be dimmed for them -- 28: 66;
- If Allah made day everlasting until Day of Judgment, who can bring night so you can rest -28: 72;
- Out of mercy He gave night and day that you may seek bounty and be thankful -- 28: 73;
- On the Day when He shall call unto them and say where are the partners -- 28: 74;
- Shu’eyb said - serve Allah -- look forward to Last Day -- 29: 36;
- On the Day when the doom will overwhelm them from above them -- 29: 55;
- In that day believers will rejoice in Allah’s help to victory -- 30: 4-5;
- On day when Hour comes, unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12; they will be separated -30: 14;
- Of His signs -- your slumber by night and day -- 30: 23;
- Set your purpose -- before inevitable day comes -- that day mankind will be sundered -- 30:
43;
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When the Hour comes they will swear they only tarried an hour -- 30: 55;
You have tarried until Day of Resurrection. This is that Day -- 30: 56;
Their excuses will not profit those who did injustice -- 30: 57;
Keep your duty to Allah and fear a day when --- 31: 33;
As you forgot the meeting of this day -- We forget you -- 32: 14;
In Messenger of Allah, you have good example for him who --- 33: 21;
Their salutation on the Day they’ll meet Him will be Peace -- 33: 44;
On the day when their faces are turned over in the Fire -- 33: 64-68;
Travel in them safely by night and day -- 34: 18;
Yours is the promise of a day which you cannot postpone nor hasten by an hour -- 34: 30;
It was your scheming night and day -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah -- 34: 33;
The day He gather them together, He will ask the angels, Did these worship you -- 34: 40-41;
The day you will possess no use nor hurt for one another -- 34: 42;
We strip it of the day and lo! they are in darkness -- 36: 37;
It is not for the night to outstrip the day -- 36: 40;
This day no soul is wronged in anything -- 36: 54;
Those who merit Paradise this day are happily employed -- 36: 55-57;
O ye guilty! Begone this day - did I not charge you not to worship the devil --- this is the hell
you were promised if --- burn therein this day --- this day We seal up mouths and hands
speak out -- 36: 59-65;
- This day they make full submission -- 37: 26;
- This day they both are sharers in the doom -- 37: 33;
- He would have tarried in its belly till the day they are raised -- 37: 143-145;
- They say Our Lord! hasten on our fate before the Day of Reckoning -- 38: 16;
- You are reprieved until the day of the time appointed -- 38: 80-81;
- If I should disobey Allah, I fear doom of a terrible day -- 39: 13;
- Him from whom Thou hast ward off ill deeds, that day Thou hast taken into Mercy -- 40: 7-9;
- He cast His Spirit of Command -- that He may warn of the Day of meeting -- the day when
they come forth -- Whose is the Sovereignty this day -- 40: 15-16;
- This day each soul requited what it earned -- no wrong this day -- 40: 17;
- Warn them of the day of approaching doom when hearts will be choking the throats -- 40: 18;
- I fear for you a day -- a day when you will turn to flee -- 40: 32-33;
- The Fire ---- the day when the Hour uprises --- cause Pharaoh’s folk to enter ---- 40: 46;
- Entreat your Lord that He relieve us a day of the torment -- 40: 49;
- We do help --- and on the day when the witnesses arise -- the day when the excuse of evil
doers
is useless -- 40: 51-52
- He appointed for you day for seeing -- 40: 61;
- Do you disbelieve in Him Who created earth in 2 days and -- 41: 9;
- He placed -- firm hills -- measured -- sustenance in 4 days -- alike for all who ask -- 41: 10;
- He ordained 7 heavens -- in 2 days -- 41: 12;
- We let loose on them a raging wind in evil days -- 41: 16;
- Mention the day when enemies of Allah -- gathered to the Fire -- they are driven on till they
reach it -- 41: 19-20;
- You find yourself this day among the lost -- 41: 23;
- Of His portents -- the night, day, sun, moon -- 41: 37;
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Those who are with Allah glorify Him night and day and tire not -- 41: 38;
The Day when He call to them - where are My partners --- they will say we confess -- 41: 47;
-- that you may warn -- of a day of assembling whereof there is no doubt -- 42: 7;
Answer call of Allah before there come to you a day which cannot be averted -- no refuge nor
refusal that day -- 42: 47;
- It does not profit you this day that you’d share the doom -- 43: 39;
- Woe to those who do wrong from the doom of a painful day -- 43: 65;
- Friends on that day will be foes except those who kept their duty to Allah -- 43: 67;
- O My slaves! for you there is no fear this day -- 43: 68;
- Let them flounder in talk and play until they meet day they are promised -- 43: 83;
- Watch for the day when the sky will produce visible smoke -- 44: 10;
- On the day when We shall seize them with the greater seizure -- We shall punish -- 44: 16;
- The difference of night and day -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- On the Day when the Hour rises -- those who follow falsehood will be lost -- 45: 27;
- This day you are requited what you used to do -- 45: 28;
- This day We forget you even as you forgot the meeting this day -- 45: 34;
- This day they come not forth from thence nor -- 45: 35;
- This day you are rewarded with doom of ignominy because -- 46: 20;
- Hud warns -- I fear for you the doom of a tremendous day -- 46: 21;
- On the day when kuffar are exposed to Fire, they’ll be asked is this not real -- 46: 34;
- The day when they see what they are promised, it will look as though they tarried an hour -46: 35;
- We sent thee as -- that mankind may -- and glorify Him at early dawn and close of day -- 48:
8-9;
- The trumpet is blown - this is the threatened Day -- 50: 20;
- Piercing is the sight this day -- 50: 22;
- On the Day when We say to Hell - Are you filled -- 50: 30;
- Enter it in peace -- this is the Day of Immortality -- 50: 34;
- We created heavens and earth in 6 days -- 50: 38;
- And listen on the day when the Crier cries from a near place - the day when they will hear
the
cry in truth -- that is the day of coming forth -- 50: 41-42;
- On the Day when the earth splits asunder from them -- 50: 44;
- Before the dawn of each day, they will seek forgiveness -- 51: 15-19;
- Woe to kuffar from the day they are promised -- 51: 60;
- On the day when the heaven will heave -- 52: 9;
- Woe that day to the deniers who play -- 52: 11-12;
- The day when they are thrust -- in Fire of hell -- 52: 13;
- Let them be till they meet their day - they will be thunder-stricken --- 52: 45-47;
- Withdraw from them (O Muhammad) on the Day when the Summoner -- 54: 6;
- Kuffar say this is a hard day -- 54: 8;
- We let loose on them a wind on a day of constant calamity -- 54: 19;
- On the day when they are dragged to the Fire on their faces -- 54: 48;
- Every day He exercise Universal Power -- 55: 29;
- On that day neither man nor Jinn will be questioned about his sin -- 55: 39;
- Those of old and of later time will be brought together to the tryst of appointed day -- 56: 49-
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50;
- On the day when you see believers with their light shining and on their right hands -- 57: 12;
- On the day when the hypocrites will say to believers - look on us so we can borrow -- 57: 13;
- This Day no ransom can be taken from you -- 57: 15;
- On the day when Allah will raise them and inform them what they did -- 58: 6;
- On the day when Allah will raise them, they will swear to Him as they now swear to you -58: 18;
- In them you have a goodly pattern for every one who looks to Allah and Last Day -- 60: 6;
- When the call is heard for prayer on Day of congregation -- 62: 9;
- The day when He shall gather you to the Day of Assembling, will be a day of mutual
disillusion -- 64: 9;
- Who believe in Allah and Last Day is exhorted to act thus -- 65: 1-3;
- O kuffar! make no excuses this day -- you are paid for your deeds -- 66: 7;
- -- it may be that Allah will remit your evil deeds and bring you to Paradise on the day when
He
will not abase Prophet and believers -- 66: 8;
- The day when it befalls in earnest and they are ordered to prostrate but cannot -- 68: 42;
- Aad destroyed by strong wind - imposed on them 7 nights and 8 days -- 69: 6-8;
- On that day the Event will befall -- 69: 15;
- The heaven will split asunder - that day it will be frail -- 69: 16;
- Eight angels will uphold Throne of Allah that Day above them -- 69: 17;
- That day you will be exposed -- no secret will be hidden -- 69: 18;
- He has no lover here this day -- 69: 35;
- Angels and Spirit ascend to Him in a day equal 50,000 years -- 70: 4;
- The Day the sky will become as molten copper -- 70: 8;
- The guilty man will long to ransom himself that day at the price of -- 70: 11-14;
- Man is created anxious --- except --- and those who believe in Day of Judgment -- 70: 19-35;
- So let them chat and play until ------- the Promised Day -- 70: 42-44;
- My Lord! I have called -- night and day, but all my calling does -- 71: 5-6;
- Till the day when they shall see what they are promised they may doubt -- but then they will
know for certain -- 72: 24;
- Thou hast by day a chain of business -- 73: 7;
- On the day when earth and hills rock -- 73: 12-14;
- If you disbelieve, how will you protect yourself on day which will turn children grey -- 73: 17;
- Allah measures night and day -- 73: 20;
- That day will be a day of anguish , not of ease, for disbelievers -- 74: 9-10;
- We denied Day of Judgment till inevitable came to us -- 74: 46-47;
- I swear by Day of Resurrection -- 75: 1;
- He asks when will be this Day of Resurrection -- 75: 6;
- On that day man will cry - whither to flee -- 75: 10;
- To thy Lord is the recourse that day -- 75: 12;
- On that day man is told what he sent before and what he left behind -- 75: 13;
- That day faces will be resplendent -- 75: 22;
- That day other faces will be despondent -- 75: 24;
- To the Lord that day will be the driving -- 75: 30;
- They fear a day whereof the evil is wide spreading -- 76: 7;
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- We fear from Allah - a day of frowning and of fate -- 76: 10;
- Allah hath warded-off from them evil of that day and made them find brightness and joy -76: 11;
- These love fleeting life -- put behind them remembrance of grievous day -- 76: 27;
- For what day is the time appointed? for the day of decision -- 77: 12-13;
- What is the day of decision -- 77: 14;
- Woe to the repudiators that day -- 77: 15; 19; 24; 28; 34; 37; 40; 45; 47; 49;
83: 10;
- This is a day when they speak not - nor put up excuses -- 77: 35:36;
- This is the day of decision - We brought you and men of old together -- 77: 38;
- And have appointed the day for livelihood -- 78: 11;
- The day of decision is a fixed time - a day when the trumpet is blown ---- 78: 17-20;
- The day when the angels and Spirit stand arrayed ----- that is the true day ---- 78: 38-39;
- A day when a man will look at his deeds and kuffar will say ----- 78: 40;
- On the day when the first Trumpet resounds and the second -- on that day hearts beat
painfully -- 79: 6-8;
- The day when man will call to mind his whole endeavour -- 79: 35;
- On the day when they behold it, it will be as if they had only tarried -- 79: 46;
- The day when man will flee from his brother, mother ------ every man that day will have
enough
concern that day to make him heedless of others -- 80: 33-37;
- On that day faces will be bright as dawn, laughing ---- other faces veiled in darkness -- kuffar
and wicked -- 80: 38 - 42;
- Don't such men consider they'd be raised again to a Day when all mankind will stand --- 83:
4-6;
- Those who deny Day of Judgment, which -------- what they earn is rust on their hearts -- 83:
11-14;
- That day, they will be covered from Mercy of Allah - they will burn in hell ----- 83: 15-17;
- This day it is believers who laugh at kuffar -- 83: 34;
- And by the Promised Day ---- 85: 2;
- On the day when hidden thoughts are searched out -- 86: 9;
- That day faces will be downcast, ---- scorched by burning fire ---- 88: 2-7;
- That day, faces will be calm, glad for past effort --- 88: 8-16;
- Hell is brought near that day ---- man will remember ---- what use will it be then -- 89: 23;
- None punishes as He will punish that day --- 89: 25;
- The Ascent is -- on day of hunger - to feed and orphan near of kin or -- 90: 12-17;
- And the day when it revealeth him -- 91: 3;
- And the day resplendent -- 92: 2;
- That day she (earth) will relate her chronicles -- 99: 4;
- That day mankind will issue forth ---- to be shown their deeds --- 99: 6;
- On that day Allah will be perfectly informed concerning them -- 100: 9-11;
- A day when mankind will be as scattered moths ---- 101: 1-5;
- On that day you will be asked concerning pleasure -- 102: 8;
- By the declining day --- man is in a state of loss -- 103: 1-3;
DAY OF JUDGMENT
- No soul will be able to help another -- 2: 48; 123; 82: 19;
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- Some faces will be white, -- some black -- 3: 106-107;
- Our Lord! Confound us not on the Day of Resurrection -- 3: 194;
- He gathers you to Day of Resurrection in which there is no doubt -- 4: 87;
- You pleaded for them now - who will plead for them on Day of Resurrection -- 4: 109;
- Those who deny Day of Judgment -- are losers -- 6: 31; and think life of world is all, -- will
enter
hell -- 10:7;
- Those who deny Revelations will not enter Paradise until camel go through needle's eye -they'd
be in hell -- 7: 40-41;
- A curse was made to follow them in the world and on Day of Resurrection -- 11: 60; 99;
- He will go before his people on Day of Judgment and lead them to hell -- 11: 98;
- The curse be on thee till Day of Judgment -- 15: 35;
- On Day of Judgment He will disgrace them and say -- 16: 27;
- He will explain to you on Day of Judgment that wherein you differed -- 16: 92;
- Allah will judge between them on Day of Resurrection -- wherein they differed -- 16: 124;
- On Day of Judgment, He will assemble them on their faces, blind, dumb, deaf -- 17: 97;
- Their works are vain -- on Day of Judgment We assign no weight to them -- 18: 105;
- Each one will come to Him on Day of Judgment alone -- 19: 96;
- Who turn away from it will bear burden on Day of Resurrection -- an evil burden -- 20: 100101;
- We have set a just balance for Day of Resurrection - so no soul is wronged in anything -- 21:
47;
- Allah will judge between you on Day of Resurrection that wherein you differ -- 22: 69; 32:
25;
- Abraham says he hopes Allah will forgive his sins on Day of Judgment -- 26: 82;
- We made them patterns that invite to Fire -- on Day of Judgment they will not be helped -28: 41;
- We made a curse to follow them in this world - on Day of Judgment they will be among
the hateful -- 28: 42;
- Is he whom We promised -- like whom We suffer to enjoy life of world, then on Day of
Judgment
he will be of those arraigned -- 28: 61;
- Have you thought if Allah made night everlasting until Day of Judgment who --- 28: 71;
- On Day of Judgment, you will deny each other -- 29: 25;
- No excuse will be accepted - you'd be unable to make amends -- 30: 57;
- Parent will not be able to help child and vice versa -- 31: 33;
- Angel of death will gather you -- 32: 11;
- On Day of Judgment, they will disown association with you -- 35: 14;
- They say woe to us - this is Day of Judgment -- 36: 19-20;
- This is the Day of Separation which you used to deny -- 36: 21;
- O ye guilty - begone this day - did I not charge you not to worship the devil -- this is the hell
you
were promised if -- burn therein this day -- this day We shall seal up mouths -- hands and
feet
will speak out that day -- 36: 59-65;
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will
-

Those who wander -- awful doom -- they forgot Day of Reckoning -- 38: 26;
For the righteous -- this is what was promised for the Day of Reckoning -- 38: 53-55;
My curse on thee until Day of Judgment -- 38: 78;
The loser is he who loses himself and his housefolk on Day of Judgment -- 39: 15;
Is he who will strike his face --- on Day of Judgment as he who does right -- 39: 24;
You will die -- on Day of Judgment before Allah you’ll dispute -- 39: 30-31;
If wrong-doers possessed everything in earth and as much more, on Day of Judgment they
try to ransom themselves -- 39: 47;
On Day of Judgment the faces of those who lied concerning Allah will be blackened -- 39: 60;
On Day of Judgment the whole earth is His handful -- the heavens rolled up in His right
hand -- 39: 67;
Didn’t messengers come to you - reciting -- and warning of the meeting of this day -- 39: 71;
Moses said - I seek refuge in Allah from -- who disbelieve in Day of Reckoning -- 40: 27;
Is he who is hurled in the Fire better or who came secure on Day of Judgment -- 41: 40;
The losers are they who lose themselves and -- on Day of Judgment -- 42: 45;
The Day of Decision is the term for all of them -- a day when friend cannot help friend except
him on whom Allah hath mercy -- 44: 40-42;
Allah will judge between them on Day of Judgment about what they differed -- 45: 17;
Allah gives you life, causes death - gathers you to Day of Judgment - there is no doubt -- 45:

26;
- Beginning thereof has already come -- 47: 18;
- They ask when is Day of Judgment -- the day when they will be tormented at the Fire -- taste
your torment - this is what you sought to hasten -- 51: 12-14;
- For those who now do wrong, there is an evil day like that which came for those before -don’t
ask Me to hasten it -- 51: 59;
- Mankind will be sorted into 3 classes -- 56: 7;
- This will be their welcome on Day of Judgment -- 56: 56;
- On Day of Judgment He will inform them what they did -- 58: 7;
- Ties of kinship nor children will avail nothing on Day of Judgment -- He will part you -- 60: 3;
- Or do you have a covenant from Us reaching to Day of Judgment that you shall have -- 68:
39;
- They will be ordered to prostrate but will not be able to -- 68: 42-43;
- Man is created anxious -- except -- and those who believe in Day of Judgment -- 70: 19-35;
- On that day, man will flee from brother, mother ----- 80: 34: 36;
- Will have no time for anyone else -- 80: 37;
- They will burn therein on Day of Judgment and -- 82: 14-16;
- What will convey to you what Day of Judgment is --- a day when no soul hath power --- the
command that day is Allah’s -- 82: 17-19;
- Man will remember on that day but how will it help him -- 89: 23;
DAZZLE
- We dazzled them with splendour, then seized them unawares -- 6: 44;
- Abundance of bad things may dazzle you -- 5: 100;
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DEAD / DEATH / DIE
- Kuffar fear death -- 2: 19;
- How can you disbelieve in Allah when you were dead and He gave you life, then death, then
life,
then -- 2: 28;
- Moses kills man, Allah tells him what to do and brings dead back to life -- 2: 73;
- If hereafter is for you alone, then long for death - they will not do so because of what they did
-- 2: 94;
- Abraham tells his sons to die not except as muslims -- 2: 132;
- Those are people who passed away - to them what they earned - you will not be asked about
what they did -- 2: 134; 141;
- Those killed in Allah's way are not "dead" -- 2: 154; 3: 169;
- Allah sends water from sky thereby reviving earth after its death -- 2: 164;
- It is prescribed for you when death approaches -- that he bequeath -- 2: 180;
- If you are about to die and leave wives -- bequeath for them provision for a year -- 2: 240;
- Men of old - went forth by thousands fleeing death -- Allah caused their death, then revived
them -- 2: 243;
- Those who knew they will die said ‘How many a small group overcome a large group by
Allah’s permission’ -- 2: 249;
- Kafir asks how can Allah give life to this dead township -- Allah causes him to die for 100
years -- 2: 259;
- Abraham asks Allah to show him how He gives life to the dead -- 2: 260;
- Thou bringest forth the dead from the living -- 3: 27;
- Die not except as muslims -- 3: 102;
- You wished for death - now you've seen it with your eyes -- 3: 143;
- Muhammad is a messenger, the likes of whom have passed away -- if he dies or is slain, will
you turn back -- 3: 144;
- No soul can die except by Allah's leave and term appointed -- 3: 145; 35: 11; 40: 67;
- Even if you are in your houses, your destiny will overtake you -- 3: 154; 33: 16;
- Do not say if they were with us they would not have died or --- Allah gives life and -- 3: 156;
- Allah gives life and causes death : 3: 156; 10: 56; 15: 23; 22: 6; 23: 80; 30: 50; 36: 12;
40: 68;
- What if you be slain in Allah’s way or die --- pardon from Allah -- 3: 157;
- What though you be slain or die, when to Allah you’re gathered -- 3: 158;
- Say to them - avert death from yourselves if you are truthful -- 3: 168;
- Those slain in Allah’s way are not dead -- they are living -- 3: 169;
- Every soul will taste of death -- 3: 185; 21: 35; 29: 57;
- Our Lord! -- so we believed -- therefore --- and make us die the death of the righteous -- 3:
193;
- Death will overtake you wherever you are, even in towers -- 4: 78;
- Those who die while wronging themselves - will say they were oppressed - will be asked
whether
earth not spacious to facilitate migration - Allah may forgive feeble, women and children who
could not migrate -- 4: 97-99;
- Who forsakes his home -- a fugitive to Allah - death overtakes him -- his reward is incumbent
on Allah -- 4: 100;
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- When death approaches, make bequests - have 2 witnesses - let them take oath - -- 5: 106108;
- Kuffar say nothing but life of world, they will not be raised again -- 6: 29; 44: 35; 45: 24;
- As for the dead -- Allah will raise them up -- 6: 36;
- When death comes to you Our messengers receive you -- 6: 61;
- If you could see when death comes to wrong-doers and angel reaches for his soul -- 6: 93
- You come to Us solitary - no partners - bond severed - leaving behind all you amassed -- 6:
94;
- He bring forth living from dead and dead from living -- 6: 95; 30: 19;
- Even if dead spoke to them, they will not believe except as Allah wills -- 6: 111;
- Is he who was dead - gave him life - set for him light whereby he walks - similar to one who
remains in utter darkness -- 6: 122;
- My dying is for Allah -- 6: 162;
- Allah tells Adam -- there shall you live, there shall you die and -- 7: 25;
- As He brought you into being, so return to Him -- 7: 29;
- When those who deny Our revelations are asked where are the partners you cried to, they’d
say
they departed from us - they’d then testify they were kuffar -- 7: 37;
- We lead clouds to dead land - it brings -------- fruits - thus We bring forth the dead -- 7: 57;
43: 11; 50: 9-11; 57: 17;
- Pharaoh’s wizards said we are about to die -- 7: 125; --- asks Allah to let them die as
muslims -- 7: 126;
- He quickeneth and gives death -- 7: 158; 15: 23;
- They disputed with you --- as though they were being driven to death -- 8: 6;
- If you could see how the angels receive kuffar - taste the punishment ---- 8: 50-51;
- Thereby Allah will punish them in life of world and take their souls while they disbelieve -- 9:
55;
- Never pray for one of them who dies nor stand by his grave -- they died while they were
evil-doers -- 9: 84;
- When surah revealed, it adds wickedness to their wickedness and they die as kuffars -- 9:
125;
- Who bring forth the living from the dead? -- 10: 31;
- Whether We let you see some of what they are promised or cause you to die -- 10: 46; 13:
40; 40: 77;
- I worship Allah Who causeth you to die -- 10: 104;
- If you say you will be raised again after death, kuffar will say -- 11: 7;
- Make me die submissive to Thee -- 12: 101;
- Had it been possible for a Lecture to cause ---- the dead to speak, --- Quran ---- 13: 31;
- Death comes to him from every side but he cannot die -- 14: 17;
- They moved blindly in the frenzy of approaching death -- 15: 72;
- And serve thy Lord until death comes to thee -- 15: 99;
- They are dead - not living - they know not when they will be raised -- 16: 21;
- Whom the angels cause to die while they - wrong themselves -- 16: 28; -- do good -- 16: 32;
- They swear that Allah will not raise them after death -- 16: 38;
- When their term comes, they cannot put it off an hour, nor advance it -- 16: 61;
- He sends water from sky reviving earth after its death -- 16: 65; 30: 19; 50;
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- Allah creates you, causes you to die -- brings you to old age - knowing nothing after having
knowledge -- 16: 70;
- We would have made thee taste double punishment -- of dying -- 17: 75;
- Peace on him the day he was born, the day he dies, the day -- 19: 15; --- Peace on me --the
day I die -- 19: 33
- Mary said she wished she had died before this -- 19: 23;
- Man says when we are dead, shall we be raised again -- 19: 66;
- Decree what you will, you will only end our life in this world -- 20: 72;
- Whoso come to Allah guilty -- for him hell -- he will neither die nor live -- 20: 74;
- Have they chosen gods from earth who raise the dead -- 21: 21;
- If thou diest, can they be immortal -- 21: 34;
- Some of you die young, some --- 22: 5;
- When their (camel) flanks fall dead, eat thereof and feed -- 22: 36;
- Those who fled their homes for cause of Allah and ----- or died ------ 22: 58;
- He gave you life, will cause you to die, then --- 22: 66;
- Then after that you die -- 23: 15;
- Does he promise you when you are dead and become dust -- 23: 35;
- Nothing but life of world - we die - we live -- will not be raised -- 23: 37;
- He gives life and causes death -- 23: 80;
- They say when we are dead and become --- shall we be raised again -- 23: 81-83;
- Until when death comes to them they say my Lord! send me back that ----- 23: 99-100;
- They possess not death nor life - has no power to raise dead -- 25: 3;
- And trust in the Living One who does not die -- 25: 58;
- Allah causes me to die then give me life again -- 26: 81;
- If you were to ask Who cause water --- reviving earth after its death, they’d say Allah -- 29:
63;
- You cannot make dead hear -- 27: 80; 30: 52;
- He revives earth after her death -- 30: 19; 50;
- He sends water --- thereby quickens earth after her death -- 30: 24;
- Allah is He Who -- then cause you to die -- then -- 30: 40;
- Your creation and raising from the dead is as the creation of a single soul -- 31: 28;
- No soul knows in what land it will die -- 31: 34;
- The angel of death has charge over you - will gather you -- 32: 11;
- Flight will not help if you flee from death or -- 33: 16;
- When the fear comes, you see them regarding you with rolling eyes, like one who faint unto
death -- 33: 18-19;
- Some have paid their vows by death in battle 33: 23;
- When we are dust, shall we be raised again -- 34: 7;
- When We decreed death for him, nothing showed his death except a creeping creature -- 34:
14;
- We lead it to a dead land and revives the earth after its death -- 35: 9;
- The living is not equal to the dead -- 35: 22;
- It does not take complete effect on them so they can die nor is torment lightened -- 35: 36-37;
- When we are dead -- become dust and bones -- shall we be raised -- 37: 16; 50: 3; ---can we
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be brought to account -- are we then not to die except our former death -- 37: 51-61;
- You will die - they will die - On day of resurrection before Allah you'll dispute -- 39: 30-31;
- Allah receives soul at death and at sleep --- keeps that which dies - returns others -- 39: 42;
- Our Lord! twice hast Thou made us die --- We confess --- Is there any way out -- 40: 11;
- Joseph brought --- when he died he said - Allah will not send any messenger -- 40: 34;
- He created you from dust then --- though some of you die before -- 40: 67;
- Whether We let you see --- or cause you to die --- to Us they will --- 40: 77;
- The quickener of the dead quickens it (the earth) -- 41: 39;
- He quickens the dead -- 42: 9; 50: 43; 57: 2;
- I sought refuge in Allah, lest you stone me to death -- 44: 20;
- These are saying -- there is nothing but our first death -- 44: 34-35;
- They taste no death therein -- only the first death -- 44: 51-57;
- The provision that Allah sends down -- quickening the earth after her death -- portents for
people with sense -- 45: 5;
- Do evil doers think We shall make them as believers who do good works in life and death -45: 21;
- Allah gives life, causes death, then gathers you -- 45: 26;
- -- do you threaten me that I’ll be brought forth when generations before have passed away -46: 17;
- Of Jinn and mankind who passed away before, such are they on whom word hath effect -46: 18;
- Have they not seen that Allah ----- is able to give life to the dead -- 46: 23;
- Would you like to eat flesh of your dead brother -- 49: 12;
- -- thereby We quicken dead land -- even so will be the resurrection of the dead -- 50: 9-11;
- The agony of death comes in truth -- 50: 19;
- Allah gives death and life -- 53: 44;
- Everyone that is therein will pass away -- 55: 26;
- They used to say - when we are dead - shall we be raised again -- 56: 47;
- We give you death so We may transfigure you and make you what you know not -- 56: 60-61;
- Why then, when soul comes to throat of dying ------ why don't you force it back -- 56: 83-87;
- If he is of those brought nigh, then breath of life --- and garden of delight --- 56: 88-89;
- If he is of right hand, then greeting of peace be to thee from those on right hand -- 56: 90-91;
- If he is of rejecters, the erring, -- welcome will be boiling water and ------ 56: 92-94;
- Allah quickens earth after its death -- 57: 17;
- O Yahudis! if you think you are favoured, then long for death ---they will never ----- the death
from which you shrink, will surely meet you -- 62: 6-8;
- Spend -- before death comes and you say My Lord! reprieve me so I ---- 63 : 10;
- Who hath created life and death that He may try you -- 67: 2;
- Oh! would that it had been death -- 69: 27;
- They suppose as you do, that Allah will not raise anyone from the dead -- 72: 7;
- Is not He able to bring the dead to life -- 75: 40;
- Haven't We made the earth a receptacle for the living and the dead -- 77: 25-26;
- Then cause him to die and bury him -- 80: 21;
- The most hapless will flout it - will be flung to Fire - will neither live nor die -- 87: 11-13;
DEAF
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- Deaf, dumb and blind, - they return not -- 2: 18; they have no sense -- 2: 171;
- Yahudis rebelled when messengers brought what they did not like - willfully blind and -- 5: 7071;
- Allah will place / has placed, in their ears a deafness --- 6: 25; 17: 46; 18: 57;
- Those who deny revelations are deaf and dumb in darkness --- 6: 39;
- Do not be of those who say we hear, but hear not -- 8: 21;
- The worst beasts are the deaf, dumb, who have no sense -- 8: 22;
- If Allah wanted, He could have made them hear -- 8: 23;
- Can you make the deaf hear if they do not understand? -- 10: 42;
- The deaf and the hearer are not equal -- 11: 24;
- On Day of Judgment - He will assemble them on their faces, blind, dumb, deaf -- 17: 97;
- The deaf hear not the call when they are warned -- 21: 45;
- Those who when reminded of the revelations of Allah, fall not deaf -- 25: 73;
- You cannot make deaf hear the call when ---- 27: 80; 30: 52; 43: 40;
- And when Our revelations are recited to him, he turns away in pride as if ---- there is a
deafness
in his ears -- 31: 7;
- In our ears is a deafness -- 41: 5;
- For disbelievers it is deafness -- 41: 44;
- Such are they whom Allah cursed ---- he deafeneth them and --- 47: 23;
DEAL
- Leave Me to deal with the deniers -- 73: 11;
- Leave Me to deal with him whom I created lonely, then bestowed on him -- 74: 11-15;
- Thus We deal with the guilty -- 77: 18;
- Give respite to kuffar --deal with them gently for a while -- 86: 17;
- Do you not consider how Allah dealt with Aad -- 89: 6;
- Have you seen how Allah dealt with the owners of the elephant -- 105: 1;
DEBATE
- They debated what to do and kept their counsel secret -- 20: 62;
DEBT / DEBTOR
- If debtor is in difficulties give additional time to pay, if you remit it as charity it is better -- 2:
280;
- Write down your debts, and have witnesses -- debtor to dictate -- 2: 282;
- Or do you ask them a fee so they are plunged in debt -- 52: 40;
- -- and Abraham who paid his debt -- 53: 36-37;
- Then you will cry we are laden with debt - we are deprived -- 56: 66-67;
DECEIVE
- When they fall in with those who believe they say we believe -- 2: 76;
- Allah knows you were deceiving yourselves -- 2: 187;
- What they used to invent deceived them regarding their religion -- 3: 24;
- It is not for any Prophet to deceive mankind - whoso deceives, will bring his deceit with him
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on
Day of Judgment -- 3: 161;
- Life of this world is comfort of illusion -- 3: 185;
- Do not let the vicissitudes of kuffar deceive you -- 3: 196;
- Do not plead on behalf of those who deceive themselves -- 4: 107;
- If they would deceive thee, Allah is sufficient for thee -- 8: 62;
- Make not your oaths a deceit ----- between you because one nation is of larger numbers -16: 92; -lest your foot slip -- 16: 94;
- Satan promise them only to deceive --17: 64;
- Later generations ruined worship and followed lusts --- they will meet deception --- 19: 59;
- On that Day, they follow the Summoner who deceive not -- 20: 108;
- The day when the Hour comes - they will swear ---- thus were they deceived -- 30: 55;
- Let not the deceiver beguile you in regard to Allah -- 31: 33;
- Evil-doers promise each other only to deceive -- 35: 40;
- Do not let their turn of fortune in the land deceive thee -- 40: 4;
- Thus Allah deceives him who is a prodigal -- a doubter -- 40: 34;
- Your comrade errs not nor is deceived -- 53: 2;
- Believers tell hypocrites - the deceiver deceived you --- 57: 14;
DECIDE
- If they decide on divorce -- 2: 227;
- Who makes the decision -- 3: 159;
- They will not believe until --- and they find no dislike for your decision -- 4: 65;
- Must always be in accordance with Quran -- 5: 47;
- None can change Allah’s decisions -- 6: 34;
- The decision is for Allah only - He tells the truth - is the best of Deciders -- 6: 57;
- If I had that for which you are impatient, the case would have been decided between us -- 6:
58;
- Our Lord! Decide between us -- Thou art the best of those who make decision -- 7: 89;
- So decide on your course of action -- 10: 71;
- The decision rests with Allah only -- 12: 40; 67;
- When the matter has been decided, Satan says - Allah’s promise to you was true -- 14: 22;
- Warn them of the Day of Anguish when the case has been decided -- 19: 39;
- Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Sabeans, Magians -- on Day of Resurrection -22: 17;
- I decide no case till you are present with me -- 27: 32;
- Do those who do ill-deeds think --- evil is that which they decide -- 29: 4;
- It does not become a believing man or woman when Allah and Messenger have decided an
affair for them that they should ------ 33: 36;
- In the Source of Decrees --- it is decisive -- 43: 4;
- Everything will come to a decision -- 54: 3;
DECLARATION
- This is a declaration for mankind - a guidance and admonition to those who ward off evil -- 3:
138;
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DECREE
- When Allah decrees something He says ‘Be’ -- 3: 47;
- If We had decreed for them lay down your lives or --- few would have done it -- 4: 66;
- We decreed for Yahudis - whoever kills a human for other than manslaughter or corruption in
earth, is as if he killed -- 5: 32;
- He decreed a term for you - a fixed term -- 6: 2;
- Beforetime they raised difficulties for thee till truth came and Allah’s decree made manifest -9: 48;
- Noting befalls us except what Allah decreed for us -- 9: 51;
- Others are awaiting Allah’s decree -- 9: 106;
- Quran is an exposition of what is decreed for mankind -- 10: 37;
- We destroyed no township --- a known decree for it -- 15: 4;
- Allah decreed that Lot's wife stayed behind -- 15: 60;
- We decreed for Yahudis - you will work corruption in earth twice -- will be great tyrants -- 17:
4;
- Thy Lord hath decreed --you worship none but Him, you show kindness to parents --- 17: 23;
- Not a township but We'll destroy it before ---- that is decreed -- 17: 58;
- Glory be to Him! When He decreeth a thing He saith to it ‘Be’ -- 19: 35;
- So decree what you will -- 20: 72;
- Had it not been for a decree that had already ----- 20: 129;
- It is decreed that whoso takes Satan for friend -- he will be misled to hell -- 22: 4;
- You have tarried by Allah's decree until Day of Resurrection -- 30: 56;
- And when We decreed death for him (Solomon) nothing showed his death ---- 34: 14;
- In the source of Decrees --- it is decisive -- 43: 4;
- They rebelled against Allah’s decree -- 51: 44;
- Wait patiently for thy Lord's decree --- 52: 48;
- Allah hath decreed - I shall conquer - I and My Messengers -- 58: 21;
- If Allah hath not decreed migration for them, He would have punished them -- 59: 3;
- Wait for Allah's decree - be not like Jonah - who cried out in despair -- 68: 48;
- The angels and Spirit descend therein ---- with all decrees -- 97: 4;
DEEDS
- And if you do it not, and you can never do it -- 2: 24;
- Give glad tidings to those who believe and do good deeds -- 2: 25;
- Who believes in Allah, last day and does right, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 62;
- They will never long for death because of what they did -- 2: 95;
- Say to People of Book, Why argue with us about Allah - He is our Lord and your Lord - To us
our
deeds and to you your deeds -- 2: 139;
- Vie with one another in good works -- 2: 148; 5: 48;
- Who does good of his own accord, Allah is Responsive, Aware -- 2: 158;
- Allah will show them their deeds as anguish -- 2: 167;
- Do good deeds -- Allah loves the doers of good -- 2: 195;
- Send good deeds before for your soul -- 2: 223; 89: 24;
- If you give alms in secret it is better - it will atone for some of your ill-deeds -- 2: 271;
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- Who believe, does good, prays, gives zakat, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- Who disbelieve and who slew prophets and ------- their works failed here and hereafter -- 3:
22;
- On Day of Judgment, every soul ----- with its deeds ---- will wish to distance itself from its evil
deeds -- 3: 30;
- Those who love to be praised for what they did not -- 3: 188;
- I suffer not the works of anyone to be lost. I shall remit their evil deeds --- 3: 195;
- If you avoid --- Allah will remit evil deeds -- 4: 31;
- If there is a good deed, Allah doubles it and gives immense reward -- 4: 40;
- Though if they had done it, it would be better for them -- We should bestow on them great
reward
and guide them to straight path -- 4: 66-68;
- Believer who does good will enter Paradise -- 4: 124;
- Those who do good openly or secretly - Allah is Forgiving -- 4: 149;
- Who denies the faith, his work is vain --- 5: 5;
- Who believes and does good works, will be forgiven -- 5: 9;
- Cut off the hands of the thief -- a reward for their deeds -- but who repent and amend -- 5: 3839;
- Whoso believes in Allah, Last Day and do right - Yahudis, Sabeans, Nasara will not fear nor
grieve -- 5: 69;
- No sin for believers who do good deeds, for what they ate in the past -- mindful of Allah and
do good deeds -- 5: 93;
- To Allah you will all return and He will inform you of what you used to do -- 5: 105;
- Instead of being humble, Satan made their deeds seem fair to them -- 6: 43; 8: 48; 16: 63;
- Who believes and does right will not fear nor grieve -- 6: 48;
- Then He will tell you what you used to do -- 6: 60;
- Remind them with Quran, lest they perish by their own deeds -- those are they who perish by
their own deeds -- 6: 70;
- If they set up partners -- all they do will be in vain -- 6: 88;
- To every nation, We made their deeds seem fair - to Allah is their return -- He will tell them
what
they used to do -- 6: 108;
- If Allah willed, they’ll not do so -- 6: 112; --- Had Allah willed, they’d not have done so -- 6:
137;
- Allah will be their Protecting Friend because of what they used to do -- 6: 127;
- For all there’ll be ranks from what they did -- Allah is not unaware of what they do -- 6: 132;
- Their case will go to Allah Who will tell them what they used to do -- 6: 159;
- Ten rewards for one good deed - evil recorded as one -- 6: 160;
- When they do lewdness, they say we found our fathers doing so and Allah hath enjoined it -7: 28;
- Those who believe and do good works -- owners of Garden -- 7: 42;
- This is the Garden - you inherit it for what you did -- 7: 43;
- We annihilated all that Pharaoh and his folk had done -- 7: 137;
- As for these --- all they are doing is in vain -- 7: 139;
- Those who deny -- works are fruitless -- are they requited other than what they used to do -7: 147;
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- But those who do ill deeds, then repent and believe -- 7: 153;
- Wilt Thou destroy us because of what our fathers did -- 7: 173;
- They will be requited what they do -- 7: 180;
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will rid you of your evil ---- and deeds --- 8: 29;
- That Allah might conclude a thing that must be done -- 8: 42;
- Those who --- debar men from way of Allah while Allah surrounds all they do -- 8: 47;
- Satan made their deeds seem fair to them -- 8: 48;
- Taste the punishment of burning --- for what your own hands sent before -- 8: 50-51;
- Evil is that which they are wont to do -- 9: 9;
- They allowed what Allah forbid - the evil of their deeds made fair-seeming to them -- 9: 37;
- And He will tell you what you used to do -- 9: 94;
- There are some who mixed good deeds with bad deeds ----- tell them to act - Allah ------ will
see
their actions -- 9: 102-105;
- Every deed in the way of Allah is recorded as a good deed - every spending -- that Allah may
repay them the best of their deeds -- 9: 120-121;
- Those who believe and do good deeds -- will be rewarded with equity -- 10: 4; Allah guides
them
by their faith -- 10: 9;
- When misfortune strikes them ---- thus their deeds appear fair to prodigals -- 10: 12;
- Who do good, neither dust nor ---- comes near their faces -- 10: 26;
- Who earn ill-deeds ---- ignominy overtakes them --- as if faces covered with darkest
night -- 10: 27;
- There every soul experience what it did before -- 10: 30;
- If they deny thee - say To me my works, to you --- you are innocent of what I do, I am ---- 10:
41;
- Allah is witness of what they do 10: 46;
- Except those who persevere and do good deeds ----- theirs is ----- 11: 11;
- Who desire life of world, We shall repay deeds therein -- nothing in Hereafter -- all they do is
vain and fruitless -- 11: 15-16;
- Who believe, do good deeds and humble themselves --- owners of Garden -- 11: 23;
- Be not distressed by what they do -- 11: 36;
- Unto each Allah will repay his deeds in full -- 11: 111;
- Good deeds annul evil deeds -- 11: 114;
- Allah did not destroy the townships while the folk were doing right -- 11: 117;
- You will tell them of this deed when they know you not -- 12: 15;
- If he do not do as I bid, he shall be imprisoned -- 12: 32;
- I am thy brother -- sorrow not for what they did -- 12: 69;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar because of their deeds -- 13: 31;
- The deeds of kuffar are as ashes blown by wind on stormy day -- 14: 18;
- Them We shall question every one of what they used to do -- 15: 92-93;
- Then they will say we used not to do wrong -- 16: 28;
- For those who do good in this world, there is a good reward and -- 16: 30;
- Whom the angels cause to die while they do good -- enter the Garden because of what you
used
to do -- 16: 32;
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- Even so did those before them -- 16: 33; 35; --- Allah wronged them not - they did wrong
themselves --16: 33;
- The evil of what they did, smote them -- 16: 34;
- Who plan ill-deeds --- do they feel secure that Allah will not cause -------16: 45-47;
- They do what they are bidden -- 16: 50;
- The devil made their deeds fair-seeming to them -- 16: 63;
- You will be asked of what you did -- 16: 93;
- Who are steadfast, We shall reward in proportion to what they did -- 16: 96;
- Who believe and do good - male or female, We shall give good life and reward in proportion
to
what they did -- 16: 97;
- On the Day when --- and every soul will be repaid what it did -- 16: 111;
- Township -- provision in abundance -- disbelieves in Allah’s favours - made to experience
fear
because of their deeds -- 16: 112;
- Allah is with the doers of good -- 16: 128;
- If you do good - it is for the good of your own souls -- if you do evil -- 17: 7;
- Believers who do good deeds -- will have great reward -- 17: 9; --- rewards not lost -- 18: 30;
- Each one does according to his rule of conduct -- 17: 84;
- Good deeds which endure - better for reward -- 18: 46; 19: 76;
- They find all they did confronting them -- 18: 49;
- Moses tells Kadir - you have done - a dreadful thing -- 18: 71 -- a horrid thing -- 18: 74;
- I did not do it on my own command -- 18: 82;
- Who believes and does right -- his reward will be good -- 18: 88;
- Greatest loser - those whose works go astray in life of world while they think they do good
deeds -- their works are vain -- 18: 103 -104;
- Believers who do good works -- Paradise -- no desire to be removed -- 18: 107-108;
- Who hope to meet Allah - let him do righteous deeds -- 18: 110;
- Who believe and do good deeds, Allah will appoint for them love -- 19: 96;
- Who comes to Allah a believer - having done good works -- Paradise -- will abide forever -reward for one who grows -- 20: 75-76
- I am Forgiving to him who repents, believes , does good, then -- 20: 82;
- A believer who does good deeds, does not fear injustice that day --- 20: 112;
- Who has done this to our gods -- must be an evil- doer -- 21: 59;
- Is it you who has done this to our gods O Abraham -- 21: 62;
- Their chief has done it -- question them if they can speak -- 21: 63;
- We inspired in thee the doing of good deeds -- 21: 73;
- We subdued hills and birds to --- We were the doers thereof -- 21: 79;
- They used to vie one with the other in good deeds -- 21: 90;
- Believers who do good deeds will --- enter Paradise -- 22: 14; 23; 56; 29: 58; --- have
pardon and rich provision -- 22: 50;
- They have other works besides, which they are doing -- 23: 63-67;
- On the day when tongues --- testify against them as to what they used to do -- 24: 24;
- That Allah may reward them with the best of what they did -- 24: 38;
- Deeds of kuffar are as mirage in desert ----- 24: 39-40;
- Allah promise believers who do good works, they will succeed in the land -- 24: 55;
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- Allah knows the Day they are returned to Him that He may -- tell them their deeds -- 24: 64;
- We shall turn to the works they did and make it scattered motes -- 25: 23;
- Who cry to other gods along with Allah -- doom doubled -- will abide therein forever, save
who
repent, believe and do --- Allah will change their evil deeds to good deeds -- 25: 68-70;
- Who repent and does good -- repents with true repentance -- 25: 71;
- Pharaoh reminds Moses -- you did that deed -- and was an ingrate -- 26: 19;
- Moses replies -- I did it when I was astray -- 26: 20;
- What knowledge have I of what they did in the past -- 26: 112;
- Lot prayed - My Lord! save me and my household from what they do -- 26: 169;
- If they disobey thee -- say I am innocent of what they do -- 26: 216;
- Have you seen how they --- and say that which they do not -- 26: 224-226;
- Except those who believe and do good works and remember Allah much and -- 26: 227;
- My Lord! arouse me ---- and to do good that shall be pleasing to thee -- 27: 19;
- Satan makes their works fair-seeming to them -- 27: 24; 29: 38;
- When kings enter a township they --- thus will they do -- 27: 34;
- Did you deny My revelations or what is it you did -- 27: 84;
- The word will be fulfilled concerning them because they did wrong -- 27: 85;
- Who bring good deed will get more than its worth - he is safe - no fear that day -- 27: 89;
28: 84;
- Who bring ill-deed - thrown on faces in hell -- are you rewarded anything other than what
you did -- 27: 90; 28: 84;
- When they hear vanity they withdraw and say -- to us our works -- to you -- 28: 55;
- Who repent, believe and do right -- may be successful -- 28: 67;
- The reward for those who believe and do right is better -- 28: 80;
- Do those who do ill deeds think they can outstrip Us -- 29: 4;
- Who believe and do good works -- We shall remit their evil deeds -- shall repay them the best
for what they did -- 29: 7; -- shall enter among the righteous -- 29: 9;
- To me is your return -- I shall tell you what you used to do -- 29: 8; 39: 7;
- Shu’eyb said - do not evil making mischief on earth -- 29: 36;
- He will say taste what you used to do -- 29: 55;
- If evil befall them in consequence of their deeds, they despair -- 30: 36;
- Corruption appears on land and sea because of what men’s hands have done --that He may
--30: 41;
- -- while those who do right make provision for themselves -- 30: 44;
- To Allah is your return -- He will tell you what you used to do -- 31: 15; 23;
- Though it be the weight of mustard seed --- 31: 16;
- Whosoever surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good, has grasped a firm handhold -31: 22;
- Taste the doom of immortality because of your deeds -- 32: 14;
- No soul knows what is kept hidden ----- reward for what they did -- 32: 17;
- Who believe and do good works --- -- reward for your deeds -- 32: 19;
- Such have not believed --- Allah made their deeds fruitless -- 33: 19;
- You will not be asked about what we did and -- vice versa -- 34: 25;
- Are they requited anything save what they did -- 34: 33;
- Neither wealth nor --- will bring you near to Us, but who believe and do good -- their reward
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will be doubled for what they did and -- 34: 37;
Who believe and do good works will have forgiveness and great reward -- 35: 7;
Whose deeds made fair-seeming to them are Satan's dupes -- 35: 8;
Allah exalts pious deeds -- 35: 10;
Some outstrip others through good deeds -- 35: 32;
Our Lord! release us -- we will do right -- not what we used to do -- 35: 37;
This day no soul is wronged -- nor are you requited anything save what you used to do -- 36:

54;
- Theirs the fruits of their good deeds -- 36: 57;
- You are requited nothing save what you did -- 37: 39; 45: 28;
- Is he who will strike his face -- on Day of Judgment - as he who does right -- 39: 24;
- He will remit from them their worst deeds and reward them for their best deeds -- 39: 35;
- Every soul is paid in full for what it did -- 39: 70;
- And ward-off from them ill-deeds -- from whom Thou ward off ill deeds -- 40: 7-9;
- Who does ill-deed will be repaid like thereof - who does right will enter Paradise -- 40: 40;
- Who believe and do good works -- not equal to evil doer -- 40: 58;
- When they reach it, their ears, eyes and skins testify their deeds -- 41: 20;
- You did not hide yourself ----- You thought Allah knew not much of what you did -- 41: 22;
- We assigned them comrades who made their deeds seem fair to them -- 41: 25;
- We shall requite them the worst of what they did -- 41: 27;
- Good and evil deeds are not alike - Repel evil with good - between whom and thee was
enmity will
become as bosom friend -- 41: 34;
- Do what you will - He is Seer of what you do -- 41: 40;
- We shall tell kuffar what they did and make them -- 41: 50;
- Who scores a good deed, We shall add to it for him -- 42: 23;
- Allah pardons evil deeds -- 42: 25;
- The reward of an ill-deed is a similar ill, but who pardons - his wage is the affair of Allah -42: 40;
- When evil strikes him because of his own hands - he is ungrateful -- 42: 48;
- This is the Garden -- because of what you used to do -- 43: 72;
- The evil-doers should not think they equal believers who do ----- in life and death -- 45: 21;
- Our Book pronounce against you with truth -- all you did is recorded -- 45: 29;
- Allah will bring believers who did good deeds into His mercy -- 45: 30;
- And your evil deeds will appear to you and that ----- -- 45: 33;
- Who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright -- owners of Garden -- reward for their
deeds -- 46: 13-14;
- We accept the best deeds from those and overlook their evil -- 46: 16;
- For all ----- that He may pay them for their deeds -- they will not be wronged -- 46: 19;
- Who disbelieve and ---- He renders their action vain --- 47: 1; 8;
- Who believe --- and believe in Quran -- Allah will rid them of ill deeds and -- 47: 2;
- Who fight in the Way of Allah --- He renders not their action vain -- 47: 4;
- Because they are averse to Quran - He makes their actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
- He made their actions vain -- 47: 28;
- Allah knows your deeds -- 47: 30;
- -- they hurt Allah not a jot -- He will make their actions fruitless -- 47: 32;
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- Obey Allah -- render not your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- Do not falter and cry out for peace -- He will not grudge the reward of your actions -- 47: 35;
- That He may ---- and remit from them their evil deeds -- 48: 5; 64: 9;
- If you obey Allah ---- He will not withhold any reward for your deeds -- 49: 14;
- -- taking what Allah gives them for they were doers of good -- 51: 15-19;
- Whether you are patient or not -- you are only being paid for your deeds -- 52: 16;
- Eat and drink in health as reward for your deeds -- 52: 19;
- That He may reward evil doers with what they did and the doers of good with goodness -53: 31;
- Everything they did is in the Scriptures -- 54: 52;
- -- reward for what they used to do -- 56: 11-26;
- On the Day when Allah will raise them up together and inform them what they did -- 58: 6;
- On the Day of Judgment, He will inform them what they did -- 58: 7;
- Why do you say what you do not do ---- it is hateful to Allah -- 61: 2-3;
- Evil is what they are wont to do -- 63: 2;
- He will remit his evil deeds and magnify reward for him -- 65: 5;
- -- that He may bring believers who do good works from darkness to light and who believe
and
do right will be brought to Paradise to abide forever -- 65: 10-11;
- -- who resist not what Allah commanded them but do as they are commanded -- 66: 6;
- O kuffar! make no excuses --- you are being paid for your deeds -- 66: 7;
- It may be that Allah will remit your evil deeds and bring you to Paradise -- 66: 8;
- He surrounds all their doings -- 72: 28;
- Do not show favour seeking worldly gains -- 74: 6;
- Every soul is a pledge for its own deeds except those on right hand -- 74: 38-39;
- -- and beakers as of glass but made of silver which they themselves measured to the
measure of
their deeds -- 76: 15-16;
- Eat, drink and welcome o you blessed, in return for your deeds -- 77: 43;
- Reward proportioned to their evil deeds -- 78: 26;
- They know all that you do -- 82: 10-12;
- Are not kuffar paid for their deeds -- 83: 36;
- Believers who do good works --- have unfailing reward -- 84: 25; --- will enter Paradise great
success -- 85: 11; -- best of created beings -- 98: 7;
- Who is dutiful to Allah and believers in goodness will find ease -- 92: 5-7;
- We reduced him to the lowest of the low, except him who believe and do good works -- 95: 46;
- That day mankind will issue forth ---- to be shown their deeds -- 99: 6;
- Who does an atom's weight -- of good -- will see it -- 99: 7; of ill --- will see it -- 99: 8;
- Whose scale will be heavy -- 100: 6;
- Whose scales are heavy with good works, will have pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;
- Man is in state of loss except those who believe and do good works and -- 103: 2-3;
DEFAME
- Some of them defame you in the matter of the alms -- 9: 58;
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- Do not defame one another -- 49: 11;
DEFEAT
- Thus Pharaoh’s wizards were defeated and brought low -- 7: 119;
- Romans have been defeated -- 30: 2;
- After their defeat, they’ll be victorious in nearer land -- 30: 3;
DEFEND
- Hypocrites told come fight in Way of Allah or defend yourselves -- 3: 167;
- Our Lord! give us -- some protecting friend -- some defender -- 4: 75;
- Who will plead for them on Day of Resurrection or who’d be their defender -- 4: 109;
- Nor have they a defender besides Him -- 13: 11;
- -- and they have no defender from Allah -- 13: 34;
- If you follow their desires -- you will have no defender from Allah -- 13: 37;
- We defend thee from the scoffers -- 15: 95;
- They cannot be defended from Us -- 21: 43;
- Allah defends those who are true -- 22: 38;
- Will not Allah defend His slave -- 39: 36;
- What Allah has is better --- for those who ---- defend themselves -- 42: 39;
- Who defend himself after he suffered wrong ---- no blame on him -- 42: 41;
- Choose Him alone for thy defender -- 73: 9;
DEFER
- We defer it only to a term already reckoned -- 11: 104;
- You may defer or receive whom you will -- those set aside can be received so they may be
comforted -- 33: 50-52;
DEFRAUDERS
- Woe to defrauders who demand full measure from mankind, but if they measure or weigh for
them, cause them loss -- 83: 1-3;
DEGRADATION
- (See humiliation).
DEITIES
- Who reject false deities and believe in Allah hath grasped a firm handhold -- 2: 256;
- False deities of kuffar bring them from light to darkness -- owners of Fire - to abide therein -2: 257;
- Some People of Book believe in idols and false deities -- 4: 51;
- Hypocrites go to false deities to settle disputes although ordered to stay away from them -4: 60;
DELAY
- Who delay (his departure) - no sin on him -- 2: 203;
- If We were to delay the doom for them -- 11: 8;
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- When the term comes, it cannot be delayed -- 71: 2-4;
DELIGHT
- Do you build on every high place a monument of vain delight -- 26: 128;
- How many gardens ---- they left behind --- pleasant things in which they took delight -- 44:
25-27;
- Who kept their duty dwell in Gardens of delight -- 52: 17-18;
- The righteous will be in delight -- 82: 13;
- The righteous are in delight --- which is on their faces -- 83: 22-24;
DELIVER
- And remember when We delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk -- 2: 49;
- Allah delivers you from darkness of land and sea and from all affliction -- you call on Him
humbly and in secret - if we are delivered from this, we’d be thankful - yet you attribute
partners
to Him -- 6: 63-64;
- Remember when We delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk -- 7: 141;
- They cry -- If Thou deliver us from this, we'd be thankful -- 10: 22-23;
- Noah tells his folk - who will deliver him from Allah if he thrust them away -- 11: 30;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you when He delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk -- 14: 6;
- We’ve been sent to guilty folk -- all except -- them we shall deliver every one except -- 15: 5860;
- We delivered thee from great distress -- 20: 40;
- We delivered you from your enemy -- 20: 80;
- We delivered them --- We destroyed the prodigals -- 21: 9;
- We delivered him (Lot) from the community that did abominations -- 21: 74;
- We delivered him from people who denied Our revelations -- 21: 77;
- Every pregnant one will be delivered of her burden -- 22: 2;
- My Lord! deliver me from the wrong-doing folk -- 28: 21;
- We are to deliver him and his household -- 29: 33; --- you and your household -- 29: 34;
- Allah delivers those who ward-off evil -- 39: 61;
- I call you to deliverance -- you call me to the Fire -- 40: 41;
- We delivered the believers who kept their duty to Allah -- 41: 18;
- We delivered Yahudis from shameful doom -- We delivered them from Pharaoh -- 44: 30-31;
- (Pharaoh’s wife) My Lord! -- deliver me from Pharaoh -- deliver me from evil doers -- 66: 11;
- The guilty will long to ransom --- at the price of -- and all in earth if then it might deliver
him -- 70: 11-14;
DELUDE
- The hypocrites and --- were saying Allah ----- promised us nothing but delusion -- 33: 12;
DEMAND
- He wronged you in demanding your ewe in addition to his -- 38: 24;
- Those who when they take measure from mankind demand it full, but if they measure -- 83:
1-6;
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DEMENTED
- You will see -- they will see - who is demented -- 68: 5-6;
DEMOCRACY
(deleted so as not to confuse - there is nothing like this in Islam - Islam is divinely revealed
--- democracy is a man-made system - no comparison).
DENY
- Who denies Revelations will enter Fire -- 2: 39; --- are owners of Fire -- 7: 36;
- Travel in land and see consequence of those who denied messengers -- 3: 137;
- If they deny thee, they denied Messengers before -- 3: 184; 6: 34; 22: 42-44; 35: 4; 25;
- Who denies the faith, his work is vain -- 5: 5;
- When messengers brought what their souls desired not -- some they denied, others --- 5: 70;
- They denied the truth when it came to them -- 6: 5;
- Who does greater wrong --- and denies His revelations -- 6: 21; 157;
- If we could return, we will not deny revelations -- 6: 27;
- Who deny the Day of Judgment, is a loser -- 6: 31;
- In truth they do not deny thee -- they flout Allah's revelations -- 6: 33;
- Messengers have been denied before thee but they were patient until -- 6: 34;
- Who deny revelations -- are in darkness -- 6: 39; step by step We lead them on -- 7: 182; -torment
will afflict them -- 6: 49; will not enter Paradise until camel goes through needle's eye -- 7:
40;
- I rely on clear proof from my Lord while you deny Him -- 6: 57;
- The people have denied it even though it is the truth -- 6: 66;
- Follow not the whims of those who deny Our revelations -- 6: 150;
- They used to deny Our revelations -- 7: 51;
- Those who denied Shu’eyb were wiped out -- they were the losers -- 7: 92;
- They could not believe because they denied before -- 7: 101;
- We drowned them in the sea because they denied Our revelations -- 7: 136;
- That is because they deny Our revelations and disregard them -- 7: 146;
- Those who deny Our revelations and the meeting of Hereafter -- their works are fruitless -- 7:
147;
- Such is the likeness of the people who deny Our revelations -- 7: 176;
- Evil is an example -- the folk who denied Our revelations -- 7: 177;
- They denied the revelations of Allah -- 8: 54;
- Who does greater wrong than him who --- and denies revelations -- 10: 17
- They denied even as those before them denied -- 10: 39;
- If they deny thee, say " To me my work ---- you are innocent of what I do” -- 10: 41;
- Those will have perished -- who denied the meeting with Allah -- 10: 45;
- But they denied him -- We drowned those who denied Our revelations -- 10: 73;
- They were not ready to believe what they denied before -- 10: 74;
- Prophet (SAS) told - be not of those who deny the revelations -- 10: 95;
- Such were Aad - they denied revelations and -- 11: 59;
- The measure is denied us -- 12: 63;
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- When the Messengers despaired ----- and thought they were denied --- 12: 110;
- Of the clans are those who deny some of it -- 13: 36;
- Dwellers of Al Hijr denied messengers -- 15: 80;
- Travel in the land and see the consequence of the deniers -- 16: 36;
- They set up partners to Allah so as to deny what We gave them -- 16: 55;
- They do not give provision to destitute to be equal -- Is it Allah's Grace you deny -- 16: 71;
- They know the favour, then deny it -- 16: 83;
- Had come to them a messenger -- they denied him -- torment seized them -- 16: 113;
- Nothing prevents us from sending portents -- the folks of old denied them -- 17: 59;
- They will deny their worship of them and become opponents -- 19: 82;
- The doom is for him who denies and turns away -- 20: 48;
- We showed him all Our tokens, but he denied them -- 20: 56;
- They will deny all mention of Allah -- 21: 36;
- We delivered him from people who denied Our revelations -- 21: 77;
- If they deny thee (Muhammad) - Noah’s folk, tribes of --- denied messengers -- 22: 42;
- The folk of Abraham, Lot - dwellers of Midian - Moses -- were denied -- 22: 43-44;
- Kuffar who denied Our revelations, will have a shameful doom -- 22: 57;
- When revelations recited, thou knowest the denial on faces of kuffar -- 22: 72;
- Noah said My Lord! help me -- they deny me -- 23: 26;
- The chieftains who disbelieved and denied meeting of Hereafter said - this is mortal -- 23: 33;
- He (messenger for generation after Noah) said My Lord! help me -- they deny me -- 23: 39;
- Whenever its messenger came to a nation - they denied him -- 23: 44;
- They denied them and became of those who were destroyed -- 23: 48;
- Were not My revelations recited to you and you denied them -- 23: 105;
- They deny the coming of the Hour --- for them We prepared the Fire -- 25: 11;
- Go together to the folk who have denied Our revelations -- 25: 36;
- And Noah's folk when they denied the Messengers -- 25: 37;
- But now you've denied the Truth, -- there'll be judgment --- 25: 77; -- there will come to
them,
tidings of what they scoffed -- 26: 6;
- Moses said - My Lord! I fear they will deny me -- 26: 12;
- Noah’s folk denied the messengers of Allah -- 26: 105; --- tribe of Aad denied --- 26: 123;
--tribe of Thamud denied --- 26: 141; --- the folk of Lot denied --- 26: 160;
- (Noah) My Lord! my own folk deny me -- 26: 117;
- They denied him -- We destroyed them -- 26: 139;
- They denied him -- there came to them retribution of -- 26: 189;
- They denied them -- though their souls acknowledged them 27: 14;
- Out of every nation, We shall gather a host who denied Our revelations -- 27: 83;
- Allah will say -- Did you deny My Revelations when you could not --- 27: 84;
- If you deny, nations before have denied -- 29: 18;
- On Day of Judgment, you will deny and curse each other -- 29: 25;
- They denied him -- earthquake took them -- morning found them -- 29: 37;
- None deny Our revelations save -- kuffar -- 29: 47; wrongdoers -- 29: 49;
- Who does greater wrong ---- who denies truth when it comes to him -- 29: 68; 39: 32;
- They denied revelations and made a mock of them -- 30: 10;
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- Kuffar deny revelations and meeting of hereafter -- will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- None deny Our signs except every ungrateful traitor -- 31: 32;
- Taste the doom of the Fire which you used to deny -- 32: 20;
- Taste the doom of the Fire you used to deny -- 34: 42;
- Those before denied -- these denied -- how intense My abhorrence -- 34: 45;
- They denied them both, so We reinforced them with a third -- 36: 14;
- This is the Day of Separation you used to deny -- 36: 21;
- They denied him -- they will be haled to the doom -- 37: 127;
- The folk of Noah, Aad, Pharaoh ---Thamud, Lot, dwellers in the wood -- denied the
messengers -My doom was justified -- 38: 12-14; 40: 5; 50: 12-14;
- Those before them denied --- so the doom came on them -- 39: 25;
- But you did deny them and was scornful -- 39: 59;
- Who deny revelations -- are perverted -- 40: 63;
- Those who deny the Scripture and that with which We send Our Messengers -- 40: 70;
- He show you his tokens -- which will you deny -- 40: 81;
- They denied Our revelations -- We let loose on them a raging wind -- 41: 15-16
- Reward for Allah's enemies - Fire - immortal home -they denied Our revelations -- 41: 28;
- When mankind are gathered -- will become enemies -- will deny being worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- Their ears, eyes and hearts availed them nothing - the denied the revelations of Allah -- 46:
26;
- They denied the truth when it came to them -- 50: 5;
- Woe that day to deniers who play in talk of grave matters -- 52: 11-12;
- It will be said to them -- this is the Fire you denied, -- Is this magic ? -- 52: 13-16;
- They denied the truth and followed their own lusts -- 54: 3;
- The folk of Noah denied before -- yes, they denied Our slave -- 54: 9;
- Our warnings came to Pharaoh - who denied every one of Our revelations -- 54: 42;
- Which is it of the favours of your Lord that you deny? -- 55: 13; 16; 18; 21; and almost
every
alternate verse to end of surah;
- This is the hell which the guilty denied -- 55: 41-44;
- When the event befalls -- no denying it will befall -- 56: 1-3;
- The erring, the deniers -- will eat of Zaqqum -- will fill bellies -- will drink boiling water -- 56:
49-56;
- Is it this statement that you scorn and make denial of it your livelihood -- 56: 81-82;
- Kuffar who deny Our revelations, are owners of Hell fire -- 57: 19; 64: 10;
- Wretched is the likeness of folk who deny revelations of Allah -- 62: 5;
- -- they say Yea, a Warner came to us but we denied and said -- 67: 6-11;
- Those before denied -- see the manner of My wrath -- 67: 18;
- We know that some among you will deny it -- 69: 49;
- Leave Me to deal with the deniers -- 73: 11;
- We used to deny the Day of Judgment -- 74: 46;
- Man would fain deny what is before him -- 75: 5;
- He denied and flouted -- 75: 32;
- (It will be said) depart to that doom which you used to deny -- 77: 29;
- They called Our revelations false with a strong denial -- 78: 28;
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15;
-

But he denied and disobeyed -- 79: 21;
But they deny the Judgment -- 82: 9;
Only transgressors deny the Day of Judgment -- 83: 11-12;
They will burn in hell - will be told this is what you denied -- 83: 16-17;
Kuffar will deny -- 84: 22;
Thamud denied Truth -----when Messenger of Allah said ---- they denied him -- 91: 11He who denieth and turneth away -- 92: 14-16;
Hast thou seen if he denies Allah's guidance -- 96: 12;

DENUDE
- Let not thy hand be chained -- nor open -- lest you sit down rebuked, denuded -- 17: 29;
DEPART
- Who hastens his departure by 2 days or delays it - no sin for him -- 2: 203;
- If you cease not, I shall stone thee - depart from me for a long while -- 19: 46;
- Leave them with a fair leave-taking -- 73: 10;
- Depart to the doom which you used to deny -- 77: 29;
- Depart to the shadow falling threefold -- 77: 30;
- -- and the night when it departs -- 89: 1-4;
DEPEND / DEPENDENT
- Believers depend on guidance from Allah -- 2: 5;
- Not a beast in the earth -- its sustenance depends on Allah -- 11: 6;
- We shall dispose of you -- you two dependents -- 55: 31;
DEPOSITS
- Return deposits to their owners -- 4: 58;
DEPRIVE
- Not deprived of anything from your life’s work -- 52: 21;
- Then you will not cease to cry, we are laden with debt - we are deprived -- 56: 65-67;
DERIDE
- Those who point to believers who give alms -- to deride them -- 9: 79;
- That which they derided will surround them -- 11: 8;
- What you used to deride will befall you -- 45: 33;
- Let not folk deride a folk who may be better than they, nor let women deride women -- 49: 11;
DESCEND
- Shall I inform you on whom devils descend -- 26: 221;
- They descend on every sinful false one -- 26: 222;
- If We had caused the Quran to descend on a mountain -- 59: 21;
- The angels and Spirit descend therein by permission -- 97: 4;
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DESCENDANT
- Adam, Noah --- descendants one of another -- 3: 34;
- Our Lord! make them enter Paradise -- with such of their fathers -- and descendants -- 40: 79;
DESCRIBE
- Those who follow the messenger -- whom you will find described in Torah and Gospel -- 7:
157;
- Allah’s help is to be sought in the predicament you describe -- 12: 18;
DESERT
- My Lord hath -- and hath brought you from the desert -- 12: 100;
- The deeds of kuffar are as mirage on desert -- 24: 39;
- -- and if the clans should advance again, they’d be in the desert with the wandering arabs -33: 20;
DESERTION
- If woman fears desertion -- 4: 128;
DESERVE
- Against it what it deserve -- 2: 286;
- If Allah was to task mankind by what they deserve, He would not leave -- 35: 45;
DESIGN
- They designed a snare for him - We made them the undermost -- 37: 98;
- Go and be staunch to your gods -- this is a thing designed -- 38: 6;
DESIRE
- These are their own desires -- 2: 111;
- If you follow desires of Yahudis and Christians after knowledge which comes to you, Allah
will
not help you -- 2: 120; 145; 13: 37;
- Allah desire for you ease - not hardship --- that you should complete the period -- 2: 185;
- Who desire life of this world, will have it -- who desire hereafter -- 3: 145; 11: 15-16;
- Some desired the world - some desired the Hereafter -- 3: 152;
- Those who follow vain desires will have you go tremendously astray -- 4: 27;
- Satan says surely I will arouse desires in them -- 4: 119-120;
- It is not to your desire nor the desire of People of Book -- he who does wrong -- 4: 123;
- Who desire reward of world, know that Allah has reward of both world and hereafter -- 4: 134;
- Do not let your desire lead you astray -- 4: 135;
- Follow not their desires away from the truth -- 5: 48;
- Follow not their desires, beware of them lest they seduce you from what is revealed to thee
-- 5: 49;
- When messengers brought what their souls desired not -- 5: 70;
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Do not follow the vain desires of those of old who erred and led many astray -- 5: 77;
I will not follow your desire -- 6: 56;
Many are led astray by their desire through ignorance -- 6: 119;
You desire life of this world -- Allah desire for you the Hereafter -- 8: 67;
Those who expect not to meet with Us but desire the life of this world -- 10: 7-8;
If Allah desires good for you -- none can repel it -- 10: 107;
I desire not to do behind your backs what I ask you not to do - I only desire reform as far as
I am able -- 11: 88;
- She desired him and he would have desired her -- 12: 24;
- If you follow their desire after the knowledge which comes to you -- 13: 37;
- Even if you desire their right guidance, Allah will not guide -- 16: 37;
- They assign to Allah daughters -- be He glorified -- to themselves - what they desire -- 16: 57;
- Who desire the life that hasten away ---- whoso desire the hereafter and strive --- 17: 18-19;
- Let not thine eyes overlook them -- desiring life of world -- obey him not who -- who follow
his own lust -- 18: 28;
- Believers who do good works - Paradise -- no desire to be removed -- 18: 107-108;
- Let not him who -- follow his own desire, turn you aside -- lest you perish -- 20: 16;
- They will abide in what their souls desire -- 21: 101-104;
- If truth had followed their desires -- heavens and earth and -- would have been corrupted -23: 71;
- -- Garden of Immortality -- abiding therein -- having all they desire -- 25: 15-16;
- He appointed night and day in succession for him who desire to remember or desire -- 25:
62;
- We desired to show favour to the oppressed -- 28: 5;
- Who is more astray than one who follow his own lust -- 28: 50;
- When they hear vanity they withdraw and say -- Peace to you - we desire not the ignorant -28: 55;
- Those who desired life of world said Ah! would that we were given -- 28: 79;
- Wrong-doers follow their own lust -- 30: 29;
- When they desire to come out from it, they were thrown back thither -- 32: 20;
- O Prophet! say to your wives - if you desire life of world and its adornment -- 33: 28;
- If you desire Allah and messenger and abode of Hereafter -- 33: 29;
- And if you desire those whom you set aside temporarily - no sin to receive her again -- 33:
50-52;
- A gulf is set between them and that which they desire, as was done before -- 34: 54;
- Is it a falsehood -- that you desire -- 37: 86;
- Follow not desire lest it beguile thee -- 38: 26;
- There you will have all your souls desire -- 41: 31;
- Follow not their lusts -- 42: 15;
- Who desire harvest of Hereafter --- who desire harvest of world -- 42: 20;
- Therein is brought round for them --- all that souls desire -- 43: 71;
- Have you seen him who make his desire his god -- Allah send him astray purposely -- 45: 23;
- Is he who relies on clear proofs -- like him whose evil is beautified while he follow his lusts -47:14;
- What was it he said just now -- Allah sealed their hearts -- they follow their lusts -- 47: 16;
- There they have all they desire and more -- 50: 35;
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We provide them with fruit and meat as they desire -- 52: 22;
Nor does he speak of his own desire -- 53: 3;
They follow a guess and that which they themselves desire -- 53: 23;
Withdraw from him who flee from Our Remembrance and desire life of World -- 53: 29;
They denied the truth and followed their own desires -- 54: 3;
-- and flesh of fowls they desire -- 56: 11-26;
Hypocrites told - vain desires beguiled you -- 57: 14-15;
If you two turn to Allah repentant -- your hearts desired the ban -- 66: 4;
Yet he desire I should give more -- 74: 15;
Everyone desire he should be given open pages from Allah -- 74: 52;
And fruits such as they desire -- 77: 42;

DESIST
- If they (kuffar) desist - Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2: 192;
- If they desist, let there be no hostility except against wrong-doers -- 2: 193;
- Fight the heads of kufr so that they may desist -- 9: 12;
DESOLATE
- Nay, we are desolate -- 68: 27;
DESPAIR
- This day kuffar despair of your religion -- 5: 3;
- If We cause man to taste Mercy -- then withdraw it -- he despairs and is thankless -- 11: 9;
- When they despaired of moving him - they conferred -- 12: 80;
- Despair not of Allah's Spirit -- only kuffar do so -- 12: 87;
- When the Messengers despaired and thought they were denied, then --- 12: 110;
- Angels tell Abraham not to be of those who despair -- 15: 55;
- Abraham says those who are astray despairs of Allah's mercy -- 15: 56;
- When ill touches him, he is in despair -- 17: 83; 30: 36;
- The day when the Hour comes, the unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12;
- He makes rain fall on whom He wills - they rejoice - even though before they despaired --30:
48-49;
- O My slaves! -- despair not of Allah's mercy -- 39: 53;
- He sends down rain after they despaired and spread out His mercy -- 42: 28;
- It is not relaxed for them and they despair therein -- 43: 75;
- --- a folk who despaired as disbelievers despair of those in graves -- 60: 13;
- Be not like Jonah who cried out in despair -- 68: 48;
DESPISE
- The chieftains of Thamud who were scornful said to believers whom they despised -- 7: 75;
- We caused the folks who were despised to inherit the parts of the land We had blessed -- 7:
137;
- When they took pride in what was forbidden, We said be ye apes - despised -- 7: 166;
- Those despised say to the proud - we were a following to you, can you avert anything from
us of Allah's doom? -- 14: 21; had it not been for you, we'd be believers -- 34: 31; -- your
scheming -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah and set up rivals with Him -- they are
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filled with remorse when they behold the doom -- 34: 33;
- The proud say to the despised - Did we drive you from the guidance -- 34: 32;
- Pharaoh says - I am better than this fellow who is despicable and can hardly -- 43: 51-53;
- When Allah tries him by straitening his livelihood - he says Allah despises me -- 89: 16;
DESPONDENT
- Other faces on that day will be despondent -- 75:24;
DESTINY
- Every man's destiny is fastened to his own neck -- 17: 13;
- We destined her to be of those who stayed behind -- 27: 57;
- Allah created heavens and earth ------ for a destined end -- 30: 8;
- Commandment of Allah is certain destiny -- 33: 38;
DESTITUTE
- The devil promises destitution - enjoins lewdness -- 2: 268;
- Worshipping others beside Allah will lead to destitution -- 17: 22;
- Do not spend lavishly to become destitute -- 17: 29;
- In their wealth the beggar and outcast has due share -- 51: 19; 70: 19-35;
- We did not feed the destitute -- 74: 44;
- The ascent is -- to feed -- or some poor wretch in misery -- 90: 12-17;
- Did He not find thee destitute and enrich thee -- 93: 8;
DESTROY
- If Allah willed, He could destroy their hearing and sight -- 2: 20;
- His effort is to make mischief by destroying crops and cattle -- 2: 205;
- Don’t they see how many generations We destroyed before them for their sins -- 6: 6;
- Remind mankind by Quran lest a soul be destroyed by its own deeds -- 6: 70;
- Allah will not destroy a township while its people are unconscious of the wrong they do -- 6:
131;
- How many a township have We destroyed -- 7: 4; 22: 45;
- Allah may destroy your adversary and -- 7: 129;
- As for these, their way will be destroyed and -- 7: 139;
- If Thou hadst willed, Thou would have destroyed them long before -- wilt Thou destroy us for
what the ignorant among us did -- 7: 155;
- Why preach to a people whom Allah will destroy -- 7: 164;
- Wilt Thou destroy us because of what those who follow falsehood did -- 7: 173;
- We destroyed them for their sins -- 8: 54;
- They destroy their souls and Allah knows -- 9: 42;
- We destroyed generations before you -- 10: 13;
- They think they are masters of earth, one command comes - We make it as reaped corn -10: 24;
- Our Lord! destroy their riches and harden their hearts -- 10: 88;
- That is tidings of townships destroyed before -- 11: 100;
- Allah did not destroy townships while people were doing right -- 11: 117;
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- We shall destroy the wrong-doers -- 14: 13;
- We destroyed no township - there was a known decree for it -- 15: 4;
- When We would destroy a township, We send commandment -- We destroy it with complete
destruction -- 17: 16;
- How many generations We destroyed since Noah --- 17: 17; 19: 98;
- Not a township but We'll destroy it before Day of Judgment -- 17: 58;
- We destroyed them (townships) when they did wrong - a fixed time for their destruction -- 18:
59;
- Many generations We destroyed before - more imposing in respect of gear -- 19: 74; 50: 36;
- These two want to ----- and destroy your best traditions -- 20: 63;
- Is it not a guidance for them to know how many generations --- 20: 128; 32: 26;
- If We had destroyed them, ---- they would have said --- 20: 134;
- Though We had sent portents - not a township believed of those destroyed before -- 21: 6;
- We delivered them ---- We destroyed the prodigals --- 21: 9;
- Many community that deal unjustly, We destroyed --- 21: 11;
- There is a ban on any community We destroyed - they shall not return -- 21: 95-96;
- They denied them and became of those destroyed -- 23: 48;
- They pray for destruction there - pray not for one but for many destructions -- 25: 13-14;
- Then We destroyed them - a complete destruction -- 25: 36;
- They denied him -- We destroyed them -- 26: 139;
- Afterward We destroyed the others -- 26: 172;
- We destroyed no township but it had its Warner -- 26: 208;
- We will say to his friend - we witnessed not the destruction of his household -- 27: 49;
- We destroyed them and their people everyone -- 27: 51;
- We gave Scripture to Moses after We had destroyed generations of old -- 28: 43;
- Many a community We destroyed because it was thankless -- 28: 58;
- No township destroyed until Messenger sent -- unless folk were evil-doers -- 28: 59;
- Didn't Korah know that Allah destroyed men mightier than him before -- 28: 78;
- When Our messengers --- to Abraham they said - we are -- to destroy the people of that --29: 31;
- Is it not guidance for them to observe how many generations We destroyed before -- 32:
26;
- It was but a shout - they were destroyed -- 36: 29;
- Many a generation have We destroyed -- 36: 31;
- We saved him and --- except -- then We destroyed the others -- 37: 134-136;
- How many generations We destroyed before them -- they cried out when it was too late -38: 3;
- We destroyed men mightier than these in prowess -- 43: 8;
- We destroyed them for they were guilty -- 44: 37;
- Nothing but life of this world --- nothing destroy us but time -- 45: 24;
- -- a wind -- destroying all things by command of its Lord -- 46: 24-25;
- We destroyed townships round about you -- that haply they might return -- 46: 27;
- Shall any be destroyed save evil-living folk -- 46: 35;
- How many townships stronger than the one that cast thee out have We destroyed -- 47: 13;
- That We may send on them stones of clay marked for the destruction of -- 51: 33-34;
- He destroyed Aad, Thamud -- the folk of Noah -- 53: 50-52;
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He destroyed Al-Mutafikah - so that there covered them --- 53: 53-54;
We have destroyed your fellows - Is there any that remembers -- 54: 51;
Thamud was destroyed by lightning -- 69: 5;
Aad was destroyed by fierce wind which He imposed on them -- 69: 6-8;
And the communities that were destroyed brought error -- -- 69: 9;
Self-destroyed is he -- how he planned -- 74: 19-20;
Didn't We destroy the former folk and caused the latter folk to follow -- 77: 16-17;
By those who drag forth to destruction -- 79: 1;
Man is self-destroyed - how ungrateful -- 80: 17;
He surely will invoke destruction -- 84: 11;
Self-destroyed were the owners of the ditch -- 85: 4-7;
And he says I have destroyed vast wealth -- 90: 6;

DETAIL
- Allah detail the revelations that you may be certain of the meeting with your Lord -- 13: 2;
DETER
- There came to them news which should deter, effective wisdom -- 54: 4-5;
DETERMINE
- Do they determine anything against the Prophet -- 43: 79;
- When the matter is determined, if they are loyal to Allah, it will be well for them -- 47: 21;
DETRACTOR
- Obey not each --- detractor -- 68: 8-13;
DEVIATE
- Who deviated from Our Command, tasted punishment of Hell -- 34: 12;
- Allah grasp heaven and earth so they do not deviate -- if they did, there is no one to grasp
them
other than Him -- 35: 41;
DEVICE / DEVISE
- Leave them alone with their devising -- 6: 112; --- with their devices -- 6: 137;
- They lost their souls and what they devised failed them -- 7: 53;
- Be not in distress because of what they devise -- 16: 127;
- If believing women come to take oath of Allegiance -- neither steal nor --- produce any lie
they
devise between hand and feet -- 60: 12;
DEVIL
- Devils taught magic and how to cause division between husband and wife -- 2: 102;
- Do not follow footsteps of devil - he is enemy to you -- 2: 208; 6: 142;
- Fight minions of devil - his strategy is ever weak -- 4: 76;
- And the devil made their deeds seem fair to them -- 6: 43; 16: 63;
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- If the devil cause you to forget -- when you remember, do not remain sitting with
wrong-doers -- 6: 68;
- Shall we turn back -- like one bewildered whom the devils infatuated -- whose companions
call him to guidance -- 6: 71;
- We have appointed for every Prophet an adversary -- devils of humankind and jinn -- 6: 112;
- Devils inspire their agents to dispute with you -- if you obey them you’d become idolaters -6: 121;
- Are protecting friends of kuffar -- 7: 27;
- They choose devils for protecting friends besides Allah and think they are rightly guided -- 7:
30;
- When slander from devil wound thee, seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 200;
- When a glamour from devil trouble muttaqeen, they remember Allah -- 7: 201;
- We have guarded it from every devil -- except him who steal a hearing -- 15: 17-18;
- Squanderers are brother of devils -- devil an ingrate to Allah -- 17: 27
- The devil sows discord among them -- for man he is an open foe -- 17: 53;
- Serve not the devil -- he is a rebel to Allah -- 19: 44;
- O my father! I fear lest Allah’s punishment overtake you and you become comrade of devil -19: 45;
- We shall assemble them and the devils -- We shall bring them around Hell -- 19: 68;
- Have you not seen that We have set the devils on the kuffar -- to confuse them -- 19: 83;
- But the devil whispered to him - O Adam! shall I show you the tree of -- 20: 120;
- Of the devils We subdued some who dived for pearls for him -- 21: 82;
- Among mankind is he who dispute -- and follow every froward devil -- 22: 3;
- It is decreed that whoso take devil for friend -- will be misled to hell -- 22: 4;
- That He may make what the devil propose a temptation for those in whose heart is disease
-- 22: 53;
- Follow not footsteps of devil -- he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- Devils did not bring it down -- not meet for them -- not in their power -- they are banished
from the hearing -- 26: 210-212;
- Shall I inform you on whom devils descend -- 26: 221;
- This is the devil’s doing -- 28: 15;
- What! even though the devil is inviting them to the doom of the flame -- 31: 21;
- The devil is enemy for you - treat him as such -- he summons to the Fire -- 35: 6;
- Did I not charge you O sons of Adam, not to worship the devil -- 36: 59-64;
- We have adorned --- with security from every devil -- 37: 6-10;
- Its crop is as the heads of devils -- 37: 62-68;
- And the devils -- every builder and diver -- We made subservient -- 38: 37;
- Job cries to Allah -- the devil afflicts me with distress and torment -- 38: 41;
- If whisper from devil reach thee -- seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- Whose sight is dim to remembrance of Allah - We assign devil who becomes his comrade -43: 36;
- Conspiracy is only of the devil -- he cannot harm you unless by Allah’s leave -- 58: 10;
- The devil engrossed them -- they forgot remembrance of Allah -- the devil’s party -- will be
losers -- 58: 19;
- Hypocrites are like the devil when he tells man to disbelieve and when he disbelieves, he
says
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I am free of thee - I fear Allah -- 59: 16;
- We made them missiles for devils -- for them doom of flame -- 67: 5;
- Nor is this the utterance of a devil worthy to be stoned -- 81: 25;
DEVOTE / DEVOUT
- Be at your devotions in the mosques -- 2: 187;
- When you have completed your devotions, remember Allah --- with lively remembrance -- 2:
200;
- Stand up with devotion to Allah -- 2: 238;
- He was devout -- 19: 13;
- Such is the Garden We cause the devout of Our bondmen to inherit -- 19: 63;
- What are these images to which you pay devotion -- 21: 52;
- There is a plain statement for folk who are devout -- 21: 106;
- Who magnifies the offerings - is from devotion of the heart -- 22: 32;
- Neither their flesh nor blood reaches Allah - your devotion does -- 22: 37;
- Abraham’s father says - we worship idols and are devoted to them -- 26: 71;
- Worship with complete devotion -- 39: 11-14;
- Devote thyself with complete devotion -- 73: 8;
DEVOUR
- I fear lest the wolf devour him while -- 12: 14;
- If the wolf should devour him while we are so strong a band -- 12: 15;
- The wolf devoured him and -- 12: 17;
- After that will come 7 hard years which will devour all -- 12: 48;
- You devour heritages with devouring greed -- 89: 19;
- -- which pelted them --- and made them like green crops devoured by cattle -- 105: 4-5;
DHIKR
- Remember Me, I will remember you -- 2: 152;
- When you performed act of worship, remember Allah standing, sitting, reclining --- 4: 103;
- Remember thy Lord within thyself humbly -- at morn and evening -- 7: 205;
- Remember Allah much that you may be successful -- 8: 45;
- In the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest -- 13: 28;
- Worship preserves from lewdness, iniquity; Remembrance of Allah is more important -- 29:
45;
- Remember Allah with much remembrance -- 33: 41;
DHUL KIFL
- See under Ezekiel;
DHUL QARNEYN
- We made him strong - gave him a road to everything - he followed a road - reached place of
setting
sun - found people - We told him to either punish them or show them kindness - he advised
them
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that whoever did wrong he will punish them and Allah will also punish them, but those who
believe
and do right will receive reward 18: 83-88;
- He followed road to land of rising sun - found people who had no shelter from sun -- 18: 8991;
- He followed road to 2 mountains - found people who did not understand - told that Gog and
Magog were destroying land - asked to put barrier - obtained help with manpower - built
barrier
of iron and molten copper - Gog and Magog could not penetrate - he tells them it is Mercy
from
Allah, but a day will come when Allah will make it nothing -- 18: 92-98;
DHU NUN
- See under Jonah;
DICTATE
- Fables of men of old he had written down -- dictated to him morn and evening -- 25: 5;
DIFFER
- Allah will judge between them concerning what they differed -- 2: 113; 39: 46;
- In the difference of night and day are signs for people with sense -- 2: 164;
- Scripture revealed with truth that it may judge between mankind that wherein they differed -they differed after -- through hatred -- Allah guided -- to the Truth -- concerning which they
differed -- 2: 213;
- They differed - some believing - some disbelieving -- 2: 253;
- Who received Scripture before differed after knowledge came to them -- 3: 19;
- Then to Me you will return and I shall judge between you that wherein you differed -- 3: 55;
- If you differ in anything, refer it to Allah and Messenger -- 4: 59;
- To Allah you will all return and He will inform you that wherein you differ -- 5: 48; 6: 164;
- He can bewilder you with dissension -- 6: 65;
- Adjust the matter of your difference if you are true believers -- 8: 1;
- Difference of day and night - signs of Allah -- 10: 6;
- Mankind were one community, then they differed -- had it not been for --- it had been judged
--that wherein they differ -- 10: 19;
- They differed not until knowledge came to them -- on Day of Judgment Allah will judge ---concerning their differences -- 10: 93; 45: 17;
- Allah could have made mankind one nation - they ceased not to differ -- 11: 118;
- He will raise mankind after death to explain that wherein they differed and ----- 16: 38-39;
- That you may explain to them that wherein they differ -- 16: 64;
- He will explain to you on Day of Judgment, that wherein you differed -- 16: 93;
- Sabbath appointed only for those who differed about it -- Allah will judge between them -- 16:
124;
- The sects among them differ -- 19: 37;
- Allah will judge between you that wherein you differ -- 22: 69; 32: 25; 39: 3;
- His is the difference of night and day -- 23: 80;
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17;
-

Quran narrates to Jews much of that wherein they differ -- 27: 76;
In the difference of your languages and colours are portents for men of knowledge -- 30: 22;
In whatever you differ - the verdict belongs to Allah -- 42: 10;
I come to you with wisdom - to make plain some of that wherein you differ -- 43: 63;
The factions among them differed -- 43: 65;
The difference of night and day -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
They differed not until -- Allah will judge between them that wherein they differed -- 45: 16Your effort is dispersed towards different ends -- 92: 4;

DIFFERENTIATE
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will enable you to differentiate between right and wrong -8: 29;
DIFFICULT
- If you make difficulties for one another - let some other woman -- 65: 6-7;
DIGNITY
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease among you swear not to give to kinsfolk -- 24:
22;
- Those who will not witness vanity but will pass by with dignity -- 25: 72;
- What ails you that you hope not towards Allah for dignity -- 71:13;
DILATE
- Have We not caused thy bosom to dilate -- 94: 1;
DIRECT / DIRECTION
- The right direction is distinct from error -- 2: 256;
- Then He established Himself on the Throne directing all things -- 10: 3;
- Who direct the course -- 10: 31;
- Allah's is the direction of the way --- 16:9;
- A dumb man -- wherever he is directed to go - brings no good - is not equal to one who
enjoins justice -- 16: 76;
- He directs the ordinance from Heaven to earth -- 32: 5;
- Did We not find thee wandering and direct thee -- 93: 7;
DISAGREEMENT
- Those who find cause of disagreement in Quran, are in open schism -- 2: 176;
- The result of disagreement (the chaos at Uhud) -- 3: 152;
- He can bewilder you with dissension -- 6: 65;
- Concerning which they are in disagreement -- 78: 3;
DISALLOW
- Or do they have partners who made lawful in religion what Allah disallowed -- 42: 21;
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DISAPPEAR
- Have you thought - if all your water is to disappear -- 67: 30;
DISASTER
- If disaster strikes you - they rejoice -- 3: 120;
- Disaster strikes believers though it was twice as great on kuffar -- believers ask how is this say
it is from your own doings -- 3: 165;
- Among you are those who loiter, who would say if disaster strike you - Allah was gracious
to me -- 4: 72;
- If when Our disaster came on them, they were humble, but -- 6: 43;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them -- and the disasters which befell them -- 9:
70;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar -- or it dwells near their home till -- 13: 31; 34;
- If disaster should afflict them because of what their hands ---- 28: 47;
- When disaster touch them, they cry to Allah, turning in repentance -- 30: 33;
- No disaster befalls - or in yourselves - it is in a Book before We bring it into being -- 57: 22;
- Grieve not for what escaped you - nor exult for what you've been given -- 57: 23;
- No calamity befalls except with Allah's leave -- 64: 11;
- You will know that some great disaster is about to fall on them -- 75: 25;
- But when the great disaster comes -- 79: 34;
- Allah poured disaster of His punishment on them -- 89: 13;
DISBELIEVERS ( KUFFAR)
- Whether you warn them or not it is all the same - they do not believe -- 2: 6;
- Hearing, heart sealed, covering over eyes, will have awful doom -- 2: 7;
- What happens to them during lightning and thunder -- they fear death -- 2: 19-20;
- Warned about hell - prepared for them - fuel men and stones -- 2: 24; 3: 131;
- Kuffar say ‘What does Allah mean by ...’ -- 2: 26;
- How can you disbelieve when Allah gave you life -- 2: 28;
- Iblis objects to prostrate to Adam through pride - becomes kafir -- 2: 34;
- Who disbelieve and deny revelations will enter Fire -- 2: 39; 5: 10;
- Yahudis told not to disbelieve Quran -- 2: 41;
- Yahudis disbelieved Allah's revelations -- 2: 61;
- The reward for those who believe part and disbelieve part is ignominy in this life and doom in
hereafter -- 2: 85;
- When Messengers brought what was disliked, some were disbelieved, some slain -- 2: 87;
- Allah cursed kuffar - Yahudis asked for signal victory over kuffar -- themselves
disbelieved when truth came to them -- 2: 89;
- They disbelieve only because Allah revealed to Prophet - theirs a painful doom -- 2: 90;
- Yahudis say they will not believe in what comes after Torah, even though it confirms Torah -2: 91;
- Allah is enemy to disbelievers -- 2: 98;
- Allah revealed clear tokens - only miscreants will disbelieve them -- 2: 99;
- Those who set aside the covenants really do not believe -- 2: 100;
- Do not love revelations being made to muslims -- 2: 105;
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- Questioning Prophet as Moses was - who chooses disbelief instead of faith has strayed -- 2:
108;
- Many People of Book want to make you kuffar on account of envy -- 2: 109;
- Who disbelieves Quran are losers -- 2: 121; are wrong-doers -- 2: 254;
- Will be granted contentment for a while, then consigned to Fire -- 2: 126;
- Allah, angels and men curse those who die in disbelief -- 2: 161;
- Will dwell in hell without reprieve -- 2: 162;
- Their likeness is like one who calls to what cannot hear -- Deaf, dumb and blind, they have
no sense -- 2: 171;
- The reward for kuffar who attack you at Kaaba is to slay them -- 2: 191;
- If they (kuffar) desist -- Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2: 192;
- Beautified is the life of this world for kuffar - they jest at believers -- who keep duty to Allah -will be above them on Day of Resurrection -- 2: 212;
- To disbelieve in Allah and Kaaba and expel its people is a greater transgression --will not
cease
fighting with you till you renege from your religion -- who dies in kufr - works vain -- 2: 217;
- Saul’s army prayed Our Lord! grant us --- and give us help against kuffar -- 2: 250;
- They differed -- some believing -- some disbelieving -- 2: 253;
- Kuffar are wrong-doers -- 2: 254;
- Their patrons -- false deities who bring them from light to darkness -- are owners of Fire --2:
257;
- Tells Abraham he gives life and death -- asked to make sun rise from west, lost argument -2: 258;
- Asks how can Allah give life to dead township -- Allah cause him to die 100 years then
revived
him - asked him how long he was dead - asked to look at food, drink, donkey. When he
understood, said he now knows Allah can do all things -- 2: 259;
- Allah does not guide kuffar -- 2: 264; 5: 57;
- Dua - And grant us victory over kuffar -- 2: 286;
- Who disbelieves Allah’s revelations will have heavy doom -- 3: 4;
- Neither wealth nor children of kuffar will -- help them -- fuel for fire -- 3: 10; 116; 5: 39;
- Pharaoh’s folk and -- disbelieved Allah’s revelations -- Allah seized them for their sins -- 3:
11;
- They will be overcome and gathered in Hell -- 3: 12;
- Token of Allah’s succour - He showed believing army to kuffar as twice their number -- 3: 13;
- Who disbelieves Allah’s revelations will find Him swift at reckoning -- 3: 19;
- Who disbelieve revelations and slay prophets and mankind who enjoin duty -- announce to
them
a painful doom -- 3: 21;
- Their works have failed here and in hereafter -- 3: 22;
- They say Fire will not touch them save a few days -- what about Day of Judgment -- 3: 24-25;
- Believers should not take kuffar for friends in preference to believers -- who does so has no
connection with Allah unless -- 3: 28;
- Not loved by Allah (in His guidance) -- 3: 32; 30: 45;
- Kuffar schemed -- Allah schemed - Allah is best -- 3: 54;
- Allah will chastise them here and hereafter -- they will have no helper -- 3: 56;
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- Why do you disbelieve revelations of Allah when you are witnesses to the truth -- 3: 70;
- Will He command you to disbelieve after your belief -- 3: 80;
- Who disbelieve after belief -- not guided - Allah curse them - punishment not lessened save
who repent -- 3: 86-89;
- Who disbelieve after belief and grow violent in disbelief - repentance not accepted - no
ransom will help -- 3: 90-91;
- Let kuffar know -- Allah is independent of all creatures -- 3: 97;
- O Yahudis and Christians! why disbelieve in Books of Allah? -- 3: 98;
- O People of Book! why drive back believers from Way of Allah trying to make it crooked -- 3:
99;
- If you obey some Yahudis and Christians, they'd make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- How can you disbelieve - Allah's revelations recited to you - Messenger with you -- 3: 101;
- Did you disbelieve after your belief? Taste the punishment -- 3: 106;
- Wretchedness laid on them because they disbelieved revelations of Allah and -- 3: 112;
- Wealth and children useless to them - what they spend here creates destruction -- owners
of fire -- 3: 116-117;
- Do not take kuffar for friends - they hate you -- what their breasts hide is greater -- 3: 118119;
- Cannot harm believers -- 3: 120;
- Victory comes from Allah -- that He may cut off a part of kuffar or --- so that -- 3: 126-127;
- Ward-off from yourselves Fire prepared for kuffar -- 3: 131;
- Believers receive similar blow to kuffar -- 3: 140;
- Allah will prove believers and blight kuffar -- 3: 141;
- If you obey kuffar, you'd turn back losers -- 3: 149;
- Terror will be cast in the hearts of kuffar -- 3: 151;
- Be not like kuffar who say if they were here with us they would not have died or been killed -Allah makes it anguish in their hearts -- 3: 156;
- Disaster strikes believers, even though it was twice as great on kuffar - believers ask how is
this -say it is from your own doings -- 3: 165;
- On that day, they were nearer kufr than faith -- 3: 167;
- Let not the conduct of those who run easily to kufr, grieve thee -- they do not injure Allah -for
them no portion in hereafter -- theirs an awful doom -- 3: 176;
- They purchase kufr at price of faith -- theirs -- a painful doom -- 3: 177;
- We give them "long rope" to grow in sinfulness -- theirs -- a shameful doom -- 3: 178;
- Will say they cannot believe in any messenger until he brings offering which fire from heaven
will devour -- you had such miracles so why did you slay them -- 3: 183;
- Let not success of kuffar deceive thee - a brief comfort - their habitation hell -- 3: 196-197;
- Forgiveness not for those who die in disbelief -- 4: 18;
- Allah does not love those who disbelieve in Him and the Last Day -- 4: 36-38;
- For kuffar - a shameful doom -- 4: 37; --- a painful doom -- 5: 73; 6: 70;
- Kuffar who disobeyed Messengers will wish they were level with ground -- 4: 42;
- Some Yahudis changed words out of context -- Allah cursed them -- save a few -- 4: 46;
- Some People of Book say disbelievers are better guided than believers -- 4: 51;
- Allah bestowed on House of Abraham Scripture -- some believed - some disbelieved -- 4: 54-
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55;
-

As their skins burn, it will be exchanged for fresh skins -- 4: 56;
Believers fight for Allah - kuffar fight for devil -- 4: 76;
Perhaps Allah will restrain kuffar - Allah is mightier than them -- 4: 84;
What ails you --- regarding the hypocrites, when Allah cast them back to disbelief -- 4: 88;
They long for you to disbelieve so you'd be on same level -- if they turn back, kill them
wherever you find them -- 4: 89;
- Some seek refuge with those and whom you have treaty - if they keep away - you have no
way
against them - those who return to hostility, kill them -- 4: 90-91;
- When traveling, can shorten prayers if you fear attack from kuffar -- Are an open enemy to
- muslims -- 4: 101;
- Long for you to lay aside your arms that they may ---Allah prepare for them a shameful
punishment -- 4: 102;
- If you disbelieve, to Allah belongs whatever is in heavens and earth -- 4: 131; 170;
- Who disbelieve in Allah, His angels His ------ is far astray -- 4: 136;
- Who believe - disbelieve - believe - disbelieve, then increase in disbelief --- 4: 137;
- Who choose kuffar for friends instead of believers -- are they looking for power -- 4: 139;
- When you hear revelations mocked at - move away, if not you become one of them - Allah
will
gather them all to hell -- 4: 140;
- When hypocrites with believers, they say --- when with kuffar they say did we not protect
you -Will have no success over believers -- 4: 141;
- Believers not to take kuffar for friends -- 4: 144;
- Make distinction between Allah and His Messengers - believe in some - not in others -- a
shameful doom -- 4: 150-151;
- Kuffar who hinder others from Way of Allah -- are astray -- 4: 167;
- Kuffar who deal in wrong -- no forgiveness -- Allah guides them on road to hell -- 4: 168169;
- Today kuffar are in despair of harming your religion -- fear them not - Fear Me -- 5: 3;
- Who say Jesus is God is kafir -- if Allah wanted to destroy Jesus and world who could
prevent Him -- 5: 17; 72; Jesus said worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord -- 5: 72;
- If kuffar had all in earth ----- insufficient as ransom -- 5: 36;
- They will wish to come forth from the fire but --- 5: 37;
- Do not grieve over those who race each other to disbelief -- no help for him whom Allah
doomed
to sin -- Allah will not cleanse their hearts -- 5: 41;
- Who does not judge by what Allah revealed is kafir -- 5: 49;
- Who reneges from Islam knows that Allah will replace him with someone -- stern to
kuffar -- 5: 54;
- Do not make friends with Yahudis, Nasara, kuffar and those who mock your religion -- 5: 5758;
- They came in kufr and went out in kufr -- 5: 61;
- Quran will increase kufr in many -- 5: 64; 68;
- Grieve not for kuffar -- 5: 68;
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They disbelieve who say Allah is third of three - there is only ONE God -- 5: 73;
Will they not turn to Allah in repentance? -- 5: 74;
Many make friends with kuffar - believers will not do so -- 5: 80-81;
Kuffar who deny revelations are owners of hell fire -- 5: 86;
People before you asked and then disbelieved therein -- 5: 102;
Allah hath not appointed Bahirah, Wasilah --- kuffar invented lie against Allah -- they have
no sense -- 5: 103;
- When invited to Islam - say they'd follow their fathers -- even though their fathers had no
knowledge nor guidance -- 5: 104;
- Kuffar exclaimed this is mere magic -- 5: 110;
- Allah tells Jesus - who disbelieves of you afterward, will be punished severely -- 5: 115;
- Ascribe rivals to Allah -- 6: 1;
- If We had sent actual writing, they still would not believe -- 6: 7;
- If an angel was sent - they wouldn't have further time to reflect -- 6: 8; the matter would have
been further obscured -- 6: 9;
- Tell kuffar to travel in land and see consequence of rejecters -- 6: 11;
- Those who ruin their own souls will not believe -- 6: 12; 20;
- On Day of Judgment, when asked about partners, will say they were not idolaters - they lie
against
themselves - hearts covered - cannot hear nor understand - no matter what token is brought
they
will not believe - will say these are ancient fables - would wish to return - will return to
disbelief say they'll not be raised again -- 6: 21-30;
- Kuffar will be asked - Is this not real -- Taste the retribution for your disbelief -- 6: 30;
- Tell them - I do not possess treasures of Allah - I do not know Unseen - I am not angel - I
follow
what is inspired in me - Are the blind and seer equal -- 6: 50;
- Forsake those who take their religion for jest - whom life of world beguile - no compensation
will
be accepted- will perish by own hands - will drink boiling water -- 6: 70;
- We gave Scripture ---- to Prophets --- had they disbelieved --- We'd have given it to others
who
will not disbelieve therein -- 6: 89;
- They swear if portent came to them they'd believe - hearts and eyes confounded - they did
not
believe at first - if angels came or dead spoke they will not believe unless Allah wills -- 6: 109111;
- The hearts of kuffar incline towards devils - adversaries of prophets - let them earn what
they are earning -- 6: 112-113;
- Conduct is made fair-seeming to them -- 6: 122;
- Allah lays ignominy on kuffar -- 6: 125;
- Will testify against themselves that they were kuffar -- 6: 130; 7: 37;
- Follow not whims of those who deny Our Revelations and believe not in hereafter -- 6: 150;
- Whose scale is light, lose their souls -- they disbelieved Our Revelations -- 7: 9;
- Devils are protecting friends of kuffar -- 7: 27;
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- Will be told to enter Hell among nations which passed before them -- the last will say to the
first
Our Lord - these led us astray - double their torment - the first will say to the last - you are no
better than us - so taste what you earned -- 7: 38-39;
- Curse of Allah on evil-doers who --- and disbelieve in Last Day -- 7: 44-45;
- Will cry - Pour down to us some water --- will be told, Allah hath forbidden both to kuffar who
took religion for sport and pastime -- 7: 50-51;
- Will look for intercessors - will wish to return to earthly life -- 7: 53;
- How can I sorrow for a people who rejected truth -- 7: 93;
- Thus doth Allah print on hearts of kuffar so they hear not -- 7: 101;
- If they see a token they disbelieve it -- 7: 146;
- That He should cause Truth to triumph -- and cut root of kuffar -- 8: 7;
- I will throw fear in the hearts of kuffar -- 8: 12;
- For kuffar is the torment of the fire -- 8: 14;
- In battle, believers not to turn backs on kuffar -- 8: 15;
- Plan of kuffar made weak -- 8: 18;
- O Quraish! if you cease persecuting believers - your larger numbers will avail you nothing -Allah is with the believers -- 8: 19;
- When kuffar plot against thee to -- they plot and Allah plot and -- 8: 30;
- When Quran recited - claim they can say similar - this is nothing but fables of old -- 8: 31;
- They say O Allah! if this is truth, then rain down stones on us -- 8: 32;
- Taste the doom because you disbelieved -- 8: 35;
- Spend their wealth to debar men from way of Allah -- will be conquered - gathered to hell -8: 36;
- If they cease from persecuting believers, past will be forgiven -- if they persist - take warning
from example of those of old -- 8: 38;
- Fight them until persecution is no more and religion is all for Allah -- 8: 39;
- Satan tells kuffar none can conquer them - he is their protector -- 8: 48;
- If you could see when angels receive kuffar - striking faces and backs saying Taste the
punishment -- this is what your hands sent before -- 8: 50-51;
- They disbelieved His revelations - He took them in their sins -- 8: 52;
- Worst beast is the ungrateful who will not believe -- 8: 55;
- Twenty steadfast believers will overcome 200 kuffar -- they are folk without intelligence -- 8:
65;
- Are protectors one of another -- 8: 73;
- Allah will confound kuffar in His Guidance -- 9: 2;
- Give tidings of painful doom to kuffar -- 9: 3;
- If they break their pledges --- then fight the heads of kufr -- 9: 12;
- Not for idolaters to tend mosques -- bearing witness as to their disbelief -- 9: 17;
- Do not take fathers, relatives for friends if they disbelieve -- 9: 23;
- Allah sent down -- and punished kuffar -- such is their reward -- 9: 26;
- Fight against those who were given Scripture but do not believe - until they pay Jizya -- 9: 29;
- Yahudis say Ezra is son of Allah - Nasara say -- they imitate kuffar of old -- 9: 30;
- They want to --- but Allah will perfect His Light, however much kuffar are averse -- 9: 32;
- Postponement of a sacred month is excess of disbelief -- kuffar are misled -- they allow it
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one
year and forbid it next -- they allow what Allah hath forbidden -- evil deeds made fairseeming
to them -- Allah does not guide kuffar -- 9: 37;
- Allah helped him when kuffar drove him out -- 9: 40;
- Kuffar alone ask leave of thee - they have doubt - they waver -- 9: 45;
- Had they wished to go, they would have made ready some equipment --- Allah did not want
them
to go -- they'd only make trouble -- they caused trouble before -- if good befalls thee, it is
pain to
them -- if calamity strikes thee, they are pleased -- tell them nothing befalls us except as
Allah
decrees -- 9: 46-51;
- Hell is all around kuffar -- 9: 49;
- Are you awaiting for us for the good which will befall us and the doom which will befall you? -Your contributions will not be accepted - you come to worship only as idlers - they pay contributions reluctantly - do not let their riches nor children please thee -- Allah will punish them
thereby and take their souls while they disbelieve -- 9: 52-55; 85;
- Make no excuse - you disbelieved after your belief -- 9: 65-66;
- Allah cursed them and promised them hell forever -- 9: 68;
- Those before were mightier in strength, more wealthy - yet it was only for awhile - they
prated their works perished - hadn't the fame of the folk of Noah ---- reached you -- 9: 69-70;
- O Prophet! strive against kuffar and hypocrites - they disbelieved after belief -- 9: 73-74;
- Those who deride the believers for the alms they give -- 9: 79;
- Whether you ask forgiveness for them or not, even 70 times - Allah will not forgive them -because they disbelieved in Allah -- 9: 80;
- Never pray for one of them, nor stand by his grave -- they disbelieved in Allah -- 9: 84;
- Will have a painful doom -- 9: 90;
- They are unclean -- 9: 95;
- Bedouins are more hard in disbelief and hypocrisy -- 9: 97;
- As for those who choose a place of worship in opposition and disbelief to cause -- 9: 107;
- Nor step they any step which angers the kuffar -- but a good deed -- 9: 120;
- Fight the kuffar near to you and be harsh with them -- -- 9: 123;
- When surah revealed - they say whose faith increased? It adds wickedness to their
wickedness they die as kuffar - are tested once or twice a year - they do not repent - they turn away they do not understand -- 9: 124-127;
- Kuffar say this is a wizard -- 10: 2;
- Kuffar will have a boiling drink -- 10:4;
- Who do not expect to meet with Us, but desire life of world - feeling secure, who are
neglectful
of Our revelations -- 10: 7-8;
- Messengers came -- with clear proofs of Allah’s Sovereignty, -- they will not believe -- 10: 13;
- Kuffar say to change it --- It is not for me to change -- 10: 15;
- Thus is the Word of Allah justified concerning --- that they believe not -- 10: 33;
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Some believe in Quran, some do not -- 10: 40;
When the doom has befallen you, is it only then you'd believe? -- 10: 51;
It will be said to those who dealt unjustly -- Taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
This world's portion is theirs, then to Us is their return -- they then taste dreadful doom
because they disbelieved -- 10: 70;
- They were not ready to believe that which --- thus We print on hearts of transgressors -- 10:
74;
- Allah will vindicate the truth --- however much the guilty may be averse -- 10: 82;
- Oh Allah! Of Thy Mercy, save us from kuffar -- 10: 86;
- Regardless of whatever signs come to them, those against whom the Word hath effect will
not
believe till they see the doom -- 10: 96-97;
- Would you (O Muhammad) compel men until they are believers --? 10: 99;
- It is not for anyone to believe except by permission of Allah - He hath set uncleanness on
those
who have no sense -- 10: 100;
- Revelations and warnings avail not folk who will not believe -- 10: 101;
- Do you expect anything different from what happened to those before -- 10: 102;
- If you say you will be raised again, kuffar will say this is mere magic -- 11: 7;
- Who disbelieve therein - Fire is his appointed place -- most mankind believe not -- 11: 17;
- Curse of Allah on wrong-doers - they debar men from way of Allah - they disbelieve in
hereafter -will not escape in the earth -- will have double torment - could not bear to hear - could not
see -have lost souls -- are greatest losers -- 11: 18-22;
- Kuffar of Noah’s chieftains say - we see you a mortal like us - the abject among us follow
you you have no merit above us - you are a liar -- 11: 27;
- Noah said - O my son! come ride with us and be not with kuffar -- 11: 42;
- Aad disbelieved in Allah -- 11: 60; --- Thamud ---- 11: 68;
- Incline not towards those who do wrong lest the Fire touch you -- 11: 113;
- Tell them Act, We too are acting - wait, we too are waiting -- 11: 121-122;
- I have forsaken the religion of folk who disbelieve in Allah and hereafter -- 12: 37;
- None despair of the Spirit of Allah save kuffar -- 12: 87;
- Only kuffar say, When we are dust, will we be raised again? - such disbelieve in Allah - such
have carcans on their necks - such are owners of Fire -- 13: 5; 17: 49; 98;
- Kuffar say if only a portent was sent down on him -- 13: 7; 27;
- Their prayers go far astray -- 13: 14;
- We send thee to a nation --- who disbelieve in Allah -- that you may recite Quran to them -13: 30;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar -- 13: 31;
- I bore with kuffar -- when I seized them -- 13: 32;
- Kuffar are kept from the right road -- 13: 33;
- Whom Allah sends astray - there is no guide - there is torment in life of this world -- 13: 34;
- Reward of kuffar is Fire -- 13: 35;
- Will come to know for whom is the heavenly home -- 13: 42;
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- Kuffar say thou art no messenger ---- Allah and --- is sufficient witness between us -- 13: 43;
- Woe to kuffar from an awful doom -- 14: 2;
- We disbelieve in what you brought and we have grave doubt -- 14: 9; 41: 14; 43: 24;
- Kuffar say to Messengers - We will drive you from our land until you return to our religion -14: 13;
- Kuffar works are as ashes which wind blow on stormy day - have no control of anything
they earned -- that is extreme failure -- 14: 18;
- Satan says I disbelieved in that which you before ascribed to me -- 14: 22;
- Allah is aware of what the wicked do -- He gives them "long rope" -- 14: 42-43;
- It may be that kuffar wish ardently they were muslims -- 15: 2;
- Let them eat and enjoy life and let false hope beguile them -- 15: 3;
- We do not send angels except ---- kuffar would not be tolerated -- 15: 8;
- They believe not therein - though examples of previous folk is before them -- 15: 13;
- If We opened gate to heaven and they mounted it, they will say our eyes deceive -- 15: 1415;
- Disbelievers in hereafter - their hearts refuse to know -- 16: 22; -- a painful doom -- 17: 10;
- Disgrace this day and evil on kuffar -- 16: 27;
- To explain to them that wherein they differed and kuffar will know they are liars -- 16: 39;
- Do you believe in vanity and disbelieve in grace -- 16: 72;
- There is no leave for kuffar nor are they allowed to make amends -- 16: 84;
- For kuffar who debar -- We add doom to doom -- 16: 88;
- Allah does not guide kuffar -- 16: 104; 107;
- Kuffar invent falsehoods - they are liars -- 16: 105;
- Who disbelieve after belief - not being forced to - who find ease in kufr - wrath of Allah on
them -- 16: 106;
- They chose life of world rather than hereafter -- hearts, ears, eyes sealed - are losers -- 16:
107-109;
- Township - provision coming in abundance -- disbelieves in Allah’s favours -- 16: 112;
- We have appointed Hell for kuffar -- 17: 8;
- Tell kuffar, if there were other Gods besides Allah --- 17: 42;
- When you recite Quran, barrier is placed between reciter and kuffar, veils over hearts,
deafness in ears so they cannot understand -- 17: 45-46;
- Say to kuffar - are you stones or iron or some ---- they will say who will bring us back to life -say who created you first - they say when will it be - say it may be soon - a day when He
will call
you - you will answer - and think you tarried but a little -- 17: 49-52;
- Although all kinds of similitudes displayed in Quran, man persist in disbelief -- 17: 89;
- Kuffar tell Prophet they put no faith in him until he cause spring to gush forth, garden of
date-palms, heaven to fall on them, he has house of gold, he go to heaven and bring Book, -Prophet told to say he is only a mortal messenger -- 17: 90-93;
- They do not believe because they say Allah hath sent a mortal as Messenger -- 17: 94;
- That is their reward - they disbelieved Our Revelations and said -- 17: 98;
- Wrong-doers refuse anything but disbelief -- 17: 99;
- It may be, if they disbelieve ----, you will torment your soul with grief -- 18: 6;
- Whoever will, let him disbelieve -- We have prepared for them Fire -- they will be showered
with
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water like molten lead -- 18: 29;
- Do you disbelieve in Him Who created you of dust -- then fashioned thee a man -- 18: 37;
- Kuffar take falsehood to refute truth -- 18: 56;
- As for the lad, his parents were believers -- we feared he’d oppress them by -- disbelief -- 18:
80;
- That day, We shall present hell to kuffar, plain to view -- 18: 100;
- Are heedless of My Reminders -- 18: 101;
- Do they think they can choose My bondmen as Protecting Friend besides Me -- We have
prepared hell as a welcome for kuffar -- 18: 102;
- The greatest losers are those who --- disbelieve in revelations --- and in meeting -- 18: 105;
- That is their reward -- hell -- because they disbelieved -- 18: 106;
- Woe to kuffar from the meeting of an awful day -- 19: 37;
- See and hear them on day they come to Us -- evil-doers are in manifest error -- 19: 38;
- Warn them of the Day of Anguish -- now they are in state of carelessness -- 19: 39;
- When Our revelations -- kuffar tell believers - of our parties, which better in position -- 19: 73;
- Did you see kuffar who say We will have wealth and children -- 19: 77;
- Hath he perused the Unseen or made pact with Allah - We shall record what they say and
prolong
his agony - he shall come to Us alone - they have chosen other gods besides Allah - they will
deny
their worship - will become opponents - devils confound them - days are numbered -- 19: 7884;
- Thus We reward him who is prodigal and disbelieve Our revelations -- 20: 127;
- Don’t kuffar know that heaven and earth were one piece -- then We parted them -- will they
not then believe -- 21: 30;
- Kuffar pick you out for mockery saying Is this he who -- they will deny mention of Allah -- 21:
36;
- If kuffar knew when ---- they will not be able to drive Fire from their faces and ---- they will
not be helped --- it will come unawares --- it will stupefy them -- they cannot repel it -- nor can
they
be reprieved -- 21: 39-40;
- The promise draws nigh -- eyes of kuffar wide in terror -- we lived forgetting this -- 21: 97;
- Believers and kuffar contend about Allah - kuffar will have garments of fire - boiling
fluid will be poured on heads - will cause skins and insides to melt - there are hooked iron
rods -they try to get out but pushed back -- 22: 19-22;
- Kuffar - who bar men from Kaaba will have painful doom -- 22: 25; who deny Our revelations
will have shameful doom -- 22: 57;
- I indulged kuffar a long while, then I seized them -- 22: 44;
- Kuffar will not cease to be in doubt until -- 22: 55;
- Kuffar who deny revelations will have shameful doom -- 22: 57;
- When Our revelations recited to them, you know the denial on their faces - they all but
attack the
reciters - say, shall I proclaim worse than that -- the Fire -- a promise for kuffar -- 22: 72;
- The chieftains of his (Noah’s) people said - this is mortal - Allah would have sent angels -23: 24;
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- The chieftains of his ( messenger of generation following Noah) folk said -- he eat and drink
as you do -- 23: 33;
- We caused them to join one another to disaster - We made them bywords -- 23: 44;
- Disbelievers in hereafter -- astray from right path -- 23: 74; -- give female names to angels -53: 27;
- Though the harm is removed, they still wander blindly -- 23: 75;
- We punish them - they are not humble - they do not pray -- 23: 76;
- Until when We open for them gate of severe punishment, they are aghast -- 23: 77;
- Until death comes to one of them they say My Lord! send me back that I may do right - it is
only
a word - there is a barrier behind him -- 23: 99-100;
- Will not be successful -- 23: 117; are miscreants -- 24: 55;
- Their deeds are as mirage in desert - thirsty one thinks it is water - comes and finds nothing he
finds Allah who pays him his due - or as darkness on abysmal sea - wave above wave,
above
which is cloud - layer on layer of darkness -- 24: 39-40;
- Do not think that they can escape in the land -- Fire -- 24: 57;
- Kuffar say this is lie he invented - other folk helped him with it - ancient fables he had
written down and dictated to him morn and evening -- 25: 4-5;
- They say what ails this messenger - he eat food and walk the markets - why no angel sent
with him
-- why treasure not thrown to him - you are following a man bewitched -- 25: 7-8;
- It will be a hard day for kuffar -- 25: 26;
- Ah! would that I had chosen a way with the Messenger -- 25: 27;
- Why isn’t Quran revealed to him all at once -- 25: 32;
- Obey not kuffar - strive against them herewith -- 25: 52;
- Were ever partisans against Allah -- 25: 55;
- My Lord will not concern Himself with you but for your prayer -- 25: 77;
- It may be you torment yourself because they disbelieve -- 26: 3;
- ( The earth) -- herein is a portent but most of them are not believers -- 26: 8; 67; 103; 121;
139;
26: 158; 174; 190;
- Hell will appear plainly to the erring -- 26: 91;
- Where is all you used to worship - can they help you - they will be thrown therein - they and
what
they worshipped and the devils - they will say we were in error when we made you equal to
Allah it was the guilty who misled us - now we have no intercessors nor friend - wish for another
turn
to be believers -- 26: 92-104;
- It is all one to us whether you preach or not - we will not be doomed -- 26: 136-138;
- Had We revealed it to --- they would not have believed in it -- 26: 198-199;
- They will not believe in it till they behold the painful doom -- 26: 201;
- Disbelievers in the hereafter - We make their works seem fair - they are astray - they will
have the
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worst punishment - greatest losers in hereafter -- 27: 4-5;
- All she worshipped instead of Allah hindered her - she came from disbelieving folk -- 27: 43;
- Kuffar say will we be raised again -- 27: 67; they never prosper -- 28: 82;
- They say we were promised this before - nothing but fables of old -- 27: 68;
- Tell them travel in land and see consequence of guilty -- 27: 69;
- Grieve not for them nor be in distress over what they plot -- 27:70;
- They ask when will this promise be fulfilled - say it may be sooner than you think -- 27: 71-72;
- Did they not disbelieve what Moses brought -- two magics which support -- in both we
disbelieve -- 28: 48;
- kuffar never prosper -- 28: 82;
- Never be helper to kuffar -- 28: 86;
- Kuffar say to believers -- follow our religion, we'll bear your sins - they cannot - they lie - but
they will bear their own loads and other loads as well -- 29: 12-13;
- Who disbelieve revelations and meeting hereafter, have no hope of Allah's mercy -- 29: 23;
- Only kuffar deny revelations -- 29: 47;
- Who believe in vanity and disbelieve in Allah are losers -- 29: 52;
- Hell will encompass kuffar -- 29: 54;
- When He brings them safe to land, they ascribe partners to Him so they may disbelieve -29: 65-66;
- Do they believe in falsehood and disbelieve in bounty of Allah -- 29: 67;
- Is there not a home in hell for kuffar -- 29: 68; 39: 32;
- Many mankind disbelieve in the meeting with their Lord -- 30: 8;
- Kuffar who denied revelations and meeting of hereafter, will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- When they taste of His mercy, they attribute ------- 30: 33-34;
- Kuffar must bear consequence of their disbelief -- 30: 44;
- Allah does not love kuffar in His Guidance -- 30: 45;
- If We send wind and they saw it yellow, they'll continue in disbelief -- 30: 51;
- If you came to them with a miracle, kuffar will say you are tricksters -- 30: 58;
- Do not let them make you impatient -- 30: 60;
- Whosoever disbelieve - do not let it bother you -- 31: 23;
- They disbelieve in the meeting with Allah -- 32: 10;
- Will say send us back, we now believe -- 32: 12;
- Who die in disbelief, will enjoy hell eternally -- 32: 14;
- Are not equal with believers -- 32: 18; 38: 28;
- Will taste penalty in this life before the greater -- that they may return -- 32: 21;
- On the day of Victory, the faith of kuffar will not help them -- 32: 29;
- Obey not kuffar -- 33: 1;
- Such have not believed -- Allah made their deeds fruitless -- 33: 19;
- Allah repulsed kuffar in their wrath -- 33: 25;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites, disregard their noxious talk - trust in Allah -- 33: 48;
- Allah cursed kuffar - prepared hell - eternal abode - no friend nor helper - would wish they
obeyed Allah and Messenger - will say they obeyed princes and great men - they misled us give them double torment and curse them -- 33: 64-68;
- Kuffar say - Hour will never come to us -- 34: 3; shall we show you a man who say we will
be created anew -- 34: 7; we do not believe in Quran nor what was before it -- if you could
see
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when wrong-doers are brought up before Allah - how they blame one another -- 34: 31;
- Disbelievers in hereafter are in torment and error -- 34: 8;
- Satan found his calculation regarding them true -- 34: 20;
- Despised ones say to proud -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah -- We place carcans
on
necks of kuffar -- 34: 33;
- Pampered ones declared we disbelieve in what you bring - We are more than you in wealth
and
children - we are not the punished -- 34: 34-35;
- Neither wealth nor children bring you close to Allah -- 34: 37;
- When truth reaches kuffar, they say this is mere magic -- 34: 43; 43: 30; 46: 7;
- If you can see --- when they are seized --- and say we now believe --- and they disbelieved
in it
before -- 34: 51-53;
- Will have awful doom -- 35: 7; 42: 26;
- Then I seized the kuffar -- 35: 26;
- For kuffar - hell - they do not die - torment not lightened - cry for help saying we will do
right - didn't We give you long enough life - and warners came to you - Now taste -- 35: 3637;
- He made you regents in earth - Whoso disbelieves, it is on his own head. It increases
abhorrence
in sight of Allah and loss for disbeliever-- 35: 39;
- Already the Word proved true for most of them - they believe not -- 36: 7;
- Whether you warn them or not it is the same -- they believe not -- 36: 10;
- When told to spend from what Allah provided, kuffar tell believers - shall we feed -- 36: 47;
- Burn therein this day for that you disbelieved -- 36: 64;
- This is a Reminder to warn who lives - so the Word may be fulfilled against kuffar -- 36: 6970;
- Thou marvel when they mock and are heedless when reminded - they scoff when they see a
portent and say this is magic -- when we are dead and rotted will we and our forefathers be
raised
again -- 37: 12-17; 37: 53;
- Say to them - Yea, in truth - you'd be brought low -- 37: 18;
- What is matter with you - you do not help one another -- 37: 25;
- This day, they submit - drawing near to each other - mutually questioning -- 37: 26-27;
- They say you used to come to us imposing -- 37: 28;
- They reply - you yourselves were not believers - we had no power over you -- 37: 29-30;
- Now Allah's Word is fulfilled - we are about to taste the doom - we misled you - we ourselves
were astray -- 37: 31-32;
- This day they both are sharers in the doom -- 37: 33;
- Thus do We deal with the guilty -- 37: 34;
- Ask them, Do your Lord have daughters while you have sons or did Allah create angels as
females - it is their falsehood - you cannot excite anyone against Him save he who is to burn
in
hell -- 37: 149-163;
- They used to say, if we had a reminder from the men of old, we too would be single-minded
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slaves
of Allah - but now that it is come, they disbelieve -- 37: 167-170;
- Kuffar are in false pride -- 38: 2;
- We destroyed generations before them - they cried out when no longer time for escape -- 38:
3;
- They marvel that a Warner came to them from themselves - saying he is a wizard - it is
astounding he make the gods ONE - go and be staunch to your gods - we did not hear of this before hath
the Reminder been revealed to him alone - are theirs the treasures of Allah or is kingdom of
heaven
theirs - they should ascend by ropes - a defeated host -- 38: 4-11;
- That is the opinion of kuffar -- woe to kuffar from Fire -- 38: 27;
- Iblis is scornful and becomes kafir -- 38: 74;
- Take pleasure in your disbelief for awhile -- 39: 8;
- Are those who worship in watches of night equal with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- Is he whose bosom Allah expands -- as kuffar -- 39: 22;
- When Allah alone is mentioned -- kuffar repelled -- when their gods mentioned, they’re
glad -- 39: 45;
- If you offer the whole earth ---- on Day of Judgment as ransom --- 39: 47;
- You did deny them -- was scornful -- was among the kuffar -- 39: 59;
- Disbelievers of revelations are losers -- 39: 63;
- Say to kuffar - Do you bid me serve other than Allah -- 39: 64;
- If you ascribe partners to Allah, your work will fail - you'd be among losers -- 39: 65;
- Kuffar driven to hell in troops - gates open - warders ask Didn't Messengers come to you they say yea - the Word of Allah concerning kuffar is fulfilled -- they are told, enter hell to
dwell therein -- 39: 71; 40: 6;
- Only kuffar argue about Quran - let not their turn of fortune in land deceive you -- 40: 4;
- On that day, kuffar are informed by proclamation - Allah's abhorrence -- 40: 10;
- They say Our Lord! twice hast Thou made us die and twice hast Thou made us live - We
confess is there any way out - this is your plight - when Allah only was invoked -- 40: 11-12;
- So, believers, pray to Him making religion pure -- however much kuffar may be averse -- 40:
14;
- Have they not traveled in land and seen consequence of those who disbelieved before -- 40:
21;
- Messengers kept bringing clear proofs -- but they disbelieved -- 40: 22;
- The plot of kuffar end in nothing but error -- 40: 25;
- Moses said I seek refuge in Allah from every scorner who disbelieve in Day of Reckoning -40: 27;
- You call me to disbelieve -- while I call you to Allah -- 40: 42;
- Then pray - though the prayers of kuffar are in vain -- 40: 50;
- When carcans are about their necks and chains --- they are dragged through boiling water then
they are thrust into Fire - where are your partners - - they failed us - we did not pray to
anything
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before - this is because you exulted in the earth - enter gates of hell -- 40: 71-76;
- It will not help to say you believe when you are confronted with the doom -- 40: 84-85;
- Woe to idolaters who do not --- and who disbelieve in Hereafter -- 41: 6-7;
- Do you disbelieve in Him who created earth in 2 days - He placed firm hills - blessed it measured
in its sustenance in 4 days - ALIKE FOR ALL WHO ASK - then turned to heaven when it was
smoke, called it and earth - then ordained 7 heavens - decked the lower one with lamps - if
they
turn away, warn them --- 41: 9-13;
- We disbelieve in that with which you were sent -- 41: 14;
- Kuffar say - do not heed Quran - drown the hearing of it -- 41: 26;
- We'll cause kuffar to taste an awful doom - We'll requite them the worst of what they did -41: 27;
- Kuffar will say show us the Jinn and humans who misled us for us to stand on -- 41: 29;
- Disbelievers in the Reminder when it comes are guilty -- 41: 41;
- For kuffar, it is deafness and blindness -- 41: 44;
- We'll tell kuffar what they did - We'll let them taste hard punishment -- 41: 50;
- Kuffar seek to hasten the Hour -- 42: 18;
- In what you bring, we disbelieve -- 43: 24;
- This is mere magic - we disbelieve therein -- 43: 30;
- Were it not that mankind would have become one community, We might have appointed for
them
houses of silver - ornaments of gold - a provision for life of world -- 43: 33-35;
- He saith O my Lord! those are kuffar -- 43: 88;
- Bear with them and say Peace - but they will come to know -- 43: 89;
- We withdraw the torment a little -- you return to disbelief -- 44: 15;
- Those who disbelieve the revelations of Allah -- 45: 11;
- Tell believers to forgive kuffar that He may requite folk what they earned -- 45: 14;
- As for kuffar, it will be said were Our revelations not recited to you - you were scornful - you
said you know not what the Hour is - this day We forget you as you forgot Our meeting - your
habitation - the Fire - you made Allah's revelations a jest - life of world beguiled you - you
cannot
make amends -- 45: 31-35;
- Kuffar turn away from what they are warned -- 46: 3;
- When revelations recited --- kuffar say --- this is magic -- 46: 7;
- If it is from Allah and you disbelieve therein - and a witness from the Jews has already
testified
to the like thereof and believed - you are too proud - what plight is yours -- 46: 10;
- Kuffar say, if it was any good, believers would not have had it before us -- this is an ancient
lie -- 46: 11;
- The day when kuffar are exposed to Fire - it will be said you squandered your good things --you used to transgress ---- 46: 20; -- they will be asked Is this not real? - taste the doom for
you disbelieved -- 46: 34;
- Kuffar who turn men from way of Allah - actions rendered vain -- 47: 1; 8; --- will be
ruined -- 47: 8;
- Follow falsehood -- 47: 3;
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- In battle, smite necks of kuffar -- Allah could punish them without you - He may try some
of you by others -- 47: 4;
- They are averse to His revelations - actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
- Haven't they traveled the land -- Allah wiped them out - for kuffar - the like thereof -- 47: 10;
- Have no patron -- 47: 11;
- Kuffar take comfort in life of world - they eat as cattle do -- 47: 12;
- Kuffar who turn away and oppose messenger ---- does not hurt Allah -- actions fruitless -47: 32;
- Who die in kufr will not be pardoned -- 47: 34;
- For kuffar We have prepared a flame -- 48: 13;
- If they join battle with you, they'd take to flight -- 48: 22;
- These disbelieved and debarred you from Kaaba and debarred offering -- if believers and
kuffar
were clearly separated, He'd have punished Kuffar -- 48: 25;
- When kuffar had set up in their hearts zealotry of Days of Ignorance, Allah sent down peace
of re-assurance on messenger and believers and imposed self-restraint on them -- 48: 26;
- Believers hard against Kuffar - merciful among themselves - prostration marks on foreheads
Kuffar enraged therewith -- 48: 29;
- He make kufr hateful to you -- 49: 7;
- Kuffar say this is a strange thing -- when we are dead shall we -- 50: 2-3;
- It is said "You twain, hurl to hell each rebel ingrate, hinderer of good, transgressor, doubter,
who
set up rivals to Allah, hurl him to doom" -- 50: 24-26;
- His comrade says Our Lord! I did not cause him to rebel, he was far gone in error -- Allah
says Do
not contend in My presence - I had proffered you the warning - My sentence cannot be
changed -I am not tyrant -- 50: 27-29;
- Woe to Kuffar from that day which they are promised -- 51: 60;
- They are ensnared -- 52: 42;
- It is kuffar who name the angels with names of females -- 53: 27;
- Kuffar say this is a hard day -- 54: 8;
- Are your kuffar better than those or they have some immunity in the Scripture -- 54: 43;
- Why you disbelieve in Allah when Messenger call you to believe in Him and He already made
covenant with you if you are believers -- 57: 8;
- This day no ransom can be taken from hypocrites nor kuffar -- 57: 15;
- Owners of hell fire -- 57: 19; 64: 10;
- For Kuffar, a painful/shameful doom - the day He will raise and inform them what --- 58: 4-6;
- People of Book who disbelieved, caused to go on first exile -- they thought their strongholds
will
protect them from Allah -- 59: 2;
- Hypocrites tell their brethren from People of Book -- If you are driven out we'll go with you -Allah
bears witness they lie -- 59: 11;
- If they are driven out, they go not with them - they fear you more than Allah -- they will not
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fight
against you except ---- the adversity between themselves is great -- hearts are divided -they taste
ill-effects of their conduct - they are like devil when he says to disbelieve but when this
occurs,
he flees and says I fear Allah - their reward - the Fire -- 59: 12-17;
- Choose not My enemy and your enemy for friends - they disbelieve in truth - they drive you
and
Messenger out because you believe in Allah -- whosoever does so, has strayed from --- 60:
1;
- -- they long for you to disbelieve -- 60: 2;
- Our Lord! make us not a prey for those who disbelieve -- 60: 5;
- If believing women come to you as fugitives ----- do not return them to kuffar - these are not
lawful for them -- give kuffar what they spent on them -- do not hold ties of kuffar women -ask for what you spent -- 60: 10;
- If any of your wives have gone to kuffar - when your turn comes, give to those whose wives
went, the equivalent of what they spent -- 60: 11;
- Be not friendly with those with whom Allah is angry - those who have despaired of the
hereafter
as kuffar despair of those in graves -- 60: 13;
- Allah will perfect His light no matter how much the kuffar are averse -- 61: 8;
- He sent Messenger with -- religion of truth to conquer all religion however much idolaters are
averse -- 61: 9;
- Some Yahudis believed, some disbelieved - We strengthened believers against kuffar - they
became uppermost -- 61: 14;
- They believed - disbelieved - hearts sealed - they understand not -- 63: 3;
- He created you - one a believer - one a disbeliever -- 64: 2;
- Those who disbelieved of old - did taste the ill-effects of their conduct - when messengers
came
they said shall mere mortals guide us -- they disbelieved - turned away - said they will not be
raised again - tell them -------- 64: 5-7;
- O Kuffar! make no excuses this day - you are only paid what you earned -- 66: 7;
- O Prophet! strive against Kuffar - be stern with them -- 66: 9;
- Example for Kuffar - Noah's wife, wife of Lot - under 2 righteous slaves - betrayed them husbands
availed them not against Allah -- 66: 10;
- For Kuffar is doom of hell - when they are thrown in, they hear its roaring, boiling up as it
would
burst with rage - when new hosts added, they are asked, Didn't a Warner come to you - they
say
yea, but we denied - are in nothing but error - they say had we listened or had sense, we
would
not be in Flames - they acknowledge sins - no mercy for them -- 67: 6-11;
- Are in nothing but illusion -- 67: 20;
- When they see it nigh, the faces of kuffar will ---- 67: 27;
- Have you thought whether Allah caused ----- who will protect kuffar from doom -- 67: 28;
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- Will not be able to prostrate on Day of Judgment when ordered to -- 68: 42-43;
- Kuffar will disconcert you with their eyes when they hear the reminder and say he is mad -68: 51;
- Thamud and Aad disbelieved the Judgment to come -- 69: 4;
- Will say my wealth was useless -- 69: 28;
- He did not use to believe in Allah -- 69: 33;
- It is an anguish for kuffar -- 69: 50; 74: 9-10;
- A questioner questioned about doom to fall on kuffar -- 70: 1-4;
- What ails kuffar - they keep staring toward thee open-eyed in groups on right and left -- 70:
36-37;
- Let them chat and play until ---- when they come forth from graves in haste -- eyes aghast,
abasement stupefying them -- the Promised day -- 70: 42-44;
- Noah said My Lord! do not leave any kafir in the land - they will mislead Your slaves and
beget
lewd ingrates -- 71: 26-27;
- If you disbelieve, how will you protect yourself on a day which will turn children grey -- 73:
17;
- Their numbers - a stumbling block to kuffar --- and they may say what Allah means by this
similitude -- 74: 31;
- Will say we were not of those who prayed -- 74: 43; 75: 31;
- We have shown him the way whether he be grateful or disbelieving -- 76: 3;
- We have prepared for kuffar, manacles, carcans and raging Fire -- 76: 4;
- Do not obey the guilty nor the kuffar -- 76: 24;
- A day when man will look at his deeds and a kafir will say would that I were dust -- 78: 40;
- Other faces, with dust on them - veiled in darkness - kuffar and wicked -- 80: 40-42;
- This day, believers have laugh over kuffar - aren't kuffar paid for what they did --- 83: 34-36;
- They will deny -- 84: 22; they live in denial --85: 19;
- Grant respite to kuffar - deal with them gently for a while -- 86: 17;
- Who is averse and disbelieve - Allah will punish severely -- 88: 23-24;
- Kuffar will be on left hand -- 90: 19;
- Who hoards and ---- disbelieves in goodness -- 92: 9;
- Kuffar of People of Book and idolaters could not leave off erring until clear proof came to
them -a messenger - reading purified pages -- not divided until after -- ordained to serve Allah -- 98:
1-5;
--- will abide in hell - worst of created beings -- 98: 6;
- O Kafir! I worship not that which you worship ---- to you your religion --- 109: 1-6;
DISCERN
- Pharaoh asks his people -- Am I not sovereign of Egypt -- can you not discern -- 43: 51-53;
DISCIPLE
- Disciples said we will be Allah’s helpers - we believe in Allah - bear witness we have
surrendered
to Him -- we believe what Thou hast revealed -- we follow whom Thou hast sent -- enroll us
among those who witness Truth -- 3: 52-53;
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- Many prophets had disciples who fought beside them making Dua only - Our Lord! forgive
our
sins ----- 3: 146-147;
- Allah inspired disciples -- they said we believe and surrender -- 5: 111;
- Disciples asked for food from heaven to satisfy their hearts and to verify truthfulness of
Jesus.
Jesus asks Allah to send food - Allah sends food and say who disbelieve after this -- 5: 112115;
- Jesus said to his disciples - who are my helpers -- they replied We are Allah's helpers -- 61:
14;
DISCLOSE
(See also Proclaim).
- Allah knows what is disclosed and what is hidden -- 2: 33;
- Tell them what Allah hath disclosed to you that they may contend .... -- 2: 76;
- Hypocrites fear that surah will be revealed disclosing what is in their hearts -- say Allah is
disclosing what you fear -- 9: 64;
- In like manner We disclosed them to the people of the city that they might know that -- 18: 21;
- The threatened Hour is nigh -- none but Allah can disclose it -- 53: 57-58;
- He knows what is disclosed and what is still hidden -- 87: 7;
DISCONCERT
- Kuffar will disconcert you with their eyes -- 68: 51;
DISCORD
- Tell My bondmen to speak that which is kindlier - the devil sows discord among them -- 17:
53;
DISCOURSE
- For every Prophet - an adversary - devils of humankind who inspire one another with
plausible
discourse -- 6: 112;
- There they do not hear vain discourse nor lying -- 78: 35;
- Therefore of the bounty of Allah be thy discourse -- 93: 11;
DISCRIMINATE
- When you go to fight in Way of Allah, be careful to discriminate -- 4: 94;
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will give you discrimination between right and wrong -- 8:
29;
DISEASE
- In the hearts of the hypocrites is a disease - Allah increases it -- 2: 10;
- Those in whose hearts is a disease race towards Yahudis and Christians -- Allah may grant
you
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victory, then they’d repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- Hypocrites and those in whose hearts is disease said --- their religion hath -- 8: 49;
- When a surah is revealed, it increases wickedness of those in whose hearts is disease --9:
125;
- That He may make --- a temptation for those in whose hearts is disease and -- 22: 53;
- Is there a disease in their hearts or do they have doubts ---- 24: 50;
- O wives of Prophet! --- be not soft of speech lest he in whose heart is disease -- 33: 32;
- -- that those in whose heart is disease may say what does Allah mean by this similitude -74: 31;
DISGRACE
- When they believed, We drew off from them the torment of disgrace -- 10: 98;
- On Day of Judgment, He will disgrace them ----- disgrace this day --- 16: 27;
- If you worship other than Allah, you will be disgraced --- 17: 22;
- ----- so that we might have followed --- before we were thus humbled and disgraced --- 20:
134;
- Those who scorn My service will enter hell disgraced -- 40: 60;
- -- that We might make them taste torment of disgrace in life of world and -- 41: 15-16;
- Those exposed to the Fire will be made humble by disgrace -- 42: 45;
DISHONEST
- Those who purchase a small gain at price of Allah's covenant and their oaths -- 3: 77;
DISILLUSION
- The day when He shall gather you -- will be a day of mutual disillusion -- 64: 9;
DISLIKE
- When Messengers brought what was disliked, some were disbelieved, some slain -- 2: 87;
- They assign to Allah what they themselves dislike -- 16: 62;
DISOBEDIENCE
- He leaves them to wander in their stubborn disobedience -- 2: 15;
- Consequence of the first disobedience to Allah -- 2: 35-38;
- Wrath of Allah on Jews for their disobedience ----- 2: 61;
- Uhud - the result of disobedience -- 3: 152-155;
- Who disobey Allah and Messenger, will be in Hell forever -- 4: 14; 72: 23;
- Kuffar who disobeyed the messengers will wish they were level with the ground -- 4: 42;
- Torment will afflict them for they used to disobey -- 6: 49;
- He leave them to wander blindly in their stubborn disobedience -- 7: 186;
- We allow those ---- to wander blindly in their stubborn disobedience -- 10: 11;
- It is not for me to change --- I follow --- if I disobey --- I fear the punishment --- 10: 15;
- They flouted His Messengers and followed command of every froward potentate -- 11: 59;
- Salih asks his folk who will save him from Allah if he disobeyed Him -- 11: 63;
- Whoso disobey me, still Thou art Forgiving, Merciful -- 14: 36;
- Hast thou disobeyed my order -- -- 20: 93;
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Adam disobeyed his Lord, so went astray -- 20: 121;
If they disobey thee, say " I am innocent of what they do " --- 26: 216;
If I should disobey my Lord, I fear the doom of a tremendous day --- 39: 13;
-- they now conspire together for crime --- and disobedience to messenger -- 58: 8;
Believers should not conspire for disobedience to messenger -- 58: 9;
They disobeyed the Messenger of Allah - He gripped them with tightening grip -- 69: 10;
My Lord! They have disobeyed me and followed --- 71:21;
Who disobey Allah and messenger -- his is Fire of Hell -- to dwell forever -- 72: 23;
But he denied and disobeyed -- 79: 21;

DISORDER
- Had there been Gods beside Allah, heaven and earth would have been disordered -- 21: 22;
DISOWN
- On the day when those who were followed disown those who followed them -- 2: 166;
- We will disown them as they disowned us -- 2: 167;
- When it became clear to Abraham that his father was enemy to Allah, he disowned him -- 9:
114;
- On the Day of Judgment, they will disown association with you --35: 14;
DISPERSE
- Had you been stern and fierce - they would have dispersed -- 3: 159;
- When the meal is ended, disperse -- 33: 53;
- Shall we show you a man who says when we are dispersed in dust, you will be created
anew --34: 7;
- When the prayer is ended, disperse in the land and seek -- 62: 10;
- Hypocrites say do not spend on those who dwell with Allah’s messenger so they’d disperse
-- 63: 7;
- When the planets are dispersed -- 82: 2;
- Your effort is dispersed toward different ends -- 92: 4;
DISPLAY
- Display of their adornment only what is apparent -- and to -- 24: 31;
- Thus We display the revelations for people who have sense -- 30: 28;
- We destroyed townships -- displayed Our revelations -- that they might return -- 46: 27;
DISPLEASE
- Allah is with them at night when they hold discourse displeasing to Him -- 4: 108;
- Then he frowned and showed displeasure -- 74: 22;
DISPOSE
- We shall dispose of you - you two dependents -- 55: 31;
- Praise be name of Lord Most High -- Who creates then disposes -- 87: 1-5;
DISPUTE
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- Do you dispute with us about Allah - our Lord and your Lord -- 2: 139;
- And who dispute with you concerning him -- say ‘come! we will summon our sons and your
sons ---’ -- 3: 61;
- Why argue about that whereof you have no knowledge -- 3: 66;
- Do not separate and dispute -- 3: 105;
- If you have a dispute, refer it to Allah and Messenger -- 4: 59;
- Hypocrites run to false gods to settle disputes -- 4: 60;
- Hypocrites ---they will not believe until they make you judge their disputes -- 4: 65;
- Devils inspire their agents to dispute with you -- if you obey them -- 6: 121;
- Some believers disputed with you about the truth after it ---- 8: 5-6;
- Dispute not with one another lest you falter and your strength depart --- 8: 46;
- You have disputed with us and multiplied disputation with us -- 11: 32;
- With the thunderbolt, Allah smites whom He will while they dispute --- 13: 13;
- We bring thee that concerning which they dispute -- 15: 63;
- When the people -- disputed --- among themselves, they said build --- 18: 21;
- Among mankind is he who dispute concerning Allah without knowledge -- 22: 3; 8; without
guidance or Scripture giving light -- 22: 8; 31: 20;
- Let them not dispute with thee -- if they wrangle with thee say Allah is best aware of what
you
do - Allah will judge between you -- 22: 67-69;
- They await one shout which will surprise them while they are disputing -- 36: 49;
- I had no knowledge of the High Chiefs when they disputed -- 38: 69;
- You will die - they will die - on Day of Resurrection - you will dispute before Allah -- 39: 3031;
- Those who dispute concerning revelations of Allah -- 40: 35; 56; 69;
- And when they wrangle in the Fire, the weak say to the proud --- 40: 47-48;
- We gave Moses the Scripture -- there was dispute concerning it -- 41: 45;
- Those who dispute about the Hour are in doubt and far astray -- 42: 18;
- Liken they to Allah, that which is bred in outward show, and in dispute cannot make itself
plain -- 43: 18;
- If 2 parties of believers fight, make peace between them -- 49: 9;
- Will you then dispute with him about what he saw -- 53: 12;
- Concerning which of the bounties of your Lord can you dispute -- 53: 55;
- Allah hath heard the saying of her who disputed with you about her husband and --- 58: 1;
- We used to indulge in vain disputes -- 74: 45;
DISREGARD
- That is because they denied --- and used to disregard them -- 7: 146;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites -- disregard their noxious talk -- 33: 48;
DISSENSION
- Those trying to cause dissension --- tries to explain allegorical verses -- 3: 7;
- He can bewilder you with dissension -- 6: 65;
- Those who choose a place of worship in opposition -- to cause dissent -- 9: 107;
DISSUADE
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- Have you seen him who dissuade a slave when he prays -- 96: 9-10;
DISTANCE
- Had it been near --- but the distance seemed too far for them -- 9: 42;
- -- he saw in the distance a fire -- he said wait here -- I see -- a fire -- 28: 29;
- Would that the distance between us were that of the 2 horizons -- 43: 38;
DISTINCTION
- We make no distinction between any of them -- 2: 136; 3: 84; -- between any of His
messengers -- 2: 285;
- Who believe in Allah and His messengers and make no distinction --- Allah will give their
wages -- 4: 152;
DISTINGUISH
- Hath Allah distinguished you by giving you sons -- 17: 40;
DISTORT
- Those who distort Our Revelations are not hidden from Us -- 41: 40;
DISTRACT
- Let not wealth nor children distract you from remembrance of Allah -- 63: 9;
- For him who come to thee with -- purpose and hath fear -- from him you are distracted -- 80:
8-10;
- Rivalry in worldly increase distract you until you come to the grave -- 102: 1-2;
DISTRESS
- Till they grew affluent and said tribulation and distress hath touched our fathers -- 7: 95;
- Do not be distressed by what they do -- 11: 36;
- When Our messengers came to Lot, he was distressed and --- he said this is a distressful
day -- 11: 77;
- I expose my distress and anguish only to Allah -- 12: 86;
- Be not in distress because of that which they devise -- 16: 127; 27: 70;
- Quran not revealed to cause you distress -- 20: 2;
- We delivered thee from great distress -- 20: 40; --- We saved him and his household from
the
great distress -- 37: 76; --- We saved them and their people from the great distress -- 37:
115;
- Job cried to Allah - the devil afflicts me with distress and torment -- 38: 41;
DISTRIBUTE
- And those who distribute blessings by command -- 51: 4;
DITCH
- Self-destroyed were the owners of the ditch of the fuel-fed fire when they sat by it -- 85: 4-6;
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DIVERT
- Do not let them divert you from revelations of Allah -- 28: 87;
DIVINER
- It is not a diviner’s speech -- 69: 42;
DIVISION
- They learn magic - causing division between man and wife -- 2: 101-103;
- Hold fast all of you together to rope of Allah and do not separate -- 3: 103;
- Among believers not allowed -- -- 3: 105;
- When kinsfolk, orphans and needy are present at division of property, bestow on them -- 4: 8;
- What ails you that you are divided regarding the hypocrites -- 4: 88;
- Who split up their religion and become sects -- 6: 159;
- We split them into nations -- 7: 168;
- Such as We send down for those who make division -- 15: 90;
- And be not like her who unravel the thread --- 16: 92;
- Quran divided so that you may recite it to mankind at intervals -- 17: 106;
- I feared that you would say I caused division among the people -- 20: 94;
- Establish religion - be not divided therein -- 42: 13;
- They were not divided until after knowledge came to them, - rivalry among themselves -- 42:
14;
- That was an unfair division -- 53: 22;
- Your effort is divided toward different ends -- 92: 4;
- Nor were People of Book divided until after clear proofs came to them -- 98: 4;
DIVORCE
- See under wives;
DIVULGE
- Whether you divulge something or keep it hidden -- Allah knows all things -- 33: 53;
- When Prophet confided a fact to one of his wives, she divulged it -- 66: 3;
DOG
- Those who deny Our revelations are like dogs panting with tongues out -- 7: 176;
- And their dog stretching out its paws on the threshold -- 18: 18;
- Some will say they were 3, their dog the fourth -- some will say -- guessing at random -- 18:
22;
DOMINION
- Who has dominion over all things -- 23: 88;
- Glory be to Him in Whose hand is dominion over all things -- 36: 83;
DONKEY
- The likeness of those given the Torah is as the donkey carrying books -- 62: 5;
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51;
DOOM
- Theirs will be an awful doom -- 2: 7; 10; 114; 174; 3: 176; 5: 33; 41; -- most grievous
doom -- 2: 85; -- shameful doom -- 2: 90; 3: 178; 4: 37; -- painful doom -- 3: 77; 177;
188;
9: 90; -- lasting doom -- 5: 37;
- Living 1000 years will not remove Yahudis from doom -- 2: 96;
- I shall leave him -- then I shall compel him to the doom of the Fire -- 2: 126;
- Will not be lightened for those who die in kufr nor will they be reprieved -- 2: 162;
- Had evil-doers known when they behold the doom, that Power belongs to --- 2: 165;
- Those who were followed disown those who follow them and they behold the doom -- 2: 166;
- Who transgresses after this will have painful doom -- 2: 178;
- Our Lord! give us -- and in the Hereafter and guard us from Doom of Fire -- 2: 201;
- Announce to those who slay Prophets and mankind who enjoin duty -- a painful doom -- 3:
21;
- Their doom will not be lightened -- 3: 88;
- Theirs will be a painful doom and they will have no helper -- 3: 90-91;
- For those who separate and dispute after clear proofs -- an awful doom -- 3: 105;
- Do not think they are in safety from the doom -- 3: 188;
- Who disobeys Allah and -- and transgresses limits, -- hell forever -- a shameful doom -- 4:
14;
- Allah hath cursed him and prepared for him an awful doom -- 4: 93;
- Tell hypocrites that for them is a painful doom -- 4: 138;
- For kuffar, Allah hath prepared a shameful doom -- 4: 151;
- If kuffar had all in earth and as much more to ransom them from doom -- 5: 36;
- Whom Allah doom to sin -- you will not be able to help -- 5: 41;
- Allah will be angry with them and in the doom they will abide -- 5: 80;
- This day you are awarded doom of degradation for you spoke of Allah --- 6: 93;
- We award those who turn away from Our revelations, an evil doom -- 6: 157;
- Taste the doom for what you used to earn -- 7: 39;
- Why preach to people whom Allah is about to destroy and punish with awful doom -- 7: 164;
- Kuffar say - Oh Allah! if this is true --- bring on us painful doom -- 8: 32;
- Taste the doom because you disbelieved -- 8: 35;
- Had it not been for --- an awful doom had come upon you on account -- 8: 68;
- Give tidings of painful doom to kuffar -- 9: 3;
- Who hoard wealth and spend not in Way of Allah -- give tidings of painful doom -- 9: 34;
- If you do not go forth, He will afflict you with painful doom -- 9: 39;
- We await for you the doom with which Allah will afflict you at our hands -- 9: 52;
- For those who anger the messenger of Allah -- a painful doom -- 9: 61;
- If they turn away, Allah will afflict them with painful doom -- 9: 74;
- Those who point to believers who give alms --- and deride them, will have painful doom -- 9:
79;
- Then they will be relegated to a painful doom -- 9: 101;
- Theirs will be a boiling drink and painful doom because they disbelieved -- 10: 4;
- When His doom comes to you stealthily ---- what part of it you wanted to hasten -- 10:50;
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When it has befallen you, is it only then you'd believe? -- 10: 51;
If every soul --- and they will feel remorse within them when they see the doom -- 10: 54;
Then We make them taste a dreadful doom because --- 10: 70;
Our Lord! destroy their riches and harden their hearts so they do not believe till they see
the doom -- 10: 88;
- Though every token come to them, they will not believe till they see the doom -- 10: 96-97;
- If We were to delay the doom for them -- they will say what withholds it -- when it comes it
cannot be averted -- 11: 8;
- You shall come to know --- upon whom a lasting doom will fall -- 11: 39;
- Then a painful doom from Us will overtake them -- 11: 48;
- We saved them from a harsh doom -- 11: 58;
- There is coming to them a doom which cannot be repelled -- 11: 76;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk - I fear for you the doom of a besetting day -- 11: 84;
- You will soon come to know on whom will come a doom - 11: 93;
- Herein is a portent for those who fear the doom -- 11: 103;
- We defer it only as a term already reckoned - that day no soul will speak except by
permission of
Allah - some wretched - some glad - wretched will be in Fire for as long as --- those glad will
be
in Paradise for ---- 11: 104-108;
- What shall be his reward who --- save prison or painful doom -- 12: 25;
- The doom of the Hereafter is more painful -- 13: 34;
- When Allah dooms, there is none who can postpone it -- 13: 41;
- Woe to kuffar from an awful doom -- 14: 2;
- Before him is a harsh doom -- 14: 17;
- We followed you - Can you avert some of Allah's doom? -- 14: 21;
- For wrong-doers -- a painful doom -- 14: 22; 42: 21;
- Warn mankind of a day when the doom will come upon them -- 14: 44;
- My doom is severe -- 15: 50;
- And the doom came on them from whence they knew not -- 16: 26;
- Those who plan ill-deeds - do they feel secure that the doom will not come -- 16: 45;
- The devil is their patron this day and theirs -- a painful doom -- 16: 63;
- When the wrong-doers behold the doom --- it will not be made light for them nor will they be
reprieved -- 16: 85;
- For kuffar who debar --- We add doom to doom -- 16: 88;
- -- and you should taste evil -- and yours should be an awful doom -- 16: 94;
- Disbelievers in revelations will have painful doom -- 16: 104;
- Who disbelieves after belief -- will have awful doom -- 16: 106;
- Disbelievers in Hereafter will have painful doom -- 17: 10;
- They hope for His mercy and fear His doom -- 17: 57;
- We shall set a gulf of doom between them -- 18: 52;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing -- unless they wished -- to be confronted with
the doom -- 18: 55;
- If He took them to task ---- He would hasten on the doom -- 18: 58;
- -- when they behold what they were promised, whether punishment -- or Hour of Doom -19: 75;
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- Doom is for him who denies and turns away -- 20: 48;
- The doom of the hereafter is sterner and more lasting -- 20: 127;
- If Kuffar knew the time when ---- it will come on them unawares -- 21: 39-40;
- The Supreme Horror will not grieve them -- 21: 101-104;
- Mankind will appear drunk -- will not be drunk -- doom of Allah will be strong on them -- 22: 2;
- On Day of Judgment, We'll make them taste the doom of burning -- 22: 9;
- Everything worships Allah -- the doom is due to some -- 22: 18;
- Kuffar -- taste the doom of burning -- 22: 19-22;
- Kuffar who prevent men from Kaaba will have painful doom -- 22: 25;
- They will bid you hasten on the doom -- 22: 47; 29: 53-54; -- seek not to hasten on the
doom
for them -- 46: 35;
- Kuffar ----- until the Hour comes ----- or the doom -- 22: 55;
- Kuffar who denied revelations will have shameful doom -- 22: 57;
- Until when We open door of extreme punishment, they are aghast -- 23: 77;
- As for him -- who had the greater share -- will be an awful doom -- 24: 11;
- Had it not been --- an awful doom had overtaken you for what you murmured -- 24: 14;
- Those who slander virtuous women -- will have an awful doom -- 24: 23;
- Is the doom better or Garden ----- which Allah promise those who ward-off evil -- 25: 15-16;
- They can neither avert the doom nor get help -- 25: 19;
- We prepared a painful doom for evil-doers -- 25: 37;
- They will know when they behold the doom who is more astray -- 25: 42;
- Who say Our Lord! avert from us the doom of hell -- 25: 65;
- For those who cry to other gods besides Allah, those who take life except as allowed by
Allah,
those who commit adultery - the doom will be doubled -- on Day of Resurrection, he will abide
therein forever except if he repents and believes and do good deeds -- 25: 68-70;
- We shall not be doomed -- 26: 138;
- They will not believe in it till they behold the painful doom -- 26: 201;
- Will they hasten on the doom -- 26: 204;
- Call not on any other God beside Allah lest you be doomed -- 26: 213;
- Who disbelieves revelations and meeting Allah -- for such - painful doom -- 29: 23;
- They replied --- Bring Allah's doom on us ----- 29: 29;
- They bid thee hasten on the doom -- if term was not appointed, it would have come before
now -will come suddenly -- 29: 53-54;
- On the day when the doom will overwhelm them from above and below -- 29: 55;
- Who disbelieves and denies meeting of Hereafter -- will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- Of mankind is he who -- pay for -- to mislead -- for such - a shameful doom -- 31: 6;
- When revelations recited to him -- turns away in pride -- give tidings of painful doom -- 31: 7;
- Even though the devil was inviting them to the Flame -- 31: 21;
- We give them comfort for a while, then drive them to a heavy doom -- 31: 24;
- Taste the doom of immortality -- 32: 14;
- He hath prepared a painful doom for the unfaithful -- 33: 7-8;
- Who strive against Our revelations will have painful doom -- 34: 5;
- They are filled with remorse when they behold the doom -- 34: 33;
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Those who strive against Our revelations will be brought to doom -- 34: 38;
Taste the doom of the Fire you used to deny -- 34: 42;
He is nothing than a Warner to you in face of a terrific doom -- 34: 46;
Kuffar will have awful doom -- 35: 7; 41: 27; 42: 26; --- painful doom -- 58: 4; 64: 5;
--- shameful doom -- 58: 5; --- dreadful doom -- 58: 15;
- Those who plot iniquities face an awful doom -- 35: 10;
- The word has been fulfilled -- we are about to taste the doom -- 37: 31;
- This day they both are sharers in the doom -- 37: 33;
- Now taste the painful doom -- 37: 38;
- They denied him -- they will be haled to the doom - except single-minded slaves of
Allah -- 37: 127-128;
- Would they hasten on Our doom -- when it comes home to them -- 37: 176-177;
- They have not yet tasted My doom -- 38: 8;
- They all denied the messengers - My doom was justified -- 38: 14;
- If I should disobey my Lord, I fear the doom of a terrible day -- 39: 13;
- Is he on whom the word of Doom is fulfilled to be helped -- 39: 19;
- Is he who will strike his face against the doom ----- as he who ----- 39: 24;
- Those before them denied so the doom came on them --- 39: 25;
- Thus Allah made them taste --- the doom of the hereafter -- 39: 26;
- Thus you will come to know to whom comes a doom that will abase him and on whom falls
everlasting doom -- 39: 39-40;
- If they possessed all in earth and ---- they will seek to ransom themselves from the doom -39: 47;
- Turn to Him repentant ----- before there comes to you the doom --- 39: 54;
- And follow the better guidance --- before the doom comes to you suddenly -- 39: 55;
- When he sees the doom, he'd say If I had a second chance -- 39: 58;
- The word of doom is fulfilled for kuffar -- 39: 71;
- Warn them -- of the day of approaching doom - hearts will choke throats -- 40: 18;
- A dreadful doom encompassed Pharaoh’s folk -- 40: 45;
- Cause Pharaoh’s folk to enter the most awful doom -- 40: 46;
- When they saw the doom they said " We believe in Allah only ---" but their faith could not help
them when they saw the doom -- 40: 84-85;
- The doom of the Hereafter will be more shameful -- 41: 15-16;
- The doom of humiliation overtook them (Thamud) for what they earned -- 41: 17;
- Those who argue concerning Allah --- wrath is upon them - theirs an awful doom -- 42: 16;
- Blame is on those who oppress mankind and rebel in the earth -- for them painful doom -42: 42;
- When the evil-doers see the doom - they say is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
- It profit you not this day because you will share the doom -- 43: 39;
- Woe to those who do wrong from the doom of a painful day -- 43: 65;
- We delivered Yahudis from shameful doom -- 44: 30;
- He hath saved them from the doom of Hell - a bounty from thy Lord -- 44: 56-57;
- --- give him tidings of a painful doom ----- for such is a shameful doom ----- theirs will be an
awful
doom ----- for them is a painful doom -- 45: 8-11;
- This day you are rewarded with doom of ignominy because -- 46: 20;
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Hud warns -- I fear for you the doom of a tremendous day -- 46: 21;
He will forgive --- and guard you from a painful doom -- 46: 31;
Taste the doom for you disbelieved -- 46: 34;
Seek not to hasten on the doom for them -- 46: 35;
If you turn away as you did before, He will punish you with painful doom -- 48: 16;
Whoso turns back - Allah will punish with painful doom -- 48: 17;
You twain - hurl him to the dreadful doom -- 50: 24-26;
We left behind a portent for those who fear a painful doom -- 51: 37;
The doom of thy Lord will surely come to pass - none can ward it off -- 52: 7-8;
There will separate them a wall wherein is gate -- inner side contains mercy -- outer side
towards the doom -- 57: 13;
- They make their oaths a shelter -- they turn men from -- theirs - a shameful doom -- 58: 16;
- Shall I show you a trade which will save you from a painful doom -- 61: 10;
- For devils - We prepared doom of Flame -- 67: 5;
- For kuffar is doom of hell -- when they are flung therein, they hear its roaring -- 67: 6-11;
- Have you thought -- who will protect kuffar from painful doom -- 67: 28;
- A questioner questioned about the doom about to fall on kuffar -- 70: 1-4;
- Man is created anxious --- except --- and those who are fearful of the doom - none can feel
secure
from it --- 70 : 19-35;
- We sent Noah to his people -- warn thy people before painful doom come to them -- 71: 1;
- With Us are --- and food --- and a painful doom -- 73: 12-13;
- On him I shall impose a fearful doom -- 74: 17;
- For evil-doers, Allah prepared painful doom -- 76: 31;
- (It will be said) depart to that doom which you used to deny -- 77: 29;
- We warn you of a doom at hand -- 78: 40;
- Give them tidings of a painful doom -- 84: 24;
- Who persecute believers and not repent - will have doom of hell and of burning -- 85: 10;
- Allah doomed them for their sin -- 91: 14;
DOOR
- Do not enter houses through back doors -- 2: 189;
- She bolted the doors and said - come! -- 12: 23;
- And they raced one another to the door -- they met her lord at the door -- 12: 25;
DOUBT
- In this Book there is no doubt -- 2: 2; 10: 37;
- If you are in doubt about Quran, produce a Surah --- you cannot do it -- 2: 23-24;
- Write down your contracts to avoid doubts later -- 2: 282;
- It is Thee Who will gather mankind on a Day of which there is no doubt -- 3: 9;
- How will it be when We bring them together on a Day of which there is no doubt -- 3: 25;
- He gathers you to Day of Resurrection in which there is no doubt -- 4: 87;
- He decreed a fixed term for you yet you doubt -- 6: 2;
- That He will bring you together on a Day of which there is no doubt -- 6: 12;
- They alone ask leave of thee who -- and whose heart feel doubt so they waver -- 9: 45;
- Let not your course of action be in doubt for you -- 10: 71;
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99;
26;
31;

If you (O Muhammad) are in doubt --- question those given Scripture before -- 10: 94;
O mankind! if you are in doubt of my religion - then know I do not worship -- 10: 104;
Be not in doubt concerning it -- 11: 17;
Salih’s folk say they are in grave doubt concerning what he was calling them to -- 11: 62;
Be not in doubt about how these folk worship -- 11: 109;
They are in grave doubt concerning it -- 11: 110; 41: 45; 42: 14;
We are in grave doubt concerning that to which you are calling us -- 14: 9;
Their messengers said "Can there be doubt concerning Allah ----" -- 14: 10;
Have they not seen that Allah -- hath appointed for them an end whereof -- no doubt -- 17:
-- and that there is no doubt about the Hour -- 18: 21;
This is a statement of Truth concerning what they doubt -- 19: 34;
If you are in doubt concerning resurrection -- 22: 5;
The Hour will come, there is no doubt about it --- 22: 7; 40: 59; 45: 32;
Kuffar will not cease to be in doubt ---- until the Hour ---- 22: 55;
Is there a disease in their hearts or do they have doubts --- 24:50;
They are in doubt concerning it (Hereafter) -- 27: 66;
Those who follow falsehood may have doubted -- 29: 48;
Do not let those who are in doubt make you impatient -- 30: 60;
The revelation of the Scripture wherein there is no doubt, is from Allah -- 32: 2;
We gave Moses Scripture -- be not in doubt of his receiving it -- 32: 23;
He had no warrant --- We will know who believes in hereafter and who is in doubt -- 34: 21;
They were/are in hopeless doubt -- 34: 54; 41: 45;
You ceased not to be in doubt ---- thus Allah deceives him who is ---- a doubter -- 40: 34;
Are they still in doubt about the meeting with Allah -- 41: 54;
Warn of the Day of Assembling whereof there is no doubt -- 42: 7;
Those who dispute about the Hour are in doubt and far astray -- 42: 18;
Doubt not concerning it (the hour) but follow me -- 43:61;
They play in doubt -- 44: 9;
This is that which you used to doubt -- 44: 50;
Allah gives life - causes death - gathers you to Day of Resurrection -- there is no doubt -- 45:
The true believers are those ----- and afterwards doubt not -- 49: 15;
Yet they are in doubt about a new creation -- 50: 15;
It is said to the driver and witness -- haul to hell each rebel ingrate -- doubter -- 50: 24-26
But they did doubt the warnings -- 54: 36;
Believers tell hypocrites - You tempted one another, you hesitated, you doubted --- 57: 14;
--for such of your women who --- if you doubt -- their waiting period is 3 months -- 65: 4;
Till the day they see what they are promised they may doubt -- but then -- 72: 24;
That those who were given Scripture may --- believers may--- they may have no doubt -- 74:

DOWNCAST
- On that day faces will be downcast -- 88: 2-7;
DRAG
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- By those who drag forth to destruction -- 79: 1;
DREAD
- We gave Moses and Aaron --- the Criterion --- for those who -- dread Hour of Doom -- 21:
48-49;
- They did not dread the outcome of events -- 91: 15;
DREAM
- When Allah showed them to you as few in your dream -- 8: 43;
- Joseph dreams planets, sun, moon prostrates to him -- 12: 4;
- Two prisoners ask Joseph to interpret their dreams -- 12: 36;
- Joseph interprets dream of King -- 12: 43-49;
- Joseph tells his father, this is interpretation of my dream of old -- 12: 100;
- Muddled dreams - he invented it -- 21: 5;
- O my son! I saw in a dream I must sacrifice you -- 37: 102;
DRESS/ UNDRESS
- Dress properly for salaat -- 7: 31;
- She bared her legs -- she said My Lord! I have wronged myself --- 27: 44;
- Times of undress -- 24: 58-59;
- Tell wives, daughters, believing women to draw cloaks around them when they go out -- 33:
59;
DRINK
- When 12 springs gushed forth, each tribe knew its drinking place - told to eat and drink of
Allah's provisions -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- Eat and drink until the white thread becomes distinct -- 2: 187;
- Saul tells his army not to drink at the river crossing - most of them drank -- 2: 248;
- Strong drink, games of chance -- Satan’s handiwork -- leave aside -- 5: 90;
- Satan will use strong drink --- to create enmity among you -- 5: 91;
- For them - a drink of boiling water -- 6: 70;
- Eat and drink -- do not be wasteful -- 7: 31;
- Theirs will be a boiling drink -- 10: 4;
- He is made to drink a festering water -- 14: 16;
- We cause water to descend from the sky and give it to you to drink -- 15: 22; 16: 10;
- We give you to drink ---- pure milk palatable to drinkers -- 16: 66;
- Fruits of date-palm and grapes - whence you derive strong drink -- 16: 67;
- There comes forth from their bellies a drink -- 16: 69;
- Calamitous the drink -- ill the resting place -- 18: 29;
- Eat and drink and be consoled -- 19: 26;
- We give you to drink of that which is in their bellies -- 23: 21;
- He is mortal like you -- he eat and drink as you do -- 23: 33;
- This she-camel - has right to drink - you have right to drink - appointed days -- 26: 155;
- They said we cannot give our flocks to drink till -- 28: 23;
- The 2 seas are not alike - one fresh - good to drink -- the other bitter -- 35: 12;
- And the cattle - divers drink you have from them -- 36: 73;
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56;
-

A cup -- is brought -- white -- delicious to the drinkers -- 37: 41-50;
Thereafter they have a drink of boiling water -- 37: 62-68;
This spring is a cool bath and a refreshing drink -- 38: 42;
Here is a boiling and an ice-cold draught -- let them taste it -- 38: 57;
They are given boiling water to drink -- it tears their bowels -- 47: 15;
Eat and drink in health as reward for your deeds -- 52: 19;
Every drinking will be witnessed -- 54: 28;
The erring, the deniers, will eat of Zaqqum -- drink boiling water, drinking as camels -- 56: 49-

Have you observed the water you drink - is it you that shed it -- We could have made it
bitter -- 56: 68-70;
- Eat and drink at ease for what you sent before -- 69: 24;
- If they tread the right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72: 16;
- The righteous shall drink from -- kafur -- a spring from which slaves of Allah drink -- 76: 5-6;
- Allah will slake their thirst with a pure drink -- 76: 21;
- Haven’t We -- and given you to drink sweet water -- 77: 25-27;
- Eat, drink and welcome, oh ye blessed! in return for what you did -- 77: 43;
- Therein they taste neither coolness nor drink -- 78: 24-30;
- They are given to drink a pure wine sealed with musk and mixed with water of Tasnim -- a
spring
from which those near to Allah drink -- 83: 25-28;
- On that day faces will be --- drinking from a boiling spring -- 88: 2-7;
- This is she-camel of Allah -- let her drink -- they denied -- they hamstrung her -- 91: 11-15;
DRIVE
- Drive them out of places whence they drove you out -- 2: 191;
- So those who fled and were driven forth from their homes -- 3: 195;
- They disputed with you about the truth as though they were being driven to death -- 8: 6;
- We will drive you out from our land unless you return -- 14: 13;
- But he who is driven thereto neither craving nor transgressing -- 16: 115;
- On the day when We shall gather the righteous -- and drive the guilty to hell -- 19: 85-86;
- Did you come to drive us out of our land by your magic -- 20: 57;
- They said these are 2 wizards who will drive you out -- by their magic -- 20: 63; 26: 34-35;
- Allah tells Adam not to let Iblis drive them out of the Garden so they’d come to toil -- 20:
117;
- If kuffar knew the time when, they will not be able to drive off the fire from their -- 21: 39;
- Whenever --- they would go forth from thence, they are driven back therein -- 22: 19-22;
- Those who were driven from their homes unjustly -- 22: 40;
- We shall drive them out with hosts they cannot resist -- 27: 37;
- We give them comfort -- then We drive them to -- doom -- 31: 24;
- Did We drive you away from the guidance after it came to you -- 34: 32;
- And those who drive away the wicked with reproof -- 37: 2;
- Kuffar driven to hell in troops - when they reach it - gates opened -- 39: 71;
- Those who keep their duty to Allah are driven to the Garden in troops -- 39: 73;
- They are driven on till when they reach it - their ears --- testify against them -- 41: 19-20;
- Every soul comes with a driver and a witness -- 50: 21;
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And it is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out of their homes -- 59: 8;
-- if you are driven out, we will go with you -- 59: 11;
-- if they are driven out, they do not go out with them -- 59: 12;
Do you give them friendship when they --- driving out the messenger --- because you believe
in Allah --60: 1;
- Allah did not forbid making friends with those who did not war with you in relation to your
religion nor drive you from your homes -- 60: 8-9;
- Unto Allah that day will be the driving -- 75: 30;
- Do not drive away the beggar -- 93: 10;
DROP
- We placed him as a drop in a safe lodging - then We fashioned the drop - a clot -- 23: 12-16;
- He created you from dust, then from a drop (of seed) then -- 40: 67;
- He created the two spouses -- from a drop (of seed) -- 53: 45-46;
DROWN
- Allah drowns Pharaoh -- 2: 50; 17: 103; 26: 66; 43: 55;
- We drowned them in the sea -- 7: 136; 8: 54;
- We drowned those who denied Our revelations -- 10: 73;
- Pharaoh -- pursued them -- till when the drowning overtook him, he exclaimed -- 10: 90;
- Speak not to Me on behalf of wrong-doers -- they will be drowned -- 11: 37;
- The wave came between them and he was among the drowned -- 11: 43;
- Do you feel secure that --- and send a hurricane of wind and drown you -- 17: 69
- Did you make a hole therein to drown the folk thereof -- 18: 71;
- And Noah - We delivered him -- We drown them all -- 21: 77;
- Do not plead with Me for wrong-doers -- they will be drowned -- 23: 27;
- And Noah’s folk --- We drowned them -- 25: 37; 26: 120;
- Some We drowned -- 29: 40;
- And if We will We drown them -- 36: 43;
- Then We drown the others -- 37: 75-82;
- Do not heed the Quran - drown the hearing of it -- 41: 26;
- Because of their sins, they were drowned -- 71: 25;
DRUNK
- You will see mankind as drunk but they will not be drunk -- 22: 2;
DUA
- (Abraham) - My Lord! make this a region of security -- (Rabbij al haaza baladan --) -- 2: 126;
- Our Lord! accept this service from us -- ( Rabbana taqabbal minna ---) -- 2: 127;
- Our Lord! make us muslims -- ( Rabbana wajalna muslimaina --- ) -- 2: 128-129;
- I answer the prayer of the suppliant when he crieth unto Me -- 2: 186;
- Our Lord! Give us in this world what is good --- ( Rabbana atina fi dunya ---) --2: 201;
- Our Lord! Bestow on us endurance --- (Rabbana afrig alaina sabrow ---) -- 2: 250;
- To Allah belongs whatsoever -- (Lillaahi ma fi samaawaati --) -- 2: 284-286;
- Our Lord! Cause not our hearts to stray -- ( Rabbana laa tuzig qulubana ---) -- 3: 8-9;
- Our Lord! We have indeed believed -- (Rabbana innana amanna ---) -- 3: 16;
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- Say: O Allah! Owner of Sovereignty -- Qul Lillaahumma maalikal mulki ---) -- 3: 26-27;
- Our Lord! forgive us for our sins -- (Rabbanagfirlana dhunubana ---) -- 3: 147;
- Our Lord! Thou create not this in vain -- ( Rabbana maa khalacta hadha batilan ---) -- 3: 191194;
- Our Lord! We have wronged ourselves -- (Rabbana zalamna anfusina ---) -- 7: 23;
- Call upon your Lord HUMBLY AND IN SECRET -- 7: 55;
- Our Lord! Vouchsafe to us steadfastness -- (Rabbana afrig alaina sabrow ---) -- 7: 126;
- Do not call on any one besides Allah -- 7: 194;
- Do not pray for idolaters and near relatives who are in hell -- 9: 113;
- Abraham's prayer for father was because of a promise -- he later disowned him -- 9: 114;
- Speak not to Me on behalf of those who do wrong -- 11: 37;
- My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee that I should ask -- (Rabbi innee a uzubika --- ) -- 11: 47;
- (Joseph) My Lord! Thou hast given me something of sovereignty and taught me -- 12: 101;
- (Abraham) My Lord! Make safe this territory ---- I have settled some of my posterity --- 14: 3541;
- My Lord! Have mercy on them (my parents) --- (Rabbir ham humma --- ) -- 17: 24;
- My Lord! Cause me to come in with --- (Rabbi adkhilni mudkhala ---) -- 17: 80;
- Our Lord! Give us mercy from Thy presence --- (Rabbana aatina min ladunka --- ) -- 18: 10;
- (Moses) My Lord! Relieve my mind --- ( Rabbishrahli sadri ---) -- 20: 25-26;
- My Lord! Increase me in knowledge --- (Rabbi zidni ilman ) -- 20: 114;
- (Noah) My Lord! Help me --- (Rabbin surni --- ) -- 23: 26;
- (Noah) My Lord! Cause me to disembark --- (Rabbi anzilni munzalan --- ) -- 23: 29;
- My Lord! If Thou should show me --- (Rabbi immaa turi yanni ---) -- 23: 93-94;
- My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee from suggestions --- ( Rabbi a uzubika min hamazati ---) -23: 97-98;
- Our Lord! We believe, so forgive --- (Rabbana aamannaa faghfirlana ---) -- 23: 109;
- My Lord! Forgive and have mercy -- (Rabbighfir warham --- ) -- 23: 118;
- Our Lord! Avert from us the doom --- (Rabbanasrif annaa adhaba ---) -- 25: 65;
- Our Lord! Vouchsafe us comfort of our wives --- (Rabbana hablana min azwajina ---) -- 25:
74;
- Allah will not concern himself with you ( kuffar) except for your dua -- 25: 77;
- My Lord! Vouchsafe me wisdom --- (Rabbi habli hukmow ---) -- 26: 83;
- My Lord! arouse me to be thankful --- (Rabbi ow zi'ini an ashkura ---) -- 27: 19; 46: 15;
- (Moses) My Lord! Save me from wrong-doers --(Rabbi najjini minal qowmi ---) -- 28: 21;
- (Moses) My Lord! I am needy of whatever good -- (Rabbi inni limaa anzalta ---) -- 28: 24;
- Glorified be thy Lord, the Lord of Majesty --- (Subhaana Rabbika Rabbil izzati ---) -- 37: 180182;
- (Solomon) My Lord! Forgive me and bestow -- (Rabbighfirli wa habli ---) -- 38: 35;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehendest all things --- (Rabbana wa se'eta kulla shai'in ---) -- 40: 7-9;
- Glorified be He who has subdued these to us -- (Subhaanaladhee sakhkharalana ---) -- 43:
13-14;
- Our Lord! Forgive us and our brethren --- (Rabbanaaghfirlana wa li ikhwaanina ---) --59: 10;
- Our Lord! In Thee we put our trust --- (Rabbana alaika tawakkalna ---) -- 60: 4-5;
- (Noah) My Lord! forgive me and my parents --- (Rabbighfirli wa li waalidayya ---) -- 71: 28;
DUMB
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Deaf, dumb, blind - they return not -- 2: 18; they have no sense -- 2: 171;
The token to Zachariah was that he’d be dumb for 3 days -- 3: 41;
Those who deny revelations are deaf and dumb in darkness -- 6: 39;
The worst beasts are the deaf, dumb who have no sense -- 8: 22;
Allah coins similitude - a dumb man who controls nothing - burden to his owner and one who
enjoins justice -- are they equal -- 16: 76;
- On Day of Judgment, they will be assembled on their faces, blind, dumb, deaf --17: 97;
- Allah tells Zachariah he shall be dumb for 3 nights -- 19: 11;
DUMBFOUNDED
- While they were rejoicing, We seized them unawares and they were dumbfounded -- 6: 44;
DUNYA / (Life of World)
- Man's conversation about life of this world pleases us -- 2: 204;
- Beautified is the life of this world for kuffar -- 2: 212; for mankind -- 3: 14;
- Something better than Dunya is Paradise --- contentment -- 3: 15;
- Who desire dunya, will have it -- 3: 145;
- Allah gives reward of Dunya AND hereafter -- 3: 148;
- Is but comfort of illusion -- 3: 185;
- Let those fight in way of Allah, who sell dunya for hereafter -- 4: 74;
- The comfort of this world is scant - hereafter is better -- 4: 77;
- Who desire reward of world should know that Allah has reward for both -- 4: 134;
- Is pastime and sport -- 6: 32;
- Forsake those who take their religion for sport - whom dunya beguile -- 6: 70;
- Dunya beguiled them -- 6: 130; 7: 51;
- Friends of Allah are those who ---- theirs are good tidings of here and hereafter -- 10: 62-64;
DUST
- Neither dust nor ignominy comes near their face -- 10: 26;
- Kuffar say when we are dust will we be raised in a new creation -- 13: 5; 17: 49; 98;
- We will burn it and scatter its dust over the sea -- 20: 97;
- They will ask you about the mountains -- say Allah will break them into scattered dust -- 20:
105;
- If you are in doubt about Resurrection -- We created you from dust then -- 22: 5;
- Does he promise you that when you've become dust and bones, you'll be raised -- 23: 35;
- When we are dead and become dust, shall we be raised again -- 23: 81-83; 27: 67; 37:
16; 50: 3;
- He created you of dust and behold -- 30: 20; 35: 11;
- When we are dead and become dust and bones -- can we be brought to account -- 37: 5161;
- He created you from dust, then from a drop of seed, then -- 40: 67;
- It spared nothing -- but made it all as dust -- 51: 42;
- And the hills are ground -- so they become a scattered dust -- 56: 5-6;
- They used to say when we are dead and become dust and bones -- 56: 47;
- -- and a kafir will say would that I were dust -- 78: 40;
- On that day, other faces, with dust upon them, veiled in darkness -- 80: 40-42;
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- Then --- with their trail of dust -- 100: 4;
DUTY
- Yahudis told to keep their duty to Allah -- 2: 41;
- Allah imposed duty on Abraham and Ishmael to purify Kaaba -- 2: 125;
- Wills to be made -- a duty for all those who ward off evil -- 2: 180;
- Observe your duty to Allah -- that you may succeed -- 2: 189; 3: 130; 200; 5: 35; 100;
--Allah is with those who ward off evil -- 2: 194; --- Allah is severe in punishment -- 2: 196; 5:
2;
-- Allah is aware of all things -- 2: 231; --- Allah is Seer of what you do -- 2: 233; --- give up
what remains of usury due to you -- 2: 278; --- die not save as muslims -- 3: 102; --- that
you
may be thankful -- 3: 123; --- Allah is swift to take account -- 5: 4; --- Allah knows what is in
the breasts of men -- 5: 7; --- Allah is informed of what you do -- 5: 8;
- Keep your duty to Me - O men of understanding -- 2: 197;
- Be careful of your duty to Allah and know that to Him you will be gathered -- 2: 203;
- When it is said to him Careful of your duty to Allah - pride causes him to sin -- 2: 206;
- Those who keep their duty to Allah will be above kuffar on Day of Judgment -- 2: 212;
- Do not let Allah by your oaths, be a hindrance to your observing your duty to Him -- 2: 224;
- A bounden duty to provide for women you divorce without consummating marriage -- 2: 236;
- A duty to those who ward off evil to provide in kindness for divorced women -- 2: 241;
- Their guidance is not your duty, but Allah guides -- 2: 272;
- If they turn away, your duty is only to convey the message to them -- 3: 20;
- Announce to those who slay Prophets and mankind who enjoin duty -- 3: 21;
- They say they have no duty to the Gentiles -- 3: 75;
- Those who keep their duty to Allah will enter Paradise -- 3: 198; 13: 35; 39: 20;
- Be careful of your duty to your Lord who created you -- be careful of your duty to Allah in
Whom
you claim your rights of -- 4: 1;
- Let them mind their duty to Allah and speak justly -- 4: 9;
- Keep your duty to Allah -- 4: 131; 5: 7; 35; 16: 2; 26: 108; 110; 126; 131; 144; 150; 163;
179;
-- in Allah let believers put their trust -- 5: 11; -- if you are true believers -- 5: 57; 112; -in
Whom you are believers -- 5: 88;
- Be mindful of your duty to Allah -- seek a way of approach to Him, strive in His Way that you
may
succeed --5: 35; --- do good works, believe and do right -- 5: 93; --- to Him you will be
gathered --5: 96; --- that you may succeed -- 5: 100; --- Allah guide not froward folk -- 5:
108;
- Duty of Messenger is only to convey message -- 5: 92; 99; 29: 18;
- Abode of Hereafter is better for those who keep their duty to Allah -- 6: 32;
- A sacred duty for muslims -- TEN COMMANDMENTS -- 6: 151-153;
- Moses said -- the sequel is for those who keep their duty to Him -- 7: 128;
- Keep your duty to Allah -- adjust your difference -- 8: 1;
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- If you keep duty to Allah, He will cause you to differentiate between right and wrong, will rid
you
of evil thoughts and deeds, forgive you and plot against those who plot against you -- 8: 2930;
- Kaaba - fitting guardians are those who keep duty to Allah -- 8: 34;
- They do not keep their duty to Allah -- 8: 56;
- Enjoy what you have won and keep your duty to Allah -- 8: 69;
- Those who did not leave their homes - you have no duty to protect them till -- if they seek
help
from you, then help them except -- 8: 72;
- Allah loves those who keep their duty to Him -- 9: 4; 7;
- Allah is with those who keep their duty to Him -- 9: 36; 16: 128;
- Zakat -- a duty imposed by Allah -- 9: 60;
- A place of worship founded on duty to Allah is more worthy -- 9: 108;
- Is he who found his building on duty to Allah the same as he who found his building at edge
of precipice -- 9: 109;
- Who provides for you --- Will you not then keep your duty to Him? -- 10: 31; 23: 87;
- Friends of Allah are those who fear not --- who believe and keep their duty -- 10: 62-64;
- The reward for those who keep duty -- gardens under which rivers flow -- 13: 35;
- Keep your duty to Allah and shame me not -- 15: 69;
- Warn mankind -- so keep your duty to Me -- 16: 2;
- If they turn away, thy duty is conveyance of the message -- 16: 82;
- He was dutiful to his parents -- 19: 14;
- He has made me dutiful to my mother -- 19: 32;
- This your religion is one religion -- I am your Lord -- keep your duty to Me -- 23: 52;
- Who is Lord of 7 heavens --- will you not then keep duty to Him -- 23: 86-87;
- Who obey Allah and Messenger - who fear Allah and keep duty to Him are victorious -- 24:
52;
- Keep your duty to Allah and obey me -- 26: 108; 110; 126; 131; 144; 150; 163; 179;
- Keep your duty to Him Who aided you with the good things you know -- 26: 132;
- Keep your duty to Him Who created you and -- 26: 184;
- Serve Allah - keep duty to Him -- 29: 16-18;
- Careful of your duty to Him - establish worship - be not of those who ascribe partners to Him who split up religion and become sects -- 30: 31-32;
- Keep your duty to Allah and fear a day when --- 31: 33;
- Oh Prophet! keep your duty to Allah -- 33: 1;
- O wives of Prophet! if you keep your duty to Allah, be not soft of speech lest he -- 33: 32;
- O women! keep your duty to Allah -- 33: 55;
- O believers! guard your duty to Allah - speak words straight to the point -- He will adjust your
works -- forgive your sins -- 33: 70-71;
- Our duty is only plain conveyance of the message -- 36: 17;
- Oh believers! Observe your duty to Allah -- 39: 10;
- Whoso bring the truth and believe therein - they are dutiful - they will have what they will of
Allah's bounty -- Allah will remit from them , worst of what they did - will pay them reward for
best of their deeds -- 39: 33-35;
- If Allah hath guided me, I'd be among the dutiful -- 39: 57;
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Those who keep their duty are driven to Paradise in troops -- 39: 73;
We delivered believers who kept their duty to Allah -- 41: 18;
(Jesus) Keep your duty to Allah and obey me 43: 63;
Friends on that day will be foes except those who kept duty to Allah -- 43: 67;
Who kept duty will be in secure place amid gardens --- 44: 51-57;
Are those who kept duty to Allah in Paradise drinking water, milk ---- similar to those in hell
drinking boiling water which tears their bowels -- 47: 15;
- Keep your duty to Allah -- 49: 1; 12; 65: 10; 70: 3; -- to Whom you will be gathered -58: 9;
Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 7; --- in whom you are believers -- 60: 11;
- Observe duty to Allah that you may obtain mercy -- 49: 10;
- Who kept their duty dwell in gardens --- happy because --- and their Lord hath warded-off
from
them Hell-Fire -- 52: 17-18; Are amid shade, fountains - fruits such as they desire -- 77: 4142;
- Be mindful of your duty to Allah - believe in His Messenger --- He will give you ---- 57: 28;
- Observe your duty to Allah - let every soul look to what it sends for the morrow -- 59: 18;
- Obey Allah - obey messenger - if you turn away - messenger’s duty is to convey message
plainly -- 64: 12;
- Keep your duty to Allah AS BEST YOU CAN, listen, obey and spend - better for your souls who is saved FROM HIS OWN GREED ---- is successful -- 64: 16;
- Who keeps his duty to Allah - HE WILL APPOINT A WAY OUT for him and will provide for
him from a source he least expects -- 65: 2-3; He makes his course easy -- 65: 4; He will
remit
his evil deeds and magnify reward for him -- 65: 5;
- Those who keep their duty are amid shade and fountains -- 77: 41;
- For the duteous is achievement -- 78: 31;
- For him who gives, is dutiful to Allah, believes in goodness - Allah makes his life easy -- 92:
5-7;
DWELL / DWELLING
- Dwell thou and thy wife in Garden but come not near ...... -- 2: 35;
- Had We decreed for them -- or go forth from your dwellings, they would not have done it -- 4:
66;
- Be not as those who came forth from their dwellings boastfully - to be seen of men -- 8: 47;
- If your fathers, sons --- dwellings -- are dearer to you than Allah -- then wait -- 9: 24;
- I dwelt among you a whole lifetime before it came to me -- 10: 16;
- Morning found them prostrate in their dwellings as though they did not dwell
there -- 11: 67-68; 11: 94-95;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar -- or dwell near their homes -- 13: 31;
- We shall make you dwell in the land after them -- 14: 14;
- Did you not dwell in the dwellings of those who wronged themselves of old and see --- 14: 45;
- Dwellers of Al Hijr denied messengers -- 15: 80;
- They used to hew out dwellings from the hills -- 15: 82;
- Enter the gates of Hell to dwell therein forever -- 16: 29;
- Township dwelt secure -- disbelieved in Allah’s favours -- Allah made it experience -- 16: 112;
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- Allah tells Yahudis -- dwell in land but -- 17: 104;
- Is it not guidance -- how many generations We destroyed among whose dwellings they
walk -- 20: 128;
- Return to that existence which --- and your dwellings that you may be questioned -- 21: 13;
- Those who dwell in His Presence are not too proud to worship Him -- 21: 19;
- Pharaoh tells Moses - did you not dwell many years of your life among us -- 26: 18;
- Though you hew out dwellings in mountains being skillful -- 26: 149;
- The dwellers in the wood (Midian) denied the messengers -- 26: 176;
- An ant exclaimed - O ants! enter your dwelling lest Solomon -- 27: 18;
- Yonder are their dwellings, deserted and in ruins because they did wrong -- 27: 52; 28: 58;
- We caused the earth to swallow him and his dwelling place -- 28: 81;
- They denied him -- earthquake -- morning found them prostrate in their dwelling place -- 29:
37;
- Aad and Thamud - fate manifest from their ruined dwellings -- 29: 38;
- Them We shall house in lofty dwellings --- they will dwell secure -- 29: 58;
- Is it not guidance for them to see -- amid whose dwelling place they walk -- 32: 26;
- Flight will not help --- if you flee from death --- and dwell in comfort for a short while -- 33: 16;
- Enter not dwellings of Prophet for a meal before time -- depart when finished -- 33: 53;
- There was a sign for Sheba in their dwelling place -- 34: 15;
- They will dwell in lofty halls -- 34: 37;
- Enter the gates of Hell to dwell therein -- 39: 72; 40: 76;
- Enter the Garden of Delight to dwell therein -- 39: 73;
- Allah appointed the earth a dwelling place for you -- 40: 64;
- And morning found them so that nothing could be seen but their dwellings -- 46: 25;
- Those who keep from evil will dwell in gardens and -- 51: 15-19;
- Those who kept their duty dwell in gardens ----- happy because ----- 52: 17-18;
- The righteous will dwell in Paradise -- 54: 54-55;
- We appointed it a --- and a comfort for the dwellers in the wilderness -- 56: 71-73;
- He will forgive --- and bring you into gardens --- pleasant dwellings in Garden of Eden -- 61:
12;
- Hypocrites say spend not on those who dwell with Allah’s messenger -- 63: 7;
- Lodge them where you dwell -- 65: 6;
- -- these will dwell in Gardens - honoured -- 70: 19-35;
- Who disobey Allah and Messenger will dwell in Hell forever -- 72: 23;
- You are an indweller of this city -- 90: 2;
- Allah doomed them for their sin and razed their dwellings -- 91: 14;
- Believers who do good works -- reward with Allah -- Paradise -- will dwell forever -- 98: 7-8;
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EAGER
EARN
EARS
EARTH
EARTHQUAKE
EASE
EAST
EAT
ECLIPSE
EFFACE
EFFORT
EGGS
EGYPT
ELEPHANT
ELIAS
ELISHA
EMBARRASS
EMBARK
EMBRACE
EMBROIDERY
EMERGE
EMIGRATE
EMIT
EMPLOY
EMPTY
ENCOMPASS
ENCROACH
END
ENDEAVOUR
ENDUE
ENDURE
ENEMY
ENGAGEMENT
ENGROSS
ENJOIN
ENJOY
ENLARGE
ENMITY
ENORMITY
ENRAGE
ENRICH
ENSHROUD
ENSLAVE
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ENSNARE
ENTER
ENTERTAIN
ENTREAT
ENTRUST
ENVELOPE
ENVOY
ENVY
EQUAL / EQUITY
EQUIPMENT
ERRAND
ERROR
ESCAPE
ESTABLISH
ESTEEM
ETERNITY
EVE
EVEN
EVENING
EVENT
EVERYTHING
EVIDENCE
EVIL / EVIL-DOERS
EVOLUTION
EWE
EXALT
EXAMINE
EXAMPLE
EXCEED
EXCELLENT
EXCEPTION
EXCESS
EXCHANGE
EXCITE
EXCULPATE
EXCUSE
EXEMPT
EXHAUST
EXHORT
EXILE
EXISTENCE
EXPANSE
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EXPECT
EXPEL
EXPERIENCE
EXPIATE
EXPLAIN / EXPLANATION
EXPOSE
EXPOUND
EXTINCTION
EXTRAVAGANCE
EXULT
EYES
EZEKIEL / (DHUL KIFL)
EAGER
- We know the eager among you and the laggards -- 15: 24;
EARN
- Not the path of those who earn Thine anger -- 1: 7;
- Woe to them for what they earn thereby -- 2: 79;
- Theirs what they earned - yours what you earned -- you’ll not be asked about them -- 2: 134;
141;
- For them in store a goodly portion of what they earned -- 2: 202;
- Spend of the good things you have earned - take not the bad to give away -- 2: 267;
- Every soul will be paid what it earned - none will be wronged -- 2: 281; 3: 25; 161; 45:
22;
- For it that what it earned -- 2: 286;
- Satan caused them to backslide because of some of what they’ve earned -- 3: 155;
- One who follows Allah’s Pleasure is not as one who earns His condemnation -- 3: 162;
- On Day of Resurrection you will be paid what you earned -- 3: 185;
- To men and women - a fortune from what they earned -- 4: 32;
- Why are you divided about hypocrites -- Allah cast them back to kufr for what they earned -4: 88;
- He knows what you earn -- 6: 3;
- Remind by Quran lest a soul be destroyed by what it earned -- 6: 70;
- The hearts of kuffar will incline towards ---- let them earn what they are earning -- 6: 112-113;
- If you store up sin, you will be awarded what you earn -- 6: 120;
- We let some wrong-doers have power over others because of what they earned -- 6: 129;
- Its belief then will be useless to someone who did not believe before nor earned good -- 6:
158;
- Each soul earns only on its own account - none can bear burden of another -- 6: 164;
- Taste the doom for what you used to earn -- 7: 39;
- So We seized them because of what they earned -- 7: 96;
- Let them laugh - they will weep -- the reward of what they earned -- 9: 82;
- Their abode - hell - reward for what they earned -- 9: 95;
- Who do not expect to meet with Us --- their home - Fire - because of what they earned -- 10:
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7-8;
- If Allah were to hasten on the ill men have earned as they’d hasten on the good -- 10: 11;
- Those who earn ill-deeds -- requital by similar deeds -- 10: 27;
- Are you paid anything but what you earned -- 10: 52;
- He knows what each soul earns -- 13: 42;
- Kuffar have no control of anything they earn -- 14: 18;
- That Allah may repay each soul what it earned -- 14: 51;
- If He took them to task for what they earn -- 18: 58;
- From prostitution bad -- 24: 33;
- Those who earned the Garden, on that day will be better -- 25: 24;
- No soul knows what it will earn tomorrow -- 31: 34;
- Hands speak out and feet bear witness as to what they used to earn -- 36: 65;
- Wrong-doers will be told - Taste what you earned -- 39: 24; -- are fearful of what they
earned -- 42: 22;
- The evil that they earn will appear to them -- 39: 48;
- Those before said it, yet all they earned availed nothing -- 39: 50; 40: 82; 45: 10;
- The evils they earned smote them, the evils these earn will smite them -- 39: 51;
- This day, each soul is requited what it earned -- 40: 17;
- They were more numerous than these, were mightier -- but all they earned availed them
nothing -- 40: 82;
- The doom of humiliation overtook Thamud for what they earned -- 41: 17;
- Whatever misfortune ---- is what your right hand earned -- 42: 30;
- Or He cause them to perish on account of what they earned -- 42: 34;
- Beyond them is hell and what they earned will not avail them -- 45: 10;
- Tell the believers to forgive ----- so that He may requite folk what they earned -- 45: 14;
- Every man is pledge for what he earns -- 52: 21;
- Taste of what you earned -- 78: 30;
- What they earned is rust on their hearts -- 83: 14;
EARS
- During thunderstorm, kuffar put fingers in ears for fear of death -- 2: 19;
- We prescribed for them therein ear for ear -- 5: 45;
- Kuffar -- in their ears - a deafness -- 6: 25;
- We have urged to hell ---- have ears but cannot hear ---- they are worse than cattle -- 7: 179;
- Have they ears with which they hear -- 7: 195;
- That which you reap - leave in the ear - all except -- 12: 47;
- Kuffar - hearts, ears, eyes, sealed -- 16: 108;
- We have placed in their ears a deafness -- 17: 46; 18: 57;
- Have they ears to hear -- 22: 46;
- He created for you ears ----- small thanks you give -- 23: 78;
- When Quran recited to them, they turn away -- as if there is deafness in their ears -- 31: 7;
- In our ears is a deafness -- 41: 5;
- Till when they reach it, their ears, eyes and skin testify against them -- 41: 20;
- You hide not yourselves lest your ears, ---- testify against you -- 41: 22;
- For kuffar it is deafness in their ears -- 41: 44;
- We assigned them ears, eyes, hearts, but their ears --- availed them nothing since -- 46: 26;
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Therein is a reminder for him who giveth ear with full intelligence -- 50: 37;
---Who --- and assigned you ears, ---- 67: 23;
-- and that remembering ears --- may remember -- 69: 12;
When I call them, they put finger in ears -- 71: 7;

EARTH
- When it is said to them make not mischief on the earth -- 2 11;
- A resting place for man -- 2: 22; -- and placed ----- that you may find your way -- 43: 10;
- Those who make mischief on earth are losers -- 2: 27;
- Allah created all that is in earth for man -- 2: 29;
- Allah tells angels He will place viceroy on earth - angels say he will do harm therein -- 2: 30;
- Allah tells angels He knows secret of heavens and earth -- 2: 33;
- On earth will be habitation and provision for you for a while -- 2: 36; 7: 24;
- Yahudis told not to act corruptly making mischief on earth -- 2: 60;
- Yahudis tells Moses to ask Allah for different produce of earth -- 2: 61;
- Sovereignty of heavens and earth belongs to Allah -- 2: 107; 116; 42: 48; 45: 27;
- Everything in heaven and earth subservient to Allah -- 2: 116;
- Allah - Originator of Heaven and earth - only has to say "Be" -- 2: 117;
- Creation of Heaven and earth, water from sky reviving earth -- clouds obedient between
heaven
and earth -- night and day -- signs for those who have sense -- 2: 164; --- for men of
understanding -- 3: 190;
- If Allah had not repelled some men by others, earth would have been corrupted -- 2: 251
- Spend of good things We ------- from earth - do not give away the bad -- 2: 267;
- Everything in -- earth belongs to Allah -- 2: 284; 3: 109; 129; 4: 126; 131; 132; 170;
171;
- Nothing in Heaven or earth hidden from Allah -- 3: 5;
- Allah knows all that is in Heaven and earth -- 3: 29;
- Whosoever is in heavens and earth submits to Allah willingly or unwillingly -- 3: 83;
- Those who -- die in disbelief - whole earth full of gold will not be accepted as ransom -- 3: 9091;
- Allah’s is the heritage of heavens and earth -- 3: 180;
- Allah’s is Sovereignty of heavens and earth -- 3: 189; 5: 17; 18; 40; 119; 24: 42; 25: 2;
39: 6; 44;
- Such as remember Allah standing -- and consider creation of heavens and earth and say -3: 191;
- Some will say they were oppressed - Was not Allah's earth spacious -- 4: 97;
- Who migrate for Cause of Allah will find refuge and abundance in earth -- 4: 100;
- If Allah wanted to destroy Jesus, his mother and everyone on earth, who can do anything
about it -- 5: 17;
- Allah forbids land to Yahudis for 40 years and say they’d wander the earth bewildered -- 5:
26;
- We decreed for Yahudis - whoso kills a human for other than -- or corruption on earth is
as if --- 5: 32;
- What should be done to those who strive for corruption in land -- 5: 33;
- If the kuffar had all that is in earth and as much more -- to ransom them from doom -- 5: 36;
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-- so you’d know that Allah knows what is in heaven and earth -- 5: 97;
Praise be to Allah Who created heavens and earth -- 6: 1;
He is Allah in the heavens and earth -- 6: 3;
How many generations We destroyed -- who were more firmly established in the earth --- 6:

6;
-

Originator of Heavens and earth -- 6: 14; 101;
If their aversion is grievous to thee, seek a way into the earth -- 6: 35;
Not an animal in earth nor -- but they are peoples like you -- 6: 38;
Not a grain amidst darkness of earth -- is in a clear record -- 6: 59;
Shall we turn back like one whom the devils infatuated in the earth -- 6: 71;
He created heavens and earth in truth -- 6: 73; 14: 19; 15: 85; 16: 3; 29: 44; 45: 22;
39: 5; 64: 3;
- We showed Abraham kingdom of heavens and earth so he may be certain -- 6: 75;
- Abraham says I’ve turned my face towards Him Who created heavens and earth and -- 6:
79-80;
- If you obey most of those on earth, they’d mislead you -- 6: 116;
- He has placed you as viceroys of earth -- that He may test you -- 6: 165;
- We gave you power on earth and appointed for you a livelihood -- 7: 10;
- There will be for you on earth a habitation and provision -- 7: 24;
- There shall you live and die and thence shall you be brought forth -- 7: 25;
- Is Allah's - He gives it for an inheritance to whom He will -- 7: 28; 128;
- He created Heavens and earth in 6 days, then mounted Throne -- 7: 54; 10: 3; 11: 7;
25: 59;
32: 4; 57: 4; -- His Throne was upon the water -- 11: 7;
- Work not confusion in the earth after the fair ordering thereof -- 7: 56; 85;
- Let her feed in Allah’s earth -- 7: 73;
- He gave you station in the earth --- do no evil -- making mischief in earth -- 7: 74;
- Had they believed and kept from evil, We should have opened for them blessings from ---and earth -- 7: 96;
- Maybe Allah will --- and make you viceroys in earth -- 7: 129;
- I shall turn away from My revelations those who magnify themselves wrongfully on earth -- 7:
146;
- We have split them in the earth as separate nations -- 7: 168;
- He clung to the earth and followed his own lust -- 7: 176;
- Have they not considered the dominion of the heavens and earth and -- 7: 185;
- The Hour -- it is heavy in the heavens and earth -- 7: 187;
- And the earth, vast as it is, was straitened for you -- 9: 25;
- Months are 12 in ordinance of Allah the day He created heavens and earth -- 9: 36;
- And they have no protecting friend nor helper in the earth -- 9: 74;
- -- when the earth, vast as it is, was straitened for them -- 9: 118;
- In the difference of day and night and all that He created in Heaven and earth are portents for
those who ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- We appointed you viceroys ---- to see how you behave -- 10: 14;
- When He delivered them, they rebelled in the earth wrongfully -- 10: 23;
- The similitude of the life of this world is as water which embellishes the earth’s growth, then
when Our Command comes -- 10: 24;
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- Who provide for you from sky and earth -- 10: 31; 34: 24;
- If each soul that does wrong had all in the earth to ransom --- 10: 54;
- Everything in Heaven and earth belong to Allah -- 10: 55; 66; 68; 14: 2; 16: 52; 24:
64;
31: 26; 34: 1; 42: 4; 52; 53: 31; -- all obedient to Him -- 30: 26;
- No an atom’s weight in earth or sky escapes Allah -- 10: 61;
- We made them viceroys in the earth -- 10: 73;
- If it was Allah’s will, all who are on earth would have believed together -- 10: 99;
- Behold what is in Heavens and earth -- Revelations --- will not avail -- 10: 101;
- Not a beast in earth -- its sustenance depends on Allah -- 11: 6;
- There is no escape in the earth for such -- 11: 20;
- It was said O earth! swallow thy water -- 11: 44;
- He brought you forth from the earth -- and made you husband it -- 11: 61;
- This is Allah’s camel --- let her feed in Allah’s earth -- 11: 64;
- Do no evil in the earth causing corruption -- 11: 85;
- Abiding therein so long as heaven and earth endure or as Allah wills -- 11: 107-108;
- If only there were men with good sense to warn people from corruption in the earth -- 11:
116;
- Allah’s is the invisible of heavens and earth -- 11: 123; 18: 26;
- My Lord! Creator of heavens and earth -- -- 12: 101;
- How many portents are there in heavens and earth which they pass by with -- 12: 105;
- He it is who spread out the earth and placed therein --- 13: 3;
- And in the earth are neighbouring tracts --- 13: 4;
- To Allah fall prostrate whoever is in heaven or earth, willingly or --- as do their shadows
morning
and evening -- 13: 15; 16: 49;
- Allah is Lord of heavens and earth -- 13: 16;
- What is on use to mankind remains in earth -- 13: 17;
- Who do not answer Allah's call, if they had all in earth and ------ 13: 18;
- Those who break covenant -------- and make mischief in earth --- 13: 25;
- Had it been possible for a lecture ---- the earth to split, Quran would have done so --- 13: 31;
- Will you tell Allah about something He does not know in the earth --- 13: 33;
- Moses said though you and all on earth are thankless -- Allah is absolute Owner of Praise -14: 8;
- A bad saying is as a bad tree uprooted from earth -- 14: 26;
- Allah created heavens and earth and cause water to descend from sky -- 14: 32;
- Nothing in earth or heaven is hidden from Allah -- 14: 38;
- Earth will be changed to other than earth -- 14: 48;
- We spread out earth - firm hills - caused everything to grow - have given you livelihood - for
you
and others - the stores for everything is with Us - We send it down in measures --- 15: 19-21;
- Satan says, "I shall adorn the path of error for them in the earth" -- 15: 39;
- Whatever He created in the earth of different colours -- a portent -- 16: 13;
- He cast in the earth firm hills, that it quake not with you and streams and roads that you --and
landmarks --- 16: 15-16; 21: 31;
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45;
73;
95;
-

Who plan ill-deeds - do they feel secure that We will not cause earth to swallow them -- 16:
All living creatures in heaven and earth and -- prostrate to Allah -- 16: 48-50;
He sends down water, reviving the dead earth -- 16: 65;
They worship besides Allah what owns nothing and has no power in heaven or earth -- 16:
To Allah belongs unseen of heavens and earth -- 16: 77;
It was decreed that Yahudis will work corruption in earth twice -- 17: 4;
Walk not in the earth exultant - you cannot rend the earth -- 17: 37;
The 7 heavens and earth --- praise Him --- you do not understand their praise -- 17: 44;
Allah is best aware of who is in Heavens and earth -- 17: 55;
If there were angels walking on earth, then Allah would have sent angel as messenger -- 17:

Haven’t they seen that Allah Who created heaven and earth is able to create -- 17: 99;
All in earth - an ornament by which We'll try them -- 18: 7;
We shall make all that is therein a barren mound -- 18: 8;
Our Lord is Lord of heavens and earth -- 18: 14;
Or some morning its water lost in the earth -- 18: 41;
Life of world compared to rain falling, mixing with vegetation which withers and is scattered
by wind -- 18: 45;
- On the day when We remove the hills and you see earth emerging -- 18: 47;
- I did not make them witness the creation of heaven and earth -- 18: 51;
- We inherit the earth and all who are thereon -- 19: 40;
- The earth is almost split ( by your utterance) -- 19: 90;
- None in heaven and earth come to Allah except as a slave -- 19: 93;
- Quran - a revelation from Him Who created the earth and -- 20: 4-5;
- Whatever is in heavens and earth and in between, beneath sod - belongs to Allah -- 20: 6;
- We appointed earth a bed - placed roads therein - produces vegetation -- 20: 53;
- Thereof We created you, thereunto We return you and will bring you forth a second time -20: 55;
- They will ask you about the mountains -- Allah will break them -- leave it as an empty plain -no curves nor ruggedness -- 20: 105-107;
- Allah knows what is spoken in heaven and earth -- 21: 4;
- We created not heavens and earth in play -- had We wished a pastime --- 21: 16-17;
- To Allah belongs whosoever is in heavens and earth -- 21: 19; 22: 64; 30: 26;
- Have they chosen gods from earth who raise the dead -- 21: 21;
- Had there been gods besides Allah -- heaven and earth would have been disordered -- 21:
22;
- Heaven and earth were one mass - We separated them -- 21: 30;
- We placed in the earth firm hills lest it quake -- We placed ravines as roads so that -- 21: 31;
- Your Lord is Lord of Heavens and earth Who created them -- 21: 56;
- My righteous slaves shall inherit the earth -- 21: 105;
- You see the earth barren - We send down water thereon -- 22: 5;
- Haven’t you seen that whoever is in heaven and earth, the sun --- pay adoration to Allah -22: 18;
- Then the earth becomes green on the morrow-- 22: 63;
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- He holds back heaven from falling on earth -- 22: 65;
- We created man - a product of wet earth -- 23: 12;
- We send down water -- and give it lodging in the earth -- 23: 18;
- Had the truth followed their desires - heaven and earth and -- would have been corrupted -23: 71;
- He sown you broadcast in earth - to Him you will be gathered -- 23: 79;
- To Whom belongs earth if you have knowledge - to Allah -- will you not remember -- 23: 8485;
- How long did you tarry in the earth -- 23: 112;
- Allah is Light of Heavens and earth -- 24: 35;
- Have you seen that all in heavens and earth praises Allah -- 24: 41;
- Allah promise believers who do good works He will cause them to succeed in earth -- 24: 55;
- He Who knows the secret of heavens and earth revealed it -- 25: 6;
- Faithful slaves of Allah walk on earth modestly and --- 25: 63;
- Have they seen the earth -- We make to grow therein -- 26: 7;
- Moses tells Pharaoh that Allah is Lord of heavens and earth -- 26: 24;
- Obey not --- who spread corruption in earth and -- 26: 151-152;
- Do no evil making mischief on earth -- 26: 183;
- Allah brings forth the hidden in heavens and earth -- 27: 25;
- Is not He best Who created heavens and earth - Who made earth a fixed abode - Who
provide for
you from heaven and earth - Who made you viceroys of earth -- Who knows the unseen in
heaven
and earth -- 27: 60-65;
- Nothing hidden in heaven and earth but in clear Record -- 27: 75;
- When Word is fulfilled, We'll bring Beast of Earth to speak to them -- 27: 82;
- Trumpet will be blown and all in heaven and earth will start in fear -- 27: 87;
- Pharaoh exalted himself in earth -- 28: 4;
- We desired to show favour to the oppressed in earth -- 28: 5;
- And to establish them in earth -- 28: 6;
- Korah told seek not corruption in earth -- 28: 77;
- We caused earth to swallow him and his dwelling place -- 28: 81;
- Abode of Hereafter not for those who seek oppression in earth nor -- 28: 83;
- You cannot escape from Him in earth or sky -- 29: 22;
- Shu’eyb said - do no evil making mischief on earth -- 29: 36;
- Some, the earth swallowed -- 29: 40;
- Allah created heavens and earth with truth -- 29: 44; 30: 8; --- for a destined end -- 30: 8;
- My earth is spacious - serve Me alone -- 29: 56;
- If you ask who created -- and earth ---- they will say Allah -- 29: 61; 31: 25; 39: 38; 43 ; 9;
- If you ask who cause water to come down --- reviving earth --- they will say Allah -- 29: 63;
- They dug the earth and built more than these have built -- 30: 9;
- Praise be to Him in Heaven and earth and -- 30: 18;
- He revives the earth after her death -- 30: 19; 24; 35: 9;
- In creation of heaven and earth -- portents for men of knowledge -- 30: 22;
- Of His signs, ---- heavens and earth stand fast by His command ---- afterwards when He calls
from the earth you'll emerge -- 30: 25;
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- His is sublime similitude in heaven and earth -- 30: 27;
- He quickens earth after her death -- 30: 50;
- He cast into earth hills, that it quake not with you -- 31: 10;
- Though it be in --- or in the earth - Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16;
- Allah has made serviceable to you, whatever is in earth -- 31: 20;
- If all the trees in earth were pens and the sea -- 31: 27;
- He directs ordinance from Heaven to earth -- 32: 5;
- They say when we are lost in the earth, how can we be re-created -- 32: 10;
- We offered the trust to --- earth --- but they shrank from bearing it -- 33: 72;
- He knows what goes into and what comes out from the earth -- 34: 2;
- Not an atom's weight ----- escapes Him in heaven or earth but ---- 34: 3;
- Have they observed what is before and behind them in sky or earth -- If We will, We can
cause
earth to swallow them -- 34: 9;
- Nothing showed his death to them but a creeping creature of the earth -- 34: 14;
- They possess not an atom’s weight in heavens or earth -- 34: 22;
- Who gives you provision from sky and earth -- 34: 24;
- Praise be to Allah - Creator of Heavens and earth -- 35: 1;
- Is there any Creator besides Allah Who provide for you from sky and earth -- 35: 3;
- Knower of unseen in heaven and earth -- 35: 38;
- He made you regents in earth -- 35: 39;
- Show me what they created of the earth -- 35: 40;
- Allah grasps heaven and earth so they do not deviate - if they did --- 35: 41;
- Nothing in heavens or earth escapes Allah -- 35: 44;
- If Allah tasks man for his deeds, He would not leave a single living creature on earth -- 35:
45;
- Token to them - dead earth - We revive it - We bring forth from it grains ---- that they may eat
the
fruits ----- Glory to Him Who ------ of what the earth grows and ------- 36: 33-36;
- Is not He Who created heavens and earth able to create the like of them -- 36: 81;
- Allah - Lord of heavens and earth -- 37: 5; 38: 66;
- Is the kingdom of heaven and earth theirs -- let them ascend by ropes -- 38: 10;
- David - a viceroy on earth -- 38: 26;
- Heaven and earth not created in vain -- 38: 27;
- Shall We treat believers who -- as those who spread corruption in earth -- 38: 28;
- Strike the ground with thy foot -- 38: 42;
- ----- and Allah's earth is spacious --- 39: 10;
- He sends down water -- causes it to penetrate earth as water springs -- 39: 21;
- Even though they possess all in earth and as much ---------- 39: 47;
- The whole earth is His handful on Day of Resurrection -- 39: 67;
- And all who are in heaven and earth swoon away -- 39: 68;
- And the earth shines with the light of her Lord -- 39: 69;
- They were mightier than these --- and in the traces they left -- in the earth -- 40: 21; 82;
- Creation of heavens and earth greater than creation of man -- 40: 57;
- Allah it is who appointed the earth a dwelling place -- 40: 64;
- This is because you exulted in the earth without right -- 40: 75;
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- He created earth in two days - firm hills - blessed it - measured SUSTENANCE FOR ALL
WHO
ASK, then He turned to ----------- and called it and earth -- 41: 9-13;
- His portents - the earth - ---- it thrills and grows ---- the Quickener ------- 41: 39;
- Almost might heavens be split, while angels ------ and ask forgiveness for those on earth -42: 5;
- Creator of Heavens and earth --- made pairs of yourselves -- by which He multiplies you -42: 11;
- His are the keys of heavens and earth -- 42: 12;
- If Allah were to enlarge -- they would rebel in earth -- He sends down by measure -- 42: 27;
- Of His portent -- the creation of heaven and earth and beasts He dispersed therein -- 42: 29;
- You cannot escape in the earth -- 42: 31;
- Blame on him who oppress mankind and rebel in earth -- 42: 42;
- Had We willed We could have set -- angels to be viceroys in earth -- 43: 60;
- He it is Who in Heaven is God -- in the earth - God -- 43: 84;
- Blessed is He to Whom belongs Sovereignty of Heavens and earth and -- 43: 85;
- And the heaven and earth wept not for them -- they were not reprieved -- 44: 29;
- We did not create heavens and earth in play -- 44: 38;
- In heavens and earth are portents for believers -- 45: 3;
- In your creation and all the beasts He scattered in the earth -- portents for folk -- 45: 4;
- And in difference of night --- and provision Allah send down -- thereby quickeneth the earth -portents for people -- 45: 5;
- Allah made of service to you whatever is in heaven and earth -- 45: 13;
- Praise be to Allah - Lord of Heavens - Lord of earth - Lord -- 45: 36;
- To Allah belongs majesty in heavens and earth -- 45: 37;
- Heaven and earth created with truth for an appointed term -- 46: 3;
- Show me what they created of the earth -- 46: 4;
- Who does not respond ----- will not be able to escape in the earth -- 46: 32;
- Haven’t they seen that Allah was not wearied by creation of heavens and earth -- 46: 33;
- Allah’s are the hosts of heavens and earth -- 48: 4; 7;
- We know what the earth taketh of them -- 50: 4;
- The earth - We spread out -- firm hills ----- a vision and reminder for ----- 50: 7-8;
- Heavens and earth created in 6 days -- not touched by weariness -- 50: 38;
- On the day when earth split asunder from them ----- 50: 44;
- In earth are portents for those whose faith is sure -- 51: 20;
- By Lord of heaven and earth it is true even as it is true that you speak -- 51: 23;
- The earth We laid out --- how gracious the Spreader -- 51: 48;
- Did they create the heavens and earth -- 52: 36;
- He is best aware of you from when He created you from earth -- 53: 32;
- We caused the earth to gush forth springs -- 54: 12;
- The earth He has appointed for His creatures wherein are fruit ------ 55: 10-12;
- Everyone that is thereon, will pass away -- 55: 26;
- All that are in heaven and earth entreat Him ------55: 29;
- O company of -- ! If you can penetrate heavens and earth -- do so -- You will not be able --without Allah’s sanction -- 55: 33;
- When the earth is shaken with a shock -- 56: 4;
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- All in heavens and earth glorifies Allah -- 57: 1; 59: 1; 61: 1; 62: 1; 64: 1;
- To Allah belongs inheritance of heavens and earth -- 57: 10;
- Allah quickens the earth after its death -- 57: 17;
- Race one another for forgiveness and Garden the breadth is as wide as heavens and earth
-- 57: 21;
- No disaster befalls in earth or -- it is in a book before -- 57: 22;
- Haven’t you seen that Allah knows all that is in heavens and earth -- 58: 7;
- -- Allah’s are the treasures of heavens and earth -- 63: 7;
- Allah created 7 heavens and of the earth, the like thereof -- 65: 12;
- He made earth subservient to you ------ walk in paths thereof ---- 67: 15;
- Have you taken security from Him that He will not cause the earth to swallow you -- 67: 16;
- He multiply you in the earth ----- you will be gathered -- 67: 24;
- Have you thought, if your water is to disappear in the earth, who could ----- 67: 30;
- The earth with the mountains, will be lifted up and crushed -- 69: 14;
- And all that are in earth if then it might deliver him -- 70: 14;
- Allah grows you from earth - you return thereto - He will bring you forth again -- 71: 17-18;
- He made earth a wide expanse that you may ------ 71: 19-20;
- We do not know whether harm or guidance is intended for those on earth -- 72: 10;
- We know we cannot escape from Allah in the earth nor in flight -- 72: 12;
- On the day when the earth and hills rock -- 73: 14;
- Your endeavour on earth has found acceptance -- 76: 22;
- By those which cause earth's vegetation to revive --- 77: 3;
- Haven't We made earth a receptacle for living and ----- given you sweet water to drink -- 77:
25-27;
- Eat and take your ease ( on earth) a little - you are guilty --- 77: 46;
- Haven't We made the earth an expanse -- 78: 6;
- Lord of Heavens and earth -- the Beneficent with Whom none can converse -- 78: 37;
- After that, He spread the earth, and produced ---- 79: 30-31;
- Let man consider his food - how We -------- split the earth -------- 80: 24-32;
- When earth is spread out --- hath cast out all in her -- attentive to her Lord in fear -- 84: 3-5;
- And the earth which split with growth of trees -- 86: 12;
- And the earth -- how it is spread -- 88: 20;
- When the earth is ground to atoms -- 89: 21;
- And the earth and Him who spread it -- 91: 6;
- When the earth is shaken with her final earthquake -- yields up her burden ----- she will relate
her chronicles because thy Lord inspire her -- 99: 1-5;
EARTHQUAKE
- Affliction and adversity befell them as though it was earthquake -- 2: 214;
- So the earthquake seized them (Thamud) and morning found them prostrate -- 7: 78; -(Midian) -- 7: 91;
- The earthquake of the Hour is a tremendous thing -- 22: 1;
- They denied him -- earthquake took them -- morning found them -- 29: 37;
- When earth is shaken with her final earthquake -- 99: 1;
EASE
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This is an ease and Mercy from Allah -- 2: 178;
Allah desire for you ease - not hardship -- 2: 185;
If debtor is in straitened circumstance postpone payment to time of ease -- 2: 280;
Those who spend in ease and adversity ---- 3: 134;
Kuffar who deal in wrong will never be forgiven -- will be guided only on the road to hell - and
that is easy for Allah -- 4: 168-169;
- Who disbelieve after belief and finds ease in disbelief -- wrath of Allah and -- 16: 106;
- When We would destroy a township, We send Command to its folk who live at ease -- 17: 16;
- Allah said - so it will be - it is easy for Me, --- even as I created -- 19: 9; --- We may make
him
a revelation for mankind -- 19: 21;
- We made this Quran easy in thy tongue only that you may -- 19: 97;
- Moses said - And ease my task for me -- 20: 26;
- We gave these and their fathers ease until life grew long for them -- 21: 44;
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease swear not to give to kinsfolk -- 24: 22;
- -- but Thou did give them and their fathers ease till they forgot -- 25: 18;
- Do men think they’d be left at ease because they say ‘We believe’ -- 29: 2;
- Don’t they see how Allah produce creation -- for Allah that is easy -- 29: 19;
- When He bring them safe to land, they ---that they may disbelieve and take their ease -29:65-66;
- Such have not believed -- Allah make their deeds fruitless - that is easy for Allah -- 33: 18-19;
- O wives of Prophet! Whosoever of you commit --- punishment doubled -- easy for Allah -- 33:
30;
- And We set --- towns easy to be seen -- We made the stage between them easy -- 34: 18;
- When We eased them of the torment -- they broke their word -- 43: 50;
- We made this Scripture easy in thy language that they may heed -- 44: 58;
- That is a gathering easy for Us to make -- 50: 44;
- And in Thamud when it was told them take your ease awhile -- 51: 43;
- We have made Quran easy to remember -- 54: 17; 22; 32; 40;
- Who keeps his duty to Allah -- Allah will make his course easy -- 65: 4;
- After hardship comes ease -- 65: 7; 94: 5-6;
- He will be in --- high Garden -- clusters in easy reach -- 69: 21-23;
- It will be said -- eat and drink at ease for that which -- 69: 24;
- Lords of comfort and ease in this life -- 73: 11;
- Recite of the Quran what is easy for you -- 73: 20;
- That day will be a day of anguish - not of ease, for ------ 74: 9-10;
- Eat and take your ease on earth a little - you are guilty -- 77: 46;
- Then makes his way easy -- 80: 20;
- We shall ease thy way to a state of ease -- 87: 8; We shall ease his way to state of ease -92: 5-7;
- We shall ease his way to state of adversity -- 92: 8-11;
- And eased thee of the burden which --- 94: 2-3;
EAST
- East and west belongs to Allah -- 2: 115; 142;
- It is not righteousness to turn faces to East and West -- 2: 177;
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- Moses says Allah is Lord of East and West -- 26: 28;
- Lord of the 2 easts and 2 wests -- 55: 17;
EAT
- Eat freely of the fruits thereof - but come not nigh this tree -- 2: 35; 7: 19;
- Yahudis told to eat of good things -- 2: 57; 7: 160; to eat freely what is in town -- 2: 58;
7: 161;
- Yahudis told to eat and drink of what Allah hath produced -- 2: 60;
- Eat what is Lawful and pure - follow not devil - he is your enemy -- 2: 168;
- Eat good things - render thanks to Allah -- He has forbidden you carrion, blood ----- 2: 172173;
- Those who conceal anything of the Book ---- eat --- nothing but fire --- 2: 174;
- Eat and drink until white thread ----- 2: 187;
- Do not eat up orphans property in haste lest they grow up, nor by squandering it --4: 6;
- Who eats wealth of orphans wrongfully, swallow fire into their bellies -- 4: 10;
- Forbidden to you for food - carrion, blood ---- Whoso forced by hunger ---- 5: 3;
- Eat of that which they catch for you and mention Allah's name --- 5: 4;
- This day are all good things made lawful for you -- the food of the people of the Book -- 5:5;
- They both used to eat food -- 5: 75;
- Forbid not good things which are lawful ---- 5: 87;
- Eat what is lawful and good --- 5: 88;
- No sin on believers for what they ate in past -- 5: 93;
- The disciples said we wish to eat thereof -- 5: 113;
- Originator of Heaven and earth who feedeth and is not fed -- 6: 14;
- Eat of that over which Allah's name mentioned -- 6: 118;
- Why should you not eat of that over which Allah's name is mentioned -- 6: 119;
- Do not eat of that whereon Allah's name not mentioned -- 6: 121;
- Eat of the fruit thereof - pay its due - do not waste -- 6: 141; --- Eat and drink -- be not
prodigals -- 7: 31;
- Eat of the cattle Allah bestowed on you -- 6: 142-144;
- Say, I find NOTHING prohibited to an eater except ---- 6: 145;
- As for the other, he will be crucified -- birds will eat from his head -- 12: 41;
- I saw in a dream 7 fat kine which 7 lean were eating -- 12: 43;
- Joseph -- expound for us the 7 fat kine -- 12: 46;
- That which you reap - leave in the ear all except a little which you eat -- 12: 47;
- Let them eat and enjoy life and let false hope beguile them -- 15: 3;
- He created cattle whence you eat -- 16: 5; 23: 21;
- He made the sea of service that you eat fresh meat from thence -- 16: 14;
- Bees inspired to eat of all fruits -- 16: 68-69;
- Eat what is lawful and good - thank the bounty of Allah - He has forbidden ---- do not say this
is
Halal and this is Haram -- inventing lie against Allah -- 16: 114-117;
- While a baby, Jesus consoles Mary telling her to eat and drink --- 19: 26;
- Eat and feed your cattle -- 20: 54;
- It will eat up that which they made -- 20: 69;
- Eat of the good things We have provided you -- 20: 81;
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The two ate thereof - their shame became apparent to them -- 20: 121;
They ate food - they were not immortals -- 21: 8;
Then eat thereof and feed the poor -- 22: 28; 36;
With the water He produces gardens --- whereof you eat -- 23: 19;
And a tree ---- that grows oil and relish for eaters 23: 20;
This is mortal like you -- he eat and drink like you -- 23: 33;
O ye messengers! eat of the good things and do right -- 23: 51;
No sin on blind ---- or yourselves to eat in your own houses , houses of ------- eat together or
apart --- when you enter greet -- 24: 61;
What ails this messenger that he eats food -- 25: 7;
Why doesn't he have a paradise whence to eat -- 25: 8;
All messengers before ate food -- 25: 20;
-- and therewith bring forth crops whereof they and their cattle eat -- 32: 27;
Eat of the provision of your Lord and give thanks -- 34: 15;
The 2 seas are not alike -- from them both you eat fresh meat -- 35: 12;
We bring forth from it grain - so that they eat thereof -- 36: 33;
We caused springs of water -- that they may eat of the fruit thereof -- 36: 34-35;
They must eat thereof and fill their bellies therewith -- 37: 62-68;
He turned to their gods and said - will you not eat -- 37: 91-92;
He appointed for you cattle - some you ride - some you eat -- many benefits -- 40: 79-80;
Therein for you is fruit in plenty whence you eat -- 43: 73;
Kuffar eat as cattle eat -- 47: 12;
Do not backbite -- would you love to eat the flesh of your dead brother -- 49: 12;
They brought a fatted calf and set it before them saying - will you not eat -- 51: 24-30;
It is said to them eat and drink in health as reward for your deeds -- 52: 19;
The erring -- the deniers will eat of a tree called Zaqqum -- 56: 51-56;
Walk in the paths thereof and eat of His providence -- 67: 15;
Eat and drink at ease for that which -- 69: 24;
-- nor any food save filth which none but sinners eat -- 69: 36-37;
( To them it is said) Eat and drink - Oh you blessed, in return for what you did -- 77: 43;
Eat and take your ease a little on earth - you are guilty -- 77: 46;

ECLIPSE
- When sight is confounded and moon is eclipsed -- 75: 8;
EFFACE
- Allah effaces what He will -- 13: 39;
- Among your wives and children - enemies -- if you efface, overlook, forgive -- 64: 14;
EFFORT
- ( All prophets, including Mary had to make effort - Moses - to cross sea etc.)
- His effort is to make mischief in the land -- 2: 205;
- Who desire hereafter and strive for it with necessary effort --- their effort found favour -- 17:
19;
- Whose effort go astray in life of world, thinking they do good works -- 18: 104;
- Who do good works and a believer - no rejection of his effort -- 21: 94;
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- Man has only that for which he make effort - his effort will be seen - afterward -- 53: 39: 41;
- On that day, faces will be calm, glad for past effort -- 88: 8-9;
- Your effort is dispersed to different ends -- 92: 4;
EGGS
- And with them are those of modest gaze - lovely eyes - as they were hidden eggs -- 37: 4150;
EGYPT
- He of Egypt who purchased him said to his wife -- 12: 21;
- When they came in to Joseph -- he took his parents -- come into Egypt safe -- 12: 99;
- Is not mine the sovereignty of Egypt and -- 43: 51;
ELEPHANT
- Have you seen how Allah dealt with owners of elephants -- 105: 1;
ELIAS
- Was of the righteous -- 6: 85;
- Was of those sent - said to his folk Will you call on Ball and forsake Allah - but they denied
him -- 37: 123: 132;
ELISHA
- Preferred above other creatures -- with some of forefathers, offspring - guided to straight
path -- 6: 86-87;
- Is of the chosen -- 38: 48;
EMBARRASS
- Moses tells Allah - I shall be embarrassed -- 26: 13;
EMBARK
- He said embark therein -- In name of Allah be its course -- 11: 41;
EMBRACE
- Allah embrace all things in His knowledge -- 20: 98;
EMBROIDERY
- Their raiment -- and gold embroidery -- 76: 21;
EMERGE
- Afterward when He call you from the earth you’ll emerge -- 30: 25;
EMIGRATE
- Those who migrate to avoid persecution -- 2: 218;
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EMIT
- Have you seen what you emit -- Do you create it or are We -- 56: 58-59;
EMPLOY
- Those who merit Paradise this day are happily employed -- 36: 55-57;
EMPTY
- When the earth --- and has cast out --- and is empty -- 84: 4;
ENCOMPASS
- Hell will encompass kuffar -- 29: 54;
- A dreadful doom encompassed Pharaoh’s folk -- 40: 45;
ENCROACH
- He loosed the 2 seas -- they meet -- barrier -- they encroach not on one another -- 55: 19-20;
END
- Did you not swear before that there'll be no end for you? -- 14: 44;
- Haven’t they seen that Allah -- hath appointed for them an end whereof -- is no doubt -- 17:
99;
- When your meal is ended - disperse -- 33: 53;
- They cry - O master! let your Lord make an end of us -- 43: 77;
ENDEAVOUR
- Those who point at believers -- who can find nothing to give but their endeavour - and deride
them -- 9: 79;
- Strive for Allah with the endeavour which is His right -- 22: 78;
- Obey not kuffar -- strive against them with great endeavour -- 25: 52;
- Your endeavour (on earth) has found acceptance -- 76: 22;
- The day when man will call to mind his whole endeavour -- 79: 35;
ENDUE
- I endued you with love from Me that you might be trained -- 20: 39;
ENDURE
- Our Lord! Bestow on us endurance -- 2: 250;
- Believers must endure - outdo all others in endurance -- 3: 200;
- Moses said seek help in Allah and endure -- 7: 128;
- Allah’s word for Yahudis were fulfilled because of their endurance -- 7: 137;
- He who wards off evil and endures, finds favour -- 12: 90;
- We will surely endure the hurt you do us -- 14: 12;
- Whether we rage or patiently endure, is now all one for us -- 14: 21;
- If you punish ---- but if you endure, it is better for the patient -- 16: 126;
- Endure patiently ---- thine endurance is only with help of Allah -- 16: 127;
- They will endure the heat thereof -- 17: 18;
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Good deeds which endure are better for reward -- 18: 46; 19: 76;
Endure the heat thereof -- 52: 16;
And hath awarded them for all they endured --- a garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
Which only the most wretched must endure -- 92: 14-16;
Man is in loss except those who exhort one another to truth and to endurance -- 103: 1-3;

ENEMY
- Fall down - one of you an enemy to the other -- 2: 36;
- Who is an enemy to Gabriel! Who is an enemy to Allah! Allah is enemy to kuffar -- 2: 97-98;
- Eat what is lawful and pure - follow not devil - he is your enemy -- 2: 168;
- Follow not footsteps of devil -- he is enemy to you -- 2: 208; 6: 142;
- You were enemies, and He made friendship between you -- 3: 103;
- Allah knows who are your enemies -- 4: 45;
- Kuffar are open enemies to you -- 4: 101;
- Relent not is pursuit of enemy - they suffer as you suffer -- they cannot hope from Allah that
which you hope -- 4: 104;
- Allah asks Adam - Did I not tell you -- Satan is an enemy to you -- 7: 22;
- Allah tells Adam and Satan - Go down -- one of you a foe to the other -- 7: 24; 20: 123;
- Make not mine enemies triumph over me -- 7: 150;
- Make ready all you can of armed force --- to dismay the enemy of Allah --- 8: 60;
- You will never go out -- nor fight with me against a foe -- 9: 83;
- When it became clear (to Abraham) that his father was an enemy to Allah -- 9: 114;
- Nor gain they from the enemy a gain, but a good deed is recorded -- 9: 120;
- The devil is an open enemy for man -- 12: 5; 17: 53;
- Will you choose Satan for friend instead of Allah when he is enemy to you -- 18: 50;
- An enemy to Me and to him shall take him -- 20: 39;
- We delivered you from your enemy -- 20: 80;
- Allah tells Adam that Iblis is an enemy to him and his wife -- 20: 117;
- Abraham says what you and your forefathers worship are an enemy to him except Allah Who
created him -- 26: 75-82;
- He found 2 men fighting -- one of -- the other of his enemies - the one of his caste asked him
for
help against him who was of his enemies -- he struck him and killed him - this is devil’s doing
-- he is an enemy --- 28: 15;
- When he would have fallen on the man who was an enemy to them both, he said O Moses!
will
you kill me as --- 28: 19;
- If the enemy had entered from all sides and exhorted them to treachery, they would not have
hesitated -- 33: 14;
- The devil is enemy for man - treat him as such -- 35: 6;
- Did I not charge you, O sons of Adam, not to worship the devil - he is your enemy -- 36: 5964;
- And the day when the enemies of Allah are gathered to the Fire -- 41: 19;
- The reward for Allah's enemies - the Fire --- 41: 28;
- Let not Satan turn you aside - He is an open enemy for you -- 43: 62;
- Friends that day will be foes -- 43: 67;
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- When mankind are gathered for Judgment -- will become enemies -- will deny being
worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- Choose not My enemy and your enemy for friends -- 60: 1;
- They are the enemy - beware of them -- 63: 4;
- Among wives and children are enemies - beware - efface -- overlook - forgive -- 64: 14;
ENGAGEMENT
- Should be announced -- utter recognised form of words - No intercourse before marriage -no sin if you proclaim or hide what is in your mind concerning engagement -- 2: 235;
- You perform no act -- We are witnesses when you are engaged therein -- 10: 61;
ENGROSS
- The devil engrossed them -- they forgot remembrance of Allah -- 58: 19;
ENJOIN
- Do you enjoin righteousness and forget to practise it yourself -- 2: 44;
- Evil is that which your belief enjoins on you -- 2: 93;
- Devil enjoins on man what is evil and foul -- that you say of Allah what you have no
knowledge -- 2: 169;
- When they have purified themselves, go to them as Allah hath enjoined you -- 2: 222;
- Devil promises lewdness and destitution -- 2: 268;
- Announce to those who slay Prophets and mankind who enjoin duty -- 3: 21;
- Who enjoin right conduct - forbid indecency -- 3: 104; 110;
- There is a community -- they enjoin right conduct -- they forbid indecencies -- 3: 113-115;
- Prayers at fixed times enjoined on believers -- 4: 103;
- They say Allah enjoined it -- Allah does not enjoin lewdness - He enjoins justice -- 7: 28-29;
- He will enjoin on them what is right and forbid -- 7: 157;
- Enjoin kindness -- 7: 199;
- Hypocrites enjoin wrong and forbid right -- 9: 67-68;
- Believers enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 71;
- Triumphant are those who enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 112;
- The human soul enjoins to evil -- 12: 53;
- When they entered in the manner enjoined by their father -- 12: 68;
- Allah coins similitude - a dumb person who controls nothing , a burden to his owner and one
who enjoins justice -- are they equal -- 16: 76;
- Allah enjoins justice, kindness, giving to kinsfolk ... He exhorts you .... you may take heed
-- 16: 90;
- He enjoined on me prayer and -- 19: 31;
- He (Ishmael) enjoined on his people worship and alms-giving -- 19: 55;
- Enjoin worship and be constant therein -- 20: 132;
- A surah We revealed and enjoined -- wherein are plain tokens -- 24: 1;
- We have enjoined on man kindness to parents, but if ------- 29: 8;
- We have enjoined on man about his parents - give thanks to Me and to thy parents -- 31: 1415;
- Enjoin kindness -- 31: 17;
- We are aware of what We enjoined on them about their wives and -- 33: 50;
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- Allah does not love the boaster who enjoins on the people avarice -- 57: 23-24;
- Have you seen if he --- or enjoins piety -- 96: 11-12;
ENJOY
- Their adherents among humans will say Our Lord! we enjoyed one another -- 6: 128;
- Now enjoy what you’ve won as lawful -- 8: 69;
- They enjoyed their lot a while -- so enjoy your lot a while -- 9: 69;
- You have enjoyment of life of world, then to Us is your return -- 10: 23;
- He will cause you to enjoy -- for an appointed time -- 11: 3;
- There will be other nations to whom We shall give enjoyment a long while -- 11: 48;
- Send him with us tomorrow that he can enjoy himself and play -- 12: 12;
- Enjoy life while you may - your journey's end will be the Fire -- 14: 30; 16: 55;
- Let them eat and enjoy life - let false hope beguile them -- 15: 3;
- Strain not thine eyes toward that ---- wedded pairs --- to enjoy ---- 15: 88; 20: 131;
- Whatever comfort you enjoy is from Allah -- 16: 53;
- Those who invent lies - a brief enjoyment -- painful doom -- 16: 116;
- ---- this may be a trial for you and enjoyment for a while --- 21: 111;
- Force not your slave girls to whoredom that you may seek the enjoyment of life of world -24: 33;
- Is he who We made promise like him who enjoy life of world --- 28: 61;
- Enjoy yourselves a while -- you will come to know -- 30: 34;
- We give them comfort for a while -- 31: 24;
- I let these and their fathers enjoy life till --- 43: 29;
- Are those who enjoy this like those who are immortal in Fire -- 47: 15;
ENLARGE
- Allah straitens or enlarges -- 2: 245; 28: 82; 30: 37; 34: 36; 42: 12;
- Allah enlarges livelihood for whom He will -- 13: 26 28: 82;
- Thy Lord enlarge provision for whom He will -- 17: 30; 39: 52;
- If Allah was to enlarge -- they would rebel -- He sends down by measure -- 42: 27;
ENMITY
- Allah stirred up enmity and hatred among them (Christians) -- 5: 14;
- Allah cast enmity and hatred among Yahudis until Day of Resurrection -- 5: 64;
- Satan will use intoxicants and gambling to create enmity among you -- -- 5: 91;
- Him between whom and you was enmity will become as though he was bosom friend -- 41:
34;
- Maybe Allah will ordain love between you and those with whom you are at enmity -- 60: 7;
ENORMITY
- Do not marry wives of Prophet after him - that will be an enormity -- 33: 53;
ENRAGE
- If they are given thereof (alms) they are contented, if not - they are enraged -- 9: 58;
- That He may enrage kuffar with the sight of them -- 48: 29;
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ENRICH
- If they are poor - Allah will enrich them of His Bounty -- 24: 32;
- He enrich and contenteth -- 53: 48;
- Did He not find thee destitute and enrich thee -- 93: 8;
ENSHROUD
- If a wave enshroud them like awnings -- 31: 32;
- When that which shrouds enshrouded the lote-tree -- 53: 16;
- I swear by -- the night and all it enshrouds -- 84: 16-18;
- And the night when it enshrouds him -- 91: 4;
- By the night enshrouding -- 92: 1;
ENSLAVE
- You have enslaved the Children of Israel -- 26: 22;
ENSNARE
- They do seek to ensnare the messenger -- kuffar are ensnared -- 52: 42;
ENTER
- Yahudis told to enter township prostrate -- 2: 58; 7: 161;
- They say none enters Paradise except Yahudis or Nasara -- 2: 111;
- If you avoid --- Allah will remit evil deeds and make you enter at a noble gate -- 4: 31;
- Yahudis told to enter the land by the gate and they’ll be victorious -- said they’ll not enter it
while the giant people are there -- 5: 23-24;
- When they entered in the manner enjoined by their father -- 12: 68;
- Theirs will be the sequel of heavenly home they’d enter with those who do right of their
fathers,
spouses and children --- 13: 22-24;
- It is said to them - enter them in peace, secure -- 15: 46;
- Enter the gates of hell to dwell therein forever -- 16: 29;
- -- to ravage you and to enter the Temple as the did the first time and to lay waste -- 17: 7;
- If only when you entered your garden, you had said --- 18: 39;
- Such will enter the Garden of Eden which Allah promised -- 19: 59-63;
- He will cause them to enter by an entry they will love -- 22: 59;
- Enter not houses other than your own without first -- 24: 27;
- If you find no one therein still do not enter until permission -- 24: 28;
- No sin to enter uninhabited houses wherein is comfort -- 24: 29;
- When you enter houses, salute one another with greeting from Allah -- 24: 61;
- It was said to her - enter the hall -- 27: 44;
- He entered the city at a time of carelessness of its folk -- 28: 15;
- Believers who do good works shall enter among the righteous -- 29: 9;
- Glory to Allah when you enter night and morning -- 30: 17;
- If the enemy had entered from all sides and exhorted them to treachery --- 33: 14;
- Do not enter Prophet’s dwellings for meal before proper time unless -- 33: 53;
- They enter Paradise wearing armlets of gold, pearl, silk -- they say -- 35: 33-35;
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- It was said to him - enter Paradise -- 36: 26;
- It is said to them - enter the gates of hell to dwell therein -- 39: 72;
- It is said to them - Peace - you are good - enter -- to dwell therein -- 39: 73;
- Our Lord! and make them enter Paradise which Thou hast promised them with -- 40: 7-9;
- Those who scorn My service will enter hell disgraced -- 40: 60;
- Enter the gates of Hell to dwell therein -- 40: 76;
- Enter it in peace -- this is the Day of Immortality -- 50: 31-35;
- Those who entered the city and faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge -59: 9;
- It was said to them - enter the Fire along with those who enter -- 66: 10;
- No needy man shall enter it today -- 68: 24;
- What ails kuffar -- does every man among them hope to enter -- 70: 36-38;
- My Lord! Forgive me, my parents, who enters my house believing -- 71: 28;
- Allah makes whom He wills to enter His Mercy -- 76: 31;
- -- Thou soul at peace --- enter among My bondmen -- enter My Garden -- 89: 27-30;
- -- and you see mankind entering the religion of Allah in troops -- 110: 2;
ENTERTAIN
- Have we not forbidden you from entertaining anyone -- 15: 70;
ENTREAT
- O Wizard! entreat your Lord for us by the pact He made with thee -- 43: 49;
- All in heavens and earth entreat Him -- 55: 29;
ENTRUST
- If these disbelieve therein, We’d entrust it to others who will not disbelieve therein -- 6: 89;
- Can I entrust him to you as I entrusted his brother before -- 12: 64;
- He said entrust it to me -- he conquered me in speech -- 38: 23;
- The likeness of those entrusted with the law of Moses yet apply it not -- 62: 5;
ENVELOPE
- O thou enveloped in thy cloak! arise and warn -- 74: 1-10;
ENVOY
- Our envoys -- present with them -- do record -- 43: 80;
ENVY
- Many of the People of the Book want to make you disbelievers through envy -- 2: 109;
- Do not envy each other for material things -- but ask Allah of His bounty -- 4: 32;
- They will say you envy us -- 48: 15;
- I seek refuge in Allah from the evil of the envier when he envieth --- 113: 5;
EQUAL / EQUITY
- Be witnesses for Allah in equity -- 5: 8;
- If you must judge between them, do so with equity -- Allah loves the equitable -- 5: 42;
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19;
71;
75;
-

Follow not the whims of those who --- and deem others equal with Allah -- 6: 150;
Those who provide water for pilgrims are not equal with those who strive in way of Allah -- 9:
That He may reward the believers with equity -- 10: 14;
They will not give provision to the less fortunate to be equal with them in that respect -- 16:
Is he who has control over nothing, equal to him who -- is given provision from Allah -- 16:
-who enjoins justice -- 16: 76;
You will come to know who are owners of the path of equity -- 20: 135;
Of truth we were in error when we made you equal with Allah -- 26: 96-102;
They are folk who ascribe equals to Him -- 27: 60;
Of those they made equal to Allah -- there’ll be none to intercede for them -- 30: 13;
Do you have among you slaves partners equal to you in respect of the wealth We bestowed
on you that -- 30: 28;
Proclaim their real parentage -- that is more equitable -- 33: 5;
The Blind is not equal to the Seer -- 35: 19; 40: 58;
Darkness is not equal to light -- 35: 20;
The shadow is not equal to the sun’s full heat -- 35: 21;
The living is not equal to the dead -- 35: 22;
Similitude -- man belonging to several part owners - not equal to one belonging wholly to
one man -- 39: 29;
Who believe and do good works -- not equal to evil-doer -- 40: 58;
Make peace between them justly - act equitably - Allah loves the equitable -- 49: 9;
Owners of Fire and owners of Garden -- not equal -- 59: 20;

EQUIPMENT
- If they had wished to go forth, they’d have made ready some equipment -- 9: 46;
ERRAND
- Abraham said what is you errand, O ye sent from Allah -- 51: 31;
ERROR
- Hypocrites purchase error at price of guidance -- 2: 16;
- Right direction distinct from error -- 2: 256;
- Allah sent messenger -- recite revelations - teach them Scripture and Wisdom -- before, they
were in flagrant error -- 3: 164;
- Some people of Book purchase error and wish to make muslims err from right way -- 4: 44;
- Follow not the vain desires of folk of old who erred -- 5: 77;
- Those who err cannot harm you if you are rightly guided -- 5: 105;
- Abraham tells his father that himself and his folks are in error -- 6: 75;
- Allah knows best who errs from His way -- 6: 117; 28: 85;
- Error hath just hold over another party -- 7: 30; 16: 36;
- If they see the way of error - choose it for their way -- 7: 146;
- Their brethren plunge them further into error -- 7: 202;
- Besides truth, what is there but error -- 10: 32;
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- Truth hath come ----- whoso err, errs against his own soul -- 10: 108; 17: 15;
- Satan says I shall adorn the path of error for them in the earth -- 15: 39;
- Some of their error hath just hold -- 16: 36;
- Evil-doers are in manifest error -- 19: 38;
- As for him who is in error, Allah will prolong his life-span -- 19: 75;
- My Lord does not err nor forget -- 20: 52;
- You and your fathers were in plain error -- 21: 54;
- That is the far error -- 22: 12;
- Leave them in their error till a time -- 23: 54;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me -- and forgive my father -- he is of those who err -- 26:
83-89;
- They will say Our Lord! Our evil ---- and we were erring folk -- 23: 106;
- Hell will appear plainly to the erring -- 26: 91;
- Of a truth, we were in error manifest -- 26: 97;
- As for the poets - the erring follow them - hast thou not seen how they stray everywhere and
say
what they do not -- 26: 224-226;
- You cannot lead the blind out of their error -- 27: 81; 30: 53;
- -- wrong doers are in error manifest -- 31: 11;
- Who is rebellious to Allah and Messenger goes astray in error manifest -- 33: 36;
- Those who disbelieve in hereafter, are in torment and error -- 34: 8;
- We or you are rightly guided or in error manifest -- 34: 24;
- If I err, it is to my own loss -- 34: 50;
- Shall I take other gods besides Allah ---- I should be in error manifest -- 36: 23-24;
- You are in nothing else but error manifest -- 36: 47;
- Woe to those whose hearts are hardened ---- such are in plain error -- 39: 22;
- The plot of kuffar is in error -- 40: 25;
- You cannot guide him who is in plain error -- 43: 40;
- Who do not respond ---- are in plain error -- 46: 32;
- I did not cause him to rebel - he was far gone in error -- 50: 27;
- Your comrade errs not -- 53: 2;
- Then indeed we'd fall into error and madness -- 54: 24;
- The guilty are in error and madness -- 54: 47;
- The erring, the deniers will eat of Zaqqum and drink boiling water -- 56: 49-56;
- If he is of the rejecters, the erring --- the welcome will be boiling water ---- 56: 92-94;
- ---- and to teach them Scripture and wisdom, though before they were in plain error -- 62: 2-3;
- You are in nothing but a great error -- 67: 9;
- You will soon know who is that is in error -- 67: 29;
- When they saw it, they said we are in error -- 68: 26;
- Pharaoh and the communities that were destroyed brought error -- 69:9;
- Thou increase the wrong-doers in nothing but error -- 71: 24;
- Kuffar among People of Book and idolaters could not have left off erring until after clear
proof -- 98: 1;
ESCAPE
- You cannot escape -- 6: 134; 8: 59; --- There is no escape -- 10: 53;
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47;
-

You cannot escape Allah -- 9: 2; 3;
There is no escape -- 10: 53; 18: 53;
Not an atom’s weight in earth or sky escapes Allah -- 10: 61;
There is no escape in earth for those who disbelieve in Hereafter -- 11: 19-20;
You can by no means escape -- 11: 33; 35: 44;
Do they feel secure that Allah will not seize them -- so there is no escape for them -- 16: 45Do not think that kuffar can escape in the land -- 24: 57;
O Moses! the chiefs take counsel against you to slay you -- therefore escape -- 28: 20;
So he escaped - fearing - vigilant -- 28: 21;
Fear not - you have escaped from the wrong-doing folk -- 28: 25;
You cannot escape from Him in earth or sky -- 29: 22; 42: 31;
If you can see when they are terrified with no escape -- 34: 51;
They cried out when it was no longer time for escape -- 38: 3;
The evil wrong-doers earn will smite them -- they cannot escape -- 39: 51;
Who does not respond - cannot escape in the earth -- 46: 32;
There will be sent against you heat of Fire -- there is no escape -- 55: 35;
Grieve not for what escaped you -- 57: 23;
We know we cannot escape from Allah in earth nor by flight -- 72: 12;

ESTABLISH
- Quran - a guide to those who ---- and establish worship -- 2: 2-4;
- Establish worship -- 2: 43; 110; 29: 45; 30: 31; 31: 17;
- How many generations We destroyed -- who were more firmly established in the earth than
you -- 6: 6;
- Believers establish worship and pay the poor due -- 9: 71;
- Thus We established Joseph in the land that -- 12: 21;
- Allah effaces what He wills and establishes what He wills -- 13: 39;
- I have settled some of my posterity -- near Kaaba, that they may establish proper worship -14: 37;
- My Lord! make me establish proper worship -- 14: 40;
- Establish worship at the going down of the sun -- 17: 78;
- That what Allah hath established me is better than your tribute -- 18: 95;
- Allah tells Moses -- Establish worship for My remembrance -- 20: 14;
- Then Allah establishes His revelations -- 22: 52;
- Allah will establish Islam for them -- 24: 55;
- Establish worship, pay zakat, obey Messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
- And to establish them in the earth -- 28: 6;
- Have We not established a sanctuary -- 28: 57;
- We established Prophethood and Scripture among his seed and -- 29: 27;
- Those who establish worship, pay zakat -- have guidance -- successful -- 31: 4-5;
- He ordained for you that religion He commended to Noah -- saying establish the religion -42: 13;
- And those who answer Allah’s call and establish worship -- 42: 38;
- The righteous will dwell in Gardens -- established in favour of Allah -- 54: 54-55;
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ESTEEM
- They esteem not Allah as He ought to be esteemed -- 39: 67;
ETERNITY
- Taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
- Praise be to Allah Who by His Grace has installed us in mansions of eternity where -- 35: 3335;
EVE
Created from Adam -- 39: 6;
EVEN
- By the --- and the even and the odd -- 89: 1-4;
EVENING
- Do not repel those who call on their Lord morning and evening -- 6: 52;
- O thou Muhammad! remember Allah morning and evening -- 7: 205;
- All in heaven and earth prostrate to Allah -- morning and evening -- 13: 15;
- Refrain thyself along with those who cry -- at morning and evening -- 18: 28;
- Therein is food for morning and evening -- 19: 62;
- Therein do offer praise -- morning and evening -- men whom neither -- 24: 36-37;
- Fables of old he had written down -- dictated to him morning and evening -- 25: 5;
- To Solomon We gave wind -- evening course -- a month’s journey -- 34: 12;
- The Fire - they are exposed to it morning and evening -- 40: 46;
- Remember name of Allah - morning and evening -- 76: 25;
- On the day when they see it, it will be as if they tarried for an evening or -- 79: 46;
EVENT
- We established Joseph -- that We might teach him interpretation of events -- 12: 21;
- When the event befalls ----- abasing some and exalting others -- 56: 1-3;
- Then on that day, will the event befall -- 69: 15;
- And those who govern the event -- 79: 5;
- He dreaded not the outcome of events -- 91: 15;
EVERYTHING
- Quran - a detailed explanation of everything -- 12: 111;
- Everything with Allah is measured -- 13: 8; 25: 2;
- For everything there is an appointed term -- 13: 38;
- In the earth, We caused everything to grow -- 15: 19;
- Quran - an exposition of everything -- 16: 89;
- Everything explained with clear explanation -- 17: 12;
- Everything praises Him --- you do not understand their praise -- 17: 44;
- We made him strong in the land and to everything We gave him a road -- 18: 84;
- Our Lord is He Who gave everything its nature -- 20: 50;
- Every living thing made from water -- 21: 30;
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Of everything We are aware -- 21: 81;
Who has dominion over everything -- 23: 88;
Allah created everything -- 25: 2;
Everything will perish except His countenance -- 28: 88;
Everything created in pairs -- 51: 49;
Everything will come to a decision -- 54: 3;
Every creature seeks its need from Allah -- 55: 29;
Everything in heaven and earth praises and glorifies Allah -- 59: 1; 61: 1;
Everything We recorded in a Book -- 78: 29;

EVIDENCE
- Not to be concealed -- 2: 283;
EVIL / EVIL-DOERS
- Quran - a guidance to those who ward-off evil, who -------- 2: 2-4;
- Worship you Lord ---- so that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 21;
- Allah teaches by similitudes - believers are guided - evil-doers are misled -- 2: 26;
- We sent down on the evil-doers wrath from heaven -- 2: 59;
- Jews told to hold fast to Torah to ward-off evil -- 2: 63;
- Who does evil and is surrounded by sin - is owner of Fire ----- 2: 81;
- Evil is that for which they sell their souls -- 2: 90;
- Evil is that which your belief enjoins on you -- 2: 93;
- Allah is aware of evil-doers -- 2: 95;
- Those who practise witchcraft purchase evil at the price of their souls -- 2: 101-103;
- If you follow their desires after the knowledge which comes to you - you’d be evil-doer -- 2:
145;
- Had evil-doers but known that Power belongs wholly to Allah -- 2: 165;
- Devil enjoins on mankind only what is evil and foul -- and that you say about Allah what you
don’t know -- 2: 169;
- Thus Allah expounds revelations --- that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 187;
- There is life for you in retaliation -- that you may ward off evil -- 2: 179;
- Wills to be made -- a duty for all those who ward off evil -- 2: 180;
- Fasting is prescribed for you -- that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 183;
- Observe your duty to Allah -- Allah is with those who ward off evil -- 2: 194;
- Make provision -- the best provision is to ward off evil -- 2: 197;
- That (allowance) is for him who wards off evil -- 2: 203;
- Hell will settle his account - an evil resting place -- 2: 206;
- Allah is aware of evil-doers -- 2: 246;
- Those who keep from evil will have gardens, pure companions, contentment -- 3: 15;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his promise and wards-off evil -- Allah loves
those who ward off evil -- 3: 76;
- If People of Book had believed, it had been better for them - some are believers -- most are
evil-livers -- 3: 110;
- Allah is aware of those who ward-off evil -- 3: 115;
- If something good befalls you, it is evil to the disbelievers -- keep from evil - their guiles
cannot
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harm you -- 3: 120;
Avoid evil and Allah will help you -- 3: 125;
No concern of yours whether He relent -- or punishes them - they are evil doers -- 3: 128;
Vie one another for Paradise prepared for those who ward-off evil -- 3: 133;
Those who seek forgiveness after committing evil, and will not knowingly repeat it - will be
forgiven -- 3: 135-136;
This is an admonition to those who ward-off evil -- 3: 138;
Who heard call of Allah -- after harm befell them -- and do right and ward off evil -- 3: 172;
If you believe and ward off evil -- yours will be vast reward -- 3: 179;
You will be tried, you will hear much wrong, but persevere and ward-off evil -- 3: 186;
They flung it behind their backs -- evil is what they gained -- 3: 187;
For evil doers - ho helper -- 3: 192; 5: 72;
Our Lord! - so forgive us -- and remit from us our evil deeds -- 3: 193;
Those who --- I shall remit their evil deeds -- 3: 195;
Who do evil in ignorance and repent, will be forgiven -- those who do evil and repent when
death approaches -- 4: 17-18;
Avoid major sins - Allah will remit evil deeds -- 4: 31; -- who believe and does right ------ 29:

7;
-

64: 9; -- who keep duty to Allah ------- and magnify reward -- 65: 5;
If evil befall some people, they say this is doing of Muhammad -- 4: 78;
If good befall you ---- if evil befall you, it is from your own hands -- 4: 79;
Who intervenes in good ----- who intervenes in evil ---- 4: 85;
Plead not for evil-doers -- 4: 107;
They seek to hide from man but not from Allah -- 4: 108;
Who does evil -- and seeks pardon, will find Allah Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 110;
Those who blame others for their crime will bear double burden -- 4: 112;
If you do good and keep from evil -- Allah is informed of what you do -- 4: 128; --- Allah is
Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 129;
Those who forgive evil -- Allah is forgiving -- 4: 149;
The reward for evil doers -- Cain bears punishment for sin against Abel and his own sin -- 5:

29;
- Torah - guidance and admonition for those who ward off evil -- 5: 46;
- Many mankind are evil-livers -- 5: 49;
- O People of Book! Do you blame us because we believe in Allah -- most of you are
evil-livers -- 5: 59;
- Many of them vie in sin -- evil is what they do -- 5: 62;
- Why don’t their Rabbis, Priests forbid their evil speaking and -- evil is their handiwork -- 5:
63;
- If Yahudis and Nasara would believe and ward-off evil, Allah will remit their sins and let them
enter Paradise -- 5: 65;
- If they observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they have --- some are moderate but many are of
evil conduct -- 5: 66;
- Evil is what they (Yahudis) used to do -- 5: 79;
- If they believed in Allah -- but many are of evil conduct -- 5: 81;
- Evil and good are not alike, even though plenty evil attract you -- 5: 100;
- Evil-doers cannot harm you if you are rightly guided -- 5: 105;
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Allah does not guide him with evil intentions -- 5: 108;
Evil doers flout revelations of Allah -- 6: 33;
Warn those who fear ---- that they may ward-off evil -- 6: 51;
Those who do evil and repent -- Allah is forgiving -- 6: 54;
You are not accountable for them - remind them - they too can ward off evil -- 6: 68-69;
We are ordered to establish worship -- to ward off evil -- 6: 71-72;
This He has ordained for you that you may ward off evil -- 6: 153;
Follow it and ward off evil that you may find mercy -- 6: 155;
Who does good gets 10 rewards - evil deed recorded as one -- 6: 160;
We have revealed raiment to conceal your shame, but restraint from evil is best -- 7: 26;
Who refrain from evil and amend, shall not fear nor grieve -- 7: 35;
Curse of Allah on evil-doers who debar men from path of Allah --and disbelieve in Last
Day -- 7: 44-45;
- As for land which is bad - only evil comes forth from it -- 7: 58;
- We changed the evil for good till they became affluent and said --- if they had believed and
kept from evil, We'd have blessed them -- 7: 94- 99;
- Is it not an indication to those who inherit the land after those who reaped the consequence
of evil-doing -- 7: 100;
- When good befell them they said -- when evil touched them they say this is from Moses -their
evil auspice was only with Allah -- 7: 131;
- Allah tells Moses I shall show you the abode of evil-livers -- 7: 145;
- When Moses returned to his people angry and grieved he said -- evil is that course -- Oh,
make
not mine enemies -- and place me not among the evil-doers --7: 150;
- My Mercy embraces all things -- I shall ordain it for those who ward off evil and -- 7: 156;
- Fish come to them on Sabbath -- but did not come on other days -- thus did We try them for
they were evil-livers -- 7: 163;
- Why preach to a people Allah is about to destroy ------ that they may ward-off evil --- 7: 164;
- We visited those who did wrong with dreadful punishment -- they were evil-livers -- 7: 165;
- We tried them with good and evil that they might return --- 7: 168;
- The abode of the hereafter is for those who ward-off evil -- 7: 169;
- Hold fast what We’ve given you - remember what is therein so you may ward off evil -- 7:
171;
- Evil as an example are the folk who denied Our revelations -- 7: 177;
- When a glamour from the devil trouble those who ward-off evil, they remember Allah and
become seers -- 7: 201;
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will ---- and rid you of evil thoughts and deeds and --- 8: 29;
- That Allah may separate the evil from the good -- 8: 37;
- We drowned Pharaoh’s folk -- they were evil-doers -- 8: 54;
- Evil is that which they are wont to do -- 9: 9;
- The evil of their deeds is made fair-seeming to them -- 9: 37;
- They died while they were evil-doers -- 9: 84;
- In the difference of day and night and all that Allah created -- are portents for those who
ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- If Allah was to hasten on punishment for ill men have earned -- 10: 11;
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- Those who earn ill-deeds ---- ignominy overtakes them --- as if face covered with cloak of
darkest night -- 10: 27;
- He is not of your household -- he is of evil conduct -- 11: 46;
- Have patience -- the sequel is for those who ward-off evil -- 11: 49;
- Hud’s folk tell him one of their gods possessed him in an evil way -- 11: 54;
- Do no evil in the earth causing corruption -- 11: 85;
- Good deeds annul evil deeds -- 11: 114; -- those who overcome evil with good -- 13: 22;
23: 96;
- She asked of him an evil act -- 12: 23; 12: 51;
- Thus it was that We might ward off from him evil and lewdness -- 12: 24;
- She said what shall be the reward for him who wishes evil to thy folk -- 12: 25;
- Joseph said it was she who asked of me an evil act -- 12: 26;
- The ruler’s wife is asking her slave-boy an ill deed -- 12: 30;
- What happened when you asked an evil act of Joseph -- we know no evil of him -- 12: 51;
- The human soul enjoineth unto evil -- 12: 53;
- Reward of Hereafter is better for believers who ward off evil -- 12: 57;
- We did not come to do evil in the land -- 12: 73;
- He who wards-off evil and endures -- finds favour -- 12: 90;
- For those who ward off evil, the abode of hereafter is best --- 12: 109;
- They want you to hasten on the evil rather than the good -- 13: 6;
- Those who --- and overcome evil with good -- 13: 22;
- Who ward off evil are among gardens and water-springs -- 15: 45;
- The dwellers in the wood (Midian) were evil-doers -- 15: 78;
- Evil is that which they bear -- 16: 25;
- Disgrace this day and evil on kuffar -- 16: 27;
- When it is said to those who ward-off evil - what hath ----- pleasant will be the home of those
who ward-off evil -- 16: 30;
- Gardens of Eden which they enter --- thus Allah repay those who ward-off evil -- 16: 31; 51:
15-16;
- So that the evil of what they did smote them and --- 16: 34; -- the evils these earn will smite
them -- 39: 51;
- Those who plan ill-deeds - do they feel secure that Allah will not ---- 16: 45-47;
- When he receives news of the evil (birth of daughter) --- evil is their judgment -- 16: 59;
- For those who do not believe in the hereafter is an evil similitude -- 16: 60;
- Allah enjoins .....This He exhorts you that you may take heed -- 16: 90;
- -- and you should taste evil forasmuch as you debarred men from --- 16: 94;
- Those who do evil in ignorance and repent and amend -- 16: 119;
- If you do evil, it is for them in like manner -- 17: 7;
- Man prays for evil as he prays for good -- 17: 11;
- Come not near to adultery ---- It is ---- and an evil way -- 17: 32;
- The evil of all that is hateful to Allah -- 17: 38;
- The evil-doers say You follow a man bewitched" -- 17: 47; 25: 8;
- We reveal of the Quran, that which is a healing --- it increases the evil-doers only in ruin -17: 82;
- Will you choose Satan for friend instead of Allah - a poor exchange for evil-doers; 18: 50;
- Today the evil-doers are in error manifest -- 19: 38;
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- Now they are in a state of carelessness -- 19: 39;
- Everyone will be gathered around hell - those who kept from evil will be rescued - evil-doers
will be left there -- 19: 68-72;
- Those who do evil will get long life -- 19: 75;
- We made Quran easy in thy tongue only that you may give good tidings to those who ward
off evil -- 19: 97;
- We have revealed ---- perhaps they may avoid evil --- 20: 113;
- We try you with evil and with good -- 21: 35;
- A light and reminder for those who keep from evil -- 21: 48;
- Who has done this to our gods -- it must be an evil-doer -- 21: 59;
- They were folk of evil -- 21: 74; 77;
- He calls --- whose harm is nearer than his benefit - an evil patron - an evil friend -- 22: 13;
- Evil-doers are in open schism -- 22: 53;
- For evil-doers, there is no helper -- 22: 71; 35: 37;
- Noah asks his folk - will you not ward off evil -- 23: 23; -- Noah said to them - will you not
ward
off evil -- 26: 106; --- Hud ---26: 124; --- Salih ---26: 142; --- Lot --- 26: 161; - -Elias --- 37: 124 - 126;
- Other messengers appeal -- will you not ward off evil -- 23: 32;
- And say My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee from suggestions of evil ones -- 23: 97;
- They will say Our Lord! Our evil fortune conquered us --- Our Lord! bring us forth --- If we
return to evil, then --- 23: 106-107;
- Those who accuse --- never afterwards accept their testimony -- they are evil-doers -except -- 24: 4-5;
- Those who accuse honourable women without witnesses are evil-doers --- 24: 9;
- An admonition to those who ward-off evil -- 24: 34;
- Evil-doers have fear that Allah and Messenger will wrong them in judgment -- 24: 50;
- Is the doom better or the garden --- which Allah promised to those who ward-off evil -- 25: 1516;
- We have prepared a painful doom for evil-doers -- 25: 37;
- Those who repent, believe and do righteous work, Allah will change their evil deeds to good
deeds -- 25: 70;
- Our Lord! grant us comfort of our wives --- make us patterns for those who ward-off evil -25: 74;
- The folk of Pharaoh -- will they not ward off evil -- 26: 11;
- Paradise will be brought close for those who ward-off evil -- 26: 90; 50: 31;
- Do no evil making mischief on earth -- 26: 183;
- Emissaries do not fear -- save him who did wrong -- afterwards changed evil for good -- 27:
10-11;
- (Pharaoh) - They were ever evil-living folk -- 27: 12;
- Why hasten the evil rather than the good -- 27: 46;
- We see evil in thee and those with thee -- 27: 47;
- We saved those who believed and used to ward-off evil -- 27: 53;
- Is not He best Who --- when he cries to Him and He removes the evil -- 27: 62;
- These shall be 2 proofs to Pharaoh -- they are evil-living folk -- 28: 32;
- These will be given reward twice over -- they repel evil with good -- 28: 54;
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We destroyed no township till --- and its folk were evil-doers -- 28: 59;
The abode of hereafter is not ---- it is for those who ward-off evil -- 28: 83;
If you do evil, you will be punished only to the extent of the evil -- 28: 84;
Do those who do evil think they can outstrip Us -- evil is that which they decide -- 29: 4;
We are about to bring down -- a fury from the sky -- the folk are evil-livers -- 29: 34;
Shu’eyb said - do no evil making mischief on earth -- 29: 36;
Evil was the consequence of those who dealt in evil -- 30: 10;
If evil befalls them in consequence of their deeds - they despair -- 30: 36;
But the Word from Me concerning evil-doers took effect -- 32: 13;
Taste the evil of your deeds -- taste the doom of immortality -- 32: 14;
A believer and an evil-liver are not alike -- 32: 18;
Who do evil will go to hell - when they desire to come out, they are thrown back in -- 32: 20;
Is he, the evil of whose deeds is made fair-seeming to him, other than Satan’s dupe -- 35:

8;
- The evil-doers promise one another only to deceive -- 35: 40;
- It aroused in them nothing but repugnance - behaving arrogantly and plotting evil -- the evil
they plot only enclose the men who make it -- 35: 42-43;
- Your evil omen be with you -- Is it because you are reminded of Truth - you are froward --36:
19;
- For those who ward-off evil - a happy journey's end -- 38: 49-55;
- For transgressors - an evil journey's end - Hell - an evil resting place -- 38: 55-56;
- A Quran in Arabic - no crookedness -- that they may ward off evil -- 39: 28;
- The evil they earned will appear to them -- 39: 48;
- The evils they earn smote them -- evils wrong-doers earn will smite them - no escape -- 39:
51;
- Allah delivers those who ward-off evil --- evil touches them not -- 39: 61;
- Thus the evil he did made fair-seeming to Pharaoh -- 40: 37;
- Allah warded off from him the evil they plotted -- 40: 45;
- The day when their excuse does not help evil-doers -- theirs the curse - the ill-abode -- 40:
52;
- Those who believe and do good works are not equal with evil-doers -- 40: 58;
- Evil is the habitation of the scornful -- 40: 76;
- Repel evil with good - you will be good friends -- 41: 34;
- When evil suggestion reach you, seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- When evil seizes man, he is full of prolonged prayers -- 41: 51;
- When evil-doers see doom, they say is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
- And if some evil strikes him because of his own doing, -- he is ungrateful -- 42: 48;
- The hereafter with Allah will be for those who keep from evil --- 43: 33-35;
- Allah is friend of those who ward off evil -- 45: 19;
- Do those who do ill deeds think We'll make them equal to those who believe and do good
works in life and death -- 45: 21;
- The evil of what you did will appear to you and that which you derided --- 45: 33;
- We accept the best of what they did and overlook their evil -- 46: 16; 48: 5;
- Shall any be destroyed save evil-living folk -- 46: 35;
- Is he who rely on clear proof --- like him whose evil is beautified while he follow his own
lust -- 47: 14;
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- Those who walk aright, He gives them guidance and protection from evil -- 47: 17;
- If you believe and ward off evil - He will give you your wages and will not -- 47: 36;
- That He may punish hypocrites and idolaters who think evil about Allah --- for them is the
evil turn of fortune -- 48: 6;
- You did think an evil thought -- 48: 12;
- If an evil-liver bring you tidings, verify it before you act in ignorance and repent later -- 49: 6;
- Whoso turneth not in repentance are evil-doers -- 49: 11;
- The Garden is brought nigh for those who kept from evil -- 50: 31;
- It is said to evil-doer "you were heedless of this - We have removed your covering" -- 50: 22;
- It is said to evil-doer "this is the testimony I have ready" -- 50: 23;
- The two receivers are ordered "hurl to hell each rebel ingrate - hinderer of good -----" -- 50:
24-26;
- Those who keep from evil will dwell in Gardens and -- 51: 15-19;
- Those who do wrong now, there is evil day like before - do not ask Me to hasten it -- 51: 59;
- That He may reward the evil-doers with what they did 53: 31;
- Allah is best aware of him who ward-off evil -- 53: 32;
- -- so that their hearts were hardened and many were evil-livers -- 57: 16;
- Among them is he who goes right, but many are evil-livers -- 57: 26;
- We gave those who believe their reward, but many are evil-livers -- 57: 27;
- Those who take friends with folk with whom Allah is angry - they take false oaths and in so
doing, does evil -- 58: 14-15;
- Whatever palm-trees you cut down was by Allah's leave so as to confound the evil-livers -59: 5;
- The reward for the evil-doers is the Fire -- 59: 17;
- Be not as those who forget Allah -- He cause them to forget their souls - such are
evil-doers -- 59: 19;
- -- and they stretch out their hands and tongues toward you with evil intent -- 60: 2;
- Allah does not guide evil-living folk -- 61: 5; 63: 6;
- Evil is what they want to do -- 63: 2;
- My Lord! deliver me from Pharaoh -- and deliver me from evil-doing folk -- 66: 11;
- For those who keep from evil, are gardens of bliss -- 68: 34;
- It is a warrant to those who ward-off evil -- 69: 48;
- Man was created anxious, fretful when evil befalls him , grudging ---- 70: 19-35;
- --- they fear a day whereof the evil is wide-spreading -- 76: 7;
- Allah hath warded-off from them evil of that day and made them find brightness and joy -76: 11;
- For-evil-doers, He hath prepared a painful doom -- 76: 31;
- Who does an atom's weight of evil will see it -- 99: 8;
- I seek refuge in Allah from the evil -- of what He created -- evil of darkness -- evil of
witchcraft,
and evil of envier -- 113: 1-5; -- of the sneaking whisperer who ------- 114: 1-6;
EVOLUTION
- Or transmigration ?? -- 56: 61;
- Did mankind evolve? see under Creation.
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EWE
- This my brother has 99 ewes - I had 1 ewe -- he said -- 38: 23;
- He has wronged you in demanding your ewe in addition to his ewes -- 38: 24;
EXALT
- Thou exalt whom Thou wilt -- 3:26;
- High exalted is He above what they -- 6: 100; 7: 190; 16: 3; 23: 92;
- He exalt some in rank above others -- -- 6: 165;
- When they saw him they exalted him -- 12: 31;
- Glorified and Exalted be He above what they associate with Him -- 16: 1; --- above what
they
say -- 17: 43;
- Allah be exalted - the true King -- 20: 114; 23: 116;
- This lamp is found in houses which Allah hath allowed to be exalted -- 24: 36;
- Solomon's letter to Sheba -- "Exalt not yourselves -----" -- 27: 31;
- High Exalted be Allah from all they ascribe as partners to Him -- 27: 63; 28: 68;
- Pharaoh exalted himself -- 28: 4;
- Praised and Exalted be He above what they associate with Him -- 30: 40;
- Allah exalts pious deeds -- 35: 10;
- Art thou proud or art thou of the High Exalted -- 38: 75;
- Some are exalted in ranks to take labour from others -- 43: 32;
- When the event befalls -- abasing some -- exalting others -- 56: 1-3;
- Allah will exalt those who believe and have knowledge -- 58: 11;
- Exalted be the Glory of Allah -- 72: 3;
- Let whosoever will pay heed to it on honoured leaves, exalted, purified -- 80: 12-16;
- And exalted thy fame -- 94: 4;
EXAMINE
- If believing women come to you as fugitives -- examine them -- 60: 10;
EXAMPLE
- Transformation of Sabbath-breakers to apes - an example to future generations -- 2: 66;
- But if they return thereto -- the example of old hath -- 3: 38;
- Allah will guide you by the examples of those who were before you -- 4: 26;
- Evil as an example are folk who denied Our revelations -- 7: 177;
- Before it was Book of Moses -- an example and Mercy -- 11: 17;
- Had it not become plain to you how We dealt with them and made examples for you -- 14:
45;
- They will not believe even though the example of previous folk is there -- 15: 13;
- We have sent down ---- and the examples of those who passed away before you -- 24: 34;
- Each of them We warned by examples -- 25: 39;
- We desired to show favour to the oppressed --- and make them examples --- 28: 5;
- In Messenger of Allah, you have good example -- 33: 21;
- And the example of the men of old had gone before -- 43: 8;
- We made them an example for those after -- 43: 56;
- When Jesus is quoted as an example, they laugh -- 43: 57;
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We made him a pattern for the Jews -- 43: 59;
The Book of Moses - an example and a mercy -- 46: 12;
In Prophet Abraham you have excellent example -- 60: 4-6;
For kuffar - wife of Noah and wife of Lot -- 66: 10;
For believers - wife of Pharaoh and Mary, daughter of Imran -- 66: 11-12;
Allah seized him and made him an example -- 79: 25;

EXCEED
- Exceed not the measure -- observe it strictly -- do not fall short -- 55: 8-9;
EXCELLENT
- Abraham, Isaac, Jacob - in Our sight, they are of the excellent -- 38: 45-47;
EXCEPTION
- They vowed to pluck its fruit -- and made no exception -- 68: 17-18;
EXCESS
- Postponement of sacred month is excess of kufr -- 9: 37;
- Let him not commit excess in slaying -- 17: 33;
EXCHANGE
- Will you exchange that which is higher for what is lower -- 2: 61;
- Have you seen him who exchanged the grace of Allah for thanklessness -- 14: 28-29;
- Will you choose Iblis and his seed as your friend instead of Allah - a poor exchange -- 18: 50;
- Allah promise believers who do good work --- He will exchange safety for their fear -- 24: 55;
- In exchange for their 2 gardens, We gave them 2 bearing bitter fruits -- 34: 16;
- If you turn away, He will exchange you for other folk -- they will not be the likes of you -47:38;
EXCITE
- And excite any of them whom you can with your voice -- 17: 64;
- You and what you worship cannot excite anyone against Him - except him who will burn in
hell -- 37: 161-163;
EXCULPATE
- I do not exculpate myself -- 12: 53;
EXCUSE
- Make no excuse -- you have disbelieved -- 9: 66;
- Among the Bedouins, some with excuse came for permission -- 9: 90;
- They will make excuse to you -- say make no excuse -- we will not believe you -- 9: 94;
- Moses tells Kadir -- you have received an excuse from me -- 18: 76;
- -- or shall I slay him, or he’ll bring me a plain excuse -- 27: 21;
- On that day, their excuses will not profit those who did injustice -- 30: 57;
- The day when their excuse does not help the evil-doers -- 40: 52;
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O kuffar! make no excuse this day -- 66: 7;
Although he tender his excuses -- 75: 15;
By those who bring down the reminder to excuse or warn -- 77: 5-6;
Nor are they allowed to put up excuses -- 77: 36;

EXEMPT
- His wealth and gains will not exempt him -- 111: 2;
EXHAUST
- Though the sea became ink -- it will be used up before Words of Allah were exhausted -- 18:
109;
EXHORT
- Remember Allah’s Grace to you and His revelations by which He exhorts you -- 2: 231;
- If they did what they were exhorted to do, it would be better for them -- 4: 66;
- Exhort the believers to fight -- 8: 65;
- There hath come to you from your Lord , an exhortation -- 10: 57; 11: 120;
- Allah exhorts you so that you take heed -- 16: 90;
- Call to Way of Allah with wisdom and fair exhortation -- 16: 125;
- Lukman exhorts his son - O my dear son - do not ascribe -- 31: 13-19;
- If the enemy had entered --- and exhorted them to treachery ---- 33: 14;
- I exhort you to one thing only -- awake for Allah's sake by one's and twos and reflect -- 34:
46;
- Who put away his wives by saying -- then will go back on his saying -- before they touch one
another, should free a slave -- to this you are exhorted -- 58: 3-4;
- Who believes in Allah, is exhorted to act thus -- 65: 2;
- The ascent is ----- to exhort one another to perseverance and exhort to pity -- 90: 12-17;
- Man is in loss except those who exhort one another to truth and ----- 103: 1-3;
EXILE
- People of Book who disbelieved caused to go on first exile -- 59: 2;
EXISTENCE
- Flee not, but return to that existence -- 21: 13;
EXPANSE
- Allah made the earth a wide expanse for you -- that you may -- 71: 19-20;
- Haven’t We made the earth an expanse -- 78: 6;
EXPECT
- What do they expect save -- of those who passed away before -- say, expect then -- I am
with you among the expectant -- 10: 102;
- Or do they say he is a poet - for whom we may expect the accident of time -- 52: 30;
- Say to them - Expect -- I too am among the expectant -- 52: 31;
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EXPEL
- The reward of those who wage war on Allah -- is that they be killed or -- expelled from the
land -- 5: 33;
- This is some knowing wizard who would expel you from your land -- 7: 109-110;
- They will not be expelled from Paradise -- 15: 48;
- Expel household of Lot from your township -- 27: 56;
- Expel them not from their houses nor let them go forth unless -- 65: 1-3;
EXPERIENCE
- Township - provision in abundance -- disbelieves in Allah’s favours - made to experience
fear -- 16: 112;
EXPIATE
- Eye for eye allowed but who forgoes as charity it is expiation for him -- 5: 45;
- Expiation for oaths -- feeding 10 needy, clothing -- 5: 89;
- Expiation for hunting during Haj -- 5: 95;
EXPLAIN / EXPLANATION
- None knows the explanation of the allegorical verses except Allah -- 3: 7;
- Allah will explain and guide you by examples of those before you -- 4: 26;
- How should you not eat -- when He has explained to you what is forbidden -- 6: 119;
- Scripture given to Moses ---- an explanation of all things -- 6: 154;
- Allah wrote on the tablets -- and the explanation of all things -- 7: 145;
- Quran is an exposition of what is decreed for mankind -- 10: 37; 16: 89;
- A detailed explanation of everything -- 12: 111; 16: 89;
- That He may explain to them that wherein they differed -- 16: 39;
- That you may explain to mankind, -- what is revealed for them -- 16: 44; that wherein they
differ -- 16: 64;
- He will explain to you on Day of Judgment, that wherein you differed -- 16: 92;
- And everything explained with clear explanation -- -- 17: 12;
- We have sent down revelations and explained them -- 24: 46;
- Upon Us rests the explanation thereof -- 75: 19;
EXPOSE
- The Fire - they are exposed to it morning and evening -- 40: 46;
- That day you will be exposed -- no secret will be hidden -- 69: 18;
- Take him, fetter him, then expose him to Hell-fire, then -- 69: 30-32;
EXPOUND
- Allah expounds to you His revelations -- 2: 187; 221; 242; 24: 18; -- that you err not -- 4:
176;
--- that you may give thanks -- 5: 89;
- Those who were given Scripture were charged to expound it and not hide it -- 3: 187;
- Now Our messenger comes to you expounding much of what you used to hide -- 5: 15;
- We expound the revelations so the way of the unrighteous may be clear -- 6: 55;
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Expound to me with knowledge if you are truthful -- 6: 143;
Quran expounded with knowledge -- 7: 52;
Thus We expound the revelations for people who reflect -- 10: 24;
This Scripture -- the revelations perfected then expounded -- 11: 1;
Expound for me my vision, if you can -- 12: 43;
Joseph, O thou truthful one! expound for us the 7 fat kine -- 12: 46;
And their tongues expound the lie that the better portion is theirs -- 16: 62;
You (Muhammad) was not --- when We expounded commandments to Moses -- 28: 44;
A Scripture whereof verses are expounded -- 41: 2-4;
If only its verses were expounded so we could understand -- 41: 44;

EXTINCTION
- Allah revives the Jews after their extinction that they may give thanks -- 2: 56;
- It was but one shout and they were extinct -- 36: 29;
EXTRAVAGANCE
- Allah does not love waste -- 6: 141; 7: 31;
- Spending to show off not encouraged -- -- 17: 26; 29;
- Follow not the bidding of the extravagant -- 26: 151;
EXULT
- They exult in what they have given - love to be praised for what they have not done -- 3: 188;
- Remember Hunain - when you exulted in your numbers -- 9: 25-27;
- Walk not in the earth exultant -- 17: 37;
- The two men and their gardens of date-palms - one entered his garden and exulted --- 18:
32-44;
- It is you who exult in your gift -- 27: 36;
- Korah told not to exult in his good fortune -- but to seek abode in hereafter -- Allah does not
love the exultant -- 28: 76-77;
- Be not of those who split up their religion into sects - each exulting in its tenets -- 30: 32;
- This is because you exulted in the earth -- 40: 75;
- They exulted in the knowledge they possessed -- 40: 83;
- If We cause man to taste Mercy from Us, he exults -- 42: 48;
- Nor exult for what has been given -- 57: 23;
EYES
- Covering placed over eyes of kuffar -- 2: 7;
- A lesson for -- who have eyes -- Allah causes army to appear to kuffar as twice its number -3: 13;
- You wished for death - now you’ve seen it with your eyes -- 3: 143;
- We prescribed for them therein eye for eye -- 5: 45;
- When they listen to Quran, their eyes shed tears -- they recognise truth -- 5: 83;
- We confound their hearts and eyes - they believed not at first - We let them wander on
blindly -- 6: 110;
- When their eyes are turned to hell, they say Our Lord! do not place us with wrong-doers -- 7:
47;
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- Pharaoh’s wizards threw and cast a spell over the eyes of the people -- 7: 116;
- We have urged to hell ---- having eyes but do not see -- they are worse than cattle -- 7: 179;
- Have they eyes with which they see -- 7: 195;
- When you met, He made you see them with your eyes as few -- lessened you in their eyes -8: 44;
- Noah says - Nor do I say to whom your eyes scorn that Allah will not give them good -- 11:
31;
- His eyes whitened with sorrow -- 12: 84;
- He gives them respite till a day when eyes will stare -- 14: 42;
- Strain not thine eyes toward that which We cause wedded pairs to enjoy ---- 15: 88; 20:
131;
- The matter of the Hour is but as the twinkling of the eye or nearer -- 16: 77;
- Those who disbelieve revelations - hearts ears and eyes sealed -- 16: 108;
- Let not thine eyes overlook them desiring life of world -- 18: 28;
- Those whose eyes were hoodwinked from My reminder -- 18: 101 ;
- We restored you to your mother that her eyes might be refreshed -- 20: 40;
- Bring his before the people’s eyes so they can testify -- 21: 61;
- The true promise - kuffar staring wide-eyed in terror -- 21: 97;
- It is not the eyes that grow blind - it is the hearts -- 22: 46;
- We inspired in him - Make the ship under Our eyes and -- 23: 27;
- He created for you eyes --- Small thanks you give -- 23: 78;
- Who fear a day when ---- eyeballs will be overturned -- 24: 37;
- Eyes grew wild -- 33: 10;
- When the fear comes, you see them regarding you with rolling eyes -- 33: 18-19;
- Had We willed, We could have quenched their eyesight so they could not see -- 36: 66;
- With them are those of modest gaze - lovely eyes - as they were hidden eggs -- 37: 41-50;
- Did we take them wrongfully for a laughing stock or did our eyes missed them -- 38: 63;
- He knows the traitor of the eyes -- 40: 19;
- Till when they reach it, their ears, eyes and skin testify against them -- 41: 20;
- You did not hide yourself lest your ears, eyes and skin should testify against you -- 41: 22;
- Eye for eye allowed, but pardon better -- 42: 40;
- Those exposed to the Fire will be made humble --- and looking with veiled eyes -- 42: 45;
- Therein are brought round for them -- all that -- eyes find sweet -- 43: 71;
- We shall wed them to fair ones with lovely eyes -- 44: 51-57;
- We assigned them ears, eyes, hearts - but their ears --- availed them nothing since they -46: 26;
- Such are they whom Allah curse ---- and blinds their eyes -- 47: 23;
- Reclining on couches - We wed them to fair ones with wide lovely eyes -- 52: 20;
- The eye turned not aside nor was overbold -- 53: 17;
- With downcast eyes they come from the graves ---- hastening to the Summoner -- 54: 7-8;
- Then We blinded their eyes -- 54: 37;
- Our commandment is One ---- as the twinkling of an eye -- 54: 50;
- -- and fair ones with wide lovely eyes like hidden pearls -- 56: 11-26;
- So learn a lesson, O Ye who have eyes -- 59: 2;
- Who ----- and assigned you ears, eyes and hearts -- 67: 23;
- With eyes downcast - abasement stupefying them -- 68: 43;
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- The kuffar will disconcert thee with their eyes when they hear the reminder -- 68: 51;
- What ails kuffar that they keep staring towards you open-eyed in groups right and left -- 70:
36-37;
- Let them chat and play until they meet the day --- when they come racing from the graves in
haste --- with eyes aghast -- 70: 42-44;
- While eyes are downcast -- 79: 9;
- Did We not assign to him 2 eyes -- 90: 8;
EZEKIEL / (DHUL KIFL)
- Was steadfast - brought into Allah's mercy - was righteous -- 21: 85-86;
- Is of the chosen -- 38: 48;
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FABLES
FACE
FACTION
FAIL
FAIR
FAIR-SEEMING
FAITH
FAJR
FALL
FALSE / FALSEHOOD
FALTER
FAME
FAMILY
FAMINE
FARD
FASHION
FASTING
FAT
FATE
FATHERS
FATIGUE
FAULT
FAVOUR
FEAR
FEAR PRAYER
FEE
FEEBLE
FEED
FEEL
FEMALE
FEND
FETTER
FEUD
FEW
FIDYA
FIELD
FIERCE
FIG
FIGHT
FIGURE
FILTH
FIND
FINGERS
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FINISH
FIRE
FIREWOOD
FIRM
FISH
FIX
FLAME
FLEE
FLEET
FLESH
FLING
FLOAT
FLOCK
FLOOD
FLOUNDER
FLOUT
FLUID
FLY
FOAM
FODDER
FOE
FOLIAGE
FOLK
FOLLOW / FOLLOWERS
FOOD
FOOL
FOOT/ FOOTSTEP
FORBEAR
FORBID
FORCE
FOREHEAD
FORELOCK
FORGET
FORGIVE
FORM
FORSAKE
FORTUNE
FORWARD
FOSTER
FOUL
FOUNTAIN
FOWL
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FRAGMENT
FREE
FRETFUL
FRIEND
FRIGHTEN
FROWARD
FROWN
FRUITS
FUEL
FUGITIVE
FULFILL
FULL
FURY
FUTURE
FABLES
- Kuffar will say this is nothing but fables of men of old -- 6: 25;
- When Quran recited, kuffar say it is fables -- 8: 31;
- When asked what Allah revealed - they say fables of men of old -- 16: 24;
- We and our forefathers -- fables of men of old -- 23: 81-83;
- Kuffar say fables of men of old which he had written down -- 25: 5;
- This is ancient fables -- 26: 137; 27: 68; 46: 17;
- Is it because he is possessed of wealth and ----- that he says fables of old -- 68: 14-16;
- When Our revelations are read to them, they say Ancient fables --83: 13;
FACE
- Whithersoever you turn, there is Allah’s countenance -- 2: 115
- We see thee turn thy face to heaven --- turn thy face toward Kaaba -- 2: 144;
- Wheresoever you are turn your faces toward Kaaba -- 2: 149-150;
- It is not righteousness to turn faces to East or West -- 2: 177;
- Some faces will be whitened and some blackened -- 3: 106-107;
- Abraham says I have turned my face towards Him Who created heavens and -- 6: 79-80
- Set your faces upright toward Him at every place of worship -- 7: 29;
- If you could see how angels receive kuffar -- smiting their faces and backs -- 8: 50;
- Those who do good ----- neither dust nor ignominy comes near their faces 10: 26;
- Those who do ill-deeds --- ignominy overtakes them --- as if their faces covered with cloak of
darkest night -- 10: 27;
- Go with this shirt of mine and place it on my father's face -- 12: 93;
- When they placed the shirt on his face, he could see again -- 12: 96;
- How many a portent they pass - with faces averted -- 12: 105;
- Those who persevere in seeking their Lord's countenance -- 13: 22;
- And fire covering their faces -- 14: 50;
- As brethren face to face on couches raised -- 15: 47;
- When he receives news of birth of female - his face remained darkened -- 16: 58;
- On Day of Judgment, He will assemble them on their faces, blind, dumb, deaf -- 17: 97;
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39;
-

Those given knowledge fall on their faces prostrate when it is read to them -- 17: 107: 109;
Restrain thyself along with those who cry ---- seeking His countenance -- 18: 28;
If they ask for shower, they’d be showered with water -- which burn the faces -- 18: 29;
And faces humble themselves before Allah -- 20: 111;
If kuffar knew the time when, they will not be able to drive off the fire from their faces -- 21:

When revelations recited you know the denial on faces of kuffar -- 22: 72;
Fire burn their faces -- 23: 104;
Those who will be gathered on their faces unto Hell -- 25: 34;
Who bring an ill-deed that day will be cast on faces in hell -- 27: 90;
He turned his face toward Midian and said -- 28: 22;
Everything will perish save His countenance -- 28: 88;
Give the kinsman his due -- that is best for those who seek Allah's countenance -- 30: 38;
That which you give in charity seeking Allah's countenance, hath increase manifold -- 30: 39;
On the day when their faces are turned over in the fire -- 33: 66;
Truth has come - falsehood shows not its face -- 34: 49;
They will be honoured in Paradise on couches facing each other -- 37: 40-50;
When he had flung him down on his face -- 37: 103;
Is he then who will strike his face against the doom -- 39: 24;
Those who lied concerning Allah --- their faces blackened -- 39: 60;
If they have news of the birth of a girl-child, their face blackens with rage -- 43: 17;
How will it be with them when the angels gather them smiting their faces -- 47: 27;
Then his wife came - smote her face crying - a barren old woman -- 51: 24-30;
The day when they are dragged on their faces into the Fire -- 54: 48;
There remain but the countenance of thy Lord of Might and Glory -- 55: 27;
-- on lined couches reclining face to face -- 56: 11-26;
--- they turn away their faces disdainful -- 63: 5;
Is he who go groping on his face more rightly guided or ----- 67: 22;
And when they see it nigh, the faces of kuffar ----- 67: 27;
That day faces will be resplendent -- 75: 22;
That day other faces will be despondent -- 75: 24;
That day faces will be bright as dawn, laughing -- 80: 38-39;
That day other faces with dust upon them, veiled in darkness - kuffar and wicked -- 80: 40-42;
You will see the radiance of delight on their faces -- 83: 22-28;
That day faces will be downcast, --- scorched by burning fire --- no food except --- does not
nourish nor satisfy hunger -- 88: 2-7;
- Other faces will be calm --- in a high garden ---- no idle speech -- gushing springs --- 88: 816;
FACTION
- But the factions among them differed -- 43: 65;
FAIL
- The thing they devised failed them -- 6: 24;
- Now the bond between you is severed and what you presumed, has failed you -- 6: 94;
- What they used to invent - failed them -- 10: 30; 11: 21;
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- Don’t you know that your father took --- and how you failed in the case of Joseph before -12: 80;
- Allah does not fail to keep the tryst -- 13: 31;
- Kuffar - works are as ashes on a stormy day - blown by wind - no control of earnings -extreme
failure -- 14: 18;
- Satan says, I promised you, then failed you -- 14: 22;
- Allah will/does not fail to keep His promise -- 14: 47; 22: 47; 30: 6; 39: 20;
- All that they used to invent, failed them -- 16: 87;
- When harm touches you on the sea -- all to whom you cry fail - save Him -- 17: 67;
- Who bear a burden of wrong-doing is a failure that day -- 20: 111;
- They will know that Allah has truth and all they invented failed them -- 28: 75;
- It is revealed -- if you ascribe partners to Allah -- your work will fail -- 39: 65;
- They have failed us -- 40: 74;
- Those to whom they cried before - failed them - they have no place of refuge -- 41: 48;
- They did fail them utterly -- 46: 28;
- The Hour --- will be more wretched --- than their earthly failure -- 54: 46;
- He is a failure who stunteth it -- 91: 10;
FAIR
- Wherein are found the good and beautiful - fair ones close guarded in pavilions -- 55: 62-76;
- -- and fair ones with wide lovely eyes -- 56: 11-26;
FAIR-SEEMING
- Thus their deeds are made to seem fair to the prodigals --10: 12;
- Those who believe not in Hereafter -- works made fair-seeming -- 27: 4-5;
- Satan makes their works fair-seeming to them and -- 27: 24; 29: 38;
- Is he whose deeds is made fair-seeming to him other than Satan’s dupe -- 35: 8;
- The evil he did was made fair-seeming to Pharaoh -- 40: 37;
- That was made fair-seeming in your hearts -- 48: 12;
FAITH
- Those of faith - to enjoy Garden -- 2: 82;
- Questioning Messenger as Moses was questioned - he who chooses disbelief instead of
faith, has gone astray -- 2: 108;
- It was not Allah’s purpose for your faith to be in vain -- 2: 143;
- Rejecters will be punished -- 2: 161;
- Believers stauncher with love for Allah -- 2: 165;
- When someone rejects revelations to follow fathers, he is rejecting faith -- 2: 170;
- Allah protects and leads to light -- 2: 257;
- Believers are not scared of poverty -- 2: 268;
- Faith means to obey Allah and Messenger -- 3: 32;
- On that day they were nearer kufr than faith -- 3: 167;
- Threat of danger increase their faith -- 3: 173;
- They purchase disbelief at price of faith -- 3: 177;
- Our Lord! we heard a caller calling unto faith -- 3: 193;
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Who denies the faith - his work is vain -- 5: 5;
Do not "sell" your faith for small gain -- 5: 44;
Whatever portent you bring to bewitch us, we shall not put faith in you -- 7: 132;
Do not take fathers --- for friends if they prefer to disbelieve rather than have faith -- 9: 23;
When surah is revealed, it increases believers in faith -- 9: 124;
Believers who do good deeds, will be guided by their faith -- 10: 9-10;
They cry to Allah, making their faith pure for Him -- If Thou ---- 10: 22-23;
Have you come to pervert us from the faith in which we found our fathers -- 10: 78;
The holy Spirit revealed it that it may confirm the faith of believers -- 16: 102;
Who disbelieve after belief except him who -- and whose heart is content with faith -- 16: 106;
They say we will not put faith in thee till you cause spring to gush forth from earth -- 17: 90;
Even then we’ll put no faith in -- until you bring down for us a book -- 17: 93;
Do you put faith in him before I give you leave -- 20: 71;
The faith of father (Abraham) is yours -- 22: 78;
He is only a man -- we will not put faith in him -- 23: 38;
Shall we put faith in 2 mortals like ourselves -- 23: 47;
Do you put your faith in him before I give you leave -- 26: 49;
Shall we put faith in you when the lowest of the people follow you -- 26: 111;
-- We shall bring Beast of Earth -- because mankind has no faith in Our revelations -- 27: 82;
When they mount into ships, they pray to Allah making faith pure for Him, but when He brings
them safely to land, they --- 29: 65;
Those to whom knowledge and faith are given will say -- you have tarried until Day of
Resurrection -- 30: 56;
Those who establish worship -- and have sure faith in the Hereafter -- such have guidance -such are successful -- 31: 4-5;
If a wave enshrouds them, they cry to Allah, making faith pure for Him -- 31: 32;
On the day of the victory, the faith of kuffar will not help them -- 32: 29;
If you do not know their fathers, they are your brethren in faith -- 33: 5;
He hath prepared a painful doom for the unfaithful -- 33: 8;
It only confirmed them in their faith and resignation -- 33: 22;
How can they reach faith from afar off -- 34: 52;
Are you in truth of those who put faith (in his words) -- 37: 51-61;
Allah's abhorrence -- when you were called to the faith but did refuse -- 40: 10;
A believing man of Pharaoh’s family who hid his faith said - will you kill -- because -- 40: 28;
Their faith could not avail them when they saw Our doom -- 40: 84-85;
Thou knewest not what the Scripture nor faith was -- 42: 52;
If you put no faith in me, then let me go -- 44: 21;
In your creation and all the beasts -- portents for folk whose faith is sure -- 45: 4;
A guidance and mercy to those whose faith is sure -- 45: 20;
That they might add faith to their faith -- 48: 4;
Allah endeared the faith to you and beautified it in your hearts -- 49: 7;
Bad is the name of lewdness after faith -- 49: 11;
Bedouins say " We believe" - say "We submit" - faith has not yet entered your hearts -- 49:

14;
- Allah conferred a favour to you by leading you to the faith -- 49: 17;
- In the earth are portents for those whose faith is sure -- 51: 20;
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Offspring can join you in Paradise if they follow you in faith -- 52: 21;
Be mindful of duty to Allah -- put faith in messenger -- 57: 28;
--- Allah has written faith on their hearts and strengthened them -- 58: 22;
Those who entered city and faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge -- but
prefer the fugitives above themselves even though poverty becomes their lot -- 59: 9;
Those who came into the faith after them say Our Lord! forgive us and our brethren who were
in faith before us and place not in our hearts any rancour towards believers -- 59: 10;
If believing women come to you as fugitives - examine them -- Allah is best aware of their
faith -- 60: 10;
They make their faith a pretext to turn men from way of Allah -- 63: 2;
-- she put faith in the words of Allah and -- 66: 12;
-- that believers may increase their faith - and may not doubt -- 74: 31;

FAJR
- Establish prayer at two ends of day -- 11: 114;
FALL
- Who ascribe partners to Allah, it is as if he fell from the sky -- 22: 31;
- He hold back the heaven from falling from the earth -- 22: 65;
- And when He make the rain fall on whom He will - they rejoice -- though before that they
were in despair -- 30: 48-49;
- A questioner questioned about doom about to fall on kuffar -- 70: 1-3;
- You will know that some great disaster is about to fall on them -- 75: 25;
- When the stars fall -- 81: 2;
FALSE / FALSEHOOD
- Confound not truth with falsehood nor ..... --2: 42;
- Woe to those who write Scripture with their hands and say "This is from Allah" -- 2: 79;
- False gods lead you from light to darkness -- 2: 257;
- Why confound truth with falsehood and -- 3: 71;
- Whosoever invents a falsehood concerning Allah is wrong-doer -- 3: 94;
- Who allows someone else to be blamed for his delinquency or crime, burdens himself with
falsehood as well as the crime -- 4: 112;
- Listeners for sake of falsehood -- 5: 42;
- You spoke of Allah other than truth -- 6: 93;
- Wilt Thou destroy us because of what those who follow falsehood did -- 7: 173;
- Allah coins the similitude of the true and false -- 13: 17;
- Disbelievers in Allah’s revelations invent falsehood -- 16: 105;
- Do not say - what your own tongues qualify the falsehood -- this is halal -- 16: 116;
- Truth hath come and falsehood has vanished -- 17: 81;
- They take falsehood to refute truth -- 18: 56;
- We hurl the true against the false - it shatters it -- it vanishes -- 21: 18;
- When you go for Haj, shun falsehoods -- 22: 30;
- Allah is true - what they call on beside Him is false -- 22: 62;
- If you accuse honourable women but have no witnesses --- 24: 4;
- If you accuse your wives and have no witnesses -- it shall avert punishment from her -- if she
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bear witness --- that what he says is false --- 24: 6-9;
They descend on every sinful false one -- 26: 222;
Those who follow falsehood may have doubted -- 29: 48;
Do they believe in falsehood and disbelieve in bounty of Allah -- 29: 67;
What they invoke beside Him is false -- 31: 30;
Falsehood shows not its face -- will not return -- 34: 49;
Is it a falsehood -- you desire -- 37: 86;
It is their falsehood they say Allah hath begotten -- they tell lie -- 37: 151-152;
And again their falsehood - He preferred daughters to sons -- 37: 153;
It is an unassailable Scripture -- falsehood cannot come to it -- 41: 41-42;
On the day when the Hour rises -- those who follow falsehood will be lost -- 45: 27;
Kuffar follow falsehood -- 47: 3;
They called Our revelations false -- 78: 28;

FALTER
- Had He shown them to you as many, the muslims would have faltered -- 8: 43;
- Dispute not one with another lest you falter and your strength depart -- 8: 46;
- Do not falter and cry out for peace when you will be the uppermost -- 47: 35;
FAME
- Hath not the fame of those before them reached them -- 9: 70;
- And exalted thy fame -- 94: 4;
FAMILY
- The family which Allah preferred -- 3: 33;
- Shu’eyb’s folk tell him had it not been for his family, they’d have stoned him -- 11: 91;
- Shu’eyb asks his folk whether they honour his family more than Allah -- 11: 92;
- And warn thy tribe of near kindred -- 26: 214;
- If they disobey, say I am innocent of what they do -- 26: 216;
- The family of Pharaoh took him up that he might become for them an enemy -- 28: 8;
- When we were with our families, we were anxious -- 52: 26;
- Save yourselves and your families from the fire --- 66: 6;
FAMINE
- We straitened Pharaoh’s folk with famine and -- 7: 130;
FARD
- Shares of Inheritance - a fard from Allah -- 4: 11;
- Fard in Wadu - wash face, hands to elbows, wipe head, wash feet to ankles -- 5: 6;
FASHION
- Allah fashioned the 7 heavens -- 2: 29;
- Allah fashions you in wombs as He pleases -- 3: 6;
- We created you then fashioned you -- 7: 11;
- Do you disbelieve in Him Who created you of dust -- then fashioned you a man -- 18: 37;
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- Then We fashioned the drop into a clot, then a lump, then with bones, then covered it with
flesh, then --- 23: 14;
- Then He fashioned him and breathed into him of His Spirit -- 32: 9;
- When I have fashioned him and breathed -- 38: 72;
- Allah it is who fashioned you and perfected your shapes -- 40: 64;
- --- and He shaped you making good your shapes - to Him is the journeying -- 64: 3;
- Then Allah shaped and fashioned -- and made of him a pair - male and female -- 75: 38-39;
- What hath made thee careless about Allah who created you and fashioned you -- 82: 6-8;
FASTING
- Prescribed for you as it was --- 2: 183;
- Those sick or on journey can postpone, - fidya - better to fast -- 2: 184;
- Fasting during Ramadan - those sick or on journey may postpone - Allah desireth ease not
hardship - that you should MAGNIFY Allah --- 2: 185;
- Can go in to your wives during the night - they are raiment for you and you for them -- eat
and
drink until the white thread -- then strictly observe fast until nightfall -- touch them not -- be
at your devotions in the mosque -- 2: 187;
- One may fast total 10 days -- if no sacrifice for Haj -- 2: 196;
- Triumphant are those who fast -- 9: 112;
- If you meet any mortal say I have vowed a fast -- 19: 26;
- Men and women who fast -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- -- those who cannot find the means -- let him fast 2 successive months -- 58: 3-4;
- It may be Allah will give him wives better than you --- inclined to fasting -- 66: 5;
FAT
- And of the oxen and sheep We forbade them the fat thereof except -- 6: 146;
FATE
- Our Lord! hasten on for us our fate before Day of Reckoning -- 38: 16;
- I fear for you a fate like that of the tribes of old -- 40: 30;
- We fear from Allah, a day of frowning and of fate -- 76: 10;
FATHERS
- When invited to Islam, kuffar say they'd follow their fathers - thus rejecting faith -- 2: 170; 5:
104;
- Father of child to maintain nursing mother - neither mother nor father to suffer because of
child - responsibility falls on heir of father -- 2: 233;
- Idolaters will say Had Allah willed we would not --- neither had our fathers -- 6: 148;
- They do lewdness and say they found their fathers into it -- 7: 28;
- Shall we forsake what our fathers worshipped -- 7: 70;
- -- till they became affluent and said -- tribulation --- hath touched our fathers -- 7: 95;
- Wilt Thou destroy us because of what our fathers did -- 7: 172-173;
- Do not take fathers ---- for friends if they disbelieve - if you do, you are a wrong-doer -- 9: 23;
- If your fathers, sons, ---- are dearer to you than Allah -- 9: 24;
- The prayer of Abraham for his father was only because of a promise -- 9: 114;
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- Hast thou come to pervert us from the faith in which we found our fathers --- 10: 78;
- Salih’s folk say do you ask us not to worship what our fathers worshipped -- 11: 62;
- Does your way of worship command you that we give up what our fathers worshipped -- 11:
87;
- They worship only as their fathers worshipped before -- 11: 109;
- Joseph tells his father he saw in a dream 11 planets -- prostrating to him -- 12: 4;
- Joseph and his brother are dearer to our father -- our father is in plain aberration -- 12: 8;
- Kill Joseph or --- so that your father’s favour may be all for you -- 12: 9;
- O our father! why will you not trust us with Joseph -- 12: 11;
- He said it saddens me that you should take him with you -- I fear -- 12: 13;
- They came weeping to their father in the evening -- 12: 16;
- O father! we went racing -- we left Joseph -- wolf devoured him -- you do not believe us -12: 17;
- He said your minds beguiled you -- I will have patience -- Allah’s help is to be sought -- 12:
18;
- I have followed the religion of my fathers -- Abraham -- 12: 38;
- Those you worship besides Allah are just names you and your fathers named -- 12: 40;
- Joseph’s brothers said - we shall try to win him from his father -- 12: 61;
- They went back and told their father that the measure was denied them -- 12: 63;
- Their father said - can I entrust him to you as I entrusted his brother to you before -- 12: 64;
- They said Oh our father - what more can we ask - our merchandise is returned to us -- 12:
65;
- Their father said I will not send him with you until you give undertaking -- when they gave
undertaking - Jacob said Allah is warden over what we say -- 12: 66;
- O Ruler of the land - he hath an aged father -- 12: 78;
- Go with this shirt of mine and lay it on my father's face -- 12: 93;
- Their father had said " I am conscious of Joseph's breath ---" -- 12: 94;
- Those around him said -- you are losing your senses - when they laid the shirt on his face, he
could see again -- he said "did I not tell you I know ----" -- 12: 95-96;
- They asked their father to seek forgiveness for them - he said he will ask for their
forgiveness -- 12: 97-98;
- He said O my father! this is the interpretation of my dream --- 12: 100;
- They will enter Paradise with those who do right of their fathers -- 13: 23;
- You want to turn us away from what our fathers worshipped -- 14: 10; 34: 43;
- If Allah willed, we and our fathers would not have worshipped anything beside Him -- 16: 35;
- Their father had been righteous -- 18: 82;
- O sister of Aaron -- thy father was not a wicked man -- 19: 28;
- Abraham asks his father - why do you worship that which cannot hear, nor see, nor help you
in anything -- 19: 42;
- We gave these and their fathers ease until life grew long -- 21: 44;
- We were aware of him when he said to his father and his - what are these images --21: 5152;
- We found our fathers worshippers of them -- 21: 53;
- You and your fathers were in plain error -- 21: 54;
- The faith of your father Abraham is yours -- 22: 78;
- We did not hear of this in case of our fathers of old -- 23: 24;
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- Did they not reflect on Quran or did they get a different message than their fathers -- 23: 68;
- We and our forefathers were already promised this -- 23: 81-83;
- They will say - It was Thou who gave them and their fathers ease until they forgot the --- 25:
18;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - that Allah is your Lord and Lord of your fathers -- 26: 26;
- Abraham asks his father and his folk - what do you worship -- 26: 70;
- Abraham’s father replies -- we worship idols - we are devoted to them -- 26: 71;
- Abraham asks - do they hear you - do they benefit or harm you -- 26: 72-73;
- His father replies - No - but we found our fathers acting on this wise -- 26: 74;
- Abraham tells his father -- see what you and your forefathers worship are an enemy to me
save
the Lord of the Worlds Who created me -- 26: 75 - 82;
- In his supplication to Allah Abraham says - and forgive my father - he is of those who err,
and abase me not on the day when they are raised -- 26: 83-89;
- Kuffar say when we become dust like our fathers will we be raised again -- 27: 67;
- We were promised this - we and our fathers -- 27: 68;
- Our father is a very old man -- 28: 23;
- My father bid thee - that he may pay you for watering our flocks -- 28: 25;
- O my father! hire him -- 28: 26;
- This is magic - we never heard of this among our fathers of old -- 28: 36;
- If you tell them to follow what Allah revealed, they say they follow their fathers -- 31: 21;
- If you do not know their fathers - they are your brethren in faith -- 33: 5;
- Muhammad is not father of any man among you -- 33: 40;
- This man will turn you away from what your fathers worshipped -- 34: 43;
- That you may warn a folk whose fathers were not warned -- 36: 6;
- Shall we be raised again -- and our forefathers -- 37: 16-17; 56: 47-48;
- They found their fathers astray - they hasten to follow their footsteps ----- 37: 69-74;
- Abraham said to his father and -- what is it you worship -- 37: 83-100;
- Elias said to his folk - will you --- cry to Baal and forsake Allah your Lord and Lord of your
forefathers -- 37: 124-126;
- Our Lord! -- and make them enter Paradise as Thou hast promised them with -- 40: 7-9;
- We found our fathers following a religion -- We are guided by their footprints -- 43: 22-23;
- Even though I bring you better guidance than your fathers had -- 43: 24;
- Abraham said to his father and -- I am innocent of what you worship besides Him Who
created me -- 43: 26-27;
- I let these and their fathers enjoy life till there should come to them the truth and -- 43: 29;
- Allah - Your Lord and Lord of your forefathers -- 44: 8
- Bring back our fathers if you are truthful -- 44: 36; 45: 25;
- They are names - you and your fathers named -- 53: 23;
- Believers do not love folk opposed to Allah --- even though they be fathers, sons ---- 58: 22;
- A good pattern in Abraham -- said to his folk -- we are done with you -- except what Abraham
promised his father when he said I will ask forgiveness -- 60: 4;
- On the day when a man flees from -- his father -- 80: 34-37;
FATIGUE
- Bring our breakfast -- we have found fatigue in this journey -- 18: 62;
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FAULT
- There are others who have acknowledged their faults -- 9: 102;
- Moses tells Kadir not to be hard on him for his fault -- 18: 73;
- You cannot see any fault in Allah’s creation -- 67: 3;
FAVOUR
- Show us the path of those Thou hast favoured -- 1: 7;
- Yahudis reminded of Allah's favours -- 2: 40; 122; 14: 6;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you - you were enemies - He made friendship between your
hearts -- 3: 103;
- They rejoice because of Allah’s Favour and Kindness -- 3: 170-171;
- They returned with Grace and Favour from Allah -- 3: 174;
- Who obey Allah and messenger are in company of those whom Allah showed favour -4: 69;
- I perfected your religion --- and completed My favour --- 5: 3;
- Believers reminded of Allah's favour --Allah withheld hands of -- from hurting believers -- 5:
11;
- Yahudis reminded of Allah’s favour -- sent them prophets, made them kings - gave them
what
was given to no one else -- 5; 20;
- Are these they whom Allah favoured among us -- 6: 53;
- Allah hath shown us favour -- who wards off evil and endures, finds favour -- 12: 90;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you when He delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk -- 14: 6;
- More favours will be added if gratitude is shown -- 14: 7;
- Invites you to ask, that He may forgive you -- 14: 10;
- If you were to count favours of Allah, you cannot reckon it -- 16: 18;
- Allah hath favoured some above others in provision -- will you hand over some to poor -- 16:
71;
- Thus He perfect His favour to you that you may surrender to Him -- 16: 81;
- They know the favour of Allah - then deny it -- 16: 83;
- Township - provision coming in abundance - disbelieves in Allah’s favours -- 16: 112;
- Who desire the hereafter and strive -- -- their effort find favour -- 17: 19;
- These are they whom Allah showed favour from among prophets -- children of Adam - and
of
those carried on ship with Noah, and of Abraham and Israel -- from among those We guided
and chose - when revelations recited to them they prostrated -- 19: 58;
- Another time We have shown thee favour -- 20: 37;
- This is the past favour with which you reproach me -- 26: 22;
- We have been taught language of birds - been given abundance - evident favour -- 27: 16;
- My Lord! arouse me to be thankful for Thy favour --- 27: 19;
- We desired to show favour to those oppressed - to make them examples and inheritors -28: 5;
- My Lord! Forasmuch as Thou hast favoured me -- I will never support the guilty -- 28: 17;
- Allah hath LOADED YOU WITH FAVOURS within and without -- 31: 20;
- Remember Allah's favour to you when there came against you hosts --- 33: 9;
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- When you said to him whom Allah favoured -- keep your wife and fear Allah - hiding in
mind what Allah was to bring to light -- 33: 37;
- Some outstrip others through good deeds - that is the great favour -- 35: 32;
- Had it not been for the favour of my Lord, I too would be in hell -- 37: 57;
- He (Solomon) hath favour with Us and happy journey’s end -- 38: 40;
- If they ask for favour, they are not those to whom favour can be shown -- 41: 24;
- When We show favour to man, he turns aside -- 41: 51;
- That you mount their backs, remember Allah's favour saying "Glorified be He ----" -- 43: 1314;
- He is only a slave on whom We bestowed favour -- 43: 59;
- We gave Yahudis --- and favoured them above all peoples -- 45: 16-17;
- My Lord! arouse me that I may give thanks for the favour Thou hast favoured me and my
parents -- 46: 15;
- And He may perfect His favour to thee -- 48: 2;
- They make it a favour to you that they surrendered to Allah - it is no favour to me - Allah
conferred favour to you by leading you to the faith -- 49: 17;
- Righteous will dwell in gardens --- firmly established in the favour of mighty King -- 54: 5455;
- Which of the favours of Allah that you deny -- 55: 13; 16; 18; 21; 23; 25; 28; 30; 32; 34;
36;
38; 40; 42; 45; and every alternate verse to end of Surah.
- O Yahudis! if you claim to be favoured of all mankind -- then long for death -- 62: 6-8;
- Thou art not for Allah’s favour - a mad man -- 68: 2;
- Had it not been that favour from Allah hath reached him -- 68: 49;
- Do not do favours for worldly gain -- 74: 6;
- And none hath with him any favour for reward -- 92: 17-21;
FEAR
- Kuffars put fingers in ears during rainstorm for fear of death -- 2: 19;
- Allah will send guidance, whoso follows, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 38;
- Yahudis told to fear Allah -- 2: 40;
- Who believes in Allah, ------ will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 62; 5: 69; 6: 48;
- There are rocks which fall down with fear of Allah -- 2: 74;
- Who surrenders his purpose to Allah while doing good, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 112;
- Fear them not, but fear Me -- 2: 150; 3: 175; -- Devil will make men fear his partisans -- 3:
175;
- We shall try you with fear, hunger, loss of ----- 2: 155;
- He who fears from the testator some unjust or sinful --- 2: 182;
- Fear Allah and know that one day you will meet Him -- 2: 223;
- Those who spend their wealth ------- will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 262; 274;
- Who believes, do good -------- shall not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- Those slain in Allah’s Way --- will not fear nor grieve -- 3: 169-170;
- When believers were told people gathered against them, to fear them, it increased their -- 3:
173;
- Only devil will make men fear his partisans -- fear them not - fear Me -- 3: 175;
- If you fear you will not deal fairly with orphans, marry 2, 3 or 4 women - and if you fear you
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will not be just to them, then only one -- 4: 3;
Let those fear who will leave behind weak offspring -- 4: 9;
You have nothing to fear if you believe in Allah, Last Day and spend right -- 4: 39;
Some of them fear man with fear greater than that for Allah -- 4: 77;
When any news of safety or fear come to them, they broadcast it, whereas if they had -- 4:

83;
- While traveling, shorten your prayer if you have fear -- 4: 101;
- How to perform the fear prayer -- 4: 102;
- If a woman fears ill-treatment or desertion from her husband -- no sin to make peace -- 4:
128;
- This day are kuffar in despair ----- so fear them not, fear Me --- 5: 3;
- If you stretch your hand to kill me, I shall not reciprocate -- I fear Allah -- 5: 28;
- Fear not mankind -- Fear Me -- 5: 44;
- We fear lest a change of fortune befall us -- Allah may grant you victory -- 5: 52;
- Who reneges from Islam knows Allah will replace him with -- who fears not the blame of
any blamer -- 5: 54;
- Who believe in Allah, Last Day and does right --- will not fear nor grieve -- 5: 69;
- Allah will test you by the game you take -- to know who fear Him in secret -- 5: 95;
- If I rebel against my Lord, I fear the retribution of an awful Day -- 6: 15;
- Warn those who fear -- that they may ward off evil -- 6: 51;
- Abraham tells his people he does not fear the partners they set up with Allah - how should
he fear those when they do not fear to set up such partners -- 6: 80-81;
- Who refrain from evil and amend shall not fear nor grieve -- 7: 35;
- Enter the Garden -- no fear shall come upon you nor -- 7: 49;
- Call on Him in fear and hope -- 7: 56; -- they cried to Us in ------ 21: 90; -- who forsake their
beds to cry to Allah in ----- 32: 16;
- When they feared the consequence thereof --- they said -- 7: 149;
- He picked up the tablets and inscribed thereon was guidance and mercy for those who
feared
Allah -- 7: 154;
- True believers hearts feel fear when Allah is mentioned -- 8: 2;
- He sent down water ----- to purify you and remove from you the fear of Satan -- 8: 11;
- I will throw fear into the hearts of kuffar -- 8: 12;
- Remember when you were few, feeble and feared you'd be wiped out ------ 8: 26;
- Satan says he fears Allah -- 8: 48;
- If you come on them in war deal with them so as to strike fear in those behind them -- 8: 57;
- If you fear treachery from any folk, throw back their treaty to them -- 8: 58;
- What! Do you fear them -- Allah hath more right that you fear Him -- 9: 13;
- Only believers who observe prayers -- and fear none but Allah - shall tend mosques -- 9: 18;
- If you fear poverty from loss of trade -- Allah will -- 9: 28;
- Hypocrites fear that a Surah will be revealed concerning them -- 9: 64;
- If I disobey Allah, I fear the retribution --- 10: 15;
- Friends of Allah are those who fear not nor grieve -- 10: 62;
- They were in fear of Pharaoh -- 10: 83;
- If you turn away, I fear for you the retribution of an awful Day -- 11: 3;
- Noah tells his folk - I fear for you the retribution of a painful Day -- 11: 26;
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52;
-

When they did not reach for it he --- conceived a fear of them -- they said Fear not -- 11: 70;
Shu’eyb tells his folk I fear for you the doom of a besetting Day -- 11: 84;
Herein is a portent for those who fear the doom -- 11: 103;
Have no fear this day --- 12: 92;
He showeth you the lightning - a fear and a hope -- 13: 12; 30: 24;
Such as unite what Allah hath commanded --- and fear their Lord --- 13: 21;
We'll make you dwell in land --- this is for him who fear My Majesty and My threats -- 14: 14;
As they came hurrying on in fear -- heads upraised -- their gaze -- 14: 43;
They fear their Lord above them and do what they are told -- 16: 50;
Be in awe of Me alone -- 16: 51; (Fear Me and Me alone - Y/A -- 2: 41;)
Will you fear any other than Allah -- 16: 52;
Township - provision coming in abundance - disbelieves in Allah’s Favours - made to
experience fear -- 16: 112;
Slay not your children -- fearing a fall to poverty -- 17: 31;
They hope for His Mercy and fear His Doom -- 17: 57;
If you possessed the treasures of Mercy of Allah, you’d hold them back for fear -- 17: 100;
Your see the guilty fearful of what is in the book -- 18: 49;
As for the lad - his parents were believers and we feared that he’d oppress them -- 18: 80;
Zachariah prays - O Allah! I fear my kinsfolk after me -- 19: 5;
Oh my father! I fear lest a punishment of Allah overtake thee -- 19: 45;
Quran -- a reminder to him who fear -- 20: 3;
Allah tells Moses to grasp the gliding serpent and fear not -- 20: 21;
Speak to him a gentle word - perchance he may heed or fear -- 20: 44;
We fear he maybe -- or he may play the tyrant -- 20: 45;
Allah tells Moses to fear not! I am with you --- 20: 46; you are the higher -- 20: 68;
Moses conceived a fear in his mind -- 20: 67;
Do not fear of being overtaken nor of the sea -- 20: 77;
Aaron tells Moses I feared that you should say I caused division -- 20: 94;
A believer who does good works, will not fear injustice that day -- 20: 112;
They tremble with fear of Him -- 21: 28;
A reminder for those who fear their Lord in Secret -- 21: 49;
They cried to Us in longing and fear -- 21: 90;
Fear your Lord - the earthquake of the Hour is a tremendous thing 22: 1;
Whose hearts fear when Allah is mentioned -- 22: 35;
Those who go in fear of Allah -- race for good things - they shall win -- 23: 57;
Men who -- fear a day when hearts and --- will be overturned -- 24: 36-37;
Do they fear lest Allah and Messenger should wrong them --- 24: 50;
Who obey Allah and Messenger and fear Allah and keep duty to Him -- are victorious -- 24:
He will give them in exchange safety after their fear -- 24: 55;
Moses said O Allah! I fear they will deny me -- 26: 12; --- I fear they will kill me -- 26: 14;
Moses said I fled from you when I feared you -- 26: 21;
I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 135;
O Moses! Fear not - emissaries do not fear in My Presence except -- 27: 10-11;
The trumpet will be blown - all in heaven and earth will start in fear -- 27: 87;
Who bring good deed - will have ----- such are safe from fear that day -- 27: 89;
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- To show Pharaoh ---- that which they feared from them --- 28: 6;
- We inspired Moses' mother to cast him in river when she feared for him - then fear not -- 28:
7;
-

Morning found him in the city, fearing, vigilant -- 28: 18;
So he escaped, fearing, vigilant -- 28: 21;
He said - fear not - you have escaped from the wrong-doing folk -- 28: 25;
O Moses! Draw nigh and fear not -- 28: 31;
Guard your heart from fear -- 28: 32;
I killed a man among them - I fear they’ll kill me -- 28: 33;
I fear they will give the lie to me -- 28: 34;
When Our messengers came to Lot -- they said fear not nor grieve -- 29: 33;
Do you have among your slaves equal partners in the wealth We bestowed on you that you
fear them -- 30: 28;
- Keep your duty to Allah and fear a day when -- 31: 33;
- But when the fear comes, they regard thee with rolling eyes -- when fear goes, they scold
you ---in their greed for wealth -- 33: 19;
- When you said to him whom Allah --- keep your wife and fear Allah - hiding in your mind -you feared mankind -- you should fear Allah -- 33: 37;
- That was Allah’s way with those who delivered the messages ---- and feared Him and
feared
none but Him -- 33: 38-39;
- When fear is banished from their hearts, they say what was it your Lord said -- 34: 23;
- Thou warnest those who fear their Lord in secret -- 35: 18; 36: 11;
- The learned among His bondmen fear Allah alone -- 35: 28;
- You can only warn him who follow Quran and fear Allah in secret -- 36: 11;
- If I should disobey my Lord, I fear the doom of a terrible day -- 39: 13;
- With this doth Allah appall His bondmen -- O My bondmen! therefore fear Me -- 39: 16;
- So that the flesh of those who fear their Lord , creep -- 39: 23;
- I fear he will alter your religion or -- 40: 26;
- I fear for you a fate like ---- those of old --- like the plight of Noah's folk ---- 40: 30-31;
- I fear for you a day --- when you will turn to flee -- 40: 32-33;
- Those who say Our Lord is Allah and are upright --- angels tell them Fear not --- 41: 30;
- Believers are fearful of the Hour -- 42: 18;
- The wrong-doers are fearful of what they earned -- 42: 22;
- O My slaves! No fear for you this day nor is it you who grieve -- 43: 68;
- Who say Our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright -- no fear nor grief -- 46: 13-14;
- Hud warns - I fear for you the doom of a tremendous day -- 46: 21;
- You will enter Kaaba secure -- hair shaved and cut - not fearing -- 48: 27;
- Paradise -- it is for every penitent and heedful one who fear Allah in secret -- 50: 31-35;
- Warn by Quran him who fears My threat -- 50: 45;
- He conceived a fear of them - they said fear not! and gave him tidings -- 51: 24-30;
- We left behind a portent for those who fear a painful doom -- 51: 37;
- For him who fear the standing before his Lord, -- are two gardens -- 55: 46; -- and restrained
his
soul from lust - the garden will be his home -- 79: 40-41;
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- Do you fear to give alms before your conference with messenger -- 58: 13;
- They fear you more than they fear Allah -- 59: 13;
- Satan tells them to disbelieve ---- then he flees and says he fears Allah -- 59: 16;
- If this Quran was revealed to a mountain -- it would split with fear of Allah -- 59: 21;
- Those who fear Allah in secret -- theirs will be forgiveness and --- 67: 12;
- Man is created anxious --- save --- and those who fear the doom ----- none can feel ----- 70:
19-35;
- Who believe in Allah fear neither loss nor oppression -- 72: 13;
- They fear not the hereafter -- 74: 53;
- Allah is the fountain of fear -- 74: 56;
- They fear a day whereof the evil is wide spreading -- 76: 7;
- We fear from our Lord a day of frowning and of fate -- 76: 10;
- I will guide you to Allah and you shall fear Him -- 79: 19;
- Herein is a lesson for him who feareth -- 79: 26;
- Thou art a Warner to those who fear it -- 79: 42-46;
- Who come to thee with honest purpose and hath fear - from him you are distracted -- 80: 810;
- And attentive to her Lord in fear -- 84: 2; 5;
- He will heed, who fears -- 87: 9;
- Allah is pleased with them and they with Him -- this is in store for him who fears Allah -- 98:
8;
- And hath made them safe from fear -- 106: 5;
FEAR PRAYER
- If you go in fear - pray standing or on horseback -- 2: 239;
FEE
- I ask you no fee for it -- 6: 90;
- You ask them no fee for it -- 12: 104;
- Or do you ask of them any tribute -- 23: 72;
- Follow those who ask of you no fee -- 36: 21;
- I ask you no fee for this -- - 38: 86; 42: 23;
- Or do you ask them a fee so they are plunged in debt -- 52: 40; 68: 46;
FEEBLE
- Zachariah prays - O Allah! my bones are feeble and -- 19: 4;
FEED
- Who is sick or -- may postpone their fast -- who can afford there is ransom -- feeding of a
man in need -- 2: 184;
- Give not to the foolish -- but feed and clothe them -- 4: 5;
- He feeds and is not fed -- 6: 14;
- Eat and feed your cattle -- 20: 54;
- Eat thereof and feed the poor -- 22: 28; 36;
- Abraham says -- they are enemy to me save Allah -- Who feed me -- 26: 75-82;
- Kuffar say to believers, shall we feed whom if Allah willed, He would feed -- 36: 47;
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-- nor do I ask that they should feed Me -- 51: 57;
-- who is unable to do so -- the feeding of 60 needy ones -- 58: 3-4;
And urged not the feeding of the wretched -- 69: 34; 89: 18; 107: 3;
They feed with food the needy wretch, prisoner and orphan for love of Allah -- 76: 8;
They say we feed you for sake of Allah - we wish no reward nor thanks from you -- 76: 9;
The Ascent is --- to feed an orphan near of kin -- 90: 12-17;
Who hath fed them against hunger -- 106: 4;
-- he who repels the orphan and does not urge feeding of the needy -- 107: 1-3;

FEEL
- On the Day when -- it is said to them Feel the touch of hell -- 54: 48;
- The doom --- is that before which none can feel secure -- 70: 19-35;
FEMALE
- Has He forbidden the 2 males or 2 females or what the wombs contain -- 6: 143-144;
- Allah knows what every female bears, what the wombs absorb and what they grow -- 13: 8;
- When he receives news of the birth of female - his face remains darkened -- 16: 58;
- Shall he keep it --- or bury it ---- 16: 59;
- Who does right whether male or female -- We shall quicken with good life -- 16: 97;
- Hath you Lord distinguished ---- and chose for Himself females ----- 17: 40;
- No female bring forth except with His knowledge -- 35: 11;
- Did We create the angels females -- 37: 150;
- Who does right - male or female - and is believer -- will enter Paradise -- 40: 40;
- No female carrieth or brings forth without His knowledge --- 41: 47;
- He bestows female offspring on whom He will -- 42: 49;
- He mingles them - male and female - makes barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- If one of them had tidings of birth of female - their face becomes black with rage -- 43: 17;
- Or do they make the angels females -- did they witness their creation -- 43: 19;
- We have created you male and female -- 49: 13;
- Are yours the males and His the females -- 53: 21;
- Those who disbelieve in hereafter name angels with female names -- 53: 27;
- He created the 2 spouses -- male and female -- 53: 45;
- Then Allah -- and made him a pair - male and female -- 75: 38-39;
- And Him Who created male and female -- 92: 3;
FEND
- If Thou fend not off their wiles from me, I shall incline to them -- 12: 33;
- So Allah --- and fended off their wiles from him -- 12: 34;
FETTER
- He will relieve them of their burden and the fetters they used to wear -- 7: 157;
- Take him and fetter him, then expose him to hell-fire, then -- 69: 30-32;
- With Us are heavy fetters and a raging Fire -- 73: 12;
FEUD
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- Who is further astray than one who is in open feud with Allah -- 41: 52;
FEW
- How many a little company hath overcome a mighty host with Allah's help -- 2: 249;
- Remember when you were few and feeble and feared -- 8: 26;
- When Allah showed them to you in your dream as few -- 8: 43;
- When you met, Allah made you see them -- as few -- 8: 44;
FIDYA
- Who is sick or on journey may postpone their fast -- for those who can afford there is ransom
-feeding of a man in need -- 2: 184;
- Haj - who is sick or has ailment of head must pay ransom of -- 2: 196;
- Those who put away their wives by saying -- then would go back on their saying -- the
penalty
before they touch one another is to free a slave or -- 58: 3-4;
FIELD
- Will you be left secure in --- and tilled fields -- 26: 146-148;
- -- he was called from --- in the blessed field from the tree -- 28: 30;
- They cried out to each other -- run to your field if -- 68: 21-22;
FIERCE
- Had you been stern and fierce, they would have dispersed -- 3: 159;
FIG
- By the fig and the olive -- 95: 1;
FIGHT
- Fight in Allah's way, those who ---- begin not hostilities --Allah loves not aggressors -- 2: 190;
- Fight them not at Kaaba unless they attack you there -- 2: 191;
- Fight them until there is no more persecution and religion is for Allah -- 2: 193; 8: 39;
- Attack them in the same manner they attack you -- 2: 194;
- Warfare is ordained for you, though it is hateful -- 2: 216;
- Warfare in sacred month is great sin -- they will not stop fighting you until they make you
renegades in your religion -- 2: 217;
- Fight in the way of Allah -- 2: 244;
- Yahudis tell their prophet, they'll fight in Allah's way if they get a King, yet when fighting
prescribed, they turn away -- 2: 246;
- Army sets out with King Saul - told not to drink at river - drank - few stood to fight Goliath exclaimed how few with Allah's leave, can defeat many -- 2: 249;
- Army fights Goliath - David slew Goliath and becomes King - had Allah not repelled some
men by
others, earth would be corrupted -- 2: 250-251;
- If Allah had so willed, those who followed them would not have fought -- 2: 253;
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- If they fight against you, they’d turn and flee -- 3: 111;
- Many Prophets had disciples who fought beside them without flinching -- crying only -- Our
Lord, forgive our sins -- so Allah gave them the rewards of both worlds -- 3: 146- 148;
- When hypocrites called to fight, said they don't know to fight -- 3: 167;
- Those who fled --- and who fought and were slain, I shall remit -- 3: 195;
- Let those fight in way of Allah, who sell life of world for other - whether slain or not -they will have vast reward -- 4: 74
- Why should you not fight in Allah's way, defending feeble, women and children -- 4: 75;
- Believers fight for Allah - kuffar fight for Satan -- 4: 76;
- Some fear mankind more than Allah and say why has fighting been ordained for us -- 4: 77;
- Fight in way of Allah - urge believers - perhaps Allah will restrain --- Allah is mightier -- 4: 84;
- Yahudis tell Moses - Go thou and thy Lord and fight - we’ll sit here -- 5: 24;
- Make ready for them, all you can of armed force -- 8: 60;
- Exhort the believers to fight -- 8: 65;
- If they break their pledges -- and assail your religion -- then fight them -- 9: 12;
- Will you not fight a folk who broke their solemn pledges and -- 9: 13;
- Fight them - Allah will chastise them at your hands -- 9: 14;
- Fight against Yahudis and Christians who disbelieve in Allah and Last Day, do not forbid
what
Prophet has forbidden, follow not Islam -- until they pay Jizya -- 9: 29;
- Yahudis say Ezra is son - Christians say --- Allah Himself fight against them -- 9: 30;
- You shall never go out -- nor fight with me against a foe -- 9: 83;
- They shall fight in Way of Allah -- will slay and be slain -- 9: 111;
- Do not all go out to fight at once - leave some behind to teach religion -- 9: 122;
- Fight the kuffar near to you and be harsh with them -- 9: 123;
- Sanction is given to those who fight because they are wronged -- 22: 39;
- He found therein 2 men fighting -- 28: 15;
- Those who fight in way of Allah --- He rendereth not their actions vain -- He will guide them
and improve their state and bring them into the Garden -- 47: 4-6;
- You will be called against a folk of mighty prowess to fight them until -- 48: 16;
- If 2 parties of believers fall to fighting - make peace between them - if one party does wrong
to
the other, fight wrong-doer until it returns to way of Allah -- 49: 9;
- Those who spent and fought before the victory are on greater rank than those who did so
afterwards -- 57: 10;
- They will not fight against you except in fortresses or behind walls -- 59: 14;
- Allah loves those who battle for His cause in ranks as if a solid structure -- 61: 4;
- He knows that among you are those who fight for cause of Allah -- 73: 20;
FIGURE
- When you see them (hypocrites) their figures please thee -- 63: 4;
FILTH
- Follow not footsteps of devil - he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- Nor any food save filth which only sinners eat -- 69: 36-37;
- Shun filth-- 74: 5;
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FIND
- I have found out that you apprehend not -- 27: 22;
- I found a woman ruling over them -- 27: 23;
- I found her and her people worshipping the sun -- 27: 24;
- He found therein -- 2 men fighting -- 28: 15;
- Morning found him in the city fearing -- 28: 18;
- When he came to the water of Midian, he found a whole tribe of men --- he found apart
from them 2 women -- 28: 23;
- Allah willing, you’ll find me of the righteous -- 28: 27;
- They will find no friend nor helper besides Allah -- 33: 17; 64: 68;
- You will not find for Allah’s way of treatment any substitute nor can it be changed -- 35: 4243;
- They found their fathers astray -- 37: 69-74;
- You find yourself this day among the lost -- 41: 23;
- We found there only 1 house of muslims -- 51: 36;
- -- who cannot find the means -- let him fast 2 successive months -- 58: 3-4;
- Those who entered --- and the faith before them, love those --- and find in their breasts no
need -- 59: 9;
- We sought the heaven -- found it filled with strong warders -- 72: 8;
- He who listened now find a flame waiting for him -- 72: 9;
- I can find no refuge besides Him -- 72: 22;
- Whatsoever good you send -- you will find with Allah, better -- 73: 20;
- Allah warded-off from them the evil of that day and made them find brightness and -- 76: 11;
- Reclining on couches - they will not find heat of sun nor -- 76: 13;
- Your endeavour on earth has found acceptance -- 76: 22;
- Did He not find thee -- an orphan and protect thee -- 93: 6; -- wandering and direct
thee -- 93: 7; -- destitute and enrich thee -- 93: 8;
FINGERS
- During thunderstorms, kuffar put fingers in their ears -- 2: 19;
- They bit their fingertips with rage at you -- 3: 119;
- Smite their necks and smite of them each finger -- 8: 12;
- When I call them, they put their fingers in their ears -- 71: 7;
- Yea, We are able to restore his very fingers -- 75: 4;
FINISH
- Abraham tells his folk -- we have done with you -- 60: 4;
FIRE
- Their likeness is as the likeness of one who lights a fire - when it sheds light -- 2: 17;
- Guard yourselves against a fire whose fuel is men .... 2: 24;
- Who denies Revelations are owners of Fire -- 2: 39;
- They say Fire will not touch us but for a few days -- 2: 80;
- Who is surrounded by his sin, is owner of Fire ....will abide therein -- 2: 81;
- Kuffar will be compelled to doom of Fire -- 2: 126;
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Allah will show them their deeds -- and they will not emerge from the Fire -- 2: 167;
They eat fire into their bellies --- 2: 174;
They race to reach the Fire -- 2: 175;
Our Lord! give us -- and in the Hereafter and guard us from Doom of Fire -- 2: 201;
Idolaters invite to the Fire -- 2: 221;
Kuffar and their false gods are owners of Fire to abide therein -- 2: 257;
Those who return to usury after warning are owners of Fire -- 2: 275;
Kuffar will be fuel for the Fire -- 3: 10; --- owners of Fire -- 3: 116; 13: 5;
That is because they say Fire will not touch us save for a short while -- 3: 24;
You were on the brink of fire and He saved you from it -- 3: 103;
Ward off from yourselves fire prepared for kuffar -- 3: 131;
Their habitation - the Fire - hapless abode of wrong-doers -- 3: 151;
Kuffar will say they will not believe in any messenger until he brings miracle which Fire from
heaven shall devour -- 3: 183;
Who is removed from fire and enters Paradise - is triumphant -- 3: 185;
Our Lord! Glory be to Thee -- Preserve us from doom of Fire -- 3: 191;
Our Lord! Whom Thou causest to enter the Fire, he is confounded -- 3: 192;
He will make them enter the Fire to dwell forever -- 4: 14;
Who kills another through aggression and injustice, will be cast into the Fire -- 4: 29-30;
As often as skins consumed, will get fresh skins -- 4: 56;
Hypocrites will be in lowest part of Fire -- 4: 145;
Abel tells Cain - I rather you bear the punishment for the sin against me and -- and become
owner of Fire -- 5: 29;
They will wish to come forth from the fire but ---- 5: 37;
As often as they light a Fire for war - Allah extinguishes it -- 5: 64;
If you could see when they are before the Fire and say would that we could return -- 6: 27;
Allah will say - Fire is your home - abide forever -- except whom Allah will -- 6: 128;
Satan replies to Allah - Thou created me from Fire -- 7: 12;
Enter the Fire among those who passed before you - every time a nation enters, it curses its
sister nations -- 7: 38-39;
Theirs will be a bed of Hell and over them coverings of Hell -- 7: 41;
For kuffar - the torment of the Fire -- 8: 14; --- kuffar will abide in the Fire -- 9: 17;
On the day when it (hoarded wealth) will be heated in Fire of Hell and their foreheads -branded -- 9: 35;
Those who do not expect to meet with Us -- their home will be the Fire -- 10: 7-8;
Such are rightful owners of Fire -- 10: 27; 22: 51;
Those are they for whom there is nothing in Hereafter except the Fire -- 11: 16;
Who disbelieve therein - Fire is his appointed place -- 11: 17;
We rained on them stones of clay marked with Fire -- 11: 82-83;
The wretched ones will be in the Fire sighing and wailing -- 11: 106;
Incline not towards those who do wrong lest the fire touch you --- 11: 113;
From that which they smelt in the fire to make ornaments -- 13: 17;
The reward of kuffar is fire -- 13: 35;
Enjoy life while you can - your journey’s end is the Fire -- 14: 30;
And the fire covering their faces -- 14: 50;
Jinn created from Fire -- 15: 27;
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- Assuredly theirs will be the Fire -- 16: 62;
- As the fire abates, He will increase the flames -- 17: 97;
- We have prepared for kuffar - Fire -- 18: 29;
- The guilty behold the fire and know they are about to fall therein -- 18: 53;
- Dhul Qarneyn said - blow - till he made it a fire -- he said -- 18: 96;
- Moses saw fire in distance - tells his folk he will bring brand from it or find guidance -- 20: 10;
- We cast them (ornaments) in the Fire - as Samiri proposed -- 20: 87;
- If kuffar knew when they will not be able to drive off the Fire -- 21: 39;
- We said O Fire! be cool for Abraham -- 21: 69;
- Kuffar will have garments of fire cut for them -- 22: 19;
- Shall I proclaim to you worse than that - The Fire - a promise for kuffar -- 22: 72;
- The fire burn their faces -- 23; 104; -- faces ----- scorched by burning fire -- 88: 4;
- Whose oil will glow -- though no fire touched it -- 24: 35;
- Do not think that kuffar can escape in the land --- Fire will be their home -- 24: 57;
- They deny the coming of the Hour - We prepare for them a fire -- when it seeth them, from
afar
they hear the crackling and roar thereof -- when they are flung into it -- they pray for
destruction -- pray for many destructions -- is that doom better -- 25: 11-15;
- Moses tells his household - I spy afar off - a fire -- 27: 7; 28: 29;
- When he reached it, he was called - Blessed is he who is in the fire and round about it -- 27:
8;
- Who bring ill deed will be cast on their faces in the fire -- 27: 90;
- O Chiefs! -- kindle for me a fire to bake the mud and set up for me a tower -- 28: 38;
- We made them patterns that invite to the fire -- 28: 41;
- Allah saved him from the fire -- 29: 24;
- You have chosen idols -- On Day of Judgment you will deny -- your abode will be Fire -- 29:
25;
- Their retreat is the fire - when they wish to come out, they will be thrown back in -- 32: 20;
- Allah hath prepared for them a fire wherein they will abide forever -- 33: 64-65;
- On the day when their faces are turned over in the fire -- 33: 66;
- Those Jinns who deviated from Our command, tasted punishment of fire -- 34: 12;
- Taste the doom of the Fire you used to deny -- 34: 42;
- He (devil) only summons to the fire -- 35: 6;
- Who appointed for you fire from the green tree -- you kindle from it -- 36: 80;
- Build a building and throw him in the red-hot fire -- 37: 97;
- No word of welcome for them -- they’ll roast in the fire -- 38: 59;
- Oh! give him double portion of the fire -- 38: 61;
- The wrangling of the dwellers in the Fire -- 38: 64; 40: 47-50;
- Thou created me of Fire -- 38: 76;
- Take pleasure in your disbelief for a while - you are owners of the Fire -- 39: 8;
- They have an awning of Fire above and below them -- with this doth Allah appall His
bondmen -therefore fear Me -- 39: 16; 90: 20;
- Can you rescue him who is in the fire -- 39: 19;
- The Word of Allah concerning kuffar fulfilled -- 39: 71; 40: 6; -- they’re owners of fire -- 40:
6;
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- I call you to deliverance -- you call me to fire -- 40: 41;
- The prodigals -- owners of fire -- 40: 43;
- The fire - they are exposed to it morning and evening -- it is said -- cause Pharaoh's folk to
enter
the most awful doom -- 40: 46;
- When they wrangle in the fire - the weak say to the proud -- will you rid us of a portion
of the fire -- 40: 47;
- The proud say - we are all together herein -- 40: 48;
- Those in Fire say to guards of hell - Beg your Lord to relieve us a day of torment -- 40: 49;
- They say, didn't your messengers come to you with clear proofs -- then pray -- 40: 50;
- They are dragged through boiling water and thrust into the fire -- 40: 70-76;
- When the enemies of Allah are driven to the fire , their ears, eyes and skins testify --- 41: 1920;
- Though they are resigned, the fire is still their home -- 41: 24;
- The reward for Allah's enemies - the fire -- 41: 28;
- Is he who is hurled in the fire better or he who come secure -- 41: 40;
- Some will be in the Garden -- some in Fire -- 42: 7;
- Those exposed to fire will be made humble by disgrace -- 42: 45;
- Your habitation is the fire - none to help you -- 45: 34;
- This day they come not forth from thence nor can they make amends -- 45: 35;
- On the day when the kuffar are exposed to the fire - it will be said You squandered your good
things in life of world -- now you are rewarded -- you used to transgress -- 46: 20;
- On the day when kuffar is exposed to the fire they’ll be asked - Is this not real -- 46: 34;
- Fire - habitation of kuffar -- 47: 12;
- Are those who enjoy this like those who are immortal in Fire -- 47: 15;
- We prepared a flame for kuffar -- 48: 13;
- The Day of Judgment -- the day when they will be tormented at the Fire -- 51: 12-14;
- The day when they are thrust into the Fire of hell -- 52: 13;
- This is the Fire you were wont to deny -- 52: 14;
- Allah hath been gracious to us and preserved us from torment of Fire -- 52: 27;
- On the day when they are dragged to the fire on their faces -- 54: 48;
- He created Jinn of smokeless fire -- 55: 15;
- There will be sent against you both (man and Jinn) heat of Fire -- 55: 35;
- Have you observed the fire you light -- 56: 71;
- Hypocrites and kuffar told - no ransom today - your home is the fire -- 56: 15;
- Home of hypocrites and kuffar - Fire -- their patron and journey’s end -- 57: 15;
- Such are rightful owners of Fire -- they will abide therein -- 58: 17; 64: 10;
- -- He would have punished them in this world and in the Hereafter - theirs the punishment
of the Fire -- 59: 3;
- The consequence of both (hypocrites and Devil) will be they are in the Fire - abiding -- 59: 17;
- Owners of Fire and owners of Garden are not equal -- 59: 20;
- Ward off from yourselves and families, a fire whose fuel is men and stones -- 66: 6;
- Wife of Noah, wife of Lot -- enter the Fire with those who enter -- 66: 10;
- Because of their sins they were drowned and then made to enter a fire -- 71: 25;
- With Us are heavy fetters and raging fire and food which choke -- 73: 12-13;
- Him shall I fling to the burning - leaving nothing - sparing nothing - it shrivels man - above it
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are 19 -- 74: 26-30;
- We have appointed angels to be warders of the fire - their number - a stumbling block for
kuffar that People of Book and believers may have certainty - believers may increase in faith People
of Book and believers may not doubt - kuffar will say what is meaning of this similitude - Allah
send astray or guides whom He will - none knows the host of Allah save Him - this is
reminder
to mortals -- 74: 31;
- What brought you to the fire - they will say We did not pray -- 74: 42-47;
- We have prepared for kuffar manacles, carcans and raging fire -- 76: 4;
- And be thrown to scorching fire -- 84: 12;
- Self-destroyed were owners of ditch of fuel-fed fire when they sat by it and were themselves
witnesses to what they did believers -- 85: 4-7;
- The most hapless will flout it - will be thrown to fire - he will neither live nor die --87: 1113;
- On that day faces will be --- scorched by burning fire -- 88: 2-7;
- Kuffar - Fire will be an awning over them -- 90: 20;
- Therefore have I warned you of the flaming fire -- 92: 14-16;
- By the snorting coursers striking sparks of fire -- 100: 1-3;
- The bereft and hungry one will be his mother - raging fire -- 101: 9-11;
- He will be flung to the consuming one - the fire of Allah - which leaps over the hearts of men
in outstretched columns -- 104: 4-9;
- He will be plunged in the flaming fire -- 111: 3;
FIREWOOD
- Those who are unjust, are firewood for Hell -- 72: 15;
FIRM
- He sent down water from sky -- and firm your feet thereby -- 8: 11;
- Allah inspired the angels -- make the believers stand firm -- 8: 12;
- When you meet an army, hold firm and think of Allah much -- 8: 45;
- Had We not made thee firm -- you may inclined to them -- 17: 74;
- My Lord! cause me to come in with a firm incoming and to go out with a firm outgoing -- 17:
80;
- We made firm their hearts -- 18: 14;
- -- and with Pharaoh - firm of might -- 89: 10;
FISH
- Lawful for you and seafarers -- 5: 96;
- Ask them about -- how their big fish came to them on Sabbath but when it was not Sabbath
the fish did not come -- 7: 163;
- They forgot their fish - it took its way to the water -- 18: 61; 63;
- The fish swallowed him -- 37: 142;
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FIX
- If We willed We could have fixed them in their place so they can neither go forward nor
turn back -- 36: 67;
FLAME
- We guard it against -- and them doth a clear flame pursue -- 15: 17-18;
- Whenever it abates, We increase the flame for them -- 17: 97;
- Whoso takes the devil for friend -- he will mislead him and guide him to the Flame -- 22: 4;
- Moses tells his household -- I’ll bring you tidings or a flame to warm yourselves -- 27: 7;
- What! even though the devil is inviting them to the doom of the Flame -- 31: 21;
- Except who snatch -- and he is pursued by a piercing flame -- 37: 6-10;
- -- We made them missiles for devils -- for them doom of flame -- 67: 5;
- -- had we listened or have sense we’d not be among dwellers in flames -- 67: 10;
- -- they acknowledge their sins -- far removed from mercy are dwellers in the flames -- 67: 11;
- He who listened now find a flame waiting for him -- 72: 9;
- -- which yet is no relief from the flame -- 77: 31;
FLEE
- He made you flee from them that He might try you -- 3: 152;
- So those who fled of were driven from --- or suffered damage for My Cause -- 3: 195;
- Yahudis told turn not in flight or they’d be losers -- 5: 21;
- Then you turned back in flight -- 9: 25;
- When they feel Our might, they flee from it -- 21: 12;
- Flee not - return to that existence - that you may be questioned -- 21: 13;
- Those who fled their homes for the cause of Allah -- 22: 58;
- I fled from you when I feared you -- 26: 21;
- When he saw it writhing like a demon, he turned to flee -- 27: 10; 28: 31;
- You cannot make the deaf hear when they turn to flee -- 27: 80; 30: 52-53;
- They only wished to flee -- 33: 13;
- Flight will not help you if you flee from death -- 33: 16;
- Jonah - he fled to the laden ship -- 37: 139-140;
- A day when you will turn to flee having no preserver from Allah -- 40: 33;
- If kuffar join battle with you they’ll take to flight -- 48: 22;
- Then flee to Allah -- 51: 50;
- Withdraw from him who flee from Our remembrance and prefer life of world -- 53: 29;
- The hosts will all be routed and will turn and flee -- 54: 45;
- Those who entered ---- the faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge -- 59: 9;
- If they had helped them, they would have turned and fled -- 59: 12;
- It calls him who turned and fled from truth -- 70: 15-18;
- We know we cannot escape from Allah in the earth nor by flight -- 72: 12;
- Why do they now turn away -- as frightened donkeys fleeing from a lion -- 74: 49-51;
- On that day, man will cry -- wither to flee -- 75: 10;
- On the day when man will flee from his brother, mother ------ 80: 34-37;
FLEET
- You love the FLEETING NOW -- 75: 20;
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- These love fleeting life -- 76: 27;
FLESH
- We created you from -- then from a lump of flesh -- 22: 5;
- Their flesh and blood does not reach Allah -- 22: 37;
- Then We clothed the bones with flesh -- 23: 12-16;
- Whereat their flesh creep with fear of Allah so that flesh and heart soften to ---- 39: 23;
- Would you love to eat the flesh of your dead brother -- 49: 12;
- -- and the flesh of fowls they desire -- 56: 11-26;
FLING
- Build for him a building and fling him in the Fire -- 37: 97;
- When he had flung him down on his face - We called to him -- 37: 103-104;
- We have flung firm hills therein -- 50: 7;
- We seized them and flung them in the sea -- 51: 40;
- When they are flung therein they hear its roar as -- 67: 7;
- Whenever a fresh host is flung therein - the warders ask them -- 67: 8-11;
- I shall fling him to the burning -- 74: 26;
- He who will be flung to the great Fire -- 87: 11-13;
- He will be flung to the Consuming One -- 104: 4;
FLOAT
- He it is Who created -- the sun, moon -- they float each in an orbit -- 21: 33;
FLOCK
- We gave them refuge on a height -- a place of flocks and -- 23: 50;
- He found apart from them 2 women keeping back their flocks -- we cannot give our flocks to
drink till -- 28: 23;
- So he watered their flock for them -- 28: 24;
- My father bid thee -- for that you did water the flock for us -- 28: 25;
FLOOD
- So We sent them the flood and the locusts and -- a succession of clear signs -- 7: 133;
- And the flood beareth on its surface swelling foam from which -- 13: 17;
- The flood engulfed them -- they were wrong-doers -- 29: 14;
- And We sent on them the flood of arim --- 34: 16;
FLOUNDER
- Let them flounder in their talk and play until -- 43: 83;
FLOUT
- Evil-doers flout revelations of Allah -- 6: 33;
- They flouted the commandment of Allah -- 7: 77;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said - will you let Moses make mischief and flout you -- 7: 127;
- They denied revelations --- and flouted His messengers -- 11: 59;
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- He denied and flouted -- 75: 32;
- The most hapless will flout it - who will be thrown to the fire wherein he will neither live nor
die -- 87: 11-13;
FLUID
- Kuffar - boiling fluid will be poured down their heads -- 22: 19-22;
- Then He made his seed from despised fluid -- 32: 8;
- Allah created you from dust, then from a little fluid - then He made you pairs -- 35: 11;
- Was he not a drop of fluid which gushed forth -- 75: 37;
- We created man from a drop of thickened fluid to test him -- 76: 2;
- We created man from a drop of thickened fluid which --- 77: 20-23;
- He is created from a gushing fluid which issued from between the loins and ribs -- 86: 6-7;
FLY
- Those on whom you call besides Allah will never create a fly -- and if the fly took something
from them -- 22: 73;
- You see the hills you think solid flying with flight of clouds -- 27: 88;
- Have you not seen --- and send against them swarms of flying creatures -- 105: 1-3;
FOAM
- The flood bears on its surface, swelling foam ------ it passes away as scum -- 13: 17;
FODDER
- -- and grapes and green fodder -- 80: 24-32;
FOE
- Friends on that day will be foes except those who -- 43: 67;
- If they have the upper hand of you, they’d be your foes -- 60: 2;
- We strengthened those who believed against their foe -- 61: 14;
- -- cleaving as one the centre of the foe -- 100: 4-5;
FOLIAGE
- Allah sent down -- thereby to produce -- gardens of thick foliage -- 78: 14-16;
- -- and gardens -- closes of thick foliage -- 80: 24-32;
FOLK
- He can remove you and -- even as He raised you from progeny of other folk -- 6: 133;
- Moses tells Yahudis - you are a folk who know not -- 7: 138;
- Why preach to a people whom Allah is about to destroy -- so as to be free of guilt -- 7: 164;
- Evil as an example are the folk who denied Our revelations -- 7: 177;
- I am Warner and bearer of good tidings to folk who believe -- 7: 188;
- Kuffar are folk without intelligence -- 8: 65;
- If they seek help from you - help them - except against a folk with whom you have treaty -- 8:
72;
- That is because they are a folk who know not -- 9: 6;
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- Will you not fight a folk who broke their solemn pledges -- fight them -- Allah will chastise
them -- 9: 13-14;
- If you go not forth, He will --- and choose a folk other than you -- 9: 39;
- Pay your contributions willingly or --- it will not be accepted -- you are froward folk -- 9: 53;
- They are folk who are afraid -- 9: 56;
- Hath not the fame of those before --- the folk of Noah, Aad, Thamud --- 9: 70;
- So that they may warn their folk when they return to them -- 9: 122;
- Allah turns away their hearts because they are folk who do not understand -- 9: 127;
- After him (Noah) We sent messengers to their folk - they brought them clear proofs -- 10: 74;
- Noah tells his people they are folk that are ignorant -- 11: 29;
- Hud’s folk tell him they will not forsake their gods on his saying -- 11: 53;
- My Lord will set in place of you a folk other than you -- 11: 57;
- Let not -- cause you to sin so there befall you what befell the folk of Noah, Hud, Salih -- the
folk of Lot are not far off from you -- 11: 89;
- I have forsake the religion of folk who believe not in Allah -- 12: 37;
- Put their --- in their saddlebags -- they’d know it when they go back to their folk -- 12: 62;
- We shall get provision for our folks and -- 12: 65;
- Come to me with all your folk -- 12: 93;
- We sent not before thee -- save men whom We inspired from among the folk of -- 12: 109;
- Thou art a Warner only and for every folk - a guide -- 13: 7;
- Allah does not change the condition of a folk until they change --- and if Allah wills
misfortune -- none can repel it -- 13: 11;
- Messengers sent with language of their folk -- 14: 4;
- They are a folk bewitched -- 15: 14-15;
- We have been sent to a guilty folk -- all except the family of Lot -- 15: 58-59;
- You are folk unknown to me -- 15: 62;
- He hide himself from the folk because of the tidings he received -- 16: 59;
- Water from sky - reviving earth -- a portent for folk who hear -- 16: 65;
- On the day when We raise up in every nation a witness from their own folk -- 16: 89;
- When We would destroy a township, We send Command to its folk -- 17: 16;
- Nothing prevents Us from sending portents -- folk of old denied them -- 17: 59;
- Did you make a hole therein to drown the folk thereof -- 18: 71;
- They journeyed till they came to folk of township who refused to make them guests -- 18: 77;
- When he came to the 2 mountains, he found a folk who could scarcely understand -- 18: 93;
- Then she brought him to her own folk -- 19: 27;
- We made Quran easy in thy tongue only that -- you may warn the froward folk -- 19: 97;
- Moses tells his folk he saw a fire afar off -- 20: 10;
- Moses asks Allah to appoint a henchman for him from his folk -- 20: 29;
- You tarried years among folk of Midian -- 20: 40;
- Pharaoh led his folk astray -- 20: 79;
- What made you hasten from thy folk Oh Moses -- 20: 83;
- We tried your folk in your absence - As Samiri misled them -- 20: 85;
- Moses went back to his folk angry -- 20: 86;
- We broke not -- of our own will -- we were laden with ornaments of the folk -- 20: 87;
- How many community -- have We shattered and raised up -- another folk -- 21: 11;
- We were aware of him when he said to his -- and his folk -- what are these images -- 21: 51-
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They were evil folk --- 21: 74; 77; --- lewd -- 21: 74;
There is a plain statement for folk who are devout -- 21: 106;
A far removal for -- wrong-doing folk -- 23: 41; --- folk who believe not -- 23: 44;
Pharaoh and his chiefs were despotic folk -- they said shall we put faith in 2 mortals like us -whose folk are servile to us -- 23: 45-48;
When the believers heard it, why didn’t they think good of their own folk and say -- 24: 12;
Do not enter houses --- without --- and invoking peace on the folk thereof -- 24: 27;
Kuffar say other folk helped him with it -- 25: 4;
But Thou did give them and their fathers ease -- till they forgot the warning -- 25: 18;
Messenger saith - My Lord! my own folk make Quran of no account -- 25: 30;
Go together to the folk who denied Our revelations -- 25: 36;
And Noah’s folk - when they denied the messengers -- We drowned them -- 25: 37;
Allah tells Moses to go to the wrong-doing folk -- Pharaoh -- 26: 10-11;
Abraham asks his father and his folk -- what do you worship -- 26: 70;
Noah says - My Lord! my own folk deny me -- 26: 117;
Lot tells his people - you are a froward folk -- 26: 166;
You are a folk that are being tested -- 27: 47;
And when Lot said to his folk - will you knowingly commit abomination -- 27: 54;
You are a folk who act senselessly -- 27: 55;
His (Lot’s) folk answered - expel the household of Lot from your township - they are folk
who would keep clean -- 27: 56;
They are folk who ascribe equals to Him -- 27: 60;
We narrate story of Moses and Pharaoh with truth for folk who believe -- 28: 3;
He entered the city at a time of carelessness of the folk -- 28: 15;
That you may warn a folk -- that they may give heed -- 28: 46;
Never did Allah destroy township unless the folk were evil-doers -- 28: 59;
Korah was of Moses folk -- he oppressed them -- they said to him - do not exult -- Allah
does not love the exultant -- 28: 76;
Abraham said to his folk - serve Allah and -- 29: 16;
Herein are portents for folk who believe -- 29: 24;
Lot said to his folk - you commit lewdness such as no creature -- 29: 28;
My Lord! grant me victory over folk who work corruption -- 29: 30;
We are about to bring down on the folk of this township -- 29: 34;
He created for you mates -- portent for folk who reflect -- 30: 21;
He created heavens and -- difference in language -- portents for men of knowledge -- 30: 22;
In your slumber -- seeking His bounty -- portents for folk who heed -- 30: 23;
Showing of lightning for fear -- water from sky -- quickening earth -- portents for folk who
understand -- 30: 24;
He coin for you similitude of yourselves -- We display revelations for people with sense -- 30:
Allah enlarges or straitens provision -- portents for believers -- 30: 37;
We sent before thee - messengers to their own folk -- 30: 47;
Turn not thy cheek in scorn to folk -- 31: 18;
That you may warn a folk -- that they may walk aright -- 32: 3; --- whose fathers were not
warned -- 36: 6;
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- Then can you expect any other treatment than that of the folk of old -- 35: 42- 43;
- Your evil omen be with you -- you are froward folk -- 36: 19;
- They cannot make bequest nor can they return to their own folk -- 36: 50;
- We had no power over you -- you were wayward folk -- 37: 30;
- And We left for him among later folk (the salutation) Peace be to Noah -- 37: 75-82; --Peace
be on Abraham -- 37: 108-109; --- Peace be on Moses and Aaron -- 37: 119-120; --- Peace
be to Elias -- 37: 129-130;
- Abraham said to his father and his folk - what is it you worship -- 37: 83-100;
- Elias said to his folk - will you not ward off evil -- 37: 124;
- We sent him to 100,000 folk -- they believed -- We gave them -- 37: 147-148;
- Shall We ignore you because you are a wanton folk -- 43: 5;
- Abraham said to his father and his folk - I am innocent of what you worship besides Him
Who created me -- 43: 26-27;
- It is a reminder for thee and thy folk -- you will be questioned -- 43: 44;
- When Jesus is quoted as example, folk laugh and say -- they are contentious folk -- 43: 5758;
- They are folk who believe not -- 43: 88;
- He cried to Allah saying - these are guilty folk -- 44: 22;
- Even so -- We made it an inheritance for other folk -- 44: 28;
- Are they better or folk of Tubba -- We destroyed them -- they were guilty -- 44: 37;
- In your creation and all the beasts -- portents for folk whose faith is sure -- 45: 4;
- Tell believers to forgive kuffar that He may requite folk what they earned -- 45: 16;
- A Guidance and Mercy for folk whose faith is sure -- 45: 20;
- Mention Hud - he warned his folk among the sand hills -- 46: 21;
- I see that you are a folk that know not -- 46: 23;
- Shall any be destroyed except evil-living folk -- 46: 35;
- If you turn away, He will exchange you for folk -- who will not be the likes of you -- 47: 38;
- You thought messenger -- would never return to their folk --You were worthless folk -- 48: 12;
- You will be called against a folk of mighty prowess, to fight against them until -- 48: 16
- Let not a folk deride a folk who might be better than they are -- 49: 11;
- The folk of Noah, Ar-Rass, Thamud, Aad, Pharaoh, Lot, Dwellers in wood, Tubba -- denied
their messengers -- My threat took effect -- 50: 12-14;
- Abraham thought - these are folk not known to me -- 51: 24-30;
- What is your errand - O ye sent from Allah -- 51: 31;
- We are sent to a guilty folk that we may send on them stones of clay -- 51: 32-33;
- The folk of Noah were licentious folk -- 51: 46;
- Every folk in the past said their messenger was either a madman or wizard -- 51: 52-53;
- Do their minds command -- or are they just outrageous folk -- 52: 32;
- The folk of Noah denied before -- and said -- a madman -- 54: 9;
- Have you seen him who take for friends folk with whom Allah is angry -- 58: 14;
- Folk who believe will not love those who oppose Allah and messenger - even though they
are their fathers, sons, --- Allah hath written faith on their hearts and -- 58: 22;
- That is because they are a folk who -- understand not -- 59: 13; -- have no sense -- 59:
14;
- A good pattern in Abraham - said to his folk - We are guiltless of you and all you worship
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besides Allah -- there is now hate and hostility between us -- 60: 4;
Be not friendly with folk with whom Allah is angry -- who have despaired of the
Hereafter as -- 60: 13;
Wretched is the likeness of folk who deny revelations of Allah -- 62: 5;
My Lord! -- deliver me from Pharaoh -- and deliver me from evil-doing folk -- 66: 11;
Among us are righteous folk and others far from that -- 72: 11;
Then went he to his folk with glee -- 75: 33;
Didn't We destroy the former folk and caused the latter folk to follow -- 77: 16-17;
When they returned to their own folk, they returned jesting -- 83: 31;
Who is given account in right hand --- will return to their folk in joy -- 84: 7- 9;
He lived joyous with his folk -- 84: 13;

FOLLOW / FOLLOWERS
- Whoso follow My Guidance will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 38;
- If you follow their desires -- Allah will not help nor protect you -- 2: 120;
- Say- we follow the religion of Abraham -- 2: 135;
- -- that We may know who follow messenger from who -- 2: 143;
- They will not follow your Qiblah - you will not follow their Qiblah - and if you follow their
desires after -- 2: 145;
- On the day when those who were followed, disown those who followed them -- 2: 166;
- And those who were followers will say if ----- we will disown them as they -- 2: 167;
- Follow not the footsteps of the Devil -- 2: 168; 6: 142; -- he is an enemy to you -- 6: 142
- When told to follow Revelations, man say they'd follow their fathers -- 2: 170; 31: 21; 43:
22-24;
- Follow not the devil - he is your enemy -- 2: 208; 6: 142;
- Had Allah willed those who followed them would not have fought -- 2: 253;
- If you love Allah, follow me -- 3: 31;
- Disciples said -- we follow him whom Thou hast sent -- 3: 53;
- Allah tells Jesus He will set those who follow him above kuffar -- 3: 55;
- Those who have best claim to Abraham are those who followed him and -- 3: 68;
- Believe not in one who does not follow your religion -- 3: 73;
- Follow religion of Abraham the upright -- 3: 95;
- These are the vicissitudes We cause to follow one another for mankind -- 3: 140;
- One who follow the Pleasure of Allah is not as one who earns His condemnation -- 3: 162;
- Hypocrites answered - if we know how to fight, we’d follow you -- 3: 167;
- They followed the good Pleasure of Allah -- 3: 174;
- Those who follow vain desires will have you go astray -- 4: 26;
- Had it not been for Grace of Allah -- you’d have followed Satan save -- 4: 83;
- Who opposes messenger -- and follow other than Islam -- will be exposed to hell -- 4: 115;
- Who is better in religion than he who --- and follow the tradition of Abraham the upright -- 4:
125;
- Follow not the vain desires of those of old who went astray -- 5: 77;
- I follow what is inspired in me -- 6: 50; 10: 15; 46: 9;
- I will not follow your desires -- 6: 56;
- Follow what is inspired/revealed to you from your Lord -- 6: 106; 7: 3; 33: 2;
- If you obey most - they will mislead you - they follow opinion - they guess -- 6: 116;
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- Allah can remove you and cause what He will to follow you -- 6: 133;
- You follow nothing but an opinion - you guess -- 6: 148;
- Follow not the whims of those who deny Our revelations - who believe not in Hereafter -- 6:
150;
- Ten commandments - -- 6: 151-153;
- This is My straight path - Follow it - follow not other ways lest ---- 6: 153;
- Follow it and ward off evil that you may find mercy -- 6: 155;
- Follow what is sent down to you from Allah - follow no protecting friends besides Him -- 7: 3;
- As for those who follow you, I shall fill hell with all of you -- 7: 18; 38: 84-85;
- He covers the night with the day which is in haste to follow it -- 7: 54;
- The disbelieving chieftains said if you follow Shu’eyb, you’d be losers -- 7: 90;
- Moses tells Aaron -- do right - follow not the way of mischief-makers -- 7: 142;
- Those who follow messenger - who can neither read nor write - who follow the light sent
down
with him -- are successful -- 7: 157;
- Follow Prophet Muhammad (SAS) that you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
- Will you destroy us because of what our fathers did -- 7: 173;
- He clung to the earth and followed his own lust -- 7: 176;
- If you call them to Guidance, they follow you not -- 7: 193;
- I follow only that which is inspired in me by my Lord -- 7: 203;
- Fight those who have been given Scripture but believe not -- nor follow religion of truth -- 9:
29;
- Had it been near and an easy journey, they would have followed you but -- 9: 42;
- The Muharjirin, Ansars and those who followed them in goodness - will enter Paradise -- 9:
100;
- Will you follow one who leads to the truth or one who himself has to be guided -- 10: 35;
- Most follow conjecture -- guess cannot replace truth -- 10: 36;
- Those who follow anything besides Allah - follow only conjecture -- 10: 66;
- Allah tells Moses not to follow the road of those who have no knowledge -- 10: 89;
- Follow what is inspired in thee -- 10: 109; 33: 2;
- Noah’s folk tell him it is only the abject among them follow him -- 11: 27;
- They followed the command of every froward potentate -- 11: 59;
- A curse was made to follow them in the world and -- 11: 60; 99;
- They did follow the command of Pharaoh -- 11: 97;
- The wrong-doers followed that by which they were made sapless -- 11: 116;
- I have followed the religion of my father Abraham --- 12: 38;
- I call on Allah with sure knowledge -- I and whoso follow me -- 12: 108;
- If you follow their desire after the knowledge which comes to thee -- 13: 37;
- We followed you - can you avert some of Allah's doom -- 14: 21;
- Whoso follow me is of me -- 14: 36;
- Reprieve us -- we will obey --- and follow the messengers -- 14: 44;
- As for My slaves - you have no power over them except such that follow you -- 15: 42;
- Travel with thy household --- and follow thou their backs -- 15: 65;
- Ask the followers of the Remembrance if you don’t know -- 16: 43;
- Bees inspired to follow Ways of Allah -- 16: 68-69;
- A dumb man - burden to owner - not equal to one who enjoins justice and follow straight
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path -- 16: 76;
- Prophet Muhammad inspired to follow religion of Abraham -- 16: 123;
- Follow not that of which you have no knowledge -- 17: 36;
- Evil doers say - you follow a man bewitched -- 17: 47; 25: 8;
- Allah tells Iblis - Go and whoever follow thee -- hell shall be your payment -- 17: 63;
- Be not loud voiced nor silent in worship -- follow a way in between -- 17: 110;
- Obey not him who follow his own lust -- 18: 28;
- Moses said to Kadir - may I follow thee so you may teach me right conduct -- 18: 66;
- We gave him a road to everything -- and he followed a road -- 18: 84-85;
- Then he followed a road -- 18: 89; 92; -- till he reached land of rising sun -- 18: 90; -- till
he came between 2 mountains -- 18: 93;
- Knowledge has come to me --- so follow me --- 19: 43;
- Those who follow lusts will meet deception -- 19: 59;
- Let not him --- who follow his own desire - turn you aside - lest you perish -- 20: 16;
- Peace will be for him who follow right guidance -- 20: 47;
- Then Pharaoh followed with his hosts -- drowned -- 20: 78;
- Aaron tells people to follow and obey him -- 20: 90;
- Moses asks Aaron, why didn't you follow me -- 20: 93;
- On that day they follow the Summoner who deceive not -- 20: 108;
- Whoso follow My guidance will not go astray nor grieve -- 20: 123;
- --- if only Thou had sent a messenger so that we might have followed -- 20: 134;
- Ask the followers of the Reminder if you know not -- 21: 7;
- Among mankind is he who -- and follow every froward devil -- 22: 3;
- Thou followest right guidance -- 22: 67;
- We caused them to follow one another to disaster -- 23: 44;
- If the truth had followed their desires - whole world would have been corrupted -- 23: 71;
- Follow not the footsteps of the devil - he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- In reply to Pharaoh - the people said they are gathering so they could follow the wizards if
they
won -- 26: 40;
- Shall we put faith in thee when the lowest of the people follow thee -- 26: 111;
- And lower thy wing in kindness to the believers who follow thee -- 26: 215;
- As for poets - the erring follow them -- 26: 224-226;
- You 2 and those who follow you, will be the winners -- 28: 35;
- We made a curse to follow them in this world and -- 28: 42;
- Our Lord! why was no messenger sent to us that we could follow -- 28: 47;
- Then bring Scripture from Presence of Allah giving clearer guidance, so I can follow it -- 28:
49;
- If they answer thee not, know they follow their lust and are far astray -- 28: 50;
- If we were to follow the Guidance with thee, we’d be torn out of our land -- 28: 57;
- Didn't Korah know Allah had destroyed men before who had ---- and bigger following -- 28:
78;
- Kuffar tell believers - follow our religion -- 29: 12;
- Those who follow falsehood may have doubted -- 29: 48;
- Wrong-doers follow their own lust without knowledge -- 30: 29;
- Follow the path of him who repents to Me -- 31: 15;
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If it is said to them follow what Allah revealed - they say we follow our fathers -- 31: 21;
Satan found his calculation true -- they follow him -- 34: 20;
If you follow the way of the folk of old, you will get same treatment -- 35: 43;
Haven't they traveled and seen the consequence of those before -- 35: 44;
You can only warn him who follow Quran and fear Allah in secret -- 36: 11;
O my people! follow those who have been sent - who ask no fee of you -- who are rightly
guided -- 36: 20-21;
- They found their fathers astray - they hasten to follow their footsteps -- 37: 69-74;
- Follow not desire that it beguile you from Way of Allah -- 38: 26;
- Give good tidings to My bondmen who hear good advice and follow the best thereof -- 39: 1718;
- Is he whose bosom Allah expanded for Islam so that he follows a light from Allah is as
he who disbelieves -- 39: 22;
- -- and follow the better guidance of that which is revealed to you before -- 39: 55;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend all things in Mercy and Knowledge, therefore forgive -- 40: 7-9;
- Follow me - I will show you the way of right conduct -- 40: 38;
- The weak say to the proud - We were following you so -- 40: 47-48;
- When Allah command comes -- cause judged -- followers of vanity will be lost -- 40: 78;
- Follow not their lusts -- 42: 15; -- they denied truth and followed their own lusts -- 54: 3;
- We found our fathers following a religion -- we are guided by their footprints -- 43: 22; 23;
- Even though I bring you better guidance than your father followed -- 43: 24;
- Doubt not concerning it -- follow me -- 43: 61;
- Take away My slaves by night -- you will be followed -- 44: 23;
- Follow it - follow not whims of -- who know not -- they cannot help against Allah -- 45: 18-19;
- On the day -- those who follow falsehood will be lost -- 45: 27;
- Kuffar follow falsehood - believers follow truth -- 47: 3;
- Is he who rely on clear proof -- like him whose evil is beautified while he follow his lust -- 47:
14;
- Some listen -- when they go forth they say - what is it he said - hearts sealed - they follow
their own lusts -- 47: 16;
- They follow what angers Allah -- 47: 28; -- a guess -- 53: 23;
- Can be joined in Paradise by offspring if these followed them in faith -- 52: 21;
- They denied the truth and followed their lusts -- 54: 3;
- Is it a mortal man alone among us we are to follow -- 54: 24;
- We caused Our messengers to follow in their footsteps --- We caused Jesus to follow -- We
placed compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who followed him -- 57: 27;
- They disobeyed me and followed one whose wealth -- 71: 21;
- And when We read it - follow the reading thereof -- 75: 18;
- Didn’t We destroy the former folk and cause the latter folk to follow -- 77: 16-17;
- On the day when the first trumpet sounds and the second follow it -- 79: 6-7;
- And the moon when she follows him -- 91: 2;
FOOD
- Allah sends down water from sky producing fruits as food -- 2: 22;
- Eat only what is good and lawful -- 2: 168; 16: 114;
- Eat of lawful and good things and render thanks to Allah -- 2: 172; 5: 88; 16: 114;
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- Forbidden for food --- who is forced by hunger, not by will, to sin -- 2: 173; 5: 3; 6: 145;
16: 115;
- Before Torah -- all food lawful for Yahudis except what they forbade themselves -- 3: 93;
- Give not to the foolish their wealth in your keeping - but feed and clothe them -- 4: 5;
- Cattle lawful for food except --- hunting forbidden on Haj -- 5: 1;
- Eat of that which your trained hunting birds and animals catch for you - mention Allah’s
name thereon -- 5: 4;
- Food of People of Book lawful for you and yours for them -- 5: 5;
- They both used to eat food -- 5: 75;
- Forbid not the good things which are halal -- 5: 87;
- No sin for believers for what they ate in past -- 5: 93;
- Allah will test you by the food you eat that He may know those who fear Him in secret -- 5:
94;
- Fish lawful as food --5: 96;
- Disciples ask for a table spread with food from heaven -- 5: 112;
- Eat of that on which Allah's name has been mentioned -- 6: 118;
- Many are misled by their appetites -- 6: 119;
- Avoid sin open and secret -- 6: 120;
- Eat not that on which Allah's name not mentioned -- 6: 121;
- Pagans do not mention Allah's name on cattle slaughtered -- 6: 138;
- Do not forbid what is not forbidden -- 6: 140; 7: 32; 16: 116;
- Of cattle - some for burden - some for food -- eat -- 6: 142-144;
- I find nothing forbidden to an eater except --- 6: 145;
- What was forbidden to the Jews -- 6: 146;
- This is Allah’s camel -- let her feed in Allah’s earth -- 11: 64;
- The food which you are given daily shall not come to you but -- 12: 37;
- In the Garden which is promised to those who keep their duty -- the food is everlasting -- 13:
35;
- He causes water to descend -- thereby producing fruits as food for you -- 14: 32;
- Do not say this is halal and this is haram -- 16: 116;
- Let him see what food is purest and bring you a supply -- 18: 19;
- They asked the folk for food but was refused -- 18: 77;
- Therein they have food for morning and evening -- -- 19: 62;
- Eat of the good things and transgress not in respect thereof lest My wrath -- 20: 81;
- They ate food - they were not immortals -- 21: 8;
- And mention name of Allah over cattle --- eat thereof -- feed poor -- 22: 28;
- For every nation a ritual - mention name of Allah over beast of cattle He gave for food -- 22:
34;
- And camels - mention Allah's name when they are drawn up in lines - when they fall dead eat
thereof and feed the poor -- 22: 38;
- Oh Ye Messengers! - eat of the good things -- 23: 51;
- What ails this messenger - he eats food -- 25: 7;
- All messengers before ate food -- 25: 20;
- Shall we feed those whom, if Allah willed, He would feed -- 36: 47;
- We created for them cattle - some you ride - some for food -- 36: 71-73;
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- The tree of Zaqqum -- food for sinners - like molten brass, it seethes in their bellies -- 44: 4346;
- Nor do I ask that you should feed Me -- 51: 57;
- Nor any food save filth - which none but sinners eat -- 69: 36: 37;
- --- with us are ---- and food which choke -- 73: 12-13;
- And feed with food the needy wretch -- saying we feed you for Allah's sake -- 76: 8-9;
- Let man consider his food - how We pour water in showers - split the earth in clefts, cause
grain
to grow, grapes, fodder ----- provision for you and your cattle -- 80: 24-32;
- On that day -- no food for them except bitter thornfruit -- which does not nourish nor satisfy
hunger -- 88: 6-7;
FOOL
- They want to fool Allah and believers - they fool only themselves -- 2: 9;
- Hypocrites say shall we believe as the fools believe. They are indeed the foolish -- 2: 12;
- Fools will say - what turned them from their Qiblah -- 2: 142;
- Give not to the foolish their wealth in your keeping - but feed and clothe them -- 4: 5;
- Hypocrites want to fool Allah - Allah fools them -- 4: 142;
- So do not be among the foolish ones -- 6: 35;
- We see thee in foolishness -- 7: 66; --- there is no foolishness in me -- 7: 67;
- I shall incline to them and become of the foolish -- 12: 33;
- They walk on earth modestly, and when the foolish ones address them they say "Peace" -25: 63;
- We offered the trust to heavens --- man assumed it - he proved a tyrant and a fool -- 33: 72;
- What ails you -- how foolishly you judge -- 68: 36;
- The foolish among us spoke an atrocious lie about Allah -- 72: 4;
FOOT/ FOOTSTEP
- Follow not the footsteps of the devil - he is your enemy -- 2: 208; 6: 142; -- he commands
filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- The reward for those who make war on Allah and -- is that they be killed or -- have their
hands and feet cut off from alternate sides or -- 5: 33;
- He can send punishment on you from above you or beneath your feet -- 6: 65;
- Pharaoh tells his wizards - I’ll have your hands and feet cut off on alternate sides -- 7: 124;
- Have they feet wherewith they walk -- 7: 195;
- He sent down water from the sky that -- and firm your feet thereby -- 8: 11;
- Nor step they any step that angers the kuffar -- 9: 120;
- Tell believers they have sure footing with Allah -- 10: 2;
- Make not your oaths a deceit between you lest your foot slip -- 16: 94;
- And excite your horse and foot against them -- 17: 64;
- If they do not believe this statement, it may be that you’ll torment your soul -- over their
footsteps -- 18: 6;
- That is what we’ve been seeking - so they retraced their footsteps -- 18: 64;
- I shall cut off your hands and feet alternately -- 20: 71;
- I seized a handful from the footstep of the Messenger -- 20: 96;
- Proclaim -- Haj -- they will come to thee on foot -- 22: 27;
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Follow not footsteps of devil -- he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
On the day when their tongues, hands and feet testify -- 24: 24;
I shall cut off your hands and feet alternately -- 26: 49;
On the Day when the doom will overwhelm them from above and below their feet -- 29: 55;
We record that which they send and their footprints -- 36: 12;
And feet bear witness as to what they used to earn -- 36: 65;
They found their fathers astray - they hasten to follow their footsteps -- 37: 69-74;
Strike the ground with thy foot -- 38: 42;
Kuffar will say show us those who beguiled us so we can put them under our feet -- 41: 29;
We found our fathers following a religion -- we are guided by their footprints -- 43: 22; 23;
If you help Allah’s Cause - He will help you and make your foothold firm -- 47: 7;
The guilty --- will be taken by forelock and feet -- 55: 41-44;
We caused Our Messengers to follow in their footsteps -- 57: 27;

FORBEAR
- Follow what is inspired --- and forbear until Allah give judgment -- 10: 109;
FORBID
- Who does greater wrong than he who forbids one from going to the houses of worship -- 2:
114;
- He forbids you carrion ---- who is forced by hunger, not by will ---- 2: 173; 5: 3; 6: 145;
16: 115;
- Forbidden month for forbidden month, forbidden things in retaliation -- 2: 194;
- Before Torah, all food lawful for Yahudis except that which they forbid themselves -- 3: 93;
- --- who forbid indecency - are successful -- 3: 104; 110;
- There is a community -- they believe in Allah -- they enjoin right conduct - they forbid
indecencies -- 3: 113-115;
- Forbidden to marry ------ 4: 23;
- If you avoid major sins Allah will remit evil deeds -- 4: 31;
- -- or who come to you because their hearts forbid them to make war on you -- 4: 90;
- Allah forbids the land to Yahudis for 40 years -- 5: 26;
- Why don’t their Rabbis and Priests forbid their evil speaking and -- 5: 63;
- Forbid not good things which are halal -- 5: 87;
- And they forbid men from it and avoid it -- 6: 26;
- Kuffar will return to what is forbidden -- 6: 28;
- I am forbidden to worship those on whom you call besides Allah -- 6: 56;
- How should you not eat --- when He has explained to you what is forbidden -- 6: 119;
- They say what is in belly of such cattle is reserved for -- and forbidden to our wives -- 6: 139;
- They are losers who have forbidden what Allah hath bestowed on them (abortions?) -- 6:
140;
- Has He forbidden the 2 males or the 2 females or that which the wombs -- 6: 143;
- I find nothing forbidden to an eater except --- 6: 145;
- To the Yahudis, We forbade every animals with claws and the fat of oxen and sheep except
what
is on backs, entrails and marrow -- 6: 146; 16: 118;
- Idolaters will say, had Allah willed --- nor had we forbidden anything -- 6: 148;
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Bring your witnesses that Allah forbade all this -- 6: 150;
Satan tells Adam that Allah only forbade the tree lest he became -- 7: 20;
Allah asks Adam -- did I not forbid you from that tree -- 7: 22;
Who hath forbidden the adornment of Allah --- and the good things ---- 7: 32;
My Lord forbid indecencies open and secret, sin, oppression, associating partners with Him
and telling lies on Him -- 7: 33;
- Pour down to us some water or -- Allah hath forbidden both to kuffar -- who took religion
for sport and pastime -- 7: 50-51;
- He will --- forbid them what is wrong -- and prohibit only the foul -- 7: 157;
- We rescued those who forbade wrong -- 7: 165;
- When they took pride in what was forbidden -- 7: 166;
- Fight against Yahudis and Christians who do not believe in Allah and Last Day and do not
forbid
the things Prophet (SAS) forbid -- until they pay Jizya -- 9: 29;
- They allow it one year and forbid it another -- they allow what Allah hath forbidden -- 9:
37;
- Hypocrites enjoin wrong and forbid right -- 9: 67-68;
- Believers enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 71;
- Triumphant are those who enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 112;
- Allah forbid that we should seize other than him with whom we found our property -- 12: 79;
- Have we not forbidden you from entertaining anyone -- 15: 70;
- Idolaters say that had Allah willed, they’d not have forbidden anything without command
from Allah -- 16: 35;
- Allah forbids lewdness, abomination and wickedness -- 16: 90;
- Slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden -- 17: 33;
- Adulterer shall not marry except an adulteress or idolatress -- that is forbidden to believers -24: 3;
- We had before forbidden foster mothers for him -- 28: 12;
- Forbid iniquity -- 31: 17;
- I am forbidden to worship those to whom you cry beside Allah -- 40: 66;
- -- and plenty fruit - neither out of reach nor forbidden -- 56: 27-40;
- Have you seen those who were forbidden conspiracy -- 58: 8;
- Whatever the Messenger gives, take - whatever he forbids, abstain from it -- 59: 7;
- Allah only forbid you to befriend those who warred with you in relation to religion ----- others
you should deal with them in kindness and justly -- 60: 8-9;
FORCE
- There was a king behind them, taking every ship by force -- 18: 79;
- We believe in Allah that He may forgive us -- and the magic to which you forced us -- 20: 73;
- Force not your slave-girls to whoredom -- if they would preserve -- and if one force them,
then
after their compulsion -- 24: 33;
- -- if you are not in bondage to Us why don’t you force it back if you are truthful -- 56: 83-87;
FOREHEAD
- On the day when it (hoarded wealth) will be heated -- and their foreheads -- branded -- 9: 35;
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FORELOCK
- The guilty - will be taken by forelock and feet -- 55: 41-44;
- If he cease not, We will seize him by the forelock -- 96: 11-12;
FORGET
- Do you enjoin righteousness and forget to practise it yourself -- 2: 44;
- Such revelation as abrogated or caused to be forgotten is substituted by better -- 2: 106;
- Forget not kindness among yourselves -- 2: 237;
- Our Lord! condemn us not if we forget -- 2: 286;
- Yahudis and Christians forget part of what they are admonished -- 5: 13-14;
- If He will, you forget whatever partner you ascribed to Him -- 6: 41;
- When they forgot what they were reminded, ---We dazzled them with splendour ------ 6: 44;
--- We
rescued those who forbade wrong and visited the wrong-doers -- 7: 165;
- When you hear Quran mocked, withdraw - if Satan cause you to forget ----- sit not with
wrongdoers -- 6: 68;
- This day We have forgotten them as they forgot Our meeting -- 7: 51; 32: 14; 45: 34;
- Those who are forgetful of the Day of Judgment -- 7: 53;
- Hypocrites forget Allah so He forgot them -- 9: 67-68;
- Satan caused him to forget to mention it to his lord so -- 12: 42; 18: 63;
- And remember Allah when you forget and say Maybe Allah will guide me to a nearer way to
truth than this -- 18: 24;
- And forgets what his hands send forth --- 18: 57;
- They forgot their fish -- 18: 61;
- None but Satan caused me to forget to mention it -- 18: 63;
- Moses tells Kadir not to be angry with him because he forgot -- 18: 73;
- Would that I had died before this and become a thing forgotten -- 19: 22;
- Allah was never forgetful -- 19: 64;
-- Allah does not forget -- 20: 52;
- They cried - this is your God and God of Moses -- he hath forgotten -- 20: 88;
- We made covenant with Adam -- he forgot -- 20: 115;
- Our revelations came but you forgot them --- In like manner you are forgotten this day -- 20:
126;
- Kuffar -- We lived in forgetfulness of this -- 21: 97;
- On the day when you behold it, every nursing mother will forget her nursing -- 22: 2;
- Until they caused you to forget remembrance of Me -- 23: 110;
- -- but Thou did give them and their fathers ease till they forgot the warning -- 25: 18;
- Man has coined similitude and has forgotten his creation -- 36: 78;
- Those who wander -- awful doom -- they forgot the Day of Reckoning -- 38: 26;
- He forgets that for which he had cried to Allah before and sets up rivals -- 39: 8;
- Allah kept account of it while they forgot it -- 58: 6;
- Devil engrossed them - caused them to forget remembrance of Allah -- 58: 19;
- Be not as those who forget Allah -- He cause them to forget their souls -- 59: 19;
- Was there a period of time when man was a thing forgotten -- 76: 1;
- We shall make you read so you shall not forget save as Allah wills -- 87: 6-7;
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FORGIVE
- Allah tells Yahudis - enter town prostrate - say Repentance - He will forgive them -- 2: 58;
7: 161;
- Many People of Book want to make you kuffar -- forgive and be indulgent -- 2: 109;
- Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2: 173; 198;
- He who is forgiven somewhat by his injured brother --- according to usage -- 2: 178;
- Then hasten from the place -- ask forgiveness of Allah -- Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2:
199;
- Allah invites to the Garden and Forgiveness -- 2: 221;
- A kind word with forgiveness better than almsgiving and injury -- 2: 263;
- Allah promises Forgiveness, Bounty -- devil promises destitution and enjoins lewdness -- 2:
268;
- Allah forgives whom He will -- 2: 284; 5: 40;
- Grant us Thy Forgiveness our Lord -- to Thee is the journeying -- 2: 285;
- They’ll enjoy Gardens -- pure companions who --- and say Our Lord! Forgive us -- 3: 16;
- If you love Allah, follow me- Allah will love you and forgive your sins -- 3: 31;
- No concern of yours whether He punishes or forgives them. He forgives or punishes whom
He
wills -- 3: 128-129; 5: 40;
- Vie one another for forgiveness -- and Paradise --- 3: 133;
- Those who forgive mankind, those who SEEK FORGIVENESS - WILL NOT REPEAT THE
SIN -will be forgiven -- 3: 134-136; 4: 17; 6: 54; 16: 119; 20: 82;
- Yet now He hath forgiven you -- 3: 152;
- Satan caused them to --- because of what they earned -- Now Allah hath forgiven them -- 3:
155;
- Forgiveness from Allah is better than all you amass -- 3: 157;
- Pardon them, ask forgiveness for them, consult them --- 3: 159;
- Our Lord! -- so we believed, therefore forgive our sins -- 3: 193;
- Forgiveness is for those who do evil in ignorance and quickly repent - not for those who wait
until death approaches -- nor who die in disbelief -- 4: 17-18;
- Allah forgives all to whom He will except that partners be ascribed to Him -- 4: 48; 116;
- If after they had sinned, they had sought forgiveness, they’d have found Allah Forgiving,
Merciful -- 4: 64; 110;
- For those who strive in His Way, Allah bestows forgiveness and mercy -- 4: 95-96;
- Seek forgiveness of Allah - He is Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 106; -- turn to Him repentant -- 11:
3;
- Those who forgive evil - Allah is forgiving -- 4: 149;
- Who disbelieves and deals in wrong, will never be forgiven -- 4: 168;
- If you believe and do good works Allah will forgive you -- 5: 9;
- He forgives whom He will and punishes whom He will -- 5: 18;
- Will they not turn to Allah and seek forgiveness of Him -- 5: 74;
- Allah forgives whatever of this kind happened in past (hunting during Haj) but who relapseth,
Allah will take retribution -- 5: 95;
- Jesus will tell Allah - if Thou forgive them, they are Thy slaves -- 5: 118;
- Adam asks Allah - we have wronged ourselves - if Thou forgive us not -- 7: 23;
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- When they feared the consequence -- they said unless our Lord have mercy on us and
forgive
us -- 7: 149;
- Therefore forgive us, have mercy on us - Thou art the best of all who show forgiveness -- 7:
155;
- They grasp the goods of this low life and say it will be forgiven us -- 7: 169;
- Keep to forgiveness -- 7: 199;
- If you keep your duty to Allah --------- and forgive you --- 8: 29;
- Allah will not punish them while you were with them nor while they seek forgiveness -- 8: 33;
- If kuffar cease persecuting believers, their past will be forgiven -- 8: 38;
- If Allah knows of any good in your heart --- and will forgive you -- 8: 70;
- Allah forgive thee (O Muhammad) - why did you give them leave before -- 9: 43;
- If We forgive a party of you - We shall punish a party of you because -- 9: 66;
- Whether you ask forgiveness for them or not - 70 times - Allah will not forgive --- 9: 80; 63:
6;
- Some await Allah's decree, whether He'd punish or forgive them -- 9: 106;
- Do not seek forgiveness of idolaters or near of kin when you know they are for hell -- 9: 113;
- The prayer of Abraham for his father was only because of a promise -- 9: 114;
- Except those who persevere and do good deeds ---- theirs will be forgiveness and --- 11: 11;
- Unless Thou forgive me and have mercy on me -- 11: 47;
- Hud tells his folk to ask forgiveness of Allah -- 11: 52; -- Salih tells his folk ----- 11: 61;
- O woman! ask forgiveness for thy sin -- 12: 29;
- May Allah forgive you -- 12: 92;
- O our father! ask forgiveness of our sins for us -- 12: 97;
- I shall ask forgiveness for you of thy Lord -- 12: 98; 19: 47;
- He calleth you that He may forgive your sins -- 14: 10;
- Our Lord! Forgive me, my parents and believers the day when the account is cast -- 14: 41;
- Tell My slaves that verily I am the Forgiving, the Merciful -- 15: 49;
- So forgive with a gracious forgiveness -- 15: 85;
- If you are righteous - Allah is forgiving to those who turn to Him -- 17: 25
- Nothing prevents man from believing and asking for forgiveness -- 18: 55;
- Allah is the Forgiver -- 18: 58;
- Abraham tells his father I will ask forgiveness of Allah for thee -- 19: 47;
- We believe in our Lord that He may forgive us -- 20: 73;
- I am forgiving to him who repents, believes, does good then --- 20: 82;
- Some of My slaves said Our Lord! We believe, so forgive us -- 23: 109;
- And say My Lord! Forgive and have mercy - Thou art the best of all who show mercy -- 23:
118;
- Let them forgive and show indulgence - don't you yearn that Allah may forgive you -- 24: 22;
- Grant leave to whom thou wilt and ask forgiveness of Allah for them -- 24: 62;
- The chiefs said - we hope our Lord will forgive us -- 26: 51;
- Abraham says he hopes Allah will forgive his sins on Day of Judgment -- 26: 82;
- Abraham prays for Allah to forgive his father -- 26: 83-89;
- My Lord! I have wronged my soul - so forgive me -- then He forgave him -- 28: 16;
- Men and women who surrender, believe, obey, speak truth, persevere, are humble, give
alms,
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fast, guard modesty and who remember Allah much - Allah prepared forgiveness and great
reward -- 33: 35;
- Speak truth - Allah will forgive sins -- 33: 70-71;
- Believers who do good works will have forgiveness and great reward -- 35: 7;
- Who follows reminder and fears Allah in secret - forgiveness and rich reward -- 36: 11; 67:
12;
- David sought forgiveness of Allah -- 38: 24;
- We forgive him (David) that --- he had access to Our presence -- 38: 25;
- Solomon asks Allah - My Lord! forgive me and bestow on me sovereignty -- 38: 35;
- Despair not of Allah’s Mercy - Who forgives all sins -- 39: 53;
- Those who bear Throne ask forgiveness for believers saying ----- 40: 7-9;
- Ask forgiveness of thy sins -- 40: 55; -- and seek forgiveness of Him -- 41: 6; 73: 20;
- Your Lord is Owner of Forgiveness and Owner of ---- 41: 43;
- Almost might heaven be split while angels hymn praise of Allah and ask forgiveness for
those
on earth -- 42: 5;
- He forgives much -- 42: 30; 34;
- What Allah has is better --- for those who, when they are angry - they forgive -- 42: 37;
- Who is patient and forgives - that is the steadfast heart of things -- 42: 43;
- Tell those who believe to forgive those who hope not ----- 45: 14;
- He will forgive some of your sins -- 46: 31;
- Ask forgiveness for thyself and believing men and women -- 47: 19;
- That Allah may forgive your past and future sins and -- 48: 2;
- Our possessions and --- occupied us --- ask forgiveness for us -- 48: 11;
- Allah promises believers who do good works - forgiveness and immense reward -- 48: 29;
- -- their hearts proven to righteousness -- theirs will be forgiveness and immense reward -49: 3;
- Before the dawn of each day, would seek forgiveness -- 51: 18;
- If you avoid major sins - Allah is of vast mercy -- 53: 32;
- In the Hereafter is grievous punishment, and also forgiveness from Allah and -- 57: 20;
- Race one another for forgiveness and garden, the breadth is as --- 57: 21;
- --- He will appoint for you ----- and will forgive you --- 57: 28;
- -- when you don’t do it and Allah hath forgiven you - establish worship -- 58: 13;
- --- Our Lord! forgive us and our brethren who were before us in faith --- 59: 10;
- -- except what Abraham promised his father when he said I will ask forgiveness for thee -60: 4;
- Our Lord! make us not a prey for those who disbelieve and forgive us our Lord -- 60: 5;
- If believing women come to take oath of Allegiance -- neither steal nor -- take their
allegiance and ask Allah to forgive them -- 60: 12;
- He will forgive your sins and bring you into Paradise -- 61: 11-13;
- When it is said to them come! the messenger will ask forgiveness for you -- 63: 5;
- Whether you ask forgiveness or not, Allah will not forgive them -- 63: 6;
- Among wives and children are enemies - beware - efface - overlook - and forgive -- 64: 14;
- If you lend to Allah a goodly loan - He will double it and forgive you -- 64: 17;
- -- they will say Our Lord! perfect our light for us and forgive us -- 66: 8;
- -- serve Allah -- that He may forgive somewhat of your sins -- 71: 2-4;
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- Seek pardon of Allah -- He is ever Forgiving -- 71: 10; 73: 20;
- Noah said My Lord! forgive me, my parents and believers -- 71: 28;
- Then hymn the praises of thy Lord and seek His forgiveness --- 110: 3;
FORM
- In whatever form He will, He cast you -- 82: 6-8;
FORSAKE
- Those fool themselves who forsake the religion of Abraham -- 2: 130;
- Who forsake his home - a fugitive to Allah -- and death overtakes him -- his reward is
incumbent on Allah -- 4: 100;
- Forsake those who take religion for sport and jest -- 6: 70;
- Hud’s folk tell him they are not going to forsake their gods on his saying -- 11: 53;
- Does your way of worship command you that we forsake what our fathers worshipped -- 11:
87;
- I have forsaken the religion of folk who believe not in Allah -- 12: 37;
- Set not up with Allah other gods, lest you sit down -- forsaken -- 17: 22;
- Shall we forsake our gods for a mad poet -- 37: 36;
- Will you cry to Baal and forsake the best of Creators -- Allah -- 37: 124-126;
- They said do not forsake your gods Wadd, Suva, Yaquth, Ya’uq and Nasr -- 71: 23;
- Thy Lord hath not forsaken thee -- 93: 3;
FORTUNE
- When orphans of sound judgment reach marriageable age, give them their fortunes and
have it witnessed -- 4: 6;
- Unto men and women, a fortune from what they earned -- 4: 32;
- We fear lest a change in fortune befall us -- Allah may grant you victory - then they’d
repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- Some Bedouins await evil turn of fortune for you to be rid of spending for Cause of Allah the evil turn of fortune will be theirs -- 9: 98;
- They will say Our Lord! our evil fortune conquered us -- 23: 106;
- Ah! would that we had what Korah has - he is lord of rare good fortune -- 28: 79;
- Do not let their turn of fortune in the land deceive thee -- 40: 4;
FORWARD
- We could have fixed them -- so they cannot go forward nor turn back -- 39: 67;
- Be not forward in Presence of Allah and messenger -- 49: 1;
FOSTER
- Have you seen what you cultivate -- do you foster it or are We the Fosterer -- 56: 63-65;
FOUL
- He will prohibit them only the foul -- 7: 157;
FOUNTAIN
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- There are 2 gardens -- wherein are 2 fountains flowing -- 55: 46-60;
- Those who kept their duty are amid shade and fountain -- 77: 41;
FOWL
- -- and flesh of fowls they desire -- 56: 11-26;
FRAGMENT
- Then he reduced them to fragments all save the chief -- 21: 58;
- They have broken their religion into fragments -- 21: 93;
- Except who snatch a fragment and he is pursued by piercing flame -- 37: 6-10;
- If they were to see a fragment of heaven falling, they’d say a heap of clouds -- 52: 44;
FREE
- The Ascent is to free a slave -- 90: 12-17;
FRETFUL
- Man is created anxious -- fretful when evil befalls him -- 70: 19-20;
FRIEND
- Besides Allah, we have no friend nor helper -- 2: 107; 29: 22; 32: 4; 42: 31;
- If you follow desires of -- Allah will not be your friend nor helper -- 2: 120;
- Spend out of what We have provided you --- when there’d be --- nor friendship -- 2: 254;
- Allah is Protecting Friend of believers -- 2: 257;
- Do not take kuffar for friends in place of believers -- 3: 28;
- You were enemies - He made friendship between your hearts -- 3: 103;
- Do not take others for friends- they want to ruin you - they hate you - you love them, they do
not
love you - they rejoice if disaster strikes you -- 3: 118-120;
- Who takes Satan for a comrade, has a bad comrade -- 4: 38;
- Allah is sufficient for friend -- 4: 45;
- Our Lord! give us --- some protecting friend -- some defender -- 4: 75;
- Choose no friend nor helper from kuffar and hypocrites -- 4: 89;
- Who does wrong will --- and will not find friend nor helper against Allah -- 4: 123;
- Allah chose Abraham for friend -- 4: 125;
- Who choose kuffar for friends instead of believers, are they looking for power -- 4: 139;
- Believers should not take kuffar for friends -- 4: 144;
- If you take Yahudis and Christians for friends, you become one of them -- 5: 51;
- Your friend can only be Allah, Prophet and believers -- such are victorious -- 5: 55-56;
- Do not take for friends Yahudis, Nasara, kuffar and those who mock your religion -- 5: 57-58;
- Many make friends with kuffar - believers will not do so --- 5: 80-81;
- Shall I choose a Protecting Friend other than Allah -- 6: 14;
- Warn those for whom there is no protecting friend besides Allah, that they may ward off
evil -- 6: 51;
- Besides Allah you have no friend nor intercessor -- 6: 70;
- Allah is Protecting Friend of those who heed Quran -- 6: 127;
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Follow no protecting friend besides Him -- 7: 3;
Devils are friends of Kuffar -- 7: 27;
They choose devils for friends instead of Allah and think they are rightly guided -- 7: 30;
Thou art our Protecting Friend -- 7: 155;
Allah is my Protecting Friend - He befriends the righteous -- 7: 196;
Those who left their homes -- and those who took them in and -- are protecting friends of
each other -- 8: 72;
- Do not take fathers and brethren for friends if they disbelieve -- 9: 23;
- If your fathers, sons ---- are dearer to you than Allah -- 9: 24;
- Believers are protecting friends of each other -- 9: 71;
- And they have no protecting friend nor helper in the earth -- 9: 74;
- Friends of Allah are those who fear not nor grieve - who believe and keep their duty - theirs
are good here and hereafter -- 10: 62-64;
- Those who disbelieve in Hereafter have no Protecting Friend besides Allah -- 11: 19-20;
- You have no Protecting Friend against Allah -- 11: 113;
- O Father! why will you not trust us with Joseph when we are good friends to him -- 12: 11;
- Thou art my Protecting Friend in the world and in hereafter -- 12: 101;
- If you follow their desires -- you will have no protecting friend from Allah -- 13: 37;
- Satan’s power is only over those who make him their friend -- 16: 100;
- They strove to beguile thee -- then they would have accepted you as friend -- 17: 73;
- -- for whom Allah sends astray -- no protecting friend besides Him -- 17: 97;
- Praise be to Allah -- He has no protecting friend - 17: 111;
- Whom Allah sends astray -- for him - no guiding friend -- 18: 17;
- They have no protecting friend besides Allah -- 18: 26;
- Will you choose Iblis and his seed as your Protecting Friend instead of Allah -- 18: 50;
- Do kuffar think they can choose My bondmen as Protecting Friend besides Me -- 18: 102;
- It is decreed that whoso takes Satan for friend, will be misled to hell -- 22: 4;
- He calls -- whose harm is nearer than his benefit -- an evil friend -- 22: 13;
- It was not for us to choose protecting friends besides Allah -- 25: 18;
- Would that I had never taken such a one for a friend -- 25: 28;
- Now we have no intercessor nor loving friend -- 26: 100-101;
- We will say to his friend we witnessed not --- 27: 49;
- Kinsfolk are closer than other believers -- except that one should do kindness to friends -33: 6;
- They will find no friend nor helper besides Allah -- 33: 17; 64 - 68;
- Who choose Protecting Friends besides Him say -- We worship them only so ----- 39: 3;
- There will be no friend for the wrong-doer -- 40: 18;
- We are your protecting Friends in this world and in hereafter -- 41: 31;
- He between whom and thee there was enmity, will become as though he was bosom friend
-- 41: 34;
- For those who choose protecting Friend besides Him, Allah is Warden over them -- 42: 6;
- Wrong-doers have no friend nor helper -- 42: 8;
- Have they chosen protecting Friends besides Him? Allah alone is the Protecting Friend -- 42:
9;
- For whom Allah sends astray -- no protecting friend -- 42: 44;
- They will have no protecting friend to help them -- 42: 46;
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Friends that day will be foes, except those who kept their duty to Allah -- 43: 67;
A day when friend cannot help friend - except him on whom Allah hath mercy -- 44: 41-42;
Their protecting friends besides Allah will be of no help -- 45: 10;
Wrong-doers are friends of each other -- Allah is friend of those who ward-off evil -- 45: 19;
Who does not respond --- will not find any protecting Friend besides Allah -- 46: 32;
If kuffar join battle with you, they’ll take to flight -- will not find protecting friend -- 48: 22;
And made them virgins, lovers, friends for those on the right hand -- 56: 27-40;
Have you seen those who take for friends a folk with whom Allah is angry -- 58: 14;
Do not take My enemy and your enemy for friends - do you give them friendship when they
disbelieve in truth - if you want to strive in My way seeking My pleasure - show them no
friendship - do you show friendship to them in secret - if they have upper hand of you -- and
they long for you to disbelieve -- who does so, has strayed from the right way -- 60: 1-2;
Allah did not forbid you to show kindness and deal justly with those who did not war against
you on account of your religion -- Allah only forbid you to befriend those who warred with
you on account of religion -- who make friends with such -- are wrong-doers -- 60: 8-9;
Be not friendly with folk with whom Allah is angry -- 60: 13;
-- Allah is his protecting friend, and Gabriel and righteous of believers -- 66: 4;
No familiar friend will ask question of his friend, though they'll see each other -- 70: 10-11;

FRIGHTEN
- Yet they’ll frighten thee with those beside Him -- 39: 36;
FROWARD
- Lot tells his people - you are a froward folk -- 26: 166;
- They were froward, so We sent on them flood and -- 34: 16;
- They are set in pride and frowardness -- 67: 21;
- Have you seen if he denies -- and is froward -- 96: 13;
FROWN
- Then he frowned and showed displeasure -- 74: 22;
- We fear from Allah a day of frowning and of fate -- 76: 10;
- He frowned and turned away because the blind man came to him -- 80: 1-2;
FRUITS
- Allah sends down water from sky producing fruits -- 2: 22; 6: 99; 7: 57; 14: 32; --- of
different colours -- 35: 27;
- Fruits of Paradise similar to those on earth -- 2: 25;
- Look upon the fruits thereof when they bear fruit and on its ripening -- 6: 99;
- Allah produced gardens with various fruits - eat thereof - pay its due - do not waste -- 6: 141;
- We straitened Pharaoh’s folk with famine and dearth of fruits that -- 7: 130;
- Those who deny -- their works are fruitless -- 7: 147;
- All they do is vain and fruitless -- 11: 16;
- And of all fruits, He placed therein male and female -- 13: 3;
- We have made some to excel others in fruit -- 13: 4;
- A goodly tree -- giving its fruit every season by permission of Allah -- 14: 24-25;
- Therewith He causes crops to grow ---- all kinds of fruits -- 16: 11;
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Fruit of date-palm --- you derive good nourishment -- 16: 67;
Bees inspired to eat all fruits -- 16: 69;
Then his fruit was beset with destruction -- 18: 42;
With the water He produces gardens of date-palm and fruit 23: 19;
We gave them in exchange 2 gardens bearing bitter fruit -- 34: 16;
We cause springs --- that they may eat of the fruit thereof -- 36: 34-35;
On thrones reclining - theirs the fruit of their good deeds -- 36: 55-58;
For them - a known provision - fruits - they will be honoured in Paradise on couches -- 37: 41Gardens of Eden - they call for fruit and drink -- 38: 50-55;
No fruit burst forth from its shield without His knowledge -- 41: 47;
Therein for you is fruit in plenty whence to eat -- 43: 73;
Because they are averse to Quran, He makes their action fruitless -- 47: 9;
Therein are rivers of -- every kind of fruit -- with pardon -- 47: 15;
Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and oppose messenger -- Allah will make actions
fruitless -- 47: 32;
We provide them with fruit and meat as they desire -- 52: 22;
He hath appointed earth -- wherein are fruit and -- 55: 10-12;
Wherein is every kind of fruit in pairs -- the fruit of both gardens near to hand -- 55: 52-54;
Beside them -- 2 other gardens -- wherein is fruit, date-palm, pomegranate -- 55: 62-76;
-- and fruit they prefer -- 56: 11-26;
-- and plenty fruit - neither out of reach nor forbidden -- 56: 27-40;
We tried them as We tried the owners of the garden when they vowed to pluck its fruit next
morning -- 68: 17;
The clustered fruits thereof bow down -- 76: 14;
And fruits such as they desire -- 77: 42;
-- and fruits and grasses -- 80: 24-32;
On that day -- no food for them except bitter thorn-fruit -- 88: 2-7;

FUEL
- Ward off from yourselves and families a Fire whose fuel is men and stones -- 66: 6;
FUGITIVE
- Who forsakes his home - a fugitive to Allah -- and death overtakes him - his reward is
incumbent on Allah -- 4: 100;
- Those who became fugitives --- for Cause of Allah -- 16: 41; -- after persecution -- 16: 110;
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease swear not to give to --- and fugitives for Cause of
Allah -- 24: 22;
- Lot believed in Allah and said I am a fugitive to Him -- 29: 26;
- Kinsfolk are closer to one another than other believers and fugitives from Mecca -- 33: 6;
- And it is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out from their homes and their
belongings
who seek bounty from Allah and help Allah and Messenger - they are loyal -- 59: 8;
- -- and find no need for -- but prefer the fugitives above themselves, though poverty is their
lot -- 59: 9;
- When believing women come as fugitives - examine them -- do not send back ---60: 10;
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FULFILL
- Fulfill your covenant, I shall fulfill Mine -- 2: 40;
- Allah tried Abraham with commands -- Abraham fulfilled them -- 2: 124;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge and ward off evil -- 3: 76;
- Fulfill your undertakings -- 5: 1;
- Fulfill the covenant of Allah -- 6: 152; 16: 91;
- Are they awaiting the fulfillment thereof -- when it comes they will say -- 7: 53;
- Allah’s word for Yahudis were fulfilled because of their endurance -- 7: 137;
- Fulfill their treaty till its term -- 9: 4;
- The promise of Allah must be fulfilled -- 17: 108; 19: 59-63;
- Then We fulfilled the promise to them -- We delivered them and -- 21: 9;
- When will this promise be fulfilled if you are truthful -- 21: 38;
- For Allah -- it is a promise which must be fulfilled -- 25: 15-16;
- When the word is fulfilled - We shall bring Beast of Earth to speak -- 27: 82;
- The Word will be fulfilled concerning them -- 27: 85;
- That is settled between us -- whichever of the 2 terms I fulfill, there’d be -- 28: 28;
- When Moses had fulfilled the term and was traveling with his housefolk -- 28: 29;
- The Command of Allah must be fulfilled -- 33: 37;
- This is only a Reminder -- that the Word against kuffar may be fulfilled -- 36: 69-70;
- The Word of Allah has been fulfilled concerning us -- 37: 31;
- O Abraham! you have fulfilled the vision -- 37: 104-105;
- Is he on whom the word of doom is fulfilled to be helped -- 39: 19;
- The word of doom for kuffar is fulfilled -- 39: 71; 40: 6;
- Praise be to Allah Who fulfilled His Promise to us -- 39: 74;
- Allah hath fulfilled the vision for His messenger -- 48: 27;
- His promise is to be fulfilled -- 73: 18;
- None hath with him any --- reward except as seeking to fulfill Allah’s purpose -- 92: 17-21;
FULL
- As for those who follow you, I shall fill hell with all of you -- 7: 18; 38: 84-85;
- I shall fill hell with jinn and mankind -- 32: 13;
- On the day when We say to Hell - are you full and it says -- 50: 30;
- We sought the heaven and found it filled with strong warders and meteors -- 72: 8;
- Those who when they take measure from mankind, demand it full but if they -- 83: 1-6;
FURY
- We are about to bring down --- a fury from the sky -- 29: 34;
FUTURE
- Say nothing about future unless you say Insha Allah --18: 23-24;
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GABRIEL
GAIN
GALAXY
GAME (HUNTED)
GAMBLING / GAMES
GARDEN
GARMENT
GATE
GATHER
GAZE
GENERATION
GENEROUS
GENTILE
GENTLE
GIFT / GIVE
GLAD
GLAMOUR
GLANCE
GLASS
GLEE
GLIDE
GLORY
GO
GOAL
GOAT
GOBLET
GOD
GOD-FEARING
GOG / MAGOG
GOLD
GOLIATH
GOOD
GOODS
GOSPEL
GOVERNMENT
GRACE
GRAIN
GRAPE
GRASP
GRASS
GRATEFUL
GRAVE
GREED
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GREET
GRIEF
GRIND
GRIP
GROPE
GROUP
GROW
GRUDGE
GUARD
GUESS
GUEST
GUIDANCE
GUILE
GUILTY
GULF
GUSH
GABRIEL
- Who is an enemy to Gabriel - he revealed Quran to you -- 2: 97-98;
- It is revelation of Allah which the True Spirit had brought down -- 26: 192-193;
- One vigorous - he grew clear to view - he drew nigh and came down till he was 2 bows
length or
closer -- 53: 6-9;
- He saw him another time - by the lote tree near Garden of abode -- 53: 13-16;
- Allah is his Protecting Friend and Gabriel -- 66: 4;
- This is in truth the word of Our honoured messenger - established in presence of Lord of
Throne -one to be obeyed and trustworthy -- 81: 19-21;
- Surely he beheld him on the clear horizon -- 81: 23;
- The angels and the Spirit descend therein ---- with all decrees --- 97: 4;
GAIN
- Those who purchase a small gain at price of Allah's covenant and their oaths - they have no
portion in hereafter -- 2: 79; 3: 77; 16: 95;
- Those who hide anything of Allah’s revelations purchasing a small gain thereby -- 2: 174;
- They have no control of anything they gained -- 2: 264;
- They flung it behind their backs, purchasing a little gain -- evil is what they gained -- 3: 187;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah -- they purchase not a small gain at price of -- 3: 199;
- Greedy for illicit gain -- 5: 42;
- Many of them vie in sin and -- and devouring illicit gain -- 5: 62;
- Why don’t their Rabbis and Priests forbid their --- devouring illicit gain -- 5: 63;
- With Allah’s revelations they purchase a little gain -- 9: 9;
- Nor gain they from the enemy a gain, but a good deed is recorded -- 9: 120;
- Do not all go out to fight -- leave some behind so they may gain -- knowledge in religion -- 9:
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122;
- That which they were wont to count as gain availed them nothing -- 15: 84;
- They (kuffar) gained no good -- 33: 25;
- Who obeys Allah and messenger has gained signal victory -- 33: 71;
- Those who read Quran --- spend --- they look forward to gain that He will pay -- 35: 29-30;
- Allah will compass other gain you’ve not been able to achieve -- 48: 21;
- Do not show favours for worldly gain -- 74: 6;
- His wealth and gains will not exempt him -- 111: 2;
GALAXY
( are there others?)
- Allah created 7 heavens and of earth - the like thereof -- 65: 12;
GAME (HUNTED)
- Allah will try you by the game you take with your hands and spears -- 5: 94;
GAMBLING / GAMES
- Intoxicants and Gambling --- uses and sin -- sin greater -- 2: 219;
- Intoxicants, gambling, idols -- Satan's handiwork - leave aside - he will cast enmity among
you
and prevent you from remembrance of Allah -- 5: 90-91;
- Life of World -- Pastime and game -- 29: 64;
GARDEN
(see also under Paradise).
- Allah invites to the Garden and Forgiveness -- 2: 221;
- Those who spend in search of Allah's Pleasure ---- like a garden on a height bringing forth
fruits
twofold -- 2: 265;
- Following almsgiving by insults and injury compared to luscious garden destroyed by
whirlwind and Fire -- 2: 266;
- Description of those who will enjoy gardens with pure companions, contentment -- 3: 15-17;
- The reward for such --- and gardens under which rivers flow -- 3: 136;
- Those who --- I shall remit their evil deeds and bring them into Gardens -- 3: 195;
- Those who keep their duty will enjoy Gardens --- where they’ll be safe forever -- 3: 198;
- He it is who produce gardens and fruit --- 6: 141;
- Allah tells Adam to dwell with his wife in the Garden -- 7: 19;
- For them --- nor will they enter Garden until camel goes through needle’s eye -- 7: 40;
- This is the Garden - you inherit for what you did -- 7: 43;
- People of Paradise tell people of hell - we found what Allah promised to be true -- did you -7: 44;
- Those on the Heights call to those in Garden saying Peace be to you -- they enter it not
though they hope -- 7: 46;
- Are these they whom you swore Allah will not show mercy -- enter the Garden -- no fear will
come to you nor is it you who will grieve -- 7: 49;
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People of Hell cry to people of Paradise -- pour on us some water -- 7: 50;
Allah gives good tidings of Mercy from Him --- and Gardens of enduring pleasure -- 9: 21-22;
Such are rightful owners of the Garden -- 10: 26; 11: 23;
Such as persevere in seeking Allah’s Pleasure --- will enter Gardens of Eden with those who
right of fathers, wives, and children -- 13: 22-24;
Their greeting therein - Peace -- 14: 23;
Those who ward off evil are among gardens and watersprings -- 15: 45;
We will not put faith in thee until -- you have a garden of date-palm -- 17: 90-93;
Similitude of 2 men with gardens of date-palms -- one did not say Ma sha Allah la howla wa

la
quwatta illa billah when he beheld his fruits -- 18: 32-44;
- Such will enter the Garden of Eden which Allah promised -- such is the Garden We cause
the
devout -- to inherit -- 19: 59-63;
- Do not let him (Iblis) drive you both out of the Garden so you come to toil -- 20: 117;
- You will not be hungry, nor naked, nor thirsty nor exposed to heat of sun therein -- 20: 118119;
- With the water, We produce gardens of date-palms ---- 23: 19;
- Blessed is He -- if He will, He will assign you Gardens -- 25: 10;
- Is that doom better or the Garden of Immortality -- 25: 15;
- Those who earned the Garden -- on that day will be better in their homes -- 25: 24;
- Thus did We take them away from Gardens and watersprings -- 26: 57;
- He aided you with --- and gardens and watersprings -- 26: 133-134;
- Will you be left secure in --- in gardens and watersprings -- 26: 146-147;
- A sign for Sheba - two gardens - eat the provision of Allah and give thanks - they were
froward We sent flood - gave in exchange 2 gardens bearing bitter fruit -- 34: 15-16;
- We have placed therein gardens of date-palms and grapes -- 36: 34-35;
- Theirs the fruit of their good deeds and all that they ask -- 36: 57;
- This is the Garden you are made to inherit because of what you used to do -- 43: 72;
- How many were the gardens ----- they left behind -- 44: 25-27;
- Those who kept their duty will be -- amid gardens and water-springs -- 44: 51-57;
- Who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter --- owners of Garden -- 46: 13-14;
- They are among the owners of the Garden -- 46: 16;
- Those who fought in the Way of Allah -- He will guide them and -- bring them into the
Garden -- 47: 4-6;
- We send from sky blessed water - We give growth to gardens -- 50: 9-11;
- Those who keep from evil will dwell in gardens and -- 51: 15-19;
- Who kept their duty -- dwell in gardens and -- 52: 17-18;
- For those who fear standing before Allah are 2 gardens - of spreading branches -- 55: 46-60;
- Beside them are 2 other gardens - dark green with foliage -- 55: 62-76;
- Those who will be brought nigh in gardens of delight -- reclining on lined couches -- 56: 1126;
- If he is of those brought nigh - breath of life -- Garden of Delight -- 56: 88-89;
- -- good news for you this day -- gardens underneath which -- wherein you are immortal -- 57:
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- Race one another for forgiveness and a garden whereof the breadth is as wide as heaven
and
earth -- 57: 21;
- As for such He -- and will bring them into gardens underneath which -- wherein they will
abide -- 58: 22;
- Owners of Garden and Fire - not equal -- owner of Garden victorious -- 59: 20;
- We tried them as We tried the owners of the garden when they vowed to pluck its fruit next
morning and made no exception for Will of Allah -- 68: 17-18;
- A visitation came on it - next morning it was as if plucked - they cried one to another, run to
your
garden - no needy will collect today - but when they saw it - they said Glorified be Allah - we
were
wrong-doers - Maybe Allah will give us better, we beseech Him - such the punishment -- 68:
19-33;
- For those who keep from evil, are Gardens of bliss with Allah -- 68: 34;
- In a blissful state in a high garden whereof the clusters -- 69: 21-23;
- --- these will dwell in gardens honoured -- 70: 22-35;
- Does every man among them hope to enter the Garden of Delight ? -- 70: 38;
- In gardens, they will ask one another about the guilty -- 74: 40-41;
- For all they endured, Allah awarded them a garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
- -- thereby to produce -- and gardens of thick foliage -- 78: 14-16;
- Gardens enclosed and vineyards -- 78: 32;
- Who fear to stand before Allah restraining his soul from lust - his home - the garden -- 79:
40-41;
- -- and gardens - closes of thick foliage -- 80: 24-32;
- And when the garden is brought nigh -- 81: 13;
- On that day --- faces ---- in a high garden --- 88: 8-16;
- Ah! thou soul at peace --- enter thou My Garden -- 89: 27-30;
GARMENT
- We taught him the art of making garments of mail to protect -- 21: 80;
- Kuffar will have garment of Fire -- 22: 19;
- Whenever I call them --- they --- and cover themselves with their garments -- 71: 7;
GATE
- Enter the gate prostrate -- 2: 58;
- If you avoid --Allah will remit evil deeds and make you enter at noble gate -- 4: 31;
- O my sons! go not in by one gate -- go in by different gates -- 12: 67;
- If We opened to them the gates of heaven and -- they’d say -- 15: 14-15;
- It has 7 gates -- each gate an appointed portion -- 15: 44;
- Enter the gates of Hell to dwell therein forever -- 16: 29; 39: 72;
- Gardens of Eden -- gates opened for them -- 38: 50-55;
- Kuffar driven to Hell in troops - when they reach it - gates opened -- 39: 71; -- Believers
driven to Paradise ---- 39: 73;
- Enter the gates of Hell - to dwell therein -- 40: 76;
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- We opened the gates of heaven with pouring water -- 54: 11;
- -- they will be separated by a wall -- wherein is gate - inner side contains mercy -- outer side
is towards doom -- 57: 13;
- And the heaven is opened - become as gates -- 78: 19;
GATHER
- Be careful of your duty to Allah and know that to Him you’ll be gathered -- 2: 203;
- It is Thee Who will gather mankind on a Day -- 3: 9;
- When believers were told people had gathered against them, it increased their faith -- 3: 173;
- He gathers you to Day of Resurrection -- in which there is no doubt -- 4: 87;
- Then to their Lord they will be gathered -- 6: 38;
- Warn those who fear that they’d be gathered to their Lord -- that they may ward off evil -- 6:
51;
- He gathers you at night and knows what you commit by day -- 6: 60;
- He it is to Whom you’ll be gathered -- 6: 71;
- Even if We gather all things -- against them, they will not believe unless Allah wills -- 6:
111;
- On the day when He will gather them together He will say - O assembly of Jinns! many of
mankind did you seduce -- 6: 128;
- To Allah you will be gathered -- 8: 24;
- On the Day when We gather them all together -- 10: 28;
- On the day when He will gather them together --- they will have perished -- 10: 45; 18: 47;
- That is a day to which mankind will be gathered -- 11: 103;
- Allah will gather them together -- 15: 25;
- Allah tells Yahudis -- We shall bring you as a crowd gathered from various nations -- 17: 104;
- That day We'll let some surge against others -- We'll gather them in one gathering -- 18: 99;
- On the Day when We shall gather the righteous to Allah -- 19: 85;
- Pharaoh gathered his strength and came to meeting -- 20: 60;
- My Lord! Why hast Thou gathered me blind when I used to see -- 20: 125;
- They gathered apart and said you yourselves are the wrongdoers -- 21: 64;
- He sown you broadcast in earth - to Him you'll be gathered -- 23: 79;
- -- Allah wafteth the clouds, gathers them -- you see rain come from between them -- 24: 43;
- Those who will be gathered on their faces unto hell -- 25: 34;
- Wizards were gathered at time and place appointed -- 26: 38;
- People were asked - are you gathering -- 26: 39;
- Solomon gather his armies of Jinn, humankind, birds -- 27: 17;
- Remind them of the day when He shall gather out of every nation -- 27: 83;
- The angel of death --- will gather you -- 32: 11;
- The day when He will gather them -- He will say to angels -- did these worship you -- 34: 40;
- He will gather them (beasts) when He will -- 42: 29;
- Allah gives life, cause you to die then gathers you to the Day of Resurrection of which there
is
no doubt -- 45: 26;
- How will it be with them when the angels gather them smiting their faces -- 47: 27;
- The day when the earth split asunder from them - that is a gathering easy for Us -- 50: 44;
- Keep your duty to Allah to Whom you will be gathered -- 58: 9;
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The day when He'll gather you to Day of Assembling will be day of mutual disillusion -- 64: 9;
He multiply you in the earth ---- and to Whom you'll be gathered -- 67: 24;
Then He gathered and summoned -- 79: 23;
Woe to every slanderer who gathers wealth and arranges it -- 104: 1-2;

GAZE
- Tell believing men and women to lower their gaze -- 24: 30-31;
- I will bring it before thy gaze return to thee -- 27: 40;
- With them are those of modest gaze -- lovely eyes -- 37: 41-50; --- companions -- 38: 52;
- The thunderbolt overtook them while they gazed -- 51: 44;
GENERATION
- Transformation of Sabbath-breakers to apes - an example to future generations -- 2: 66;
- How many generations We destroyed for their sins and replaced them with others -- 6: 6;
- And a generation succeeded them inheriting Scripture and grasping goods of this life - saying
we'll be forgiven -- 7: 169;
- We destroyed generations before you when they did wrong -- 10: 13;
- If there were among the generations before you, men with good sense, warning people from
corruption in earth --- 11: 116;
- How many generations We destroyed since Noah -- 17: 17; 19: 98;
- Later generations which followed, ruined worship and followed lusts -- 19: 59;
- Many generations were destroyed before - more imposing in respect of gear -- 19: 74; 50:
36;
- What is the state of the generations of old -- 20: 51;
- Is it not guidance for them to know how many generations --- 20: 128; 32: 26;
- After them We brought another generation -- 23: 31; 42;
- The tribes of Aad, Thamud --- and many generations in between --- 25: 38;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me wisdom -- and give me good report in later
generations -- 26: 83-89;
- Keep your duty to Him Who created you and the generations of the men of old -- 26: 184;
- We gave Scripture to Moses after We had destroyed generations of old -- 28: 43;
- We brought forth generations and their lives dragged on -- 28: 45;
- Didn't Korah know that in generation before, Allah destroyed men mightier than him -- 28:
78;
- Is it not guidance for them to observe how many generations We destroyed before -- 32: 26;
- Didn't they see how many generations were destroyed before that returned not to them -- 36:
31;
- How many generations We destroyed before them-- they cried out when it was too late -- 38:
3;
- Fie to you - Do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth when generations before have
passed -- 46: 17;
GENEROUS
- There are above you Guardians generous and recording -- 82: 10-12;
GENTILE
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- They say they have no duty to Gentiles -- 3: 75;
GENTLE
- Give respite to kuffar - deal gently with them for a while -- 86: 17;
GIFT / GIVE
- This is what was given to us beforetime -- 2: 25;
- Yahudis told to hold fast to what was given them and remember what is in it -- 2: 63; 93;
- Of mankind is he who say Our Lord! give us in this world -- 2: 200; -- and in hereafter -- 2:
201;
- Allah gives without stint to whom He will -- 2: 212;
- Those to whom Scripture was given differed after clear proofs --- through envy -- 2: 213;
- Allah gives increase to whom He wills -- 2: 261;
- Take not the bad to give away -- 2: 267;
- If you do not give up -- usury - take notice of war from Allah -- 2: 279;
- Allah gives without stint to whom He wills 3: 37;
- You will not attain piety until you spend out of what you love -- 3: 92;
- Do not exult in your gifts -- 3: 188;
- Our Lord! give us what you had promised us -- 3: 194;
- Those who keep their duty will enjoy gardens --- a gift of welcome from Allah -- 3: 198;
- Yahudis changed words out of -- saying if this is given to you take it - if not, beware -- 5: 41;
- -- they say we will not believe till we are given what Allah’s messengers are given -- 6: 124;
- Allah will test you by what He has given you -- 6: 165;
- We have given you power in the earth-- little thanks do you give -- 7: 10;
- Hold fast to what We have given you and remember what it contains -- 7: 171;
- They cried to Allah - if Thou givest us aright we’d be of the thankful -- 7: 189;
- When He gave them, they ascribed partners to Him -- in respect of what He gave them -- 7:
190;
- They cannot give them help nor can they help themselves -- 7: 192;
- Obey Allah and messenger when He calls you to what gives you life -- 8: 24;
- Allah gives them good tidings of mercy from Him, acceptance and Paradise -- 9: 21-22;
- Allah gives you victory on many fields and on Day of Huneyn -- 9: 25;
- If they are given thereof (alms) they are content, if not they are enraged -- 9: 58;
- How much better it would’ve been if they were contented with what was given them -- and
said Allah is sufficient for us - He will give us of His bounty -- 9: 59;
- Some made covenant with Allah -- if He gives us of His bounty, we will give alms -- 9: 75;
- When He gave them -- they hoarded it -- 9: 76;
- Those who point to the believers who gave alms willingly and those who give of their
endeavours -- 9: 79;
- Hapless is the gift which will be given to them -- 11: 99;
- The glad ones will be in Gardens -- abiding as long as --- a gift unfailing -- 11: 108;
- She gave to every one a knife -- 12: 31;
- My Lord! Thou hast given me something of sovereignty -- 12: 101;
- Allah proclaims -- if you give thanks, I will give you more -- 14: 7;
- Allah gives Grace to whom He will of His slaves -- 14: 11;
- Tell believers to spend out of what We have given them before -- 14: 31;
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Allah gives you of all you ask of Him -- 14: 34;
Allah gives them respite till a day when eyes will -- 14: 42;
We have given to you livelihoods therein -- 15: 20;
-- We cause water to descend from the sky and give it to you to drink -- 15: 22;
We quicken and give death -- 15: 23;
We gave them Our revelations but they were averse -- 15: 81;
We have given thee 7 of the oft-repeated verses -- 15: 87;
Who became fugitives -- We shall give goodly lodging -- and reward of hereafter is -- 16: 41;
They set up Partners to Allah so as to deny what they were given -- 16: 55;
They assign a portion of what We give them to what they do not know -- 16: 56;
Allah hath given you wives of your own kind - and from them sons and grandsons -- 16: 72;
Allah hath given you hearing, sight and hearts that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
Allah hath given you - in your houses ---- and of the hides of cattle -- 16: 80;
Allah ---- of that which He created, shelter from the sun --- and coats to save you from your
own foolhardiness --- 16: 81;
Allah enjoins ......giving to kinsfolk and ....... 16: 90;
Abraham given good in the world and in the Hereafter -- 16: 122;
We gave Moses the Scripture -- 17: 2;
We gave to you once again your turn against them -- 17: 6;
Give to the kinsman his due, and the needy and ---- squander not --- 17: 26;
We gave Thamud the she-camel - a clear portent -- 17: 59;
My Lord! and give me from Thy Presence, a sustaining Power -- 17: 80;
We gave to Moses 9 tokens -- clear proofs of Allah’s Sovereignty -- 17: 101;
Our Lord! Give us Mercy from Thy Presence and -- 18: 10;
It may be that Allah will give me better than your garden -- 18: 40;
Moses tells his servant - I will not give up until -- 18: 60;
Dhul Qarneyn says give me pieces of iron -- 18: 96;
Zachariah appeals to Allah - Give me from Thy Presence a successor -- 19: 5;
We have given the name (John) to none other before -- 19: 7;
He hath given me the Scripture -- 19: 30;
When he withdrew from what they were -- besides Allah - We gave him Isaac -- 19: 49;
We gave them of Our Mercy and assigned to them -- 19: 50;
We have given thee from Our Presence - a Reminder -- 20: 99;
We gave these and their fathers ease till life grew long for them -- 21: 44;
We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion of right and wrong - a light - a Reminder -- 21: 48;
We gave Abraham -- his proper course -- 21: 51;
We gave him (Job) his household and the like thereof -- 21: 84;
Whoso think that Allah will not give him victory in world and Hereafter, let him -- 22: 15;
Mention name of Allah over cattle He give them for food -- give tidings to the humble -- 22:
We have made them subject to you that you may give thanks -- 22: 36;
Give good tidings to the good -- 22: 37;
Those, if We give them power in the land, establish worship -- 22: 41;
Those who have been given knowledge will know that it is truth from Allah -- 22: 54;
He gave you life -- will cause you to die, then give you life again -- 22: 66;
We have given to each nation sacred rites to perform -- 22: 67;
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- We send down water -- We gave it lodging in earth -- 23: 18;
- Those who give what they give with hearts afraid -- these race for good things, they will
win -- 23: 57-61;
- He gives life and causes death -- 23: 80;
- If you find no one therein -- still do not enter until permission is given -- 24: 28;
- He will give them in exchange safety after their fear -- 24: 55;
- But Thou did give them and their fathers ease until they forgot the warning -- 25: 18;
- That We may give life thereby to a dead land -- and We give many beasts -- to drink
thereof -- 25: 49;
- He it is Who has given independence to the 2 seas - one palatable sweet -- 25: 53;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me wisdom -- and give me good report -- 26: 83-89;
- Give full measure -- be not of those who give less -- 26: 181;
- We have been given abundance of all things -- 27: 16; -- she has been given ----- 27: 23;
- I shall send a gift to them -- 27: 35;
- What Allah hath given me is better than what ---- it is you who exult in your gift -- 27: 36;
- This is of the Bounty -- that He may try me whether I give thanks -- whoever give thanks -- for his own soul 27: 40;
- O Moses! --- I am of those who give you good advice -- 28: 20;
- I fear they will give the lie to me -- 28: 34;
- We will give you both power so they cannot reach you -- 28: 35;
- They say why is he not given like what was given to Moses -- didn’t they disbelieve in what
was given to Moses -- 28: 48;
- What you are given is comfort of life of world -- what is with Allah, is better -- 28: 60; 42: 36;
- Korah told to seek hereafter with what Allah hath given thee -- 28: 77;
- Korah said I’ve been given it because of knowledge I possess -- 28: 78;
- Those desiring life of world said Ah! would that we were given similar to Korah -- 28: 79;
- Those who were given knowledge said woe to you -- the reward of Allah -- 28: 80;
- He Who hath given thee Quran for a law will bring thee home again -- 28: 85;
- We gave him his reward in the world and -- 29: 27;
- My Lord! give me victory over folk who work corruption -- 29: 30;
- --they ascribe partners to Him - that they may disbelieve in what is given them and
that -- 29: 65-66; 30: 33-34;
- Give to the kinsman his due -- 30: 38;
- That which you give in usury has no increase - that which you give in charity -- increase
manifold -- 30: 39;
- Allah is He Who --- then give you life again -- 30: 40;
- Those to whom knowledge and faith are given will say -- you’ve tarried until Day of
Resurrection -- 30: 56;
- We give them comfort for a little, then -- 31: 24;
- If We willed We could have given every soul its guidance -- 32: 13;
- Whosoever of you is submissive -- We shall give her double reward and -- 33: 31;
- May all be pleased with what you give them -- 33: 50-52;
- We gave them no Scripture which they study -- 34: 44;
- Have We given them a Scripture that they act on clear proof therefrom -- 35: 40;
- We gave him tidings of a gentle son -- 37: 101;
- We gave him tidings of Isaac - a prophet of the righteous -- 37: 112;
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We gave them the clear Scripture -- 37: 117;
They believed -- We gave them comfort for a while -- 37: 147-148;
This is Our gift - so bestow or withhold without reckoning -- 38: 39;
Allah gave us speech Who gives speech to all things -- 41: 21;
A gift of welcome from Allah -- 41: 32;
Give up to me the slaves of Allah -- 44: 18;
We gave them portents wherein was clear trial -- 44: 33;
Woe to each sinful liar -- give him tidings of a painful doom -- 45: 7-9;
We gave Yahudis Scripture, Command, Prophethood - provided them with good things,
favoured them above all peoples -- 45: 16;
We gave them plain commandments -- they differed not until after -- 45: 17;
Who turn back after -- Satan seduced them -- We give them rein -- 47: 25;
We have given thee a signal victory -- 48: 1;
Allah promised you much booty -- hath given you this in advance -- 48: 20;
Those who keep from evil will dwell -- taking what Allah gives them -- 51: 15-19;
Allah gives livelihood -- 51: 58;
Happy because of what Allah hath given them -- 52: 17-18;
Have they been given charge of treasures of Allah -- 52: 37;
Did you observe him who turned away then gave a little grudgingly -- 53: 33-34;
Allah gives death and life -- 53: 44;
Has the remembrance been given to him alone among us -- 54: 25;
Exult not in what is given -- 57: 23;
We give those who believe their reward -- 57: 27;
Be mindful of duty to Allah - He will give you twofold of His Mercy and -- 57: 28;
Bounty is in Allah’s hand to give to whom He will -- 57: 29;
What Allah gave His messenger as spoil --- Allah gives His messenger lordship over whom

will -- 59: 6; -- is for Allah, messenger, kinsman, orphans --- WHATEVER MESSENGER
GIVES
YOU, TAKE -- WHATEVER HE FORBIDS - ABSTAIN FROM IT -- 59: 7;
- -- and find in their breasts no need for what was given them -- 59: 9;
- Do you give them friendship when they disbelieve in that truth which has come to you -- 60:
1;
- Give the kuffar what they spent on them -- no sin to marry such women when you give them
their dues -- 60: 10;
- If any of your wives have gone to kuffar - when your turn comes, give to those whose wives
went the equivalent of what they spent -- 60: 11;
- He will give you another blessing which you love -- give good tidings to believers -- 61: 11-13;
- That is the bounty of Allah - He give to whom He will -- 62: 4;
- Then if they give suck for you - give them their due payment -- then let some other woman
give suck for him -- 65: 6;
- Let him who has abundance spend -- let him spend of what Allah hath given him -- Allah
ask nothing of any -- except what He hath given it -- 65: 7;
- If he divorce you, it may be that Allah will give him wives better than you -- 66: 5;
- Allah gives example for kuffar -- wife of Noah - wife of Lot -- 66: 10; --- for believers --- wife
of Pharaoh, Mary daughter of Imran -- 66: 11-12;
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- He it is who gave you Being -- small thanks you give -- 67: 23;
- Maybe our Lord will give us better than this -- 68: 32;
- Who is given his record in his right hand will say -- 69: 19; --- in his left hand, will say
would that I was not given my book -- 69: 25;
- If they tread the right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72: 16;
- Yet he desire I should give more -- 74: 11-15;
- Those to whom the Scripture was given may have certainty -- not doubt -- 74: 31;
- Everyone desire to be given open pages from Allah -- 74: 52;
- Haven’t We --- and given you sweet water to drink -- 77: 25-27;
- No increase We give you except of torment -- 78: 30;
- --- a gift in payment -- 78: 36;
- They are given to drink of a pure wine sealed with musk -- 83: 25-28;
- Who is given account in right hand will receive easy reckoning -- 84: 7-8; --- behind back,
will invoke destruction -- 84: 10-11;
- Give them tidings of a painful doom -- 84: 24;
- By the heaven which gives the returning rain -- 86: 11;
- Give respite to kuffar -- deal gently with them for a while -- 86: 17;
- As for him who gives and is dutiful to Allah --- 92: 5-7;
- Ours is to give the guidance -- 92: 12;
- Far removed from it will be the righteous who gives his wealth that -- 92: 17-21;
- Thy Lord will give thee so that you are content -- 93: 5;
- Who will give the lie to thee about the judgment -- 95: 7;
- We have given thee abundance -- 108: 1;
GLAD
- On that Day some will be glad -- 11: 105;
- Who will be glad will be in Garden - abiding as long as heavens and earth endure -- 11: 108;
- When Allah alone mentioned -- hearts of kuffar repelled -- when --- they are glad -- 39: 45;
- Enter the Garden -- you and your wives to be made glad -- 43: 70;
- On that day other faces will --- glad for their past effort -- 88: 8-16;
GLAMOUR
- When glamour from devil trouble muttaqeen - they remember Allah -- 7: 201;
GLANCE
- He glanced at the stars and said I feel sick -- 37: 88-89;
GLASS
- The lamp is in a glass - the glass -- a shining star -- 24: 35;
- It is a hall made smooth - of glass -- 27: 44;
- Goblets of silver are brought -- and beakers as of glass but made of silver -- 76: 15-16;
GLEE
- He went to his folk with glee -- 75: 33;
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GLIDE
- And those that glide with ease on the sea -- 51: 3;
GLORY
- When Allah revealed His Glory to the mountain, it crashed -- Moses said Glory to Thee -- 7:
143;
- Be He glorified from all they ascribe as partners to Him -- 9: 31;
- Glorified and Exalted be He above -- 16: 1; 17: 43;
- They assign to Allah daughters -- Be He glorified -- 16: 57;
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night -- 17: 1;
- Allah be glorified! am I anything beside a mortal messenger -- 17: 94;
- They fall down on their faces saying Glory to our Lord -- 17: 107-108;
- Zachariah tells his people by signs to glorify Allah morning and evening -- 19: 11;
- Glory be to Him -- 19: 35;
- Moses asks Allah to strengthen him with Aaron that they may glorify Him much -- 20: 33;
- Glorify Him during night and at 2 ends of day -- 20: 130;
- They glorify Him night and day - they flag not -- 21:20;
- Glorified is Allah from all they ascribe to Him -- 21: 22; 23: 91; 37: 159; 52: 43; 59: 23;
- They say The Beneficent has taken a son - Be He Glorified -- 21: 26;
- Jonah cries out ‘There is no God but Thee - Be Thou glorified’ -- 21: 87;
- Glory be to Thee Oh Allah - this is awful calumny -- 24: 16;
- Be Thou glorified -- it was not for us to choose -- 25: 18;
- Glorified be Allah Lord of Worlds -- 27: 8; 28: 68;
- Glory to Allah when you enter night and morning -- 30: 17; 48: 9;
- Glorify Him early and late -- 33: 42;
- The angels will say - Be Thou glorified - Thou art our Protector -- they worshipped the
Jinn -- 34: 41;
- Glory to Him who created all the sexual pairs of what earth grows and of themselves -- 36:
36;
- Glory to Him in Whose hand is dominion over all things -- 36: 83;
- Had he not been one of those who Glorify Allah - he would have tarried -- 37: 143-145;
- Glorified be Allah from what they attribute to Him -- except single minded slaves of
Allah -- 37: 159-160; --- Peace be to those sent - Praise be to Allah Lord of
Worlds -- 37: 180-182; 59: 16;
- Glorified be thy Lord --- (Subhaana Rabbika rabbil izzati ammaa yasifoon---) -- 37: 180-182;
- Glorified is He and high exalted from all that they ascribe --- 39: 67; 43: 82;
- And if they are too proud - still those with Allah glorify Him night and day and tire not -- 41:
38;
- Glorified be He Who has subdued these to us ---- 43: 13-14;
- We sent thee as --- that mankind may -- and Glorify Him -- at early dawn -- 48: 8-9;
- All that is in heavens and earth glorifieth Allah -- 57: 1; 59: 1; 24; 61: 1; 62: 1; 64: 1;
- Didn't I say why not glorify Allah -- 68: 28;
- They said Glorified be Allah - we were wrong-doers -- 68: 29;
- So glorify the name of the Tremendous Lord -- 69: 52;
- Exalted be the glory of Allah -- 72: 3;
- Glorify Him through live-long night -- 76: 26;
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- It is a Glorious Quran on a guarded tablet -- 85: 21-22;
GO
- Go down all of you from hence -- 2: 38;
- Go into this township - eat freely .... -- 2: 58;
- Allah tells Satan - Go down hence -- 7: 12;
- Allah tells Adam and Satan to go down - one of you a foe to the other -- 7: 24;
- Even as Allah caused you to go forth from your home with the truth -- 8: 5;
- If you do not go forth, He will afflict you with painful doom -- 9: 39;
- Go forth - armed - and strive with wealth and life in Way of Allah -- 9: 41;
- Had they gone forth among you, they would have added nothing but trouble -- 9: 47;
- If they had wished to go forth, they’d have made ready some equipment -- 9: 46;
- They say - do not go forth in the heat -- 9: 81;
- You will never more go out with me nor fight with me against a foe -- 9: 83;
- He will go before his people --- and will lead them to Hell -- 11: 98;
- O my sons! go not in by one gate -- 12: 67;
- When they went in before Joseph -- 12: 69;
- I shall not go forth from the land until my father -- 12: 80;
- Go with this shirt of mine and place it -- 12: 93;
- Allah said - Go thou forth from hence - thou art outcast -- 15: 34;
- Let none of you turn round but go where you are commanded -- 15: 65;
- Do they feel secure that Allah will not seize them in their going to and fro -- 16: 45-47;
- Allah tells Iblis - Go and whosoever follow thee -- Hell shall be your payment -- 17: 63;
- My Lord! Cause me to come -- and to go out with a firm outgoing -- 17: 80;
- When they had gone further, he said to his servant -- 18: 62;
- If you go with me, do not ask me about anything until I tell you -- 18: 70;
- Go to Pharaoh - he hath transgressed the bounds -- 20: 24; 43;
- Go you and your brother with My tokens and be not -- 20: 42;
- Go to him and say - we are 2 messengers of Allah - let Children of Israel go with us -- 20: 47;
- Moses went back to his folk angry and sad -- 20: 86;
- Moses tells Samiri - then go -- in this life say -- do not touch me -- 20: 97;
- He said Go down hence - both of you - one a foe to the other -- 20: 123;
- Kuffar - whenever in their anguish they would go forth from thence -- -- 22: 19-22;
- We gave Moses Scripture that they may go aright -- 23: 49;
- If it is said to you go away again, then go away -- 24: 28;
- Allah created every animal -- some go on bellies - some on 2 legs - some on 4 -- 24: 45;
- They swear -- that if you order them, they will go forth -- 24: 53;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger -- if you obey him you’d go aright -- 24: 54;
- They do not go away until they’ve asked leave -- 24: 62;
- Go together to the folk who denied Our revelations -- 25: 36;
- Allah tells Moses - Go to the wrong-doing folk -- 26: 10;
- Allah tells Moses - Go you twain with Our tokens -- We shall be with you -- 26: 15;
- Let the Children of Israel go with us -- 26: 17;
- Satan makes their works -- so they go not aright -- 27: 24;
GOAL
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- Each one has a goal to which he turns -- 2: 148;
- Allah! with Him is a more excellent abode -- 3: 14;
- Who is removed from fire and made to enter Paradise - is triumphant -- 3: 185;
- He from whom retribution is averted that day - Allah hath mercy on him - that is triumph -- 6:
16;
- Better is abode of hereafter for those who keep duty to Allah -- 6: 32; 7: 169;
- Is that doom better - or Garden of Immortality -- it will be their reward and journey's end -25: 15;
- The home of hereafter - that is life -- 29: 64;
- Those who merit Paradise this day -- they and their wives -- 36: 55-58;
- For them --- in gardens of delight -- 37: 41-49;
- Who desire harvest of hereafter -- 42: 20;
- That He may bring believers to Paradise - Supreme Triumph -- 48: 5;
- Those who kept their duty, dwell in gardens of delight -- 52: 17-24;
- And Allah - He is the goal -- 53: 42;
- The righteous will dwell among gardens and rivers ---- 54: 54-55;
- Race one another for forgiveness and a garden whereof the breadth ---- 57: 21;
- He will forgive you your sins and bring you into gardens -- 61: 12-13;
- The day when they come from the graves -- as though racing to a goal -- 70: 42: 44;
GOAT
- And of the goats twain -- 6: 143;
GOBLET
- Therein are brought for them trays of gold and goblets -- 43: 71;
- Goblets of silver are brought round for them -- 76: 15;
- -- and goblets set at hand -- 88: 8-16;
GOD
- Your God is one God - there is no God but Him -- 2: 163; 16: 22; 18: 110;
- There is no God besides Him -- 2: 255; 3: 2; 6; 4: 87; 7: 158; 9: 129; 11: 14; 50; 61;
84;
13: 30; 27: 26; 28: 70; 88; 39: 6;
- False gods lead you from light to darkness -- 2: 257;
- Those who pretend to believe in Quran -- run to false gods to settle disputes when they are
ordered to reject them -- 4: 60;
- There is no God but one God -- 5: 73;
- Jesus will be questioned - Did you say to mankind - take me and my mother for 2 gods
besides Me -- 5: 116;
- Revile not their god, lest they revile Allah ignorantly -- 6: 108;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said - will you let Moses make mischief and flout you and your gods -- 7:
127;
- Yahudis ask Moses to make a god for them even as they have gods -- 7: 138;
- Moses tells Yahudis - should I seek for you a god other than Allah when -- 7: 140;
- They take as Lords besides Allah -- when they were bidden to worship only one God -- there
is no god but Him -- 9: 31;
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Hud’s folk tell him one of their gods possessed him in an evil way -- 11: 54;
Their gods on whom they called besides Allah availed them nothing -- 11: 101;
We defend thee from the scoffers who set some other god along with Allah -- 15: 95-96;
Warn mankind that there is no god beside Me -- 16: 2;
Created nothing while they are created -- 16: 20;
Your God is One God -- 16: 22; 18: 110;
In every nation We raised messenger saying -- shun false gods -- 16: 36;
Choose not 2 gods - there is ONLY ONE GOD -- 16: 51;
Set not up with Allah any other god - lest you sit down forsaken -- 17: 22; lest you be cast in
hell abandoned -- 17: 39;
Say to kuffar, if there were other gods besides Allah -- 17: 42;
We cry to no god beside Him -- 18: 14;
These our people have chosen other gods besides Him -- 18: 15;
Do you reject my gods - Oh Abraham -- 19: 46;
They choose other gods besides Allah who will deny their worship -- 19: 81-82;
Your God is only Allah - there is no other God beside Him -- 20: 8; 98;
Allah tells Moses -- I am Allah - there is no god besides Me - so serve Me -- 20: 14;
He produced for them a calf and said - this is your god and god of Moses -- 20: 88;
Moses tells Samiri to look upon his god of which he remained a votary -- 20: 97;
Have they chosen gods from earth who raise the dead -- 21: 21;
IF THERE WERE MORE THAN ONE GOD, THERE'D BE CONFUSION -- 21: 22;
Have they chosen other gods besides Him - bring your proof -- 21: 24;
If anyone should say I am god beside Him, such will be thrown in Hell -- 21: 29;
Kuffar choose thee for mockery -- Is this he who make mention of your gods -- 21: 36;
Have they gods who can shield them from Us - they cannot help themselves - they cannot
defended from Us -- 21: 43;
What are these images to which you pay devotion -- 21: 52;
I shall circumvent your idols - then he broke them except -- 21: 57-58;
They said Who did this to our gods - it must be an evil-doer -- 21: 59;
Is it you who did this to our gods - he said their chief done it -- 21: 62-63;
You know they cannot speak - he said why do you worship what cannot help nor hurt you -

on you and your gods - they said burn him and stand by your gods -- 21: 65-68;
- Jonah cried out There is no god but Thee -- 21: 87;
- If these were gods, they would not come thither ----- all will abide therein -- 21: 99;
- It is inspired in me that your God is ONE GOD -- 21: 108; 41: 6;
- To every nation ---- your God is One God - surrender to Him -- 22: 34;
- Oh my people! Serve Allah - You have no god save Him -- 23: 23;
- Serve Allah - No other god besides Him - will you not ward off evil -- 23: 32;
- There is no God save Him --each would have championed what he created - some would
have
overcome others -- 23: 91;
- There is no God save Him Lord of Throne of Grace -- 23: 116; 28: 70;
- Who cries to any other god along with Allah -- 23: 117;
- They choose other gods beside Him who created nothing - are themselves created - they
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possess
no profit nor hurt nor life nor death, nor can they raise the dead -- 25: 3;
- He would have led us far away from Our Gods if we were not staunch to them -- 25: 42;
- Have you seen him who chooses his own lust as his God -- 25: 43; 45: 23;
- Pharaoh says if you choose a god other than me, I shall -- 26: 29;
- Invoke no other God with Allah lest you be doomed -- 26: 213;
- Disguise her throne -- that we may see whether she goes aright or be of those -- 27: 41;
- Is there any god besides Allah? -- 27: 60; 61; 62; 63; 64;
- O Chiefs! I do not know you have a god other than me -- set up for me a tower that I may
survey the god of Moses -- 28: 38; 40: 37;
- Have you thought if Allah made night everlasting - who besides Allah could -- 28: 71; --if Allah made day everlasting -- 28: 72;
- Cry not unto any other god along with Allah -- 28: 88;
- The likeness of him who choose other gods besides Allah is as the spider -- 29: 41;
- Allah knows what they invoke besides Him -- 29: 42;
- Our God and your God is one God -- 29: 46;
- Should I take other Gods in place of Him and if Allah wants to do me harm, they will not be
able
to help me - I should surely be in error -- 36: 23-24;
- They have taken other Gods besides Allah so that they may be helped - It is not in their
power
to help them -- 36: 74-75;
- Shall we forsake our gods for a mad poet -- 37: 36;
- Is it a falsehood -- gods besides Allah -- that you desire -- 37: 86;
- They turned their backs and went away -- 37: 90;
- He turned to their gods and said - will you not eat -- 37: 91;
- He said I am going to Allah Who will guide me -- 37: 99;
- Does he make the Gods one god -- 38: 5;
- Go and be staunch to your gods -- 38: 6;
- To Iblis Allah says Go forth - you are outcast - My curse -- until Day of Judgment -- 38: 77-78;
- Those who put away false gods lest they worship them and turn to Allah -- give glad tidings
- to those who hear advice and follow the best thereof -- 39: 17-18;
- Ask the messengers We sent --- did We appoint gods to be worshipped besides Allah -- 43:
45;
- Are our gods better or is he -- 43: 58;
- He is God in heaven and God on earth -- 43: 84;
- If you put no faith in me, let me go -- 44: 21;
- Did you come to turn us away from our gods -- 46: 22;
- Why did not those whom they chose for gods --- not help them -- 46: 28;
- There are some who listen -- when they go forth they say -- what was it he said -- 47: 16;
- Those who were left behind -- will say let us go with you -- say you shall not go with us -- 48:
15;
- It is said to the driver and witness - hurl to hell each -- who set up another god along with
Allah -- 50: 24-26;
- He went apart to his housefolk -- they brought fatted calf - set it before them and said will you
not eat -- 51: 24-30;
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Set no other god with Allah -- 51: 51;
Or do they have any god beside Allah -- 52: 43;
-- it will be said Go back and seek for light -- 57: 13;
--Among them is he who go right but many are evil-livers -- 57: 26;
Those who put away their wives by saying --- and would go back on their saying -- the
penalty is -- 58: 3-4;
You did not think they will go forth, they thought their strongholds will -- 59: 2;
--if you are driven out, we will go with you -- 59: 11;
If they are driven out, they do not go with them -- 59: 12;
Expel them not from their houses nor let them go forth unless -- 65: 1-3;
Is he who go groping on his face more rightly guided or -- 67: 22;
So they went off saying to each other -- no needy man shall enter -- 68: 23-24;
They went strong in this purpose -- 68: 25;
Or have they other gods --- then let them bring their other gods -- 68: 41;
And they said forsake not your gods Wadd, Suwa ---- 71: 23;
Then he went to his folk with glee -- 75: 33;
Go to Pharaoh - he has rebelled -- 79: 15-25;
Whither then do you go -- 81: 26;

GOD-FEARING
- Transformation of Sabbath-breakers to apes - an admonition to God-fearing -- 2: 66;
- The God-fearing, the sincere, the righteous described -- 2: 177;
- Be just - it is nearer to God-fearing -- 5: 8;
- I seek refuge in Allah from thee if thou art God-fearing -- 19: 18;
GOG / MAGOG
- O Dhul Qarneyn! Gog and Magog are spoiling the land -- 18: 94;
- Gog and Magog were not able to surmount the barrier -- 18: 97;
- They shall not return until Gog and Magog are let loose -- 21: 95-96;
GOLD
- Kuffar -- the whole earth full of gold will not be accepted as ransom -- 3: 90-91;
- Those who hoard up gold and silver --- it will be heated --- their foreheads, flanks and backs
will be branded --- this is what you hoarded -- 9: 34-35;
- We will not put faith in you until -- you have a house of gold -- 17: 90-93;
- Believers who do good works will have armlets of gold -- robes of --- and gold
embroidery -- 18: 31; 22: 23;
- They enter them wearing armlets of gold, pearl -- 35: 33-35;
- We might have appointed for kuffar --- and ornaments of gold -- 43: 33-35;
- Why doesn’t he have armlets of gold -- 43: 51-53;
- Therein are brought round for them trays of gold and -- 43: 71;
- Their raiment - fine green silk - gold embroidery -- 76: 21;
GOLIATH
- Saul and those who believed said - this day we have no power against Goliath -- 2: 249;
- When they went --- against Goliath they said - Our Lord! Bestow on us endurance -- 2: 250;
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- David slew Goliath -- 2: 251;
GOOD
- Would you exchange that which is higher for what is lower -- 2: 61;
- Who believes and do good are owners of garden to abide therein -- 2: 82;
- Be good to parents ---- 2: 83; 4: 36; 6: 151;
- Whatever good you send before for your souls, you'll find with Allah -- 2: 110; 73: 20;
- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good will find his reward with Allah -- 2: 112;
- WHO DOES GOOD OF HIS OWN ACCORD will find Allah responsive -- 2: 158; -- it is better
for him -- 2: 184;
- Do good deeds - Allah loves the doers of good -- 2: 195; 3: 134; 5: 93;
- Whatever good you do, Allah knows it -- 2: 197; 215; 4: 127;
- You may hate what is good for you and love what is bad -- 2: 216;
- A bounden duty for those who do good is to provide fairly for wives you divorce before
consummating marriage -- 2: 236;
- Spend of the good things you have earned - seek not the bad to give when you'd not take it
yourselves -- 2: 267;
- Allah gives wisdom to whom He will -- who receives this, receives abundant good -- 2: 269;
- Whatever good you spend ( not for Allah’s pleasure) is for yourself -- 2: 272;
- Whatever good you spend, Allah knows it -- 2: 273;
- From among you, let there be a nation who invite to goodness - enjoin right conduct -forbid indecencies -- 3: 104;
- There is a community -- they believe in Allah -- they are righteous -- Allah will reward them
for whatever good they do -- 3: 113 - 115;
- If good comes to you - it is evil to them -- 3: 120;
- It is not Allah's purpose to leave you until He separates wicked from good -- 3: 179;
- Exchange not the good for the bad -- 4: 2;
- If there is a good deed, He doubles it and gives immense reward -- 4: 40;
- If good befall you, it is from Allah -- if evil befall you -- 4: 78-79;
- Who intervenes in good cause --- who intervenes in evil -- 4: 85;
- There is no good in much of their secret conferences -- except in him who enjoins
alms-giving -- 4: 114;
- If you do good and keep from evil - Allah is informed of what you do --- 4: 128; --- Allah is
Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 129;
- Who do good openly or secretly -- Allah is Forgiving -- 4: 149;
- All good things are lawful for you -- 5: 4-5;
- Who believes and does good will be forgiven -- 5: 9;
- Yahudis, Christians and Muslims told to vie in good works -- 5: 48;
- For their saying, Allah rewarded them with Paradise - the reward of the good -- 5: 85;
- Forbid not the good things which Allah made lawful -- 5: 87;
- Bad and good are not equal -- 5: 100;
- If Allah touch thee with good, none can prevent it -- 6: 17;
- We bestowed on him -- each of them We guided -- thus We reward the good -- 6: 84;
- Scripture which was given to Moses was complete for him who would do good -- 6: 154;
- When one of the portents come, it will be useless to someone who did not believe before,
nor earned good -- 6: 158;
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- Good deeds have 10 rewards - evil deed recorded as one -- 6: 160;
- Who hath forbidden the good things which Allah hath provided -- 7: 32;
- Mercy of Allah is nigh unto the good -- 7: 56;
- As for the good land, its vegetation comes forth -- 7: 58;
- We changed the evil for good till they became affluent and said -- 7: 94-102;
- When good touch them they say -- when evil touch them they say -- 7: 131;
- And ordain for us that which is good in this world and in the hereafter ---- 7: 156;
- He will make lawful for them all good things -- 7: 157;
- Yahudis told to eat of the good things -- 7: 160;
- We have tried them with good and evil that they might return -- 7: 168;
- If Allah knew of any good in them, He'd have made them hear -- 8: 23;
- He made provision of good things for you -- 8: 26; 32: 7;
- That Allah may separate the wicked from the good -- 8: 37;
- Enjoy what you have won as halal and good -- 8: 69;
- Allah gives good tidings to -- of Mercy from Him, acceptance and Paradise -- 9: 21-22;
- If good befalls thee, it grieves them -- when calamity strikes you, they're pleased -- say
nothing
happens to us except as Allah wishes -- 9: 50-51;
- Messenger and believers -- for such are good things -- they are the successful -- 9: 88;
- There is no blame on the good -- 9: 91;
- The Muhajirin, the Ansar and those who followed them in goodness will enter Paradise -- 9:
100;
- There are some who mix good deeds with bad deeds -- 9: 102-105;
- Building mosque in opposition -- people swear they only intend good -- 9: 107;
- Every deed in way of Allah, recorded as a good deed -- Allah does not lose wage of good -that He may repay them the best of their deeds -- 9: 120-121;
- If We were to hasten on the punishment as they hasten the good --- their time expired, but
We
give them "long rope" -- 10: 11;
- For doers of good, is the best reward -- neither dust nor ignominy comes near their faces -10: 26;
- If Allah desire good for you, none can repel it -- 10: 107;
- Nor do I say to those whom your eyes scorn -- Allah will not give them good -- 11: 31;
- Allah does not lose the wage of the good -- 11: 115;
- Thus We reward the good -- 12: 22;
- It seemed good to them to imprison him for a time -- 12: 35;
- We lose not the reward of the good -- 12: 56;
- They want you to hasten on the evil rather than the good -- 13: 6; 27: 46;
- Those who overcome evil with good -- 13: 22;
- When asked what Allah revealed, those who ward off evil say Good - for those who do good
there is good reward and -- 16: 30;
- Those whom angels cause to die while they do good -- 16: 32;
- A dumb man - burden to owner - brings no good - is not equal to one who enjoins justice
and --- 16: 76;
- Abraham given good in the world and in the Hereafter -- 16: 122;
- Allah is with the doers of good -- 16: 128; 29: 69;
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- If you do good, it is for your own souls -- 17: 7;
- Man prays for evil as he prays for good -- 17: 11;
- Good deeds are the only things that endure -- 18: 46; 19: 76;
- Who believes and does right, his reward will be good -- 18: 88;
- We try you with evil and good -- 21: 35;
- If good befalls him, he is content -- 22: 11;
- In camels you have much good -- 22: 36;
- Give good tidings to the good -- 22: 37;
- Bow down, prostrate, worship and do good -- 22: 77;
- When the believers heard it, why didn’t they think good of their own folk and say -- 24: 12;
- Such of your slaves as seek writing -- if you are aware of any good in them -- 24: 33;
- Who repent, believe and do good work, Allah will change their evil deeds to good deeds -25: 70;
- Who repent and do good, he repent to Allah with true repentance -- 25: 71;
- Emissaries do not fear in My Presence save -- and afterward changed evil for good -- 27: 1011;
- My Lord! arouse me -- and to do good that shall be pleasing to thee -- 27: 19;
- Why will you hasten on the evil rather than the good -- 27: 46;
- Thus We reward the good -- 28: 14; 37: 80; 105; 110; 121; 131;
- My Lord! I am needy of whatever good you send down for me -- 28: 24;
- These will be given reward twice over - they repel evil with good -- 28: 54;
- Quran - guidance and mercy to the good -- those who -- 31: 3-5;
- Who surrenders his purpose to Allah while doing good has grasped a firm handhold -- 31: 22;
- All things He created -- He made good -- 32: 7;
- They gained no good -- 33: 25;
- If you desire --- Allah hath prepared for the good among you -- 33: 29;
- Who grow in goodness - only for himself -- 35: 18;
- Of their (Abraham and Isaac) seed - some do good - some wrong themselves -- 37: 113;
- For those who do good in the world there is good -- 39: 10; 53: 31; 55: 60;
- They shall have what they will --- that is reward of the good -- 39: 34;
- When they reach it - gates opened - warders say Peace -- you are good - enter -- 39: 73;
- Repel evil with good, you will become good friends -- 41: 34;
- Man does not tire in praying for good but if ill touches him -- 41: 49;
- When good befalls man, he is ungrateful -- 41: 51;
- Kuffar say if it was any good, believers would not have had it before us -- 46: 11;
- It is said to the driver and witness - hurl to Hell each rebel ingrate and hinderer of
good -- 50: 24-26;
- Is the reward of goodness other than goodness -- 55: 60;
- Wherein are found the good and beautiful -- 55: 70;
- -- to each Allah promised good -- 57: 10;
- Who will lend to Allah a goodly loan -- 57: 11; 73: 20;
- Obey not each --- hinderer of good -- 68: 8-13;
- Man was created anxious, fretful when evil befalls it, grudging when good befalls it -- 70: 1925;
- Whatsoever good you send before for your souls, you’ll find -- 73: 20;
- Do not do good seeking worldly gains -- 74: 6; 92: 18-20;
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Thus We reward the good -- 77: 44;
Good deeds must be sent forth for the hereafter -- 89: 24;
As for him who gives ---- and believes in goodness -- 92: 5-7;
As for him who hoards and disbelieves in goodness -- 92: 8-11;
Far removed -- the righteous -- gives his wealth to grow in goodness -- 92: 17-21;
Who does an atom's weight of good will see it -- 99: 7;

GOODS
- Wrong not people in respect of their goods -- 11: 85;

26: 183;

GOSPEL
- Allah will teach Jesus Scripture, wisdom, Torah, Gospel -- 3: 48;
- Torah and Gospel revealed long after Abraham -- 3: 65;
- We gave to Jesus the Gospel - guidance and light - confirming Torah -- 5: 46;
- Let people of Gospel judge by light thereof --- 5: 47;
- Had they observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they’d be nourished from above and below -5: 66;
- O People of Book! You have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran -- 5:
68;
- Describes Prophet Muhammad (SAS) -- 7: 157;
- Such is their likeness in Torah and Gospel -- 48: 29;
- We caused --- Jesus -- to follow and gave him the Gospel -- 57: 27;
GOVERNMENT
- He makes none to share in His Government -- 18: 26;
- If he were to obey you in much of the Government, you would surely be in trouble -- 49: 7;
- And those who govern the event -- 79: 5;
GRACE
- Had it not been for Allah's Grace -- Yahudis would have been losers -- 2: 64; -- many would
have
followed Satan -- 4: 83; -- some of them had resolved to mislead thee - Allah's Grace to
thee has
been infinite -- 4: 113;
- Fear them not -- that I may complete My Grace on you -- 2: 150;
- He who alters the Grace of Allah after it had come to him -- 2: 211;
- Remember Allah’s Grace to you -- 2: 231;
- So that you became as brothers by His Grace -- 3: 103;
- There are degrees of Grace with Allah -- 3: 163;
- Allah had shown grace to believers by sending a messenger of their own -- 3: 164;
- They returned with Grace and Favour from Allah -- 3: 174;
- Among you are those who loiter and who would say should disaster strike you, Allah was
gracious to me -- 4: 72;
- As he is, you were before but Allah was gracious to you -- 4: 94;
- Who believe in Him will enter His Grace and will be guided to Him by a straight road -- 4: 175;
- Allah will not burden you - He will purify you and perfect His Grace on you -- 5: 6;
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- Remember Allah's Grace on you -- 5: 7;
- Such is the Grace of Allah - He bestows on whom He will -- 5: 54;
- Allah does not change His Grace He bestowed on people till they change what is in their
hearts -- 8: 53;
- If We let man taste some grace after misfortune -- he is boastful -- 11: 10;
- Thus Allah -- and perfect His Grace on you -- 12: 6;
- Allah gives Grace to whom He will of His slaves -- 14: 11;
- Have you seen those who exchanged the Grace of Allah for thanklessness and led their
people
down the path of Hell -- 14: 28-29;
- They will not hand over provision --- to be equal --- Is it the Grace of Allah they deny -- 16:
71;
- Do you believe in vanity and disbelieve in Grace -- 16: 72;
- Iblis said -- if Thou give me grace until Day of Judgment, I will --- 17: 62;
- He was ever Gracious unto me -- 19: 47;
- Had it not been for Grace of Allah --- you would have been undone -- 24: 10; 14; 20; -- an
awful doom had overtaken you -- 24: 14; -- not one of you would have grown pure -- 24: 21;
- Let those who cannot find a match keep chaste till Allah give them independence by His
Grace -- 24: 33;
- If Allah was not gracious to us, it could have swallowed us as well -- 28: 82;
- Haven’t you seen how ships glide on sea by Allah’s Grace -- 31: 31;
- We gave David grace -- O hills and birds echo his psalms of praise -- 34: 10;
- Remember Allah's Grace to you -- 35: 3;
- He will pay them their wages and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 30;
- Who of His Grace, has installed us in mansions of eternity where --- 35: 33-35;
- Gracious was the Hearer of his (Noah’s) prayer -- 37: 75-82;
- We gave grace to Moses and Aaron -- 37: 114;
- Allah is Gracious to His slaves -- 42: 19;
- -- and be gracious to me in the matter of my offspring -- 46: 15;
- -- afterwards either grace or ransom till the war lay down its burdens -- 47: 4;
- A bounty and Grace from Allah -- 49: 8;
- Allah has been gracious to us and preserved us from torment of Fire -- 52: 27;
- By the Grace of Allah, you are neither a soothsayer nor a madman -- 52: 29;
- We rescued him in the last watch of night as a Grace from Us -- 54: 34-35;
- Say to him - Hast thou the will to grow in grace -- 79: 18;
- --- he might grow in grace or pay heed so that the reminder ---- 80: 3-4;
- --- it is not your concern if he grow not in grace -- 80: 7;
- As for man -- when Allah tries him -- and is gracious to him, he says --- 89: 15;
GRAIN
- Not a grain amidst the darkness of earth -- in a clear record -- 6: 59;
- -- from which We bring forth the thick clustered grain -- 6: 99;
- Though it be the weight of a grain of mustard seed, We bring it -- 21: 47; 31: 16;
- We bring forth from it grain, so that they eat thereof -- 36: 33;
- He hath appointed earth -- wherein are -- husked grain and scented herb -- 55: 10-12;
- Allah sent -- thereby to produce grain and plant and -- 78: 14-16;
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- -- and cause the grain to grow therein -- 80: 24-32;
GRAPE
- We bring forth gardens of grapes -- 6: 99;
- Therewith He causes crops to grow -- and the olive -- and grapes and -- 16: 11;
- Whence you derive strong drink and good nourishment -- 16: 67;
- We will not put faith in thee until --- you have a garden of -- and grapes -- 17: 90-93;
- We produce for you therewith gardens of date-palms and grapes -- 23: 19;
- We placed therein gardens of date-palms and grapes -- 36: 34-35;
- -- and cause the grain to grow -- and grapes and -- 80: 24-32;
GRASP
- They grasp the goods of this low life and say -- 7: 169;
- Thus is the grasp of Allah -- His grasp is painful, strong -- 11: 102;
- Moses told to grasp the gliding serpent and fear not -- 20: 21;
- How many township did I suffer -- then I grasped it -- 22: 48;
- Their hearts are in ignorance -- till when We grasp their -- they supplicate -- 23: 63-67;
- Already We have grasped them with punishment but they do not humble themselves nor -23: 76;
- None will grasp the meaning (similitudes) except the wise -- 29: 43;
- Who surrenders his purpose to Allah while doing good, has grasped a firm hand-hold -- 31:
22;
- Allah grasp heaven and earth so they do not deviate - if they did, there is no other to grasp
them after Him -- 35: 41;
- We grasped them with the torment that they might turn -- 43: 48
- We grasped them with the grasp of the Mighty, the Powerful -- 54: 42;
GRASS
- -- and fruits and grasses -- 80: 24-32;
GRATEFUL
- Man is ungrateful -- 14: 34;
- Herein are portents for every --- grateful heart -- 34: 19;
- Show gratitude when good befalls you -- 41: 51;
- Show gratitude for the thing we ride on -- 43: 13;
- We have shown him the way, whether he be grateful or disbelieving -- 76: 3;
GRAVE
- Never pray for one of them who dies nor stand by his grave -- 9: 84;
- Allah will raise those who are in the graves -- 22: 7;
- You cannot reach those who are in the graves -- 35: 22;
- And the Trumpet is blown and from the graves they hie to their Lord -- 36: 51;
- That is the day of coming forth from the graves -- 50: 42;
- With downcast eyes they come from the graves ---- hastening towards the Summoner -- 54:
7-8;
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--- a folk who have despaired of the hereafter as kuffar despair of those in graves -- 60: 13;
-- the Day when they come from the graves in haste -- 70: 42-44;
And the graves are overturned -- 82: 4;
Doesn't he know that when the contents of the graves are poured forth and ---- 100: 9-11;
Rivalry in worldly increase distract you until you come to the grave -- 102: 1-2;

GREED
- Allah does not love those who hoard wealth and enjoin avarice on others -- 4: 36-38;
- Yahudis greedy for long life -- 2: 96; -- greedy for illicit gains -- 5: 42;
- If woman fears desertion - can make peace - greed ever present in minds of men -- 4: 128;
- They scold you with sharp tongues in their greed for wealth -- 33: 19;
- --- those saved from their own avarice -- they are successful -- 59: 9; 64: 16;
- Obey not each --- greedy --- 68: 8-13;
- --- yet he desire I should give more -- 74: 15;
- Ye devour heritages with devouring greed -- 89: 19;
GREET
- When greeted with greeting return better or similar -- 4: 86;
- Be careful to discriminate -- do not say to one who offer you greeting " you are not a
believer” -- 4: 94;
- Believers who do good deeds will enjoy Paradise -- their greeting therein will be -- 10: 9-10;
- Their greeting therein - Peace -- 14: 23;
- When you enter houses, greet one another -- with greeting from Allah -- 24: 61;
- If he is of those on the right hand - greeting of Peace -- from those on right hand -- 56: 90-91;
- --- and when they meet thee, they greet thee with an unislamic greeting -- 58: 8;
GRIEF
- Allah will send guidance - whoso follows, will not fear nor grieve --2: 38; 20: 123;
- Whoever believes in Allah, last day and does right will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 62; 5:69; 6:
48;
- Whoever surrender his purpose to Allah, will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 112;
- Who spends his wealth for Cause of Allah -- will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 262;
- Who spends their wealth day and night, openly and secretly will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 274;
- Who believes, does good, establish worship, pay zakat will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- Grieve not - you will overcome them if you are believers -- 3: 139;
- He rewarded you with grief for his grief -- 3: 153;
- After grief, He sent down security for you -- 3: 154;
- Those slain in Allah’s Way will not fear nor grieve -- 3: 169-170;
- Let not their conduct grieve thee -- 3: 176;
- Grieve not for wrong-doing folk -- 5: 26; 27: 70;
- Do not grieve over those who race each other to disbelief --- whom Allah dooms to sin, you
will
find no way to help - Allah will not cleanse their hearts -- 5: 41;
- Grieve not for kuffar -- 5: 68;
- Who believes in Allah, Last Day and does right --- will not fear nor grieve -- 5: 69;
- Their talk grieve thee -- 6: 33;
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And if their aversion is grievous to thee - seek a way down into the earth -- 6: 35;
Who refrain from evil and amend shall not fear nor grieve -- 7: 35;
Enter the Garden -- no fear will come to you -- nor is it you who will grieve -- 7: 49;
How can I grieve for a people who rejected truth -- 7: 93;
When Moses returned to his people angry and grieved, he said - evil is that -- 7: 150;
In the cave Prophet (SAS) said to his companion - Grieve not! Allah is with us -- 9: 40;
Friends of Allah are those who fear not nor grieve -- 10: 62;
Let not their speech grieve thee -- 10: 65; 36: 76;
Alas! my grief for Joseph -- 12: 84;
Be not grieved on their account -- 15: 88; 27: 70;
Grieve not for them nor be in distress -- 16: 127; 27: 70;
It may be if they disbelieve --- you will torment your soul with grief -- 18: 6;
Then one cried from below her - grieve not - Allah hath placed -- 19: 24;
The Supreme Horror will not grieve them -- 21: 101-104;
Let those who conspire to evade orders beware lest grief -- 24: 63;
We inspired mother of Moses -- and fear not nor grieve -- We shall -- 28: 7;
We restored him to his mother that she may --- and not grieve -- 28: 13;
When Our messengers came to Lot -- they said Fear not nor grieve -- 29: 33;
No sin to receive her again -- better so they are comforted and not grieve -- 33: 50-52;
Praise be to Allah Who has put grief away from us -- Who of His Grace has installed us in
mansions of eternity where ---- 35: 34-35;
- Lest any soul should say Alas! my grief - I was unmindful of Allah and -- 39: 56-58;
- Evil toucheth them not nor do they grieve -- 39: 61;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and are upright -- angels tell them Fear not nor grieve -- 41:
30;
- O My slaves! for you no fear this day - nor is it you who grieve -- 43: 68;
- Who say our Lord is Allah, thereafter walk aright - will not fear nor grieve -- 46: 13-14;
- Grieve not for what escaped you -- 57: 23;
GRIND
- When the earth is ground to atoms - grinding -- 89: 21;
GRIP
- -- therefore He grip them with a tightening grip -- 69: 10;
- We seized him with no gentle grip -- 73: 16;
GROPE
- Is he who go groping on his face more rightly guided or -- 67: 22;
GROUP
- Let there be from among you -- a group who invite to goodness -- 3: 104;
- A party he led aright -- error hath hold of another party -- 7: 30;
- What ails kuffar - they stare at you open-eyed in groups on right and left -- 70: 36-37;
- -- mankind will issue forth in scattered groups -- 99: 6;
GROW
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77;
-

He recite Our revelations to you and cause you to grow -- 2: 151;
Allah will not speak to them on Day of Judgment nor will He make them grow -- 2: 174;

3:

Allah’s Grace -- sending messenger -- reciting revelations causing believers to grow -- 3: 164;
We give them rein that they may grow in sinfulness -- 3: 178;
Take alms from their wealth with which you may purify them and make them grow -- 9: 103;
Allah knows what every female bears -- and what they grow -- 13: 8;
And the earth -- We caused every seemly thing to grow therein -- 15: 19;
Therewith He causes crops to grow -- 16: 11;
Paradise - the reward of one who grows -- 20: 76;
We send down water thereon - it thrills ---- and brings forth lovely growth -- 22: 5;
And a tree --- that grows oil and relish for the eaters -- 23: 20;
Had it not been for Allah's Grace, not one of you would have grown pure -- Allah cause whom
He will to grow -- 24: 21;
- Haven't they seen the earth ---- We make to grow --- 26: 7;
- Is not He best Who -- and send down water -- cause to spring forth orchards whose trees
you did
not cause to grow -- 27: 60;
- Then Allah brings forth the late growth -- 29: 20;
- None grow old who grow old nor lessened --- it is recorded in a book -- 35: 11;
- Who grow in goodness only for himself -- 35: 18;
- Glory to Him who created --- what the earth grows and of themselves and --- 36: 36;
- We caused a tree - to grow above him -- 37: 146;
- When He sends down water -- it thrills and grows -- 41: 39;
- We have caused every lovely kind to grow thereon -- 50: 7;
- We send down --- blessed water -- giving growth to gardens -- 50: 9-11;
- He grew clear to view -- 53: 6;
- Was it you who made the tree thereof to grow or -- 56: 71-73;
- Life of this world is -- as the likeness of vegetation after rain -- growth pleases
husbandsman-afterwards it dries up - turns yellow -- becomes straw -- 57: 20;
- He sent a messenger --- to recite His revelations and make them grow -- 62: 2;
- He caused you to grow as a growth from earth -- 71: 17;
- Have you the will to grow in grace -- 79: 18;
- --- but that he may grow in grace -- 80: 3-4;
- --- it is not thy concern if he grow not in grace -- 80: 7;
- -- and cause the grain to grow therein -- 80: 24-32;
- -- and the earth which split with the growth of trees -- 86: 12;
- He is successful -- who groweth -- 87: 14; -- who cause it to grow -- 91: 9;
- Who give his wealth that he may grow in goodness -- 92: 17-21;
GRUDGE
- Man is ever grudging -- 17: 100;
- And those when they spend are neither prodigal nor grudging -- 25: 67;
- Did you observe him who turned away then gave a little grudgingly -- 53: 33-34;
- Man is created anxious -- grudging when good befalls him -- 70: 19- 21;
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GUARD
- And if you do it not ... then guard yourselves against the Fire -- 2: 24;
- Guard yourselves against a Day when no soul will be able to help another -- 2: 48; 123;
- Our Lord! give us --- and in the Hereafter and guard us from the doom of the Fire -- 2: 201;
- Be guardians of your prayers - midmost prayer - stand with devotion -- 2: 238;
- Guard yourselves against a day when you will be brought back to Allah -- 2: 281;
- Do not take kuffar for friends - guard yourselves against them -- 3: 28;
- You were not present when they threw pens to see who will guard Mary nor -- 3: 44;
- Guardian of orphans - the rich should not take from the orphan’s property for his
guardianship
while the poor guardian may take with reason -- 4: 6;
- He appoints guardians over you --- 6: 61; -- every human soul has guardian over it -- 86: 4;
- Guard yourselves against a chastisement which cannot fall exclusively on -- 8: 25;
- Though they are not its (Kaaba) fitting guardians. Its guardians are those who keep their
duty
to Allah -- 8: 34;
- Send with us our brother - we shall guard him well -- 12: 63;
- Allah is better at guarding -- 12: 64;
- We shall get --- and guard our brother -- 12: 65;
- We are not guardians of the Unseen -- 12: 81;
- For him are angels -- who guard him by Allah’s command -- 13: 11;
- We revealed the Quran - We are its Guardians -- 15: 9;
- We have guarded it from every devil -- except him who steal a hearing -- 15: 17-18;
- We appointed it a guidance for Yahudis saying choose no Guardian beside Me -- 17: 2;
- Allah is guardian over His faithful bondmen -- 17: 65;
- We could have withdrawn Quran - you will find no guardian against Us -- 17: 86;
- Who guard you in night or day from Allah -- 21: 42;
- Successful are believers who guard their modesty -- 23: 1-11;
- He who chose his lust for his god - would you be guardian over him -- 25: 43;
- Guard your heart from fear -- 28: 32;
- Guard your duty to Allah - speak words to the point -- 33: 70;
- Allah is guardian over all things -- 39: 62;
- Those in Fire say to Guards of Hell - entreat your Lord that He relieve us a day -- 40: 49;
- You are in no way guardian over them -- 42: 6;
- He will forgive -- and guard you against a painful doom -- 46: 31;
- Wherein are fair ones -- close guarded in pavilions -- 55: 62 - 76;
- He makes a guard go before and behind him making sure -- 72: 27-28;
- There are above you guardians, generous, recording all you do -- 82: 10-12;
- They were not sent as guardians over them -- 83: 33;
- It is a Glorious Quran on a guarded Tablet -- 85: 21-22;
- We will call the guards of hell -- 96: 18;
GUESS
- There are those who do not know Scripture - only from hearsay - they guess -- 2: 78;
- They will mislead you - they follow opinion - they guess -- 6: 116;
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-

Idolaters follow opinion - they guess -- 6: 148; -- they follow guess -- 53: 23;
Most follow guess which cannot replace truth -- 10: 36; 53: 28
Those who follow anything beside Allah only follow a guess -- 10: 66;
David guessed We had tried him -- 38: 24;
They have no knowledge of that - they only guess -- 43: 20; 45: 24; 53: 28;
Guess can never replace truth -- 53: 28;

GUEST
- Lot tells his folk - here are my daughters - degrade me not before my guests -- 11: 78;
- They are my guests -- 15: 68;
- They asked the folk for food but they refused to make them guests -- 18: 77;
- Has the story of Abraham’s guests reached you -- 51: 24-30;
- They asked him of his guests for ill purpose -- 54: 37;
GUIDANCE
- A guidance to those who ward-off evil -- 2: 2;
- Believers depend on guidance from Allah and are successful -- 2: 5;
- Hypocrites purchase error at price of guidance -- not guided -- 2: 16; 175;
- Allah teaches by similitudes - believers are guided - evil-doers are misled -- 2: 26;
- Allah will send guidance - who follows it will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 38; 20: 123;
- Quran - a guidance and glad tidings to believers -- 2: 97;
- Guidance of Allah is guidance -- 2: 120; 6: 71;
- They say be Ye Jews or Christians and you'll be rightly guided -- 2: 135;
- If they believe as we believe - they are rightly guided -- 2: 137;
- Allah guides whom He will to a straight path -- 2: 142; 6: 87-88; 14: 4; 74: 31;
- It was a hard test for those except whom Allah guided -- 2: 143;
- That I may complete My Grace on you and you may be guided -- 2: 150;
- The steadfast are rightly guided -- 2: 157;
- Those who hide the proofs and guidance after revelation are cursed --- 2: 159;
- They say they’d follow their fathers even though they --- had no guidance -- 2: 170;
- Those who hide portion of Book, eat fire - Allah will not speak to them - they buy error at price
of guidance -- they race for fire -- 2: 174-175;
- Quran -- a guidance for mankind -- should magnify Allah for having guided you -- 2: 185;
- Remember Allah as He hath guided you, though before you were astray -- 2: 198;
- Allah guided those who believed to truth - Allah guides whom He will to straight path -- 2:
213;
- Allah does not guide -- wrong-doers -- 2: 258; 9: 80; 61: 7; 62: 5; --- kuffar -- 2: 264; 5:
67;
-- froward folk -- 5: 108; -- a liar nor an ingrate -- 39: 3; -- nor evil-living folk -- 61: 5; 63: 6;
- Their guidance is not thy duty - Allah guides whom He wills -- 2: 272; 22: 16; 24: 46; 35: 8;
--you cannot guide whom you love -- 28: 56;
- Cause not our hearts to stray after Thou hast guided us -- 3: 8;
- If they surrender -- they are rightly guided -- 3: 20;
- The guidance is Allah’s -- 3: 73;
- How will Allah guide someone who disbelieves after his belief? Allah guides not wrong-doers
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-55;
16;
-

cursed by Allah - punishment not lightened save who -- 3: 86-89; 6: 144; 9: 19; 24;
First Sanctuary - Mecca - a blessed place - guidance to the peoples -- 3: 96-97;
Who holds fast to Allah - is guided to right path -- 3: 101;
He makes clear His revelations that you may be guided -- 3: 103;
This is a declaration for mankind -- a guidance and -- 3: 138;
Those while they sat at home said - if they were guided by us, they’d not been slain -- 3: 168;
Allah guides you by examples of those before -- 4: 26;
Who follow vain desires - will lead you astray -- 4: 27;
Some people of Book are idolaters and claim these are better guided than believers -- 4: 51Had they done -- We would have bestowed -- and guide them to a straight path -- 4: 66-68;
Are you trying to guide whom Allah sent astray -- for such there is no way -- 4: 88;
Who opposes messenger after guidance manifested to him will be exposed to Hell -- 4: 115;
Who believe then disbelieve -- Allah will not pardon them nor guide them to a way -- 4: 137;
Kuffar will never be forgiven nor guided except to Hell -- 4: 168-169;
Believers in Allah will enter His Grace -- will be guided to Him by straight road -- 4: 175;
He guides who seeks His Pleasure to peace - from darkness to light - to straight path -- 5:

Torah - guidance and light for Yahudis -- 5: 44;
Gospel - guidance and light for Christians -- confirming Torah - guidance and admonition
for those who ward off evil -- 5: 46;
- O People of Book! you have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran -- 5:
68;
- When invited to Islam, they say they’d follow their fathers even though they had no
knowledge
nor guidance -- 5: 104;
- If you are rightly guided, those who err cannot harm you -- 5: 105;
- Allah does not guide the froward folk -- 5: 108;
- If Allah willed He could bring them all to guidance -- 6: 35; 149;
- I will not follow your desires --- I will not be of the rightly guided -- 6: 56;
- Shall we turn back after Allah has guided us -- say the guidance of Allah is Guidance -- 6: 71;
- When Abraham saw moon setting he said unless my Lord guides me I shall be among those
astray -- 6: 77;
- Abraham tells his folk -- do you dispute with me -- when Allah hath guided me -- 6: 80;
- Believers who obscure it not with wrong-doing - they are rightly guided -- 6: 82;
- We bestowed on Abraham, Isaac and Jacob -- We guided - Noah guided beforetime and of
his
seed David, Solomon, Job, Joseph, Moses, Aaron -- 6: 84;
- We chose them and guided them to a straight path -- 6: 87;
- Such is the guidance of Allah wherewith He guides whom He wills -- 6: 88;
- Those are they whom Allah guided -- follow their guidance -- 6: 90;
- Say Who revealed the book which Moses brought - a light and guidance for mankind -- 6: 91;
- He set for you stars that you may guide your course by them -- 6: 97;
- Allah knows best who is rightly guided -- 6: 117;
- Whom Allah wants to guide, He expands their bosom to Islam -- 6: 125;
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- They have gone astray and are not guided - who slay their children without knowledge -- 6:
140;
- Had Allah willed, He could have guided all of you -- 6: 149;
- Scripture given to Moses -- a guidance and mercy -- 6: 154;
- Lest they say -- if the Scripture was revealed to us, we’d be better guided than they -- now
hath
come to you -- a guidance and mercy -- 6: 157;
- My Lord hath guided me to a straight path, right religion, community of Abraham -- 6: 161;
- Allah guided some - devil guided others who think they are rightly guided -- 7: 30;
- Praise be to Allah Who guided us to this -- we would not have been led aright if Allah
had not guided us -- 7: 43;
- Quran expounded with knowledge -- guidance and mercy for believers -- 7: 52;
- Didn’t they see -- it guided them not to any way -- 7: 148;
- He took up the tablets and -- there was guidance and mercy for those -- 7: 154;
- Thou send astray whom Thou wilt and guide whom Thou wilt -- 7: 155; 16: 93;
- There are some who guide with Truth and establish Justice -- 7: 181;
- Whom Allah sends astray - there is no guide - He leaves them to wander blindly -- 7: 186;
13: 33;
- If you call them to guidance, they follow you not -- 7: 193; -- they hear not 7: 198;
- Quran - insight from Allah -- guidance and mercy to believers -- 7: 203;
- Allah is with the believers in His Guidance -- 8: 19;
- Allah will confound Kuffar in His Guidance -- 9: 2;
- Believers who observe proper worship, pay zakat and fear none but Allah, may be among
the
rightly guided -- 9: 18;
- He it is Who sent Messenger with guidance and religion of Truth, that He may cause it to
prevail
over all religions, however much idolaters may be averse -- 9: 33;
- Allah does not guide kuffar -- 9: 37; 16: 107;
- Allah does not send astray anyone, until He made clear what to avoid -- 9: 115;
- Those who believe and do good deeds will be guided by their faith -- 10: 9-10;
- Is he who leads to the truth --- or he who cannot find the way unless guided? -- 10: 35;
- Can you guide the blind who cannot see? -- 10: 43; -- you cannot guide the blind -- 43: 40; -out
of their error -- 30: 53;
- Those will have perished who denied the meeting ---- and were not guided -- 10: 45;
- When the doom comes stealthily by night or day -- what part did you want to hasten? -- 10:
50;
- There hath come to you from Allah - a guidance and a mercy -- 10: 57;
- Truth hath come, whoever is guided is for good of his own soul - whoso --- 10: 108;
- (Shu’eyb) - Thou art the guide to right behaviour -- 11: 87;
- The command of Pharaoh was no right guide -- 11: 97;
- Allah does not guide the betrayer -- 12: 52;
- A detailed explanation and guidance and mercy for believers -- 12: 111;
- Thou art for every folk - a guide -- 13: 7;
- And guides to Himself ALL who turn to Him -- 13: 27;
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If Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind -- 13: 31;
Had Allah guided us, we should have guided you -- 14: 21;
Where are My partners for whose sake you opposed My guidance -- 16: 27;
Allah guided some of them -- 16: 36;
Even if you desire their guidance - Allah will not guide him who misleads -- 16: 37;
Quran - a guidance and mercy to believers -- 16: 64; 27: 77; and good tidings for those
who surrendered -- 16: 89; 102;
- Allah does not guide who disbelieve His revelations -- 16: 104;
- Allah chose Abraham and guided him to a straight path -- 16: 121;
- We appointed it a guidance for Yahudis -- 17: 2;
- Quran guide to what is straightest -- 17: 9;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing when the guidance came to them except they
said -"Did Allah send mortal as Messenger" -- 17: 94; -- unless they wish that judgment -- 18: 55;
- Whom Allah guides, is led aright -- 17: 97; 18: 17;
- They were young men who believed in Allah - We increased them in guidance -- 18: 13;
- Whom Allah sends astray - there is no guiding friend -- 18: 17;
- And remember Allah when you forget and say maybe Allah will guide me to a nearer way to
truth
than this -- 18: 24;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing when the guidance comes to them unless -- 18:
55;
- Though you call them to guidance, they can never be led aright -- 18:57;
- Prophets whom Allah showed favour, guided and chose -- 19: 58;
- Allah increases in right guidance, those who walk aright -- 19: 76;
- When Moses saw fire in distance, tells people he may find guidance there -- 20: 10;
- Peace is for him who follow right guidance -- 20: 47;
- Allah gave everything its nature - then guided it aright -- 20: 50;
- Pharaoh led his folk astray - he did not guide them --- 20: 79;
- Then Allah chose him ---- and guided him -- 20: 122;
- Is it not a guidance for them to know how many generations We destroyed -- 20: 128; 32:
26;
- We made them chiefs who guide by Our command -- 21: 73;
- Whoso takes devil for friend, he will be misled and guided to Hell -- 22: 4;
- Among mankind is he who dispute concerning Allah --- without knowledge or guidance -22: 8;
- They are guided to gentle speech and to the Path of the Glorious One -- 22: 24;
- That you may magnify Allah for having guided you -- 22: 37;
- Allah is guiding those who believe to a right path -- 22: 54;
- Thou followest right guidance -- 22: 67;
- Allah guides to His Light whom He will -- 24: 35;
- Allah guides whom He will to a straight path -- 24: 46;
- Allah is sufficient for a Guide and Helper -- 25: 31;
- Moses said - my Lord is with me -- He will guide me -- 26: 62;
- Abraham says -- they are enemy to me save Allah Who --- guides me -- 26: 75-82;
- A guidance and good tidings for believers who ------ and are sure of the hereafter -- 27: 2-3;
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That we may see if she goes aright or be of those not rightly guided -- 27: 41;
Is not He who guideth you in the darkness of land and sea -- 27: 63;
Perchance Allah will guide me on the right road -- 28: 22;
Allah is best aware of him who bring guidance from His presence -- 28: 37;
We gave Scripture to Moses - clear testimonies -- guidance and mercy -- 28: 43;
Then bring a Scripture from Allah with clearer guidance -- 28: 49;
Who goes farther astray than he who follows his lust without Allah’s guidance -- Allah does
not guide wrongdoers -- 28: 50;
Thou O Muhammad cannot guide whom you love -- Allah guides whom He wills -- 28: 56;
They say if we follow the guidance with you, we'd be torn out of our land -- 28: 57;
They will see the doom - Ah! if they had been guided -- 28: 64;
Allah is best aware of him who brings guidance -- 28: 85;
Those who strive in Us - We guide to Our paths -- 29: 69;
Who can guide him whom Allah sent astray -- 30: 29;
Allah does not love kuffar in His guidance -- 30: 45;
You cannot guide the blind out of error -- 30: 53;
Quran - guidance and mercy to the good -- 31: 3;
Those who establish Worship, pay zakat, are sure of hereafter - they have guidance of Allah

-24;
no

they are successful -- 31: 4-5;
Of mankind is he who dispute about Allah without -- or guidance -- 31: 20;
If We willed, We could give every soul its guidance but --- 32: 13;
We gave Moses Scripture - a guidance for children of Israel -- 32: 23;
When they became steadfast ---- We appointed leaders who guided by Our command -- 32:
Is it not guidance for them to see how many generations We destroyed -- 32: 26;
We or you are rightly guided or in error manifest -- 34: 24;
Did we drive you away from the guidance, when it came to you -- 34: 32;
If I am rightly guided, it is because of what Allah revealed to me -- 34: 50;
Follow those who are rightly guided -- 36: 21;
I am going to Allah Who will guide me -- 37: 99;
Who hear advice and follow the best thereof - such are those whom Allah guide -- 39: 18;
Such is Allah's guidance - He guide whom He will - whom He send astray, for such there is

guide -- 39: 23; 36;
- There can be no misleader for him whom Allah guides -- 39: 37;
- And follow the better guidance -- 39: 55;
- Or should say - if Allah hath guided me -- 39: 57;
- Pharaoh said I show you --- and I guide you to a wise policy -- 40: 29;
- We gave Moses the guidance - We caused Yahudis to inherit Scripture - a guide and
reminder for
men of understanding -- 40: 53-54;
- We did not use to pray before - thus doth Allah send astray kuffar in His Guidance -- 40: 7076;
- We gave them guidance - they preferred blindness to guidance -- 41: 17;
- For believers it is guidance and healing -- 41: 44;
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- Allah guide to Himself who turn to him -- 42: 13;
- We made it a light whereby We guide whom We will ---thou dost guide to the right path -- 42:
52;
- We found our fathers following a religion - we are guided by their footprints -- 43: 22-23;
- What! even though I bring you better guidance than your fathers -- 43: 24;
- I am innocent of what you worship beside Him who created me - He will guide me -- 43: 2627;
- Whose sight is dim to remembrance of Allah, We assign a comrade who turn them from the
way
of Allah but they think they are rightly guided -- 43: 36-38;
- You cannot guide him who is in error -- 43: 40;
- This is guidance -- 45: 11;
- A guidance and mercy for those whose faith is sure -- 45: 20;
- Since they will not be guided by it, they say this is ancient lie -- 46: 11;
- We’ve heard a Scripture - revealed after Moses - confirming -- guiding to truth and a right
road -- 46: 29 - 31;
- Those who fight in way of Allah -- He will not render their actions vain -- He will guide them
and improve their state -- 47: 4-6;
- Those who walk aright -- He adds to their guidance and protect them from evil -- 47: 17;
- Those who turn back after guidance manifested to them - Satan seduced them -- 47: 25;
- Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and oppose messenger after guidance manifested to
them -- 47: 32;
- And Allah may guide you on the right path -- 48: 2; 20;
- He sent His messenger with guidance and religion of Truth that -- 48: 28;
- Allah hath endeared the faith to you - beautified it in your hearts - and made disbelief,
lewdness,
and rebellion hateful to you - such are rightly guided -- 49: 7;
- Now, guidance from Allah hath come to them -- 53: 23;
- He sent His messenger with guidance and religion of truth to conquer all religion -- 61: 9;
- They said shall mere mortals guide us -- 64: 6;
- Who believes in Allah --- Allah guides his heart -- 64: 11;
- Is he who go groping on his face more rightly guided or --- 67: 22;
- This is a marvelous Quran which guides to righteousness -- 72: 1-2;
- We do not know whether harm or guidance is intended for those on earth -- 72: 10;
- When we heard the guidance, we believed therein -- 72: 13;
- -- thus Allah --- and guides whom He will -- 74: 31;
- I will guide to your Lord and you shall fear Him -- 79: 19;
- Praise be name of Allah Who --- measures then guides -- 87: 1-5;
- And guide him to the parting of the mountain ways -- 90: 10;
- Ours is the guidance to give -- 92: 12;
- Have you seen if he relies on guidance of Allah or enjoins piety -- 96: 11-12;
- Have you seen if he denies Allah's guidance and is froward -- 96: 13;
GUILE
- Thus did he lead them on with guile -- 7: 22;
- This is the guile of you women -- your guile is very great -- 12: 28;
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- Allah knows their guile -- 12: 50;
- A day in which their guile will not avail them -- 52: 46;
GUILTY
- Allah does not love the guilty -- 2: 276;
- Who is guilty of more wrong than him who forges lies against Allah claiming to be inspired
when he is not -- 6: 93;
- Humiliation and heavy punishment will strike the guilty for -- 6: 124;
- His wrath will never be withdrawn from guilty folk -- 6: 147;
- Thus He requite the guilty -- 7: 40;
- So We sent the flood, locusts, --- they were arrogant and became guilty -- 7: 133;
- Why preach to a people whom Allah is about to destroy? To be free of guilt -- 7: 164;
- That He might cause Truth to triumph -- bring vanity to nothing - however much the guilty
might oppose -- 8: 8;
- Satan says I am guiltless of you -- 8: 48;
- If We forgive a party of you -- some We shall punish because they have been guilty -- 9: 66;
- We destroyed generations ---- thus do We reward the guilty folk -- 10: 13;
- The guilty are never successful -- 10: 17;
- Pharaoh and his chiefs -- were arrogant and guilty folk -- 10: 75;
- Allah will vindicate the truth -- however much the guilty may be averse -- 10: 82;
- Hud tells his folk -- turn not away guilty -- 11: 52;
- The wrong-doers followed -- and were guilty -- 11: 116;
- Our wrath cannot be warded off from the guilty -- 12: 110;
- The guilty will be linked -- in chains - clothing of pitch - fire covering their faces -- 14: 49-50;
- Thus We make it traverse the hearts of the guilty -- 15: 12;
- We have been sent to a guilty folk -- all except family of Lot -- 15: 58-59;
- And you see the guilty fearful of what is in the book -- 18: 49;
- The guilty behold the fire and know they are about to fall therein -- 18: 53;
- On the day when We shall --- and drive the guilty to hell -- 19: 85-86;
- Who come guilty to his Lord -- 20: 74;
- On that day We assemble the guilty - wide-eyed with terror -- murmuring to themselves - you
have tarried 10 days -- their best in conduct will say you’ve tarried a day -- 20: 102-104;
- On that day there will be no good tidings for the guilty -- 25: 22;
- To every prophet We appointed an opponent from the guilty -- 25: 31;
- It was the guilty who misled us -- 26: 99;
- Thus We make it traverse the heart of the guilty -- 26: 200;
- Travel in the land and see the sequel of the guilty -- 27: 69;
- My Lord! Forasmuch as Thou hast favoured me, I will never support the guilty -- 28: 17;
- The guilty are not questioned of their sins -- 28: 78;
- Then We took vengeance on those who were guilty -- 30: 47;
- On the Day when the Hour comes, the guilty will swear they tarry an hour -- 30: 55;
- Could you see when the guilty hang their heads and say - Send us back - now we are sure -32: 12;
- We shall requite the guilty -- 32: 22;
- Who malign believers undeservedly - bears guilt of slander -- 33: 58;
- Did we drive you away from the guidance -- but you were guilty -- 34: 32;
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- Begone you guilty this day - did I not tell you not to worship the devil, he is your enemy, but
that you worship Me -- 36: 59-61;
- Thus do We deal with the guilty -- 37: 34; 77: 18;
- The guilty are immortal in hell's torment -- 43: 74;
- He cried to his Lord saying These are guilty folk -- 44: 22;
- We destroyed them -- they were guilty -- 44: 37;
- You were scornful and became guilty folk -- 45: 31;
- Morning found them --- thus We reward the guilty folk -- 46: 24-25;
- We are sent to a guilty folk -- 51: 32-33;
- The guilty are in error and madness -- 54: 47;
- The guilty will be known by their marks - will be taken by forelock and feet -- this is the hell
you
denied - they will circle between it and boiling water -- 55: 41-44;
- ---- we are guiltless of you and all you worship beside Allah -- 60: 4;
- Shall We treat those who surrendered as We treat the guilty -- 68: 35;
- The guilty will long to ransom himself from punishment that day at price of children, spouse -and all on earth, if it might deliver him -- 70: 11-14;
- In gardens they will ask one another concerning the guilty - What brought you to the fire they
will say, we did not pray nor feed the wretched -- 74: 40-44;
- We used to indulge in vain dispute - We denied Day of Judgment - till the inevitable came
to us -- 74: 45-47;
- Do not obey the guilty nor kuffar -- 76: 24;
- Eat and take your ease on earth a little -- you are guilty -- 77: 46;
- The guilty used to laugh at believers - winked one to another when they passed them -- when
they returned to their own folk, returned jesting - saying these have gone astray -- 83: 29-32;
GULF
- The gulf is set between them and their desire -- as was done for those of old -- 34: 54;
GUSH
- Was he not a drop of fluid which gushed forth -- 75: 37;
- Kafur - a spring from which slaves of Allah drink making it gush forth abundantly -- 76: 5-6;
- He is created from a gushing fluid that issued from -- 86: 6-7;
- Wherein is a gushing spring -- 88 : 8-16;
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HABITATION
HAIR
HAIL
HAJ
HALAL
HALL
HAMAN
HAMSTRING
HANDS / HANDHOLD / HANDIWORK
HANG
HAPLESS
HAPPY
HARAM
HARASS
HARD / HARDSHIP
HARM
HARMONY
HARSH
HARUT AND MARUT
HARVEST
HASTEN
HASTY
HATE / HATRED
HAUGHTY
HEAD
HEADACHE
HEAL
HEALTH
HEAP
HEAR / HEARING
HEARSAY
HEART
HEAT
HEAVE
HEAVEN
HEAVY
HEED
HEIGHT
HEIRS
HELL
HELP
HENCHMEN
HERB
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HERD
HEREAFTER
HERITAGE
HESITATE
HIDE
HIGH
HILL
HINDER
HIRE
HISTORY
HOARD
HOLD
HOMOSEXUAL
HONEY
HONOUR
HOPE
HORIZON
HORROR
HORSE
HOSTILITY
HOSTS
HOTHEAD
HOUR
HOUSE / HOUSEHOLD
HUD
HUDUD
HUMAN BEING
HUMBLE
HUMILIATION
HUNAIN
HUNGER
HUNT
HURRICANE
HURRY
HURT
HUSBAND
HYPOCRITES
HABITATION
- On earth will be habitation for man -- 2: 36; 7: 24;
- Their habitation is the Fire - hapless abode for wrong doers -- 3: 151;
- It is a brief comfort -- their habitation - hell -- 3: 197;
- Their habitation - hell - an evil journey’s end -- 4: 97;
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For such, their habitation - hell - no refuge therefrom -- 4: 121;
He hath given you habitation and repository -- 6: 98;
Who turns his back to kuffar in battle -- his habitation will be hell -- 8: 16;
He knows its habitation and its repository -- 11: 6;
Who does not answer Allah’s call -- habitation - hell -- 13: 18;
Bee inspired - choose habitations in hills, trees and houses -- 16: 68;
Their habitation will be hell -- 17: 97; 45: 34; 47: 12;
Evil is the habitation of the scornful -- 40: 76;

HAIR
- Allah hath given you of the wool, fur, hair (of cattle) - caparison and comfort -- 16: 80;
- Zachariah prays to Allah - O Allah! -- and my head is shining with grey hair -- 19: 4;
- He shaped you out of weakness, then strength, then weakness and grey hair -- 30: 54;
- You will enter Kaaba secure - hair shaven and cut - not fearing -- 48: 27;
HAIL
- He sends down from the heaven hail and smiteth therewith whom He will -- 24: 43;
HAJ
- It is no sin to do Sa’ee -- 2: 158;
- Moons - fixed seasons for mankind and Haj -- 2: 189;
- Prescriptions for Haj - if prevented, send sacrifice - do not shave till sacrifice made - fasting in
lieu - months of Haj - no lewdness, nor abuse, nor angry conversation - make provision - best
is to ward-off evil - make dua Rabbana atina --- can depart earlier -- 2: 196-203;
- Haj - a duty to Allah -- 3: 96-97;
- Hunting forbidden during Haj -- 5: 1; 95-96;
- Profane not sacred territory nor months, nor --- 5: 2;
- How to expiate sin of hunting while on Haj -- 5: 95;
- Proclaim to all men on day of Haj Akbar that Allah is free of obligation to idolaters -- 9: 3;
- Those who strive in Allah's way and those who tend Kaaba giving pilgrims water - are not
equal -- 9: 19;
- Proclaim to mankind the pilgrimage - they will come to thee on foot , on every lean camel from
every ravine - so they may witness things which are of benefit to them - mention name of
Allah
over sacrifice - eat thereof - feed poor - shave heads, pay vows, make tawaf - shun filth of
idols who ascribe partners to Allah is as if he fell from sky - who magnifieth the offering - it is
devotion
from the heart - therein are benefits for you for appointed term -- 22: 27-33;
- I will marry you to one of these 2 daughters of mine on condition you hire yourself to me for 8
pilgrimages, but if you complete 10 - it will be of your own accord -- 28: 27;
HALAL
- O mankind! Eat what is lawful and pure -- 2: 168; 5: 88; 16: 114;
- O believers! Eat of the good things, give thanks - He has forbidden you carrion ---- 2: 172file:///C|/QDOC/QURAN/QuranH.htm (3 of 48)7/17/2006 8:56:02 AM
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173;
- Before Torah - all food lawful for Yahudis except what they forbade themselves -- 3: 93;
- They ask thee what is lawful -- say all good things -- 5: 4;
- This day all good things lawful - food of People of Book - your food for them - virtuous women
of believers and People of Book when you give them Mahr - not living in fornication nor as
secret concubines -- 5: 5;
- Do not forbid what is halal -- 5: 87;
- He will make lawful for them all good things -- 7: 157;
- Enjoy what you have won as halal -- 8: 69;
- Have you considered the provision - how you made it lawful and unlawful -- 10: 59;
- Do not say this is Halal and this is Haram -- 16: 116;
- O Prophet! Halal for thee thy wives to whom you paid their dowries, slaves from war booty,
first cousins, believing women who offer themselves to you whom you desire to marry - a
privilege to you only that you may be free of blame -- 33: 50;
- Or do they have partners who made lawful what Allah disallowed -- 42: 21;
- Believing women - not lawful for kuffar and vice versa -- 60: 10;
- O Prophet! Why ban what Allah hath made lawful for thee seeking to please thy wives -- 66:
1;
- Allah made lawful for you absolution of your oaths of such kind -- 66: 2;
HALL
- It was said to her - Enter the hall - it is a hall made of glass -- 27: 44;
HAMAN
- -- and to show Pharaoh and Haman what they feared from them -- 28: 6;
- Pharaoh, Haman were ever sinning -- 28: 8;
- O Haman! kindle for me a fire to bake mud and set up a tower -- 28: 38;
- Moses came to Korah, Pharaoh, Haman with clear proofs - they were boastful -- 29: 39;
- We sent Moses with revelations and clear warrant to -- Haman -- they said - a lying
sorcerer -- 40: 23-25;
- Pharaoh said O Haman! build for me a tower so I may reach road to heaven and -- 40: 36-37;
HAMSTRING
- They hamstrung her, then were penitent -- 26: 157;
- They called their comrade - he hamstrung her -- 54: 29;
- They denied him - they hamstrung her -- 91: 11-15;
HANDS / HANDHOLD / HANDIWORK
- Woe to those who write and say This is from Allah to gain a small price -- 2: 79;
- They will never long for death because of what their hands did -- 2: 95;
- Do not be cast by your own hands to ruin -- 2: 195;
- Those who believe in Allah hath grasped a firm handhold which will not break -- 2: 256;
- In Thy Hands is the good -- 3: 26;
- This is on account of what your own hands sent before you -- 3: 182;
- How would it be if a misfortune befalls them through their own hands -- 4: 62;
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- Allah withhold hands of people from Believers -- 5: 11;
- Allah stirred up enmity and hatred -- until Day of Resurrection -- He will inform them of
their handiwork -- 5: 14;
- Abel tells Cain - if you stretch your hands to kill me , I will not stretch my hand -- 5: 28;
- Reward for those who make war on Allah, Messenger or who -- they be killed or -- or have
hands and feet cut off from Alternate sides or -- 5: 33;
- Cut off the hand of the thief --but who repent and amend -- 5: 38-39;
- Why don’t the Rabbis and Priests forbid --- evil is their handiwork -- 5: 63;
- Yahudis say Allah’s hands are tied - their hands are tied -- Allah’s hands spread out wide in
bounty -- 5: 64;
- Strong drink, gambling, idols --- Satan’s handiwork -- 5: 90;
- Allah will test you by the game you take with your hands and spears -- 5: 94;
- Had We sent down writing which they could feel with their hands, kuffar would have said
this is magic -- 6: 7;
- Remind them by Quran lest they perish by their own hands -- 6: 70;
- Moses drew his hand from his bosom and it was white -- 7: 108;
- Pharaoh tells his wizards, I shall have your hands and feet cut on alternate sides -- 7: 124;
- Have they hands with which they hold -- 7: 195;
- Their worship at holy house is nothing but whistling and hand-clapping -- 8: 35;
- Taste the punishment --- your own hands sent forth -- 8: 50-51;
- Say to the captives in your hands - if Allah knows -- 8: 70;
- If they have the upper hand of you, they regard neither pact nor honour -- 9: 8;
- Fight them - Allah will chastise them at your hands -- 9: 14;
- We await the doom with which Allah will afflict you at our hands -- 9: 52;
- Hypocrites are tight-fisted in spending for Cause of Allah -- 9: 67-68;
- When he saw they did not reach for it, he mistrusted them and had fear of them -- 11: 70;
- When they saw him, they cut their hands -- 12: 31;
- Return to your Lord and ask him about the women who cut their hands -- 12: 50;
- Those to whom they pray besides Allah -- save as one who stretch his hands to water -- 13:
14;
- They thrust their hands in their mouths and said --- 14: 9;
- Let not thy hand be chained to the neck -- 17: 29;
- Whoso is given his book in his right hand -- 17: 71;
- Then he began to wring his hands for all he had spent on it -- 18: 42;
- And forget what his hand sent forth -- 18: 57;
- What is that in thy right hand o Moses -- 20: 17;
- Moses told to put his hand in his armpit -- it will come out white -- 20: 22; 27: 12; 28: 32;
- Moses told to throw what was in his right hand -- 20: 69;
- I shall cut off your hands and feet alternately -- 20: 71; 26: 49;
- I seized a handful from the footsteps of the messenger -- 20: 96;
- This is what your 2 hands sent forth -- 22: 10;
- In Whose hand is dominion over all things -- 23: 88;
- On the day when their tongues, hands and feet testify -- 24: 24;
- When he holds out his hand, he can scarcely see it -- 24: 40;
- On the day when the wrong-doer gnaweth his hands -- 25: 27;
- Moses drew out his hand and it was white -- 26: 33;
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If disaster should afflict them because of their own hands, they might say --- 28: 47;
Corruption hath appeared on land --- because of evil of man's hands -- 30: 41;
Their hands made it not -- 36: 35;
And hands speak out -- 36: 65;
Glory be to Him in Whose Hand is dominion over all things -- 36: 83;
Then he attacked them with his right hand -- 37: 93;
Take in thy hand a branch and strike therewith -- 38: 44;
The whole earth is His handful on Day of Judgment -- heavens rolled up in His right
hand -- 39: 67;
- Whatever misfortune strikes you it is what your right hand earned -- 42: 30;
- And if some evil strike him because of his own hand - he is ungrateful -- 42: 48;
- Who swear Allegiance to thee (Muhammad) -- the Hand of Allah is above their hands -- 48:
10;
- He withheld men's hands from you -- that it might be a token for believers -- 48: 20; -- and
yours from them -- 48: 24;
- A cup is passed from hand to hand -- therein no vanity nor cause for sin -- 52: 23;
- First - those on right hand -- then those on left hand -- 56: 7-10;
- What of those on right hand -- among lote trees, plantains, shade, water gushing ----- We
made
them a new creation - made them virgins, lovers, ----- for those on right hand -------- 56: 2740;
- What of those on left hand --- scorching wind, scalding water ----- persisted in awful sin -they
used to deny resurrection -- 56: 41-56;
- Is he of those on right hand, then the greeting of --- 56: 90-91;
- Is he of the rejecters -- then the welcome will be boiling water -- 56: 92-94;
- On the day - you will see believers -- their light shining before them and on their right
hand -- 57: 12;
- Bounty is in Allah’s Hand to give to whom He will -- 57: 29;
- They ruined their houses with their own hands and the hands of believers -- 59: 2;
- They will stretch out their hands and tongues toward you with evil intent -- 60: 2;
- If believing women come to take oath of Allegiance -- neither steal nor --- produce any lie
they devise between hands and feet -- 60: 12;
- But they will never long for death because of what their own hands sent forward -- 62: 7;
- Their light will run before them and on their right hand they will say -- 66: 8;
- Blessed is He in Whose Hand is the Sovereignty -- 67: 1;
- Who is given his record in his right hand -- will say take, read my book -- 69: 19-24;
- Who is given his record in his left hand will say -- 69: 25;
- --- We would have taken him by the right hand and severed his life's artery -- 69: 45-46;
- -- and those who preserve their chastity except with -- and those whom their right hand
possess -- 70: 19-35;
- Man is pledge for his own deeds except those who will stand on right hand -- 74: 38-39;
- We warn you of a doom at hand -- a day when man will look what his hands sent -- 78: 40;
- Who is given his account in his right hand, he --- 84: 7-9;
- -- and goblets set at hand -- 88: 8-16;
- Their place will be on the right hand -- 90: 18;
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- Those who disbelieve Our revelations will be on left hand -- 90: 19;
HANG
- Who thinks that Allah will not give Muhammad victory -- let him go hang himself -- 22: 15;
- If you could see when the guilty hang their heads and say -- send us back -- 32: 12;
HAPLESS
- Who oppose messenger -- and follow other than Islam -- will be exposed to hell - a hapless
journey’s end -- 4: 115;
- Fire will be their home - a hapless journey’s end -- 24: 57;
- Home of hypocrites and kuffar -- Fire -- patron and hapless journey’s end -- 57: 15;
- Hell will be their home - a hapless journey’s end -- 66: 9;
- The hapless will flout it -- 87: 11;
HAPPY
- If Allah touches you with good, none can harm you -- 6: 17;
- When man is made happy, he forgets Allah -- 17: 83;
- Those who earned the Garden -- will be happier in their place of noonday rest -- 25: 24;
- Happy is it as abode and station -- 25: 76;
- Believers who do good works will be happy in Garden -- 30: 15;
- None is granted it save the owner of great happiness -- 41: 35;
- Those who kept their duty -- happy because of what Allah hath given them -- 52: 17-18;
HARAM
- Have you considered provision Allah sent for you, how you made it halal and haram -- 10: 59;
HARASS
- Lodge them where you dwell according to --- and harass them not -- 65: 6-7;
HARD / HARDSHIP
- Seeking help in patience and prayer is hard except to the humble minded -- 2: 45;
- Men's hearts became harder than rocks -- 2: 74;
- They say our hearts are hardened -- 2: 88;
- Allah desire for you ease - not hardship -- 2: 185
- Allah made the Yahudis hearts to get hard -- 5: 13;
- Instead of being humble, their hearts hardened and the devil ---- 6: 43;
- Our Lord! Destroy their riches and harden their hearts -- 10: 88;
- That He may make the devil’s proposition a temptation for those -- and whose hearts are
hardened -- 22: 53;
- He placed no hardship on you in religion -- 22: 78;
- I will not make it hard for thee -- 28: 27;
- Woe to those whose hearts are hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- Their term was prolonged for them and their hearts hardened -- 57: 16;
- After hardship comes ease -- 65: 7; 94: 5-6;
- Are you harder to create or the Heaven He built -- 79: 27;
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HARM
- People learn what harms them -- 2: 102;
- Let no harm come to either scribe or witness -- to harm them is sinful -- 2: 282;
- They will not harm you save a trifling hurt -- 3: 111;
- Keep from evil -- their guiles will not harm you -- 3: 120;
- Who turn back does no hurt to Allah -- 3: 144;
- No harm touched them -- 3: 174;
- Who purchase disbelief at price of faith, does no harm to Allah at all -- 3: 177;
- Those who fled or were driven from --- and who suffered damage for My Cause -- 3: 195;
- Some resolved to mislead you --- they will hurt you not at all -- 4: 113;
- If you disclaim jurisdiction, they cannot harm you -- 5: 42;
- They thought no harm will come of it -- 5: 71;
- He who err cannot harm you if you are rightly guided -- 5: 105;
- You cannot harm Him at all -- 9: 39;
- This is Allah’s camel - do not harm her -- 11: 64;
- When harm touch you on the sea, all to whom you cry fail save Him -- 17: 67;
- Why do you worship instead of Allah that which cannot -- nor harm you -- 21: 66;
- He calls to him whose harm is nearer than his benefit -- 22: 13;
- Though We had mercy on them -- relieved them of the harm afflicting them -- they’d still
wander -- 23: 75;
- Abraham asks - do they benefit or harm you -- 26: 73;
- And touch her not with ill lest there come on you the retribution -- 26: 156;
- When harm touch them, they cry to Allah - then when --- 30: 33-34;
- Who can save you from Allah if He intend harm or mercy for you -- 33: 17;
- Shall I take other gods -- if Allah wish me harm, they’d not be able to help - I’d surely
be in error -- 36: 23-24;
- Conspiracy is of the devil -- he cannot harm them except by Allah's leave -- 58: 10;
- We do not know whether harm is intended for those on earth or -- 72: 10;
HARMONY
- Will they come to you swearing they were only seeking harmony and kindness -- 4: 62;
- We had created 7 heavens in harmony -- 67: 3; 71: 15;
HARSH
- O Prophet! Strive against kuffar and hypocrites - be harsh with them -- 9: 73;
- Fight the kuffar near to you and be harsh with them -- 9: 123;
HARUT AND MARUT
- Two angels who taught mankind how to cause division between husband and wife -- 2: 102;
HARVEST
- Pay the poor due thereof on the harvest day -- 6: 141;
- Who desire harvest of Hereafter, We give him increase -- who desire harvest of world - We
give him - has no portion in Hereafter -- 42: 20;
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HASTEN
- Then hasten on from the place -- and ask forgiveness of Allah -- 2: 199;
- Who hasten his departure by 2 days, it is no sin for him -- 2: 203;
- He covers the night with the day which is in haste to follow it -- 7: 54;
- Would you hasten on the Judgment of Allah -- 7: 150;
- If Allah was to hasten on the ill as they would hasten on the good, the respite would have
expired -- 10: 11;
- When the doom comes to you ---- what part of it you wanted to hasten -- 10: 50;
- Is it only then you'd believe, while all along you were hastening it on -- 10: 51;
- The commandment of Allah will come to pass - seek not to hasten it -- 16: 1;
- Who desire the life which hastens away -- We hasten for him -- 17: 18;
- If We were to take them to task ---- We would hasten the doom but --- 18: 58;
- Make no haste against them -- their days are numbered -- 19: 84;
- What made you hasten from your folks -- I hastened to please thee -- 20: 83-84;
- Hasten not with Quran before its revelation has been perfected to thee -- 20: 114;
- Man is made of haste ---- Ask Me not to hasten --- 21: 37;
- They'll not return till Gog and Magog are let loose and they hasten out of every mound -- 21:
95-96;
- They will bid thee hasten on the doom -- 22: 47;
- Do they think that the wealth and sons We provide them will hasten good things -- 23: 55-56;
- Would they now hasten on Our doom -- 26: 204;
- Why will you hasten on the evil rather than the good -- 27: 46;
- It may be that part of what you hasten is close behind you -- 27: 72;
- They bid you hasten on the doom - had it not been for an appointed term --- 29: 53-54;
- Yours is the promise of a day you cannot postpone nor hasten by an hour -- 34: 30;
- They found their fathers astray - they hasten to follow their footsteps -- 37: 69-74;
- His people came to him hastening -- 37: 94;
- Will they hasten Our doom -- when it come home to them -- 37: 176-177;
- They say Our Lord! hasten on for us our fate before Day of Judgment -- 38: 16;
- Kuffar seek to hasten the Hour -- 42: 18;
- Nay - this is what you seek to hasten -- 46: 24;
- And seek not to hasten on the doom for them -- 46: 35;
- The day when the earth split asunder from them -- hastening forth they come -- 50: 44;
- This is what you sought to hasten -- 51: 14;
- -- let them not ask Me to hasten on that Day -- 51: 59;
- With downcast eyes they come forth -- hastening to the Summoner -- 54: 7-8;
- When the call is heard for prayer on day of -- hasten to remembrance of Allah -- 62: 9;
- -- the day when they come from the graves in haste -- 70: 42-44;
- Stir not thy tongue to hasten it -- 75: 16;
- By the angels hastening -- 79: 4;
- He turned away in haste -- 79: 22;
HASTY
- Man is hasty -- 17: 11;
HATE / HATRED
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- Let there be no hostility except against wrong-doers -- 2: 193;
- They differed after clear proofs came to them through hatred for one another -- 2: 213;
- Warfare is ordained for you though you may hate it -- you may hate what is good for you
and love what is bad -- 2: 216; 4: 19;
- Hatred is revealed by the utterance of their mouths - what their hearts conceal is greater -- 3:
118;
- Do not let hatred of someone cause you to transgress -- 5: 2; 8;
- Allah stirred enmity and hatred -- in Christians -- until Day of Judgment -- 5: 14; -- in
Yahudis -- 5: 64;
- Satan will use intoxicants and gambling to create hatred among you -- 5: 91;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their hearts -- 7: 43; 15: 47;
- We will drive you out -- unless you return to Our religion -- even though we hate it -- 7: 88;
- The evil of all that is hateful to Allah -- 17: 38;
- Most of them are haters of truth -- 23: 70;
- I am of those who hate your conduct -- 26: 168;
- We made curse to follow them in this world -- on Day of Judgment, they’d be among
hateful -- 28: 42;
- Follow not desire, lest it beguile you from way of Allah -- 38: 26;
- Those who dispute about revelations of Allah --- it is hateful in sight of Allah -- 40: 35;
- They say to those who hate what Allah revealed -- we will obey you in some matters -- 47:
26;
- They hate what pleases Allah -- 47: 28;
- Do those in whose hearts is a secret hate think We will not bring it to light -- 47: 29;
- He would bring to light your secret hates -- 47: 37;
- He made disbelief, lewdness, rebellion hateful to thee -- 49: 7;
- --- there is now hatred --- between us forever until you believe in Allah only -- 60: 4;
- It may be that Allah will ordain love between you and those with whom there is enmity -- 60:
7;
- It is hateful in sight of Allah that you say what you do not do -- 61: 3;
- Thy Lord hath not forsaken thee, nor does He hate thee -- 93: 3;
HAUGHTY
- And he (Pharaoh) and his hosts were haughty in the land -- 28: 39;
- Walk not with haughtiness in the land -- 31: 18;
HEAD
- And bow your heads with those who bow -- 2: 43;
- Shave not your heads until gift reaches destination -- if sick or there is ailment of head ransom -- 2: 196;
- He seized his brother by the head -- 7: 150;
- The other will be crucified -- birds will eat from his head -- 12: 41;
- Till a day when eyes will stare -- come hurrying in fear -- heads upraised -- 14: 42-43;
- They will shake their heads at thee and say when will it be -- 17: 51;
- Zachariah prays to Allah - O Allah! --- and my head is shining with grey hair -- 19: 4;
- Aaron asks Moses to release his head -- 20: 94;
- Kuffar - boiling fluid will be poured down their heads -- 22: 19-22;
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- If you could see when guilty hang their heads before Allah and say -- Send us back -- 32: 12;
- Its crops is as the heads of devils -- 37: 62-68;
- Then pour on his head the torment of boiling water -- 44: 48;
HEADACHE
- A cup is brought - delicious to drinkers - no headache -- 37: 41-50;
- -- wherefrom they get no headache nor madness -- 56: 11-26;
HEAL
- We will heal the breasts of believers -- 9: 14;
- There comes forth from their bellies --- wherein is healing for mankind -- 16: 69;
- We reveal of the Quran that which is a healing -- 17: 82;
- And when I sicken, then He heals me -- 26: 80
- For believers it is guidance and healing -- 41: 44;
HEALTH
- You will not cease remembering Joseph till your health is ruined -- 12: 85;
HEAP
- And agony is heaped on agony -- 75: 29;
HEAR / HEARING
- Hearing of kuffar sealed -- 2: 7;
- Allah could destroy hearing of kuffar -- 2: 20;
- Hold fast to what was given you and hear ..... they said we hear and rebel -- 2: 93;
- Let them hear My call and let them -- 2: 186;
- They say we hear and we obey -- 2: 285;
- As for those who heard the call of Allah and messenger after harm befell them -- 3: 172;
- You will hear much wrong from those who were given Scripture before you -- 3: 186;
- And their Lord hath heard them and said - I suffer not the work --- 3: 195;
- Remember Allah's covenant with you when you said we hear and obey -- 5: 7;
- Only those can accept who hear -- 6: 36;
- If Allah seals your hearing, who can restore it to you? -- 6: 46;
- Is it not an indication that -- We can -- and print on their hearts that they hear not -- 7: 100;
- Thus doth Allah print on the hearts that they hear not -- 7: 101;
- They have ears but hear not -- 7: 179;
- Have the ears with which they hear -- 7: 195;
- If you call them to Guidance - they hear not -- 7: 198;
- Turn not away from messenger when you hear him speak -- 8: 20;
- Be not as those who say we hear but hear not -- 8: 21;
- The worst beasts are those who are deaf, dumb and have no sense -- 8: 22;
- If Allah knew any good in them, He'd have made them hear, but had He made them hear
they’d have turned away -- 8: 23;
- When Quran recited to kuffar, they say we have heard - it is fables -- 8: 31;
- If any idolaters seek -- protect him so he may hear Allah’s Word -- 9: 6;
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They say Prophet is only a hearer - yes, a hearer of good for you -- 9: 61;
Who owns hearing and sight? -- 10: 31;
Can you make the deaf hear if they do not understand? -- 10: 42;
Allah tells Moses his prayer against Pharaoh is heard -- 10: 89;
Such could not bear to hear -- 11: 20; 18: 101;
The deaf and the hearer are not equal -- 11: 24;
When she heard of their sly talk - she sent for them -- 12: 31;
We guard it against every devil except him who steal a hearing and -- 15: 17-18;
Water from sky - reviving earth - portent for folk who hear -- 16: 65;
--- and gave you hearing --- that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
Of the hearing ---- it will be asked -----17: 36;
We are best aware of what they wish to hear, when they listen to thee -- 17: 47;
We sealed up their hearing to see which of the two parties could better calculate their time of
waiting -- 18: 11-12;
- How clear of sight and keen of hearing is Allah -- 18: 26;
- They will cry unto them but they will not hear their prayer -- 18: 52;
- Those whose eyes were hoodwinked -- and who could not bear to hear -- 18: 101;
- See and hear them on the day when they come to Us -- 19: 38;
- O my father! why do you worship that which heareth not -- 19: 42;
- They hear no idle talk therein -- only Peace -- 19: 62;
- Can you hear a single sound from them -- 19: 98;
- On that day voices are hushed - you hear but a faint murmur -- 20: 108;
- The deaf hear not the call when they are warned -- 21: 45;
- When Noah cried -- We heard his prayer and saved him -- 21: 76;
- Job - We heard his prayer and removed the adversity he suffered -- 21: 84;
- Jonah - We heard his prayer and saved him from the anguish -- 21: 88;
- Zachariah - We heard his prayer and bestowed on him John -- 21: 90;
- Wailing is their portion -- they hear not -- 21: 98-100;
- They will not hear the slightest sound thereof -- 21: 101-104;
- Have they ears to hear -- 22: 46;
- We did not hear of this in case of our fathers of old -- 23: 24;
- When the believers heard it, why didn’t they --- and say it is not true -- 24: 12;
- When you heard it, why didn't you say it is not for us to speak of this -- 24: 16;
- When true believers appeal to Allah --- to judge -- they say we hear and obey -- 24: 51;
- When it seeth them from afar, they hear the crackling and roar thereof -- 25: 12;
- Do you think most of them hear or understand -- 25: 44;
- Pharaoh asks his folk - do you not hear -- 26: 25;
- Abraham says - do they hear you when you cry -- 26: 72;
- They are banished from the hearing -- 26: 212;
- You cannot make dead hear - you cannot make deaf hear - you cannot make anyone hear
except
him who believe and have surrendered -- 27: 80-81; 30: 52-53; 43: 40;
- This is magic - we never heard of this among our fathers of old -- 28: 36;
- When they hear vanity, they withdraw and say -- 28: 55;
- -- who is god besides Allah Who could -- will you not then hear -- 28: 71;
- When Our revelations are recited, he turns away --- as if he did not hear them -- 31: 7; 45:
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- He appointed for you hearing -- 32: 9;
- If you could see when the guilty hang their heads and say -- we’ve now seen and heard send
us back -- 32: 12;
- If you pray to them, they cannot hear your prayer and if they did, they cannot grant it -- 35:
14;
- Allah makes whom He will to hear -- 35: 22;
- I believe in Allah so hear me -- 36: 25;
- We have not heard of this before -- 38: 7;
- Give good tidings to My bondmen who hear advice and follow the best thereof -- 39: 17-18;
- Warn them -- of the day of Doom -- no friend for wrong-doers -- no intercessor -- 40: 18;
- Pray unto Me, I will hear your prayer -- 40: 60;
- Most of them turn away so they hear not -- 41: 4;
- Kuffar say do not heed Quran - drown the hearing of it -- 41: 26;
- Fear not nor grieve but hear good tidings of the Paradise -- 41: 30;
- Do they think We cannot hear their secret thoughts and private confidences - Our envoys
are
recording -- 43: 80;
- Woe to every sinful liar who hear the revelations -- and then continues -- as though he heard
them not -- 45: 7-9;
- --- Allah hath sealed up his hearing and his heart -- 45: 23;
- Who is further astray than him who prays to what cannot hear his prayer -- 46: 5-6;
- When We inclined to thee -- some Jinn who wished to hear Quran said -- 46: 29;
- Some listen - they say what is it he said just now - Allah sealed their hearts - they follow their
lusts -- 47: 16;
- O our people! we heard a Scripture - revealed after Moses - confirming - guiding -- 49: 29-31;
- Therein is a reminder for him who giveth ear with full intelligence --- 50: 37;
- And listen on a day when -- they will hear the Cry in truth -- 50: 42;
- -- therein they hear no vain speaking - only the saying Peace -- 56: 11-26;
- Allah hath heard the saying of her that disputes with thee (Muhammad) -- Allah hears your
colloquy -- 58: 1;
- When the call is heard for the prayer -- 62: 9;
- When they are flung therein, they hear its roaring -- 67: 7;
- The kuffar will disconcert you with their eyes when they hear the Reminder -- 68: 51;
- When we heard the guidance, we believed therein -- 72: 13;
- We create man ---- to test him ---- We make him hearing, knowing --- 76: 2;
- There, they do not hear vain discourse nor lying -- 78: 35;
- Where they hear no idle speech -- 88: 8-16;
HEARSAY
- There are those who do not know the Scripture except by hearsay -- they guess -- 2: 78;
HEART
- Of kuffar sealed -- 2: 7; 16: 108;
- In hearts of hypocrites is a disease -- 2: 10;
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Men's hearts became harder than rocks -- 2: 74;
They say our hearts are hardened -- 2: 88;
Worship of calf made to sink into their hearts -- 2: 93;
Some call Allah to Witness what is in heart - rigid opponent - mischief maker -- 2: 204-205;
Abraham asks Allah to show him how He gives life to dead to satisfy his heart -- 2: 260;
Who hides testimony - his heart is sinful -- 2: 283;
Cause not our hearts to stray -- 3: 8;
Terror will be cast into hearts of kuffar -- 3: 151;
That Allah might prove what is in your hearts -- 3: 154;
That Allah may make it anguish in their hearts -- 3: 156;
They utter with their mouths what is not in their hearts -- 3: 167;
Allah knows the secrets of their hearts 4: 63;
-- or who come to you because their hearts forbid them to make war on you -- 4: 90;
Allah knows what is in men's hearts -- 5: 7;
Hearts of Jews became hard -- 5: 13;
They say with their mouths -- their hearts do not believe -- Allah will not cleanse their
hearts -- 5: 41;
- Those in whose hearts is a disease, race towards Yahudis and Christians -- Allah may grant
you victory - then they’d repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- Disciples ask for food from heaven to satisfy their hearts -- 5: 112-113;
- Their hearts will be covered so they cannot understand -- 6: 25;
- Instead of being humble, their hearts hardened -- 6: 43;
- If Allah seals your heart, who can restore it to you? -- 6: 46;
- We confound their hearts and eyes - We let them wander on blindly -- 6: 110;
- Leave alone the human devils - the kuffar hearts will incline towards them -- 6: 112-113;
- Let there be no heaviness in your heart by Quran -- 7: 2;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their hearts -- 7: 43;
- Is it not an indication to --- that We can -- and print on their hearts so they hear not -- 7: 100;
- Thus doth Allah print on hearts of kuffar that they hear not -- 7: 101;
- Urged to hell are those who have hearts but understand not - they are worse than cattle they
are neglectful -- 7: 179;
- True believers hearts feel fear when Allah is mentioned -- 8: 2;
- He appointed it that your hearts may be at rest -- 8: 10;
- He sent down water to purify you, remove the fear of Satan and make your hearts strong -8: 11;
- I will throw fear into the hearts of kuffar -- 8: 12;
- Know that Allah comes between a man and his own heart -- 8: 24;
- Hypocrites and those in whose hearts is disease say -- their religion deluded these --- 8: 49;
- Allah does not change His Grace until you change what is in your hearts -- 8: 53; 13: 11;
- Allah attuned hearts of believers - if you had spent all in earth, you couldn’t have done it -- 8:
63;
- Say to the captives - if Allah knows of any good in your hearts -- 8: 70;
- They satisfy you with their mouths -- their hearts refuse -- 9: 8;
- He will remove the anger of their hearts -- 9: 15;
- They alone ask leave who -- and whose heart feel doubt -- 9: 45;
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- Hypocrites fear that Allah will reveal Surah disclosing what is in their hearts -- 9: 64;
- He made the consequence - hypocrisy in their hearts until Day of Judgment -- 9: 77;
- Their hearts are sealed so they apprehend not -- 9: 87;
- Allah sealed their hearts so they know not -- 9: 93;
- The building which they built will never cease to be a problem in their hearts -- 9: 110;
- After the hearts of some of them almost swerved -- He turned in Mercy -- 9: 117;
- When a surah is revealed, it increases wickedness of those in whose hearts is disease -- 9:
125;
- Allah turn away their hearts because they do not understand -- 9: 127;
- There hath come to you from Allah, a soothing for what is in the breast -- 10: 57;
- They were not ready to believe -- thus print We on hearts of transgressors -- 10: 74;
- Our Lord! destroy their riches and harden their hearts -- 10: 88;
- Allah knows best what is in their hearts -- 11: 31;
- We relate to you the story ---- to strengthen your heart -- 11: 120;
- He has smitten her to the heart with love -- 12: 30;
- Allah does not change condition of people till they change what is in their hearts -- 13: 11;
- In the remembrance of Allah, do hearts find rest -- 13: 28;
- Therein are revelations for each steadfast, thankful heart -- 14: 5;
- I have settled -- my posterity -- near Kaaba -- incline -- hearts of men toward them -- 14: 37;
- He gives them respite till -- when eyes will stare in terror --- and hearts as air ---- 14: 42-43;
- Thus We make it traverse the hearts of the guilty -- 15: 12;
- Those who disbelieve in hereafter, their hearts refuse to know --- 16: 22;
- ---- and gave you hearts ---- that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
- Who disbelieve after belief - except who is forced -- whose heart is content with faith -- 16:
106;
- That is because they choose life of world rather than Hereafter -- Allah hath sealed their
hearts -- 16: 107-108;
- Of the heart ---- it will be asked --- 17: 36;
- We place upon their hearts veils -- 17: 46;
- We made their hearts firm -- 18: 14;
- Obey not him whose heart is heedless of Our remembrance -- 18: 28;
- On their heart is a covering -- 18: 57;
- Never come a reminder - they listen while they play with hearts pre-occupied -- 21: 2-3;
- Who magnify the offerings, is from devotion of the hearts -- 22: 32;
- Whose hearts fear when Allah is mentioned -- 22: 35;
- Have they hearts to feel --- it is not the eyes but the hearts which are blind -- 22: 46;
- That He may make the devil's proposition a temptation for those in whose hearts is disease
and whose hearts are hardened -- 22: 53;
- They may believe therein and their hearts submit humbly -- 22: 54;
- Those who give ---- with hearts afraid because they ---- these race for good things -- they
shall win -- 23: 57-61;
- Their hearts are in ignorance of this Quran and they have other things they do -- till when We
grasp their loved ones - they supplicate -- supplicate not this day -- Quran was recited to you
-you turn your back in scorn -- 23: 63-67;
- He created for you hearts --- small thanks you give -- 23: 78;
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Who fear a day when hearts and eyeballs will be overturned -- 24: 37;
Is there a disease in their hearts or do they doubt -- 24: 50;
It is revealed thus that We may strengthen thy heart therewith -- 25: 32;
Abraham dua My Lord! grant me -- and abase me not -- the day when wealth and sons --save who bring to Allah a whole heart -- 26: 83-89;
It is a revelation which Gabriel brought down on your heart that ----- 26: 192-194;
Thus We make it traverse the hearts of the guilty -- 26: 200;
The heart of Moses’ mother became void -- she would have betrayed him -- We fortified her
heart -- 28: 10;
Guard your heart from fear -- 28: 32;
Allah knows all that is in your hearts -- 28: 69;
It is clear revelations in the hearts of those ---- 29: 49;
Thus doth Allah seal the hearts of those who know not -- 30: 59;
Persevere whatever may befall you -- that is steadfast heart of things -- 31: 17;
Ships gliding on sea -- portents for every steadfast grateful heart -- 31: 31;
He appointed for you heart --- 32: 9;
Allah did not give any man 2 hearts in his body -- 33: 4;
No sin for unintentional mistakes but what your hearts purpose -- 33: 5;
Eyes grow wild --- hearts reached to the throats --- 33: 10;
Hypocrites and those in whose hearts is disease were saying Allah and Messenger promised
us nothing but delusion -- 33: 12;
He brought down --- and cast fear in their hearts -- 33: 26;
O wives of Prophet! -- be not soft of speech lest he in whose heart is a disease aspire -- 33:

32;
- Allah knows what is in your hearts -- 33: 50-52;
- This is purer for your hearts and their hearts -- 33: 53;
- If hypocrites and those in whose hearts is disease do not cease ---- they will be your
neighbours
a little while --- they will be seized wherever found and slain -- 33: 60-61;
- When fear leaves their hearts, they say what is it Allah said -- 34: 23;
- Abraham came to Allah with whole heart -- 37: 83-100;
- Do not follow the lust of your heart -- 38: 26;
- Woe to those whose hearts are hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- --- so that their flesh and hearts soften to Allah's reminder -- 39: 23;
- When Allah alone is mentioned, hearts of kuffar are repelled -- when --- they are glad -- 39:
45;
- Hearts will be choking the throats -- 40: 18;
- Thus doth Allah print on every arrogant ---- heart --- 40: 35;
- Our hearts are protected from that which you call us -- 41: 5;
- If Allah willed, He could have sealed thy heart against them -- 42: 24;
- Herein are signs for every steadfast grateful heart -- 42: 34;
- Who is patient and forgives -- the steadfast heart of things -- 42: 43;
- Allah hath sealed up their hearing and heart -- 45: 23;
- We assigned them ears, eyes, hearts, - but their ears -- availed them nothing since -- 46:
26;
- Some listen - when they go -- they say -- what is it he said -- Allah sealed their hearts -- 47:
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Will they meditate on Quran or are there locks on their hearts -- 47: 24;
Do those in whose hearts is disease think We will not bring to light their secret hates -- 47:
He sent Peace of re-assurance into hearts of believers -- 48: 4;
They say with tongue what is not in heart -- 48: 11;
You thought Messenger and believers will not return - that was made fair-seeming in your
heart -- 48: 12;
He knew what was in their hearts -- 48: 18;
When kuffar had set up in their hearts zealotry of the days of ignorance -- We sent down
peace of re-assurance -- 48: 26;
Who subdue their voices -- their hearts proven to righteousness -- 49: 3;
Allah endeared faith to you and beautified it in your hearts -- 49: 7;
Say we submit - faith has not yet entered your hearts -- 49: 14;
And who come with a contrite heart -- 50: 33;
Therein is a reminder for him who has a heart -- 50: 37;
The heart lied not in seeing what it saw -- 53: 11;
Is the time not ripe for the hearts of believers to submit to Allah's reminders -- the term was
prolonged for them -- their hearts hardened -- 57: 16;
We placed compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who followed him -- 57: 27;
Allah hath written faith on their hearts and strengthened them --- 58: 22;
---- and cast terror in their hearts so that they ruined -- 59: 2;
---- Our Lord! forgive us and our brethren --- and place not in our hearts any rancour towards
the believers -- 59: 10;
You think of them as a whole - their hearts are divided -- 59: 14;
Then they went astray, Allah sent their hearts astray -- 61: 5;
--- their hearts are sealed, - they understand not --- 63: 3;
Who believes in Allah - Allah guides his heart -- 64: 11;
If you two turn to Allah repentant -- your hearts desired the ban -- 66: 4;
Who ----- and assigned you ears, eyes and hearts ---- 67: 23;
That those in whose hearts is disease may say - What Allah means by this similitude -- 74:
On that day, hearts beat painfully -- 79: 8;
What they earned is rust on their hearts -- 83: 14;
-- the Consuming One - Fire of Allah - which leaps over the hearts of men -- 104: 5-9;
I seek refuge in Allah from - who whispers in the hearts of mankind of the -- 114: 1-6;

HEAT
- They say do not go forth in the heat -- say the heat of Hell is more intense -- 9: 81;
- He has given you coats to ward off heat -- 16: 81;
- We have appointed for him Hell - He will endure the heat -- 17: 18;
- Allah tells Adam he will not be exposed to sun’s heat therein (the Garden) -- 20: 119;
- Endure the heat thereof - whether you are patient or not -- 52: 16;
- -- they will feel the heat thereof -- 58: 8;
- Reclining on couches they will not find heat of sun nor -- 76: 13;
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HEAVE
- On the day when heaven will heave with awful heaving -- 52: 9;
HEAVEN
- Allah fashioned the heaven as 7 heavens -- 2: 29;
- Allah knows the secrets of the heavens and earth -- 2: 33;
- Allah’s is Sovereignty of Heavens and -- 2: 107; 116; 3: 189; 5: 17; 18; 40; 119; 24:
42;
25: 2; 39: 6; 44; 42: 48; 45: 27;
- Everything in heaven and earth subservient to Allah -- 2: 116;
- Allah - Originator of heaven and earth - only has to say "Be" -- 2: 117;
- Creation of heaven, earth, night and day --- Allah's signs for the sensible -- 2: 164; 3: 190;
- Allah owns everything in heavens and -- 2: 284; 3: 109; 129; 4: 126; 131; 132; 170;
171;
10: 55; 66; 68; 14: 2; 31: 26; 34: 1; 42: 4; 52;
- Nothing in heaven or earth hidden from Allah -- 3: 5; 29;
- Whoever is in heavens or earth submits to Allah willingly or unwillingly -- 3: 83;
- Allah’s is the heritage of the heavens and earth -- 3: 180;
- Such as remember Allah standing --- and consider creation of heaven and -- and say -- 3:
191;
- -- so that you know that Allah knows what is in heavens and earth -- 5: 97;
- Praise be to Allah Who created heavens and earth and -- 6: 1;
- He is Allah in heavens and earth -- 6: 3;
- Originator of heavens and earth -- 6: 14; 101; --- He created heavens and earth in truth -- 6:
73;
- We showed Abraham kingdom of heavens and earth that he may be certain -- 6: 75;
- Abraham says I’ve turned my face towards Him Who created heavens and earth and -- 6: 7980;
- For them - gates of heaven will not be opened -- till camel goes through needle’s eye -- 7: 40;
- Heaven and earth created in 6 days -- 7: 54; 10: 3; 11: 7; 25: 59; 32: 4; 57: 4; --- then
He
mounted the Throne -- 7: 54; 10: 3; 25: 59; 32: 4; 57: 4;
- Allah sent wrath from heaven on Yahudis -- 7: 162;
- Have they not considered the dominion of the heavens and earth and -- 7: 185;
- The Hour -- it is heavy in the heavens and -- 7: 187;
- Months are 12 in ordinance of Allah the day He created heavens and -- 9: 36;
- In the difference of night and day - all creations in heaven and earth - portents for those who
ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- Behold what is in heaven and earth -- Revelations -- will not avail -- 10: 101;
- Abiding therein as long as heaven and earth endure or as Allah will -- 11: 107-108;
- Allah’s is the invisible of the heavens and earth -- 11: 123; 18: 26;
- My Lord! Creator of heavens and earth -- 12: 101;
- How many portents are there in heaven and earth which they pass by with -- 12: 105;
- Heaven raised without supports -- 13: 2; -- and have built above you seven strong
heavens -- 78: 12;
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13: 15; 16: 48-49;
- Allah is Lord of heavens and earth -- 13: 16;
- He created heaven and earth with truth -- 14: 19; 15: 85; 16: 3; 29: 44; 45: 22; 64: 3;
- A goodly tree - its branches reaching into the heavens -- 14: 24;
- Allah created heavens and earth and sends water from sky -- 14: 32;
- Nothing in earth or heaven is hidden from Allah -- 14: 38;
- On the day when the earth --- and the heaven also will be changed -- 14: 48;
- If We opened a gate of heaven ---- they will say our eyes deceived us -- 15: 14-15;
- In heaven We set mansions of stars and beautified it -- We have guarded it from every devil
save
him who steals a hearing - pursued by clear flame -- 15: 16-18;
- Heavens, earth and all between created with truth -- 15: 85; 39: 5;
- All living creatures in heaven and earth and -- prostrate to Allah -- 16: 48-50;
- They worship besides Allah what owns nothing in heaven or earth -- 16: 73;
- To Allah belongs the unseen of heavens and earth -- 16: 77;
- The 7 heavens and earth praise Him -- 17: 44;
- Allah is best aware of all who are in heavens and earth -- 17: 55;
- We will not put faith in thee until -- you cause heaven to fall on us -- or until you ascend to
heaven --- and bring a book we can read -- 17: 90-93;
- If angels walked earth secure, angel would have been sent from heaven as messenger -- 17:
95;
- Have they not seen that Allah Who created heavens and earth is able to create -- 17: 99;
- Our Lord is Lord of heavens and earth -- 18: 14;
- It may be that Allah will -- and send on it a bolt from heaven -- 18: 40;
- I did not make them witness creation of heaven and earth -- 18: 51;
- Heaven is almost torn ( by your utterance) -- 19: 90;
- None in heaven or earth comes to Allah except as a slave -- 19: 93;
- Quran - a revelation from Him Who created --- and the High Heaven -- 20: 4-5;
- Whatever is in heavens and earth, in between and beneath the sod, belongs to Allah -- 20: 6;
- Allah knows what is spoken in heaven and earth -- 21: 4;
- We created not heaven and earth in play -- 21: 16;
- To Allah belongs whosoever is in heavens and earth -- 21:19; 22: 64; 24: 64; 30: 26;
53: 31;
- If there were other gods besides Allah - heaven and earth would have been disordered -- 21:
22;
- Heaven and earth were one mass --- We separated them --- 21: 30;
- The sky - a roof well guarded -- 21: 32;
- Your Lord is Lord of Heavens and earth Who created them -- 21: 56;
- We shall roll up the heavens as a recorder rolls up -- 21: 104;
- Have you not seen that whoever is in heaven and earth -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- He prevents the heaven from falling on earth -- 22: 65;
- We created above you 7 paths -- 23: 17;
- Had the truth followed their desires - heavens and earth and -- would’ve been corrupted -23: 71;
- Who is Lord of 7 heavens and Tremendous Throne -- 23: 86;
- Allah is Light of heavens and earth -- 24: 35;
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Have you seen that all in heavens and earth praises Allah -- 24: 41;
He sends down from heaven - hail -- 24: 43;
He who knows the secret of heavens and earth revealed it -- 25: 6;
A day when the heaven will be rent asunder -- 25: 25; 69: 16; 73: 18;
Blessed is He Who has placed in the heavens mansions of the stars and --- 25: 61;
Moses tells Pharaoh that Allah is Lord of heavens and earth -- 26: 24;
Shu'eyb's folk told him - make the heaven fall on us --- 26: 187;
Allah brings forth the hidden in the heavens and earth -- 27: 25;
Is not He best Who created the heavens and earth and -- 27: 60;
Is not He best Who provide for you from heaven and earth -- 27: 64;
None in heavens and earth knows Unseen besides Allah -- 27: 65;
Nothing hidden in heaven or earth but it is in a clear record -- 27: 75;
The trumpet will be blown -- all in heaven and earth will start in fear -- 27: 87;
If you were to ask Who created heaven -- they’ll say Allah -- 29: 61; 31: 25; 39: 38; 43: 9;
Allah created heavens and earth with truth for destined end -- 30: 8;
Praise be to Him in heaven and earth and --- 30: 18;
In creation of heavens and earth -- portents for men of knowledge -- 30: 22;
The heaven and earth stand fast by His Command -- 30: 25;
He is the Sublime Similitude in heavens and earth -- 30: 27;
Allah created heaven without support and --- where are creations of your partners --- 31: 10Though it be -- or in heavens -- Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16;
If you were to ask who created heaven and earth, they'd say Allah -- 31: 25;
Everything in heaven and earth serviceable to man -- 31: 20;
He directs ordinance from heaven to earth -- 32: 5;
We offered trust to heaven --- they shrank from it ---- 33: 72;
To Allah belongs whatever is in heavens and earth -- 34: 1; 42: 4;
He knows what ascends or descends from heaven -- 34: 2; 57: 4;
Not an atom's weight escapes Him in heaven or earth but --- 34: 3;
They possess not an atom’s weight in heaven or earth -- 34: 22;
Praise be to Allah - Creator of heavens and earth -- 35: 1;
Or do they have a portion in the heavens -- 35: 40;
He grasp the heaven and earth so they do not deviate -- 35: 41;
There is no escape from Allah in heavens or earth -- 35: 44;
We did not send against his people a host from heaven -- 36: 28;
Is not He who created Heavens and earth, able to create the like of them -- 36: 81;
Allah - Lord of Heavens and earth and -- 37: 5; 38: 66;
We have adorned the lowest heaven with an ornament -- the planets -- 37: 6;
Is the kingdom of heaven theirs -- 38: 10;
Heaven and earth not created in vain -- 38: 27;
And the heavens are rolled up in His right hand -- 39: 67;
The trumpet is blown -- all in heaven and earth swoon -- 39: 68;
Build for me a tower that I may reach the road to heaven -- 40: 36-37;
The creation of heaven and earth greater than creation of man -- 40: 57;
Then He turned to the heavens when it was smoke and said to it and earth " Come --" then
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ordained 7 heavens and decked the lower heavens with lamps -- 41: 11-12;
Almost might the heavens be split while angels hymn Praise of Allah and ask forgiveness for
those on earth -- 42: 5;
The Creator of heavens and earth -- He made pairs of yourselves -- by which He multiplies
you -- 42: 11;
His are the keys of heavens and earth -- 42: 12;
Of His portent is the creation of heaven and earth and beasts He dispersed therein -- 42: 28;
He it is who in heaven is God -- in earth - God -- 43: 84;
Blessed is He to Whom belongs Sovereignty of heavens and earth and -- 43: 85;
And the heaven and earth wept not for them -- 44: 29;
We did not create Heaven and earth ---- in play -- 44: 38;
The heavens and earth are portents for believers -- 45: 3;
Allah made of service to you whatever is in heavens and earth -- 45: 13;
Praise be to Allah - Lord of heavens - Lord of earth -- 45: 36;
To Allah belongs Majesty in heavens and earth -- 45: 37;
Heaven and earth created with truth for an appointed term -- 46: 3;
Show me what they created of --- or do they have a portion in the heavens -- 46: 4;
Have they not seen that Allah was not wearied by creation of heavens and earth -- 46: 33;
Allah’s are hosts of heavens and earth -- 48: 4; 7;
Heavens and earth created in 6 days - No weariness touched Us -- 50: 38;
By heaven full of paths -- 51: 7;
And in the heaven is your providence -- 51: 22;
By the Lord of Heaven - it is the Truth -- 51: 23;
We have built heaven with might and made the vast extent thereof --- 51: 47;
On the day when heaven will heave with awful heaving -- 52: 9;
Did they create the heavens and earth -- 52: 36;
Do they have a stairway to heaven by which they overhear decrees -- 52: 38;
If they were to see a fragment of heaven falling, they'd say - a heap of clouds -- 52: 44;
How many angels there are in heaven whose intercession -- 53: 26;
We opened the gates of heaven with pouring water -- 54: 11;
All that are in heavens and earth, entreat Him -- 55: 29;
You will not be able to penetrate heavens without Allah's sanction -- 55: 33;
When the heaven split asunder and become rosy like red hides -- 55: 37;
All that is in heavens and earth glorifies Allah -- 57: 1; 59: 1; 61: 1; 62: 1; 64: 1;
His is sovereignty of heavens and earth - to Him all things are brought back -- 57: 5;
-- to Allah belongs inheritance of heavens and earth -- 57: 10;
Race one with another for forgiveness -- and Garden breadth is as wide as heaven and
earth -- 57: 21;
Haven’t you seen that Allah knows all that is in heavens and earth -- 58: 7;
-- Allah’s are the treasures of heavens and earth -- 63: 7;
He created heaven and earth and shaped you -- 64: 3;
He knows all that is in heaven and earth -- 64: 4;
Allah created 7 heavens and of earth, the like thereof -- 65: 12;
Who hath created 7 heavens in harmony - no fault in Allah's creation - look again and again -no rifts -- 67: 3-4;
We have beautified world's heaven with lamps - We have made them missiles for devils --
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67: 5;
- Heaven will split asunder -- that day it will be frail -- 69: 16;
- Don’t you see that Allah created the 7 heavens in harmony -- 71: 15;
- We sought heaven and found it filled with strong warders and meteors -- we used to sit and
listen, - now we find a flame waiting -- 72: 8-9;
- -- the very heaven being then rent asunder -- 73: 18;
- We built above you 7 heavens -- 78: 12;
- And the heaven is opened and become as gates -- 78: 19;
- Lord of Heavens and earth -- The Beneficent with Whom none can converse -- 78: 37;
- Are you harder to create or the heaven that He built -- 79: 27;
- He raised the height thereof and ordered it -- 79: 28;
- When the heaven is cleft asunder -- 82: 1; --- and attentive to her Lord in fear -- 84: 1-2;
- By the heaven, -- holding mansions of the stars -- 85: 1; --- and the morning star -- 86: 1;
--- which
gives the returning rain -- 86: 11;
- And the heaven -- how it is raised -- 88: 18; -- and Him who built it -- 91: 5;
HEAVY
- Whose scales are heavy with good works - will live pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;
HEED
- You climbed the hill - you paid no heed to anyone -- 3: 153;
- We have detailed Our revelations for a people who take heed -- 6: 126;
- We straitened Pharaoh’s folk that they may heed -- 7: 130;
- They denied Our revelations and were heedless of them -- 7: 136;
- When Quran is recited, listen and pay heed -- 7: 204;
- They are tested once or twice each year but they repent not, nor pay heed -- 9: 126;
- He appointed night for rest --- portents for those that heed -- 10: 67;
- Most of mankind are heedless of Our portents -- 10: 92;
- We inspired in thee this Quran, though beforetime you were heedless -- 12: 3;
- I fear lest the wolf devour him while you are heedless -- 12: 13;
- Only men of understanding heed -- 13: 19;
- That men of understanding may take heed -- 14: 52;
- Whatever He created in earth of different colours -- portent for those who take heed -- 16: 13;
- Allah enjoins ........ that you may take heed -- 16: 90;
- Allah hath sealed --- such are heedless -- 16: 108;
- We have displayed in this Quran --- that they may take heed -- 17: 41;
- Obey him not whose heart is heedless of Our remembrance -- 18: 28;
- Speak to him a gentle word -- perchance he may heed or fear -- 20: 44;
- We have revealed ---- or that it may cause them to take heed -- 20: 113;
- The reckoning draws near --- they turn away in heedlessness -- 21: 1;
- Similitude coined - pay heed - Those you call on besides Allah will never create fly -- 22: 73;
- Successful are believers who pay heed to their prayers -- 23: 1-11;
- A Surah wherein We have revealed plain tokens that they may take heed -- 24: 1;
- Do not enter houses -- that is better that you may be heedful -- 24: 27;
- That you may warn a folk to whom -- that they may give heed -- 28: 46;
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We caused the Word to reach them that they may pay heed -- 28: 51;
--- they are heedless of the hereafter -- 30: 7;
Your slumber by night and day -- seeking His bounty -- portents for folk who heed -- 30: 23;
Is it not guidance -- herein are portents -- will they not then heed -- 32: 26;
Whose fathers were not warned so they are heedless -- 36: 6;
When they are told beware of what is before you and -- that you may find mercy -- they are
heedless -- 36: 45;
They heed not when reminded -- 37: 13;
Only men of understanding will pay heed -- 39: 9;
None pay heed except him who turn to Him repentant -- 40: 13;
Kuffar say do not heed Quran -- drown the hearing of it - you may conquer -- 41: 26;
We made this Scripture easy in your language -- that they may heed -- 44: 58;
Who will lead him -- will you not then heed -- 45: 23;
To the evil-doer it is said - you were heedless of this -- 50: 22;
That is what you were promised -- it is for every penitent and heedful one -- 50: 32;
Whoever will may heed -- 74: 55;
They will not heed unless Allah wills -- 74: 56;
--- but that he may grow in grace or pay heed to the Reminder -- 80: 3-4;
An admonishment - let whoever will, pay heed -- on honoured leaves, exalted,
purified -- 80: 11-16;
On that day, man will have enough concern to make him heedless of others -- 80: 34-37;
He will heed who fears ---- 87: 10;
Woe to worshippers who are heedless of their prayers -- 107: 4-7;

HEIGHT
- And on the Heights are men who know them all by their marks -- 7: 46;
- The Dwellers on the Heights call to those they know by their marks saying what did your
multitude and that in which you took pride avail you -- 7: 48;
- He raised the height thereof and ordered it -- 79: 28;
HEIRS
- Unto man and woman, We have appointed heirs -- 4: 33;
- Who is slain wrongfully, We have given power to his heir -- 17: 33;
- Successful are believers who -- such are heirs who will inherit Paradise -- 23: 1-11;
- Did they hand down the saying as an heirloom -- 51: 52-53;
HELL
- Fire of Hell, prepared for kuffar - fuel is men and stones -- 2: 24;
- Some say Fire of Hell will only touch them for a short period -- do they have covenant --- or
do
they say what they know not -- 2: 80;
- Who has done evil and sin surrounds him, is owner of Fire -- 2: 81;
- Kuffar will not emerge from hell -- 2: 162; -- nor will their followers -- 2: 167;
- Hell will settle his account -- an evil resting place -- 2: 206;
- Tell kuffar they’d be overcome - gathered to hell - an evil resting place -- 3: 12;
- It is a brief comfort - their habitation - hell -- 3: 197;
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Hell is sufficient for their burning -- 4: 55;
As soon as their skins are consumed, they'll be exchanged for fresh skins -- 4: 56;
Their habitation - hell - an evil journey’s end -- 4: 97; --- no refuge therefrom -- 4: 121;
Who oppose messenger and follow other than Islam -- We expose him to hell - a hapless
journey’s end -- 4: 115;
- Allah will gather hypocrites and kuffar into hell -- 4: 140;
- Hypocrites will be in deepest part of hell -- 4: 145;
- Kuffar who deal in wrong will never be forgiven nor guided except on the road to hell where
they’ll abide forever -- 4: 168-169;
- Those who say Allah is Jesus -- his abode is the Fire -- 5: 72;
- Allah tells Satan - I will fill Hell with all of you -- 7: 18;
- Plight of kuffar and wrong-doers - as each nation enters hell, it curses its sister nation asking
for double torment for the other -- 7: 37-41;
- Dwellers of Paradise and hell converse - hell-dwellers ask for water - request denied -- 7: 4451;
- Urged to hell are those who have hearts but do not understand, eyes but cannot see, ears
but
cannot hear - they are worse than cattle - they are neglectful -- 7: 179;
- Who turn backs to kuffar in battle -- habitation will be hell -- 8: 16;
- Kuffar will be gathered to Hell -- 8: 36; --- Hell is all around kuffar -- 9: 49;
- The wicked will be separated from the good and consigned to hell -- 8: 37;
- Who oppose Allah and messenger will abide in hell -- 9: 63;
- Allah promises hypocrites and kuffar hell as their abode -- 9: 68; --- Hell - abode of kuffar
and hypocrites -- 9: 73;
- Say the heat of Hell is more intense -- 9: 81;
- Their abode is Hell for what they earned -- 9: 95;
- Do not pray for idolaters - near relatives - when it is clear they are for hell -- 9: 113;
- He will go on Day of Judgment before his people and lead them to Hell -- 11: 98;
- I shall fill hell with jinn and mankind together -- 11: 119; 32: 13; 38: 85;
- Who do not answer Allah’s call -- habitation hell -- 13: 18;
- Hell is before him - he is made to drink a festering water -- 14: 16;
- Have you seen him who exchanged -------- and led their people down path to hell -- 14: 2829;
- As for such - hell - the promised place - has 7 gates - each has appointed portion -- 15: 4344;
- So enter the gates of hell to dwell therein forever -- 16: 29;
- Hell appointed for kuffar -- 17: 8;
- Who desires life which hastens away We appointed for him hell - will endure heat -- 17: 18;
- Set not up with Allah any other god, lest you be cast into hell abandoned -- 17: 39;
- Allah tells Iblis - Go and whoever follow thee - hell shall be your payment -- 17: 63;
- Their habitation - hell - whenever it abates, We increase the flame -- 17: 97;
- On that day, We shall present hell to kuffar plain to see -- 18: 100; 26: 91;
- We have prepared hell as welcome for kuffar -- 18: 102;
- Their reward - hell - they disbelieved and made jest of Our revelations -- 18: 106;
- Mankind and devils will be gathered around hell - those stubborn in rebellion will be thrown
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hell -- everyone will approach it - who kept from evil will be rescued - others will be left -- 19:
68-72;
- On the day when We shall --- and drive the guilty to hell -- 19: 85-86;
- For him who comes guilty to his Lord, is hell - he will neither die nor live -- 20: 74;
- Not created for idle sport -- 21: 16;
- Who says I am God besides Him -- for such is hell -- 21: 29;
- Idolaters and their idols are fuel for hell - wailing is their portion - they hear not -- 21: 98-100;
- Whose scales are light, are those who lose their souls in hell, - fire burn their faces -- 23:
103-104;
- When they are flung into a narrow place thereof, chained together, they pray for destruction -pray not for one but for many destructions -- 25: 13-14;
- Who will be gathered on faces in hell - are worse in plight - further from right road -- 25: 34;
- Who say Our Lord! avert from us the doom of hell -- 25: 65;
- Then they will be hurled therein (hell) they and the hosts of Iblis together -- 26: 94-95;
- Hell will encompass kuffar -- 29: 54;
- Is there not a home in hell for kuffar -- 29: 68;
- I will fill Hell with Jinn and mankind -- 32: 13;
- Evil-doers will go to Hell - when they want to come out they'll be thrown back in -- 32: 20;
- Allah cursed kuffar - prepared for them Hell - will abide therein forever -- 33: 64-68;
- For kuffar - hell - will not die - torment not lightened - they cry for help saying they'll do right didn't you have long enough life - didn't Warner come to you -- 35: 36-37;
- This is the hell you were promised - burn therein this day -- 36: 63-64;
- Assemble wrong-doers, their wives and those they worshipped instead of Allah - lead them
to hell --37: 22-23;
- Will you look -- he look and see him in the depth of hell -- had it not been for Favour of
Allah, I too, would be in hell -- 37: 51-61;
- Is this better as welcome or the tree of Zaqqum - a torment for wrong-doers in heart of hell -its
crop as heads of devils ---- then drink boiling water - their return is to hell -- 37: 62-68;
- You cannot excite anyone against Him save him who will burn in hell -- 37: 162-163;
- Hell where they will burn - an evil resting place - boiling and ice cold draughts - no word of
welcome - they will roast at the fire - they say, you misleaders, you prepared this for us - they
say Our Lord! whoever did this give them double torment - their wrangling continues -- 38:
55-64;
- Will not the home of kuffar be in hell -- 39: 32;
- Is not home for scorners in hell -- 39: 60;
- Kuffar are driven to hell in troops -- 39: 71;
- Enter gates of hell to dwell therein -- 39: 72; 40: 76;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend all things in Mercy and Knowledge -- Forgive - Ward off from
them the punishment of hell -- 40: 7-9;
- Those in Fire say to guards - beg your Lord to relieve us of a day of the torment -- 40: 49;
- Those who scorn My service will enter hell disgraced -- 40: 60;
- The guilty are immortal in Hell's torment - it is not relaxed for them -- 43: 74-75;
- They cry - Let thy Lord make an end of us - He says here you must remain -- 43: 77;
- Take him and drag him to the midst of hell -- 44: 47;
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He hath saved them from the doom of hell -- 44: 56;
Beyond them is hell and that which ----- 45: 10;
Their habitation - hell - they will not be helped -- 45: 34;
Allah hath made hell ready for them -- 48: 6;
It is said to driver and witness - hurl to hell each rebel ingrate -- hurl him to -- doom -- 50: 24-

We say to hell - are you filled - hell says are there more to come -- 50: 30;
The day when they are thrust into hell - it is said to them, this is the fire you denied -- is this
magic or do you not see - endure the heat - whether you are patient or not ----- you are paid
for what you used to do -- 52: 13-16;
- Happy because --- and their Lord hath warded-off from them hell-fire -- 52: 18;
- On the day when ---- it is said to them feel the touch of hell -- 54: 48;
- The guilty will be known by their marks - will be taken by forelocks and feet - this is the hell
you
denied --- will go around in circles between it and boiling water -- 55: 41-44;
- Those of old and later times will be brought --- the erring, the deniers will eat of Zaqqum --their
welcome on Day of Judgment -- 56: 49-56;
- If he is of the rejecters --- the welcome will be boiling water -- 56: 92-94;
- Who deny revelations -- owners of hell-fire -- 57: 19;
- Hell will be sufficient for them - they will feel the heat thereof -- 58: 8;
- Hell will be their home -- a hapless journey’s end -- 66: 9;
- For kuffar - doom of hell - when they are thrown in roaring boils up ---- they are asked, didn't
Warner come to you -- they say yea but we denied ---- had we listened or had sense we
would
not be in flames -- they acknowledge their sins - no mercy -- 67: 6-11;
- Take him -- expose him to hell fire - put him in chains - he did not urge the feeding of the
wretched --- he hath no lover ----- nor food save filth which sinners eat --- 69: 30-37;
- It is the fire of hell - eager to roast - it calls him who turned and fled from truth - and hoarded
wealth and withheld it -- 70: 15-18;
- Those who are unjust are firewood for hell -- 72: 15;
- Who disobey Allah and messenger will dwell in Hell forever -- 72: 23;
- Some will say we did not pray and others will say we did not feed the poor : 74: 43-44;
- Hell lurk in ambush - a home for the rebellious - they abide therein for ages -- 78: 21-23;
- Therein they taste neither coolness nor drink save boiling water and paralysing cold -reward
proportioned to their evil deeds -- 78: 24-26;
- They looked not for a reckoning - they called Our revelations false -- 78: 27-30;
- And hell will stand forth visible to him who seeth -- 79: 36;
- As for him who rebelled and chose life of world - hell will be his home -- 79: 37-39;
- And when hell is lighted -- 81: 12;
- The wicked will burn in hell on Day of Judgment -- they will not be absent -- 82: 14-16;
- They will burn in hell - will be told this is what you denied -- 83: 16-17;
- Those who persecute believers and not repent will have doom of hell and of burning -- 85:
10;
- And hell is brought near that day -- 89: 23;
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- Let him call his henchmen - We will call guards of hell -- 96: 17-18;
- Kuffar among People of Book and idolaters will abide in hell -- 98: 6;
- You will behold hell fire -- with sure vision -- 102: 6-7;
- He will be flung to the consuming one - Fire of Allah - leaps over hearts of men - in
outstretched
columns -- 104: 4-9;
HELP
- Thee alone we ask for help -- 1: 5;
- Seek help in patience and prayer -- 2: 45; 153;
- Day of Judgment - a day when no soul will be able to help another -- 2: 48; 123; 34: 42;
- Besides Allah, we have no friend nor helper -- 2: 107; 29: 22; 42: 31;
- Allah will not help those who follow the desires of Yahudis and Christians -- 2: 120;
- When cometh Allah's help -- Allah’s help is near -- 2: 214;
- Saul’s army prayed - Our Lord! Grant us endurance -- and give us help against kuffar -- 2:
250;
- Wrong-doers have no helper -- 2: 270; -- Evil-doers have no helper -- 5: 72;
- Allah helped believers - He showed their army to kuffar as twice their number -- Allah
strengthens with His help whom He will -- 3: 13;
- Their works have failed here and in Hereafter - they have no helper -- 3: 22;
- Jesus asks Who will be my helpers - Disciples said they’ll be Allah’s helpers -- 3: 52;
- Allah will chastise kuffar here and in Hereafter -- they will have no helper -- 3: 56;
- A messenger will come to you confirming what you have - believe and help him -- 3: 81;
- Theirs will be a painful doom and they will have no helper -- 3: 90-91;
- And afterwards they will not be helped -- 3: 111;
- When you said to believers - is it not sufficient that Allah helped you with 3000 angels - nay,
if you keep away from evil Allah will help with 5000 angels -- 3: 124-125;
- All help is from Allah -- 3: 126; 8: 10; 9: 116;
- If Allah helps you - none can overcome you - if He withdraws His help, none can help -- 3:
160;
- Allah is sufficient as a Helper -- 4: 45;
- For him whom Allah cursed - there is no helper -- 4: 52;
- Choose no friend nor helper from kuffar nor hypocrites -- 4: 89;
- Who does wrong -- will find no friend nor helper against Allah -- 4: 123;
- You will find no helper for hypocrites - except those who repent and -- 4: 145-146;
- Help one another to righteousness not to sin -- 5: 2;
- You will not be able to help him whom Allah doomed to sin -- 5: 41;
- Whom do you call on for help in any calamity -- 6: 40;
- Moses said seek help in Allah and endure -- 7: 128;
- Those who honour him and help him and -- 7: 157;
- They cannot give help nor can they help themselves -- 7: 192;
- Whom you call on besides Allah cannot help you - nor themselves -- 7: 197;
- When you sought help of Allah, Allah said He'd help you with 1000 angels -- 8: 9;
- Victory comes only with help of Allah -- 8: 10;
- Your host will be of no avail -- however numerous it may be -- 8: 19;
- He strengthened you with His help -- 8: 26;
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- He it is Who supported you with His help and -- 8: 62;
- Those who left their homes --- and those who took them in and helped them -- are protecting
friends --- ; Who did not leave -- you have no --- but if they seek help from you --- you must
help them except --- 8: 72;
- Those who believed and ---- and those who took them in and helped them -- are believers -8: 74;
- If you do not help him (Prophet - SAS), Allah helped him --- when he said to his companion
Allah is with us -- 9: 40;
- And they have no Protecting Friend nor helper in the earth -- 9: 74;
- Bring a surah like it --- call on all help besides Allah -- 10: 38;
- You have no Protecting Friends against Allah and afterwards you will not be helped -- 11:
113;
- Allah’s help is to be sought in that predicament -- 12: 18;
- When the messengers despaired and -- Our help came to them -- 12: 110;
- And they sought help from Allah and every froward potentate was brought to naught -- 14:
15;
- I cannot help you nor can you help me -- 14: 22;
- Misleaders have no helper -- 16: 37;
- When misfortune strikes you, you cry to Allah for help -- 16: 53;
- Endure patiently -- thine endurance is only by help of Allah -- 16: 127;
- Who is slain wrongfully - We have given power to his heir -- he will be helped -- 17: 33;
- Then you would have found no helper against Us -- 17: 75;
- If mankind and Jinn were to assemble to produce likeness of Quran -- even if they helped
each
other -- 17: 88;
- He had no troop of men to help him -- 18: 43;
- Choose I misleaders for My helpers -- 18: 51;
- Help me with strength of men -- 18: 95;
- O my father! why -- worship that which can neither -- nor help you in anything -- 19: 42;
- If Kuffar know when, they will not be able to --- and they will not be helped -- 21: 39;
- They cannot help themselves -- 21: 43;
- Our Lord is Allah, Whose help is to be implored -- 21: 112;
- Allah help those who help Him -- 22: 40;
- For evil-doers - no helper -- 22: 71;
- Noah said My Lord! help me ---- 23: 26; Hud said My Lord! help me ---- 23: 39;
- Supplicate not this day - you will not be helped -- 23: 65;
- Kuffar say other folk helped him with it -- 25: 4;
- You can neither avert the doom nor get help -- 25: 19;
- Allah is sufficient for a guide and helper -- 25: 31;
- Where is that you worshipped instead of Allah -- can they help you or themselves -- 26: 9293;
- Solomon says What! will you help me with wealth -- 27: 36;
- He who was of his caste asked him for help against him who -- 28: 15;
- He who appealed to him the day before, cried out to him for help -- 28: 18;
- Send him with me as a helper to confirm me -- 28: 34;
- We made them --- and on Day of Judgment they will not be helped -- 28: 41;
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Then he had no host to help him against Allah nor was he -- 28: 81;
Never be a helper to kuffar -- 28: 86;
On Day of Judgment - you will have no helper -- 29: 25;
In that day believers will rejoice in Allah’s help to --- Allah helps whom He wills -- 30: 4-5;
Whom Allah send astray - for such there is no helper -- 30: 29;
To help believers is incumbent on Allah -- 30: 47;
On the day of the victory - the faith of kuffar will be of no help to them -- 32: 29;
They will find no friend nor helper besides Allah -- 33: 17; 64 - 68;
--- being sparing of their help to believers ---- Allah make their deeds fruitless ---- 33: 19;
If someone cries for help with his load - not even his relative can help him -- 35: 18;
They cry for help there - Our Lord! release us - we will do right - evil-doers have no
helper -- 35: 37;
If We will, We drown them - there is no help for them, nor can they be saved -- 36: 43;
They have taken other gods besides Allah - that they may be helped - they have no power to
help them -- 36: 74-75;
What ails you that you do not help one another -- 37: 25;
We saved them --- and helped them so they became victors -- 37: 116;
Our Word went forth to Our bondmen that they’d be helped and -- 37: 171-173;
Is he on whom the word of doom is fulfilled to be helped -- 39: 19;
Turn to Him repentant --- before comes the doom --- when you cannot be helped -- 39: 54;
We do help Our messengers and believers in life of world and on the Day -- 40: 51;
Doom of hereafter will be more shameful - they will not be helped -- 41: 15-16;
Wrong-doers have no friend nor helper -- 42: 8;
They will have no friend to help them instead of Allah -- 42: 46;
A day when friend will not able to help friend -- except on whom Allah hath Mercy -- 44: 41They cannot help you against Allah -- 45: 19;
Their habitation hell -- none to help you -- 45: 34;
-- and the cry to Allah for help and say - woe to thee -- 46: 17;
Why didn’t those whom they chose as gods, as a way of approach to Allah - help them -- 46:
If you help Allah's Cause, He will help you and -- 47: 7;
How many townships -- We destroyed -- they had no helper -- 47: 13;
That Allah may help thee with strong help -- 48: 3;
If kuffar join battle with you, they’d take to flight - will not find protecting friend nor
helper -- 48: 22;
They were unable to rise up nor could they help themselves -- 51: 45;
Their guile will be useless - they will not be helped -- 52: 46;
Noah cried - I am vanquished - so give help -- 54: 10;
That He may know him who help Him -- 57: 25;
It is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out --- who seek bounty from Allah and help
Allah and Messenger -- 59: 8;
-- if you are attacked, we will help you -- 59: 11;
--- if they are attacked they help not ---- if they helped, they would have turned and fled -- 59:

12;
- Your ties of kindred and your children will not help you on Day of Judgment -- He will part
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you -- 60: 3;
He will give you another blessing -- Help from Allah -- 61: 13;
Be Allah's helpers -- when Jesus asked - disciples said We are Allah's helpers -- 61:14;
-- furthermore -- angels are his helpers -- 66: 4;
Who is he that will be an army to help you instead of Allah -- 67: 20;
He will help you with wealth and sons -- 71: 12;
They found they had no helpers but Allah --71: 25;
Then he will have no might nor helper -- 86: 10;
-- but how will the remembrance help him then -- 89: 23;
When Allah's help and the victory comes --- 110: 1;

HENCHMEN
- Let him call his henchmen -- 96: 17;
HERB
- He hath appointed earth -- wherein are -- husked grain and scented herbs -- 55: 10-12;
HERD
- On the day when We shall gather -- and drive the guilty -- a weary herd -- 19: 85-86;
- When the wild beasts are herded together -- 81: 5;
HEREAFTER
- Quran - a guide to those who believe --- and are sure of the hereafter -- 2: 2-4;
- They purchase life of world at price of hereafter -- 2: 86;
- If hereafter is for you alone, then long for death -- 2: 94;
- He who traffics in the knowledge of how to cause division between husband and wife has no
portion in Hereafter -- 2: 102;
- And theirs in Hereafter - an awful doom -- 2: 114;
- Of mankind is he who saith Our Lord! Give us in this world -- he hath no portion in
Hereafter -- 2: 200 ; --- who saith --- Give us --- and in Hereafter -- 2: 201;
- Their works have failed here and in Hereafter -- 3: 22;
- Jesus - illustrious in world and in Hereafter -- 3: 45;
- Who seek religion other than Islam - will be loser in Hereafter -- 3: 85;
- Who desireth reward of hereafter --We bestow on him thereof -- 3: 145;
- Allah gave them reward of here and hereafter -- 3: 148;
- Some desired the world - some desired the Hereafter -- 3: 152;
- Let those fight in way of Allah who sell life of world for hereafter -- 4: 75;
- The comfort of this life is scant - hereafter is better for him who ward off evil -- 4: 77;
- Who denies the faith, his work --- and he’ll be among losers in Hereafter -- 5: 5;
- Such will be their degradation in world and in Hereafter theirs will be -- except who repent
before you overpower them -- 5: 33-34;
- Life of this world is pastime and sport - hereafter is better -- 6: 32;
- Who believe in hereafter, believe in Quran and are careful of their worship -- 6: 92;
- Hearts of those who believe not in Hereafter, may incline thereto -- 6: 113;
- Follow not the whims of those who deny Our Revelations and believe not in Hereafter -- 6:
150;
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Who deny -- and meeting of the Hereafter -- their works are fruitless -- 7: 147;
Ordain for us in this world what is good and in the Hereafter -- 7: 156;
Abode of hereafter is better for those who ward-off evil -- 7: 169; 12: 109; 16: 30-31;
You desire -- Allah desire for you the Hereafter -- 8: 67;
Do you take pleasure in life of world rather than Hereafter -- comfort of life of world is little
than in Hereafter -- 9: 38;
Such are they whose works have perished in the world and in the Hereafter -- 9: 69;
If they turn away, Allah will afflict them -- and in the Hereafter -- 9: 74;
Friends of Allah have good tidings in this life and in Hereafter -- 10: 64;
Those are they for whom there is nothing in Hereafter except the Fire -- 11: 16;
Curse of Allah be on those who disbelieve in Hereafter -- 11: 18-19;
In the Hereafter they’d be the greatest losers -- 11: 22;
Herein is a portent for those who fear the doom of the Hereafter -- 11: 103;
I have forsaken the religion of folk who --- and disbelieve in Hereafter -- 12: 37;
Reward of hereafter is better for believers -- 12: 57;
Thou art my Protecting Friend in the world and in the Hereafter -- 12: 101;
Life of world - a brief comfort as compared to Hereafter -- 13: 26;
The doom of the Hereafter is more painful -- 13: 34;
Who love life of world more than hereafter ----- are far astray -- 14: 3;
Allah confirms believers by a firm saying here and hereafter -- 14: 27;
Who believe not in hereafter --- their hearts refuse to know -- 16: 22; --- is an evil
similitude -- 16: 60;
For those who do good in this world there is --- and home of Hereafter will be better -- 16:
Those who became fugitives -- the reward of Hereafter is greater -- 16: 41;
That is because they chose life of world rather than Hereafter -- 16: 107;
In the hereafter, they are losers -- 16: 109;
Abraham -- in the Hereafter -- among the righteous -- 16: 122;
Disbelievers in Hereafter will have painful doom -- 17: 10;
Who desire hereafter and strive for it with necessary effort ---- 17: 19;
Hereafter greater in degrees and in preferment -- 17: 21;
When you recite Quran, barrier placed between you and those who do not believe in
Hereafter -- 17: 45;
Who is blind here, will be blind in hereafter -- 17: 72;
Allah tells Yahudis -- when promise of Hereafter comes to pass -- 17: 104;
The doom of the Hereafter is sterner and more lasting -- 20: 127;
He lose both the world and the Hereafter -- 22: 11;
Whoever think that Allah will not give Muhammad victory in this world and Hereafter, let
him go hang himself -- 22: 15;
The Chieftains -- who disbelieved and denied meeting of Hereafter said -- 23: 33;
Disbelievers in hereafter -- are astray from right path -- 23: 74; their works made to seem

- will have worst punishment - greatest losers in hereafter -- 27: 4-5; -- are in torment
and error -- 34: 8; -- they give female names to angels -- 53: 27;
- Had it not been for Allah’s Grace and Mercy on you in world and Hereafter -- an awful
doom --- 24: 14;
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- Who love slander to spread about believers will be punished in world and hereafter -- 24: 19;
- Who slander virtuous believing women -- cursed in world and Hereafter -- 24: 23;
- These are revelations -- guidance -- those who -- are sure of the hereafter -- 27: 1-3;
- Does their knowledge reach the hereafter -- 27: 66;
- Korah told not to exult in his wealth but to seek hereafter -- 28: 76-77;
- Abode of hereafter is not for oppressors nor corrupters - it is for those who ward-off evil -28: 83;
- We gave him --- in world and in Hereafter he is among the righteous -- 29: 27;
- Life hereafter - that is life -- 29: 64;
- They know something of life of world, but are heedless of hereafter -- 30: 7;
- Kuffar deny revelations and meeting of hereafter -- will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- Those who establish worship -- and have sure faith in Hereafter -- such have guidance of
Allah -- such are successful -- 31: 4-5;
- But if you desire abode in hereafter --- 33: 29;
- Who malign Allah and messenger -- Allah cursed them in world and in Hereafter -- 33: 57;
- His is the praise in the Hereafter -- 34: 1;
- Disbelievers in Hereafter are in torment -- 34: 8;
- We would know who believe in hereafter and who are in doubt -- 34: 21;
- We purified them with a pure thought -- remembrance of home in Hereafter -- 38: 45-47;
- Are those who worship in watches of night bewaring of the Hereafter -- to be accounted equal
with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- They taste humiliation in life of world - doom of Hereafter greater -- 39: 26;
- When Allah alone mentioned hearts of those who disbelieve in Hereafter are repelled -- 39:
45;
- Hereafter - that is the enduring home -- 40: 39;
- What you call me to has no claim in world nor in hereafter -- 40: 43;
- Woe to idolaters who disbelieve in hereafter -- 41: 6-7;
- The doom of hereafter will be more shameful -- 41: 16;
- We are your Protecting Friends in this world and in hereafter - there you'll have all you desire
and all for which you pray -- 41: 31;
- Who desire harvest of hereafter, We give him increase in its harvest --- who desire ---- hath
no
portion in the hereafter --- 42: 20;
- Hereafter with Allah would be for those who keep from evil -- 43: 33-35;
- In hereafter, --- severe punishment - also forgiveness from Allah and His good pleasure -57: 20;
- -- He would have punished them in this world and in the Hereafter -- punishment of the
Fire -- 59: 3;
- --- a folk who despair of hereafter as kuffar despair of those in graves -- 60: 13;
- The punishment of Hereafter is greater -- 68: 33;
- They fear not the hereafter -- 74: 53;
- And neglect the hereafter -- 75: 21;
- Although hereafter is better and more lasting -- 87: 17;
HERITAGE
- You devour heritages with devouring greed -- 89: 19;
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HESITATE
- If the enemy had exhorted -- they would have committed it and hesitate very little -- 33: 14;
- -- you --- and hesitated and doubted -- 57: 14;
HIDE
- Allah tells angels He knows what is disclosed and what is hidden -- 2: 33;
- Thus Allah brought forth what you (Moses) were hiding -- 2: 72;
- Are they unaware that Allah knows what you hide and what ... -- 2: 77; 5: 99;
- Those who hide the proofs and guidance -- are cursed -- 2: 159;
- Who hide anything of the Scripture Allah hath revealed -- 2: 174;
- Whether you say or hide what is in your mind, Allah will account you for it -- 2: 284;
- Nothing in heaven or earth is hidden from Allah -- 3: 5;
- If you hide what is in your breast or reveal it - Allah knows it -- 3: 29;
- This is tidings of things hidden which We reveal to thee -- 3: 44;
- Hatred is revealed by their mouths -- what their hearts hide is greater -- 3: 118-120;
- They hide within themselves a thought which they did not reveal to thee -- 3: 154;
- Allah is best aware of what they hide -- 3: 167; 5: 61;
- Expound the Scripture to mankind and do not hide it -- 3: 187;
- Allah does not love the proud and -- who hide what He bestowed -- of His Bounty -- 4: 36-38;
- They can hide no fact from Allah -- 4: 42;
- They try to hide from man but not from Allah -- 4: 108;
- Prophet (SAS) expounds much of what Yahudis and Christians hid -- 5: 15;
- Allah sent a raven to show Cain how to hide his brother’s corpse -- 5: 31;
- What they used to hide, will become clear to them -- 6: 28;
- Who revealed the book which Moses brought -- but you hide much thereof -- 6: 91;
- Their shame was manifest to them -- they began to hide -- 7: 22;
- Some say they are with you - had they found a place to hide they'd have run away -- 9: 5657;
- They fold up their breasts to hide their thoughts from Him - He knows what they keep
hidden -- 11: 5;
- They hid him as a treasure -- 12: 19;
- Alike of you is he who hide the saying and he who noise it abroad -- 13: 10;
- Thou knowest what we hide and what we proclaim -- nothing -- is hidden from Allah -- 14: 38;
- Allah knows what you hide and what you proclaim -- 16: 19; 23; 27: 25; 74; 87: 7;
- He hide himself from folk because of the tidings he received -- 16: 59;
- He knows the secret and what is more hidden -- 20: 7;
- The Hour is surely coming but I will keep it hidden -- 20: 15;
- They began to hide by heaping leaves on themselves -- 20: 121;
- Let them not stamp their feet to reveal what they hide of their -- 24: 31;
- Allah knows those of you who steal away hiding themselves -- 24: 63;
- They worship not Allah who bring forth the hidden in heaven and earth -- 27: 25;
- Nothing hidden in heaven or earth but it is in a clear record -- 27: 75;
- No soul knows what is kept hidden for them of joy -- 32: 17;
- You did hide in your mind what Allah was to bring to light -- 33: 37;
- Whether you divulge a thing or keep it hidden -- Allah knows all things -- 33: 53;
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22;
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The day when they come forth nothing of them being hidden from Allah -- 40: 16;
He knows --- what the bosoms hide -- 40: 19;
You did not hide yourselves lest your ears, eyes and skins should testify against you -- 41:
Those who distort Our revelations are not hidden from Us -- 41: 40;
Allah is aware of what is hidden in breasts of men -- 42: 24;
This is a noble Quran in a Book kept hidden which -- 56: 75-80;
Do you show them friendship in secret - Allah knows what you hide and ---- 60: 1;
You will be exposed - not a secret of yours will be hidden -- 69: 18;
Allah knows best what they are hiding -- 84: 23;
On the day when hidden thoughts are searched out -- 86: 9;
He knows what is disclosed and what is still hidden -- 87: 7;

HIGH
- Will you exchange something higher for the lower -- 2: 61;
HILL
- You climbed the hill - you paid no heed to anyone -- 3: 153;
- He it is who spread out the earth and placed therein firm hills -- 13: 3; 15: 19; 41: 10;
- They used to hew out dwellings from the hills -- 15: 82;
- He cast into the earth firm hills, that it quake not with you -- 16: 15; 21: 31; 31: 10;
- Bee inspired to choose habitations in hills -- 16: 68;
- Nor can you stretch to the height of the hills -- 17: 37;
- It maybe that Allah will -- and some morning it will be smooth hillside -- 18: 40;
- On the day when We remove the hills and you see earth -- 18: 47;
- We subdued hills and birds to hymn His praise along with David -- 21: 79; 38: 18;
- Haven’t you seen -- the hills -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- Is not He best Who --- and placed firm hills therein -- 27: 61;
- The hills you think solid will fly with flight of clouds -- 27: 88;
- We offered the trust to heavens --- hills --- they shrank from it -- 33: 72;
- O Ye hills and birds! echo his (David's) psalms of praise -- 34: 10;
- And among hills are streaks white --- red --- 35: 27;
- Mention Hud -- he warned his folk among the wind-curved sandhills -- 46: 21;
- We have flung firm hills therein -- 50: 7;
- And the hills -- are ground to powder - they become a scattered dust -- 56: 5-6; -- they
become
as flakes of wool -- 70: 9; -- are moved -- 81: 3; -- how they are set up -- 88: 19;
- On the day when earth and hills rock - hills become a heap of sand -- 73: 14;
- And the high hills bulwarks -- -- 78: 7;
- And the hills are set in motion and become as a mirage -- 78: 20;
- He made fast the hills -- 79: 32;
- When the hills are moved -- 81: 3;
HINDER
- Kuffar who hinder others from Way of Allah --- 4: 167;
- Allah already knows those who hinder and those ---- 33: 18;
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HIRE
- O father! hire him - the best man you can hire is the strong -- 28: 26;
- I will marry --- on condition you hire yourself to me for 8 pilgrimages -- 28: 27;
HISTORY
- Narrate to them the history of men of old that they may take thought -- 7: 176;
- Hath not the history of those before you reached you --- that of Noah, Aad, Thamud --- 14: 9;
HOARD
- Forgiveness and mercy from Allah is better than all they amass -- 3: 157;
- What you hoard up is not good for you -- it will be your collar on Day of Judgment -- 3: 180;
- Allah does not love those who hoard wealth and --- 4: 36-38;
- Those who hoard up gold and silver and spend it not ---- it will be heated ---- their foreheads
----will be branded ---- here is what you hoarded -- 9: 34-35;
- When He gave them of His bounty, they hoarded it -- 9: 76;
- The bounty and mercy of Allah is better than what they hoard -- 10: 58;
- If He should ask it of you, you'd hoard it -- 47: 37;
- Among you are some who hoard - who does so, hoards from his own soul -- 47: 38;
- Allah does not love the boasters who hoard, who enjoin avarice -- 57: 24;
- It calls him who -- and hoards wealth and withheld it -- 70: 15-18;
- For him who hoard and think himself independent -- 92: 8-11;
HOLD
- Hold firmly to what was given to you (Book) -- 2: 63; 93;
- He who hold fast to Allah is guided to right path -- 3: 101;
- Hold fast to rope of Allah and do not become divided -- 3: 103;
- Allah tells Moses to hold to what was given to him -- 7: 144;
- Moses told to hold it fast and to command his people to take the better course -- 7: 145;
- Hold fast to what is given you that you may ward-off evil -- 7: 171;
- Have they hands with which they hold -- 7: 195;
- When you meet an army hold firm and think of Allah much -- 8: 45;
- Allah was averse to them being sent forth and held them back -- 9: 46;
- Have they not seen the birds in midair - none holds them but Allah -- 16: 79;
- If you possessed the treasures of the Mercy of Allah, you’d hold them back for fear -- 17: 100;
- He holds back the heaven from falling on the earth -- 22: 65;
- Establish worship, pay zakat and hold fast to Allah -- 22: 78;
- Hold fast to what is inspired in thee -- you are on right path -- 43: 43;
- And not one of you could have held us off from him -- 69: 47;
HOMOSEXUAL
- Will you choose men instead of women -- 7: 81;
- Do you come unto the males and leave the wives your Lord created for you -- 26: 165-166;
- People who practised such acts destroyed by brimstone -- 26: 173; 27: 54-58; 29: 28-34;
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HONEY
- There comes forth from their bellies drink of different colours -- 16: 69;
- Therein are rivers --- of clear-run honey -- 47: 15;
HONOUR
- Those who honour him and help him and -- 7: 157;
- For them are grades of honour and pardon and -- 8: 4;
- If they have the upper hand, they regard neither pact nor honour -- 9: 8;
- To a believer they observe neither pact nor honour -- 9: 10;
- Shu’eyb asks his folk whether they honour his family more than Allah -- 11: 92;
- Iblis said - do Thou see this creature Thou hast honoured above me -- if Thou give me
grace -- 17: 62;
- We have honoured the children of Adam -- 17: 70;
- Whom Allah scorn - there is none to give him honour -- 22: 18;
- Kings, when they enter a township, ruin it and make the honour of its people shame -- 27: 34;
- Would that my people knew with what -- Allah pardoned me and honoured me -- 36: 26-27;
- They will be honoured in Paradise on couches -- 37: 41-49;
- Or choose he daughters out of what He created while honouring you with sons -- 43: 16;
- We sent thee as -- and Warner so mankind may believe in Allah and -- and honour him -- 48:
8-9;
- The most honoured in the sight of Allah is the best in conduct -- 49: 13;
- -- these will dwell in Gardens - honoured -- 70: 19-35;
- When Allah tries man by honouring him with Grace, he says my Lord honours me -- 89: 15;
- But you for your part does not honour the orphan -- 89: 17;
HOPE
- Have you any hope that they’d be true to you -- 2: 75;
- Those who believe -- and strive in Allah’s Way, have hope of Allah’s Mercy -- 2: 218;
- Pursue the enemy - they suffer as much as you do - they cannot hope for what you hope -4: 104;
- We hope that Allah will include us with the righteous -- 5: 84;
- They enter it not, though they hope -- 7: 46;
- Call on Him in fear and hope -- 7: 56;
- Salih’s folk tell him they had placed their hope in him -- 11: 62;
- He showeth you the lightning - a fear and a hope -- 13: 12; 30: 24;
- Let them eat and enjoy life and let false hope beguile them -- 15: 3;
- If you turn away from them, seeking mercy from Allah for which you hope, then -- 17: 28;
- They hope for His Mercy and fear His doom -- 17: 57;
- Good deeds which endure - better for hope -- 18: 46;
- Those who hope to meet Allah - let him do righteous deeds -- 18: 110;
- They cried to us in hope and fear -- 21: 90;
- They hope for no resurrection -- 25: 40;
- The wizards said we hope our Lord will forgive us -- 26: 51;
- Abraham says -- and Who I hope will forgive my sins on Day of Judgment -- 26: 82;
- You had no hope that Scripture will be inspired in thee -- 28: 86;
- Who disbelieve revelations and ---- have no hope of Allah's mercy -- 29: 23;
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- Who forsake their beds to cry to Allah in fear and hope -- 32: 16;
- What ails kuffar -- does every man among them hope to enter -- 70: 36-38;
- What ails you -- you do not hope to Allah for dignity when He created you by stages -- 71: 1314;
HORIZON
- Ah! would that the distance between us was that of the 2 horizons -- 43: 38;
- -- he grew clear to view when he was on the uppermost horizon -- 53: 6-7;
- Surely he saw him on the clear horizon -- 81: 23;
HORROR
- The Supreme Horror will not grieve them -- 21: 101-104;
HORSE
- Joys from horses -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Make ready for them all you can of armed force and of horses -- 8: 60;
- He created horses, mules , asses that you may ride and for ornaments -- 16: 8;
- And excite your horse and foot against them -- 17: 64;
- When there were shown to him light-footed horses at eventide, he said ----- 38: 31;
- He ordered them brought and slashed their necks and legs -- 38: 33;
HOSTILITY
- Fight those who fight you - do not begin hostilities -- 2: 190;
- Let there be no hostility except against wrong-doers -- 2: 193;
- As often as they are returned to hostility, they are plunged therein -- 4: 91;
- The most hostile to believers are Yahudis and idolaters -- 5: 82;
- Abraham tells his folk - there has come between us and you hostility and hatred forever
until you believe in Allah only -- 60: 4;
HOSTS
- Joseph tells his brothers - don’t you see -- and I am the best of hosts -- 12: 59;
- We are a ready host -- 26: 56;
- When the 2 hosts saw each other, those with Moses said we are caught -- 26: 61;
- We shall drive them out with hosts they cannot resist -- 27: 37;
- We shall gather out of every nation a host of those who denied Our revelations -- 27: 83;
- And he (Pharaoh) and his hosts were haughty in the land -- 28: 39;
- We seized him (Pharaoh) and his hosts and abandoned them to the sea -- 28: 40;
- He had no host to help him against Allah nor was he -- 28: 81;
- Remember Allah's favour when came against you hosts --- We sent a great wind and hosts
you
could not see -- 33: 9;
- They came upon you from above and below -- 33: 10;
- They are to them a host in arms -- 36: 74-75;
- Our Word went to Our Bondmen that they’d be helped -- Our host will be victors -- 37: 171173;
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A defeated host are all the factions that are there -- 38: 11;
Allah's are the hosts of heavens and earth -- 48: 4; 7;
Or do they say - we are a victorious host -- 54: 44;
The hosts will all be routed and will turn and flee -- 54: 45;
Whenever a fresh host is flung therein the wardens ask them -- 67: 6-11;
None knows the hosts of Allah besides Him -- 74: 31;
Has there come to you the story of the hosts of Pharaoh and Thamud -- 85: 17-18;

HOTHEAD
- Moses said you are nothing but a hothead -- 28: 18;
HOUR
- When the Hour comes on them suddenly, they cry -- Alas that we neglected it -- 6: 31;
- If the Hour come upon you, can you see yourself calling on any other than Allah -- 6: 40;
- They ask thee about the Hour -- Knowledge thereof is only with Allah -- it will come to you
unawares -- 7: 187; 33: 63;
- Do they feel secure from -- the coming on them suddenly of the Hour -- 12: 107;
- The Hour is surely coming -- 15: 85;
- The matter of the Hour is but as the twinkling of an eye or nearer -- 16: 77;
- -- and that there is no doubt about the Hour -- 18: 21;
- I do not think the Hour will ever come -- 18: 36; 41: 50;
- The Hour is surely coming, but I will keep it hidden -- 20: 15;
- Let him not turn you aside who does not believe in it -- 20: 16;
- If kuffar knew the time when ---- but it will come on them unawares -- 21: 39-40;
- A reminder for those who dread the Hour -- 21: 49;
- Fear you Lord - the earthquake of the Hour is a tremendous thing -- 22: 1;
- On the day when it comes, every nursing mother will forget her nursing - every pregnant one
will be delivered - mankind will appear drunk -- 22: 2;
- The Hour will come, there is no doubt about it -- 22: 7; 40: 59;
- Kuffar will not cease to be in doubt until the Hour comes -- 22: 55;
- They deny the coming of the Hour - for them We prepared the Fire -- 25: 11;
- The day when the Hour -- riseth, the unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12; -- riseth, those who
follow falsehood will be lost -- 45: 27; -- comes, they will be separated -- 30: 14; -- the
guilty
will swear they tarried only an hour -- 30: 55;
- With Allah is the knowledge of the Hour -- 31: 34; 33: 63; 41: 47; 67: 26;
- Men ask thee about the Hour -- it may be that the Hour is nigh -- 33: 63; 42: 17;
- Kuffar say the Hour will never come -- it is coming to you surely -- 34: 3;
- Yours is a day you cannot postpone nor hasten by an hour -- 34: 30;
- The day when the Hour rises it is said - cause Pharaoh’s folk to -- 40: 46;
- To Him is referred all knowledge of the Hour -- 41: 47;
- Those who dispute concerning the Hour, are they not in doubt and far astray -- 42: 18;
- There is knowledge of the Hour - doubt not - follow me -- 43: 61;
- Do they await for anything besides the Hour -- it shall come on them suddenly -- 43: 66; 47:
18;
- Blessed be He -- with Whom is knowledge of the Hour -- 43: 85;
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- There is no doubt of the Hour's coming - you said you don't know what the Hour is - it is only
conjecture -- 45: 32;
- The beginnings thereof have already come -- when it comes on them how can they take their
warning -- 47: 18;
- The Bedouins will say our possessions and household occupied us - so ask forgiveness
for us -- 48: 11;
- The threatened Hour is nigh - none but Allah can disclose it -- 53: 57-58;
- The Hour drew nigh and the moon was split in two -- 54: 1;
- The Hour of Doom is their appointed tryst - the Hour will be more wretched and bitter -- 54:
46;
- When they see it nigh, the faces of kuffar ---- 67: 27;
- They behold it far off -- 70: 6; -- we behold it nigh -- 70: 7;
- The day when the sky becomes as molten copper and the hills as flakes of wool -- no familiar
friend will ask a question of his friend though he'd see them -- 70: 8-11;
- The guilty man will long to ransom himself from punishment that day at the price of his
children,
his spouse, his brother ---- and all in earth, if that will deliver him -- 70: 11-14;
- They ask thee of the Hour - what can you tell about it - knowledge of it belongs to Allah - you
are Warner to him who fears it - when they behold it, it will be as if they had tarried an
evening
or the morning thereof -- 79: 42-46;
HOUSE / HOUSEHOLD
- Do not enter houses through backdoors -- 2: 189;
- Even if you were in your houses, those appointed to be slain would have gone -- 3: 154;
- Those who while they sit at home said --- if they were guided by us -- 3: 168;
- Those who fled or were driven from their homes -- 3: 195;
- If women guilty of lewdness -- confine them to houses until death -- 4: 15;
- Had We decreed for them to -- or go forth from their dwellings, they would not --- 4: 66;
- Take no friends from them till they forsake their homes in Way of Allah -- 4: 89;
- Allah will say - Fire is your home - abide forever -- 6: 128;
- Even as Allah caused you to go forth from your house with the truth -- 8: 5;
- Those who believed and left their homes and strove -- those who did not leave their homes -no duty to protect them till they leave their homes -- 8: 72;
- Those who believed and left -- these are believers -- for them is pardon and -- 8: 74;
- Those who afterwards believed and left -- they are of you -- 8: 75;
- Believers who left their homes and strive with -- in Way of Allah are of greater value
than -- 9: 19-20;
- Those who do not expect to meet with Us -- their home will be the Fire -- 10: 7-8;
- We inspired Moses -- appoint houses for your people in Egypt - make them oratories establish worship -- 10: 87;
- We said load therein 2 of every kind -- and thy household except -- and those who
believe -- 11: 40;
- Noah cries Oh Allah! my son is of my household -- 11: 45;
- Allah says O Noah! he is not of thy household -- 11: 46;
- She in whose house he was asked of him an evil act -- 12: 23;
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- Travel with thy household in a portion of the night -- 15: 65;
- For those who do good in this world -- the home of the Hereafter is better -- pleasant will
be the home of those who ward off evil -- 16: 30;
- Bees inspired to choose habitations in houses -- 16: 68;
- We give you in your houses, an abode - and of the hides of cattle, houses which are light to
carry and pitching camp -- 16: 80;
- We will not put faith in you -- until -- you have a house of gold -- 17: 90-93;
- And Noah -- We saved him and his household from the great affliction -- 21: 76;
- And Job - when he cried - We removed the adversity and --- We gave him his household and
the like thereof -- 21: 83-84;
- Those who were driven from their homes -- because they said our Lord is Allah -- 22: 40;
- Those who fled their homes for Cause of Allah -- Allah will provide -- 22: 58;
- Introduce therein 2 spouses of every kind and thy household except -- 23: 27;
- Enter not houses except your own without announcing your presence and invoking peace on
the folk thereof -- if no one therein, still do not enter --- if you are told to go away, then go
away -you may enter uninhabited houses for comfort -- 24: 27-29;
- This lamp is found in houses which Allah allowed to be exalted --- His name is remembered
therein morning and evening -- 24: 36;
- Fire will be their home -- hapless journey’s end -- 24: 57;
- When you enter houses, greet one another -- in whose houses it is no sin to eat -- 24: 61;
- Those who earned the Garden that day will be better in their homes -- 25: 24;
- Lot prayed - My Lord! save me and my household -- 26: 169;
- So We saved him and his household except -- 26: 170;
- Moses said to his household - I spy a fire far off -- I’ll bring you tidings or a flame to warm
yourselves -- 27: 7;
- We will attack --- and his household by night --- we will say to his friend we witnessed not the
destruction of his household -- 27: 49;
- Expel the household of Lot from your township -- 27: 56;
- We saved him and his household except his wife -- 27: 57;
- Shall I show you a household who will rear him for you and take care of him -- 28: 12;
- When Moses --- and was traveling with his housefolk, he saw -- in the distance a fire -- he
said to his housefolk -- wait here -- 28: 29
- Allah is best aware -- and whose will be the home of bliss -- 28: 37;
- He Who gave Quran for law - will bring thee home again -- 28: 85;
- We are to deliver him and his household - except his wife who -- 29: 32;
- We are to deliver you and your household - except -- 29: 33;
- The frailest house is that of the spider -- 29: 41;
- We shall house them in lofty dwellings in the Garden -- 29: 58;
- Home in Hereafter - that is life -- 29: 64;
- Is there not a home in hell for kuffar -- 29: 68;
- Some of them even sought permission saying our homes lie open ---- 33: 13;
- And He caused you to inherit their ------ houses ---- 33: 27;
- O wives of Prophet! and stay in your houses - adorn not yourselves with the adornment of
Jahiliya - Allah wish to remove uncleanness -- o folk of household and bear in mind what is
recited in your houses -- 33: 32-34;
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- We saved him and his household from the great distress -- 37: 75-82;
- We saved him and his household everyone except old woman who stayed behind -- 37: 134136;
- We bestowed on him (again) his household and --- a Mercy from Us -- 38: 43;
- The losers are those who lose themselves and their housefolk on Day of Judgment -- 39: 15;
- Will not the home of kuffar be in hell -- 39: 32; --- of the scorners --- 39: 60;
- The Hereafter -- that is the enduring home -- 40: 39;
- Though they are resigned -- fire is still their home -- 41: 24;
- Therein is their immortal home -- 41: 28;
- We might have appointed for kuffar houses of silver -- 43: 33-35;
- He went apart to his housefolk - they brought fatted calf and set it before them -- 51: 24-30;
- By the --- and the House frequented -- 52: 1-4;
- Home of hypocrites and kuffar - the Fire -- your patron and hapless journey’s end -- 57: 15;
- --- and they ruined their houses with their own hands and -- 59: 2;
- And it is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out of their homes -- 59: 8;
- Allah does not forbid you to make friends or show kindness -- with those who did not war
with you in relation to your religion, nor drive you from your homes -- 60: 8-9;
- Expel them not from their houses nor let them go forth unless -- 65: 1-3;
- -- hell will be their home - a hapless journey’s end -- 66: 9;
- Pharaoh’s wife -- My Lord! build for me a home with thee in Paradise -- 66: 11;
- My Lord! Forgive me, my parents, who enters my house believing -- 71: 28;
- Hell lurk in ambush -- a home for the rebellious -- 78: 21-23;
- For him who --- and chose life of world -- Hell will be his home -- 79: 37-39;
- Who feared --- and restrained his soul from lust -- the Garden will be his home -- 79: 40-41;
HUD
- His message to tribe Aad - ( who succeeded Noah's people) - Serve Allah - No other god but
He ward off evil - the disbelieving chiefs said - you are foolish - you lie -- he replies that he is not
foolish - he is messenger of Allah and true adviser - do you wonder that a man from amongst
you came with a reminder from Allah to warn you and to remind you how He made you
viceroys
after Noah’s folk and His other bounties so you may be successful -- they said are you telling
us
to worship Allah alone and forsake the gods our fathers worshipped - bring the wrath you talk
about -- Allah’s wrath descended on them - Hud and those with him were saved by Mercy
from
Allah -- 7: 65-72; 11: 50-60; 23: 32-41; 26: 123-140;
- Ask forgiveness of your Lord and turn to Him repentant - He will cause the sky to rain
abundance on you - will add strength to your strength -- 11: 50-60;
- A far removal for Aad - the folk of Hud -- 11: 60;
- Let not -- cause you to sin so there befall you what befell the folk of Hud -- 11: 89;
- Serve Allah - you have no other God but Him - they said he is mortal like you - he eat and
drink
similarly - if you obey mortal, you'll lose - does he promise that after death you'll be raised there is nothing but life of this world - he invents a lie about Allah - he said my Lord! help
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me! -Allah said In a little while they'll repent -- 23: 32-41;
- Do you build a monument of vain delight on every high ground -- 26: 128;
- Do you seek strongholds that you may last forever -- 26: 129;
- Do you seize as tyrants -- 26: 130;
- It is all one to us whether you preach or not - these are ancient fables - we will not be
doomed -26: 136-138;
- Make mention of Hud - he warned his folk -- warners came and went after him -- 46: 21;
HUDUD
- See LIMITS;
HUMAN BEING
- Not possible for human being to whom Scripture and wisdom given to say Be my slaves -- 3:
79;
- Yahudis say Allah hath nothing revealed to human beings -- 6: 91;
- We have appointed for every Prophet - an adversary - devils of humankind and Jinn -- 6: 112;
- O assembly of Jinn! Many of humankind did you seduce -- -- their adherents will say we
enjoyed one another - now we’ve reached the appointed term -- 6: 128;
- Already have We urged to Hell many Jinn and humankind having hearts -- 7: 179;
- They exclaimed - this is not a human being -- 12: 31;
- Solomon gathers his armies of Jinn, humankind, birds -- 27: 17;
- He created you of dust -- behold human beings ranging widely -- 30: 20;
- He created you from one Being then from that - its mate and -- 39: 6;
- The word concerning Jinn and humankind --- hath effect for them -- 41: 25;
- Kuffar will say Our Lord! show us those who beguiled us of Jinn and humankind -- 41: 29;
- I created Jinn and humankind only so they worship Me -- I seek no livelihood -- 51: 56-57;
- We had supposed that humankind and Jinn will not speak lie about Allah -- 72: 4-5;
- Individual humans invoked Jinn for protection - increasing their revolt against Allah -- 72: 6;
- Every human soul has guardian over it -- 86: 4;
HUMBLE
- Seeking help in patience and prayer is hard except to the humble-minded -- 2: 45;
- The humble-minded know they will meet Allah and to Him they are returning -- 2: 46;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah -- humbling themselves before Him -- 3: 199;
- We visited them with adversity that they may become humble -- 6: 42; 7: 94-102;
- When disaster struck, instead of being humble, their hearts hardened and devil made their
deeds
seem fair to them --- 6: 43;
- You call on Him humbly saying "if Thou deliverest us ----" -- 6: 63;
- Call on Him humbly and in secret -- 7: 55;
- And thou O Muhammad, remember Allah --- humbly and with awe -- 7: 205;
- Those who believe and do good and humble themselves before their Lord -- 11: 23;
- They fall down on their faces weeping in humility -- 17: 109;
- That Day faces humble themselves before Allah -- 20: 111;
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- --- that we might have followed --- before we were thus humbled -- 20: 134;
- Give good tidings to the humble - whose hearts fear when Allah is mentioned - patient in
whatever befall them - who establish worship and spend out of that We bestowed ---- 22: 34-35;
- That their hearts may submit humbly -- 22: 54;
- Successful are believers who are humble in prayers --- 23: 1-11;
- Already We grasped them with punishment but they humble not themselves -- 23: 76;
- And all come to Him humbled -- 27: 87;
- Men and women who -- are humble -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- Those exposed to Fire, will be made humble by disgrace -- 42: 45;
- If this Quran was revealed to a mountain, you'd see it humbled --- 59: 21;
HUMILIATION
- Stamped on Yahudis for disbelieving Allah's revelations and disobedience ---- 2: 61;
- Humiliation shall be their portion wheresoever they are found -- 3: 112;
- The reward of those who -- they be killed or crucified or -- such will be their degradation in
this world and -- 5: 33;
- We visited them with humiliation, that they may be humble -- 6: 42;
- This day you are awarded doom of degradation for you spoke of Allah -- 6: 93;
- Humiliation from Allah will smite the guilty for their scheming -- 6: 124;
- Allah lays ignominy on kuffar -- 6: 125;
- Allah tells Satan he is of those degraded -- 7: 13; --- degraded, banished -- 7: 18;
- Those who took the calf for worship, terror and humiliation will come on them -- 7: 152;
- Neither dust nor ignominy comes near their faces -- 10: 26;
- Who earn ill deeds - ignominy overtakes them -- 10: 27;
- We saved Salih and those who believed with him -- from the ignominy of that day -- 11: 66;
- For him in this world is ignominy and on Day of Resurrection -- 22: 9;
- Give good tidings to the humble -- 23: 34;
- The faithful slave is he who walk with humility -- 25: 63;
- Thus Allah made them taste humiliation in life of world - the doom - --- 39: 26;
- So the bolt of the doom of humiliation overtook them -- 41: 17;
- This day you are rewarded the doom of ignominy because -- 46: 20;
HUNAIN
- Remember Hunain, when you exulted in your numbers -- 9 : 25-27;
HUNGER
- We shall try you with fear, hunger, loss ---- 2: 155;
- Who is forced by hunger - not by will - to sin -- 5: 3;
- That is because thirst, toil nor hunger afflict them in Way of Allah -- 9: 120;
- Allah tells Adam - you will not be hungry therein (the Garden) -- 20: 118;
- Shall we feed those whom, if Allah willed, He will feed -- 36: 47;
- On that day faces will be -- which do not nourish nor release from hunger -- 88: 2-7;
- The ascent is ------ and to feed on the day of hunger, an orphan near of kin ---- 90: 12-17;
- Whose scales are light -- bereft and hungry One will be his mother -- raging Fire -- 101: 8-11;
- Let them worship Allah Who hath fed them against hunger -- 106: 3-4;
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HUNT
- Hunting forbidden during Haj -- 5: 1; 95; 96;
- Can hunt outside sanctuary of Mecca -- 5: 2;
- Can hunt with trained animals, birds -- mention Allah's name -- eat what they catch
for you -- 5: 4;
- Allah will try you with the game you hunt so He'll know who fears Him in secret -- 5: 94;
- Do not hunt while on Haj -- can be expiated by --- can hunt and eat fish of sea -- 5: 95-96;
HURRICANE
- Do you feel secure that He will not ---- send a hurricane and drown you -- 17: 69;
- Of them was he on whom We sent a hurricane -- 29: 40;
- Have you taken security from Allah that He will not send hurricane on you ---- 67: 17;
- By the raging hurricane -- 77: 2;
HURRY
- They would have hurried to and fro seeking to cause sedition -- 9: 47;
HURT
- Some resolved to mislead you -- they will not hurt you at all -- 4: 113;
- Do you worship in place of Allah, that which can neither hurt nor -- 5: 76;
- Instead of Allah, shall we cry to what can neither profit nor hurt us -- 6: 71;
- We suffered hurt before and after you came to us -- 7: 129;
- I have no power to hurt or benefit anyone except as Allah wills -- 7: 188; 10: 49;
- Some ask for leave to stay home -- if good befalls thee, it hurts them -- if calamity -- 9: 49-50;
- Cry not besides Allah to that which cannot hurt thee -- 10: 106;
- If Allah afflict you with hurt - none can remove it save Him -- 10: 107;
- Do you take for Protector -- who can neither benefit nor hurt -- 13: 16;
- We will endure the hurt you do us -- 14: 12;
- Thrust thy hand in thy armpit -- it will come out white without hurt -- 20: 22; 28: 32;
- Do they not see --- it possess for them neither hurt nor use -- 20: 89;
- He call beside Allah to that which does not hurt nor benefit him -- 22: 12;
- They possess not hurt nor profit for themselves, not death nor-- 25: 3;
- They worship instead of Allah what can neither benefit nor hurt them -- 25: 55;
- The chiefs said -- it is no hurt -- we’ll return to our Lord -- 26: 50;
- That day you will possess no use nor hurt for one another -- 34: 42;
- When some hurt touches man, he cries to Allah -- when He grants a boon - he forgets -- 39:
8;
- Those you worship besides Allah -- if Allah willed some hurt for me, could they remove it
or if -- 39: 38;
- -- whosoever goes right - it is for his soul -- whosoever strays - strays to its own hurt -- 39: 41;
- When hurt touches man, he cries to Us -- when We grant him a boon, he says -- 39: 49;
- O My slaves who have been wasteful to their own hurt - despair not of Allah’s Mercy -- 39:
53;
- If We cause him to taste Mercy after hurt -- he will say this is my own and -- 41: 50;
- Who breaks his oath, does so to the hurt of his soul -- who keep his covenant -- 48: 10;
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- Who can avail you anything against Allah if He intend you hurt or profit -- 48: 11;
- I control no benefit nor hurt for you -- 72: 21;
HUSBAND
- People learnt how to cause division between man and wife -- 2: 102;
- In that case, husbands should take them back if they desire reconciliation -- 2: 228;
- If you fear breach between two parties --- 4: 35;
- If a woman fears ill-treatment or desertion from her husband - no sin to make peace -- 4: 128;
- Abraham’s wife said shall I bear child when I am old woman and my husband is old -- 11: 72;
- Allah hath heard the saying of her who disputed with you about her husband -- 58: 1;
- Wife of Noah - wife of Lot -- husbands availed them nothing against Allah -- 66: 10;
HYPOCRITES
- Of mankind are some who say we believe, when they do not believe -- 2: 8;
- In their hearts is a disease - Allah increases it - they lie - an awful doom is theirs -- 2: 10;
- Are mischief-makers -- 2: 12;
- When told to believe, say shall we believe as fools believe - they are foolish -- 2: 13;
- Tell believers they believe - tell their comrades they were only mocking -- 2: 14; 76;
- Allah mocks them leaving them to wander blindly -- 2: 15;
- Purchase error at price of guidance, commerce does not prosper, are not guided -- 2: 16;
- Their likeness compared to one who lights Fire - Allah takes away their light -- 2: 17;
- Deaf, dumb and blind, they return not -- 2: 18;
- Classified as kuffar, fear death, what happens to them in rainstorm where there is thunder
and
lightning -- 2: 19-20;
- Don't they know that Allah is aware of what they reveal and what they conceal -- 2: 77;
- Among them are unlettered folk who know not Scripture save by hearsay - they guess -- 2:
78;
- Those who set aside the covenants really do not believe -- 2: 100;
- Of mankind are some whose speeches pleases us - rigid opponents - mischief-makers -- 2:
204-205;
- When hypocrites were called to fight- said they don't know to fight - they utter what is not in
their hearts -- 3: 167;
- They say, had they been guided by us, they would not have been slain - then avert death if
you are truthful -- 3: 168;
- Hypocrites run to false gods to settle disputes - ordered to stay away from Taguth - when told
to come to Quran and Sunnah they turn away - swear they were only trying for harmony and
kindness - admonish them - address them plainly about their souls -- 4: 60-67;
- What ails you that you are divided regarding the hypocrites -- Allah cast them back to
disbelief because of what they earned -- 4: 88;
- Wish you to reject faith as they did - choose not friends from among them - if they turn to
enmity, kill them -- 4: 89-91;
- Tell them that for them there is a painful doom -- 4: 138;
- When you hear Quran derided, move away - if you remain, you become one of them -- Allah
will gather all of them to hell -- 4: 140;
- Those who try to deceive you by pretending they are with you and when they are with kuffar,
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they tell them similarly -- 4: 141;
- Try to fool Allah - languid in standing for salaat - to be seen by men - swaying between
believers and kuffar -- 4: 142-143;
- Will be in deepest part of hell - except those who repent and purify their religion for Allah - are
with believers -- 4: 145-146;
- Listeners for sake of falsehood- greedy for illicit gain -- 5: 42;
- Those in whose hearts is disease race towards Jews and Christians -- 5: 52;
- Believers will say to Yahudis and Christians about hypocrites - Are these they that swore
they were
with you? -- their works have failed -- they are losers -- 5: 53;
- Hypocrites and those in whose hearts is disease say - Their religion hath deluded these -- 8:
49;
- They alone ask leave of thee who do not believe in Allah - had they wished to go, they’d have
made ready some equipment - they’d have given you nothing but trouble causing sedition
among you -- 9: 45-47;
- Some ask for leave to stay home - if good befalls thee, it hurts them - if calamity befalls thee
they say we took precaution -- 9: 49-50;
- They come not to worship except as idlers and pay their contribution reluctantly -- 9: 54;
- Let not their wealth dazzle thee -- 9: 55;
- Some swear they are with you when they are not - had they found a place of refuge, they'd
have
run away -- 9: 56-57;
- They fear lest a surah be revealed about them -- 9: 64;
- They say we talk and jest - was it about Allah, Quran and Prophet you scoffed? make no
excuse -you have disbelieved after belief - if We forgive some, We'll punish others -- 9: 65-66;
- Hypocrites men and women are alike - they enjoin wrong - forbid right - are tight-fisted for
Cause
of Allah - are transgressors - their destination - hell forever - cursed by Allah -- 9: 67-68;
- Those before you were mightier in strength and wealthier - they lasted for awhile - they
prated their works perished - hadn't the fame of Noah's folk, Aad, Thamud --- reached you -- 9: 6970;
- O Prophet! strive against kuffar and hypocrites - they disbelieved after their belief -- 9: 73-74;
- They made covenant with Allah - if Thou give us, we'll give alms and -- He caused hypocrisy
in
their hearts because they broke their covenant - they lied - Allah knows their secret --- 9: 7578;
- Those who deride believers for the alms they give -- 9: 79;
- Whether you ask forgiveness for them or not - 70 times - Allah will not forgive them -- 9: 80;
- Those who were left behind rejoiced at sitting still - go not forth in the heat they say -- the
heat
of hell is more intense - let them laugh a little, they'll weep much - do not ever let them go out
with you to fight -- 9: 81-83;
- Never pray for one of them who dieth, nor stand by his grave -- 9: 84;
- Let not their wealth nor their children astonish thee - Allah will punish them thereby and take
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their souls while they disbelieve -- 9: 85;
- When surah revealed calling on muslims to go on campaign, they ask leave to stay home in
company of useless - because their hearts are sealed -- 9: 86-87;
- Among Bedouins are hypocrites -- 9: 90; 101; --- among townspeople of Medina are
hypocrites -- 9: 101;
- Blame can only be imputed to rich, who prefer to stay home - will make excuse on your
return will swear to you to let them be -- are unclean - whether you accept them, Allah does not
accept
wrong-doers -- 9: 93-96;
- Bedouins are harder in disbelief and hypocrisy - some take as loss what they spend in Way
of
Allah but there are also those who believe in Allah -- 9: 97- 99;
- Are tested once or twice every year yet they turn not in repentance -- 9: 126;
- Allah knows the believers and the hypocrites -- 29: 11;
- When they embark on journey they pray - when they reach safely, they forget Allah -- 29: 65;
- Obey not the hypocrites -- 33: 1;
- The hypocrites and --- were saying Allah ---- promised us nothing but ---- 33: 12;
- When a party of them said O folk of Yathrib! there is no stand possible for you - turn back -- if
they had been exhorted to treachery -- they swore by Allah not to turn their backs - say flight
will not help you - say who can save you from Allah -- 33: 13-17;
- Allah already knows those who hinder - being sparing of their help to believers - they scold
you
with sharp tongues - Allah make their deeds fruitless - they fain asking news of you - had they
been with you, they'd give battle but little -- 33: 18-20;
- That Allah may --- and punish the hypocrites if He will or relent -- 33: 24;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites - disregard their noxious talk -- 33: 48;
- If the hypocrites --- do not cease --- they will be your neighbours in it a little while -- they will
be
seized wherever found and slain -- 33: 60-61;
- Allah punishes hypocritical men and women -- 33: 73; 48: 6;
- If called to war - makes excuses - Allah deafens and blinds them - curses them - makes their
works
vain -- 47: 20-28;
- The day when hypocrites will say to believers - look on us that we may borrow from your
light it will be said, go back and seek light - a wall will separate them - inner side - mercy, outer
side
doom -- 57: 13;
- Will cry to believers - were we not with you - believers will say, yea! you tempted one
another,you hesitated - you doubted - vain desires beguiled you - the deceiver deceived you -- 57: 14;
- This day no ransom from you nor from kuffar - your home, the fire -- 57: 15;
- They befriend those on whom is wrath of Allah -- 58: 14;
- Hypocrites tell kuffar from People of Book - if you are driven out, we'll go with you, we'll not
obey
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anyone against you, we'll help you --- Allah witnesses they lie -- 59: 11;
- If they are driven out, they go not with them -- they fear you more than Allah - they will not
fight against you except in fortresses --- their hearts are divided - they are like devil when he
tells man to disbelieve and when this occurs - devil says I fear Allah - their reward - the
fire -- 59: 12-17;
- Hypocrisy is hateful to Allah -- 61: 3;
- When hypocrites come to you (Muhammad) they testify that you are Allah's messenger -- 63:
1;
- They make their faith a pretext to turn men from way of Allah -- 63: 2;
- --- They believed, then disbelieved - hearts sealed - they understand not -- 63: 3;
- When you see them, their figures please thee - you listen to their speech - they appear to be
blocks of wood propped up - they think everything is against them - they are enemy - beware
of them- Allah confound them - they are perverted -- 63: 4;
- When it is said to them come! Messenger will ask forgiveness for you - they turn away
disdainful -- 63: 5;
- Whether you ask forgiveness for them or not, Allah will not forgive them -- 63: 6;
- They say, do not spend on those around prophet so they will go away - Allah's are treasures
of heavens and earth but they comprehend not -- 63: 7;
- They say if we return to Medina, the mightier will soon drive out the weaker - might belongs
to Allah - they do not know this -- 63: 8;
- O prophet! strive against kuffar and hypocrites and be stern with them -- 66: 9;
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IBLIS
IDLER
IDOLS / IDOLATERS
IDRIS
IF
IGNOMINY
IGNORANT
ILL
ILL-EFFECT
ILLITERATE
ILLIYEEN
ILL-TREATMENT
ILLUSION
IMAGES
IMAGINE
IMMORAL
IMMORTALITY
IMMUNITY
IMPATIENT
IMPIOUS
IMPORTANT
IMPOSE
IMPOSTOR
IMPRESS
IMPRISON
IMPROVE
IMRAN
INCLINE
INCREASE
INDECENCY
INDEPENDENT
INDICATE
INDIVIDUAL
INDULGE
INEVITABLE
INFANT
INFATUATE
INFORM
INGRATITUDE
INHABIT
INHERIT
INIQUITY
INJUNCTION
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INJURE
INJUSTICE
INK
INNOCENT
INQUIRE
INSERT
INSHA ALLAH
INSINCERE
INSOLENCE
INSPIRE
INSTRUCTION
INSULT
INTELLIGENCE
INTEND / INTENTION
INTERCESSION
INTERCOURSE
INTEREST
INTERPRET
INTERVENE
INTOXICANTS
INVENT
INVISIBLE
INVITE
INVOKE
IRAM
IRON
ISAAC
ISHMAEL
ISLAM
ISRAELITES
ISSUE
ITIKHAF
IBLIS
- Refused to bow to Adam - objected - became kafir -- 2: 34; 7: 11; 15: 31;
- Allah asks Iblis what prevented him from prostrating when he was so ordered -- Iblis replies
I am better than him - I was created of Fire while he was created from clay -- Allah tells him to
go down from there - that it is not for him to show pride there -- Iblis asks for and Allah grants
reprieve until Day of Resurrection. Iblis then tells Allah he will wait in ambush to lead men
astray. Allah banishes him and say He will fill hell with him and his followers -- 7: 12-18;
- They all fell prostrate except Iblis -- he was scornful -- became kafir -- 15: 30-31; 20: 116;
38: 73-74;
- Said shall I prostrate to that Thou created of clay - if Thou reprieve me ----- I will seize the
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offspring
of ------ Thou honoured above me --- told to go and whoever follow him - will all go to hell be
partner in their wealth and children, to make promises to them - promises which will deceive
- he
will have no power over faithful believers whom Allah will guard -- 15: 32-44; 17: 61-65;
- He said - O Iblis! what prevented you ---- 15: 32;
- He said - Go down - you are outcast -- -- 15: 34-35; 38: 77-78;
- He said My Lord! Reprieve me till -- 15: 36; 38: 79;
- Allah said - You are reprieved till -- 15: 37-38; 38: 80-81;
- He said - because Thou sent me astray -- I shall adorn the path of error --- I shall mislead
everyone except Thine devoted slaves --- 15: 39-40;
- Allah said - this is right course incumbent on Me -- as for My slaves , you have no power
over
them except --- for such - hell - it has 7 gates and each gate -- 15: 41-43;
- Rebelled against Allah's command - was of the Jinn - will you choose him and his offspring
as
Protecting Friend instead of Allah - a poor exchange -- 18: 50;
- I did not let them witness the creation of ----- nor their own creation - choose I misleaders for
helpers -- 18: 51;
- O Adam! this is enemy to you and wife - don't let him drive you out of garden -- 20: 117;
- Whispers to Adam - shall I show you the tree of Immortality -- 20: 120;
- Then they’d be hurled therein (hell) - they and -- and the hosts of Iblis -- 26: 94-95;
- He said O Iblis! what prevented you --- are you too proud or are you high exalted - he said I
am
better than him - Thou created me of Fire but him out of clay -- 38: 75-76;
- He said Go down - you are outcast - My curse is on you until Day of Judgment -- 38: 77-78;
- He said my Lord! reprieve me until Day of Resurrection -- 38: 79;
- He said you are reprieved until the time appointed -- 38: 80-81;
- He said By Thy Might, I will beguile everyone of them except Thy single-minded slaves -- 38:
82-83;
- He said The truth is and the truth I speak - I shall fill hell with you and those that follow you -38: 84-85;
IDLER
- They come to worship as idlers -- 9: 54;
IDOLS / IDOLATERS
- Yahudis greedier than idolaters for long life -- 2: 96;
- Hate that Quran revealed to Muhammad (SAS) -- 2: 105;
- Abraham was not an idolater -- 2: 135; 3: 67; 95; 6: 161; 16: 120; 123; --- Abraham
says
he is not idolater -- 6: 79
- Let not idolaters marry your daughters - marry not idolatresses -- Idolaters invite to Fire -- 2:
221;
- You will hear much wrong from those --- and from idolaters -- 3: 186;
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- Some People of Book believe in idols and false deities - says these are better guided cursed
by Allah --- jealous of mankind because of Allah's favours -- 4: 51-55;
- Believers battle for cause of Allah - kuffar battle for cause of idols -- 4: 76;
- Worse is he who serve idols -- 5: 60;
- Hate believers violently - Christians closer to believers -- 5: 82;
- Intoxicants, gambling, idols - Satan's handiwork - shun these so as to succeed -- 5: 90;
- Nothing like Bahirah -- 5: 103;
- And be not thou (O Muhammad) of the idolaters -- 6: 14;
- Their plight on Day of Judgment - will be asked for their partners besides Allah - will say they
are not idolaters - they lie against themselves - Allah covered their hearts, they cannot hear
nor understand - will wish to return - will return to disbelief -- 6: 21-30;
- Abraham asks his father whether he takes idols for gods -- 6: 74;
- Follow what is inspired in thee - turn away from idolaters -- 6: 106;
- Had Allah willed, they would not have been idolatrous -- 6: 107; 16: 35;
- Revile not their gods lest they revile Allah ignorantly -- 6: 108;
- If you obey the devil's agents, you will be idolaters -- 6: 121;
- They assign portion of crops and cattle to Allah and their partners -- 6: 136;
- Their gods make the killing of their children appear fair to them -- ruining them and making
their faith obscure -- 6: 137;
- Will say, if Allah willed, we would not have ascribed partners to Him -- they follow opinion they guess -- 6: 148;
- Have they feet wherewith they walk, hands wherewith they hold -- eyes --- ears --- 7: 195;
- Allah and Messenger free from obligation towards idolaters except those with whom there is
treaty. Idolaters allowed to travel freely 4 months until Haj after which they must be killed
wherever they are found. If they repent, establish worship, pay zakat, they are free. If they
seek safe conduct, grant them -- 9: 1-6;
- How can there be treaty with them except ----- if they are true to you, be true to them --- when
they have upper hand, they respect not treaty ---- with revelations of Allah, they purchased
little gain - they do not honour treaty with believer --- if they repent, pray and pay zakat, they
are your brethren --- if they break their pledge, fight them -- 9: 7-12;
- Idolaters not to tend mosques - bearing witness against themselves -- their works - vain -- 9:
17;
- Only idolaters are unclean - do not let them come near Kaaba after this year - if you fear
poverty
Allah will ----- 9: 28;
- He sent Messenger with guidance and religion of Truth ---- however much idolaters may be
averse -- 9: 33; 61: 9;
- Wage war on all idolaters as they wage war on you -- 9: 36;
- Do not pray for forgiveness of idolaters even if they are near relatives -- 9: 113;
- I am not an idolater -- 12: 108;
- Abraham asks Allah to preserve him and his sons from worshipping idols -- 14: 35;
- Withdraw from idolaters -- 15: 94;
- What are these images to which you pay devotion -- 21: 52;
- I shall circumvent your idols -- 21: 57;
- Then he broke them all except the "chief" -- 21: 58;
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17;
-

They said who did this to our gods -- 21: 59;
Is it you who did this to our gods -- 21: 62;
He said their "chief" did it -- 21: 63;
You know that these do not speak -- 21: 65;
Why do you worship that which cannot benefit nor hurt you -- 21: 66;
Fie on you and all you worship besides Allah -- 21: 67;
They said burn him and stand by your gods -- 21: 68;
Idolaters and idols are fuel for hell -- 21: 98-100;
On Day of Resurrection Allah will decide between Yahudis, Nasara, Sabeans, idolaters -- 22:
Shun the filth of idols -- 22: 30;
Abraham’s father says they worship idols and are devoted to them -- 26: 71;
You serve only idols -- they own no provision -- 29: 17;
You choose idols instead of Allah --- the love between you is only in life of this world -- on
Day of Judgment, you'll deny and curse each other -- 29: 25;
Travel in the land and see consequence of those before you - most were idolaters -- 30: 42;
Allah punishes idolatrous men and women -- 33: 73; 48: 6;
Those to whom you pray besides Allah, own nothing -- 35: 13;
If they could hear, still they cannot grant your prayer -- 35: 14;
Those who say we worship these to concentrate on Allah -- 39: 3;
Woe to idolaters who pay not zakat and disbelieve in hereafter -- 41: 6-7;
Do you disbelieve in Him who created earth in 2 days and you set up rivals with Him -- 41: 9-

13;
- Dreadful for the idolaters is that to which you call them -- 42: 13;
- Have you thought on all you invoke besides Allah - show me what they created of the earth Do they have a portion in the heaven - bring a scripture -- 46: 4;
- Who is further astray than those who pray to what cannot hear their prayer --- and on Day
of Judgment will deny they were worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- If idolaters tread right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- that We may
test them - Who turns away from remembrance of Allah will have increasing torment -- 72:
16-17;
- Kuffar of People of Book and idolaters -- could not leave off erring until clear proofs came to
them -- messenger -- reading purified pages of correct scripture -- 98: 1-3; -- will abide in
hell -worst of created beings -- 98: 6;
IDRIS
- A Saint - a Prophet - raised to high station -- 19: 56-57;
- Was of the steadfast - brought into Allah's mercy - was righteous -- 21: 85-86;
IF
- Do not say If so and so --- so and so would have happened -- 3: 156;
IGNOMINY
- See Humiliation.
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IGNORANT
- Revile not their gods, lest they revile Allah wrongfully through ignorance -- 6: 108;
- If angels came or dead spoke, they will not believe --- most of them are ignorant -- 6: 111;
- Many are led astray by their own lust through ignorance -- 6: 119;
- Moses said my Lord! will Thou destroy us for what the ignorant among us did -- 7: 155;
- Turn away from the ignorant -- 7: 199;
- Noah tells his people they are folk that are ignorant -- 11: 29;
- I admonish thee lest you be among the ignorant -- 11: 46;
- Do you know what you did to Joseph and his brother in your ignorance -- 12: 89;
- For those who do evil in ignorance , then repent and amend -- 16: 119;
- Your hearts are in ignorance of this Quran -- 23: 63;
- When they hear vanity, they withdraw and say - Salaam - we desire not the ignorant -- 28:
55;
- Shall we ignore you because you are a wanton folk -- 43: 5;
- When you receive tidings from evil-livers, verify it lest you smite folk ignorantly -- 49: 6;
ILL
- When ill touches him he is in despair -- 17: 83; 41: 49;
- But when ill touches him he abounds in prayer -- 41: 51;
ILL-EFFECT
- They taste the ill-effects of their conduct -- 59: 15;
- It tasted the ill-effects of its conduct and -- 65: 9;

64: 5;

ILLITERATE
- Unlettered folk who know the Scripture -- 2: 78;
ILLIYEEN
- The record of righteous is in illiyeen -- 83: 18;
- What will convey to you what illiyeen is -- 83: 19;
ILL-TREATMENT
- If woman fears ill-treatment -- 4: 128;
ILLUSION
- Life of this world is comfort of illusion -- 3: 185; 57: 20;
- If they see a portent, they turn away and say prolonged illusion -- 54: 2;
- Kuffar are in nothing but illusion -- 67: 20;
IMAGES
- What are these images to which you pay devotion -- 21: 52;
IMAGINE
- Can you imagine - if Allah take away your hearing -- which God can restore it besides
Allah -- 6: 46;
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-

Where are My partners whom you imagined -- 28: 62;
Do men imagine they’d be left at ease because they say ‘we believe’ -- 29: 2;
Do those who do ill-deeds imagine they can outstrip Us -- 29: 4;
They imagine kinship between him and Jinn -- 37: 158;

IMMORAL
- Expel them not from their houses nor let them go forth unless they commit open
immorality -- 65: 1-3;
IMMORTALITY
- Satan tells Adam that Allah only forbade them the tree lest they become immortal -- 7: 20;
- Shall I show you the tree of immortality and 20: 120;
- They ate food - they were not immortals -- 21: 8;
- We appointed immortality for no mortal before thee -- if you die, can they be immortal -- 21:
34;
- -- Garden of Immortality promised to those who ward off evil -- 25: 15;
- Taste the doom of immortality -- 32: 14;
- Therein is their immortal home -- 41: 28;
- They are immortal therein -- 43: 71;
- The guilty are immortal in hell’s torment -- 43: 74;
- Who say Our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk --- owners of Garden -- immortal
therein -- 46: 13-14;
- Are those who enjoy this like those who are immortal in the Fire -- 47: 15;
- Enter it in peace -- this is the day of Immortality -- 50: 31-35;
- Good news for you -- Gardens underneath which --- wherein you are immortal -- 57: 12;
- Woe to every slanderer who -- think his wealth will make him immortal -- 104: 1-3;
IMMUNITY
- Are your kuffar better -- or do they have some immunity -- 54: 43;
IMPATIENT
- I do not have that for which you are impatient - if I had that, the case between us would
already been decided -- 6: 57-58;
- Let not those who have no certainty make you impatient -- 30: 60;
IMPIOUS
- Allah does not love the impious and guilty -- 2: 276;
- We appointed --- as an ordeal for mankind -- it increased them in impiety -- 17: 70;
IMPORTANT
- Remembrance of Allah is more important -- 29: 45;
IMPOSE
- They say you used to come to us imposing -- 37: 28;
- He sent down peace of re-assurance on --- and imposed self-restraint on them -- 48: 26;
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- Aad destroyed by fierce wind which He imposed on them - 7 nights and 8 days -- 69: 6-8;
- On him I shall impose a fearful doom -- 74: 17;
IMPOSTOR
- I am no impostor -- 38: 86;
IMPRESS
- Vigil of the night -- impression more keen -- 73: 1-8;
IMPRISON
- If you choose a god other than me, I shall imprison you -- 26: 29;
IMPROVE
- Allah knows him who spoils from him who improves -- 2: 220;
- Who believes and -- Allah will rid him of ill-deeds and improve their state -- 47: 2;
- Those who fought in Way of Allah -- He will guide them and improve their state -- 47: 4-6;
IMRAN
- Allah preferred Adam ----- family of Imran above all others - they are descendants one of
another -- 3: 33-34;
- Wife of Imran - Mary's mother dedicates what's in womb to Allah -- seeks Allah’s protection
for her and her offspring from Satan - birth of Mary - Zachariah as her guardian -- finds her
with food - Mary says Allah gives to whom He wills without stint -- 3: 35-37;
INCLINE
- If Thou fend not off their wiles from me I shall incline to them and -- 12: 33;
- Have they not observed what Allah created -- how their shadows incline -- 16: 48;
- Had We not made thee firm, you might have inclined to them -- 17: 74;
- And when We inclined to thee (Muhammad) some Jinn who wished to hear Quran said -46: 29;
INCREASE
- In their hearts is a disease and Allah increase their disease -- 2: 10;
- Allah tells Yahudis to enter town prostrate and say repentance, He will forgive them and give
increase -- 2: 58;
- Who will lend Allah a goodly loan so He may increase it manifold -- 2: 245;
- Allah gives increase to whom He will -- 2: 261;
- It increase them in -- nothing but aversion -- 17: 41; -- impiety -- 17: 60;
- It increase evil-doers in nothing but ruin -- 17: 82;
- We increased them in guidance -- 18: 13;
- Allah increase in right guidance those who walk aright -- 19: 76;
- And say my Lord! increase me in knowledge -- 20: 114;
- What you give in usury to increase other people’s property - no increase with Allah - what
you give in charity -- increase manifold -- 30: 39;
- That He will pay them their wages -- and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 29-30;
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- And gives increase to them of His bounty -- 42: 26;
- -- they disobeyed me - they followed one whose wealth and children increase him in
ruin -- 71: 21;
- Thou increaseth wrong-doers in nothing but error -- 71: 24; -- in nothing but ruin -- 71: 28;
- Some individuals invoked protection of Jinns increasing them in revolt against Allah -- 72: 6;
- No increase We give you except torment -- 78: 30;
- Rivalry in worldly increase distract you until you come to the grave -- 102: 1-2;
INDECENCY
- Whoso enjoin right conduct, forbid indecency - are successful -- 3: 104;
- You enjoin right conduct, forbid indecency -- 3: 110;
- There is a community -- they believe in Allah -- they enjoin right conduct -- they forbid
indecencies -- 3: 113-115;
- My Lord forbids indecencies -- open and secret -- 7: 33;
- What Allah has is better ---- for those who shun ---- and indecencies -- 42: 37;
INDEPENDENT
- Allah is independent of ALL creatures -- 3: 97; 29: 6; 39: 7; 64: 6;
- Let those who cannot find a match, keep chaste till Allah give them independence -- 24: 33;
- He it is Who has given independence to the 2 seas -- 25: 53;
- As for him who thinks himself independent - unto him you pay regard -- 80-5-6; -- who
hoards
and thinks himself ----- 92: 8-11;
- He thinks himself independent -- 96: 7;
INDICATE
- This is clear indication for mankind -- 45: 20;
INDIVIDUAL
- Some individual human invoked protection of individual Jinn increasing them in revolt
against Allah -- 72: 6;
INDULGE
- Many People of the Book want to make you kuffar -- forgive and be indulgent -- 2: 109;
- I indulged the kuffar a long while - then I seized them -- 22: 44;
- Let them forgive and show indulgence -- 24: 22;
INEVITABLE
- We denied the Day of Judgment till the inevitable came to us -- 74: 47;
INFANT
- Afterwards We bring you forth as infants -- 22: 5;
INFATUATE
- Shall we turn back like one whom the devils infatuated in the earth -- 6: 71;
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INFORM
- Ask anyone informed concerning Him -- 25: 59;
- Shall I inform you on whom the devils descend -- 26: 221;
- None can inform you like Him Who is aware -- 35: 14;
- Inform them that the water is to be shared -- 54: 28;
- On the day when Allah will raise them together and inform them what they did -- 58: 6;
- On Day of Judgment, He will inform them what they did -- 58: 7;
- -- then you will be informed of what you did -- 64: 7;
- When Prophet confided a fact to one of his wives - she divulged it -- Allah informed him -66: 3;
- What could inform thee but that he might grow in grace -- 80: 3;
- On that day Allah will be perfectly informed concerning them -- 100: 9-11;
INGRATITUDE
- Man is ungrateful -- 14: 34;
- They know Allah’s favours - then deny it -- most are ingrates -- 16: 83;
- The devil - an ingrate to Allah -- 17: 27;
- Allah does not love treacherous ingrates -- 22: 38; --- Allah does not guide an ingrate -- 39: 3;
- Man is averse to anything but ingratitude -- 25: 50;
- Pharaoh tells Moses that he was an ingrate -- 26: 20;
- Is a loss to one's own soul -- 27: 40;
- None deny Our signs except traitor ingrate -- 31: 32;
- We awarded them this for their ingratitude -- do We punish any but the ungrateful -- 34: 17;
- It does not affect them completely so they can die -- torment not lightened -- thus We punish
every ingrate -- 35: 36-37;
- When good befalls a man he is ungrateful -- 41: 51;
- If some evil strike them because of what their hands sent forth - they are ungrateful -- 42: 48;
- To the driver and witness it is said hurl to hell each rebel ingrate -- 50: 24;
- If Thou should leave them, they will -- and will beget lewd ingrates -- 71: 26-27;
- Man is an ingrate to Allah -- 100: 6;
INHABIT
- Yonder are their dwellings - not inhabited save a little -- 28: 58;
INHERIT
- Men and women share in what parents and near kindred leave -- whether little or much - a
legal share -- 4: 7;
- When kinsfolk, orphans and needy present, bestow on them therefrom -- 4: 8;
- Those who behave improperly towards orphans should fear for their own children -- 4: 9;
- How to be dealt with - who to share - how much - do not will away more than 1/3 -- Fard
and commandment from Allah -- These are limits imposed by Allah -- who obeys -- Paradise
who disobeys -- hell -- 4: 7-14;
- Cannot forcibly inherit wives of deceased kindred -- 4: 19;
- Unto each We have appointed heirs -- 4: 33;
- To other relatives - who and how much -- if man dies childless and there are sisters -- 4:
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176;
- This is the Garden - you inherit it for what you did -- 7: 43;
- Is it not an indication to those who inherit the land after -- that We can -- 7: 100;
- The earth is Allah’s - He gives it as inheritance to whom He wills -- 7: 128;
- We caused the folk who were despised to inherit the land We had blessed -- 7: 137;
- A generation succeeded them who inherited the Scriptures -- 7: 169;
- We quicken, give death and We are the Inheritor -- 15: 23;
- Zachariah asks Allah for a successor who will inherit him and house of Jacob -- 19: 6;
- We inherit earth and all thereon -- 19: 40;
- Such is the Garden We cause the devout -- to inherit -- 19: 63
- We shall inherit from them that whereof they spoke -- 19:80;
- My Lord! leave me not childless though Thou art the best of Inheritors -- 21: 89;
- My righteous slaves shall inherit the earth -- 21: 105;
- Successful are believers who -- These are heirs who will inherit Paradise -- 23: 1-11;
- Thus We cause Children of Israel to Inherit them -- 26: 59;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me -- and place me among the inheritors -- 26: 83-89;
- We desired ----- and to make them inheritors -- 28: 5;
- Yonder are their dwellings - not inhabited - We are the inheritors -- 28: 58;
- He caused you to inherit their lands -- 33: 27;
- We gave Scripture as inheritance to whom We elected of Our bondmen -- 35: 32;
- Praise be to Allah Who -- hath made us inherit the land -- 39: 74;
- We caused Yahudis to inherit Scripture -- 40: 53-54;
- Those who were made to inherit Scripture after them are in hopeless doubt -- 42: 14;
- This is the Garden you are made to inherit because of what you used to do -- 43: 72;
- We made it an inheritance for other folk -- 44: 28;
- Why don’t you spend in Way of --- when to Allah belongs inheritance of heavens and -- 57:
10;
INIQUITY
- See under INJUSTICE;
INJUNCTION
- See Fard;
INJURE
- They cannot injure anyone save by Allah’s leave -- 2: 102;
- Those who spend their wealth for Cause of Allah and do not follow it with reproach nor
injury -- 2: 262;
- A kind word with forgiveness better than almsgiving with injury -- 2: 263;
- Render not vain your almsgiving by reproach and injury -- 2: 264;
- Those who run to disbelief do not injure Allah at all -- 3: 176;
- You cannot injure Him at all -- 11: 57;
INJUSTICE
- None may argue against you except those who do injustice -- 2: 150;
- Allah wills no injustice to His creatures -- 3: 108;
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- If you fear you will not be just to so many then only one - thus it is more likely that you will
not do injustice -- 4: 3;
- Who kills another by aggression or injustice will be cast into hell -- 4: 29-30;
- Who is a believer and do good deeds will not fear injustice that day -- 20: 112;
- Those who, if We give them power in the land, establish worship --- forbid iniquity -- 22: 41;
- That is settled between us -- whichever term I fulfill - there’d be no injustice to me -- 28: 28;
- Worship preserves man from lewdness and iniquity -- 29: 45;
- In that day, excuses will not profit those who did injustice -- 30: 57;
- Forbid iniquity -- 31: 17;
- Those who plot iniquities, face an awful doom -- 35: 10;
- Allah wills no injustice for His slaves -- 40: 30-31;
- And multiplied iniquity therein -- 89: 12;
INK
- Though the sea became ink for Words of Allah -- 18: 109;
- If all trees were pens and seas --- were ink -- 31: 27;
INNOCENT
- I am innocent of what you do -- 10: 41;
- I am innocent of what you commit -- 11: 35;
- Hud calls Allah to witness that he is innocent of what his folk do -- 11: 54;
- It seemed good to them after they had seen signs of innocence to -- 12: 35;
- Such are innocent of what people say -- 24: 26;
- If they disobey thee - say - I am innocent of what they do -- 26: 216;
- We declare our innocence before Thee - they never worshipped us -- 28: 63;
- Be not as those who slandered Moses -- Allah proved his innocence -- 33: 69;
- Abraham said -- I am innocent of what you worship besides Allah -- 43: 26-27;
INQUIRE
- Thus is the case judged concerning what you inquire -- 12: 41;
INSERT
- Then insert him in a chain 70 cubits long -- 69: 25-37;
INSHA ALLAH
- When you plan to do something in the future, say Insha Allah -- 18: 23-24; 68: 17-18;
INSINCERE
- Take precautions - among you are those who are insincere -- 4: 71-73;
INSOLENCE
- Do not walk with insolence -- 17: 37;
INSPIRE
- We inspire thee as We inspired Noah and those after him, Abraham ---- and messengers
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25;
-

mentioned and not mentioned - Allah spoke to Moses - that mankind will have no argument
against Allah -- 4: 163-166;
I follow what is inspired in me -- 6: 50; 7: 203; 10: 15; 46: 9;
Those who claim to be inspired when they are not -- 6: 93;
Follow what is inspired in thee - turn away from idolaters -- 6: 106;
We appoint for every Prophet an adversary - human devils who inspire one another with
plausible discourse -- 6: 112;
The devils inspire their agents to dispute with you -- 6: 121;
We inspired Moses when his people asked him for water -- strike the rock -- 7: 160;
We inspired Moses and his brother - Appoint houses for your people in Egypt and make them
oratories -- 10: 87;
It was inspired in Noah - none will believe save who has already believed -- 11: 36;
Build the ship -- by Our Inspiration -- 11: 37;
We have inspired in thee this Quran, though before --- 12: 3;
We inspired Joseph - You will tell them of this deed -- 12: 15;
This is tidings of the Unseen which We inspire in thee -- 12: 102;
We sent not before thee -- save men whom We inspired -- 12: 109;
Then Allah inspired them -- We shall destroy -- 14: 13;
The Messengers We sent -- were men whom We inspired -- 16: 43;
Bee inspired - choose habitations in hills ----- 16: 68-69;
We inspired thee (Muhammad) to follow religion of Abraham -- 16: 123;
This is part of that wisdom with which thy Lord inspired thee -- 17: 39;
They strove hard to beguile thee from what We inspired thee -- 17: 73;
My Lord inspire in me that your God is only ONE God -- 18: 110; 41: 6;
Allah tells Moses - I have chosen thee - listen to what is inspired -- 20: 13;
We inspired in thy mother saying - throw him into the ark -- 20: 38-39;
Moses inspired - take people by night - strike path in sea -- 20: 77-79; 26: 52-68;
Messengers sent before thee were men whom We inspired -- 21: 7;
All messengers were inspired to say There is no God beside Me (Allah) so worship Me -- 21:

I warn you only by the Inspiration -- 21: 45;
We inspired in Isaac and Jacob - the doing of good deeds ---- 21: 73;
It is inspired in me that your God is only One God -- 21: 108;
We inspired in him - Make the ship under Our eyes and Our Inspiration -- 23: 27;
We inspired Moses - Take away My slaves by night -- 26: 52;
We inspired Moses - Smite the sea with thy staff -- 26: 63;
We inspired Moses' mother, when you fear for him, cast him in river -- 28: 7;
You had no hope that Scripture would be inspired in thee -- 28: 86;
Recite that which is inspired in thee -- 29: 45;
Follow what is inspired in thee from Allah -- 33: 2;
What We inspire in thee of the Scripture is the truth confirming what was revealed
before -- 35: 31;
- Thus Allah inspire thee as He inspired those before thee -- 42: 3;
- We inspire in thee the Quran in Arabic that you may warn the mother-town and those around

-warn of Day of Assembly - there is no doubt - some will be in Garden - some in Fire -- 42: 7;
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Thus We inspire in thee a Spirit of Our command -- 42: 52;
Hold fast to what is inspired in thee - you are on right path -- 43: 43;
It is nothing but an inspiration which is inspired -- 53: 4;
And inspired it to distinguish what is wrong from what is right for it -- 91: 8;
That day she (earth) will relate her chronicles because Allah inspires her -- 99: 4-5;

INSTRUCTION
- Man instructed not to mix truth with lies, not to conceal truth, to establish worship, pay zakat,
bow with those who bow, enjoin and practise righteousness, to seek help in patience and
prayer -- 2: 42-46;
- Those of sound instruction say ‘We believe therein - the whole is from Allah’ -- 3: 7;
INSULT
- Do not insult one another by nicknames - bad is the name of lewdness after faith -- 49: 11;
- It is thy insulter who is without posterity -- 108: 3;
INTELLIGENCE
- Kuffar - folk without intelligence -- 8: 65;
- Even though they have power over nothing and have no intelligence -- 39: 43;
- Therein is a reminder for him who --- listens with full intelligence -- 50: 37;
- Had we used our intelligence -- 67: 10;
INTEND / INTENTION
- Who is forced by hunger - not by will - to sin -- 5: 3;
- Thereby Allah intend to punish them in the life of this world and -- 9: 55;
- When We intend something, We only say "Be" -- 16: 40;
- We intended that Allah should change him for them for one better -- 18: 81;
- Allah intended that they should come to their full strength -- 18: 82;
- Allah knows your most secret intentions - proclaiming it not necessary unless specified -- 20:
7;
- Allah does what He intends -- 22: 14;
- No sin for unintentional mistakes -- your intention is what matters -- 33: 5;
- Who can preserve you from Allah if He intend harm or mercy for you -- 33: 17;
- His command when He intends a thing is only that He saith "Be" -- 36: 82;
- We made wind subservient to him -- setting by his command where he intends -- 38: 36;
- Who can avail you anything against Allah if He intend you hurt or profit -- 48: 11;
- -- and will stretch out their hands and tongues toward you with evil intent -- 60: 2;
- We do not know whether harm or guidance is intended for those on earth -- 72: 10;
INTERCESSION
- On Day of Judgment, intercession will not be accepted -- 2: 48; 20: 109;
- Nor will intercession be of use to anyone -- 2: 123; 74: 48;
- Spend before a day comes when -- nor friendship nor intercession -- 2: 254;
- Who can intercede with Him except by His leave -- 2: 255;
- If Allah does not wish to cleanse your heart, intercession will be useless -- 5: 41;
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- Warn those for whom there is no intercessor besides Allah that they may ward off evil -- 6:
51;
- Besides Allah, you have no friend nor intercessor -- 6: 70;
- We do not see with you your intercessors whom you claimed -- the bond between you is
severed and what you presumed failed you -- 6: 94;
- Have we any intercessors who may intercede for us -- 7: 53;
- No intercessor can plead with Allah for anyone except if Allah permits -- 10: 3; 34: 23;
- They worship besides Allah, that ----- saying these are our intercessors with Allah -- 10: 18;
- They will have no power of intercession -- 19: 87; 43: 86;
- They cannot intercede except for him whom He accepts -- 21: 28;
- Now we have no intercessor -- 26: 100;
- None to intercede for them of those whom they made equal -- 30: 13;
- Shall I take other gods -- if Allah wish me harm, they’d not be able to help - I’d be in
error -- 36: 23-24;
- Or do they choose intercessors other than Allah -- 39: 43;
- To Allah belongs all intercession -- 39: 44;
- Nor any intercessor who will be heard -- 40: 18;
- Those whom they choose as a god to approach Allah for them -- 46: 28;
- Many angels are in heaven whose intercession is useless except after Allah permits -- 53:
26;
INTERCOURSE
- So hold intercourse with them and seek that -- 2: 187;
- And do not consummate the marriage until the term is run -- 2: 235;
- No sin for you if you divorce women without touching them -- 2: 236;
- If you divorce women without touching them -- 2: 237;
INTEREST
- See under USURY:
INTERPRET
- Best interpreter of Quran -- 3: 101;
- Thus Allah will -- teach thee the interpretation of events -- 12: 6;
- We established Joseph that We might teach him interpretation of events -- 12: 21;
- Two fellow prisoners ask Joseph to interpret their dreams -- 12: 36;
- The food which you are given -- I’ll tell you the interpretation before it comes -- 12: 37;
- Expound to me my vision if you can interpret dreams -- 12: 43;
- We do not know to interpret dreams -- 12: 44;
- I am going to announce to you the interpretation, so send me forth -- 12: 45;
- Joseph places his parents on the dais - they fell prostrate - he said this is the interpretation of
my dreams of old -- 12: 100;
- My Lord! Thou hast --- and taught me something of the interpretation of events -- 12: 101;
- That you may explain clearly to man what is sent ---- 16: 44;
- That you should make clear to them those things in which they differ -- 16: 64;
- I will announce to you the interpretation of that for which you had no patience -- 18: 78;
- Such is the interpretation of that you could not bear -- 18: 82;
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INTERVENE
- Who intervene in good cause ---- who intervene in evil ---- 4: 85;
INTOXICANTS
- Intoxicants and games of chance - uses and sin - sin greater -- 2: 219;
- Come not near prayer when intoxicated until you are conscious of what you say -- 4: 43;
- Intoxicants, gambling, idols - Satan's handiwork - leave aside so you may succeed - by these
Satan will cast enmity between you and prevent you from remembrance of Allah -- 5: 90-91;
- And the grape --- you derive strong drink ---- 16: 67;
INVENT
- That what they used to invent deceived them regarding their religion -- 3: 24;
- Whoever invent a falsehood concerning Allah are wrong-doers -- 3: 94;
- Who does greater wrong than him who invent lies against Allah -- 10: 17; 11: 18; 18: 15;
29: 68; 61: 6;
- That which they used to invent failed them -- 10: 30;
- Did Allah permit you or do you invent a lie concerning Allah -- 10: 59;
- What will be position on Day of Judgment with those who invent lie against Allah -- 10: 60;
- Those who invent lie against Allah will not succeed -- 10: 69;
- -- or do they say he hath invented it -- bring 10 surahs the like thereof, invented -- 11: 13;
- Such have lost their souls and what they invented failed them -- 11: 21;
- -- or do they say he hath invented it -- say if I invented it, my crimes on me -- 11: 35;
- Hud tells his folk - you have no gods besides Allah -- you only invent -- 11: 50;
- It is not an invented story -- 12: 111
- You will be asked about what you used to invent -- 16: 56;
- They proffer submission to Allah that day -- all they used to invent failed them -- 16: 87;
- When We put a revelation in place -- they say you are inventing -- 16: 101;
- Disbelievers in Allah’s revelations invent falsehoods -- 16: 105;
- Do not say -- this is halal and this is haram so that you invent a lie against Allah -- who
invent lie will not succeed -- 16: 116;
- They strove hard to beguile thee -- that you should invent other than it -- 17: 73;
- Moses said - do not invent lie against Allah lest He wipe you out by some punishment -- 20:
61;
- Muddled dreams -- he invented it - he is a poet -- 21: 5;
- He is only a man who invent lie about Allah -- 23: 38;
- Kuffar say this is a lie he invented -- 25: 4;
- They will know Allah has truth and all they invented failed them -- 28: 75;
- They will be questioned on Day of Judgment concerning that which they invented -- 29: 13;
- You serve instead of Allah --- you invent a lie -- 29: 17;
- Or do they say he hath invented it --- 32: 3; 46: 8; 52: 33;
- Did he invent a lie concerning Allah or -- 34: 8;
- This is only an invention -- 38: 7;
- Or do they say he invented a lie concerning Allah -- 42: 24;
- Say if I invented it, shouldn't you have power to support me against Allah -- 46: 8;
- All that was their lie and what they used to invent -- 46: 28;
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- Monasticism they invented -- We ordained it not for them -- 57: 27;
- And if he had invented false saying concerning Us - We'd have taken him by right hand and
severed his life-artery --- none could have held Us from him -- 69: 44-47;
INVISIBLE
- With Him are the keys of the invisible -- 6: 59;
- Knower of invisible and visible -- 6: 73; 9: 94; 105; 13: 9; 23: 92; 32: 6; 35: 38; 64:
18;
- Allah’s is the invisible of the heavens and earth -- 11: 123; 18: 26;
INVITE
- Idolaters invite to the Fire -- Allah invites to the Garden and forgiveness -- 2: 221;
- Let there be from you, a nation who invites to goodness --- 3: 104;
- Call unto Way of Allah with wisdom and ----- and reason with them in better way -- 16: 125;
- We made them patterns that invite to the Fire -- 28: 41;
INVOKE
- And we will invoke the curse of Allah on those who lie -- 3: 61;
- Invoke Allah by His beautiful names -- 7: 180;
- Do not enter houses -- without first announcing your presence and invoking peace -- 24: 27;
- Invoke not with Allah any other god lest you be doomed -- 26: 213;
- Allah knows what thing they invoke instead of Him -- 29: 42;
- What they invoke beside Him is false -- 31: 30;
- When Allah only was invoked - you disbelieved -- 40: 12;
- Have you thought on all you invoke besides Allah -- show me what they created -- 46: 4;
- Some men invoked jinn for protection - they increased them in revolt against Allah -- 72: 6;
- He surely will invoke destruction -- 84: 11;
IRAM
- With many-columned Iram -- like of which - not created before -- 89: 6-8;
IRON
- Say be Ye stones or iron or some created thing --- 17: 50-51;
- Kuffar - and for them are hooked rods of iron -- 22: 19-22;
- We made iron supple to him (David) -- 34: 10;
- And He revealed iron wherein is mighty power and uses for man -- 57: 25;
ISAAC
- Bestowed on Abraham -- guided -- 6: 84; 29: 27;
- Abraham’s wife laughed when given good tidings of Isaac -- 11: 71;
- Thus Allah will -- as He perfected it on thy forefathers Abraham and Isaac -- 12: 6;
- I have followed the religion of my fathers Abraham, Isaac -- 12: 38;
- Praise be to Allah Who hath given me in my old age -- Isaac -- 14: 39;
- Bestowed on Abraham - a prophet - high renown -- 19: 49-50; 21: 72;
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establish worship, give alms - They worshipped Us alone -- 21: 73;
- We gave him tidings of Isaac - a prophet -- 37: 112;
- We blessed him and Isaac - of their seed are some who do good and some who wrong
themselves -- 37: 113;
- Mention -- Isaac -- men of parts and vision -- We purified them with pure thought -- they
are of the elect -- the excellent -- 38: 45-47;
ISHMAEL
- Duty imposed on Abraham and Ishmael to purify Kaaba -- 2: 125;
- Abraham and Ishmael raised foundations of Kaaba -- 2: 127;
- Preferred above other creatures with some forefathers and offspring - guided to straight
path -- 6: 86-87;
- Praise be to Allah who hath given me in my old age - Ishmael and -- 14: 39;
- Keeper of his promise - messenger - Prophet --- enjoined worship and alms-giving - was
acceptable to Allah -- 19: 54-55;
- Was of the steadfast - brought into Allah's mercy - was righteous -- 21: 85-86;
- We gave him tidings of a gentle son -- 37: 101;
- When his son was old enough to walk - Abraham tells him of his dream - son says do as you
are commanded - they both surrendered to Allah - Abraham prepared to sacrifice Ishmael --

We said O Abraham! you've fulfilled your vision and We ransomed Ishmael -- 37: 102-107;
- Ishmael, Elisha, Dhul Kifl - are of the chosen -- 38: 48;
ISLAM
(just a reminder) is A Divinely ordained COMPLETE way of life leading to salvation here and Hereafter.
It cannot be compared with ANY man-made system. In ALL such systems mankind
in still
groping in the dark because guess can never replace truth. Man - the created - can
never
produce anything which can be compared with what THE CREATOR gave us. As you
know,
Quran was revealed more than 1400 years ago. Its rules applied since then and will apply
to the
end of time without change to a muslim whether he is in Arabia, North America or
wherever.
Islam is religion of truth (Quran, Ch. 69, ayat 51). Besides truth, what is there other than
error (10: 32). One who follows other than Islam, is following error. Allah says - this is My way
leading
straight - follow it, follow NO OTHER - (6: 53). -- Whoso follow My guidance will not fear nor
grieve (2: 38). If we follow our own opinion, we have not accepted the guidance of Allah.
We have
not surrendered to Him. Quran leads us from darkness to light (14: 1) but if we mix truth
with
falsehood by following the desires of others in order to gain acceptance and friendship,
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then, like
them, we’d be groping in the dark. It appears that we are afraid of man and not afraid of
Allah.
Our condition in the world tells us that we do not follow the guidance of Allah. And Satan
decorates the path of error for us and makes our deeds fair-seeming to us. We cannot
expect
help from Allah (Subhanahu wa Taala) if we do not follow the path shown to us explicitly by
His
final Messenger. I therefore take this opportunity to urge muslims to WAKE UP.
- Enter into Islam completely -- follow not footsteps of devil -- 2: 208;
- We have sent thee with the Truth -- 2: 119;
- Who forsakes the religion of Abraham except those who fool themselves -- 2: 130;
- The religion of Abraham and Jacob and the other prophets -- 2: 132-133; 136;
- They say Yahudis or Christians are rightly guided - say we follow religion of Abraham -- 2:
135;
- Religion with Allah is Islam -- 3: 19;
- Do they seek a religion other than Islam when everyone submits to Allah? -- 3: 83;
- Say we believe in Allah, His books and messengers --- 3: 84;
- Who seek a religion other than Islam, it will not be accepted -- 3: 85;
- Die not except in Islam -- 3: 102;
- --- and have chosen for you as religion -- Islam -- 5: 3;
- When invited to Islam, kuffar say they'd follow their fathers -- 5: 104;
- Whom Allah wants to guide, He expands his bosom to Islam -- 6: 125;
- To be proclaimed above all religion -- 9: 33;
- No hardship in Islam -- 22: 78;
- Allah will establish for them Islam -- 24: 55;
- I am the first of those who surrender to Islam -- 39: 12;
- Is he whose bosom Allah expanded for Islam - so that he follows a light from Allah - as he
who disbelieves -- 39: 22;
- Establish religion and do not become divided therein - same to all previous prophets -- 42:
13;
- Unto this then summon (O Muhammad) as thou art commanded - follow not their lusts -- but
say ------ I am commanded to be just ---- to us our works --- No argument between us and
you -Allah will bring us together -- to Him is the journeying -- 42: 15;
- Will prevail over all religion -- 48: 28;
- A favour from Allah to mankind -- 49: 17;
- Who does greater wrong --- invent lie against Allah when summoned to Islam -- 61: 7;
ISRAELITES
- Worship of calf -- 2: 92;
- These are they to whom Allah showed favour of -- and of the progeny of Israel -- 19: 58;
ISSUE
- He is created from -- that issued from between the loins and ribs -- 86: 6-7;
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- That day mankind will issue forth in scattered groups -- 99: 6;
ITIKHAF
- Be at your devotions in the mosque -- 2: 187;
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JACOB
JEALOUSY
JERUSALEM
JEST
JESUS
JEWS
JINN
JIZYA
JOB
JOHN - (Yahya)
JOIN
JONAH - (Dhu-Nun)
JOSEPH
JOURNEY
JOY
JUDGE / JUST / JUSTICE
JUDGMENT
JUMMA
JUNUB

JACOB
- Enjoins Islam on his sons -- 2: 132;
- Sons say they will worship Allah as muslims -- 2: 133;
- We bestowed on Abraham, -- Isaac, Jacob --- guided -- 6: 84; 19: 49; 21: 72; 29: 27;
- Abraham’s wife laughed when she received tidings of Isaac and Jacob -- 11: 71;
- Joseph tells his father he saw in a dream 11 planets -- prostrating to him -- 12: 4;
- Tells Joseph to beware of his brothers for Satan is an open foe -- 12: 5;
- Thus Allah will --- and will perfect His Grace on you and the family of Jacob as -- 12: 6;
- Joseph and his brother are dearer to our father -- our father is in plain aberration -- 12: 8;
- Kill Joseph or --- so that your father’s favour may be all for you -- 12: 9;
- O our father! why will you not trust us with Joseph -- 12: 11;
- He said it saddens me that you should take him with you -- I fear -- 12: 13;
- They came weeping to their father in the evening -- 12: 16;
- Sons tell him wolf ate Joseph - he tells them their minds beguile them - he will have
patience -- Allah’s help is to be sought -- 12: 17-18;
- I have followed the religion of my fathers Abraham, Isaac, Jacob -- 12: 38
- Joseph’s brothers said - we shall try to win him from his father -- 12: 61;
- They went back and told their father that the measure was denied them -- 12: 63;
- Their father said - can I entrust him to you as I entrusted his brother to you before -- 12: 64;
- They said - O our father! what more can we ask - our merchandise is returned to us -- 12: 65;
- Their father said - I will not send him with you until you give undertaking - when they gave
undertaking - Jacob said Allah is Warden over what we say -- 12: 66
- Advises his sons not to go in by one gate - I cannot avail you anything against Allah -- in
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Him I put my trust - in Him all the trusting should put their trust -- 12: 67;
- It was a need of Jacob’s soul -- he was a lord of knowledge - Allah had taught him -- 12: 68;
- O Ruler of the land - he hath an aged father -- 12: 78;
- Don’t you know your father took an undertaking from you -- I shall not go forth -- till my
father give leave or -- 12: 80;
- Return to your father and say - O Father! - your son hath stolen -- 12: 81;
- When they came to their father, he said your minds have beguiled you - I will have patience -Allah may bring them all to me -- 12: 83;
- He turned away from them and said - My grief for Joseph - his eyes whitened with
sorrow -- 12: 84;
- They said - you will not cease remembering Joseph till your health is ruined -- 12: 85;
- He said I expose my distress -- only to Allah -- I know from Allah what you know not -- 12: 86;
- Go my sons and ascertain about Joseph -- despair not in the Spirit of Allah -- 12: 87;
- Go with this shirt and place it on my father’s face -- 12: 93;
- When the caravan departed, Jacob said I am conscious of the breath of Joseph -- 12: 94;
- When the bearer of --- came, he laid it on his face and he could see -- he said - did I not tell
you I know from Allah -- 12: 96;
- O our father! ask forgiveness for our sins for us -- 12: 97;
- I will ask forgiveness of my Lord -- 12: 98;
- When they came before Joseph, he took his parents and said -- 12: 99;
- Joseph placed his parents on the dais, they prostrated - he said O father! this is the
interpretation of my dream of old -- 12: 100;
- Zachariah asks Allah for successor who will inherit him and house of Jacob -- 19: 6;
- Made a prophet - high renown -- 19: 49-50;
- Grandson of Abraham -- he was righteous -- 21: 72;
- We made them chiefs who guide by Our command - We inspired the doing of good deeds establish worship - give alms and they worshipped Us alone -- 21: 73;
- Mention ---- Jacob -- men of vision -- We purified them with pure thought - they are of the
elect - the excellent -- 38: 45-47;
JEALOUSY
- Jews jealous that Quran revealed to Muhammad (SAS) -- 2: 90;
- Are they jealous of mankind because of Allah's bounties -- 4: 54;
JERUSALEM
- The foolish ask, what turned muslims from their first Qiblah -- 2: 142;
- Reason why Jerusalem was made Qiblah at first - a test from Allah -- 2: 143;
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night from Mecca to Jerusalem -- 17: 1;
JEST
- Forsake those who take religion for sport and play -- 6: 70;
- They will say we did but talk and jest -- 9: 65;
- They take Our revelations and warnings as jest -- 18: 56;
- Their reward - hell - they disbelieved - made jest of Our revelations and messengers -- 18:
106;
- Do you bring to us the truth or are you some jester -- 21: 55;
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-

They treat thee as a jest saying Is this he whom ---- 25: 41;
When he knows anything of Our revelations - he makes it a jest -- 45: 9;
You made the revelations of Allah a jest -- 45: 35;
When they returned to their own folk, they returned jesting -- 83: 31;

JESUS
- Son of Mary, given clear proofs and supported with Holy Spirit -- 2: 87; 253;
- Mary informed of --- a Word from Allah -- illustrious in this world and in hereafter -- one of
those brought near to Allah -- will speak --- in cradle -- in manhood -- righteous -- 3: 45-46;
- Allah says He will teach Jesus Scripture and Wisdom, Torah and Gospel - will make him
messenger to Jews - gives life to bird - cures blind, leper - raises dead - tells them what they
can eat and store - confirms what was before in Torah - makes some changes - says Allah is
my Lord and your Lord -- 3: 48-51;
- Became conscious of disbelief, says who will be his helpers - disciples say We are Allah's
helpers and asked to be enrolled with those who witnessed truth -- 3: 52-53; 61: 14;
- Allah says O Jesus! I am gathering thee and causing thee to ascend to me ----- 3: 55;
- Likeness of Jesus with Allah is as Adam - Be and he is -- 3: 59;
- Who disputes with you concerning Jesus, call wives and ---- and invoke curse of Allah -- 3:
61;
- It is not possible for any human being --- to say Worship me instead of Allah -- 3: 79;
- Allah did not command you to take angels and prophets for Lords - will He command you
to disbelieve after your belief ? -- 3: 80;
- Because they say they slew Jesus - they did not slay him - it appeared so - Allah took him
up - they will believe in him before his death - he'd be witness against them -- 4: 157-159;
- Jesus was only messenger - His Word and Spirit from Him -- say not three - Allah is only
one beyond His Majesty to have son -- 4: 171; 5: 75;
- Will never scorn to be a slave of Allah -- 4: 172;
- Who say JESUS IS GOD IS A KAFIR - if Allah wanted to destroy Jesus and all on earth, who
could have prevented him -- 5: 17; 72; -- Jesus said Worship Allah - My Lord and your
Lord -- 5: 72;
- We caused Jesus to follow -- We bestowed on him Gospel - guidance and light - confirming
Torah -- 5: 46;
- They disbelieve who say Allah is 3rd of 3 - there is only one God -- 5: 73;
- Was a messenger - many passed away before him - mother was saintly - they ate food -- 5:
75;
- Do you worship in place of Allah, that which can neither help nor hurt you? -- 5: 76; 10: 18;
- Cursed the Jews who went astray -- 5: 78;
- Reminded of Allah’s favours - spoke to mankind in cradle -- made bird out of clay - healed
blind and leper, raised dead - disciples inspired and said we believe and we surrender disciples
asked for food from heaven so they can satisfy their hearts he spoke truth - food sent down Allah says who disbelieve after this will be severely punished - Allah then asks Jesus
whether
he had said to mankind to take himself and mother as gods besides Allah - his reply -- Allah
says today truthfulness will profit the truthful -- -- 5: 110-119;
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- We bestowed on Abraham Isaac ----- And Noah ----- And ---- Jesus ---- 6: 84-85;
- --- those who created nothing but are themselves created - who cannot give help -- need help
themselves - those on whom they call are slaves like you -- 7: 189-194;
- They take for Lord besides Allah, their rabbis, monks and Jesus --- 9: 31;
- We sent messengers before thee - We appointed wives and offspring -- 13: 38;
- Do kuffar think they can choose my bondmen as Protecting Friends besides me -- 18: 102;
- Speaks to his mother at birth saying not to grieve - to shake trunk of palm tree - to eat and
drink and be consoled -- 19: 24-26;
- His mother pointed to him - they said how can we talk to a baby - Jesus said I am slave of
Allah - a prophet - Allah blessed me and enjoined on me prayer and alms-giving - not to be
arrogant - Peace on me the day I was born -- such was Jesus, son of Mary -- 19: 29-34;
- It befits not the Majesty of Allah to have a son --- 19: 35;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so serve Him -- 19: 36;
- Those whom they call SON are honoured slaves - they speak not until He hath spoken - they
act by His command - He knows what is before and behind them - they cannot intercede they
tremble for awe of Him - the one who say I am God beside Him will go to hell -- 21: 26-29;
- We appointed immortality for no mortal before thee -- 21: 34;
- We made her and her son a token for all people -- 21: 91; 23: 50;
- We exacted covenant from Prophets --- and from Jesus -- 33: 7;
- He ordained for you that religion He commended to -- Jesus -- saying establish -- 42: 13;
- And when Jesus is quoted as an example, they laugh out -- 43: 57;
- He is only a slave on whom We bestowed favour and a pattern for the Jews -- 43: 59;
- A sign of the coming of the Hour -- 43: 61;
- Jesus said I have come to you with wisdom - to make plain some of that wherein you differ -keep duty to Allah - obey me - Allah is my Lord and your Lord - Worship Him - this is the
right path -- 43: 63-64;
- We caused Jesus --- to follow, -- We gave him Gospel - We placed compassion --- 57: 27;
- Said I am Allah's messenger to you confirming Torah -- bringing tidings of Ahmed -- 61: 6;
- Said to his disciples - who are my helpers for Allah -- 61: 14;
JEWS
- Reminded of Allah's favours - told to fulfill their covenant and fear Allah -- 2: 40; 47; 122;
14: 6;
- Told to believe in Quran - not to disbelieve therein - not to part with Allah's revelations for
small
price - to keep duty to Allah -- 2: 41;
- Confound not truth with falsehood - conceal not truth - establish worship - seek help in
patience and prayer -- 2: 42-46;
- Allah preferred them to all creatures -- 2: 47; 122; -- We chose them purposely ---- 44: 32;
- Warned to guard themselves against Day of Judgment - no soul will be able to help another nor intercession - nor compensation accepted -- 2: 48; 123;
- Reminded when they were delivered from Pharaoh and brought through the sea -- 2: 49-50;
- Took calf for worship -- 2: 51; --- and became wrong-doers -- 7: 148;
- After calf, Allah pardons them so they could give thanks -- 2: 52;
- Moses got Torah so Jews could be led aright -- 2: 53;
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- Moses tells Jews they were wrong to worship calf and asks them to repent and to kill the
guilty -- 2: 54;
- Tells Moses they will not believe till they see Allah - lightning seizes them -- 2: 55;
- Allah revives them after their extinction that they may give thanks -- 2: 56;
- Allah sends manna, quails - tells them to eat of good things - they wronged themselves -- 2:
57;
- Told to enter town prostrate saying repentance - He will forgive them and ----- 2: 58; 7:
161;
- Changed words - Allah sent wrath -- 2: 59; 7: 162;
- Moses asks for water for them - 12 springs gushes - told to eat and drink and not make
mischief -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- Tells Moses they are tired of one kind of food - asked whether they'd exchange higher for
lower -told to go to low country as punishment for disobedience, humiliation and wrath of Allah - they
disbelieved revelations and slew prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- Whoever believes in Allah, Day of Judgment and does right will have reward - will not fear
nor grieve -- 2: 62;
- Told to hold fast to Torah so as to ward off evil -- 2: 63;
- Many turned away - saved by Allah's Grace and mercy -- 2: 64;
- Told to sacrifice cow - wants to know its description -- 2: 67-71;
- Moses tells Jews he is not foolish -- 2: 67; sacrificed cow but almost did not -- 2: 71;
- Made covenant with Allah - Worship Him alone - be good to parents, kindred, orphans needy
speak kindly to mankind - establish worship - pay zakat - they slid back being averse -- 2: 83;
- Made covenant with Prophet (SAS) not to kill Jews nor turn them out of their houses -- 2: 84;
- Broke their covenant - slaying each other, driving some from their homes -- 2: 85;
- Buys life of world for price of hereafter -- 2: 86;
- Asks for signal victory over kuffar - when Quran came, they disbelieved therein though they
know it to be truth -- 2: 89;
- Sell their souls for evil -- Jealous Quran revealed to Prophet (SAS) -- disbelievers -- 2: 90;
105;
- Say they will not believe in Quran, only in Torah - Prophet (SAS) told to ask why they slew
Prophets if they are believers and after Moses brought clear proofs to them, they worshipped
calf
after he turned away -- 2: 91-92;
- When Allah made covenant with them, they say We hear and rebel -- 2: 93;
- Tell them that if Paradise is for them alone as them claim, then let them long for death - they
will never on account of their evil deeds -- 2: 94-95;
- Greedy for long life - would like to live 1000 years - if granted, will not remove doom -- 2:
96;
- Many of People of Book want to make you kuffar through envy -- 2: 109;
- They say none will enter Paradise except Jews or Christians -- 2: 111;
- Jews say Christians follow nothing true and vice versa -- 2: 113;
- Jews and Christians will not be pleased with you till you follow their beliefs -- if you follow
their desires ----- 2: 120; 145;
- They say be Jews or Christians and you will be rightly guided -- 2: 135;
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- Say to them - why dispute with us concerning Allah - He is our Lord and your Lord -- to us
our deeds - to you, your deeds -- 2: 139;
- Do you say that Abraham ----- were Jews or Christians? Do you know better than Allah -- 2:
140;
- If you follow their desires you are evil-doer -- 2: 145;
- Conceal the truth -- 2: 146;
- Ask Yahudis how many clear revelations We gave them -- 2: 211;
- Tells their prophet they wanted King before they'd fight - when fighting prescribed, they
turned away -- 2: 246;
- Saul appointed their King - they were displeased -- 2: 247;
- Saul sets out with army to fight Goliath - came to river - tells people not to drink - they drank exclaimed how few can defeat many with Allah's leave -- 2: 249;
- When they entered battlefield, made dua "Our Lord! bestow on us endurance ----" -- 2: 250;
- With help of Allah, David slew Goliath and became King of Jews -- 2: 251;
- Differed after knowledge came to them -- 3: 19;
- Say to them, Have you surrendered - if they do, they are rightly guided -- 3: 20;
- They invoke Scriptures in their disputes, then some turn away in opposition -- 3: 23;
- They say fire will not touch them but for a few days -- what about Day of Judgment -- 3: 2425;
- O Jews! come to an agreement between us - We shall worship Allah, ascribing no partner to
Him -- 3: 64;
- O Jews! Why argue about Abraham when Torah and Gospel revealed long after him -- 3: 65;
- You argue about that wherein you have no knowledge -- 3: 66;
- Abraham was not a Jew - those who have best claim to him are those who followed him, this
prophet and believers -- 3: 67-68;
- Some of them want to mislead you - they mislead only themselves -- -- 3: 69;
- Why disbelieve in Books of Allah when you witnessed truth thereof - why confound truth
with falsehood and knowingly conceal truth -- 3: 70-71;
- To get some of their people to return, Jews tell them to believe those who follow Jewish
religion -say to them, the guidance is Allah's - He gives His bounty to whom He wills -- 3: 72-73;
- Those who purchase small gain at price of Allah's covenants and their oaths -- 3: 77;
- Some of them distort Scripture with their tongues -- 3: 78;
- Before Torah, all food lawful except what they forbade themselves -- 3: 93;
- O People of Book! why disbelieve in Allah's Books - why drive back believers from Way of
Allah -- 3: 98-99;
- O believers! if you obey some of them, they'd make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- Some are believers - most are evil- livers -- 3: 110;
- Cannot harm believers save a little - will turn and flee -- 3: 111;
- Ignominy shall be their lot - they were rebellious -- 3: 112;
- They are not all alike - some recite Scripture at night - enjoin right conduct - vie with each
other in good works - they are righteous -- 3: 113-114;
- Allah will reward them for the good they do -- 3: 115;
- Muslims should not take others for friends - they have deep hatred for you - they rejoice
when disaster comes to you -- 3: 118-120;
- You are to expound it - not to hide it - they flung it behind their backs -- 3: 187;
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- Some are believers - they purchase not a trifling gain at price of revelations -- 3: 199; 28:
52-53;
- Some purchase error and want to make muslims err from right way -- 4: 44;
- Some changed words - Allah cursed them - only a few believe -- 4: 46;
- O People of Book! Believe in Quran --- 4: 47;
- Some believe in idols and false gods - claim idolaters are better guided - Allah curse them jealous of mankind because of Allah's bounties -- 4: 51-55;
- We charge those who received Scripture before you to keep duty to Allah -- 4: 131;
- Ask for Book from heaven - ask Moses to show them Allah - chose calf - were forgiven Mount towered over them - broke their covenant - slew prophets - Allah sealed their hearts said they slew Jesus - appeared so to them - Jesus not slain - Allah took him up - We forbade
them good things which were lawful - they hindered from Allah's Way - took interest when
forbidden - devoured people's wealth by false pretense -- 4: 153-161;
- Those of them who are firm in knowledge and believers who pray and pay zakat, will have
their reward -- 4: 162;
- Allah's covenant with Jews - 12 chieftains - pray, pay zakat, believe in messengers - they
broke
covenant - cursed by Allah - hearts became hard - they changed words - will be treacherous bear with them and pardon them -- 5: 12-13;
- Now hath come to you ---- that you used to hide --- Now hath come to you Light from Allah He guides to path of Peace - from darkness to light - to Straight Path -- 5: 15-16;
- Jews and Christians say we are sons and loved ones of Allah - Why does Allah chastise
them
for their sins? -- 5: 18;
- O People of Book! a messenger hath come to you after cessation of messengers lest you
say ------ 5: 19;
- Moses reminds his people of Allah’s favour - sent them prophets - made them kings, gave
them what was given to no one else -- ordered to go to Holy Land - refused on account of
giant people living there - tells Moses to go he and his Lord and fight - land forbidden
them 40 years -- will roam the earth -- 5: 20-26;
- It was decreed for Jews - who kill 1 person is as if he killed all mankind - who saved 1
person,
is as if he saved all mankind - many became prodigals -- 5: 32;
- Listeners for other folk - changing words - saying if this is given to you take it - if not -- you
will not be able to help whom Allah doom to sin -- He will not cleanse their hearts -- 5: 41;
- Listeners for sake of falsehood - greedy for illicit gain - if you must judge between them, do
so with equity -- 5: 42;
- Why do they come to you for judgment when they have Torah and Allah had given judgment
therein -- 5: 43;
- Prescribed in Torah - eye for eye, tooth for tooth - if you forego is better --- 5: 45;
- Torah - guidance and light for them -- 5: 44;
- For each We appointed Divine Law - could have made you one community - vie with each
other in good works - judge between them by Quran - beware lest they seduce you -- 5: 4849;
- Take not Jews and --- for friends - friends of each other - who does so is one of them -- 5:
51;
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- Those in whose hearts is disease race towards Jews and Christians -- 5: 52;
- Believers will say to Jews about hypocrites - Are these who swore they were with you -- 5:
53;
- Take not for friends people who mock your religion - who jest when they hear Adhan - ask
them
whether they blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 57-59;
- Worse for retribution with Allah are those He cursed and transformed to apes -- 5: 60;
- When they go to muslims, they say we believe -- 5: 61;
- They vie in sin and transgression and devouring illicit gain -- 5: 62;
- Why don't their rabbis forbid their evil -- 5: 63;
- They say that Allah's hands are tied - cursed - Quran increases their disobedience and
disbelief -Allah cast enmity and hatred among them until Day of Judgment - as often as they light fire
for
war, Allah outs it - they only want to make corruption -- 5: 64;
- If they'd believe and ward-off evil --- Allah will remit ---- and bring them into Paradise -- 5: 65;
- If they had observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they would have -- some are moderate many
are of evil conduct -- 5: 66;
- O People of Book! You have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran -- 5:
68;
- Those who are Jews ----- whoso believes in Allah, last day and does right - will not fear nor
grieve -- 5: 69;
- Allah made covenant with them - when messengers brought what they did not like, they
rebelled - blind and deaf - forgiven - still blind and deaf -- 5: 70-71;
- Jesus said to Yahudis -- Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord -- 5: 72;
- Stress not in your religion, other than the truth -- 5: 77;
- Who went astray were cursed by David and Jesus - they did not restrain one another from
wickedness - they befriend kuffar - if they believed, they will not do so -- 5: 78-81;
- Jews and pagans hate believers vehemently - Christians are closer to believers -- 5: 82;
- They say Allah did not reveal anything to a human being - ask them who revealed the Book
which Moses brought - they put on parchment - hiding much of it -- 6: 91;
- Were forbidden every animal with claws, and of oxen and sheep - the fat except that on back,
entrails or mixed in bone -- a reward for their rebellion -- 6: 146; 16: 118;
- Lord of Mercy - His wrath will not be withdrawn from guilty folk -- 6: 147;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - I come with clear proofs from Allah - let Yahudis go with me -- 7: 105;
- O Moses! -- if you remove terror -- we will trust you and let Yahudis go with you -- 7: 134;
- When We removed the terror -- they broke their covenant -- 7: 135;
- Allah’s word for Yahudis were fulfilled because of their endurance -- 7: 137;
- Brought across sea - met people worshipping idols - asks Moses to make god for them Moses
said you people don’t know - all what these people are doing is in vain - shall I seek for you a
god besides Allah when He favoured you above all creatures -- 7: 138-140;
- Allah reminds them when He delivered them from Pharaoh’s folk -- 7: 141;
- And when they feared the consequences thereof (taking calf for worship) they said -- 7: 149;
- There are some who lead with truth and establish justice -- 7: 159;
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- Divided into 12 tribes - Asks Moses for water - Moses inspired - smite rock with staff - 12
springs gush forth -- manna and quails -- told to eat of good things -- 7: 160;
- Told to dwell in township, eat whatever, say repentance, enter gate prostrate, sins will be
forgiven -- 7: 161;
- Changed words - broke Sabbath -- 7: 162-163;
- Allah proclaimed He will raise against them till Day of Judgment those who will lay on them
cruel torment --- 7: 167;
- We have split them in earth in different nations - some righteous - We try them with good
and bad that they might return -- 7: 168;
- Fight against Jews and ----- who do not believe in Allah --- until they pay Jizya -- 9: 29;
- Jews say Ezra is son of God - they imitate kuffar of old --- 9: 30;
- Have taken for their Lords, their rabbis -- 9: 31;
- They want to put out the Light of Allah with their mouths -- 9: 32;
- Many of the Jewish rabbis and ---- devour wealth of man wantonly and --- 9: 34;
- We brought Yahudis across the sea and Pharaoh --- pursued them -- 10: 90;
- We did allot to them a fixed abode --- they differed not till knowledge came to them -- 10: 93;
- Moses said, though you and all else prove thankless, Allah is absolute Owner of Praise -14: 8;
- For Yahudis We have already related what is forbidden -- 16: 118;
- We gave to Moses Scripture -- guidance to Jews -- choose no guardian beside Me -- 17: 2;
- They were from those saved with Noah -- 17: 3;
- We decreed for them that they will work corruption twice and will become tyrants -- 17: 4;
- When time for 1st came, We roused against you --- then We gave you your turn against
them -We aided you --- the 2nd corruption ( a repetition of the 1st) -- if you repeat the crime - We
shall
repeat the punishment -- 17: 5-8;
- We gave Moses --- ask Yahudis how he came to them -- 17: 101;
- Allah tells them to dwell in land, but on Day of Judgment, He will bring them out of various
nations -- 17: 104;
- Go to him and say --- so let the children of Israel go with us -- 20: 47;
- Allah reminds them - We delivered you from your enemy - We made covenant with you - We
sent Manna and quails - We said to eat of good things - do not transgress lest My wrath
comes on you - I am forgiving to him who repent, does good and walk aright -- 20: 80-82;
- On Day of Judgment, Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Nasara, Sabeans -- 22:
17;
- Moses tells Pharaoh -- Let children of Israel go with us -- 26: 17;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - you have enslaved the children of Israel -- 26: 22;
- Thus -- We caused the children of Israel to inherit them -- 26: 59;
- Is it not a token that Jewish Ulema know it -- 26: 197;
- Quran narrates to Jews, much of that wherein they differ -- 27: 76;
- Pharaoh exalted himself and made castes - he oppressed a tribe - killing their sons and
sparing
their women -- 28: 4;
- We desired to show favour to the oppressed - to make them examples and inheritors, to
establish them in earth - to show Pharaoh that which they feared from them -- 28: 5-6;
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- A true Yahudi is muslim - will get 2 rewards -- 28: 52-54;
- Do not argue with them except in better way -- 29: 46;
- Who were given Scripture before, will believe in Quran -- 29: 47;
- Moses Scripture was guidance for Yahudis -- 32: 23;
- We caused Yahudis to inherit Scripture, a guide and reminder to men of understanding -- 40:
53-54;
- Are in hopeless doubt about their Scripture -- 41: 45;
- If Yahudis try to argue with muslims about Allah, - muslims reply -- 42: 15;
- We made him a pattern for Yahudis -- 43: 59;
- We delivered Yahudi from -- shameful doom -- 44: 30; from Pharaoh -- 44: 31;
- We gave them portents wherein was a clear trial -- 44: 33;
- We gave Yahudis Scripture, Command, Prophethood, provided them with good things and
favoured them above all people - We gave the plain commandments - they differed not until
after
knowledge came to them through rivalry -- 45: 16-17;
- If it is from Allah and you disbelieve - a witness from Yahudis already testified to the like
thereof
and believed -- 46: 10;
- That People of Book may know they control nothing of Allah’s bounty -- 57: 29;
- Allah caused Yahudis to go on first exile - they thought their strongholds will protect them
from
Allah - Allah put terror in their hearts - they ruined their houses with their own hands -- if Allah
had not decreed migration for them He'd have punished them - they are opposed to Allah Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 2-4;
- Some of them believed - some disbelieved - We strengthened believers against others - they
became uppermost -- 61: 14;
- Compared to donkeys carrying books -- 62: 5;
- O Jews! If you claim to be favoured of Allah apart from all mankind, then long for death ------say to them, the death you shrink from will meet you and you'll be returned to Allah -- 62: 68;
JINN
- They set up partners to Him ---- the Jinn --- 6: 100;
- We have appointed for every Prophet an adversary - devils of humankind and Jinn -- 6: 112;
- On Day of Judgment, Allah will say - O assembly of Jinn! many human did you seduce -- 6:
128;
- O assembly of Jinn and mankind! didn't there come to you messengers of your own reciting
My revelations to you? They will testify against themselves that they were kuffar -- 6: 130;
- Enter the Fire among nations of Jinn and humans who passed before you -- 7: 38-39;
- Many Jinn and human urged to hell because they have hearts, but cannot understand, eyes
----,
ears ----, they are worse than cattle - they are neglectful -- 7: 179;
- I shall fill hell with Jinn and mankind together -- 11: 119; 32: 13;
- And the Jinn We created before of Fire -- 15: 27;
- Though man and Jinn should assemble to produce the like of Quran, they will not be able to
do so -- 17: 88;
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- Iblis was of Jinn -- 18: 50;
- Solomon gathers his armies of Jinn -- 27: 17;
- A Jinn said I'll bring it to you before you can rise -- I am strong -- 27: 39;
- I will fill hell with Jinn and mankind -- 32: 13;
- And of the Jinn who worked for him (Solomon) ---- those who deviated from Our command,
We
caused to taste punishment of Hell - they made for him what he willed - synagogues, basins,
boilers ----- nothing showed his death except creature that gnawed his staff - Jinn saw that
had
he known unseen, he would not have continued in toil -- 34: 12-14;
- Nay - they worshipped the Jinn - they believe in them -- 34: 41;
- And they imagine kinship between him and Jinn - the Jinn know they will be brought before
Allah -- 37: 158;
- The Word concerning nations of Jinn and humankind who passed away before, hath effect
for them -- 41: 25;
- Kuffar will say, show us those Jinn and human who beguiled us so we can put them below
our feet -- 41: 29;
- Such are those on whom the Word ----hath effect ----- such are losers -- 46: 19;
- We inclined to thee certain of the Jinn who wished to hear Quran and went back to warn their
people -- 46: 29;
- They said, O our people! We've heard a Scripture revealed after Moses --- guiding to the
Truth
and a right road -- 46: 30;
- O our people! respond to Allah's Summoner and believe -- He will forgive ---- and guard you
from painful doom -- 46: 31;
- I created Jinn and mankind only that they Worship Me -- 51: 56;
- And the Jinn, He created of smokeless Fire -- 55: 15;
- We shall dispose of you -- you two dependents -- 55: 31;
- O ---- Jinn and men! - if you have power to penetrate regions of heavens and earth -- 55: 33;
- There will be sent against you both, flash of Fire --- you will not escape -- 55: 35;
- When heaven split asunder and becomes rosy --- man nor jinn will be questioned about his
sin --- the guilty will be known by their marks -- will be taken by forelock and feet -- this is Hell
which the guilty denied -- they go circling around between it and boiling water -- 55: 37-44;
- Therein are those of modest gaze whom neither man nor Jinn have touched before --- 55:
56; 74;
- Some Jinn listened and said it is a marvelous Quran which guides to righteousness -- we
believe in it - we ascribe no partner to Allah -- we believe Allah hath no wife nor son -- 72: 13;
- The foolish among us spoke of Allah a lie - we supposed that none will speak lie about
Allah -- 72: 4-5;
- Some men invoked protection of some jinn - they increased in revolt against Allah -- 72: 6;
- They supposed as you do, that Allah will not raise anyone from the dead -- 72: 7;
- We sought heaven and found it filled with strong warders and meteors - we used to sit to
listen but find a flame waiting -- 72: 8-9;
- We do not know whether harm or guidance is intended for those on earth -- 72: 10;
- Among us there are righteous folk and others --- we have sects with different rules -- 72: 11;
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- We know we cannot escape from Allah -- 72: 12;
- When we heard the guidance, we believed therein -- who believes in Allah, fears neither loss
nor oppression -- 72: 13;
- Among us are muslims and others who are unjust - those who have surrendered to Allah
have taken right path - the unjust ones are firewood for hell -- 72: 14-15;
- I seek refuge in Lord of mankind --- from evil of --- who whispers in hearts ---- of Jinn and of
mankind--- 114: 1-6;
JIZYA
- Fight against Jews and Christians who do not ----- until they pay Jizya --9: 29;
JOB
- Seed of Noah -- guided -- 6: 84;
- And Job, when he cried unto his Lord --adversity has afflicted me - Thou art the most Merciful
of those who show mercy -- 21: 83;
- Cried to Allah - the devil afflicts me with distress and torment - He was told to strike ground
with his foot - this spring is a cool bath and refreshing drink -- 38: 41-42;
- We bestowed on him his household - a mercy from Us - a memorial to the learned - he was
told to take branch and strike therewith ---- break not thine oath - he was steadfast - an
excellent slave - turning often in repentance -- 38: 43-44;
JOHN - (Yahya)
- Angels give Zachariah glad tidings of John -- a Prophet -- 3: 39;
- Was of the righteous -- 6: 85;
- O Zachariah! We give thee tidings of John - We gave not that name to anyone before -- 19:
7;
- O John! hold fast the Scripture - We gave him wisdom when a child - and compassion and
purity - he was devout - dutiful to his parents - was not arrogant nor rebellious -- 19: 12-14;
- Peace be on him the day he was born, when he dies and when he'd be raised alive -- 19: 15;
- We bestowed on him John -- 21: 90;
JOIN
- Such as break the covenant -- and sever what Allah commanded to be joined -- 2: 27; 13:
25;
- Such as unite what Allah commanded to be joined -- 13: 21;
JONAH - (Dhu-Nun)
- Preferred above other creatures -- with some forefathers and offspring -- guided to straight
path -- 6: 86-87;
- If only there were a community that believed and profited by it as did the folk of Jonah ---- We
drew off from them ---- and gave them comfort for a while -- 10: 98;
- Went off in anger - thought We had no power over him --- there is no God but Thee - I have
been a wrong-doer - We heard his prayer and saved him -- 21: 87-88;
- Was of those sent to warn - fled to laden ship - they drew lots - he was rejected - swallowed
by fish - if he did not use to glorify Allah, he'd have remained in fish belly until Day of
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Judgment - cast on shore - tree grew above him - sent him to 100,000 folks - they believed
him We gave them comfort for a while -- 37: 139-148;
- Be not like Jonah who cried out in despair -- 68: 48;
- Had it not been that favour from Allah had reached him he surely -- 68: 49;
- But Allah chose him and placed him among the righteous -- 68: 50;
JOSEPH
- Seed of Noah -- guided -- 6: 84;
- Said to his father -- I saw in a dream 11 planets and the sun and moon prostrating to me -12:4;
- Tell not thy brethren of thy vision, lest they plot against thee - Satan is open foe -- 12: 5;
- Thy Lord will prefer thee and teach thee interpretation of events -- 12: 6;
- In Joseph and his brethren are signs -- 12: 7;
- Joseph and his brother are dearer to our father than we are -- 12: 8;
- One said Kill Joseph or send him to different land - our father's favour will be for us -- 12: 9;
- One said Do not kill him - throw him in a pit -- 12: 10;
- Conversation with their father about Joseph - why will you not trust Joseph with us - send him
with us tomorrow so he can play - I fear that wolf will eat him while you are heedless - they
led
him and threw him in pit - returned to father saying wolf ate him - Allah inspired Joseph that
one
day he will tell them about that deed - they came with false blood on his shirt - father does not
believe them -- 12: 11-18;
- Caravan came - found Joseph - sold him for small change - purchased by Egyptian ruler -12: 18-21;
- Allah taught him wisdom and knowledge -- 12: 22;
- Ruler's wife asked Joseph an evil act - she bolted door, he refused - they raced to door she tore
his shirt from behind - meets ruler - wife tells him it was Joseph who tried to do evil with her one
of her own says if shirt torn in front, she is truthful, but if torn from behind, she lies - ruler tells
wife to ask forgiveness of Allah -- 12- 23-29;
- Women of city gossiped - ruler's wife plotted - they cut their hands saying he is not human,
he is
angel - ruler's wife said if he does not do as I wish, he'll be imprisoned - Joseph appeals to
Allah,
If Thou do not protect me, I may incline to them and become of the foolish - Allah answered
his
prayer and he was imprisoned -- 12: 30-35;
- Two fellow prisoners relate their dreams to Joseph and ask for the interpretation - Joseph
tells
them he follows religion of Abraham - that Allah is one - He has no partners - He interprets
their
dreams -- 12: 36-41;
- Joseph asks prisoner soon to be released to remind ruler about him (Joseph) - prisoner
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forgot Joseph remains in prison for few more years - 12: 42;
- Ruler has dream and asks notables for interpretation - they could not - prisoner now
remembers goes to Joseph for interpretation of rulers' dream - Joseph interprets - king sends for him Joseph enquires about his case - woman admits guilt - Joseph brought before King - King
establishes him as custodian of store-houses -- 12: 43-55;
- Allah gives power to Joseph -- 12: 56;
- Joseph's brothers come to him - he knew them but they did not know him - Joseph provides
them grain and asks for his other brother -- tells them to bring him else they'll get no more
grain - they promise to try to bring brother -- 12: 58-61;
- Instructs his helpers to return merchandise of his brothers -- 12: 62;
- Brothers returned to their father with "light" measure - entreats father to send younger brother
with them to Joseph - father takes undertaking from them - advises them to enter by different
gates -- 12: 63-68;
- Joseph informs younger brother about their relationship -- 12: 69;
- Places drinking cup in brother's saddle-bag - announces loss of cup - cup found in brother's
bag other brothers appeal to substitute one of them because of aged father - Joseph refuses eldest
brother refuses to return to father - advises rest to go and say what happened -- 12: 70-82;
- Brothers return to father - father does not buy their story- says he'll have patience - he
sorrowed
for Joseph - sons tell him he is ruining himself over Joseph - he tells them he knows what
they don't
that they should go and enquire for Joseph and his brother -- 12: 83-87;
- They return to Joseph - Joseph identifies himself - asks forgiveness for them and sends
them with
his shirt to place on father's face -- 12: 88-93;
- When they had left father to search for Joseph, father said he could smell Joseph's breath folks
around him thinks he is losing his senses -- 12: 94-95;
- When brothers returned to father with Joseph's shirt, father reminded them of what he had
told
them - they asked father to seek forgiveness for them - father said he'd do so -- 12: 96-98;
- Parents and all returned to Joseph - parents placed on dais - all prostrated to him - tells his
father
this is fulfillment of his dream - made dua to Allah -- 12: 99-101;
- Joseph brought you clear proofs - you ceased not to be in doubt - when he died, he said
Allah
will not send any messenger after him -- 40: 34;
JOURNEY
- If you are on journey and cannot find scribe - a pledge in hand -- 2: 283;
- Unto Allah is the journeying -- 2: 285; 3: 28; 5: 18; 24: 42; 31: 14; 35: 18; 50: 43; 64:
3;
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- Do not come near prayer if junub unless you bathe except you are on journey -and cannot
find
water -- make tayyamum -- 4: 43; 5: 6;
- Can shorten prayer on account of fear -- 4: 101;
- -- his habitation is hell -- a hapless journey’s end -- 8: 16;
- Had it been near and an easy journey, they would have followed you but -- 9: 42;
- Hell - a hapless journey’s end for kuffar and hypocrites -- 9: 73;
- Who believe and do right -- Joy for them and bliss at journey’s end -- 13: 29;
- Enjoy life while you can -- your journey’s end is the Fire -- 14: 30;
- Bring our breakfast - we have found fatigue in this journey -- 18: 62;
- They journeyed on - met a lad - Kadir slew him -- 18: 74;
- They journeyed on - came to township - asked for food but were refused -- 18: 77;
- The Fire -- a hapless journey’s end -- 22: 72; 24: 57;
- -- Garden of Immortality promised to those -- their reward and journey’s end -- 25: 15;
- To Solomon We gave wind - morning or evening course - a month’s journey -- 34: 12;
- Our Lord! make the stage between our journeys longer -- 34: 19;
- We forgave him (David) -- he had access to our presence -- a happy journey’s end -- 38: 25;
- He (Solomon) had favour with Us and a happy journey’s end -- 38: 40;
- For those who ward-off evil - a happy journey's end -- 38: 49;
- For transgressors - an evil journey's end -- 38: 55;
- Hapless is journey’s end for scorners -- 39: 72;
- Allah will bring us together - to Him is the journeying -- 42: 15;
- Allah hath made ready for them Hell - a hapless journey’s end -- 48: 6;
- Home of Hypocrites and kuffar - Fire - their patron and journey’s end -- 57: 15; 66: 9;
- -- they will feel the heat thereof - a hapless journey’s end -- 58: 8;
- Abraham’s dua - Our Lord! --- and to Thee is the journeying -- 60: 4;
- Who disbelieves and denies revelations -- owners of Fire -- hapless journey’s end -- 64: 10;
- Who disbelieves in Allah -- doom of hell -- hapless journey’s end -- 67: 6;
- That you should journey on from plane to plane -- 84: 19;
JOY
- Joyful because of what Allah hath bestowed on them of His bounty -- 3: 170;
- Who believe and do right - Joy for them and bliss -- 18: 29;
- No soul knows what joy is in store for it -- 32: 17;
- Allah warded-off from them the evil of that day and make them find brightness and joy -76:11;
- And will return to his folk in joy -- 84: 9;
- He lived joyous with his folk -- 84: 13;
JUDGE / JUST / JUSTICE
- Do not bribe judges -- 2: 188;
- Allah revealed Scripture with truth that it may judge between mankind concerning that
wherein they differed -- 2: 213;
- They invoke the Scripture that it may judge between them, then some turn away being
opposed to it -- 3: 23;
- Then to Me you will return and I shall judge between you -- 3: 55;
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If you fear you cannot do justice to so many, then only one -- 4: 3;
If you judge between mankind, be just -- 4: 58;
They will not believe until they make you judge -- and they find no dislike -- 4: 65;
Judge between mankind by light of Quran -- 4: 105;
Wrong-doers should not be defended -- 4: 107;
Deal justly with orphans -- 4: 127;
Be staunch in justice - be witnesses against self, parents ----- do not let your desire lead you
astray -- 4: 135;
- Do not let hatred of people cause you to swerve - be just - it is nearer to being God-fearing -5: 8;
- You can judge between them or disclaim jurisdiction - if you must judge -- do so with equity -if you disclaim jurisdiction they cannot harm you -- 5: 42;
- Who do not judge by what Allah revealed -- are kuffar -- 5: 44; are wrong-doers -- 5: 45; or
are
evil-livers -- 5: 47;
- Do not barter revelations for a little gain -- 5: 44;
- Allah hath appointed for each - Jews, Christians and Muslims - a Divine Law - He could have
made you one community - He will try you by what He give you - vie one another in good
works Judge between them by what Allah revealed - Do not follow their way lest they seduce you
from
part of what is revealed to you -- 5: 48-49;
- Hunting during Haj -- the forfeit shall be -- the judge to be 2 men from among you, known
for justice -- 5: 95;
- If an angel was sent, the matter would be judged -- no further time -- 6: 8;
- You are returned to Allah - The Just -- 6: 62;
- Shall I seek other than Allah for Judge when He revealed Quran fully explained -- 6: 114;
- Perfected is Quran - in truth and justice -- 6: 115;
- Slay not life --- except in course of justice -- 6: 151;
- If you give your word - do justice thereto -- 6: 152;
- Allah enjoins justice -- 7: 29; 16:90;
- Then have patience until Allah judge between us - He is the best of Judges -- 7: 87;
- Of Moses folk are some who lead with truth and establish justice -- 7: 159;
- There are some who guide with truth and establish justice -- 7: 181;
- Thus is the Word of Allah justified concerning -- 10: 33;
- What ails you -- how do you judge -- 10: 35; 37: 154;
- It will be judged between them fairly - they will not be wronged -- 10: 47;
- Those who dealt unjustly will be told -- Taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
- It had been judged between them fairly and -- 10: 54;
- On Day of Judgment Allah will judge between them regarding their differences -- 10: 93; 16:
124;
39: 3; 46;
- Allah is the best of Judges -- 10: 109; --- the most just of Judges -- 11: 45;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk to give full measure and weight in justice -- 11: 85;
- Hadn't it been for Word already gone forth - it would have been judged between them -- 11:
110;
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- Thus is the case judged about what you inquired -- 12: 41;
- I shall not go forth until Allah judge for me - He is the best of Judges -- 12: 80;
- A dumb person - who controls nothing - a burden to his owner and one who enjoins justice are
they equal -- 16: 76;
- Had it not been for a decree already -- judgment would have been inevitable -- 20: 129;
- To each of them (David and Solomon) We gave judgment and knowledge -- 21: 79;
- My Lord! Judge Thou with Truth -- 21: 112;
- The believers, Jews, Christians, Sabaeans ----- Allah will judge between them on Day of
Judgment -- 22: 17;
- Sovereignty on that Day will be Allah's - He will judge between them -- 22: 56;
- Allah will judge between us/them that wherein we/they differ -- 22: 69; 32: 25; 45: 17;
- They appeal to Allah and Messenger to judge between them - a faction is averse ----- 24: 48;
- Do they fear that Allah and Messenger will wrong them in judgment -- 24: 50;
- When believers appeal to Allah and Messenger to judge between them, they say we hear
and
we obey -- 24: 51;
- Therefore judge between us a conclusive judgment -- 26: 118;
- Withhold nothing justly due to man -- 26: 183;
- Allah will judge between them of His Wisdom -- 27: 78;
- Our Lord will bring us all together, then He will judge between us - He is the All-Knowing
Judge -- 34: 26;
- They all denied the messengers -- My doom was justified -- 38: 14;
- One had wronged the other - so judge between us - be not unjust -- 38: 22;
- We have set thee as a viceroy in the earth - therefore judge between mankind equitably -38: 26;
- Book set up --- Prophets ----- and it is judged between them --- 39: 69;
- They are judged aright -- 39: 75;
- Allah judges with truth -- those they call on beside Him do not judge at all -- 40: 20;
- When Allah’s commandment comes -- cause judged -- followers of vanity will be lost -- 40:
78;
- Had it not been for a Word ---- before now, it would have been judged between them -- 41:
45;
42: 14; 21;
- I am commanded to be just among you -- 42: 15;
- Do evil-doers think --- bad is their judgment -- 45: 21;
- If 2 parties of believers fight -- make peace between them justly and act equitably -- 49: 9-10;
- And Judgment must come to pass -- 51: 6;
- Allah does not forbid you to befriend or be kind or deal justly with those who did not war
against
you in relation to your religion nor drive you from your homes -- 60: 8-9;
- That is the judgment of Allah -- 60: 10;
- What ails you - how foolishly you judge -- 68: 36;
- Is not Allah the best of all Judges -- 95: 8;
JUDGMENT
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- Allah - Owner of the Day of Judgment -- 1: 4;
- A Day when no soul will be able to help another, nor intercession, nor compensation
accepted -- 2: 48;
- Whoever believes in Allah and Last Day and does right - will have reward and not fear nor
grieve -- 2: 62;
- If you have a dispute - refer it to Allah and Messenger -- 4: 59;
- Hypocrites run to false gods to settle disputes -- 4: 60-67;
- Why do they come to you for judgment when they have Torah -- 5: 43;
- Is it a judgment of the time of Ignorance they are seeking -- who is better than Allah for
Judgment -- 5: 50;
- He had mercy on him from whom retribution is averted on Day of Judgment -- 6: 16;
- His is the Judgment -- 6: 62;
- Would you hasten on the Judgment of Allah -- the folk did judge me weak and -- 7: 150;
- O Quraish! If you sought a judgment, now hath come the judgment to you -- 8: 19;
- He made the consequence to be hypocrisy in their hearts until Day of Judgment -- 9: 77;
- Forbear until Allah gives Judgment -- 10: 109;
- Evil is their judgment -- 16: 59;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing -- unless they wish that judgment of men of old
should come on them or -- 18: 55;
- To Lot We gave judgment and knowledge -- 21: 74;
- David and Solomon - when they gave judgment -- We were witness to their judgment -21:78;
- We made Solomon understand the case -- 21: 79;
- But now you've denied the truth - there'll be judgment -- 25: 77;
- My sentence cannot be changed -- 50: 29;
- Judgment will indeed befall -- 51: 6;
- They ask when is the Day of Judgment -- it is the Day when they will be tormented by the
Fire -- 51: 12-13;
- That is the Judgment of Allah -- 60: 10;
- Thamud and Aad disbelieved the judgment to come -- 69: 4;
- They deny the Judgment -- 82: 9;
- Who will give the lie to thee about the Judgment -- 95: 7;
JUMMA
- Verse which some repeat at end of Khutba -- 16: 90;
- When the call for Jumma is heard, hasten --- -- 62: 9;
- When the prayer is ended, disperse and seek ----- 62: 10;
JUNUB
- Do not come near prayer while junub until you bathe, except if on journey ---- 4: 43;
- If unclean, purify yourself -- if on journey or you have contact with women and cannot find
water -- perform tayyamum -- 5: 6;
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KAABA
KADIR
KAFUR
KEEN
KEEPER
KHAIRAT
KILL
KIND:
KINDNESS
KING / KINGDOM
KINSFOLK
KNOW / KNOWLEDGE
KORAH
KAABA
- Made a Sanctuary - Abraham ordered to purify Kaaba -- 2: 125;
- Abraham and Ishmael made dua while building Kaaba -- 2: 127;
- Wheresoever you be, turn your faces to it -- 2: 144; 150;
- They will not follow your qiblah - you will not follow theirs -- 2: 145;
- If they attack you there - kill them -- 2: 191;
- Hunting during Haj - the forfeit shall be -- offering to be brought to Kaaba -- 5: 95;
- A standard for mankind -- 5: 97;
- Why should Allah not punish them when they debar men from Kaaba --- they are not its fitting
guardians - its guardians are those who keep their duty to Allah -- 8: 34;
- Their worship at Kaaba is nothing but whistling and hand-clapping -- 8: 35;
- How can there be treaty with ---- for idolaters, save those who made treaty at Kaaba -- 9: 7;
- Who strive in Allah's way and who tend Kaaba giving pilgrims water, are not equal -- 9: 19;
- Idolaters are unclean - Do not let them come near Kaaba -- -- 9: 28;
- I have settled some of my posterity --- near Kaaba -- 14: 37;
- Kuffar who debar men from Kaaba will have painful doom -- 22: 25;
- Remember when We prepared for Abraham the place of Kaaba and told him to purify My
House
for those who ----- 22: 26;
- After sacrifice, shave then make tawaf --- 22: 29;
- -- and afterward they are brought for sacrifice to Kaaba -- 22: 33;
- These disbelieved and debarred you from Kaaba -- 48: 25;
- You shall enter Kaaba secure - hair shaven and cut - not fearing -- 48: 27;
- By --- and the House frequented -- 52: 1-4;
- Let them worship the Lord of this House -- 106: 3;
KADIR
- See under MOSES;
KAFUR
- A spring from which the slaves of Allah drink -- 76: 5-6;
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KEEN
- The vigil of the night - impression more keen -KEEPER
- I am not a keeper over you -- 11: 86;
KHAIRAT
- Whatsoever you spend for good, must go to parents, near kindred, orphans, needy,
wayfarers --- 2: 215;
KILL
- When Jews took calf for worship, Moses tells them to repent and kill the guilty ones -- 2: 54;
- Jews killed Prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- Moses kills a man -- 2: 72;
- Those slain in Allah's way are not "dead" -- 2: 154;
- Slay them wherever you find them - persecution worse than slaughter - kill them at Kaaba if
they
attack you there -- 2: 191;
- Do not say if they were here with us - they would not have died or been killed -- 3: 156;
- Kill not one another through aggression and injustice -- Who do so -- hell -- 4: 29-30;
- If they turn back to enmity, take them and kill them wheresoever you find them -- 4: 89;
- Others desire security from you -- if they -- not offer you peace -- take them and kill them -4: 91;
- What to do if a believer killed by mistake -- 4: 92;
- Killing a believer on purpose - hell forever -- 4: 93;
- Cain tells Abel he will kill him -- Abel replies --if you stretch your hand to kill me, I will not
stretch my hand to kill you -- 5: 27-28;
- Cain kills Abel -- 5: 30;
- We decreed for Jews - whoso kills a human wrongfully is as if he killed all mankind -- 5: 32;
- Reward for who make war on Allah, messenger or who --- is that they be killed or -- 5: 33;
- Kill no wild game while on Haj - who does so intentionally pays forfeit -- 5: 95;
- The gods of the idolaters make the killing of their children seem fair to them -- 6: 137;
- TEN COMMANDMENTS - do not kill -- 6: 151-153;
- The folk judged me weak and almost killed me -- 7: 150;
- When kuffar plot against thee to -- or kill thee -- they plot and Allah plot and --- 8: 30;
- Kill Joseph or cast him to some other land -- 12: 9;
- Do not kill Joseph but --- fling him into a pit -- 12: 10;
- Do not kill your children for fear of want -- 17: 31;
- Do not kill anyone except as is provided -- 17: 33;
- You did kill a man and We delivered thee -- 20: 40;
- Nor take the life which Allah forbid, except in justice -- 25: 68;
- Moses tells Allah - I fear they will kill me -- 26: 14; 28: 33;
- A tribe among them he oppressed -- killing their sons and -- 28: 4;
- Pharaoh’s wife said - kill him not - he may be of use to us -- 28: 9;
- Moses struck him with his fist and killed him -- 28: 15;
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-

O Moses! will you kill me as you killed a man yesterday -- 28: 19;
Abraham’s folk said kill him or burn him -- 29: 24;
Flight will not help you if you flee from --- killing -- 33: 16;
Pharaoh said - allow me to kill Moses -- 40: 26;
Will you kill a man because he says My Lord is Allah? -- 40: 28;
If believing women come to take oath -- neither to steal ---nor kill their children -- 60: 12;

KIND:
- You will be 3 kinds -- those on right hand --left hand -- and the foremost in the race -- 56: 710;
KINDNESS
- Forget not kindness among yourselves -- 2: 237;
- Allah is Lord of kindness --- to mankind -- 2: 243; --- to His creatures -- 2: 251; --- to
believers -- 3: 152;
- They rejoice because of Allah’s favour and kindness -- 3: 170-171;
- Consort with them in kindness - for if you hate them, it may be --- 4: 19
- Be kind to parents, relatives, orphans, needy, servants, neighbours, travelers -- 4: 36; 46:
15;
- Will they come to you swearing they were only seeking harmony and kindness -- 4: 62;
- Who enjoins kindness on the people to please Allah, will be rewarded -- 4: 114;
- Allah loves the kindly -- 5: 13;
- Enjoin kindness -- 7: 199; 31: 17;
- We behold thee of those who do kindness -- 12: 78;
- Allah loses not the wages of the kindly -- 12: 90;
- My Lord hath shown me kindness -- My Lord is tender to whom He will -- 12: 100;
- Allah enjoins justice and kindness and ......... 16:90;
- Thy Lord hath decreed --- that you show kindness to parents -- 17: 23;
- But if you turn away from them --- speak to them kindly -- 17: 28;
- Tell My bondmen to speak what is kindlier - the devil sows discord among them -- 17: 53;
- Leaving Quran with us, Allah says His kindness to us was great -- 17: 87;
- We said O --- either punish or show them kindness -- 18: 86;
- Those to whom kindness had gone forth before from Us --- 21: 101-104;
- Those who, if We give them power in the land - establish worship -- enjoin kindness --- 22:
41;
- Lower thy wing in kindness to the believers who follow thee -- 26: 215;
- Korah told to be kind as Allah was kind -- 28: 77;
- We enjoin on man, kindness to parents, but if ----- 29: 8;
- Consort with them in the world kindly -- 31: 15;
- Owners of kinship - closer than other believers --- except one should be kind to friends -33: 6;
- I ask no fee for this - save loving kindness for kinsfolk -- 42: 23;
- Allah did not forbid you to befriend nor to be kind nor deal justly with those --- 60: 8-9;
- Then when they have reached their term, take them back in kindness or part in kindness -65: 1-3;
- -- if they give suck for you, give them -- and consult together in kindness -- 65: 6-7;
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- Who would be seen (at worship) but refuse small kindnesses -- 107: 7;
KING / KINGDOM
- Allah bestowed on house of Abraham - Scripture, Wisdom, and mighty kingdom -- 4: 54;
- There was a king behind them who was taking every ship by force -- 18: 79;
- Allah be exalted - the true King -- 23: 116;
- When kings enter a township, they ruin it and -- 27: 34;
- Is the kingdom of heavens and earth theirs -- let them ascend by ropes -- 38: 10;
- We made his kingdom strong and gave him -- 38: 20;
- O my people! Yours is the kingdom today -- but who will save you from wrath of Allah -- 40:
29;
- The righteous will dwell -- established in favour of a mighty King -- 54: 54-55;
KINSFOLK
- Can receive khairat -- 2: 215;
- When present at division of heritage - to receive portion -- 4: 8;
- You cannot forcibly inherit women of your kinsmen -- 4: 19;
- Be kind to kinsfolk -- 4: 36;
- If you give your word - do justice thereto even against a kinsman --6: 152;
- One fifth of war booty to Allah, Messenger and kinsfolk -- 8: 41;
- Allah enjoins justice, kindness and giving to kinsfolk - He forbids ---- 16: 90;
- Give to the kinsman his due and to the ---- 17: 26; 30: 38;
- But if you turn away from them ---- speak to them kindly -- 17: 28;
- Zachariah says I fear my kinsfolk after me -- 19: 5;
- When the Trumpet is blown - no kinship - they will not ask of one another -- 23: 101;
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease swear not to give to kinsfolk -- 24: 22;
- He created man from water and appointed kindred by blood and by marriage -- 25: 54;
- And warn thy near kindred -- 26: 214;
- If thy kinsfolk disobey thee, say I am innocent of what they do -- 26: 216;
- Owners of kinship - closer than other believers -- but one should be kind to friends -- 33: 6;
- No burdened soul can bear another's burden, and if one heavy laden calls for help, it will not
be
useful even though he be of kin -- 35: 18;
- They imagine kinship between him and jinn -- 37: 158;
- I ask no fee for this, only loving kindness for kinsfolk -- 42: 23;
- Were you given command - would you work corruption and sever ties of kinship -- 47: 22;
- Believers do not love folk opposed to Allah --- even though they be fathers, sons ----- 58:
22;
- What Allah gives to messenger from people of townships is for --- and for near of kin -- 59: 7;
- Your ties of kindred and --- will not help you on Day of Judgment -- He will part you --- 60: 3;
- Ward-off from self and families a Fire whereof the fuel is men and stones ---- 66: 6;
- And his kin that harboured him -- 70: 13;
- On the day when man will flee from his brother, mother ------- 80: 34-37;
- The ascent is ---- to feed an orphan near of kin ---- 90: 12-17;
KNOW / KNOWLEDGE
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(see also perceive)
- They are the foolish but they know not -- 2: 13;
- Allah is Knower of all things -- 2: 29; 16: 28; 24: 64;
- Allah tells angels He knows what they know not -- 2: 30;
- Angels tell Allah they do not know names of His creations - He alone is Knower, the Wise -2: 32;
- Allah tells angels He knows secrets of Heavens and earth, what they disclose or hide -- 2: 33;
- They know they’ll meet their Lord and to Him ... -- 2: 46;
- Are they then unaware that Allah knows .... -- 2: 77;
- Unlettered folk know Scripture by hearsay - they guess -- 2: 78;
- Do they say about Allah what they don’t know -- 2: 80;
- When comes to them what they know is truth, they disbelieve -- 2: 89;
- Those who have no knowledge say -- Jews and Christians follow nothing true -- 2: 113; -why does
Allah not speak to us or send sign to us -- 2: 118;
- If you follow desires of Jews and Christians after knowledge which come to you, Allah will
not help
you -- 2: 120; 145; 13: 37;
- Do you say that Abraham was Yahudi or Nasara -- Do you know better than Allah -- 2: 140;
- --that We might know him who follows the messenger from him who -- 2: 143;
- We sent messenger who --- and teaches you what you know not -- 2: 151;
- Devil enjoins you to say about Allah what you don’t know -- 2: 169;
- -- that you fast is better for you if you only know -- 2: 184;
- Allah knows - you do not -- 2: 216; 232; 3: 66; 24: 19;
- Know that one day you’ll meet Allah -- 2: 223;
- Allah manifests His limits for those with knowledge -- 2: 230;
- Allah knows what is in their minds -- 2: 235;
- He knows what is in front of them - what is behind them -- while they cannot grasp anything
of
His knowledge -- 2: 255;
- Men of learning know there is only One God -- 3: 18;
- Those who received Scripture before differed when knowledge came to them -- 3: 19;
- You argue about what you have some knowledge -- why argue about what you have no
knowledge -- 3: 66;
- Do you think you will enter Paradise when Allah does not yet know who strives or who are
steadfast --3: 142;
- What befell you when 2 armies met, was permitted by Allah so He will know the true
believers -- 3: 166;
- That Allah may know the hypocrites to whom it was said --- and who replied if we knew
anything
of fighting we’d --- 3: 167;
- Allah knows best your enemies -- 4: 45; --- Allah is sufficient as Knower -- 4: 70;
- The knowledgeable of the People of Book, believers who believe in Allah --- will have great
reward -- 4: 162;
- In His knowledge did He reveal it -- 4: 166;
- Allah knows what is in breasts of men -- 5: 7; He knows what the breasts conceal and what
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is
revealed -- 28: 69;
- Know that the duty of the messenger is only to convey the message -- 5: 92; 99;
- Allah will test you by the game you take --- so He can know who fear Him -- 5: 94;
- Kaaba appointed a standard for mankind, so you’d know that Allah knows what is in heavens
and earth -- 5: 97;
- Know that Allah is severe in punishment but He is also Forgiving and Merciful -- 5: 98;
- Allah knows what you proclaim and what you hide -- 5: 99; 6: 3; 16: 19; 23; 21: 110;
- Ask not of things which if made known to you will trouble you -- if you asked when Quran is
revealed, it would’ve been made known to you -- 5: 101;
- Enough for us is that wherein we found our fathers; Even though they had no knowledge -5: 104;
- Allah will ask messengers -- What was the response ---- they’d say we have no knowledge -Thou art the Knower of things hidden -- 5: 109;
- Jesus will reply to Allah - If I said it Thou would know -- Thou knowest what is in my mind - I
know not what is in Thine -- Thou art Knower of hidden things -- 5: 116;
- Allah knows your secrets and your utterances -- He knows what you earn -- 6: 3;
- We know well how their talk grieve thee -- 6: 33;
- Allah is able to send portent but most of them know not -- 6: 37;
- I do not know the Unseen -- 6: 50;
- Only Allah knows the Unseen --- No leaf falls - no grain in earth -- no wet or dry spot -- 6: 59;
- He knows what you commit by day -- 6: 60;
- For every announcement there is a term and you will come to know -- 6: 67;
- Knower of invisible and visible -- 6: 73; 9: 94; 23: 92;
- Abraham tells his people that Allah includes all things in His knowledge -- 6: 80;
- Abraham tells his people to answer him if they had knowledge, which of 2 factions had better
right
to safety -- 6: 81;
- Who revealed Book which Moses brought --- you were taught what you knew not -- 6: 91;
- He detailed revelations for a people who have knowledge -- 6: 97; 105; 7: 32;
- They impute falsely without knowledge, sons and daughters to Allah -- 6: 100;
- Allah knows best who errs from His Way -- He knows best the rightly guided -- 6: 117;
- Allah knows best with whom to place His message -- 6: 124;
- You will come to know for which of us will be the happy sequel -- 6: 135;
- They are losers who slay their children without knowledge -- 6: 140;
- Expound to me with knowledge if you are truthful -- 6: 143;
- Acting without knowledge may place you in category of wrong-doer -- 6: 144;
- Do you have any knowledge that you can adduce for us -- 6: 148;
- We shall narrate to them with knowledge -- We were not absent -- 7: 7;
- Do you say about Allah that which you know not -- 7: 29; 33; 10: 68;
- Quran expounded with knowledge -- guidance and mercy for believers -- 7: 52;
- Our Lord comprehends all things in knowledge -- 7: 89;
- The Chiefs tell Pharaoh -- that Moses is a knowing wizard -- 7: 109; --- to send in the cities
for
his knowing wizards -- 7: 111-112;
- Their evil auspice was with Allah - most of them know not -- 7: 131;
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- Moses tells his people - you are a folk who know not -- 7: 138;
- Step by step We lead them on from whence they know not -- 7: 182;
- Knowledge of the Hour is only with Allah -- most of mankind know not -- 7: 187;
- Prophet (SAS) told to say that if he had knowledge of the Unseen, he'd be wealthy -- 7: 188;
- Had Allah known of any good in them, He would have made them hear -- 8: 23;
- Know that Allah -- comes between a man and his heart -- 8: 24; --- is severe in punishment
-- 8: 25;
-- is with those who keep their duty to Him -- 9: 36; 123;
- Do not knowingly betray your trusts -- 8: 27;
- Know that your possessions and children are a test - that with Allah is immense reward -- 8:
28;
- Guardian of Kaaba are those who keep duty to Allah - most of them know not -- 8: 34;
- If they turn away, know that Allah is your Befriender -- 8: 40;
- Whatever you take as spoils of war -- one fifth for Allah, messenger, kinsman, orphans and
-- 8: 41;
- Allah knows what is in the breasts of men -- 8: 43;
- That thereby you dismay enemies of Allah -- whom you do not know -- Allah knows them -8: 60;
- Allah knows that there is weakness in you -- 8: 66;
- Know that you cannot escape Allah -- 9: 2; 3;
- -- and afterward convey him to his place of safety -- they are folk who know not -- 9: 6;
- We detail Our revelations for a people who have knowledge -- 9: 11;
- Allah will not leave you alone until He tests you and see who will strive in His way -- 9: 16;
- Strive with wealth and life in Way of Allah -- better for you if you know -- 9: 41;
- Allah knows they are liars -- 9: 42;
- Why did you give them leave before you knew the truthful from the liars -- 9: 43;
- Don’t they know that -- who oppose Allah and messenger - his portion is hell -- 9: 63; --Allah
knows their secrets - revealed and hidden and that He is Knower of Unseen -- 9: 78;
- Allah sealed their hearts so they know not -- 9: 93;
- Among Bedouins, townspeople of Medina are hypocrites whom you know not -- We know
them -- 9: 101;
- Don’t they know it is Allah Who accepts repentance and take alms -- 9: 104;
- Do not go out all to fight - leave some that they may gain sound knowledge in religion -- 9:
122;
- And measured for her stages that you may know the number of years -- Allah details the
revelation
for people with knowledge -- 10: 5;
- If Allah had so willed, I should not --- nor would He have made it known to you -- 10: 16;
- Allah’s promise is true but most of them know not -- 10: 55;
- Allah knows everything - not even an atom's weight escapes Him -- 10: 61;
- Allah tells Moses not to follow road of those who have no knowledge -- 10: 89;
- They differed not till knowledge came to them -- 10: 93;
- And if they answer not your prayer, then know it is revealed in knowledge of Allah -- 11: 14;
- Noah tells his folk - I do not say to you I have knowledge of the unseen -- Allah knows best
what is in their hearts -- 11: 31;
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- You shall know to whom a punishment that will confound him, comes -- 11: 39;
- Ask not of Me that whereof you have no knowledge -- 11: 46;
- Noah - I seek refuge in Thee from the sin that I should ask --- whereof I have no knowledge
-- 11: 47;
- You did not know it, nor did thy folk know it before this -- 11: 49;
- When Our messengers came to Lot -- he was -- and did not know how to protect them -- 11:
77;
- Folks tell Lot he knows they have no right to his daughters and he knows what they want -11: 79;
- You will soon come to know on whom a doom will come -- 11: 93;
- You will tell them of this deed when they know you not -- 12: 15;
- When he reached his prime, We gave him wisdom and knowledge -- 12: 22;
- This is the right religion, but most men know not -- 12: 40;
- Joseph said to the prisoner who was to be released to mention him to his lord -- 12: 42;
- We do not know to interpret dreams -- 12: 44;
- Joseph -- Expound for us -- that I may return to the people so they may know -- 12: 46;
- Allah knows their guile -- 12: 50;
- We know no evil of him -- 12: 51;
- I asked for this that my lord may know I did not betray him in secret -- 12: 52;
- He knew them, but they knew him not -- 12: 58;
- Joseph tells his young men to place --- in their saddlebags so they’d know it when they go
back -- 12: 62;
- Jacob was a lord of knowledge because We had taught him -- 12: 68;
- You know that we did not come to do evil in the land -- 12: 73;
- Over every Lord of Knowledge there is one more knowing -- 12: 76;
- Allah knows best the truth of what you allege -- 12: 77;
- Don’t you know your father took an undertaking from you -- 12: 80;
- We testify only to that which we know -- 12: 81;
- I know from Allah what you know not -- 12: 86;
- Do you know what you did to Joseph and his brother in your ignorance -- 12: 89;
- Did I not say to you I know from Allah what you know not -- 12: 96;
- I call on Allah with sure knowledge -- 12: 108;
- Allah knows what every female bears - what the wombs absorb and what they grow -- 13: 8;
- Is he who know that Quran is true - like him who is blind -- 13: 19;
- Don’t believers know that had Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind -- 13: 31;
- Will you tell Allah about something He does not know? -- 13: 33;
- If you follow their desire after the knowledge which comes to you -- 13: 37;
- He knows what each soul earns -- kuffar will come to know for whom is -- heavenly home -13: 42;
--- He knows your condition -- He knows the day they are returned to Him -- 24: 64; --- He
knows
what you do -- 42: 25;
- Kuffar say Thou art no messenger ---- Allah and who have knowledge -- sufficient witness --13: 43;
- -- the folk of Noah -- none but Allah know them -- 14: 9;
- Knowledge granted to whom Allah pleases -- 14: 11;
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25;
-

Thou knowest what we hide and what we proclaim -- 14: 38;
That they may know He is only One God -- 14: 52;
They will come to know -- 15: 3;
We destroyed no township - there was a known decree for it -- 15: 4;
We know the eager among you and the laggards -- 15: 24;
We defend thee from -- who set some other god -- but they will come to know -- 15: 95-96;
We know well that thy bosom is oppressed by what they say -- 15: 97;
He created what you know not -- 16: 8;
They are dead - not living; they know not when they’ll be raised -- 16: 21;
Disbelievers in hereafter - their hearts refuse to know -- 16: 22;
They bear their full burden with some burden of those they misled without knowledge -- 16:

--- The doom came to them from whence they knew not -- 16: 26;
Those who have been given knowledge will say - Disgrace --- 16: 27;
Raising the dead - Promise of Allah -- most mankind know not -- 16: 38;
-- that kuffar may know they were liars -- 16: 39;
Those who became fugitives -- the reward of hereafter is greater if they knew -- 16: 41;
Ask the followers of the Remembrance /Reminder if you don’t know -- 16: 43; 21: 7;
Those who plan ill-deeds -- Do they feel secure that the doom will come -- from whence they
know not -- 16: 45;
- Enjoy life while you may -- you will come to know -- 16: 55;
- They assign portion of what We gave them to what they know not -- 16: 56;
- He who is brought to old age ---- knowing nothing after having knowledge -- 16: 70;
- Allah knows - you do not -- 16: 74;
- Praise be to Allah -- most of them know not -- 16: 75
- Allah brought you forth from wombs of mother knowing nothing -- 16: 78;
- They know the Favour of Allah - then deny it -- 16: 83;
- Allah knows what you do -- 16: 91; 42: 25;
- What Allah has is better for you if you only know -- 16: 95;
- Allah knows best what He reveals -- most of them know not -- 16: 101;
- We know well what they say -- 16: 103;
- The portent of the day -- that you may know the computation of years -- 17: 12;
- Follow not that of which you have no knowledge -- 17: 36;
- Of knowledge, you have been given little -- 17: 85;
- You know that none sent down these portents besides Allah -- 17: 102;
- The knowledgeable fall prostrate on their faces weeping when it is read to them -- 17: 107;
- They have no knowledge --- they only lie -- 18: 5;
- Afterwards We raised them up that We might know which -- would best calculate -- 18: 12;
- Allah knows best what you have tarried -- Let him be courteous - let no man know of you -18: 19;
- If they should come to know of you, they’d stone you -- 18: 20;
- We disclosed them -- that they may know the promise of Allah is true -- Allah knows best -18: 21;
- Allah is best aware of their number -- none know them except a few -- 18: 22;
- And the guilty behold the fire and know they are about to fall therein -- 18: 53;
- We gave Kadir knowledge from Our presence -- 18: 65;
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- How can you bear with what you cannot compass any knowledge -- 18: 68;
- So it was and We know all about him -- 18: 91;
- Knowledge hath come to me -- 19: 43;
- Do you know of one who can be named along with him -- 19: 65;
- When they behold what they are promised -- they will know who is worse -- 19: 75;
- He knows them and they are numbered -- 19: 94;
- He knows the secret and what is more hidden -- 20: 7;
- The knowledge thereof is with Allah -- 20: 52;
- You shall know for certain which of us hath sterner --- punishment -- 20: 71;
- He embraceth all things in his knowledge -- 20: 98;
- He knows what is before and behind them - they cannot compass it in knowledge -- 20:
110; 21: 28:
- And say My Lord! Increase me in knowledge -- 20: 114;
- You will come to know -- what is right -- 20: 135; -- upon whom the doom will fall -- 39: 39-40;
- Allah knows what is spoken in heaven and earth -- He is the Hearer, the Knower -- 21: 4;
- Most of them know not the truth and so are averse -- 21: 24;
- Don’t kuffar know that heavens and earth were 1 piece - then We separated them -- 21: 30;
- If kuffar knew the time when, -- they will not be able to -- but it will come unawares -- 21: 3940;
- You know that they cannot speak -- 21: 65;
- We gave judgment and knowledge -- to Lot --21: 74; -- to David and Solomon -- 21: 79;
- Though I know not whether near or far is that which --- 21: 109;
- I know not but this may be a trial for you -- 21: 111;
- Among mankind is he who dispute without knowledge --- and follow devils -- 22: 3; -- or
guidance
or Scripture -- 22: 8;
- After knowledge, you know nothing -- 22: 5;
- The knowledgeable will know it is Truth from Allah -- -- 22: 54; 34: 6; -- are those who fear
Allah -- 35: 28;
- Allah knows all that is in heaven and earth - it is in a record -- 22: 70;
- They worship instead of Allah, that for which no warrant revealed and of which they have no
knowledge -- 22: 71;
- When Quran recited to them, thou knowest the denial in their faces -- 22: 72;
- Allah knows all that is before them and behind them -- 22: 76;
- Or don’t they know their messenger - so they reject him -- 23: 69;
- Who owns earth and all therein if you have knowledge -- 23: 84;
- Who has dominion over all things ---- against Him there is no protection - if you have
knowledge -- 23: 88;
- You tarried a little if only you knew -- 23: 114;
- When you ---- uttered --- that whereof you have no knowledge, you counted it trifle -- Allah
counted it great -- 24: 15;
- Of each, He knows the worship and praise 24: 41;
- Allah knows those who steal away -- 24: 63;
- He Who knows secret of heavens and earth revealed it -- 25: 6;
- They will know when they behold the doom who is more astray -- 25: 42;
- Allah is sufficient as Knower of His bondsman’s sins -- 25: 58;
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You will come to know -- I will cut off -- 26: 49;
What knowledge have I of what they did in the past -- 26: 112;
Their reckoning is my Lord’s concern if you only knew -- 26: 113;
Who do wrong will come to know by what a reverse they’ll be overturned -- 26: 227;
We gave knowledge to David and Solomon -- 27: 15;
One who had knowledge of Scripture said I'll bring it before your gaze returns -- 27: 40;
Solomon says we were given the knowledge before her -- 27: 42;
Herein is a portent for people with knowledge -- 27: 52;
When Lot said to his people - will you knowingly commit abomination -- 27: 54;
Most of them know not -- 27: 61; 34: 36;
None in heaven and earth knows unseen except Allah -- they do not know when they’d be
raised again -- 27: 65;
- Does their knowledge reach the hereafter -- 27: 66;
- Allah knows all that their bosoms hide and all they proclaim -- 27: 74;
- Did you deny My Revelations when you could not compass them in knowledge -- 27: 84;
- Praise be to Allah -- He will show you His portents so that you know them -- 27: 93;
- -- and that she might know that Allah’s promise is true -- most of them know not -- 28: 13;
- Granted knowledge at full strength -- 28: 14;
- O Chiefs! I do not know that you have a god other than me - so kindle for me a fire -- 28: 38;
- -- but knowledge of it is a mercy from Allah that -- 28: 46;
- If they answer thee not, know that they follow their own lusts -- 28: 50;
- Have We not established --where all kinds of produce are brought -- most of them know not
-- 28: 57;
- They will know that Allah has the truth -- 28: 75;
- Korah said he was given wealth because of knowledge he had -- didn't he know that Allah
had
destroyed mightier men than him before -- 28: 78;
- Those who were given knowledge said Woe to you --- 28: 80;
- Thus Allah knows who is sincere and who is not -- 29: 3;
- Those who look forward to -- let him know that the Reckoning is nigh -- 29: 5;
- If they strive to make you join with Me, that of which you have no knowledge -- 29: 8;
- Allah knows the believers and the hypocrites -- 29: 11
- Serve Allah - keep your duty to him -- that is better for you if you did but know -- 29: 16;
- The frailest house is a spider’s house if only they knew -- 29: 41;
- Allah knows what they invoke instead of Him -- 29: 42;
- It is clear revelations in the hearts of the knowledgeable -- 29: 49;
- Allah knows what is in heavens and earth -- 29: 52; 49: 16;
- Home in hereafter -- that is life -- if they only knew -- 29: 64;
- --- and that they may take their ease, - but they will come to know -- 29: 66;
- Allah does not fail His promise -- most mankind know not -- 30: 6;
- In creation of heavens --- difference of language and --- portents for men of knowledge -- 30:
22;
- Those who do wrong follow their own lust without knowledge -- 30: 29;
- Set your purpose for religion as man by nature upright -- that is right religion -- most men
know not -- 30: 30-31;
- Enjoy yourselves a while -- you will come to know -- 30: 33-34;
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- Those to whom knowledge and faith are given will say ---- you have tarried until Day of
Resurrection -- this is that day -- you used not to know -- 30: 56;
- Thus doth Allah seal the hearts of those who know not -- 30: 59;
- If they strive -- to make you ascribe --- of which you have no knowledge -- 31: 15;
- Of mankind is he who dispute about Allah without knowledge -- 31: 20;
- With Allah is knowledge of the Hour - He knows what is in the wombs - no soul knows what it
will earn tomorrow - no soul knows in what land it will die -- 31: 34;
- Knower of visible and invisible -- 32: 6;
- No soul knows what is kept hidden for them of joy -- 32: 17;
- If you know not their fathers -- they are your brethren in faith -- 33: 5;
- Allah already knows those who hinder -- 33: 18;
- Allah knows what is in your hearts -- 33: 50-52;
- The knowledge of the Hour is with Allah only -- what can convey the knowledge to you -- 33:
63;
- He knows what enters or emerges from earth, what descends or ascends to heaven -- -- 34:
2;
- The knowledgeable see it as truth from Allah and leads to path of Allah -- -- 34: 6;
- And when he fell, the jinn saw ---- had they known the unseen --- 34: 14;
- He had no warrant against them except that We would know who believe in hereafter -- 34:
21;
- We sent thee as --- to all mankind - most mankind know not -- 34: 28;
- No female brings forth without His knowledge -- 35: 11;
- Allah knows that we are sent to you -- 36: 16;
- Would that my people knew with what generosity Allah pardoned me and honoured me -- 36:
26-27;
- Glory to Him Who created -- and of that which they know not -- 36: 36;
- We know what they conceal and what they proclaim -- 36: 76;
- The jinn know they’ll be brought before Allah -- 37: 158;
- Now that it come - they disbelieve -- but they will come to know -- 37: 170;
- I had no knowledge of the High Chiefs when they disputed -- 38: 69
- You will come to know the truth thereof -- 38: 88;
- Are those who know equal with those who do not know -- 39: 9;
- Those before denied -- the doom came to them whence they knew not -- 39: 25;
- They tasted humiliation in life of world -- doom of hereafter greater if they only knew -- 39: 26;
- Man belonging to several --- not equal to one belonging wholly ---Praise be to Allah -- most
of them know not -- 39: 29;
- O my people! Act in your manner -- you will come to know to whom comes a doom ---39: 3940;
- When hurt touches him, man cries to Allah - when boon granted, he says he obtained it by
his
knowledge -- it is a test -- most of them know not --39: 49;
- Follow the better guidance -- before the doom comes on you suddenly when you know not -39: 55;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend all things in Mercy and knowledge therefore forgive -- 40: 7-9;
- He knows the traitor of the eyes and -- 40: 19;
- You call me to disbelieve -- to ascribe partners -- whereof I have no knowledge -- 40: 42;
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- Creation of heavens and earth greater than creation of mankind - most mankind know not -40: 57;
- Who deny Scripture and what We sent --- will come to know when carcans -- 40: 70-76;
- They exulted in the knowledge they possessed -- 40: 83;
- A Quran in Arabic for a people who have knowledge -- 41: 3;
- You did not think that Allah knew much of what you did -- 41: 22;
- Unto Him is referred all knowledge of the Hour -- no fruit burst forth - no female carries or
delivers
without His knowledge -- 41: 47;
- They were not divided until after knowledge came to them, through rivalry --- 42: 14;
- Allah revealed Scripture with truth and the balance -- how canst you know -- 42: 17;
- That those who argue about Our revelations may know they have no refuge -- 42: 35;
- Thou knewest not what the Scripture was nor what the faith -- 42: 52;
- They have no knowledge of that - they only guess -- 43: 20; -- they follow a guess -- 53: 28;
- There is knowledge of the Hour - doubt not concerning it -- follow me -- 43: 61;
- It shall come to them suddenly when they know not -- 43: 66;
- Blessed is He -- with whom is knowledge of Hour -- 43: 85;
- Bear with them and say Peace - they will come to know -- 43: 89;
- We created them with truth - most of them know not -- 44: 39;
- And when they know anything of Our revelations, they make it a jest -- 45: 9;
- They differed not until after knowledge came to them through rivalry -- 45: 17;
- Follow not the whims of those who know not - they cannot help against Allah -- 45: 18-19;
- They say nothing but life of this world --- they have no knowledge about that -- 45: 24;
- Allah gives life -- causes death --- most mankind know not -- 45: 26;
- Bring me a scripture before this -- or some vestige of knowledge -- 46: 4;
- I do not know what will be done with me or you -- 46: 9;
- The knowledge is with Allah only -- I convey --- I see you a folk who know not -- 46: 23;
- They say to the knowledgeable - what is it he said just now -- 47: 16;
- Know that there is no God but Allah - He knows your workplace and your homes -- 47: 19;
- Allah knows their secret talk -- 47: 26;
- We could show them to you so you'd know them by their marks and talks -- 47: 30;
- We shall try you till We know those of you who strive --- 47: 31;
- He knew what was in their hearts -- 48: 18;
- He knoweth that which you know not -- 48: 27;
- We --- and made you nations and tribes that you may know one another -- 49: 13;
- Allah knows Unseen of heavens and earth -- 49: 18;
- We know what the earth takes of them -- 50: 4;
- We created man -- We know what his soul whispers to him -- 50: 16;
- Abraham thought -- these are folk not known to me -- 51: 24-30;
- For wrong-doers -- a punishment beyond that but most of them know not -- 52: 47;
- They have no knowledge thereof -- they follow a guess -- 53: 28;
- That is their sum of knowledge -- 53: 30;
- Hath he knowledge of the unseen that he seeth -- 53: 35;
- Tomorrow they will know who is the rash liar -- 54: 26;
- The Beneficent hath made known the Quran -- 55: 1-2;
- The guilty will be known by their marks -- will be taken by forelock and feet -- this is the hell
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you denied -- 55: 41-44;
- That We may transfigure you and make you what you know not -- 56: 61;
- That He may know him who help Him -- 57: 25;
- That People of Book may know they control nothing of Allah’s bounty -- 57: 29;
- Allah knows all that is in heaven and earth ---- He knows all things -- 58: 7;
- Allah will exalt those who believe and have knowledge -- 58: 11;
- -- if you know them for true believers, send them not back to kuffar -- 60: 10;
- Remember when Moses said to his people - Why persecute me when you know -- 61: 5;
- -- strive for Cause of Allah with wealth and lives -- better for you if you only knew -- 61: 11-13;
- Those who do not apply their knowledge, is like donkey carrying books -- 62: 5;
- -- leave your trading -- that is better for you if you only know -- 62: 9;
- Allah knows that you are His messenger -- 63: 1;
- Might belongs to Allah -- hypocrites know not -- 63: 8;
- You know not -- it may be Allah will bring some new thing to pass -- 65: 1;
- Allah surrounds all things in knowledge -- 65: 12;
- -- he made known to her part and passed over part -- 66: 3;
- Allah knows what is in breasts of man -- 67: 12;
- Should He not know what He created -- 67: 13;
- You shall know the manner of My warning -- 67: 17;
- The knowledge is with Allah only, I am only a plain Warner -- 67: 26;
- You will soon know who is in error manifest -- 67: 29;
- The punishment of hereafter is greater if they only know -- 68: 33;
- We shall lead them on by steps from whence they know not -- 68: 44;
- I know I have to meet my reckoning -- 69: 20;
- And knew not what my reckoning -- 69: 26;
- We created them from what they know -- 70: 39;
- When the term comes -- it cannot be delayed -- if you knew -- 71: 2-4;
- We do not know whether harm is intended for those on earth or -- 72: 10;
- We know We cannot escape from Allah in earth nor by flight --72: 12;
- When they see what they are promised, they will know for sure -- 72: 24;
- I do not know whether what you are promised is near or far -- 72: 25;
- That He may know that they have indeed conveyed the message -- 72: 28;
- Allah knows how you keep vigil -- during the night -- as do some of those with you -- Allah
knows
You do not count it -- He knows there are sick folk among you - others are traveling - others
are fighting -- 73: 20;
- None knows the hosts of Allah save Him -- 74: 31;
- You will know that some great disaster is about to fall -- 75: 25;
- He knows it is the parting-- 75: 28;
- We create man ----- to test him ---- We make him hearing, knowing -- 76: 2;
- They will come to know -- 78: 4-5;
- The knowledge of it is with Allah - you are a Warner to those who fear it - on the day when
they
behold it, it will be as if they tarried an evening or morn thereof -- 79: 42-46;
- Then every soul will know what it had made ready -- 81: 14;
- A soul will know what it sent before and what it left behind -- 82: 5;
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They know all that you do -- 82: 10-12;
Allah knows best what they are hiding -- 84: 23;
He knows the disclosed and what is still hidden -- 87: 7;
Taught man that which he knew not -- 96: 4-5;
Doesn't he know that when the contents of the graves are poured forth and the secrets of the
breasts are made known, Allah is perfectly informed about them -- 100: 9-11;
- You will come to know -- would that you knew now with a sure knowledge -- 102: 3-5;
KORAH
- We sent Moses with ruvelations and --- to Pharaoh -- Korah -- they said a lying sorcerer --40:
23-25;
- Was of Moses folk (Jew) - he oppressed them - given much treasure - told not to exult but to
seek
hereafter with what he was bestowed - not to seek corruption - said he was given wealth
because
of knowledge he possessed - walked pompously - people begrudged his good fortune - the
knowledgeable said Woe to you - We caused earth to swallow him and his dwelling - morning
found those who coveted him crying - Allah enlargeth or straiteneth for whom He will - if
Allah
was not gracious to us, we too would have had same fate -- 28: 76-82;
- Korah, Pharaoh, Haman were boastful in land - not winners in race -- 29: 39;
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LABOUR
LAD
LAGGARD
LAME
LAMP
LAND / LANDMARKS
LANGUAGE
LAT - UZZA - MANAT
LAUGH
LAW
LAWFUL
LEAD (n)
LEAD / LEADER
LEAF
LEAP
LEARN
LEAVE
LEGS
LEND
LENIENT
LESSON
LETTER
LEVEL
LEWD
LIAN
LIE
LIFE / LIVELIHOOD
LIFE OF THIS WORLD
LIFT
LIGHT / LIGHTNING
LIKENESS
LIMBS
LIMITS
LION
LIP
LIP-SERVICE
LISTEN / LISTENERS
LITIGANTS
LOAD
LOAN
LOCK
LOCUSTS
LODGING
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LOINS
LOOK
LORD
LOOSE
LOSE / LOSER
LOT (Prophet)
LOTE-TREE
LOTS
LOVE
LOW
LOYAL
LUKEWARM
LUMP
LUQMAN
LURE
LUST
LUXURY
LYLA-TUL-QADR
LABOUR
- That some of them may take labour from others -- 43: 32;
LAD
- The two journeyed on until they met a lad - Kadir slew him -- 18: 74;
- As for the lad - his parents were believers -- We feared he would oppress them by rebellion
-- 18: 80;
LAGGARD
- We know the eager and the laggards -- 15: 24;
LAME
- No blame on lame -- that they go not to war -- 48: 17;
LAMP
- The similitude of His Light is as a niche wherein is a lamp -- the lamp is in a glass -- This
lamp
is kindled from a blessed tree -- 24: 35;
- This lamp is found in houses which Allowed to the exalted -- 24: 36;
- Blessed is He Who hath placed in the heaven -- a great lamp and -- 25: 61;
- Prophet (SAS) sent as a lamp that gives light -- 33: 46;
- We decked the nether heaven with lamps -- 41: 12; 67: 5;
- And made the sun a lamp -- 71: 16;
- We appointed a dazzling lamp -- 78: 13;
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LAND / LANDMARKS
- Joys from land -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Yahudis told to go to land Allah ordained for them - say a giant dwells there -- tells Moses to
go with his Lord and fight -- Allah forbids the land to them for 40 years -- 5: 21-26;
- Who wage war on Allah and Messenger and work corruption in land - kill or crucify them -5: 33;
- Travel in the land and see what happened to the rejecters -- 6: 11; 16: 36;
- He knows what is in land and sea -- 6: 59;
- Who deliver you from darkness of land and sea -- 6: 63;
- That you may guide your course amid darkness of land and sea -- 6: 97;
- Thus We lead the rain clouds to a dead land ---- water descends --- 7: 57;
- As for good land, vegetation comes forth --- bad land -- evil comes forth -- 7: 58;
- Is it not an indication to those who inherit the land after --- that We can -- 7: 100;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said - this is a knowing wizard who will expel you from the land -- 7: 109110;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said - will you let Moses make mischief in the land and -- 7: 127;
- We caused the despised people to inherit the land We had blessed -- 7: 137;
- Remember when you were few and feeble in the land -- 8: 26;
- Not for any Prophet to have captives till he has made slaughter in the land -- 8: 67;
- If you do not so, there’d be confusion in the land -- 8: 73;
- Travel freely in land (idolaters) 4 months - you cannot escape Allah -- 9: 2;
- He make you go on land and sea ---- till when the storm reach them they cry ----- 10: 22-23;
- -- and that you 2 may own the place of greatness in the land -- 10: 78;
- Kill Joseph or cast him to some other land -- 12: 9;
- We did not come to do evil in the land -- 12: 73;
- Haven’t they traveled in the land and seen the consequence of those before -- 12: 109; 30:
9; 42;
35: 44; 40: 21; 47: 10;
- In the earth are neighbouring tracts, vineyards and ploughed lands -- 13: 4;
- Don't they see how We visit the land, reducing it of its outlying parts -- 13: 41; 21: 44;
- Kuffar said to Messengers "We will drive you out from our land unless -----" -- 14: 13;
- We shall make you dwell in the land after them -- 14: 14;
- They bear your load to a land -- 16: 7;
- He cast in the earth --- and landmarks too -- 16: 15-16;
- But when He brings you safe to land, you turn away --- 16: 67; 31: 32;
- Do you feel secure that He will not cause a slope of land to engulf you -- 16: 68;
- We carried them on land and sea and made provision --- 16: 70;
- But when He bring you safe to land, you turn away -- 17: 67;
- Do you feel secure that He will not cause a slope of land to engulf you -- 17: 68;
- They wished to scare thee from the land -- they’d have stayed there little after thee -- 17: 76;
- He wished to scare them from the land -- 17: 103;
- Yahudis told - dwell in the land but -- 17: 104;
- We made him strong in the land -- 18: 84;
- O --- Gog and Magog are spoiling the land -- 18: 94;
- Did you come to drive us out of our land by your magic -- 20: 57;
- These two came to drive you out of your country by magic -- 20: 63; 26: 34-35;
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- Don’t they see how We visit the land reducing it of its outlying parts -- 21: 44;
- We rescued Abraham and Lot and brought them to land which We blessed for all peoples -21: 71;
- Those, if We give them power in the land, establish worship -- 22: 41;
- Have they traveled in the land and have they hearts -- 22: 46;
- And say My Lord! cause me to land --- 23: 29;
- Do not think that kuffar can escape in the land -- 24: 57;
- That We may give life thereby to a dead land -- 25: 49;
- In the city were 9 persons who made mischief in the land -- 27: 48;
- Is not He best Who guide you in darkness of land and sea -- 27: 63;
- Travel in the land and see the sequel of the guilty -- 27: 69; 30: 42;
- You’d be nothing but a tyrant in the land -- 28: 19;
- And he (Pharaoh) and his hosts were haughty in the land -- 28: 39;
- If we follow your guidance, we'd be torn from our land -- 28: 57;
- Travel in the land and see how He originated creation -- 29: 20;
- -- when He brings them safe to land, they ascribe -- 29: 65;
- After their defeat, they’ll be victorious in nearer land -- 30: 3;
- Corruption hath appeared in land and sea -- because of what man's hands --- 30: 41;
- Nor walk with pertness in the land -- 31: 18;
- No soul knows in what land it will die -- 31: 34;
- Have they not seen how we lead water to barren land -- 32: 27;
- And He caused you to inherit their land -- 33: 27;
- A sign for Sheba --- a fair land -- an indulgent Lord -- 34: 15;
- Allah sends winds --raise clouds -- lead it a dead land -- 35: 9;
- It aroused in them repugnance - behaving arrogantly in the land and plotting evil -- 35: 42-43;
- Praise to Allah Who -- made us inherit the land - sojourning in the Garden where we will -39: 74;
- Let not their turn in fortune in the land deceive thee -- 40: 4;
- I fear --- or he will cause confusion in the land -- 40: 26;
- Yours is the kingdom today - you are uppermost in the land -- 40: 29;
- Aad was arrogant in the land without right -- 41: 15-16;
- We send down water -- We revive dead land therewith -- 43: 11;
- How many gardens - water springs - corn lands --- they left behind -- 44: 25-27;
- You were disdainful in the land without right -- 46: 20;
- Many generations We destroyed before -- who were mightier -- that they overran the lands -50: 36;
- --- and when the prayer is ended, disperse in the land -- 62: 9-11;
- Noah said - My Lord! Do not leave any kuffar in the land -- 71: 26;
- He knows -- others travel in the land in search of Allah’s bounty -- 73: 20;
- -- with many-columned Iram - the like of which was not created in the lands -- 89: 6-8;
- -- and with Pharaoh -- who were all rebellious to Allah in these lands -- 89: 10-11;
- By the land made safe -- 95: 3;
LANGUAGE
- Messengers were sent with the language of their folk -- 14: 4;
- We make this Scripture easy in thy tongue that -- you may -- 19: 97; -- they may heed -- 44:
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58;
- We have been taught the language of birds -- 27: 16;
- Of His signs - difference in language and colour -- 30: 22;
- If We had revealed Quran in different language -- What! a foreign language and an Arab -41: 44;
- We made this Scripture easy in your language that they may heed -- 44: 58;
LAT - UZZA - MANAT
- Have you thought of Lat, Uzza and Manat -- 53: 19-20;
LAUGH
- Make not Allah's words a laughing-stock by your behaviour -- 2: 231;
- Let them laugh a little - they will weep much -- 9: 82;
- Abraham’s wife laughed when she got tidings of Isaac and Jacob -- 11: 71;
- You chose them for a laughing-stock ----- while you laughed at them --- 23: 110;
- Solomon smiled -- laughing at her speech and said -- 27: 19;
- Did we take them for a laughing-stock or -- 38: 63;
- When he brought them Our tokens, they laughed at them -- 43: 47;
- When Jesus is quoted as an example, the folk laugh out and say -- 43: 57-58;
- Allah makes laugh and makes weep -- 53: 43;
- Do you marvel at this statement and laugh and not weep -- 53: 59-61;
- On that day faces will be --- laughing --- 80: 38-39;
- The guilty used to laugh at believers -- 83: 29-32;
- This day it is believers who have the laugh of kuffar -- 83: 34;
LAW
- Law of equality prescribed - in it is saving of life -- 2: 178-179; 194;
- For each We have appointed a Divine law and a traced out Way -- 5: 48;
- This is Allah’s law which has taken course for His bondmen -- 40: 84-85;
- It is the Law of Allah from before -- you will find no power to change it -- 48: 23;
- The likeness of those entrusted with Law of Moses but apply it not, is as -- 62: 5;
LAWFUL
See Halal;
LEAD (n)
- If they ask for shower, they’d be showered with water like molten lead -- 18: 29;
LEAD / LEADER
- Moses got Torah that Jews may be led aright -- 2: 53;
- Abraham appointed leader for mankind -- 2: 124;
- Trust in Allah that you may be led aright -- 2: 186;
- Thus did he lead them on with guile -- 7: 22;
- Some he led aright -- 7: 30;
- Our Lord! they led us astray, so give them double torment -- 7: 38;
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- We could not have been led aright if Allah had not guided us -- 7: 43;
- We lead the rain clouds to a dead land, then water descends -- 7: 57;
- You love not good advisers -- 7: 79;
- And follow him that you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
- And of Moses folk, there is a community who lead with truth -- 7: 159;
- Some to whom Our revelations given, cast them off -- Satan overtook him -- he leads astray
-- 7: 175;
- He whom Allah leadeth is led aright - whom He sends astray are losers -- 7: 178;
- Who deny Our revelations - step by step We lead them from whence ----- 7: 182; 68: 44;
- Allah summoneth --- and leads whom He wills to Straight Path -- 10: 25;
- Of your partners, is there one who leads to truth? Allah leads to truth. Is He who leads to
truth
more deserving to be followed or one who needs to be guided himself -- 10: 35;
- Then when they led him off and were of one mind -- 12: 15;
- Have you seen those who exchanged ----- and led their people down the path to hell --14: 2829;
- They have led many of mankind astray -- 14: 36;
- Had He willed - He would have led you all aright -- 16: 9;
- That they may bear full burdens and some of those they misled -- 16: 25;
- If Prophet prayed for their guidance - Allah will not guide those who mislead -- 16: 37;
- Whom Allah guide is led aright -- 17: 97; 18: 17;
- Though you call them to guidance - they can never be led aright -- 18: 57;
- Abraham tells his father - follow me, I will lead you on a right path -- 19: 43;
- Pharaoh led his folk astray -- 20: 79;
- He verily led me astray from the Reminder -- 25: 29;
- He would have led us far away from our gods if -- 25: 42;
- These are they whom we led astray - even as we were astray -- 28: 63;
- And when they became steadfast, believing in Our revelations - We appointed leaders -- 32:
24;
- Have they not seen how We lead water to barren land -- 32: 27; 35: 9;
- We obeyed our leaders and they misled us -- 33: 67;
- It is the truth and leads to path of Allah -- 34: 6;
- Allah sends wind -- raise clouds -- leads it to dead land -- 35: 9;
- Angels will be told -Assemble the wrong-doers - together with - and lead them to hell -- 37:
22-24;
- Who will lead him after Allah hath condemned him -- 45: 23;
- Allah conferred a favour on you by leading you to the faith -- 49: 17;
- We shall lead them on by steps - from whence they know not -- 68: 44;
- They have led many astray -- 71: 24;
LEAF
- Not a leaf falls without His knowledge -- 6: 59;
- They began to hide - they heaped leaves -- on themselves -- 7: 22; 20: 121;
- Let whosoever will pay heed to it on honoured leaves, exalted, purified -- 80: 12-16;
LEAP
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- The consuming one - Fire of Allah - which leaps over the hearts of men -- 104: 5-9;
LEARN
- People learn how to cause division between man and wife -- they learn what does not profit
them -Who traffic in this knowledge, had nothing in the hereafter -- 2: 102;
- Men of learning know that there is only One God -- 3: 18;
- The learned among His bondmen fear Allah alone -- 35: 28;
- So learn a lesson - O ye who have eyes -- 59: 2;
- Or do you have a scripture wherein you learn you’ll have all you choose -- 68: 37-38;
LEAVE
- Leave them alone with their devising/devices -- 6: 112; 137;
- Moses tells his people - evil is the course you took after I had left you -- 7: 150;
- Leave the company of those who blaspheme His name -- 7: 180;
- He leaves them to wander blindly -- 7: 186;
- If they repent, establish worship, --- leave their way free -- 9: 5;
- Those who believe --- ask no leave of thee lest --- 9: 44;
- Only those who do not believe --- ask leave of thee -- 9: 45;
- Those who were left behind rejoiced at sitting still -- 9: 81;
- They will swear by Allah --- so you may leave them be -- 9: 95;
- The 3 who were left behind -- when the earth was straitened for them -- 9: 118;
- What Allah leaves with you is better for you -- 11: 86;
- Does your way of prayer order that --- we leave off doing as we wish with our property -- 11:
87;
- We gather them together so as not to leave anyone behind -- 18: 47;
- What kind of book is this - it leave out neither small nor great thing -- 18: 49;
- We shall rescue those who kept from evil -- evil-doers will be left there -- 19: 72;
- You put faith in him before I give you leave/permission -- 20: 71; 26: 29;
- They will ask about mountains -- say Allah will break them -- leave as an empty plain -- no
curve nor ruggedness -- 20: 105-107;
- Intercession will not avail save to whom Allah gives leave -- 20: 109;
- Zachariah cries to Allah - My Lord! do not leave me childless -- 21: 89;
- Leave them in their error till a time -- 23: 54;
- They do not go away until they ask leave - if they do - grant leave to whom you will -- 24: 62;
- If Allah were to task mankind -- He would not leave -- 35: 45;
- Leave the sea behind -- they are a drowned host -- 44: 24;
- How many gardens -- they left behind -- 44: 25-27;
- We left behind a portent for those who fear a painful doom -- 51: 37;
- We left it as a token -- is there any that remembers -- 54: 15;
- When the call is heard for prayer -- leave your trading -- 62: 9;
- When they see some merchandise -- -- they break away and leave thee standing -- 62: 11;
- No calamity befalls except by Allah’s leave -- 64: 11;
- Leave Me to deal with those who give the lie to this pronouncement -- 68: 44;
- Noah said - My Lord! Do not leave any kuffar in the land -- if Thou leave them, they will
mislead -- 71: 26-27;
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Leave Me to deal with the deniers -- 73: 11;
Leave Me to deal with him whom I created lonely, then bestowed on him -- 74: 11-15;
What will convey to you what the burning is -- it leaves nothing -- 74: 27-29;
On that day -- man is told / a soul will know --what he sent before and what he left
behind -- 75: 13; 82: 5;

LEGS
- Allah created every animal -- some go on their bellies - some on two legs - some on four -24: 45;
- She bared her legs -- 27: 44;
- He slashed their legs and necks -- 38: 33;
LEND
- Who will lend to Allah a goodly loan that He may double it -- 2: 245; 57: 11; 18; 64: 17;
73: 20;
- Establish worship and lend to Allah a goodly loan -- 73: 20;
LENIENT
- If you were not lenient with them, they would have dispersed -- 3: 159;
LESSON
- A lesson for those who have eyes - Allah causes one army to be seen by other as twice its
number -- 3: 13;
- Allah wrote on the Tablets the lessons to be drawn from all things -- 7: 145;
- In their history is a lesson for men of understanding -- 12: 111;
- In the cattle there is a lesson for you -- 16: 66;
- Revolution of day and night - a lesson for those who see -- 24: 44;
- So learn a lesson, O Ye who have eyes -- 59: 2;
- Herein is a lesson for him who fear -- 79: 26;
LETTER
- Go with my letter -- 27: 28;
- O chiefs! there has been thrown to me a letter - it is from Solomon -- it is "In the name of
Allah,
The Beneficent, The Merciful ----" 27: 29-31;
LEVEL
- They long that you should disbelieve to be on same level -- 4: 89;
LEWD
- No lewdness during Haj -- 2: 197;
- Devil enjoins lewdness -- 2: 268;
- Woman guilty of lewdness should be confined to house -- 4: 15;
- If both guilty of lewdness ------ 4: 16;
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4: 25;
- Ten Commandments - avoid lewd things -- 6: 151-153;
- They do lewdness - say they found their fathers doing it - say that Allah enjoined it - Allah
does
not enjoin lewdness -- 7: 28; Allah enjoins justice and ..... and forbids lewdness...... 16:90;
- Thus it was that We might ward off from him evil and lewdness -- 12: 24;
- They were lewd folk -- 21: 74;
- You commit lewdness such as no creature before -- 29: 28;
- Worship preserves from lewdness and iniquity but remembrance -- 29: 45;
- O wives of Prophet! Whosoever of you commit manifest lewdness -- 33: 30;
- He made lewdness hateful to you -- 49: 7;
- Bad is the name of lewdness after faith -- 49: 11;
- Noah said My Lord! do not leave kuffar in the land - they will mislead your slaves and beget
lewd ingrates -- 71: 26-27;
LIAN
- How this is done -- 24: 6-10;
LIE
- Hypocrites lie -- 2: 10;
- Confound not truth with falsehood -- 2: 42;
- And we shall invoke the curse of Allah on those who lie -- 3: 61;
- They speak a lie concerning Allah knowingly -- 3: 75; 78;
- See how they invent lies against Allah -- 4: 50;
- Kuffar invent lie against Allah -- most have no sense -- 5: 103;
- Who does greater wrong than him who invent lie against Allah and -- 6: 21; 144; 7: 37;
10: 17;
11: 18; 29: 68; 39: 32; --- when he is summoned to Islam -- 61: 7;
- See how they lie against themselves -- 6: 24;
- Kuffar are liars -- 6: 28; -- will know they are liars -- 16: 39;
- They forge a lie against Allah - who claim to be inspired when they are not -- You spoke
about
Allah other than truth -- 6: 93;
- They invent a lie against Allah - He will repay them -- 6: 138-139;
- They are losers who kill their children without knowledge - forbidding what Allah bestows,
inventing a lie against Him -- 6: 140;
- If they give the lie to thee, say your Lord is -- 6: 147;
- Thus did those before them give the lie to Allah’s messengers -- 6: 148;
- Allah forbids that you tell lies on Him -- 7: 33;
- We deem thee of the liars -- 7: 66;
- We should have invented a lie against Allah if we returned to your religion -- 7: 89;
- To every messenger they gave the lie -- 7: 96;
- Thus do We requite those who invent a lie -- 7: 152;
- They destroy their souls - Allah know they are liars --- 9: 42;
- Allah forgive thee (O Muhammad) when you granted them leave before knowing those who
were
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truthful and those who lied -- 9: 43;
- He placed hypocrisy in their hearts till -- because they --- and they lied -- 9: 77;
- Those who lied to Allah and messenger sat at home -- 9: 90;
- Allah bear witness that they are liars -- 9: 107;
- Who does greater wrong than him who invents lie against Allah and --- 10: 17; 18: 15;
- Have you considered the provision ---- you made lawful --- did Allah permit you or do you
invent
a lie against Him -- 10: 59;
- Those who invent lies against Allah --- what will be their position on Day of Judgment -10:60; -will not succeed -- 10: 69; 16: 116;
- Who invent lies against Allah does great wrong --the witnesses will say these are they who
lied
about Allah -- 11: 18;
- Noah’s folk tell him he is a liar -- 11: 27;
- You will soon come to know --- and who it is that lies -- 11: 93;
- If his shirt is torn from front -- he is of the liars -- 12: 26; --- if from behind -- she lied -- 12:
27;
- What shall be the penalty if you are liars -- 12: 74;
- And their tongues expound the lie that the better portion is theirs -- 16: 62;
- When those who ascribe partners behold the partners, they will say ---- and the partners will
say
you are liars -- 16: 86;
- Disbelievers in Allah’s revelations are liars -- 16: 105;
- Do not say --- this is halal and this -- so that you invent a lie against Allah -- who invent lies
will
not succeed -- 16: 116;
- Dreadful is what comes out of their mouths - they only lie -- 18: 5;
- Do not invent a lie against Allah ---- he who lies, fails miserably -- 20: 61;
- Shun lies -- 22: 30;
- He is only a man who invents lies against Allah -- 23: 38;
- We have brought the truth - they are liars -- 23: 90;
- -- and yet a 5th invoking curse of Allah on him if he lies -- 24: 6-7;
- Why didn't the believers say when they heard it -- it is a lie -- 24: 12;
- Why didn't they produce witnesses --- in sight of Allah, they are liars -- 24: 13;
- Kuffar say, this is nothing but a lie he invented - other folk helped him with it -- 25: 4;
- Thus they will give you the lie regarding what you say -- 25: 19;
- You are a mortal like us - we deem thee of the liars -- 26: 186;
- Satan descends on the liars -- 26: 222;
- They listen eagerly but most are liars -- 26: 223;
- We shall see if you ---- or are a liar -- 27: 27;
- I fear they will give the lie to me -- 28: 34;
- O Haman! -- set up for me --- that I may survey the God of Moses -- I deem him a liar -- 28:
38;
- They cannot bear anything of their sins -- they are liars -- 29: 12;
- You invent a lie -- 29: 17;
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Hath he invented a lie -- or is there some madness in him -- 34: 8;
They say this is nothing than an invented lie -- 34: 43;
They said Allah revealed nothing - you lie -- 36: 15;
It is falsehood -- they say Allah hath begotten -- they tell a lie -- 37: 151-152;
Allah does not guide a liar -- 39: 3; 40: 28;
Those who lied concerning Allah -- their faces blackened -- 39: 60;
If he is lying, his sin on him -- 40: 28;
Pharaoh said -- I think him (Moses) a liar -- 40: 37;
Or do they say he hath invented a lie concerning Allah --- Allah could have ---- and Allah will
wipe out the lie and --- 42: 24;
- Woe to every sinful liar who hear the revelations of Allah recited to him then continue in pride
as though he heard them not --- when he knows anything of Our revelations, he makes it a
jest -- 45: 7-9;
- Kuffar say this is an ancient lie -- 46: 11;
- All that was their lie -- 46: 28;
- The heart did not lie in seeing what it saw -- 53: 11;
- Nay, he is a rash liar -- 54: 25; -- tomorrow they'll know who is the rash liar -- 54: 26;
- They utter an ill word and a lie -- 58: 2;
- They will swear to Him as they now do ---- is it not they who are the liars -- 58: 18;
- Hypocrites tell kuffar from People of Book, if you are driven out, we'll go with you --- Allah
witnesses they are liars -- 59: 11;
- If believing women come to take oath of Allegiance -- neither steal nor -- produce any lie
they
devised -- 60: 12;
- Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are speaking falsely -- 63: 1;
- Leave Me to deal with those who give the lie to this pronouncement -- 68: 44;
- The foolish among us spoke an atrocious lie concerning Allah -- we supposed that none will
speak a lie about Allah -- 72: 4-5;
- There they do not hear vain discourse nor lying -- 78: 35;
- Who will give the lie to thee about the judgment -- 95: 7;
- If he cease not -- We will seize him by the lying -- forelock -- 96: 15-16;
LIFE / LIVELIHOOD
- How can you disbelieve when Allah gave you life, then death, then life, then ... -- 2: 28;
- Man killed by Moses brought back to life -- 2: 72-73;
- Jews greedier than idolaters for long life - will like to live 1000 years - will not remove doom
-- 2: 96;
- We shall try you with fear, hunger, loss of wealth, lives ---- 2: 155;
- There is life for you in retaliation -- 2: 179;
- Those fleeing from death -- Allah caused their death then brought them back to life -- 2: 243;
- Abraham asks Allah to show him how He gives life to dead -- 2: 260;
- Thou bringest forth the living from the dead --- 3: 27; 6: 95; 30: 19; -- even so you'll be
brought
forth -- 30: 19;
- Allah gives life and causes death -- 3: 156; 10: 56; 15: 23; 23: 80;
- Those slain in way of Allah are not dead -- they are living -- 3: 169;
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- If We had decreed for them to lay down their lives or --- they would not have done it -- 4: 66;
- When you go to fight in way of Allah and one offers you peace, discriminate -- do not say --seeking the chance profits of this life -- 4: 94;
- Who kills a human wrongfully, kills all mankind - who saves one person, saves all mankind -5: 32;
- We prescribed for them therein life for life -- 5: 45;
- He created you from clay - for a fixed term -- 6: 2;
- Kuffar say there is nothing but life of this world - they will not be raised again -- 6: 29; 23: 37;
- He return you to life so APPOINTED TERM MAY BE COMPLETED -- 6: 60;
- Is he who was dead - We gave him life - set for him light wherein he walks like him who
remains
in utter darkness -- 6: 122;
- Slay not the life which Allah has made sacred -- 6: 151; --- which Allah hath forbidden -- 17:
33;
- My sacrifice - my life ---- are for Allah -- 6: 162;
- We appointed for you a livelihood in earth -- 7: 10; 15: 20;
- Allah tells Adam -- there shall you live -- 7: 25;
- Can we be returned to life on earth so we can act differently -- 7: 53;
- They grasp the goods of this low life and say -- 7: 169;
- Obey Allah and messenger when he calls to what gives you life -- 8: 24;
- Those who left their homes and strove with their wealth and lives -- 8: 72;
- Believers who left their homes and strive with -- and their lives in way of Allah are of greater
value -- 9: 19-20;
- Go forth armed and strive with wealth and lives in way of Allah -- 9: 41;
- Those who believe in Allah --- lest they should strive with wealth and lives -- 9: 44;
- They were averse to striving with wealth and lives in Allah’s way -- 9: 81;
- Messenger and believers strive with wealth and lives -- 9: 88;
- Allah has bought from the believers, their lives and wealth --- 9: 111;
- Not for folks of Medina and Bedouins to remain behind, preferring their lives to messenger’s
life -- 9: 120;
- I dwelt among you a whole lifetime before it came to me -- 10: 16;
- Who bring forth the living from the dead? -- 10: 31;
- Salih tells his folk to enjoy life for 3 days -- 11: 65;
- Allah enlarges livelihood for whom He wills -- 13: 26;
- For those whom Allah sends astray --- there is torment in the life of this world -- 13: 34;
- Enjoy life while you may - your journey's end is the Fire -- 14: 30;
- Let them eat and enjoy life -- 15: 3;
- And the earth -- We give to you livelihood therein -- 15: 19-20;
- By thy life -- they move blindly in the frenzy of -- 15: 72;
- They are dead, not living - they do not know when they'll be raised -- 16: 21;
- A believer, male or female, who does right - We shall reward with good life and ---- 16: 97;
- When We would destroy a township, We send command to its folk who live at ease -- 17: 16;
- Who desire the life that hastens away -- 17: 18;
- Who will bring us back to life? - who created you at first - when will it be? - maybe soon -17: 51;
- Then We would have made thee taste double punishment of living and -- 17: 75;
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When We make life pleasant for man, he turns away --- 17: 83;
He has enjoined on me prayers, almsgiving, so long as I live -- 19: 31;
Man saith - when I am dead, shall I be brought forth alive -- 19: 66;
As for him who is in error, Allah will prolong his life-span -- 19: 75;
Who comes to Allah guilty - hell - he will neither die nor live -- 20: 74;
Moses tells Samiri - Go - in this life say - do not touch me -- 20: 97;
Who turns away from remembrance of Me, will have a narrow life -- 20: 124;
Every living thing made from water -- 21: 30;
We gave these and their fathers ease until life grew long -- 21: 44; 43: 29;
-- among you is he who is brought back to that most abject time of life so that -- 22: 5;
He gave you life, then death, then life --- 22: 66;
He gives life and causes death -- 23: 80; 53: 44;
They possess not death nor life -- 25: 3;
That We may give life thereby to a dead land -- 25: 49;
Those who take the life which Allah hath forbidden except in justice - penalty doubled except
if he repents and -- 25: 68-70
- Allah causes me to die then gives me life again -- 26: 81;
- We brought forth generations - their lives dragged on -- 28: 45;
- How many community We destroyed that was thankless for its livelihood -- 28: 58;
- Is he to whom We made promise like him who enjoy life of this world -- 28: 61;
- Those who desired life of world said Ah! would that we had what is given to Korah -- 28: 79;
- He bring forth the living from the dead -- the dead from the living -- 30: 19;
- Allah is He Who --- then gives you life again -- 30: 40;
- No one grows old -- nor is anything lessened of his life but it is recorded in a book -- 35: 11;
- The living is not equal to the dead ---- 35: 22;
- Did We not grant a long enough life for one to reflect -- 35: 37;
- If Allah were to task mankind --- He would not leave a living creature -- 35: 45;
- Allah it is Who brings the dead to life -- 36: 12;
- Those granted long life are reversed in nature -- 36: 68;
- This is a Reminder to warn those who live so the word against kuffar may be fulfilled -- 36:
69-70;
- Twice did Thou cause us to live - we confess - is there any way out -- 40: 11;
- I let these and their fathers enjoy life till there should come to them -- 43: 29;
- We have appointed them their livelihood in life of world and raised some above others in
rank
that some take labour from others -- 43: 32;
- Do evil-doers think We shall make them in life and death as believers who do good works -45: 21;
- Allah gives life, causes death, then gathers you -- 45: 26;
- True believers ----- but strive with wealth and lives ------ 49: 15;
- We quicken and give death -- 50: 43;
- I seek no livelihood from them ---- Allah it is that gives livelihood -- 51: 57-58;
- To Allah belong the after life and the former -- 53: 25;
- Is it this statement you scorn and make denial of it your livelihood -- 56: 81-82;
- Strive for cause of Allah with wealth and lives -- 61: 11;
- And harass them not so as to straiten life for them -- 65: 6-7;
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13;
-

Who hath created life and death that He may try you -- 67: 2;
We would have taken him by --- and sever his life-artery -- 69: 44 -47;
Lords of ease and comfort in this life -- 73: 11;
And made life smooth for him -- 74: 14;
When the life comes up to the throat -- 75: 26;
Is He not able to bring the dead to life -- 75: 40; -- He is able to return him to life -- 86: 8;
These love fleeting life and put behind them the remembrance of a grievous day -- 76: 27;
Haven’t We made earth a receptacle for the living and the dead -- 77: 25-27;
We appointed the day for livelihood -- 78: 11;
Allah seized him and made him an example for the after life and the former -- 79: 25;
Then when He wills, He brings him to life again -- 80: 22;
He lived joyous with his folk -- 84: 13;
Kuffar live in denial -- 85: 19;
The most hapless will flout it - he will be thrown to Fire - he will neither die nor live -- 87: 11When Allah tries him by straitening his livelihood - he says Allah despises me -- 89: 16;
Would that I had sent some provision before for my life -- 89: 24;
Whose scales are heavy -- will live a pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;

LIFE OF THIS WORLD
- Such are those who purchase life of this world at price of hereafter -- 2: 86;
- Beautified is life of world for kuffar -- 2: 212;
- Beautified for mankind is comfort of life of world -- joys from women, wealth, children -- 3: 14;
- Who desire life of world will have it - who desire hereafter -- 3: 145; 11: 15-16; 42: 20;
- Life of this world is -- but comfort of illusion -- 3: 185; -- is nothing but pastime and sport -6: 32;
-- is deceiving -- 6: 130;
- You pleaded for them in life of world -- who will plead for them on Day of Resurrection -- 4:
109;
- Believers must forsake those whom life of this world beguile -- 6: 70;
- Such on Day of Resurrection will be for those who believed during life of world -- 7: 32;
- Those whom life of this world beguile -- 7: 51;
- Who took calf for worship -- terror and humiliation -- in life of world -- 7: 152;
- They grasp the goods of this low life as the price of evil-doing -- 7: 169;
- You desire life of world -- Allah desires for you life hereafter -- 8: 67;
- Do you take pleasure in life of world rather than hereafter -- comfort of life of world is but
little -- 9: 38;
- Thereby Allah intend to punish them in the life of this world and -- 9: 55;
- Those who do not expect to meet us and desire life of world -- 10: 7-8;
- You have enjoyment of life of world, then to Us is your return -- 10: 23;
- Life of this world is as rain falling on earth which is embellished thereby -- people think they
are
masters -- Our commands come -- it becomes as reaped corn - as though it had not
flourished
yesterday -- 10: 24;
- Friends of Allah have good tidings in this life and in hereafter -- 10: 64;
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88;
45;
36;
-

Our Lord! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour and riches in life of world to lead astray -- 10:
When they believed, We drew off from them torment of disgrace in life of world -- 10: 98;
Who desire life of world, We shall repay them their deeds therein -- 11: 15;
They rejoice in life of this world - a brief comfort as compared ----- 13: 26;
For them is torment in life of world -- 13: 34;
Those who love life of world more than hereafter --- are far astray -- 14: 3;
Allah confirms believers by a firm saying here and in hereafter -- 14: 27;
What you have will vanish - what is with Allah, will remain -- 16: 96;
They chose life of world rather than hereafter -- 16: 107;
Who desire the life which hasten away, We hasten for him ---- 17: 18;
Let not thine eyes overlook them desiring life of this world -- 18: 28;
Life of world compared to rain - plants take it up then wither, dry and scattered by wind -- 18:
Wealth and children are ornaments of life of world -- 18: 46;
--- those whose efforts go astray in life of world and they think they do good work -- 18: 104;
You will end for us only the life of this world -- 20: 72;
Strain not thine eyes ----- We cause some wedded pairs to enjoy --- life of world --- 20: 131;
The chieftains -- who disbelieved -- and whom We made soft in life of world -- 23: 33;
There is nothing but our life of world - we die, we live - will not be raised -- 23: 37;
Force not your slave girls to --- that you may seek enjoyment of life of world -- 24: 33;
What you've been given is comfort of life of world --- what Allah has is better -- 28: 60; 42:

One destined for hereafter is not equal to one who enjoys life of world -- 28: 61;
Those who desired life of world said Ah! that we were given like what -- 28: 79;
Your love for each other is only in the life of this world -- 29: 25;
Life of this world is pastime and sport -- life hereafter - that is life -- 29: 64;
They know some appearance of life of world - heedless of hereafter -- 30: 7;
Let not life of world beguile you in regard to Allah -- 31: 33; 35: 5;
O Prophet! tell your wives, if you desire life of this world --- 33: 28;
They tasted humiliation in life of world -- doom of hereafter greater -- 39: 26;
Life of this world --- is passing comfort -- 40: 39; --beguiled you -- 45: 35; --- is pastime and
sport -- 47: 36;
- We do help Our Messengers and believers in life of world and on Day of Judgment ---- 40:
51;
- That We might make them taste torment of disgrace in life of world -- 41: 16;
- We are your protecting Friends in this world and hereafter -- 41: 31;
- Who desire harvest of hereafter ----- who desire harvest of world ------ 42: 20;
- We have apportioned for them their livelihood in the life of world --- 43: 32;
- Houses of silver --- ornaments of gold --- a provision of life of world -- 43: 33-35;
- They say there is nothing but life of world - we die and live - nothing destroy us but time -45: 24;
- You squandered your good things in life of world -- 46: 20;
- Kuffar take their comfort in life of world -- 47: 12;
- Withdraw from him who flee from Our remembrance and desire life of world -- 53: 29;
- Is play, idle talk, pageantry, boasting, rivalry in wealth and children - as vegetation after rain
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it grows, dies up, becomes straw ------ life of world is illusion -- 57: 20;
You love the fleeting now and neglect the hereafter -- 75: 20-21;
As for him who rebelled and chose life of world -- 79: 37-39;
But you prefer life of world -- 87: 16;
Rivalry in worldly increase distracts you -- 102: 1;

LIFT
- And the earth with the mountains shall be lifted up and crushed -- 69: 14;
LIGHT / LIGHTNING
- Allah takes away light of hypocrites leaving them in darkness -- 2: 17;
- What happens to hypocrites and kuffar when there is lightning and thunder -- 2: 19-20;
- When Jews said they will not believe until they see Allah, lightning seized them -- 2: 55;
- Allah bring them from darkness to light -- 2: 257; 5: 16; 33: 43; 57: 9;
- False deities of kuffar bring them from light to darkness -- 2: 257;
- We have sent down to you a clear light -- 4: 174;
- Now hath come to you light from Allah -- whereby He bring them from darkness to light -- 5:
15-16;
- Torah - a guidance and light for Jews -- 5: 44;
- Gospel - a guidance and light for Christians -- 5: 46;
- He appointed darkness and light -- 6: 1;
- Who revealed book which Moses brought - light and guidance for mankind -- 6: 91;
- One who is guided by light and one in utter darkness are not equal -- 6: 122;
- Those who follow messenger --- and follow the light sent down with him -- 7: 157;
- They want to put out the light of Allah with their mouths -- but Allah will perfect His light -- 9:
32;
- He appointed the moon a light and -- 10: 5;
- He showeth you the lightning - a fear and hope -- 13: 12; 30: 24;
- Is darkness equal to light -- 13: 16;
- That you may bring mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- Moses told to bring his people from darkness to light -- 14: 5;
- We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion - a light and a Reminder -- 21: 48;
- Among mankind is he who dispute concerning Allah without -- or Scripture giving light -- 22:
8;
- Allah is light of heavens and earth -- the similitude of his light is ---- light upon light -- Allah
guides to His light, whom He wills -- this lamp is found in houses which Allah exalts that His
name be remembered therein - morn and evening by men whom neither merchandise --prevent
from remembrance of Allah --- constant in prayer, pay zakat -- fear a day ------ 24: 35-38;
- For whom Allah hath not appointed light -- for him their is no light -- 24: 40;
- The flashing of His lightning all but snatcheth away the sight -- 24: 43;
- Blessed is He Who has placed in the heaven -- a moon giving light -- 25: 61;
- -- who is God besides Allah who could bring you light -- 28: 71;
- You did hide in your mind what Allah was to bring to light -- 33: 37;
- Allah and angels bless you that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 33: 43;
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- Prophet (SAS) sent as a lamp that gives light -- 33: 46;
- Darkness is not equal to light -- 35: 20;
- Their messengers came with clear proofs, Psalms, Scripture giving light -- 35: 25;
- Is he whose bosom Allah expanded -- so that he follows a light -- as he who disbelieves -39: 22;
- The earth shines with light of its Lord -- 39: 69;
- We have made it a light whereby We guide whom We will -- 42: 52;
- He sends down -- that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 57: 9;
- On the day when you will see believers, their light shining forth before them -- glad news -57: 12;
- On the day when hypocrites will say to believers - look on us that we may borrow from your
light - it will be said, go back and seek light, then ---- 57: 13;
- Believers and martyrs have reward and light -- 57: 19;
- He will appoint for you a light wherein you walk -- 57: 28;
- They want to put out Allah's light with their mouths -- Allah will perfect His light however much
kuffar averse -- 61: 8;
- Believe in Allah, His Messenger and the Light We have revealed -- 64: 8;
- That He may bring believers who do good works from darkness to light -- 65: 10-11;
- Their light will run before them and on their right -- they will say Our Lord! perfect our light for
us -- 66: 8;
- Thamud - were destroyed by lightning -- 69: 5;
- -- and had made the moon a light -- 71: 16;
- And when hell is lighted -- 81: 12;
- Whose scales are light -- the bereft and hungry one will be -- 101: 8-11;
LIKENESS
- Their likeness is as the likeness of one who lights a fire -- 2: 17;
- If you are in doubt, then produce a surah like it -- 2: 23;
- The likeness of the kuffar is as the likeness of one who calls to one who cannot hear -- 2:
171;
- The likeness of those who spend their wealth --- in Allah’s Way is as the likeness of a grain
-- 2: 261;
--- to be seen of men is as a rock ---- and the rainstorm washes it clean -- 2: 264;
- The likeness of one who spends in search of Allah’s Pleasure is like a garden on high -- 2:
265;
- The likeness of Jesus with Allah is as the likeness of Adam -- 3: 59;
- The likeness of what kuffar spend in this world is as the likeness of biting icy wind which -- 3:
117;
- His likeness is as the likeness of a dog -- he sticks his tongue out -- such is the likeness of
people who
deny Our revelations -- 7: 176;
- Though man and Jinn should assemble to produce likeness of Quran, they cannot do so -17: 88;
- It assumed the likeness of a perfect man -- 19: 17;
- The likeness of those who chose other patrons - is as the spider's web - frail -- 29: 41;
- Nothing is as His likeness -- 42: 11;
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- Such is their likeness in Torah and Gospel -- 48: 29;
- Life of this world is play, idle talk -- is as the likeness of vegetation after rain -- growth pleases
the husbandsman -- it dries - turns yellow - becomes straw -- -- 57: 20;
- The likeness of those entrusted with Moses Law ------ is as the likeness of donkey carrying
books -- wretched is the likeness of folk who deny revelations ----- 62: 5;
- None comparable to Him -- 112: 4;
LIMBS
- Will testify against you on Day of Judgment -- 24: 24; 36: 65; 41:20;
LIMITS
- These are limits of Allah - approach them not -- 2: 187; -- who transgress them are wrongdoers -2: 229-230; -- who transgresses wrongs his soul -- 2: 231; 65: 1;
- Allah manifests His limits for people with knowledge -- 2: 230;
- Limits imposed by Allah re distribution of heritage - who obeys or disobeys -- 4: 11-14;
- The Bedouins are more likely to be ignorant of Allah’s limits -- 9: 97;
- Triumphant are those who keep limits of Allah -- 9: 112;
- Those who put away their wives --- freeing of slave, or fasting 60 days, or feeding 60 needy -limits of Allah -- 58: 3-4;
LION
- Why do they now turn away from -- as frightened donkeys fleeing from a lion -- 74: 49-51;
LIP
- Did We not assign to him 2 lips -- 90: 9;
LIP-SERVICE
- Those offering lip-service classified as hypocrites -- 3: 167;
- Better to let your actions speak -- 24: 53;
LISTEN / LISTENERS
- Some listened to words of Allah and changed it knowingly -- 2: 75;
- Do not tell Prophet (SAS) "Listen to us" rather we must be the listeners -- 2: 104;
- Listeners for the sake of falsehood -- 5: 42;
- When they listen to Quran, their eyes shed tears -- they recognise truth -- 5: 83;
- Of kuffar are some who listen to thee but cannot understand -- 6: 25;
- Only those will accept who can hear -- 6: 36;
- When Quran is recited, listen attentively -- 7: 204;
- Among you there are some who would have listened to them -- 9: 47;
- Some listen to thee - Can you make the deaf hear if they do not understand? -- 10: 42;
- We are best aware of what they wish to hear when they listen to thee -- 17: 47;
- Allah tells Moses - I have chosen thee so hearken to what is inspired -- 20: 13;
- ---- Reminder from Allah -- they listen to it while they play with hearts pre-occupied -- 21: 2;
- They listen eagerly -- most are liars -- 26: 223;
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They cannot listen to the Highest Chiefs for they are pelted from every side -- 37: 6-10;
Some Jinns who wished to hear Quran said “Listen” then went to warn their people -- 46: 29;
There are some who listen to thee -- when they go forth they say what is it he said -- 47: 16;
There is a reminder for him who -- or listens with full intelligence -- 50: 37;
And listen on the day when the crier cries from a near place -- 50: 41;
-- then let their listeners produce a warrant -- 52: 38;
-- if they speak - you listen to their speech -- 63: 4;
Listen, obey and spend -- better for your souls -- 64: 16;
Had we listened or had sense we wouldn't be among the dwellers of flame -- 67: 10;
Some jinn listened and said it is a marvelous Quran -- 72: 1;
We used to sit on high places to listen -- he who listened now find a flame -- 72: 9;

LITIGANTS
- We are two litigants who have wronged one another - this one had 99 ewes and I had one he
said entrust it to me - he overpowered me in speech -- 38: 21-23;
LOAD
- They bear your load for you to a land -- 16: 7;
- No laden soul can bear another's load -- 17: 15; 39: 7; 53: 38;
- We were laden with ornaments of the folk -- 20: 87;
- They will bear their own loads and other loads as well -- 29: 13;
- If one cries for help with his load, not even his relative can help him -- 35: 18;
LOAN
- Who will lend a goodly loan so Allah will -- increase it - Allah straitens or enlarges -- 2: 245;
-double it for him and his may be a rich reward -- 57: 11;
- Those who give alms and lend --------57: 18;
- If you lend to Allah ------ He will double it ------- and forgive you -- 64: 17;
- Lend to Allah ----- whatever good you send before - you'll find with Allah ---- 73: 20;
LOCK
- Will they not meditate on Quran - or are there locks on their hearts -- 47: 24;
LOCUSTS
- With downcast eyes they come from the graves like locusts -- hastening to ---- 54: 7-8;
- So We sent on them the flood, locusts, vermin --- 7: 133;
LODGING
- Then We placed him as a drop in a safe lodging -- 23: 12-16;
- We send down water -- We gave it lodging in the earth -- 23: 18;
- Lodge them where you dwell, according to your wealth -- 65: 6-7;
LOINS
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- He is created from --- that issued from between the loins and ribs -- 86: 7-8;
LOOK
- Even while you gazed, lightning seized you -- 2: 55;
- Allah will not speak to nor look upon them on Day of Resurrection -- 3: 77;
- Some look toward thee - can you guide the blind who cannot see? -- 10: 43;
- He said -will you look -- he look and see him in the depth of hell -- 37: 51-61;
- Build for me a tower -- that I may reach the road to heaven and look upon God of Moses -40: 36-37;
- When surah revealed mentioning war, some look at thee with look of -- 47: 20;
- When the soul comes to the throat -- and you are looking -- why don’t you force it back -- 56:
83-87;
- On the day when hypocrites say to believers - look on us so we can borrow light -- 57: 13;
- In them you have -- for everyone who look to Allah and Last Day -- 60: 6;
- Look again - can you see any rifts -- 67: 3;
- Look again and again - your sight will return weakened and dim -- 67: 4;
- Then he looked -- 74: 21;
- That day, faces will be resplendent looking towards their Lord -- 75: 22-23;
- They did not look for a reckoning -- 78: 27;
- A day when man will look at what his own hands -- 78: 40;
- His Lord is ever looking on him -- 84: 15;
LORD
- Praise be to Allah, Lord of Worlds -- 1: 2;
- O mankind! Worship your Lord .... Who hath appointed earth a resting place -- 2: 21-22;
- He did not command you to take angels and Prophets as Lords -- 3: 80;
- Abraham saw a star and said - this is my Lord -- 6: 76;
- When he saw moon rising, he said - this is my Lord -- 6: 77;
- When he saw the sun rising, he said - this is my Lord - this is greater -- 6: 78;
- Shall I seek other than Allah for Lord, when He is Lord of ALL things -- 6: 164;
- Your Lord is Allah Who created ---- Blessed be Allah - Lord of the Worlds -- 7: 54;
- Call on your Lord humbly and in secret -- 7: 55;
- As for good land, its vegetation comes forth by permission of its Lord -- 7: 58;
- They take for their Lords besides Allah, their rabbis, monks and Jesus -- 9: 31;
- There --- they are returned to Allah - their rightful Lord -- 10: 30;
- Such then is Allah - your rightful Lord -- 10: 32;
- Thus is the word of your Lord justified concerning --- 10: 33;
- Quran -- from Lord of Worlds -- 10: 37;
- Hud says - I put my trust in Allah - my Lord and your Lord -- my Lord is on straight path -- 11:
56;
- Hud says - My Lord will set in place of you other folk -- 11: 57;
- He is my lord who has treated me honourably --12: 23;
- He would have desired her if he had not seen the argument of his lord -- 12: 24;
- They raced one another to the door - they met her lord at the door -- 12: 25;
- O my 2 fellow prisoners! Are divers lords better or Allah the One, the Almighty -- 12: 39;
- Allah is Lord of heavens and earth -- 13: 16; 19: 65; and all in between -- 19: 65;
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- He is my Lord - There is no God besides Him -- in Him I put my trust -- 13: 30;
- O mankind! your Lord is He Who drives the ships on the sea that you may seek His bounty -17: 66;
- We made firm their hearts when they stood and said our Lord is the Lord of heavens and --18: 14;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord - so serve Him -- 19: 36;
- Allah tells Moses - I am thy Lord - take off thy shoes - you are in Holy valley -- 20: 12;
- Who then is your Lord -- 20: 49;
- Our Lord is He who gave everything its nature then guided it aright -- 20: 50;
- The knowledge is with my Lord - He errs not nor forgets -- 20: 52;
- Aaron tells people -- Your Lord is Allah -- 20: 90;
- Your Lord is Lord of heavens and earth Who created them -- 21: 56;
- This your religion is one religion and I am your Lord so worship Me -- 21: 92; 23: 52;
- Our Lord is Allah, Whose help is to be implored -- 21: 112;
- Those who were driven out -- for saying our Lord is Allah -- 22: 40;
- Who fear their Lord - who believe revelations - who ascribe no Partners - who ----- these
race
for the good things and shall win -- 23: 57-61;
- There is no God save Him - Lord of Throne of Grace -- 23: 116;
- His reckoning is only with his Lord -- 23: 117;
- Pharaoh asks what is Lord of Worlds -- 26: 23;
- Moses replies - He is Lord of heavens and earth - your Lord and Lord of your fathers - Lord of
east and west -- 26: 24-28;
- The wizards were flung prostrate crying - we believe in Lord of Worlds - Lord of Moses and
Aaron -- 26: 46-48;
- Moses said no, my Lord is with me, He will guide me -- 26: 62;
- Abraham says what you worship are enemy to me save the Lord of the Worlds -- 26: 75-82;
- We are lords of might and great prowess, but it is --- 27: 33;
- O Moses! I am Allah - Lord of the Worlds -- 28: 30;
- Korah is Lord of rare good fortune -- 28: 79;
- A sign for Sheba - a fair land - an indulgent Lord -- 34: 15;
- Our Lord will bring us all together then He will judge between -- 34: 26;
- I believed in your Lord, so hear me -- 36: 25;
- Would that my people knew with what munificence my Lord pardoned me and made me of
the
honoured ones -- 36: 26-27;
- Thy Lord is surely One - Lord of heavens and earth and in between - Lord of sun's risings -37: 4-5;
- Such is my Lord in Whom I put my trust and to Whom I turn -- 42: 10;
- Allah is our Lord and your Lord -- 42: 15;
- Jesus said Allah is my Lord and your Lord - worship Him -- 43: 64;
- Lord of heavens and earth --- there is no God save Him --- your Lord and Lord of your
forefathers -- 44: 7-8;
- Praise be to Allah - Lord of heavens - Lord of earth - Lord of Worlds -- 45: 36;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright -- 46: 13-14;
- Lord of the 2 easts and 2 wests -- 55: 17;
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- For those who fear the standing before their Lord are 2 gardens -- 55: 46;
- It may be that our Lord will give us better than this in place thereof -- we beseech our Lord -68: 32;
- I swear by Lord of rising and setting places of planets, that We are able to -------- 70: 40-41;
- Lord of East and West - No God beside Him -- choose Him for your defender -- 73: 9;
- Lords of ease and comfort in this life -- 73: 11;
- Magnify thy Lord -- 74: 3;
- Unto thy Lord is the recourse that day -- 75: 12;
- Faces will be resplendent that day looking towards their Lord -- 75: 22-23;
- His Lord is ever looking on him -- 84: 15;
- Praise be the name of the Lord Most High --- Who creates -- 87: 1-5;
LOOSE
- He will let loose the sky for you in plenteous rain -- 71: 11;
LOSE / LOSER
- Those who break covenant of Allah and make mischief are losers -- 2: 27;
- Jews told that had it not been for Allah's grace and mercy, they'd be losers -- 2: 64;
- Disbelievers in Quran are losers -- 2: 121;
- Who seek religion other than Islam will be loser in hereafter -- 3: 85;
- If you obey kuffar, they’d make you turn back as losers -- 3: 149;
- Who choose Satan for patron instead of Allah is a loser -- 4: 119;
- Who denies the faith, his work --- and he will be among the losers in hereafter -- 5: 5;
- Works of hypocrites have failed - they are losers -- 5: 53;
- Who deny meeting with Allah are losers -- 6: 31;
- They are losers who slay their children without knowledge -- 6: 140;
- Adam tells Allah - We have wronged ourselves -- if Thou do not --- we are of the lost -- 7: 23;
- They have lost their souls and what they devised failed them -- 7: 53;
- The disbelieving chieftains said - if you follow Shu’eyb you’d be losers -- 7: 90;
- Those who denied Shu’eyb were the losers -- 7: 92;
- They said unless our Lord have mercy on us and forgive us - we are of the lost -- 7: 149;
- Whom Allah send astray are losers -- 7: 178;
- The wicked will be consigned to hell -- such are the losers -- 8: 37;
- Such are they whose works have perished --- such are the losers -- 9: 69;
- Allah does not lose the wage of the good -- 9: 120; --- the wage of the kindly -- 12: 90;
- Prophet told - be not of those who deny revelations for then he’d be a loser -- 10: 95;
- In hereafter - they'd be greatest losers -- 11: 22;
- Unless Thou forgive me and have mercy of me, I’d be among the lost -- 11: 47;
- We lose not the reward of the good -- 12: 56;
- What is it you have lost -- 12: 71;
- We lost the king’s cup -- 12: 72;
- In the hereafter, they are losers -- 16: 109;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - I deem thee lost -- 17: 102;
- Or some morning, its water is lost in the earth -- 18: 41;
- Shall I inform you who'd be greatest loser - those whose effort goes astray ---- disbelievers in
revelations ------ 18: 103-105;
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He on whom My wrath comes, is indeed lost -- 20: 81
We made them the greater losers -- 21: 70;
He lose both the world and hereafter --- that is sheer loss -- 22: 11;
If you obey mortal - you’d be loser -- 23: 34;
Whose scale is light -- they lose their soul in hell -- 23: 103;
--- until they forgot the warning and became lost folk -- 25: 17-18;
Those who believe not in hereafter -- worst punishment -- greatest loser -- 27: 4-5;
Who believe in vanity and disbelieve in Allah are losers -- 29: 52;
They say when we are lost in the earth, how can we be -- 32: 10;
If I err, it is to my own loss -- 34: 50;
Their kufr increase for the kuffar nothing but loss -- 35: 39;
The loser will be those who lose themselves and household on Day of Resurrection - that will
be the manifest loss -- 39: 15; 42: 45;
- Who disbelieve revelations of Allah - are losers -- 39: 63
- If you ascribe partners to Allah -- your work will fail -- you’d be a loser -- 39: 65;
- When Allah commandment comes - cause judged - followers of vanity will be lost -- 40: 78;
- Your thought has ruined you - and you find yourselves among the lost -- 41: 23;
- The Word concerning Jinn and humans who passed away before ---- they are the losers -41: 25;
- On the day when ---- those who follow falsehood will be lost -- 45: 27;
- Such are those -- on whom the word hath effect -- they are losers -- 46: 18;
- Is it not the devil's party who will be the losers -- 58: 19;
- Do not let wealth nor children distract you from remembrance of Allah or you'd be loser -- 63:
9;
- --- the consequence of its conduct was loss -- 65: 9;
- Who believe in Allah fears neither loss nor oppression -- 72: 13;
- When they measure or weigh for them, cause them loss -- 83: 1-3;
- --- man is in a state of loss except ---- 103: 1-3;
LOT (Prophet)
- Preferred above creatures -- with forefathers and offspring - guided to straight path -- 6: 8687;
- People of Lot committed abomination as never before - lust after men instead of women his people said turn them out - they want to keep pure - We rescued him and his household
save
his wife who stayed behind - We rained a rain on them -- see what happens to evil-doers -7: 80-84;
11: 77-83; 26: 160-175; 27: 54-58;
- Angels tell Abraham they’ve come to folk of Lot -- 11: 70;
- Abraham pleads on behalf of Lot’s folk -- 11:74;
- Was distressed - here are my daughters - do not degrade me in presence of my guests - is
there
not among you any upright man - would that I had strength to resist you - angels told him
they
will not reach him - followed by Fire and brimstone -- 11: 77-83; 15: 58-77;
- The folk of Lot are not far off from you 11: 89;
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- It is on a road still uneffaced -- 15: 76;
- We rescued Abraham and Lot and brought them to the land -- 21: 71;
- Unto Lot We gave judgment and knowledge - We delivered him - We brought him into Our
mercy - he was righteous -- 21: 74-75;
- The folk of Lot denied the messengers -- 22: 43; 26: 160;
- Tells his folk - will you not ward-off evil -- 26: 161;
- They tell him if he does not cease, he’d soon be an outcast -- 26: 167;
- Lot tells them - I hate your conduct -- 26: 168;
- Prayed - My Lord! save me and my household -- 26: 169;
- And Lot - said to his people will you knowingly commit ------- you act senselessly -- 27: 54-55;
- They said expel Lot and his household from the town - they want to keep clean -- 27: 56;
- We rained on them a rain -- 27: 58;
- Lot believed in Allah and said I am fugitive to my Lord -- 29: 26;
- Said to his folk - you commit lewdness such as no creature did before you -- 29: 28;
- Said to his folk - you come to males, you cut roads and commit abominations at meetings his
folk replied "bring Allah's doom on us" - he said My Lord! grant me victory over folk who work
corruption -- 29: 29-30;
- When messengers spoke with Abraham, he told them Lot is there - they said they are aware
of
that --- 29: 31-32;
- Angels came and spoke to Lot - Lot was worried as he could not protect them - they said
fear
not - we are about to bring down a fury from the sky --- and of that We have left a clear sign
for
people with sense -- 29: 33-35;
- Was one of those sent -- We saved him and his household - save an old woman -- you pass
by
them in morning and evening -- 37: 133-138;
- The folk of Noah --- Lot --- denied Our messengers before -- Our threat took effect -- 50: 1114;
- The folk of Lot rejected warnings - We sent stones on them save Lot's family - whom We
rescued in last watches of night as a Grace from Us - thus We reward the thankful -- 54: 3335;
- He warned them of Our blow - they doubted - they asked his guests for ill purpose - We
blinded
their eyes -- 54: 36-37;
- --- and the wife of Lot who were under --- Our righteous slaves yet betrayed them --- 66: 10;
LOTE-TREE
- He saw him another time by the lote-tree -------- when that which shrouds enshroudeth the
lotetree -- 53: 13-16;
- Among thornless lote-trees, clustered plantains, spreading shade -- 56: 27-40;
LOTS
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- They drew lots -- he was rejected -- 37: 141;
LOVE
- Believers are staunch in their love for Allah -- 2: 165; (you love them with love due to Allah
alone).
- Allah does not love -- aggressors -- 2: 190; 7: 54; -- transgressors -- 5: 87; --- prodigals
-- 6: 141;
7: 31; --- the proud -- 16: 23; --- the treacherous ingrate -- 22: 38; --- the exultant -- 28:
76; --corrupters -- 28: 77; --- the kuffar in His guidance -- 30: 45;
- Allah loves -- the doers of good -- 2: 195; 3: 134; -- the kindly -- 5: 13; -- the equitable -- 5:
42;
those who keep their duty to Him -- 9: 4; 7; --- those who battle for His cause in ranks -61: 4;
- Allah does not love mischief -- 2: 205;
- You may hate what is good for you and love what is bad -- 2: 216;
- Allah loves those who turn to Him and those who have a care for cleanliness -- 2: 222;
- Allah does not love the impious and the guilty -- 2: 276;
- If you love Allah, follow me - Allah will love you and forgive your sins -- 3: 31;
- Allah does not love kuffar -- 3: 32; ---wrongdoers -- 3: 57; 42: 40;
- Allah loves those who ward-off evil -- 3: 76;
- You will not attain piety until you spend out of what you love -- 3: 92;
- You love them - they do not love you -- 3: 119;
- Allah does not love the proud, the boastful, those who hoard wealth and enjoin avarice on
others, who hide what Allah bestowed on them, who spend to be seen, who disbelieves in
Him
and Last Day -- 4: 36-38;
- Allah does not love -- one who is treacherous and sinful -- 4: 107; -- harsh speech except by
one
wronged -- 4: 148;
- Yahudi and Nasara say we are sons of Allah and His loved ones -- 5: 18;
- Who reneges from Islam knows Allah will replace him with someone He loves and who loves
Him -- 5: 54;
- When the star set, Abraham said I love not things that set -- 6: 76;
- He has smitten her to the heart with love -- 12: 30;
- Those who believe ---- Allah will appoint for them love -- 19: 96;
- I endued you with love from Me that you might be trained -- 20: 39;
- He will cause them to enter by an entry they will love -- 22: 59;
- Who love slander to be spread about believers - will have painful punishment in world and -24: 19;
- And thou Oh Muhammad cannot guide whom you love -- Allah guides whom He wills -- 28:
56;
- The love between you is only in life of world -- 29: 25;
- He ordained love and mercy between you -- 30: 21;
- Allah loveth not the braggart boaster -- 31: 18;
- -- and made them virgins, lovers, friends for those on right hand -- 56: 27-40;
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- You will not find believers loving those who oppose Allah -- 58: 22;
- Those who entered ---- and the faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge --59: 9;
- It may be that Allah will ordain love between you and those who are at enmity with you -- 60:
7;
- He will give you another blessing which you love -- 61: 13;
- He hath no lover here today -- 69: 35;
- You do love the fleeting NOW ---- 75: 20; --- These love fleeting life -- 76: 27;
- And feed with food the needy wretch for love of Allah -- 76: 8-10;
- And love wealth with abounding love -- 89: 20;
- In the love of wealth he is violent -- 100: 8;
LOW
- Then We reduced him to the lowest of the low except him who -- 95: 5-6;
LOYAL
- That He may ask the loyal of their loyalty -- 33: 7-8;
- Who believe in Allah and messengers are loyal -- 57: 19;
- And for the poor fugitives who have been driven out -- they are the loyal -- 59: 8;
LUKEWARM
- We gave Scripture as inheritance to those of Our bondmen -- some are lukewarm -- 35: 32;
LUMP
- Then We fashioned the clot a lump - then the lump - bones, then -- 23: 12-16;
LUQMAN
- We gave wisdom to Luqman - give thanks to Allah - whoever refuses - Allah is Absolute Owner of Praise -- 31: 12;
- Advice to his son - ascribe no Partner to Allah - it is a great wrong -- 31: 13;
- Concerning parents - his mother bears him with pain - give thanks to Allah and to parents -31: 14;
- If they tell you to ascribe partners to Me - obey them not, consort with them - repent to Me -31: 15;
- If it be the weight of a mustard seed, wherever it may be, Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16;
- Establish worship - enjoin kindness - forbid iniquity - persevere whatever befall thee -- 31: 17;
- Scorn no one - do not walk pertly in land -- Allah loves not the boaster -- 31: 18;
- Be modest in thy bearing - subdue thy voice - the harshest voice is that of the ass -- 31: 19;
LURE
- They said - Our Lord! make us not a lure for wrong-doing people -- 10: 85;
LUST
- Many are led astray by their own lust through ignorance -- 6: 119;
- You come with lust to men instead of women -- 7: 81;
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- He clung to the earth and followed his own lust -- 7: 176;
- Obey not him who -------- follow his own lust -- 18: 28;
- The later generations ruined worship and followed lusts -- 19: 59;
- Your own lust can be your god -- 25: 43;
- Will you lust after men instead of women -- 27: 55;
- When they do not answer thee, they follow their own lust -- 28: 50;
- Wrong-doers follow their own lust without knowledge -- 30: 29;
- Do not follow the lust of your heart - they will mislead you -- 38: 26;
- Follow not their lusts -- 42: 15;
- Is he who rely --- like him whose evil is beautified while he follow his own lust -- 47: 14;
- Some listen -- when they go forth they say -what is it he said -- Allah sealed their hearts they
follow their own lust -- 46: 16;
- They denied truth and followed their lusts -- 54: 3;
- For him who feared to stand before His Lord and restrained his soul from lust - the Garden
will
be his home -- 79: 40-41;
LUXURY
- He enjoyed luxury and persisted in sin -- 56: 41-48;
LYLA-TUL-QADR
- We revealed it on Night of Power - better than 1000 months -- 97: 1-3;
- That night is Peace until rising of dawn -- 97: 5;
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MAD
MAGIANS
MAGIC / MAGICIAN
MAGNIFY
MAHR
MAIDENS
MAJESTY
MAJOR
MAKE
MALE
MALEFACTOR
MALIGN
MANACLE
MANKIND
MANNA
MANSION
MARK
MARKET
MARRIAGE
MARTYR
MARVEL
MARY
MATCH
MATE
MATTER
MEAL
MEAN
MEASURE
MEAT
MECCA
MEDDLE
MEDIATE
MEDINA
MEDITATE
MEET
MEMORIAL
MEN
MENSTRUATION
MENTION
MERCHANDISE
MERCIFUL / MERCY
MERIT
MESSAGE
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MESSENGER
METE
METEOR
METHOD
MIDIAN (Dwellers of Wood)
MIGHT
MIGRATE
MI'HRAJ
MILK
MIND
MINISTER
MIRACLES
MIRAGE
MISCHIEF / MISCHIEF-MAKERS
MISCREANT
MISER
MISERY
MISFORTUNE
MISLEAD
MISS
MISSILES
MISSION / MISSIONARY
MISTAKE
MISTRUST
MOCK
MODEST / MODESTY
MONASTICISM
MONK
MONTHS
MONUMENT
MOONS
MORNING
MORTAL
MOSES
MOSQUES
MOTH
MOTHER
MOTION
MOUND
MOUNTAIN
MOUNT (Riding animal)
MOUNT SINAI
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MOURNING
MOUTHS
MOVE
MUHAJIR
MUHAMMAD (Sallallahu Alaihe wa Salam)
MULE
MULTIPLY
MULTITUDE
MURDER
MURMUR
MUSK
MUSLIMS
MAD
- He is only a man in whom there is madness -- 23: 25
- Or do they say there is madness in him -- 23: 70;
- Pharaoh says - your messenger --- is a madman -- 26: 27;
- Is there in him a madness -- 34: 8;
- There is no madness in your comrade -- 34: 46;
- -- delicious to the drinkers -- no headache -- not made mad thereby -- 37: 41-50;
- They turned away from him and said -- a madman -- 44: 13-14;
- He withdrew -- confiding in his might and said - a wizard or a madman -- 51: 39;
- Every folk in the past said their messenger was a wizard or madman -- 51: 52-53;
- Therefore warn men -- you are not a soothsayer nor a madman -- 52: 29;
- The folk of Noah denied --- and said a madman -- 54: 9;
- Is it a mortal man --- we’re to follow --- we’ll fall into error and madness -- 54: 24;
- The guilty are in error and madness -- 54: 47;
- -- wherefrom they get no headache nor madness -- 56: 11-26;
- Thou art not ------ a madman -- 68: 2;
- You will see and they will see who is demented -- 68: 5-6;
- Kuffar will ------ say he is indeed mad -- 68: 51;
- Your comrade is not mad -- 81: 22;
MAGIANS
- On Day of Resurrection, Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Magians -- 22: 17;
MAGIC / MAGICIAN
- Devils disbelieved - teaching mankind magic - causing division between man and wife -- 2:
101-103;
- And the kuffar exclaimed this is nothing but magic -- 5: 110;
- Had We sent down writing --- kuffar would have said this is magic -- 6: 7;
- When the truth from Our Presence came to them, they (Pharaoh) said this is magic -- 10: 76;
- Moses asks - Is this magic -- magicians do not thrive -- 10: 77;
- Pharaoh said bring every cunning magician to me -- 10: 79;
- Moses said cast your cast -- 10: 80;
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- Moses said that what you brought is magic -- 10: 81;
- If you say you will be raised again after death, kuffar will say this is magic -- 11: 7;
- Have you come to drive us out ---- by your magic -- 20: 57;
- We can produce magic too -- 20: 58;
- These are two magicians who will drive you out of your country by magic -- 20: 63; 26: 34 35;
- Their cords and staves by their magic appeared as though they ran -- 20: 66;
- That which they made is a magician's trick --- it will not be successful -- 20: 69;
- The magicians fell prostrate saying we believe in Allah -- 20: 70;
- He is your chief who taught you magic -- 20: 71;
- We believe in our Lord that He may forgive us ---- and the magic to which you forced us -20: 73;
- Will you succumb to magic when you see it --21: 3;
- He is your chief who taught you magic -- 26: 49;
- When Our tokens came to them plain to see they said this is magic -- 27: 13;
- When Moses came to them with Our tokens they said this is magic -- 28: 36;
- Two magics which support each other --- in both we disbelieve -- 28: 48;
- This is nothing else than mere magic -- 34: 43; 37: 15; 61: 6;
- This is mere magic - we disbelieve therein -- 43: 30;
- Of Our revelations, kuffar say mere magic -- 46: 7;
- It will be said to them ---- is this magic or do you not see -- 52: 13-16;
- --- yet when he came to them ---- they said this is magic -- 61: 6;
- --- and said this is nothing else than magic -- 74: 24;
MAGNIFY
- I shall turn away from My revelations those who magnify themselves wrongfully on earth -- 7:
146;
- And magnify Him with all magnificence -- 17: 111;
- Whoso magnify the sacred things of Allah, it is good for him -- 22: 30;
- Whoso magnify the offerings, it is from devotion of heart -- 22: 32;
- We made them subject to you that you may magnify Allah -- 22: 37;
- Who keep duty --- Allah will remit --- and magnify rewards -- 65: 5;
- Whenever I call them --- they --- and magnify themselves in pride -- 71: 7;
- Thy Lord magnify -- thy raiment purify -- 74: 1-10;
MAHR
- If you divorce women before consummating marriage, you can give half of mahr, unless
woman
agrees to forego it - this is nearer to piety -- 2: 237;
- Give to women free gift of marriage portion -- 4: 4;
- Do not forcibly inherit women - or place restrictions in order to take back portion of dowry -4: 19;
- If you wish to exchange one wife for another - take nothing from dowry -- 4: 20-21;
- When you marry, give mahr -- 4: 24-25;
- O Prophet! lawful to you are your wives to whom you have paid their dowries -- 33: 50;
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MAIDENS
- It may be that Allah will give him wives better than you --- maids -- 66: 5;
- And maidens for companions -- 78: 33;
MAJESTY
- To Allah belongs Majesty in heavens and earth -- 45: 37;
MAJOR
- Avoid major sins - Allah will remit evil deeds -- 4: 31;
MAKE
- They made for him what he willed -- synagogues, statues -- 34: 13;
- Do you worship --- when Allah created you and what you make -- 37: 95-96;
- That We may transfigure you and make you what you know not -- 56: 61;
- Then Allah --- and made of him a pair -- male and female -- 75: 38-39;
- We created man from -- so We make him hearing - knowing -- 76: 2;
- The righteous shall drink --- water of Kafur -- a spring from which --- making it gush -- 76: 56;
- Allah make whom He will to enter His mercy -- 76: 31;
- Then make the way easy for him -- 80: 20;
- We shall make you read so you won’t forget save as Allah wills -- 87: 6-7;
MALE
- The male is not as the female -- 3: 36;
- Has He forbidden the 2 males or the 2 females or -- 6: 143-144;
- Who does right - male or female - We shall quicken with good life -- 16: 97;
- Of all creatures you come to males and leave the wives Allah created for you -- 26: 165-166;
- Lot said to his folk - don’t you come unto males -- 29: 29;
- Who does right - male or female -- and is believer - will enter Paradise -- 40: 40;
- He bestows male offspring on whom He will 42: 49;
- Or He mingles them male and female - makes barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- We have created you male and female -- 49: 13;
- Are yours the males and His the females - an unfair division -- 53: 21-22;
- He created the 2 spouses - male and female -- 53: 45;
- Then Allah -- and made of him a pair - male and female -- 75: 38-39;
- And Him Who created male and female -- 92: 3;
MALEFACTOR
- Obey not each --- malefactor -- 68: 8-13;
MALIGN
- Allah cursed those who malign Him and messenger -- 33: 57;
- Who malign believers undeservedly - bears guilt of slander and sin -- 33: 58;
MANACLE
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- We have prepared for kuffar manacles, carcans and raging fire -- 76: 4;
MANKIND
- Of mankind are some who say we believe but do not believe -- 2: 8;
- Worship your Lord ---- that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 21;
- The earth a resting place - the sky a canopy - water comes down producing fruits as food and
told not to set up rivals to Allah -- 2: 22;
- Fuel for hell - men and stones -- 2: 24;
- Allah created for mankind, all that is in earth -- 2: 29;
- Mix not truth with lies - nor conceal truth - establish worship - pay zakat - bow with those who
bow, to enjoin and practise righteousness - to seek help in patience and prayer -- 2: 42-46;
- Warned to guard against Day of Judgment - no soul will be able to help another intercession nor
compensation accepted -- 2: 48;
- Among them are those who know Scripture only by hearsay - they guess -- 2: 78;
- Abraham appointed leader for mankind -- 2: 124;
- Kaaba - a resort for mankind -- 2: 125;
- -- a middle nation that you may be witness against mankind --- Allah is full of pity and merciful
to mankind -- 2: 143;
- Curse of mankind also on those who die kuffar -- 2: 161;
- Some of mankind set up rivals to Allah, loving them --- had the evil-doers known that power
belongs wholly to Allah -- 2: 165;
- Eat what is lawful and pure - follow not the devil - he is enemy to you -- 2: 168;
- When told to follow what Allah revealed, they say they'd follow their fathers -- 2: 170;
- Allah expounds His revelations to mankind that -- 2: 187;
- Of mankind is he who saith: Our Lord! give unto us in the world -- 2: 200; --- and in the
hereafter -- 2: 201;
- Of mankind is he whose talk of dunya pleases thee -- calls Allah to witness what is in his
heart
while he makes mischief -- told to be careful of duty to Allah - he sins -- 2: 204-206;
- Some would sell himself seeking Pleasure of Allah -- 2: 207;
- Were one community -- Allah sent prophets - they differed after knowledge came to them
through
envy -- Allah guided believers to truth - Allah guides whom He will to straight path -- 2: 213;
- Make peace among mankind -- 2: 224;
- Allah is Lord if kindness to mankind, but most give not thanks -- 2: 243;
- If Allah had not repelled some men by others, earth would have been corrupted -- 2: 251;
- Allah causes man to die 100 years; brings him back to life -- makes him token for mankind -2: 259;
- It is Thee Who will gather mankind on a day -- 3: 9;
- Beautified for mankind is life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Kuffar slay prophets and mankind who enjoin duty - hell -- 3: 21;
- Their works have failed here and hereafter -- 3: 22;
- Zachariah is told he will not speak to mankind for 3 days except by signs -- 3: 41;
- Jesus will speak to mankind in cradle -- 3: 46;
- Those of mankind who have best claim to Abraham are those who followed him and -- 3: 68;
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- No human to whom scripture ---- given, could have said to mankind - be my slaves -- 3: 79;
- Allah did not command you to take angels and Prophets as Lords - would He command you
to
its

disbelieve after your belief? -- 3: 80;
Haj - a duty to Allah for mankind - for who can find a way thither -- 3: 97;
You are the best community raised up for mankind -- you enjoin --- 3: 110;
This is a declaration for mankind - a guidance -- 3: 138;
These are the vicissitudes We cause to follow one another for mankind -- 3: 140;
Not for any prophet to deceive mankind -- 3: 161;
Those who had received scripture, were charged to expound it and not to hide it -- 3: 187;
O mankind! be careful of your duty to Allah -- who created you from a single soul -- created

mate -- multitude of men and women -- be careful -- in Whom you claim your rights -- and
towards the wombs that bore you -- 4: 1;
- Man created weak - Allah makes burden light -- 4: 28;
- Do they have share in Sovereignty - in that case mankind will not get a speck on date-stone
-- 4: 53;
- Are they jealous of mankind because of what Allah bestowed on them of His bounty -- 4: 54;
- Some fear mankind with fear greater than that for Allah -- 4: 77;
- Muhammad - a messenger to mankind -- 4: 79; -- not a warder over them -- 4: 80;
- We reveal to thee the Scripture with truth that you may judge between mankind by it -- 4:
105
- Allah can replace you -- 4: 133;
- Can have no argument against Allah after the messengers -- 4: 165;
- Messenger has come to you with truth - so believe -- 4: 170;
- Now hath come to you proof and clear light -- 4: 174
- We decreed for Jews - whoso killed a human wrongfully, it is as if he killed all mankind - and
who
saves one man, is as if he saved all mankind - many became prodigals -- 5: 32;
- Fear not mankind - Fear Me -- 5: 44;
- Many mankind are evil-livers -- 5: 49;
- Make known the Quran - Allah will protect you from mankind -- 5: 67;
- Kaaba - a standard for mankind -- 5: 97;
- Allah will ask messengers about their response from mankind -- 5: 109;
- Allah will ask Jesus - Did you say to mankind “Take me and my mother as ---” -- 5: 116;
- Remind mankind by Quran lest a soul be destroyed by its own deeds -- 6: 70;
- Ask Yahudis Who revealed book which Moses brought - a light and guidance for mankind -6: 91;
- On Day of Judgment, Allah will say, O assembly of Jinn! many mankind did you seduce -- 6:
128;
- O assembly of Jinn and mankind! didn't there come to you messengers of your own kind who
recounted My revelations to you? - they'll testify that they were kuffar -- 6: 130;
- Who does greater wrong than him who invent lie against Allah -- to lead mankind astray -- 6:
144;
- Given power and appointed livelihood on earth -- 7: 10;
- We created you, fashioned you, ordered angels to bow to you -- 7: 11;
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- Satan says he is better than man - he was created from Fire - man is from mud -- 7: 12;
- Sent out from Garden to earth - a habitation and provision - there you'll live and die and
thence
you'd be brought forth -- 7: 24-25;
- We have revealed raiment to conceal your shame but restraint from evil is best -- 7: 26;
- Let not Satan seduce you as he did your first parents -- 7: 27;
- Enter the Fire among nations of Jinn and mankind who passed before you -- 7: 38-39;
- Wrong not mankind in their goods -- 7: 85;
- Do they feel secure from Allah's wrath - day or night -- 7: 94-102;
- Allah tells Moses He preferred him above mankind -- 7: 144;
- O mankind! I am the messenger of Allah to you all 7: 158;
- And remember when Allah brought you forth and made you testify "Am I not your Lord?" lest
on Day of Judgment you'd say you did not know this or that it was our fathers and wilt Thou
destroy us for what others did -- 7: 172-173;
- Of mankind are some who guide with truth and establish justice -- 7: 181;
- Knowledge of the Hour is with Allah only, but most mankind know not -- 7: 187;
- Satan tells kuffar no one can conquer them that day - he is their protector -- 8: 48;
- Those of old were stronger than at present and wealthier -- 9: 69;
- Is it a wonder for mankind that We inspired --- saying warn mankind and tell believers -- 10:
2;
- Were one community then they differed -- 10: 19;
- When We cause mankind to taste mercy after adversity, they plot -- 10: 21;
- Quran - an exposition of what was decreed for mankind -- 10: 37;
- Allah does not wrong mankind - mankind wrongs himself -- 10: 44;
- O mankind! there has come to you an exhortation - a balm for what is in the breasts -- 10: 57;
- Allah is bountiful to mankind, but most give not thanks -- 10: 60;
- You perform no act --- but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- Most mankind are heedless of Our portents -- 10: 92;
- That is a day to which mankind will be gathered -- 11: 103;
- If Allah willed, He could have made mankind one nation, but they cease not to differ -- 11:
118;
- I shall fill hell with Jinn and mankind together -- 11: 119; 32: 13;
- Satan is an open enemy to man -- 12: 5;
- This is of the bounty of Allah to us and to mankind -- most give not thanks -- 12: 38;
- Jacob was lord of knowledge -- most mankind know not -- 12: 68;
- From thy Lord is the Truth, but most mankind do not believe -- 13: 1;
- Thy Lord is rich in pardon for mankind despite their wrong -- 13: 6;
- That which is of use to mankind remains in the earth -- 13: 17;
- Had Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind -- 13: 31;
- We sent messengers to mankind before -- appointed for them wives and offspring -- 13: 38;
- That you may bring forth mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- Allah coins similitudes for mankind that they may reflect -- 14: 25;
- Many things made for service to mankind -- 14: 32-33;
- You cannot count the blessings of Allah, but man is ungrateful -- 14: 34;
- They have led many of mankind astray -- 14: 36;
- Warn mankind of a day when the doom ---- and wrong-doers will say reprieve us ---- 14: 44;
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- A clear message for mankind -- 14: 52;
- We created man of potter's clay -- 15: 26;
- Warn mankind that there is no God besides Me -- 16: 2;
- He created man from a drop of fluid -- 16: 4;
- Raising the dead - Promise of Allah -- most mankind know not -- 16: 38;
- That you may explain to mankind that which is revealed for them -- 16: 44;
- If Allah tasks mankind for their wrong-doing, He will not leave a living creature -- 16: 61; 35:
45;
- That you may explain to them that wherein they differ -- 16: 64;
- There comes forth from their bellies --- healing for mankind -- 16: 68-69;
- What Allah has is better for you - what you have wastes away - what Allah has remains -16: 95-96;
- Man prays for evil as he prays for good -- Man is hasty -- 17: 11; 21: 37;
- We appointed the vision --- as an ordeal for mankind --- Allah encompasseth mankind -- 17:
60;
- O mankind! Your Lord is He Who drives the ship --- that you may seek His bounty -- 17: 66;
- When He brings you safe to land - you turn away -- man is thankless -- 17: 67;
- When We make life pleasant - he turns away - when ill touches him, he is in despair -- 17: 83;
- Though mankind and Jinn should assemble to produce the like of Quran, they can't -- 17: 88;
- All kinds of similitudes displayed in Quran, but mankind refuses to believe -- 17: 89;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing ----- except they said "Did Allah send mortal as
messenger?" -- 17: 94; 18: 55;
- If you possessed the treasures of the mercy of Allah --- you’d hold back from spending -man is
grudging -- 17: 100;
- Quran divided so it may be recited to mankind at intervals -- 17: 106;
- Cry unto Allah or the Beneficent - His are the most beautiful names -- 17: 110;
- We have displayed in Quran all kinds of similitudes but man is contentious -- 18: 54;
- You have slain an innocent soul who has slain no man -- 18: 74;
- Your token - you shall not speak to mankind 3 nights -- 19: 10;
- We sent Our Spirit - it assumed the shape of a perfect man -- 19: 17;
- We may make of him a revelation for mankind -- 19: 21;
- Man saith - when I am dead, shall I be brought forth alive -- doesn't man remember that We
created him before when he was nothing -- 19: 66-67;
- Will be assembled with the devils around hell - those stubborn in rebellion will be taken out
and
thrown in hell - everyone shall approach it - a fixed ordinance - then those who kept from evil
will be rescued - evil-doers will be left there -- 19: 68-72;
- Can you see a single man of them or hear -- 19: 98;
- You did kill a man and We delivered thee -- 20: 40;
- We made a covenant with Adam - he forgot -- 20: 115;
- The reckoning draws nigh for mankind - they turn away in heedlessness -- 21: 1;
- Man is made of haste -- 21: 37;
- I warn you only by the Inspiration -- 21: 45;
- Broken up their religion into fragments -- 21: 93;
- We sent thee as a mercy for mankind -- 21: 107;
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- O mankind! Fear your Lord - the earthquake of the Hour -- 22: 1;
- On the day ----- mankind will appear drunken -- 22: 2;
- Among mankind is he who dispute about Allah without knowledge and follow devils -- 22: 3;
8-9;
- For such it is decreed he will be guided to hell -- 22: 4;
- If you are in doubt about resurrection -- We created you from dust, then from a drop of seed,
then ---- you attain full strength. Some of you die young and some ---- so that after knowledge
he knows nothing -- 22: 5;
- Among mankind is he who disputeth ---- without knowledge, guidance or Scripture -- 22: 8;
- Among mankind is he who worship Allah on a narrow margin -- 22: 11;
- Haven’t you seen -- many of mankind -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- Proclaim to mankind -- Haj -- 22: 27;
- O mankind! I am only a plain Warner to you -- 22: 49;
- For mankind, Allah is full of pity, merciful -- 22: 65;
- Man is ungrateful -- 22: 66; 25: 50;
- O mankind! --- Those you call beside Allah will never create a fly -- 22: 73;
- Allah chooses messengers from angels and mankind -- 22: 75;
- That messenger may be a witness against you and you against mankind -- 22: 78;
- He is only a man --- in whom there is madness -- 23: 25; --- who invented lie about Allah -23: 38;
- Mankind have broken their religion into sects - each rejoicing -- 23: 53;
- Do you think then that We created you for nothing -- 23: 115;
- Allah speak to mankind in allegories -- 24: 35;
- And Noah's folk --- We drowned them and made them a portent for mankind -- 25: 37;
- Most of mankind begrudge anything save ingratitude -- 25: 50;
- He created man from water and appointed kindred by blood and marriage -- 25: 54;
- Shall we put faith in thee when the lowest of the people follow thee -- 26: 111;
- Wrong not mankind in their goods -- 26: 183;
- Solomon gathers his armies of humankind -- 27: 17;
- Allah is bountiful to mankind - most do not give thanks -- 27: 73;
- We shall bring beast of earth to speak to them because mankind hath -- 27: 82;
- We gave Scripture to Moses - clear testimony - guidance and mercy for mankind -- 28: 43;
- There are some who say We believe - but if made to suffer for sake of Allah - mistakes
persecution
for Allah’s punishment - if victory comes, he says he was with you all along -- 29: 10;
- As for similitudes coined for mankind none will grasp their meaning except the wise -- 29: 43;
- We have appointed a sanctuary immune --- while mankind is ravaged around them -- 29: 67;
- Allah does not fail in His promise but most mankind know not -- 30: 6;
- Many of mankind disbelieve in meeting with their Lord -- 30: 8;
- If We let mankind taste of mercy, they rejoice - but if evil befall -- they despair -- 30: 36;
- Before the inevitable day comes from Allah --- on that day mankind will be split up -- 30: 43;
- In the Quran, We've coined for mankind all kinds of similitudes -- 30: 58;
- Of mankind is he who pays for mere pastime of discourse that he may mislead --- making it a
mockery --- when revelations recited, he turns away in pride as if deafness in his ears -- 31:
6-7;
- We have enjoined on man concerning his parents ------ then to me is your return and I shall
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tell
you --- 31: 14-15;
- Turn not thy cheek in scorn to folk -- 31: 18;
- Allah hath loaded you with favours from without and within yet of mankind is he who dispute
about Allah without knowledge, guidance or Scripture giving light -- 31: 20;
- Keep your duty to Allah and fear a day when ---- 31: 33;
- He began creation of man from clay -- then He fashioned him --- and appointed hearing, sight
and heart --- 32: 7-9;
- I will fill hell with jinn and mankind together -- 32: 13;
- Allah has more right to be feared than mankind -- 33; 37;
- We have not sent thee except as bringer of glad tidings and Warner to all mankind -- 34: 28;
- Allah enlarges or narrows provision for whom He will - most mankind know not -- 34: 36; 39;
- None can withhold what He opens to mankind of mercy; what He withhold, none can release
-- 35: 2;
- O mankind! remember Allah's Grace to you -- 35: 3;
- The promise of Allah is true --- let not life of world beguile you - let not Satan beguile you he is
enemy to you - treat him as enemy - he summons to the Fire -- 35: 5-6;
- O mankind! You are the poor in your relation to Allah -- 35: 15;
- If Allah took mankind to task -- He would not leave a living creature on earth -- 35: 43;
- Has not man seen We created him from a drop of seed -- 36: 77;
- Therefore judge equitably between mankind -- 38: 26;
- When some hurt touches man -- he cries to Allah -- when He grants him a boon -- he forgets
-- 39: 8;
- We have coined for mankind -- all kinds of similitudes - that they may reflect -- 39: 27; 59:
21;
- We revealed the Scripture for mankind with truth -- 39: 41;
- When hurt touches man - he cries to Us -- when We grant him a boon he says --- 39: 49;
- Creation of heaven and earth is greater than creation of man - most mankind know not -- 40:
57;
- The Hour is surely coming -- most mankind believe not -- 40: 59;
- Allah is Lord of Bounty for mankind - most mankind give not thanks -- 40: 61;
- The Word concerning nations of Jinn and humankind who passed away before, hath effect
for
them - they are losers -- 41: 25;
- Kuffar will say show us the Jinn and humans who beguiled us so we can put them under our
feet -- 41: 29;
- Prays for good, but if misfortune touches him, he is desperate -- 41: 49;
- If mercy comes to him after some hurt, he says this is his own -- 41: 50;
- When We show favour to man, he turns aside - when ill befalls him, he remembers to pray -41: 51;
- Blame is against those who oppress mankind and rebel in the earth -- 42: 42;
- When We cause man to taste mercy - he exults -- 42: 48;
- He mingleth them males and females and makes barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- Man is an ingrate -- 43: 15;
- Were it not that mankind would have become one community, We might have appointed for
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kuffar houses of silver -- 43: 33-35;
- This is clear indication for mankind -- 45: 20;
- Allah gives life to you -- causes death -- but most mankind know not -- 45: 26;
- When mankind are gathered for judgment -- will become their enemies -- will deny being
worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- We have commended to man - kindness to parents -- his mother bears him and brings him in
pain -- weaning in 30 months - when he attains full strength - 40 years, he says My Lord!
arouse
me that I may give thanks for the favour ---- and be gracious to me in the matter of my
offspring I turn to Thee repentant and am of the muslims -- 46: 15;
- Such are those on whom the Word hath effect - they are the losers -- 46: 18;
- And for all there will be ranks from what they do - He will pay them for their deeds - they will
not be wronged -- 46: 19;
- That Ye may believe in Allah and His Messenger, honour Him, revere Him, and Glorify Him
early dawn and close of day -- 48: 9;
- We have created you male and female - made you nations and tribes - -- the noblest of you
in
sight of Allah is the best in conduct -- 49: 13;
- We created man - We know what his soul whispers to him -- 50: 16;
- I created Jinn and mankind only that they may worship Me -- 51: 56;
- Every soul is pledge for what it earned -- 52: 21;
- Or shall man have what he covets -- 53: 24;
- Can have nothing except what he strives for -- 53: 39;
- Is it a mortal man alone among us we’re to follow -- we’d fall into error and madness -- 54:
24;
- He created man and taught him utterance -- 55: 3-4;
- We shall dispose of you, you two dependents ( man and Jinn) -- 55: 31;
- O Jinn and man! if you have power to penetrate the regions of heaven and earth -- 55: 33;
- There will be sent against you both heat of fire - you will not escape -- 55: 35;
- When heaven split and become rosy -- man nor Jinn will be questioned about his sin - the
guilty
will be known by their marks -- will be taken by forelock and feet - this is the hell which the
guilty
denied - they circle around between it and boiling water -- 55: 37-44;
- Therein are those of modest gaze whom neither man nor Jinn touched before them -- 55:
56; 74;
- When the event befalls - mankind will be of 3 kinds - those on right hand - those on left hand
and those the foremost in the race -- 56: 7-10;
- Have you seen what you emit? Did you create it or are We the Creator? 56: 58-59;
- ---and revealed with them the Scripture and balance that man may observe right measure --and
He revealed iron ----- and uses for mankind -- 57: 25;
- Hypocrites are like devil when he tells man to disbelieve - when they do so, he says I am
free of
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you - I fear Allah -- 59: 16;
- O Jews! if you claim to be favoured of all mankind - then long for death -- 62: 6-8;
- Man was created anxious - fretful when evil befalls him, grudging when good befalls him except
worshippers who are constant in their worship - in whose wealth there is a right for the
beggar
and destitute - and those who believe in Day of Judgment - and those who fear Allah's
punishment - from which none can feel secure - and those who preserve their chastity, save with
their
wives - who seeks more than that are transgressors, - and those who keep their pledges and
oaths - and those who stand by their testimony - and those who are attentive at worship --these will dwell in Gardens --- 70: 19-35;
- What ails kuffar - does every man among them hope to enter the Garden -- 70: 36-38;
- Some mankind used to invoke some Jinn for protection -- they increased them in revolt
against
Allah -- 72: 6;
- Leave Me to deal with him whom I created lonely - bestowed on him ample means --- and
sons
abiding in his presence - made life smooth for him - yet he wants more -- 74: 11-15;
- He has been stubborn to Our revelations -- 74: 16;
- On him I shall impose a fearful doom -- 74: 17;
- He did consider then he plotted - self destroyed is he - how he plotted -- 74: 18-20;
- Then he looked, frowned and showed displeasure - then turned away in pride and said this is
magic - this is speech of man -- 74: 20-25;
- Him shall I fling to the burning - I leave nothing - it spares nothing - it shrivels man -- 74: 2629;
- Above it are 19 -- 74: 30;
- Man thinks We shall not assemble his bones -- 75: 3;
- Man will willingly deny what is before him -- 75: 5;
- On that day man will cry - whither to flee -- 75: 10;
- On that day, man is told what he sent before and what he left behind -- 75: 13;
- Man is a telling witness against himself -- 75: 14;
- Does man think he is to be left aimless -- 75: 36;
- Was there a period of time when man was a thing forgotten -- 76: 1;
- We created man from a drop of thickened fluid to test him -- 76: 2;
- We created them - strengthened their frame - We can replace them, bringing others in their
stead -- 76: 28;
- A day when man will look at his deeds -- and kuffar will say would that I was dust --- 78: 40;
- When man will call to mind his whole endeavour -- 79: 35;
- Had not done what Allah commanded -- 80: 23;
- Let man consider his food -- how We pour water in showers -- 80: 24-32;
- Every man that day will have enough concern to make him heedless of others -- 80: 34-37;
- What made you careless about Allah Who created and fashioned you into whatever form He
will -- 82: 6-8;
- Those who when they take measure from mankind, demand it full, but when they measure or
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weigh for them, cause them loss -- 83: 1-3;
- Don't such men consider that they'll be raised again to an awful day - when all mankind stand
before Allah -- 83: 4-6;
- Thou art working a work toward thy Lord Whom you will meet -- 84: 6;
- Let man consider from what he is created -- 86: 5;
- There is an oath for thinking man -- 89: 5;
- As for man - when Allah honours him - he says Allah honours me -- 89: 15;
- When Allah tries him by straitening his livelihood, he says Allah despises me -- 89: 16;
- On that day, man will remember -- 89: 23;
- We created man in an atmosphere -- 90: 4;
- We created man of the best stature, then We reduced him --- except those ---- 95: 4-6;
- Read in the name of Allah -- Who created man from a clot -- 96: 1-2;
- Who taught by the pen -- taught man that which he knew not -- 96: 4-5;
- Verily man is rebellious -- 96: 6; -- thinks himself independent -- 96: 7;
- And man says what ails her -- 99: 3;
- That day, mankind will issue forth in groups to be shown their deeds -- 99: 6;
- Is ungrateful to his Lord -- 100: 6; -- thinks his wealth will make him immortal -- 104: 3;
- A day when mankind will be as scattered moths and mountains as carded wool -- 101: 1-5;
- -- man is in a state of loss except -- 103: 2-3;
- And you see mankind entering the religion of Allah in troops -- 110: 2;
- I seek refuge in Lord of mankind --- from evil of --- who whispers in hearts of mankind --114: 1-6;
MANNA
- Sent down for Yahudis -- 2: 57; 7: 160; 20: 50;
MANSION
- Blessed is He, if He will, He will assign you mansions -- 25: 10;
- By the heaven, holding mansion of the stars -- 85: 1;
MARK
- -- so that you should know them by their marks -- 47: 30;
- The guilty will be known by their marks -- 55: 41-44;
MARKET
- What ails this messenger -- he eats food and walks the markets -- 25: 7;
- All messengers ate food and walked markets -- 25: 20;
MARRIAGE
- They are your garments and you are their garments -- 2: 187;
- Marry not idolatresses until they believe -- do not let daughters marry idolaters -- 2: 221; 4:
25;
- Your women are tilth for you - go to them as you will -- 2: 223;
- Women have similar rights over men as men have over them - men are a degree above -- 2:
228;
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- Make not Allah's revelations a laughing stock by your behaviour -- 2: 231;
- Can announce engagement - no intercourse before marriage -- 2: 235;
- Should provide a year's provision for wife at time of death -- 2: 240;
- If you feel you will not deal fairly with orphans, then marry 2, 3 or 4 - if not, only one -- 4: 3;
- Give women their dowry -- 4: 4;
- If orphans are of sound judgment when they reach marriageable age, give them their
fortunes -- 4: 6;
- If women guilty of lewdness -- 4: 15;
- If both guilty - punish them both -- 4: 16;
- You cannot forcibly inherit women of kinsmen - do not place restrictions in order to take back
portion of dowry - consort in kindness - you may hate what is good -- 4: 19;
- If you want to exchange one wife for another - take nothing from dowry -- 4: 20-21;
- Do not marry women your father had married - abomination and evil -- 4: 22;
- Forbidden to you for marriage are ------ cannot marry two sisters at same time - cannot marry
a
woman already married - give dowry -- 4: 23-24;
- Who fear to commit sin and cannot marry free believing women, can marry believing maids -to have patience would be better -- if such maids commit lewdness -- punishment is half of
that
for free women -- 4: 25;
- If you fear breach between them appoint arbiter, if they desire amendment -- 4: 35;
- The Scripture recited to you gives decree re female orphans you wish to marry without giving
what is ordained for them -- 4: 127;
- Virtuous women of believers and People of Book - give mahr - not in fornication nor as
concubines -- 5: 5;
- Marry such of you as are solitary and pious of slaves and maidservants --- 24: 32;
- Let those who cannot find a match keep chaste till --- 24: 33;
- Women past child-bearing - no hope of marriage - may discard outer garment so as not to
show
their adornment -- 24: 60;
- Kindred by marriage appointed by Allah -- 25: 54;
- I will marry you to one of these 2 daughters of mine - on condition you hire yourself to me for
eight pilgrimages -- 28: 27;
- He created for you mates from among yourselves, to dwell in tranquillity with them -- 30: 21;
- Prophet (SAS) ordered to marry Zaid's wife - believers can marry wives of adopted sons -33: 37;
- If you did not consummate your marriage - there is no waiting period -- 33: 49;
- Prophet and believers can marry ---- 33: 50;
- Should not marry prophet’s wives after him -- 33: 53;
- Created mates of like nature -- 39: 6;
- We shall wed them to fair ones with lovely eyes -- 44: 51-57;
- Reclining on couches, We wed them to fair ones with -- 52: 20;
- No sin to marry such women when you give them their dues -- 60: 10;
MARTYR
- Are with Allah - they have their reward and their light -- 57: 19;
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MARVEL
- It took its way to the waters by a marvel -- 18: 63;
- You marvel when they mock -- 37: 12;
- They marvel that a Warner from among themselves had come to them -- 38: 4; 50: 2;
- Do you marvel at this statement and laugh and not weep while you amuse -- 53: 59-61;
MARY
- Mother dedicates child to Allah - birth of Mary - seeks protection for Mary and her offspring
from
Satan -- Zachariah is guardian - finds her with food -- tells Zachariah Allah gives to whom
He wills -- 3: 35-37;
- Allah tells Mary, He chose her, made her pure, preferred her above all women - tells her to
obey
Him and bow with those who bow -- 3: 42-43;
- How her guardian was chosen -- 3: 44;
- Allah tells her He will bestow Jesus on her - he will speak to mankind in cradle - she asks
how can
she have a child when no man touched her -- 3: 45-47; 19: 17-33;
- Because of their disbelief and speaking ill of Mary --- 4: 156;
- Was a saintly woman - ate earthly food -- 5: 75;
- Make mention of Mary -- when she had withdrawn -- to a chamber looking east -- 19: 16;
- Chose seclusion - We sent Spirit who assumed human form - gave her tidings of faultless
son she questions him - he assures her it was ordained by Allah - she conceived - went to palmtree
saying she wished she was dead than this - child spoke to her telling her to shake palm-tree
- she
went to her folks - they admonished her - she pointed to child - he spoke -- 19: 17-30;
- She who was chaste - We breathed into her of Our Spirit - made her and her son a token for
all
people -- 21: 91;
- We made son of Mary and his mother - a portent -- We gave them refuge on a height -- 23:
50;
- And Mary -- whose body was chaste -- she put faith in Words of Allah and was obedient -66: 12;
MATCH
- If you cannot find a match - keep chaste until Allah -- 24: 33;
MATE
- He created for you mates from yourselves -- 30: 21;
MATTER
- When the matter is determined, if they are loyal to Allah - it will be well for them -- 47: 21;
- We will obey you in some matters -- 47: 26;
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MEAL
- Enter not Prophet’s dwellings for meal before time - when finished - depart -- 33: 53;
MEAN
- That --- and kuffar may say - What does Allah mean by this similitude -- -- 74: 31;
MEASURE
- They measure not the power of Allah its true measure -- 6: 91;
- That is the measuring of the Mighty, the Wise -- 6: 96;
- Ten Commandments - give full measure and weight -- 6: 151-153; 7: 85; 11: 85; 17: 35;
26: 181;
- He appointed the moon a light and measured for her stages that you might know the number
of
years -- 10: 5;
- Do you not see I fill up the measure -- 12: 59;
- If you do not bring him, there’d be no measure for you -- 12: 60;
- O our father! the measure is denied us -- send us with --- so we may obtain the measure -12: 63;
- This what we bring now is a light measure -- 12: 65;
- Fill for us the measure and be charitable to us -- 12: 88;
- And everything with Him is measured -- 13: 8;
- He sends water from the sky so that valleys flow according to their measure -- 13: 17;
- The stores for everything are with Us -- We send it down in appointed measure -- 15: 21;
- They do not measure for Allah His rightful measure -- 22: 74;
- We send down water in measure -- 23: 18; 43: 11;
- He created everything and meted out for it a measure -- 25: 2; 54:49;
- Give full measure and be not -- 26: 181;
- Make long --- and measure the links thereof -- 34: 11;
- The sun run to its resting place -- that is the measuring of Allah -- 36: 38;
- And measured therein its sustenance in 4 days -- 41: 10;
- He decked the lower heavens with lamps -- that is the measuring of Allah -- 41: 12;
- If Allah were to enlarge provision for His slaves ---- but He send down by measure -- 42:
27;
- He hath set the measure - exceed not the measure - observe the measure strictly nor fall
short
thereof -- 55: 7-9;
- --- and revealed with them Scripture and balance that mankind may observe right measure -57: 25;
- -- whose provision is measured - let him spend of what Allah hath given him -- 65: 7;
- Chant Quran in measure -- 73: 1-8;
- Allah hath set a measure for all things -- 65: 3; -- He measures night and day -- 73: 20;
- Goblets of silver --- and beakers as of glass but made of silver which they themselves
measured
to the measure of their deeds -- 76: 15-16;
- Those when they take measure from mankind take it full, but when they measure or weigh for
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them, cause them loss -- 83: 1-3;
- Praise be name of Allah - Who measures then guides -- 87: 1-5;
MEAT
- We provide them with fruit and meat as they desire -- 52: 22;
MECCA
- First sanctuary - guidance for people - contains Maqam Ibrahim - whoever enters it is safe -Haj - a duty -- 3: 96-97;
- Can hunt outside sanctuary of Mecca - profane not sacred territory -- 5: 2;
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night from Mecca to Jerusalem -- 17: 1;
- Allah withheld men’s hands from you and --- in valley of Mecca -- 48: 24;
- These disbelieved and debarred you from Kaaba -- had it not been that believers and kuffar
not
clearly separated --- 48: 25-26;
- You shall enter Kaaba if Allah will, secure, having your hair shaven and cut, not fearing -- 48:
27;
MEDDLE
- Withdraw from those who meddle with Our revelations until they change the topic -- 6: 68;
MEDIATE
- The mediation of no mediator will avail them then -- 74: 48;
MEDINA
- Among the people of Medina are hypocrites whom you do not know -- 9: 101;
- It is not for folk of Medina to stay behind , preferring their life to Prophet's life -- 9: 120;
- They say if we return to Medina, soon the mightier will drive out the weaker -- 63: 8;
MEDITATE
- Will they not meditate on Qur’an - or are there locks -- 47: 24;
MEET
- The humble-minded know they will meet Allah -- 2: 46;
- They are losers who deny meeting with Allah -- 6: 31; 18: 105;
- O assembly of Jinn and mankind! Didn’t there come to you messengers -- warning you of this
meeting -- 6: 130;
- Scripture given to Moses - guidance and mercy that they might believe in meeting Allah -- 6:
154;
- This Day We forget them as they forgot the meeting of this Day -- 7: 51;
- Those who deny --- and the meeting of the hereafter - their works are fruitless -- 7: 147; --will
be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- When you met, He made you see them with your eyes as few -- 8: 44;
- When you meet an army, hold firm and think of Allah much that -- 8: 45;
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- He caused hypocrisy in their hearts till the Day they will meet Him -- 9: 77;
- Those who do not expect to meet with Us but desire life of world -- 10: 7;
- We allow those who do not expect to meet Us to wander blindly in their -- disobedience -10: 11;
- Those who do not look to meeting Us say ----- change it. Say It is not for me to change --10: 15;
- They will have perished who denied meeting with Allah -- 10: 45;
- Noah tells his folk that the believers have to meet Allah -- 11: 29;
- He detaileth the revelations that you may be certain of meeting your Lord -- 13: 2;
- But you thought We had set no meeting for you -- 18: 48;
- Those who hope to meet Allah - let him do righteous work -- 18: 110;
- If you meet any mortal - say I have vowed a fast -- 19: 26;
- Woe to kuffar from the meeting of an awful day -- 19: 37;
- Pharaoh tells Moses to appoint meeting which they'll keep at a place convenient to both -20: 58;
- Moses appoints meeting -- 20: 59;
- Pharaoh gathers his strength and come to meeting -- 20: 60;
- The chieftains --- who disbelieved and denied the meeting of the hereafter -- 23: 33;
- Those who do not look for a meeting with Us say -- 25: 21;
- Those who look forward to meeting with Allah, let him know that the Reckoning is nigh -- 29:
5;
- Disbelievers of revelation and meeting with Allah have no hope of His Mercy -- 29: 23;
- Don’t you commit abominations at your meetings -- 29: 29;
- They disbelieve the meeting with Allah -- 32: 10;
- You forgot the meeting if this your day --- We forget you --- 32: 14;
- Their salutation on the Day they meet Him will be "Peace" -- 33: 44;
- Didn’t there come to you messengers - reciting revelations and warning you of the meeting -39: 71;
- Are they still in doubt about the meeting with Allah -- 41: 54;
- This day We forget them as they forgot the meeting -- 45: 34;
- He loosed the 2 seas -- they meet -- barrier between them -- they encroach not on one
another -- 55: 19-20;
- Those of old and later will be brought together to meeting of appointed Day -- 56: 49-56;
- The death you shrink from will surely meet you and -- 62: 8;
- I knew I have to meet my reckoning -- 69: 20;
- Let them chat and play until they meet their day -- 70: 42;
MEMORIAL
- That We might make it a memorial for you -- 69: 12;
MEN
- Guard yourselves against the Fire ... fuel is men and stones -- 2: 24;
- Hearts harder than rock -- 2: 74;
- When you make a covenant, some set it aside because most do not believe -- 2:100;
- Do not want what does not suit them -- 2: 101;
- Who prevent others from places of Worship -- 2: 114;
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- Women have similar rights - men are a degree above them -- 2: 228;
- Those with knowledge will understand Quran -- 3: 7;
- Men of learning also bear witness that there is no God but Allah -- 3: 18;
- Curse of Allah, angels and men on those who disbelieve after belief -- 3: 86-89;
- Not to obstruct others from Path of Allah --3: 99;
- Many Prophets had devoted men who fought beside them without flinching -- their only cry
was
“Our Lord! forgive us our sins --” so Allah gave them the reward of both worlds -- 3: 146-148;
- Should not seek to be praised for what others have done -- 3: 188;
- Creation of heavens and earth, night and day are tokens for men of understanding -- 3: 190
- Who celebrate the Praises of Allah standing, sitting -- 3: 191;
- And from them twain, hath spread abroad a multitude of men and women -- 4: 1;
- Guilty of Lewdness to be punished -- 4: 16;
- Those who follow vain desires will mislead you -- 4: 27;
- Unto men a fortune of what they earned -- 4: 32;
- Unto men have We appointed heirs -- 4: 33;
- Are in charge of women (maintainers [Y/A]) - if you fear rebellion, admonish them - banish
them flog them -- 4: 34;
- If you fear breach - appoint arbiters - one from each side -- 4: 35;
- Thou art not taxed with responsibility for anyone but yourself -- 4: 84;
- --except the feeble among men --- who cannot devise plan nor are shown the way -- 4: 9799;
- If women fear desertion - can make peace - greed ever present in minds of men -- 4: 128;
- You cannot deal equally between your wives - do not turn away altogether from one -- 4:
129;
- If they separate, Allah will compensate each out of His abundance -- 4: 130;
- Hypocrites stand up to pray to be seen by men -- not mindful of Allah -- 4: 142;
- Created from clay -- 6: 2;
- Who believe and mend their lives - shall not fear nor grieve -- 6: 48;
- Have guardians set over them -- 6: 61;
- Who take their religion for mere play and amusement --6: 70;
- Those guided are not equal with those without guidance -- are pleased with their deeds -- 6:
122;
- Whom Allah will guide - breast opened to Islam -- 6: 125;
- Are Allah's viceroys on earth -- 6: 165;
- Many have hearts but cannot understand, eyes but cannot see, ears but cannot hear worse than
cattle -- 7: 179;
- He create you from single soul and therefrom make his mate that he may find rest in her -7: 189;
- Remember when you were few -- in the land and feared that men will wipe you out -- 8: 26;
- Those who came --- to be seen of men and debar men from Way of Allah -- 8: 47;
- Proclaim to all men on day of Haj Akbar that Allah is free of obligation to idolaters -- 9: 3;
- They take as Lords, their rabbis, monks and Jesus - they were bidden to worship One God
-- 9: 31;
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- Many Rabbis and monks devour wealth -- and debar men from Way of Allah -- 9: 34;
- Mosques founded on duty to Allah -- wherein are men who love to purify themselves -- 9:
108;
- Who debar men from way of Allah - making it crooked - torment doubled - lost their souls will
be greatest losers -- 11: 19-22;
- Lot asks his folk - Is there not among you any upright man -- 11: 78;
- If there had been men with good sense to warn people from corruption in the earth -- 11:
116;
- Most men give not thanks -- 12: 38;
- No matter how much you try - most men will not believe -- 12: 103;
- We sent not before thee --- save men whom We inspired -- 12: 109;
- We sent before thee messengers among --- men of old -- 15: 10;
- They do not believe -- even though example of men of old is before them -- 15: 13;
- When asked what Allah revealed - they say fables of men of old -- 16: 24;
- Our messengers before thee were men whom We inspired -- 16: 43; 21: 7;
- A dumb man who controls nothing -- a burden to his owner ---- is not equal to one who
enjoins
justice and follows straight path -- 16: 76;
- We add doom to doom of kuffar who debar men from Way of Allah -- 16: 88;
- -- and you should taste evil forasmuch as you debarred men from Way of Allah -- 16: 94;
- Who desire the transitory things of this life -- 17: 18;
- On the day when We shall summon all men with their record -- 17: 71;
- They were young men who believed in Allah -- 18: 13;
- The similitude of 2 men who were assigned 2 gardens -- one said I think not all this will
perish the other said when you entered your garden you should have said Masha Allah - La
quwatta illa
billah -- 18: 32-44;
- He had no troop of men to help him -- 18: 43;
- Nothing prevented mankind from believing -- unless they wished for the judgment of men of
old
should come -- 18: 55;
- Help me with strength of men -- 18: 95;
- We sent Our Spirit - it assumed -- the likeness of a perfect man -- 19: 17;
- O sister of Aaron! thy father was not a wicked man -- 19: 28;
- Therein are portents for men of thought -- 20: 54; --- signs for men of thought -- 20: 128;
- Had it not been for Allah repelling some men by means of others, churches, mosques --where
Allah's name is often mentioned --- would have been pulled down --- 22: 40;
- We created man -- product of wet earth -- 23: 12-16;
- They say similar to what men of old said -- when we are dead and become dust -- 23: 81-83;
- Vile men for vile women - good men for good women -- 24: 26;
- Tell the believing men to lower their gaze -- 24: 30;
- Therein --- men whom neither merchandise nor -- prevents from remembrance of Allah -- 24:
36-37;
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- Take others for gods besides Allah, who can create nothing and are themselves created -25: 3;
- Kuffar say - fables of men of old which he had written down -- 25: 5;
- You follow a man bewitched -- 25: 8;
- The reward and journey's end for those who ward off evil - Garden of Immortality -- 25: 15;
- We give many beasts and men -- to drink thereof -- 25: 49;
- This is fables of men of old -- 26: 137; 27: 68; 46: 17;
- Keep your duty to Him Who created you and the generations of men of old -- 26: 184;
- It is in the Scripture of the men of old -- 26: 196;
- Must you lust after men instead of women -- 27: 55;
- When he would have fallen on the man -- he said O Moses! will you kill me as ---28: 19;
- A man came running from --- of city saying O Moses! the chiefs take counsel against thee -28: 20;
- When he came --- he found --- men watering -- 28: 23;
- I killed a man among them - I fear they will kill me -- 28: 33;
- We gave Korah so much treasure -- would have been a burden for troop of mighty men -28: 76;
- Didn’t Korah know that in generations before, Allah destroyed mightier than him -- 28: 78;
- Saying you believe is not all - you will be tested -- 29: 2;
- He created mates for you from your selves that you may find rest --- and ordained love and
mercy -- 30: 21;
- In creation of heavens, earth - difference of languages, colour - portents for men of
knowledge -- 30: 22;
- Set your purpose for religion as a man upright by nature -- that is right religion -- most men
know not -- turning to Him only -- 30: 30-31;
- When harm touch man, they cry to Allah - turning to Him in repentance -- 30: 33;
- Corruption appears on land and sea because of what men’s hands have done -- 30: 41;
- We have enjoined on man concerning his parents -- give thanks to Me and to -- 31: 14-15;
- There are those who, when invited to follow Quran, say they'd follow customs of fathers -31: 21;
- Allah did not give to any man, two hearts in his body -- 33: 4;
- Of believers are men who are true to their covenant with Allah -- 33: 23;
- That Allah may reward the true men for their truth -- 33: 24;
- Men and women who surrender, believe, obey, speak truth, persevere, are humble, give
alms,
fast, guard their modesty, who remember Allah much -- Allah prepared for them forgiveness
and great reward -- 33: 35;
- It becomes not a believing man nor woman, when Allah and Messenger have decided an
affair
for them that they should ---- 33: 36;
- Muhammad not father of any man among you -- 33: 40;
- Who malign believing men and women -- bears guilt of slander and sin -- 33: 58;
- Men ask thee about the Hour -- 33: 63;
- Oh! would that we had obeyed Allah and His Messenger -- 33: 66;
- They say Our Lord! We obeyed our princes and great men and they misled us -- 33: 67-68;
- We offered trust to heavens --- they shrank from it -- man assumed it - he proved a tyrant
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and
fool -- 33: 72;
- Allah punishes hypocritical men, idolatrous men - He pardons believing men -- 33: 73;
- Shall we show you a man who will tell you that when you are dust you'd be created anew -hath
he invented a lie --- or some madness in him -- 34: 7-8;
- They say this man will turn you away from what your fathers worshipped -- 34: 43;
- And of men, beasts --- in like manner -- different colours -- 35: 28;
- The evil they plot enclose the men who make it -- then can you expect any treatment except
as that of the men of old -- 35: 42-43;
- Were mightier than these in power -- 35: 44; 40: 21;
- Most of the men of old went astray before them -- 37: 69-74;
- They used to say if we had reminder from men of old - we’d be single minded slaves -- 37:
167-169;
- What ails us - we do not see men whom we counted as wicked -- 38: 62;
- Similitude - A man belonging to several part owners - not equal to man belonging wholly to
one man -- 39: 29;
- He created you from dust then --- then afterward you become old men -- 40: 67;
- He made you in pairs to multiply you -- 42: 11;
- He bestows male or female offspring on whom He will -- 42: 49;
- He mingleth them - male and female - He makes barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- How many prophets did We send among the men of old -- 43: 6;
- They mocked the prophets who came to them -- 43: 7;
- We destroyed men mightier than these -- example of men of old has gone before -- 43: 8;
- Some raised above others in rank so as to take labour -- 43: 32;
- Everything in heaven and earth made serviceable to man -- 45: 13;
- Your two "recording " angels --50: 17-18;
- We let loose on them a raging wind --- sweeping men away -- 54: 19-20;
- They make their oaths a shelter and turn men from Way of Allah -- 58: 16;
- When you divorce women, put them away for the legal period and reckon the period and --when
they’ve reached their term --- and call to witness 2 just men among you -- 65: 1-3;
- Save yourselves and families from a fire whose fuel is men and stones -- 66: 6;
- -- so that you may see men lying as they were hollow trunks of palm-trees -- 69: 6-8;
- My Lord! Forgive me, my parents --- believing men --- 71: 28;
- -- as a warning to men who will advance or hang back -- 74: 36-37;
- Loves the fleeting NOW and neglects the HEREAFTER -- 75: 20-21;
- And men say - where is the wizard who can save him now -- 75: 27;
- We made him hearing, knowing, -- We have shown him the way, whether he be grateful --76: 2-3;
- This is Day of Decision -- We brought you and men of old together -- 77: 38;
- Do such men not consider they’d be raised again -- 83: 4;
- When Our revelations are read to them, they say fables of men of old -- 83: 13;
- Honour orphans and urge feeding of poor --89: 17-18;
- They are ordained --- to serve Allah --- as men by nature upright -- 98: 5;
- -- the consuming one -- Fire of Allah -- it leaps over the hearts of men -- 104: 5-9;
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MENSTRUATION
- Is an uncleanness - do not have intercourse until women are clean -- 2: 222;
- If your women despair of menstruation, their waiting period is 3 months - along with those
who
have it not -- 65: 4;
MENTION
- Joseph said - mention me to thy lord -- Satan caused him to forget to mention it -- 12: 42;
- When you mention Allah alone in Quran, they turn their backs in aversion -- 17: 46;
- Mention the mercy of Allah to Zachariah -- 19: 2;
- Make mention in the Scripture of Mary -- 19: 16; -- of Abraham -- 19: 41; -- Moses -- 19:
51;
-- of Ishmael -- 19: 54; -- of Idris -- 19: 56;
MERCHANDISE
- If it is a case of merchandise being transferred from hand to hand - need not be in writing -2: 282;
- If your fathers, sons, merchandise for which you fear --- are dearer to you than Allah -then wait -- 9: 24;
- Joseph tells his young men to place their merchandise in their saddle-bags -- 12: 62;
- When they opened their belongings, they found that their merchandise was returned to them
and told this to their father -- 12: 65;
- Misfortune has touched us -- and we bring poor merchandise -- 12: 88;
- Therein do offer praise --- men whom neither merchandise nor -- 24: 36-37;
- But when they see some merchandise or --- they break away to it --- what Allah has is better
than
merchandise -- 62: 11;
MERCIFUL / MERCY
- Allah - The Beneficent - The Merciful -- 1: 1;
- Allah - The Relenting - The Merciful -- 2: 54;
- Had it not been for Allah's mercy, Jews would have been losers -- 2: 64;
- Allah choose for His mercy whom He will -- 2: 105;
- Allah is merciful to mankind -- 2: 143;
- Blessings and Mercy are on the steadfast - they are rightly guided -- -- 2: 157;
- Allah is Forgiving, Merciful -- 2: 173;
- This is an ease and mercy from Allah -- 2: 178;
- Allah turned in mercy to you and relieved you -- 2: 187;
- Who migrate to avoid persecution and strive in Allah's way, have hope of His Mercy -- 2: 218;
- Dua - Pardon us, absolve us and have mercy on us -- 2: 286;
- Dua - Bestow on us mercy from Thy Presence -- 3: 8;
- Allah selects for His Mercy, whom He will -- 3: 74; -- Shows mercy to whom He wills -- 29:
21;
- Those whose faces are whitened will dwell in Allah’s mercy forever -- 3: 107;
- Obey Allah and Messenger, that you may find mercy -- 3: 132;
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- Pardon from Allah and Mercy is better than what they amass -- 3: 157;
- It was Allah's mercy that you were lenient - if you were stern, they would have dispersed -- 3:
159;
- Allah shown mercy when He sent Prophet to believers -- 3: 164;
- Allah will turn in mercy to you -- 4: 26-27;
- Had it not been for Grace from Allah and His Mercy, --- you’d have followed Satan, save -- 4:
83; --a party of them had resolved to mislead thee -- 4: 113;
- On those who strive in His Way, Allah bestows forgiveness and mercy -- 4: 95-96;
- Those who believe and --- will enter Allah’s Mercy and Grace -- 4: 175;
- He prescribed for Himself mercy -- 6: 12; 54;
- He had mercy on him whom retribution is averted on Day of Judgment -- 6: 16;
- Say your Lord is Lord of all-embracing Mercy -- 6: 147;
- Scripture given to Moses -- guidance and mercy -- 6: 154;
- Follow it and ward off evil that you may find mercy -- 6: 155;
- Now hath come to you -- a guidance and mercy -- 6: 157;
- Adam says - We have wronged ourselves - If Thou forgive us not and have not mercy on us
-- 7: 23;
- Are these they whom you swore Allah will show no mercy -- 7: 49;
- Quran expounded with knowledge -- guidance and mercy for believers -- 7: 52;
- Mercy of Allah is nigh unto the good -- 7: 56;
- He who sends winds heralding His Mercy - with clouds full of rain -- 7: 57;
- When they feared -- and saw they had gone astray, they said -- unless our Lord have mercy
on us -- 7: 149;
- My Lord! have mercy on me and my brother, bring us into Thy mercy - Thou the most
Merciful
of those Who show Mercy -- 7: 151;
- Who do ill-deeds, then repent and believe -- Allah is forgiving, merciful -- 7: 153;
- When Moses anger abated, he took up the tablets - inscribed thereon was guidance and
mercy
for those who feared Allah -- 7: 154;
- Moses said - My Lord! -- Thou art our Protecting Friend -- forgive us and have mercy on us -7: 155;
- My Mercy embraces all things -- I shall ordain it for those who ward-off evil and -- 7: 156;
- Quran -- insight from Allah -- guidance and mercy to believers -- 7: 203;
- When Quran is recited, listen to it attentively that you may obtain mercy -- 7: 204;
- Allah gives good tidings of mercy from Him, acceptance and --- 9: 21-22;
- Prophet (SAS) - a mercy for believers -- 9: 61;
- Allah will have mercy on believers who -- 9: 71;
- The Bedouins who believe --- Allah will bring them into His mercy -- 9: 99;
- Allah turned in Mercy to Prophet -- when a party swerved -- 9: 117;
- Allah turned in mercy to the 3 who were left behind -- when they knew there was no refuge
from Allah except towards Him -- that they might turn repentant to Him -- 9: 118;
- When We cause mankind to taste mercy after adversity -- 10: 21;
- There hath come to you --- a soothing for the heart, a guidance and mercy -- 10: 57;
- In the bounty and mercy of Allah, let them rejoice -- it is better than what they hoard -- 10: 58;
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- Our Lord! Of Thy mercy save us from the kuffar -- 10: 86;
- If We were to cause man to taste some mercy then withdraw it -- he is thankless -- 11:9;
- Before, it was Book of Moses - an example and mercy -- 11: 17;
- Noah asks his folk if he relies on clear proof and --- from Allah which is obscure to them -11: 28;
- This day there is none that saves from command of Allah save him on whom He hath mercy
-- 11: 43;
- Unless Thou forgive me and have mercy on me -- 11: 47;
- We saved Hud and those who believed with him by a mercy from Us -- 11: 58; --- We
saved Salih
and ---- 11: 66; --- We saved Shu’eyb and --- 11: 94;
- Salih tells his folk that mercy from Allah hath come to him -- 11: 63;
- Abraham’s wife is told Mercy and Blessings of Allah be on you -- 11: 73;
- They ceased not to differ except on whom Allah hath mercy -- 11: 118-119;
- The human soul enjoins to evil except that whereon Allah hath mercy -- 12: 53;
- We reach with Our mercy whom We will -- 12: 56;
- Allah is the most Merciful of those who show mercy -- 12: 64; 92;
- A detailed explanation and guidance and mercy -- 12: 111;
- Abraham asks - who despair of Allah’s mercy except who are astray -- 15: 56;
- We have revealed the Scripture - a guidance and Mercy -- 16: 64; 89; 27: 77;
- It may be that Allah will have mercy on you, but if you repeat the crime -- 17: 8;
- And lower to them the wing of submission through mercy and say My Lord! have mercy on
them -they did care for me when I was little -- 17: 24;
- But if you turn away from them seeking mercy -- 17: 28;
- If Allah wills, He will have mercy on You -- 17: 54;
- They hope for His mercy and fear His doom -- 17: 57;
- O mankind! Your Lord is --- ever merciful to you -- 17: 66;
- We reveal of Quran that which is healing and mercy -- 17: 82;
- Leaving Quran with us is mercy from Allah -- 17: 87;
- If you possessed the treasures of the mercy of Allah, you'd hold back from spending -- 17:
100;
- Our Lord! Give us mercy from Thy Presence and --- 18: 10;
- Your Lord will spread out for you of His mercy -- 18: 16;
- Your Lord is full of Mercy -- 18: 58;
- They found one of Our slaves whom We had given mercy -- and taught him knowledge -- 18:
65;
- We intended that Allah should change him for them for one better in --- and mercy -- 18: 81;
- Allah intended --- and should bring forth their treasure as a mercy from Allah -- 18: 82;
- Dhul Qarneyn says this is mercy from Allah -- 18: 98;
- Mention the Mercy of Allah to Zachariah -- 19: 2;
- We may make him a revelation for mankind and a mercy from Us -- 19: 21;
- We gave them of Our mercy -- 19: 50;
- We brought him into Our mercy -- 21: 75;
- And Job, when he cried - Thou art the most Merciful of those who show mercy -- We heard
his
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prayer - We removed the adversity -- a mercy from Us -- 21: 83-84;
- Ishmael, Idris, Dhul-Kifl - We brought into Our Mercy -- 21: 85-86;
- Those unto whom kindness had gone forth before from Us -- 21: 101-104;
- We sent thee as a mercy for mankind -- 21: 107;
- Though We had mercy on them and relieved them of their afflictions, they would still wander
blindly -- 23: 75;
- Our Lord! we believe, therefore forgive us and have mercy on us for Thou art the best of all
who
show mercy -- 23: 109; 118;
- Had it not been for Allah’s Grace and Mercy and --- you’d be undone -- 24: 10; 24: 20; --in the
world and --- an awful doom --- 24: 14; --- none would have grown pure -- 24: 21;
- Establish Worship, pay zakat, obey messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
- He it is Who send winds -- heralding His mercy -- 25: 48; 27: 63;
- Why not ask pardon of Allah that you may receive mercy -- 27: 46;
- We gave Scripture to Moses -- clear testimonies -- guidance and mercy -- 28: 43;
- Of His mercy, He appointed for you night and day -- to rest -- to seek His Bounty -- 28: 73;
- You had no hope that Scripture --- it is Mercy from Allah -- 28: 86;
- Those who disbelieve revelations have no hope of Allah's mercy -- 29: 23;
- Herein is mercy and a reminder for folk who believe -- 29: 51;
- He ordained love and mercy between you -- 30: 21;
- But when they taste of His mercy, they attribute partners to Him -- 30: 33;
- When mankind taste of Our mercy, they rejoice - when evil befalls them - they despair --30:
36;
- He send herald winds, so you can taste His Mercy -- 30: 46
- Look at the prints of Allah's mercy on creation -- 30: 50;
- Quran - guidance and mercy to the good -- who establish worship 31: 3-5;
- Who can save you from Allah if He intend harm or mercy for you -- 33: 17;
- What mercy He opens to mankind, none can withhold - If He withholds, none can release -35: 2;
- They cannot be saved except by mercy from Us -- 36: 43- 44;
- When they are told beware of what is before and behind you that you may find mercy -- 36:
45;
- Are they the treasurers of the Mercy of Allah -- 38: 9;
- We bestowed on him his household -- a mercy from Us -- 38: 43;
- Are those who worship in the watches of the night - hoping for Allah’s Mercy - to be
accounted
equal with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- Those you worship besides Allah -- if Allah willed -- me some mercy , could they restrain it -39: 38;
- O My slaves who have been prodigal! despair not in Allah's mercy -- 39: 53;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend all things in mercy and knowledge, therefore forgive ---- from
whom
Thou ward-off ill deeds -- Thou hast taken into Mercy -- 40: 7-9;
- If We cause him to taste mercy after some hurt - he says this is my own, the Hour will never
come - if I am brought back to Allah -- 41: 50;
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- Allah brings whom He wills into His mercy -- 42: 8;
- He sends down the rain ---- and spread out His mercy -- 42: 28;
- If We cause him to taste mercy from Us, he exults --- 42: 48;
- Is it they who apportion Allah's mercy --- Mercy of Allah is better than wealth they amass -43: 32;
- We are ever sending a mercy from thy Lord -- 44: 5-6;
- A day when friend will not be able to help friend except on whom Allah hath mercy -- 44: 4142;
- A guidance and mercy for those whose faith is sure -- 45: 20;
- As for those who believed and did good works, Allah will bring them into His Mercy -- 45: 30;
- Book of Moses - an example and mercy -- 46: 12;
- That Allah might bring into His Mercy whom He will -- 48: 25;
- Believers merciful among themselves -- 48: 29;
- Observe your duty to Allah, that you may obtain mercy -- 49: 10;
- Who avoid enormities of sin - save unwilled offences - Allah is of vast mercy -- 53: 32;
- -- there will separate them a wall - inner side contains mercy -- outer side towards doom -57: 13;
- We placed compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who followed him -- 57: 27;
- --- He will give you twofold of His mercy and will --- 57: 28;
- Far removed from mercy are dwellers in flame -- 67: 11;
- Have you thought -- whether Allah cause me (Muhammad) -- to perish or hath mercy on us,
who will protect -- 67: 28;
- Allah knows that -- and turns to you in mercy -- 73: 20;
- Allah is the fountain of Mercy -- 74: 56;
- He make whom He will to enter His mercy -- 76: 31;
- They will be covered from the mercy of Allah -- 83: 15;
- He is ever ready to show mercy -- 110: 3;
MERIT
- Noah’s folk tells him he has no merit above them -- 11: 27;
MESSAGE
- If they turn away, your duty is only to convey the message to them -- 3: 20;
- Allah ordained this as a message of good cheer that your hearts may find rest -- 3: 126;
- When Messenger comes with what you like not, -- you become arrogant -- 2: 87; -- they
became
rebellious -- 5: 70;
- Clear to those who believe -- 2: 118;
- Make known what is revealed to you - else you did not convey message -- 5: 67;
- Allah knows what you proclaim and what you hide -- 5: 99;
- Allah knows best with whom to place His message -- 6: 124;
- We shall question those to whom Our message was sent -- 7: 6;
- Allah tells Moses He preferred him above mankind by His messages -- 7: 144;
- A clear message for mankind -- 14: 52;
- Thy duty is the plain conveyance of the message -- 16: 82;
- The messenger has no other charge than to convey the message plainly -- 24: 54; 29: 18;
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- That was Allah’s way with those before who delivered His messages fearing none
but Him -- 33: 38-39;
- Same to all previous prophets -- 41: 43;
- If they are averse, you're no warder over them - thine is only to convey the message -- 42:
48;
- What Messenger give you - take, what he forbids - abstain -- 59: 7;
- Thine is only the conveyance of the truth from Allah and His messages -- 72: 23;
- That He may know that they have indeed conveyed the messages -- 72: 28;
MESSENGER
- Train of Messengers followed Moses - when they brought what is disliked, some were
disbelieved and some were slain -- 2: 87;
- When comes to them a messenger confirming what they have, some threw it behind their
backs
and followed the devils learning magic -- 2: 101;
- Will you question your messenger as Moses was questioned -- 2: 108;
- Messenger will be witness against you -- and We appointed --- that We may know who
follow
messenger from him who -- 2: 143;
- Even as We sent a messenger -- who recite to you Our revelations, and cause you to grow
and
teach you -- 2: 151;
- Affliction and adversity --- until messenger and believers cried when comes Allah’s help -- 2:
214;
- Some caused to excel others. Allah spoke to some - He exalted some above others -- 2:
253;
- Messenger and believers believe in what is revealed by Allah -- We make no distinction
between any
of His messengers -- 2: 285; 3: 84; 4: 152;
- Obey Allah and messenger and if they turn away -- 3: 32;
- When Allah made covenant with Prophets, He told them that Messengers will follow them -3: 81;
- How shall Allah guide who disbelieves after his belief and after he testifies that the
messenger is
true and -- 3: 86-89;
- How can you disbelieve - revelations recited to you - Messenger with you -- 3: 101;
- Obey Allah and messenger that you may find mercy -- 3: 132;
- Muhammad is only a messenger -- messenger like whom have passed away -- 3: 144;
- You paid no heed to anyone while messenger in the rear was calling you -- 3: 153;
- Allah’s grace to believers -- sending messenger of their own -- reciting revelations -- 3: 164;
- Allah choose of His Messengers whom He will -- so believe in Allah and His messengers -3: 179;
- Kuffar will say they will not believe until messenger brings offering which will be devoured by
fire from heaven -- say messengers before me came with such miracles -- 3: 183;
- They denied messengers who came before with miracles -- 3: 184;
- Our Lord! give us what Thou had promised us by Thy messengers -- 3: 194;
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- Kuffar who disobeyed messengers, will wish they were level with ground -- 4: 42;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger and those in authority -- if you have dispute refer it to Allah and
messenger -- 4: 59;
- When called to what Allah revealed to messenger, hypocrites turn away with aversion -- 4:
61;
- We sent no messenger except that he should be obeyed by Allah’s leave -- after sinning,
had they
asked forgiveness - they’d have found Allah forgiving -- 4: 64;
- Who obey Allah and Messenger, are in company of Prophets -- 4: 69;
- Muhammad - a messenger to mankind -- 4: 79; -- not a warder over them -- who obeys
messenger
obeys Allah --- who turns away -- 4: 80;
- When news reached them --- had they referred it to messenger and those in authority -- 4:
83;
- Who oppose messenger and follow other than Islam will be exposed to hell -- 4: 115;
- Believe in Allah, messenger, Quran, previous books -- who disbelieve, are astray -- 4: 136;
- Who believe in Allah and His messengers and make no distinction between any -- 4: 152;
- Messengers We have mentioned and have not mentioned - messengers of good cheer - so
mankind will have no argument against Allah -- 4: 164-165;
- Messenger has come to you with the truth - therefore believe -- 4: 170;
- Jesus was only a messenger - do not say 3 -- Allah is only 1 - far transcendent is His Majesty
as to have a son -- 4: 171;
- Now hath Our messenger come to you --- expounding much of what you hid -- 5: 15; --- to
make
things plain lest you say no messenger came to you -- 5: 19;
- The reward for those who make war on Allah and messenger seeking corruption in land is -5: 33
- Let them not grieve thee who vie in race to disbelief - those who say we believe but do not -5: 41;
- Your friend can only be Allah, Messenger and believers who -- 5: 55;
- Who choose Allah, messenger and believers for friends know that Allah’s party is victorious
-- 5: 56;
- O messenger! Proclaim Quran - if not, you delivered not the message - Allah will protect you
from
mankind -- 5: 67;
- Allah made covenant with Yahudis -- when messengers brought what they liked not, they
denied or
slew them -- 5: 70;
- Jesus was only a messenger -- the like of whom had passed away before -- 5: 75;
- Duty of messenger is only to convey message -- 5: 92; 99; 16: 82; 29:18; 64: 12; -- to
deliver
message -- 16: 35;
- When invited to Quran and messenger, they say they’d follow their fathers -- 5: 104;
- Allah will ask messengers about their response from mankind -- 5: 109;
- Messengers before thee have been derided -- 6: 10; 13: 32; 21: 41; 15: 10-11; 36: 30;
- Messengers were denied before thee, they were patient until Our succour reached them -
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already
tidings of previous messengers have reached thee -- 6: 34;
- Are bearers of good news and warners -- 6: 48; 18: 56;
- When death comes to you, Our messenger receives you and they neglect not -- 6: 61;
- We will not believe until we are given what Prophets are given - Allah knows best with
whom to
place His message -- 6: 124;
- O assemble of Jinn and mankind! didn't there come to you messengers of your own
recounting
My revelations to you ? -- 6: 130;
- We shall question those to whom Message sent and messengers -- 7: 6;
- O mankind! if messengers of your own come to you reciting My Revelations -- 7: 35;
- Verily the messengers did bring the truth -- 7: 43;
- They will say the messengers of Allah did bring the truth -- 7: 53;
- I am messenger from Allah - I convey Allah’s messages to you -- 7: 61-62; 67-68; 79;
- I delivered my Lord’s messages to you and gave good advice -- 7: 93;
- To every messenger they gave the lie -- 7: 96;
- Such were the townships - their messenger came to them with clear proofs --- We found
most
of them wrong-doers -- 7: 101-102;
- Moses tells Pharaoh that he is messenger of Allah - approved on condition that he speak
only
truth concerning Allah -- 7: 104-105;
- Those who follow the messenger - who can neither read nor write -- are successful -- 7: 157;
- O mankind! I am messenger of Allah to you all -- so believe in Allah and His messenger -who believe in Allah and His words -- and follow him that you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
- War-booty belongs to Allah and messenger - obey Allah and messenger -- 8: 1; 46;
- Obey Allah and messenger -- do not turn away from Messenger when he speaks -- 8: 20;
- Obey Allah and messenger when He calls you to what gives you life -- 8: 24;
- Betray not Allah nor Messenger nor your trusts -- 8: 27;
- One fifth of war booty for Allah, messenger, kinsman, orphans -- 8: 41;
- Messenger is free of obligation to idolaters -- 9: 3;
- How can there be a treaty with Allah and with messenger for the idolaters, save those -- 9: 7;
- Will you not fight a folk who broke their pledges and proposed to drive out the messenger -9: 14;
- If your fathers and sons --- are dearer to you than Allah and messenger, then wait --- 9: 24;
- Allah sent peace of re-assurance on His messenger and -- 9: 26;
- He sent His messenger with guidance and religion of Truth that He may cause it ---- 9: 33;
- Was it at Allah, His revelations and messenger that you did scoff -- 9: 65;
- Their messengers came to them with proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 9: 70; 64: 6;
- Believers obey Allah and messenger -- 9: 71;
- The messenger and believers strive with wealth and lives -- 9: 88;
- Allah and His messenger will see your conduct -- 9: 94;
- Act! Allah, messenger and believers will see your actions -- 9: 105;
- Not for folk of Medina and -- to remain behind preferring their lives to that of messenger -- 9:
120;
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- There come to you a messenger of yourself - he grieves because of anything which
overburdens
you -- 9: 128;
- And their messengers came to them with clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty but -- 10: 13;
- For every nation, there is a messenger -- 10: 47;
- After him (Noah) We sent messengers to their folk -- 10: 74;
- We shall save Our messengers and believers -- 10: 103;
- They flouted His messengers -- 11: 59;
- When Our messengers came to Lot, he was distressed -- 11: 77;
- The messengers said O Lot! we are messengers of Allah - they shall not reach thee -- 11: 81;
- We relate to you story of messengers to strengthen your heart -- 11: 120;
- When the messenger came to Joseph, he told him, return and ask your lord -- 12: 50;
- We sent not before thee --- men whom We inspired from among the folk of the townships -12: 109;
- When the messengers despaired and thought they were denied, Our help came to them and
We
saved whom We would -- 12: 110;
- Messengers before thee were mocked -- 13: 32; 21: 41;
- We sent messengers before - appointed for them wives and offspring -- no messenger can
bring
portent without Allah’s leave -- 13: 38;
- Kuffar say you are no messenger -- 13: 43;
- We never sent a messenger except with the language of his folk that he can make the
message
clear for them -- 14: 4;
- Their messengers came to them with clear proofs -- 14: 9;
- Their messengers said "Can there be doubt concerning Allah - He calls you that He may
forgive
you" -- 14: 10;
- Their messengers said We are mortals like you - Allah gives grace to whom He will - we
cannot
bring you a warrant unless Allah wills - In Allah let believers put their trust - He hath shown us
our ways - We will endure the hurt you do us --- 14: 11-12;
- Kuffar said to messengers "we will drive you out of our land unless ---" -- 14: 13;
- We will obey Thy call and will follow the messengers -- 14: 44;
- Do not think that Allah will fail to keep His promise to His messengers -- 14: 47;
- A clear message for mankind -- 14: 52;
- We sent messengers before thee among -- the men of old -- 15: 10;
- Whenever a messenger came to them, they mocked him -- 15: 11;
- And afterward, what is your business Oh messengers of Allah -- 15: 57;
- When the messengers came to Lot, he said you are not known to me -- 15: 61-62;
- Dwellers of Al-Hijr denied messengers -- 15: 80;
- Are the messengers charged with anything but the conveyance of the message -- 16: 35;
- Message of messengers -- Serve Allah - shun false Gods -- 16: 36;
- We did not send messengers before thee other than men whom We inspired -- 16: 43;
- We sent messengers to the nations before thee -- 16: 63;
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- Had come unto them a messenger - they denied him - torment seized them -- 16: 113;
- We never punish until We've sent a messenger -- 17: 15;
- Kuffar wanted to see several miracles - Prophet to say he is only a mortal messenger -- 17:
94;
- If angels were walking earth, an angel would've been sent as messenger -- 17: 95;
- Their reward - hell - they took Our revelations and messengers as jest --- 18: 106;
- I am a messenger of Allah to bestow on you a faultless son -- 19: 19;
- Moses was a messenger - a Prophet -- 19: 51;
- Make mention of Ishmael - a messenger - a Prophet -- 19: 54;
- I seized a handful from the footstep of the messenger -- 20: 96;
- They would have said If only Thou had sent us a messenger --- 20: 134;
- Let him bring us a portent as the messengers of old -- 21: 5;
- We sent not messengers before thee other than men -- 21: 7;
- Were not given bodies that would not eat food - were not immortals -- 21: 8; 25: 20;
- We fulfilled the promise to them -- We delivered them and whom -- 21: 9
- All messengers were inspired to say There is no God beside Me (Allah) so worship Me -- 21:
25;
- No messenger can act except by Allah's command -- 21: 27;
- They are in awe of Allah -- 21: 28;
- If anyone say he is God beside Allah he'll go to hell -- 21: 29;
- Not granted permanent life -- 21: 34;
- If they deny thee (Muhammad) messengers before thee were denied -- 22: 42-44;
- Never did We send messenger or Prophet before -- Satan opposed what he recited -- 22:
52;
- Allah chooses messengers from angels and mankind -- 22: 75;
- That messenger will be witness against you, and you against mankind -- 22: 78;
- We sent among them a messenger of their own -- 23: 32;
- We sent Our messengers one after another - when its messenger came to a nation, they
denied
him -- 23: 44;
- O Ye messengers! eat of the good things and do right -- 23: 51;
- Or don't they know their messenger and so reject him -- 23: 69;
- They say we believe in Allah and Messenger - we obey them ---- such are not believers -24: 47;
- They appeal to Allah and messenger to judge between them -- a faction is averse -- 24: 48;
- Do they fear that Allah and messenger will wrong them in judgment -- 24: 50;
- When true believers appeal to Allah and --- to judge --- they say -- 24: 51;
- Who obey Allah and messenger and -- such are victorious -- 24: 52;
- Establish Worship, pay zakat, obey messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
- If you obey messenger, you will go aright -- 24: 54;
- True believers believe in Allah and messenger - do not depart from messenger until he
grants them
leave - do not call messenger as you call one another - Allah knows those who steal away do not
try to evade orders lest --- 24: 62-63;
- What ails this messenger - he eats food and walks markets - why an angel not sent down --
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25: 7;
- Why isn't a treasure thrown down or why doesn't he have a Paradise whence to eat -- 25: 8;
- All messengers before ate food and walked markets -- 25: 20;
- On the day when the wrong-doer gnaweth his hands - he would say -- would that I had
chosen
a way with the messenger -- 25: 27;
- Messenger saith My Lord! my own folk make Quran of no account -- 25: 30;
- And Noah's folk - when they denied the messengers - We drowned them -- 25: 37;
- Is this he whom Allah sent -- 25: 41;
- Pharaoh says -- your messenger -- is a madman -- 26: 27;
- Noah’s folk denied messenger -- 26: 105; --- tribe of Aad denied -- 26: 123; --- tribe of
Thamud
denied -- 26: 141; ---folk of Lot denied -- 26: 160; --- Dwellers of Wood (Midian) denied -26: 176;
- I am a faithful messenger to you -- 26: 107; 125; 143; 162; 178;
- I will send them a gift and see with what answer the messenger returns -- 27: 35;
- We inspired mother of Moses -- We shall make him one of Our messengers -- 28: 7;
- We kept sending messengers to men -- 28: 45;
- Our Lord! Why was no messenger sent to us that we could follow -- 28: 47;
- We destroyed no township until messenger sent -- 28: 59;
- He will call to them and say What answer you gave the messengers -- 28: 65;
- Messenger is only to convey message plainly -- 29: 18;
- When Our messengers came with good news to Abraham they said - we are about to
destroy -- 29: 31;
- When Our messengers came to Lot - he was troubled - he could not protect them - they said
-- 29: 33;
- Messengers of their own came to them with clear proofs -- 30: 9; 40: 50;
- We sent before thee messengers to their own folk with clear proofs then --- 30: 47;
- Hypocrites and --- were saying Allah and messenger promised us nothing but delusion -- 33:
12;
- In messenger of Allah you have good example -- 33: 21;
- This is what Allah and messenger promised us - Allah and messenger are true -- 33: 22;
36: 52;
- But if you desire Allah, His messenger and abode in hereafter -- 33: 29;
- Whosoever is submissive to Allah and messenger -- reward doubled and -- 33: 31;
- When Allah and messenger makes a decision, you have no choice -- who is rebellious -- is in
manifest error -- 33: 36;
- That was Allah's way ---- who delivered Allah's messages and feared him --- 33: 38-39;
- He is messenger of Allah - Seal of Prophets -- 33: 40;
- Those who malign Allah and messenger - Allah hath cursed them -- 33: 57;
- On the day when --- they’d wish they had obeyed Allah and obeyed His messenger -- 33: 6468;
- Who obeyed Allah and obeyed messenger has gained signal victory -- 33: 71;
- Yet they denied My messengers -- 34: 45;
- Allah appointed angels as messengers with wings -- 35: 1;
- If they deny thee, messengers were denied before -- 35: 4;
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25;
-

Their messengers came to them with clear proofs and psalms and scripture giving light -- 35:

And the messengers spoke the truth -- 36: 52;
Didn’t there come to you messengers reciting the revelations -- 39: 71;
Every nation purposed to seize its messenger and -- 40: 5;
Their messengers brought clear proofs of -- they disbelieved -- 40: 22;
And Joseph --- when he died, said Allah will not send any messenger after him -- 40: 34;
Didn’t messengers come to you with clear proofs -- 40: 50;
We do help Our messengers in life of world and on Day of Judgment -- 40: 51;
Who deny Scripture and what We sent Our messengers with, will come to know -- 40: 70;
We have sent messengers before thee - some We have told thee -- no messenger can bring
portent save by Allah's leave -- 40: 78;
- When their messengers brought them clear proofs they exulted in their knowledge -- 40: 83;
- When their messengers came to them - saying worship none but Allah - they said if Allah
willed
He would have sent angels - we disbelieve in what you have been sent -- 41: 14;
- Nothing is said to thee except it was said to the Messengers before thee -- 41: 43;
- Allah does not speak to mortal except by messenger --- or --- 42: 51
- I let these --- enjoy life till there comes to them the truth and a messenger -- 43: 29;
- Ask the messengers We sent before thee - Did We appoint Gods to be worshipped besides
Allah -- 43: 45;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - I am messenger of Allah -- 43: 46;
- How can there be a remembrance for them when a messenger had already come to them -44: 13-14;
- We tried before them Pharaoh’s folk when there came to them a noble messenger -- 44: 17;
- I am a faithful messenger to you -- 44: 18;
- I am no new thing among messengers -- 46: 9;
- Have patience as the messengers of old had -- 46: 35;
- Kuffar who turn from way of Allah and oppose messenger after -- Allah will make -- 47: 32;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger and render not your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- We sent thee as --- and Warner that mankind may believe in Allah, His messenger and may
honour
Him --- at early dawn and close of day -- 48: 8-9;
- You thought the messenger and believers would never return to their own folk -- 48: 12;
- Who obey Allah and obey messenger will enter Paradise -- 48: 17;
- He sent down peace of re-assurance on messenger and believers and -- 48: 26;
- Allah had fulfilled the vision for His messenger -- 48: 27
- He sent messenger with guidance and religion of truth so it can prevail over all religion -Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah -- 48: 28-29;
- Be not forward in presence of Allah and Messenger -- 49: 1;
- Lift not your voice above that of Prophet nor shout when speaking to him as you do - lest
your
works be rendered vain -- 49: 2;
- Those who subdue their voices -- their hearts Allah prove to righteousness -- 49: 3;
- Know that the messenger of Allah is among you - if he were to obey you in much of the
govern-
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ment, you would be in trouble -- 49: 7;
- If you obey Allah and His messenger, He will not withhold any reward for your deeds -- 49:
14;
- True believers believe in Allah and messenger -- do not doubt -- strive with -- 49: 15;
- Every folk in the past referred to their messenger as a wizard or a madman handed down as
an
heirloom -- 51: 52-53;
- Or do they seek to ensnare the messenger - kuffar are ensnared -- 52: 42;
- Believe in Allah and His messenger and -- 57: 7;
- What ails you that you believe not in Allah when messenger calls you -- 57: 8;
- We sent Our messengers with clear proofs and revealed with them Scripture and balance -and
He revealed iron -- that He may know him who help Him and His messengers -- 57: 25;
- We caused Our messengers to follow in their footsteps -- 57: 27;
- Be mindful of your duty to Allah and believe in His messenger -- He will give you -- 57: 28;
- Who oppose Allah and messenger will be abased -- 58: 5;
- -- they now conspire together for crime -- and disoredience to messenger -- 58: 8;
- Believers should not conspire for crime -- towards messenger -- 58: 9;
- Give alms before you hold conference with messenger -- if you cannot find means -- 58: 1213;
- -- and obey Allah and messenger -- 58: 13;
- Those who oppose Allah and Messenger, will be humiliated -- I shall conquer - I and My
Messengers -- 58: 20-22;
- That is because they were opposed to Allah and His messenger -- 59: 4;
- What Allah gave as spoil to His messenger --- Allah gives His messenger lordship over whom
He wills -- 59: 6;
- What Allah gives as spoil to His messenger from --- is for Allah, messenger, near of kin,
orphans -what messenger gives - take -- what he forbids - abstain -- 59: 7;
- And it is for the poor fugitives -- who seek bounty -- and help Allah and His messenger -- 59:
8;
- Do you give them friendship when they -- driving out the messenger -- because you believe
in
Allah -- 60: 1;
- Remember when Moses said to his people -- why persecute me when you know I am Allah’s
messenger to you -- 61: 5;
- Jesus says --- I am Allah’s messenger to you confirming Torah and bringing good news of a
messenger who comes after me -- Ahmad -- 61: 6;
- He sent His messenger with religion of Truth to conquer all religions -- 61: 9;
- You should believe in Allah and His messenger and strive for -- 61: 11-13;
- He sent among the unlettered ones, a messenger of their own -- 62: 2;
- When the hypocrites come to thee (Muhammad) they testify that you are Allah's messenger
-Allah knows they are lying -- 63: 1;
- When it is said to them - come! the messenger will ask forgiveness for you -- 63: 5;
- They (hypocrites) say do not spend on those who dwell with Allah’s messenger -- 63: 7;
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- --Might belongs to Allah, messenger, believers -- 63: 8;
- Believe in Allah, messenger and light which is revealed -- 64: 8;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger, - if you ----, duty of messenger to convey message plainly -64: 12;
- How many community revolted against ordinance of Allah and messengers and We called it
--- 65: 8;
- Allah hath sent down to you a reminder -- a messenger reciting -- 65: 10-11;
- They disobeyed the messenger of Allah -- He did grip them -- 69: 10;
- It is speech of an illustrious messenger - not poet's speech - not diviner's speech -- 69: 4042;
- Who disobey Allah and messenger -- his is fire of hell -- to dwell forever -- 72: 23;
- Allah does not reveal His secrets to anyone except to chosen messengers - then He makes
guard go in front and behind to make sure they conveyed message - He surrounds their
doings
and keep count of all things -- 72: 26-28;
- We've sent to you a messenger as a witness against you, as We sent messenger to
Pharaoh but
he rebelled against the messenger -- 73: 15-16;
- And when the messengers are brought unto their time appointed -- 77: 11;
- This is the word of an honoured messenger -- 81: 19;
- When basest of them broke forth and messenger of Allah said this is she-camel of Allah -91: 11-15;
- Kuffar of People of Book could not have left off erring until after clear proof came to them - a
messenger of Allah reading purified pages -- 98: 1-3;
METE
- We mete out death among you -- 56: 60;
METEOR
- We sought heaven and found it filled with --- and meteors -- 72: 8;
- By the meteors rushing -- 79: 2;
METHOD
- Such was Our method in the past - you have no power to change it -- 17: 77;
MIDIAN (Dwellers of Wood)
- Shu’eyb sent to Midian - his message - serve Allah - give full measure and weight - do not
work
confusion in land - Shu’eyb told by them to return to their religion - destroyed by earthquake
-7: 85-93; 11: 84-95; 26: 176-191;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them -- the folk of Noah --- Midian -- 9: 70;
- A far removal for Midian just as -- 11: 95;
- We took vengeance on Lot's people and Midian - both are on high road - plain to see -- 15:
78-79;
- Moses dwelt among folk of Midian for number of years -- 20: 40;
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The dwellers of Midian ( denied Our messenger) -- 22: 44; 26: 176; 50: 11-14;
Thou art a mortal like us - you are of the liars - make the heaven fall on us -- 26: 186-187;
He turned his face toward Midian and said -- 28: 22;
When he came to the water of Midian, he found -- 28: 23;
You were not a dweller in Midian reciting Our revelations to them -- 28: 45;
To Midian We sent Shu’eyb -- he said serve Allah -- 29: 36;

MIGHT
- Allah is stronger in Might and stronger --- 4: 84;
- We roused against you Our slaves of great might who -- 17: 5;
- When they feel Our might, they flee from it -- 21: 12;
- We are lords of might and great prowess -- 27: 33;
- Didn’t Korah know that in generations before Allah had destroyed men mightier than him -28: 78;
- They were mightier than these in power -- 35: 44; 40: 21; 82;
- Remember Our bondsman David - lord of might -- 38: 17;
- Aad said - who is mightier than us in power -- could they not see Allah is mightier -- 40: 1516;
- We destroyed men mightier than these in prowess -- 43: 8; 50: 36;
- Taste! You were the high and mighty -- 44: 49;
- He withdrew, confiding in his might - he said a wizard or madman -- 51: 39;
- We have built heaven with might -- 51: 47;
- One of mighty powers taught him -- 53: 5;
- If we return, the mightier will drive out the weaker -- Might belongs to Allah, messenger,
and believers - hypocrites know not -- 63: 8;
- Mighty - established in presence of Allah -- 81: 20;
- He will have no might nor helper -- 86: 10;
- And with Pharaoh - firm of might -- 89: 10;
MIGRATE
- Migrate to avoid oppression - Allah may forgive the feeble, women and children -- 4: 97-99;
- Who migrate for Cause of Allah will have reward -- 4: 100;
- If Allah had not decreed migration for them, He would have punished them in this world -59: 3;
MI'HRAJ
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night ----- 17: 1;
MILK
- You to drink of that which is in their bellies - pure and palatable to those who drink -- 16: 66;
23: 21;
- Therein are rivers --- of milk whereof the flavour does not change -- 47: 15;
MIND
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- Those who forswear their wives -- then if they change their minds -- 2: 226;
- Whether you make known what is in your mind or hide it, Allah will account you for it -- 2:
284;
- Greed is present in the minds of men -- 4: 128;
- Cain’s mind imposed on him the killing of his brother -- 5: 30;
- Jesus will say -- You know what is in my mind - I do not know what is in Thy mind -- 5: 116;
- When they led him off and were of one mind -- 12: 15;
- Your minds have beguiled you into something -- 12: 18; 83;
- Your Lord is best aware of what is in your minds -- 17: 25;
- Moses said -My Lord! relieve my mind -- 20: 25;
- Moses conceived a fear in his mind -- 20: 67;
- Nor follow the lust of your heart - you will be misled -- 38: 26;
- Do their minds command them to do this or --- 52: 32;
- The day when man will call to mind his whole endeavour -- 79: 35;
MINISTER
- We gave Moses Scripture and placed Aaron as his minister -- 25: 35;
MIRACLES
- Tell them, messengers came to you before me with miracles, including what you describe -3: 183;
- They denied messengers who came before with miracles -- 3: 184;
- Miracles of Jesus -- 5: 110-118;
- They say if only he would bring a miracle -- 20: 133;
- If you came to them with miracle, kuffar will say You are tricksters -- 30: 58;
MIRAGE
- Kuffar -- deeds are as mirage in desert -- 24: 39-40;
- And the hills are set in motion and become as a mirage -- 78: 20;
MISCHIEF / MISCHIEF-MAKERS
- When hypocrites are told not to make mischief, they say they are peace-makers -- 2: 11;
- Hypocrites are mischief-makers -- 2: 12;
- Those who break covenant of Allah and make mischief are losers -- 2: 27;
- Jews told eat and drink and make not mischief -- 2: 60;
- Some talk about life of world and pleases us - rigid opponents - mischief-makers - Allah does
not love mischief -- 2: 204-205;
- Do no evil - making mischief in the earth -- 7: 74; 26: 183; 29: 36;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said - will you allow Moses to make mischief in the land and -- 7: 127;
- Moses tells Aaron not to follow the way of mischief-makers -- 7: 142;
- Allah does not uphold the work of mischief-makers -- 10: 81;
- Those who break the covenant and --- make mischief in the earth -- 13: 25;
- There were in the city 9 mischief-makers - they said swear by Allah that they'd attack Salih
----will disclaim knowledge of it -- they plotted --- Allah plotted -- their dwellings in ruins -- 27: 4852;
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- Mischief has appeared on land and sea through man -- 30: 41;
MISCREANT
- Allah says He revealed clear tokens - only miscreants will disbelieve them -- 2: 99;
- Then after this, whoever turns away will be miscreant -- 3: 82;
- Kuffar are miscreants -- 24: 55;
MISER
- Classified with disbelievers -- 4: 37;
- Spend their wealth for show -- 4: 38;
- Hypocrites are tight-fisted in spending for Cause of Allah -- 9: 67-68;
- Let not thy hand be chained to your neck -- 17: 29;
- If you possessed treasures of Mercies of Allah you'd hold back from spending -- 17: 100;
MISERY
- The Ascent is to --- feed --- some poor wretch in misery and -- 90: 12-17;
MISFORTUNE
- When a misfortune strikes them they say -- 2: 156;
- How would it be if misfortune befalls them through their own hands -- 4: 62;
- When misfortune strikes them, they cry unto Us from all positions, but when the misfortune is
removed, they are thankless -- 10: 12; 16: 53-54;
- If We were to cause man to taste some grace after misfortune, he is boastful -- 11: 10;
- Misfortune has touched us and we bring poor merchandise -- 12: 88;
- If Allah wills misfortune for a folk, there is none that can repel it -- 13: 11;
- When He had rid you of the misfortune, you set up partners to Allah -- 16: 54;
- They have no power to rid you of misfortune -- 17: 56;
- Whatever misfortune strike you is what your right hand earned -- 42: 30;
MISLEAD
- Allah teaches by similitudes by which believers are guided - evil-doers are misled -- 2: 26;
- Those who follow vain desires will lead you astray -- 4: 27;
- Who run to false gods to settle disputes - Satan will mislead them far astray -- 4: 60;
- Had it not been for Allah’s Grace -- some of them resolved to mislead you -- they will only
mislead themselves -- 4: 113;
- If you obey most of those on earth , they'd mislead you, they follow opinions - they guess -6: 116;
- Postponement of sacred month one year -- is a way by which kuffar are misled -- 9: 37;
- Are there of your partners one who can produce creation --- how then are you misled -- 10:
34;
- They set up rivals to Allah, to mislead men from His way -- 14: 30;
- Satan tells Allah --" I shall mislead everyone of them except ----" 15: 39;
- They will bear their burden ---- and some of the burden of those they mislead --- 16: 25;
- Even if you desire their guidance - Allah will not guide him who misleads -- 16: 37;
- Choose I misleaders for helpers -- 18: 51;
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- Samiri misled them -- 20: 85;
- Whoso takes devil for friend -- he will mislead him and lead him to hell -- 22: 4;
- Was it you who misled these My slaves or -- 25: 17;
- It was the guilty who misled us -- 26: 99;
- This is the devil’s doing -- he is -- a mere misleader -- 28: 15;
- Of mankind is he who pay for ---- to mislead from Allah's way without knowledge making it
the butt
of mockery -- 31: 6;
- We obeyed our princes and great men - they misled us -- 33: 67;
- We misled you -- we ourselves were astray -- 37: 32;
- I will beguile every one of them except Thy single-minded slaves -- 38: 82- 83;
- There can be no misleader for him whom Allah guides -- 39: 37;
- Kuffar will say Show us those who beguiled us so we can put them below our feet -- 41: 29;
- My Lord! Do not leave --- If Thou should leave them, they will mislead Thy slaves -- 71: 2627;
MISS
- Do not sorrow for what you missed or what befell you -- 3: 153;
MISSILES
- We have beautified the world’s heaven with lamps -- We made them missiles for the devils -67: 5;
MISSION / MISSIONARY
- Prophet's mission - to proclaim message --- 5: 67; 15: 94; --To explain what was revealed -16: 44;
- Prophet ordered to follow what is revealed -- 6: 106; 10: 109; 11: 112-115;
- Let there be a party - who invite to goodness -- 3: 104;
- Do not all go out to fight at once - let some remain to teach -- 9: 122;
MISTAKE
- If made to suffer for sake of Allah -- mistakes persecution for Allah’s punishment -- 29: 10;
- No sin for unintentional mistake -- 33: 5;
MISTRUST
- When they did not reach for it, he mistrusted them -- 11: 70;
MOCK
- Hypocrites tells believers they believe, but tell their comrades they were mocking -- 2: 14;
- Allah mocks the hypocrites, leaving them to wander blindly -- 2: 15;
- As the chieftains passed him building the ship, they mocked him -- 11: 38;
- Messengers before thee were mocked -- 13: 32; 21: 41;
- Whenever a messenger came to them, they mocked him -- 15: 11;
- And that which they used to mock, surrounded them -- 16: 34;
- When they see you, they pick you out for mockery -- 21: 36;
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- That whereat they were mocked surrounded those who scoffed -- 21: 41;
- They denied revelations of Allah and made mock of them -- 30: 10;
- Of mankind is he who pays for mere pastime of discourse --- that he may mislead --- and
make it
the butt of mockery -- 31: 6;
- Never came there to them a messenger but they did mock him -- 36: 30; 43: 7;
- You marvel when they mock -- 37: 12;
- That which they mocked befell them -- 40: 83; 46: 26;
MODEST / MODESTY
- Successful are believers who --- guard their modesty except from their wives or --- who crave
beyond that are transgressors -- 23: 1-11;
- Tell believing men and women to lower -- and be modest -- 24: 30-31;
- Be modest in thy bearing -- 31: 19;
- Men and women who --- are modest -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
MONASTICISM
- Christians are closer to believers in affection because of their priests and monks -- 5: 82;
- They invented - seeking Allah's Pleasure - We ordained it not for them - they do not observe
it
with right observance -- 57: 27;
MONK
- Christians are closer to believers in affection because of their --- and monks -- 5: 82;
- They take as Lords besides Allah, their rabbis and monks -- 9: 31;
- Many rabbis and monks devour wealth of mankind wantonly and debar men -- 9: 34;
MONTHS
- They ask thee about new moons - fixed season for mankind -- 2: 189;
- The forbidden month for the forbidden month - forbidden things in retaliation -- 2: 194;
- Haj is in the well known months -- 2: 197;
- Warfare in the sacred months is a great sin -- 2: 217;
- Profane not sacred months -- 5: 2;
- When the sacred months have passed, slay the idolaters -- 9: 5;
- There are 12 months - 4 of them sacred - wrong not yourselves in them -- 9: 36;
- Postponement of a sacred month is an excess of disbelief -- so that they allow what Allah
hath
forbidden --- the evil of their deeds is made fair-seeming to them -- 9: 37;
- Night of Power is better than 1,000 months -- 97: 3;
MONUMENT
- Do you build in every high place a monument of vain delight -- 26: 128;
MOONS
- They ask about new moons -- fixed season for mankind and Haj-- 2: 189;
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- Abraham saw moon rising and said this is my Lord - but when it set -- 6: 77;
- He appointed sun and moon for reckoning -- 6: 96;
- He made sun, moon and stars subservient -- 7: 54;
- He appointed the moon a light and measured for her stages that you may reckon the years -10: 5;
- Joseph tells his father in a dream he saw --- and moon prostrating to him -- 12: 4;
- Allah compelled sun and moon to be of service - each run to an appointed term -- He orders
the course -- 13: 2; 35: 13; 39: 5;
- He made the sun and moon - constant in their course - of service to you -- 14: 33;
- He constrained the night, day, sun, moon to be of service to you -- 16: 12;
- He it is Who created the sun, moon --- 21: 33;
- Haven’t you seen --- the moon -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- And the moon giving light -- 25: 61;
- If you were to ask who constrained the sun and moon to --- they will say Allah -- 29: 61;
- Haven’t you seen how Allah subdued sun and moon --- each running -- 31: 29;
- And for the moon We appointed mansions till --- 36: 39;
- Not for sun to overtake moon ---- they each float in an orbit -- 36: 40;
- The sun and moon are among His portents - adore not sun and moon but adore Him who
created
them -- 41: 37;
- The Hour drew nigh and the moon was split in two -- 54: 1;
- The sun and moon are made punctual -- 55: 5;
- He made the moon a light -- 71: 16;
- By the moon -- 74: 32;
- And the moon is eclipsed and the sun and moon are united -- 75: 8-9;
- And by the moon when she is at the full -- 84: 18;
- And the moon when she followeth him -- 91: 2;
MORNING
- Remember Allah much and praise Him early hours of night and morning -- 3: 41;
- Do not repel those who call on their Lord morning and evening -- 6: 52;
- Earthquake seized them and morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 7: 78; 91;
- O thou Muhammad! remember Allah --- morning and evening -- 7: 205;
- Morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 11: 67; 94;
- Their tryst is for the morning -- Isn’t the morning nigh -- 11: 81;
- All in heaven and earth prostrate to Allah willingly or --- as do their shadows morning and
evening -- 13: 15;
- We made plain -- that the root of wrong-doers was to be cut at early morn -- 15: 66;
- And the awful cry overtook them at the morning hour -- 15: 83;
- Restrain thyself with those who cry -- morning and evening seeking His countenance -- 18:
28;
- It may be that Allah will --- and some morning it will be smooth hillside -- 18: 40;
- Or some morning its water will be lost in the earth -- 18: 41;
- Therein they have food for morning and evening -- 19: 62;
- Therein do offer praise to Him at morning and evening men whom --- 24: 36-37;
- Fables of old he had written down - dictated to him morning and evening -- 25: 5;
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- Morning found him in the city, fearing - vigilant -- 28: 18;
- Morning found those who coveted his place yesterday, crying -- Allah enlarges provision -28: 82;
- Morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 29: 37;
- Glory to Him when you enter the morning -- 30: 17;
- To Solomon, We gave wind -- morning’s course - a month’s journey -- 34: 12;
- You pass by them in morning and at night time -- 37: 137- 138;
- When it comes home to them, it will be a hapless morning for those warned -- 37: 177;
- The Fire -- they are exposed to it morning and evening -- 40: 46;
- Morning found them -- nothing could be seen but their dwellings -- 46: 24-25;
- The punishment decreed befell them early in the morning -- 54: 38;
- We tried them as --- when they vowed to pluck its fruit next morning -- 68: 17-18;
- And in the morning, it was as if plucked -- 68: 20;
- In the morning, they cried one to another " Run to your field - no needy man shall enter it
today ---"
68: 21-24;
- Remember the name of thy Lord morning and evening -- 76: 25;
- He made dark the night thereof and brought forth the morning -- 79: 29;
- They ask thee about the Hour --- when they behold it, it will be as if they tarried an evening or
morning thereof -- 79: 42-46;
- And the breath of morning -- 81: 18;
- By the morning hours -- 93: 1;
MORTAL
- Mary asks how can I have a child when no mortal has touched her -- 3: 47; 19: 20;
- Noah’s folk tells him he is a mortal like them -- 11: 27;
- You are mortals like us -- 14: 10; 26: 154; 186;
- We are mortals like you -- 14: 11;
- I am creating a mortal out of clay -- 15: 28; 38: 71;
- Satan says why should I bow to a mortal -- 15: 33;
- Allah be glorified! am I anything besides a mortal messenger -- 17: 94;
- I am only a mortal like you -- 18: 110; 41: 6;
- If you meet any mortal - say I have vowed a fast -- I cannot speak to any mortal this day -19: 26;
- Wrong-doers say Is this other than a mortal like you -- 21: 3;
- Nor were they immortals -- 21: 8;
- We appointed immortality for no mortal -- - if you die, can they be immortal? -- 21: 34;
- This is only a mortal like you, --- who would ----- 23: 24; --- who eat and drink like you - if you
obey him, you'd be losers -- 23: 33-34;
- You are mortal like us -- bring some token -- 26: 154; We deem thee a liar -- 26: 186; 36:
15;
- Allah is not unaware of what you mortals do -- 27: 93;
- Allah does not speak to mortals except by revelation, behind veil or by messenger -- 42: 51;
- Enter it in Peace - this is the Day of Immortality -- 50: 34;
- Is it a mortal man alone among us we are to follow -- 54: 24;
- They said - shall mere mortals guide us -- 64: 6;
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- --- this is nothing but speech of mortal -- 74: 25;
- --- this is nothing but a reminder to mortals -- 74: 31;
MOSES
- Allah appoints 40 nights of solitude -- 2: 51; 7: 142;
- During his absence Jews chose calf -- 2: 51; 92;
- Got Torah to lead Jews aright -- 2: 53;
- Tells Jews they were wrong to worship calf and asks them to repent -- 2: 54;
- Jews say they will not believe till they see Allah -- 2: 55;
- Asks for water for Jews - told to strike rock -- water gushes - told to eat and drink but make
no
mischief -- 2: 60;
- Jews say they are tired of one food - wants Moses to ask Allah for other - Moses asks
whether
they'd exchange higher for lower -- 2: 61;
- Tells Jews about Allah's command to sacrifice cow - conversation about its description -- 2:
67-71;
- Tells Jews he is not foolish -- 2: 67;
- Slew man - told to strike him with portion of heifer - brought back to life -- 2: 72-73;
- We gave Moses Scripture and train of Messengers followed him -- 2: 87;
- Took clear proofs to Jews --2: 92;
- Will you question your messenger as Moses was questioned -- 2: 108;
- And a remnant of that which House of Moses --- left behind -- angels bearing it -- 2: 248;
- Allah spoke to Moses -- 4: 164;
- The Yahudis - sent to holy land - refuses because of giant people living there - tells Moses to
go
with his Lord and fight - land forbidden to them 40 years - will roam the earth -- 5: 20-26;
- Pleads to Allah that he had no control over anyone save himself and brother -- 5: 25;
- We bestowed on Abraham, Isaac and ---- and of his seed We guided ---- Moses --- 6: 84;
- When Yahudis say Allah hath nothing revealed to mankind, ask them who revealed the book
which Moses brought -- 6: 91;
- Scripture given to Moses was complete .... an explanation of all things --- 6: 154;
- Sent to Pharaoh - told to produce tokens -- threw staff - became serpent - withdrew hands
from
bosom - sends for magicians - Moses staff swallows their magic -- Magicians fell prostrate to
Allah - Pharaoh said he'd crucify them - they said will you take vengeance on us only
because
we believe in Allah - made dua - Pharaoh advised to get rid of Moses - Moses advises his
people
to seek help in Allah and endure - Pharaoh's folk struck with famine and other disasters became
arrogant - asks Moses to pray for relief - made covenant - calamities removed - broke
covenant drowned - Moses people crossed sea - asked Moses to make idol - reminded of Allah's
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Moses falls unconscious - wakes and repents - Allah spoke to Moses - Writes Tablets for
Moses advises Moses what He'll do for those who magnify themselves wrongfully in earth - in Moses
absence, people took calf for worship - on his return seizes his brother Aaron - makes Dua selects 70 persons - asks Allah not to destroy them for what the ignorant among them
did -- 7: 103: 156; 10: 75-94; 26: 10-68; 27: 7-14; 28: 3-45;
- But none trusted Moses except --- 10: 83;
- Moses said O Allah! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour and riches --- 10: 88;
- Allah tells Moses to keep to the straight path -- follow not the road of those -- 10: 89;
- Before it was Book of Moses - an example and mercy -- 11: 17;
- Sent to Pharaoh who will lead people to hell - curse will follow them in this world -- 11: 96-99;
- We gave Moses Scripture - there was strife -- had it not been for ---- the case would have
been
judged -- 11: 110;
- Moses told to bring his people from darkness to light -- 14: 5;
- We gave Moses Scripture - Guidance to Children of Israel - choose no guardian beside Me
-- 17: 2;
- We gave Moses 9 tokens - Pharaoh tells him he is bewitched -- 17: 101;
- Tells Pharaoh that he Pharaoh knows that Allah sent the tokens and that Pharaoh is lost -17: 102;
- Moses tells his servant I will not give up till I reach where the 2 rivers meet even if it took all
ages they forgot fish - it swam away -- Moses asks for breakfast - servant tells him fish swam
away they retraced their steps -- 18: 60-64;
- They met Kadir to whom We had given knowledge - Moses asks him to accompany him so
Kadir
could teach him right conduct - Kadir tells him he will not have patience - Moses pleads Kadir
agrees -- 18: 65-70;
- They went in ship - Kadir bores hole - Moses questions him - he said I told you you'd have
no
patience - Moses pleads -- 18: 71-73;
- They continued -- Kadir slays lad - Moses questions - Kadir rebukes - Moses says if I ask
after
this, you can part company with me -- 18: 74-76;
- They continued to town - folks refused them food - found wall in disrepair - Kadir repairs it Moses
said you could have demanded payment - Kadir says now we'll part and I'll explain the things
for
which you had no patience -- 18: 77-78;
- Kadir explains sinking of boat, killing of lad and why he repaired wall -- 18: 79-82;
- A messenger - a Prophet - called from right slope of Mount - brought nigh in communion bestowed on him his brother Aaron -- 19: 53;
- Moses saw fire in distance - tells his people he will bring flame for them or guidance -- called
by
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name and told to remove shoes - Allah tells him to serve Me, establish worship for My
remembrance - told that Hour is coming but it will be kept hidden - Allah tells Moses to throw staff tells him to put hand in armpit, then withdraw it - Allah sends him to Pharaoh - Moses asks
Allah
to make his task easy - loosen knot from his tongue - appoint Aaron to help him - Allah grants
request -- 20: 9-36;
- Allah reminds him of His favour when he was baby how his mother was inspired to put him in
ark on river - his sister directed Pharaoh's wife to give him to his mother for care - that he did
kill a man - that he lived among Midian and Allah attaches him to Himself -- 20 37-41;
- Allah directs him and Aaron to go to Pharaoh - to speak to him gently as he may heed or
fear Moses says Pharaoh may behave as a tyrant --Allah said Fear not, I am with you" 20: 42-46;
- Allah sends Moses to Pharaoh - to say they are His messengers - to let Jews go - that those
who
follow right guidance will enjoy peace - that those who deny are doomed -- Pharaoh asks
who is
Allah - Moses replies - tells him Allah keeps everything in record - He does not err nor
forgets He made earth as bed and put roads therein, sends down water, produces vegetation for us
and
our cattle - that He created us from earth, will return us to it and bring us out a second time Pharaoh denies tokens -- 20- 47-56;
- Pharaoh said did you come to drive us out of our land by your magic - we too can produce
magic appoint meeting - Moses appoints day of meeting - they met - Moses warns them not to
invent
lies against Allah lest He punishes them - they threw - Moses was afraid - Allah re-assures
him his staff was thrown and it ate all theirs - they made prostration saying they believe in Allah -20: 57-70;
- Pharaoh said you believe in him before I give you leave - I shall cut your hands and feet
alternately I shall crucify you - my punishment is more lasting - they said you can only end for us life in
this
world - we choose Allah above you 20: 71-73;
- Moses inspired - takes people by night - strikes path in sea - Pharaoh followed - drowned -20: 77-79;
- What made thee hasten from thy folk - they are close behind me - We have tried them in
your
absence - Samiri misled them - 20: 83-85;
- Moses returned angry to his folk - admonishes them - they replied that Samiri proposed they
bring
their ornaments and throw them in the Fire - Samiri produces calf saying this is their god and
god
of Moses - they did not see it could not speak to them nor could it help them -- 20: 86-89;
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- When Aaron warned them they were being seduced - that they follow him - they said they will
continue to do as they are doing until Moses returned -- 20: 90-91;
- Moses questions Aaron - what held you back when you see them gone astray - Did you
disobey
my order - Aaron asks him to release his beard and head and explains he did not want to
cause
division -- 20: 92-94;
- Moses asks Samiri what he had to say - Samiri said he did as his soul directed - Moses
sends him
away telling him that there is no God but Allah -- 20: 95-98;
- We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion -- 21: 48; 23: 49;
- Moses was denied -- 22: 44;
- We sent Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh - they scorned them - they were despotic folk -- they
said
Shall we ---- whose folk are servile to us - they denied them -- were destroyed -- 23: 45-48;
- We gave Moses Scripture that they may go aright -- 23: 49;
- We gave Moses Scripture --- go together to the folk who denied Our revelations -- 25: 35-36;
- Allah called Moses and said Go to --- Moses said O Allah! I fear they will deny me -- 26: 1012;
- Moses tells Allah his tongue will not speak plainly - he fear they will kill him -- 26: 13-14;
- Allah tells Moses Go with Our tokens - We shall be with you -- 26: 15;
- -- come together to Pharaoh and say - we bear message of Allah - let Children of Israel go
with us -- 26: 16-17;
- Pharaoh tells Moses Did we not raise thee as a child -- 26: 18;
- Pharaoh reminds Moses of his crime and that he was ungrateful -- 26: 19;
- Moses said He did it when he was of those astray and he fled when he feared Pharaoh and
that in
reproach of the favour, he Pharaoh had enslaved the Children of Israel -- 26: 20-22;
- Pharaoh said - what is Lord of Worlds -- 26: 23;
- Moses replies - Lord of heavens and earth -- 26: 24;
- Moses continues - Your Lord and Lord of your fathers -- 26: 26;
- Pharaoh says - your messenger is mad -- 26: 27;
- Moses continues - Lord of East and West -- 26: 28;
- Pharaoh said if you choose a god other than him, he'd throw Moses in prison -- 26: 29;
- Moses showed Pharaoh tokens of Allah -- 26: 32-33;
- Pharaoh said to his chiefs - this is a knowing wizard -- 26: 34;
- Pharaoh gathers his magicians - when Moses staff swallowed their magic, they said they
believed
in Allah - Pharaoh says he will crucify them - they said it didn't matter -- 26: 35-51;
- We inspired Moses - Take away My slaves by night - they were overtaken at sunrise - they
said
we are caught - Moses said No, Allah is with us and He will guide us - We inspired Moses to
strike the sea - We saved Moses and those with him - We drowned the others -- 26: 52-68;
- Moses said to his household - I see a fire far off - I will bring you tidings or a flame to warm
yourselves -- 27: 7;
- When he reached it, he was called -- blessed is he -- and glorified be Allah -- it is I - Allah -
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the Mighty - throw down thy staff - he turned to flee - Allah said to him - Emissaries fear not
in My Presence -- save him who hath done wrong and -- 27: 8-11;
- Allah tells Moses to put hand in bosom - one of 9 tokens to Pharaoh -- 27: 12;
- We narrate to you story of Moses and Pharaoh with truth -- 28: 3;
- We inspired Moses' mother when you fear for him, cast him into the river - We shall bring
him
back to thee - We shall make him one of Our messengers -- 28: 7;
- Pharaoh's family took him up - Pharaoh's wife said do not kill him - we may take him for a
son Moses' mother might have betrayed him, but We fortified her heart making her a believer his
sister traced him and showed the house where he could be cared for - We restored him to
his
mother 28: 8-13;
- When he reached full strength, We gave him wisdom and knowledge -- 28: 14;
- Enters city - saw 2 men fighting - one appeals for help - Moses struck the other - kills him -28: 15;
- Moses repents to Allah - asks forgiveness and says he'll never support the guilty -- 28: 16-17;
- Next day man again appeals for help - Moses remonstrates with him -- 28: 18;
- Opponent asks whether he (Moses) will kill him as he did yesterday and so become tyrant -28: 19;
- Man came running - informs Moses that plans are afoot to slay him - he should escape -28: 20;
- Escapes - asks Allah to deliver him and turned face towards Midian -- 28: 21-22;
- When he reached watering hole, found shepherd watering flocks and 2 women waiting with
theirs asks women - told that they were waiting until shepherds finished - watered women's flocks sat
in shade - remembers Allah -- 28: 23-24;
- One of the women invites him to meet her father - he tells the father his story -- 28: 25;
- Woman asks father to hire him-- 28: 26;
- Father says he will marry him (Moses) to one of his daughters if he'll be employed for 8
pilgrimages
but if he stayed for 10, it was up to him -- 28: 27;
- Moses agrees to offer and makes Allah witness -- 28: 28;
- After expiration of term and while traveling with his family, he sees fire in distance. Tells
them to
wait - he'll go see -- 28: 29
- When he reached it - Allah spoke to him - tells him to throw down his staff - Moses turned to
flee Allah re-assures him and shows him other proof - for Pharaoh -- 28: 30-32;
- Moses said he killed a man and is fearful - asks for help of Aaron -- 28: 33-34;
- Allah strengthens him with Aaron -- 28: 35;
- Pharaoh denies him - Moses says Allah is best aware - Pharaoh directs Haman to build
tower so
he could survey God of Moses -- 28: 36-38;
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- We gave Scripture to Moses - clear testimonies - guidance and Mercy -- 28: 43;
- Why is he not given like Moses - Did they not disbelieve what Moses brought -- 28: 48;
- Korah was of Moses folk -- 28: 76;
- We gave Moses Scripture - guidance for Yahudis -- 32: 23;
- We exacted covenant from Prophets --- and from Moses -- 33: 7;
- Be not as those who slandered Moses - his innocence proven -- he was well-esteemed -33: 69;
- We gave grace to Moses and Aaron - saved them and people from great distress - helped
them
to become victors - gave them Scripture - showed them the right path -- 37: 114-122;
- We sent Moses to Pharaoh, Haman and Korah - they said a lying sorcerer - slay the sons of
those who believe with him - spare the women -- Pharaoh said allow me to kill Moses - I fear
he
will change your religion and cause confusion in the land -- Moses said I seek refuge in Allah
from every scorner -- 40: 23-27;
- Build for me a tower -- that I may look upon the God of Moses -- 40: 36-37;
- We gave Moses the guidance -- 40: 53;
- We gave Moses the Scripture - there was dispute concerning it -- 41: 45;
- He ordained for you that religion He commended to --- Moses --- saying establish -- 42: 13;
- We sent Moses to Pharaoh - he said I am Messenger of Allah - they laughed at them - every
token We showed then, was greater than that before - We grasped them with torment that
they
might turn -- 43: 46-48;
- They said O Wizard! entreat thy Lord - we will walk aright - when We eased them, they broke
their
word -- 43: 49-50;
- Pharaoh proclaimed he is Lord of Egypt - he is better than Moses - why doesn't he have
armlets
of gold or angels accompany him -- 43: 50-53;
- Thus he persuaded his people - they obeyed him - they angered us - We drowned them - We
made them an example for those after -- 43: 54-56;
- We tried Pharaoh's folk when there came to them a noble messenger -- 44: 17;
- He said give me the slaves of Allah - I am a faithful messenger to you - Be not proud against
Allah -- I bring you clear proofs - I have sought refuge in Allah lest you stone me to death - if
you put no faith in me, let me go -- 18: 21;
- Then his Lord commanded - Take away My slaves by night - you will be followed - leave the
sea
behind - they are a drowned host -- 44: 23-24;
- Before it there was the Scripture of Moses - an example and Mercy -- 46: 12;
- And in Moses too there is a portent when We sent him to Pharaoh -- 51: 38;
- Or hath he not bad tidings of what is in books of Moses -- 53: 36-37;
- Said to his folk Why persecute me when you well know I am Allah's messenger to you -- 61:
5;
- Allah called him in the valley of Tuwa - Go to Pharaoh - he has rebelled - and say hast thou
will
to grow in grace - I shall guide you to Allah and you shall fear Him -- 79: 15-19;
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- This is in former scrolls - Books of Abraham and Moses -- 87: 18-19;
MOSQUES
- Who does greater wrong than those who prevent approach to the sanctuaries of Allah lest
His
name be remembered therein -- 2: 114;
- Be at your devotions in the mosques -- 2: 187;
- Idolaters not to tend mosques -- 9: 17;
- Only believers who -- and fear Allah, to tend mosques -- 9: 18;
- Those who build mosques in opposition to cause dissent - never stand to pray there --- the
one
founded on piety is more worthy - wherein are men who love to purify themselves -- Is he
who
founded his building on duty to Allah - what they built will always be a problem -- 9: 107-110;
- We shall build a masjid over them -- 18: 21;
- In which Allah is Glorified morning and evening -- 18: 28;
- Had it not been for Allah's repelling some men by others, churches, mosques ---- would have
been pulled down -- 22: 40;
- This lamp is found in houses which Allah allow to be exalted - His name is remembered
therein
morning and evening -- 24: 36;
- By men who are not diverted from remembrance of Allah -- 24: 37;
- Mosques are only for Allah - pray not unto anyone along with Allah -- 72: 18;
MOTH
- The Calamity - A Day when mankind will become as thickly-scattered moths -- 101: 1-5;
MOTHER
- Mothers shall suckle children 2 years - father to maintain mother - mother not to suffer
because
child - can give out child to nurse -- 2: 233;
- He brought you forth from wombs of mothers -- that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
- O sister of Aaron! Thy father was not --- nor was thy mother a --- 19: 28;
- He hath made me dutiful to my mother -- 19: 32;
- We inspired in thy mother saying - throw him in the ark and -- 20: 38-39;
- We restored thee to thy mother that her eyes might be refreshed -- 20: 40;
- O son of my mother! clutch not my beard nor my head -- 20: 94;
- On the day when you behold it, every nursing mother will -- 22: 2;
- We made son of Mary and his mother portents -- 23: 50;
- We inspired Moses’ mother -- suckle him and when you fear for him, cast him in the river -28: 7;
- The heart of Moses’ mother became void - she would have betrayed him -- 28: 10;
- We had before forbidden foster mothers for him -- 28: 12;
- We restored him to his mother -- 28: 13;
- His mother bears him with pain - his weaning is in 2 years -- 31: 14;
- Nor hath He made your wives whom you ----- your mothers -- 33: 4;
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- Prophet's wives are as their mothers -- 33: 6;
- He created you in the wombs of your mothers - creation after creation -- 39: 6;
- His mother bears him with pain and brings him forth with pain -- 46: 15;
- Those who put away their wives by saying they are as their mothers - they are not their
mothers mothers are those who gave birth to them - they must free a slave, or fast 60 days or feed 60
poor
before they touch each other -- 58: 2-4;
- On the day when a man flees from --- his mother -- 80: 34-37;
- The bereft and hungry one will be his mother -- 101: 9;
MOTION
- And the hills are set in motion and become as a mirage -- 78: 20;
MOUND
- We shall make all therein a barren mound -- 18: 8;
MOUNTAIN
- We caused the Mount to tower above you -- 2: 93;
- You choose --- and hew mountains into dwellings -- 7: 74;
- Moses asks Allah to show Himself -- Allah tells him to look at the mountain -- when Allah
revealed His Glory to the mountain, it crashed -- 7: 143;
- And when We shook the mount --- and they thought it was going to fall on them -- 7: 171;
- And it sailed with them amid waters like mountains -- 11: 42;
- Noah’s son said I will betake me to some mountain that will save me -- 11: 43;
- And the command was fulfilled and the ship came to rest upon Mount Judi -- 11: 44;
- It was said to Noah - Go down from the mountain with peace from Us -- 11: 48;
- If it was possible for a lecture to cause mountains to move - Quran would have done so -13: 31;
- Though their plot were one whereby mountains should be moved -- 14: 46;
- He hath given you places of refuge in the mountains -- 16: 81;
- When he came between 2 mountains, he found a folk who could hardly understand -- 18: 93;
- When he had leveled the gap between the cliffs -- he said Blow -- 18: 96;
- We called him from the right slope of the Mount -- 19: 52;
- The mountains almost fall in ruins (by you utterance) -- 19: 90;
- We made a covenant with you on the holy mountain’s side -- 20: 80;
- They will ask you about the mountains -- Allah will break them into scattered dust -- will leave
it as an empty plain - no curve nor ruggedness -- 20: 105-107;
- And a tree -- Mount Sinai -- that groweth oil -- 23: 20;
- He sends down from heaven, mountains wherein is hail -- 24: 43;
- It parted -- each part was as a vast mountain -- 26: 63;
- Though you hew out dwellings in the mountain being skillful -- 26: 149;
- And you Muhammad was not on the west side of the mount when We expounded
commandment
to Moses -- 28: 44;
- You were not beside the mount when We did call --- 28: 46;
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-

By the mount and -- 52: 1-3;
And the mountains move away with movement -- 52: 10;
If this Quran was revealed to a mountain -- you'd see it -- 59: 21;
And the earth with the mountains will be lifted up and crushed -- 69: 14;
And the mountains are blown away -- 77: 10;
And placed therein high mountains -- 77: 27;
And guide him to the parting of the mountain ways -- 90: 10;
And the mountains will become as carded wool -- 101: 5;

MOUNT (Riding animal)
- No blame on those who had no mount - whom you told you could not mount -- 9: 92;
- When they mount on the ships they pray to Allah -- but when He bring them -- 29: 65;
- He created --- and appointed for you -- whereon you ride -- that you may mount on their
backs
and remember Allah’s favour -- 43: 12-13;
MOUNT SINAI
- And a tree -- Mount Sinai -- that groweth oil -- 23: 20;
- By the fig and the olive - by Mount Sinai -- 95: 1-2;
MOURNING
- For widows - period of 4 months and 10 days -- 2: 234;
MOUTHS
- They say with their mouths, what is not in their hearts -- 3: 167;
- Those who say with their mouths We believe - but their hearts say different -- 5: 41;
- Yahudis say Ezra is son of God, Nasara say --- that is their saying with their mouths - they
imitate 9: 30;
- They want to put out the light of Allah with their mouths -- 9: 32;
- Those to whom they pray besides Allah --- save as one who stretches -- to water, hoping it
will come to his mouth -- 13: 14;
- They thrust their hands in their mouths and said -- we disbelieve --- 14: 9;
- Dreadful is the word which comes out of their mouths -- 18: 4-5;
- When you welcomed --- and uttered with your mouths --- you counted it a trifle --- to Allah it
is great -- 24: 15;
- This is but a saying of your mouths -- 33: 4;
- This day We seal up mouths -- 36: 65;
- They would like to put out the light of Allah with their mouths -- 61: 8;
MOVE
- They moved blindly in the frenzy of approaching death -- 15: 72;
- On the day when --- and mountains move with awful movement -- 52: 9-10;
- When the hills are moved -- 81: 3;
MUHAJIR
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- Allah is pleased with them - they will enter Paradise -- 9: 100;
- Allah turned in mercy to the muhajirin - when some of them swerved -- 9: 117;
MUHAMMAD (Sallallahu Alaihe wa Salam)
- Told to ask Jews if they are believers, why they slew Prophets and took calf for worship -- 2:
91-92;
- Tell Jews that evil is what their belief enjoins on them -- 2: 93;
- Tell Jews, if Paradise is for them alone, they should long for death - they will not on account
of
their evil deeds -- 2: 94-95;
- Do not tell Prophet "listen to us" - we must be listeners -- 2: 104;
- Sent with truth - bringer of glad tidings, Warner - will not be asked about kuffar -- 2: 119; 11:
2-3;
- To be witness against muslims -- 2: 143;
- It is the truth from thy Lord - be not of those who waver -- 2: 147; 3: 60;
- These are portents of Allah which We recite to thee -- thou art a number of Our messengers
-- 2: 252;
- It is not thy duty to guide anyone - Allah guides whom He wills -- 2: 272;
- Say I have surrendered my purpose to Allah and so have those who follow me -- if they turn
away,
your duty is only to convey the message to them -- 3: 20;
- If you love Allah, follow me -- Allah will love you -- 3: 31;
- You were not present when they threw their pens -- nor when they quarreled -- 3: 44;
- Along with believers, has best claim to Abraham -- 3: 68;
- Say - The guidance is Allah’s - to those who may want to argue with you -- the bounty is in
Allah’s
hand - He bestows it on whom He will 3: 73;
- No concern of yours whether He punishes or forgives them. He punishes or forgives whom
He
wills -- 3: 128-129;
- Is only a messenger, like whom have passed away -- if he dies or --, will you turn back -- 3:
144;
- It was by Allah’s mercy that you were lenient -- if you were stern -- 3: 159;
- Against every people there'd be a witness, and Muhammad will be a witness against these -4: 41;
- Would they come to you swearing they only sought harmony and kindness -- 4: 62;
- After they had wronged themselves, had they come to thee --- they would have found Allah
forgiving, merciful -- 4: 64;
- If evil befall some, people will say this is from Muhammad -- 4: 78;
- A messenger to mankind - who obeys messenger, obeys Allah - We have not sent thee as
warder
over them 4: 79-80;
- Fight in the Way of Allah --thou art not taxed with responsibility except for thyself -- 4: 84;
- Allah's infinite Grace to thee prevented some from misleading thee -- 4: 113;
- We inspire thee as We inspired Noah, Abraham, Ishmael --- 4: 163-166;
- You can judge between them or disclaim jurisdiction -- if you judge, do so with equity - if you
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disclaim jurisdiction, they cannot harm you -- 5: 42;
- We revealed to you the scripture with truth - confirming what was before it -- judge between
them
by it -- follow not their desires -- 5: 48;
- Shall I choose a protecting friend other than Allah -- I am ordered to be first to surrender to
Him
and be not of the idolaters -- 6: 14;
- I fear if I rebel against my Lord, the retribution of an awful day -- 6: 15; 39: 13;
- This Quran is inspired in me that I may warn you and whomsoever it may reach -- 6: 19;
- We know how their talk grieve thee, they do not deny thee -- they flout Allah’s revelations -6: 33;
- Messengers have been denied before thee, but they were patient until -- 6: 34;
- If their aversion is grievous to thee, then go down into the earth -- be not among the foolish
-- 6: 35;
- Say to kuffar - I do not possess the treasures of Allah, I know not the unseen, I am not an
angel I follow what is inspired in me - Are the blind and seer equal -- 6: 50;
- I am forbidden to worship those on whom you call besides Allah -- I will not follow your
desires
for then I’ll go astray -- 6: 56;
- I rely on clear proofs from Allah while you deny Him - I do not have that for which you are
impatient -- if I had that, the cause would have been decided between me and you -- 6: 5758;
- Say "I am not put in charge of you" -- 6: 66;
- Those are they whom Allah guided - follow their guidance - I ask you NO FEE for it - it is a
reminder to creation -- 6: 90;
- They say Allah did not reveal to a human -- ask them who revealed book to Moses -- 6: 91;
- Proofs have come to you from your Lord -- Who sees ---- Who is blind --- I am not a keeper
over you -- 6: 104;
- We display Our revelations that they may say "Thou hast studied" -- 6: 105;
- Follow what is inspired in thee -- turn away from idolaters -- 6: 106; 10: 109;
- We have not set thee as a keeper over them, nor are you responsible for them -- 6: 107;
- Shall I seek for Judge other than Allah - He revealed Quran fully explained -- be not of the
waverers -- 6: 114;
- O my people! work according to your power - I too am working -- 6: 135;
- If they give the lie to thee -- say my Lord is -- 6: 147;
- My Lord has guided me to a straight path - a right religion -- 6: 161;
- Commanded to say my worship, sacrifice, life and death are all for Allah -- and I am the first
of
those who surrender to Him -- 6: 162-163;
- A scripture We revealed to thee -- let there be no heaviness in thy heart 7: 2;
- Can neither read nor write - described in Torah and Gospel - will enjoin right - forbid wrong will make lawful all good things - will forbid only foul - will relieve them of burden - whoso
believes, honour, help, follow light he brings - are successful -- 7: 157;
- Say I am messenger to you ALL --- follow him that you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
- Have they not thought there is no madness in their comrade -- he is a plain Warner -- 7: 184;
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- I have no power to benefit or hurt anyone except as Allah wills -- had I known the unseen, I'd
be rich - adversity will not touch me -- I am Warner and ---- to believers -- 7: 188;
- You see them looking toward thee but they see not - keep to forgiveness - enjoin kindness turn away from ignorant - when slander from devil touch thee, seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 198200;
- And they say ----- Say " I follow only what is inspired in me by my Lord" -- 7: 203;
- And remember Allah within thyself, humbly at morning and evening and be not of the
neglectful -those with Allah are not too proud to serve Him - they praise and adore Him -- 7: 205-206;
- When kuffar plot against thee to wound or kill thee - they plot and Allah plot and -- 8: 30;
- Allah will not punish them while you were with them -- 8: 33;
- If they incline to peace, incline -- and trust in Allah -- 8: 61;
- If they would deceive you, Allah is sufficient -- He it is Who support you with -- 8: 62;
- If you had spent all in earth, you could not have attuned their hearts -- 8: 63;
- Allah is sufficient for thee and those believers who follow thee -- 8: 64;
- Exhort believers to fight - 20 will overcome 200 -- 8: 65;
- Burden lightened -- 100 will overcome 200 -- 8: 66;
- It is not for a Prophet to have captives -- you desire life of this world - Allah desire for you
hereafter -- had it not been for what was written, an awful doom would come upon you for
what
you took, but keep what you won - it is lawful -- 8: 67-69;
- Allah forgive thee! Why did you grant them leave before -- 9: 43;
- Beforetime, they raised difficulties for thee till the truth came and -- 9: 48;
- If good befalls thee, it bothers them - if calamity befalls thee, they say -- 9: 50;
- Say - nothing befalls us save what Allah decreed for us -- 9: 51;
- A bearer of good for believers, is true to and is a mercy for believers -- 9: 61;
- If Allah bring thee back (from the campaign) to a party of them -- 9: 83;
- Is it a wonder for mankind that We inspired one of them --- that they have a sure footing with
Allah -Kuffar say he is only a wizard -- 10: 2; -- thou art no messenger -- 13: 43;
- Say It is not for me to change it - I only follow what is inspired in me --- I fear retribution of an
awful day -- 10: 15;
- If it is the Will of Allah, I should not have recited it to you - I was among you a whole lifetime have you no sense -- 10: 16;
- They say if only a portent was sent --- say The unseen belongs to Allah - so wait - I too am
waiting -- 10: 20;
- If they deny thee, say To me my work ---- To you ----- You are innocent of what I do and I
am
innocent of what you do -- 10: 41;
- There are some who listen to you. Can you make the deaf hear if they do not understand -10: 42;
- Some look to thee. Can you guide the blind if they cannot see -- 10: 43;
- Whether We let you see something of what We promised them or cause you to die -- 10:
46; 13: 40;
- I have no power to hurt or benefit myself -- 10: 49;
- You are not occupied in any business or -- but We are witnesses when you are so occupied
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-- 10: 61;
- And if you are in doubt about what We reveal to thee ---- for then you'd be loser -- 10: 94-95;
- Would you compel men until they are believers -- 10: 99;
- If you are in doubt about my religion -- I worship Allah Who cause you to die and I am
commanded
to be of the believers -- 10: 104;
- Set thy purpose resolutely for religion as a man upright -- 10: 105; 30: 30-32
- And cry not beside Allah to that which cannot hurt nor profit thee -- 10: 106;
- If Allah afflict thee with hurt, none can remove it save Him, and if He desire good for you,
none can
repel it -- 10: 107;
- Say Whoever is guided, is guided for the good of his own soul - whoever errs, errs only
against it -I am not a warder over you -- 10: 108;
- Follow what is inspired in you -- 10: 109;
- Serve none but Allah -- I am to you a Warner and bringer of good tidings -- 11: 2;
- Would you forsake anything of the Quran, that thy breast should be straitened because they
say --thou art only a Warner -- 11: 12;
- Or they say he hath invented it - say then bring 10 surah like it -- 11: 13;
- And if they answer not your prayer, then know that it is revealed --- 11: 14;
- The story of Noah -- We inspire in thee -- 11: 49;
- Tread the straight path as you are commanded - transgress not - incline not towards those
who
do wrong lest the Fire touch you, you have no Protecting Friend against Allah - establish
worship
at two ends of day and sometimes in night - good deeds annul ill deeds - have patience Allah
does not lose the wage of the good -- 11: 112-115;
- We relate to you the story of the messengers to strengthen your heart -- 11: 120;
- We revealed it in Arabic that you may understand -- 12: 2;
- We inspired in thee this Quran though before time you were of the heedless -- 12: 3;
- I and whosoever followeth me --- and I am not of the idolaters -- 12: 108;
- Thou art a Warner only and for every folk - a guide -- 13: 7;
- We send thee to a nation -- that you may recite to them -- 13: 30;
- Messengers before thee were mocked -- 13: 32;
- I am commanded to serve Allah and ascribe no Partner to Him -- to Him I cry and to Him is
my
return -- 13: 36;
- If you follow their desires --- you will have no Protecting Friend -- from Allah -- 13: 37;
- We sent messengers before thee - appointed for them wives and offspring -- 13: 38;
- Whether We let you see ---or make you die before --thine is the conveyance of the message
--Ours the reckoning --13: 40; 16: 82;
- Kuffar say you are no messenger -- 13: 43;
- A Scripture -- that thereby you may bring mankind from Darkness to Light -- 14: 1;
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O Thou unto whom the reminder is revealed - thou art a madman -- 15: 6;
Why don't you bring angels if you are truthful -- 15: 7;
Ordered to forgive -- 15: 85;
I am a plain Warner --- such as We send down for those who make division -- 15: 89-93;
Proclaim what you are commanded - withdraw from idolaters -- 15: 94;
We defend thee from scoffers -- 15: 95;
We know that thy bosom is sometimes oppressed by what they say -- 15: 97;
Ordered to be of those who make prostration --15: 98;
Ordered to serve Allah -- 15: 99;
Even if you desire their right guidance - Allah will not guide him who misleads -- 16: 37;
We did not send before thee ---- that that you may explain to mankind what is revealed

them -- 16: 43-44;
- That you may explain to mankind that wherein they differ -- 16: 64;
- The day We raise up in every nation a witness and bring thee as a witness against these -We
reveal the Scripture to thee - an exposition of all things - a guidance and mercy -- 16: 89;
- They say only a man teacheth him -- 16: 103;
- Inspired to follow religion of Abraham -- 16: 123;
- Glorified be He who carried His servant by night --- that We might show him of Our tokens -17: 1;
- This is part of that wisdom --- set not up with Allah --- lest thou be cast in hell -- 17: 39;
- We have not sent thee as a warden over them -- 17: 54;
- We preferred some Prophets above others -- 17: 55;
- They strove hard to beguile thee ---- then they would have accepted you as friend - if We had
not made you firm you might have inclined - then We'd have given you double punishment of
living and dying -- 17: 73-75;
- They wished to scare you from the land --- they would have stayed there a little after thee -17: 76;
- Such was Our method in the past --- you will not be able to change it -- 17: 77;
- Establish worship at going down of sun and at night - the recital of Quran at dawn is
witnessed and awake at night for it -- and say My Lord! cause me to come in --- and say Truth has
come --17: 78-81;
- Kuffar say they will not have faith in him till he causes spring to gush forth or he gets garden
of datepalm or cause heaven to fall on them, or has house of gold, or climbs to heaven and brings
book told to say he is only mortal messenger -- 17: 90-94;
- Allah is sufficient as witness between me and you -- 17: 96;
- We sent thee as bearer of good tidings and Warner -- 17: 105; 25: 56; -- a mercy for
mankind --21: 107; -- as witness, Summoner to Allah, lamp that gives light -- 33: 45-46; 48: 8;
- Be not loud nor silent in your worship -- 17: 110;
- And say Praise be to Allah - he hath no son, no partner, no protecting friend and magnify Him
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with all magnificence -- 17: 111;
- I am only a mortal like you - your God is one God - who hopes to meet Allah to do righteous
work - do not let anyone share in His worship -- 18: 110;
- We did not reveal the Quran to distress you but as a reminder to him who fear -- 20: 2-3;
- We relate to thee some tidings of old - We have given thee a Reminder -- 20: 99;
- Bear with what they say - celebrate praises of Allah before rising and setting of sun -- glorify
Him some hours of night and 2 ends of day that you may find acceptance -- 20: 130;
- Enjoin worship and be constant therein -- 20: 132;
- Muddled dreams, he invented it - he is a poet - let him bring a portent -- 21: 5;
- Acts by Allah's command -- 21: 27;
- When they see you they choose you but for mockery -- 21: 36;
- We sent thee as a mercy for the peoples -- 21: 107;
- It is inspired in me that your God is one God - will you then surrender -- 21: 108;
- I have warned you all alike -- 21: 109;
- Who think that Allah will not give him victory can go ---- 22: 15;
- If they deny thee (Muhammad) - messengers before thee were denied -- 22: 42-44;
- O mankind! I am only a plain Warner to you -- 22: 49;
- Thou followest right guidance -- 22: 67; -- on a straight path -- 36: 4; -- you guide to a right
path -- 42: 52;
- Or do they say there is madness in him - he brings them the truth -- 23: 70;
- Or do you ask them a tribute -- 23: 72;
- Thou summonest them to the right path -- 23: 73;
- And say - My Lord! Forgive and have mercy -- 23: 118;
- See how they coin similitudes for thee - they are all astray -- 25: 9;
- Blessed is He Who if He will, will assign you better than all that -- 25: 10;
- Messenger said My Lord! my own folk make this Quran of no account -- 25: 30;
- To every Prophet, We appointed an opponent --- Allah is sufficient as Guide and Helper -25: 31;
- When they see thee, they treat thee as a jest saying Is this he whom --- he would have led us
far away from our gods -- 25: 41-42;
- Say, I ask no reward - whoso will, may choose a way to Allah -- 25: 57;
- It may be that thou torment thyself because they do not believe -- 26: 3;
- It is a revelation of Allah which Gabriel brought down on your heart that you may be one of
the
warners in plain Arabic speech -- 26: 192-195;
- Invoke not with Allah any other God - warn thy kindred - lower thy wing to the believers who
follow thee - if kinsfolk disobey thee say ----- put your trust in Allah who sees you when you
stand to pray - He is Hearer, Knower -- 26: 213-220;
- Thou Muhammad receives Quran from presence of One Wise, Aware -- 27: 6;
- Put your trust in Allah - you stand on plain truth -- 27: 79;
- You cannot make dead hear - nor can you make deaf hear call when they turn to flee - nor
can
you lead blind out of error - you can only make those hear who believe Our revelations and
who
surrendered -- 27: 80-81;
- Say, I am commanded to serve Allah, Lord of this Land - to Whom all things belong - I am to
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be
of those who surrender to Him and to recite Quran - who goes right ---- who goes astray ---I am only a Warner -- 27: 91-92;
- You were not on west side of mountain when We expounded commandments to Moses, nor
were
you dweller of Midian, nor were you there when We called Moses -- 28: 44-46;
- Say, bring a scripture from Allah that gives clearer guidance that I may follow -- 28: 49;
- You cannot guide whom you love -- Allah guides whom He wills -- 28: 56;
- You were not a reader of Scripture before it nor did you write it else those who follow
falsehood
may have doubted -- 29: 48;
- I am only a plain Warner -- 29: 50;
You are only a Warner -- 35: 23;
- Set thy purpose for religion as a man upright -- there is no altering of Allah’s laws of creation
-that is right religion - turn to Him only - Careful of your duty to Him - establish worship -- be
not
of those who ascribe partners to Him nor of those who split religion, becoming sects -- 30: 3032;
- We sent before thee -- messengers to their own folk -- 30: 47;
- You cannot make dead hear, nor the deaf ---- you cannot guide blind out of their error --- you
cannot -------- save those who believe ------- 30: 52-53; 43: 40;
- Have patience -- do not let those who have no certainty make you impatient -- 30: 60;
- Whosoever disbelieve - do not let it bother you -- 31: 23;
- That you may warn a folk ------ that they may walk aright -- 32: 3;
- O Prophet! keep thy duty to Allah - do not obey kuffar and hypocrites - follow what is inspired
in
thee - put your trust in Allah -- 33: 1-3;
- Prophet is closer to believers than themselves - his wives are as their mothers -- 33: 6;
- We exacted a covenant from Prophets and from thee (O Muhammad), and from Noah -- 33:
7;
- In Messenger of Allah, you have good example ---- 33: 21;
- O Prophet! say to your wives - if you desire the world's life and its adornment, come ---- 33:
28;
- But if you desire Allah and His messenger -- 33: 29;
- O wives of Prophet! whoso of you commit lewdness - punishment doubled -- 33: 30;
- Whoso is submissive to Allah and messenger will have double reward -- 33: 31;
- O wives of Prophet! you are not like ordinary women - be not soft of speech -- 33: 32;
- And stay in your houses - be regular in prayer - pay zakat - obey Allah and messenger - Allah
wants to remove uncleanness from you -- 33: 33;
- And bear in mind that which is recited in your houses of revelations -- 33: 34;
- When Allah and messenger makes decision, you have no choice -- 33: 36;
- Thou did fear mankind - Allah has better right to be feared - when Zaid completes formality of
divorce - marry her - believers can marry wives of adopted sons - Allah's commandment
must be
fulfilled - no reproach for prophet in that which Allah made his due -- Allah's way with those
---
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before --- (Allah's commandment is destiny) with those who delivered messages and feared
none
but Him -- 33: 37-39;
- Not the father of any man among you - Messenger of Allah - Seal of Prophets -- 33: 40;
- O Prophet! We sent thee as witness, bringer of good tidings, Warner, Summoner to Allah,
and
lamp that gives light -- 33: 45-46;
- Announce to believers - they will have great bounty from Allah -- 33: 47;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites - disregard their noxious talk - put trust in Allah -- 33: 48;
- O Prophet! Lawful are those wives you paid dowries, slaves from war booty, your first
cousins, a
believing woman who offers herself to you - privilege for you only - that you may be free of
blame -you can defer or receive whom you will - no sin to receive whom you deferred - so they are
comforted
Allah knows what is in your hearts - not allowed to take other women henceforth or to
change other
wives -- 33: 50-52;
- Do not enter dwellings of Prophet for meal before time - when finished, disperse - Prophet is
shy
to ask you to leave -- speak to his wives from behind curtain - do not cause annoyance to
him -do not marry his wives after him -- 33: 53;
- Allah and angels send blessings on Prophet; O believers send blessings and salute --- 33:
56;
- Those who malign Allah and Messenger - Allah hath cursed them -- 33: 57;
- Tell thy wives, thy daughters and believing women to draw their cloaks around them when
they
go abroad - so they can be recognised and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- Bringer of glad tidings and Warner to ALL MANKIND -- 34: 28;
- I exhort you to awake and reflect --- 34: 46;
- My reward is the affair of Allah only -- 34: 47;
- If I err, it is to my own loss - if I am rightly guided, it is what Allah revealed to me -- 34: 50;
- If they deny thee -- messengers were denied before thee -- 35: 4;
- We have sent thee with Truth, bearer of glad tidings and a Warner -- a Warner had come to
every nation -- 35: 24;
- What We inspire in thee of Scripture is truth, confirming what was revealed before -- 35: 31;
- Thou art of those sent on a straight path - that you may warn a folk whose fathers were not
warned -- 36: 3-6;
- We did not teach him poetry - This is nothing but a reminder -- 36: 69-70;
- Shall we forsake our gods for a mad poet - nay - he brought the truth and confirmed those
before
him -- 37: 36-37;
- Ask them, O Muhammad - does Allah have daughters while they have sons -- 37: 149;
- So withdraw from them a while O Muhammad -- 37: 174; -- and watch -- 37: 178-179;
- Say to them -- I am only a Warner - there is no God but Allah -- 38: 65-70;
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- I ask you no fee for this - I am no impostor -- 38: 86;
- I am commanded to worship Allah making religion pure for Him only -- 39: 11; -- to be the first
of those who surrender to Him -- 39: 12;
- If I should disobey my Lord, I fear the doom of an awful day -- 39: 13;
- I worship Allah making my religion pure for Him only -- 39: 14;
- They will frighten thee with those beside Him 39: 36;
- Those you worship besides Allah, what can they do for me --- I am commanded to say Allah
is my all -- 39: 38;
- We have revealed the Scripture --- you are not a warder over them -- 39: 41;
- Have patience -- ask forgiveness of thy sin --- hymn praise of Allah in evening and early
hours -- 40: 55;
- I am forbidden to worship those to whom you cry besides Allah --- I am commanded to
surrender
to Lord of Worlds -- 40: 66;
- Have patience - Promise of Allah is true - whether We let you see part of what they are
promised
or cause you to die --- We sent messengers before -- some We told thee --- some We didn't
tell
thee --- followers of vanity will be lost -- 40: 77-78;
- I am only a mortal like you - I am inspired that your God is one God, so take a straight path
to Him
-- seek forgiveness -- woe to idolaters who do not pay zakat and disbelieve in hereafter -- 41:
6-7;
- If a whisper from Satan reach thee -- seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- Nothing is said to thee except what was said to Messengers before thee -- 41: 43;
- Allah inspired thee as He inspired those before thee -- 42: 3;
- This is only to convey the message -- 42: 48;
- We inspired in thee a Spirit of Our command -- you did not know what the Scripture was nor
the
Faith - It is a light by which We guide whom We will -- you do guide to a right path -- 42:
52;
- And if We take thee away, We'll take vengeance on them -- 43: 41;
- Or if We show thee that wherewith We threaten them -- 43: 42;
- Hold fast to what is inspired in thee - you are on a straight path -- 43: 43;
- It is a reminder for thee and thy folk -- you will be questioned -- 43: 44;
- Ask the messengers We sent before thee - Did We appoint gods to be worshipped besides
Allah -- Allah hath no son -- I am first among the worshippers ----- 43: 81;
- We have set thee on a clear road - Follow it, follow not the whims of those who know not -they
cannot help you against Allah -- 45: 18-19;
- I am no new thing among messengers - I know not what will be done with me or you -- I
follow
what is inspired in me - I am a plain Warner -- 46: 9;
- Do not pray to Allah "through" Prophet ( as Christians do ) -- 46: 28;
- Have patience - as messengers of old had - seek not to hasten on the doom for them -- 46:
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35;
- How many township - stronger than the one that threw you out - did We destroy -- 47: 13;
- Some listen - they say what is it he said - Allah sealed their hearts - they follow their lusts -47: 16;
- Ask forgiveness for thy sin and that of believers (men and women) -- 47: 19;
- Believers say, if a surah is revealed - when surah revealed and war mentioned some look at
thee
with look of --- 47: 20;
- We have given thee a signal victory - that Allah may forgive you your past and future sins perfect His Favour to you and guide you to right path -- 48: 1-2; 48: 20;
- And that He may help you with strong help -- 48: 3;
- You cannot change Allah's laws -- 48: 23;
- Allah hath fulfilled your vision --- you shall enter Kaaba, if Allah will, secure --- 48: 27;
- He it is Who sent His messenger with religion of truth that He may cause it to prevail -- 48:
28;
- Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah - believers are hard against kuffar - merciful among
themselves - you see mark of prostration on their foreheads - that He may enrage kuffar therewith
-- 48: 29;
- Those who call thee from behind the private apartments - most of them have no sense -- 49:
4;
- If they had patience until you came out to them, it would have been better -- 49: 5;
- If you were to obey them in much of the government, there'll be trouble -- 49: 7;
- Bear with what they say - hymn Praise of Lord before rising of sun and setting -- 50: 39;
- And in night time hymn His praise after the prescribed prostrations -- 50: 40;
- And thou art not a compeller over them - but warn by the Quran him who fears My threat -50: 45;
- Withdraw from them, you are not blameworthy --and warn, for warning profits believers -- 51:
54-55;
- Therefore warn men - by Grace of Allah you are neither a soothsayer or madman -- 52: 29;
- Or do they say he is a poet --- say expect -- I too am among the expectant -- 52: 30-31;
- Then let them be till they meet their day - they will be thunder-stricken -- their guile will be
useless they will not be helped - for those who do wrong --- there is punishment beyond that --52: 4547;
- Wait patiently for your Lord's decree - thou art in Our sight - hymn the Praise of thy Lord
when
thou upriseth - and in the night-time and at the setting of the stars -- 52: 48-49;
- Your comrade errs not -- nor does he speak of his own desire -- 53: 2-3;
- Will you dispute with him about what he saw -- 53: 12;
- Withdraw from him who flee from Our remembrance and desire Life of world -- 53: 29;
- Withdraw from them on the day when the Summoner summons to a painful thing -- 54: 6;
- Say (to them O Muhammad!) you will be brought together to the meeting of an appointed
day, the
erring, the deniers will eat of Zaqqum, filling their bellies therewith, drinking boiling water
even as
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camels drink, your welcome on Day of Judgment -- 56: 49-56;
- Therefore (O Muhammad) Praise the name of thy Lord, the Tremendous -- 56: 74;
- I bring you news of the coming of Ahmad -- yet when he came they said this is magic -- 61: 6;
- Was unlettered -- 62: 2;
- When the hypocrites come to you they say , We testify that you are Allah's messenger -Allah
knows they are lying -- 63: 1;
- O Prophet! why ban that which Allah hath made lawful for you to please your wives -- 66: 1;
- When Prophet confided a fact to one of his wives she divulged it - Allah informed him -- 66: 3;
- If you twain turn repentant --- if you aid one another against him -- Allah is his Protecting
Friend,
Gabriel, the righteous believers --- angels are his helpers -- 66: 4;
- If he divorce you, Allah may give him better wives than you, submissive, believing --- 66: 5;
- Turn to Allah --- He may remit -- and bring you to Paradise on the day when He will not abase
Prophet and believers -- 66: 8;
- I am but a plain Warner -- 67: 26;
- Have you thought if Allah caused me and those with me to perish -- 67: 28;
- Thou art not ---- a madman -- 68: 2;
- Yours will be an unfailing reward - you are of tremendous nature - you will see and they will
see
who is demented -- 68: 3-6;
- Obey not the rejecters who would have you compromise -- 68: 8-9;
- Do not obey each feeble oath-monger --- 68: 10-13;
- Wait for Allah's decree - be not like Jonah who cried out in despair -- 68: 48;
- Had he invented false sayings concerning Us - We'd take him by the right hand and severed
his life-artery and none could have held us off from him -- 69: 44-47;
- And when the slave of Allah stood up to pray, they almost stifled him --- Say, I pray to Allah
only and ascribe no partner to Him -- 72: 19-20;
- I control not hurt nor benefit for you -- 72: 21;
- None can protect me from Allah - I can find no refuge beside Him 72: 22;
- Mine is the conveyance of the Truth from Allah and His messages - Who disobey Allah and
messenger will dwell in Hell forever -- 72: 23;
- I do not know whether what you are promised is near or far -- Allah does not reveal His
secrets
to anyone except -- 72: 25-27;
- O thou wrapped up ---! keep vigil in the night - chant Quran in measure - We shall charge
you with
a word of weight - during night impression more keen - speech more certain - thou hast
business
in the day - devote thyself with complete devotion - choose Him alone for Defender - bear
with
patience what they say - leave Me to deal with deniers -- 73: 1-11;
- Allah knows how you keep vigil ---- Allah measure night and day -- recite of Quran that which
is
easy for you - He knows that among you are sick --- recite what is easy - establish worship,
pay
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zakat, lend goodly loan - whatever good you send before, you'll find with Allah, better and
greater - seek forgiveness of Allah -- 73: 20;
- O thou enveloped ---! arise and warn - magnify thy Lord, - purify thy clothing - shun pollution do not do favours seeking worldly gain - be patient -- 74: 1-7;
- They ask thee about the Hour - what can you tell about it - the knowledge is with Allah - you
are
a Warner to those who fear it - when they behold it, it will be as if they tarried an evening or
morning thereof -- 79: 42-46;
- Rebuked for turning away from blind man -- 80: 1-10;
- You pay heed to the one who thinks himself independent -- 80: 5-6;
- We shall make thee read so you will not forget except as Allah wills --- and We shall ease
thy way
unto the state of ease --- 87: 7-8;
- Remind them, thou art a Remembrancer - not a warder over them -- 88: 21-22;
- Did He not find thee an orphan and protect thee -- 93: 6; -- did He not find thee wandering
and
direct thee -- 93: 7; -- did He not find thee destitute and enrich thee -- 93: 8;
- Bosom expanded -- 94: 1;
MULE
- He created horses, mules and asses that you may ride on them and for ornament -- 16: 8;
MULTIPLY
- Remember how you were few and He did multiply you -- 7: 86;
- He multiply in creation what He will 35: 1;
- He made you pairs by which He multiplies you -- 42: 11;
- He who multiply you in the earth and to Whom you will be gathered -- 67: 24;
- -- and multiplied iniquity therein -- 89: 12;
MULTITUDE
- What did your multitude and that in which you took pride avail you -- 7: 48;
- A multitude of those of old -- 56: 13;
- A multitude of those of later times -- 56: 40;
- Till the day -- they will know-- who is weaker in allies and lesser in multitude -- 72: 24;
- Day of Decision -- Trumpet is blown and you come in multitude -- 78: 18;
MURDER
- Retaliation prescribed in the case of the murdered -- 2: 178;
- Whoso kills a believer on purpose -- hell -- 4: 93;
- Ten Commandments - do not kill -- 6: 151-153;
MURMUR
- Had it not been for Allah’s Grace -- an awful doom -- for what you murmured -- 24: 14;
MUSK
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- They are given to drink pure wine sealed with musk -- 83: 25-28;
MUSLIMS
- When discoursing with Prophet (SAS) we must be listeners -- 2: 104;
- Kuffar and idolaters do not like revelations being sent to muslims -- 2: 105;
- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good shall not fear nor grieve -- 2: 112;
- Yahudis and Nasara will only be pleased with you if you follow their beliefs - if you do, you'd
be
loser -- 2: 120;
- Abraham tells his sons to die not except as muslims -- 2: 132;
- Jacob's sons say they will worship Allah as muslims -- 2: 133;
- If they believe as we believe, they are rightly guided -- 2: 137;
- Say to People of Book - why argue with us about Allah - He is our Lord and your Lord - To us
our deeds and to you your deeds -- 2: 139;
- A middle nation - to be witnesses against mankind - messenger to be witness against us -2: 143;
- Vie with one another in good works -- 2: 148;
- Remember Me, I will remember you - Give thanks to Me and reject Me not -- 2: 152;
- Seek help in Patience and prayer - Allah is with the patient -- 2: 153;
- Will be tested with hunger and fear -- 2: 155; 3: 141; 186;
- Should love Allah more than Prophet or anyone else -- 2: 165;
- Eat what is lawful and pure -- 2: 168; -- and give thanks -- 2: 172;
- Should not follow "customs of our fathers" necessarily -- 2: 170;
- Be patient in adversity -- 2: 177; 3: 200;
- Law of equality prescribed -- 2: 178;
- You were not commanded to take Prophets as Lord. Would Allah command you to disbelieve
after your belief? -- 3: 80;
- O believers! die not save as muslims -- 3: 102;
- Do not befriend others than muslims. They spare no pain to ruin you. They have deep hatred
for you - you love them - they don't love you - they rejoice when disaster strikes you -- 3: 118120;
- Do you think you'll enter Paradise without being tested -- 3: 142;
- That Allah may prove those who believe --- 3: 141;
- Who is better in religion than a muslim? -- 4: 125;
- For each Jew, Christian or Muslim, Allah hath appointed a Divine Law - He could have made
you
one community - Vie each other in good deeds - beware of them lest they seduce you from
part
of Quran -- 5: 48-49;
- Who is better than Allah for judgment to a people who have certainty -- 5: 50;
- Befriend not Jews and Christians - friends of each other - who does so is one of them -- 5:
51;
- Those in whose hearts is a disease race towards them -- 5: 52;
- Muslims will tell Jews and Christians about hypocrites - are these they who swore they were
with you? -- 5: 53;
- Who reneges from his religion -- Allah will bring in his place one whom He loves and who
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loves
Him -- 5: 54;
- Your friend could only be Allah, Prophet and believers - these are victorious -- 5: 55-56;
- Take not for friends people who mock your religion - when they hear Adhan they make jest say
to them Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 57-59;
- Who observe Quran will be nourished from above and below -- 5: 66;
- You have no guidance until you act in accordance with Quran -- 5: 68;
- Perfected is your religion in truth and justice -- 6: 115;
- If you obey most on earth they'd mislead you -- 6: 116;
- Avoid ALL sin -- 6: 120;
- Pharaoh’s wizards asked Allah to let them die as muslims -- 7: 126;
- If you (muslims) call them to guidance, they hear not -- 7: 198;
- Do not pray in mosques built to cause disunity -- 9: 108;
- It may be that kuffar wish ardently that they were muslims -- 15: 2;
- Are never too proud nor tired to worship Allah -- 21: 19-20;
- Must establish prayer, pay zakat, enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity -- 22: 41; 31: 17;
- No hardship placed on you by your religion -- He named you muslims before and now -Prophet
will be witness against us and we'd be witnesses against mankind -- 22: 78;
- Faithful slaves of Allah are those who walk on earth modestly, -- spend night before Allah,
who
invoke Allah to save them from hell, who are not wasteful nor miserly in spending, who do
not
set up rivals with Allah - they do not commit murder nor adultery ---- 25: 63-68;
- Do not be proud, insolent, arrogant nor boastful -- 31: 18
- Be modest in walk, lower thy voice -- harshest voice is that of --- 31: 19;
- Summon people to Islam - argue not with them -- 42: 15;
- I have turned to Thee repentant and am of the muslims -- 46: 15;
- If you obey Allah, He can save you if He send punishment on others --51: 36; 54: 34;
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NAFFIL (NAWAFIL)
NAILS
NAKED
NAME
NARRATE
NATION
NATURE
NEAR
NECESSITY
NECK
NEEDLE
NEED
NEEDY
NEGLECT
NEIGHBOUR
NEPHEW
NEW MOON
NEWS
NICKNAME
NIGHT
NINETEEN
NOAH
NOBLE
NOONDAY
NOSE
NOTE
NOTHING
NOURISH
NUMBER
NUMEROUS
NURSE
NAFFIL (NAWAFIL)
- Who does good of his own accord will find Allah Responsive, Aware -- 2: 158;
NAILS
- We carried him on a thing of planks and nails -- 54: 13;
NAKED
- Allah tells Adam he will not be naked therein (the Garden) 20: 118;
NAME
- Allah taught Adam names - asks angels names - tells Adam to tell angels names -- 2: 31-33;
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- Eat of that over which Allah’s name mentioned -- 6: 118;
- How should you not eat that over which Allah’s name mentioned when He has explained
what
is forbidden -- 6: 119;
- Do not eat of that over which Allah’s name not mentioned -- 6: 121;
- Allah’s are the most beautiful names -- call on Him by them -- leave those who blaspheme
His
names -- 7: 180;
- Those you worship besides Allah are just names you have named -- 12: 40;
- I will not send him -- unless you give undertaking in name of Allah -- 12: 66;
- Don’t you know your father took -- in name of Allah -- 12: 80;
- They ascribe partners to Allah - say name them -- 13: 33;
- Forbidden -- what is slaughtered in name other than Allah -- 16: 115;
- His are the most beautiful names -- 17: 110; 20: 8;
- Zachariah is told of a son whose name will be John - name not given to anyone before -- 19:
7;
- Do you know of one who can be named along with Him -- 19: 65;
- When Moses reached it (the fire), he was called by name -- 20: 11;
- Mention name of Allah on beast of cattle - then eat thereof -- 22: 28;
- Who magnifieth the sacred things - it will be well for him -- 22: 30;
- Who magnifieth the offerings, is from devotion of heart -- 22: 32;
- For every nation ---- mention name of Allah over beast of cattle -- 22: 34;
- Camels when they are drawn up in lines - mention name of Allah -- 22: 36;
- Had it not been for Allah's repelling some men by others, churches, mosques ---- where
Allah's
name is often mentioned, would have ----- 22: 40;
- He has named you muslims of old and in this Scripture -- 22: 78;
- This lamp is found in houses --- and that His name shall be remembered therein -- 24: 36;
- It is from Solomon -- it is in the name of Allah - the Beneficent - the Merciful -- 28: 30;
- Call them by the names of their fathers -- 33: 5;
- Do not insult one another by nicknames -- bad is the name of lewdness after faith -- 49: 11;
- They are but names you and your fathers named ---- Allah revealed no warrant -- 53: 23;
- It is kuffar who give angels female names -- 53: 27;
- Blessed be the name of thy Lord, Mighty and Glorious -- 55: 78;
- Jesus said I am messenger of Allah -- bringing good tidings of messenger who comes after
me
named Ahmed -- 61: 6;
- Glorify the name of thy Tremendous Lord -- 69: 52;
- Remember name of Allah and devote thyself with complete devotion -- 73: 1-8;
- Remember name of Allah morning and evening -- 76: 25;
- Praise be name of Lord Most High -- Who creates, then disposes - Who -- 87: 1-5;
- He is successful who --- and remembers the name of Allah so -- 87: 14-15;
- Read in the name of Allah Who created -- 96: 1;
NARRATE
- We narrate to thee the best of narratives -- 12: 3;
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- We narrate to you their story with truth -- 18: 13;
- Quran narrates to Yahudis most of that which they differ -- 27: 76;
- We narrate to you story of Moses and Pharaoh with truth -- 28: 3;
NATION
- Muslims as a middle nation -- 2: 143;
- Let there be from among you, a nation who invite to goodness -- 3: 104;
- You are the best nation raised up for mankind -- 3: 110;
- To every nation, their deeds seem fair - to Allah, they will return -- He will tell them -- 6: 108;
- Every nation has an appointed term - it cannot be advanced nor retarded -- 7: 34; 10: 49;
23: 43;
- Enter the fire among nations of jinn and humankind who passed before you - every time a
nation enters, it curses its sister nation -- 7: 38-39;
- And We have split them into nations -- 7: 168;
- There is a nation who guide with truth and establish justice therewith -- 7: 181;
- For every nation there is a messenger -- 10: 47; 35: 24;
- O Noah! go down -- with peace from Us and blessings on thee and some nations which will
spring from those with thee -- there will be other nations -- 11: 48;
- Allah could have made mankind one nation --- they cease not to differ -- 11: 118; 16: 93;
- We send thee to a nation ---- that you may recite Quran to them -- 13: 30;
- No nation can outstrip its term, nor lag behind -- 15: 5; 23: 43;
- We have raised in every nation a messenger saying -- 16: 36;
- We sent messengers to the nations before thee -- 16: 63;
- On the day when We raise up of every nation a witness -- 16: 84; 89;
- --- making your oaths a deceit between you because one nation is more numerous than
another -16: 92;
- Had Allah willed, He could have made you one nation -- 16: 93;
- Abraham was a nation obedient to Allah - upright - not of idolaters -- 16: 120;
- Allah tells Jews to dwell in land but on Day of Judgment, He will bring them out of various
nations -- 17: 104;
- For every nation, We have appointed a ritual -- mention name of Allah over beast of cattle He
gives them for food -- and your God is One God, so surrender to Him -- 22: 34;
- Unto each nation We have given sacred rites - let them not dispute with thee --- if they
wrangle
with you say --- Allah will judge between you --- 22: 67-69;
- No nation can outstrip nor postpone its term -- 23: 43;
- Whenever its messenger came to a nation, they denied him --- We caused them to follow one
another to disaster -- 23: 44;
- Had We revealed it to a nation other than Arabs, they would not have believed it -- 26: 198199;
- And --- We shall gather out of every nation, a host who denied -- 27: 83;
- We shall take out of every nation a witness and say bring your proof -- 28: 75;
- Nations have denied before you -- 29: 18; 35: 25;
- They swore --- that if Warner came to them they’d be more tractable than any other nation -35: 42;
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- Every nation purposed to seize their Messenger -- 40: 5;
- You will see each nation crouching, each nation summoned to its record -- 45: 28;
- O mankind! We created you male and female -- made you into nations and tribes that ---- 49:
13;
NATURE
- Allah is He Who gave everything its nature -- 20: 50;
- Set your purpose for religion as a man by nature upright -- the nature of Allah in which He
created man -- 30: 30;
- Thou art of a tremendous nature -- 68: 4;
NEAR
- Do not come near this tree -- 2: 35;
- Joseph tells his brothers -- there’d be no measure -- nor shall you draw near -- 12: 60
- He drew nigh and came down till he was 2 bows length or nearer -- 53: 8-9;
- He saw him another time by the lote-tree - near to which is the Garden of abode -- 53: 13-15;
- -- and We are nearer to him than you are but you see not -- 56: 83-87;
- Nearer to thee and nearer ( is the doom ) -- 75: 34-35;
- Do not obey him - prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah -- 96: 19;
NECESSITY
- He hath forbidden you --- but who is forced by necessity -- 2: 173;
NECK
- Then smite the necks or smite of them each finger -- 8: 12;
- Kuffar have carcans on their necks -- 13: 5;
- Every man's destiny is fastened to his own neck -- 17: 13;
- Let not thy hand be chained to thy neck -- 17: 29;
- If We will, We could send portent from sky, their necks will remain bowed -- 26: 4;
- We place carcans on necks of kuffar -- 34: 33;
- We place carcans on necks reaching chins - they are stiff-necked -- 36: 8;
- He slashed their legs and necks -- 38: 33;
- When carcans are about their necks and chains -- 40: 71;
- When you meet kuffar in battle, smite their necks -- 47: 4;
- Abu Lahab’s wife will have a halter of palm-fibre on her neck -- 111: 4-5;
NEEDLE
- Who deny revelations and scorn them, will not enter Paradise until camel goes through
needle's
eye -- 7: 40;
NEED
- They say Allah hath taken a son -- He hath no needs -- 10: 68;
- Cattle - by them you may satisfy a need in your breast - you may be borne as on a ship -40: 79-80;
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NEEDY
- Can receive Khairat -- 2: 215
- When present at distribution of heritage - to be given portion -- 4: 8;
- Be kind to needy -- 4: 36;
- One fifth war booty to Allah, messenger, needy -- 8: 41;
- Give the needy his due -- 17: 26; 30: 38;
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease swear not to give to --- and needy -- 24: 22;
- Then he turned aside --- he said My Lord! I am needy of whatever good -- 28: 24;
- -- for those who cannot find the means -- feeding of 60 needy --- 58: 3-4;
- What Allah gives to His messenger from people of townships is for --- and the needy and -59: 7;
- Run to your field -- no needy man shall enter it today -- 68: 22-24;
- And feed with food the needy wretch --- for love of Allah -- 76: 8-10;
- -- he who repels the orphans and does not urge feeding of the needy -- 107: 1-3;
NEGLECT
- When the Hour comes on them suddenly they cry - Alas for us that we neglected it-- 6: 31;
- We have neglected nothing in the Book of Decrees -- 6: 38;
- When death comes to you, Our messenger receives him and they neglect not -- 6: 61;
- Already urged to hell are those who have hearts but do not understand, ears ----, eyes -----,
they
are worse than cattle - they are neglectful -- 7: 179;
- Remember thy Lord at morn and evening and be not of the neglectful -- 7: 205;
- Those who are neglectful of Our revelations -- 10: 7-8;
- You put Allah behind you - neglected -- 11: 92;
- Korah told - neglect not thy portion of the world -- 28: 77;
- You love the fleeting now and neglect the Hereafter -- 75: 20-21;
NEIGHBOUR
- Be kind to neighbour -- 4: 36;
- They will be your neighbours in it a little while -- 33: 60;
NEPHEW
- No sin for thy wives to converse freely with their nephews -- 33: 55;
NEW MOON
- They ask thee about new-moons -- 2: 189;
NEWS
- And the people --- came rejoicing at the news of -- 15: 67;
- -- and to bring to believers who do good works - news of fair reward -- 18: 2-3;
- We do not send messengers except as bearers of good news and warners -- 18: 56;
- When Our messengers brought the good news to Abraham, they said --- 29: 31;
- -- and if the clans should advance again, they’d be in the desert - asking news of you -- 33:
20;
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-

Verify news before acting / spreading it -- 49: 6;
Or did he not have bad news of what is in the Books of Moses -- 53: 36;
There hath come to them news - the purport to deter effective wisdom -- 54: 4-5;
On the day -- believers light shining before them -- glad news for you this day -- 57: 12;
On that day, faces will be --- rejoicing at good news -- 80: 38: 39;

NICKNAME
- Do not insult one another by nicknames - bad is the name of lewdness -- 49: 11;
NIGHT
- We did appoint for Moses 40 nights of solitude -- 2: 51;
- In creation of heaven and earth, night and day ---- are signs for those who have sense -- 2:
164;
- They will enjoy Paradise who keep from evil and pray for pardon in watches of night -- 3: 1517;
- Thou causest the night to pass into the day -- 3: 27; 22: 61; 31: 29; 35: 13; 39: 5; 57: 6;
- Remember Allah much and praise Him in early hours of night and morning -- 3: 41;
- There is a community who recite revelations of Allah at night -- 3: 113-115;
- Allah is with man by night when they hold discourse displeasing to Him -- 4: 108;
- To Him belongs whatever rests in night or day -- 6: 13;
- He gathereth you by night -- 6: 60;
- When night became dark, Abraham saw a star and said this is my Lord -- 6: 76;
- How many a township We destroyed as a raid by night -- 7: 4;
- He cover the night with the day -- 7: 54; 13: 3;
- Are the people of the townships secure from Our wrath at night -- 7: 97;
- We appointed 30 nights of solitude for Moses -- he completed 40 nights -- 7: 142;
- In the difference of day and night are portents for those who ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- Our command comes by night or day and We make it as reaped corn -- 10: 24;
- Those who earn ill deeds --- as if their faces covered with cloak of darkest night -- 10: 27;
- When the doom comes to you as a raid by night -- what part of it you wanted to hasten -- 10:
50;
- He appointed the night for stillness -- 6: 96; that you should rest therein -- 10: 67; 40: 61;
- Lot told to travel with his people in a part of night -- 11: 81;
- Establish worship at 2 ends of day and some watches of night -- 11: 114;
- Alike of you is he who lurketh in the night and who goes freely in the day -- 13: 10;
- He made of service to you the night and day -- 14: 33; 16: 12;
- Travel with thy household in a portion of the night -- 15: 65;
- Night and day - 2 portents -- portent of night - dark -- 17: 12;
- Establish Worship ---- until dark of night ---- and some part of the night awake for it -- 17: 7879;
- Your token - you shall not speak to anyone 3 nights -- 19: 10;
- We inspired Moses - Take away My slaves by night -- 20: 77; 44: 23-24;
- Glorify Allah some hours of the night -- 20: 130;
- They glorify Him night and day -- they flag not -- 21: 20;
- He it is Who created night, day -- 21: 33;
- Who guard you in night or day from Allah -- 21: 42;
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- David and Solomon - gave judgment about field -- when people’s sheep strayed by night -21: 78;
- Nightly did you rave together -- 23: 67;
- His is the difference of night and day -- 23: 80;
- He causes revolution of day and night -- 24: 44;
- He make night a covering for you -- 25: 47;
- He it is who appointed night and day in succession for him who desire -- 25: 62;
- And who spend the night before their Lord prostrate and standing -- 25: 64;
- We inspired Moses - take away My slaves by night -- 26: 52;
- Swear by Allah ---- we will attack him --- by night --- 27: 49;
- Have they not seen how We appointed the night that they may rest -- 27: 86;
- If Allah made night everlasting until Day of Judgment, who can bring you light -- 28: 71;
- Out of Mercy, He gave night and day -- 28: 73;
- Glory to Him when you enter the night -- 30: 17;
- Of His signs -- your slumber by night and day -- 30: 23;
- We said travel in them safely by night and day -- 34: 18;
- It was your scheming night and day -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah -- 34: 33;
- A token to them is the night - We strip it of the day, they are in darkness -- 36: 37;
- It is not for the night to outstrip the day -- 36: 40;
- You pass by them in morning and at night time -- 37: 137-138;
- We subdued hills to hymn Praise of Allah -- at nightfall and sunrise -- 38: 18;
- Are those who worship in watches of night -- to be accounted equal with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- Hymn Praise of Allah fall of night and early hours -- 40: 55;
- Of His portents -- night, day, sun, moon -- 41: 37;
- Those who are with Allah glorify Him night and day and tire not -- 41: 38;
- We revealed it on a blessed night -- 44: 3;
- Allah commanded - take away My slaves by night -- 44: 23;
- The difference of night and day -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- And in the night time hymn His Praise and after the prescribed prostrations -- 50: 40;
- They used to sleep but little of the night -- 51: 15-19;
- Hymn His Praise when --- and at night time and -- 52: 48-49;
- We rescued him in the last watch of the night as a Grace from Us --- 54: 34-35;
- Aad destroyed by strong wind -- imposed on them 7 nights and 8 days -- 69: 6-8;
- My Lord! I called --- night and day -- but all my calling does -- 71: 5-6;
- Keep vigil the night long --- and chant Quran in measure --- the vigil of the night is a time
when
impression is more keen and speech more certain --- remember Allah and devote thyself with
complete devotion -- 73: 2-8;
- Allah knows how you keep vigil nearly 2/3 --- as do a party with thee. Allah measures the
night
and day -- 73: 20;
- And the night, when it withdraweth -- 74: 33;
- Worship Him a portion of night - Glorify Him all night long -- 76: 26;
- And appointed the night as a cloak -- 78: 10;
- He made dark the night thereof and ----- 79: 29;
- And the night when it closeth -- 81: 17;
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-

And by the night and all that it enshroudeth -- 84: 17;
By the dawn and 10 nights ---- and the night when it departs -- 89: 1-4;
And the night when it enshrouds him -- 91: 4;
By the night enshrouding -- 92: 1;
And the night when it is stillest -- 93: 2;
The latter portion is better for prayer -- 93: 4;
We revealed it on Night of Power --- which is better than 1000 months -- 97: 1-3;
That night is Peace until rising of dawn -- 97: 5;

NINETEEN
- Above it are nineteen -- 74:30;
NOAH
- Allah preferred Adam --- Noah --- they are descendants one of another -- 3: 33-34;
- Guided before and of his seed, David, Solomon, Job, Joseph, Moses, Aaron -- 6: 84;
- Story of Noah and his people -- tells them to serve Allah - there is no God besides Him people
tells him he is in error - he replies, No - I am messenger from Allah - I convey His message
to you - I give good advice - I know what you don’t - do you wonder a man from among you
come with reminder to warn you so you keep from evil and find mercy - they denied him - We
saved him and drowned the deniers -- 7: 59-64; 10: 71-73; 11: 25-48; 23: 23-29; 26:
105-122;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them -- the folk of Noah, Aad, Thamud -- 9: 70;
14: 9;
- If my sojourn and reminders are an offence to you -- 10: 71;
- I ask you no wage -- my wage --- I am commanded to surrender -- 10: 72; 26: 109;
- We behold in you no merit above us - I say not to you that I have the treasures of Allah, nor
do
I know the unseen, nor that I am an angel --- bring on us what you threaten -- useless is my
advice
unless Allah wills - ordered to build ark - his people mocked - water gushed forth -- appeals
to son
- son turns away - cries to Allah - Allah rebukes him - seeks forgiveness of Allah. Allah tells
him
nations will spring from them and other nations who will be destroyed -- 11: 25-48;
- Let not --- cause you to sin so there befall you what befell the folk of Noah -- 11: 89;
- Yahudis were offspring of those saved on ship with Noah - a grateful slave -- 17: 3;
- How many generations We destroyed since Noah -- 17: 17;
- These are they to whom Allah showed favour from among -- and of those We carried in
the
ship with Noah --- 19: 58
- And Noah - when he cried of old -- We heard his prayer - We delivered him -- We drowned
them
all -- 21: 76-77;
- The folk of Noah --- denied Our messengers before -- 22: 42;
- Said Serve Allah, you have no other God save Him -- they said this is mortal like you -- Allah
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could have sent angels -- he said my Lord! help me - Inspired to build ark - to put in pairs of
every kind - not to plead for wrong-doers - when on board to say Praise be to Allah and my
Lord!
Cause me to land at a blessed landing place -- 23: 23-29;
- After them, We brought another generation -- 23: 31;
- And Noah’s folk --- We drowned them -- 25: 37;
- They said Shall we put faith in thee when the lowest of the people follow thee -- 26: 111;
- Noah lived 950 years - We rescued him in ship - made it a portent for the peoples -- 29: 1415;
- We exacted covenant from Prophets --- and from Noah -- 33: 7;
- Noah prayed to Us - We saved him - made his seed survivors -- 37: 75-82;
- The folk of Noah -- denied -- 50: 11-14; -- and planned to seize their messenger -- 40: 5; -were
licentious -- 51: 46; -- were more unjust and more rebellious -- 53: 52; -- saying a madman
-- he was repulsed -- he crieth to Allah I am vanquished so give help -- 54: 9-10;
- I fear for you --- a plight like that of Noah’s folk -- 40: 30-31;
- He ordained for you that religion which He commended to Noah -- 42: 13;
- We opened gates of heaven with pouring water - caused earth to gush forth springs - waters
met
for predestined purpose -- 54: 11-12;
- We carried him on a thing of planks and nails that ran upon the waters - a reward for him who
was rejected - We left it as a token - is there any that remembers -- 54: 13-15;
- We sent Noah and Abraham and placed Prophethood and Scripture among their seed -- 57:
26;
Noah's wife was a kafir -- 66: 10;
- We sent Noah to his people, telling him to warn them before the doom comes -- 71: 1;
- He said O my people! I am a Warner to you - serve Allah - Keep your duty and obey me that
He
may forgive you and respite you to appointed term which cannot be delayed -- 71: 2-4;
- He said My Lord! I've called to my people night and day, - it only adds to their repugnance whenever I call them, they put fingers in ears and magnify themselves in pride -- 71: 5-7;
- He said I called them aloud, by public proclamation and in private -- 71: 8-9;
- I said Seek pardon of Allah - He will give you plenty rain - will help you with wealth, sons,
gardens, rivers - what ails you that you hope not to Allah for dignity, when He created you by
stages -- 71: 10-14;
- He said My Lord! they disobey me and follow one whose wealth ---- they plotted a mighty plot
- they said Do not forsake your Gods Wadd, Suwa, --- they've led many astray-- 71: 21:
24;
- He said My Lord! do not leave kuffar in the land - they will mislead your slaves and beget
only lewd ingrates -- 71: 26-27;
- He said My Lord! forgive me and my parents - him who enters my house, believing and
believers,
increase the wrong-doers in nothing but ruin -- 71: 28;
NOBLE
- The noblest of you in sight of Allah is he who is best in conduct -- 49: 13;
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- Set down by scribes noble and righteous -- 80: 15-16;
NOONDAY
- Praise be to Allah --- and in the noonday -- 30: 18;
NOSE
- We prescribed for them therein nose for nose -- 5: 45;
- We shall brand him on the nose -- 68: 16;
NOTE
- Allah takes note of all things -- 34: 21;
NOTHING
- Allah said that is easy for Me - I created you before when you were nothing -- 19: 9;
- Would that I had died before this and become a thing of nothing -- 19: 23;
- Doesn’t man remember that We created him before when he was nothing -- 19: 67;
NOURISH
- Good nourishment from dates and grapes -- 16: 67;
- Who does right -- and is a believer -- will enter Paradise -- will be nourished without stint -40: 40;
- On that day faces will be --- which does not nourish nor --- 88: 2-7;
NUMBER
- He knows them and numbers them with right numbering -- 19: 94;
- We have made their number a stumbling-block for kuffar -- 74: 31;
NUMEROUS
- Do not make your oaths deceitful because one nation is more numerous than the other -- 19:
92;
- They were more numerous than these -- 40: 82;
NURSE
- Can give your child out to nurse -- 2: 233;
- Shall I show you one who will nurse him -- 20: 40;
- -- then if they give suck for you, give them their due payment -- if you make difficulties, then
let other woman give suck -- 65: 6-7;
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OVERWHELM
OWNER
OXEN
OATH
- By your oaths, do not let Allah be a hindrance to your being righteous --- 2: 224;
- Allah will not take you to task for what is unintentional in your oaths - but He will task you
for -- 2: 225; 5: 89;
- Whatever oaths you take, Allah knows -- 2: 270;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge -- 3: 76;
- Those who purchase a small gain at price of Allah's covenant and their oaths --- 3: 77;
- Fulfill your covenants, oaths, promises -- 4: 33;
- Fulfill your promises -- 5: 1; 89; 16: 91;
- Remember Allah's covenant --- when you said We hear and obey --- 5: 7;
- Keep your oaths - how to expiate broken unintentional oaths -- 5: 89;
- The oaths to be taken by witnesses to your bequest when death approaches -- 5: 106-108;
- Thus they will fear that after their oath, other oaths will be taken -- 5: 108;
- And they swear that if a portent came to them, they'd believe --- 6: 109;
- If you give your word, keep it -- 6: 152;
- Fight the heads of disbelief - they have no binding oaths -- 9: 12;
- They swear that Allah will not raise them after death -- 16: 38;
- Break not your oaths after making Allah witness -- 16: 91;
- Do not unravel the thread - making your oaths a deceit between you because one nation is
more
numerous than the other -- 16: 92;
- Make not your oaths a deceit between you lest your foot slip after ---- and you taste evil -16: 94;
- If you meet any mortal say I have vowed a fast -- 19: 26;
- Successful are believers who ----- keep their oaths ---- 23: 1-11;
- Those who accuse their wives but have no witnesses must take oath ---- 24: 6-10;
- They swear if you order them to go forth, they'll go -- tell them swear not -- known obedience
is better --- 24: 53;
- An oath to Allah must be answered for -- 33: 15;
- Some have paid their vow by death in battle --- save --- 33: 23;
- They swore by Allah their most binding oath that if a Warner came to them they'd --- 35: 42;
- --- and break not thine oath -- 38: 44;
- They broke their word -- 43: 50;
- Who breaks his oath does so to the hurt of his soul -- 48: 10;
- I swear by the places of the stars --- a tremendous oath -- 56: 75-76;
- They knowingly swear a false oath - evil is what they do - they make a shelter of their oaths
and turn men from Way of Allah -- their wealth and children will avail them nothing - owners
of fire -- on Day of Judgment they will swear falsely as they do now, and believe they have
some
standing --- are they not the liars --- 58: 14-18;
- If believing woman come to take Oath of Allegiance not to ascribe partners to Allah and ---accept their Allegiance and ask Allah to forgive them -- 60: 12;
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Allah made lawful for you absolution of your oaths of such kind -- 66: 2;
-- nor obey each feeble oathmonger, detractor -- 68: 8-13;
Respect your oaths and trusts -- 70: 32;
There surely is an oath for thinking man -- 89: 5;

OBEISANCE
- Everything in heaven and earth does obeisance to Allah -- 16: 49;
OBEY
- They say we hear and we obey -- 2: 285;
- Those who will enjoy Paradise include the steadfast, the truthful, the obedient -- 3: 15-17;
- Obey Allah and Messenger -- 3: 32; 5: 92; 8: 1; 46; that you may find mercy -- 3: 132;
-and turn not away from him when he speaks -- 8: 20; -- when he calls you to that which
gives life
-- 8: 24; -- do not render your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- Mary told to be obedient to Allah -- 3: 43;
- If you obey some of People of Book, they’d make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- If you obey kuffar, they'd make you turn back as losers -- 3: 149;
- Who obeys Allah and messenger -- will be successful -- 4: 13; -- are in company of
Prophets -4: 69; -- fear Allah, keep their duty to Him such are victorious -- 24: 52; -- has gained
signal
victory -- 33: 71; -- Allah will make them enter Gardens -- 48: 17;
- Obey Allah and Messenger and those in authority - if you have dispute, refer it to Allah and
Messenger -- 4: 59;
- Messengers must be obeyed -- after committing sin, had they sought forgiveness, they
would have
found Allah Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 64;
- Who obey messenger, obeys Allah - who turns away -- 4: 80;
- They say it’s obedience - when they leave you, they make other plans - Allah records their
plans -- 4: 81;
- Remember Allah's covenant ---- when you said We hear and obey -- 5: 7;
- If you obey most on earth - they'd mislead you - they follow opinion - they guess -- 6: 116;
- If you obey agents of Shaitan, you'd become idolaters -- 6: 121;
- Failure to obey Allah and messenger can cause power to depart -- 8: 46;
- Believers obey Allah and messenger -- 9: 71;
- I had no power over you - I called and you obeyed me -- 14: 22;
- Our Lord! Reprieve us for a while - we will obey and follow the messengers -- 14: 44;
- Abraham was a nation obedient to Allah -- 16: 120;
- Do not follow those whose hearts is heedless of remembrance of Allah -- who follow his own
lust - whose case is abandoned -- 18: 28;
- Aaron told them follow me and obey my order -- 20: 90;
- If you obey mortal like you - you’d be losers -- 23: 34;
- Let not pity for the two cause you to disobey Allah -- 24: 2;
- They say We believe in Allah and Messenger and we obey --- then --- 24: 47;
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35;
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When true believers appeal to Allah --- they say we hear and obey -- 24: 51;
Who obey Allah and messenger - such are victorious -- 24: 52;
Swear not - known obedience is better -- 24: 53;
Obey Allah and obey messenger - if you turn away - he does what he is charged, and you do
what you are charged --- if you obey him (Messenger) you'd go aright -- Messenger only to
convey message -- 24: 54; 64: 12;
Establish worship --- obey messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
Obey not kuffar - strive against them herewith -- 25: 52;
Keep your duty to Allah and obey me -- 26: 108; 110; 126; 131; 144; 150; 163; 179;
Obey not the command of the prodigal -- 26: 151;
--- if they strive to make thee join ---- obey them not -- 29: 8;
To Him belongs whosoever is in heaven and earth -- all are obedient to Him -- 30: 26;
If they strive to make you ascribe partners to Me -- obey them not -- 31: 15;
O Prophet! --- and do not obey the kuffar nor the hypocrites -- 33: 1;
O wives of Prophet! Stay in your houses -- obey Allah and messenger -- 33: 32-34;
Men and women who -- obey -- Allah prepared for them forgiveness and vast reward -- 33:
On the day when ---- they would wished they had obeyed Allah and Messenger -- 33: 66;
They'd say we obeyed our princes and great men - they misled us -- 33: 67;
O my father! Do as you are commanded - Allah willing, you’d find me patient -- 37: 102-103;
If I disobeyed my Lord, I fear the penalty of the Fire -- 39: 13;
He persuaded his people to make light of Moses and they obeyed him -- 43: 54;
(Jesus) Keep your duty to Allah and obey me -- 43: 63;
Obedience then and a civil word . Then ---- 47: 21;
They say to those who hate what Allah revealed - We will obey you in some matters -- 47: 26;
If you obey, Allah will give you fair reward, but if you turn away -- 48: 16;
Who obey Allah and messenger will enter Paradise -- 48: 17;
If he were to obey you in much of the government, you'd be in trouble -- 49: 7;
Yet if you obey Allah - He will not withhold any reward for your deeds -- 49: 14;
-- and obey Allah and His messenger -- 58: 13;
-- we will never obey anyone against you -- 59: 11;
Listen, obey, spend --- better for your souls -- 64: 16;
Who keep his duty to Allah, Allah will appoint a way out for him -- 65: 2;
Mary, daughter of Imran - was obedient -- 66: 12;
Obey not the rejecters who will have you compromise -- 68: 8-9;
Neither obey each feeble oath-monger -- 68: 10-13;
(Noah) Serve Allah, keep duty to Him, obey me -- 71: 3;
Do not obey the guilty nor kuffar -- 76: 24;
One to be obeyed and trustworthy -- 81: 21;
Who is dutiful to Allah and believers in goodness, will find his way easy -- 92: 5-7;
Do not obey him -- but prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah -- 96: 19;

OBJECT
- Iblis objects to bow to Adam through pride -- 2: 34;
- They do not raise objection except to argue -- 43: 58;
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OBLIGATION
- Should be fulfilled -- 5: 1;
- Allah grants freedom from obligation to idolaters with whom treaty made -- 9: 1;
- Allah is free from obligation to idolaters -- 9: 3;
OBLITERATE
- We can cause obliteration from sky to fall on them -- 34: 9;
OBSCURE
- Had We appointed an angel --- and thus obscure for them what they now obscure -- 6: 9;
- Noah asks his folk if he rely on clear proof from Allah which is obscure to them -- 11: 28;
OBSERVE
- Have they not observed all things that Allah created - their shadows incline -- 16: 48;
- If you had observed them closely, you’d have turned away from them in flight -- 18: 18;
- She observed him from afar - they perceived not -- 28: 11;
- Satan -- debarred them from the Way though they were keen observers -- 29: 38;
- Haven’t they observed what is before and behind them of sky and earth -- 34: 9;
- Haven’t they observed the sky - how We constructed and beautified it - no rifts therein -- 50:
6;
- He utters no word but an observer is ready -- 50: 18;
- Did you observe him who turned away, then gave a little grudgingly -- 53: 33-34;
- Observe the measure strictly -- do not fall short -- 55: 9;
- Have you observed the water you drink -- 56: 68-70;
- Have you observed the fire you strike out -- did you cause the tree to grow -- 56: 71-74;
- We sent Our messengers --- and revealed with them Scripture and Balance that mankind
may
observe right measure -- 57: 25;
- Monasticism - not ordained -- not observed right -- 57: 27;
- Have you observed those who were forbidden conspiracy - returned to it - now conspire for
crime --- and disobedience -- 58: 8;
- Haven’t you observed the hypocrites how they tell their brethren -- if you are driven out, we
will
go with you -- 59: 11;
- Observe your duty to Allah -- 59: 18;
- Have you observed him who belies religion -- 107: 1;
OBTAIN
- The reward for believers who do right -- only steadfast will obtain it -- 28: 80;
OCCUPY
- And you are not occupied in any business or -- but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- Our possessions and household occupied us -- ask forgiveness for us -- 48: 11;
ODD
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- By the --- and the even and the odd -- 89: 1-3;
OFFENCE
- If my reminding you by Allah’s revelations is an offence to you -- 10: 71;
- They are offenders against us -- 26: 55;
OFFER
- If there came to them a similar offer, they will accept it -- 7: 169;
- Who magnifies the offerings -- is from devotion of the heart -- 22: 32;
- These disbelieved and debarred the offering from reaching its goal -- 48: 25;
OFFSPRING
- Period of nursing - who bears cost of upbringing -- 2: 233;
- They were offspring of those We carried in ship with Noah -- 17: 3;
- Our Lord! Vouchsafe us comfort of our wives and offspring -- 25: 74;
- A token to them -- We bear their offspring in a laden ship -- 36: 41;
- -- and be gracious to me in the matter of my offspring -- 46: 15;
- Can be joined by your offspring in Paradise if they follow you in faith -- 52: 21;
- We sent Noah and Abraham and placed Prophethood and Scripture among their offspring -57: 26;
OIL
- An olive - neither East nor -- whose oil glow -- though no fire touched it -- 24: 35;
OLD
- No one grow old who grow old nor anything lessened -- but it is recorded in a book -- 35: 11;
- Those We allow to grow old We reverse in strength -- 36: 68;
- A multitude of those of old and --- few of those of later time -- 56: 13-14; --- multitude of
those
of later times -- 56: 39-40;
- -- those of old and those of later time will be brought together to -- 56: 49-50;
OLIVE
- And therewith We bring forth --- the olive -- 6: 99;
- He produce the olive -- eat of the fruit thereof - pay poor due on day of harvest -- be not
prodigal -- 6: 141;
- Therewith He causes crops to grow -- and the olive and date palm -- 16: 11;
- And a tree -- that groweth oil and relish for the eaters -- 23: 20;
- The lamp is kindled from a blessed tree - an olive neither of East nor West -- 24: 35;
- -- and olive trees and palm trees -- 80: 24-32;
- By the fig and olive - and Mount Sinai --- 95: 1-2;
OPEN
- When they opened their belongings they discovered -- 12: 65;
- Even if We opened the gates of heaven and they mounted through it, they’d say -- 15: 14-15;
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Let not thy hand be chained to thy neck, nor open it with complete opening lest --- 17: 29;
Until when We open for them the gate of extreme punishment, then they are aghast -- 23: 77;
Some of them sought permission saying our homes lie open -- they were not open -- 33: 13;
Gardens of Eden -- gates are opened for them -- 38: 50-55;
We opened the gates of heaven with pouring water -- 54: 11;
-- and heaven is opened and become as gates -- 78: 19;
-- and when the pages are laid open -- 81: 10;

OPINION
- They will mislead you - they follow opinions - they guess -- 6: 116;
- Idolaters follow opinion - they guess -- 6: 148;
- What then is your opinion of Allah -- 37: 87;
- That is the opinion of kuffar -- 38: 27;
- You are of various opinions concerning the truth -- 51: 8;
- If you keep your opinion secret or ---- Allah knows what is in breasts -- 67: 13;
OPPONENT / OPPOSE
- Some call Allah to witness what is in their heart --- rigid opponent -- 2: 204;
- They invoke the Scripture --- then some turn away being opposed to it -- 3: 23;
- Oppose them, admonish them, and address them plainly about their souls -- 4: 63;
- Oppose them and put thy trust in Allah -- 4: 81;
- Who opposes after guidance manifested to him ---- 4: 115;
- That He might cause truth to triumph - and bring vanity to nothing however much the guilty
might oppose -- 8: 8;
- Who oppose Allah and Messenger -- severe punishment -- 8: 13; -- will be in hell -- 9:
63;
- Those who build mosques in opposition to cause dissent -- 9 : 107-110;
- He created man --- he is an open opponent -- 16: 4; 36: 77;
- Where are My partners for whose sake you opposed My Guidance -- 16: 27;
- They will deny their worship and become their opponents -- 19: 82;
- Believers and kuffar are 2 opponents who contend about Allah -- 22: 19;
- We have appointed from the guilty an opponent for every prophet -- 25: 31;
- Kuffar who turn away from Way of Allah and oppose messenger -- Allah will make -- 47: 32;
- Who oppose Allah and Messenger -- will be abased as those before were -- 58: 5; -- will be
among the lowest -- 58: 20;
- Believers do not love those who oppose Allah --- even though they be their fathers --- 58:
22;
- Because they were opposed to Allah ---- who is opposed to Allah --He is stern in reprisal --59: 4;
OPPRESS
- Persecution is worst than slaughter -- 2: 217;
- Allah is no oppressor -- 3: 182; 22: 10; 26: 209;
- How should you not fight for Cause of Allah --- feeble, women, children crying Our Lord! bring
us out from --- the people are oppressors -- 4: 75;
- Some will say We were oppressed - Was not Allah's earth spacious -- 4: 97;
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Allah forbids indecencies, sin, oppression -- 7: 33;
We know that thy bosom is sometimes oppressed by what they say -- 15: 97;
Those who became fugitives for Cause of Allah after they were oppressed -- 16: 41;
As for the lad - his parents were believers and we feared he’d oppress them -- 18: 80;
Allah is no oppressor of His slaves -- 22: 10;
Is not He best who answereth the wronged one -- 27: 62;
A tribe among them he oppressed -- killing their sons -- 28: 4;
We desired to show favour to those who were oppressed --- 28: 5;
Korah oppressed the folk of Moses -- 28: 76;
The abode of hereafter is not for oppressors -- 28: 83;
Many partners oppress one another -- except ---- they are few -- 38: 24;
Must not be cowed in face of oppression -- 42: 39;
Blame is only against those who oppress mankind -- 42: 42;
Who believes in Allah, fears neither loss nor oppression -- 72: 13;
Therefore the orphan, oppress not -- 93: 9;

ORATORY
- Appoint houses -- and make them oratories -- establish worship -- 10: 87;
ORBIT
- He it is Who created --- the sun, moon - each float in an orbit -- 21: 33;
- Not for sun to overtake moon -- they each float in an orbit -- 36: 40;
ORCHARD
- We cause to spring forth orchards - whose trees it never was yours to cause to grow -- 27:
60;
ORDAIN / ORDER
- It is prescribed for you when death approaches, if he leaves wealth, that he bequeath -- 2:
180;
- Fasting is prescribed for you as it was --- 2: 183;
- Then seek what Allah hath ordained for you -- 2: 187;
- Warfare is ordained for you though you may hate it -- 2: 216;
- Allah ordained this as a message of good cheer that your hearts will be at rest -- 3: 126;
- Those who pretend to believe -- run to false gods to settle disputes when they are ordered to
reject them -- 4: 60;
- If We had decreed for them to lay down their lives -- few would have done it -- but it would
have
been better for them had they done it -- immense reward -- guided to straight path -- 4: 66-68;
- Allah ordains what pleases Him -- 5: 1;
- He prescribed for Himself Mercy -- 6: 12;
- I am ordered to be the first to surrender to Him -- 6: 14;
- We are ordered to surrender to Allah, to establish worship, to ward-off evil, and He it is -- 6:
71;
- This He has ordained that you may ward-off evil -- 6: 153;
- And ordain for us in this world what is good -- My Mercy embraces all things, I shall ordain it
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those who -- 7: 156;
- For everything, there is a time prescribed -- 13: 38;
- We may make of him a revelation for mankind -- it is a thing ordained -- 19: 21;
- They swear --- that if you order them, they will go forth -- 24: 53;
- Let those who conspire to evade orders beware -- 24: 63;
- He ordained between you love and mercy -- 30: 21;
- He created you from dust then --- then ordain that you attain full strength -- 40: 67;
- When He ordain a thing, He say to it Be - and it is -- 40: 68;
- He hath ordained for you that religion which He commended to Noah, Abraham, Moses,
Jesus,
saying establish the religion and be not divided therein -- 42: 13;
- It is thus ordained that He may try some of you by means of others -- 47: 4;
- He ordained the second bringing forth -- 53: 47;
- Monasticism they invented - We ordained it not for them -- 57: 27;
- It may be that Allah will ordain love between you and those with whom you are at enmity -60: 7;
- Or do you have a covenant from Us - that yours shall be all you ordain -- 68: 39;
- On the day when -- they are ordered to prostrate but are not able to -- 68: 42;
- They were ordered to prostrate themselves while unhurt -- 68: 43;
- They are ordained nothing else than to serve Allah, keeping religion pure for Him, as men by
nature upright - to establish worship - to pay zakat - that is true religion -- 98: 5;
ORDEAL
- We appointed the vision --- as an ordeal for mankind -- and the accursed tree -- 17: 60;
ORDINANCE
- Had it not been for an ordinance which had gone before, an awful doom -- 8: 68;
- Those who are related are nearer one to another in ordinance of Allah -- 8: 75;
- There are 12 months by Allah’s ordinance the day He created heavens and earth -- 9: 36;
- With Allah is the source of the ordinance -- 13: 39;
- There is not one of you but shall approach it - a fixed ordinance of Allah -- 19: 71;
- He directs the ordinance from heaven to earth - then it ascends to Him in a Day - 1000 years
of
our time -- 32: 5;
- -- and vain desires beguiled you till the ordinance of Allah came to pass -- 57: 14;
- How many community revolted against ordinance of Allah -- 65: 8;
- He raised the height thereof and ordered it -- 79: 28;
ORIGIN
- Origin of Heaven and earth belongs to Allah -- 2: 117;
- Travel in the land and see how He originated creation -- 29: 20;
ORNAMENT
- Yahudis took calf for worship made from their ornaments -- 7: 148;
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From that which they smelt in the fire to make ornaments and tools -- 13: 17;
He created horses, mules and asses for you to ride and for ornament -- 16: 8;
The sea ---- from thence --- ornaments you wear -- 16: 14;
All in earth --- an ornament with which We'll try them -- 18: 7;
Wealth and children - ornaments of life of this world -- 18: 46;
We were laden with ornaments of the folk -- 20: 87;
What you've been given is comfort of life of world and ornament --- 28: 60;
The 2 seas are not alike --- you derive the ornament you wear -- 35: 12;
We have adorned the lowest heaven with an ornament -- 37: 6;
We might have appointed for kuffar, houses of silver - ornaments of gold -- 43: 33-35;

ORPHANS
- Can receive Khairat -- 2: 215;
- To improve their lot is best -- if you mingle your affairs with theirs, they are your brothers --2: 220;
- Provisions for orphans wealth -- 4: 2-10;
- Be kind to orphans ----- 4: 36;
- There are female orphans you wish to marry without giving what is ordained - deal justly with
orphans -- 4: 127;
- Ten Commandments - keep away from orphans wealth -- 6: 151-153; 17: 34;
- One fifth of war booty to Allah, messenger, orphans -- 8: 41;
- Below the wall was a treasure belonging to two orphan boys -- 18: 82;
- What Allah gives to His messenger from people of townships is for --- and orphans and -- 59:
7;
- And feed with food the --- orphans and the prisoner for love of Allah -- 76: 8-10;
- You, for your part, honour not the orphan --- 89: 17;
- The Way of Ascent includes feeding orphan near of kin -- 90: 15;
- Did We not find thee an orphan and protect thee -- 93: 6;
- Therefore the orphan oppress not -- -- 93: 9;
- That is he who repels the orphans -- 107: 2;
OUTCAST
- Go thou forth from hence -- thou art outcast -- 15: 34; 38: 77-78;
- Outcast - theirs is perpetual torment -- 37: 6-10;
- In their wealth, the beggar and outcast had due share -- 51: 15-19;
OUTCOME
- He dreaded not the sequel of events -- 91: 15;
OUTRAGEOUS
- In truth we were outrageous -- 68: 31;
OUTRUN
- We are not to be outrun --56: 60; 70: 41;
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OUTSTRIP
- We gave Scripture as inheritance -- some wrong themselves, some -- some outstrip others
through good deeds -- 35: 32;
- Nor does the night outstrip the day -- 36: 40;
OVERBURDEN
- If Allah willed, He could have overburdened you -- 2: 220;
OVERCOME
- You will overcome them if you are believers -- 3: 139;
- If Allah helps you, none can overcome you -- 3: 160;
- Had there been more than One God --- some would have overcome others -- 23: 91;
OVERHEAR
- Do they have a stairway to heaven by which they overhear decrees -- 52: 38;
OVERLOOK
- From those We accept --- and overlook their evil deeds -- 46: 16;
- Among your wives and children - enemies - beware - efface - overlook - forgive -- 64: 14;
OVER-POPULATION
- All things have been created in proportion and measure -- -- 54: 49;
OVERTAKE
- And they overtook them at sunrise -- 26: 60;
- Not for sun to overtake moon -- 36: 40;
- The thunderbolt overtook them while they gazed -- 51: 44;
OVERTHROW
- When Our commandment come to pass We overthrow that township -- 11: 82;
- When the sun is overthrown -- 81: 1;
OVERTURN
- Wrong-doers will come to know by what a reverse they will be overturned -- 26: 227;
OVERWHELM
- On the day when the doom will overwhelm them from above and below -- 29: 55;
- Has there come to you tidings of the overwhelming -- 88: 1;
OWNER
- Allah - Owner of Day of Judgment -- 1: 4;
- Who denies Revelations are owners of Fire -- 2: 39; 81; 57: 19; 64: 10;
- Who believes and do good works - owners of Garden - will abide therein -- 2: 25; 82;
- Allah - Owner of everything in heavens and earth -- 2: 255; 2: 284; 4: 126; 131-132;
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31;
- Kuffar and false gods are owners of Fire - to abide therein -- 2: 257;
- Those who return to usury after warning are owners of fire -- 2: 275;
- Such are rightful owners --- of Garden -- 10: 26; --- of Fire -- 10: 27; 22: 51; 58: 17;
- Who owns hearing and sight -- 10: 31;
- That you two may own the place of greatness in the land -- 10: 78;
- They worship besides Allah, that which owns nothing -- 16: 73;
- A dumb man - a burden to his owner - is not equal to one who enjoins justice -- 16: 76;
- Have they not seen how We created for them cattle - so they are the owners -- 36: 71-73;
- Who say our Lord is Allah and afterward --- rightful owners of Garden -- 46: 13-14;
- They are among the owners of the Garden -- 46: 16;
- Owner of Fire not equal with owner of Garden -- owner of Garden victorious -- 59: 20;
- -- except what Abraham promised his father when he said, I will ask forgiveness for thee
though
I own nothing for thee from Allah -- 60: 4;
- Have you seen how Allah dealt with the owners of the elephant -- 105: 1;
OXEN
- And of the camels twain, and of the oxen twain -- hath He forbidden -- 6: 144;
- And of the oxen and sheep He forbade the Yahudis the fat thereof except -- 6: 146;
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PACT
PAGAN
PAGE
PAGEANT
PAIN
PAIR
PALM
PAMPER
PANIC
PARADISE
PARCHMENT
PARDON
PARENTS
PART
PARTISAN
PARTNER
PARTY
PASS
PASTIME
PASTURE
PATH
PATIENCE
PATRON
PATTERN
PAVILION
PAY
PEACE / PEACEMAKER
PEARL
PELT
PEN
PENALTY
PENETRATE
PENITENT
PEOPLE
PERCEIVE
PERFECT
PERFORM
PERIOD
PERISH
PERMIT
PERSECUTION
PERSEVERE
PERSON
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PERSUADE
PERVERT
PETITIONER
PETULANT
PHARAOH
PIETY / PIOUS
PIT
PITY
PLACE
PLAIN
PLAN
PLANE
PLANET
PLANK
PLANT
PLANTAIN
PLAY
PLEAD
PLEASE / PLEASURE
PLEDGE
PLIGHT
PLOT
PLUCK
PLUNGE
POET
POINT
POLICY
POLLUTION
POMEGRANATE
POMP
PONDER
POOR
POPULATION
PORTENT
PORTION
POSITION
POSSESS
POSTERITY
POSTPONE
POUR
POWER
PRACTISE
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PRAISE
PRATE
PRAYER
PREACH
PRECAUTION
PREDESTINATION
PREDOMINANT
PREFER
PREGNANT
PREPARE
PRESCRIBE
PRESENT
PRESERVE
PRETEND
PREVENT
PREY
PRICE
PRIDE / PROUD
PRIEST
PRISON
PRIVACY
PRIVILEGE
PROCEED
PROCLAIM
PRODIGAL
PRODUCE
PROFIT
PROHIBIT
PROLONG
PROMISE
PRONOUNCE
PROOFS
PROPERTY
PROPHETS
PROPORTION
PROPOSE
PROSPER
PROSTITUTION
PROSTRATE
PROTECT
PROVISION
PROWESS
PSALMS
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PUBERTY
PUNCTUAL
PUNISHMENT
PURCHASE
PURE / PURIFY / PURITY
PURPOSE
PURSUE
PACT
- Hath he perused the unseen or made pact with Allah -- 19: 78;
- O wizard! Entreat your Lord by the pact He made with you -- 43: 49;
PAGAN
- Are unclean - not to approach Kaaba -- 9: 28;
PAGE
- Everyone desire to be given open pages from Allah -- 74: 52;
- And when the pages are laid open -- 81: 10;
- -- a messenger from Allah reading purified pages of correct Scriptures -- 98: 1-3;
PAGEANT
- Life of this world is play, idle talk, pageantry -- 57: 20;
PAIN
- His mother bears him with pain and bring him forth with pain -- 46: 15;
PAIR
- Glory be to Him who created all the sexual pairs of that which the earth grow and of
themselves -36: 36;
- He hath made for you pairs of yourselves --- whereby He multiplieth you -- 42: 11;
- He Who created all the pairs and appointed -- 43: 12;
- We created all things by pairs that you may reflect -- 51: 49;
- And made of him a pair - male and female -- 75: 39;
PALM
- For the moon, We appointed mansions till she return like an old shrivelled palm leaf -- 36: 39;
- We set on them raging wind --- sweeping men away as if they were --- of palm trees -- 54:
19-20;
- He hath appointed earth for --- wherein are fruits and palm trees and -- 55: 10-12;
- -- so that you could see men lying as they were hollow trunks of palm trees -- 69: 6-8;
- -- and olive trees and palm trees -- 80: 24-32;
- Abu Lahab’s wife will have halter of palm fibre on her neck -- 111: 4-5;
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PAMPER
- We sent warners -- its pampered ones declared - we disbelieve -- 34: 34;
PANIC
- He brought down --- and cast panic in their hearts -- 33: 26;
PARADISE
- Who believe and do good works, will enjoy Paradise forever -- 2: 25; 82; 4: 57; 122;
- Fruits of Paradise similar to those on earth -- 2: 25;
- Adam told to dwell in Paradise but avoid tree -- 2: 35;
- Adam put out of Paradise -- 2: 38; 20: 123;
- They say none will enter Paradise except Jews and Christians -- 2: 111;
- Do you think you will enter Paradise without trials -- 2: 214; 3: 142;
- Who keep away from evil and say Our Lord! forgive our sins --- will enjoy Paradise -- 3: 1617;
- Vie one with another for forgiveness and Paradise as wide as heaven and earth prepared
for
those who ward-off evil -- 3: 133;
- Who is removed from Fire and made to enter Paradise - is triumphant -- 3: 185;
- Who believe and do good works, male or female, will enter Paradise -- 4: 124;
- Forbidden to those who ascribe partners to Allah -- 5: 72;
- Allah rewarded them with Paradise for their saying -- the reward of the good -- 5: 85;
- The truthful will enjoy Paradise -- 5: 119;
- Those who pay heed to Quran will enter Paradise -- 6: 127;
- Dwellers of Paradise will say Praise be to Allah Who guided us to this -- 7: 43;
- Conversation between dwellers of Paradise and Hell - tells people of hell that they found
what
Allah said was true - denies water to hell dwellers -- 7: 44-51;
- There they will abide forever -- 9: 22;
- Allah promises believers Paradise and acceptance -- 9: 72;
- Allah hath prepared for messenger and believers who strive --- Paradise -- 9: 89;
- Allah is well pleased with them and -- He made ready for them -- Paradise -- 9: 100;
- Allah has bought lives and wealth of believers for Paradise -- 9: 111;
- Believers who do good deeds will enjoy Paradise - they will ---- 10: 9-10; 14: 23; 31: 8-9;
- Who persevere in seeking Allah's countenance - regular in prayer, spend ---- , overcome evil
with good, will enter Paradise with who do right of their fathers, wives and children --- 13: 2223;
- The reward of those who keep their duty - its food and shade are everlasting -- 13: 35;
- Those who ward-off evil will enter Paradise - rancour is removed from their breasts - they will
not toil therein - will not be expelled therefrom -- 15: 45-48;
- Paradise which they enter --- thus Allah repay those who ward-off evil -- 16: 31;
- Those who die while they do good --- enter the garden because of what you did -- 16: 32;
- Believers will enter Paradise, will have armlets of gold, green robes of silk -- 18: 31; will
have no
desire to be removed therefrom -- 18: 108;
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no idle
talk therein - food for morning and evening - We cause devout of Our Bondmen to inherit -19- 60-63;
- Who comes to Allah a believer having done good works, will enter Paradise - they will abide
forever - the reward of one who grows -- 20: 75-76;
- There is no toil therein - no hunger - not naked - no thirst - no heat of sun -- 20: 117-119;
- Believers who do good deeds, will enter Paradise -- 22: 14; 23: 56; 29: 58;
- Successful are believers who are humble in prayers, who ----- they will inherit Paradise -- 23:
1-11;
- Why doesn't he have a Paradise whence to eat -- 25: 8;
- Is the doom better or the Garden of Immortality, promised to those who ward-off evil -- 25:
15-16;
- Those who have earned the Garden -- 25: 24;
- They will be awarded the high place --- they will meet therein with welcome and the word of
Peace - abiding there forever -- 25: 75-76;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me --- and place me among the inheritors of Paradise -- 26:
83-89;
- Will be brought close for those who ward-off evil -- 26: 90; 50: 31;
- Allah is best aware --- and whose will be the home of bliss -- 28: 37;
- Believers who do good works will be made happy in the Garden -- 30: 15; 32: 19;
- They enter wearing armlets of gold and pearl - wearing raiment of silk -- they say Praise be to
Allah who has put grief away from us - Who of His Grace has installed us in mansions of
eternity - toil touches us not - weariness cannot affect us -- 35: 33-35;
- It was said to him - enter Paradise -- 36: 26;
- Those who merit Paradise are happily employed this day - and their wives -- on thrones
reclining -theirs the fruit of their good deeds, and theirs all they ask -- 36: 55-56;
- --- save single-minded slaves of Allah - for them a known provision - fruits - they will be
honoured
on couches - white delicious drink - modest companions -- questioning each other -- 37: 4050;
- One say I had a companion who said Do you put faith in him who says that we will be raised
again -- his companion says look, he is in hell - the first says you almost caused my ruin, had
it
not been for the favour of Allah, we too would have been in hell, here we will not die nor will
we
be punished - the supreme triumph - for this then let the workers work -- isn't this better as a
welcome or the tree of Zaqqum -- 37: 51-62;
- For those who ward-off evil - a happy journey's end - Paradise - gates opened for them - they
recline - call for plenteous fruit and drink - with them modest companions - this is what you
are
promised for Day of Reckoning - this is Our provision --- for the righteous -- 38: 49-55;
- Those who keep their duty are driven to Paradise in troops - gates opened - Warders say
Peace
unto you - you are good - enter Paradise -- 39: 73;
- They say Praise be to Allah who fulfilled His Promise -- 39: 74;
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- Our Lord! and make them enter Paradise with such of their fathers, wives and children -- 40:
7-9;
- Fear not nor grieve, but hear good tidings of Paradise -- 41: 30;
- There you will have all your soul's desire and all for which you pray - a gift of welcome from
Allah -- 41: 31-32;
- Some will be in the Garden - some in the Fire -- 42: 7;
- You who believed Our Revelations! enter the Garden with your wives -- trays of gold - all that
souls desire - immortality - this is the Garden you inherit because of what you did - therein is
plenteous fruit -- 43: 69-73;
- A place secure -- attired in silk - We shall wed them to fair ones -- they call for every fruit in
safety - there is no death therein -- 44: 51-56;
- A similitude of Paradise promised to those who keep duty -- rivers of unpolluted water, milk,
wine,
honey, every kind of fruit - and pardon from Allah -- are those who enjoy this like those who
are
immortal in the Fire -- 47: 15;
- That He may bring believing men and women into Paradise -- 48: 5;
- Who obey Allah and messenger will enter Paradise -- 48: 17;
- The Garden is brought nigh for those who kept from evil -- 50: 31;
- It is said that is what you were promised - it is for every penitent, heedful one, who feared
Allah in
secret and come with a contrite heart - enter in peace - this is the Day of Immortality - there
they
will have all they desire and more -- 50: 32-35;
- Those who kept their duty dwell in Paradise - happy because --- they are not in hell - they
are told
eat and drink - they recline on couches - wed to fair ones - if offspring were believers, they
join
them - We provide them with fruit and meat - they have men-servants - they go around
whispering
Allah has been gracious to us - He saved us from hell-fire - we used to pray -- 52: 17-28;
- The righteous will dwell in Gardens --- established in the favour of a Mighty King -- 54: 54-55;
- For him who fear the standing before his Lord are 2 gardens - spreading branches - flowing
fountains - every kind of fruit in pairs - reclining on couches of silk brocade - the fruit at hand
are beautiful virgins -- 55: 46-58;
- Beside them are 2 other gardens - dark green with foliage - with 2 springs - date-palms and
pomegranate and beautiful virgins reclining on green cushions and carpets -- 55: 62-76;
- Foremost in the race will be brought nigh in gardens of delight - multitude from old - few from
later times - immortal youths will attend them - they have fruit and meat - there are fair ones wide lovely eyes - no vain talk - only Peace, Peace -- 56: 11-26;
- What of those on the right hand - among lote-trees - plantains, shade - water gushing - fruit in
plenty - and raised couches - We made them a new creation - made them virgins, lovers,
friends,
for those on right hand - a multitude of old and a multitude of later time --- 56: 27-40;
- He will forgive your sins and bring you to Paradise -- 61: 11-13;
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- Those who keep pledges - attentive at worship - will enter Paradise -- 70: 32-35;
- Believers who do good works will enter Paradise -- great success -- 85: 11;
PARCHMENT
- We revealed the Book Moses brought -- you put on parchment -- hiding much thereof -- 6:
91;
- By --- and a Scripture inscribed on fine parchment enrolled -- 52: 1-3;
PARDON
- Allah pardons Jews that they may give thanks -- 2: 52;
- They purchase error at price of guidance and torment at price of pardon -- 2: 175;
- Dua - Pardon us, absolve us, have mercy on us, give us victory -- 2: 286;
- Those who pray for pardon in the watches of the night -- 3: 15-17;
- Pardon from Allah and mercy is better than what they amass -- 3: 157;
- Pardon them, ask forgiveness for them and consult them -- 3: 159;
- Who commits sin then seeks pardon, will find Allah forgiving, merciful -- 4: 110;
- To whom He wills, Allah pardons all sins except ascribing partners to Him -- 4: 116;
- No pardon for those who believe then disbelieve -- 4: 137;
- No pardon for kuffar who deal in wrong -- 4: 168;
- Bear with them and pardon them (Yahudis) - Allah loves the kindly -- 5: 13;
- Allah pardons this - Allah is Forgiving, Clement -- 5: 101;
- For them are --- pardon and bountiful provision -- 8: 4;
- Ask pardon of your Lord and turn to Him repentant -- 11: 3; 90;
- Thy Lord is rich in pardon -- 13: 6;
- Believers who do good works - pardon and rich provision -- 22: 50;
- For them is pardon and a bountiful provision -- 24: 26; 34: 4;
- Why not ask pardon of Allah that you may receive mercy -- 27: 46;
- Allah pardons believing men and women -- 33: 73;
- Would that my people knew with what munificence my Lord pardoned me ----- 36: 26-27;
- Allah pardons evil deeds -- 42: 25;
- The reward for an ill-deed --- but who pardoneth --- his wage is the affair of Allah -- 42: 40;
- Therein are rivers --- every kind of fruit -- pardon from Allah -- 47: 15;
- Kuffar who turn away then die in disbelief will not be pardoned -- 47: 34;
- Whenever I call to them that Thou may pardon them, they put their fingers --- 71: 7;
- I have said seek pardon of your Lord -- 71: 10;
PARENTS
- Bequest to be made to parents -- 2: 180;
- Can receive Khairat -- 2: 215;
- Be careful of your duty to mother -- 4: 1;
- Your parent or children -- you know not which is nearer to you in usefulness -- 4: 11;
- Unto each We have appointed heirs of that which parents --- leave -- 4: 33;
- Be kind to parents --- 4: 36;
- Be witnesses for Allah even against parents - 4: 135;
- Ten Commandments - be good to parents -- 6: 151-153;
- Let not Satan seduce you as he did your parents -- 7: 27;
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- And when they came ---- he took his parents unto him --- placed his parents on a dais, and
they
fell down before him prostrate -- 12: 99-100;
- Our Lord! Forgive me, my parents and believers the day when the account is cast -- 14: 41;
- Show kindness to parents - if they attain old age with thee - say not to them "uf" - nor repulse
them - speak to them graciously - lower to them wing of submission and pray " My Lord!
have
mercy on them ----" -- 17: 23-24;
- As for the lad - his parents were believers - we feared that he will oppress them -- 18: 80;
- He was dutiful to his parents -- 19: 14;
- My Lord! Arouse me to be thankful -- Thou hast favoured me and my parents -- 27: 19;
- We have enjoined on man kindness to parents but if they strive --- 29: 8;
- We have enjoined on man about his parents - his mother bears him in pain - his weaning is 2
years - give thanks to me and to thy parents - to Me is journeying - if they tell you to ascribe
partners to Me - then obey them not - consort with them - repent - to Me is your return - I
shall tell you --- 31: 14-15; 46: 15;
- Fear a day when parent will not be able to help child -- 31: 33;
- Proclaim their real parentage -- 33: 5;
- We have commended to man kindness to parents - his mother bears him in pain - bearing
and
weaning 30 months - when he attains full strength at 40 he says My Lord! arouse me that I
may
give thanks for the favour ---- and be gracious unto me in the matter of my offspring - I have
turned to Thee repentant and am of the muslims -- 46: 15;
- Who saith to his parents " fie to you both - do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth ---"
and if they cry to Allah for help -- such are those who will be the losers -- 46: 17-18;
- I said seek pardon of Allah -- 71: 10;
- My Lord! Forgive me and my parents and -- 71: 28;
PART
- Jews told not to part with Revelations for a small price -- 2: 41;
- This is the parting between you and me -- 18: 78;
- Ties of kindred and children will avail you nothing on Day of Judgment -- He will part you -60: 3;
- Then when they reach their term, take them back -- or part -- in kindness -- 65: 1-3;
- He made known to her a part and passed over a part -- 66: 3;
- Part with them with a fair leave-taking -- 73: 10;
- And he knows that it is the parting -- 75: 28;
- Did We not --- guide him to the parting of the mountain ways -- 90: 8-10;
PARTISAN
- Kuffar - a partisan against Allah -- 25: 55;
PARTNER
- Leads you from light to darkness -- 2: 257;
- Terror cast into hearts of kuffar because they ascribe partners to Allah -- 3: 151;
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- Ascribe no partner to Allah -- 4: 36; 6: 151;
- Allah forgives all to whom He will except that partners be ascribed to Him -- doing so is great
sin -- 4: 48; 116;
- Who ascribe partners to Allah will not be forgiven - they pray to Satan whom Allah cursed -are far astray -- 4: 116-121;
- Paradise forbidden to those who ascribe partners to Allah -- 5: 72;
- When We gather them, We shall ask Where are those partners -- 6: 22;
- When calamity strikes you, you call on Allah - you forget the partners -- 6: 40-41;
- I am forbidden to worship those on whom you call beside Allah -- 6: 56;
- Allah delivers you from all affliction - yet you attribute partners to Him -- 6: 64;
- Abraham tells his people he is not afraid of the partners they set up with Allah when they
were not afraid to do so -- 6: 80-81;
- If they had set up partners ---- all they did would have been in vain --- 6: 88;
- Now you come to us solitary - no partners - bond severed -- 6: 94;
- Yet they ascribe partners to Him - the Jinn - and say He has sons and daughters -- 6: 100;
- Idolaters assign portion of crops and cattle to Allah and to their partners -- 6: 136;
- Their partners caused the killing of their children seem fair to the idolaters, ruining them and
making their faith obscure -- 6: 137;
- Idolaters will say, if Allah willed they would not have ascribed partners to Him -- 6: 148;
- Follow not the whims of those who --- and deem others equal with Allah -- 6: 150;
- Ten Commandments - associate no partners -- 6: 151-153;
- My worship, my sacrifice -- ( Inna salaati wa nusuki --) -- 6: 162-163;
- Allah has no partner -- 6: 163;
- Allah forbids that you associate partners with Him -- 7: 33;
- Kuffar will be asked for the partners they used to call on - they’d say they have departed from
us -- 7: 37;
- Lest you should say It is our fathers who ascribed partners to Allah -- 7: 173;
- -- They ascribed partners to Him in respect of what He had given them -- 7: 190;
- They attributed partners to Allah, those who created nothing but were themselves created -7: 191;
- Partners who cannot give them help nor can they help themselves -- 7: 192;
- Call on your so-called partners then contrive against me -- 7: 195;
- Glorified be Him from all they ascribe to Him as partners -- 9: 31; 52: 43;
- On the Day -- We say to those who ascribed partners -- stand back --- and their partners say
"It
was not us you worshipped -- Allah is witness - we were not aware of your worship" -- 10: 2829;
- What they used to invent, failed them -- 10: 30;
- Is there one among your partners who can -- produce creation and reproduce it -- 10: 34; -lead
to the truth -- 10: 35;
- Be not of those who ascribe partners to Allah -- 10: 105;
- Hud tells his people - calls Allah to witness - that he is innocent of their associating partners
with
Him -- 11: 54;
- And their gods on whom they called besides Allah, availed them nothing -- 11: 101;
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- We never attributed partners to Allah -- 12: 38;
- Many believe in Allah, ascribing partners to Him -- 12: 106;
- Those unto whom they pray besides Allah, respond not to them -- except as one who
stretches
his hands to water hoping it will come to his mouth -- 13: 14;
- Take you then partners as protectors who can neither benefit nor hurt themselves -- or do
they
assign partners whose creation seemed alike to Allah's creation -- 13: 16;
- They ascribe partners to Allah --- name them --- 13: 33;
- I am commanded --- that I ascribe no partner to Him -- 13: 36;
- We defend thee from scoffers who set some other god along with Allah -- 15: 95-96;
- Created nothing while they themselves are created -- 16: 20;
- Where are My partners for whose sake you opposed My Guidance -- 16: 27;
- When He removes their misfortune, they set up partners to Allah -- so as to deny what He
gave
them -- 16: 54-55;
- They assign a portion of what they were given to what they know not -- 16: 56;
- When those who ascribe partners behold those partners, they will say --- and the partners will
reply "you are liars" -- 16: 86;
- Satan only has power over those who make friends with him and those who ascribe partners
to
Allah -- 16: 100;
- And be a partner in their wealth and children -- 17: 64;
- Praise be to Allah -- He has no partner -- 17: 111;
- He makes none to share in His government -- 18: 26;
- When man beheld his garden destroyed, he exclaimed "would that I had not ascribed
partners
Allah" -- 18: 42;
- On the day when He will say Call those partners -- they will call -- they will not hear their
prayer -- 18: 52;
- Do kuffar think they can choose My bondmen as Protecting Friends besides Me -- 18: 102;
- Let none share the worship due to Allah -- 18: 110;
- Who ascribe partners to Allah, is as is he fell from sky -- 22: 31;
- Those who ascribe not partners to Allah -- these race for the good things - they will win -- 23:
57-61;
- Exalted is He above the partners they ascribe -- 23: 92;
- Allah has no partner in the sovereignty -- 25: 2;
- Is Allah best or the partners you ascribe to Him -- 27: 59;
- High Exalted be Allah from what they ascribe as partners to Him -- 27: 63;
- Where are My partners whom you imagined - they will say these are whom we led astray ,
us
and them - we are innocent - they never worshipped us -- 28: 62-63;
- Cry unto your partners - they will cry but receive no answer -- 28: 64;
- Where are My partners whom you pretended -- 28: 74; 40: 73;
- Be not of those who ascribe partners to Him -- 28: 87; 30: 31;
- Cry not unto any other god along with Allah -- 28: 88;
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-

--- if they strive to make thee join partners with Me, obey them not -- 29: 8; 31: 15;
When He brings them safe to land, they ascribe partners to Him -- 29: 65;
There will be none to intercede for them --- and they will reject their partners -- 30: 13;
Have you in your slaves, partners in your wealth -- so they are equal with you -- 30: 28;
When disaster touches man --- but when they taste of His Mercy, they attribute partners to
Him -- 30: 33;
- Or have We revealed a warrant which speak of that -- 30: 35;
- Allah created you, sustains you, causes you to die, will resurrect you - is there any of your
partners who can do this -- 30: 40;
- Allah created heaven without support and --- where are creations of your partners -- 31: 1011;
- O my son! ascribe no partner to Allah - it is a tremendous wrong -- 31: 13;
- Call on those you set up beside Allah - they own nothing -- 34: 22;
- Show me those you joined to Him as partners -- 34: 27;
- The despised ones say to the proud ones -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah and
set
up rivals with Him -- 34: 33;
- Those unto whom you pray instead of Him owns not even the white spot on a date-stone -35: 13;
- They cannot hear your prayer - if they heard they cannot grant it - on Day of Resurrection
they
will disown you -- 35: 14;
- Have you seen your partners -- gods you pray to besides Allah -- show me what they created
of the earth - do they have any portion in the heaven -- 35: 40;
- Many partners oppress each other -- except -- they are few -- 38: 24;
- When their idols are mentioned, they are glad -- 39: 45;
- If you ascribe a partner to Allah, your work will fail -- 39: 65;
- When Allah alone mentioned, you disbelieve - when partner mentioned, you believe -- 40:
12;
- You call me to ascribe partners to Allah -- I call you to Allah -- 40: 42;
- Then it is said to them - where are all that you make partners in the sovereignty besides
Allah -- 40: 70-76;
- On the Day when He will say to them - Where are My partners -- they will say ---- 41: 47;
- And those to whom they used to cry --- failed them --- they have no place of refuge -- 41: 48;
- As for those who choose Protecting Friends besides Him , Allah is Warden over them -- 42:
6;
- Or do they have partners who made lawful what Allah disallowed -- 42: 21;
- Those unto whom they cry beside Him, possess no power of intercession -- 43: 86;
- Their Protecting Friends besides Allah will not be able to help them -- 45: 10;
- Have you thought of all you invoke besides Allah - show me what they created of the earth do they have any portion in the heaven - bring a scripture -- 46: 4;
- Who is further astray than those who pray to what cannot hear their prayer and on Day of
Judgment will deny they were worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- Do not pray to Allah through anyone -- 46: 28;
- If believing women come to you to take Oath of Allegiance - ascribing no partner to Allah -60: 12;
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- Jinns say we believe in it -- we ascribe no partner to Allah -- 72: 2;
- I pray to Allah only - I ascribe no partner to Him -- 72: 20;
PARTY
- The devil engrossed them -- they forgot remembrance of Allah -- they are devil’s party -- the
devil’s
party will be losers -- 58: 19;
- -- Allah is well pleased with them -- they are well pleased with Him -- they are Allah’s party -they are successful -- 58: 22;
PASS
- As he was building the ship, his people mocked him as they passed -- 11: 38;
- When they pass near senseless play they pass with dignity -- 25: 72;
- The guilty used to laugh at believers and winked one to another when they passed them -83: 29-30;
PASTIME
- If We wished to find a pastime -- We could -- in Our Presence -- 21: 17;
- Life of this world - a pastime -- 29: 64; 47: 36;
- Of mankind is he who pays for mere pastime of discourse -- 31: 6;
- When they spy some merchandise or pastime --- what Allah has is better than merchandise
and
pastime -- 62: 11;
PASTURE
- He created cattle for you -- wherein is beauty for you -- when you take them to pasture -- 16:
5-6;
- He sends water from sky --- whence are trees on which you send your beasts to pasture -16: 10;
- After that He --- and produced --- the pasture thereof -- 79: 30-31;
- Praise be to Allah Who --- brings forth the pasturage, then -- 87: 1-5;
PATH
- Show us the straight path, the path of those Thou hast favoured, not the path of those who
earned
Thine anger nor of those who go astray -- 1: 6-7;
- Allah guides whom He will to a straight path -- 2: 142; 6: 39; 10: 25; 24: 46;
- He who holds fast to Allah is guided to right path -- 3: 101;
- Had they done -- We would have bestowed -- and guided them to a straight path -- 4: 66-68;
- He guides to path of Peace - to a straight path -- 5: 16;
- This is the path of Allah - a straight path -- 6: 126;
- This is My straight path - follow it - follow no other -- 6: 153;
- My Lord has guided me to a straight path - a right religion -- 6: 161;
- Curse of Allah on evil-doers who debar men from Path of Allah and would have it crooked -7: 45;
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- Lurk not --- to turn away from Allah’s path him who believe in Him, seeking to make it
crooked -- 7: 85;
- If they see way of righteousness ----, if they see way of error, choose it for their way -- 7: 146;
- Allah tells Moses to keep to the straight path and not to follow road of those -- 10: 89;
- And tread the straight path as you are commanded -- 11: 112;
- That you may bring mankind from darkness to light --- to the path of Allah -- 14: 1;
- Satan says "I shall adorn the path of error ---" -- 15: 39;
- A dumb person who controls nothing - a burden to his owner - is not equal with one who
enjoins
justice and follows a straight path -- -- 16: 76;
- Allah chose Abraham and guided him to straight path -- 16: 121;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so serve Him -- that is the right path -- 19: 36;
- Follow me, I will lead you on a right path -- 19: 43;
- Strike for them a dry path in the sea -- 20: 77;
- You will come to know --- owners of path of equity -- 20: 135;
- They are guided to the path of the Glorious One -- 22: 24;
- Allah is guiding believers to a right path -- 22: 54;
- We have created above you 7 paths -- 23: 17;
- Thou summonest them to the right path -- 23: 73;
- Those who disbelieve in hereafter are astray from right path -- 23: 74;
- Would that I had chosen a way with Messenger -- 25: 27-29;
- Those who strive in Us, We guide to Our paths -- 29: 69;
- Follow the path of him who repenteth to Me -- 31: 15;
- We will follow the way of our fathers -- 31: 21;
- The knowledgeable sees Quran as truth from Allah and leads to path of Allah -- 34: 6;
- Thou art of those sent on a straight path -- 36: 3-4;
- Do not worship devil - worship Me - that is right path -- 36: 60-61;
- We showed them the right path 37: 118;
- Moses said Follow me, I will show you the right path -- 40: 38;
- Therefore take the straight path to Him -- 41: 6;
- Thou dost guide to the right path - the path of Allah -- 42: 52;
- Hold fast --- thou art on a right path -- 43: 43;
- Follow me - this is the right path -- 43: 61;
- (Jesus) Allah is my Lord and your Lord - worship Him - this is the right path -- 43: 64;
- If you turn away, He will bring another folk in your place -- 47: 38;
- And may guide thee on a right path -- 48: 2; 20;
- By the heaven full of paths -- 51: 7;
- Walk in the paths thereof and eat -- 67: 15;
- Those who have surrendered, have taken the right path -- 72: 14;
- If they (idolaters) tread the right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72:
16;
- You will not be able to walk straight unless it is Allah's will -- 81: 29;
PATIENCE
- Seek help in patience and prayer -- 2: 45; 153;
- Allah is with the patient -- 2: 153; 249;
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16;
-

Those who are patient, will receive blessings, mercy, guidance -- 2: 155-157;
Righteous is he who believes --- and who are patient in adversity -- 2: 177;
Those who will enjoy Paradise include the steadfast, the truthful -- 3: 15-17;
Persevere in patience -- 3: 200; 8: 46; 29: 59;
Messengers before thee were denied, but they were patient under the denial until --- 6: 34;
I have not that for which you are impatient - if I had, the case between us --- 6: 57-58;
If some of you believe --- and some disbelieve, then have patience until Allah -- 7: 87;
Pharaoh’s wizard asks Allah to grant them patience -- 7: 126;
Then have patience -- the sequel is for those who ward-off evil -- 11: 49;
And have patience -- 11: 115;
My course is comely patience -- 12: 18; 12: 83; -- it may be that Allah will bring them
all to me -- 12: 83;
If you punish, punish with the like ---- but if you endure, it is better for the patient -- 16: 126;
Endure thou patiently -- thine endurance is only ---- 16: 127;
Kadir tells Moses he will have no patience -- 18: 67; 69; 72; 75; 78;
Who are patient when something befalls them -- 22: 35;
Have patience - Allah's promise is truth -- Don't let those ---- make you impatient -- 30: 60;
Then have patience (O Muhammad) -- 40: 55; 77;
Who is patient and forgives -- that is the steadfast heart of things -- 42: 43;
Have patience as the messengers of old had patience -- 46: 35;
If they had patience till you come out to them, it would have been better -- 49: 5;
Whether you are patient or not, it is all the same - you are being paid for what you did -- 52:
Wait patiently for thy Lord's decree -- 52: 48;
Watch them and have patience -- 54: 27;
Be patient with a patience fair to see -- 70: 5;
Man was created very impatient -- 70: 19;
Bear with patience what they utter -- 73: 10;
For the sake of Allah, be patient -- 74: 7;
Submit patiently to Allah’s command -- 76: 24;
Man is in loss except those who exhort one another to truth and to patience -- 103: 1-3;

PATRON
- So he (the Devil) is their patron this day -- 16: 63;
- -- an evil patron --- an evil friend -- 22: 13;
- Allah is Patron of believers -- 47: 11;
- Home of hypocrites and kuffar -- Fire -- their patron and journey’s end -- 57: 15;
PATTERN
- Our Lord! grant us comfort of our wives and offspring and make us patterns for those who
wardoff evil -- 25: 74;
- We made them patterns that invite to the Fire -- 28: 41;
- In Messenger of Allah, you have good example for him who look to Allah and Last Day -- 33:
21;
- We made him a pattern for the Jews -- 43: 59;
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- You have a good pattern in Abraham -- told his folk -- we are guiltless of you and all that you
worship besides Allah - We have done with you - there is hostility and hate between us for
ever
until you believe in Allah only - except when Abraham promised his father to ask forgiveness
for him --- 60: 4;
- You have in them a goodly pattern for everyone who look to Allah and the last day -- 60: 6;
PAVILION
- Wherein are the good, beautiful, fair ones, close-guarded in pavilions -- 55: 62-76;
PAY
- Pay the poor-due -- 2: 43; 110; 24: 56;
- Prosecution according to usage and payment -- 2: 178;
- Every soul will be paid in full what it earned -- 2: 281;
- You will be paid on Day of Resurrection what you earned -- 3: 185;
- My mercy embraces all things - I shall ordain it for those who --- pay the poor due -- 7: 156;
- Pay your contribution willingly or unwillingly - it will not be accepted from you -- 9: 53;
- They come to worship as idlers and pay their contribution reluctantly -- 9: 54;
- Believers establish worship and pay poor due -- 9: 71;
- Are you paid anything you did not earn -- 10: 52;
- We shall pay them their whole due unabated -- 11: 109;
- We shall pay the steadfast a recompense in proportion to -- 16: 96;
- We shall pay the believer who does right a recompense -- 16: 97;
- Allah tells Iblis - Go! and whoever follow you -- hell shall be your payment -- 17: 63;
- Moses said - if you wished, you could have taken payment for it -- 18: 77;
- May we pay you tribute so you can set a barrier between us -- 18: 94;
- Let them --- pay their vows -- 22: 29;
- Successful are believers who --- and who pay zakat -- 23: 1-11;
- On that day, Allah will pay them their just due -- 24: 25;
- Men whom neither merchandise --- and paying the poor their due -- 24: 36-37;
- -- till he comes to it and finds nothing - he finds Allah who pays him his due -- 24: 39-40;
- Adultery - whoso does this shall pay the penalty -- 25: 68-70;
- Of mankind is he who pays for mere pastime of discourse -- to mislead from Allah’s way -31: 6;
- Some have paid their vow by death -- 33: 23;
- O wives of Prophet! -- and stay in your houses -- pay zakat -- 33: 32-34;
- That He will pay them their wages and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 29-30;
- Allah will remit the worst of what they did and pay reward for --- 39: 35;
- Every soul is paid in full for what it did -- 39: 70;
- Therein their immortal home -- payment because they denied Our revelations -- 41: 28;
- -- whether you are patient or not -- you are only being paid for your deeds -- 52: 16;
- He will be repaid for it with full payment -- 53: 41;
- -- if they give suck for you, give them their due payment and consult -- 65: 6-7;
- O kuffar! make no excuses -- you are being paid for your deeds -- 66: 7;
- -- a gift in payment -- 78: 36;
- Are not kuffar paid for their deeds -- 83: 36;
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PEACE / PEACEMAKER
- When hypocrites told not to make mischief, they say they are peacemakers -- 2: 11;
- But he who fears from a testator --- and makes peace between -- 2: 182;
- Do not let your oaths be a hindrance to you making peace between mankind -- 2: 224;
- If they wage not war against you and offer you peace -- you have no way against them -- 4:
90;
- When you go to fight in Way of Allah, do not say to one who offers you ‘salaam’ - “you are
not a believer” -- 4: 94;
- Whoso enjoins peace-making among people to please Allah, will be rewarded -- 4: 114;
- If a woman fears desertion - they can make peace - greed ever present in minds of men -- 4:
128;
- He guides who seeks His Pleasure to path of Peace -- 5: 16;
- And if they incline to peace, incline thou also to it and trust in Allah -- 8: 61;
- Allah sent His peace of re-assurance on His messenger and -- 9: 26;
- Allah caused peace of re-assurance to descend on him and -- 9: 40;
- Allah summoneth to the abode of Peace -- 10: 25;
- O Noah! Go down --- with peace from Us and blessings -- 11: 48;
- Messengers greeted Abraham with Peace -- 11: 69;
- Angels enter on them from every gate saying ‘ peace be unto you’ 13: 22-24;
- It is said to them ‘enter them in peace - secure’ -- 15: 46;
- When the angels came to Abraham and said Peace, he said, we are afraid of you -- 15: 52;
- Whom angels cause to die while they do good- they say ‘Peace --- enter Paradise’ -- 16: 32;
- Peace be on him the day he was born -the day he dies and the day he shall be raised alive
-- 19: 15;
- Peace on me the day I was born, the day I die and the day I shall be raised alive -- 19: 33;
- Abraham tells his father ‘ peace be to thee - I shall ask forgiveness of Allah for thee’ -- 19: 47;
- Therein they hear no idle talk -- only ‘peace’ -- 19: 62;
- Peace will be for him who follow right guidance -- 20: 47;
- O Fire! Be coolness and peace for Abraham -- 21: 69;
- Do not enter houses --- without --- invoking peace on the folk thereof -- 24: 27;
- The faithful slaves of Allah walk on earth -- when the foolish address them, they say ‘peace’
-- 25: 63;
- They will meet therein with welcome and the word of Peace -- 25: 75;
- -- and peace be on His slaves whom He hath chosen -- 27: 59;
- When they hear vanity, they withdraw and say ---- Peace to you - we desire not the ignorant
-- 28: 55;
- Theirs the fruit of their good deeds -- the word from Allah -- Peace -- 36: 55-58;
- We left for him among later folk (the salutation) Peace be --- to Noah -- 37: 75-82; -- on
Abraham --37: 108-109; --- on Moses and Aaron -- 37: 119-120; --- on Elias --37: 129-130;
- Peace be to those sent -- 37: 181;
- When they reach it - gates opened - wardens say ‘peace to you - you are good - enter’ -- 39:
73;
- Bear with them and say ‘peace’ -- 43: 89;
- Do not falter and cry out for peace, when you will be the uppermost -- 47: 35;
- He sent peace of re-assurance into hearts of believers that they --- 48: 4; 18;
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- He sent peace of re-assurance on messenger and believers and imposed on them -- 48: 26;
- If 2 parties of believers fall to fighting - make peace between them - if one party doth wrong
--until it returns to the ordinance of Allah --- if it does, make peace between them justly --- the
believers are brothers --- make peace between your brethren -- 49: 9-10;
- Enter it in peace -- this is the Day of Immortality -- 50: 31-35;
- Has the story of Abraham’s guests --- they came to him and said ‘Peace’ -- 51: 24-30;
- -- there they hear no vain speaking - only the saying ‘Peace’ -- 56: 11-26;
- If he is of those on right hand -- greeting of peace -- from those on right hand -- 56: 90-91;
- Ah! thou soul at peace -- return to thy Lord -- 89: 27-30;
- That night is peace until rising of dawn --- 97: 5;
PEARL
- Of the devils, We subdued some who dived for pearls for him -- 21: 82;
- In Paradise, believers will have armlets of gold, pearls -- 22: 23;
- They enter them wearing armlets of gold, pearl, silk -- 35: 33-35;
- There comes from both of them, pearl and coral -- 55: 22;
- -- and fair ones with wide lovely eyes like hidden pearls -- 56: 11-26;
- Serving them are youths -- whom you will see as though they are scattered pearls -- 76: 19;
PELT
- They cannot listen -- they are pelted from every side -- 37: 6-10;
- -- which pelted them with stones of baked clay -- 105: 4;
PEN
- You were not present when they threw their pens -- 3: 44;
- If all the trees in the earth were pens and the sea --- 31: 27;
- By the pen and that which they write therewith -- 68: 1;
- Who taught by the pen -- 96: 4-5;
PENALTY
- What shall be the penalty for it -- 12: 74;
- He in whose bag it is found is the penalty for it -- 12: 75;
- Those who put away their wives by saying --- then would go back on what they said -- the
penalty
before touching one another is to free a slave or fast 2 successive months or feed 60 needy
-- 58: 3-4;
PENETRATE
- O company of Jinn and man! If you have power to penetrate --- heavens and earth, do so, -you
will not be able to do so without Allah’s sanction -- 55: 33;
PENITENT
- That is what you were promised -- it is for every penitent and heedful one who fear Allah in
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secret -- 50: 31-35;
- -- it may be Allah will give him wives better than you -- penitent -- 66: 5;
PEOPLE
- Who buy life of world for price of hereafter -- 2: 86;
- Who have sold their souls for a miserable price -- 2: 90; 3: 77;
- Learns what harms them - not what profits them -- 2: 102;
- Those are a people who have passed away - you will not be questioned about them -- 2:
134; 141;
- Who make mischief -- 2: 204-206;
- Who seek the Pleasure of Allah -- 2: 207;
- Not to obstruct others from Path of Allah -- 3: 99;
- When believers were told people had gathered against them, it only increased their faith -- 3:
173;
- Should not seek to be praised for what they have not done -- 3: 188;
- Against every people, there'd be a witness -- 4: 41;
- Allah can replace you -- 4: 133;
- People before you asked - then disbelieved therein -- 5: 102;
- Not an animal nor bird - but they are peoples like us -- 6: 38;
- People who were before you, were visited with adversity so they may be humble -- 6: 42;
- When disaster struck, they did not become humble - their hearts hardened and devil made
their
deeds seem fair to them -- 6: 43;
- Of the people who did wrong, the last remnant was cut off -- 6: 45;
- The people have denied it, even though it is the truth -- 6: 66;
- Some people choose devil as Protecting Friend and think they are rightly guided -- 7: 30;
- Moses tells Aaron - Take my place among the people -- 7: 142;
- Why preach to a people when Allah is about to destroy -- 7: 164;
- Such is the likeness of the people who deny Our revelations -- 7: 176;
- We detail Our revelation for people who have knowledge -- 9: 11;
- Of old, were stronger than present day -- 9: 69;
- Wrong not people in respect of their goods -- 11: 85;
- He will go before his people -- and lead them to hell -- 11: 98;
- It is nothing but a reminder to the peoples -- 12: 104;
- Herein are portents for people who --- take thought -- 13: 3; --- have sense -- 13: 4;
- Allah does not change the condition of a people until they change what is in their hearts and
if
Allah wills misfortune --- none can repel it -- 13: 11;
- Messengers sent with language of their people -- 14: 4;
- We sent Moses --- saying ‘bring thy people from darkness to light’ -- 14: 5;
- Moses said to his people - Remember Allah’s favour to you when He delivered you -- 14: 6;
- Have you seen -- those who exchanged -- for thanklessness and led their people to hell -14: 28-29;
- And the people of the city came rejoicing at the news of -- 15: 67;
- Herein is portent for people who --- reflect -- 16: 11; 69; --- have sense -- 16: 12; 67; --take
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heed -- 16: 13; --- have knowledge -- 27: 52; --- believe -- 27: 86;
- Do not join one set because they are greater numbers -- 16: 92;
- Our people have chosen other gods besides Him -- 18: 15;
- As for the ship, it belonged to poor people working on the river -- 18: 79;
- And he found a people thereabouts -- 18: 86;
- He found it rising on a people for whom We had appointed no shelter therefrom -- 18: 90;
- Zachariah came from the sanctuary telling his people - Glorify Allah dawn and dusk -- 19: 11;
- Make mention of Mary -- when she withdrew from her people to a chamber looking east -19: 16;
- He (Ishmael) enjoined on his people worship, alms-giving -- 19: 55;
- Let the people assemble when the sun has risen high -- 20: 59;
- We rescued him and Lot and brought them to the land We blessed for all peoples -- 21: 71;
- And Noah -- We delivered him from people who denied Our Revelations -- 21: 77;
- And David and Solomon -- when they gave judgment -- when people’s sheep had strayed -21: 78;
- We made her and her son a token for all peoples -- 21: 91;
- We sent thee as a mercy for the peoples -- 21: 107;
- Blessed is He Who hath revealed -- that he may be a Warner to the people -- 25: 1;
- Pharaoh asks his people to gather (for the meeting of his wizards and Moses) -- 26: 39;
- People reply ‘yes’ so they can follow the wizards if they won -- 26: 40;
- Shall we put faith in thee when the lowest of the people follow thee -- 26: 111;
- When kings enter a township they --- and make the honour of its people shame -- 27: 34;
- We destroyed them and their people - everyone -- 27: 51;
- Pharaoh exalted himself -- made people castes -- 28: 4;
- And how many people have We destroyed that were thankless -- 28: 58;
- Were not destroyed unless they were evil-doers -- 28: 59;
- Korah went forth before his people in his pomp -- 28: 79;
- We rescued him and --- in ship -- made it portent for the peoples -- 29: 15;
- When Our messengers --- they said - we are about to destroy the people of that township -29: 31;
- Of that We left a clear sign for people with sense -- 29: 35;
- Thus We display the revelations for people who have sense -- 30: 28;
- What you give in usury to increase other people’s property - has no increase -- 30: 39;
- Would that my people knew with what generosity Allah pardoned and honoured me -- 36:
26-27;
- We didn’t send against them a host from heaven - it was one shout - they were extinct -- 36:
28-29;
- We saved them and their people from the great distress -- 37: 115;
- This is nothing but a reminder for all peoples -- 38: 87;
- Allah keeps soul for which death ordained -- returns others -- portents for people who take
thought -- 39: 42;
- Quran in Arabic -- verses expounded for people with knowledge -- 41: 2-4;
- Thus he persuaded his people -- and they obeyed him -- 43: 54;
- Watch for the day when the sky will produce smoke enveloping the people -- 44: 10-11;
- The difference of night and day -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- Whatsoever in heavens and earth made serviceable to man -- portents for those who reflect
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-- 45: 13;
- We gave Yahudis --- and favoured them above all peoples -- 45: 16-17;
- The Jinns who heard Quran said - O our people! we have heard a scripture -- respond to
Allah’s
Summoner -- 49: 29-31;
- Remember when Moses said to his people - why do you persecute me - you well know I am
Allah’s messenger to you -- 61: 5;
- We sent Noah to his people -- warn thy people before a painful doom comes --71: 1;
- He said - O my people! I am plain Warner to you -- 71: 2-4;
- He said - My Lord! I have called to my people -- but my calling -- 71: 5-6;
PERCEIVE
- They want to fool Allah and believers ..... they perceive not -- 2: 9;
- They are mischief-makers .. they perceive not -- 2: 12;
- Those slain in Way of Allah are not ‘dead’ --- but you perceive not -- 2: 154;
- They long for you to go astray - they are astray but they perceive not -- 3: 69;
- They ruin none but themselves without perceiving it -- 6: 26
- The great ones of the wicked ones plot against themselves though they perceive not -- 6:
123;
- We seized them unawares when they perceived not -- 7: 95;
- I perceived what they did not perceive -- 20: 96;
- Do they think that in wealth and sons ---- they perceive not -- 23: 55-56;
- It will come on the suddenly - when they perceive not -- 26: 202; 29: 53;
- They plotted and We plotted while they perceived not -- 27: 50;
- Pharaoh’s wife said --- and they perceived not -- 28: 9;
- She observed him from afar -- they perceived not -- 28: 11;
- They perceive they have no place of refuge -- 41: 48;
- Don’t raise your voice when speaking -- lest your works become vain while you perceive not
-- 49: 2;
PERFECT
- This day have I perfected your religion --- 5: 3;
- He would purify you and perfect His Grace on you -- 5: 6;
- Perfected is Quran in Truth and Justice - nothing can change it -- 6: 115;
- This is a Scripture the revelations whereof are perfected then expounded -- 11: 1
- Thus Allah will -- and perfect His Grace on you and --- as He perfected it on your forefather
Abraham -- 12: 6;
- Thus doth He perfect His Favour to you that you may surrender to Him -- 16: 81;
- Hasten not with Quran before its revelation is perfected to thee -- 20: 114;
- Allah perfect all things -- 27: 88;
- Allah fashioned you and perfected your shape -- 40: 64;
- -- that Allah may perfect His Favour to thee -- 48: 2;
- Allah will perfect His Light however much kuffar are averse -- 61: 8;
- -- they will say ‘Our Lord! perfect our light for us and forgive us’ -- 66: 8;
- And a soul and Him who perfected it -- 91: 7;
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PERFORM
- You perform no act - but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- We roused against you --- who ravaged your country -- a threat performed -- 17: 5;
- As We began first creation, We shall --- a promise--- We shall perform it -- 21: 104;
- Each nation has sacred rites to perform -- 22: 67;
- -- they perform the vow and fear a day -- 76: 7;
PERIOD
- When you divorce women, put them away for the legal period -- reckon the period -- 65: 1;
- When they’ve reached their term take them back --- or part -- 65: 2;
- For such women as despair of menstruation, their period is 3 months -- also those who have
it
not -- those pregnant, until they give birth -- 65: 4;
PERISH
- If punishment of Allah comes, who will perish but wrong-doers -- 6: 47;
- Those perish by their own hands -- 6: 70;
- -- that he who perished that day might perish by clear proof of -- 8: 42;
- Such are they whose works have perished in the world and -- 9: 69;
- Those will have perished who denied the meeting with Allah -- 10: 45;
- If the wolf should devour him -- we should have already perished -- 12: 14;
- You will not cease remembering Joseph till --- or you perish -- 12: 85;
- Man says boastfully " I think this will never perish ---" -- 18: 35;
- Let not him who does not believe in it , turn you from the thought of it, lest you perish -- 20:
16;
- Everything will perish except His countenance -- 28: 88;
- --- or He cause them to perish on account of what they earn -- 42: 34;
- Have you thought if Allah cause me (Muhammad) and --- to perish or -- who will protect -67: 28;
- His riches will not save him when he perishes -- 92: 8-11;
- The power of Abu Lahab will perish and he will perish -- 111: 1;
PERMIT
- What befell you when 2 armies met was by permission of Allah, that --3: 166;
- As for good land -- vegetation comes forth by permission of its Lord -- 7: 58;
- Pharaoh asks his wizards whether they believe in Allah before he gave them permission -- 7:
123;
- Some of them say grant me permission to stay home and tempt me not -- 9: 49;
- Among the Bedouins, some with excuse sought permission -- 9: 90;
- None can intercede with Him except by His permission -- 10: 3;
- Have you considered the provision -- did Allah permit you or -- 10: 59;
- No soul can believe except by Allah’s permission -- 10: 100;
- No soul will speak except by Allah’s permission -- 11: 105;
- No messenger can bring portent without Allah’s leave -- 13: 38;
- That you may bring mankind from darkness to light by permission of Allah -- 14: 1;
- It is not ours to bring you a warrant unless by permission of Allah -- 14: 11;
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Believers --- enter Gardens --- abiding therein by permission of Allah -- 14: 23;
A goodly tree -- giving fruit every season by permission of Allah -- 14: 24-25;
Enter not houses until permission is given -- 24: 28;
Some of them even sought permission -- 33: 13;
No intercession avails with Him except as He permits -- 34: 23;
The angels and Spirit descend therein by permission of Allah -- 97: 4;

PERSECUTION
- Worse than slaughter -- 2: 191;
- Fight them until persecution is no more -- 2: 193; 8: 39;
- Persecution worse than slaughter -- 2: 217;
- Who emigrate to escape persecution -- 2: 218;
- Messengers before were denied but they were patient under persecution until -- 6: 34;
- O Quraish! if you cease from persecuting the believers -- 8: 19;
- Tell kuffar if they stop persecuting believers, their past will be forgiven, but if -- 8: 38;
- Fight them until persecution is no more and religion -- 8: 39;
- They were in fear of Pharaoh -- that they will persecute them -- 10: 83;
- --- they mistake man's persecution for Allah's punishment -- 29: 10;
- Remember when Moses said to his people - why do you persecute me when you know -- 61:
5;
- Those who persecute believers and do not repent --- 85: 10;
PERSEVERE
- If you persevere and keep from evil, --- their guile will not harm you -- 3: 120; --- Allah will
support you with 5,000 angels -- 3: 125;
- You will be tried, you will hear much wrong, but persevere and ward-off evil -- 3: 186;
- If We cause him to taste Grace after misfortune, he is boastful save those who persevere
and do
good works -- 11: 10-11;
- Those who persevere in seeking their Lord's countenance -- 13: 22;
- The angels enter --- saying Peace be unto you because you persevered -- 13: 23-24;
- How sweet the reward of the toilers who persevere ---- 29: 58-59;
- Persevere whatever may befall you -- 31: 17;
- Men and women who --- persevere --- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- The Ascent is ---- to be a believer and exhort one another to perseverance and ---- 90: 12-17;
PERSON
- You will be tried in property and person -- 3: 186;
- In the city there were 9 persons who made mischief in the land -- 27: 48;
PERSUADE
- Of his (Noah’s) persuasion was Abraham -- 37: 83-100;
- Thus he persuaded his people --- and they obeyed him -- 43: 54;
PERVERT
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He brings forth the living from the dead -- how then are you perverted -- 6: 95;
Yahudis say Ezra is son of Allah, Christians say -- how perverse they are -- 9: 30;
They said ‘have you come to pervert us from the faith in which we found our fathers -- 10: 78;
There is no God save Him - how then are you perverted -- 40: 62;
They are perverted who deny the revelations of Allah -- 40: 63;
--- Allah confound them - how they are perverted -- 63: 4;

PETITIONER
- Therefore the beggar - drive not away -- 93: 10;
PETULANT
- This is because you were exultant in earth and petulant -- 40: 70-76;
PHARAOH
- Allah reminds Jews how He rescued them from Pharaoh - killing their sons, sparing their
women and drowned Pharaoh in their sight -- 2: 49-50;
- Pharaoh’s folk and those before disbelieved Allah’s revelations, so He seized them -- 3: 11;
- After them, We sent Moses with Our tokens to Pharaoh and -- 7: 103-156; 10: 75-94; 20:
43-79;
- We annihilated what Pharaoh and his folk had done and contrived -- 7: 137;
- Their way is as the way of Pharaoh’s folk -- they disbelieved revelations of Allah - He took
them in their sins -- Pharaoh’s folk were drowned -- 8: 52; 54;
- Pharaoh said bring every cunning wizard -- 10: 79;
- And his chiefs were arrogant -- 10: 75;
- Hast thou come to pervert us from the faith we found our fathers -- 10: 78;
- They feared Pharaoh and his chiefs -- Pharaoh was a tyrant -- 10: 83;
- Thou hast given Pharaoh ---- splendour and riches that he may lead men astray -- 10: 88;
- Pharaoh -- pursued them in rebellion --- till when the drowning overtook him he exclaims - I
believe that there is no God except Allah -- 10: 90;
- Allah asks him Now! when you rebelled before and was wrong-doer -- 10: 91;
- This day We save thee in thy body that you may be a sign for -- 10: 92;
- We sent Moses with revelations and --- to Pharaoh --- they followed command of Pharaoh on Day
of Judgment, he will lead them to hell -- a curse made to follow them in this world -- 11: 9699;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you when He delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk -- 14: 6;
- Tells Moses he is bewitched -- 17: 101;
- Moses tells him that he knows the tokens are from Allah and that he Pharaoh is lost -- 17:
102;
- Wished to scare people from land - We drowned him and his folk -- 17: 103;
- Allah directs Moses to go to Pharaoh as he transgressed the bounds - that he may heed or
fear Moses said he may be a tyrant -- 20: 24; 43-45;
- Pharaoh gathered his strength and came to meeting -- 20: 60;
- Followed with his hosts and were drowned -- 20: 78; 26: 66;
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- Led his folk astray - he did not guide them -- 20: 79;
- We sent Moses and Aaron with --- to Pharaoh and his chiefs -- they scorned them -- 23: 4548;
- Allah tells Moses to go to the wrong-doing folk -- Pharaoh -- 26: 10-11;
- Allah tells Moses - And come together to Pharaoh and say We bear --- 26: 16;
- Reminds Moses of his favours -- 26: 18;
- Pharaoh asks Moses - What is Lord of Worlds -- 26: 23; ---Moses replies -- Lord of heavens
-- 26: 24;
- Pharaoh said to his folk -- Do you not hear -- 26: 25;
- Moses continues -- Your Lord and Lord of your fathers -- 26: 26;
- Pharaoh says -- your messenger --- is a madman -- 26: 27;
- Moses continues -- Lord of East and West -- 26: 28;
- Pharaoh said - if you choose a god other than me, I shall imprison you -- 26: 29;
- Moses said even if I show you something plain -- 26: 30;
- Pharaoh says produce it - whereupon Moses threw down his staff -- drew forth his hand -26: 31-33;
- Pharaoh said to his chiefs - this is a knowing wizard who’d drive you out of your land -- 26:
34-35;
- They advised Pharaoh - send summoners to cities -- bring every wizard -- 26: 36-37;
- Wizards came - asked Pharaoh if they’d be rewarded if they won -- 26: 41;
- Pharaoh said - yes and you’ll be brought near to me -- 26: 42;
- The wizards threw their cords and staves saying - by Pharaoh’s might - we are the winners
-- 26: 44;
- You put faith in him before I give you leave - he is your chief -- I will --- I will crucify you -- 26:
49;
- Wizards said - we shall return to our Lord -- we hope He will forgive us -- 26: 50-51;
- Pharaoh sent summoners to cities saying - these are a little troop - offenders against us - we
are
a ready host -- 26: 53-56;
- Moses sent with 9 tokens to Pharaoh -- 27: 12;
- We narrate story of Moses and Pharaoh with truth -- 28: 3;
- Exalted himself and made castes - oppressed a tribe, killed sons, spared women - he worked
corruption -- 28: 4;
- To show Pharaoh and --- that which they feared from them --- 28: 6;
- Family of Pharaoh took up Moses -- that he become an enemy and sorrow -- Pharaoh -- were
ever sinning -- 28: 8;
- Pharaoh's wife said he'd be consolation for her - kill him not - we may choose him for son -28: 9;
- These shall be 2 proofs from Allah to Pharaoh --- they are -- 28: 32;
- When Moses came to them, they denied him -- 28: 36;
- I do not know you have a god other than me -- directs Haman to build tower so he can survey
God of Moses -- 28: 38;
- And his hosts were haughty -- without right --- thought they'd never return to Allah -- 28: 39;
- Allah drowned them - made them patterns that invite to Fire - made a curse to follow them in
this
world -- 28: 40-42;
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- Pharaoh and Haman were boastful in land - not winners in race -- 29: 39;
- We sent Moses with revelations and clear warrant to Pharaoh -- 40 23-24;
- Pharaoh, Haman and Korah said slay the sons of those who believe with him and spare their
women -- 40: 25;
- Pharaoh said allow me to kill Moses - he will change your religion and cause confusion in the
land -- 40: 26;
- A believing man of Pharaoh's family said Would you kill a man because he say my Lord is
Allah --if he lies, his sin on him --- if he is truthful --- 40: 28;
- Said I do but show you what I think - I only guide you to a wise policy -- 40: 29;
- O Haman! build for me a tower that I may reach the heaven and look upon the God of Moses
I think him a liar - thus was evil made fair-seeming to Pharaoh - his plot ended in ruin -- 40:
36-37;
- A dreadful doom encompassed Pharaoh's folk -- 40: 45;
- It is said, Cause Pharaoh's folk to enter the most awful doom -- 40: 46;
- We sent Moses to Pharaoh - he said I am Allah's Messenger - they laughed at them -- 43:
46-47;
- Every token We showed, was greater than the previous -- 43: 48;
- They said O wizard! entreat your Lord - we will walk aright -- 43: 49;
- Pharaoh issued proclamation - I am Lord of Egypt - I am better than this fellow who cannot
make
his meaning plain - why doesn't he have armlets of gold or angels sent along with him -- 43:
51-53;
- He persuaded his people to make light of Moses - they obeyed him - they angered Us - We
drowned them - We made them an example for those after -- 43: 54-56;
- Before them We tried Pharaoh’s folk - there came to them a noble messenger saying - give
up to me
the slaves of Allah - be not proud against Allah - I sought refuge in Allah lest you stone me to
death if you put no faith in me let me go - he cried to Allah - these are guilty folk -- 44: 17-22;
- We delivered them from Pharaoh - he was a tyrant -- 44: 31;
- The folk of Noah -- Pharaoh -- denied Our messengers before -- Our threat took effect -- 50:
11-14;
- And in Moses -- there is portent when We sent him to Pharaoh with -- 51: 38;
- He withdrew, confiding in his might - so We seized him and his hosts and flung them into the
sea -- 51: 39-40;
- Our warnings came to house of Pharaoh - who denied Our revelations - every one - We
grasped
with the grasp of the Mighty - the Powerful -- 54: 41-42;
- Example for believers - Pharaoh’s wife said My Lord! build for me a home with Thee in the
Garden deliver me from Pharaoh and his work and -- 66: 11;
- And Pharaoh and those before him ---- brought error -- 69: 9;
- --- as We sent a messenger to Pharaoh, but he rebelled against the Messenger -- 73: 15-16;
- Go to Pharaoh - he has rebelled - say to him, hast thou the will to grow in grace - I will guide
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you
to Allah and you shall fear Him -- 79: 17-19;
- He showed him the token - he denied - disobeyed - then he gathered, summoned and
proclaimed -I am your lord the highest - Allah seized him and made him an example - a lesson for him
who
fear -- 79: 20-26;
- Have there come to you the story of the hosts of Pharaoh and Thamud -- 85: 17-18;
- And with Pharaoh - firm of might -- 89: 10;
PIETY / PIOUS
- If you divorce women without consummating marriage, can give half mahr or woman can
forego it -to forego is nearer to piety -- 2: 237;
- Allah does not love the impious and guilty -- 2: 276;
- You will not attain piety until you spend of what you love -- 3: 92;
- (feeble men, women and children) --- as for such, Allah may pardon them -- 4: 97-99;
- It increase them in impiety -- 17: 60;
- Marry such of you as are solitary and the pious of your slaves -- 24: 32;
- Shall We treat the pious as the wicked -- 38: 28;
- Believers should not conspire for crime -- but should conspire for righteousness and piety -58: 9;
- It may be that Allah will give him wives better than you -- pious -- 66: 5;
- Have you seen if he ----- enjoins piety -- 96: 11-12;
PIT
- Do not kill Joseph but --- fling him into the pit -- 12: 10;
- Then they led him off and were of one mind to place him in the pit -- 12: 15;
- There came a caravan -- he let down his pail into the pit -- 12: 19;
PITY
- Allah is full of pity -- 2: 143; 3: 30;
- There hath come to you a messenger -- full of pity -- 9: 128;
- Let not pity for the two cause you to disobey Allah -- 24: 2;
- The Ascent is ----- to exhort one another ----- and to exhort to pity --- 90: 12-17;
PLACE
- Drive them out of places when they drove you out -- 2: 191;
- Moses tells Aaron - Take my place among the people -- 7: 142;
- -- and afterward, convey him to his place of safety -- 9: 6;
- As for such - hell will be the promised place -- 15: 43;
- We have placed all that is in earth as an ornament thereof -- 18: 7;
- Who ascribes partners to Allah -- as if wind had blown him to a far off place -- 22: 31;
- We created man -- product of wet earth -- then placed him as a drop -- in a safe lodging -23: 12-16
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me -- and place me among the inheritors -- 26: 83-89;
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Do you build on every high place a monument of vain delight -- 26: 128;
We have placed therein gardens of date-palm and grapes -- 36: 34-35;
We could have fixed them in their places so they could not go forward or backward -- 36: 67;
Show us those who beguiled us -- we’ll place them beneath our feet -- 41: 29;
Those who kept their duty will be in a secure place amid gardens -- 44: 51-57;
And listen on the day when the crier cries from a near place -- 50: 41;
We used to sit on high places therein to listen -- 72: 9;
Their place will be on the right hand -- 90: 18;
Kuffar place will be on left hand -- 90: 19;

PLAIN
- We made plain the case to him -- 15: 66;
- They both on a high road plain to see -- 15: 79;
- Allah will break them -- and leave as an empty plain - no curve nor ruggedness -- 20: 105107;
- We have sent down revelations that make plain and -- 24: 33;
- The messenger has no other charge than to convey the message plainly -- 24: 54; 29: 18;
64: 12;
- These are revelations of the Scripture that make plain -- 26: 2; 27: 1; 28: 2;
- Moses asks Pharaoh - even if I show you something plain -- 26: 30;
- Hell will appear plainly to the erring -- 26: 91;
- When Our tokens came to them plain to see -- they said -- 27: 13;
- When Our revelations recited to them plainly, they say --- an invented lie -- 34: 43;
- This is nothing but a reminder and lecture making plain -- 36: 69;
- By the Scripture which make plain -- 43: 2; 44: 2;
- Liken they to Allah that which is bred in -- show and in dispute cannot make itself plain 43:
18;
- Pharaoh says I am better than -- he is -- and can hardly make his meaning plain -- 43: 51-53;
- I have come to you with wisdom and to make plain some of that in which you differ -- 43: 63;
- How can there be remembrance for them when a messenger making plain the truth had
come to
them and they turned away -- 44: 13-14;
- We gave them plain commandments -- they differed not until -- 45: 16-17;
- Allah sent down reminder -- messenger reciting revelations made plain -- 65: 10-11;
PLAN
- Are those who plan ill deeds sure that Allah will not cause the earth -- 16: 45;
- Arrange your plan and come in battle line -- 20: 64;
- -- he did consider -- then he planned -- 74: 18;
- Self-destroyed is he - how he planned -- 74: 19; 20;
PLANE
- You shall journey on from plane to plane -- 84: 19;
PLANET
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Joseph tells his father he saw 11 planets in a dream -- prostrate to him -- 12: 4;
Adornment for the lower heaven -- 37: 6;
I swear by the Lord of rising and setting places of planets -- 70: 40;
I call to witness the planets -- 81: 15;
When the planets are dispersed -- 82: 2;

PLANK
- We carried him on a thing of planks and nails -- 54: 13;
PLANT
- Allah sent down --- thereby to produce grain and plants -- 78: 14-16;
PLANTAIN
- -- and clustered plantains and clustered shade -- 56: 27-40;
PLAY
- Forsake those who take religion for sport and play -- 6: 70;
- Are the people of the township secure from --- while they play -- 7: 98;
- Send him with us tomorrow that he can --- play -- 12: 12;
- Never came a reminder --- they listen while they play --- with hearts pre-occupied -- 21: 2-3;
- We created not the heavens and earth in play - had We wished to find a pastime -- 21: 16-17;
- Those who will not witness vanity - when they pass senseless play, they pass with dignity -25: 72
- Let them flounder in their talk and play until -- 43: 83;
- They play in doubt -- 44: 9;
- We created not the heavens and earth in play -- 44: 38;
- Woe to the deniers who play in talk of grave matters -- 52: 11-12;
- Life of World is play, idle talk, pageantry -- 57: 20;
- Let them chat and play until they meet their day -- 70: 42;
PLEAD
- Do not plead for the treacherous -- 4: 105; 107;
- You plead for them now - who will plead for them on Day of Judgment -- 4: 109;
- No plea had they when Our terror came to them except -- 7: 5;
- Abraham pleaded with us on behalf of Lot’s people -- 11: 74;
- On the Day when every soul will come pleading for itself -- 16: 111;
- Plead not with Me on behalf of wrong-doers -- 23: 27;
PLEASE / PLEASURE
- Jews and Christians will not be pleased with you until you follow their ways -- 2: 120;
- Of mankind are those who sell themselves for Pleasure of Allah -- 2: 207;
- Whoso enjoins almsgiving --- peace-making --- to please Allah, will be rewarded -- 4: 114;
- -- whereby Allah guides him who seeks His good pleasure to paths of peace -- 5: 15-16;
- On Day of Judgment, Allah will be pleased with the Truthful -- 5: 119;
- -- that they may take pleasure therein -- 6: 113;
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- Allah gives good tidings of mercy from Him and --- Gardens of enduring pleasure -- 9: 21-22;
- Choose not fathers nor brethren for friends if they find pleasure in kufr -- 9: 23;
- Do you take pleasure in life of world rather than in Hereafter -- 9: 38;
- Let not their wealth nor children please thee -- Allah intend -- 9: 55;
- They swear by Allah to please you --- Allah has more right that they please Him -- 9: 62;
- Allah is well-pleased with them and they with Him -- 9: 100;
- I hastened that Thou might be well pleased -- 20: 84;
- Allah sends --- raises clouds and spreads them along sky as pleases Him -- 30: 48;
- Allah is not pleased with thanklessness - He is pleased with those who are thankful -- 39: 7;
- Take pleasure in thy disbelief for a while -- 39: 8;
- They hate what pleases Allah -- 47: 28;
- Allah is pleased with believer when they swore allegiance under tree -- 48: 18;
- In the Hereafter -- grievous punishment and forgiveness from Allah and His good pleasure -57: 20;
- Monasticism they invented -- only seeking Allah’s pleasure -- not observed right -- 57: 27;
- Allah is well-pleased with them and they with Him -- 58: 22;
- If you came forth ---- seeking My good pleasure -- do not take disbelievers for friends -- 60:
1;
- O Prophet! Why bar what Allah made lawful for you seeking to please your wives -- 66: 1;
- We feed you only for sake of Allah - we need no thanks -- 76: 9;
- Quran is conclusive word -- not pleasantry -- 86: 13-14;
- Ah! thou soul at peace, return to thy Lord, content in His good pleasure -- -- 89: 27-30;
- When thou art relieved, still toil and strive to please thy Lord -- 94: 7-8;
- Allah is pleased with them and they with Him - this is in store for him who fears Allah -- 98: 8;
- Whose scales are heavy with good works -- will live pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;
- On that day you will be asked concerning pleasure -- 102: 8;
PLEDGE
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge -- 3: 76;
- If they break their pledge after their treaty -- 9: 12;
- Will you not fight a folk who broke their solemn pledge and -- 9: 13;
- Successful are the believers who ----- keep their pledge --- 23: 1-11;
- Every man is pledge for what he earns -- 52: 21;
- Man is created anxious --- save --- and those who keep pledges and covenants -- 70: 19-35;
- Every soul is pledge for its own deeds, except who will stand on right hand -- 74: 38-39;
PLIGHT
- Do you feel secure that He will not return you to that plight a second time and --- 17: 69;
- Those who will be gathered on their faces -- worse in plight -- 25: 34;
- For you, no word of welcome -- you prepared this for us -- hapless is the plight -- 38: 60;
- This is your plight -- When Allah only was invoked - you disbelieved -- 40: 12;
- I fear for you -- a plight like that of Noah’s folk and Aad -- 40: 30-31;
- Do you think if it is from Allah and you disbelieve therein -- you are too proud -- what will
be your plight -- 46: 10;
PLOT
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51;
-

The wicked ones plot but they only plot against themselves -- 6: 123;
Pharaoh tells his people - this is a plot you made --- to drive the people out -- 7: 123;
And when kuffar plot against thee, He will plot and He is best plotter -- 8: 30;
When We cause mankind to ----- they plot against Our revelations -- Allah is more swift in
plotting -- messengers write down what you plot -- 10: 21;
Tell not thy brethren of thy vision lest they plot a plot against thee - Satan is open foe -- 12: 5;
Thou wert not present when they made their plan -- 12: 102;
Those before them plotted --- all plotting is Allah's --- 13: 42: 14: 46;
Though their plot is one whereby the mountains should be moved -- 14: 46;
Those before them plotted so Allah struck --- 16: 26;
They plotted and We plotted - then see nature of the consequence of their plotting -- 27: 50Grieve not for them nor --- because of what they plot -- 27: 70;
Those who plot iniquities - an awful doom - their plotting comes to nothing -- 35: 10;
The evil they plot enclose only the men who make it -- 35: 42-43;
The plot of kuffar is in error -- 40: 25;
Pharaoh's plot ended in ruin -- 40: 37;
Allah warded-off from him the evil they plotted -- 40: 45;
And they have plotted a mighty plot -- 71: 22;
He considered, then plotted ----- how he plotted -- 74: 18-20;
They plot a plot (against thee O Muhammad) and I plot a plot (against them) -- 86: 15-16;

PLUCK
- In the morning, it was as if plucked -- 68: 20;
- Run to your field if you would pluck the fruit -- -- 68: 22;
PLUNGE
- He will be plunged in flaming fire -- 111: 3;
POET
- Muddled dreams -- he invented it -- he is a poet-- 21: 5;
- The erring follow them - they stray everywhere - they say what they do not do -- 26: 224-226;
- We did not teach him poetry - this is nothing but a Reminder -- 36: 69;
- Shall we forsake our gods for a mad poet -- 37: 36;
- Or do they say he is a poet -- 52: 30;
- It is not a poet’s speech -- 69: 41;
POINT
- She pointed to him -- 19: 29;
- A wizard shall not be successful to whatever point of skill he may attain -- 20: 69;
POLICY
- Pharaoh said - I show you --- and guide you to a wise policy -- 40: 29;
POLLUTION
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- Pollution shun -- 74: 5;
POMEGRANATE
- And therewith We bring forth --- the pomegranate -- 6: 99;
- He produce pomegranate - eat the fruit thereof - pay zakat at harvest - be not prodigal -- 6:
141;
- Besides them are 2 other gardens -- wherein is fruit, date palm, pomegranate -- 55: 62- 76;
POMP
- He went before his people in pomp -- 28: 79;
PONDER
- Have they not pondered on themselves -- 30: 8;
- A Scripture We revealed -- that they may ponder its revelations -- 38: 29;
POOR
- Pay the poor-due -- 2: 43; 110;
- Can receive Khairat -- 2: 215;
- Believers are not scared of poverty -- 2: 268;
- Publicising charity good, but giving in secret to poor is better -- 2: 271;
- Alms for poor --straitened for Cause of Allah -- cannot travel for trade -- may think them
wealthy
you’ll know them by their mark - they do not beg of men with --- 2: 273;
- When asked for contributions to war, some say Allah is poor -- 3: 181;
- Poor guardian of orphan may take from orphan’s property for his guardianship with reason
-- 4: 6;
- Be witnesses for Allah whether against rich or poor -- 4: 135;
- Slay not your children for fear of poverty -- 6: 151;
- If you fear poverty through loss of their trade --- Allah will --- 9: 28;
- Slay not your children for fear of poverty -- 17: 31;
- Eat thereof and feed the poor -- 22: 28;
- If they are poor, Allah will enrich them of His Bounty -- 24: 32;
- Men whom neither merchandise nor --- and paying the poor their due -- 24: 36-37;
- You are the poor in relation to Allah - He is Absolute - Owner of Praise -- 35: 15;
- Allah is rich - you are poor -- 47: 38;
- --- but prefer the fugitives above themselves, though poverty becomes their lot -- 59: 9;
- He did not urge the feeding of the wretched -- 69: 34;
- And does not urge the feeding of the poor -- 89: 18;
- The Ascent is ---- to feed --- or some poor wretch in misery -- 90: 12-17;
POPULATION
- Former population were stronger - they built more -- 30: 9;
- All things have been created in proportion and measure -- 54: 49;
PORTENT
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- If you can seek a way down into earth or a ladder to sky so you can bring to them a portent
-- 6: 35;
- They say why was no portent sent down on him from Allah -- 6: 37; 29: 50;
- With water from sky, Allah produces all kinds of fruit - portents for people who believe -6: 99; -- who reflect -- 16: 11;
- They swear, if a portent came to them, they'd believe - they will not believe -- 6: 109;
- When a portent comes to them, they say they will not believe until -- 6: 124;
- Are they waiting for angels, or Allah, or some other portent - when it comes, it will be too late
for them -- 6: 158;
- Whatever portent you bring to bewitch us, we shall not put faith in thee -- 7: 132;
- In the difference of day and night and all in heavens and earth are portents for those who
ward-off evil -- 10: 6;
- They will say if only a portent was sent down on him -- 10: 20; 13: 27;
- Allah appointed the night for rest - the day giving sight - portent for those that heed -- 10: 67;
- This day We save thee in thy body that you may be a portent -- most mankind are heedless
of
Our portents -- 10: 92;
- Herein is a portent for -- those who fear the doom -- 11: 103; --- people who take thought -13: 3;
--- people who have sense -- 13: 4; --- people who reflect -- 16: 11; --- men of thought -20: 54;
--- We are ever putting mankind to the test -- 23: 30;
- How many portents there are in heavens and earth they pass by with faces averted -- 12:
105;
- Kuffar say if only some portent was sent down to him from Allah -- 13: 7;
- No messenger can bring a portent without Allah's leave -- 13: 38; 40: 78;
- Lot's people - a portent for those who read signs - are still on road uneffaced -- both on high
road plain to see -- 15: 75-79;
- He constrained the night --- are portents for people who have sense -- 16: 12;
- Whatever He created in the earth of different colours - portent for people who take heed -16: 13;
- Water from the sky - a portent for those who hear -- 16: 65;
- Cattle ----- milk ---- a lesson for you -- 16: 66;
- Fruits and date-palm ---- a portent for those who have sense -- 16: 67;
- Bees --- honey ---- a portent for people who reflect -- 16: 69;
- Birds in mid-air --- a portent for people who believe -- 16: 79;
- Day and night -- two portents -- Night - dark; day - sighting -- seek bounty of Allah -- 17:
12;
- Nothing prevents Us from sending portents - folk of old denied them -- We gave Thamud the
she-camel -- We do not send portents except to warn -- 17: 59;
- You know that none sent down these portents save Allah -- 17: 102;
- Or do you think the People of the Cave a wonder among Our Portents -- 18: 9;
- The sleepers in the cave -- one of the portents of Allah -- 18: 17;
- That will be another token that We may show thee some of Our greater portents -- 20: 22-23;
- Let him bring us a portent as the messengers of old -- 21: 5;
- Though We sent portents before - the townships We destroyed did not believe -- 21: 6;
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We made the sky a roof - yet they turn away from its portents -- 21: 32;
I shall show you My Portents -- 21: 37; 40: 13;
We made son of Mary and his mother - a portent -- 23: 50;
We drowned them and made them a portent for mankind -- 25: 37;
If We will, We can send from the sky a portent so that -- 26: 4;
(The earth) -- a portent - but most of them are not believers -- 26: 8;
(Drowning of Pharaoh) - a Portent - most of them are not believers -- 26: 67; --- (Drowning

of
Noah’s folk) --- 26: 121;
- Herein is portent --- most are not believers -- 26: 139; 158; 174; 190; --- for people who
have
knowledge -- 27: 52; --- for people who believe -- 27: 86; 29: 24; 39: 52;
- Allah will show you His portents so you'll know them -- 27: 93;
- We will give power to both of you so they cannot reach you for Our portents -- 28: 35;
- We saved him --- in the ship --- We made it a portent for the peoples -- 29: 15;
- Why not portents sent down to him -- Portents -- with Allah only --- I am only a Warner -- 29:
50;
- He created for you mates from yourselves - portents for people who reflect -- 30: 21;
- Difference in language and colours - portents for men of knowledge -- 30: 22;
- Slumber by night and day ---- portents for folk who heed -- 30: 23;
- Lightning for fear and hope --- portent for folk who understand -- 30: 24;
- Allah enlarges or straitens provision -- portents for folk who believe -- 30: 37;
- Ships gliding on sea --- portent for every steadfast grateful heart -- 31: 31;
- In the destruction of generations of old are portents --- 32: 27;
- --- herein is portent for --- every slave who turn to Allah repentant -- 34: 9; --- each
steadfast,
grateful (heart) -- 34: 19;
- They scoff when they behold a portent -- 37: 14;
- Allah receives soul at death and at sleep ---- portents for men who take thought -- 39: 42;
- He show you His portents and send provision from the sky -- 40: 13;
- Of His portents are night, day, sun and moon -- 41: 37;
- Of His portent is that you see the earth - when He sends water - it thrills and grows -- The
Quickener of the dead quickens it -- 41: 39;
- We shall show them Our portents until it is clear to them that it is the truth -- 41: 53;
- Of His portents is the creation of heavens and earth and the beasts He dispersed therein -42: 29;
- Of His Portents are the ships like banners on the sea -- 42: 32;
- We gave them portents wherein was a clear trial -- 44: 33;
- In the heavens and earth are portents for believers -- 45: 3;
- In your creation and all the beasts -- portents for folk whose faith is sure -- 45: 4;
- The difference of night and day --- are portents for people who have sense -- 45: 5;
- These are portents --- which We recite to you --- then in what fact --- will you believe --- 45: 6;
- Whatsoever in heavens and earth made serviceable to man -- portents for those who reflect
-- 45: 13;
- In the earth and in yourselves are portents for those whose faith is sure -- 51: 20-21;
- We left behind a portent for those who fear a painful doom -- 51: 37;
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- And there is a portent --- in Moses -- 51: 38; -- tribe of Aad -- 51: 41; -- Thamud -- 51: 43;
- And if they behold a portent they turn away and say prolonged illusion -- 54: 2;
- This is one of the greatest portents -- 74: 35;
PORTION
- Who traffic in such knowledge has no portion in hereafter -- 2: 102;
- He hath no portion in the hereafter -- 2: 200;
- For them in store -- a goodly portion of what they earned -- 2: 202;
- If you divorce women without consummating marriage, you can give half mahr or bride can
forego it -- to forego is nearer to piety -- 2: 237;
- Who purchase small gain at cost of Allah’s covenant -- will have no portion in hereafter -- 3:
77;
- They assign to Allah a portion of crops and cattle which He created -- 6: 136;
- This world’s portion will be theirs, then to Us is their return -- 10: 70;
- Each gate hath an appointed portion -- 15: 44;
- Travel with your household in a portion of the night -- 15: 65;
- They assign a portion of what We gave them to -- 16: 56;
- Their tongues expound the lie that the better portion is theirs -- 16: 62;
- Wailing is their portion therein -- 21: 100;
- Do they have any portion in the heavens -- 35: 40;
- Whoever prepared this for us - give him double portion of the Fire -- 38: 61;
- Who desire harvest of world -- he has no portion in Hereafter -- 42: 20;
- They allot to Him a portion of His bondmen -- 43: 15;
- To Us belong the latter portion and the former -- 92: 13;
- The latter portion is better than the former -- 93: 4;
POSITION
- Not one of us -- he hath his known position -- 37: 164;
POSSESS
- We do not see with you your intercessors whom you claimed possessed a share in you -- 6:
94;
- Your possessions and children are a test -- 8: 28;
- If your father ---- and possessions are dearer to you than Allah -- 9: 24;
- If you possessed the treasures of the mercy of Allah, you’d hold them back for fear -- 17: 100;
- It possess for them neither hurt nor use -- 20: 89;
- Let not those who possess dignity and ease --- swear not to give to near of kin -- 24: 22;
- They possess no hurt nor profit for themselves, not death, life nor power to raise the dead -25: 3;
- Korah said I was given that because of knowledge he possessed -- 28: 78;
- They possess not an atom’s weight either in heaven or earth -- 34: 22;
- You will possess no use nor hurt for one another -- 34: 42;
- If wrong-doers possessed all in earth and as much more, they will seek to ransom
themselves on
Day of Judgment -- 39: 47;
- They exulted in the knowledge they possessed -- 40: 83;
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- In the Source of Decrees which We possess -- it is decisive -- 43: 4;
- Those to whom they cry instead of Allah, possess no power of intercession except him --43: 86;
- Our possessions and household occupied us --- 48: 11;
- Or do they possess the Unseen that they can write it down 52: 41;
- It is because he is possessed of wealth and children that when --- he says --- 68: 14-15;
- -- those who preserve their chastity -- except with -- and whom their right hand possess -70: 19-35;
POSTERITY
- It is thy insulter who is without posterity -- 108: 3;
POSTPONE
- No nation can outstrip its term nor postpone it -- 23: 43;
- Yours is the promise of a day you cannot postpone nor hasten by an hour -- 34: 30;
POUR
- Therefore Allah poured on them the disaster of His punishment -- 89: 13;
- Don’t they know that when the contents of the graves are poured forth -- 100: 9-11;
POWER
- Had the evil-doers known that Power belongs wholly to Allah -- 2: 165;
- Saul and believers said - this day we have no power against Goliath -- 2: 249;
- Had Allah willed, He could have given them power over you -- 4: 90;
- Who choose kuffar for friends -- are they looking for power -- all power belongs to Allah -- 4:
139;
- They measure not the power of Allah its true measure -- 6: 91;
- We let some wrong-doers have power over others -- 6: 129;
- O my people! Work according to your power -- I too am working -- 6: 135;
- We have given you power in the earth -- 7: 10;
- Pharaoh said we will slay their sons and spare their women -- we have power over them -- 7:
127;
- I have no Power to hurt or benefit except as Allah wills -- 7: 188; 10: 49;
- Those on whom you call besides Allah, has no power to help you nor themselves -- 7: 197;
- He gave you power over them -- 8: 71;
- Let not their speech grieve thee - Power belongs wholly to Allah -- -- 10: 65;
- Allah gives power to Joseph -- 12: 56;
- I had no power over you - I called and you obeyed me -- 14: 22;
- Allah tells Satan he has no power over true believers -- 15: 42;
- They worship beside Allah, that which owns nothing and has no power in heaven or earth -16: 73;
- He hath no power over those who believe -- 16: 99;
- His power is only over those who make friend of him and those --- 16: 100;
- Who is slain wrongfully, We give power to his --- 17: 33;
- They have no power to rid you of misfortune -- 17: 56;
- Over My faithful slaves, you have no power -- 17: 65;
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- Such was Our method in the past - you have no power to change it -- 17: 77; 48: 23;
- My Lord! cause me to come in ---- and give me from Thy presence a sustaining power -- 17:
80;
- They have chosen other gods besides Allah that they might be a power for them -- 19: 81;
- Shall I show you the tree of immortality and power that -- 20: 120;
- He thought We had no power over him -- 21: 87-88;
- Those who, if We give them power in the land - establish worship --- 22: 41;
- They possess no power to raise the dead -- 25: 3;
- It is not meet for them nor within their power -- 26: 211;
- We will give you both power so they cannot reach you -- 28: 35;
- They were stronger than these in power -- 30: 9; 35: 44; - 40: 21; 82;
- Those who desire power should know that ALL power belongs to Allah -- 35: 10;
- Nor will you find for Allah's Way of Treatment anything of Power to change -- 35: 43;
- We could have fixed them in their place - they had no power to go forward or backward -- 36:
67;
- It is not in their power to help them -- 36: 75;
- You were not believers -- we had no power over you -- 37: 29-30;
- Even though they have power over nothing -- 39: 43;
- They said "Who is mightier than us in power" -- Could they not see that Allah who created
them
was mightier than them in power -- 41: 15;
- Those they cry to besides Allah, possess no power of intercession except him who -- 43: 86;
- If I invented it, wouldn’t you have power to support me against Allah -- 46: 8;
- We empowered them with what We have not empowered you -- 46: 26;
- It is Allah’s law - you will find no power to change it -- 48: 23;
- One of mighty Power taught him -- 53: 5;
- Everyday He exercises universal Power -- 55: 29;
- O company of Jinn and men! if you have power to penetrate the regions of heaven and --55: 33;
- --- and He revealed iron wherein is mighty power and uses for mankind -- 57: 25;
- Man has no power - ALL power is with Allah -- 68: 17-32;
- My power hath gone from me --- 69: 29;
- A day when no soul hath power for another soul -- 82: 19;
- Does he think that none has power over him -- 90: 5;
- We have revealed it on the Night of Power ---- is better than 1000 months -- 97: 1-3;
- The power of Abu Lahab will perish and he will perish -- 111: 1;
PRACTISE
- Do you enjoin righteousness and forget to practise it yourself -- 2: 44;
- No change in Way of Allah -- 33: 62;
- Do not follow customs and practices when Truth reaches you -- 34: 43;
PRAISE
- Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds -- 1: 2; 6: 45; 34: 1; 40: 65;
- Angels tell Allah they hymn His praise -- 2: 30;
- Remember Allah much and praise Him in early hours of night and morning -- 3: 41;
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They love to be praised for what they have not done -- 3: 188;
Those who praise themselves for purity -- Allah purifies whom He will -- 4: 49;
Allah is Owner of Praise -- 4: 131;
Praise be to Allah Who created heavens and earth and appointed darkness and light -- 6: 1;
Praise be to Allah, Who has guided us to Paradise -- 7: 43;
Those who are with Allah --- they praise Him -- 7: 206;
Triumphant are those who praise Him -- 9: 112;
Thunder and angels hymn His Praise for awe of Him -- 13: 13;
Praise be to Allah Who has given me in my old age Ishmael and -- 14: 39;
But hymn the praise of thy Lord -- 15: 98;
Praise be to Allah - but most of them know not -- 16: 75; 31: 25;
The 7 heavens and earth and all therein praise Him - everything hymns His praise but you

not understand their praise -- 17: 44;
- A day when He will call you, you will answer with His praise -- 17: 51;
- It may be that thy Lord will raise thee to a praised estate -- 17: 79;
- And say Praise be to Allah, He has no son, no partner, no Protecting Friend and magnify Him
with all magnificence -- 17: 111;
- Praise be to Allah Who revealed the Scripture to His slave -- 18: 1;
- Celebrate praises of Allah before sunrise, sunset - glorify Him during night and 2 ends of day
that you may find acceptance -- 20: 130;
- We subdued hills and birds to hymn His praise along with David -- 21: 79; 38: 18-19;
- Noah told - when on board ship say Praise be to Allah -- 23: 28;
- Therein do offer praise to Him at morn and evening --- men whom merchandise --- beguile
from
remembrance of Allah -- 24: 36-37;
- All in Heaven and earth praise Allah --- He knows the worship and praise of each -- 24: 41;
62: 1;
- And trust in the Living One --- and hymn His praise -- 25: 58;
- Praise be to Allah who preferred us above many of His believing slaves -- 27: 15;
- Say Praise be to Allah and peace be on His slaves whom He hath chosen -- 27: 59;
- Say Praise be to Allah who will show you His portents -- 27: 93;
- His is ALL praise -- 28: 70;
- Say Praise be to Allah - but most of them have no sense -- 29: 63; 31: 25;
- Unto Him be praise in heaven and earth and at sun's decline -- 30: 18;
- Praised and exalted be He above what they associate with Him -- 30: 40
- Allah is Absolute - Owner of Praise -- 31: 12; 26; 35: 15;
- Only those believe --- when they are reminded --- fall down --- and hymn His praise -- 32: 15;
- Praise be to Allah -- His is the praise in the hereafter -- 34: 1;
- Praise be to Allah - Creator of Heavens and earth -- 35: 1;
- They say Praise be to Allah -- He hath put grief away from us -- 35: 33-35;
- We are they who hymn His Praise -- 37: 166;
- Praise be to Allah -- Lord of Worlds -- 37: 182; 39: 75; 45: 36;
- Woe to those whose hearts hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- Praise be to Allah but most of them know not -- 39: 29;
- They say Praise be to Allah who fulfilled His promise -- 39: 74:;
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- Angels throng Throne hymning praises of Allah - praise to Allah, Lord of Worlds -- 39: 75;
- Those who bear the throne and -- hymn praise of Allah and ask forgiveness for believers -40: 7;
- Hymn praise of thy Lord evening and early hours -- 40: 55;
- Almost might heavens be split while angels hymn praise of Allah and ask forgiveness for
those
on earth -- 42: 5;
- Glorified is He Who has subdued these to us --- 43: 13;
- Praise be to Allah - Lord of heavens - Lord of earth - Lord of Worlds -- 45: 36;
- Hymn the Praise of thy Lord before the rising of the sun and its setting -- 50: 39;
- And in the night time, hymn His praise and after prescribed prostrations -- 50: 40;
- Hymn His praise when thou upriseth and in the night time and at setting of stars -- 52: 48-49;
- Therefore (O Muhammad) Praise the name of thy Lord, The Tremendous -- 56: 74; 96;
- To Allah belongs Sovereignty and Praise -- 64: 1;
- Praise the name of your Lord, Most High - Who createth then disposeth, Who measureth
then
guideth, Who bring forth pasturage, then turn it to stubble -- 87: 1-5;
- Then hymn the praises of thy Lord and seek forgiveness --- 110: 3;
PRATE
- And you prate even as they prated -- 9: 69;
PRAYER
- Establish Worship -- 2: 43; 110;
- Seek help in patience and prayer -- 2: 45; 153;
- I answer the prayer of the suppliant when he crieth unto Me -- 2: 186;
- Be guardians of your prayers - midmost prayer - stand with devotion -- 2: 238;
- When there is fear - one can pray standing or on horseback -- when in safety, pray in
prescribed
manner -- 2: 239;
- Who believes, does good, prays, gives zakat --- shall not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- They will enjoy Paradise who keep from evil and pray for pardon in watches of night -- 3: 1517;
- Zachariah prays to Allah for goodly offspring and says Allah is Hearer of Prayer -- 3: 38;
- Angels called Zachariah as he prayed in Sanctuary giving him glad tidings of John -- 3: 39;
- Come! We will summon our sons and your sons --- and pray humbly to Allah and --- 3: 61;
- Do not pray to or through Prophet - will He command you to disbelieve after --- 3: 80; 18:
52;
- Come not near prayer when drunk - must know what you say - if junub, must bathe -- if
traveling
and cannot get water, can perform tayyamum -- 4: 43;
- Can shorten prayer while traveling -- 4: 101;
- How to perform fear prayer -- 4: 102;
- When you have prayed, remember Allah standing, sitting, reclining - when in safety observe
proper
prayers -- prayers at fixed times enjoined on believers -- 4: 103;
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- Instead of Allah they pray to females -- -- none other than Satan whom Allah cursed -- 4: 117121;
- When hypocrites stand to pray, they do it -- to be seen by men -- not mindful of Allah -- 4:
142;
- Be diligent in prayer -- 4: 162;
- When you rise up for prayer - make wadu - if junub, bathe - if sick or on journey, make
tayyamum -- 5: 6;
- When you rise up for prayer, wash --- 5: 7;
- When you call to prayer, they take it for jest and sport -- 5: 58;
- When death approaches ------ empanel them after the prayer --- 5: 106-108;
- Do not repel those who call on their Lord at morn and evening - you are not accountable for
them nor they for you -- 6: 52;
- Call on your Lord humbly and IN SECRET -- 7: 55;
- When the terror fell on them they cried - O Moses! Pray for us to your Lord -- 7: 134;
- If they establish worship and pay zakat, they are your brethren in religion -- 9: 11;
- Only believers who observe proper prayers --- shall tend mosques -- 9: 18;
- Never pray for one of them who dies, nor stand by his grave -- 9: 84;
- Take alms from their wealth with which --- and pray for them --- your prayer is assuagement
for them --9: 103;
- Never stand to pray there -- 9: 108;
- It is not for Prophet and believers to pray for idolaters even if they are near relatives -- 9: 113;
- Abraham prayed for his father only because of a promise -- 9: 114;
- Those who believe and do good deeds will enjoy Paradise --- they will glorify Allah and ---and conclude their prayer with " Alhamdu Lillaahi Rabbil Alameen " --- 10: 9-10;
- Allah tells Moses his prayer is heard -- 10: 89;
- Do not pray to any beside Allah -- 10: 106; 18: 52;
- Does your way of prayer command you that we should forsake what our fathers worshipped
--11: 87;
- Establish worship at 2 ends of day -- 11: 114; 17: 78;
- Allah heard his prayer and fended off their wiles from him -- 12: 34;
- Unto Him is the real prayer - those to whom they pray beside Allah do not respond to them -Prayer of Kuffar goes astray -- 13: 14;
- Such as are regular in prayer -- 13: 22;
- Allah listens to prayers -- 14: 39;
- Our Lord! accept the prayer -- 14: 40;
- Man pray for evil as he pray for good -- 17: 11
- And some part of the night, awake for it - it may be ---- 17: 79;
- Be not loud voiced in Worship, nor silent -- follow a way between -- 17: 110;
- Who do not pray - worse than Satan -- 18: 50;
- They will cry unto them, but they will not hear their prayer -- 18: 52;
- Zachariah says to Allah, I have never been unblest in prayer to Thee -- 19: 4;
- He enjoined on me prayer and -- 19: 31;
- I shall withdraw ---- and that unto which you pray beside Allah --- I shall pray to Allah - it may
be that He will answer my prayer -- 19: 48;
- Those who miss prayer to follow lusts -- 19: 59;
- Be constant and patient in prayer 19: 65;
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- Celebrate Praises of Allah before sunrise and sunset - Glorify Him during night and 2 ends of
day -- 20: 130;
- They glorify Him night and day - they flag not -- 21: 20;
- And Noah -- We heard his prayer -- 21: 76;
- We heard his prayer and removed that adversity -- 21: 84; --- and saved him (Jonah) from
the
anguish -- 21: 88; --- and bestowed on him (Zachariah) John -- 21: 90;
- We heard his prayer -- 21: 87-88; 90;
- Successful are believers who are humble in prayers -- 23: 1-11;
- Already We grasped them with punishment, but they humble not -- nor do they pray -- 23: 76;
- Men whom neither merchandise nor ---- beguile from remembrance of Allah and constancy in
prayer and --- 24: 36-37;
- They pray for destruction there - pray not for one but for many destructions -- 25: 13-14;
- Who spend night before Allah prostrate and standing -- 25: 64;
- My Lord will not concern himself with you but for your prayer -- 25: 77;
- Call not on any other god along with Allah -- 26: 213; 28: 88;
- He sees you when you stand up to pray -- 26: 218;
- Worship preserves from lewdness and iniquity -- 29: 45;
- When they mount on the ships they pray to Allah making their faith pure -- 29: 65;
- Glory be to Allah when you enter night and morning -- at sun's decline and noonday -- 30: 1718; -hymn praise before rising and setting of sun, night-time, after prescribed prostrations -- 50:
39-40;
- O wives of Prophet! --- and stay in your houses, -- be regular in prayer -- 33: 32-34;
- Those to whom you pray beside Him, do not own even white spot on date-stone -- 35: 13;
- They cannot hear your prayer- cannot grant it - on Day of Resurrection, they'd disown you -35: 14;
- Have you seen your partner - gods you pray to besides Allah -- show us what they created -35: 40;
- Noah prayed to Us -- Gracious was the Hearer of his prayer -- 37: 75-82;
- Are those who worship in watches of night equal with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- Woe to those whose hearts hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- Therefore o believers, pray unto Him, making religion pure -- 40: 14; 40: 65;
- Then do you pray --- though the prayer of kuffar is in vain -- 40: 50;
- Hymn Praise of Allah evening and early hours -- 40: 55;
- Pray unto Me - I will hear your prayer -- 40: 60;
- We did not use to pray to anything before -- 40: 74; 74: 43;
- Therein you'll have all your soul's desire and all for which you pray -- 41: 31;
- Who is better in speech than him who prays to Allah, does right and say ----- 41: 33;
- Man does not tire to pray for good, but if ill touches him --- 41: 49;
- When ill touches him he abounds in prayer -- 41: 51;
- Who is further astray than him who prays to what does not nor cannot hear their prayer -- 46:
5-6;
- Do not pray for anything "through" prophet -- 46: 28;
- We used to pray to Him -- 52: 28;
- Hymn Praise of Lord when thou upriseth, night time, setting of stars -- 52: 48-49;
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- When call is heard for Jumma prayer ---- and when the prayer is finished --- 62: 9-11;
- Pray not to anyone along with Allah -- 72: 18;
- When slave of Allah stood up in prayer, they almost stifled him -- say to them - I pray to Allah
only -- I ascribe ---- 72: 19-20;
- Keep vigil night long - chant Quran in measure ---- 73: 2-8;
- Allah knows how you keep vigil --- 73: 20;
- They will answer - we were not of those who prayed -- 74: 40-47;
- He neither trusted nor prayed -- 75: 31;
- Worship Him a portion of night ---- 76: 26;
- And remembereth the name of his Lord, so prayeth -- 87: 15;
- The latter portion is better for prayers -- 93: 4;
- Hast thou seen him who dissuade a slave when he prays -- 96: 9-10;
- Woe to worshippers who are heedless of their prayers -- 107: 4-7;
- So pray to thy Lord and sacrifice -- 108: 2;
- Then hymn the praise of thy Lord and seek forgiveness -- 110: 3;
PREACH
- Why preach to a people whom Allah is about to destroy? To be free of guilt and so they may
ward-off evil -- 7: 164;
- Call to Way of Allah with wisdom and ------- and reason with them in a better way -- 16:
125;
- Whether you preach to us or not it is all the same -- 26: 136;
PRECAUTION
- Take precaution -- 4: 71; --- and let them take precaution and their arms -- 4: 102;
- If calamity befalls you, they say we took precaution -- 9: 50;
PREDESTINATION
- He created you and decreed a term for you -- 6: 2; 60;
- Nothing befalls us except what Allah decreed for us -- 9: 51;
- Had it not been for a word that had already gone forth from thy Lord -- 10: 19;
- Allah brings to pass what He wills - you have no choice -- 28: 68;
PREDOMINANT
- Allah was predominant in his career -- 12: 21;
PREFER
- Jews reminded how Allah preferred them above all other creatures -- 2: 47;
- Allah preferred Adam, Noah, Family of Abraham, Noah --- above all creatures -- 3: 33;
- Mary is told Allah chose her, made her pure and preferred her above all women -- 3: 42;
- Allah tells Moses He preferred him above mankind -- 7: 144;
- Not for townsfolk of Medina and --- to remain behind, preferring their lives to that of
messenger -- 9: 120;
- Thus Allah will prefer thee and teach thee -- 12: 6;
- Allah hath preferred thee above us -- 12: 91;
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22;
-

See how We prefer one above another --- the hereafter is greater in preferment -- 17: 21;
We preferred some prophets above others -- 17: 55;
We honoured mankind and preferred them above many of Our Creations -- 17: 70;
He said I have preferred the good things to the remembrance of Allah -- 38: 32;
Who believe and do good --- in Paradise having what they wish -- a great preferment -- 42:

-- and fruit they prefer -- 56: 11-26;
--- and find in their breast no need ---- but prefer the fugitives above themselves though
poverty --- 59: 9;
- But you prefer the life of the world -- 87: 16;

PREGNANT
- The pangs of childbirth drove her to palm tree -- 19: 23;
- And every pregnant one will be delivered of her burden -- 22: 2;
- And for those with child their period shall be till they give birth -- 65: 4;
- If they are with child spend for them till they give birth -- 65: 6-7;
PREPARE
- Be ready and observe your duty to Allah that you may succeed -- 3: 200;
- She prepared for them a cushioned couch -- 12: 31;
- After that will come 7 hard years which will --- all that you prepared -- 12: 48;
- Your Lord will --- prepare for you a pillow in your plight -- 18: 16;
- But if you desire -- Allah hath prepared for the good among you -- 33: 29;
- And We have prepared for her - a rich provision -- 33: 31;
- Men and women who surrender, obey --- Allah prepared for them forgiveness -- 33: 35;
- Allah hath prepared for them a Fire wherein they’ll abide forever 33: 64-68;
- For you, there is no word of welcome -- you prepared this for us -- hapless is the plight -- 38:
60;
- Our Lord! Whoever prepared this for us give them double portion of the fire -- 38: 61;
- For evil-doers - Allah hath prepared a painful doom -- 76: 31;
PRESCRIBE
- See under ORDAIN.
PRESENT
- You were not present with them when they fixed their plan -- 12: 102;
- My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee lest they be present with us -- 23: 98;
- Do not enter houses --- without first announcing your presence and -- 24: 27;
- I decide no case till you are present with me -- 27: 32;
- You (Muhammad) was not --- you were not among those present -- 28: 44;
PRESERVE
- Who can preserve you from Allah if He intend harm for you -- 33: 17;
- I fear for you a day -- you will turn to flee -- having no preserver from Allah -- 40: 32-33;
- Allah hath been gracious to us and preserved us from torment of Fire -- 52: 27;
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- -- and those who preserve their chastity except with their wives and -- 70: 19-35;
PRETEND
- Those who pretend to believe, run to false gods to settle disputes -- 4: 60;
- We will not put faith in thee until ---you cause heaven to fall on us ---as you pretended -- 17:
90-93;
- Call those partners of Mine whom you pretended -- 18: 52;
- Where are My partners whom you pretended -- 28: 74;
PREVENT
- Who does greater wrong than him who prevent one from entering the houses of worship -- 2:
114;
- Nothing prevented their contributions from being accepted except they disbelieve in Allah -9: 54;
PREY
- Our Lord! make us not a prey for kuffar -- 60: 5;
PRICE
- Hypocrites purchase error at price of guidance -- 2: 16; 175;
- Jews told not to part with revelations for a small price -- 2: 41;
- Evil is the price for which they sell their souls -- 2: 102;
- They purchase torment at price of pardon -- 2: 175;
- The guilty man will long to ransom himself that day from --- at price of children --- 70: 11-14;
PRIDE / PROUD
- Iblis objects to bow to Adam through pride -- 2: 34;
- When it is said to him "Be careful of your duty to Allah" pride takes him to sin -- 2: 206;
- Allah does not love the proud and boastful -- 4: 36; 16: 23; 19: 14;
- Hast thou seen those who praise themselves for purity -- 4: 49;
- Who are scornful and proud, Allah will punish -- will find no protecting friend nor helper
against
Allah -- 4: 172-173; 7: 146;
- Christians are closer to believers in affection because of their priests -- and are not proud -5: 82;
- Allah tells Satan - It is not for you to show pride here -- 7: 13;
- What did your multitude and that in which you took pride avail you -- 7: 48;
- When they took pride in what they were forbidden -- 7: 166;
- Those who are with Allah are not too proud to serve Him - they Praise and adore Him -- 7:
206;
- Those who were despised say to those who were proud -- we followed you -- avert from us -14: 21;
- Their hearts refuse to know - they are proud -- 16: 22;
- Woeful is the abode of the arrogant -- 16: 29;
- All in heaven and earth prostrate to Allah - they are not proud -- 16: 49;
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- Walk not in earth exultant -- 17: 37;
- The two men in their gardens - one did not say Masha Allah, La Howla wa la quwatta illa
Billah
when he beheld his fruits -- 18: 32-44;
- They contend with falsehood to refute truth - they turn away forgetting what their hands send
forth -- 18: 56-57;
- Those who dwell in His Presence are not too proud to worship Him -- 21: 19;
- Turning away in pride to mislead men from Way of Allah -- 22: 9;
- They think too highly of themselves and are scornful with pride -- 25: 21;
- When Quran is recited to them, they turn away in pride -- 31: 7;
- Walk not with pride nor arrogance -- 31: 18;
- Those who were despised say to those who were proud - had it not been for you, we'd be
believers -- 34: 31;
- Those who were proud say to the despised - did we drive you away from the guidance -- 34:
32;
- Despised ones say to proud ones - It was your scheming - you commanded us to disbelieve
in
Allah and set up rivals with Him -- 34: 33;
- Kuffar are in false pride -- 38: 2;
- Allah asks Iblis - Are you too proud or are you of the High Exalted -- 38: 75;
- The weak say to the proud - We followed you - rid us of a portion of the Fire - the proud say
to
the weak- We're all in this together -- -- 40: 47-48;
- There is nothing else in their breast save pride -- 40: 56;
- But if they are too proud -- those with Allah glorify Him night and day and tire not -- 41: 38;
- Be not proud against Allah -- 44: 19;
- Who hear the revelations of Allah and continue in pride as though he did not hear them -- 45:
8;
- If it is from Allah and you disbelieve -- you are too proud -- what will be your plight -- 46: 10;
- They are set in pride and frowardness -- 67: 21;
- Whenever I call them, they ----- and magnify themselves in pride -- 71: 7;
- Then turned away in pride and ---- 74: 23;
- Thamud denied the truth in their rebellious pride -- 91: 11;
PRIEST
- Why don’t their Rabbis and priests forbid their evil-speaking and -- 5: 63;
- Christians are nearest to believers in affection because of their priests -- they are not proud
-- 5: 82;
- Many rabbis and monks devour wealth of mankind wantonly -- 9: 34;
PRISON
- What shall be his reward -- save prison or painful doom -- 12: 25;
- If he does not do as I bid, he shall be imprisoned -- 12: 32;
- Prison is more dear to me than that to which they urge me -- 12: 33;
- It seemed good to them -- to imprison him for a time -- 12: 35;
- Two young men went to prison with him -- 12: 36;
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-

O my 2 fellow prisoners! Are different lords better or Allah the One, the Mighty -- 12: 39;
O my 2 fellow prisoners! As for 1 of you he will --- the other will be crucified -- 12: 41;
Joseph stayed in prison for some years -- 12: 42;
My lord hath shown me kindness since he took me out of the prison and -- 12: 100;
And feed with food the --- orphans and prisoners - for love of Allah -- 76: 8-10;

PRIVACY
- Times of privacy when one can put off clothing and others must ask permission to come in to
you -- before Fajr, after Zuhr, and after Esha -- other times not necessary for slaves or
children
to have permission -- 24: 58-59;
PRIVILEGE
- Lawful for thee are --- and a believing woman who offers herself to thee, whom you desire to
marry - a privilege for thee only - not for other believers -- 33: 50;
PROCEED
- They say that would be a vain proceeding -- 79: 12;
PROCLAIM
(see also disclose)
- Are they unaware that Allah knows ..... what you proclaim -- 2: 77; 5: 99;
- Then He will proclaim to you what you did -- 6: 60;
- When Allah proclaimed He will raise against them, till Day of Judgment, those who will -- 7:
167;
- Proclaim to all men on Day of Haj Akbar that Allah is free of obligation to idolaters -- 9: 3;
- Allah knows what you keep hidden and what you proclaim -- 11: 5; 16: 19; 64: 4; 27: 25;
36: 76;
- When Allah proclaimed --- if you give thanks -- 14: 7;
- Thou knowest what we hide and what we proclaim -- 14: 38;
- Proclaim what you are commanded -- 15: 94;
- Proclaim to mankind Haj -- 22: 27;
- Shall I proclaim worse than that -- the Fire -- 22: 72;
- Allah knows what their bosoms hide and what they proclaim -- 27: 74;
- Proclaim their real parentage -- 33: 5;
- Kuffar are informed by proclamation --- Allah's abhorrence is more ---- 40: 10;
- Pharaoh proclaimed to his people - Is not mine the sovereignty of Egypt and -- I am better
than this
fellow -- why doesn’t he have armlets of gold - nor angels sent with him -- 43: 51-53;
- Do you take them for friends in secret - Allah knows what you hide and proclaim -- 60: 1;
- If you keep your opinion secret or proclaim it, Allah knows what is in your breasts -- 67: 13;
- I have made public proclamation and I appealed to them -- 71: 9;
- Then ---- summoned and proclaimed I Pharaoh am your lord the highest -- 79: 23: 24;
PRODIGAL
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12;
-

Messengers came with clear proofs but many became prodigals -- 5: 32;
Be not wasteful - Allah loves not the prodigals -- 6: 141; 7: 31;
When misfortune strikes them ----- thus their deeds made to seem fair to the prodigals -- 10:
Thus We reward the prodigal who believe not -- 20: 127;
We destroyed the prodigals -- 21: 9;
Who when they spend are neither prodigal nor grudging -- 25: 67;
Obey not the command of the prodigal who spread corruption in earth -- 26: 151-152;
O My slaves who have been prodigal --- despair not in mercy of Allah -- 39: 53;
Allah does not guide one who is prodigal -- 40: 28;
Allah deceives him who is prodigal -- 40: 34;
Prodigals will be owners of Fire -- 40: 43;

PRODUCE
- Allah sends down water from sky producing fruits -- 2: 22; 35: 27; --- producing crops -- 39:
21;
- If you are in doubt, produce a surah - you can never do it -- 2: 23-24;
- If Allah wills, He can remove you and produce others in your stead -- 4: 133;
- He produced you from a single being -- 6: 98;
- He produce creation then reproduce it -- for Allah --- 10: 4; 34; 29: 19; 30: 11; 27;
- Is there of your partners, one who can produce creation then -- 10: 34;
- Then he produced it from his brother’s bag -- 12: 76;
- He produced for them a calf -- 20: 88;
- Then We produced it as another creation -- 23: 12-16;
- We produce therewith gardens of date palms and grapes -- 23: 19;
- Why didn’t they produce 4 witnesses -- they are liars in sight of Allah -- 24: 13;
- They have produced a slander and a lie --25: 4;
- Pharaoh tells Moses - produce it then if you are truthful -- 26: 31;
- Is not He best Who produce creation, then reproduce it -- 27: 64;
- Haven't We established a sanctuary where all produce is brought -- 28: 57;
- He will revive them who produced them at first -- 36: 79;
- Watch for the day when sky will produce visible smoke that will envelop -- 44: 10-11;
- Let them produce speech the like thereof -- 52: 34;
- Let their listeners produce a warrant -- 52: 38;
- If believing women come to take oath --- will neither steal nor --- produce any lie -- 60: 12;
- Thereby to produce grains and plants and gardens -- 78: 14-16;
- And produced therefrom water and ----- 79: 31;
- He it is Who produceth, then reproduceth -- 85: 13;
PROFIT
- People learn what harms them - not what profits them -- 2: 102;
- This day the truthfulness of the truthful will profit them -- 5: 119;
- Instead of Allah, shall we cry to what can neither profit nor hurt us -- 6: 71;
- Cry not besides Allah to that which cannot profit thee -- 10: 106;
- My counsel will not profit you -- if Allah will is to keep you astray -- 11: 34;
- Why do you worship instead of Allah that which can neither profit nor harm you -- 21: 66;
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-

-- they possess neither hurt nor profit for themselves -- 25: 3;
In that Day, their excuses will not profit those who did injustice -- 30: 57;
This day it does not profit you that you will share the doom -- 43: 39;
Who can avail you anything against Allah if He intend you hurt or profit -- 48: 11;
And warn for warning profits believers -- 51: 55;

PROHIBIT
- See Forbidden;
PROLONG
- The term was prolonged for them --their hearts hardened -- most of them are evil-livers -- 57:
16;
PROMISE
- Fulfill your covenants and oaths -- 2: 40; 4: 33; 16: 91;
- The devil promises destitution and lewdness - Allah promises forgiveness and bounty -- 2:
268;
- The chosen of Allah is he who fulfills his pledge and wards-off evil -- 3: 76;
- Allah made good His promise to you when you routed them -- 3: 152;
- Our Lord! Give us what Thou hast promised us -- Thou dost not break Thy promise -- 3: 194;
- Those who strive and those who sit at home -- to each Allah hath promised good -- 4: 95-96;
- Satan promises them and stirs up desires in them only to mislead -- 4: 120;
- Who believe and do good works , will enter Paradise -- a promise from Allah -- 4: 122;
- Fulfill your promise -- 5: 1;
- Allah promised believers who do good works, forgiveness and immense reward -- 5: 9;
- What you are promised, will come to pass - there is no escape -- 6: 134;
- Ten commandments - fulfill promises -- 6: 151-153;
- We found what Allah promised was true -- 7: 44;
- And when Allah promised you one of the 2 bands of the enemy, you longed for the caravan
-- 8: 7;
- Allah promises hypocrites hell as their abode -- 9: 68;
- Allah promises believers Paradise and acceptance from Him -- 9: 72;
- When you break your word with Allah, He places hypocrisy in your hearts till Day of
Judgment -- 9: 77;
- It is a promise binding on Allah -- Who fulfills promise better than Allah -- 9: 111;
- The prayer of Abraham for his father was only because of a promise -- 9: 114;
- You will all return to Him -- a promise of Allah in truth -- 10: 4;
- Whether We let you see something of what We promised them or --- 10: 46; 40: 77;
- They say when will this promise be fulfilled? -- 10: 48; 21: 38;
- The promise of Allah is true -- 10: 55; 31: 33; 35: 5; 40: 55; 77; 46: 17;
- Thy promise is the truth -- 11: 45;
- Similitude of Garden promised to those who keep duty -- underneath rivers flow -- 13: 35;
- Whether We let you see something of what We promised them or -- 13: 40;
- Allah's promise was truth. I promised and failed you -- 14: 22;
- Do not think that Allah will fail to keep His promise -- 14: 47;
- As for such - hell will be the promised place -- 15: 43;
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- The raising of mankind after death is a promise binding on Allah -- 16: 38;
- Satan promises them only to deceive -- 17: 64;
- Allah tells Yahudis - dwell in the land but when the promise of Hereafter comes to pass -- 17:
104;
- The promise of our Lord, must be fulfilled -- 17: 108;
- We disclosed them to --- that they may know the promise of Allah is true -- 18: 21;
- When the promise of Allah comes to pass, He will lay it low -- promise of Allah is true -- 18:
98;
- And make mention of Ishmael -- he was keeper of his promise -- 19: 54;
- Paradise - which Allah promised to His slaves -- Allah’s promise is sure of fulfillment 19: 5963;
- When they behold what they were promised, whether punishment or -- 19: 75;
- Did not Allah make a fair promise to you -- 20: 86;
- We did not break tryst with you of our own will -- 20: 87;
- We fulfilled the promise to them -- 21: 9;
- They say when will this promise be fulfilled -- 21: 38;
- If kuffar knew time when, they will not ------ it will come on the unawares -- 21: 39- 40;
- The true promise draw nigh -- 21: 97;
- This is the Day you were promised -- 21: 101-103;
- As We began the first creation, We shall -- a promise binding on Us -- 21: 104;
- Though I know not whether near or far is that which you are promised -- 21: 109; 72: 25;
- Allah does not fail His promise -- 22: 47;
- Shall I proclaim worse than that - the Fire - Allah's promise for kuffar -- 22: 72;
- Successful are believers who ----- keep their promises --- 23: 1-11;
- Does he promise you that when you are dead and become --- 23: 35;
- Begone with what you are promised -- 23: 36;
- When we are dust and bones ---- we were promised this before -- 23: 81-83; 27: 67-68;
- My Lord! if Thou should show me what they are promised -- 23: 93;
- We are able to show you what they are promised -- 23: 95;
- Allah promise believers --- they will succeed in the land, He'll establish Islam and exchange
safety for their fear -- 24: 55;
- Is the doom better or the Garden of Immortality which your Lord promised to those who wardoff evil --a promise which must be fulfilled -- 25: 15-16;
- Have you seen if We content them -- when comes that which they were promised, that which
contented them --- 26: 205-207;
- When will this promise be fulfilled if you are truthful -- 27: 71; 34: 29; 36: 48; 67: 25;
- -- that she might know promise of Allah is true -- 28: 13;
- Is he to whom We made promise like him who enjoys life of world -- 28: 61;
- It is a promise of Allah --- Allah does not fail in His promise -- 30: 6; 20;
- Have patience --- Allah's promise is the very truth -- 30: 60;
- Believers who do good works - Paradise - a promise from Allah -- 31: 8-9;
- The hypocrites and ------ Allah ----- promised us nothing but delusion -- 33: 12;
- This is what Allah and Messenger promised us -- 33: 22;
- Yours is the promise of a day which you cannot postpone or hasten by an hour -- 34: 30;
- Evil-doers promise one another only to deceive -- 35: 40;
- This is what Allah had promised -- 36: 52; 38: 53;
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- This is the hell which you were promised -- 36: 63;
- For them are lofty halls -- a promise from Allah - Allah does not fail in His promise -- 39: 20;
- Praise be to Allah Who hath fulfilled His promise to us -- 39: 74;
- Our Lord! and make them e~ter Paradise which Thou hast promised them with -- 40: 7-9;
- Fear not nor --- but hear good tidings of Paradise you were promised -- 41: 30;
- Let them flounder in their talk and play until they meet the day they are promised -- 43: 83;
- Allah's promise is the truth, there is no doubt of the Hour's coming -- 45: 32;
- This is the true promise which they were promised in the world -- 46: 16;
- On the day when they see what they are promised they will think they tarried an hour -- 46:
35;
- Those who keep duty are promised Gardens wherein are rivers of unpolluted water, milk,
wine,
honey -- all kinds of fruit and pardon from Allah -- 47: 15;
- Allah promise much booty you will capture -- 48: 20;
- Allah promise believers who do good works forgiveness and immense reward -- 49: 29;
- (Paradise) That is what you were promised -- 50: 32;
- In the heaven is your providence and what you were promised -- 51: 22;
- Woe to kuffar from the day they are promised -- 51: 60;
- -- to each Allah hath promised good -- 57: 10;
- -- except what Abraham promised his father when he said - I will ask forgiveness for thee -60: 4;
- Let them chat and play until they meet the Day which they are promised -- the day they
come from
the graves -- racing -- with eyes aghast -- abasement stupefying them -- such is the Day they
are
promised -- 70: 42-44;
- When they see that which they are promised they will know for sure -- 72: 24;
- His promise is to be fulfilled -- 73: 18;
- What you are promised will befall -- 77: 7;
PRONOUNCE
- Do not ask anyone to pronounce concerning them -- 18: 22;
- O Chiefs! Pronounce for me in my case -- 27: 32;
- Our Book pronounce against you with truth -- 45: 29;
- Leave Me to deal with those who give the lie to this pronouncement -- 68: 44;
PROOFS
- Jesus given clear proofs -- 2: 87; Moses brought clear proofs to Jews -- 2: 92;
- Bring your proofs if you are truthful -- 2: 111;
- Those who hide the proofs and guidance after revelation are cursed by Allah and those --- 2:
159;
- If you slide back after the clear proofs have come to you -- then know --- 2: 209;
- They differed after clear proofs came to them through envy -- 2: 213;
- Had Allah willed, those who followed them would not have fought after clear proofs -- 2: 253;
- How shall Allah guide who disbelieves after his belief --- and after clear proofs had come to
them -- 3: 86-89;
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- For those who separate and dispute after clear proofs come to them, is an awful doom -- 3:
105;
- Advance the proven ones -- 4: 71;
- Now hath a proof from your Lord come to you --- 4: 174;
- I am relying on clear proof from my Lord -- 6: 57-58;
- Proofs have come to you from your Lord - who sees it is for his own good -- 6: 104;
- Now has come to you a clear proof -- a guidance and mercy -- 6: 157;
- Their messengers came to them with clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty but -- 7: 101;
- -- that those who perished -- might perish by clear proof of --- and who survived -- might
survive
by clear proof of Allah’s sovereignty -- 8: 42;
- Their messengers came to them with proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 9: 70; 10: 13; 14: 9;
64: 6;
- After him (Noah) We sent messengers to their folk with clear proofs -- 10: 74;
- Who rely on clear proof from Allah is not equal to kafir -- 11: 17;
- Noah asks his people if he rely on clear proof which is obscure to them -- 11: 28;
- Hud’s folk tells him he brought no clear proof -- 11: 53;
- Salih tells his folk he is acting on clear proofs from Allah -- 11: 63;
- Shu’eyb says if I am acting on clear proofs from Allah Who sustains me, how can I --- 11: 88;
- We sent --- messengers before thee with clear proofs and writings -- 16: 43-44;
- We gave Moses 9 tokens - clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 17: 101;
- You know that none sent down these portents save Allah as proofs -- 17: 102;
- We chose the clear proofs which have come to us above you -- 20: 72;
- Has there not come to them proof of what was in the former Scriptures -- 20: 133;
- Have they chosen other gods beside Him - bring your proof -- 21: 24;
- He who cries to another god along with Allah -- has no proof thereof -- 23: 117;
- Bring your proof if you are truthful -- 27: 64;
- These shall be 2 proofs from Allah to Pharaoh -- 28: 32;
- We shall take out from every nation a witness and say bring your proof -- 28: 75;
- Moses came to Korah, Pharaoh, Haman, with clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- they were
boastful -- 29: 39;
- Messengers of their own came to them with clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 30: 9;
- They brought them clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 30: 47; 40: 22;
- Their messengers came to them with clear proofs -- with Psalms, - with Scripture -- 35: 25;
- Have We given them a Scripture that they act on clear proof therefrom -- 35: 40;
- Will you kill a man because --- and has brought you clear proofs from Allah -- 40: 28;
- Joseph brought clear proofs -- you ceased not to be in doubt -- 40: 34;
- Didn’t messengers come to you with clear proofs -- 40: 50;
- I am forbidden to worship that to whom you cry beside Allah -- clear proofs came to me -- 40:
66;
- When Jesus came with clear proofs of Allah’s sovereignty, he said -- - 43: 63;
- Is he who rely on clear proof from Allah like him whose evil -- while he follow his lust -- 47:
14;
- We sent Our messengers with clear proofs and revealed with them -- 57: 25;
- Yet when he came to them with clear proof, they say this is mere magic -- 61: 6;
- Kuffar from People of Book and idolaters could not have stopped erring until clear proof came
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to them - a messenger of Allah reading purified pages - containing correct Scriptures --- 98:
1-3;
- Nor were People of Book divided until after clear proof came to them -- 98: 4;
PROPERTY
- Eat not up your property in vanity nor bribe judges to eat property of others -- 2: 188;
- You will be tried in your property and person -- 3: 186;
- Eat not up the property of an orphan in haste lest he grows up nor squander it -- 4: 6;
- When kinsfolk, orphans, needy are present at division of property, bestow on them -- 4: 8;
- Why can't we do as we like with our own property? -- 11: 87;
- Allah forbid that we should seize except him with whom we found our property -- 12: 79;
- What you give in usury to increase people’s property -- no increase -- 30: 39;
PROPHETS
- Humiliation and wretchedness on Jews for slaying Prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- Jews asked why they slew Prophets before -- 2: 91;
- Make no distinction between them -- 2: 136; 4: 152;
- Allah sent prophets to them as bearers of glad tidings and warners -- 2: 213;
- Not possible for any human being to whom Scripture, wisdom, Prophethood given to say Be
my slaves -- 3: 79;
- He did not command you to take angels and Prophets for Lords --- 3: 80;
- Allah’s covenant with prophets - messenger will come confirming what you have -- believe
and
help him - when asked whether they agreed, they replied Yes -- asked to bear witness -- 3:
81;
- Wretchedness laid on them -- they disbelieved --- they slew prophets wrongfully -- 3: 112;
- Many prophets had disciples who fought beside them without flinching only saying "Our Lord!
forgive our sins ----" Allah gave them reward of both worlds -- 3: 146-148;
- Not for any Prophet to deceive mankind -- 3: 161;
- Who obey Allah and messenger are in company of prophets -- 4: 69;
- All prophets inspired -- 4: 163;
- Those are they to whom We gave Scripture, command, Prophethood -- had they
disbelieved, --- 6: 89;
- These are guided - follow their guidance -- 6: 90;
- We have appointed for every prophet, an adversary - devils of humankind and jinn -- 6: 112;
- We sent no prophet to a township, but We afflicted it with adversity so they may be humble -7: 94;
- It is not for any Prophet to have captives --- you desire the lure of this world -- Allah desire
for you the hereafter -- 8: 67;
- O Prophet! say to your captives - If there is any good in your hearts -- Allah will give you
better
than what was taken from you - if they betray thee, they betrayed Allah before ---- 8: 70-71;
- Some say he is only a hearer. They anger the Prophet who does so -- a painful doom -- 9:
61;
- They swear by Allah to please you; Allah ------ has more right that they please Allah -- 9:
62;
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- Who oppose Allah and Messenger will go to hell -- 9: 63;
- Be harsh with kuffar and hypocrites -- 9: 73;
- It is not for Prophet and believers to pray for idolaters even if they are near relatives -- 9: 113;
- Allah turned in mercy to Prophet, Muhajirin --- when a party swerved --- 9: 117;
- It is not for people of Medina ---- to stay behind, preferring their lives to Prophet's life --- 9:
120;
- Allah preferred some prophets above others -- 17: 55;
- Allah appointed me (Jesus) a prophet -- 19: 30;
- Make mention in the Scripture of Abraham - a Saint - a Prophet -- 19: 41;
- We gave him Isaac and Jacob - each of them We made a prophet -- 19: 49;
- Mention in the Scripture Moses - he was chosen -- a messenger -- a prophet -- 19: 51;
- We bestowed on him his brother Aaron - a prophet -- 19: 53;
- Mention in the Scripture Ishmael -- Keeper of Promise -- messenger -- prophet -- 19: 54;
- Mention in the Scripture Idris -- a Saint - a Prophet -- 19: 56;
- These are they to whom Allah showed favour from among the prophets -- 19: 58;
- Never did We send messenger or -- before -- Satan proposed opposition to what he recited
-- 22: 52;
- We have appointed an opponent -- to every prophet -- 25: 31;
- We established the Prophethood among his seed -- 29: 27;
- Prophet closer to believers than themselves -- wives are as their mothers -- 33: 6;
- We exacted a covenant from the prophets and thee (O Muhammad) and from Noah ---- 33: 7;
- No reproach for Prophet in what Allah makes his due -- 33: 38;
- Muhammad - the seal of Prophets -- 33: 40;
- O Prophet! We sent thee as witness, bringer of good tidings, Warner, Summoner, lamp -- 33:
45-46;
- O Prophet! lawful are those wives you paid dowries, slaves from war-booty, your first
cousins, a
believing woman who offers herself to you - privilege for you only - that you may be free of
blame -you can defer or receive whom you will - no sin for you to receive whom you deferred - so
they are
comforted -- Allah knows what is in your hearts -- not allowed to take other women
henceforth or to
change other wives -- 33: 50-52;
- Enter not dwellings of Prophet for meal before time - depart when finished - speak to his
wives
from behind curtain - do not marry his wives after him 33: 53;
- Allah and angels send blessings on Prophet - O believers! send blessings and ---- 33: 56;
- O Prophet! tell thy wives, thy daughters --- draw their cloaks close -- that they may be
recognised
and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- The book is set up - Prophets and witnesses are brought -- 39: 69;
- How many a prophet did We send before -- 43: 6;
- They mocked the prophets that came to them -- 43: 7;
- We gave Yahudis Scripture, command, Prophethood -- provided them -- 45: 16-17;
- We sent Noah and Abraham and placed Prophethood among their offspring -- 57: 26;
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- Strive hard against kuffar and hypocrites -- 66: 9;
PROPORTION
- Reward proportioned to their evil deeds -- 78: 26;
- -- from a drop of seed - He created him and proportioned him -- 80: 19;
- O man! what made you careless --- Who created you --- proportioned you -- 82: 6-8;
PROPOSE
- When messengers before recited the message, Satan proposed opposition thereto -- Allah
abolishes Satan’s proposition 22: 52;
- That He may make Satan’s proposition a temptation for those in whose hearts is disease -22: 53;
PROSPER
- Commerce of hypocrites does not prosper -- 2: 16;
- If they come to know of you, they’d ---turn you back --- then you’d not prosper -- 18: 20;
- Bow down, prostrate, worship, do good that you may prosper -- 22: 77;
- Kuffar never prosper -- 28: 82;
PROSTITUTION
- Force not your maids to prostitution -- 24: 33;
PROSTRATE
- Angels told to prostrate to Adam - they fell prostrate -all except Iblis -- 2: 34; 18: 50; 20:
116; --was not of those who make prostration -- 7: 11;
- Yahudis told to enter township prostrate -- 2: 58; 7: 161;
- Mary told to be obedient to Allah -- to prostrate -- 3: 43;
- There is a community who recite revelations of Allah at night, falling prostrate -- 3: 113-115;
- Allah asks Satan why he failed to prostrate when told to do so -- 7: 12;
- Pharaoh’s wizards fell prostrate -- 7: 120;
- Morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 11: 67; 94;
- Joseph tells his father he saw 11 planets --- prostrating to him in a dream -- 12: 4;
- Joseph places his parents on the dais -- they fell prostrate -- 12: 100;
- All in heavens and earth fall prostrate to Allah willingly or unwillingly -- 13: 15; 16: 48-49;
- When I've made him, prostrate to him -- they fell prostrate - Satan refuses - asked why - says
why should he prostrate to mortal -- 15: 29-33;
- Be of those who make prostration to Him -- 15: 98;
- Iblis said shall I prostrate to what Thou made of clay -- 17: 61;
- When it is read to them, they fall down prostrate on their faces weeping -- 17: 107; 109;
- The magicians fell prostrate saying they believe in Lord of Moses -- 20: 70;
- Purify My House for those who make --- prostration -- 22: 26;
- Bow down and prostrate yourselves -- 22: 77;
- And who spend the night before their Lord prostrate and standing -- 25: 64;
- The wizards were flung prostrate -- 26: 46;
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- He sees your abasement in those who fall prostrate in prayer -- 26: 219;
- Morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 29: 37;
- Only those believe --- when they are reminded --- fall down prostrate -- 32: 15;
- David bowed, fell prostrate -- repented -- 38: 24;
- I am going to create a mortal --- then fall down before him prostrate - they all fell prostrate
save
Iblis -- He said what prevented you from falling prostrate -- 38: 71-75;
- They bow and prostrate in worship -- seeking bounty and acceptance from Allah -- prostration
marks on their foreheads --- that He may enrage kuffar therewith -- 48: 29;
- And in the night time hymn His praise and after prescribed prostrations -- 50: 40;
- Rather prostrate yourselves before Allah and serve Him -- 53: 62;
- On the day when ---- they are ordered to prostrate but cannot ---- and they were told to
prostrate
while unhurt --- 68: 42-43;
- Do not obey him -- prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah -- 96: 19;
PROTECT
- Wife of Imran seeks Allah’s protection for Mary and her offspring from Satan -- 3: 36;
- Make known the Quran - Allah will protect you from mankind -- 5: 67;
- Satan tells believers - I am your Protector, none can conquer you today -- 8: 48;
- Those who left their homes -- and those who took them in -- protecting friends of each other
-who did not leave their homes -- no duty to protect them -- 8: 72;
- Kuffar - protectors of one another -- 8: 73;
- If any idolater seeketh your protection, protect him so he can hear words of Allah -- 9: 6;
- They have no Protector from Allah -- 10: 27;
- When Our messengers came to Lot, he --- did not know how to protect them -- 11: 77;
- Take you for Protectors besides Allah, that which can neither hurt nor benefit themselves -13: 16;
- Do you feel secure that He will not send --- and you will have no Protector --- 17: 68;
- Protection is only from Allah -- 18: 44;
- We taught him the art of making garments of mail to protect -- 21: 80;
- He Protecteth - against Him, there is no protection -- 23: 88;
- When Our messengers came to Lot, he was troubled -- he could not protect them -- 29: 33;
- Who can preserve you from Allah if He intend harm -- 33: 17;
- Thou art our Protector from them -- 34: 41;
- Allah seized them -- they had no protector from Allah -- 40: 21;
- Our hearts are protected from what you call us -- 41: 5;
- Those who walk aright, He adds to their guidance and protects them from evil -- 47: 17;
- They thought their strongholds will protect them against Allah -- 59: 2;
- Have you thought - whether Allah cause me (Muhammad) -- to perish -- who will protect --67: 28;
- Some individuals invoked protection of Jinn -- increasing their revolt -- 72: 6;
- None can protect me from Allah -- 72: 22;
- If you disbelieve, how will you protect yourself on a day which will turn children grey -- 73: 17;
- Did We not find thee an orphan and protect thee -- 93: 6;
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PROVISION
- On earth will be provision for man - 2: 36; 7: 24;
- Jews told to eat of the good things Allah hath provided for them -- 2: 57; 60;
- Believers told to eat of the good things Allah provided and to give thanks -- 2: 172;
- Make provision for yourself - best provision is to ward-off evil -- 2: 197;
- Provide for them according to your means - a fair provision -- a bounden duty -- 2: 236;
- If you are to die leaving wives, bequest provision for a year -- 2: 240;
- For divorced women - a provision in kindness -- a duty -- 2: 241;
- Those slain in Way of Allah are not dead -- with Allah they have provision -- 3: 169;
- We provide for you and for them -- 6: 151;
- Who hath forbidden the adornment and good things which Allah hath provided -- 7: 32;
- Pour down on us some water or some of what Allah provided you -- 7: 50;
- Yahudis told to eat of good things Allah provided -- 7: 160;
- For them are --- pardon and bountiful provision -- 8: 4;
- Remember when you were few --- and He made provision of good things for you -- 8: 26;
- Who provide for you from the sky and earth? -- 10: 31; 34: 24; 35: 3;
- The provision which Allah sent down for you --- you've made lawful and unlawful -- 10: 59;
- We did provide them (Yahudis) with good things -- 10: 93;
- When he hath provided them with their provision, he said -- 12: 59; 70;
- We shall get provision --- and guard our brother -- 12: 65;
- And provide them with fruits that they may be thankful -- 14: 37;
- And the earth -- We give you livelihoods -- and to those for whom you provide not -- 15: 1920;
- The provision for everything is with us -- We send it down in appointed measure -- 15: 21;
- Mankind is not the holder of the provision thereof -- 15: 22;
- Allah hath favoured some above others in provision --- will you hand over some to the less
fortunate -- 16: 71;
- Allah hath provided good things for you -- 16: 72;
- They worship that which own no provision for them -- 16: 73;
- Allah coins similitude --- a chattel slave who owns nothing and him on whom We bestowed
provision and he spends -- are they equal -- 16: 75;
- Allah coins similitude -- Township -- provision in abundance --- they disbelieved in Allah's
favours -- 16: 112;
- Eat of the lawful and good food Allah hath provided for you -- 16: 114;
- Allah enlarges provision for whom He wills and straitens it for whom He wills -- 17: 30; 28:
82;
29: 62; 30: 37; 34: 36; 39; 39: 52; 42: 12;
- Slay not your children --- We shall provide for them and for you -- 17: 31; 6: 151;
- We carry them on land and sea and made provision -- 17: 70;
- You came here by My providence -- 20: 40;
- Eat of the good things We have provided you -- 20: 81;
- The provision of Allah is more lasting -- 20: 131;
- We ask not of thee a provision - We provide for thee -- 20: 132;
- Believers who do good works -- pardon and rich provision -- 22: 50;
- Allah will provide for them a good provision - Allah is best of all who provide -- 22: 58;
- Do they think that with the wealth and sons We provide them -- 23: 55-56;
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- The bounty of Allah is better - He is best of All who provide -- 23: 72; 34: 39; 62: 9-11;
- For them is pardon and a bountiful provision -- 24: 26; 34: 4;
- Is not He best Who --- provide for you from heaven and earth -- 27: 64;
- These will have reward twice over -- they spend out of what We have provided for them -28: 54;
- Haven't We established a sanctuary where ----- a provision from Allah -- 28: 57;
- What you serve, owns no provision - seek provision from Allah -- 29: 17;
- How many an animal bears not its own provision -- Allah provide for it and for you -- 29: 60;
- Those who do right make provision for themselves -- 30: 44;
- We shall give her double reward and --- rich provision -- 33: 31;
- Eat of the provision of your Lord and give thanks -- 34: 15;
- When they are told to spend from what Allah provided - kuffar say shall we feed -- 36: 47;
- For them is a known provision -- 37: 41;
- This is Our provision which will never waste away -- 38: 54;
- He hath provided for you 8 kinds of cattle -- 39: 6;
- He sends provision from the sky for you -- 40: 13;
- Allah hath provided you with good things -- 40: 64;
- He provide for whom He will 42: 19;
- If Allah were to enlarge the provision for His slaves, they will rebel -- but He sends down by
measure as He wills -- 42: 27;
- Houses of silver - ornaments of gold - provision of life of this world for kuffar -- 43: 33-35;
- The provision Allah sends down -- quickening the earth after her death -- portents for people
with sense -- 45: 5;
- We gave Yahudis --- and provided them with good things -- -- 45: 16-17;
- We send down --- blessed water -- We give growth -- provision for man -- 50: 9-11;
- In the heaven is your providence and that ---- 51: 22;
- We provide fruit and meat as they desire-- 52: 22;
- Let every soul look at what provision it send for tomorrow -- 59: 18;
- Spend out of what We provide you before death comes and you say -- 63: 10;
- We will provide for him from whence he least expects -- 65: 3;
- Whose provision is measured, spend of what Allah hath given him -- 65: 7;
- Allah hath made good provision for him -- 65: 11;
- Walk in the paths thereof and eat of His Providence -- 67: 15;
- Who will provide for you if He withholds His provision -- 67: 21;
- A provision for you and your cattle -- 79: 33;
- Let man consider his food - how We pour water - causes earth to split, grain to grow provision
for you and your cattle -- 80: 24-32;
- Would that I had sent before some provision for my life -- 89: 24;
PROWESS
- How many generations We destroyed before them who were mightier in prowess that they
over-ran the lands -- 50: 36;
PSALMS
- To David We gave the Psalms -- 17: 55;
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- O ye hills and birds! echo His psalms of Praise -- 34: 10;
- Their messengers came to them with clear proofs -- with Psalms -- with Scripture -- 35: 25;
PUBERTY
- Slaves and children who have not attained puberty to obtain permission before entering on
you
during times of Privacy -- 24: 58;
- Children who attained puberty must obtain permission like all others -- 24: 59;
PUNCTUAL
- Sun, moon made punctual -- 55: 5;
PUNISHMENT
- Kuffar will have severe punishment -- 2: 7; Hypocrites will have severe punishment -- 2:
10;
- Some say punishment of hell will only touch them for s short period - have they a covenant
from Allah - or do they say what they know not -- 2: 80;
- The punishment of those who purchase life of world for hereafter, will not be lightened -- 2:
86;
- Theirs in the world is ignominy and in hereafter an awful doom -- 2: 114;
- Curse of Allah on them and punishment will not be lessened, nor will there be reprieve -- 2:
161-162;
- Allah is severe in punishment -- 2: 165; 196; 211; 5: 98; 8: 13;
- Those who hide portion of Scripture ------ Allah will not ----- 2: 174;
- Those who become apostates -- 2: 217;
- Allah will punish whom He will -- 2: 284; 5: 40;
- Who keep from evil and pray to be guarded from punishment of Fire will enjoy Paradise -- 3:
15-17;
- Did you disbelieve after your belief -- taste the punishment -- 3: 106;
- No concern of yours whether Allah punishes or forgives them - He punishes of forgives
whom He wills -- 3: 128-129; 5: 40;
- -- and We shall say - Taste ye the punishment of burning -- 3: 181;
- Women and men guilty of lewdness -- 4: 15-16;
- If you marry believing slave and she is guilty of lewdness, punishment is half that for free
woman -- 4: 25;
- As for those from whom you fear rebellion, admonish them ---- 4: 34;
- Allah is stronger in inflicting punishment -- 4: 84;
- If a believer kills another by mistake -- 4: 92;
- Allah prepare for kuffar a shameful punishment -- 4: 102;
- Allah has no concern for your punishment if you believe in Him and are thankful -- 4: 147;
- Why does He punish you for your sins? He forgives whom --- and punishes whom He will -5: 18;
- Abel tells Cain - I rather you bear the punishment of the sins against me and -- 5: 29;
- Cut the hand of thief -- exemplary punishment from Allah -- who repent and amend -- 5: 3839;
- Who is better than Allah for judgment -- 5: 53;
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- Allah tells Jesus - who disbelieves after this, will be punished severely -- 5: 115;
- Jesus will tell Allah - if you punish them - they are your slaves -- 5: 118;
- Do you call on any other than Allah when punishment strikes you -- 6: 40;
- If punishment of Allah come on you, who will perish but the wrong-doers -- 6: 47;
- He can send punishment from above or below you -- 6: 65;
- Humiliation and heavy punishment will strike the guilty for their scheming -- 6: 124;
- I strike with My punishment whom I will -- 7: 156; 29: 21;
- Why preach to people whom Allah is about to destroy? So as to be free of guilt and that they
may
ward-off evil -- 7: 164;
- We visited those who did wrong with dreadful punishment -- 7: 165;
- Guard against chastisement which will not fall exclusively on wrong-doers -- 8: 25; --- Allah
is
severe in punishment -- 8: 25; 52;
- Allah will not punish them while you were with them nor while they seek forgiveness -- 8: 33;
- Why should Allah not punish them when they debar men from Kaaba though they are not its
fitting guardians -- 8: 34;
- If you could see how the angels receive the kuffar --- taste the punishment --- 8: 50-51;
- Allah sent down --- and punished the disbelievers -- such is their reward -- 9: 26;
- Thereby Allah intend to punish them in the life of this world -- 9: 55; 85
- If We forgive some of you -- We shall punish some because they -- 9: 66;
- Some await Allah's decree, whether He'd punish or forgive them -- 9: 106;
- If We were to hasten on the punishment as they ------- their time has already expired, but We
give man "long rope" -- 10: 11;
- It is not for me to change --- I only follow --- I fear the punishment of an awful day -- 10: 15;
- You shall know to whom a punishment --- comes -- 11: 39;
- Do they think they are secure from the coming of Allah's punishment -- 12: 107;
- They want you to hasten on the evil --- when exemplary punishment have occurred -- thy
Lord
is rich in pardon -- thy Lord is strong in punishment -- 13: 6;
- I bore long with kuffar -- then I seized them -- how awful was My punishment -- 13: 32;
- If you are thankless My punishment is severe -- 14: 7;
- If Allah was to punish us for our misdeeds - none will be left on earth -- 16: 61;
- If you punish --- punish with the like --- but if you endure -- 16: 126;
- If you repeat the crime, We'd repeat the punishment -- 17: 8;
- We never punish until We have sent a messenger -- 17: 15;
- If Allah wills, He will punish you -- 17: 54;
- Not a township but We'll destroy it or punish it -- 17: 58;
- Then We would have made you taste double punishment -- 17: 75;
- He made it straight to give warning of stern punishment -- 18: 2;
- We said O --- ! either punish or show them kindness -- 18: 86;
- Who does wrong, We shall punish him -- he will be brought back to Allah Who will punish
him with awful punishment --18: 87;
- I fear lest Allah's punishment overtake thee -- 19: 45;
- When they behold what they were promised, whether punishment or -- 19: 75;
- Do not invent a lie against Allah lest He wipe you out with some punishment -- he who lies
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fails miserably -- 20: 61;
You will know which of us have sterner and more lasting punishment -- 20: 71;
If We had destroyed them with some punishment --- they would have said --- 20: 134;
If a breath of Allah's punishment were to touch them 21: 46;
When We seize their luxurious ones with punishment - they supplicate -- 23: 64;
Already We grasped them with punishment, but they are not humble nor do they pray -- 23:

76;
- Until when We open the gate of extreme punishment, they are aghast -- 23: 77;
- The adulterer, the adulteress - flog them 100 stripes --- let their punishment be witnessed -24: 2;
- The adulterer shall not marry except an adulteress or an idolatress -- 24: 3;
- It will avert the punishment from her if she bear witness 4 times that he is speaking falsely
and a
5th time that Allah’s wrath be on her if he is truthful -- 24: 6-10;
- Who love that slander be spread about believers, will have punishment in world and ---- 24:
19;
- Let those who conspire to evade orders beware lest --- or painful punishment befall them -24: 63;
- Committing murder, adultery - doom doubled -- 25: 68-69;
- Those who believe not in Hereafter -- worst punishment -- greatest losers -- 27: 4-5;
- Solomon says he will punish hoopoe with hard punishment -- 27: 21;
- --- they mistake man's persecution for Allah's punishment -- 29: 10;
- He punishes whom He will -- He --- 29: 21;
- We make them taste the lower punishment before the greater -- 32: 21;
- That Allah may punish the hypocrites if He will -- 33: 24;
- Wives of Prophet! who commit lewdness, punishment will be doubled -- 33: 30;
- Allah punishes hypocritical men and women, idolatrous men and women -- 33: 73;
- Those Jinns who deviated from Our command -- tasted punishment of hell -- 34: 12;
- Do We punish any but the ingrates -- 34: 17;
- Its pampered ones declare -- we disbelieve -- we have more --- we are not the punished -34: 34-35;
- It does not take complete effect on them so they can die nor is torment lightened -- thus We
punish every ingrate -- 35: 36-37
- Are we not then to die except --- are we not to be punished -- 37: 51-61;
- They will be humiliated in this world and in hereafter -- 39: 26;
- Then I seized them -- how awful was My punishment -- 40: 5;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend -- therefore forgive -- ward off from --- punishment of hell -- 40:
7-9;
- Your Lord is Owner of Forgiveness and dire punishment -- 41: 43;
- We shall tell kuffar ---- and We shall make them taste hard punishment -- 41: 50;
- Eye for eye but pardon better -- 42: 40;
- We punished them -- 43: 55;
- On the day when We shall seize them with the greater seizure -- We shall punish -- 44: 16;
- He could have punished them without you -- 47: 4;
- And may punish hypocritical men and women and the idolaters men and women who --- 48:
6;
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If you turn away --- He will punish you -- 48: 16;
Whoso turn back, Allah will punish -- 48: 17;
If believers and kuffar were clearly separated, We had punished kuffar severely -- 48: 25;
For those who do wrong, there is punishment beyond that -- 52: 47;
Then see how dreadful was My punishment after My warnings -- 54: 16; 18; 21; 30;
Taste My punishment after My warnings -- 54: 37; 39;
The punishment decreed, befell them early in the morning -- 54: 38;
In the hereafter -- is grievous punishment and also forgiveness from Allah and -- 57: 20;
They say within themselves - Why should Allah punish us for what we say -- 58: 8;
--- He would have punished them in this world and theirs in the hereafter is the punishment of
Fire -- 59: 3;
They taste the ill-effects of their conduct -- theirs a painful punishment -- 59: 15;
We called it to account and punished it -- 65: 8;
Allah hath prepared for them stern punishment -- 65: 10;
Such was the punishment - the punishment of hereafter is greater -- 68: 33;
The guilty man will long to ransom himself from punishment that day -- 70: 11-14;
The punishment of Allah is stern -- 85: 12; -- none punishes as He will punish that day -- 89:

25;
- Who is averse and disbelieve, Allah will punish him severely -- 88: 23-24;
- Allah poured the disaster of His punishment on them -- 89: 13;

PURCHASE
- Hypocrites purchase error at price of guidance -- 2: 16;
- Woe to those who write Scripture ...... and purchase a small gain therewith -- 2: 79;
- The life of World at price of Hereafter -- 2: 86;
- Those who hide any part of Allah’s revelations, purchasing a small gain therewith -- 2: 174;
- These purchase error at price of guidance and torment at price of pardon -- 2: 175;
- Those who purchase a small gain at cost of Allah’s covenant and their oaths -- 3: 77;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah --- they purchase not small gain at price of revelation
-- 3: 199;
- With revelations of Allah, they purchased little gain -- 9: 9;
- Allah has bought from believers their lives and wealth -- for Paradise -- 9: 111;
- Purchase not a small gain at price of Allah's covenant -- 16: 95;
PURE / PURIFY / PURITY
- Allah orders Abraham to purify Kaaba -- 2: 125;
- And when they have purified themselves then -- 2: 222;
- Who keep from evil will enjoy gardens with pure companions -- 3: 15;
- Mary is told Allah chose her -- made her pure -- 3: 42;
- Hast thou seen those who praise themselves for purity? Allah purifies whom He will -- 4: 49;
- He will purify you and perfect His Grace on you -- 5: 6;
- Turn them out of your township -- they are folk who want to keep pure -- 7: 82;
- He sent down water from the sky to purify you -- 8: 11;
- Take alms from their wealth with which you may purify them and -- 9: 103;
- Mosques built on duty to Allah -- wherein are men who love to purify themselves -- Allah
loves
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the Purifiers -- 9: 108;
They cry to Allah, making their faith pure for Him only -- 10: 22;
Lot says- here are my daughters -- they are purer for you -- 11: 78;
We intended that Allah should change him for them - for one better in purity -- 18: 81;
We gave him purity -- 19: 12-13;
Purify My House for those who make Tawaf -- 22: 26;
Had it not been for Allah's Grace, not one of you would have grown pure -- 24: 21;
If you are told to go away - go away - it is purer for you -- 24: 28;
Tell the believing men to lower their gaze -- it is purer for them -- 24: 30;
When they mount on ships they pray --- making faith pure, but when -- 29: 65;
If wave enshrouds them like awnings -- they cry -- making faith pure for Him -- 31: 32
That is purer for your hearts and their hearts -- 33: 53;
We purified them with a pure thought -- 38: 46;
Worship Allah making religion pure for Him -- 39: 2; 11: 14;
Pure religion is only for Allah -- 39: 3;
Pray unto Allah, making religion pure for Him only -- 40: 14; 40: 65
Ascribe no purity to yourselves -- 53: 32;
This is indeed a noble Quran ---- which none touch save the purified -- 56: 79;
Give alms before you hold conference with messenger -- that is purer for you -- 58: 12-13;
Purify thy clothing -- 74: 4;
Let whosoever will pay heed to it on honoured leaves, exalted, purified -- 80: 12-16;
They are given to drink of a pure wine -- 83: 25-28;
They are ordained nothing else than to serve Allah, keeping religion pure for Him -- 98: 5;

PURPOSE
- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good, --- will have his reward with Allah -- 2:
112; -has grasped a firm handhold -- 31: 22;
- It was not Allah’s purpose for your faith to be in vain -- 2: 143;
- Who is better in religion than he who surrenders his purpose to Allah while -- 4: 125;
- Kuffar juggle sacred months to suit their purpose -- 9: 37;
- They purposed what they could not attain -- 9: 74;
- Allah purpose to punish them thereby in the world -- 9: 85;
- They will swear they purposed nothing but good -- 9: 107;
- Set thy purpose resolutely for --- religion 10: 105; --- the right religion -- 30: 43;
- Whom you call on beside Allah will never create fly, even if they combine together for that
purpose -- 22: 73;
- Set your purpose for religion as a man upright by nature -- 30: 30;
- No sin for unintentional mistake, but what your heart purposed ----- 33: 5;
- Every nation purposed to seize it messenger and -- 40: 5;
- The waters met for a pre-destined purpose -- 54: 12;
- They asked him of his guests for ill purpose -- 54: 37;
- They went - strong in this purpose -- 68: 25;
- But as for him who comes to you with earnest purpose and hath fear - from him you are
distracted -- 80: 8-10;
- --- except as seeking to fulfill the purpose of his Lord -- 92: 17-21;
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PURSUE
- Relent not in pursuit of the enemy -- 4: 104;
- Pharaoh ---pursued them in rebellion and transgression till when -- 10: 90;
- We inspired Moses -- take away My slaves by night -- you’ll be pursued -- 26: 52;
- Except who snatch a fragment and he is pursued by a piercing flame -- 37: 6-10;
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QIBLAH
QUAILS
QUAKE
QUARREL
QUESTION
QUICKEN
QURAN
QUREYSH
QIBLAH
- Fools will say what turned them from their Qiblah -- 2: 142;
- We appointed the Qiblah which you formerly observed that -- 2: 143;
- We shall make you turn towards a Qiblah --- so turn your face to Kaaba -- 2: 144;
- They will not follow your Qiblah, nor will you follow their Qiblah -- 2: 145;
- Wheresoever you are, turn towards Kaaba -- 2: 149-150;
QUAILS
- Sent down for Yahudis -- 2: 57; 7: 160; 20: 80;
QUAKE
- They quake for awe of him -- 21: 28;
- In the earth We placed firm hills lest it quake with them -- 21: 31;
QUARREL
- You were not present when they --- quarreled about who is to guard Mary -- 3: 44;
- If you have dispute, refer it to Allah and messenger --- 4: 59;
- Hypocrites run to false gods to settle disputes -- 4: 60;
- Had We shown them to thee as many --- muslims would -- have quarreled -- 8: 43;
- They will say when they are quarreling therein (hell) we were in error -- 26: 96-102;
- They became 2 parties quarreling -- 27: 45;
- Make peace between quarreling believers -- 49: 9;
QUESTION
- Will you question your messenger as Moses was questioned -- 2: 108;
- Those are they who have passed away - you will not be asked about them -- 2: 134; 141;
- When My servants question thee concerning Me, I am nigh -- 2: 186;
- They ask thee --- what they shall spend -- 2: 215; 219; -- about warfare in the sacred
month -2: 217; -- about strong drink and games of chance -- 2: 219; -- concerning orphans -- 2:
220; -about menstruation -- 2: 221;
- Ask not of things which, if made known to you, will give you trouble - if you ask when Quran
revealed ---- some before you asked, then disbelieved -- 5: 101-102;
- We shall question those to whom message was sent and the messengers -- 7: 6;
- Can we be returned to life on earth that we may act otherwise ---- 7: 53;
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-

They question thee as if you could be well informed thereof -- 7: 187;
If you are in doubt concerning what We reveal to thee, then question those -- 10: 94;
When we are dust are we then to be raised in a new creation? --13: 5; 17: 49; 98;
We shall question everyone of them -- 15: 92;
In like manner We awakened them so they may question each other -- 18: 19;
Do not flee - return to that existence that you may be questioned -- 21: 13;
He will not be questioned - they will be questioned -- 21: 23;
Question them if they can speak -- 21: 63;
The guilty are not questioned of their sins -- 28: 78;
They will be questioned on Day of Judgment concerning what they invented -- 29: 13;
Shall we show you a man who says when we are dust ------ 34: 7;
You will not be asked about our doings - we will not be asked about your deeds -- 34: 25;
Stop them for they must be questioned -- 37: 24;
They draw near to each other, mutually questioning -- 37: 27; 50;
Their testimony will be recorded - they will be questioned -- 43: 19;
It is a reminder for thee and thy folk -- you will be questioned -- 43: 44;
Some draw near to others questioning -- 52: 25;
On that day, neither man nor jinn will be questioned about his sin -- 55: 39;
A questioner questioned about the doom about to fall on kuffar which none can repel -- 70: 1-

3;
- No familiar friend will ask question of his friend -- 70: 10-11;
- Whereof they question one another -- 78: 1;
QUICKEN
- He quickeneth and gives death -- 7: 158; 15: 23; 5043;
- -- thereby quickens the earth after her death -- 30: 24; 30: 50; 57: 17;
- He Who quickens it - is the Quickener of the dead -- 41: 39;
- He quickens the dead -- 42: 9; 50: 9-11;
QURAN
- A guidance to those who ward-off evil, who believe in unseen, all revealed books, establish
worship, spend of what We bestowed, and believe in Hereafter -- 2: 2-4;
- If you are in doubt -- produce a surah like it - you can never do so -- 2: 23-24;
- Jews told to believe in Quran - confirms Torah - not to sell for small price -- 2: 41;
- Do not only believe in part of Book -- 2: 85;
- Jews disbelieve in Quran -- 2: 89;
- Jews will not believe in Quran - only in Torah - jealous Quran revealed to Prophet -- 2: 90-91;
- Guidance and glad tidings to believers, confirming what was before it -- 2: 97;
- Some people put aside Quran to learn witchcraft -- 2: 101-103;
- Such of revelations We abrogate or cause to be forgotten, replaced by better -- 2: 106;
- Who read Quran with right reading, believe in it -- who disbelieve in Quran are losers -- 2:
121;
- Those who received previous Scripture know -- it is truth from Allah -- 2: 144; 147; 149; --Quran
as they know their sons -- 2: 146; 6: 20;
- A messenger from among you who recite Our Revelations -- 2: 151
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- Revealed with truth - those who find cause for disagreement are in open schism -- 2: 176;
- Revealed in Ramadan - guidance - Criterion of right and wrong -- 2: 185; 6: 157; 7: 52;
12: 111;
- When you contract debt --- write it ----- Allah is teaching you -- 2: 282;
- Revealed with truth - confirms previous Scriptures - Torah and Gospel confirmed what
was before -- 3: 3;
- A guidance to mankind -- criterion of right and wrong -- 3: 4;
- Contains verses clear and some allegorical - some try to explain the allegorical causing
dissension none knows explanation of these save Allah -- those of sound instruction say We believe
therein -the whole is from Allah -- 3: 7;
- Those who receive Scripture, invoke it in disputes, then some turn away -- 3: 23;
- When hypocrites called to settle disputes with Quran and Sunnah, they run to false gods -4: 60;
- When called to Quran, hypocrites turn away with aversion -- 4: 61;
- If Quran was from other than Allah, you'd have found many discrepancies -- 4: 82;
- We reveal Quran with Truth - so you may judge mankind by it -- 4: 105;
- Believe in Allah, messenger, Quran, previous books - who disbelieve are astray -- 4: 136;
- When you hear Quran derided, move away or you become wrong-doer -- 4: 140;
- Allah testifies concerning Quran, angels testify -- in His knowledge He revealed it -- 4: 166;
- A plain Scripture by which Allah guides to paths of Peace -- from Darkness to Light - a
straight
path 5: 15-16;
- We revealed the Scripture with truth -- confirming what was before it - for each We appointed
a
Divine Law and a traced out way - Judge between them by that which Allah revealed - do not
follow
their desire lest they seduce you from what Allah revealed to thee -- 5: 48-49;
- O People of Book! Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and Quran -- 5: 59;
- Will increase many in disbelief -- 5: 64; 68;
- If they had observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they’d be nourished from above and below -5: 66;
- O Messenger! Proclaim Quran - else you did not deliver message - Allah will protect you from
mankind -- 5: 67;
- O People of Book! You have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran -- 5:
68;
- When they listen to Quran - they recognise truth - tears flow from eyes -- 5: 83;
- If you had asked when Quran was revealed, it would have been made known to you -- 5:
101;
- When invited to Quran and messenger, they say they’d follow their fathers -- 5: 104;
- Had We sent down writing from heaven, they'd have said this is magic -- 6: 7;
- Has been inspired in me that I may warn you and whomsoever it reaches -- 6: 19;
- Those to whom We gave Scripture, recognise this as they recognise their own sons -- 6: 20
- Who does greater wrong than him who denies Quran? -- 6: 21;
- When they meddle with Quran, - withdraw - sit not with wrong-doers - you are not
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accountable
for them, but remind them so they too may ward-off evil -- 6: 68-69;
- Remind mankind by Quran lest they be destroyed by their own deeds -- 6: 70;
- A Blessed Scripture confirming what was before - warn mother of Villages - who believe in
hereafter, believe in it -- 6: 92;
- Shall I seek for Judge other than Quran fully explained by Allah? -- 6: 114; 7: 52;
- Perfected in Truth and Justice - nothing can change it -- 6: 115;
- Whom Allah will guide, breasts open to Islam -- 6: 125;
- A Blessed Scripture - follow it - ward-off evil that you may find mercy -- 6: 155; 7: 3;
- Who deny the revelations and turn away - an evil doom because of their aversion -- 6: 157;
- Let there be no heaviness in your heart by it - warn by it - remind believers -- 7: 2;
- Guidance and Mercy to believers -- 7: 52; 203; 12: 111; 16: 89; 27: 77;
- Is insight from Allah -- 7: 203;
- When it is recited, pay heed that you may obtain mercy -- 7: 204;
- When Quran recited to believers, it increases their faith -- 8: 2;
- When Quran recited, kuffar say they can say similar, that it is fables of old -- 8: 31;
- They say if this is truth, rain down stones on us -- 8: 32;
- It is not for me to change ----- 10: 15;
- Had Allah willed, I would not have recited it to you -- 10: 16;
- Is not such as could be invented in -- confirms what was before - an exposition of what is
decreed - therein is no doubt -- 10: 37; 12: 111; 35: 31; 46: 12;
- Bring a surah like it - call on all help besides Allah -- 10: 38; 11: 13; 52: 34;
- Some believe therein, some do not -- 10: 40;
- You recite not a verse from Quran --- but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- Message of Quran -- Serve none but Allah -- 11: 2;
- Before it was Book of Moses -- an example and mercy -- who disbelieve therein (Quran) the
Fire
is his appointed place -- be not in doubt concerning it -- 11: 17;
- We inspired in thee this Quran, though before time you were of the heedless -- 12: 3;
- Not an invented story -- confirmation of existing Scriptures -- detailed explanation of
everything guidance and mercy for believers -- 12: 111;
- These are verses of the Scripture -- 13: 1;
- Is he who know that Quran is true like him who is blind -- 13: 19;
- We send thee to a nation --- that you may recite Quran to them --- 13: 30;
- Were it possible for a lecture to cause mountains to move --- Quran would have done so -13: 31;
- Those to whom Scripture given, rejoice in Quran -- 13: 36;
- A decisive utterance in Arabic -- 13: 37;
- That you may bring forth mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- Quran in language of people to whom it was sent so it can be clear -- 14: 4;
- O thou to whom Quran is revealed - thou art a madman -- 15: 6;
- We revealed Quran - We are its Guardian -- 15: 9;
- We have given thee 7 of the oft-repeated verses and the great Quran -- 15: 87;
- Those who break the Quran into parts -- 15: 91;
- A guidance and a mercy for believers -- 16: 64;
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- An exposition of everything - a guidance -- 16: 89;
- When you recite Quran, seek refuge in Allah from Satan -- 16: 98;
- Guides to that which is straightest -- 17: 9;
- We display in this Quran, Our warnings that they may take heed but --- 17: 41;
- When Quran recited, barrier placed between it and kuffar, veils on their hearts, deafness in
their
ears - they cannot understand - when Allah alone is mentioned, they turn their backs in
aversion -- 17: 45-46;
- Had you changed it, you'd be their friend - you'd have had double punishment -- 17: 73-75;
- Recital of Quran at dawn is witnessed -- 17: 78;
- We reveal of the Quran that which is a healing and mercy -- 17: 82;
- If We willed, We could withdraw that which We revealed to thee -- 17: 86;
- Though mankind and Jinn should assemble to produce like of Quran, they cannot -- 17: 88;
- We have displayed in Quran, all kinds of similitudes -- 17: 89; 18: 54;
- With truth have We sent it down -- 17: 105;
- Divided by Allah to be recited at intervals - revealed by successive revelations -- 17: 106;
25; 32;
- Believe therein or not, those given knowledge fall on their faces when it is recited to them -17: 107;
- Praise be to Allah who hath revealed Scripture with no crookedness -- 18: 1;
- Recite Quran - none can change its words -- 18: 27;
- Who does greater wrong --- when reminded of Revelations --- turn away ----- 18: 57;
- When Quran recited to them, they fall down -- weeping -- 19: 58;
- We made it easy in thy language, that you may bear good tidings therewith -- 19: 97;
- Revealed not to cause you distress, but as reminder to him who fear -- 20: 2-3;
- Revelation from Him Who created heavens and earth -- the Beneficent One Who is
established
on the Throne -- 20: 4-5;
- It contains certain threats - perhaps they will keep from evil and take heed -- 20: 113;
- Hasten not with Quran before its revelation is perfected to thee -- 20: 114;
- I warn you only by the Inspiration -- 21: 45;
- This is a Blessed Reminder -- 21: 50;
- When Our Revelations are recited to them, --- you see ----- they all but attack reciters -- 22:
72;
- Their hearts are in ignorance of this Quran and besides, they are doing other things - till
when
We grasp their loved ones, they supplicate - supplicate not - you will not be helped - My
revelations were recited to you - you turn back in scorn -- 23: 63-67;
- Did they not reflect on Quran or did something different come than what came to their
fathers -23: 68;
- He brings them the truth - most of them hate the truth -- 23: 70;
- If the truth had followed their desires --- We have brought them their reminder, but from this
they turn away -- 23: 71;
- Blessed is He who revealed the Criterion of right and wrong -- 25: 1;
- Revealed by Allah -- 25: 6;
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- Messenger said My Lord! my own folk make this Quran of no account -- 25: 30;
- Kuffar say why isn't Quran revealed all at once - We revealed it thus to strengthen thy heart
therewith - We arranged it in right order -- 25: 32;
- It is a revelation from Allah --- in plain Arabic speech --- in previous Scriptures --- they will
not
believe in it until they behold the painful doom -- 26: 192-201;
- The devils did not bring it down -- 26: 210;
- And a scripture that make plain - a guidance and good tidings -- 27: 1-3;
- Thou Muhammad receive the Quran from Presence of One, Wise, Aware -- 27: 6;
- Narrates to Jews much of that wherein they differ -- 27: 76;
- I am commanded to recite Quran -- 27: 92;
- Then bring a book from Allah which is a better guide -- 28: 49;
- Who hath given the Quran for law, will bring thee home again -- 28: 85;
- Recite Quran and establish worship - worship preserves from --- 29: 45;
- None deny Our revelations except kuffar -- 29: 47;
- We have coined for mankind in the Quran all kinds of similitudes -- 30: 58;
- A guidance and mercy for the good -- who establish worship -- have guidance from Allah and
are successful -- 31: 3-5;
- When Quran recited to him -- he turns away -- as if deafness in his ears -- 31: 7;
- Kuffar say we do not believe in Quran nor what was before it -- 34: 31;
- Those who read Scripture, establish worship, spend of that --- they look forward to gain --He will pay them their wages and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 29-30;
- What We inspire in thee of the Scripture is the truth confirming what was before it -- 35: 31;
- We gave the Scripture as inheritance to --- of them are those who wrong themselves, some
are
lukewarm and some outstrip others through good deeds -- 35: 32;
- By the wise Quran - you are of those sent on straight path - a revelation of the Mighty - the
Merciful - that you may warn a folk whose fathers were not warned -- 36: 2-6;
- By the renowned Quran -- 38: 1; ---by the Glorious Quran -- 50: 1;
- A reminder for ALL peoples -- 38: 87;
- Who hear advice and follow best thereof - these are guided - these have understanding -39: 18;
- A Quran in Arabic, containing no crookedness, that they may ward off evil -- 39: 28;
- Only kuffar argue about Quran -- 40: 4;
- Those who wrangle about Quran -- it is hateful to Allah and -- 40: 35; --- only pride in
breasts -- 40: 56; --- how they are turned away -- 40: 69;
- Quran in Arabic -- verses expounded for people with knowledge -- 41: 2-4;
- Kuffar say do not heed Quran - drown the hearing of it - you may conquer -- 41: 26;
- Who disbelieve in Quran when it comes to them is guilty -- it is an unassailable scripture -falsehood cannot come at it from before or behind it -- 41: 41-42;
- If We had appointed it a lecture in a foreign tongue, they would have said -- what! a foreign
tongue and an Arab - for those who believe, it is a guidance and healing - for kuffar, it is
deafness and blindness -- 41: 44;
- We have inspired in thee the Quran in Arabic, that you may warn the mother-town and those
around and warn of ---- 42: 7;
- We have appointed it a lecture in Arabic that you may understand -- 43: 3;
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- They say if only this Quran was revealed to some great man -- 43: 31;
- Revealed on a blessed night -- 44: 3;
- We made Quran easy in Arabic, so they may heed -- 44: 58;
- Who hear Quran but continue in pride as though he heard it not ---- 45: 8;
- A witness from Jews testified to the like thereof and believed -- 46: 10;
- Before it -- Scripture of Moses - example and mercy - this is confirming Scripture in Arabic -46: 12;
- Jinn listened to Quran -- 46: 29-32;
- Who believe, do good works, believe in Quran - truth from Allah -- Allah will rid ill-deeds and
improve their state -- 47: 2;
- Because they are averse to Quran -- He makes their actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
- Will they meditate on Quran or are there locks on their hearts -- 47: 24;
- Warn by Quran him who fears My threat -- 50: 45;
- We've made Quran easy to remember -- 54: 17; 22; 32; 40;
- The Beneficent hath made known the Quran -- 55: 1-2;
- I swear by --- this is a Noble Quran in a Book kept hidden, which none but the purified
touches -- 56: 75-80;
- If this Quran had descended on a mountain, you'd see it humbled -- 59: 21;
- Believe in Allah, His Messenger and the Light We have revealed -- 64: 8;
- Jinn said it is a marvelous Quran which guides to righteousness -- 72: 1-2;
- Chant the Quran in measure --73: 4;
- Recite of Quran what is easy -- 73: 20;
- Why do they turn away from the Admonishment - as they were ------fleeing from lion --74: 4951;
- Stir not thy tongue to hasten it -- 75: 16;
- Upon Us rests the putting together and reading thereof - and when We read it, follow the
reading - then on Us rests the explanation thereof -- 75: 17-19;
- We have revealed to thee the Quran -- a revelation -- 76: 23;
- This is an admonishment--let whosoever will, pay heed to it, on honoured leaves, exalted,
purified--80: 11-16;
- A reminder to him who wants to walk straight -- 81: 27-28;
- And when the Quran is recited to them, worship not Allah -- 84: 21;
- It is a glorious Quran on a guarded tablet -- 85: 21-22;
- This Quran is a conclusive word - it is no pleasantry -- 86: 13-14;
QUREYSH
- For the taming of the Qureysh, We caused caravans to set forth in winter and summer -106: 1-2;
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RABBI
RACE
RAGE
RAID
RAIMENT
RAIN / RAINSTORM
RAISE
RAMADAN
RANCOUR
RANGE
RANKS
RANSOM
RAVAGE
RAVINE
RAZE
REACH
READ
READY
REALITY
REAP
REAR
REASON
REBEL / REBELLION
REBUKE
RECEIVE
RECEPTACLE
RECITE
RECKON
RECLINE
RECOGNISE
RECOLLECT
RECOMPENSE
RECONCILE
RECORD
RECOURSE
REDUCE
REFLECT
REFORM
REFRESH
REFUGE
REFUSE
REFUTE
REGARD
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REGENT
RE-INCARNATION
REJECT
REJOICE
RELATE
RELATIVES
RELAX
RELEASE
RELENT
RELIEVE
RELIGION
RELY
REMAIN
REMEMBER
REMIND
REMIT
REMORSE
REMOVE
RENEGADE
REPAY
REPEAT
REPEL
REPENT
REPLACE
REPORT
REPOSE
REPOSITORY
REPRIEVE
REPRISAL
REPROACH
REPROBATE
REPRODUCE
REPROOF
REPUDIAT0R
REPUGNANCE
REPULSE
REQUEST
REQUITE
RESCUE
RESEMBLANCE
RESIST
RESOLVE
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RESORT
RESPITE
RESPLENDENT
RESPOND
RESPONSIBLE
REST / RESTING-PLACE
RESTORE
RESTRAIN
RESURRECTION
RETALIATION
RETRIBUTION
RETURN
REVEAL / REVELATION
REVENGE
REVERENCE
REVERSE
REVERT
REVILE
REVIVE
REVOLT
REWARD
RIB
RIBA
RICH
RIDE
RIFT
RIGHTEOUS
RISE
RITES
RIVAL
RIVER
RIVULET
ROAD
ROAR
ROAST
ROCK
ROLL
ROMANS
ROOF
ROOT
ROPE
ROT
ROUSE
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RUIN
RUKU
RULE
RUN
RUST
RABBI
- Why don’t their rabbis and priests forbid their evil speaking and -- 5: 63;
- They take their rabbis and monks --- as Lords besides Allah -- 9: 31;
- They devour wealth of mankind wantonly -- 9: 34;
RACE
- How anxious are they in their race to reach the Fire -- 2: 175;
- Do not grieve for those who race each other to disbelief -- 5: 41;
- These race for the good things and shall win in the race -- 23: 61;
- Different races is a sign of Allah -- 30: 22;
- The foremost in the race will be brought nigh in gardens of delight -- 56: 11-26;
- Race with one another for forgiveness -- 57: 21;
- -- The day they come from the graves -- as racing to a goal -- 70: 42-44;
RAGE
- They bite their fingertips with rage at you -- 3: 119;
- Whether we rage or patiently endure, it is all one for us -- 14: 21;
- Who think that Allah will not give victory to Muhammad -- let him hang himself and see if
this strategy will remove that about which he rages -- 22: 15;
- If one of them has tidings of birth of a female - his face blackens with rage -- 43: 17;
- -- they hear its roar as it boils up as though it will burst with rage -- 67: 6-11;
RAID
- How many a township have We destroyed -- as a raid by night -- 7: 4;
- And scouring to the raid at dawn -- 100: 1-3;
RAIMENT
- O thou wrapped up in thy raiment! keep vigil the night -- 73: 1-8;
- O thou ---- arise and warn --- thy raiment purify -- 74: 1-10;
- Their raiment there -- fine green silk -- gold embroidery -- 76: 21;
RAIN / RAINSTORM
- What happens to hypocrites and kuffar in rainstorm wherein is lightning and thunder -- 2: 1920;
- Render not vain your almsgiving ---- rainstorm washes earth of rock leaving it bare -- 2: 264;
- Those who spend seeking Allah's Pleasure - rainstorm falling on garden bringing forth fruits
twofold -- 2: 265;
- And We rained a rain upon them -- 7: 84; 26: 173; 27: 58;
- Sent down that He might purify you and remove from you fear of Satan -- 8: 11;
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49;
-

We rained upon it stones of clay -- 11: 82; 15: 74;
He cause water to descend from the sky thereby producing fruits as food for you -- 14: 32;
With it, Allah revives the earth after its death -- 16: 65;
Rain comes forth from between them -- 24: 43;
They have passed by the township whereon was rained the fatal rain -- 25: 40;
We send down purifying water from sky --- many beasts and men --- drink thereof -- 25: 48We rained on them a rain -- 26: 173;
Winds raise clouds - they break - rain pours forth - it falls on whom Allah wills - they rejoice
though before they were in despair -- 30: 48-49;
He sends down the rain ---- 31: 34; -- after they have despaired ---- 42: 28;
-- when they saw a cloud -- they said here is a cloud bringing us rain -- 46: 24;
Have you observed --- it is you who shed it from the rain cloud or -- 56: 68-70;
He will let loose the sky for you in plenteous rain -- 71: 11;
By the heaven which gives returning rain -- 86: 11;

RAISE
- They say there is nothing but life of world -- we’ll not be raised again -- 6: 29;
- As for the dead, Allah will raise them up -- 6: 36;
- Then He raise you to life so that the appointed term may be completed -- 6: 60;
- He can remove you and --- even as He raised you from the progeny of others -- 6: 133;
- Had We willed, We could have raised him by their means -- 7: 176;
- If you say you will be raised again after death, kuffar will say --- 11: 7;
- We raise by grades of Mercy whom We will -- 12: 77;
- Allah raised up heaven without visible support -- 13: 2;
- Are we to be raised again in a new creation -- 13: 5;
- -- as brethren face to face on couches raised -- 15: 47;
- They know not when they'll be raised -- 16: 21; 27: 65;
- We have raised in every nation, a messenger saying --- 16: 36;
- They swear by Allah --- that Allah will not raise the dead -- 16: 38;
- Think of the day when We raise up from every nation a witness -- 16: 84; --- against them
of their own folk -- 16: 89;
- When we are bones and fragments shall we be raised up as a new creation -- 17: 49; 98;
- It may be that Allah will raise thee to a praised estate -- 17: 79;
- -- and afterwards We raised them up that We might know -- 18: 12;
- Peace on him the day he was born - the day he dies, the day he shall be raised --19: 15;
- Peace be on me the day --- I shall be raised alive -- 19: 33;
- And We raised him (Idris) to a high station -- 19: 57;
- How many a community have We destroyed and raised up another folk after them -- 21: 11;
- Have they chosen other gods from earth who raise the dead -- 21: 21;
- Allah will raise those who are in the graves -- 22: 7;
- On the Day of Resurrection - you are raised again -- 23: 16;
- Nothing but life of world -- we die, we live, will not be raised again -- 23: 37;
- When we die and become ---shall we be raised again -- 23: 81-83;
- There is a barrier behind them until the day they are raised -- 23: 100;
- They possess not a --- nor power to raise the dead -- 25: 3;
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89;
-

If We willed, We could raise up a Warner in every village -- 25: 51;
Abraham’s Dua -- My Lord! grant me --- and abase me not --- when they are raised -- 26: 83Never did Allah destroy township till He had raised up messenger -- 28: 59;
The day when the Hour rises ---the unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12; --- the guilty will swear
they only tarried an hour -- 30: 55;
Allah sends winds -- they raise clouds -- 30: 48; 35: 9;
Your creation and raising is only as the creation and raising of a single soul -- 31: 28;
Who hath raised us from our place of sleep -- 36: 52;
He would have tarried in its belly till they are raised -- 37: 143-145;
Satan asks -- My Lord! reprieve me till the day they are raised -- 38: 79;
We have raised some above others in rank -- 43: 32;
They do not raise the objection except to argue -- 43: 58;
There is nothing but our first death -- We shall not be raised again -- 44: 34-35;
They were unable to rise up nor --- 51: 45;
They used to say - When we are dead , shall we be raised again -- 56: 47;
On the day when Allah will raise them all together and inform them what they did -- 58: 6;
On the day when Allah will raise them all together, they will swear -- 58: 18;
Kuffar assert they will not be raised again ---- verily, you will be raised again -- 64: 7
They supposed as you suppose Allah will not raise anyone from the dead -- 72: 7;
He raised the height thereof and ordered it -- 79: 28;
Do such men not consider they’d be raised again to an awful Day -- 83: 4-6;
Wherein are couches raised -- 88: 8-16;
And the heaven --- how it is raised -- 88: 18;

RAMADAN
- The month in which the Quran was revealed -- 2: 185;
RANCOUR
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their breasts -- 15: 47;
RANGE
- -- and cushions ranged -- 88: 8-16;
RANKS
- They are set before Allah in ranks -- 18: 48;
- By those who set the ranks in battle order -- 37: 1;
- We are they who set the ranks -- 37: 165;
- We have raised some above others in ranks -- 43: 32;
- Who spent and fought before victory are on greater rank than those who -- 57: 10;
- Allah loves those who battle for His Cause in ranks -- 61: 4;
- -- and Allah will come with angels rank on rank -- 89: 22;
RANSOM
- If kuffar had all in earth and as much more, it will not be accepted from them as ransom -- 5:
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36;
- If each soul that does wrong had all in earth to ransom itself -- 10: 54;
- If they had all in earth and as much more, they will offer it as ransom -- 13: 18;
- We ransomed him with a tremendous victim -- 37: 107;
- No ransom accepted on Day of Judgment even if you offer the earth and as much more -39: 47;
- -- and afterward either grace or ransom till the war lay down its burdens -- 47: 4;
- This day no ransom can be taken from you nor from kuffar -- 57: 14;
- The guilty will long to ransom himself from punishment -- at price of children -- 70: 8-14;
RAVAGE
- We roused against you --- who ravaged your country -- 17: 5;
- We roused against you others --- to ravage you -- 17: 7;
- Have they not seen -- a sanctuary immune -- while mankind is ravaged around -- 29: 67;
RAVINE
- We placed therein ravines as roads that they may find their way -- 21: 31;
- Proclaim --- Haj -- they will come from every deep ravine -- 22: 27;
RAZE
- So Allah doomed them --- and razed their dwellings --91: 14;
REACH
- When he reached his prime, We gave him wisdom and knowledge -- 12: 22;
- I will not give up until I reach the point where the two rivers meet -- 18: 60;
- When they reached --- where the 2 met -- 18: 61;
- When Moses reached it (the fire) he was called --- by name -- 20: 11; 28: 30; --- saying
Blessed
is whosoever --- 27: 8;
- When he reached his full strength -- We gave him wisdom -- 28: 14;
- We will give you both power, so they cannot reach you -- 28: 35;
- You cannot reach those who are in the graves -- 35: 22;
- Kuffar driven to hell in troops -- when they reach it -- gates opened -- 39: 71; --- believers
driven
to Paradise ----- 39: 73;
- But who will save us from wrath of Allah, should it reach us -- 40: 29;
- Build for me a tower that I may reach the road to heaven -- 40: 36-37;
- He created you from dust then, --- and that you reach an appointed term -- 40: 67;
- They are driven on till when they reach it --- their ears --- testify against them -- 41: 19-20;
- If whisper from devil reach thee -- seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- Do not all things reach Allah at last -- 42: 53;
- Till when he attain full strength and reach 40 years, he saith --46: 15;
- It spared nothing that it reached -- 51: 42;
- -- and plenty fruit -- neither out of reach nor forbidden -- 56: 27-40;
- Allah reached them from a place they reckoned not -- 59: 2;
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64: 5;
- Then when they have reached their term -- take them back in kindness or -- 65: 1-3;
- -- or do you have a covenant from Us reaching to Day of Judgment that you shall have --68: 39;
- Had it not been that favour from Allah had reached him, he surely -- 68: 49;
- Then he will be --- in high Gardens --- clusters in easy reach -- 69: 21-23;
READ
- Enjoin ye righteousness ....... and you are readers of the Scripture -- 2: 44;
- Hold fast to Quran and remember that which is therein -- 2: 63;
- While they both read the Scripture, they ‘bad talk’ the other -- 2: 113
- Who read Quran with right reading, believes in it -- 2: 121;
- Say to those who --- and those who do not read -- have you surrendered -- 3: 20;
- Lest they say--- we were unaware of what they read -- 6: 156;
- Those who follow the messenger - who can neither read nor write -- are successful -- 7: 157;
--that you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
- If you are in doubt concerning what We reveal to thee -- question those who read the
Scripture
before thee -- 10: 94;
- These are --- a plain reading -- 15: 1;
- It will be said - Read thy book -- 17: 14;
- Whoso is given his book in his right hand -- will read his book -- 17: 71;
- We’ll put no faith in you until --- you ascend to heaven and bring a book we can read -- 17:
90-93;
- When Quran read to those given knowledge before it -- fall down prostrate -- 17: 107;
- Had We revealed it to -- and he had read it to them, they wouldn’t have believed in it -- 26:
198-199;
- Who has been reminded of the revelations, yet turns away -- 28: 57;
- You were not a reader of any Scripture before it -- -- 29: 48;
- Is it not enough for them ---- which is read to them --- 29: 51;
- Those who read the Scripture of Allah, establish worship and spend --- look forward to -- 35:
29;
- And those who read (the Word) for a reminder -- 37: 31;
- Who is given record in right hand will say -- Take, read my book -- 69: 19;
- Upon Us rests the putting together and reading thereof and when We read it, follow the
reading -- 75: 17-18;
- Who, when you read Our revelations to them, say -- fables of men of old -- 83: 13;
- We shall make thee read so that you shall not forget except as Allah wills -- 87: 6-7;
- Read in name of Allah who created ---- Read and Allah is more bounteous -- 96: 1-3;
- A messenger of Allah reading purified pages -- 98: 2;
READY
- See - Prepare;
REALITY
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- Allah will ask kuffar - Is this not real -- 6: 30;
- What will convey to thee what the reality is? -- 69: 3;
REAP
- Some are standing, some reaped -- 11: 100;
- That which you reap, leave in the ear, all except -- 12: 47;
REAR
- Pharaoh tells Moses - Did we not rear thee as a child -- 26: 18;
- Shall I show you a household who will rear him for you and take care of him -- 28: 12;
REASON
- Call to Way of Allah with wisdom and reason with them in a better way -- 16: 125;
REBEL / REBELLION
- They said we hear and rebel -- 2: 93;
- That is because they were rebellious and used to transgress -- 3: 112;
- We made covenant with Yahudis - when messengers brought what they did not like, they
became
rebellious - they became blind and deaf - forgiven - still blind and deaf -- 5: 70-71;
- Yahudis were cursed by David and Jesus because they rebelled and went astray -- 5: 78;
- I fear if I rebel against my Lord, the retribution of an awful day -- 6: 15;
- To the Yahudis - We forbade --- an award for their rebellion -- 6: 146;
- Yet, when He hath delivered them, they rebelled --- O mankind! your rebellion is only against
yourselves -- 10: 23;
- Pharaoh -- pursued them in rebellion and transgression -- 10: 90;
- What! Now! When before you rebelled and was of the wrong-doers -- 10: 91;
- Iblis rebelled against Allah’s command -- 18: 50;
- As for the lad -- his parents were believers -- and we feared he’d oppress them by rebellion
-- 18: 80;
- He was not rebellious -- 19: 14;
- Serve not the devil -- he is rebel to Allah -- 19: 44;
- We shall pluck from every sect, whichever was most stubborn in rebellion -- 19: 69;
- Whoso is rebellious to Allah and messenger, goes astray in error manifest -- 33: 36;
- If Allah were to increase the provision for His slaves, they would rebel -- 42: 27;
- Blame is on those who oppress mankind and rebel in earth -- 42: 42;
- He made rebellion hateful to you -- 49: 7;
- I did not cause him to rebel -- 50: 27;
- They rebelled against Allah’s decree -- 51: 44;
- The folk of Noah -- more unjust -- more rebellious -- 53: 52;
- Pharaoh rebelled against the messenger -- 73: 16;
- Hell - a home for the rebellious -- 78: 22;
- Go to Pharaoh - he hath rebelled -- 79: 17;
- As for him who rebelled and chose life of world - hell will be his home -- 79: 37-39;
- Who were all rebellious to Allah in these lands -- 89: 11;
- Thamud denied in their rebellious pride -- 91: 11-15;
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- Man is rebellious -- 96: 6;
REBUKE
- Let not thy hand be chained to thy neck nor open ---lest you sit down rebuked, denuded -17: 29;
RECEIVE
- If you could see how the angels receive the kuffar -- 8: 50;
- We gave Moses Scripture -- be not in doubt of his receiving it -- 32: 23;
- You can defer or receive whom you will -- can receive whom was set aside so that they are
comforted -- 33: 50-52;
- Allah receive men’s souls at death and in its sleep -- He keeps that for which death is
ordained
and dismisses the rest to an appointed term -- 39: 42;
- When the 2 receivers receive him seated on right and left -- 50: 17;
- Who is given account in right hand will receive easy reckoning -- 84: 7-8;
RECEPTACLE
- Haven’t We made earth a receptacle for the living and the dead -- 77: 25-27;
RECITE
- We sent a messenger --- who recite Our Revelations -- 2: 151;
- These are portents of Allah which We recite to thee (Muhammad) with truth -- 2: 252;
- These revelations of Allah are recited to you in truth -- 3: 108;
- There is a community who recite revelations of Allah -- 3: 113-115;
- Allah sent messenger of their own who recite to them His revelations -- 3: 164;
- Come! I will recite to you what Allah made a sacred duty for you -- 6: 151;
- When Quran is recited, listen attentively -- 7: 204;
- When Quran is recited to believers, it increases their faith -- 8: 2; --- to kuffar they say it is
fables -- 8: 31;
- When Our revelations are recited to them, they say - bring other than this or change it -- 10:
15;
- If Allah had so willed, I should not have recited it to you nor -- 10: 16;
- You recite not a verse from Quran -- but We are witnesses -- 10: 61;
- We send thee to a nation -- that you may recite Quran to them -- 13: 30;
- When you recite Quran, seek refuge in Allah from Satan -- 16: 98;
- When you recite Quran, We place a hidden barrier between you and those who do not
believe
in Hereafter -- 17: 45;
- Quran divided so it can be recited to mankind at intervals -- 17: 106;
- Recite Quran, none can change His words -- 18: 27;
- I shall recite to you a remembrance of him (Dhul Qarneyn) -- 18: 83;
- When Quran recited to them --- they fall down --- weeping -- 19: 58; --- kuffar say to
believers
which of the 2 parties is better in gear -- 19: 73; --- they turn away in pride -- 31: 7;
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- When Messenger and Prophets before thee recited the message -- Satan proposed
opposition
thereto --22: 52;
- When revelations recited, denial registers on their faces, they all but attack reciters -- 22: 72;
- My Revelations were recited to you, but you turned back in scorn -- 23: 63-67;
- Were not My revelations recited to you and you used to deny them -- 23: 105;
- Recite to them the story of Abraham, when he said to his father -- 26: 69-70;
- Recite Quran -- 27: 92;
- You were not a dweller in Midian reciting Our Revelations to them -- 28: 45;
- When it is recited to them they say We believe in it - it is truth -- 28: 53;
- Never did Allah destroy townships till He raised up messenger -- reciting Our Revelations -28: 59;
- Recite Quran and establish worship -- 29: 45;
- -- and bear in mind what is recited in your houses of Quran and wisdom -- 33: 32-34;
- When Our Revelations recited --- they say this man will turn you away -- invented lie -- 34:
43;
- Did there not come to you messengers -- reciting the revelations -- 39: 71;
- These are portents of Allah - We recite to you with truth -- 45: 6;
- Woe to each sinful liar who hear revelations of Allah recited to him and continue in pride -45: 7-9;
- When Our revelations are recited to them, their only argument is -- 45: 25;
- Were not Our revelations recited to you -- 45: 31;
- When Our revelations recited, kuffar say -- this is magic -- 46: 7;
- He sent --- to recite to them His Revelations and make them grow -- 62: 2;
- Allah hath sent a reminder -- a messenger reciting His Revelations -- 65: 10-11;
- When Our Revelations recited to them, they say - fables of old -- 68: 14-15;
- Recite of Quran what is easy for you -- 73: 20;
- What ails them -- when Quran recited -- they worship not -- 84: 20-21;
RECKON
- Allah is swift at reckoning -- 2: 202; 3: 19; 13: 41;
- We defer it only as a term already reckoned -- 11: 104;
- Who does not answer Allah’s call, will have woeful reckoning and their abode - hell -- 13: 18;
- Only men of understanding heed -- such as dread a woeful reckoning -- 13: 19-21;
- Yours is the conveyance of the message -- Ours the reckoning -- 13: 40;
- If you were to count the favours of Allah -- you cannot reckon it -- 16: 18;
- The night and Day - two portents - that you may know reckoning of years -- 17: 12;
- Read thy book, thy soul is sufficient as a Reckoner against you this day -- 17: 14;
- Their reckoning draweth nigh ---- while they turn away in heedlessness -- 21: 1;
- Allah is sufficient as Reckoner -- 21: 47;
- A day with Allah is 1000 years of your reckoning -- 22: 47;
- His reckoning is only with Allah -- 23: 117;
- Their reckoning is my Lord’s concern if you only knew -- 26: 113;
- Those who look forward to meeting Allah --- know that the reckoning is nigh -- 29: 5;
- This is our gift -- so bestow or withhold without reckoning -- 38: 39;
- And there will appear to them from Allah that wherewith they never reckoned -- 39: 47;
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- Allah reached them from a place they reckoned not -- 59: 2;
- When you divorce women --- reckon the period -- when they reach their term -- Allah hath
set a
measure for all things -- 65: 1-3;
- I know that I should have to meet my reckoning -- 69: 20;
- And knew not what my reckoning -- 69: 26;
- They looked not for a reckoning -- 78: 27;
- Who is given account in right hand - will receive easy reckoning -- 84: 7-9;
- And Ours their reckoning -- 88: 26;
RECLINE
- Gardens of Eden --wherein reclining - they call for plenteous fruit and drink -- 38: 50-55;
- Reclining on couches -- We wed them to -- 52: 20; --- lined with silk brocade -- 55: 54; --face to face -- 56: 11-26; --- no heat of sun nor bitter cold -- 76: 13;
- Reclining on green cushions and fair carpets -- 55: 76;
RECOGNISE
- Those who were given Scripture, recognise this as they recognise their sons -- 6: 20;
- On that day when He shall gather them ---- recognising one another -- 10: 45;
- O Prophet! Tell thy wives -- to draw their cloaks -- so they are recognised and not annoyed -33: 59;
RECOLLECT
- Little do you recollect -- 7: 3;
RECOMPENSE
- He hath prepared for them a goodly recompense -- 33: 44;
- Whatsoever good you send --- you will find with Allah -- better -- in recompense -- 73: 20;
RECONCILE
- If they desire amendment, Allah will make them of one mind -- 3: 35;
RECORD
- We shall record their saying with their -- and We shall say -- 3: 181;
- Everything is recorded in a clear record -- 6: 59; 10: 61;
- -- but a good deed is recorded for them therefor -- 9: 120;
- -- nor spend they any spending but it is recorded for them -- 9: 121;
- He knows its habitations and -- all is in clear record -- 11: 6;
- On the day when We shall summon all men with their record -- 17: 71;
- We shall record what they say and prolong their agony -- 19: 79;
- The knowledge thereof is with Allah in a record -- 20: 52;
- Those who do good deeds and is a believer ----- We record it for him -- 21: 94;
- We shall roll up the heavens as a recorder rolls up --- 21: 104;
- Allah knows all that is in heaven and earth - it is in a record -- 22: 70; 34: 3;
- With Us is a record which speaks the truth -- 23: 62;
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Everything is recorded -- 27: 75; 78: 29;
No one grows old --- nor anything lessened --- but it is recorded in a Book -- 35: 11;
We record that which they send ---- and all things We have kept in a clear Register -- 36: 12;
Their testimony will be recorded - they will be questioned -- 43: 19;
Our envoys present with them, do record -- 43: 80;
You will see each nation crouching -- each summoned to its record -- 45: 28;
We shall try you till -- We test your record -- 47: 31;
You utter no word but there is with you a recorder ready -- 50: 18;
We have caused all that you did to be recorded -- 45: 29;
Every small and great thing is recorded -- 54: 53;
Who is given his record in his -- right hand -- 69: 19; -- left hand -- 69: 25;
Above you guardians --- recording -- they know all you do -- 82: 10-12;
The record of the vile is in Sijjeen - a written record -- 83: 7-9;
The record of the righteous is in illiyeen - attested by those near to Allah -- 83: 18-21;

RECOURSE
- He reduced them to fragments -- all except the chief that they may have recourse to it -- 21:
58;
- To Allah is the recourse that Day -- 75: 12;
- Whoso will should seek recourse to Allah -- 78: 39;
REDUCE
- Don’t they see how We visit the land reducing it of its outlying parts -- 21: 44;
- Then he reduced them to fragments all save the chief -- 21: 58;
- Then We reduced him to the lowest of the low save those --- 95: 4-6;
REFLECT
- Allah make plain His Revelations that you may reflect on world and hereafter -- 2: 219-220;
- Thus We expound the revelations for people who reflect -- 10: 24;
- Noah asks his folk -- Will you not then reflect -- 11: 30;
- Allah coin similitudes for mankind that they may reflect -- 14: 25;
- Herein are portents for people who reflect -- 16: 11; 45: 13;
- -- that you may explain --- what is revealed for them -- that they may reflect -- 16: 44;
- There comes -- from their bellies drink -- healing for men -- portent for people who reflect -16: 69;
- Have they not reflected on --- Quran -- 23: 68; --- themselves -- 30: 8;
- Little do they reflect -- 27: 62;
- We gave Scripture to Moses -- clear testimonies - guidance and mercy that they may reflect
-- 28: 43;
- He created for you mates -- portents for people who reflect -- 30: 21;
- I exhort you to one thing only - wake up by ones and twos and reflect -- 34: 46;
- Did We not grant a long enough life for one who reflects to do so -- 35: 37;
- Will you not reflect -- 37: 155;
- That men of understanding may reflect -- 38: 29;
- We have coined all kinds of similitudes that they may reflect -- 39: 27;
- The blind and seer not equal neither the believer who does --- not equal to evil doer -- little
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do you
reflect -- 40: 58;
- All things created in pairs that you may reflect -- 51: 49;
- You know the first creation - why don't you reflect -- 56: 62;
- Such similitudes We coin for mankind that they may reflect -- 59: 21;
REFORM
- As for those who make men keep Scripture - We squander not wages of Reformers -- 7: 170;
- I desire not except reform as far as possible -- 11: 88;
- Obey not -- who spread corruption -- and reform not -- 26: 151-152;
- In the city were 9 persons who --- and reformed not -- 27: 48;
- You will be nothing but a tyrant and would not be of the Reformers -- 28: 19;
REFRESH
- We restored thee to thy mother that her eyes might be refreshed -- 20: 40;
REFUGE
- -- except those who seek refuge with people with whom you have treaty -- 4: 90;
- Who migrate for Cause of Allah will find refuge and abundance in earth -- 4: 100;
- Their habitation will be hell -- no refuge therefrom -- 4: 121;
- When slander from devil wound thee - seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 200;
- He gave you refuge -- 8: 26;
- Had they found a refuge, they’d have resorted there swift as runaways -- 9: 57;
- There is no refuge from Allah except towards Him -- 9: 118;
- Noah says I seek refuge in Thee from the sin that I should ask -- 11: 47;
- Joseph said I seek refuge in Allah -- 12: 23;
- Whether we rage or patiently endure is now all one for us - we have no place of refuge --14: 21;
- He gave you refuge in the mountains -- 16: 81;
- When you recite Quran, seek refuge in Allah from Satan -- 16: 98;
- When the young men fled for refuge to the Cave and made Dua -- 18: 10;
- Seek refuge in the Cave -- 18: 16;
- You will find no refuge besides Him -- 18: 27;
- Did you see when We took refuge on the rock and I forgot the fish -- 18: 63;
- She said I seek refuge in Allah from you -- if you are God-fearing -- 19: 18;
- We gave them refuge on a height -- 23: 50;
- My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee from the suggestions of the evil ones -- 23: 97;
- And I seek refuge in Thee my Lord, lest they be present with me -- 23: 98;
- Moses said I seek refuge in my Lord and your Lord from every scorner who -- 40: 27;
- So take thou refuge in Allah -- 40: 56;
- If a whisper from the devil reach thee - seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- Those to whom they cried before, failed them - they have no place of refuge -- 41: 48;
- And that those who argue about Our revelations may know they have no refuge -- 42: 35;
- You have no refuge on that day -- 42: 47;
- I have sought refuge in Allah lest you stone me to death 44: 20;
- Did they have any place of refuge -- 50: 36;
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- Those who entered ------ the faith before them, love those who flee to them for refuge --- and
they prefer the fugitives above themselves -- 59: 9;
- Nor can I find any refuge beside Him -- 72: 22;
- Alas! no refuge! -- 75: 11;
- I seek refuge in Lord of Daybreak from the evil of what He created -- 113: 1-5;
- I seek refuge in Lord of mankind from the evil of the sneaking whisperer -- 114: 1-6;
REFUSE
- He refused through pride and so became Kafir -- 2: 34;
- They satisfy you with their mouths -- their hearts refuse -- 9: 8;
- Iblis refused to be among the prostrate -- 15: 31; 20: 116;
- We gave you to drink -- between the refuse and the blood -- milk -- 16: 66;
- All kinds of similitudes displayed in Quran -- but man refuse to believe -- 17: 89;
- Wrong-doers refuse anything except disbelief -- 17: 99;
- They asked folk for food but were refused -- 18: 77;
- We showed him all Our tokens -- -- he denied them and refused -- 20: 56;
- Give thanks to Allah --- whosoever refuses -- 31: 12;
- Allah’s abhorrence is more terrible than yours when you were called to faith and refused -40: 10;
- Nor do you have any power of refusal -- 42: 47;
- Woe to worshippers who will --- but refuse small kindnesses -- 107: 4-7;
REFUTE
- Every nation purposed to seize their messenger and argue falsely hoping to refute the truth
-- 40: 5;
REGARD
- As for him who thinks himself independent -- to him you pay regard -- 80: 5-6;
- Will they not regard the camels -- how they are created -- 88: 17;
REGENT
- Allah made you regents in the earth -- 35: 39;
RE-INCARNATION
(Is there?)
- We have now seen and heard, so send us back - we will do right -- 32: 12;
- That We may transfigure you and make you what you know not -- 56: 61;
REJECT
- Reject Me not -- 2: 152;
- Those who follow customs, have actually rejected faith -- 2: 170;
- Who reject false deities and believe in Allah hath grasped firm handhold -- 2: 256;
- When you hear revelations of Allah rejected -- move away - else you become like them -- 4:
140;
- Travel in land and see nature of consequence of rejecters -- 6: 11;
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- How can I sorrow for a people who rejected truth -- 7: 93;
- They will endure the heat thereof - condemned - rejected -- 17: 18;
- Do you reject my gods -- 19: 46;
- This is a blessed reminder -- will you reject it -- 21: 50;
- Whoso does good works and is a believer, there'd be no rejection of his efforts -- 21: 94;
- Or don't they know the Messenger and so reject him -- 23: 69;
- They will reject their partners (whom they ascribed to Him) -- 30: 13;
- They drew lots -- he was rejected --37: 141;
- When they saw Our doom, they said --- and reject what we used to associate with Him -40: 84-85;
- If it is from Allah and you reject it - who is further astray than ---- 41: 52;
- Then see the consequence for the rejecters -- 43: 25;
- We carried him on a thing --- which ran on waters -- reward for him who was rejected -- 54:
13-14;
- Aad rejected warnings -- We let loose -- 54: 18-20;
- Thamud rejected warnings -- 54: 23; --- folk of Lot rejected -- 54: 33;
- They became as dry twigs rejected by builders -- 54: 31;
- If he is of the rejecters, the erring ----- the welcome will be boiling water -- 56: 92-93;
- Obey not the rejecters who would have you compromise -- 68: 8-9;
REJOICE
- They rejoice because of Allah's bounty on them -- for the sake of those left behind -- 3: 170171;
- When they were rejoicing, We seized them unawares and they were dumbfounded -- 6: 44;
- Rejoice in the bargain you have made -- 9: 111;
- When a surah is revealed - the believers rejoice -- 9: 124;
- In Allah's bounty and Mercy, let them rejoice -- 10: 58;
- They rejoice in the life of the world - a brief comfort as compared with -- 13: 26;
- Those who received the scripture rejoice in that which is revealed to thee -- 13: 36;
- And the people --- came rejoicing at the news of --- 15: 67;
- Mankind have broken religion into sects - each rejoicing -- 23: 53;
- In that day believers will rejoice in Allah’s help to victory -- 30: 4-5;
- When mankind taste of Our Mercy, they rejoice - when evil befall them, they're in despair -30: 36;
- When He make it (rain) fall on whom He will -- they rejoice -- 30: 48-49;
- On that day faces will be -- rejoicing at good news -- 80: 38-39;
RELATE
- Such were the townships -- We relate some tidings of them -- 7: 101;
- That is tidings of townships destroyed before -- We relate to you -- 11: 100;
- All that We relate to you to make firm your heart -- 11: 120;
- We have already related what is forbidden to Yahudis -- 16: 118;
- We relate some of the tidings of old -- 20: 99;
- That day she (earth) will relate her chronicles -- 99: 4;
RELATIVES
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Can receive Khairat -- 2: 215;
Unto each We have appointed heirs of what parents and relatives leave -- 4: 33;
Be kind to relatives -- 4: 36;
Be witnesses for Allah even against relatives -- 4: 135;
Who can share inheritance -- 4: 176;
If you give your word - do justice thereto even against relatives -- 6: 152;
Those who are relatives, are nearer one to another -- 8: 75;
Do not choose fathers and relatives for friends if they disbelieve -- 9: 23;
If your fathers, sons, relatives --- are dearer to you than Allah -- then wait -- 9: 24;
Do not make dua for idolaters and relatives who are for hell -- 9: 113;
Dua of Abraham for father was only because of promise -- 9: 114;

RELAX
- It is not relaxed for them -- they despair therein -- 43: 75;
RELEASE
- Joseph said to the prisoner he knew will be released -- mention me --- 12: 42;
- He who to be released at length remembered -- 12: 45;
- If you desire life of world -- come, I will release you -- 33: 28;
- What He open of His Mercy - none can withhold - what He withhold, none can release -- 35:
2;
- Our Lord! release us -- we will do right -- not what we used to do -- 35: 37;
- On that day faces will be -- which does not nourish nor release from hunger -- 88: 2-7;
RELENT
- Moses tells Jews to kill the guilty - Allah will relent - Allah - The Relenting, The Merciful -- 2:
54;
- Allah will relent towards those who repent, amend and -- He is Relenting, Merciful -- 2: 160;
- Who repent after --- and amend, Allah will relent -- 5: 39;
- Allah relent to whom He will -- 9: 15; 27;
- It may be that Allah will relent towards them -- 9: 102;
- Then his Lord chose him, relented toward him -- 20: 122;
- That Allah may --- punish the hypocrites or relent ---- if He wills -- 33: 24;
RELIEVE
- He will relieve them of their burden and -- 7: 157;
- When We have relieved him of his misfortune, he goes his way as though -- 10: 12;
- Moses said My Lord! relieve my mind -- 20: 25;
- Though We had mercy on them and relieved them of their afflictions --- 23: 75;
- Entreat your Lord that He relieve us a day of the torment -- 40: 49;
- They will say Our Lord! relieve us of this torment! We are believers -- 44: 12;
- (Which yet is) no relief nor shelter from the Flame -- 77: 31;
- So when you are relieved, still toil and strive to please thy Lord -- 94: 7-8;
RELIGION
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- Jews and Christians will not be pleased with you until you follow their ways -- 2: 120;
- Who forsakes religion of Abraham except him who fools himself -- 2: 130;
- Allah hath chosen for you the true religion -- 2: 132;
- When they say Jews or Christians are rightly guided, say we follow religion of Abraham -- 2:
135;
- We believe in that which was revealed to Abraham, Ishmael ........ 2: 136;
- Fight them until there is no more persecution and religion is for Allah -- 2: 193; 8: 39;
- They will not stop fighting with you until they make you renegade in your religion -- 2: 217;
- Make not the revelation of Allah a laughing-stock by your behaviour -- 2: 231;
- There is no compulsion in religion -- 2: 256;
- Religion with Allah is Islam -- 3: 19;
- What they used to invent -- deceived them regarding their religion -- 3: 24;
- Believe not in one who does not follow your religion -- 3: 73;
- Do they seek a religion other than Islam - everyone submits to Allah -- 3: 83;
- Who seek a religion other than Islam, it will not be accepted -- 3: 85;
- Allah speak truth - Follow religion of Abraham - he was no idolater -- 3: 95;
- Some Yahudis changed words out of context -- distorting and slandering religion -- 4: 46;
- Who is better in religion than a muslim -- 4: 125;
- Hypocrites who repent, amend and make their religion pure for Allah -- 4: 145-146;
- This day, kuffar are in despair of harming your religion -- Fear them not, Fear Me - I have
perfected
your religion ---- chosen for you Islam -- 5: 3;
- Who becomes a renegade from Islam, knows that Allah will replace him with someone He
loves
and who loves Him -- 5: 54;
- Do not make friends with --- and those who mock your religion -- 5: 57-58;
- O People of Book! stress not in your religion other than the truth -- 5: 77;
- Forsake those who take their religion for sport, whom life of this world beguile -- 6: 70;
- Those who split up their religion and become sects -- 6: 159;
- My Lord hath guided me to a straight path - a right religion -- 6: 161;
- Make religion pure for Him only -- 7: 29; 39: 2; -- Pure religion is for Allah only -- 39: 3;
- Those who take their religion for sport -- 7: 51;
- We will drive you out -- unless you return to our religion -- 7: 88;
- We should have invented a lie against Allah, if we returned to your religion -- 7: 89;
- The hypocrites and those in whose hearts ----- said "Their religion hath deluded these --" -8: 49;
- If they seek help from you in a matter of religion, then it is your duty -- 8: 72;
- If they repent, pray, pay zakat, they are your brethren in religion -- 9: 11;
- If they break their pledge and assail your religion -- fight them -- 9: 12;
- Fight those who were given the Scripture but believe not -- nor follow the religion of truth -- 9:
29;
- He it is Who sent His messenger with guidance and religion of Truth that He may cause it to
prevail over ALL religions however much the idolaters may be averse -- 9: 33; 48: 28; 61:
9;
- Months are 12 -- 4 are sacred -- that is the right religion -- 9: 36;
- Do not all go out to fight at the same time - some to stay to teach religion -- 9: 122;
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- If you are in doubt about my religion -- I do not worship what you worship -- I worship Allah
Who causes death -- 10: 104;
- Set thy purpose resolutely for religion as a man upright -- 10: 105; 30: 30; 43;
- I have forsaken the religion of folk who believe not in Allah -- 12: 37;
- I have followed the religion of my father Abraham -- 12: 38;
- This is the right religion, but most men know not -- 12: 40; 30: 30-31;
- We will drive you out from our land unless you return to our religion -- 14: 13;
- Religion is Allah's forever -- 16: 52;
- Prophet inspired to follow religion of Abraham -- 16: 123;
- If they come to know of you, they’d --- or turn you back to their religion -- 18: 20;
- This your religion is one religion and I am your Lord, so Worship Me -- 21: 92; 23: 52;
- They broke their religion into fragments among them --- 21: 93; -- each sect rejoicing -- 23:
53;
- He placed no hardship on you in religion -- 22: 78;
- Allah promise believers who do good works ---- He will establish their religion --- 24: 55;
- Do not split up your religion and become sects -- 30: 32;
- We have not heard of this in later religion -- 38: 7
- I am commanded to worship Allah, making religion pure for Him only -- 39: 11;
- I worship Allah making my religion pure for Him only -- 39: 14;
- Therefore ---- pray unto Him making religion pure for Him only -- 40: 14; 40: 65;
- I fear he will alter your religion -- 40: 26;
- He ordained for you that religion which He commended to Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus,
saying establish religion -- be not divided -- 42: 13;
- Unto this, then summon O Muhammad -- 42: 15;
- We found our fathers following a religion - we are guided by their footprints -- 43: 22-23;
- What! even though I bring you better than what your fathers had -- 43: 24;
- He sent messenger with guidance and religion of truth to prevail over all religion 48: 28;
- Would you teach Allah your religion when Allah knows -- 49: 16;
- Allah does not forbid you to show kindness and deal justly with those who did not war against
you in relation to religion nor drive you out of your homes -- 60: 8-9;
- He sent messenger with guidance and religion of truth that it may conquer all religions -- 61:
9;
- They are ordained only to serve Allah, keeping religion pure --- that is the true religion --98:
5;
- Hast thou observed him who belieth religion -- 107: 1;
- To you your religion - to me my religion -- 109: 6;
- And thou seest mankind entering Allah's religion in troops -- 110: 2;
RELY
- I rely on clear proof from my Lord while you deny Him -- 6: 57;
- Who rely on clear proof from Allah is not equal to kuffar -- 11: 17;
- Is he who rely on proof from Allah like him whose evil is beautified as he follow his lusts -47: 14;
- Have you seen if he relies on the guidance of Allah -- 96: 11;
REMAIN
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-

What you have waste away -- what is with Allah remains -- 16: 96;
Let thy Lord make an end of us --- here you must remain -- 43: 77;
Only the Countenance of Allah will remain -- 55: 27;
Can you see any remnant of them -- 69: 6-8;

REMEMBER
- Yahudis reminded of Allah’s favours -- 2: 40; 47;
- Yahudis told to hold fast to what was given them and remember what is in it -- 2: 63; 93;
- Remember Me, - I will remember you -- 2: 152;
- Remember Allah by the sacred monument -- remember Him as He hath guided you -- 2:
198;
- When you have completed your devotions, remember Allah with lively remembrance -- 2:
200;
- Remember Allah through the appointed days -- 2: 203;
- Allah expounds His revelations -- that they may remember -- 2: 221;
- Remember Allah’s Grace to you -- and His revelations by which He exhorts you -- 2: 231;
- Remember Allah -- He taught you that which your knew not -- 2: 239;
- Allah gives wisdom to whom He will -- none remember save men of understanding -- 2: 269;
- Remember Allah much and praise Him early hours of night and morning -- 3: 41;
- Remember Allah’s Favour to you -- you were enemies and He made friendship -- 3: 103;
- Those who, when they do evil - remember Allah and seek forgiveness - will not knowingly
repeat the sin -- 3: 135;
- Such as remember Allah standing, sitting, reclining and say Our Lord! Thou createdst this not
in vain -- 3: 191;
- Satan will use intoxicants and gambling to keep you from remembrance of Allah -- 5: 91;
- If Satan cause you to forget -- when you remember, do not remain seated with wrong-doers
-- 6: 68;
- Abraham asks his people to remember that Allah includes all things in His Knowledge -- 6:
80;
- This He command that you may remember -- 6: 152;
- This is of the Revelations of Allah that they may remember -- 7: 26;
- We send winds -- clouds with rain - lead to dead land -- water descends - fruits --thus We
bring forth
the dead -- haply you may remember -- 7: 57;
- We shook the Mount --- hold fast to what is given and remember what is therein -- 7: 171;
- When glamour from devil trouble muttaqeen - they remember Allah -- 7: 201;
- Remember thy Lord humbly - with awe - morning and evening - be not neglectful -- 7: 205;
- Remember when you were few and feeble --- how He gave you refuge -- 8: 26;
- Remember Allah much that you may be successful -- 8: 45;
- If you --- deal with them so as to still fear --- that they may remember -- 8: 57;
- That is Allah, your Lord - worship Him -- will you not remember -- 10: 3;
- He who was released at length remembered -- 12: 45;
- Thou will not cease remembering Joseph till your health is ruined -- 12: 85;
- In the remembrance of Allah, do hearts finds rest -- 13: 28;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you when He delivered you -- 14: 6;
- Is He who create like him who create not -- will you not remember -- 16: 17;
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- We sent not before thee --- ask the followers of the Remembrance --- We have revealed to
thee
the Remembrance that you may explain to mankind -- 16: 43-44;
- And remember thy Lord when thou forgettest and say Maybe my Lord will guide me to a
nearer
way to truth than this -- 18: 24;
- Obey not him whose heart is heedless of Our remembrance -- 18: 28;
- I shall recite to you a remembrance of him (Dhul Qarneyn) -- 18: 83;
- Doesn't man remember that We created him before when he was nothing -- 19: 67;
- Allah tells Moses - Serve Me and establish worship for My remembrance -- 20: 14;
- Moses asks Allah to help him with Aaron so they may Glorify and remember Him much -- 20:
33-34;
- Go you and your brother -- be not faint in remembrance of Me -- 20: 42;
- Who turn away from remembrance of Me, will have narrow life -- 20: 124;
- And Job --- We gave him his household --- a mercy --- a remembrance for worshippers --21:
83-84;
- To whom belongs ---- will you not then remember -- 23: 84-85;
- Until they caused you to forget Remembrance of Me --- 23: 110;
- In houses which Allah allowed to be exalted that His name be remembered therein morn and
evening - men whom neither merchandise --- prevent from remembrance of Allah -- 24: 3637;
- We have repeated it that they may remember -- 25: 50;
- He appointed night and day --- for him who desire to remember and --- 25: 62;
- Except believers who do good works - and remember Allah much -- 26: 227;
- Remembrance of Allah is very important -- 29: 45;
- Besides Allah, we have no Protecting Friend --- will you not remember -- 32: 4;
- Remember Allah’s favour to you, when there came against you hosts -- 33: 9;
- In Messenger of Allah, you have good example for him ---- and remember Allah much -- 33:
21;
- Men, women -- who remember Allah much -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -33: 35;
- Remember Allah with much remembrance -- 33: 41;
- Remember Allah’s Grace to you -- 35: 3;
- Remember Our bondsman David - Lord of Might - he often turned in repentance to Allah -38: 17;
- I preferred good things of world to remembrance of Allah -- 38: 32;
- We purified them with a pure thought --- remembrance of the home in Hereafter -- 38: 46;
- Woe to those whose hearts are hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- You will remember what I say to you -- 40: 44;
- That you may mount on their backs and remember Allah’s Favour -- 43: 12-14;
- Those whose sight is dim to remembrance of Allah - We assign a devil -- 43: 36;
- How can there be remembrance for them when Messenger had already come to them and
they
turned away saying ------ 44: 13-14;
- Withdraw from him who flee from Our remembrance -- 53: 29;
- We left it as a token - Is there any that remember -- 54: 15;
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- We made Quran easy to remember - Is there any that remember -- 54: 17; 22; 32; 40;
- Has the remembrance been given to him alone amongst us -- 54: 25;
- We have destroyed your fellows - Is there any that remembers -- 54: 51;
- Is not time ripe for believers to submit --- and become not as kuffar whose hearts hardened
-- 57: 16;
- The devil engrossed them and caused them to forget remembrance of Allah -- 58: 19;
- When the call to Jumma is heard - hasten to remembrance of Allah --- when the prayer is
ended --and remember Allah much that ---- 62: 9-11;
- Let not your wealth nor your children distract you from remembrance of Allah -- 63: 9;
- --- that We might make it a memorial for you and remembering ears might remember -- 69:
12;
- It is not a diviner’s speech -- little do you remember -- 69: 42;
- Who turn away from remembrance of Allah will have increasing torment -- 72: 17;
- Remember the name of Allah and devote yourself with complete devotion -- 73: 1-8;
- Was there a period of time when man was a thing forgotten -- 76: 1;
- Remember the name of thy Lord morning and evening -- 76: 25;
- These love fleeting life -- put behind them remembrance of grievous day -- 76: 27;
- And remembereth the name of his Lord, so prayeth -- 87: 15;
- Remind them for thou art a remembrancer -- 88: 21;
- On that day, man will remember, but what use will it be then -- 89: 23;
REMIND
- This is a revelation and wise reminder -- 3: 58;
- They forgot what they were reminded - they were dazzled with splendour and when they
were
rejoicing, We seized them unawares and they were dumbfounded -- 6: 44;
- You are not accountable for them but remind them so they too can ward off evil -- 6: 69;
- Remind mankind by Quran lest they be destroyed by their own deeds -- 6: 70;
- It is nothing but a reminder to His creatures -- 6: 90;
- Remind believers by Quran -- 7: 2;
- When they forgot what they were reminded, We rescued those ---- 7: 165;
- Those who make men keep the Scripture, We waste not the wages of Reformers -- 7: 170;
- If my reminding you of Allah's revelations is an offence to you -- 10: 71;
- This is a reminder for the mindful -- 11: 114;
- And herein hath come to you the truth-- and a reminder for believers -- 11: 120;
- It is nothing but a reminder to the peoples -- 12: 104;
- And remind them of the Days of Allah -- 14: 5;
- Remind them how Moses said to his people -- Remember Allah’s favour -- 14: 6;
- O Thou unto whom the Reminder is revealed! Thou art a madman -- 15: 6;
- We revealed the Reminder - We are its Guardian -- 15: 9;
- When reminded of revelations, turns away - forgetting what his hands sent forth -- 18: 57;
- Those whose eyes were hoodwinked from My Reminder -- 18: 101;
- Quran -- a reminder to him who fear -- 20: 3;
- We have given thee from Our Presence a Reminder -- 20: 99;
- Never came a Reminder -- they listen while they play -- 21: 2;
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--- ask the followers of the Reminder if you know not -- 21: 7;
Now We have revealed a Scripture wherein is your reminder -- 21: 10;
This is the Reminder of those with me and those before me -- 21: 24;
We gave Moses and Aaron the Criterion -- a light and a Reminder -- 21: 48;
This is a Blessed Reminder -- 21: 50;
We have brought them their Reminder but from that they turn away -- 23: 71;
He led me astray from the Reminder after it reached me -- 25: 29;
Those who, when reminded of revelations of Allah, fall not deaf -- 25: 73;
Whenever a fresh reminder comes, they turn away from it -- 26: 5;
We destroyed no township - it had its Warner for reminder --- 26: 208-209;
And remind them of the day when We shall gather out of every nation -- 27: 83;
Remind them of the Day the Trumpet will be blown -- 27: 87;
Herein is mercy and a reminder for believers -- 29: 51;
Only those believe --- when they are reminded -- 32: 15;
Who does greater wrong --- when reminded of revelations -- turns away -- 32: 22;
Thou warn him who follow the Reminder and fear Allah in secret -- 36: 11;
Is it because you are reminded of the truth -- 36: 19;
This is nothing but a Reminder - to warn whosoever live and that the Word may be fulfilled
against kuffar -- 36: 69-70;
- And those who read the word for a reminder -- 37: 3;
- They heed not when reminded -- 37: 13;
- They used to say if we had a reminder-- we would be single-minded slaves of Allah -- 37:
167-169;
- Hath the Reminder been revealed to him alone - they are in doubt about it -- 38: 8;
- This is a Reminder -- 38: 49; --- for ALL peoples -- 38: 87;
- Herein is a reminder for men of understanding -- 39: 21;
- So that their flesh and hearts soften to Allah's Reminder -- 39: 23;
- We caused the Jews to inherit ---- a guide and reminder for -- 40: 53-54;
- Those who disbelieve in the Reminder when it comes to them, are guilty -- 41: 41;
- It is in truth a Reminder for thee and thy folk -- 43: 44;
- A vision and reminder for every penitent slave -- 50: 8;
- Therein is a reminder for him who has a heart -- 50: 37;
- Is not the time ripe for hearts of Believers to submit to Allah's reminders -- 57: 16;
- Allah has sent down to you, a reminder -- a messenger reciting to you plain revelations that
he may bring the believers from darkness to light -- 65: 10-11;
- Kuffar will disconcert you with their eyes when they hear the reminder -- 68: 51;
- It is nothing but a reminder to creation -- 68: 52; 81: 27;
- This is a Reminder - Let him who will, choose a way to his Lord -- 73: 19;
- This is nothing but a reminder to mortals -- 74: 31;
- Why are they running away like frightened asses fleeing from lion -- 74: 49-50;
- By those who bring down the Reminder -- 77: 5;
- --- but that he may grow in Grace or pay heed to the Reminder -- 80: 3-4;
- Therefore remind men for of use is the Reminder -- 87: 9;
- Remind them - thou art a Remembrancer -- 88: 21;
REMIT
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- Those who --- I shall remit their evil deeds -- 3: 195;
- But if they of their own remit a part, then you are welcome -- 4: 4;
- Believers who do good works - We shall remit their evil deeds -- 29: 7;
- Allah will remit the worst of what they did and pay them reward for --- 39: 35;
- That He may --- and remit from them their evil deeds -- 48: 5;
- Who believes and does right -- He will remit his evil deeds -- 64: 9;
- Who keep duty to Allah -- He will remit evil deeds and magnify rewards -- 65: 5;
- Turn to Allah in sincere repentance -- He may remit your evil -- and bring you into Paradise -66: 8;
REMORSE
- If every soul --- and they will feel remorse within them when they see the doom -- 10: 54;
- They are filled with remorse when they behold the doom -- 34: 33;
REMOVE
- If Allah will, He can remove you and cause what He will to follow -- 6: 133;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their hearts -- 7: 43;
- If you remove the terror from us, we will trust you and let Yahudis go with you -- 7: 134;
- When We removed the terror -- they broke their covenant -- 7: 135;
- He sent down water from the sky that --- and remove from you the fear of Satan -- 8: 11;
- He will remove the anger of their hearts -- 9: 14;
- A far removal for Midian just as Thamud was removed -- 11: 95;
- He can remove you and bring new creation -- no great matter for Allah -- 14: 19-20;
- We remove whatever rancour may be in their breasts -- 15: 47;
- Believers who do good works - Paradise - no desire to be removed -- 18: 107-108;
- Those to whom kindness had gone forth -- will be far removed from thence -- 21: 101-104;
- Is not He best Who answers -- when he cries to Him and He removes the evil -- 27: 62;
- O wives of Prophet! -- and stay in your houses -- Allah wishes to remove uncleanness -- and
to
cleanse you -- 33: 32-34;
- Those you worship besides Allah -- if He willed some hurt for me, could they remove it -- 39:
38;
- We have removed from thee thy covering -- 50: 22;
- Far removed from it will be the righteous who gives his wealth that --- 92: 17-21;
RENEGADE
- They will not stop fighting you until they make you renegades - whoso becomes renegade in
his religion and dies in disbelief -- 2: 217;
- Who becomes renegade from his religion knows that Allah will replace him with someone He
loves and who loves Him -- -- 5: 54;
- They came to you in unbelief and went out in unbelief -- 5: 61;
REPAY
- Whatever good thing you spend ( seeking Allah’s Pleasure) will be repaid to you in full -- 2:
272;
- They invent a lie against Him -- He will repay them for what they invent -- 6: 138-139;
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29;
-

Whatever you spend in Way of Allah will be repaid to you in full -- 8: 60;
It is recorded for them that Allah may repay them -- 9: 121;
Who desire life of world -- We shall repay them their deeds herein and they --- 11: 15-16;
Unto each, Allah will repay his works in full -- 11: 111;
That Allah may repay each soul what it hath earned -- 14: 51; 44: 22
Thus Allah repay those who ward off evil -- 16: 31;
On the Day when --- every soul will be repaid what it did -- 16: 111;
Who says I am god besides Him will be repaid with Hell -- repayment for wrong-doers -- 21:
Believers who do good -- We shall ---- and repay them the best --- 29: 7;
-- He will be repaid for it with full payment -- 53: 41;

REPEAT
- We have given thee 7 of the oft-repeated verses of Quran -- 15: 87;
- If you repeat the crime, We shall repeat the punishment -- 17: 8;
- As We began the first creation -- We shall repeat it -- 21: 104;
- Allah admonishes you that you do not ever repeat the like thereof -- 24: 17;
- We have repeated it so they may remember -- 25: 50;
REPEL
- Do not repel those who call on their Lord morning and evening - you are not accountable for
them nor they for you -- 6: 52;
- We sent Moses with Our tokens to Pharaoh and -- but they repelled them -- 7: 103;
- If Allah desires good for thee, none can repel it -- 10: 107;
- There comes to them a doom which cannot be repelled -- 11: 76;
- If Allah wills misfortune for --- none can repel it -- 13: 11;
- They will not be able to repel it -- 21: 40;
- Had it not been for Allah repelling some men by means of others -- 22: 40;
- Repel evil with what is better -- 23: 96;
- They will have reward twice over because they ---- repel evil with good -- 28: 54;
- When Allah alone mentioned - hearts of kuffar repelled -- 39: 45;
- Repel the evil deed with what is better -- 41: 34;
- A questioner questioned about the doom to fall on kuffar which none can repel -- 70: 1-4;
- Have you observed -- he who repels the orphans and -- 107: 1-3;
REPENT
- After Jews took calf for worship, Moses tells them to repent -- 2: 54;
- Jews told to enter town prostrate and say "Repentance" -- 2: 58; 7: 161;
- I relent towards those who repent and make known the truth -- 2: 160;
- If you repent, you’ll have your principal -- 2: 279;
- Their doom will not be lightened nor will they be reprieved except those who repent and do
right -- 3: 88-89;
- -- their repentance will not be accepted -- 3: 90-91;
- If they repent and improve, let them be -- 4: 16;
- Repentance accepted when evil done in ignorance -- 4: 17;
- Repentance not accepted when evil is continuous -- nor from those who die as kafir -- 4: 18;
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- Hypocrites who repent and amend and --- are with believers -- 4: 145-146;
- Cain became repentant after raven scratched ground, showing how to bury brother’s corpse
-- 5: 31;
- Who make war on Allah and --- their reward is -- except who repent before you overpower
them -- 5: 33-34;
- Who repent after wrong-doing and amend - Allah relents towards him -- 5: 39; 6: 54;
- Allah may grant you victory - then they’d repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- When Moses woke up he said -- I turn to Thee repentant -- 7: 143;
- Who do ill deeds then repent and believe -- 7: 153;
- If you repent, it will be better for you -- 9: 3; --- for them -- 9: 74;
- If they repent, establish worship, pay zakat -- then leave their way free -- 9: 5; --- they are
your
brethren in religion -- 9: 11;
- Don’t they know that it is Allah Who accepts repentance -- 9: 104; 42: 25;
- Triumphant are those who repent -- 9: 112;
- Then He turned to them in mercy that they may turn to Him repentant -- 9: 118;
- They are tested once or twice a year - they do not repent - they pay no heed -- 9: 126;
- Ask pardon of your Lord and turn to Him repentant -- 11: 3;
- Hud tells his people to turn to Allah repentant -- 11: 52; --- Salih tells his folk ---- 11: 61;
- Shu’eyb says In Allah I trust and to Him I turn repentant -- 11: 88;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk to ask pardon of Allah and turn to Him repentant -- 11: 90;
- Those who do evil in ignorance and repent and amend -- 16: 119; 24: 5;
- Those who repent, believe and do right, will enter Paradise -- 19: 60;
- I am forgiving to him who repents, believe, does good then --- 20: 82;
- Allah said In a little while they'll become repentant -- 23: 40;
- Those who accuse honourable women ----- except those who repent --- 24: 4-5;
- Who call on other gods- or take life unlawfully - or commit adultery -- penalty doubled -- will
abide in hell forever save who repent, believe and do righteous deeds -- Allah will change
their
deeds to -- 25: 68-70;
- Whoso repent and do good - he repent to Allah with true repentance -- 25: 71;
- They hamstrung her, then were penitent -- 26: 157
- Who repent, believe and do right - may be successful -- 28: 67;
- When disaster touches man, He turns to Allah repentant, but when ---- 30: 33; 39: 8;
- Follow the path of him who repent to Me -- 31: 15;
- Herein is portent for every penitent slave -- 34: 9;
- David -- was ever turning in repentance to Allah -- 38: 17; -- Solomon ---- 38: 30; ---Job --38: 44;
- David bowed, prostrated -- repented -- 38: 24;
- We set on his throne - a mere body - then he repented -- 38: 34;
- Those who put away false gods lest --- and turn to Allah in repentance -- 39: 17-18;
- Turn to Him repentant -- 39: 54;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend --- therefore forgive those who repent and -- 40: 7-9;
- None pay heed except him who turns to Him repentant -- 40: 13;
- I have turned to Thee repentant -- 46: 15;
- When you receive tidings from an evil-liver, verify it before you act ignorantly then repent --
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49: 6;
- Who turneth not in repentance are evil-doers -- 49: 11;
- Abraham prays -- Our Lord! -- to Thee we turn repentant -- 60: 4;
- If you two turn to Allah repentant -- 66: 4;
- Turn to Allah in sincere repentance -- 66: 8;
- Those who persecute believers and repent not, will burn in hell -- 85: 10;
REPLACE
- Whatever you spend for good He replaces it -- 34: 39;
- If you turn away from Allah, He will replace you by another folk who will not be the likes of
you -- 47: 38;
- I swear by Lord of --- that We are able to replace them by others better than them -- 70: 4041;
- -- when We will, We can replace them bringing others like them in their stead -- 76: 28;
REPORT
- Abraham’s Dua - My Lord! grant me wisdom -- and give me good report -- 26: 83-89;
REPOSE
- He it is Who make --- sleep a repose -- 25: 47; 78: 9;
REPOSITORY
- He knows its habitation and its repository -- 11: 6;
REPRIEVE
- Those who die in disbelief will not be reprieved -- 2: 162;
- Their doom will not be lightened neither will they be reprieved except who ---- 3: 88-89;
- Satan asks for reprieve until Day of Resurrection -- Allah grants it -- 7: 14-15;
- He call you that He may forgive you and reprieve you to an appointed term -- 14: 10;
- Wrong-doers will say Our Lord! reprieve us for a little while - we will obey -- 14: 44;
- Satan asks for reprieve - reprieved to an appointed term -- 15: 36-38; 38: 79-81;
- If Allah were to take mankind to task --- He reprieve them to an appointed term -- 16: 61;
35: 45;
- When the wrong-doers behold the doom ---- nor will they be reprieved --- 16: 85;
- They will not be able to repel it nor will they be reprieved -- 21: 40;
- Are we to be reprieved -- 26: 203;
- On the day of the victory, the faith of kuffar ---- neither will they be reprieved -- 32: 29;
- The heaven and earth wept not for them - they were not reprieved -- 44: 29;
- Spend before death comes and you say My Lord! reprieve me --- so I could give alms -- 63:
10;
- Allah reprieves no soul when its term comes -- 63: 11;
REPRISAL
- Who is opposed to Allah -- Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 4;
- Keep your duty to Allah -- Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 7;
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REPROACH
- Moses tells Pharaoh -- this is the past favour with which you reproach me -- 26: 22;
REPROBATE
- Had it not been that Allah’s favour --- he’d been cast in wilderness while he was reprobate -68: 49;
REPRODUCE
- He produce creation then reproduces it -- 10: 4; 34; 30: 11;
- He made you pairs by which He multiplies you 42: 11;
REPROOF
- And those who drive away (the wicked) with reproof -- 37: 2;
REPUDIAT0R
- Woe to the repudiators that day -- 77: 15; 19; 24; 28; 34; 37; 40; 45; 47; 49;

83: 10;

REPUGNANCE
- When a Warner came to them it aroused them only in repugnance -- 35: 42-43;
- All my calling does is to add to their repugnance -- 71: 5-6;
REPULSE
- If one or both of them attain old age -- say not to them --- nor repulse them -- 17: 23;
- I am not here to repulse believers -- 26: 114;
- Allah repulsed kuffar in their wrath -- 33: 25;
- The folk of Noah denied -- he was repulsed -- 54: 9;
REQUEST
- Your request is granted! O Moses! -- 20: 36;
REQUITE
- Are they requited other than --- what they used to do -- 7: 147; --- what they earned -- 10:
52; --what they did -- 34: 33; ---what you did -- 37: 39;
- Thus We requite those who invent a lie -- 7: 152;
- They will be requited what they do -- 7: 180;
- We shall requite the guilty -- 32: 22;
- This day each soul requited what it earned -- 40: 17;
- We shall requite them the worst of what they did -- 41: 27;
- We requited them -- 43: 25;
- Tell believers to forgive kuffar that He may requite folk what they earned -- 45: 14;
- This day you are requited what you used to do -- 45: 28;
- There they do not hear vain discourse -- requited from Allah -- 78: 35-36;
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RESCUE
- Allah rescues Jews -- 2: 50;
- And We rescued him and his household except his wife -- 7: 83;
- We would have invented a lie against Allah if --- after Allah had rescued us from it -- 7: 89;
- When they forgot what they were reminded, We rescued those who forbade wrong -- 7: 164;
- We shall rescue those who kept from evil - the evil-doers will be left there -- 19: 72;
- We rescued Abraham and Lot and brought them to the land -- 21: 71;
- If the fly took something from them, they could not rescue it -- 22: 73;
- We rescued him and those with him in the ship -- 29: 15;
- Thou cannot rescue him who is in the Fire -- 39: 19;
- We sent storm of stones on them all except family of Lot whom We rescued -- 54: 34;
RESEMBLANCE
- It is given to them in resemblance -- 2: 25;
RESIST
- Lot tells his folk -- Would that I had the strength to resist you -- 11: 80;
- We shall come to them with hosts they cannot resist -- 27: 37;
- -- over which are set angels, strong -- who resist not in what Allah --- 66: 6;
RESOLVE
- When you are resolved, put your trust in Allah -- 3: 159;
RESORT
- Kaaba made a resort for mankind and a sanctuary -- 2: 125;
- Had they found a refuge, they would have resorted there swift -- 9: 57;
RESPITE
- Our Lord! --- if Thou would give us respite for a little while -- 4: 77;
- If Allah were to hasten on --- as they’d hasten on the good, their respite would’ve expired -10: 11;
- Then give me no respite -- 10: 71;
- Hud tells his folk to circumvent him, giving him no respite -- 11: 55;
- He gives them respite till a day --- 14: 42;
- I indulged the kuffar a long while, then I seized them -- 22: 44;
- -- He may forgive --- and respite you to an appointed term -- 71: 2-4;
- Grant them respite for a while -- 73: 11;
- Give respite to Kuffar - deal gently with them for a while -- 86: 17;
RESPLENDENT
- That day faces will be resplendent looking towards Allah -- 75: 22-23;
- And the day resplendent -- 92: 2;
RESPOND
- Those to whom they pray besides Allah, do not respond to them -- 13: 14;
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- Those who respond to their Lord and those who respond not -- 13: 18;
- O our people! respond to Allah's Summoner -- 46: 31;
- Who does not respond - cannot escape in the earth -- 46: 32;
RESPONSIBLE
- You have charge of your own souls -- 5: 105;
- You are not responsible for them , nor they for you -- 6: 52;
- We have not set thee as keeper over them nor are you responsible for them -- 6: 107;
REST / RESTING-PLACE
- Earth - a resting place for man -- 2: 22; 43: 10;
- To Him belongs what rests in night and day -- 6: 13;
- -- and therefrom did make his mate that he might take rest in her -- 7: 189;
- Allah appointed it --- that your hearts may be at rest -- 8: 10;
- He appointed the night for you to rest -- 10: 67; 40: 61;
- In the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest -- 13: 28;
- Calamitous the drink -- ill the resting place -- 18: 29;
- Blest the rewards and fair the resting place -- 18: 31;
- who could bring you night wherein you rest -- will you not then see -- 28: 72;
- Of His mercy, He appointed night and day - that you may rest and -- 28: 73;
- He created for you mates --- that you may find rest in them -- 30: 21;
- Hell - and evil resting place -- 38: 56;
- Upon Us rest the putting together thereof and the reading thereof -- 75: 17; --- the
explanation
thereof -- 75: 19;
RESTORE
- Shall we really be restored to our first state -- 79: 10-11;
RESTRAIN
- We reveal raiment to cover your shame -- but restraint from evil is best -- 7: 26;
- Restrain thyself along with those who cry unto Allah morn and evening seeking His
Countenance -- 18: 28;
- Those you worship besides Allah - if Allah willed ---- some mercy for me, could they
restrain it -- 39: 38;
- For him who feared --- and restrained his soul from lust -- 79: 40;
RESURRECTION
- After 100 years -- 2: 259;
- And from thence you shall be brought forth -- 7: 25;
- If you are in doubt concerning the resurrection -- We created you from dust -- 22: 5;
- They hope for no resurrection -- 25: 40;
- He make day a resurrection -- 25: 47;
- They know not when they will be raised again -- 27: 65;
- You have tarried until Day of Resurrection - this is Day of Resurrection -- 30: 56;
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- He sends winds --- raise clouds - leads it to dead land reviving earth after death -- such is
resurrection -- 35: 9;
- He sends down water -- revives dead land -- even so will you be brought forth -- 43: 11;
- Even so will be the resurrection of the dead -- 50: 11;
- They used to deny resurrection -- 56: 47;
- Unto Him will be the resurrection of the dead -- 67: 15;
RETALIATION
- Prescribed in cases of murder -- 2: 178;
- There is life for you in retaliation -- 2: 179;
- Forbidden things in retaliation -- 2: 194;
- Retaliation for wounds prescribed in Torah -- who forego as charity -- expiation for him -- 5:
45;
- If you retaliate (punish), then do so with the like of what you received -- 16: 126;
- And whoso retaliated with the like of what he suffered, then he is wronged again, Allah will
succour him -- 22: 60;
- is allowed but forgiveness better -- 42: 40; 42: 43;
RETRIBUTION
- Shall I tell you what is worse than theirs for retribution with Allah -- 5: 60;
- Allah forgives whatever of this kind (hunting at Haj) happened in the past, but will take
retribution
on whoever relapses -- 5: 95;
- I fear if I rebel against my Lord, the retribution of an awful Day -- 6: 15;
- From whom such retribution is averted that day, hath mercy of Allah on him -- 6: 16;
- Allah will tell kuffar -- taste the retribution for your disbelief -- 6: 30;
- We took retribution from them -- We drowned them in the sea -- 7: 136;
- If I disobey my Lord, I fear the retribution of -- 10: 15;
- If you turn away, I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 11: 3;
- Noah tells his people, I fear for you the retribution of a painful day -- 11: 26;
- I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 135;
- And touch her not -- lest there come on you the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 156;
- So the retribution came on them -- 26: 158; --- the retribution of an awful day -- 26: 189;
RETURN
- Deaf, dumb and blind they return not -- 2: 18;
- How do you disbelieve when Allah gave you life ---- and to Him you will return -- 2: 28;
- The humble-minded know they are returning to Allah -- 2: 46;
- Be careful of your duty to Allah and know that to Him you’ll be gathered -- 2: 203;
- To Allah you will return -- 2: 245;
- Who return to usury after warning are owners of fire -- 2: 275;
- Then to Me you will return and I shall judge between you -- 3: 55;
- Some People of Book, if you trust them with treasure will return it, others will not unless you
stand over them -- 3: 75;
- Whoever in heavens and earth, submits to Allah willingly or unwillingly and to Him they’d be
returned -- 3: 83;
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-

To Allah all things are returned -- 3: 109;
To Allah you will all return -- 5: 48; 105;
Kuffar would wish to return -- 6: 27;
If they were sent back, they’d return to what is forbidden -- 6: 28;
As for the dead - Allah will raise them up, then to Him they’ll be returned -- 6: 36;
To Him is your return -- 6: 60; 10: 56; 11: 4; 21: 35; 28: 70; 28: 88; 29: 57; 30: 11;
Then they are returned to Allah -- 6: 62;
Then to Allah is their return and He will tell them what they used to do -- 6: 108;
To Allah is your return and He will tell you that wherein you differed -- 6: 164;
As He brought you into being - SO RETURN TO HIM -- 7: 29;
Can we be returned to life on earth that we may act differently -- 7: 53;
We will drive you and believers out --- unless you return to our religion -- 7: 88;
We should have invented a lie against Allah if we returned to your religion -- it is not for us to
return to it unless -- 7: 89;
- Pharaoh’s wizards said we are about to return to Allah -- 7: 125;
- When Moses returned to his people angry and grieved, he said evil is that -- 7: 150;
- We have tried them with good and evil, that haply they might return -- 7: 168;
- Thus We detail Our revelations that haply they may return -- 7: 174;
- If you return to the attack We shall return -- 8: 19;
- If they return to persecution -- the example of old had gone before them as -- 8: 38;
- They will make excuse to you when you return to them -- 9: 94;
- They will swear by Allah to you when you return -- 9: 95;
- That they may warn their folk when they return to them -- 9: 122;
- To Him is the return of all of you -- 10: 4;
- You have enjoyment of life of world -- then to Us is your return and -- 10: 23;
- There, they are returned to Allah their rightful Lord -- 10: 30;
- Unto Us is their return and Allah is witness -- 10: 46;
- Then to Us is their return -- 10: 70;
- To Him the whole matter will be returned -- 11: 123;
- Joseph --- expound for us --- that I may return to the people -- 12: 46;
- Joseph tells messenger return and ask thy lord -- 12: 50;
- When they opened their belongings they found their merchandise returned to them -- 12: 65;
- Return to your father and say -- your son hath stolen -- 12: 81;
- To Him is my return -- 13: 36;
- We will drive you out from our land unless you return to our religion -- 14: 13;
- Do you feel secure that He will not return you to that plight a second time and --- 17: 69;
- We inherit earth and all thereon -- to Us they are returned -- 19: 40;
- Moses told to grasp the gliding serpent and fear not -- it will be returned to its former state -20: 21;
- And We restored you to your mother -- that her eyes might be refreshed -- 20: 40;
- Thereunto We return you -- 20: 55;
- It return no saying to them -- 20: 89;
- We shall be its votaries till Moses return to us -- 20: 91;
- Return to that existence -- so you may be questioned -- 21: 13;
- They broke their religion into fragments - yet all are returning to Us -- 21: 93;
- There is a ban on any community We destroyed - they shall not return until --- 21: 95-96;
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- To Me is the return -- 22: 48; -- To Him all things are returned -- 22: 76;
- Those who give --- because they are about to return to their Lord -- these race for good
things,
they will win -- 23: 57-61;
- He sown you broadcast in the earth - to Him you will be gathered -- 23: 79;
- Our Lord! bring us forth -- if we return to evil -- 23: 107;
- Do you think We created you for nothing and you will not be returned to Us -- 23: 115;
- Allah knows the day they are returned to Him that He may tell them of what they did -- 24: 64;
- The chiefs said --- We shall return to our Lord -- 26: 50;
- Return to them - We shall come to them with hosts -- 27: 37;
- So We restored him to his mother -- 28: 13;
- He (Pharaoh) and his hosts --- and deemed they’d never be brought back to Us -- 28: 39;
- Unto Me is your return -- I'll tell you what you did -- 29: 8; 31: 15; 23; 39: 7; 88: 25; 96:
8;
- That He may make them taste --- so that they may return -- 30: 41;
- The angel of death has charge over you - will gather you - to Allah you'll be returned -- 32:
11;
- We make them taste the lower punishment before the greater so that they may return -- 32:
21;
- Falsehood showeth not its face and will not return -- 34: 49;
- To Allah ALL things are brought back -- 35: 4; 36: 32; 83; 41: 21;
- For the moon - We appointed mansions till she returns like an old palm leaf -- 36: 39;
- They cannot make bequest nor can they return to their own folk -- 36: 50;
- Afterwards their return is to hell -- 37: 62-68;
- Our return will be to Allah -- 40: 43;
- When the evil-doers see the doom, they say is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
- Glorified be He Who hath subdued -- and to Him we are returning -- 43: 12-14;
- He made it a word enduring among his seed that they might return -- 43: 28;
- Blessed be He --- to Whom you will be returned -- 43: 85;
- We withdraw the torment a little - you return to disbelief -- 44: 15;
- To Allah you will be brought back -- 45: 15;
- He destroyed townships -- displayed revelations that haply they might return -- 46: 27;
- You thought messenger and believers would never return to their own folk -- 48: 12;
- Fight that which does wrong until it returns to ordinance of Allah - if it returns, make peace
between them justly -- 49: 9;
- When we are dead and become dust -- that will be a far return -- 50: 3;
- The death --- and you will be returned to Allah -- 62: 8;
- If we return to Medina -- the mightier will drive out the weaker -- 63: 8;
- And afterward He make you return thereto -- 71: 17-18;
- We are able to restore his very fingers -- 75: 4;
- Eat, drink and welcome, O Ye blessed in return for what you did -- 77: 43;
- When they returned to their own folk, they returned jesting -- 83: 31;
- He will return to his folk in joy -- 84: 9;
- He deemed that he will never return to Allah -- 84: 14;
- He is able to return him to life -- 86: 8;
- Thou soul at peace! return to Allah -- 89: 27-30;
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REVEAL / REVELATION
- Quran - a guide to believers ----- and what was revealed before --- 2: 2-4;
- If you are in doubt - produce a surah -- 2: 23;
- Adam receives revelation from Allah and He relented towards him -- 2: 37;
- Who disbelieve and deny Our revelations, will abide in the Fire -- 2: 39; 5: 10; 86;
- Yahudis told to believe in revelations confirming what they have - not to part with them for a
small
price -- 2: 41; 5: 44;
- Yahudis disbelieved Allah’s revelations -- 2: 61;
- Do you believe part of Scripture and disbelieve in part -- 2: 85;
- They disbelieved only because Allah revealed to Prophet (SAS) -- 2: 90;
- We have revealed to you clear signs -- 2: 99;
- Such of Revelation as abrogated or caused to be forgotten, substituted by better -- 2: 106;
- We have made clear the Revelations for those who are sure -- 2: 118;
- We believe in all previous revelations -- we make no distinction between any of them -- 2:
136;
- We sent a messenger --- who recite to you Our Revelations -- 2: 151;
- Who hide proof and guidance which We revealed -- 2: 159;
- When told to follow what Allah revealed, man says they'd follow their fathers -- 2: 170;
- Who hide any part of what Allah hath revealed, purchasing a small gain therewith -- 2: 174;
- Allah revealed the Scripture with truth -- 2: 176; 2: 213; 39: 2; 41;
- Thus Allah expounds His revelations --- that they may ward-off evil -- 2: 187; --- that you
may
give thanks -- 5: 89; --- that you may remember -- 2: 221; --- that you may understand -- 2:
242;
--- that you may be guided -- 3: 103; --- so the way of the UNRIGHTEOUS may be clear -6: 55;
--- that they may understand -- 6: 65; --- for a people who have knowledge -- 6: 97; 105;
7: 32;
--- for who have understanding -- 6: 98; --- for who believe -- 6: 99; --- who take heed -- 6:
126;
- Ask Yahudis, how many clear revelations We gave them -- 2: 211;
- Allah make plain His revelation that you may --- reflect on world and hereafter -- 2: 219-220;
--give thought -- 2: 266;
- Make not Allah's revelations a laughing-stock by your behaviour -- remember Allah’s Grace
and
His revelations by which He exhorts you -- 2: 231;
- Who disbelieves Allah’s revelations, --- will have heavy doom -- 3: 4; --- will find Him swift at
reckoning -- 3: 19; --- and slay prophets and mankind who enjoin duty, announce to them a
painful doom -- 3: 21;
- Quran -- wherein are clear revelations -- 3: 7;
- Pharaoh’s folk and those before disbelieved Allah’s revelations -- 3: 11;
- This is tidings of things hidden which We reveal to you -- 3: 44;
- Disciples said we believe in that which Thou hast revealed -- 3: 53;
- This is a revelation and wise reminder -- 3: 58;
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- Why disbelieve revelations of Allah when you bear witness to the truth -- 3: 70;
- Some People of Book say ‘Believe in what is revealed to those who believe at dawn but
disbelieve at dusk -- 3: 72;
- Say we believe in Allah and what is revealed to us and to Abraham -- 3: 84;
- O People of Book! Why disbelieve revelations of Allah when Allah --- 3: 98;
- How can you disbelieve -- Allah's revelation recited to you - Messenger with you -- 3: 101;
- Allah makes His revelations clear so you may be guided -- 3: 103;
- Revelations of Allah -- recited to thee in truth -- 3: 108;
- Wretchedness laid on them -- they disbelieved revelations and -- 3: 112;
- There is a community who recite revelations of Allah in the night -- 3: 113-115;
- Hatred is revealed by the utterance of their mouths -- what their hearts -- 3: 118-120;
- We have made plain for you the revelations if you will understand -- 3: 118;
- They hide a thought which they do not reveal to thee -- 3: 154;
- Allah sent messenger -- who recite to them His revelations -- 3: 164;
- Expound to mankind - do not hide -- 3: 187;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah, Quran, what was revealed to them -- they do not
purchase
gain at price of revelations -- 3: 199;
- Who disbelieve revelations will be exposed to Fire -- 4: 56;
- Who pretend to believe in Quran and previous revelations go to false gods to settle disputes
-- 4: 60;
- When called to what Allah revealed to messenger, hypocrites turn away with aversion -- 4:
61;
- Allah revealed to thee Scripture and Wisdom and teach thee what you knew not -- 4: 113;
- When you hear revelations of Allah mocked at, move away, else you become like them -- 4:
140;
- In His knowledge did He reveal it -- 4: 166;
- Barter not My revelations for small gain -- 5: 44;
- Who does not judge by what Allah revealed is kafir -- 5: 44; --- is wrong-doer -- 5: 45; --- is
evil-liver -- 5: 47;
- To thee We revealed the Scripture (Quran) with truth -- judge between them by what Allah
revealed -- 5: 48-49;
- O People of the Book! Do you blame us because we believe in Allah and what is revealed
now
and before -- 5: 59;
- What is revealed to thee will increase disbelief in many -- 5: 64; 68;
- Make known what is revealed to thee - Allah will protect you against mankind -- 5: 67;
- O People of Book! you have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel, Quran -- 5: 68;
- See how We make revelations clear for them and how -- 5: 75;
- If they believed in Allah, Prophet and Quran, they’d not choose kuffar for friends -- 5: 81;
- If you asked when Quran was revealed, it would be made known to you -- 5: 101;
- When revelations came, they turned away -- 6: 4;
- Those to whom We gave Scripture, recognise this revelation as they recognise their sons -6: 20;
- Who does greater wrong than him who denies His Revelations -- 6: 21; 6: 157;
- Kuffar will wish to return and will say they will not deny revelations -- 6: 27;
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- They do not deny thee - they flout Allah's revelations -- 6: 33;
- Who deny revelations --- deaf and dumb in darkness --- 6: 39; --- torment will afflict them -6: 49;
- See how We display the revelations --- for them, yet they turn away -- 6: 46; --- so they may
understand -- 6: 65;
- We expound the Revelations that the way of the unrighteous is clear -- 6: 55;
- For every announcement there is a term -- 6: 67;
- When you see them meddle with Our revelations, withdraw - sit not with wrong-doers - you
are
not accountable for them - remind them so they too can ward-off evil -- 6: 68-69;
- Yahudis say Allah revealed nothing to humans -- say to them, Who revealed the Book which
Moses brought -- 6: 91;
- A blessed Scripture which We have revealed confirming what was before it -- 6: 92;
- They forge a lie against Allah who say they can reveal the like as Allah revealed -- 6: 93;
- He detailed revelations for people who have knowledge -- 6: 97; 105; 10: 5;
- Shall I seek for Judge other than Allah when it is He Who revealed the Scripture -- those to
whom
Scripture revealed know it is revealed from Allah in truth -- 6: 114;
- Eat of that over which Allah’s name mentioned if you believe His revelations -- 6: 118;
- We have detailed Our revelations for people who take heed -- 6: 126;
- O assembly of Jinn and man! didn't there come to you messengers of your own recounting
to you My revelations? -- 6: 130;
- In what is revealed to me, I find nothing prohibited to an eater that he eat thereof except -- 6:
145;
- Follow not the whims of those who deny Our revelations -- 6: 150;
- A blessed Scripture We have revealed -- follow it -- 6: 155;
- Lest they say the Scripture was revealed only to 2 sects before us -- 6: 156;
- Or lest they say if the Scripture was revealed to us --- who deny revelation and turn away -a
painful doom - because of aversion -- 6: 157; 7: 36; 40;
- A Scripture We reveal to thee -- let there be no heaviness in your heart -- 7: 2;
- Follow what is revealed to you from your Lord -- 7: 3;
- Whose scale is light -- lose their souls -- they disbelieved Our revelations -- 7: 9;
- We revealed covering for your shame but restraint from evil is best -- this is of revelations of
Allah
that they may remember -- 7: 26;
- Allah forbids --- that you associate partners for which no warrant revealed -- 7: 33;
- If messengers -- come -- reciting My revelations -- who refrain from evil will not fear nor -- 7:
35;
- Who deny and scorn Our revelations -- Owners of Fire -- 7: 36;
- Who deny revelations and scorn them will not enter Paradise until CAMEL GOES THROUGH
NEEDLE'S EYE -- 7: 40;
- They used to deny Our Revelations -- 7: 51; --- they denied Our Revelations -- 7: 136;
- When Allah revealed His Glory to the mountain, it crashed -- 7: 143;
- I shall turn away from My revelations those who magnify themselves wrongfully in the earth
---
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because they deny and disregard Our revelations -- 7: 146;
- Who deny Our revelations and the hereafter - their works are fruitless -- 7: 147; 18: 105;
- My Mercy embraces all things - I shall ordain it for those who -- believe Our Revelations -7: 156;
- Thus We detail Our revelations that haply they may return -- 7: 174;
- Some to whom Our revelations given cast them -- Satan overtook them - they lead astray -7: 175;
- Those who deny Our revelations --- are like the dog panting with tongue out -- 7: 176; --- step
by step We lead them on -- 7: 182;
- Evil as an example are those who denied Our Revelations -- 7: 177;
- My Protecting Friend is Allah Who reveal the Scripture -- 7: 195;
- When revelations are recited --- to believers, it increases their faith -- 8: 2; --- to kuffar, they
say
they can speak similarly - Quran is fables -- 8: 31;
- They disbelieved revelations of Allah - He took them in their sins -- 8: 52;
- They denied the Revelations -- so We destroyed them in their sins -- 8: 54;
- With the revelations of Allah, they've purchased a little gain -- 9: 9;
- We detail Our Revelations for people who have knowledge -- 9: 11;
- The hypocrites fear that a surah will be revealed about them -- 9: 64;
- Was it at Allah, His revelations and His messenger that you scoffed -- 9: 65;
- When Surah revealed saying to believe in Allah -- and strive -- they ask to remain at home -9: 86;
- Bedouins are more likely to be ignorant of Allah’s limits revealed -- 9: 97;
- When surah revealed, believers’ faith increases - wickedness of kuffar increases -- 9: 124125;
- When surah revealed - they look at each other, then turn away -- 9: 127;
- Those who are neglectful of Our revelations -- 10: 7-8;
- When Our revelations are recited to them, they say bring other than this or change it -- 10:
15;
- Who does greater wrong ---- and deny Allah's revelations -- 10: 17;
- When We cause mankind to taste mercy after ---- they plot against Our revelations -- 10: 21;
- Thus We expound the revelations for people who reflect -- 10: 24;
- Noah - If my reminding you by Allah’s revelations is an offence to you -- 10: 71;
- We drowned those who denied Our revelations -- 10: 73;
- After them We sent Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh with Our revelations -- 10: 74;
- If you are in doubt concerning what We reveal to thee (O Muhammad) then question -- 10:
94;
- Prophet told be not of those who deny revelations -- 10: 95;
- Revelations and warnings will not avail those who will not believe -- 10: 101;
- This is a scripture - the revelations perfected, then expounded -- 11: 1;
- A likely thing that you should forsake anything of what is revealed to thee -- 11: 12;
- If they answer not your prayer, then know it is revealed in the knowledge of Allah -- 11: 14;
- Such were Aad - they denied revelations -- 11: 59;
- We sent Moses with Our revelations and --- to Pharaoh --- 11: 96-97;
- We revealed it in Arabic, that you may understand -- 12: 2;
- Allah hath revealed no sanction for them -- 12: 40;
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- Joseph kept it secret and did not reveal it to them -- 12: 77;
- What is revealed from Allah is the truth -- 13: 1;
- He detaileth the revelation that you may be certain -- 13: 2;
- Is he who knows that what Allah revealed is true like him who is blind -- 13: 19;
- Those to whom Scripture given rejoice in Quran -- 13: 36;
- We revealed it - a decisive utterance in Arabic -- 13: 37;
- A Scripture We revealed to you that thereby you may -- 14: 1;
- We sent Moses with Our Revelations saying --- therein are revelations for each steadfast,
thankful
heart -- 14: 5;
- We reveal the Reminder -- We are its Guardian -- 15: 9;
- We gave them revelations - they were averse -- 15: 81;
- When asked what Allah revealed --- they say fables of men of old -- 16: 24; --- those who
wardoff evil say "Good ---" 16: 30;
- That you may explain to mankind --- what is revealed for them -- 16: 44; --- that wherein they
differ -- 16: 64;
- We reveal Scripture - an exposition of all things - guidance, mercy - glad tidings to those
-- 16: 89;
- And when We put a revelation in place of another revelation -- 16: 101;
- Allah revealed it with truth, that it may confirm the faith of those who believe -- 16: 102;
- Allah does not guide those who disbelieve His revelations -- 16: 104: 107;
- Disbelievers in Allah's revelations, invent falsehoods and are liars -- 16: 105;
- Wrath of Allah on those who disbelieve after belief except those forced to -- 16: 106;
- We reveal of the Quran that which is a healing and a mercy -- 17: 82;
- If We willed, We could have withdrawn Quran -- 17: 86;
- That is their reward - they disbelieved Our revelations and said -- 17: 98;
- With truth have We sent it down -- 17: 105;
- We divided it that you may recite it at intervals -- revealed in successive revelations -- 17:
106;
- Praise be to Allah who hath revealed Scripture with no crookedness -- 18: 1;
- Recite what has been revealed to you of the Scripture -- 18: 27;
- They take Our revelations and warnings as a jest -- 18: 56;
- When reminded of revelations - turns away, forgetting what his hands sent forth -- 18: 57;
- They disbelieve revelations of Allah and the meeting with Him -- 18: 105;
- Their reward - hell - they take Our revelations and messengers as jest -- 18: 106;
- We may make of him a revelation for mankind -- 19: 21;
- When revelations recited to them, they fall down--- weeping -- 19: 58;
- When Our revelations are recited to them kuffar say to believers, which of our 2 parties is
better
in gear -- 19: 73;
- Have you seen him who disbelieve and say we shall be given wealth and children -- 19: 77;
- We did not reveal this Quran to distress you -- 20: 2;
- Quran - a revelation from Him Who created -- 20: 4-5;
- It is revealed to us that the doom is for him who deny and turn away -- 20: 48;
- We revealed it as a lecture in Arabic -- displayed certain threats -- 20: 113;
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- Hasten not with the Quran before its revelation is -- 20: 114;
- Our revelations came to thee but you forgot them -- 20: 126;
- Thus We reward the prodigal who believe not the revelations of Allah -- 20: 127;
- --- if only Thou had sent a messenger --- we might have followed Thy revelations -- 20: 134;
- Now We have revealed a Scripture wherein is your reminder -- 21: 10;
- This is a blessed Reminder We have revealed -- 21: 50;
- And Noah --- We delivered him from people who denied Our revelations -- 21: 77;
- Thus We reveal it as plain revelations 22: 16;
- Those who strive to thwart Our revelations - rightful owners of hell -- 22: 51;
- When Our revelations are recited - Satan proposes opposition - Allah abolishes the
opposition
and establishes His revelations -- 22: 52;
- Those who disbelieved and denied Our Revelations will have a shameful doom -- 22: 57;
- They worship instead of Allah, that for which no warrant revealed -- 22: 71;
- When Our revelations recited to them, you see disbelief on their faces - they all but attack
the reciters -- 22: 72;
- Those who go in awe -- who believe in revelations -- who ascribe no partner -- who give -with
with hearts afraid -- these race for the good things and shall win --- 23: 57-61;
- My revelations were recited to you, but you turned your back in scorn -- 23: 66-67;
- Were not My revelations recited to you and you denied them? -- 23: 105;
- A surah We revealed and enjoined -- We revealed plain tokens -- 24: 1;
- Allah expounds to you His revelations -- 24: 18;
- Do not reveal their adornment except to -- and not stamp their feet to reveal what they hide
-- 24: 31;
- We have sent down revelations --- that make plain - and the example -- 24: 34; --- and
explained
them -- 24: 46;
- Thus Allah make clear the revelations -- 24: 58; 59; --- that you may understand -- 24: 61;
- Blessed is He who revealed the Criterion of right and wrong that he may warn people -- 25: 1;
- He Who knows secrets of heavens and earth revealed it -- 25: 6;
- Why isn’t Quran revealed all at once -- it is revealed thus to strengthen your heart -- 25: 32;
- Go together to the folk who have denied Our Revelations -- 25: 36;
- Those who, when reminded of the revelations of Allah -- 25: 73;
- These are the revelations of the Scripture that make plain -- 26: 2;
- It is a revelation of Allah which Gabriel brought down on your heart that you may be one of
the
warners - in Arabic - it is in previous Scriptures - Jewish Ulema know it - had We revealed it
to
another nation - when he read it to them, they would have disbelieved - the guilty will not
believe
until they behold the doom, then they'll say Are we to be reprieved - have you seen what We
content them with will not help them when the doom comes -- 26: 192-207;
- Devils did not bring it down -- 26: 210;
- These are revelations of Quran and Scripture that make plain -- 27: 1; 28: 2;
- You cannot make any hear save him who believe Our revelations -- 27: 81; 30: 53;
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- When the Word is fulfilled, We shall bring Beast of Earth --- mankind had not faith in Our
revelations -- 27: 82;
- We shall gather out of every nation a host of those who denied Our revelations -- 27: 83;
- Allah will say Did you deny My Revelations -- 27: 84;
- You were not a dweller in Midian reciting Our revelations to them -- 28: 45;
- Our Lord! Why was no messenger sent to us that we could follow -- 28: 47;
- Never did Allah destroy townships till He had raised up messenger reciting Our Revelations
-- 28: 59;
- Let them not divert thee from revelations after they had been sent down to thee -- 28: 87;
- Those who disbelieve revelations and Hereafter have no hope of Allah's mercy -- 29: 23;
- We believe in that which is revealed to us and to you -- 29: 46;
- In like manner We have revealed the Scripture --- none deny Our revelations except kuffar -29: 47;
- It is clear revelations in the hearts of those with knowledge - none deny Our revelations
except
wrong-doers -- 29: 49;
- They denied revelations of Allah and made mock of them -- 30: 10;
- Kuffar who deny revelations and meeting of hereafter, will be brought to doom -- 30: 16;
- Thus We display the revelations for sensible people -- 30: 28;
- Or have We revealed a warrant which speaks of -- 30: 35;
- These are revelations of the wise Scripture -- a guidance --- 31: 2-5;
- And when revelations are recited to him, he turns away in pride - as is there is a deafness in
his ears -- 31: 7;
- If it is said to them Follow what Allah revealed, they say they follow their fathers -- 31: 21;
- The revelation of the Scripture, wherein there is no doubt - is from Allah -- 32: 2; 39: 1;
- Only those believe in Our revelations who, when they are reminded, fall down prostrate -32: 15;
- Who does greater wrong - reminded of revelations - turns away -- 32: 22;
- When they became steadfast - believing Our revelations -- We appointed leaders -- 32: 24;
- And bear in mind what is recited -- of revelations and wisdom -- 33: 32-34;
- Who strive against Our revelations --painful doom -- 34: 5; --- will be brought to doom -- 34:
38;
- Those who have been given knowledge, see it as truth and leads to path of Allah -- 34: 6;
- When Our revelations are recited to them, they say this man will turn you away from what
your
fathers worshipped -- nothing but an invented lie -- 34: 43;
- If I am rightly guided, it is because of what Allah revealed to me -- 34: 50;
- What We inspired in thee of the Scripture is the truth confirming what was revealed before -35: 31;
- Quran -- a Revelation of Allah -- 36: 2-5;
- They said The Beneficent did not reveal anything - you do but lie -- 36: 15;
- Has the Reminder been revealed to him alone among us -- 38: 8;
- Scripture We revealed - full of blessing - that they may ponder its revelations -- 38: 29;
- It is revealed to me only that I be a plain Warner -- 38: 70;
- Allah revealed the fairest statements -- 39: 23;
- We have revealed the Scripture for mankind with truth -- whosoever goes right - for his soul
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-whosoever -- 39: 41;
- Follow the better guidance of that which is revealed -- 39: 55;
- My Revelations came to thee - you denied them -- 39: 59;
- Who disbelieve revelations of Allah are losers -- 39: 63;
- It has been revealed to thee as to those before thee -- if you ascribe partners to Allah, your
work
will fail -- 39: 65;
- Didn’t there come to you messengers -- reciting the revelations -- 39: 71;
- The revelation of the Scripture is from Allah,--- the Mighty, the Knower -- 40: 2; --- the
Mighty,
the Wise -- 45: 2; 46: 2;
- Only kuffar argue about Revelations of Allah -- 40: 4;
- We sent Moses with revelations and clear warrant to Pharaoh -- 40: 23-24;
- Those who wrangle about Quran -- it is hateful to Allah -- 40: 35; --- only pride in breasts -40: 56;
- They are perverted who deny the revelations of Allah -- 40: 63;
- Have you not seen how those who wrangle about Quran, are turned away -- 40: 69;
- A revelation from Allah - a Scripture - verses expounded - Quran in Arabic - for
knowledgeable
people - good tidings and warning -- most turn away so they hear not -- 41: 2-4;
- They denied Our revelations so We let loose on them a raging wind -- 41: 15-16;
- The reward for Allah's enemies - the Fire - they denied Our revelations -- 41: 28;
- Those who distort Our revelations, are not hidden from Us -- 41: 40;
- It is a revelation from Allah -- 41: 42;
- I believe in whatever Scripture has been revealed -- 42: 15;
- Allah revealed Scripture with Truth and the Balance -- 42: 17;
- That those who argue about Our revelations may know they have no refuge -- 42: 35;
- Allah does not speak to mortal except by revelation, behind veil or messenger -- 42: 51;
- They say if only Quran was revealed to some great man -- 43: 31;
- We sent Moses with Our Revelations to Pharaoh and his chiefs -- 43: 46;
- You who believed Our revelations! -- enter the Garden with your wives -- 43: 69-73;
- We revealed it on a blessed night -- 44: 3; -- on the Night of Power -- 97: 1-3;
- Who hear the revelations recited --- and continue in pride -- 45: 8;
- And when he knows anything of Our revelations he makes it a jest -- 45: 9;
- This is guidance --- who disbelieve the revelations ---- for them is ---- 45: 11;
- When Our revelations are recited --- their only argument is - bring back our fathers -- 45:
25;
- Were not Our Revelations recited to you -- -- 45: 31;
- You made the revelations of Allah a jest -- 45: 35;
- When Our Revelations recited -- kuffar say -- this is magic -- 46: 7;
- Their ears, eyes and hearts availed them nothing since they denied the revelations of Allah
-- 46: 26;
- We have destroyed townships - and displayed Our Revelations - that they might return -46: 27;
- We heard a Scripture revealed after Moses - confirming - guiding -- 46: 29-31;
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- They are averse to what Allah revealed so He makes their actions fruitless -- 47: 9;
- Believers say if only surah revealed - when surah mentioning war revealed, some look at
thee
with look of ---- 47: 20;
- They say to those who hate what Allah revealed -- We will obey you in some matters -- 47:
26;
- He revealed to His slave what He revealed -- 53: 10;
- He saw one of the greater revelations of his Lord -- 53: 18;
- They are names you ----- for which Allah revealed no warrant -- 53: 23;
- Our warnings came to house of Pharaoh who denied Our revelations every one -- 54: 42;
- I swear --- that this is a noble Quran --- which none touch but the purified -- a revelation from
the Lord of the Worlds -- 56: 75-80;
- He sends down clear revelations -- that He may bring you forth from darkness to light -- 57: 9;
- Is not the time ripe for hearts of believers to submit to --- and the truth which is revealed -57: 16;
- We have made clear Our revelations -- that you may understand -- 57: 17;
- Kuffar who deny revelations -- owners of Hell Fire -- 57: 19; 64: 10;
- We sent Our messengers -- and revealed with them the Scripture and Balance -- and He
revealed
iron -- mighty power and uses for mankind -- 57: 25;
- He sent --- a messenger to recite to them His revelations -- 62: 2;
- Wretched is the likeness of those who deny Allah's revelations -- 62: 5;
- Believe in Allah, His Messenger and the Light We have revealed -- 64: 8;
- That is command of Allah which He reveal to you -- 65: 5;
- Allah hath sent down a Reminder -- a messenger reciting His revelations made plain -- 65:
10-11;
- Yea - a Warner came to us but we denied and said -- Allah hath nothing revealed -- 67: 9;
- When Our revelations recited to him, he says -- fables of old -- 68: 14-15;
- It is a revelation from the Lord of the Worlds -- 69: 43;
- It is revealed to me that some Jinn listened and said it is a marvelous Quran which guides to
righteousness -- 72: 1-2;
- Allah does not reveal His secrets to anyone except His chosen Messengers, then --- 72: 2627;
- He is stubborn to Our revelations -- 74: 16;
- Why are they running from the Reminder like frightened asses fleeing a lion -- 74: 49-51;
- We have revealed unto thee the Quran --- a revelation --- 76: 23;
- They called Our revelations false -- 78: 28;
- When Our revelations are read to them, they say ancient fables -- 83: 13;
- Who disbelieve Our revelations will be on left hand -- 90: 19;
- And the day when it reveals him -- 91: 3;
REVENGE
- They sought revenge only so that Allah could enrich them -- 9: 74;
REVERENCE
- Due to Allah and mothers -- 4: 1;
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- We sent thee as -- and Warner that mankind may -- and revere Him --- at early dawn -- 48: 89;
REVERSE
- Whom We bring to old age -- We reverse in creation -- 36: 68;
REVERT
- Those who revert will have no guidance - they will be cursed - their punishment will not be
lightened except if they repent -- 3: 86-89;
- Those who grow violent in their disbelief - repentance will not be accepted - if they had earth
of gold, it will not help -- 3: 90-91;
REVILE
- Revile not their gods lest they revile Allah wrongfully through ignorance -- 6: 108;
REVIVE
- Allah revives Yahudis after extinction so they can give thanks -- 2: 56;
- Allah sends water from sky, thereby reviving earth after its death -- 2: 164; 29: 63;
- Allah revives earth after its death -- 16: 65; 30: 19; 50; 43: 11; 50: 9-11; 57: 17;
- Allah sends winds, raise clouds, leads it to dead land -- revive earth -- 35: 9;
- We revive it and bring forth grain, so that they eat thereof -- 36: 33;
- Who will revive these bones when they have rotted away -- 36: 78;
- He will revive them Who produced them at first -- 36: 79;
- By those who cause earth’s vegetation to revive -- 77: 3;
REVOLT
- How many community revolted against ordinance of Allah -- 65: 8;
- Some individuals invoked protection of Jinn - increasing their revolt against Allah -- 72: 6;
REWARD
- Allah would have increased their reward had they obeyed -- 2: 58;
- Whoso believes and does good will have their reward -- 2: 62;
- The reward of those who believe part and disbelieve part is -- 2: 85;
- Had they believed and kept from evil -- reward from Allah would be better -- 2: 103;
- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good will find his reward with Allah -- 2: 112;
- If they attack you there - slay them -- such is the reward of kuffar -- 2: 191;
- Who spend their wealth for Cause of Allah -- their reward is with Allah -- 2: 262; --- by night
and day, openly or secretly -- their reward is ---2: 274;
- Who believes, does good works, pray, pays zakat -- their reward is with Allah -- 2: 277, 3:
199;
- The reward for those who disbelieve after their belief is Curse of Allah, angels and men
combined
--- doom will not be lightened -- no reprieve except those who repent and amend -- 3: 87-89;
- There is a community --- righteous -- will be rewarded for the good they do -- 3: 113-115;
- The reward for such -- forgiveness and Paradise -- a bountiful reward -- 3: 136;
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Allah will reward the thankful -- 3: 144; 145;
Who desire the reward of the World - We shall bestow -- who desire Hereafter -- 3: 145;
Allah gave them reward of both worlds -- 3: 147-148;
He rewarded you with grief for his grief -- 3: 153;
Who heard call of Allah --- after harm befell them -- there is great reward -- 3: 172;
If you believe and ward-off evil -- yours will be vast reward -- 3: 179;
I shall bring them into Gardens -- a reward from Allah -- with Allah is fairest reward -- 3: 195;
Some People of Book believe in Allah --- their reward is with Allah -- 3: 199;
If there is a good deed Allah doubles it and gives immense reward -- 4: 40;
Had they done --- We would have bestowed on them immense reward and -- 4: 66-68;
Who fight in Way of Allah, whether slain or victorious -- will have vast reward -- 4: 74;
Who intervene in goof cause will have reward thereof -- 4: 85;
Who kills a believer on purpose -- his reward is hell forever -- 4: 93;
Allah bestows on those who strive in His Way great reward above the sedentary -- 4: 95-96;
Who forsakes his home - a fugitive to Allah and messenger - and death overtakes him, his
reward is incumbent on Allah -- 4: 100;
- Who enjoins alms-giving -- peace-making among the people -- to please Allah -- will be vastly
rewarded -- 4: 114;
- For believers who do good works, We shall bring them into Gardens --- 4: 122;
- Who desire reward of this world should know that with Allah is reward of both worlds -- 4:
134;
- Allah will bestow on believers great reward -- 4: 146;
- Upon knowledgeable of People of Book and believers who believe in Allah, Last Day, who
pray
and pay zakat, We shall bestow great reward -- 4: 162;
- Allah promise believers who do good works - forgiveness and immense reward -- 5: 9;
- Cain will bear punishment of sin against Abel and his own sin -- the reward of doing evil -- 5:
29;
- Reward for those who make war on Allah and messenger and strive for corruption in land, is
that
they be killed, crucified --- except those who repent before you overpower them -- 5: 33-34;
- Cut off the hand of the thief - a reward for his deeds --- who repent and amend -- 5: 38-39;
- Allah rewarded them for their saying with Paradise -- a reward for the good -- 5: 85;
- We bestowed on him --- each of them We guided -- thus We reward the good -- 6: 84;
- He will reward them for what they attribute to Him -- 6: 139;
- Pharaoh’s wizards asked whether there’d be rewards for them if they won -- 7: 113;
- Yahudis told to enter town prostrate, eat, say repentance - their sins will be forgiven and they
will have increase in rewards -- 7: 161;
- That is the award, so taste it -- 8: 14;
- With Allah is immense reward -- 8: 28; 9: 22;
- Allah sent down -- and punished kuffar -- such is their reward -- 9: 26;
- Let them laugh --- they will weep -- the reward of what they earned -- 9: 82;
- Their abode -- hell -- reward for what they earned -- 9: 95;
- He produce creation -- that He may reward believers who do good works with equity -- 10: 4;
- We destroyed generations before -- thus We reward the guilty -- 10: 13;
- Theirs will be forgiveness and great reward -- 11: 11;
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- Noah tells his folk -- my reward is the concern of Allah only -- 11: 29;
- Hud tells his folk -- I ask of you no reward -- my reward is concern of Allah only -- 11: 51;
- Thus We reward the good -- 12: 22;
- What shall be his reward who wish evil to thy folk except -- 12: 25;
- Allah does not lose the reward of the good -- 12: 56;
- The reward of the hereafter is better for those who believe and ward-off evil -- 12: 57;
- Who keep their duty -- their reward - Paradise - food everlasting; -- reward for kuffar - Fire -13: 35;
- Fugitives for Cause of Allah -- goodly lodging -- reward in hereafter greater -- 16: 41;
- We shall pay the steadfast reward in proportion to --- 16: 96; --- the believer who does right
-- 16: 97;
- Quran gives tidings of great reward to believers who do good works -- 17: 9;
- That is their reward because they disbelieved our Revelations and said --- 17: 98;
- -- and to bring to believers --- news of fair reward wherein they will abide forever -- 18: 2-3;
- Believers who do good works - reward not lost -- 18: 30;
- Blest the reward and fair the resting place -- -- 18: 31;
- Allah is best for reward -- 18: 44;
- Deeds which endure are better for reward -- 18: 46; 19: 76;
- Who believes and does right -- good will be his reward -- 18: 88;
- Their reward - hell - they took Our revelations and messengers as jest -- 18: 106;
- The Hour - I will keep it hidden so every soul will be rewarded for what it strives -- 20: 15;
- Paradise - the reward of one who grows -- 20: 76;
- Thus We reward the prodigal who disbelieve -- 20: 127;
- Do you ask of them any reward -- the reward of Allah is better -- 23: 72;
- I rewarded them this day -- they were steadfast -- 23: 111;
- That Allah may reward them with ---- and increase reward for them of His Bounty -- 24: 38;
- -- Garden of Immortality - promised to those who ward-off evil -- their reward and -- 25: 15;
- I ask of you no reward for this, but whoso will -- 25: 57;
- Wizards ask Pharaoh- whether there’d be rewards for them if they won -- 26: 41;
- Are you rewarded anything save what you did -- 27: 90;
- Thus We reward the good -- 28: 14; 37: 80; 105; 110; 121; 131;
- These will be given reward twice over - because they are steadfast, they --- 28: 54;
- The reward of Allah ---- is better - only the steadfast will obtain it -- 28: 80;
- We gave him his reward in the world -- 29: 27;
- How sweet the reward of the toilers who persevere and put their trust in Allah -- 29: 58-59;
- That He may reward out of His Bounty those who --- 30: 45; 34: 4;
- No soul know what is kept hidden --- as a reward for what --- 32: 17;
- That Allah may reward the true men for their truth -- 33: 24;
- If you desire --- Allah hath prepared for you an immense reward -- 33: 29;
- Whosoever of you is submissive --- We shall double her reward and -- 33: 31;
- Men and women who surrender ---- Allah prepared for them forgiveness and a vast reward -33: 35;
- They will have twofold reward -- for what they did and will dwell in lofty halls -- 34: 37; --- will
have forgiveness and great reward -- 35: 7;
- Whatever reward I might have asked you is yours - My reward is with Allah only -- 34: 47;
- Whoso follows Reminder and fears in secret, will have forgiveness and rich reward -- 36: 11;
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- A Scripture consistent wherein promises of reward are paired with threat of punishment -39: 23;
- They shall have what they will -- that is the reward of the good -- 39: 34;
- That Allah will remit ---- and pay them reward for the best ---- 39: 35;
- For believers who do good deeds is an enduring reward -- 41: 8;
- The reward for Allah's enemies - the Fire- 41: 28;
- The reward of an ill-deed is ---- but if you pardon --- 42: 40;
- Who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright -- owners of Garden -- rewards for their
deeds -- 46: 13-14;
- This day you are rewarded with doom of ignominy because -- 46: 20;
- Morning found them -- thus We reward the guilty folk -- 46: 24-25;
- He will not grudge the reward of your actions -- 47: 35;
- Who breaks his oath -- Who keeps his covenant with Allah - He will bestow on him immense
reward -- 48: 10;
- If you obey, Allah will give you fair reward, but if -- 48: 16;
- He rewarded them with near victory and much booty ---- 48: 18-19; --- and other gain which
you
were not able to achieve -- 48: 21;
- Allah promises believers who do good works - forgiveness and immense reward -- 48: 29;
- -- their hearts proven to righteousness -- theirs will be forgiveness and immense reward -49: 3;
- If you obey Allah --- He will not withhold any reward -- 49: 14;
- That He may reward evil-doers with what they did and the doers of good with goodness -53: 31;
- We carried him on a thing which ran on waters -- as a reward for him who was rejected -- 54:
13-14;
- Thus We reward him who give thanks -- 54: 35;
- Is the reward of goodness other than goodness -- 55: 60;
- -- reward for what they used to do -- 56: 11-26;
- Such as believe and spend aright -- will have great reward -- 57: 7;
- Who will lend to Allah a goodly loan ----- and his may be a rich reward -- 57: 11; 18;
- Believers and martyrs have their reward and their light -- 57: 19;
- We gave those of them who believe their reward, but many --- 57: 27;
- Hell - the reward for evil doers -- 59: 17;
- Wealth and children are temptation - With Allah is immense reward -- 64: 15;
- Who keeps his duty to Allah - He will remit his evil deeds and magnify reward for him -- 65: 5;
- Who fear Allah in secret will be forgiven and have great reward -- 67: 12;
- Yours will be an unfailing reward -- 68: 3;
- We feed you for sake of Allah -- we need no reward ---- from you -- 76: 9;
- And hath awarded them for all they endured - a Garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
- This is reward for you -- your endeavour hath found acceptance -- 76: 22;
- Thus We reward the good -- 77: 44;
- Reward proportioned to their evil deeds -- 78: 26;
- For believers who do good works is a reward unfailing -- 84: 25; 95: 6;
- And none hath with him any favour for reward -- 92: 17-21;
- Believers who do good works -- reward with Allah - Paradise -- 98: 7-8;
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RIB
- He is created from --- that issued from between loins and ribs -- 86: 7;
RIBA
- See Usury;
RICH
- Riches and children of kuffar will be of no help to them -- 3: 116;
- When asked for contributions to the war, some say Allah is poor - we are rich -- 3: 181;
- A rich guardian of orphan should not take from orphan’s property for his guardianship -- 4: 6;
- Be witnesses for Allah whether against rich or poor -- 4: 135;
- Our Lord! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour and riches to lead astray --- our Lord! destroy
their
riches and harden their hearts -- 10: 88;
- Exult not in your riches -- 28: 76;
- With the wealth you've been given, seek home in hereafter -- 28: 77;
- Those who exult in their worldly riches -- 28: 79-82;
- Greed will have no place with Allah -- 30: 39;
- Allah is rich - you are poor -- 47: 38;
- -- that it does not become a commodity between the rich among you -- 59: 7;
- His riches will not save him when he perishes -- 92: 8-11;
- Did He not find thee destitute and enrich thee -- 93: 8;
RIDE
- He created horses, mules, asses, that you may ride -- 16: 8;
- We created for them the like thereof on which they ride -- 36: 42;
- We created for them cattle - some they ride -- 36: 71-73; 40: 79-80;
- He created for you all the pairs - and appointed for you --- whereon you ride -- that you may
mount -- 43: 12-13;
RIFT
- There is no rift in the sky -- 50: 6;
- He is the Mighty, the Forgiving Who created 7 heavens in harmony -- can you see any rifts -67: 3;
RIGHT
- Whoever believes in Allah and Last Day and does right -- 2: 62;
- Women have rights over men similar to what men have over them -- 2: 228;
- Henceforth the right direction is distinct from error -- 2: 256;
- Those who heard call of Allah --- after harm befell them and do right -- 3: 172;
- Be careful of your duty to Allah in Whom you claim your rights of one another -- 4: 1;
- Be mindful of duty to Allah and do right -- 5: 93;
- Moses tells Aaron --- do right -- follow not way of mischief-makers -- 7: 142;
- He will enjoin on them what is right -- 7: 157;
- Yahudis told dwell in township -- We shall forgive sins and increase rewards of right-doers -7: 161;
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- He will give you discrimination between right and wrong -- -- 8: 29;
- -- except those idolaters with whom you have treaty and who abated nothing of your right -9: 4;
- Allah has more right that you fear Him -- 9: 13; --- that they please Him -- 9: 62;
- Hypocrites enjoin wrong and forbid right -- 9: 67;
- Believers enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 71;
- Triumphant are those who enjoin right -- 9: 112;
- Allah did not destroy the townships while the people were doing right -- 11: 117;
- Reward for those who do right -- 12: 22;
- Theirs will be heavenly home with who do right of their fathers, spouses, children -- 13:
22-24;
- Who believe and do right -- joy for them and bliss -- 13: 29;
- Kuffar are kept from the right road -- 13: 33;
- Allah is best aware of those who go right -- 16: 125; 17: 84;
- Who goeth right, it is for the good of his own soul -- 17: 15; 27: 92; 39: 41; 41: 46; 45:
15;
- Slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden save with right -- 17: 33;
- Who believes and does right -- good will be his reward -- 18: 88;
- They will meet deception save those who repent, believe and do right -- 19: 59-60;
- Allah increase in right guidance -- those who walk aright -- 19: 76;
- You will come to know ---- and who is right --- 20: 135;
- Strive for Allah with endeavour which is His right -- 22: 78;
- O ye messengers! eat of the good things and do right -- 23: 51;
- My Lord! Send me back that I may do right -- 23: 99-100;
- Some of them are averse, but if right had been with them -- 24: 49;
- We have arranged it in right order -- 25: 32;
- This she-camel - has right to drink - you have right to drink -- 26: 155;
- Satan made their works ---- so that they go not aright -- 27: 24;
- That We may see whether she goes aright or not 27: 41;
- And he (Pharaoh) and his hosts were haughty in the land without right -- 28: 39;
- Allah is best aware of him who walks aright -- 28: 56;
- Who repent, believe and do right, may be successful -- 28: 67;
- The reward for believers who do right is better --- only steadfast --- 28: 80;
- Who do right - make provision for themselves -- 30: 44;
- We have now seen and heard -- send us back -- we will do right -- 32: 12;
- Whosoever of you is submissive --- and does right -- We shall give her double reward -- 33:
31;
- Allah tells David -- And do right -- I am Seer of what you do -- 34: 11;
- Our Lord! Release us -- we will do right -- 35: 37;
- Is he then who will strike his face --- as he who doth right --- 39: 24;
- Our Lord! And make them enter Paradise -- with such of their fathers -- as do right -- 40: 7-9;
- This is because you exulted in earth without right -- 40: 70-76;
- Aad was arrogance in the land without right -- 41: 15-16;
- Who is better in speech than him who prays to Allah, does right and -- 41: 33;
- -- and that I may do right acceptable to thee -- 46: 15;
- You were disdainful in the land without right -- 46: 20;
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Allah is best aware of who stray and who go right -- 53: 30;
Among them are those who go right, but many are evil-livers -- 57: 26;
-- except who are -- and in whose wealth there is a right -- for the beggar -- 70: 19-35;
What ails kuffar -- they stare at you open-eyed in groups on the right and -- 70: 36-37;
And inspired it with conscience of what is ----- and what is right for it --- 91: 8;

RIGHTEOUS
- Do you enjoin righteousness and forget to practise it yourself -- 2: 44;
- Allah will increase the rewards of those who obey Him -- 2: 58
- Abraham - among the righteous -- 2: 130; 16: 122; 29: 27;
- The righteous, the god-fearing, the sincere described --- it is not righteousness to turn faces
to east and west --- 2: 177;
- It is not righteousness to enter houses through back doors - it is righteous to ward-off evil -2: 189;
- Do not let your oaths be a hindrance to you being righteous -- 2: 224;
- Jesus is of the righteous -- 3: 46;
- You cannot attain righteousness until you spend out of what you love -- 3: 92;
- Some People of the Book are righteous -- 3: 113-114;
- Our Lord! so we believed -- therefore forgive us -- make us die the death of the righteous -3: 193;
- What Allah has in store, is better for the righteous -- 3: 198;
- Who obeys Allah and messenger are with those whom Allah showed favour - the
Prophets -the righteous -- 4: 66-68;
- Rewards for the righteous -- 4: 122; 124;
- Help one another to righteousness - not to sin -- 5: 2;
- They recognise truth and hope to be with the righteous -- 5: 83-84;
- We expound the revelations so the way of the unrighteous is clear -- 6: 55;
- Zachariah, John, Jesus, and Elias were of the righteous -- 6: 85;
- Who refrain from evil and amend their ways - shall not fear nor grieve -- 7: 35;
- If they see the way of righteousness, they reject it -- 7: 146;
- Some are righteous - some far from that -- 7: 168;
- Allah befriends the righteous -- 7: 196;
- If He give us -- we will give alms and become of the righteous -- 9: 75;
- Kill Joseph or --- that afterward you may be righteous folk -- 12: 9;
- Make me die submissive to thee and join me with the righteous -- 12: 101;
- If you are righteous ---- He is ever forgiving to those -- 17: 25;
- Their father had been righteous -- 18: 82;
- Who hope to meet Allah - let him do righteous work -- 18: 110;
- On the day when We shall gather the righteous to Us -- 19: 85;
- Enjoin worship and be constant therein ----- the sequel is for righteousness -- 20: 132;
- Isaac and Jacob -- each of them We made righteous -- 21: 72; --- Lot --- 21: 75; --Ishmael,
Idris, Dhul Kifl (Ezekiel) ----- 21: 85-86;
- Who believe and do good deeds - his efforts will not be rejected -- 21: 94;
- My righteous slaves shall inherit the earth -- 21: 105;
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Who believe and do good works will enter Paradise -- 22: 23;
Garden of Immortality promised those who ward-off evil -- 25: 15;
Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me wisdom and unite me to the righteous -- 26: 83-89;
My Lord! arouse me --- and include me in the number of Thy righteous slaves -- 27: 19;
Allah willing, you will find me of the righteous -- 28: 27
Those who believe and do good works, We'll make them enter among the righteous -- 29: 9;
On the day when the Hour comes, the unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12;
Abraham said - my Lord! vouchsafe me of the righteous -- 37: 100;
This is for the righteous -- 38: 55;
If I had a second chance, I might be among the righteous -- 39: 58;
A confirming Scripture to warn wrong-doers and give good tidings to the righteous -- 46: 12;
Who subdue their voices -- their heart proven to righteousness -- 49: 3;
The noblest of you is best in conduct -- 49: 13;
Righteous lives good life - sleeps little at night - prays for forgiveness in early dawn - shares
his wealth with poor and needy -- 51: 15-19;
- Even one righteous family can be saved -- 51: 36; 54: 34;
- The righteous will dwell among gardens and rivers firmly established in the favour of a Mighty
King -- 54: 54-55;
- Conspire for righteousness and piety - not for crime, wrong-doing and disobedience -- 58:9;
- Spend before death comes and you say My Lord! reprieve me so I could give alms and be
among the righteous -- 63: 10;
- Allah is his Protecting Friend and Gabriel and the righteous among the believers -- 66: 4;
- Wife of Noah and wife of Lot - under 2 righteous slaves - betrayed them -- husbands availed
them
nothing against Allah -- 66: 10;
- But Allah chose him and placed him among the righteous -- 68: 50;
- It is a marvelous Quran which guides to righteousness -- 72: 1-2;
- Among us are righteous folk and others far from that -- 72: 11;
- The righteous shall drink from a cup of Kafur -- 76: 5;
- Set down by scribes noble and righteous -- 80: 15-16;
- The righteous will be in delight -- 82: 13;
- The record of the righteous is in illiyeen --- a written record -- 83: 18-20;
- The righteous are in delight - on couches - delight on their faces -- they drink of pure wine -sealed with pure musk - for this let them strive who strive for bliss -- mixed with water from
Tasnim - a spring from which those near to Allah drink -- 83: 22-28;
- What will be said to the righteous on the Day of Judgment -- 89: 27: 30;
- Far removed from it will be the righteous who gives his wealth -- 92: 17-21;
RISE
- Hymn Praise of Allah when thou upriseth and night time and -- 52: 48-49;
- When the seas rise -- 81: 6;
- -- the stars which rise and set -- 81: 16
RITES
- For every nation We have appointed a ritual -- 22: 34
- Unto each nation We gave sacred rites -- 22: 67;
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RIVAL
- Do not set up rivals to Allah -- 2: 22;
- Of mankind, some set up rivals to Allah, loving them -- 2: 165;
- They differed only after knowledge came to them through rivalry among themselves -- 3: 19;
--- they
differed not until after --- 45: 17;
- Kuffar ascribe rivals to Allah -- 6: 1;
- They set up rivals to Allah, to mislead men from His Way -- 14: 30;
- You commanded us to disbelieve in Allah and set up rivals to Him -- 34: 33;
- When hurt touches man --- when He grants a boon, he forgets -- he sets up rivals to Allah -39: 8;
- You ascribe to Him rivals -- 41: 9;
- They were not divided until after knowledge came -- through rivalry among themselves -- 42:
14;
- Life of this world is play, idle talk, --- rivalry in respect of wealth and children -- 57: 20;
- Rivalry in worldly increase distracts you until you come to the grave -- 102: 1-2;
RIVER
- There are rocks out of which rivers flow -- 2: 74;
- Saul tells his army - Allah will test you by a river - they should not drink at the crossing -- 2:
249;
- Rivers flow beneath them -- 7: 43;
- The Garden promised to those who keep duty -- underneath rivers flow -- 13: 35;
- Allah hath made of service to you, the rivers --- 14: 32;
- We will not put faith in thee until -- you have a garden of -- and cause rivers to gush -- 17:
90-93;
- Moses said I'll continue until I meet where the two rivers meet -- 18: 60;
- We inspired thy mother -- throw it into the river -- the river will throw it on to the bank -- 20:
38-39;
- Is not He best Who --- placed rivers in the folds thereof -- 27: 61;
- We inspired mother of Moses -- when you fear for him -- cast him into the river -- 28: 7;
- Pharaoh proclaimed to his people -- Isn’t mine the sovereignty of Egypt and these rivers -43: 51-53;
- Therein are rivers of unpolluted water , milk, wine, honey -- 47: 15;
RIVULET
- Grieve not -- Allah hath placed a rivulet beneath thee -- 19: 24;
ROAD
- Whom Allah sends astray, for him you’d find no road -- 4: 88;
- Kuffar who deal in wrong will never be forgiven nor guided except on road to hell -- 4: 168169;
- Who believe and -- will enter Allah’s Mercy -- and guided to Him by straight road -- 4: 174;
- Such are in worse plight and further astray from the plain road -- 5: 60;
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5: 77;
- Lurk not on every road to threaten wayfarers and to turn away from -- 7: 86;
- Allah tells Moses not the follow the road of those who have no knowledge -- 10: 89;
- Kuffar kept from the right road -- 13: 33;
- It is upon a road still uneffaced -- 15: 76;
- They’re both on a high road plain to see -- 15: 79;
- He cast into the earth --- and roads, that you may find a way -- 16: 15;
- They are all astray and cannot find a road -- 17: 48;
- Whoso is blind here --- and yet further from the road -- 17: 72;
- We gave Dhul Qarneyn a road to everything -- 18: 84;
- He followed a road --- to the land of setting sun -- 18: 85-86; -- to land of rising sun -- 18: 8990; --until he came to 2 mountains -- 18: 92-93;
- We appointed the earth --- and threaded roads for you therein -- 20: 53;
- We placed therein ravines as roads that they may find their way -- 21: 31;
- See how they coin --- they are all astray and cannot find a road -- 25: 9;
- Those who will be gathered on their faces -- further from right road -- 25: 34;
- They will know when they behold the doom who is more astray as to the road -- 25: 42;
- Perchance Allah will guide me on the right road -- 28: 22;
- Lot said to his folk -- Don’t you cut the road for travelers -- 29: 29;
- Build for me a tower that I may reach the road to heaven -- 40: 36-37;
- Whom Allah send astray - for him there is no road -- 42: 46;
- Who made earth ---- and placed roads therein that --- 43: 10;
- We have set thee (Muhammad) on a clear road of Our commandment -- 45: 18;
- We’ve heard a Scripture --- guiding to truth and a right road -- 46: 29-31;
- Is he who ----- more rightly guided or he who walks upright on a beaten road -- 67: 22;
ROAR
- We have prepared a flame - when it sees them - they hear --- and roar thereof -- 25: 11-12;
- When they are flung therein, they hear its roar as it boils up -- 67: 7;
ROAST
- If he is of the rejecters -- the welcome will be --- and roasting at hell fire -- 56: 92-94;
- It is the fire of hell - eager to roast -- 70: 15-18;
ROCK
- Moses told to strike rock with his staff -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- Men's hearts became harder than rocks --- rocks from which rivers flow - rocks from which
water gush - rocks which fall with fear of Allah -- 2: 74;
- His likeness is that of a rock whereon is earth which is washed clean by rainstorm -- 2: 264;
- Moses is told that when they took refuge on the rock, the fish escaped -- 18: 63;
- Though it be in a rock -- Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16;
- -- and with Thamud who clove the rocks in the valley -- 89: 9;
ROLL
- We shall roll up the heavens as a recorder roll up a written scroll -- 21: 101-104;
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ROMANS
- The Romans are defeated in nearer lands and they will be victorious within 10 years -- 30: 34;
ROOF
- By --- and the roof exalted and --- 52: 1-5;
ROOT
- We cut the root of those who denied Our Revelations -- 7: 72;
- A good saying is as a good tree -- root firm -- 14: 24;
- A bad saying is as a bad tree -- uprooted from earth -- 14: 26;
- We made plain -- that the root of wrong-doers was to be cut at early morn -- 15: 66;
ROPE
- Hold fast to rope of Allah and do not become divided -- 3: 103;
- Ignominy shall be their portion --- except where they grasp rope from Allah and from men -3: 112;
- Hold fast to that which is given you that you may ward-off evil -- 7: 171;
- I give them "long rope" -- 7: 183; 14: 42; 22: 44;
- Do not be like her who unravel the thread -- 16: 92;
- Is the kingdom of heaven theirs - let them ascend by rope -- 38: 10;
ROT
- Who will revive these bones when they have rotted away -- 36: 78;
ROUSE
- When the time for the first --- came, We roused against you -- 17: 5;
- When the time for the second --- came, We roused against you -- 17: 7;
RUIN
- Do not be cast to ruin by your own hands -- 2: 195;
- Who ruin their own souls, will not believe -- 6: 12; 20;
- They ruin none but themselves though they perceive not -- 6: 26;
- Salih tells his folk they will add nothing to him but ruin -- 11: 63;
- Their gods -- availed them nothing -- they added to them nothing but ruin -- 11: 101;
- You will not cease remembering Joseph till your health is ruined -- 12: 85;
- It increase evil-doers in nothing but ruin -- 17: 82;
- Now it was all ruined on its trellises -- 18: 42;
- In the town, they found a wall falling into ruin -- he repaired it -- 18: 77;
- Later generations ruined worship and followed lusts -- 19: 59;
- How many townships We destroyed --- so that it lieth in ruins -- 22: 45;
- Each of them We brought to utter ruin -- 25: 39;
- When Kings enter a township, they ruin it -- 27: 34;
- Yonder are their dwellings ---- in ruins --- 27: 52;
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You almost caused my ruin -- 37: 51-61;
You pass by the ruins of them in the morning and night time -- 37: 137-138;
Pharaoh’s plot ended in ruin -- 40: 37;
-- then the kuffar will be ruined -- 40: 85;
The thought which you thought about Allah, ruined you -- 41: 23;
Kuffar will be ruined and actions made vain -- 47: 8;
-- and cast terror in their hearts so they ruined their houses -- 59: 2;
-- they disobeyed me -- they follow one whose --- increase him only in ruin -- 71: 21;
-- and increase wrong-doer in nothing but ruin -- 71: 28;

RUKU
- And bow your heads with those who bow in worship -- 2: 43;
- Triumphant are those who make ruku -- 9: 112;
- When it is said to them Bow down - they bow not down -- 77: 48;
RULE
- O Ruler of the land! he hath an aged father -- 12: 78;
- O Ruler! misfortune has touched us and our folk -- 12: 88;
- They sought help from their Lord and every froward potentate was brought to naught -- 14:
15;
- Allah promise to make believers rulers -- 24: 55;
- We are sects having different rules -- 72: 11;
RUN
- Lot’s people came running towards him -- 11: 78;
- A man came running from the uttermost part of city saying O Moses! --- 28: 20;
- Run to your field if you will pluck the fruit -- 68: 22;
RUST
- What they earned is rust on their hearts -- 83: 14;
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SABBATH
SABEANS
SACRED
SACRIFICE
SAD
SADAQA JARIA
SADDLE / SADDLE BAGS
SA’EE
SAFFA / MARWA
SAFE / SAVE
SAINT
SALIH
SALSABIL
SALUTE
SAME
SAMIRI
SANCTION
SANCTUARY
SAND / SAND-STORM
SARAH
SATAN
SAUL
SAY
SCALE
SCATTER
SCHEME
SCHISM
SCOFF
SCOLD
SCORCH
SCORN
SCRIBE
SCRIPTURE
SCROLL
SCUM
SEA
SEAL
SEARCH
SECLUDE
SECRET
SECTS
SECURE
SEDITION
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SEDUCE
SEE / SIGHT
SEED
SEEK
SEIZE
SELF-REPROACH
SELF-RESTRAINT
SELL
SEND
SENSE
SENTENCE
SEPARATE
SEPULCHRE
SERPENT
SERVE / SERVANTS / SLAVE
SET
SEVER
SEVERE
SHADE
SHADOW
SHAKE
SHAME
SHAPE
SHARE
SHATTER
SHEBA
SHED
SHEEP
SHEPHERD
SHELTER
SHINE
SHIP
SHIRT
SHOCK
SHOE
SHORE
SHOUT
SHOW
SHRIVEL
SHROUD
SHU-EYB
SHUN
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SICK
SIGH
SIGNS
SIJJEEN
SILK
SILVER
SIMILAR / SIMILITUDE
SIN
SINCERE
SIRIUS
SISTER
SIT
SKIN
SKY
SLANDER
SLASH
SLAUGHTER / SLAY
SLEEP
SLIDE
SMITE
SMOKE
SMOOTH
SNARE
SOLDIER
SOLITARY
SOLOMON
SON
SOOTHSAYER
SORCERER
SORROW
SOUL
SOUND
SOVEREIGN
SOW
SPACE-MEN
SPARE
SPARK
SPEAK
SPEAR
SPEND
SPIDER
SPIRIT
SPIRITUAL-ADVANCEMENT
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SPITE
SPLENDOUR
SPLIT
SPOIL
SPOUSE
SPREAD
SPRING
SPY
SQUANDER
STAFF
STAGE
STAIRWAY
STAND
STAR
STARE
STATEMENT
STATION
STATURE
STAVES
STEADFAST
STEAL
STERN
STONES
STORE / STOREHOUSE
STORM
STORY
STRAIGHT
STRAITEN
STRATEGY
STRAY
STREAMS
STRENGTH / STRONG
STRETCH
STRIFE
STRIKE
STRIVE
STRONG-HOLD
STRUCTURE
STUBBLE
STUBBORN
STUDY
STUNT
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STUPEFY
SUBDUE
SUBJECT
SUBMIT
SUBSERVIENT
SUBSTITUTE
SUCCESS / SUCCESSFUL
SUCCOUR
SUCK
SUFFER
SUFFICIENT
SUGGESTION
SUJUD
SUMMER
SUMMON
SUN
SUPPLIANT / SUPPLICATION
SUPPLY
SUPPORT
SUPPOSE
SURAH
SURE
SURETY
SURPRISE
SURRENDER
SURROUND
SURVIVOR
SUSPICION
SUSTENANCE
SWALLOW
SWEAR
SWINE
SYSTEMS
SABBATH
- Those who broke Sabbath, transformed to apes -- 2: 65; 7: 166;
- O People of Book! believe in Quran before We --- curse them as -- the Sabbath-breakers -4: 47;
- Ask them about the township by the sea - they broke the Sabbath -- fish came to them on
Sabbath -when not Sabbath, fish did not come -- 7: 163;
- Sabbath was appointed only for those who differed concerning it -- 16: 124;
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SABEANS
- Who believes in Allah and Last Day and does right - will have reward - not fear nor
grieve -- 2: 62; 5: 69;
- On Day of Judgment - Allah will decide between believers, Yahudis, Nasara , Sabeans -22: 17;
SACRED
- Months are 12 -- 4 are sacred -- 9: 36;
SACRIFICE
- Jews told to sacrifice cow - wants to know its description -- 2: 67-71;
- Cain and Abel offers sacrifice -- accepted from Abel -- Abel tells Cain that Allah accepts only
from those who ward off evil -- 5: 27;
- My worship, my sacrifice -- (Inna Salaati, wa nusuki ---) -- 6: 162-163;
- And mention the name of Allah on the appointed days on cattle -- eat thereof and feed the
poor -- 22: 28;
- Who magnifies the offerings consecrated to Allah is from devotion of the heart -- 22: 32;
- -- and afterward they are brought for sacrifice to Kaaba -- 22: 33;
- For every nation We appointed a ritual that they mention Allah's name on animal for food -22: 34;
- And camels - We have appointed among ceremonies of Allah - drawn up in lines - when they
fall
dead - eat thereof and feed the poor - their flesh and blood do not reach Allah but your
devotion
does -- 22: 36-37;
- I saw in a dream I must sacrifice you -- 37: 102;
- So pray to thy Lord and sacrifice -- 108: 2;
SAD
- It saddens me that you should take him with you -- 12: 13;
- Moses went back to his folk angry and sad -- 20: 86;
SADAQA JARIA
- Good deeds which endure are better for reward -- 18: 46; 19: 76;
SADDLE / SADDLE BAGS
- Joseph tells his young men to place their merchandise in their saddle-bags -- 12: 62;
- He put the drinking cup in his brother’s saddle-bag -- 12: 70;
- He in whose bag it is found, is the penalty for it -- 12: 75;
- Joseph began the search of their bags -- he produced it from his brother’s bag -- 12: 76;
SA’EE
- It is no sin for who is on pilgrimage to do sa’ee -- 2: 158;
SAFFA / MARWA
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- Among the signs of Allah -- 2: 158;
SAFE / SAVE
- Who say Our Lord! We believe so forgive us --- and save us from punishment of Fire -- 3: 1617;
- You were on the brink of Fire and He saved you from it -- 3: 103;
- When news of safety or fear come to them, they broadcast it, whereas if they -- 4: 83;
- When in safety, observe proper prayer -- 4: 103;
- Decreed for Yahudis - Who kills a human wrongfully --- who saves a person is as if he saved
all
mankind -- 5: 32;
- Abraham asks his folk which of the two factions had more right to safety -- the one who set
up
partners with Allah or -- 6: 81;
- Those who obscure not their belief with wrong-doing are in safety --- 6: 82;
- We saved him and those with him by Mercy from Us -- 7: 72;
- Had He showed you --- but Allah saved you -- 8: 43;
- And afterward convey him to his place of safety -- 9: 6;
- We saved him and those with him in the ship -- 10: 73;
- Our Lord! Of Thy mercy save us from kuffar -- 10: 86;
- This day, We save thee in thy body that you may be a sign for -- 10: 92;
- We shall save Our messengers and believers -- it is incumbent for Us to save believers -10: 103;
- Noah’s son said I shall betake me to some mountain that will save me. Noah said - this day
none
can save you from command of Allah except him on whom He hath mercy -- 11: 43;
- When Our commandment came, We saved Hud and --- We saved them from a harsh doom
-- 11: 58;
- Salih asks his folk who will save him from Allah if he disobeyed Him -- 11: 63;
- We saved --- Salih and --- by a mercy from Us from the ignominy of that Day -- 11: 66; -- We
saved
Shu’eyb and ----- 11: 94;
- If only there were men with good sense --- as did a few of those We saved -- 11: 116;
- When Our messengers despaired --- Our help came and whom We would was saved -- 12:
110;
- Abraham asks Allah to make safe this territory -- 14: 35;
- He gave you coats (of armour) to save you from your own foolhardiness -- 16: 81;
- But when He bring you safe to land, you turn away -- 17: 67;
- He had no --- nor could he save himself -- 18: 43;
- And Noah, when he cried --- We saved him and -- 21: 76;
- We heard his (Jonah) prayer - saved him from the anguish - thus We save believers -- 21:
87-88;
- Allah will give them in exchange safety after their fear -- 24: 55;
- We saved Moses and those with him -- 26: 65;
- Therefore judge between us -- and save me and the believers with me -- 26: 118;
- We saved him and those with him in the laden ship -- 26: 119;
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Lot prayed - My Lord! save me and my household -- 26: 169;
So We saved him and his household save -- 26: 170;
We saved those who believed and used to ward off evil -- 27: 53;
We saved him and his household except his wife -- 27: 57;
Who bring a good deed --- such are safe from fear that day -- 27: 89;
Who bring an ill deed --- are they rewarded anything save what they did -- 27: 90;
Nor was he of those who can save themselves -- 28: 81;
Abraham’s folk said - Kill him - burn him - then Allah saved him from the fire -- 29: 24;
-- but when He bring them safe to land -- they ascribe partners to Him -- 29: 65; --- some of
them compromise -- 31: 32;
Who can save you from Allah if He intends harm or mercy for you -- 33: 17;
Travel between safely by night or day -- 34: 18;
Shall I take other gods -- if Allah wishes me harm they’d not be able to help nor can they
save -- 36: 23-24;
Neither can they be saved except by Mercy from Us --- 36: 43-44;
We saved him and his household from the great distress -- 37: 75-82;
We saved them and their people from the great distress -- 37: 115;
We saved him (Lot) and his household every one except -- 37: 134-136;
Yours is the kingdom today --- but who will save us from wrath of Allah -- 40: 29;
He saved them from the doom of Hell -- 44: 51-57;
Those who are saved from their own avarice --- they are successful -- 59: 9; 64: 16;
Shall I show you a trade that will save you from a painful doom -- 61:10;
And men say where is he who can save him now -- 75: 27;
His riches will not save him when he perishes -- 92: 8-11;
And by this land made safe -- 95: 3;
And hath made them safe from fear -- 106: 5;

SAINT
- Idris - a Saint - a Prophet -- 19: 56;
SALIH
- Sent to tribe of Thamud - tells his people to serve Allah - No god beside Him - His camel -let it
feed - do not hurt it - remember He made you viceroys after Aad - you cut dwellings in
mountains remember Allah’s bounty - do no evil - make no mischief - some of the people believed him
but
his chieftains were scornful -- they hamstrung the camel -- tell Salih to bring wrath of Allah earthquake seized them - Salih said O people! I believed Allah’s message and gave good
advice
but you do not love good advisers -- 7: 73-79; 11: 61-68; 26: 141- 159; 27: 45-53;
- He brought you forth from the earth - ask forgiveness and repent -- 11: 61;
- Says he acts on -- proof from Allah - who will save him from Allah if he disobeyed Him -- 11:
63;
- Tells his folk this is camel of Allah - a token to them - let her feed - do her no harm -- 11: 64;
- When they hamstrung the camel, he told them to enjoy life for 3 days -- 11: 65;
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- Let not --- cause you to sin so there befall you what befell the folk of --- Salih -- 11: 89;
- Tells Thamud -- will you not ward off evil -- 26: 142;
- Tells them not to obey command of the prodigal who spread corruption in earth -- 26: 151152;
- Why will you hasten on the evil rather than the good - why not ask pardon of Allah -- 27: 46;
- They said We see evil in thee and those with thee - he said your evil augury is with Allah -you are being tested -- 27: 47;
- There were 9 mischief-makers who planned to destroy his household at night, afterwards
claiming
they know nothing about it - so they plotted and Allah plotted - they were destroyed - save
those who believed and ward-off evil -- 27: 48-53;
SALSABIL
- The water of a spring therein named Salsabil -- 76: 18;
SALUTE
- Their salutation on the Day they meet Him will be Peace --- 33: 44;
- O Believers! send blessings on him and salute him -- 33: 56;
SAME
- Whether you warn them or not, it is the same -- 2: 6;
SAMIRI
- We tried your folk in your absence -- Samiri misled them -- 20: 85;
- We brought our ornaments and threw in fire as Samiri proposed - he produced for them a
calf
saying this is your God and God of Moses -- 20: 87-88;
- What have you to say Samiri -- I saw what they did not see - I did as my soul commended
to me -- 20: 95-96;
- Then go - look upon thy god -- 20: 97;
SANCTION
- Allah hath revealed no sanction for them -- 12: 40;
- Sanction is given to those who fight because they’ve been wronged -- 22: 39;
- You will not be able to penetrate heavens and earth without Allah’s sanction -- 55: 33;
SANCTUARY
- Who does greater wrong than him who prevent approach to the Sanctuaries of Allah lest His
name be mentioned therein -- 2: 114;
- Kaaba made a sanctuary -- 2: 125;
- While Zachariah was praying in the Sanctuary, he was given tidings of a son - John -- 3: 39;
- The first Sanctuary - Mecca - guidance to people - contains Maqam Ibrahim - Haj a duty to
Allah -- 3: 96-97;
- It is not for idolaters to tend mosques -- 9: 17;
- Only believers shall tend mosques -- 9: 18;
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- Zachariah came from Sanctuary and told his people - Glorify Allah dawn and dusk -- 19: 11;
- Have We not established a sure sanctuary where all kinds of produce are brought -- 28:
57;
- We have appointed a sanctuary immune --- while mankind is ravaged around them -- 29: 67;
SAND / SAND-STORM
- Do you feel secure that He will not send a sand-storm on you -- 17: 68;
- --- and the hills become a heap of sand -- 73: 14;
SARAH
- Laughed when angel told her of birth of Isaac and then of Jacob - says I am an old woman
and
my husband is an old man --- 11: 71-72;
SATAN
- When they go to their devils they say we were only mocking -- 2: 14;
- Caused Adam to disobey Allah - became foe to mankind -- 2: 36; 7: 20-24;
- O mankind! eat what is lawful and pure - follow not the devil - He is your enemy -- 2: 168;
- Enjoins what is evil and foul and that you say about Allah what you know not -- 2: 169; 7:
28;
- So when it is said to them follow what Allah revealed, they say they'd follow their fathers,
even
though their fathers had no guidance -- 2: 170;
- Do not follow footsteps of devil - he is your enemy -- 2: 208;
- Promises destitution and enjoins lewdness -- 2: 268;
- Wife of Imran seeks Allah’s protection for Mary and offspring from Satan -- 3: 36;
- Those who turned back the day 2 hosts met, Satan caused them to backslide -- 3: 155;
- Only the devil will make men fear his partisans - fear them not - FEAR ME -- 3: 175;
- Who takes Satan for a comrade, has a bad comrade -- 4: 38;
- Those who run to false gods to settle disputes -- Satan will mislead them far astray -- 4: 60;
- Had it not been for Allah's Grace, you would have followed Satan -- 4: 83;
- Those who ascribe partners to Allah, pray only to Satan whom Allah cursed - told Allah he
will
take an appointed portion of believers and lead them astray, he will arouse desires in them cause
them to cut cattle's ears - to change Allah's creation -- 4: 116-119;
- Who choose Satan for Patron - is a loser -- Satan stirs up desires to mislead them -- their
habitation - hell -- no refuge therefrom -- 4: 119-121;
- Intoxicants and gambling are Satan's handiwork - leave it aside - Satan only want to cast
enmity
by these and prevent you from remembrance of Allah -- 5: 90-91;
- Satan made their deeds seem fair to them -- 6: 43; 8: 48; 16: 63;
- We have appointed for every Prophet an adversary - devils of humankind and jinn -- 6: 112;
- If you obey the agents of Satan, you'd become idolaters -- 6: 121;
- Did not bow to man - Allah questions him - sent out disgraced - asks for reprieve - says he
will
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lurk in ambush to mislead mankind -- 7: 11-18; 15: 30-44;
- Whispers to Adam that Allah only forbid them -- lest they become angels or immortals -- 7:
20;
- Tells Adam he is sincere adviser to them -- 7: 21;
- Leads Adam to sin -- Allah tells Adam that Satan is enemy to him -- Adam asks forgiveness -Allah banishes them to earth -- 7: 22- 25;
- Let not Satan seduce you - tearing off your innocence - exposing your shame - Satan sees
you you do not see him - devils are friends of kuffar -- 7: 27;
- They choose devils for friends and think they are rightly guided -- 7: 30;
- Those who ‘brush off’ Our revelations - Satan overtook them and they lead astray -- 7: 175;
- If a slander from the devil strike you - seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 200;
- Those who ward-off evil remember Allah when a glamour from devil trouble them -- 7: 201;
- He sent down water ---- and removed the fear of Satan -- 8: 11;
- Tells believers I am your Protector -- none can conquer you today -- when armies met -- took
to
his heels and said I see what you do not see - I fear Allah -- 8: 48;
- Satan is an open enemy to man -- 12: 5;
- Satan caused him to forget to mention it -- 12: 42; 18: 63;
- --- after Satan had made strife between me and my brethren -- 12: 100;
- Allah's promise was truth - I promised and failed you - I had no power over you - I called and
you obeyed me - blame me not - I cannot help you -- 14: 22;
- We have guarded it from every outcast devil except -- 15: 17-18;
- Refuses to prostrate to man - outcast and cursed - asks for reprieve - reprieved to appointed
time - says he will adorn the path of error for mankind - Allah tells him only some will follow
him to hell which has 7 gates - each will have its portion -- 15: 30-44;
- Is their patron this day -- 16: 63;
- When you recite Quran, seek refuge in Allah from Satan -- 16: 98;
- He has no power over believers -- 16: 99; 17: 65;
- His power is only over those who make friends with him and who ascribe partners to Allah -16: 100;
- Squanderers are brothers of Satan - he is ever ungrateful to his Lord -- 17: 27;
- Devil sow discord among them - devil is for man an open foe -- 17: 53;
- Said shall I bow to him Thou made of clay -- 17: 61;
- Who follow devil will be rewarded with hell -- 17: 63;
- Satan promises them only to deceive -- 17: 64;
- Was not an angel - was a jinn -- 18: 50;
- Serve not the devil - he is a rebel to Allah -- 19: 44;
- I fear lest punishment ----- and you become a comrade of the devil -- 19: 45;
- Mankind and devils will be assembled around Hell - those stubborn in rebellion will be thrown
in hell -- 19: 68-72;
- Have you seen how We set the devils on the Kuffar to confuse them -- 19: 83;
- And We subdued to Solomon some Shaitan who dived for pearls -- 21: 82;
- Among mankind is he who dispute ---- and follow devils -- 22: 3;
- For him it is decreed --- he will be misled --- will guide him to hell -- 22: 4;
- Whenever Messenger recites the message, Satan proposes opposition - Allah abolishes
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opposition and establishes revelations - that He may make devil's proposition a temptation
for
those in whose hearts is disease --- and those who have been given knowledge will know it is
the truth from Allah - that kuffar will be in doubt until Hour comes on them unawares -- 22: 5255;
-

Follow not footsteps of devil - he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
Satan was ever man's deserter in hour of need -- 25: 29;
His followers will say we erred when we made you equal to Allah -- 26: 97-98;
Devils did not bring it down - it is not meet for them - they are banished from the hearing -26: 210-212;
Shall I inform you on whom the devils descend - they descend on every sinful false one - they
listen eagerly - most of them are liars -- 26: 221-223;
Makes their works fair-seeming to them - debars them from way of truth -- 27: 24; 29: 38;
Even though the devil was inviting them to the Flame -- 31: 21;
Satan found his calculation true concerning them - they follow him all save ---- 34: 20;
Let not the beguiler beguile you with regard to Allah - the devil is your enemy - treat him as
such - He summons his followers to the Fire -- 35: 5-6;
Is he whose deeds is made fair seeming --- other than Satan's dupe -- 35: 8;
Did I not tell you not to worship the devil - he is your enemy -- 36: 59-60;
He hath led astray a great multitude of you -- 36: 62;
Heaven adorned with ornament - with security from every devil -- 37: 7;
They cannot listen -- they are pelted from every side -- 37: 8;
Theirs is perpetual torment -- save him who snatches a fragment and is pursued by piercing
Flame -- 37: 9-10;
If a whisper from devil reach thee - seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
Those whose sight becomes dim to remembrance of Allah - We assign to them a devil who
becomes their comrade -- 43: 36;
Let not Satan turn you aside - he is an open enemy for you -- 43: 62;
Those who turn back after guidance is manifested to them - Satan hath seduced them -- 47:

25;
- Conspiracy is only of the devil that he may vex believers -- 58: 10;
- The devil hath engrossed them and caused them to forget remembrance of Allah -- they are
the
devil's party - Is not the devil's party who will be the losers -- 58: 19;
- Tells man to disbelieve and when he does, Satan flees saying " I am fearful of Allah" 59: 16;
- --- We have made them missiles for the devils -- for them doom of Flame -- 67: 5;
- Nor is this the utterance of a devil worthy to be stoned -- 81: 25;
SAUL
- Appointed King of Yahudis - people displeased - Allah increased him in wisdom, stature -- 2:
247;
- The token of Saul’s kingdom is that there’ll come to you the ark wherein is --- 2: 248;
- Sets out with army - tells them Allah will test them at river crossing -- some drank -- after
crossing
some said they no power against Goliath -- those who knew they’d be killed said By Allah’s
leave
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how many a small number overcame a larger host -- 2: 249;
SAY
- When it is said to them do not make mischief, they say we are peacemakers -- 2: 11;
- When it is said to them believe, they say shall we believe .... -- 2: 13;
- When they go to their devils they say we were mocking -- 2: 14;
- They say Be Yahudis or Nasara, you’d be rightly guided -- 2: 135;
- Devil enjoins you to say about Allah what you don’t know -- 2: 169;
- When it is said to them follow what Allah revealed, they say --- 2: 170;
- Of mankind is he who say Our Lord! give us in this world -- 2: 200; --- what is good and in
the
hereafter -- 2: 201;
- When it is said to him, careful of your duty to Allah - pride causes him to sin -- 2: 206;
- Say to those who received the Scripture and to those who read not -- have you surrendered?
-- 3: 20;
- That is because they say Fire will not touch us save for a short while -- 3: 24;
- They distort Scripture and make you think this is from Scripture when it is not and say this is
from Allah -- 3: 78;
- If they desist not from so saying -- painful doom -- 5: 73;
- Allah rewarded them for their saying with Paradise -- 5: 85;
- If you can see when they are before the Fire and say Would that we could return -- 6: 27;
- In the Day when He saith “Be”, it is -- 6: 73;
- Do you say about Allah what you don’t know -- 7: 28; 33;
- They say Praise be to Allah Who guided us to this -- the messenger did bring the truth -- 7:
43;
- When they feared the consequence thereof and --- they said unless our Lord --- 7: 149;
- Those who did wrong, changed the words for another saying -- 7: 162;
- Lest you should say on Day of Judgment - of this we were unaware -- 7: 172;
- Or lest you should say -- our fathers --- will you destroy us for what they did -- 7: 173;
- Kuffar say - O Allah! if this is truth, rain down stones on us -- 8: 32;
- Yahudis say Ezra is son of God - Nasara say --- that is their saying -- imitating kuffar of old -9: 30;
- If you ask them, they will say they were talking and jesting -- 9: 65;
- They swear by Allah they said nothing wrong, yet they did say the word of kufr -- 9: 74;
- They say - do not go forth in the heat -- say the heat of hell is more intense -- 9: 81;
- On the Day when -- We say to those who ascribed partners to Us -- 10: 28;
- Who provide for you -- they will say Allah -- then say Will you not keep your duty -- 10: 31;
- They say Allah hath taken a son -- Glorified be He -- do you say about Allah that of which you
have no knowledge -- 10: 68;
- If you say you will be raised again after death, kuffar will say --- 11: 7;
- Or they say he hath invented it -- 11: 13;
- Hud’s folk tell him they will not forsake their gods on his saying -- 11: 53;
- Hud’s folk tell him one of their gods possessed him in an evil way -- 11: 54;
- Did I not say to you that I know from Allah -- 12: 96;
- If you wonder, then wondrous is their saying - when we are dust -- 13: 5;
- Alike of you is he who hide the saying and he who noise it abroad -- 13: 10;
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- A goodly saying as a goodly tree - giving its fruit -- a bad saying as a bad tree -- Allah confirm
those who believe by a firm saying -- 14: 24-27;
- Even if We opened for them the Gate to Heaven -- they’d say -- 15: 14-15;
- We know well that thy bosom is oppressed by what they say -- 15: 97;
- When We intend something, We say ‘Be’ and it is -- 16: 40;
- On seeing the partners they ascribed to Allah, they will say ‘these are our partners ---’ and
the
partners will say ‘you are liars’ -- 16: 86;
- And do not say --- ‘this is halal’ and ‘this is haram’ -- 16: 116;
- To kuffar --‘if there were other gods along with Allah - did you seek a way against Allah’ -17: 42;
- Glorified be He and High Exalted above what they say -- 17: 43;
- -- and to warn those who say Allah hath chosen a son -- 18: 4-5;
- Some will say there were 3 - their dog the fourth -- some will say -- guessing at random -- 18:
22;
- Do not say ‘I shall do that tomorrow’ -- except if Allah will -- when you remember after you
forgot - say, it may be that Allah will guide me -- 18: 23-24;
- When he came to the 2 mountains, he found a folk who could scarce understand a saying -18: 93;
- When He decreeth a thing, He say to it ‘Be’ -- 19: 35;
- Have you seen him who disbelieve Our revelations and say I shall be given wealth -- 19: 77;
- We shall record what he say and prolong a span of torment for him -- 19: 79;
- They say Allah hath taken to Himself a son -- 19: 88; 21: 26;
- Moses asks Allah to loosen know from his tongue that his saying can be understood -- 20:
28;
- Go to him and say We are two messengers of Allah so --- 20: 47;
- Do they not see that it return no saying to them -- 20: 89;
- What have you to say O Samiri -- 20: 95;
- Moses tells Samiri - Go - in this life say ‘Do not touch me’ -- 20: 97;
- Say ‘My Lord! Increase me in knowledge’ -- 20: 114;
- Bear with what they say and celebrate praises of Allah -- 20: 130; 38: 17;
- And they say, if only he would bring us a miracle from Allah -- 20: 133;
- The one who says I am god besides Him, will be repaid with hell -- 21: 29;
- They say, when will the promise be fulfilled - if you are truthful -- 21: 38;
- They say similar to men of old - when we are dust and bones --- we were promised this
before -ancient fables -- 23: 81-83;
- Say - To Whom belongs the earth? -- they will say to Allah -- 23: 84-85;
- Say - Who is Lord of 7 heavens? -- they will say Allah -- 23: 86-87;
- Say - In Whose hands is dominion of all things? -- they will say Allah’s -- 23: 88-89;
- Until when death comes - he says My Lord! send me back -- 23: 99;
- When you heard it, why didn’t you say it is not for us to speak of this -- 24: 16;
- Such are innocent of what people say -- 24: 26;
- If it is said to you Go away again, then go away -- it is purer -- 24: 28;
- They say we believe in Allah and --- after that some turn away - such are not believers -- 24:
47;
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- When true believers appeal to Allah --- to judge between them, they say -- 24: 51;
- Thus they will give you the lie regarding what you say -- 25: 19;
- When it is said to them - Adore the Beneficent - they say -- 25: 60;
- And who say Our Lord! Avert from us the doom of hell -- 25: 65;
- Our Lord! Grant us comfort of our wives and offspring -- 25: 74;
- And come together to Pharaoh and say - We bear a message from Allah -- 26: 16;
- They will say while quarreling therein (hell) - of truth we were in error when we made you
equal
with Allah -- the guilty misled us - we have no intercessors nor friends - oh that we had
another
turn so we might be believers -- 26: 96 - 102;
- As for the poets - the erring follow them -- they say what they do not -- 26: 224-226;
- We will say to his friend we did not witness -- 27: 49;
- They might say -- why did Thou not send a messenger so we could -- 28: 47;
- On the Day when He will call to them and say - Where are My Partners -- 28: 62; --- What
answer -- 28: 65;
- Do men think they’d be left at ease because they sat - we believe -- 29: 2;
- Do not argue with People of Book -- say we believe in what is revealed to us and to you -our
God and your God is one -- to Him we surrender -- 29: 46;
- This is a saying of your mouth -- Allah says the truth -- 33: 4;
- The hypocrites --- were saying Allah ---- promised us nothing but delusion -- 33: 12;
- Allah already knows those who --- say to their brethren ‘come to us’ -- they come not save a
little -- 33: 18;
- When fear leaves them they will say What is it Allah said -- 34: 23;
- On the day --- He will say to angels -- did these worship you -- 34: 40;
- His command when He intends a thing is He says ‘Be’ -- 36: 82;
- They say - Woe for us - this is Day of Judgment -- 37: 19-20;
- When it is said to them there is no God but Allah - they were scornful -- 37: 35;
- A speaker of them say - I had a comrade who used to say -- do you put faith in his words -37: 51-61;
- It is falsehood that they say Allah hath begotten -- 37: 151-152;
- They used to say - if we had a reminder, we’d be single-minded slaves of Allah -- 37: 167169;
- Bear with what they say and remember Our bondsman David -- Lord of Might -- 38: 17;
- Those before said it -- all they earned availed them nothing -- 39: 50;
- Lest any soul should say -- I was unmindful of Allah, or if Allah had guided me I’d be -- or if
I had a second chance -- 39: 56-58;
- Kuffar driven to hell in troops -- when they reach -- warders say to them -- 39: 71; --Believers
driven to Paradise ----- 39: 73;
- Will you kill a man because he says ‘My Lord is Allah’ --- 40: 28;
- You will remember what I say to you -- 40: 44;
- They say to their skins - why testify against us -- they say Allah gave us speech -- 41: 21;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and are upright -- angels descend on them -- 41: 30;
- Who is better in speech -- who say I am of those who surrender to Him -- 41: 33;
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43;
35;
-

Nothing is said to thee (Muhammad) except what was said to Messengers before thee -- 41:
If We cause him to taste Mercy after -- he will say this is my own and -- 41: 50;
When evil doers see the doom -- they say is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
If you ask them who created them, they’d say Allah -- 43: 87;
He saith O my Lord! those are folk who believe not -- 43: 88;
Bear with them and say Peace -- 43: 89;
These are saying there is nothing but our first death -- We shall not be raised again -- 44: 34-

They say there is nothing but life of this world -- 45: 24;
They say bring back our fathers if you are truthful -- 45: 25;
It will be said - This day We forget you even as you forgot -- 45: 34;
Allah is best aware of what you say among yourselves concerning it -- 46: 8;
Those who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright, will enter Paradise -- 46: 13-14;
Who say to his parents - Fie to you both - do you threaten me that -- -- but he saith this is
nothing but fables -- 46: 17;
- There are some who listen to thee -- when they go forth they say -- what was it he said -- 47:
16;
- They say to those who hate what Allah revealed -- we will obey you in some matters -- 47:
26;
- Those who were left behind will say -- let us go with you -- say no to them -- they will say you
are envious of us -- 48: 15;
- On the day when We say to hell - Are you filled - and it says - Are there more to come -- 50:
30;
- Bear with what they say - hymn praise of Allah before rising and setting of sun -- 50: 39;
- We are best aware of what they say -- 50: 45;
- Even so saith Allah - He is the Wise, the Knower -- 51: 21-30;
- They used to say - when we are dead and become dust and bones -- 56: 47;
- Allah heard the saying of her who disputes with you -- 58: 1;
- Such of you who put away your wives by saying they are as their mothers -- 58: 2; --- those
who
would go back on their saying, the penalty is --- 58: 3-4;
- --- they say within themselves -- why should Allah punish us for what we say -- 58: 8;
- When it is said Make room in assemblies --- when it is said come up higher -- 58: 11;
- Hypocrites are like the devil when he tells men to disbelieve, and when he does so, he says, I
am free of you - I fear Allah -- 59: 16;
- Why do you say what you do not do -- it is hateful to Allah to do so -- 61: 2-3;
- They (hypocrites) say do not spend on those who dwell with Allah’s messenger so they’d
disperse -- 63: 7;
- Spend out of what We provided before death comes and you say --- 63: 10;
- They say shall mere mortals guide us -- 64: 6;
- They say had we listened or have sense, we would not be among the dwellers of the flame -67: 10;
- It will be said to them -- this is that for which you used to call -- 67: 27;
- When they saw it, they said we are in error -- 68: 26;
- Did I not say to you -- why don’t you glorify Allah -- 68: 28;
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10;
-

They said Glorified be Allah - We’ve been wrong-doers -- 68: 29;
They said In truth we were outrageous -- 68: 31;
If he had invented false saying concerning us -- We would have -- 69: 44-47;
-- that -- and kuffar may say, what does Allah mean by this similitude -- 74: 31;
And men say where is he who can save him now -- 75: 27;
And feed with food - the needy wretch --- saying we feed you for sake of Allah only -- 76: 8They are saying - shall we be restored to our first state -- 79: 10;
They say that will be a vain proceeding -- 79: 12;
It will be said to them this is what you used to deny -- 83: 17;
When they saw them they said - these have gone astray -- 83: 32;
Say - He is Allah, the One -- 112: 1;
Say - I seek refuge in Lord of Daybreak -- 113: 1;
Say - I seek refuge in Lord of mankind -- 114: 1;

SCALE
- Whose scale is heavy is successful - whose scale is light is a loser -- 7: 8-9; 23: 102-103;
- Whose scales are heavy with good works - he will live pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;
- Whose scales are light - the bereft and hungry one shall be his mother - raging fire -- 101: 810;
SCATTER
- We made them bywords in the land and scattered them -- 34: 19;
- Your effort is dispersed towards different ends -- 92: 4;
SCHEME
- And the kuffar schemed and Allah schemed -- Allah is best Schemer -- 3: 54;
- They say it is obedience, but when they leave you, they make other plans - Allah records
their
plans -- 4: 81;
- -- except feeble men, women, children who cannot devise a plan -- 4: 97-99;
- My scheme is strong -- 7: 183;
- Know that Allah it is who make weak the plan of kuffar -- 8: 18;
- You were not present when they fixed their plan and were scheming -- 12: 102;
- It was your scheming night and day -- you commanded us to disbelieve in Allah -- 34: 33;
- I bear with them -- My scheme is firm -- 68: 45;
SCHISM
- If they turn away, they are in schism -- 2: 137;
- Who find cause for disagreement in Quran are in open schism -- 2: 176;
- Let not the schism with me cause you to sin so that -- 11: 89;
- Kuffar are in false pride and schism -- 38: 2;
SCOFF
- That whereat they scoff surrounded those that mocked -- 6: 10;
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-

Scoff your fill -- Allah is disclosing what you fear -- 9: 64;
Was it at Allah, He revelations, messenger that you did scoff -- 9: 65;
We defend you from the scoffers who set some other god along with Allah -- 15: 95-96;
That whereat they mocked surrounded those who scoffed -- 21: 41;
There will come to them tidings of that whereof they scoffed -- 26: 6;
They scoff when they behold a portent -- 37: 14;
That whereat they used to scoff will surround them -- 39: 48;
Lest any soul should say ---I was indeed among the scoffers -- 39: 56-58;

SCOLD
- They scold you with sharp tongues -- 33: 18-19;
SCORCH
- On that day faces will be --- scorched by burning fire -- 88: 2-7;
SCORN
- Jesus will not scorn to be slave of Allah. Allah will punish the scornful and proud, - will have
no protecting friend nor helper -- 4: 172-173;
- You spoke of Allah other than truth and you scorned His portents -- 6: 93;
- Who denies and scorn revelations -- owners of Fire -- 7: 36;
- The chieftains of his people who were scornful said to those whom they despised -- 7: 75;
- Those who were scornful said - We disbelieve in that which you believe -- 7: 76;
- Nor do I say to those whom your eyes scorn that Allah will not give them good -- 11: 31;
- The despised ones say to the scornful ones -- We followed you - can you avert Allah’s doom
-- 14: 21;
- Whom Allah scorn - there is none to give him honour -- 22: 18;
- We sent Moses and Aaron with --- to Pharaoh and his chiefs, but they scorned them -- 23:
45-48;
- My revelations were recited to you but you turned back in scorn -- 23: 63-67;
- Surely they think highly of themselves and are scornful with pride -- 25: 21;
- Turn not thy cheek in scorn to folk -- 31: 18;
- Only those believe -- when they are reminded -- they are not scornful -- 32: 15;
- When it was said to them there is no God but Allah - they were scornful -- 37: 35;
- Iblis was scornful and became a kafir -- 38: 74;
- But you did deny them and were scornful -- 39: 59;
- Is not the home of the scorners in hell -- 39: 60;
- Hapless is the journey's end for the scorners -- 39: 72;
- Moses said I seek refuge in Allah from every scorner -- 40: 27;
- Who scorn My service will enter hell disgraced -- 40: 60;
- Evil is the habitation of the scornful -- 40: 76;
- You were scornful and became guilty folk -- 45: 31;
- Is it this statement that you scorn and make denial of it your livelihood -- 56: 81-82;
SCRIBE
- When you contract a debt --- record it in writing -- let a scribe record -- let no harm come to
scribe
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nor witness -- 2: 282;
- If on journey and cannot find scribe -- 2: 283;
- -- set down by scribes noble and righteous -- 80: 15-16;
SCRIPTURE
- In this Scripture, there is no doubt -- 2: 2;
- Enjoin you righteousness .... and you are readers of the Scripture -- 2: 44;
- We gave Moses Scripture and Criterion that his folks may be led aright -- 2: 53;
- There are those who only know Scripture from hearsay - they guess -- 2: 78;
- Woe to those who write Scripture and say this is from Allah -- 2: 79;
- Do you believe in part of Scripture and disbelieve in part -- 2: 85;
- We gave Moses Scripture and a train of Messengers followed him -- 2: 87;
- When Allah sends a Scripture ... which they know to be truth, they disbelieve -- 2: 89;
- Some who received, put Quran behind backs and follow devils who teach mankind witchcraft
-those who indulge in this, sell their souls for a small price -- 2: 101-103;
- Who read it with right reading - believe in it -- 2: 121;
- Those who received the Scripture, know this is the truth from their Lord -- 2: 144;
- Those to whom We gave Scripture, recognise this Revelation as they recognise their sons -2: 146;
- We sent a messenger who --- teaches you Scripture and wisdom -- 2: 151;
- Revealed with truth -- who find disagreement therein are in open schism -- 2: 176; --- that it
may
judge between mankind concerning that wherein they differed -- 2: 213;
- Those who received the Scripture before, differed only after knowledge came to them -- 3:
19;
- Hast thou not seen how those who received the Scripture invoke the Scripture in their
disputes -then some of them turn away being opposed to it -- 3: 23;
- Allah will teach Jesus Scripture, Wisdom, Torah and Gospel -- 3: 48;
- Some of People of Book long for you to go astray -- 3: 69;
- They distort the Scripture with their tongues and cause you to think this is from Scripture -- 3:
78;
- Not possible for any human being to whom Scripture and wisdom --- given to say ‘Be my
slaves’
but he said ‘Be servants of Allah by your constant teaching Scripture’ -- 3: 79;
- O People of Book! Why disbelieve revelations of Allah when Allah Himself is witness -- 3:
98;
- O People of Book! Why drive back believers from Way of Allah seeking to make it -- 3: 99;
- If you obey some People of Book, they’d make you kuffar -- 3: 100;
- If People of Book had believed, it had been better for them, -- some are believers but most -3: 110;
- They are not all alike - there are some who recite -- they believe in Allah and -- they enjoin
right -they vie with one another in good works -- they are righteous -- whatever good they do, Allah
will
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reward them -- 3: 113-115;
- Allah sent messenger -- recite to them His Revelations -- teach them Scripture and wisdom
-- 3: 164;
- You will hear much wrong from those who were given Scripture before you -- 3: 186;
- Allah charged those who had received Scripture to expound it and not hide it -- they flung it
behind
their backs purchasing a little gain -- 3: 187;
- Some People of Book believe in Allah, Quran and their own Scripture -- 3: 199;
- Those to whom portion of Scripture given, purchase error and try to make you err -- 4: 44;
- Those to whom portion of Scripture given believe in idols and false deities and say that
kuffar are
better guided than believers -- they are cursed -- have no helper -- do they have share in
sovereignty,
or are they jealous of mankind because of Allah’s Bounty on them -- 4: 51-54;
- Allah bestowed on house of Abraham, Scripture, Wisdom -- 4: 54;
- We reveal to you the Scripture with Truth that you may judge between mankind by it -- 4:
105;
- Allah revealed to thee the Scripture and wisdom and teach thee what you knew not -- 4: 113;
- It is not your desire nor of People of Book - he who does wrong will have -- 4: 123;
- The Scripture which is recited to you gives decree re female orphans you wish to marry
without
giving what is ordained for them -- 4: 127;
- We charge those who received Scripture before and you to keep duty to Allah -- 4: 131;
- Believe in Allah, Messenger, Quran, previous Scripture -- who disbelieve are astray -- 4: 136;
- O People of Book! Our messenger comes to you expounding much of what you used to hide
- Light
from Allah -- plain Scripture -- Allah guides to paths of peace - brings them from Darkness to
Light on a straight path -- 5: 15-16;
- We revealed to thee the Scripture with truth confirming what was before it -- 5: 48;
- O People of Book! stress not in your religion other than truth - follow not vain desires of
those
of old -- 5: 77;
- Those to whom We gave the Scripture, recognise this as they recognise their own sons -- 6:
20;
- Those are they to whom We gave the Scripture and command and Prophethood -- 6: 89;
- Quran - a blessed Scripture which We have revealed confirming what was before it -- 6:
92;
- Shall I seek for Judge other than Allah when He revealed the Quran fully explained -- those
to
whom Scripture was given before know that it is revealed from Allah in truth -- 6: 114;
- Given to Moses ... complete for those who would do good ....an explanation of all things -- a
guidance and mercy -- 6: 154;
- This is a blessed Scripture which We have revealed - so follow it and ward off evil that you
may
find mercy -- 6: 155;
- Lest you say that Scripture was revealed only to 2 sects before us and we are not aware --
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6: 156;
- Lest you say that if it was revealed to us we’d be better guided -- 6: 157;
- Quran expounded with knowledge - guidance and mercy for believers -- 7: 52;
- A generation succeeded them who inherited the Scriptures -- hath not the covenant of the
Scripture
been taken on their behalf -- 7: 169;
- As for those who make men keep the Scriptures and establish worship -- 7: 170;
- My Protecting Friend is Allah who reveal the Scripture -- 7: 195;
- Fight against those who were given the Scripture, yet do not believe -- until they pay Jizya -9: 29;
- These are verses of the wise Scripture -- 10: 1;
- If you are in doubt -- question those who read the Scripture before thee -- 10: 94;
- This is a scripture --- perfected then expounded -- 11: 1;
- We gave Moses the Scripture, and there was strife thereupon -- 11: 110;
- These are verses of the Scripture that make plain -- 12: 1; --- and a plain reading -- 15: 1;
- Quran -- a confirmation of existing Scripture -- 12: 111;
- These are verses of the Scripture -- 13: 1;
- Those to whom Scripture given, rejoice in Quran -- 13: 36;
- Allah and those who have true knowledge of the Scripture is sufficient witness -- 13: 43;
- That thou may bring forth mankind from darkness to light -- 14: 1;
- We reveal the Scripture to thee that you may explain --- that wherein they differ -- 16: 64; -as
an exposition of ALL things -- 16: 89;
- We gave to Moses the Scripture -- We appointed it a guidance -- 17: 2;
- We decreed for Yahudis in Scripture -- you’ll work corruption in earth twice -- will be tyrants
-- 17: 4;
- Praise be to Allah Who hath revealed the Scripture without any crookedness -- 18: 1;
- Recite what has been revealed to you of the Scripture -- 18: 27;
- Hold fast the Scripture -- 19: 12;
- Make mention in the Scripture of --- Mary -- 19: 16; --- of Abraham, - a saint, - a prophet -19: 41;
--- of Moses -- 19: 51; -- of Ishmael -- 19: 54; -- of Idris -- 19: 56;
- He hath given me the Scripture -- 19: 30;
- We make this Scripture easy in your tongue that you may --- 19: 97;
- Has there not come to them proof of what was in former Scripture -- 20: 133;
- We have revealed a Scripture, wherein is your reminder -- 21: 10;
- We have written in the Scripture - My righteous slaves will inherit earth -- 21: 105;
- Among mankind is he who dispute ---- without --- a scripture giving light -- 22: 8;
- He named you muslims before and in this scripture -- 22: 78;
- We gave Moses Scripture that they may go aright -- 23: 49;
- We gave Moses Scripture and placed Aaron as his Minister -- 25: 35;
- These are Revelations of the Scripture that make plain -- 26: 2;
- It is in the Scripture of the men of old -- 26: 196;
- These are Revelations of Quran and Scripture that make plain -- 27: 1; 28: 2;
- One who had knowledge of Scripture said I'll bring it before your gaze returns -- 27: 40;
- We gave Scripture to Moses - after We had --- clear testimonies - guidance and mercy -- 28:
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43;
-

Then bring a scripture from Allah that gives clearer guidance I may follow -- 28: 49;
Those who received Scripture before believe in it -- 28: 52;
You had no hope that Scripture would be inspired in thee -- 28: 86;
We established Prophethood and Scripture among his seed and -- 29: 27;
Recite what is inspired in thee of the Scripture -- 29: 45;
Argue not with People of Book unless it is in better way except ---- and say we believe in that
which is revealed to us and you - Our God and your God is One -- 29: 46;
- Similarly We reveal ---- who were given Scripture before believe in it save kuffar -- 29: 47
- You didn't read any Scripture before nor did you write it or some might have doubted -- 29:
48;
- It is clear in the hearts of those given knowledge -- 29: 49;
- Is it not enough for them that We have sent down the Scripture which is read to them -- 29:
51;
- These are Revelations of the Wise Scripture -- a guidance -- 31: 2-5;
- Of mankind is he who disputes without --- or Scripture giving light -- 31: 20;
- The revelation of the Scripture wherein there is no doubt is from Allah -- 32: 2;
- We gave Moses Scripture - guidance for Yahudis -- 32: 23;
- He brought down and put panic in hearts of People of Book who supported them -- 33:
26;
- We gave them no Scripture which they study -- 34: 44;
- Those who read Scripture, establish worship and spend out of -- they look forward to
imperishable gain -- He will pay them their wages and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 29-30;
- That which We inspire in thee of Scripture is Truth - confirming what was before it -- 35:
31;
- Then We gave Scripture as inheritance to those whom We elected - of them are some who
wrong
themselves, some who are lukewarm and some who outstrip others through good deeds -35: 32;
- Have We given them a Scripture that they act on clear proof therefrom -- 35: 40;
- We gave them the clear Scripture -- 37: 117;
- A Scripture We have revealed to thee full of blessing -- 38: 29;
- The revelation of the Scripture is from Allah -- revealed with truth -- 39: 1-2;
- Allah revealed the fairest statements - a Scripture consistent -- reward paired with
punishment -flesh of those who fear Allah creep -- 39: 23;
- We revealed Scripture for mankind with truth -- who goes right - for his soul -- who --- 39: 41;
- The Revelation of the Scripture is from Allah, the Mighty, the Knower -- 40: 2;
- We caused Jews to inherit Scripture --- a guide and reminder -- 40: 53-54;
- Those who deny the Scripture and that with which ---- 40: 70;
- A Scripture -- verses expounded -- Quran in Arabic for people who have knowledge -- good
tidings and warning -- 41: 2-4;
- It is an unassailable Scripture --- falsehood cannot come to it from before or behind --41: 4142;
- We gave Moses the Scripture - there was dispute concerning it -- 41: 45;
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- Those who were made to inherit Scripture after them, are in hopeless doubt -- 42: 14;
- I believe in whatever Scripture has been revealed -- 42: 15;
- Allah revealed the Scripture with truth - and the balance -- 42: 17;
- Thou knewest not what the Scripture nor faith was -- 42: 52;
- By the Scripture which makes plain -- 43: 2; 44: 2;
- Have We given them any Scripture before this so they are holding fast thereto -- 43: 21;
- We have made this Scripture easy in thy language that they may heed -- 44: 58;
- The revelation of the scripture is from Allah -- the Mighty, the Wise -- 45: 2; 46: 2;
- We gave Yahudis Scripture, Command, Prophethood and provided them -- 45: 16-17;
- Bring me a scripture before this --- or some -- 46: 4;
- Before it was the Scripture of Moses - this is a confirming Scripture - that it may warn the
wrongdoers and bring good tidings to the righteous -- 46: 12;
- We have heard a scripture revealed after Moses -- confirming -- guiding -- 49: 29-31;
- And a Scripture inscribed on fine parchment -- 52: 2-3;
- Or do they have some immunity in the Scripture -- 54: 43;
- Everything they did is in the Scripture - every small and great thing is recorded -- 54: 52-53;
- Is not the time ripe -- so they do not become like those who received Scripture before -- their
hearts were hardened and many were evil livers -- 57: 16;
- We sent Noah and Abraham and placed Prophethood and Scripture among their offspring -57: 26;
- That People of the Book may know they control nothing of Allah’s bounty -- 57: 29;
- --- and to teach them the Scripture and wisdom -- 62: 2;
- She put faith in Words of Allah and His Scriptures -- 66: 12;
- Or do you have a Scripture wherein you learn that you'll have all you choose -- 68: 37-38;
- That People of Book may be certain and have no doubt -- 74: 31;
- I swear by --- that this Scripture is true -- 75: 1-2;
- Kuffar among People of Book and --- could not have left off erring till clear proof came to
them -messenger reading purified pages of correct scriptures -- 98: 1-3;
- People of Book were not divided until after clear proof came to them -- 98: 4;
- They are ordered nothing else than to serve Allah -- 98: 5;
- Kuffar among People of Book -- and -- will abide in hell -- 98: 6;
SCROLL
- We shall roll up the heavens as a Recorder rolls up a written scroll -- 21: 101- 104;
- This is in the former scrolls -- books of Abraham and Moses -- 87: 18-19;
SCUM
- Then as for the foam, it passeth away as scum upon the banks -- 13: 17;
SEA
- We brought you through the sea and rescued you -- 2: 50;
- In the ships which run upon the sea -- are signs for sensible people -- 2: 164;
- He knows what is in land and sea -- 6: 59;
- Who deliver you from darkness of land and sea -- 6: 63;
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He set for you stars to guide you during the darkness of land and sea -- 6: 97;
We drowned them in the sea -- 7: 136;
Ask them about the township which was by the sea -- how they broke the Sabbath -- 7: 163;
He who make you go on land and sea, till when the storm comes ye cry -- 10: 22-23;
We brought Yahudis across the sea and Pharaoh --- pursued them -- 10: 90;
Allah makes the ships to be of service ---- that they run on sea -- 14: 32; 22: 65;
He made the sea of service - you eat fresh meat - ornaments - ships -- 16: 14; 45: 12;
He drives the ships on sea so you may seek His Bounty -- 17: 66;
And when harm touches you upon the sea -- 17: 67;
Or do you feel secure that He will not return you to that plight a second time, then send a
hurricane and drown you for your thanklessness -- 17: 69;
We have honoured mankind - We carry them on land and sea and made provision -- 17: 70;
If the sea were ink ---- it would be used up before --- 18: 109;
Strike for them a dry path in the sea - be not afraid of the sea -- 20: 77;
There covered them that which did cover them of the sea -- 20: 78;
We will burn it and scatter its dust over the sea -- 20: 97;
Or as darkness on a vast abysmal sea -- 24: 40;
He it is Who gave independence to the two seas - one sweet - the other bitter and hath set a
barrier between them -- 25: 53;
Moses inspired - Smite the sea with thy staff -- 26: 63;
Is not He best - Who set barrier between the 2 seas - Who guide you in the darkness of land

and
-

sea -- 27: 61-63;
We seized him (Pharaoh) and his hosts and abandoned them to the sea -- 28: 40;
Corruption hath appeared on land and sea because of what man's hands -- 30: 41;
If the sea with 7 more seas to help it were ink --- 31: 27;
Have you not seen how the ships glide on the sea by Allah's Grace -- 31: 31;
If a wave enshroud them like awnings, they cry to Allah -- 31: 32;
The 2 seas are not alike - one sweet, good to drink - the other bitter, salt - from both you get
fresh meat - you see the ships cleaving them with its prow -- 35: 12;
Of His portents are the ships like banners on the sea -- 42: 32;
Leave the sea behind -- they are a drowned host -- 44: 24;
By those that glide with ease on the sea -- 51: 3;
We seized them and flung them in the sea -- 51: 40;
And by the sea kept filled -- 52: 6;
He hath loosed the 2 seas - they meet - there is a barrier between them - they encroach not
one on the other -- 55: 19-20;
There comes from both of them pearl and coral -- 55: 22;
His are the ships displayed on the sea like banners -- 55: 24;
And when the seas rise -- 81: 6; -- When the seas are poured forth -- 82: 3;

SEAL
- Allah hath sealed their hearing, hearts and eyes -- 2: 7;
- Their hearts are sealed - they apprehend not -- 9: 87;
- Allah sealed their hearts so they know not -- 9: 93;
- Allah sealed their hearts, ears and eyes -- 16: 108;
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- We sealed up their hearing in the Cave for a number of years -- 18: 11;
- Thus doth Allah seal the hearts of those who know not -- 30: 59;
- This day - We seal up mouths -- 36: 65;
- -- and Allah seal up his hearing and his heart -- 45: 23;
- Some listen - when they go forth they say -- what is it he said -- Allah sealed their hearts -47: 16;
- Their hearts sealed -- they understand not -- 63: 3;
- They are given drink of pure wine sealed with musk -- 83: 25-26;
SEARCH
- Joseph began the search with their bags -- 12: 76;
- He knows --- others travel in search of Allah’s Bounty -- 73: 20;
- On the day when hidden thoughts are searched out -- 86: 9;
SECLUDE
- Mary chose seclusion from them -- 19: 17;
SECRET
- Allah tells angels He knows the secrets of heavens and earth -- 2: 33;
- Allah knows everything - revealed or secret and will account us for it -- 2: 284;
- Allah knows what is in the breasts of men -- 3: 154; 5: 7; 35: 38;
- Allah knows the secrets of their hearts -- 4: 63;
- Allah knows your secrets and your utterances -- 6: 3;
- You call on Him humbly and in secret --- if you deliver me --- 6: 63;
- Call on your Lord humbly and in secret -- 7: 55;
- Don’t they know that Allah knows their secret whether revealed or not -- 9: 78;
- I asked for this that my lord will know that I betrayed him not in secret -- 12: 52;
- Joseph kept it secret in his soul -- 12: 77;
- Those who --- and spend out of what We bestow on them secretly and openly -- 13: 22;
- He knows the secret and what is more hidden -- 20: 7;
- They confer in secret -- 21: 3;
- We gave Moses and Aaron --- a light and a Reminder for those who fear Allah in secret -21: 49;
- He Who knows secret of heavens and earth -- revealed it -- 25: 6;
- You warn only him who fears Allah in secret -- 35: 18;
- Those who read Quran, establish worship, spend --- secretly -- and look forward to gain -35: 29-30;
- You can only warn him who follow Quran and fear Allah in secret -- 36: 11;
- Paradise --it is for every penitent --- who fears Allah in secret -- 50: 31-35;
- There is no secret conference of 3 but He is their fourth -- nor of 5 -- He is with them
wheresoever they may be -- 58: 7;
- Do you show friendship to them in secret when Allah knows what you hide and proclaim -60: 1;
- Those who fear their Lord in secret - theirs is forgiveness and -- 67: 12;
- If you keep your opinion secret or --- Allah knows what is in men's breasts -- 67: 13;
- On that day you'll be exposed - not a secret will be hidden -- 69: 18;
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- He does not reveal His secrets to anyone -- 72: 26;
- On the day when hidden thoughts are searched out -- 86: 9;
- Doesn't he know that ---- and the secrets of the breasts are made known -- 100: 9-11;
SECTS
- Lest they say the Scripture was revealed only to 2 sects before us -- 6: 156;
- Who split religion and become sects - you have nothing with them -- 6: 159;
- The sects among them differ -- 19: 37;
- Then We shall pluck out from every sect which was most stubborn in rebellion -- 19: 69;
- Mankind have broken their religion into sects - each rejoicing -- 23: 53;
- Be not of those who split up their religion -- each exulting -- 30: 32;
- We are sects having different rules -- 72: 11;
SECURE
- After grief, He sent down security for you -- 3: 154;
- Others desire security from you -- if they keep not aloof from you nor offer you peace, take
them
and kill them -- you have clear warrant -- 4: 91;
- Are the people of the townships then secure from Our wrath at night -- 7: 97; --- during the
day -- 7: 98;
- Are they secure from Allah’s scheme -- none thinks himself secure except those who perish
-- 7: 99;
- Those who do not expect to meet Us but --- and feel secure therein -- 10: 7;
- Do they feel secure from the coming on them of Allah’s punishment or --- 12: 107;
- It is said to them, enter them in peace - secure -- 15: 46;
- They used to hew out dwellings from the hills where they dwelt secure -- 15: 82;
- Do those who plan evil feel secure that Allah will not cause earth to swallow them -- 16: 4547;
- Township that dwelt secure -- disbelieved in Allah’s favours -- Allah made it experience -- 16:
112;
- Do you feel secure that He will not cause a slope of land to engulf you or --- 17: 68;
- Do you feel secure that He will not return you to that plight a second time and ---- 17: 69;
- If angels were walking the earth secure -- an angel would have been sent as messenger -17: 95;
- Will you be left secure in that which is here before us -- 26: 146 - 148;
- O Moses! --- thou art of those secure -- 28: 31;
- There they will dwell secure -- 29: 58;
- They will dwell secure in lofty halls -- 34: 37;
- We have adorned --- with security from every devil -- 37: 7;
- Is he who is thrown into the Fire better or is he who comes secure -- 41: 40;
- Those who kept their duty will be in a secure place -- 44: 51 - 57;
- You will enter Kaaba secure - hair shaven and cut - not fearing -- 48: 27;
- Have you taken security from Allah that He will not ---- cause earth to swallow you -- 67: 16;
--send Hurricane on you -- 67: 17;
- The doom --- is that before which none can feel secure -- 70: 19 - 35;
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SEDITION
- Had they gone forth, they would have spread sedition among you -- 9: 47;
- Beforetime they sought to cause sedition and raise difficulties for you -- 9: 48;
SEDUCE
- O assembly of Jinns! many of humankind did you seduce -- 6: 128;
- Let not Satan seduce you as he caused your parents to go -- 7: 27;
- Aaron tells people they are being seduced with the calf -- 20: 90;
- Then they will be hurled therein (hell) - they and the seducers -- 26: 94;
- Those who turn back after guidance --- Satan hath seduced them -- 47: 25;
SEE / SIGHT
- Allah leaves them in darkness where they cannot see -- 2: 17;
- Allah could destroy sight of Kuffar, lightning almost blinds them -- 2: 20;
- Allah is Seer of what you do -- 2: 110;
- Allah causes kuffar army to behold the believers as twice their number -- a lesson for those
who
have eyes -- 3: 13;
- Hast thou not seen how those who received Scripture, invoke it in their disputes -- 3: 23;
- If they see every token, they will not believe -- 6: 25;
- If you could see when they are --- before the Fire and say Would that we could return -- 6:
27; --set before Allah and He will ask Is this not real -- 6: 30;
- Can you see yourself, if punishment of Allah comes, --- calling on any other than Allah -- 6:
40; -who will perish but wrong-doers -- 6: 47;
- If Allah takes away your sight, who can restore it to you -- 6: 46;
- Are the blind and the seer equal -- 6: 50; 11: 24;
- Abraham saw star and said this is my Lord -- 6: 76;
- When he saw the --- moon rising, he said -- 6: 77; --- sun rising --- this is greater -- 6: 78;
- If you could see when death comes to the wrong-doers and angels reach for their souls -- 6:
93;
- Who see, it is for his own good - who is blind -- 6: 104;
- Satan sees you -- you see him not -- 7: 27;
- Allah tells Moses- You will not see Me, but look at the mountain -- 7: 143;
- If they see a token, they believe it not, if they see the way of righteousness - they disregard
it, if they
see the way of error, they choose it -- 7: 146;
- Did they not see that it spoke not to them nor guided them -- 7: 148;
- When they feared the consequence thereof and saw they had gone astray -- 7: 149;
- They have eyes but they see not -- 7: 179;
- Do they have eyes with which they see -- 7: 195;
- You see them looking toward you but they see not -- 7: 198;
- When glamour from devil trouble muttaqeen, they remember Allah -- and they become seers
-- 7: 201;
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- And when Allah made you see them with your eyes as few -- 8: 44;
- Those who come from their houses boastfully ---- and to be seen of men -- 8: 47;
- When the armies came in sight of one another, Satan tells them ‘I see what you don’ t see --’
-- 8: 48;
- If you could see how angels receive kuffar -- 8: 50;
- The worst beast in Allah's sight are ----- who will not believe -- 8: 55;
- In sight of Allah, those who strive in His Way, are of greater worth than those who provide
water
for pilgrims -- 9: 19-20;
- Allah sent down --- and hosts you could not see -- 9: 26;
- Allah caused --- and supported him with hosts you cannot see -- 9: 40;
- Allah and His messenger will see your conduct -- 9: 94;
- Act - Allah, Messenger and believers will see your actions -- 9: 105;
- Can’t they see they are tested 1 or 2 times every year -- 9: 126;
- Who owns hearing and sight -- 10: 31;
- Can you guide the blind if they do not see -- 10: 43;
- -- and whether We let you see something of what We promised them or -- 10: 46;
- He appoints the day giving sight -- 10: 67;
- Our Lord! destroy their riches --- so they do not believe till they see the doom -- 10: 88;
- Though every token came to them, they will not believe till they see the doom -- 10: 96-97;
- They used not to see -- 11: 20;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk -- I see you well-to-do -- 11: 84;
- When they saw him they --- and cut their hands -- 12: 31;
- Go with this shirt of mine and place it --- he will become a seer again -- 12: 93;
- When the bearer of glad tidings came --- he placed it --- and he could see again -- 12: 96;
- Haven’t they traveled in the land and seen the consequence of those before -- 12: 109; 30:
9;
40: 82; 47: 10;
- Is the blind man equal to the seer -- 13: 16;
- Whether We let you see something of what We promised them or --- 13: 40;
- Have you not seen that Allah created heavens and earth with truth -- 14: 19;
- Have you seen those who exchanged Grace of Allah for thanklessness -- 14: 28-29;
- If We opened a gate to heaven - they will say our sight deceived us -- 15: 14-15;
- They both are on a high road plain to see -- 15: 79;
- You see the ships ploughing it that mankind may seek of His Bounty -- 16: 14;
- Travel in the land and see the consequence of the deniers -- 16: 36;
- --- and gave you sight --- that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
- Have they not seen the birds obedient in mid-air -- 16: 79;
- The portent of the day -- sight giving -- 17: 12;
- See how We prefer one over another -- the Hereafter will be greater in degrees -- 17: 21;
- Of the sight it will be asked -- 17: 36;
- The evil of all that is hateful in the sight of Allah -- -- 17: 38;
- Haven’t they seen that Allah Who created the heavens -- is able to create the like of them -17: 99;
- Let him see what food is present there and bring -- 18: 19;
- How clear of sight and keen of hearing is Allah -- 18: 26;
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- Though you see me less than thee in wealth and children -- 18: 39;
- You see the guilty fearful of what is in the book -- 18: 49;
- Did you see when we took refuge on the rock -- 18: 63;
- See and hear them on the Day they come to Us -- 19: 38;
- O my father! why do you worship that which cannot hear nor see -- 19: 42;
- Have you seen him who disbelieved Our revelations and say ‘I shall be given wealth --’ -- 19:
77;
- Have you not seen We have set the devils on the kuffars to confuse them -- 19: 83;
- Can you see a single man of them -- 19: 98;
- Moses saw a fire and told his folk -- 20: 10;
- Moses says Verily Thou art seeing us -- 20: 35;
- Do they not see it return no saying to them -- 20: 89;
- Why am I brought blind when I used to see? -- 20: 125;
- Do they not see how We visit the land reducing it of its outlying parts -- 21: 44;
- On the day when you behold it every nursing mother will forget her nursing -- you will see
mankind
as drunken but they will not be drunk -- 22: 2;
- Who thinks that Allah will not give victory to Muhammad -- let him hang himself and see if this
strategy works -- 22: 15;
- Have you not seen that everything in heaven and earth, - the sun, moon -- pay adoration to
Allah -- 22: 18;
- Do you not see how Allah send water from the sky, then the earth becomes -- 22: 63;
- Have you not seen Allah made everything in earth subservient to you -- 22: 65;
- In sight of Allah, they are liars -- 24: 13;
- -- you counted it a trifle - in sight of Allah it is very great -- 24: 15;
- When he hold out his hand, he can scarcely see it -- 24: 40;
- Have you seen that all in heaven and earth praise Allah -- 24: 41;
- Have you not seen how Allah wafteth the clouds then --- then --- and thou seest rain come
from
between them -- the flashing of His lightning all but snatches away the sight -- 24: 43;
- (The revolution of day and night) a lesson for those who see -- 24: 44;
- See how they coin similitudes -- 25: 9;
- We have prepared a flame -- when it sees them -- they hear the crackling and roar -- 25: 1112;
- Why do we not see Allah -- 25: 21;
- Can it be that they have not seen it? -- 25: 40;
- Have you seen him who choose his own lust for his God -- 25: 43;
- Have you not seen how Allah hath spread the shade -- 25: 45;
- Have they not seen how many fruitful kinds We grow in the earth -- 26: 7;
- When the 2 hosts saw each other, those with Moses said -- 26: 61;
- Have you seen if We content them - when comes that which they were promised, that with
which
they were contented avails them not -- 26: 205-207;
- He sees you when you stand up to pray -- 26: 218;
- He sees your abasement among those who fall prostrate in worship -- 26: 219;
- Have you seen how they stray in every valley and say what --- 26: 224-226;
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Throw down thy staff -- when he saw it writhing like a demon -- 27: 10; 28: 31;
Then see the consequences for wrong-doers -- 27: 14;
How is it I do not see the hoopoe -- 27: 20;
We shall see if you speak truth -- 27: 27;
I shall send a present --- and to see with what answer -- 27: 35;
When he saw it set in his presence, Solomon said --- 27: 40;
That we may see if she goes aright -- 27: 41;
When she --- it, she thought it was a pool and bared her legs -- 27: 44;
They are in doubt concerning it -- they cannot see it -- 27: 66;
Travel in the land and see the consequence of the guilty -- 27: 69; 30: 42; 35: 44;
Haven’t they seen how We appointed the night that they may rest therein and the day
sight-giving -- 27: 86;
- And you see the hills which you think solid flying with flight of clouds -- 27: 88;
- -- he saw in the distance a fire -- he said, wait here -- I see in the distance a fire -- 28: 29;
- -- and they will see the doom - Ah! if they were guided -- 28: 64;
- -- Who could bring you night wherein you rest -- will you not see -- 28: 72;
- Don’t they see how Allah produce creation then -- 29: 19;
- Travel in the land and see how He originated creation -- 29: 20;
- Have they not seen We have appointed a sanctuary immune from violence -- 29: 67;
- Don’t they see that Allah enlargeth provision for whom He will and -- 30: 37;
- He cause them to break and you see rain downpouring from within them -- 30: 48;
- Heavens created without supports that you can see -- 31: 10;
- Have you not seen how Allah -- made serviceable to you whatever is in skies -- 31: 20; --cause
night to pass into day -- 31: 29; --- ships glide on sea by Allah’s Grace -- 31: 31;
- He appointed for you sight -- 32: 9;
- Could you see when the guilty hang their heads before Allah and say "Send me back" -- 32:
12;
- Have they not seen how We lead water to the barren land -- will they not see -- 32: 27;
- We sent against them --- and hosts you could not see -- 33: 9;
- When the fear comes, you see them regarding you with rolling eyes -- 33: 18-19;
- When the true believers saw the clans -- it confirmed their faith -- 33: 22;
- We set between them and towns We had blessed - towns easy to be seen -- 34: 18;
- If you could see when wrong-doers are brought up before Allah - they blame one another -34: 31;
- If you could see when they are terrified --- and are seized --- and say We now believe --how can
they reach faith --- when they disbelieved in it before -- 34: 51-53;
- The blind and the seer are not equal -- 35: 19; 40: 58;
- Have you not seen how Allah cause water to fall from the sky and produce therewith -- 35:
27;
- Have you seen the partners - Gods you pray to besides Allah -- show me what they’ve
created
of the earth -- 35: 40;
- We set a bar before and behind them --- they see not -- 36: 9;
- Have they not seen how many generations We destroyed before them -- -- 36: 31-32;
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- We could have quenched their eyesight -- they would not be able to see -- 36: 66;
- Have they not seen how We created for them cattle so that -- 36: 71-73;
- Has man not seen We created him from a drop of seed -- 36: 77;
- Will you look -- he look and see him in depth of hell -- 37: 51-61;
- See the consequence for those warned -- 37: 73;
- I saw in a dream I must sacrifice you -- 37: 102;
- Withdraw from them and watch -- they will soon see -- 37: 174-175; 178-179;
- There were shown to him light-footed coursers -- till they were taken out of sight -- 38: 31-32;
- Abraham, Isaac, Jacob - in Our sight they are of the excellent -- 38: 45-47;
- Have they not seen how -- cause it to penetrate earth as water-springs, and afterwards
produce
crops -- 39: 21;
- Lest any soul should say -- or when it see the doom, if I had a second chance -- 39: 56-58;
- On Day of Judgment, the faces of those who lied concerning Allah will be blackened -- 39:
60;
- And thou (Muhammad) see the angels thronging round the throne hymning -- 39: 75;
- Allah appointed the day for seeing -- 40: 61;
- Have you not seen those who wrangle concerning Quran, how they are turned away -- 40:
69;
- Whether We cause you to see a part --- 40: 77;
- When they saw Our doom they said -- We believe in Allah only -- 40: 84;
- -- but their faith could not help them when they saw Our doom -- 40: 85;
- Could they not see that Allah Who created them was mightier in Power -- 41: 15-16;
- Do what you will - He is Seer of what you do -- 41: 40;
- When evil doers see the doom, they will say - Is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
- You will see them exposed to the Fire -- made humble by disgrace -- 42: 45;
- Then see the consequence for the rejecters -- 43: 25;
- For those whose sight becomes dim to remembrance of Allah - We assign a devil -- 43: 36;
- Have you seen him who make his desire his god? Allah set on his sight a covering -- 45: 23;
- You will see each nation crouching -- summoned to its record -- 45: 28;
- When the saw it as a dense cloud coming towards their valley, they said -- 46: 24;
- Morning found them -- nothing could be seen but their dwellings -- 46: 25;
- Have they not seen that Allah was not wearied by the creation of heavens and earth -- 46:
33;
- On the day when they see what they are promised, it will appear to them as though they
tarried
an hour -- 46: 35;
- That, in sight of Allah, is Supreme Triumph -- 48: 5;
- The noblest of you in sight of Allah is the best in conduct -- 49: 13;
- Piercing is the sight this day -- 50: 22;
- In earth and yourself are portents for those whose faith is sure -- can you then not see -- 51:
20-21;
- Is this magic or do you not see -- 52: 14-15;
- If they were to see a fragment of heaven falling -- they’d say a heap of clouds -- 52: 44;
- Surely thou art in Our sight -- 52: 48; -- Allah is Seer of what you do -- 64: 2;
- The heart lied not in seeing what it saw -- 53: 11;
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- Will you dispute with him about what he saw -- 53: 12;
- He saw him yet another time -- by lote-tree near to which is Garden of abode ---- the eye did
not
turn aside nor was over-bold --- he saw one of the greater revelations of his Lord -- 53: 13-18;
- Hath he knowledge of the unseen that he seeth --- 53: 35;
- His effort will be seen -- afterward he will be repaid for it with full payment -- 53: 40-41;
- If they behold a portent, they turn away and say prolonged illusion -- 54: 2;
- See how dreadful was My punishment after My warnings -- 54: 16; 18; 21; 30;
- Have you seen what you emit -- did you create it or are We -- 56: 58-59;
- Have you seen that which you cultivate - Who fosters it - We could make it chaff - then you'd
cry out We are laden with debt - we are deprived -- 56: 63-67;
- Have you observed the water you drink - Who shed it from the rain clouds - We could have
made it bitter - why don't you give thanks -- 56: 68-70;
- Have you observed the fire you light - Who made the tree grow- We appointed it a memorial
and
comfort for the dwellers in the wilderness -- 56: 71-73;
- -- and We are nearer to him than you are -- but you see not -- 56: 83-87;
- On the day when you will see believers -- their light shining before them -- 57: 12;
- Haven’t you seen that Allah knows all that is in heavens and earth -- 58: 7;
- Have you seen those who take for friends folk with whom Allah is angry -- 58: 14;
- If We had caused this Quran to descend on a mountain, you’d have seen it humbled -- 59:
21;
- But when they see some merchandise or pastime - they break away -- 62: 11;
- When you see them ( the hypocrites) their figures please thee -- 63: 4;
- -- you see them turning away -- disdainful -- 63: 5;
- Look again -- can you see any rifts -- 67: 3;
- Look again and again - your sight will return to you weakened and dim -- 67: 4;
- When they see it nigh, faces of kuffar will be awry -- 67: 27;
- You will see -- they will see who is demented -- 68: 5-6;
- But when they saw it, they said We are in error -- 68: 26;
- -- so that you might have seen men lying as they were hollow trunks of palm-trees -- can you
see any remnant of them -- 69: 6-8;
- I swear by all you see and see not - it is the speech of an illustrious Messenger -- 69: 38-42;
- Be patient with a patience fair to see -- 70: 5;
- They see it far-off, while we see it near -- 70: 6-7;
- No familiar friends will question his friend though they will have sight of them -- 70: 10-11;
- Don’t you see how Allah created 7 heavens in harmony -- 71: 15;
- When they see what they are promised, they will know for sure -- 72: 24;
- When the sight is confounded -- 75: 7;
- There serving them - youths --- whom you’ll see as though they are scattered pearls -- 76:
19;
- When you see, you will see bliss and high estate -- 76: 20;
- Hell will stand out visible for him who sees -- 79: 36;
- On the day they see it, it will be as if they tarried for an evening or -- 79: 46;
- Surely he saw him on the clear horizon -- 81: 23;
- When they saw them, they said -- these have gone astray -- 83: 32;
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- Allah is ever watchful -- 89: 14;
- Have you seen him who --- dissuade a slave when he prays -- 96: 9-10; --- if he relies on
the
guidance of Allah -- 96: 11; --- if he denies the guidance of Allah -- 96: 13;
- Does he think that none sees him -- 90: 7; -- Is he unaware that Allah sees -- 96: 14;
- Who does an atom’s weight of good will see it -- 99: 7; --- an atom’s weight of evil -- 99: 8;
- For you will see hell-fire -- with sure vision -- 102: 6-7;
- Have you seen how Allah dealt with owners of elephant -- 105: 1;
- Have you seen him who belies religion -- 107: 1;
- Woe to worshippers --- who would be seen at worship but ---- 107: 4-7;
- -- and you see mankind entering the religion in troops -- 110: 2;
SEED
- We created you from --- then from a drop of seed - then --- 22: 5;
- Has not man seen We created him from a drop of seed -- 36: 77;
- We made his seed the survivors -- 37: 75-82;
- Of their (Abraham and Isaac) seed, some do good - some wrong themselves -- 37: 113;
- From a drop of seed, He created him and -- 80: 19;
SEEK
- Then seek what Allah hath ordained for you -- 2: 187;
- Do they seek for a religion other than Islam when whoever is in heaven and earth submits to
Allah
willingly or unwillingly -- 3: 83;
- Who seek a religion other than Islam, it will not be accepted -- 3: 85;
- Shall I seek for Judge other than Allah when it is He who revealed -- 6: 114;
- Shall I seek for you a God other than Allah when He has favoured you over all creatures -- 7:
140;
- When slander from devil wound thee, seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 200;
- When you sought help of Allah and He said --- 8: 9;
- If any idolater seek your protection, protect him so he can hear Allah’s word -- 9: 6;
- If there were other gods along with Allah - did you seek a way against Allah -- 17: 42;
- Allah is He Who drives the ship for you on the sea that you may seek His Bounty -- 17: 66;
- Restrain thyself along with those who cry --- seeking His Countenance -- 18: 28;
- This is what we were seeking -- so they retraced their steps -- 18: 64;
- If the fly took something --- so weak the seeker and the sought -- 22: 73;
- Such of your slaves as seek a writing -- write it for them -- force not your slave-girls to
whoredom
that you may seek enjoyment of life of world -- 24: 33;
- Do you seek out strongholds that perhaps you may last forever 26: 129;
- He sought among the birds and said how is it I do not see Hoopoe -- 27: 20;
- Of His mercy He appointed --- that you may seek His bounty -- 28: 73;
- Korah told seek abode of Hereafter in that which Allah hath given thee -- and seek not
corruption
in earth -- 28: 77;
- We assign abode of Hereafter to those who seek not oppression in earth nor -- 28: 83;
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Of His signs --- seeking of His Bounty -- 30: 23;
Give to kinsman his due -- that it best for those who seek countenance of Allah -- 30: 38;
That what you give in charity seeking Allah’s countenance has much increase -- 30: 39;
He sends -- that you may seek His Grace and be thankful -- 30: 46;
-- this is what you did seek to hasten -- 46: 24;
Seek not to hasten on the doom for them -- 46: 35;
I seek no livelihood from them nor do I ask --- 51: 57;
-- or do they seek to ensnare the messenger -- 52: 42;
-- it will be said Go back and seek for light -- 57: 13;
Monasticism they invented -- We ordained it not -- only seeking Allah’s Pleasure -- 57: 27;
And it is for the poor fugitives who have been driven out -- who seek bounty from Allah -- 59:

8;
- If you’ve come to strive in My Way and seeking My good Pleasure, do not -- 60: 1;
- When the prayer is ended - disperse in the land and seek Allah’s bounty -- 62: 10;
- O Prophet! Why bar what Allah made lawful for you -- seeking to please your wives -- 66: 1;
- -- who preserve their chastity except with --- who seek more than that, are transgressors -70: 19-35;
- I have said -- seek pardon of Allah -- He is ever Forgiving -- 71: 10;
- We sought the heaven -- found it filled with strong warders and meteors -- 72: 8;
- -- and seek forgiveness of Allah -- 73: 20;
- Show not favour seeking worldly gain -- 74: 6;
- Whoso will, should seek recourse to Allah -- 78: 39;
- None has --- any favour of reward except as seeking to fulfill Allah’s purpose -- 92: 17-21;
- When Allah’s help -- hymn His praise and seek His forgiveness -- 110: 1-3;
- I seek refuge in Lord of Daybreak -- 113: 1;
- I seek refuge in Lord of mankind -- 114: 1;
SEIZE
- Pharaoh’s folk and those before disbelieved Allah’s revelations, so He seized them -- 3: 11;
- While they were rejoicing, We seized them unawares and they were dumbfounded -- 6: 44;
- Then We seized them unawares when they perceived not -- 7: 95;
- So We seized them because of what they earned -- 7: 96;
- He seized his brother by the head -- 7: 150;
- Allah forbid that we should seize save him with whom we found our property -- 12: 79;
- I bore with the kuffar long, then I seized them -- 13: 32;
- Do they feel secure that Allah will not ---- seize them while going to and fro or with a gradual
wasting -- 16: 45-47;
- Had come unto them a messenger - they denied him - the torment seized them -- 16: 113;
- Iblis said -- if Thou give me grace until Day of Resurrection -- I will seize his offspring -- 17:
62;
- I seized a handful from footsteps of messenger -- 20: 96;
- I indulged the kuffar a long while then I seized them -- 22: 44;
- If you seize by force, you do so as tyrants -- 26: 130;
- We seized him (Pharaoh) and his hosts and abandoned them to the sea -- 28: 40; 51: 40;
- They will be seized wherever found and slain -- 33: 61;
- If you could see ---- and they are seized from near at hand -- 34: 51;
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Then I seized those who disbelieved -- 35: 26;
--- every nation purposed to seize their messenger ---- then I seized them --- 40: 5;
Allah seized them for their sins -- 40: 21; -- they disbelieved so Allah seized them -- 40: 22;
On the day when We shall seize them with the greater seizure, We shall punish -- 44: 16;
We seized him with no gentle grip -- 73: 16;
Allah seized him and made him an example -- 79: 25;
If he cease not, We shall seize him by the forelock -- 96: 15-16;

SELF-REPROACH
- Some drew near to others self-reproaching -- 68: 30;
SELF-RESTRAINT
- Fasting is prescribed for you ---- that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 183;
- He sent down peace of re-assurance on --- and imposed on them self-restraint -- 48: 26;
SELL
- Evil is that for which they sell their souls -- 2: 90; 102;
- Selling Allah's revelations for a miserable price -- 2: 174;
- Selling oneself seeking Pleasure of Allah -- 2: 207;
- Have witnesses when you sell one to another -- 2: 282;
- They sold him for a low price -- 12: 20;
- Therein do offer praise -- men whom neither merchandise nor sale -- 24: 36-37;
SEND
- They will not long for death because of what they sent forth -- 2: 95;
- Whatever good you send for your soul, you will find it with Allah -- 2: 110;
- Even as We sent to you a messenger from among you -- 2: 151;
- In the water which Allah sends from the sky --- are signs -- 2: 164;
- Send good deeds before for your souls -- 2: 223;
- Bad is what they send on before them -- 5: 80;
- Had We sent down writing on parchment which they could feel, kuffar would have said this is
magic -- 6: 7;
- Why was an angel not sent down to him. Had an angel been sent -- 6: 8;
- If they were sent back, they’d return to what they were forbidden -- 6: 28;
- Why was no portent sent down to him -- Allah is able to send portent -- most -- know not -6: 37;
- Whom Allah wills, He sends astray -- 6: 39;
- We sent to peoples before you and visited them with tribulation that they may be humble -6: 42;
- He send guardians over you -- 6: 61;
- He can send punishment on you from above and below -- 6: 65;
- If We send down angels to them, they’d not believe unless Allah wills -- 6: 111;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs advises him to send to the cities for his knowing wizards -- 7: 111-112;
- Thou send astray whom Thou wilt -- 7: 155;
- Those who follow the messenger --- and follow the light sent down with him -- 7: 157;
- We sent down on them from heaven wrath for -- 7: 162;
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Whom Allah sends astray are losers -- 7: 178;
Whom Allah sends astray - for them there is no guide -- 7: 186; 39: 23; 36;
He sent down water from the sky that -- 8: 11; 16: 10;
Taste the punishment -- for what your own hands sent before -- 8: 50-57;
Allah sent down peace of re-assurance on His messenger and --- sent down hosts you could

see -- 9: 26;
- He sent messenger with Islam to cause it to prevail -- 9: 33;
- Allah was averse to their being sent forth -- 9: 46;
- The provision which Allah sent down for you, you’ve made it lawful and unlawful -- 10: 59;
- I’ve conveyed to you that wherewith I was sent to you -- 11: 57;
- Send him with us tomorrow that he may enjoy himself -- 12: 12;
- There came a caravan -- they sent their water-drawer -- 12: 19;
- When she heard of their sly talk, she sent for them -- 12: 31;
- I am going to announce to you the interpretation, so send me forth -- 12: 45;
- The king then sent for those women -- 12: 51;
- Send us with our brother so we may obtain the measure -- 12: 63;
- I will not send him with you until you give undertaking -- 12: 66;
- We sent not before thee any messenger except men whom We inspired from the folk -- 12:
109;
- He send down water from the sky -- so that valleys flow -- 13: 17; --- whence you have drink
and -- 16: 10;
- Kuffar say - if only a portent was sent down to him -- Allah send astray whom He will and -13: 27;
- We send thee to a nation -- that you may recite to them -- 13: 30;
- We never sent a messenger except with the language of his people --- then Allah send
astray whom
He will 14: 4;
- We sent Moses with revelations saying Bring thy people -- 14: 5;
- Allah send wrong-doers astray -- 14: 27;
- We do not send down angels except --- and in that case -- 15: 8;
- We sent before thee messengers among --- men of old -- 15: 10;
- Not a thing --- with Us are the stores -- We send it down by measure -- 15: 21;
- We send the wind fertilising and cause water to descend -- 15: 22;
- They said We have been sent to a guilty folk -- all except family of Lot -- 15: 58-59;
- I am a plain Warner -- such as We send down for those who make divisions -- 15: 89 - 93;
- He sends down the angels with the Spirit of His Command --- 16: 2;
- He sends water from the sky -- whence are trees on which you send your beasts to pasture
-- 16: 10;
- The messengers We sent before thee were men whom -- 16: 43;
- Allah send water from the sky reviving the earth after her death -- 16: 65;
- Allah send whom He will astray -- 16: 93;
- We never punish till We have sent a messenger -- 17: 15;
- When We would destroy a township -- We send command to its folk who live at ease -- 17:
16;
- We have not sent thee as a Warden over them -- 17: 54;
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We send portents only to warn -- 17: 59;
Do you feel secure that He will not --- send a sand-storm on you -- 17: 68;
Do you feel secure that he will not --- send against you a hurricane -- 17: 69;
That was Our method with those whom We sent before thee -- 17: 77;
If angels walked on earth secure, Allah would have sent angel as messenger -- 17: 95;
Whom Allah sends astray for them no Protecting Friend besides Him -- 17: 97;
You know that none sent down these portents save Allah -- 17: 102;
With truth We sent it down -- and We sent thee only as bearer of good tidings and
Warner -- 17: 105; 25: 56;
- Whom Allah sends astray -- for him no guiding friend -- 18: 17;
- Send one of you with this silver coin into the city -- 18: 19;
- It may be that Allah will --- and send a bolt on it from heaven -- 18: 40;
- We do not send messengers except as bearers of good news and warners -- 18: 56;
- We sent to her Our Spirit -- it assumed the likeness of a perfect man -- 19: 17;
- We sent down on you Manna and quails -- 20: 80;
- Our Lord! If only Thou had sent to us a messenger -- 20: 134;
- Messengers We sent before were men We inspired -- 21: 7;
- We sent no messenger before -- We inspired him -- there is no God besides Me -- 21: 25;
- We sent thee as a mercy for the peoples -- 21: 107;
- You see the earth barren but when We send down water thereon -- 22: 5;
- This is for what your 2 hands sent before -- 22: 10;
- Never did We send Messenger or Prophet before but when he recited the message -- Satan
proposed opposition thereto -- 22: 52;
- Don’t you see how Allah send water from the sky, then the earth becomes --- 22: 63;
- We send down from the sky water in measure -- We give it lodging in the earth -- 23: 18;
- We sent among them a messenger of their own -- 23: 32;
- When death comes to one of them they say My Lord! send me back so I can do right -- 23:
99-100;
- We have sent down for you revelations that make plain and --- 24: 34;
- He send down from the heavens mountains wherein is hail -- 24: 43;
- We have sent down revelations and explained them -- 24: 46;
- Why is not an angel sent down to him -- 25: 7;
- The messengers We sent before thee, ate food and walked markets -- 25: 20;
- Why are not angels sent down to us -- 25: 21;
- A day when -- the angels will be sent down -- a grand descent -- 25: 25;
- Is this he whom Allah send as a messenger -- 25: 41;
- He it is Who send the winds -- and We send down purifying water from the sky -- 25: 48;
- If We will, We can send from the sky a portent so that -- 26: 4;
- Moses tells Allah - My tongue will not speak plainly so send for Aaron to help me -- 26: 13;
- Moses tells Pharaoh - My Lord -- appointed me of those sent -- 26: 21;
- Pharaoh says - your messenger who has been sent -- is mad -- 26: 27;
- Wizards tell Pharaoh to send summoners to the cities -- 26: 36;
- Pharaoh sent summoners in to the cities -- 26: 53;
- I am going to send a present to them to see with what answer -- 27: 35;
- Is not He best Who -- and send down for you water from -- 27: 60; --- sends the winds as
heralds of His Mercy -- 27: 63;
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My Lord! I am needy of whatever good Thou send down for me -- 28: 24;
Aaron is more -- send him with me as a helper -- 28: 34;
But We kept sending messengers to men -- 28: 45;
If disaster should afflict them because of what their hands sent -- they might say -- why was

messenger sent to us so we could -- 28: 47;
- Do not let them divert you from revelations after they’ve been sent down to you -- 28: 87;
- Why are not portents sent down to him -- 29: 50;
- Is it not enough --- that We have sent down the Scripture which is read to them -- 29: 51;
- He sends down water from the sky -- portents for folk who understand -- 30: 24;
- He sends herald winds that you can taste His Mercy -- 30: 46;
- We sent before thee (Muhammad) messengers to their own folk -- 30: 47;
- Allah sends winds, raising clouds and spreading them - cause them to break - rain -- they
rejoice -- before it was sent, they despaired -- 30: 48-49;
- If We send a wind and they saw it yellow -- they’d continue in their disbelief -- 30: 51;
- Water sent from sky -- plants of every kind grow therein -- 31: 10;
- He sends down the rain -- 31: 34;
- If you could see when the guilty -- we’ve now seen and heard -- send us back -- 32: 12;
- We sent against them a great wind and -- 33: 9;
- We sent thee as bringer of good tidings and Warner to all mankind -- 34: 28;
- We sent warners to townships, but its pampered ones said we disbelieve what you bring -34: 34;
- We gave them no --- nor did We send a Warner to them before thee -- 34: 44;
- Allah send astray whom He will -- 35: 8;
- Allah sends winds - raises clouds - leads them to dead land - revives earth after its death -35: 9;
- We have sent thee with the truth -- bearer of -- 35: 24;
- You are of those sent on a straight path -- that you may warn -- 36: 2-6;
- We record that which they send before -- 36: 12;
- When those sent came to the people of the city, they denied them. We reinforced them with
a
third -- they said We have been sent to you -- 36: 13-14;
- They said you are mortals like us - you lie - they said we are indeed sent to you -- 36: 15;
- A man came running saying -- follow those who have been sent -- 36: 20;
- We did not send against his people a host from heaven -- nor did We send -- 36: 28;
- He brought the truth and confirmed those sent (before him) -- 37: 37;
- We sent among them warners -- 37: 72;
- Elias was of those sent to warn -- 37: 123; --- Lot was ---- 37: 133; --- Jonah was -- 37:
139;
- We sent him to 100,000 folk - they believed -- We gave them comfort for a while -- 37-147148;
- Our Word went to Our bondmen sent -- they’d be helped -- Our host will be
victorious -- 37: 171 - 173;
- Peace be to those sent -- 37: 181;
- Have you seen how Allah send water from sky - it penetrates earth as water-springs -- 39:
21;
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He shows you His portents and sends down provision from sky -- 40: 13;
We sent Moses with revelations and clear warrant to Pharaoh -- 40: 23-24;
Joseph - When he died - said Allah will not send any messenger after him -- 40: 34;
Who deny Scripture and what We send Our messengers with, will come to know -- 40: 70;
We sent messengers before thee -- some We told thee -- some -- 40: 78;
-- they said if Allah willed, He would have sent angels -- we disbelieve what you were sent
with -- 41: 14;
When He sends down water thereon, it thrills and grows -- 41: 39;
I believe in whatever Scripture Allah sent down -- 42: 15;
If Allah were to enlarge --- they would rebel on earth -- He sends down by measure -- 42: 27;
He sends down the saving rain after they have despaired -- spreads out His Mercy -- 42: 28;
For him whom Allah sends astray -- no protecting friend after Him -- 42: 44; --- there is no
road -- 42: 46;
If evil strike them because of what their hands sent forth - they become ungrateful -- 42: 48;
How many Prophets did We send among the men of old -- 43: 6;
He sends down water --- in due measure and --- 43: 11;
As a command from Our Presence -- We are ever sending -- 44: 4-6;
-- the provision that Allah sends down from the sky -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
-- and Allah send him astray purposely -- 45: 23;
I convey to you that with which I was sent -- 46: 23;
He sent down peace of re-assurance -- 48: 4; 18; 26;
We sent thee as witness, bearer of good tidings and Warner -- 48: 8;
He sent His messenger with guidance and religion of truth -- 48: 28;
We send down from sky blessed water -- growth to gardens and -- 50: 9-11;
Abraham said - what is your errand Oh ye sent from Allah -- 51: 31;
We are sent to a guilty folk that we may send on them stones of clay -- 51: 32-33;
And in Moses -- there is portent -- when We sent him to Pharaoh -- 51: 38;
And in Aad - there is portent -- when We sent the fatal wind -- 51: 41;
We are sending she-camel as a test for them -- 54: 27;
We sent on them one Shout and they became -- 54: 31;
We sent on them a storm of stones -- all except -- 54: 34;
There will be sent against you both (man and Jinn) heat of Fire and flash of brass - no
escape -- 55: 35;
He sends down clear revelations -- that He may bring you from darkness to light -- 57: 9;
Our messengers sent with clear proofs - We revealed with them Scripture and balance -- 57:

25;
- We sent Noah, Abraham - placed Prophethood among their offspring and among them -57: 26;
- We have sent down clear tokens -- 58: 5;
- Let every soul look to what it sends on before for the morrow -- 59: 18;
- If you know them for true believers, do not send them back to kuffar -- 60: 10;
- He sent messenger with religion of truth -- 61: 9;
- He sent among the unlettered ones a messenger of their own -- 62: 2;
- They will never long for it because of what their hands sent before -- 62: 6-8;
- Allah hath sent down to you a reminder -- 65: 10-11;
- Eat and drink at ease for that which you sent on before -- 69: 24;
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- And We have sent to you a messenger as witness against you -- as We sent a messenger to
Pharaoh -- 73: 15;
- Whatsoever good you send before for your souls, you will find with Allah -- 73: 20;
- -- thus Allah send astray whom He will -- 74: 31;
- On that day man is told what he sent before and what he left behind -- 75: 13;
- We sent down from rainy clouds abundant water -- 78: 14;
- A day when man will look at what his own hands sent before -- 78: 40;
- A soul will know what it sent before and what it left behind -- 82: 5;
- They were not sent as guardians over them -- 83: 33;
- He will say - would that I had sent before me - some provision -- 89: 24;
- He sent against them swarms of flying creatures -- 105: 3;
SENSE
- Do you enjoin righteousness and forget it yourself - have you no sense -- 2: 44;
- Tell them what Allah disclosed .... have you no sense -- 2: 76;
- In the creation of the heavens and earth -- are signs for people with sense -- 2: 164;
- Deaf, dumb and blind -- kuffar have no sense -- 2: 171;
- Why argue about Abraham -- Torah and Gospel revealed long after -- have you no sense -3: 65;
- Kuffar invent lie against Allah -- most have no sense -- 5: 103;
- Abode of hereafter is better -- have you no sense -- 6: 32;
- Moses fell down senseless -- 7: 143;
- And they studied -- have you no sense -- 7: 169;
- The worst beast in sight of Allah are the deaf, dumb who have no sense -- 8: 22;
- I dwelt among you a whole lifetime -- have you no sense -- 10: 16;
- He hath set uncleanness on those who have no sense -- 10: 100;
- Hud asks his people - have you no sense -- 11: 51;
- If only there were men with good sense to warn people against corruption in the earth -- 11:
116;
- The abode of hereafter is better for those who ward off evil -- have you no sense -- 12: 109;
- Herein are portents for people who have no sense -- 13: 4; 16: 12; 67;
- We revealed to you Scripture -- have you no sense -- 21: 10;
- Why do you worship instead of Allah what can neither profit --- have you no sense -- 21: 67;
- He gives life and death, causes night and day - have you no sense -- 23: 80;
- What you've been given is comfort -- what Allah has is better - have you no sense -- 28: 60;
- And of that We left a clear sign for people with sense -- 29: 35;
- Say Praise be to Allah! but most of them have no sense -- 29: 63;
- Thus We display the revelations for people with sense -- 30: 28;
- Yet he led astray a great multitude of you. Had you then no sense -- 36: 62;
- Who We bring to old age We reverse in strength - have you no sense -- 36: 68;
- You pass by them morning and evening -- Have you no sense -- 37: 137-138;
- The difference of night and day -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- Those who call thee from behind private apartments - most of them have no sense -- 49: 4;
- --- they are a folk who have no sense -- 59: 14;
- Had we listened or had sense we would not be among dwellers of Flame -- 67: 10;
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SENTENCE
- The sentence which comes from Me cannot be changed -- 50: 29;
SEPARATE
- Hold fast to cable of Allah and do not separate -- 3: 103;
- Do not separate and dispute -- 3: 105;
- If they separate, Allah will compensate each out of His abundance -- 4: 130;
- Allah will separate the wicked from the good -- 8: 37;
- On the day --- We say to those who ascribed partners -- stand back -- We separate them -10: 28-29;
- Kadir tells Moses this is the parting between us -- 18: 78;
- Heaven and earth were one piece, then We separated them -- 21: 30;
- On the Day when the Hour comes - they will be separated -- 30: 14;
SEPULCHRE
- And the sepulchres are overturned -- 82: 4;
SERPENT
- Moses flings down his staff and it becomes serpent -- 7: 107;
- So he cast it down -- it became a serpent gliding -- 20: 20;
- Moses flung down his staff and it became a serpent -- 26: 32;
SERVE / SERVANTS / SLAVE
- When My servants question thee concerning Me, I am nigh -- 2: 186;
- Not possible for any human to whom Prophethood given to say ‘Be my slaves’ but he said
‘Be
faithful servants of Allah’ -- 3: 79;
- Be kind to slaves -- 4: 36;
- Do not be scornful nor proud to serve Allah -- 4: 173;
- Jesus tells Allah, if Thou punish them, they are thy slaves --- if Thou forgive them -- 5: 118;
- He is the Omnipotent over His slaves -- -- 6: 18; 61;
- Those on whom you call besides Allah are slaves like you -- 7: 94;
- Those who are with Allah are not too proud to do Him Service -- 7: 206;
- Triumphant are those who serve Allah -- 9: 112;
- Serve none but Allah -- 11: 2;
- He was one of Our chosen slaves -- 12: 24;
- The ruler’s wife is asking her slave-boy an ill-deed -- 12: 30;
- Allah commands sun and moon to be of service -- 13: 2;
- Allah gives Grace to whom He will of His slaves -- 14: 11;
- Many things made for service to mankind -- 14: 32-33;
- I shall adorn the path of error --- except Thy devoted slaves -- 15: 39-40;
- As for My slaves, you have no power over them except -- 15: 42;
- Announce to My slaves that I am Forgiving, Merciful -- 15: 49;
- And serve thy Lord until death comes to thee -- 15: 99;
- He made night, day, sun, moon to be of service to you -- 16: 12;
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- He made sea to be of service -- 16: 14;
- In every nation We raised messenger saying Serve Allah -- shun false gods -- 16: 36;
- Those who are more favoured with provision will not hand over some to their slaves so they
can
be equal -- 16: 71;
- Allah coins similitude - a slave who controls nothing and one who has provision -- are they
equal -- 16: 75;
- And thank the Bounty of Allah if it is Him you serve -- 16: 114;
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant by night -- 17: 1;
- We roused against you slaves of Ours of great might -- 17: 5;
- We roused against you slaves of Ours -- 17: 7;
- Allah is sufficient as Knower of the sins of His slaves -- 17: 17;
- Over My faithful slaves - you have no power -- 17: 65;
- Praise be to Allah Who hath revealed the Scripture to His slave -- 18: 1;
- Moses tells his servant he will not give up - he’d continue to march even for ages -- 18: 60;
- When they had gone further, Moses asks his servant for breakfast -- 18: 62;
- The servant said when we took refuge by the rock - I forgot the fish -- it took to the waters -18: 63;
- Then they found one of Our slaves whom We had --- taught knowledge -- 18: 65;
- Do kuffar think they can choose My bondmen as Protecting Friends besides Me -- 18: 102;
- Jesus said I am the slave of Allah -- 19: 30;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord - so serve Him -- 19: 36;
- Serve not the devil -- 19: 44;
- Gardens of Eden which Allah promised His slaves -- such is the Garden the devout of Our
bondmen will inherit -- 19: 59- 63;
- Worship Him and be steadfast in His service -- 19: 65;
- None in heaven and earth come to Allah except as a slave -- 19: 93;
- Allah tells Moses -- I am Allah - there is no God besides Me -- So serve Me -- 20: 14;
- Moses inspired - Take away My slaves by night -- 20: 77;
- Whom they call sons are honoured slaves - they speak after He hath spoken - they act by
His
command - He knows what is before and behind them - they cannot intercede ---- they
quake for
awe of Him - if one should say I am God beside Him --- hell -- 21: 26-29;
- My righteous slaves shall inherit the earth -- 21: 105;
- Allah is no oppressor of His slaves -- 22: 10;
- Successful are believers who guard modesty except from wives or slaves their right hand --23: 1-11;
- Noah tells his folk to serve Allah - You have no other God besides Him -- 23: 23;
- Serve Allah - You have no other God save Him -- 23: 32;
- Some of My slaves said Our Lord! we believe, forgive us --- 23: 109;
- Marry such of you as are solitary and the pious of your slaves and maid servants -- if they are
poor, Allah will enrich them of His Bounty -- 24: 32;
- Such of your slaves as seek a writing of emancipation - write it for them - bestow on them of
the
wealth -- force not your slave-girls to whoredom if they will preserve their chastity -- 24: 33;
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They serve Me -- 24: 55;
Servants to get permission before entering on you during times of privacy -- 24: 58-59;
Blessed is He Who has revealed to His slave the Criterion -- 25: 1;
Was it you who misled these My slaves or -- 25: 17;
The faithful slaves of Allah walk on earth modestly and when the foolish ones address them

-answer "Peace" -- 25: 63;
- We inspired Moses - Take away My slaves by night -- 26: 52;
- Praise be to Allah Who has preferred us above many of His believing slaves -- 27: 15;
- My Lord! arouse me --- and include me in the number of Thy righteous slaves -- 27: 19;
- -- and peace be on His slaves whom He hath chosen -- 27: 59;
- I am commanded to serve Allah -- 27: 91;
- Serve Allah - keep your duty to Him -- 29: 16;
- You serve only idols - they have no provision for you -- 29: 17;
- Shu’eyb said Serve Allah - look to Last Day - do no evil making mischief on earth -- 29: 36;
- O My bondmen who believe! My earth is spacious therefore serve Me -- 29: 56;
- Allah coins similitude of yourselves - are there among your slaves any equal to you in your
wealth so that you fear them --- 30: 28;
- Allah hath made serviceable to you whatsoever is in skies -- 31: 20;
- O Prophet! lawful to you are -- and slaves given as war booty -- 33: 50;
- No sins for thy wives to converse freely with sons of their maids nor their slaves -- 33: 55;
- A portent for every slave who turn repentant to Allah -- 34: 9;
- Give thanks O --- ! few of My bondmen are thankful -- 34: 13;
- He subdued the sun and moon to service -- 35: 12;
- The learned among His bondmen fear Allah alone -- 35: 28;
- We gave Scripture as inheritance to whom We elected of Our bondmen - some wrong
themselves,
some are lukewarm, some outstrip others through good deeds -- 35: 32;
- For what reason should I not serve Him who created me -- 36: 22;
- --- save single-minded slaves of Allah - for them is a known provision -- 37: 40-41;
- See the consequence for those warned save single-minded slaves of Allah -- 37: 73-74;
- He (Noah) is one of Our believing slaves -- 37: 81; --- (Abraham) --- 37: 111; --- Moses and
Aaron - two of Our -- 37: 122; --- Elias - one of Our -- 37: 132;
- They will be haled to the doom save single-minded slaves of Allah -- 37: 127-128;
- Glorified be Allah from what they attribute to Him, save His single-minded slaves -- 37: 159160;
- They used to say, if reminder --- we would be single-minded slaves of Allah -- 37: 167-169;
- Our Word went to Our bondmen - they will be helped - Our host will be victors -- 37: 171-173;
- Remember Our bondsman David -- Lord of Might -- 38: 17;
- We bestowed ---- Solomon - how excellent a slave -- 38: 30;
- Make mention of Our bondsman -- Job, when he cried to Allah -- 38: 41; --- Bondmen
Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob - men of parts and vision -- 38: 45; --- Ishmael, Elisha, Dhul Kifl - all of the
chosen -- 38: 48;
- Job - We found him steadfast - how excellent a slave -- 38: 44;
- I will beguile everyone of them save Thy single-minded slaves -- 38: 82-83;
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- Allah constrains sun and moon to be of service -- each running -- 39: 5;
- Allah is not pleased with thanklessness for His bondmen -- 39: 7;
- O My bondmen who believe! Observe your duty to Allah -- 39: 10;
- Awning of Fire above and below - with this doth Allah appall His bondmen -- so fear Me -39: 16;
- Who put away false gods and turn to Allah in repentance - give good tidings to My bondmen
who
hear advice and follow best thereof -- such Allah guides -- such have understanding -- 39: 1718;
- Will not Allah defend His slave -- 39: 36;
- Allah will judge between His slaves about what they differed -- 39: 46;
- O My slaves who have been wasteful to their own hurt -- despair not of Allah's Mercy -- 39:
53;
- Do you bid me to serve other than Allah - O you fool! -- 39: 64;
- Serve Allah and be among the thankful -- 39: 66;
- He cast the Spirit of His command on whom He will of His slaves -- 40: 15;
- Allah wills no injustice for His slaves -- 40: 30-31;
- Who scorn My service will enter hell disgraced -- 40: 60;
- This is Allah’s Law which hath taken course for His bondmen 40: 84-85;
- Allah is no tyrant to His slaves -- 41: 46;
- Allah is Gracious to His slaves -- 42: 19;
- If Allah were to enlarge -- they would rebel on earth -- He sends down by measure -- 42: 27;
- They allot to Him a portion of His bondmen -- 43: 15;
- He is only a slave on whom We bestowed favour -- 43: 59;
- Give up to me the slaves of Allah -- 44: 18;
- Then Allah commanded - Take away My slaves by night -- you’ll be followed -- 44: 23;
- Allah made sea of service that ships may run -- 45: 12;
- He hath made of service to you whatever is in heaven and earth -- 45: 13;
- Mention Hud - he warned his folk - serve none but Allah - I fear for you -- 46: 21;
- A vision and reminder for every penitent slave -- 50: 8;
- Allah is no tyrant to His slaves -- 50: 29;
- Their own men-servants go around waiting on them -- 52: 24;
- Rather prostrate yourselves before Allah and serve Him -- 53: 62;
- The folk of Noah denied Our slave -- 54: 9;
- If you put away your wives by saying -- then go back on what you said -- penalty before you
touch is to free a slave or -- 58: 3-4;
- Wife of Noah - wife of Lot -- under two of Our righteous slaves -- betrayed them -- husbands
availed them nothing against Allah -- 66: 10;
- Noah said to his people - Serve Allah -- keep your duty to Him and -- 71: 2-4;
- -- if Thou should leave them, they’d mislead Thy slaves -- 71: 26-27;
- When the slave of Allah stood up in prayer to Him -- they crowded him -- 72: 19;
- The righteous shall drink -- water of Kafur -- a spring from which slaves of Allah drink -- 76: 56;
- Serving them -- youths of everlasting youth - which you'd take for pearls -- 76: 19;
- -- Thou soul at peace! return to thy Lord -- enter among My bondmen -- 89: 27 - 30;
- The ascent is ---- to free a slave -- 90: 12-17;
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- Have you seen him who dissuades a slave when he prays -- 96: 9-10;
- They are ordained nothing else than to serve Allah --- keeping religion pure for Him -- that is
the true religion -- 98: 5;
SET
- When the star set, Abraham said I do not love things that set -- 6: 76;
- When the moon set, Abraham said -- unless Allah guides me, I’d be astray -- 6: 77;
- When the sun set, Abraham said I am free from all that they associate with Allah -- I turn my
face toward Him Who created -- 6: 78-79;
- And they are set before Allah in ranks -- 18: 48;
- We shall set a gulf of doom between them -- 18: 52;
- The 2 set out till when they were in the ship, he made a hole therein -- 18: 71;
- May we pay you tribute so you can set a barrier between us -- 18: 94;
- Help me --- I will set between you and them a bank -- 18: 95;
- Have you not seen that We have set the devils on kuffar to confuse them -- 19: 83;
- We set a just balance for the Day of Resurrection so no soul is wronged in anything -- 21: 47;
- They wanted to set a snare for him -- 21: 70;
- The wind set by Solomon’s command toward the land We had blessed -- 21: 81;
- My Lord! If Thou should show me -- then set me not among the wrong-doers -- 23: 93-94;
- When he saw it set in his presence, Solomon said -- 27: 40;
- We shall gather -- they will be set in array -- 27: 83;
- Kindle for me a fire -- and set up for me a tower that I may -- 28: 38;
- Set thy purpose for religion as a man upright -- 30: 30;
- Set thy purpose resolutely for the right religion -- 30: 43;
- -- and if you desire whom you had set aside temporarily -- no sin to receive her again -better -- 33: 50-52;
- We set between them and the towns We blessed, towns easy to be seen and -- 34: 18;
- We have set a bar before and one behind them covering them so they see not -- 36: 9;
- O David! We have set thee as a viceroy in the earth -- 38: 26;
- We tried Solomon -- We set on his throne - a mere body -- 38: 34;
- We made wind subservient -- setting fair by his command -- 38: 36;
- When hurt touches man -- when boon granted - he forgets -- then sets up rivals to Allah -39: 8;
- If We willed, We could have set among you angels to be viceroys in earth -- 43: 60;
- We have set thee (Muhammad) on a clear road of Our commandment -- follow it -- 45: 18;
- --and Allah set on his sight a covering -- 45: 23;
- Set not any other god with Allah -- 51: 51;
- He hath set the measure -- 55: 7;
- They are set in pride and frowardness -- 67: 21;
- The stars which rise and set -- 81: 16;
- -- and goblets set at hand -- 88: 8-16;
- -- and the hills - how they are set up -- 88: 19;
- For their taming, We cause the caravans to set forth in winter and summer -- 106: 2;
SEVER
- Those who sever what Allah ordered to be joined -- 2: 27;
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Now the bond between you is severed and what you presumed, has failed you -- 6: 94;
Those who break the covenant --- and sever what Allah commanded to be joined -- 13: 25;
If you were given the command would you --- and sever ties of kinship -- 47: 22;
We would have taken him by the right hand and severed his life artery -- 69: 44-47;

SEVERE
- -- over which are set angels strong, severe, who resist not in what Allah -- 66: 6;
SHADE
- Who believe and do good works - Paradise - pure companions - plenteous shade -- 4: 57;
- In the Garden promised to --- its food is everlasting and its shade -- 13: 35;
- Hast thou seen how Allah spread the shade - He could have made it still - then We made the
sun its pilot -- then We withdraw it to Us -- 25: 45-46;
- Those who merit Paradise -- they and their wives in pleasant shade -- 36: 55-58;
- --And spreading shade and water gushing and plenty fruit -- 56: 27-40;
- The shade thereof is close upon them -- 76: 14;
- Those who kept their duty are amid shade and fountains -- 77: 41;
SHADOW
- All in heaven and earth fall prostrate to Allah willingly or unwillingly as do their shadows
morning and evening --- 13: 15; 16: 49;
- Have they not observed what Allah created -- how their shadows incline -- 16: 48;
- Nor is the shadow equal with the sun's full heat -- 35: 21;
- --- depart unto the shadow falling threefold -- 77: 30;
SHAKE
- When earth is shaken with her final earthquake -- 99: 1;
SHAME
- Satan whispered to them so he could manifest to them their shame -- 7: 20;
- Their shame became manifest to them and they began to hide -- 7: 22;
- We have revealed raiment to cover your shame but restraint from evil is best -- 7: 26;
- Let not Satan seduce you as he did ---- tearing off your clothing of innocence - exposing your
shame --- so that when they do lewdness they say they found it with their fathers -- 7: 27-28;
- Keep your duty to Allah and shame me not -- 15: 69;
- Their shame became apparent to them -- 20: 121;
- When kings enter a township, they ruin it and make the honour of its people shame -- 27: 34;
- We shall drive them out with shame -- 27: 37;
- -- the doom of the Hereafter will be more shameful -- 41: 15-16;
SHAPE
- He shaped you and made good your shapes -- 64: 3;
- Then Allah shaped and fashioned and made of him a pair -- 75: 38-39;
SHARE
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Let none share in the worship due to Allah -- 18: 110;
They possess not --- nor do they have a share in either -- 34: 22;
This day they both are sharers in the doom -- 37: 33;
In their wealth - the beggar and outcast had due share -- 51: 15-19;

SHATTER
- How many a community --- have We shattered and -- 21: 11;
- We hurl the truth against the false -- it shatters it -- 21: 18;
SHEBA
- I come to you from Sheba with sure tidings --- a woman ruling over them - abundance mighty
throne - worshipping sun, not Allah -- 27: 22-25;
- Queen of Sheba gets letter - says it is from Solomon - reads out letter - asks her chiefs for
advice -they said it is for her to command -- 27: 29-33;
- Says when Kings enter towns they ruin them - she will send a gift to Solomon -- 27: 34-35;
- Emissary comes to Solomon - Solomon rejects gift and asks his chiefs who will bring him her
throne -- 27: 36-38;
- Jinn says he'll bring it - another places it before Solomon - Solomon had it disguised - Queen
of
Sheba comes - says it resembles hers - enters hall of glass - surrenders to Allah -- 27: 39:
44;
- There was a sign for Sheba in their dwelling place - Two gardens - eat of the provision of
your
Lord and give thanks - they were froward - We sent flood - gave them gardens bearing bitter
fruit - We awarded them for their ingratitude -- 34: 15-17;
SHED
- Have you observed the water -- did you shed it or -- 56: 68-70;
SHEEP
- -- and of the sheep twain and -- 6: 143;
- This is my staff -- I beat down branches for my sheep -- 20: 18;
SHEPHERD
- Successful are believers -- who are shepherds of their pledges and covenants -- 23: 1-11;
- We cannot give our flocks to drink till the shepherds return from the water -- 28: 23;
SHELTER
- (which yet is) no relief nor shelter from the Flame -- 77: 31;
SHINE
- And the dawn when it shines forth -- 74: 34;
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SHIP
- In the ships which run upon the sea -- are signs for sensible people -- 2: 164;
- He made you sail in ships by fair breeze and when storm overwhelms you, you cry to Allah
saying
if you deliver us from this -- 10: 22;
- We saved him and those with him in the ship -- 10: 73;
- Build the ship under --- by Our inspiration -- 11: 37;
- As he was building the ship, his people mocked him as they passed -- 11: 38;
- -- when Our Command came to pass, We said load therein 2 of every kind and -- 11: 40;
- And it sailed with them amid waves like mountains -- 11: 42;
- And it came to rest on Mount Judi -- 11: 44;
- Allah makes the ships of service to you -- 14: 32;
- You see the ships ploughing it that you may seek of His Bounty -- 16: 14; 17: 66; 35: 12;
- Kadir bores hole to sink ship -- 18: 71;
- As for the ship - it belonged to poor people -- the king behind them was taking every ship by
force -- 18: 79;
- These are they whom Allah showed favour from among the prophets -- amid those
carried
in the ship with Noah -- 19: 58;
- The ships run on the sea by His command -- 22: 65;
- On the ships you are carried -- 23: 22;
- We inspired in him saying make the ship under Our eyes - put in two of every kind - when
you
are on board say "Praise be to Allah ---" and "My Lord! cause me to land ---" -- 23: 27-29;
- We saved him and those with him in the laden ship -- 26: 119;
- We rescued him --- in the ship - made it a portent for the peoples -- 29: 15;
- When they mount ships they pray to Allah making their faith pure for Him only but when He
brings them safely to land -- 29: 65;
- He sends winds causing ships to sail -- seek His Bounty and be thankful -- 30: 46;
- Hast thou not seen how the ships glide on the sea by Allah's Grace -- 31: 31;
- And a token for them - We bear their offspring in laden ship -- 36: 41;
- Jonah was of those sent -- he fled to the laden ship -- 37: 139-140;
- Hath appointed for you cattle -- you may be borne on them as on a ship -- 40: 80;
- Of His portents are ships - like banners on sea -- 42: 32;
- He appointed for you ships and cattle whereon you ride -- 43: 12;
- So you may mount their backs - remember Allah's favour and say " Glorified be He -----" -43: 13-14;
- Allah made sea of service that ships may run by His Command -- 45: 12;
- By those that glide with ease on the sea -- 51: 3;
- His are the ships displayed on the sea like banners -- 55: 24;
- When the waters rose, We carried you on the ship -- 69: 11;
SHIRT
- She tore his shirt from behind -- 12: 25;
- If his shirt is torn from front - she speaks truth -- 12: 26;
- If his shirt is torn from behind - she lied -- 12: 27;
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- When he saw the shirt torn from behind -- he said this is the guile of -- 12: 28;
- Go with this shirt of mine and lay it on my father’s face -- 12: 93;
SHOCK
- Believers were sorely tested and shaken with mighty shock -- 33: 11;
SHOE
- Allah tells Moses to take off his shoe --20: 12;
SHORE
- We cast him on a desert shore while he was sick -- 37: 145;
SHOUT
- It was but one shout and they were extinct -- 36: 29;
- They are awaiting but one shout which will surprise them -- 36: 49;
- It is but one shout and behold them brought together before Us -- 36: 53;
- There is but one shout and they say - this is Day of Judgment - the Day of Separation -- 37:
19-21;
- These wait for one shout - there'd be no second thereto -- 38: 15;
- Nor shout when speaking to him as you shout one to another -- 49: 2;
- We sent on them one Shout and they became as dry twigs rejected -- 54: 31;
- They deem every shout to be against them -- 63: 4;
- It will need but one shout and they will be awakened -- 79: 13-14;
- But when the shout comes on the day when man will flee from his brother, mother, father,
wife,
children, every man will have enough concern to make him heedless of others - on that day
faces will be as bright as dawn - other faces of kuffar veiled in darkness -- 80: 33-42;
SHOW
- Show us the straight path -- 1: 6;
- Thus Allah show His signs that you may understand -- 2: 73;
- Allah does not love those who spend for show -- 4: 36-38;
- Moses asks Allah - Show me Thyself -- 7: 143;
- When Allah showed you them in your dream as few -- had He showed you them as many -8: 43;
- Those who came forth from their houses boastfully ---- to be seen of men -- 8: 47;
- He shows you the lightning - a fear and hope -- 13: 12;
- Glorified be He Who carried His servant -- that We might show him of Our tokens -- 17: 1;
- We appointed the vision which We showed thee as an ordeal for mankind -- 17: 60;
- That will be another token -- that We may show thee of Our greater portents -- 20: 22-23;
- Another time We have shown thee favour -- 20: 37;
- When thy sister --- said shall I show you one who will nurse him -- 20: 40;
- We did show him all Our tokens but he denied them -- 20: 56;
- O Adam! shall I show you the tree of immortality -- 20: 120;
- I shall show you My portents -- Do not ask me to hasten -- 21: 37;
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- My Lord! If Thou should show me what they are promised, set me not among wrong-doing
folk -- 23: 93-94;
- We are able to show you that which they are promised -- 23: 95;
- Moses asks Pharaoh - even if I show you something plain -- 26: 30;
- Praise be to Allah Who will show you His portents -- 27: 93;
- And to show Pharaoh --- that which they feared from them -- 28: 6;
- Shall I show you a household who will rear him for you -- 28: 12;
- He sends you lightning for fear and hope -- portents for folk who understand -- 30: 24;
- These are creations of Allah - now show me the creations of your partners -- 31: 11;
- Have you not seen how ships -- that He may show you of His wonders -- 31: 31;
- Allah says the truth and shows the Way -- 33: 4;
- Kuffar say shall we show you a man who says when you are dust you’ll be created anew -34: 7;
- Show me those you have joined to Him as partners -- 34: 27;
- Falsehood shows not its face -- will not return -- 34: 49;
- Show me what they created of the earth -- 35: 40;
- We showed them the right path -- 37: 118;
- Be not unjust -- show us the fair way -- 38: 22;
- There were shown to him at eventide, lightfooted coursers -- 38: 31;
- He show you His portents and send down for you provision -- 40: 13;
- Pharaoh said - I show you what I think and -- 40: 29;
- Follow me, I will show you the way of right conduct -- 40: 38;
- He shows you His tokens -- which will you deny -- 40: 81;
- Kuffar will say Our Lord! show us those who beguiled us -- 41: 29;
- We shall show Our portents -- until it is manifest to them that it is the truth -- 41: 53;
- Do they liken to Allah what is bred up in outward show and in dispute -- 43: 18;
- Or if We show thee that with which We threaten them -- 43: 42;
- Every token We showed them was greater than its sister token -- 43: 48;
- Have you thought on all you invoke besides Allah -- show me what they created -- 46: 4;
- If We would, We can show them to you -- you’d know them by their marks and -- 47: 30;
- If you’ve come to strive in My way -- show them not friendship -- do you show them friendship
in secret -- 60: 1;
- Shall I show you a trade that will save you from a painful doom -- 61: 10;
- Show not favour seeking worldly gain -- 74: 6;
- -- he frowned and showed displeasure -- 74: 22;
- We have shown him the Way -- 76: 3;
- He showed him the tremendous token -- 79: 20;
- -- mankind will issue forth -- to be shown their deeds -- 99: 6;
SHRIVEL
- It leaves nothing -- it spares nothing -- it shrivels men -- 74: 27-29;
SHROUD
- When that which shrouds enshrouded the Lote-tree -- 53: 16;
SHU-EYB
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- Told Midian Serve Allah - no other god besides Him - give full measure and weight - wrong
not
mankind in their goods - work not confusion in the land after its fair ordering - do not threaten
wayfarers nor try to turn believers away from Allah’s path trying to make it crooked -remember
how Allah increased you - see what happens to corrupters -- if some of you believe my
message
and others don’t, then wait on Allah’s judgment. The chieftains who were scornful said we’ll
drive you out unless you return to our religion - Shu’eyb says if we did so, we’d be inventing
lie
against Allah - then he asked Allah to decide between them. The chiefs said, if you follow
Shu’eyb
you’d be losers. Earthquake overtook them - they became losers - Shu’eyb said I delivered
Allah’s
message to you and gave good advice - how can I sorrow for people who reject truth -- 7: 8593;
11: 84-95; 26: 176-191;
- Should we leave off doing as we will with our property - I will not do behind your backs what I
ask
you not to do - let not your dispute with me cause you to sin lest there befall you what befell
those
before you - the folk of Lot are not far from you - had it not been for your family, we'd have
stoned
you - are my family more honoured by you than Allah -- 11: 84-95;
- Thou art a mortal like us - you are of the liars - make the heaven fall on us -- 26: 186-187;
- He said - serve Allah, look forward to Last Day, do no evil making mischief in the earth - they
denied him - earthquake took them - morning found them prostrate in their dwellings -- 29:
36-37;
SHUN
- The doom of Allah is to be shunned -- 17: 57;
- Shun filth of idols and shun lying speech -- 22: 30;
- Successful are believers who -- shun vain conversation -- 23: 1-11;
- Shun pollution -- 74: 5;
SICK
- If you are sick or on journey - you may postpone your fast -- 2: 184;
- If you are ill or on journey and cannot find water, make tayyamum before praying -- 4: 43;
- If you are sick or rain impedes you - no sin to lay aside arms -- 4: 102;
- No blame on weak, sick --- who stay at home -- 9: 91;
- And when I sicken, then He heals me -- 26: 80;
- He glanced at the stars and said I feel sick -- 37: 88-89;
- We cast him on a desert shore while he was sick -- 37: 145;
- No blame on --- sick that they do not go to war -- 48: 17;
- He knows that there are sick folk among you -- 73: 20;
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SIGH
- The wretched ones will be in the Fire sighing and wailing -- 11: 106;
SIGNS
- A sign from Allah - bringing back the dead to life after Moses killed man -- 2: 73;
- Even if you brought all kinds of signs, those --- will not follow your Qiblah -- 2: 145;
- Saffa and Marwa are signs of Allah -- 2: 158;
- Other signs of Allah -- 2: 164; 3: 190; 6: 99;
- Zachariah told he will not speak to mankind for 3 days, except by signs -- 3: 41;
- So We sent them the flood, locusts, --- a succession of clear signs --- 7: 133;
- In Joseph and his brethren are signs -- 12: 7;
- Portents for those who read signs -- 15: 75;
- These are signs for men of thought -- 20: 128;
- Of that We have left a clear sign for people with sense -- 29: 35;
- Of his signs - He created you of dust - behold human beings -- 30: 20; -- He created for you
mates from yourselves --30: 21; -- Creation of heaven and earth, difference in language and
colour -- 30: 22; -- slumber by night and day, seeking bounty -- 30: 23; -- shows you
lightning -fear and hope, sends down water from sky -- 30: 24; -- heavens and earth stands fast by His
command , He'll call you - you'll emerge from earth -- 30: 25; -- winds - ships sail that you
seek
His Bounty and be thankful -- 30: 46;
- None deny Our signs except every ungrateful traitor -- 31: 32;
- There was a sign for Shebe in their dwelling place -- 34: 15;
- Never a sign came to them - they turn away from it -- 36: 46;
- He shows you His signs -- which will you deny -- 40: 81;
- Herein are signs for every steadfast, grateful heart -- 42: 33;
- Every sign was greater than the previous -- 43: 48;
SIJJEEN
- The record of the vile is in Sijjeen -- 83: 7;
- What will convey to you what Sijjeen is --- a written record -- 83: 8-9;
SILK
- They will wear green robes of finest silk and gold embroidery -- 18: 31; 22: 23;
- They will enter them wearing armlets of gold, pearl, silk -- 35: 33-35;
- Those who kept their duty --- will be in --- attired in silk -- 44: 51-57;
- Reclining on couches lined with silk brocade -- 55: 54-60;
- For all they endured, Allah awarded them a Garden and silk attire -- 76: 12;
- Their raiment -- green silk and gold embroidery - bracelets of silver -- 76: 21;
- And silken carpets spread -- 88: 8-16;
SILVER
- Those who hoard gold and silver --- it will be heated -- their foreheads --- will be branded ---it will be said this is what you hoarded -- 9: 34-35;
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- We might have appointed for kuffar roofs of silver for their houses -- doors of silver -- 43: 3335;
- Silver Goblets are brought round for them and beakers as of glass but made of silver -- 76:
15-16;
- Bracelets of silver will they wear -- 76: 21;
SIMILAR / SIMILITUDE
- If you are in doubt ---- produce a surah -- 2: 23;
- Allah teaches by similitudes - many are guided - many are misled -- 2: 26;
- One who is guided in light and one in darkness are not equal -- 6: 122;
- The similitude of the life of the world is as water --- earth’s growth is embellished, then when
Our command comes, We make it as reaped corn -- 10: 24;
- Alike of you is he who hide the saying and he who noise it abroad, he who -- 13: 10;
- Allah coins the similitude of the true and the false -- Allah coineth similitudes -- 13: 17;
- Similitude of Garden promised to those who keep duty -- underneath rivers flow -- food is
everlasting -- 13: 35;
- Similitude of kuffar - works are as ashes which wind blow on stormy day -- 14: 18;
- Allah coins similitudes - a goodly saying as a goodly tree, its root firm giving its fruit --similitude
coined so mankind may reflect --- a bad saying as a bad tree, uprooted from the earth --- 14:
24-26;
- For those who do not believe in the hereafter is an evil similitude -- Allah’s is the sublime
similitude -- 16: 60;
- Coin not similitudes for Allah -- 16: 74;
- Allah coins similitude - a slave who controls nothing and someone who has provision from
Allah --- are they equal -- 16: 75;
- Allah coins similitude - a dumb man who controls nothing - a burden to his owner - and one
who
enjoins justice -- are the equal -- 16: 76;
- Allah coins similitude -- township dwelt secure - well content, provision in abundance, - but it
disbelieved in Allah's favours -- 16: 112;
- See what similitudes they coin for thee -- 17: 48; -- they are all astray -- 25: 9;
- All kinds of similitudes displayed in Quran but most mankind disbelieve -- 17: 89; 18: 54;
30: 58;
- Similitude of 2 gardens date-palms - one did not say "Masha Allah ------" when he entered
his garden and beheld the fruits thereof -- 18: 32-44;
- Similitude of life of world as water mixing with vegetation -- 18: 45;
- A similitude is coined - pay heed to it -- those on whom you call beside Allah cannot create a
fly.
If it took something from them, they cannot rescue it - Weak is the seeker and the sought -22: 73;
- They say similar to men of old -- when we are dust and bones -- ancient fables --23: 81-83;
- The similitude of His Light is as a niche wherein is a lamp -- 24: 35;
- They bring thee no similitude, but We bring thee better -- 25: 33;
- The likeness of those who take other Patron besides Allah is as the likeness of the spider's
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frail -- 29: 41;
- As for these similitudes -- none will grasp their meaning except the wise -- 29: 43;
- His is the Sublime similitude in Heaven and in earth -- 30: 27;
- He coins for you similitude of yourself -- have you from among your slaves, partners in your
wealth equal to you -- 30: 28;
- Coin for them the similitude of the people of the city - We sent 2 Messengers - they were both
denied so We made them three --- 36: 13-14;
- He (man) has coined for Us a similitude saying who will revive these bones -- 36: 78;
- We have coined all kinds of similitudes that they may reflect -- 39: 27;
- Similitude - a man belonging to several persons and one belonging to a single person -- are
they
equal -- 39: 29;
- Garden for those who keep their duty - rivers of unpolluted water, milk, wine, honey - are they
like those in hell drinking boiling water which tears the bowels -- 47: 15;
- If you turn away -- He will exchange you -- they will not be the likes of you -- 47: 38;
- Such is their likeness in Torah and Gospel -- 48: 29;
- Let them produce similar speech if they are truthful -- 52: 34;
- Such similitude We coin for mankind so they may reflect -- 59: 21;
- The likeness of those who are entrusted with the law of Moses but apply it not, is as the
likeness of the donkey carrying books -- 62: 5;
- They (hypocrites) are as though they were blocks of wood in striped cloaks -- 63: 4;
- -- that -- and kuffar may say - what does Allah mean by this similitude -- 74: 31;
SIN
- Moses folk told to enter town prostrate, say Repentance - Allah will forgive sins -- 2: 58; 7:
161;
- Who has done evil, and sin surrounds him - such are owners of Fire to abide therein -- 2: 81;
- He forbids you carrion --- who is forced by necessity -- it is no sin -- 2: 173;
- Who changes the will -- the sin is on him -- 2: 181;
- Who fears from the testator some injustice or sinful clause -- and makes --- no sin for him -2: 182;
- No sin to trade during Haj -- 2: 198;
- Who hastens his departure by 2 days or delays -- no sin for him -- 2: 203;
- When told to be careful of his duty to Allah - pride takes him to sin -- 2: 206;
- Warfare in sacred month is great sin, but greater is -- 2: 217;
- Intoxicants and games of chance is a great sin. Sin greater than their uses -- 2: 219;
- No sin if you divorce women before consummating marriage -- but provide for them -- 2: 236;
- Giving charity in secret will atone for some of your ill-deeds -- 2: 271;
- It is sinful to harm either scribe or witness to contracts -- 2: 282;
- He who hides testimony, his heart is sinful -- 2: 283;
- Allah seized Pharaoh's folk and those before for their sins -- 3: 11;
- They will enjoy gardens with pure companions who keep from evil and say Our Lord! Forgive
us our sins -- 3: 16;
- If you love Allah, follow me. Allah will love you and forgive your sins -- 3: 31;
- Those who, after sinning, seek forgiveness and will not deliberately repeat the sin -- 3: 135;
- We give them "long rope" so they can grow in sin -- 3: 178;
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- Our Lord! so we believed, therefore forgive our sins and remit our evil deeds -- 3: 193;
- Those who --- I shall remit their evil deeds -- 3: 195;
- It will be a great sin in relation to orphans to exchange the good for the bad or to absorb their
wealth in yours -- 4: 2;
- Avoid major sins - Allah will remit evil deeds -- 4: 31;
- Ascribing partners to Allah is a tremendous sin -- 4: 48;
- See how they invent lies about Allah -- that itself is flagrant sin -- 4: 50;
- After they had wronged themselves, had they --- sought forgiveness -- 4: 64;
- When traveling, no sin to shorten prayers -- 4: 101;
- No sin to lay aside arms if -- 4: 102;
- Allah does not love who is treacherous and sinful -- 4: 107;
- Who commits sin and then seeks pardon will find Allah Forgiving, Merciful -- 4: 110;
- Who commits sin does so against himself -- 4: 111;
- Who commits sin and someone else is blamed, burdens himself with crime and falsehood -4: 112;
- Allah pardons all sins to whom He wills except associating partners to Him -- 4: 116;
- If a woman fears ill-treatment or desertion -- no sin to make peace -- 4: 128;
- Help one another to righteousness - not to sin -- 5: 2;
- --- who is forced by hunger - not by will - to sin --- 5: 3;
- Why does He punish you for your sins -- 5: 18;
- You will bear the sin against me AND your own sin -- 5: 29;
- You will not be able to help whom Allah dooms to sin -- 5: 41;
- If they turn away, know that Allah’s will is to smite them for some sin of theirs -- 5: 49;
- They vie one another in sin - why don't their rabbis and priests forbid their evil? 5: 62-63;
- If Yahudis and Nasara had believed and ward off evil - Allah will remit their sins and let them
enter Paradise -- 5: 65;
- No sin for believers for what they ate in past -- 5: 93;
- How many generations We destroyed for their sins and replaced with others -- 6: 6;
- Stay away from sin - outward and inward -- - who stores up sin will be awarded ----- 6:
120;
- Allah forbids indecencies, sins, oppression, associating partners and telling lies on Him -- 7:
33;
- Is it not in indication to --- that We can smite them for their sins -- 7: 100;
- He took them in their sins -- 8: 52;
- We destroyed them in their sins -- 8: 54;
- If I invented it - on me my crimes -- 11: 35;
- Let not the schism with me cause you to sin -- 11: 89;
- O woman! ask forgiveness for thy sin -- thou art sinful -- 12: 29;
- We were indeed sinful --12: 91;
- O our father! ask forgiveness for our sins for us -- 12: 97;
- He calleth you that He may forgive your sins -- 14: 10;
- Allah is sufficient Knower and Beholder of the sins of His slaves -- 17: 17; 25: 58;
- Slay not your children --- the slaying of them is a great sin -- 17: 31;
- Come not near to adultery --- it is --- and an evil way --- 17: 32;
- We believe in our Lord. He may forgive us our sins -- 20: 73;
- How many township We destroyed while it was sinful -- 22: 45;
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- How many a township did I suffer long though it was sinful! then I grasped it -- 22: 48;
- To every man will be paid what he earned of the sin -- for him who had the greater share,
there
will be an awful doom -- 24: 11;
- It is no sin to enter uninhabited houses ---- 24: 29;
- Times of Privacy -- no sin on you or them at other times -- 24: 58;
- No sin for women past child-bearing age to shed outer garment so as not to show
adornment -- to
refrain is better -- 24: 60;
- No sin on blind, lame, sick or yourselves to eat in your houses, your father's house or ------whether you eat together or apart but greet one another -- 24: 61;
- Allah is sufficient as Knower of His bondsmen’s sins -- 25: 58;
- The wizards said We hope Our Lord will forgive us our sins -- 26: 51;
- Abraham says he hopes Allah will forgive his sins on Day of Judgment -- 26: 82;
- The devils descend on every sinful false one -- 26: 222;
- Pharaoh, Haman --- were ever sinning -- 28: 8;
- The guilty are not questioned of their sins 28: 78;
- --- follow our religion - we'll bear your sins - they cannot - they lie - but they will bear their
own
loads and other loads as well -- 29: 12-13;
- We took each one in his sin - some were overcome by hurricane, some by Awful Cry, some
earth swallowed - some We drowned -- 29: 40;
- No sin for unintentional mistakes -- 33: 5;
- -- and if you desire whom you set aside temporarily -- no sin to receive her again -- 33: 50-52;
- It is no sin for thy wives to converse freely with their fathers -- 33: 55;
- Who malign believers undeservedly - bears guilt of slander and sin -- 33: 58;
- He will forgive you your sins -- 33: 71;
- Despair not of Allah’s mercy Who forgives all sins -- 39: 53;
- --- we confess our sins -- is there any way out --- 40: 11;
- Allah seized them for their sins -- 40: 21;
- Ask forgiveness of thy sin -- 40: 55;
- What Allah has is better ---- for those who shun sins and indecencies and ---- 42: 37;
- The tree of Zaqqum -- food for sinners -- like molten brass it seethes in their bellies -- 44: 4346;
- Ask forgiveness for thy sin and for believing men and women -- 47: 19;
- That Allah may forgive you your past and future sins -- 48: 2;
- Shun much suspicion -- some suspicion is a sin -- 49: 12;
- A cup is passed around -- therein no vanity nor cause of sin -- 52: 23;
- Those who avoid enormities of sin and abominations save the unwilled ones - thy Lord is of
vast mercy -- 53: 32;
- On that day neither man nor jinn will be questioned about his sin -- 55: 39;
- They used to persist in awful sin -- 56: 46;
- No sin to marry such women when you give them their dues -- 60: 10;
- He will forgive you your sins and bring you to Paradise -- 61: 12;
- They acknowledge their sins -- 67: 11;
- No food but filth which none but sinners eat -- 69: 36-37;
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-

-- that He may forgive you somewhat of your sins -- 71: 2-4;
Because of their sins, they were drowned and then made to enter a Fire -- 71: 25;
And when the girl-child that was buried alive is asked for what sin she was slain -- 81: 8-9;
Allah doomed them for their sin -- 91: 14;
If he ceases not We will seize him by the --- sinful forelock -- 96: 15-16;

SINCERE
- The sincere, righteous, god-fearing - described. It is not righteousness to turn your faces to
East and West ------ 2: 177;
- Take precautions - among you are those who are not sincere -- 4: 71-73;
- Thus Allah knows who are sincere -- 29: 3;
- True believers are ----- strive with wealth and lives for Cause of Allah - such are sincere -49: 15;
SIRIUS
- Allah is Lord of Sirius -- 53: 49;
SISTER
- When thy sister --- shall I show you one who will nurse him -- 20: 40;
SIT
- Those who while they sit at home said -- if they were guided by us they’d not be slain -- 3:
168;
- Those remember Allah standing, sitting --- and consider the creation of Heaven -- 3: 191;
- When you hear Allah's revelations mocked - move away - do not sit with hypocrites and
kuffar,
else you become one like them -- 4: 140;
- Yahudis tell Moses - Go thou and thy Lord and fight -- we’ll sit here -- 5: 24;
- If devil cause you to forget - when you remember, do not remain seated with wrong-doers -6: 68;
- It was said to them, sit with those who are sitting -- 9: 46;
- Those who were left behind rejoiced at sitting still -- 9: 81;
- You were content with sitting --- so sit with those -- 9: 83;
- When surah revealed -- they ask to remain sitting at home -- 9: 86;
- Those who lied to Allah and messenger, sat at home -- 9: 90;
- Set up with Allah no other god - lest you sit down forsaken -- 17: 22;
- Let not thy hand be chained --- nor open it completely lest you sit down denuded -- 17: 29;
- We used to sit in high places therein to listen -- 72: 9;
- Self-destroyed were --- when they sat by it -- 85: 4-6;
SKIN
- As their skins burn, it will be exchanged for fresh skins -- 4: 56;
- Kuffar -- and their skins too - will be melted -- 22: 19-22;
- Till when they reach it, their ears, eyes and skin testify against them -- 41: 20;
- They say to their skins - why testify against us - the skins reply "Allah gave us speech" -- 41:
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21;
- You did not hide yourself lest your ears, eyes and skins should testify against you -- 41: 22;
SKY
- As a canopy for man from which water pours down producing fruits -- 2: 22;
- In the water which Allah sends down from the sky -- are signs for people -- 2: 164;
- If their aversion is grievous to thee, seek a way -- or a ladder to the sky -- 6: 35;
- Had they believed and kept from evil -- We should have opened for them --- from the sky -7: 96;
- And He sent down water from the sky that thereby He might -- 8: 11;
- Who provide for you from the sky -- 10: 31; 34: 24;
- Not an atom’s weight in earth or sky escapes Allah -- 10: 61;
- O Sky! be cleared of clouds -- 11: 44;
- Hud tells his people Allah will cause the sky to rain abundance on them -- 11: 52;
- He send down water from the sky so that valleys flow -- 13: 17;
- He cause water to descend from sky thereby producing fruit as food for you -- 14: 32;
- We cause water to descend from the sky and give it to you to drink -- 15: 22; 16: 10;
- Life of world compared to water from sky -- mixing with vegetation - withers and is scattered
by wind -- 18: 45;
- We sent down water from the sky -- 20: 53; --- revive dead land -- 43: 11;
- We made the sky a roof withheld from them -- 21: 32;
- Those who ascribe Partners to Allah is as if he fell from sky -- 22: 31;
- Allah sends down water from the sky -- 22: 63; 23: 18; 25: 48;
- If We will, We could send ---- from the sky a portent, their necks will remain bowed -- 26: 4;
- Is not He best Who --- and sends down water for you from the sky -- 27: 60;
- You cannot escape from Him in earth or sky -- 29: 22;
- We are about to bring down --- a fury from the sky -- 29: 34;
- If you were to ask who cause water to come down from the sky, they’d say Allah -- 29: 63;
- He sends down water from sky -- portents for folk who understand -- 30: 24;
- Allah sends winds - raises clouds - spreads them along sky as it pleases Him -- 30: 48;
- Water sent down from sky - plants of every kind grow therein -- 31: 10;
- Allah hath made serviceable to you whatsoever is in skies -- 31: 20;
- Have they not observed what is before and behind them of the sky and earth ---- We can
cause
obliteration from sky to fall on them -- 34: 9;
- Who gives you provision from sky and earth -- 34: 24;
- Is there any Creator besides Allah Who provide for you from sky and earth -- 35: 3;
- Allah cause water to fall from the sky producing fruits of different colours -- 35: 27;
- He sends down water from sky - causes it to penetrate earth as water-springs -- 39: 21;
- He shows you portents and sends provisions from sky -- 40: 13;
- Allah it is Who appointed the sky a canopy -- 40: 64;
- Watch for the day when sky will produce visible smoke that will envelop the people -- 44: 1011;
- -- the provision Allah sends down from sky -- portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- Have they not observed the sky -- how We constructed and beautified it - there are no rifts
therein -- 50: 6;
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We send down blessed water from the sky whereby We give growth to gardens -- 50: 9-11;
And the sky he hath uplifted -- 55: 7;
The Day when the sky will become as molten copper and ---- 70: 8;
He will let loose the sky for you in plenteous rain -- 71: 11;
And when the sky is riven asunder -- 77: 9; 81: 11;

SLANDER
- When a slander from devil wound thee, seek refuge in Allah -- 7: 200;
- They who spread slander -- not a bad thing for you -- good for you -- they will be dealt with .
Who
started it will have an awful doom - why didn't believers think good - why didn't slanderers
produce 4 witnesses -- when you repeated it, you thought it a trifle - to Allah it is great - Allah
admonish you that you never repeat the like thereof --- those who love to spread slander, will
have punishment here and hereafter -- 24: 11-20;
- Those who slander virtuous believing women who are careless - cursed are they -- 24: 23;
- They say other folk helped him with it - they produce a slander and lie -- 25: 4;
- Those who malign believing men and women - guilty of slander -- 33: 58;
- Be not as those who slandered Moses --- Allah proved his innocence -- 33: 69;
- Obey not rejecters ---- spreader abroad of slanders -- 68: 8-13;
- Woe to every slanderer who gathers wealth and arrange it -- 104: 1-2;
SLASH
- Solomon slashed their legs and necks -- 38: 33;
SLAUGHTER / SLAY
- Humiliation and wretchedness on Jews for slaying prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- When Messengers brought what was disliked, some were disbelieved and some slain -- 2:
87;
- Moses folk asked why they slew prophets before if they are believers -- 2: 91;
- Those slain in Way of Allah are not ‘dead’ -- 2: 154;
- Slay them wherever you find them - persecution worse than slaughter - slay them at Kaaba
if they attack you there -- 2: 191;
- Persecution worse than slaughter -- 2: 217;
- Announce to those who slay Prophets and men who enjoin duty - a painful doom -- 3: 21;
- Wretchedness laid on them -- they disbelieved revelations and slew prophets wrongfully -- 3:
112;
- Their secret thought - had we any part of the cause - we should not have been slain here say,
even if you are in your houses, those destined to be slain will go forth to the places
where they
are to lie -- 3: 154;
- Do not say as kuffar, if I was not here, I would not have been slain -- 3: 156;
- What! Though you be slain in Allah’s Way or die --- pardon from Allah -- 3: 157; --- to Allah
you’re gathered -- 3: 158;
- Those who, while they sit at home, say - if they were guided by us, they’d not be slain -- 3:
168;
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- Think not of those slain in the Way of Allah as dead -- 3: 169;
- We shall record their saying with their slaying of the Prophets --- and We shall say -- 3: 181;
- Messengers before me came with such miracles - why did you slay them -- 3: 183;
- Those who fled and were driven --- and who fought and were slain, I shall remit -- 3: 195;
- If you are slain or victorious while fighting in Way of Allah, will have great reward -- 4: 74;
- When messengers brought what their souls desired not - some they denied - others they
slew -- 5: 70;
- Those who slay their children without knowledge are losers -- 6: 140;
- Slay not your children for fear of poverty -- slay not life except in course of justice -- 6: 151;
- Pharaoh said we will slay their sons and spare their women -- 7: 127;
- Allah reminds Yahudis how He delivered them from Pharaoh who was slaying their sons -- 7:
141;
- You slew them not -- Allah slew them -- that He may test the believers -- 8: 17;
- It is not for any Prophet to have captives until he made slaughter -- 8: 67;
- After the sacred months have passed - slay the idolaters wherever you find them -- 9: 1-6;
- They will slay and be slain -- 9: 111;
- Moses reminds Yahudis --- how He delivered them from Pharaoh’s folk who were slaying
their sons -- 14: 6;
- Forbidden --- what is slaughtered in name other than Allah -- 16: 115;
- Slay not your children for fear of poverty -- the slaying of them is a great sin -- 17: 31;
- Slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden --- who is slain wrongfully, We have given power
to
his heir - let him not commit excess in slaying -- 17: 33;
- Kadir slays man - Moses asks why did you slay an innocent man -- 18: 74;
- Those who fled their homes for cause of Allah and were slain --- 22: 58;
- Solomon says he may slay hoopoe -- 27: 21;
- O Moses! The chiefs take counsel -- to slay you -- therefore escape -- 28: 20;
- Some you slew and some you made captive -- 33: 26;
- Accursed, they will be seized wherever found and slain -- 33: 61;
- They said slay the sons of those who believe with him -- 40: 25;
- And when the girl-child is asked for what sin she was slain -- 81: 8-9;
SLEEP
- Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him -- 2: 255;
- As slumber, it overcame a party of you -- 3: 154;
- As a raid by night or while they sleep -- Our terror came -- 7: 4;
- Are the people of the township secure from Our wrath at night while they sleep -- 7: 97;
- He made slumber fall on you as a re-assurance -- 8: 11;
- The people who fell asleep in the cave -- 18: 10-17;
- You will think them waking - they were asleep -- 18: 18;
- He make sleep a repose -- 25: 47; 78: 9;
- Of his signs is your slumber by night and day -- 30: 23;
- Who has raised us from our place of sleep -- 36: 52;
- Allah receives your soul -- and returns it to its appointed term -- 39: 42;
- They used to sleep little of night -- 51: 17;
- A visitation came upon it while they slept -- 68: 19;
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- We have appointed your sleep for repose -- 78: 9;
SLIDE
- If you slide back, know that Allah is Mighty, Wise -- 2: 209;
SMITE
- What smite them will smite her -- 11: 81;
- He has smitten her to the heart with love -- 12: 30;
- He launches the thunderbolt and smite with it whom He will -- 13: 13;
- The evil of what they did smote them -- 16: 34;
- He send down from heaven --- wherein is hail and smite with it whom He will -- 24: 43;
- Moses is inspired - Smite the sea with thy staff -- 26: 63;
- When you meet kuffar in battle, smite their necks -- 47: 4;
- How will it be with them when angels gather them, smiting their faces and backs -- 47: 27;
- When you receive tidings from an evil-liver, verify it lest you smite folk in ignorance and -- 49:
6;
SMOKE
- Watch for day when sky will produce visible smoke which will envelop the people -- 44: 1011;
- What of those on left hand -- Scorching wind - scalding water - shadow of black smoke -56: 41-48;
SMOOTH
- -- and then bestowed on him -- and made life smooth for him -- 74: 11-14;
SNARE
- They wished to set a snare for Abraham -- 21: 70;
SOLDIER
- We aided you with wealth and --- and made you more in soldiery -- 17: 6;
SOLITARY
- Marry such of you as are solitary -- 24: 32;
SOLOMON
- Did not disbelieve -- 2: 102;
- Seed of Noah -- guided -- 6: 84;
- David and Solomon - when they gave judgment concerning the field - when people's sheep
strayed - We were witness to judgment - We made Solomon understand the case - We gave
each
judgment and knowledge -- 21: 78-79;
- Unto Solomon We subdued the wind -- and some pearl divers -- 21: 81-82;
- To David and Solomon We gave knowledge - they said Praise be to Allah who preferred us
-- 27: 15;
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- Solomon was David's heir - he said we have been taught language of birds - we have
abundance
of everything - this is evident favour -- 27: 16;
- Solomon gathers his army of Jinns, humans and birds in battle order - when they reached
valley of
ants, an ant said to others Enter your dwellings lest Solomon and his army crush you
unknowingly -- 27: 17-18;
- Solomon laughs at ant's speech - makes Dua - My Lord! arouse me to be thankful --- 27: 19;
- Searched among birds - did not see hoopoe - said he will punish him -- hoopoe comes with
news of Sheba - said they had abundance but did not worship Allah - Lord of Tremendous
Throne -- 27: 20-26;
- Solomon said we shall see whether you speak Truth - go with this letter - Queen of Sheba
says it
is from Solomon - asks her chiefs advice - they said when Kings enter a township they ruin it
Queen of Sheba says she'll send Solomon a gift -- 27: 27-35;
- Envoy brings gift to Solomon - he says he'll march against them - asks his chiefs to bring her
throne - Jinn brought throne - Solomon says this is Bounty of my Lord! - whoever is thankful
is for his own soul - disguises throne -- 27: 36-41;
- Queen of Sheba comes - says throne looks like hers - told to enter hall - bares her legs Solomon
tells her it is glass - she surrenders to Allah -- 27: 42-44;
- Unto Solomon We gave wind - morning course - a month's journey -- We caused copper to
gush
forth for him - We gave him certain jinn - they made for him what he wanted, synagogues,
basins,
boilers - when We decreed death for him , nothing showed his death to them except creeping
creature that gnawed his staff - when he fell the jinn saw - had he known, he'd not continue in
toil -- 34: 12-14;
- Solomon - how excellent a slave -- often turned to Allah repentant - at eventide he was
shown
horses - he said he preferred the good things, rather than remembrance of Allah - he slashed
their necks and legs -- 38: 30-33;
- We tried Solomon - We set on his throne - he said My Lord! Forgive and bestow on me
sovereignty as will never belong to any after me - We made the wind subservient to him - and
the devils - builders, divers and others linked together in chains - We said this is Our gift he hath favour with Us -- 38: 34-40;
SON
- Pharaoh slew their sons and spared their women -- 2: 49;
- Those who were given Scripture recognise this as they recognise their sons -- 6: 20;
- They impute falsely to Him sons and daughters --- 6: 100;
- Pharaoh said we will slay their sons and spare their women -- 7: 127;
- Allah reminds Yahudis He delivered them from Pharaoh who was slaughtering their sons -7: 141;
- If your fathers, sons, --- are dearer to you than Allah -- then wait -- 9: 24;
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- They say that Allah hath taken a son -- Glorified be He -- 10: 68;
- Noah cried to his son -- Come with us, do not be with the kuffar -- 11: 42;
- His son said I shall betake me to some mountain -- 11: 43;
- Noah cried to Allah - Oh Allah! my son is of my household -- 11: 45;
- Allah said he is not of thy household -- 11: 46;
- Joseph’s father tells him not to tell his brethren of his vision lest they plot -- and for men
Satan
is an open foe -- 12: 5;
- We may adopt him as a son -- 12: 21;
- O my sons! Go not in by one gate -- 12: 67;
- O our father! Thy son hath stolen -- 12: 81;
- Yahudis reminded of Allah’s favour -- He delivered them -- who were slaying their sons -14: 6;
- Abraham asks Allah to preserve him and his sons from worshipping idols -- 14: 35;
- Allah hath given you wives --- and from them, sons -- 16: 72;
- Did Allah distinguish you by giving you sons and choosing --- 17: 40;
- Praise be to Allah -- He has no son -- 17: 111;
- -- and to warn those who say Allah hath chosen a son -- 18: 4-5;
- Zachariah is given tidings of a son -- John -- 19: 7;
- Zachariah said O Allah! How can I have a son - my wife is barren -- 19: 8;
- I am messenger of Allah - that I may bestow on you faultless son -- 19: 19;
- How can I have a son when no mortal has touched me -- 19: 20;
- It befits not the Majesty of Allah to have a son -- 19: 35;
- They say that Allah hath taken a son - they utter a disastrous thing - the heaven is almost
torn the earth is almost split and mountains fall in ruins that a son is ascribed to Allah when such
is
not befitting His Majesty - none in heaven and earth come to Allah except as a slave -- 19:
88-93;
- They say Allah hath taken a son - Subhan Allah - those are only honoured slaves -- 21: 26;
- We made her and her son a token for all people 21: 91;
- Do they think that wealth and sons We provide them with, hastens to them good things -- 23:
55-56;
- Allah hath not chosen any son -- 23: 91; 25: 2;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me -- and abase me not on the day when -- and sons avail
not
any man -- 26: 83-89;
- He aided you with cattle and sons and -- 26: 133-134;
- A tribe among them he oppressed -- killing their sons -- 28: 4;
- Pharaoh’s wife said -- we may choose him for a son -- 28: 9;
- Luqman urges his son --- Oh my dear son! ascribe no partner to Allah -- 31: 13; though it
be
the grain of a mustard seed, Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16; establish worship - enjoin
kindness -- 31: 17; turn not thy cheek with scorn toward folk -- 31: 18; be modest in thy
bearing - subdue thy voice -- 31: 19;
- Give thanks to me and to your parents -- 31: 14;
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If they strive to make you ascribe -- obey them not - consort with them kindly -- 31: 15;
Nor hath He made those you claim to be your sons - your sons -- 33: 4;
Believers can marry former wives of adopted sons -- 33: 37
No sin for thy wives to converse freely with their sons -- 33: 55;
We gave him tidings of a gentle son -- 37: 101;
When his son was old enough to walk -- he said - I dreamt I must sacrifice you - what do you
think -- his son said - do as you are commanded - you will find me steadfast -- 37: 102;
Hath thy Lord daughters while they have sons -- 37: 149; 52: 39;
He hath preferred daughters to sons -- 37: 153;
They said - slay the sons of those who believe with him -- 40: 25;
Or chooseth He daughters of what He created and honoured you with sons -- 43: 16;
Allah hath no son -- 43: 81;
They said - Fear not! and gave him tidings of the birth of a wise son -- 51: 24-30;
Believers will not love folk opposed to Allah and messenger even though they be fathers,
sons --- 58: 22;
He will help you with wealth and sons -- 71: 12;
Allah hath taken neither wife nor son -- 72: 3;
--- and sons abiding in his presence -- 74: 13;

SOOTHSAYER
- Therefore warn men - you are neither soothsayer nor madman -- 52: 29;
SORCERER
- We sent Moses with revelations and -- to Pharaoh -- they said -a lying sorcerer -- 40: 23-25;
SORROW
- Do not sorrow for what you missed or for what befell you -- 3: 153;
- How can I sorrow for a people that rejected truth -- 7: 93;
- They turned back with sorrowful tears because they had nothing to spend -- 9: 92;
- I am thy brother, sorrow not for what they did -- 12: 69;
- And his eyes were whitened with the sorrow he was suppressing -- 12: 84;
- We restored you to your mother -- that she might not sorrow -- 20: 40;
- The family of Pharaoh took him up that he might become for them --- a sorrow -- 28: 8;
SOUL
- Guard yourselves against a Day when no soul will be able to help another -- 2: 48; 123;
- Evil is the price for which they sell their souls -- 2: 90; 102;
- Whatever good you send before for your souls, you'll find with Allah -- 2: 110; 73: 20;
- No soul will be able to help another -- 2: 123;
- Send good deeds before for your souls -- 2: 223;
- Who transgresses Allah’s limits, wrongs his soul -- 2: 231;
- Those who spend their wealth for Pleasure of Allah -- and to strengthen their souls -- 2: 265;
- Every soul will be paid what it earned -- none will be wronged -- 2: 281; 3: 25; 161;
- Allah tasketh no soul beyond its scope -- for it, what it earned -- against it, what it
deserved -- 2: 286; 6: 152; 7: 42; 23: 62;
- On the day when every soul is confronted with its deeds -- 3: 30;
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- No soul can die except by Allah's leave and at appointed term -- 3: 145;
- Let not kuffar think that the rein We give them, bodes good for their souls -- 3: 178;
- Every soul will taste of death -- 3: 185; 21: 35; 29: 57;
- Oppose them -- and address them plainly about their souls -- 4: 63;
- Who does evil or wrongs his own soul, then seek pardon, will find Allah -- 4: 110;
- When messengers brought what their souls desired not, some they denied - some they slew
-- 5: 70;
- You have charge of your own soul - The erring cannot harm you if you are rightly guided -- 5:
105;
- Those who ruin their own souls will not believe -- 6: 12; 20;
- Remind mankind by Quran lest a soul be destroyed by its own deeds -- 6: 70;
- If you could see when death comes to the wrong-doers and angels reach for their souls -- 6:
93;
- On the day when a portent of Allah comes, it will be useless for a soul to believe then -- 6:
158;
- Each soul earn on its own account - no soul can bear burden of another -- 6: 164;
- Whose scale is light -- they lose their soul - they disbelieved Our revelations -- 7: 9;
- No soul taxed beyond its scope -- 7: 42; 23: 62; 6: 152;
- They have lost their souls -- 7: 53; 11: 21;
- He created you from a single soul and created therefrom its mate that ---- 7: 189;
- They destroy their souls -- Allah knows that they are liars -- 9: 42;
- Allah will take their souls while they are kuffar -- 9: 55; 85;
- When the earth --- was straitened for them and their own souls were straitened -- 9: 118;
- There every soul experience what it did before -- is returned to its rightful Lord -- 10: 30;
- If each soul that does wrong had ----- to ransom itself ---- 10: 54;
- No soul can believe except by Allah's will 10: 100;
- Whoever is guided, is for benefit of his own soul - whoso errs ---- 10: 108;
- On the Day ---- no soul will speak except by His permission -- 11: 105;
- The human soul enjoineth unto evil -- 12: 53;
- Joseph kept it a secret in his soul -- 12: 77;
- Is he who is aware of the deserts of every soul as he who -- 13: 33;
- He knows what each soul earns -- 13: 42;
- That Allah may repay each soul what it hath earned -- 14: 51;
- On the Day when every soul will come pleading for itself - and every soul will -- 16: 111;
- Thy soul is sufficient Reckoner against you this day -- 17: 14;
- Whoever goeth right it is for his own soul -- who err --- No laden soul can bear --- 17: 15;
- It may be if they disbelieve --- you will torment your soul with grief -- 18: 6;
- You have slain an innocent soul who has slain no man -- 18: 74;
- Every soul will be rewarded according to its endeavour -- 20: 15;
- Thus my soul commended to me -- 20: 96;
- Every soul shall taste death - and will be tested by good and evil -- 21: 35;
- We have set a just balance for Day of Judgment - so that no soul is wronged -- 21: 47;
- While they abide in that which their souls desire -- 21: 101-104;
- Whose scales are light are those who lose their souls in hell -- 23: 103;
- They denied them though their souls acknowledged them -- 27: 14;
- Who goes right, is for benefit of his own soul -- who strays -- to its own hurt -- 27: 92; 39: 41;
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- My Lord! I have wronged my soul -- 28: 16;
- Give thanks to Allah - Who does so it is for good of his soul -- 31: 12;
- Your creation and ---- are as creation --- of a single soul -- 31: 28;
- No soul knows what it will earn tomorrow - or where it will die -- 31: 34;
- We could have given every soul its guidance but -- 32: 13;
- No soul knows what is kept hidden --- as a reward for what --- 32: 17;
- Let not your soul expire in sighings for them -- 35: 8;
- No burdened soul can bear another's burden, and if one heavy laden calls for help it is
useless
even though he be of kin -- 35: 18;
- This day no soul is wronged nor are you requited ----- 36: 54;
- No laden soul can bear another's load -- 39: 7; 53: 38;
- Allah receives soul at death and sleep - He returns those at sleep to an appointed term -- 39:
42;
- Lest any soul should say Alas! my grief! I was unmindful of Allah --- or should say if Allah
hath
guided me, I'd be among the dutiful --- or should say If I have a second chance, I might be
among
the righteous -- 39: 56-58;
- Each soul is paid in full for what it did -- 39: 70; 40: 17;
- Therein you will have all your souls desire -- 41: 31;
- Therein is all that souls desire -- 43: 71;
- Who does right, it is for his soul -- who does wrong -- it is against it -- 45: 15;
- -- that every soul may be repaid what it earned -- 45: 22;
- For those who walk aright - He adds to their guidance -- 47: 17;
- Who hoards, hoards only from his soul -- 47: 38;
- When breaks his oath, does so to the hurt of his soul -- who keeps his covenant -- 48: 10;
- We know what his soul whispereth to him - We are closer to him than --- 50: 16;
- And every soul cometh - with a driver and a witness -- 50: 21;
- Why then, when the soul comes to the throat of the dying -- do you not force it back if you
are truthful 56: 83-87;
- If he is of those brought nigh, then breath of life -- Garden of delight -- 56: 88-89;
- If he is of those on right hand, then the greeting of Peace be unto thee from those on right
hand -- 56: 90-91;
- If he is of the rejecters, the erring, the welcome will be boiling water and roasting at hell fire -56: 92-94;
- Let every soul look to what it sends on for the morrow -- 59: 18;
- Be not as those who forget Allah - He cause them to forget their souls -- 59: 19;
- Allah reprieves no soul when it term comes -- 63: 11;
- Keep duty to Allah AS BEST YOU CAN, listen, obey and spend - better for your souls -- 64:
16;
- Who transgresses Allah's limits wrongs his soul -- 65: 1;
- Allah ask not of any soul save that what He hath given it -- 65: 7;
- Whatever good you send before for your souls, you’ll find it -- 73: 20;
- Every soul is pledge for its own deeds except those who stand on right hand -- 74: 38-39;
- I swear by the accusing soul -- 75: 2;
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- For him who feared to stand before his Lord and restrained his soul from lust, the garden will
be his home -- 79: 40-41;
- And when souls are re-united -- 81: 7;
- Every soul will know what it hath made ready -- 81: 14;
- A soul will know what it sent before it and what left behind -- 82: 5;
- A day on which no soul hath power for another soul -- 82: 19;
- Every human soul has a guardian over it -- 86: 4;
- He will say I wish I had made provision for my life 89: 24;
- Ah! thou soul at peace! return to thy Lord content in His good pleasure -- enter among My
bondmen -- enter My Garden -- 89: 27-30;
- And a soul and Him Who perfected it - and inspired it to distinguish right from wrong -- 91: 78;
- He is successful who cause it to grow -- 91: 9; -- he is a failure who stunteth it -- 91: 10;
SOUND
- Can you hear from them the slightest sound -- 19: 98;
- When the trumpet shall sound -- 74: 8;
SOVEREIGN
- Sovereignty of Heavens and earth belongs to Allah -- 2: 107; 5: 17; 18; 40; 119; 7:
158; 24: 42;
25: 2; 39: 44; 42: 49; 45: 27; 57: 2; 64: 1; 85: 9;
- Allah bestows His Sovereignty on whom He will -- 2: 247;
- Allah, Owner of Sovereignty - gives to whom He wills -- 3: 26;
- Do they have share in Sovereignty? In that case they’d not give mankind a speck on datestone -- 4: 53;
- His will be the Sovereignty on the Day when trumpet is blown -- 6: 73;
- Their messengers came to them with proofs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 9: 70; 64: 6;
- In Joseph and his brethren are signs of Allah’s sovereignty -- 12: 7;
- Thou hast given me something of Sovereignty -- 12: 101;
- We gave Moses 9 tokens -- clear proofs of Allah’s Sovereignty -- 17: 101;
- Sovereignty that day will be Allah's -- 22: 56; 25: 26;
- He hath no partner in the sovereignty -- 25: 2;
- His is the Sovereignty -- 35: 13; 39: 6;
- Solomon asks Allah - My Lord! Forgive me and bestow on me sovereignty such as shall not
-- 38: 35;
- Whose is the sovereignty this Day? It is Allah's -- 40: 16;
- Pharaoh proclaimed to his people -- Isn’t mine the sovereignty of Egypt and -- 43: 51-53;
- Blessed is He to Whom belongs sovereignty of heavens and earth and -- 43: 85;
- Blessed is He in Whose hand is the Sovereignty -- 67: 1;
SOW
- You shall sow 7 years as usual -- 12: 47;
- He it is Who hath sown you broadcast in earth -- 23: 79;
SPACE-MEN
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( Are there?)
- He created 7 heavens and of the earth - the like thereof -- 65: 12;
SPARE
- -- it leaves nothing -- it spares nothing -- 74: 27: 29;
SPARK
- It throws up sparks like the castles -- 77: 32;
SPEAK
- Speak kindly to mankind -- 2: 83;
- Some say why does Allah not speak to us -- thus spoke those before -- 2: 118;
- Allah will not speak to them on Day of Judgment -- 2: 174; 3: 77;
- Allah tells Zachariah his token -- he shall not speak to mankind 3 days except by signs -- 3:
41;
- Jesus will speak to mankind in cradle and in manhood -- 3: 46;
- They speak a lie concerning Allah knowingly -- 3: 75; 78;
- Allah will neither speak to them nor look upon them -- 3: 77;
- Allah speak truth -- 3: 95;
- They speak with their mouths what is not in the hearts -- 3: 167;
- Give not to the foolish --- but --- and speak kindly to them -- 4: 5;
- When kinsfolk --- are present at division of property --- bestow on them and speak kindly to
them -- 4: 8;
- Let them fear who leaves behind weak offspring --- mind their duty to Allah and speak justly
-- 4: 9;
- Oppose them, admonish them and address them plainly about their souls -- 4: 63;
- Allah does not love harsh speech except by one wronged -- 4: 148;
- This day you are awarded doom --- you spoke of Allah other than truth -- 6: 93;
- Even if the dead speak to them, they will not believe unless Allah wills -- 6: 111;
- Moses tells Pharaoh that he is messenger of Allah approved on condition that he spoke only
truth about Allah -- 7: 104-105;
- When Moses came to the appointed tryst and Allah spoke to Him -- 7: 143;
- Allah tells Moses He preferred him above mankind by --- and My speaking --- 7: 144;
- Did they not see that it spoke not to them -- 7: 148;
- Has not the covenant --- that they should not speak about Allah except truth -- 7: 169;
- Obey Allah and Messenger and turn not away when he speaks -- 8: 20;
- When Quran recited, kuffar say they can say similar -- 8: 31;
- Let not their speech grieve thee -- 10: 65; 36: 76;
- Speak not to Me on behalf of wrong-doers -- 11: 37;
- No soul will speak except with His permission -- 11: 105;
- Will you tell Allah of something He does not know or is it a way of speaking -- 13: 33;
- The speech of him at whom they hint --- this is clear Arabic speech -- 16: 103;
- If one or both of them attain old age --- but speak to them a gracious word -- 17: 23;
- If you turn away from them seeking mercy of Allah -- speak to them a reasonable word -17: 28;
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- Did Allah distinguish you -- and chose females -- for Himself -- you speak an awful word -17: 40;
- Tell My bondmen to speak that which is kindlier - devil sows discord among them -- 17: 53;
- Dreadful is what comes out of their mouths - they only lie -- 18: 5;
- A speaker from them said how long have you tarried -- 18: 19;
- Do not say of anything, I shall do that tomorrow, except if Allah will -- 18: 23-24;
- Who believes and does right --- We shall speak to him a mild command -- 18: 88;
- Your token -- you shall not speak --- 3 nights -- 19: 10;
- If you meet any mortal say -- I cannot speak to any mortal this day -- 19: 26;
- He spoke -- I am the slave of Allah -- 19: 30;
- We shall inherit from him that whereof he spoke -- 19: 80;
- If you speak aloud -- He knows the secret and what is more hidden -- 20: 7;
- And speak to him a gentle word -- 20: 44;
- Allah knows what is spoken in heaven and earth -- 21: 4;
- They speak not until He hath spoken -- 21: 27;
- Question them, if they can speak -- 21: 63;
- You know that they cannot speak -- 21: 65;
- They are guided to gentle speech -- 22: 24;
- Shun lying speech -- 22: 30;
- --- who have been driven from their homes -- only because they said our Lord is Allah -- 22:
40;
- Successful are believers who --- shun vain speech -- 23: 1-11;
- With Us is a record which speaks the truth -- 23: 62;
- That is only a word that he speaks -- 23: 99-100;
- Allah says Begone - do not speak to Me -- 23: 108;
- As for those who accuse their wives -- let the testimony -- be four -- that he is speaking truth
and
yet a fifth -- 24: 6-10;
- When you heard it, why didn't you say it is not for us to speak of this -- 24: 16;
- Allah speak to mankind in allegories -- 24: 35;
- Moses tells Allah -- my tongue will not speak plainly -- 26: 13;
- How they say that which they do not -- 26: 226;
- We shall see if you speak truth -- 27: 27;
- We shall bring Beast of Earth to speak to them because mankind -- 27: 82;
- The Word will be fulfilled ---- and they will not speak -- 27: 85;
- Aaron is more eloquent than me in speech -- 29: 34;
- Have We revealed to them a warrant which speak of that -- 30: 35;
- Those who engage in idle discourse -- 31: 6;
- Subdue thy voice - the harshest voice is that of the ass -- 31: 19;
- O wives of Prophet! -- be not soft of speech lest -- but utter customary speech -- 33: 32;
- Men and women who --- and speak truth -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -33: 35;
- Whether you divulge a thing or keep it hidden -- 33: 54;
- No sin for thy wives to converse freely with their fathers -- 33: 55;
- Guard your duty to Allah and speak words straight to the point -- 33: 70;
- This day hands speak out -- 36: 65;
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- A speaker of them say - I had a comrade who used to say - do you put faith in his words -37: 51-61;
- We gave him decisive speech -- 38: 20;
- He conquered me in speech -- 38: 23;
- They ask their skins - Why are you testifying against us - their skins say Allah hath given us
speech - Who gives speech to all things -- 41: 21;
- Who is better in speech than him who prays, does right and say I am of the muslims -- 41:
33;
- Allah does not speak to mortals except by revelation, behind veil or by messenger -- 42: 51;
- Bring back our fathers if you speak the truth -- 44: 36;
- They speak with their tongues what is not in their hearts -- 48: 11;
- Raise not your voice above the voice of the Prophet - nor shout when speaking to him as you
shout to one another -- 49: 2;
- By Lord of Heaven and earth - it is the truth even as it is true that you speak -- 50: 23;
- Let them produce speech the like thereof -- 52: 34;
- He does not speak of his own desire -- 53: 3;
- He hath taught man utterance -- 55: 4;
- -- there they hear no vain speaking - only the saying - Peace -- 56: 11-26;
- If they speak, you listen to their speech -- 63: 4;
- It is the speech of an illustrious messenger, not that of a poet or a diviner -- 69: 40-42;
- The foolish ones among us spoke an atrocious lie about Allah; We supposed that humankind
and Jinn would not speak a lie about Allah -- 72: 4-5;
- The vigil of the night - impression more keen - speech more certain -- 73: 6;
- --- this is nothing but speech of mortal -- 74: 25;
- This is a Day wherein they speak not -- 77: 35;
- Lord of heavens --- with Whom none can converse -- 78: 37;
- The day when angels --- they speak not except whom Allah allows and who speak right -78: 38;
- Nor is this the utterance of a devil worthy to be stoned -- 81: 25;
- They will hear no idle speech -- 88: 11;
SPEAR
- Allah will test you by the game you take with your hand and spear -- 5: 94;
SPEND
- Quran - a guide to those who --- and spend out of that --- 2: 2-4;
- Spend your wealth for Cause of Allah - do not be cast by your own hands to ruin -- 2: 195;
- They ask thee what they should spend - say what you spend for good, must go to --- 2: 215;
- Spend what is superfluous -- 2: 219;
- Spend out of what We've provided you ere a day comes -- 2: 254; 14: 31;
- Who spend in Allah's way - increase manifold - grain producing 7 ears - each 100 grains -- 2:
261;
- Who spend their wealth for Cause of Allah -- and do not follow it up with insult --- reward
with Allah -- 2: 262;
- Kind word with forgiveness -- better than almsgiving followed by injury -- 2: 263;
- Render not your almsgiving vain by reproach --- like him who spend -- only to be seen --- 2:
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264;
- Who spend in search of Allah's Pleasure and to strengthen their souls -- 2: 265;
- Would you like to have a luscious garden -- old age strikes you -- fiery whirlwind strikes
garden -it is consumed by fire -- 2: 266;
- Spend of the good things you have earned - and of what We brought forth for you from earth
-seek not the bad to spend when you yourself will not take it -- 2: 267;
- Whatever charity you give, Allah knows -- 2: 270; -- Whatever good you spend ------- 2: 273;
- If you publish your charity is good - but giving secretly is better -- 2: 271;
- Whatever good thing you spend (seeking Allah’s Pleasure) is for yourself -- you will be repaid
in full -- 2: 272;
- Who spend their wealth by day and night, openly and secretly, shall not fear nor grieve -- 2:
274;
- Those who will enjoy Paradise include those who are steadfast, truthful -- who spend -- 3: 1517;
- You will not attain piety until you spend out of what you love -- 3: 92;
- The likeness of what kuffar spend -- is as the likeness of biting icy wind which -- 3: 117;
- Those who spend in ease and adversity -- 3: 134;
- Allah does not love those who spend for show -- 4: 36-38;
- You have nothing to fear if you believe in Allah and spend right -- 4: 39;
- True believers spend out of what We have bestowed on them -- 8: 3;
- Kuffar spend their wealth to debar men from Way of Allah -- they will spend it -- it will be
anguish for them -- 8: 36;
- Whatever you spend in Way of Allah, it will be repaid you in full -- 8: 60;
- Who hoard wealth and spend it not in Way of Allah -- 9: 34;
- Hypocrites are tight-fisted in spending for Cause of Allah -- 9: 67-68;
- No fault on the weak, sick who has nothing to spend -- who stay at home -- 9: 91;
- They turned back with tears flowing because they had nothing to spend -- 9: 92;
- Nor spend they any spending small or great -- it is recorded -- 9: 121;
- Those who spend of that which We bestow on them openly and secretly -- 13: 22; 22: 35;
- Tell believers to spend out of what We have given them before a time -- 14: 31;
- Allah coins similitude -- one who controls nothing is not equal to one given provision -- 16: 75;
- Do not let your hand be chained to your neck - nor open it completely lest --- 17: 29;
- If you possessed the treasures of Mercy of Allah, you'd hold back from spending -- 17: 100;
- Then he began to wring his hands for all he had spent on it -- 18: 42;
- Who spend the night before Allah prostrate and standing -- 25: 64;
- Who when they spend are neither prodigal nor grudging -- 25: 67;
- They will have reward twice over because they ---- spend out of that -- 28: 54;
- Who forsake their beds --- and spend of what -- 32: 16;
- Whatsoever you spend, He replaces it ---- 34: 39;
- Those who read Quran --- and spend --- look forward to gain - that Allah will pay them wages
and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 29- 30;
- When it is said to them spend, kuffar say to believers --- 36: 47;
- What Allah has is better --- for those who --- and spend out of what --- 42: 38;
- You are those who are called to spend in Way of Allah, yet among you --- 47: 38;
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- Spend whereof He made you trustees - who spends aright - theirs will be a great reward -57: 7;
- What ails you that you spend not in Way of Allah - when to Him belongs the inheritance of
heavens and earth --- those who spent and fought before the Victory are greater in rank than
those who did so afterwards -- to each Allah promised good -- 57: 10;
- Give kuffar what they spent on them -- hold not ties to kuffar women and ask for what you
spent
on them -- 60: 10;
- If any of your wives have gone to kuffar -- when your turn comes -- give to those whose
wives went
the equivalent of what they spent -- 60: 11;
- Hypocrites say do not spend on those who dwell with Allah’s messenger - they will disperse
-- 63: 7;
- Spend out of what We provided you before death comes and you say ---- 63: 10;
- Listen, obey and spend - better for your souls -- 64: 16;
- -- if they are with child -- spend for them till -- 65: 6;
- Let him who has abundance spend --- whose provision is measured - spend of what Allah
hath
given him -- 65: 7;
SPIDER
- The frailest of houses is the spider's house -- 29: 41;
SPIRIT
- The holy Spirit (Gabriel) hath revealed it from Allah with truth -- 16: 102;
- They will ask thee about the spirit - this is by command of Allah -- 17: 85;
- We sent Our Spirit - it assumed the likeness of a perfect man -- 19: 17;
- He cast the spirit of His command on whom He will of His slaves -- 40: 15;
- The ascending stairway, whereby angels and Spirit ascend to Him in a Day - 50,000 years -70: 4;
- On the Day when the angels and Spirit stand arrayed -- 78: 38;
- The angels and Spirit descend therein --- with all decrees -- 97: 4;
SPIRITUAL-ADVANCEMENT
- For those who walk aright - He adds to their guidance and give them protection against evil
-- 47: 17;
SPITE
- They denied them -- their souls acknowledged them for spite and arrogance -- 27: 14;
SPLENDOUR
- We dazzled them with splendour, then seized them unawares -- 6: 44;
- Our Lord! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour and riches to lead astray -- 10: 88;
SPLIT
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Who split religion and become sects - you have nothing with them -- 6: 159;
And We have split them into nations -- 7: 168;
Be not of those who split up ------- each exulting -- 30: 32;
The Hour drew nigh and moon was split in two -- 54: 1;
If this Quran was revealed to a mountain - it would split with Fear of Allah -- 59: 21;
Heaven will split asunder -- that day it will be frail -- 69: 16;
-- how We pour water in showers -- then split the earth in clefts -- 80: 24-32;
When the heaven is split asunder -- 84: 1-2;
And the earth which split with growth of trees -- 86: 12;

SPOIL
- Allah knows him who spoils from him who improves -- 2: 220;
- O ---! Gog and Magog are spoiling the land -- 18: 94;
- What Allah gave as spoil to His messenger from them -- 59: 6; --- from the people of the
township is for -- 59: 7;
SPOUSE
- He created the two spouses - male and female -- 53: 45;
- The guilty will long to ransom --- at the price of -- spouse, brother -- 70: 11-14;
SPREAD
- And the earth - We spread out and have flung firm hills therein -- 50: 7;
- Haven’t they seen the birds spreading out their wings -- 67: 19;
- After that He spread the earth -- 79: 30;
- And when the earth is spread out 84: 3-5;
- And silken carpets spread -- 88: 8-16;
- And the earth -- how it is spread -- 88: 20;
- And the earth and Him Who spread it -- 91: 6;
SPRING
- When Moses struck rock with staff, 12 springs gushed forth -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- They say we will not put faith in thee till you cause spring to gush forth -- 17: 90;
- He found the sun setting in a muddy spring -- 18: 86;
- Is not He best Who created -- and send down water -- We cause to spring forth -- orchards
-- 27: 60;
- We caused springs to gush forth -- 36: 34-35;
- A cup from a gushing spring is brought -- 37: 41-50;
- This spring -- a cool bath and refreshing drink -- 38: 42;
- We caused the earth to gush forth springs -- 54: 12;
- Beside them are 2 other gardens -- wherein are 2 abundant springs -- 55: 62-76;
- There wait on them immortal youths with bowl and a cup from a pure spring -- 56: 11-26;
- Kafur - a spring wherefrom the slaves of Allah drink -- it gushes abundantly -- 76: 6;
- The water from the spring named Salsabil -- 76: 18;
- Tasnim - a spring whence those close to Allah drink -- 83: 27: 28;
- On that day ---- drinking from a boiling spring -- 88: 5;
- Wherein is a gushing spring -- 88: 8-16;
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SPY
- Spy not on one another -- 49: 12;
- When they spy some merchandise or pastime -- 62: 11;
SQUANDER
- Squander not your wealth in vanity - who does so through aggression or injustice, will be
thrown in hell -- 4: 29-30;
- Squander not your wealth in wantonness -- 17: 26;
- Squanderers are brothers of devil -- 17: 27;
STAFF
- Moses told to strike rock with staff -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- Moses flings down his staff -- it became serpent -- 7: 107;
- We inspired Moses to throw his staff -- 7: 117;
- This is my staff on which I lean -- beat down branches for my sheep -- 20: 18;
- Moses told to cast his staff - it became serpent - told to pick it up, it will return to its former
state -- 20: 19-21;
- Moses flung down his staff and it became a serpent -- 26: 32;
- Moses threw his staff and it swallowed theirs -- 26: 46;
- Moses inspired -- smite the sea with thy staff -- 26: 63;
- Throw down thy staff -- 27: 10; 28: 31;
- Nothing showed his death to them except -- which gnawed away his staff -- 34: 14;
STAGE
- And We made the stage between them easy -- 34: 18;
- They said Our Lord! make the stage between our journey longer -- 34: 19;
STAIRWAY
- Do they have a stairway to heaven by which they overhear decrees -- -- 52: 38;
STAND
- When it darkens they stand still -- 2: 20;
- Those who remember Allah standing, sitting -- and consider the creation of heavens -- 3:
191;
- And never pray for one of them -- nor stand by his grave -- 9: 84;
- Never stand to pray there -- a mosque founded on duty to Allah is more worthy that you stand
to pray therein -- 9: 108;
- On the Day -- We say stand back you and your partners -- 10: 28;
- That is tidings of townships destroyed -- some are standing, others -- 11: 100;
- We make firm their hearts when they stood and said -- 18: 14;
- Who spend the night before their Lord prostrate and standing -- 25: 64;
- He sees you when you stand up to pray -- 26: 218;
- Therefore O Muhammad, put thy trust --- thou standest on plain truth -- 27: 79;
- O folk of Yathrib! no stand possible -- turn back -- 33: 13;
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It is blown a second time -- you see them standing, waiting -- 39: 68;
For him who fear standing before his Lord are 2 Gardens -- 55: 46-60;
Whatever palm-trees you cut down or left standing -- that He might confound -- 59: 5;
--- when they see merchandise, they break away and leave thee standing -- 62: 9-11;
-- and those who stand by their testimony -- 70: 19-35;
When the slave of Allah stood up in prayer to Him -- they crowded him -- 72: 19;
Every soul will be pledge --- except those who will stand on right hand -- 74: 38-39;
On the Day when angels and Spirit stand arrayed -- -- 78: 38;
For him who feared to stand before his Lord and restrained his soul from lust - the Garden
will be his home -- 79: 40-41;
- Don’t such men consider they’d be raised again -- on a day when all mankind will stand
before
Allah -- 83: 1-6;
STAR
- Abraham saw a star and said this is my Lord -- but when it set -- 6: 76;
- He hath set for you stars that you may guide your course -- 6: 97;
- He made sun, moon and stars subservient -- 7: 54;
- In the heaven We have set Mansions of the Stars and --- 15: 16;
- And the stars are made subservient by His command -- 16: 12;
- And by the Star, they find a Way -- 16: 16;
- Have you not seen -- the sun, moon, stars -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- The glass is as it were a shining star -- 24: 35;
- Blessed is He Who has placed in the Heavens mansions of the Stars -- 25: 61;
- He glanced at the stars and said I feel sick -- 37: 88-89;
- Hymn His Praise at setting of Stars -- 52: 49;
- By the Star when it sets -- 53: 1;
- The stars and trees adore -- 55: 6;
- I swear by the places of the Stars that this is a noble Quran in a book kept hidden - which
none
touch save the purified - a revelation from Lord of Worlds -- 56: 75-80;
- We've decorated the world's heaven with lamps - We've made them missiles for devils -- 67:
5;
- So when the stars are put out -- 77: 8;
- By the lone stars floating -- 79: 3;
- And the stars fall -- 81: 2;
- And the stars which rise and set -- 81: 16;
- By the heaven holding mansions of the stars -- 85: 1;
- By the heaven and the morning star - what is the morning star - the piercing star -- 86: 1-3;
STARE
- What ails kuffar -- they stare at thee open-eyed -- 70: 36-37;
STATEMENT
- If they do not believe this statement, it maybe you’ll torment your soul -- 18: 6;
- This is a statement of the truth concerning which they doubt -- 19: 34;
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- There is a plain statement for folk who are devout -- 21: 106;
- Allah revealed the fairest statement -- reward and punishment paired -- flesh of those who
fear
Allah creep -- 39: 23;
- Marvel you then at this statement - and laugh and not weep while you amuse yourselves --rather prostrate yourselves before Allah and serve Him -- 53: 59- 62;
- Is it this statement that you scorn and make denial of it your livelihood -- 56: 81-82;
- In what statement after this will you believe -- 77: 50;
STATION
- Hell -- wretched as abode and station -- 25: 66;
- Those who when they spend - neither --- a firm station between the two -- 25: 67;
- Happy is it as abode and station -- 25: 76;
STATURE
- We created man of the best stature -- 95: 4;
STAVES
- Their cords and staves by their magic, appeared as though they ran -- 20: 66;
- They threw their cord and staves and said -- 26: 44;
STEADFAST
- Seek help in steadfastness and prayer -- 2: 153; -- Allah is with the steadfast -- 2: 153;
249;
- Give glad tidings to the steadfast -- 2: 155;
- When misfortune strikes the steadfast, they say To Allah we belong and to Him -- 2: 156;
- They receive blessings and Mercy from Allah. They are the rightly guided -- 2: 157;
- Those who will enjoy Paradise include the steadfast, the truthful -- 3: 15-17;
- Persevere and ward off evil -- that is steadfast heart of things -- 3: 186;
- Pharaoh’s wizards asks Allah to grant them steadfastness -- 7: 126
- Dispute not one with another lest -- be steadfast -- Allah is with the steadfast -- 8: 46;
- If there are 20 steadfast, they’d overcome 200 -- 8: 65;
- Burden lightened - if there are 100 steadfast, they’d overcome 200 -- Allah is with --- 8: 66;
- Therein are revelations for each steadfast, thankful heart -- 14: 5;
- The reward in hereafter is greater for the steadfast who put their trust in Allah -- 16: 41-42;
- We shall reward those who are steadfast in proportion to what they did -- 16: 96;
- Those who become fugitives after ------ then fought and remain steadfast -- 16: 110;
- Worship Him and be steadfast in His service -- 19: 65;
- Ishmael -, Idris ------ were of the steadfast -- 21: 85;
- I have rewarded them this day --- they were steadfast -- 23: 111;
- We have appointed some of you a test for others - will you be steadfast -- 25: 20;
- They will be awarded the high place for as much as they were steadfast -- 25: 75;
- They will have reward twice over because they were steadfast -- 28: 54;
- The reward of Allah ---- is better --- only the steadfast will obtain it -- 28: 80;
- That is the steadfast heart of things -- 31: 17;
- When they became steadfast believing in Our revelations -- 32: 24;
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Herein are portents for each steadfast -- 34: 19;
Father! Do as you are commanded -- you will find me steadfast -- 37: 102;
Job - We found him steadfast -- 38: 44;
The steadfast will be paid their wages without stint -- 39: 10;
None is granted it save those who are steadfast -- 41: 35;
We shall try you till We know those --- and the steadfast -- 47: 31;

STEAL
- Cut off the hands of the thief -- 5: 38;
- O camel-riders! you are thieves -- 12: 70;
- We did not come to do evil in the land -- -- we are no thieves -- 12: 73;
- If he steals - s brother of his stole before -- 12: 77;
- We guard it against every devil except him who steals a hearing -- 15: 17-18;
- Allah knows those of you who steal away -- 24: 63;
- If believing women come to thee to take oath of allegiance --- and will neither steal nor
commit
adultery nor --- 60: 12;
STERN
- If you were stern and fierce - they would have dispersed -- 3: 159;
- Whoso is opposed to Allah -- Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 4;
- Keep your duty to Allah -- Allah is stern in reprisal -- 59: 7;
- Strive against kuffar and hypocrites and be stern against them -- 66: 9;
- Allah’s punishment is stern -- 85: 12;
STONES
- Fuel of Hell - men and stones -- 2: 24;
- Kuffar say O Allah! if this is true, rain down stones on us -- 8: 32;
- We rained upon it stones of clay -- marked with Fire -- 11: 82-83; 15: 74;
- Had it not been for your family, we’d have stoned you -- 11: 91;
- Say - be ye stones or iron or some created thing -- 17: 50-51;
- If they come to know of you, they’ll stone you -- 18: 20;
- If you cease not - I shall stone thee -- 19: 46;
- That We may send on them stones of clay -- marked for destruction of the wanton -- 51: 3334;
- We sent on them a storm of stones -- 54: 34;
- Save yourself and families from Fire -- its fuel - men and stones -- 66: 6;
- Nor is this the utterance of a devil worthy to be stoned -- 81: 25;
- Which pelted them with stones of baked clay -- 105: 4;
STORE / STOREHOUSE
- There will come --- which will devour -- except little you have stored -- 12: 48;
- Joseph asks the king to put him in charge of the storehouses -- 12: 55;
- There is not a thing but with Us are the stores thereof -- We send it down by measure -- 15:
21;
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- We send wind -- it is not you who are holders of the store thereof -- 15: 22;
STORM
- He makes them sail in ships until a storm overtakes them, then they cry to Him - if Thou
deliver
us from this --- 10: 22;
- We sent on them a storm of stones -- 54: 34;
STORY
- We narrate to you their story with truth -- 18: 13;
- Hath there come to you the story of Moses -- 20: 9; 79: 15-25;
- Didn’t the story reach you of kuffar who tasted the ill-effects of their conduct of old -- 64: 5;
- Has the story of the hosts of Pharaoh and Thamud reached thee -- 85: 17-18;
STRAIGHT
- Show us the straight path -- 1: 6;
- Allah’s is the direction of the Way -- some do not go straight -- 16: 9;
- Quran guides to what is straightest -- 17: 9;
- Scripture made straight giving warning of stern punishment - and great reward for believers
who do good works -- 18: 2;
- Thou art of those sent on a straight path -- 36: 3-4;
- --- unto whomsoever wants to walk straight --- and you will not unless Allah wills -- 81: 28-29;
STRAITEN
- Allah straitens and enlarges -- 2: 245; 30: 37; 42: 121;
- Alms are for the poor who are straitened for Cause of Allah -- 2: 273;
- If the debtor is in straitened circumstances, then postpone time of payment -- 2: 280;
- We straitened Pharaoh’s folk with famine -- 7: 130;
- And the earth --- was straitened for you -- 9: 25;
- -- when the earth --- was straitened for them and their own souls were straitened -- 9: 118;
- He straiteneth it for whom He will --13: 26; 17: 30; 28: 82; 39: 52;
- Allah make provision wide for whom He will and straitens for whom He will -- 29: 62;
- Harass them not so as to straiten life for them -- 65: 6;
- When Allah tries him by straitening his livelihood, he says Allah despises me -- 89: 16;
STRATEGY
- Use every strategy in war -- 9: 5;
- Who thinks that Allah will not give victory to Muhammad -- let him hang himself and see if
this strategy works -- 22: 15;
- He brought their stratagem to nothing -- 105: 2;
STRAY
- Whosoever does so has strayed from the right way -- 60: 1;
- He is best aware of him who strays from his way -- 68: 7;
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STREAMS
- He spread out the earth and placed therein ---- flowing streams -- 13: 3;
- He cast into the earth ---- and streams ---- that you may find a way -- 16: 15;
STRENGTH / STRONG
- Impose not on us what we do not have the strength to bear -- 2: 286;
- Allah strengthens with His help whom He will -- 3: 13;
- Allah is stronger in might and stronger in inflicting punishment -- 4: 84;
- Remember when you were few --- and He strengthened you with His help -- 8: 26;
- Do not dispute with one another ---- lest your strength depart from you -- 8: 46;
- People of old were stronger -- 9: 69;
- He will add strength to your strength -- 11: 52;
- Lot says Would that I had strength to resist you -- or strong support among you -- 11: 80;
- Shu’eyb’s folk tell him he is not strong against them -- 11: 91;
- Do not unravel the thread to thin filaments after making it strong -- 16: 92;
- Come not near orphan’s wealth -- -- till he come to strength -- 17: 34;
- Allah intended that they should come to full strength and --- 18: 82;
- We made him (Dhul Qarneyn) strong in the land -- 18: 84;
- Help me with strength of men -- 18: 95;
- Confirm my strength with him -- 20: 31;
- Pharaoh gathers his strength and came to meeting -- 20: 60;
- That you attain full strength -- 22: 5;
- It is revealed thus that We may strengthen thy heart therewith -- 25: 32;
- She would have betrayed him had We not fortified her heart -- 28: 10;
- When he reached full strength -- We gave him wisdom -- 28: 14;
- Hire him -- the best man you can hire is the strong, trustworthy -- 28: 26;
- We will strengthen your arm with your brother -- 28: 35;
- Didn't Korah know that Allah had destroyed men mightier in strength than him before -- 28:
78;
- They were stronger than these in power -- 30: 9;
- He shaped you out of weakness - to strength - to weakness and grey hair -- 30: 54;
- Whom We bring to old age, We reverse in creation -- 36: 68;
- Ask them - Are they stronger as a creation or those whom We created -- 37: 11;
- We made his kingdom strong and gave him -- 38: 20;
- He created you from dust then --- then ordain that you attain full strength -- 40: 67;
- Till when he attain full strength and reach 40 years, he saith -- 46: 15;
- How many township stronger than that which cast thee out, did We destroy -- 47: 13;
- As for such, Allah hath written -- and strengthened them with a Spirit from Him -- 58: 22;
- You think they will not go forth -- they thought their strongholds will protect them -- 59: 2;
- We strengthened those who believed against their foe -- 61: 14;
- -- over which are set angels strong, severe, who resist not in what Allah command -- 66: 6;
- We created them - strengthened their frame -- when We will, We can replace them -- 76: 28;
STRETCH
- If they have upperhand -- will stretch out their hands and tongues -- with evil intent -- 60: 2;
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STRIFE
- We gave Moses the Scripture and there was strife thereupon -- 11: 110;
- He took me out of prison --- after Satan had made strife between me and -- 12: 100;
STRIKE
- Moses told to strike the rock with his staff -- 2: 60; 7: 160;
- When a misfortune strikes them, they say --- 2: 156;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar because of their doings -- 13: 31;
- This is my staff -- I beat down branches for my sheep -- 20: 18;
- Moses inspired -- Take away --- and strike for them a dry path in the sea -- 20: 77;
- Moses struck him with his fist and killed him -- 28: 15;
- Job told to strike the ground with his foot -- 38: 42;
- Is he who strike his face --- on Day of Judgment as he who does right -- 39: 24;
- If he is truthful -- some of what he threatens you, will strike you -- 40: 28;
- Have you observed the fire which you strike out -- 56: 71-74;
- By the snorting coursers striking sparks of fire -- 100: 1-3;
STRIVE
- Who believe and --- and strive in Way of Allah, have hope of Allah’s Mercy -- 2: 218;
- And vie with one another for forgiveness -- 3: 133;
- Those who strive in Way of Allah and above the sedentary in rank - will have forgiveness
and
mercy from Allah -- 4: 95-96;
- And strive in His way in order to succeed - 5: 35;
- Those who left their homes and strove --- with their wealth -- 8: 72; --- for Cause of Allah --are believers in truth -- 8: 74;
- Those who left their homes afterwards and strove along with you are of you -- 8: 75;
- Allah will not leave you alone until He knows whom of you will strive -- 9: 16;
- Who strive in Allah's way and who tend Kaaba and give pilgrims water, are not equal -- 9: 19;
- Who strive in Allah's way with wealth, lives -- greater worth - acceptance - Paradise -- 9: 2022;
- If your fathers, sons --- are dearer to you than Allah --- and striving in His Way, then wait -- 9:
24;
- Go forth --- strive with wealth and lives -- that is best for you -- 9: 41;
- Those who believe -- ask no leave of thee lest they should strive -- 9: 44;
- O Prophet! Strive against kuffar and hypocrites -- 9: 73;
- They were averse to striving with wealth and lives in Allah’s Way -- 9: 81;
- When surah revealed saying believe in Allah and strive --- they ask to stay at home -- 9: 86;
- Messenger and believers strive with wealth and lives -- 9: 88;
- Who desire Hereafter and strive with necessary effort -- 17: 19;
- They strove hard to beguile thee (Muhammad) away from what We inspired -- 17: 73;
- The Hour is coming --- I will keep it hidden so every soul will be rewarded for what it
strives -- 20: 15;
- Those who strive to thwart revelations are owners of Fire -- 22: 51;
- Strive for Allah with the endeavour which is His right -- 22: 78;
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-

Obey not kuffar but strive against them herewith -- 25: 52;
Who strive, strive for himself -- 29: 6;
We have enjoined on man --- but if they strive to make thee join -- 29: 8;
Who strive in Us, We guide to Our Paths -- 29: 69;
If they strive with you to make you ascribe partner to Me -- 31: 15;
Who strive against Our Revelations will have painful doom -- 34: 5; 38;
True believers are ----- but strive with wealth and lives for -- 49: 15;
Man will have only that for what he make effort - his effort will be seen - he will be repaid in
full -- 53: 39-41;
- If you come forth to strive in My Way seeking My Pleasure - do not take them as friends -60: 1;
- Strive for His cause with wealth and lives -- better for you -- 61: 11;
- Strive against kuffar and hypocrites and be stern with them -- 66: 9;
- For this, let those strive who strive for bliss -- 83: 26;
- When you are relieved. still toil and strive to please thy Lord -- 94: 7-8;
STRONG-HOLD
- Do you seek out strong-holds that perhaps you may last forever -- 26: 129;
- He brought down from their strong-holds those People of Book who supported them and --33: 26;
STRUCTURE
- Allah loves those who --- as if they were a solid structure -- 61: 4;
STUBBLE
- Praise be to Allah Who --- brings forth pasturage then turns it to stubble -- 87: 1-5;
STUBBORN
- He has been stubborn to Our revelations -- 74: 16;
STUDY
- Be faithful servants of Allah by your constant teaching and study of Scripture -- 3: 79;
- And they have studied what is therein -- 7: 169;
STUNT
- He is a failure who stunteth it -- 91: 10;
STUPEFY
- It will stupefy them -- 21: 40;
SUBDUE
- Subdue your voice -- 31: 19;
- Have you not seen how Allah subdued sun and moon -- 31: 29;
- He subdued sun and moon to service -- 35: 12;
- Have they not seen -- We created cattle -- and subdued them to them -- 36: 71-73;
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- We subdued the hills to hymn His praise -- at nightfall and sunrise -- 38: 18;
- Glorified be He Who hath subdued these to us -- 43: 12-14;
- Those who subdue their voices in presence of messenger -- 49: 3;
SUBJECT
- We made them subject to you that you may -- give thanks -- 22: 36;
He guided you -- 22: 37;

-- magnify Allah that

SUBMIT
- Come all of you into submission unto Him -- 2: 208;
- Whosoever is in heavens and earth submit to Allah willingly or unwillingly -- 3: 83;
- They will not believe until --- and they submit with full submission -- 4: 65;
- Make me to die submissive to thee -- 12: 101;
- Whom the angels cause to die while they wrong themselves --- then they'd make full
submission
saying --- 16: 28;
- That day they will proffer submission to Allah -- 16: 87;
- And lower to them the wing of submission through mercy -- 17: 24;
- Zachariah -- and were submissive unto Us -- 21: 90;
- And their hearts may submit humbly unto Allah -- 22: 54;
- Whosoever is submissive to Allah and messenger --- will have reward twice over and -- 33:
31;
- This day they make full submission -- 37: 26;
- The Bedouins say we believe -- you believe not -- but say we submit -- 49: 14;
- Is not the time ripe for the hearts of believers to submit to Allah's reminder -- 57: 16;
- It may happen that Allah will give him wives better than you -- submissive -- 66: 5;
- Submit patiently to the Lord's command -- 76: 24;
SUBSERVIENT
- We made the wind subservient to him -- 38: 36;
- And the devils -- every builder and diver We made subservient -- 38: 37;
- He made the earth subservient to you -- 67: 15;
SUBSTITUTE
- You will not find for Allah’s way of treatment any substitute -- 35: 42-43;
SUCCESS / SUCCESSFUL
- Believers are successful -- 2: 5;
- Observe your duty to Allah that you may be successful --2: 189; 3: 130; 200; 5: 35;
- Nation who enjoins goodness - right conduct - forbids indecency - they are successful -- 3:
104;
- Let not the success of kuffar deceive thee - a brief comfort - their habitation is hell -- 3: 196197;
- Who obeys Allah and messenger, will have great success -- 4: 13;
- If bounty from Allah befell you, he’d say had I been with them, I’d have achieved success --
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4: 73;
- Allah will not give kuffar success over believers -- 4: 141;
- Seek a way of approach to Him - strive in His Way that you may succeed -- 5: 35;
- Intoxicants, gambling, idols - Satan's handiwork - leave aside so you may succeed -- 5: 90;
- Be mindful of your duty to Allah that you may succeed -- 5: 100;
- Wrong-doers will not be successful -- 6: 21; 135;
- Whose scale is heavy -- is successful -- 7: 8;
- Remember the bounties of Allah that you may be successful -- 7: 69;
- Those who follow the messenger --- and follow the light sent down with him, are successful
-- 7: 157;
- When you meet an army -- think of Allah much that you may be successful -- 8: 45;
- Messenger and believers who strive --- are successful -- 9: 88;
- The guilty are never successful -- 10: 17;
- Those who invent lie concerning Allah, will not succeed -- 10: 68; 16: 116;
- Zachariah asks Allah for a successor -- 19: 5;
- Later generations which followed, ruined worship and followed lusts -- 19: 59;
- Whoso is uppermost this day will be successful -- 20: 64;
- A wizard shall not be successful to whatever point of skill -- 20: 69;
- Successful are the believers who are humble in prayers -- 23: 1-11;
- Whose scales are heavy are the successful -- 23: 102;
- Kuffar will not be successful -- 23: 117; Wrong doers will not be successful -- 28: 37;
- Turn to Allah together Oh Believers that you may succeed -- 24: 31;
- The true believers say when ---- We hear and obey -- they are successful -- 24: 51;
- Allah promise Believers who do good works - they will succeed in the land -- 24: 55;
- Those who repent, believe and do right - he may be one of the successful -- 28: 67;
- Give kinsman his due, the needy, the wayfarer -- such are successful -- 30: 38;
- Those who establish worship, pay zakat, are sure of hereafter - such have guidance from
Allah,
such are successful -- 31: 4-5;
- ---they are Allah's party -- is it not Allah's party who are successful -- 58: 22;
- Who are saved from their own avarice -- such are successful -- 59: 9; 64: 16;
- --- and when the prayer ---- and remember Allah much that you may be successful --62: 911;
- Believers who do good works will enter Paradise -- great success -- 85: 11;
- He is successful who groweth -- 87: 14; --- who cause it to grow --91: 9;
SUCCOUR
- Messengers before were denied, but they were patient until Our succour -- 6: 34;
- Who retaliated -- then being wronged again -- Allah will succour him -- 22: 60;
- When Allah’s help and the victory comes -- 110: 1;
SUCK
- -- then if they give suck for you -- give them their due payment but if you make difficulties -let another woman give suck -- 65: 6- 7;
SUFFER
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- Pursue the enemy, they suffer as much as you do -- 4: 104;
- Those who retaliated with the like of what he suffered, then been wronged again ----- 22: 60;
- If made to suffer for sake of Allah, mistakes persecution for Allah’s punishment -- 29: 10;
SUFFICIENT
- Allah is sufficient for us -- 2: 137; 3: 173; 9: 59;
- Is it not sufficient for you that Allah supported you with 3000 angels? -- 3: 124;
- Allah is sufficient as witness -- 4: 79; 10: 29; 17: 96; 29: 52; --- is sufficient as Trustee -4: 81;
- Allah is sufficient for thee -- 8: 62; 64;
- Allah curse the hypocrites and kuffar -- promises them hell -- it is sufficient for them -- 9: 68;
- Allah is sufficient for me. In Him I put my trust -- 9: 129;
- Allah is sufficient as Knower of sins of His slaves -- 17: 17; 25: 58;
- Allah is sufficient as their Guardian -- 17: 65; --- as Reckoner -- 21: 47;
- Isn’t Allah sufficient -- He is witness over all things -- 41: 53;
- Allah is sufficient as witness between me and you -- 46: 8;
- -- hell is sufficient for them -- they’ll feel the heat thereof -- 58: 8;
- Whosoever put his trust in Allah -- Allah is sufficient for him -- 65: 3;
SUGGESTION
- My Lord! I seek refuge in Thee from the suggestions of the evil ones -- 23: 97;
SUJUD
- Triumphant are those who make sujud -- 9: 112;
SUMMER
- For their taming We cause the caravans to set forth in winter and summer -- 106: 2;
SUMMON
- Allah summoneth to abode of Peace -- 10: 25;
- On the day when We shall summon all men with their record -- 17: 71;
- On that day they follow the Summoner who deceive not -- 20: 108;
- Let them not dispute with you, but summon to Allah -- 22: 67;
- You summon them to the right path -- 23: 73;
- Send summoners to the cities to bring every knowing wizard -- 26: 36-37;
- Pharaoh sent summoners to the cities -- 26: 53;
- Prophet (SAS) sent as Summoner to Allah by His permission -- 33: 46;
- He (devil) only summons to the Fire -- 35: 6;
- Unto this then summon (O Muhammad) and be thou upright -- 42: 15;
- You will see each nation crouching -- each summoned to its record -- 45: 28;
- Respond to Allah’s Summoner and believe in Him -- He will forgive -- 46: 29-31;
- Who does not respond to Allah’s Summoner -- cannot escape in earth -- 46: 32;
- Withdraw from them on the Day when the Summoner summoneth to a painful thing -- 54: 6;
- With downcast eyes they come from the graves ---- hastening towards the Summoner -- 54:
7-8;
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- Who does greater wrong than he who invents a lie -- when summoned to Islam -- 61: 7;
- Then he gathered, summoned, proclaimed --- I -------- 79: 23-24;
SUN
- Allah causes sun to rise in east - can you cause it to rise in west -- 2: 258;
- Abraham saw sun rising and said this is my Lord - this is greater -- 6: 78;
- He appointed the sun and moon for reckoning -- 6: 96; -- that you may know the number of
years -- 10: 5;
- He made Sun, Moon and Stars subservient -- 7: 54;
- He appointed the sun a splendour -- 10: 5;
- Joseph dreams sun and moon prostrates to him -- 12: 4;
- Allah compelled sun and moon to be of service - each runs to an appointed term -- He
orders the
course -- 13: 2; 31: 29; 35: 13; 39: 5;
- He made sun and moon - constant in their course - of service to you -- 14: 33; 16: 12;
- The awful cry overtook them at sunrise -- 15: 73;
- Establish worship at the going down of the sun -- 17: 78;
- The sun when it rose moved away from their cave to right and go past it on left -- 18: 17;
- He reached land of setting sun -- 18: 86; --- of rising sun --- 18: 90;
- Your tryst shall be --- let your people assemble when the sun hath risen high -- 20: 59;
- Celebrate praises of Allah before sunrise and sunset -- 20: 130;
- He created sun and moon - each floats in orbit -- 21: 33;
- Have you not seen -- the sun, moon -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- Then We made the sun its pilot -- 25: 45;
- And hath placed therein a great lamp -- 25: 61; 71: 16; 78: 13;
- They overtook them at sunrise -- 26: 60;
- I found her and her people worshipping Sun instead of Allah -- 27: 24;
- If you were to ask who constrained the sun and moon to their work -- they’d say Allah -- 29:
61;
- Unto Him be Praise in Heavens and earth - and at sun's decline -- 30: 18;
- Have you not seen how Allah subdued sun and moon -- 31: 29;
- He subdued sun and moon to service -- 35: 12;
- Nor is the shadow equal with the sun's full heat -- 35: 21;
- The sun runs to a resting place -- 36: 38;
- Not for the sun to overtake the moon -- they each float in an orbit -- 36: 40;
- Lord of the sun's risings -- 37: 5;
- We subdued hills to hymn His praises with him at nightfall and sunrise -- 38: 18;
- Sun and Moon are among His portents - adore not the sun and moon - but adore Him who
created them -- 41: 37;
- Hymn praise of Allah before rising and setting of sun -- 50: 39;
- Sun and moon are made punctual -- 55: 5;
- -- and made the sun a lamp -- 71: 16;
- And the sun and moon are united 75: 9
- --- they will find there neither heat of sun nor bitter cold -- 76: 13;
- When the sun is overthrown -- 81: 1;
- Oh! I swear by the after-glow of sunset -- 84: 16;
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- By the sun and his brightness -- 91: 1;
SUPPLIANT / SUPPLICATION
- I answer the prayer of the suppliant when he crieth unto Me -- 2: 186;
- Supplicate for good in this world and in Hereafter -- 2: 201;
- To Allah we are suppliants -- 9: 59;
- Do not make supplication for idolaters even if they are relatives -- 9: 113;
- Abraham supplicated for his father only because of a promise -- 9: 114;
- When their flanks fall dead, eat thereof and feed --- the suppliant -- 22: 36;
- When We grasp their luxurious ones with punishment they supplicate - supplicate not this
day - you will not be helped -- 23: 64-65;
SUPPLY
- Who desire life which hastens away -- who desire hereafter -- We supply both from bounty
of Allah -- 17: 18-20;
- Let him see what food --- and bring you a supply -- 18: 19;
SUPPORT
- Their punishment will not .... nor will they have support -- 2: 86;
- Is it not sufficient for you that Allah supported you with 3000 angels -- 3: 124;
- He it is Who supported you with His help and -- 8: 62;
- -- who have since abated nothing of your right nor supported anyone against you -- 9: 4;
- Allah caused --- and supported him with hosts you cannot see -- 9: 40;
- Lot tells his folk -- would that I had strength to resist you or strong support among you -- 11:
80;
- Allah raised up heavens without visible support -- 13: 2;
- My Lord! --- I will never support the guilty -- 28: 17;
- He created heavens without support that you can see -- 31: 10;
- He brought down those People of Book who supported them and cast panic -- 33: 26;
- If I invented it, wouldn’t you have power to support me against Allah -- 46: 8;
SUPPOSE
- We had supposed that humankind and Jinn will not speak lie about Allah -- 72: 5;
- They supposed as you suppose that Allah will not raise anyone from dead -- 72: 7;
SURAH
- If you are in doubt --- produce a surah -- 2: 23;
- You can never produce a surah like it -- 2: 24;
- The hypocrites fear that a surah be revealed about them -- 9: 64;
- And when a surah is revealed saying to believe in Allah and strive --- they ask to stay with
those at home -- 9: 86;
- When surah is revealed, believers increase faith - kuffar increase in wickedness -- 9: 124125;
- When surah is revealed - they look at one another --- then turn away -- 9: 127
- Bring a surah like it -- call on all help besides Allah -- 10: 38;
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- Bring 10 surahs like it - invented -- 11: 13;
- A surah We revealed and enjoined --, wherein We revealed -- 24: 1;
- Believers say if only surah is revealed - yet when surah revealed mentioning war, those in
whose hearts is disease, look at thee with look of -- 47: 20;
SURE
- We have now seen -- send us back -- now we are sure -- 32: 12;
- They are sure of nothing -- 52: 36;
SURETY
- Allah is surety over what we say -- 28: 28;
SURPRISE
- They await one shout which will surprise them while they are disputing -- 36: 49;
SURRENDER
- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good - will find his reward with Allah -- 2:
112;
- Allah commands Abraham to surrender - Abraham surrenders -- 2: 131;
- Abraham tells his sons to die not except as muslims -- 2: 132;
- Jacob's sons tell him they will worship Allah as muslims -- 2: 133;
- To Allah we have surrendered -- 2: 136; 3: 84; 29: 46;
- If they argue with you, say I have surrendered my purpose to Allah -- and to those who read
not have you surrendered? If they surrender, then they are rightly guided -- 3: 20;
- Abraham was an upright man who had surrendered to Allah -- 3: 67;
- Who is better in religion than him who surrender his purpose to Allah ---- 4: 125;
- I am ordered to be the first to surrender to him -- 6: 14;
- We are ordered to surrender to Allah -- 6: 71;
- My worship, my sacrifice --- ( Inna Salaati wa nusuki ---) -- 6: 162-163;
- I am commanded to be of those who surrender to Him -- 10: 72;
- Put your trust in Allah if you have surrendered to Him -- 10: 84;
- Will you then be of those who surrender -- 11: 14;
- Thus He perfect His favour on you that you may surrender -- 16: 81;
- A guidance, mercy and good tidings to those who have surrendered -- 16: 89;
- That it may confirm the faith --- and good tidings for those who surrendered -- 16: 102;
- It is inspired in me that your God is One God -- will you then surrender -- 21: 108;
- To every nation --- Your God is One God -- surrender to Him -- 22: 34;
- Solomon's letter to Sheba -- Exalt not --- but come to me as those who surrender -- 27: 31;
- Who will bring me her throne before they come to me surrendering -- 27: 38;
- And we had surrendered to Allah -- 27: 42;
- I have wronged myself and I surrender with Solomon to Allah - Lord of Worlds -- 27: 44;
- You cannot make anyone hear save him who believe --- and surrendered -- 27: 81; 30: 53;
- I am commanded to be of those who surrender to -- Him -- 27: 91; -- Lord of Worlds -- 40:
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- Who surrender his purpose to Allah while doing good has grasped a firm hand-hold -- 31: 22;
- Men and women who surrender -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- When they had both surrendered to Allah and he had flung him down on his face -- 37: 103;
- I am commanded to be the first of those who surrender to Him -- 39: 12;
- And surrender to Him -- 39: 54;
- Who is better in speech than him ---- I surrender to Him -- 41: 33;
- You who believed Our revelations and were self-surrendered -- enter Paradise - you and
your
wives -- 43: 69-73;
- You will be called to fight a mighty folk until they surrender -- 48: 16;
- They make it a favour to you that they surrendered -- your surrender is no favour to me -- 49:
17;
- Shall We treat those who surrendered as We treat the guilty -- -- 68: 35;
- Among us are some who have surrendered and others who are unjust - those who
surrendered
have taken the right path -- 72: 14;
SURROUND
- Allah surround what they do -- 4: 108; --- Allah surrounds all things -- 4: 126;
- What they derided will surround them -- 11: 8;
- Allah surrounds what you do -- 11: 92;
- -- you will bring him back to me unless you are surrounded -- 12: 66;
- That whereat they mocked, surrounded those who scoffed -- 21: 41;
- Is not He surrounding all things -- 41: 54;
- Allah surrounds all things in knowledge -- 65: 12;
- He surrounds all their doings -- 72: 28;
- Allah - all unseen - surrounds them -- 85: 20;
SURVIVOR
- And We made his seed the survivor -- 37: 75-82;
SUSPICION
- Shun much suspicion - some suspicion is sin -- 49: 12;
SUSTENANCE
- Thou givest sustenance to whom Thou wilt without stint -- 3: 27; 16: 71;
- When Jesus asked Allah for food from heaven he included -- Give us sustenance for you are
the
best of Sustainers -- 5: 114;
- Not a beast on earth, but its sustenance depends on Allah -- 11: 6;
- Shu’eyb - If I am acting on clear proof from Allah, and He sustains me with -- sustenance -11: 88;
- Allah enlarge or straiten sustenance for whom He will -- 13: 26; 15: 20;
- Generous sustenance given to believers -- 22: 50;
- He straitens sustenance to whom He pleases -- 28: 82; 29: 62;
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60;
-

Many creatures do not carry their own sustenance -- Allah provide for them and man -- 29:
Enlargement or withholding of sustenance is a sign of Allah -- 30: 37;
Allah is He Who --- then sustained you, then --- 30: 40;
And measured therein its sustenance in 4 days - ALIKE FOR ALL WHO ASK -- 41: 10;
Provided for all by Allah -- 51: 58;

SWALLOW
- Who plan ill-deeds - do they feel secure that Allah will not cause earth to swallow them -- 16:
45;
- We caused earth to swallow him and his dwelling place -- 28: 81;
- If Allah was not gracious to us, He would have caused it to swallow us also -- 28: 82;
- Of them was he whom We caused the earth to swallow -- 29: 40;
- We can cause earth to swallow them -- 34: 9;
- The fish swallowed him -- 37: 142;
- Have you taken security from Allah that He'd not cause earth to swallow you -- 67: 16;
SWEAR
- Abomination to swear by divining arrows -- 5: 3;
- They swear that if a portent comes to them - they’d believe in it -- 6: 109;
- Are these they whom you swore Allah will show no mercy -- 7: 49;
- Yet they will swear by Allah -- If we are able -- 9: 42;
- They swear by Allah that in truth they are of you -- 9: 56;
- They swear by Allah to please you -- Allah has more right that they please Him -- 9: 62;
- They swear by Allah that they said nothing wrong -- 9: 74;
- They will swear by Allah to you --- to let them be -- 9: 95;
- They swear to you that you may accept them -- 9: 96;
- They will swear we purposed nothing but good -- 9: 107;
- Did you not swear before that there’d be no end for you -- 14: 44;
- They swear by Allah --- that Allah will not raise him who dies -- 16: 38;
- Let not who possess --- swear not to give to kinsman and needy -- 24: 22;
- They swear if you order them, they'll go forth - say swear not - known obedience is better -24: 53;
- They said swear by Allah to one another that we will attack him and his household --- 27: 49;
- They had already sworn to Allah that they will not turn their backs -- 33: 15;
- They swear by Allah that if a Warner came to them they'd ---- 35: 42;
- I swear by the places of stars - tremendous oath -- this is a noble Quran in a book -- 56: 7580;
- They swear a false oath knowingly -- 58: 14;
- On the day when Allah will raise them -- they will swear to Him as they do to you -- 58: 18;
- I swear by all you see and don’t see that it is the speech of -- 69: 38-40;
- I swear by Lord of rising and setting places of planets -- 70: 40;
- I swear by the Day of Resurrection -- I swear by the accusing soul - that this Scripture is
true -- 75: 1-2;
- I swear by the after-glow of sunset and -- 84: 16-18;
- I swear by this city -- 90: 1;
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SWINE
- Flesh forbidden -- 5: 3; 16: 115;
- Some people were transformed to apes and swine -- 5: 60;
SYSTEMS
- Have passed away - travel and see the consequence of their disbelief -- 3: 137;
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TABLET
TAHAJJUD
TAKE
TALK
TARRY
TASK
TASNIM
TASTE
TAX
TAYYAMUM
TEACH
TEAR
TEARS
TELL
TEMPLE
TEMPT / TEMPTATION
TENET
TERM
TERROR
TEST
TESTATOR
TESTIMONY
THAMUD
THANKS
THIEF
THING
THINK
THIRST
THREAD
THREAT
THROAT
THRONE
THROW
THRUST
THUNDER
TIDINGS
TIME
TIRE
TOGETHER
TOIL
TOKEN
TOMORROW
TONGUE
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TOOLS
TOOTH
TORAH
TORMENT
TOUCH
TOWER
TOWNSHIP
TRACE
TRADE
TRADITION
TRAIL
TRAIN
TRANSFIGURE
TRANSGRESSION
TRAVEL / TRAVELERS
TREACHERY
TREAD
TREASURE
TREAT / TREATMENT
TREATY
TREE
TRIAL
TRIBE
TRIBULATION
TRIBUTE
TRICK
TRINITY
TRIUMPH
TROOP
TROUBLE
TRUMPET
TRUST / TRUSTEES
TRUTH / TRUTHFUL
TRYST
TUBBA
TURN
TUWA
TWIGS
TYRANNY / TYRANT
TABLET
- Allah wrote on the tablets, the lessons to be drawn from All things -- 7: 145;
- He cast down the tablets -- 7: 150;
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- When the anger of Moses abated, he took up the tablets and in their inscription -- 7: 154;
- It is a glorious Quran on a guarded tablet -- 85: 21-22;
TAHAJJUD
- And some part of the night awake for it -- 17: 79;
TAKE
- Do not take kuffar for friends in place of believers -- 3: 28;
- Do not take others for friends - they hate you -- 3: 118-120;
- If you take Yahudis and Nasara for friends - you become one of them -- 5: 51;
- Do not take for friends those who mock your religion -- 5: 57-58;
- An awful doom on you for what you took -- 8: 68;
- If Allah knows of any good in your hearts, He will give you better than what was taken from
you -- 8: 70;
- Those who left their homes --- and those who took them in and helped them -- 8: 72; --- are
believers -- 8: 74;
- It saddens me that you should take him with you -- 12: 13;
- He could not have taken his brother -- unless Allah willed -- 12: 76;
- He hath an aged father -- take one of us instead of him -- 12: 78;
- Do you take others besides Him for Protectors -- 13: 16;
- An enemy to Me and to him shall take him -- 20: 39;
- Moses inspired -- take away My slaves by night -- 20: 77; 26: 52;
- If the fly took something from them, they could not rescue it -- 22: 73;
- Thus did We take them away from gardens -- 26: 57;
- Thus were those things taken from them -- children of Israel inherited them -- 26: 59;
TALK
- Allah knows well how their talk grieves thee -- 6: 33;
- They will say - we did talk and jest -- 9: 65;
- When she heard of their sly talk, she sent for them -- 12: 31;
- When he had talked to him (Joseph) he said -- 12: 54;
- How can we talk to one in the cradle -- 19: 29;
- They hear no idle talk therein - only Peace -- 19: 62;
- Incline not to kuffar and hypocrites -- disregard their noxious talk -- 33: 48;
- Let them flounder in their talk and play until -- 43: 83;
- Allah knows their secret talk -- 47: 26;
- -- and you shall know them by their talk -- 47: 30;
- Woe to the deniers who play in talk of grave matters -- 52: 11-12;
- Life of this world is play, idle talk, pageantry -- 57: 20;
- Therefore of the bounty of your Lord be thy discourse -- 93: 11;
TARRY
- Kuffar caused to die and revived after 100 years - asked how long he tarried -- 2: 259;
- We raised them up -- which party would best calculate the time they tarried -- 18: 12;
- A speaker -- said how long have you tarried -- they said a day or part of a day -- your Lord
knows
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-

best what you have tarried -- 18: 19;
It is said they tarried in their cave 309 years -- 18: 25;
Allah is best aware how long they tarried -- 18: 26;
You did tarry years among the folk of Midian -- 20: 40;
Murmuring to themselves you have tarried 10 days -- 20: 103;
Their best in conduct say you have tarried a day -- 20: 104;
How long have you tarried in the earth - we tarried a day or part of a day --- you tarried but a
little -- 23: 112-114;
On the Day when the Hour comes, the guilty will vow they only tarried an hour -- 30: 55;
The truth is you have tarried until Day of Resurrection - this is the Day of resurrection -- 30:

56;
- Had he not been of those who glorified Allah, he would have tarried in its belly till -- 37: 143145;
- The day when they see what is promised, it will appear that they only tarried an hour -- 46:
35;
- On the day they see it, it will be as if they had tarried an evening or -- 79: 46;

TASK
- Allah will not task you for what is not intentional in your oaths --- but He will take you to task
for -- 2: 225; 5: 89;
- Allah tasks not a soul beyond its scope - Our Lord! impose not on us such as we do not have
the strength to bear -- 2: 286;
- We tax / task no soul beyond its scope -- 6: 152; 23: 62;
- If He were to take them to task for what they earn, He would hasten ----- 18: 58;
- Moses asks Allah to -- ease his task for him -- 20: 26; -- let Aaron share his task -- 20: 32;
- If He were to take them to task by that which they deserve, He'd not leave a living creature
on
surface of earth -- 35: 45;
TASNIM
- -- and mixed with water of Tasnim - a spring from which those close to Allah drink -- 83: 2728;
TASTE
- Allah will tell kuffar -- taste the retribution for your disbelief -- 6: 30;
- He can make you taste the tyranny of one another -- 6: 65;
- And when they tasted of the tree, their shame was manifest -- 7: 22;
- Taste the doom for what you used to earn -- 7: 39; 39: 24;
- That is the award - so taste it -- 8: 14;
- Taste the doom because you disbelieved -- 8: 35;
- Taste the punishment of burning -- 8: 50;
- On the day when -- and their foreheads --- branded -- now taste what you used to hoard -9: 35;
- Taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
- Then We make them taste a dreadful doom -- 10: 70;
- If We cause man to taste mercy from Us then withdraw it, he becomes thankless -- 11: 9;
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If We cause man to taste grace after misfortune, he becomes boastful -- 11: 10;
Make not your oaths -- and you should taste evil forasmuch as -- 16: 94;
Then had We made thee taste double punishment -- 17: 75;
On Day of Resurrection, We make him taste the doom of burning -- 22: 9;
Taste the doom of burning -- 22: 19-22;
Kuffar who bar men from way of Allah and Kaaba -- will taste painful doom -- 22: 25;
Whoso does wrong -- We shall make him taste great torment -- 25: 19;
Taste what you used to do -- 29: 55;
Every soul will taste of death -- 29: 57;
When they have tasted of His Mercy, they attribute partners -- so as to disbelieve in what is
given them -- 30: 33-34;
When we cause mankind to taste of mercy they rejoice -- but if evil -- 30: 36;
That He may make them taste part of what they did, so that they may return -- 30: 41;
He send herald winds so you can taste His Mercy -- 30: 46;
Taste the evil of your deeds -- - taste the doom of immortality -- 32: 14;
Taste the torment of the Fire which you used to deny -- 32: 20;
We make them taste the lower punishment before the greater so that -- 32: 21;
Those Jinns who deviated from Our Command - tasted punishment of hell -- 34: 12;
We shall say to those who did wrong - Taste the doom of the Fire you denied -- 34: 42;
Now taste the flavour of your deeds -- 35: 37;
The Word is fulfilled concerning us - we are about to taste the doom -- 37: 31;
So taste the doom -- 37: 38; --- for you disbelieved -- 46: 34;
They have not yet tasted My doom -- 38: 8;
Here is a boiling and an ice cold draught -- Let them taste it -- 38: 57;
They tasted humiliation in life of world -- Doom of hereafter is greater -- 39: 26;
-- that We make them taste torment of disgrace in life of world -- 41: 15-16;
We shall make kuffar taste an awful doom -- 41: 27;
If We make him taste some mercy after hurt - he says ---- but We shall tell kuffar ----- and We
shall make them taste hard punishment -- 41: 50;
Taste! You were the high and mighty -- 44: 49;
It will be said to them - taste your torment -- 51: 12-14;
Kuffar / community of old -- they taste the ill-effects of their conduct -- 59: 15; 64: 5; 65:

9;
- Therein they taste neither coolness nor any drink -- 78: 24;
- Taste of what you have earned -- 78: 30;
TAX
- We tax / task no soul beyond its scope -- 6: 152; 23: 62;
- Or do you (Muhammad) ask them a fee so they are heavily taxed -- 68: 46;
TAYYAMUM
- One can perform tayyamum in certain cases -- 4: 43; 5: 6;
TEACH
- Allah taught Adam all the names -- 2: 31;
- Angels say they have no knowledge except as Allah taught them -- 2: 32;
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- He recite the revelation, cause you to grow and teach you Scripture and wisdom and that
which
you knew not -- 2: 151; 3: 164;
- Remember Allah - He has taught you that which you knew not -- 2: 239;
- Write contracts to avoid doubt later - Allah is teaching you -- 2: 282;
- Allah will teach Jesus Scripture and Wisdom, Torah and Gospel -- 3: 48;
- He said be faithful servants of Allah by your constant teaching and study of Scripture -- 3:
79;
- Allah revealed to thee the Scripture and wisdom and teach you what you knew not -- 4: 113;
- Who revealed the book Moses brought -- which you put on parchments -- by which you were
taught that which you knew not -- 6: 91;
- Do not all go out to fight - leave some to teach religion -- 9: 122;
- Thus Allah will prefer thee and teach thee -- 12: 6;
- We established Joseph in the land that We might teach him -- 12: 21;
- This is that which Allah taught me -- 12: 37;
- Jacob was lord of knowledge because We had taught him -- 12: 68;
- My Lord! Thou hast --- and hath taught me something of the interpretation of events -- 12:
101;
- They say only a man teacheth him -- 16: 103;
- Moses asks Kadir to teach him right conduct -- 18: 66;
- They found one of Our slaves whom We had --- and taught knowledge -- 18: 65;
- We taught him the art of making garments of mail to protect you -- 21: 80;
- He is your chief who taught you magic -- 26: 49;
- O mankind! We have been taught the language of birds -- 27: 16;
- We have not taught him (Muhammad) poetry -- 36: 69;
- They turned away from him and said - one taught by others - a madman -- 44: 13-14;
- Will you teach Allah your religion when Allah knows -- 49: 16;
- One of mighty powers had taught him -- 53: 5;
- He created man and taught him utterance -- 55: 3-4;
- --- and to teach them the Scripture and Wisdom -- 62: 2;
- Who taught by the pen --- taught man that which he knew not -- 96: 4-5;
TEAR
- And when the sky is torn away -- 81: 11;
TEARS
- When they listen to Quran, their eyes shed tears -- 5: 83;
- They turned back with tears flowing because they had nothing to spend -- 9: 92;
TELL
- Shall I tell you of something better than that -- 3: 15;
- If they did what they were exhorted to do - it would be better for them - immense reward guided to straight path -- 4: 66-68;
- I told them what Thou commanded me -- Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord -- 5: 117;
- Then He will tell you what you used to do -- 6: 60; 9: 105; 39: 7;
- Their case will go to Allah Who will tell them what they used to do -- 6: 159;
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- To Allah is your return and He will tell you that wherein you differed -- 6: 164;
- Allah has told us about you -- you will be brought back to Him and He will tell you -- 9: 94;
- Then to us is your return and We will tell you what you did --- 10: 23; 31: 15; 23;
- You will tell them of this deed when they know you not -- 12: 15;
- I shall tell you the interpretation so send me forth -- 12: 45;
- Tell them of Abraham’s guests -- 15: 51;
- They fear Allah and do as they are told -- 16: 50;
- Aaron had told them - you are being seduced therewith -- 20: 89;
- If you are told to go away - then go away -- 24: 28;
- Tell believing men and women to lower their gaze and -- 24: 30-31;
- Allah knows -- that He may tell them what they did -- 24: 64;
- That when he came and told him the whole story he said -- 28: 25;
- Who does greater wrong than him who tells lie against Allah and denies truth -- 39: 32;
- We shall tell kuffar what they did and shall make them taste -- 41: 50;
- Haven’t you observed the hypocrites how they tell -- who disbelieve -- if you are driven out -59: 11;
- Hypocrites are like the devil when he tells men to disbelieve and when he does so, he says I
am
free of you - I fear Allah -- 59: 16;
- You have a goodly pattern in Abraham -- when they told their folk we are guiltless of you -60: 4;
- When he told her of it, she said who told you -- 66: 3;
- On that day man is told what he sent before and what he left behind -- 75: 13;
- But man is a telling witness against himself -- 75: 14;
- They ask thee about the Hour -- what have you to tell about it -- 79: 42-43;
- What will tell you what the Morning Star is -- 86: 2;
TEMPLE
- -- and to enter the temple as they did the first time -- 17: 7;
TEMPT / TEMPTATION
- Angels Harut and Marut say - we are only a temptation -- 2: 102;
- Of them is he who say ----- do not tempt me, but it is into temptation that such hath fallen -9: 49;
- That He may make what Satan proposes, a temptation for those with diseased hearts -- 22:
53;
- -- yea - but you tempted one another -- 57: 14;
- Your wealth and children are a temptation --- with Allah is immense reward -- 64: 15;
TENET
- Be not of those who split up -- each sect exulting in its tenets -- 30: 32;
TERM
- No soul can die ---- and at a term appointed -- 3: 145;
- He hath decreed a term for you - a fixed term - -- 6: 2;
- He raise you to life so the appointed term may be completed -- 6: 60;
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- For every announcement there is a term -- 6: 67;
- Every nation has an appointed term - you cannot advance nor retard it -- 7: 34;
- When We removed the terror for a term they must reach, they --- 7: 135;
- Have they not considered --- and that their own term draw nigh -- 7: 185;
- Fulfill their treaty to its term -- 9: 4;
- We defer it as a term already reckoned -- 11: 104;
- Allah compelled sun and moon -- each run for an appointed term -- 13: 2;
- He calls you that He may --- reprieve you to an appointed term -- 14: 10;
- No nation can outstrip its term nor can they lag behind -- 15: 5; Nor postpone it -- 23: 43;
- You are of those reprieved to an appointed time -- 15: 37-38;
- He reprieves mankind to an appointed term - cannot advance nor retard -- 16: 61; 35: 45;
- But theirs is an appointed term -- there is no escape -- 18: 58;
- We appointed a fixed time for their destruction -- --- 18: 59;
- Make no haste against them - their days are numbered -- 19: 84;
- Had it not been for ---- and a term already fixed -- 20: 129;
- Therein are benefits for you for an appointed term -- 22: 33;
- That is settled between us - whichever term I fulfill -- there’d be no injustice to me -- 28: 28;
- When Moses had fulfilled the term and was traveling --- 28: 29;
- If a term had not been appointed, the doom ----- 29: 53;
- Have you not seen -- the sun and moon -- each running to appointed term -- 31: 29; 39: 5;
- Allah keeps the soul for which death is ordained -- returns the rest till an appointed term -39: 42;
- He created you from dust, then --- that you reach an appointed term -- 40: 67;
- Had it not been for a Word already gone forth for an appointed term - it had been judged -42: 14;
- The Day of Decision is the term of all of them -- 44: 40;
- Heaven and earth created with truth for an appointed term -- 46: 3;
- -- but the term was prolonged for them so their hearts were hardened - many of them are
evil-livers -- 57: 16;
- Allah reprieves no soul when its term comes -- 63: 11;
- When they have reached their term, take them back or part with them in kindness -- 65: 2;
- --that He may forgive -- and respite you to an appointed term -- when the term comes, it
cannot
be delayed -- 71: 2-4;
- I do not know whether what you are promised is nigh or far -- 72: 25;
- Did We not create thee from a base fluid --- for a known term -- 77: 20-23;
- To Allah belongs knowledge of the term thereof -- 79: 44;
TERROR
- Will be cast into hearts of kuffar -- 3: 151; 8: 12;
- As a raid by night or -- Our terror came to them -- 7: 4;
- No plea had they when Our terror came to them except -- 7: 5;
- Terror and wrath of Allah hath already fallen on you -- 7: 71;
- When the terror fell on them they cried O Moses! pray for us to your Lord --- if you remove
the
terror from us we will trust you -- 7: 134;
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When We removed the terror -- they broke their covenant -- 7: 135;
Those who chose the calf for worship - terror and humiliation will come on them -- 7: 152;
Kuffar staring wide-eyed in terror saying -- we lived in forgetfulness of this -- 21: 97;
If you can see when they are terrified with no escape -- 34: 51;
--- and cast terror into their hearts so that they ruined ------ 59: 2;

TEST
- It was a hard test, except for whom Allah guided -- 2: 143;
- You will be tested with fear, hunger, loss of wealth, lives, crops, ---- 2: 155; 3: 186;
- Muslims will be tested to purge them of evil -- 3: 140-142;
- Allah will test you by the game you take with your hands and spears -- 5: 94;
- Allah will test you by what He has given you -- 6: 165;
- That He might test the believers by a fair test from Him -- 8: 17;
- Your possessions and children are a test -- 8: 28;
- Allah will test you to see who strives in His Way -- 9: 16;
- Can’t they see they are tested once or twice every year -- 9: 126;
- Every soul will be tested by evil and good -- 21: 35;
- We have appointed some of you a test for others -- 25: 20;
- You are folk that they are being tested -- 27: 47;
- Saying "we believe" is not all - you will be tested -- 29: 2;
- We tested those who were before -- 29: 3;
- That was a clear test -- 37: 106;
- When hurt touches man -- when granted a boon he says -- but it is a test -- 39: 49;
- We shall try you till -- We test your record -- 47: 31;
- We are sending she-camel as a test for them -- 54: 27;
- We shall give them water to drink -- that We may test them thereby -- 72: 16-17;
- We created man from a drop of thickened fluid to test him -- 76: 2;
TESTATOR
- Should not be partial -- 2: 182;
TESTIMONY
- Who is more unjust than him who hides testimony from Allah -- 2: 140;
- Who hides testimony, his heart is sinful -- 2: 283;
- Allah testifies concerning Quran -- angels also testify -- 4: 166;
- The most weighty thing in testimony " Allah is witness between me and you" -- 6: 19;
- They will testify against themselves that they were kuffars -- 6: 130; 7: 37;
- Allah made children of Adam testify that He is their Lord lest on Day of Judgment -- 7: 172;
- We testify only to that which We know -- 12: 81;
- Your Lord is Lord of heavens and earth and I testify to that -- 21: 56;
- Bring him before the people’s eyes so they can testify -- 21: 61;
- Those who accuse honourable women without --- never afterwards accept their testimony
except -- 24: 4 - 5;
- Those who accuse their wives --- let the testimony be four testimonies that he is speaking the
truth and yet a fifth ---- 24: 6-10;
- On the day when their tongues --- testify against them what they used to do -- 24: 24;
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43;
20;
-

We gave Scripture to Moses -- Clear testimonies for mankind -- guidance and mercy -- 28:
They are driven on till when they reach it (the Fire) their ears --- testify against them -- 41: 19They say to their skins why testify against us -- 41: 21;
You did not hide yourselves lest your --- eyes testify against you -- 41: 22;
Their testimony will be recorded -- 43: 19;
-- if you disbelieve therein and a witness of the Yahudis testified and believed -- 46: 10;
To the evil-doer it is said this is the testimony I have ready -- 50: 23;
When they’ve reached their term --- and keep your testimony upright for Allah -- 65: 1-3;
Man is created anxious --- save --- and those who stand by their testimony -- 70: 19-35;
And by the witness and that whereunto he bears testimony -- 85: 3;

THAMUD
- Succeeding Aad - Salih's message to them - serve Allah - their dwellings hewn out of
mountains-Allah's she-camel - hamstrung - earthquake -- 7: 73-79; 11: 61-68; 15: 80-84; 26: 141149;
- Hath not the fame of those before reached them - the folk of Noah, Aad, Thamud -- 9: 70;
14: 9;
- Thamud disbelieved in their Lord -- 11: 68;
- A far removal for Midian just as Thamud was removed -- 11: 95;
- We gave them Our revelations but they were averse to them -- 15: 81;
- We gave Thamud the she-camel - a clear portent -- 17: 59;
- The tribes of Aad, Thamud, denied Our messengers before -- 22: 42; 50: 11-14;
- And the tribes of Aad and Thamud ------ and many generations in between -- 25: 38;
- Tribe of Thamud denied messengers of Allah -- 26: 141;
- Do not obey the command of the prodigal who spread corruption in earth -- 26: 151-152;
- You are a mortal like us -- 26: 154;
- We sent to Thamud their brother Salih - they became 2 parties quarreling -- 27: 45;
- Salih says why hasten the evil rather than the good - they should seek pardon of Allah -- 27:
46;
- They said we see evil in thee and those with you -- 27: 47;
- There were 9 mischief-makers in the city - they plotted to destroy Salih's household at night
and
afterwards say they did not know who done it - so they plotted and Allah plotted - they were
destroyed everyone save those who ward-off evil - their dwellings in ruins -- 27: 48-53;
- And the tribes of Aad and Thamud - their fate - ruined dwellings - were keen observers -- 29:
38;
- I fear for you ---the plight like that of --- and Thamud -- 40: 30-31;
- I warn you of a thunderbolt like that of Aad and Thamud -- 41: 13;
- When their messengers came to them, they said - If Allah willed, He would have sent angels
we disbelieve in what you've been sent -- 41: 14;
- As for Thamud, We gave them guidance but they preferred blindness to guidance, so ---- 41:
17;
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- And in the tribe of Thamud - it was told them, take your ease awhile - they rebelled against
their Lord's decree - the thunderbolt overtook them even while they gazed - they were unable
to rise up --- 51:43-45;
- And Thamud He spared not -- 53: 51;
- The tribe of Thamud rejected warnings - they said - is it a mortal alone among us that we are
to
follow - we would be in error - hath the remembrance been given to him alone among us - he
is a
rash liar -- 54: 23-25;
- It was said to their Warner "Tomorrow they will know who is the rash liar - We are sending a
shecamel as a test - watch them and have patience - inform them that the water is to be shared
- every
drinking will be witnessed -- but they hamstrung her -- 54: 26-29;
- We sent on them one shout and they became as dry twigs - rejected -- 54: 31;
- The tribes of Thamud and Aad disbelieved in the Judgment to come -- 69: 4;
- Thamud was destroyed by Lightning -- 69: 5;
- Hath there come to you the story of the hosts of Pharaoh and Thamud -- 85: 17-18;
- Dost thou consider ----- and with the tribe of Thamud who clove the rocks --- 89: 9;
- Thamud denied the truth in their rebellious pride - when the basest of them broke forth and
Messenger of Allah said it is she-camel of Allah - let her drink - they denied him - they
hamstrung
her - Allah doomed them and razed their dwellings - He did not dread the outcome of
events -- 91: 11-15;
THANKS
- Allah pardons Jews after calf so they can give thanks -- 2: 52;
- Allah revives Jews after extinction so they can give thanks -- 2: 56;
- Give thanks to Me and reject Me not -- 2: 152;
- Eat of the good things and give thanks ---- 2: 172;
- Allah desires ease for you -- you should magnify Allah for guiding you -- perchance you may
be thankful -- 2: 185;
- Most of Mankind give not thanks -- 2: 243; 40: 61;
- Observe your duty to Allah that you may be thankful -- 3: 123;
- Allah will reward the thankful -- 3: 144;
- Allah has no concern for your punishment in you believe in Him and is thankful -- 4: 147;
- He would purify you and perfect His Grace on you that you may give thanks -- 5: 6;
- Allah expounds His revelations that you may give thanks -- 5: 89;
- Is not Allah best aware of the thanks givers -- 6: 53;
- You call on Him humbly and in secret --- If you deliver us ---- we'd be thankful --- 6: 63; 10:
22-23;
- We gave you power on earth, livelihood - you give little thanks -- 7: 10;
- Thus We recount the tokens for people who give thanks -- 7: 58;
- Allah tells Moses to be among the thankful -- 7: 144;
- They cried to Allah - if Thou givest us aright, we’d be of the thankful -- 7: 189;
- And made provision of good things for you that you may be thankful -- 8: 26;
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- Allah is bountiful to mankind, but most do not give thanks -- 10: 60; 27: 73;
- If We cause man to taste Mercy, then withdraw it -- he becomes thankless -- 11: 9;
- Most men give not thanks -- 12: 38;
- Therein are revelations for each steadfast, thankful heart -- 14: 5;
- If you give thanks, I will give you more -- if you are thankless ---- 14: 7;
- Though you and all in earth prove thankless, Allah is ---- 14: 8;
- Have you seen those who exchanged Allah's Grace for thanklessness and --- 14: 28-29;
- And provide them with fruits that they may be thankful -- 14: 37;
- He hath made the sea --- ships ploughing it --- seek His Bounty - give thanks --- 16: 14;
45:12;
- He brought you forth from wombs --- that you may give thanks --- 16: 78;
- Eat of the lawful ---- and thank the Bounty of your Lord --- 16: 114;
- Abraham was thankful for His Bounties -- 16: 121;
- When He bring you safely to land, you turn away thankless -- 17: 67;
- Or do you feel secure that He will not return you to that plight a second time --- and drown
you
for your thanklessness -- 17: 69;
- We taught him the art of --- are you then thankful -- 21: 80;
- We made them (camels) subject to you that you may give thanks -- 22: 36;
- He created for you ears, eyes, hearts -- small thanks you give -- 23: 78;
- He appointed night and day in succession for him ----- who desire thankfulness -- 25: 62;
- My Lord! arouse me to be thankful for Thy favour --- 27: 19;
- That He may try me whether I give thanks or am ungrateful - whoever gives thanks, it is for
good of his own soul - who is ungrateful -- 27: 40; 31: 12;
- Allah is full of Bounty for mankind but many give no thanks -- 27: 73;
- How many community We destroyed that were thankless for their livelihood -- 28: 58;
- Out of Mercy He gave day and night that you may ---- and be thankful -- 28:
73;
- Seek provision of Allah - serve Him - give thanks to Him - you will be brought back to Him -29: 17;
- Winds causing ships to sail for you to seek His Bounty and be thankful -- 30: 46;
- Give thanks to Allah - Whoso does so, it is for good of his soul - who refuses -- 31: 12;
- Give thanks to Me and to thy parents -- 31: 14;
- He appointed for you hearing, sight and hearts -- small thanks you give -- 32: 9; 67: 23;
- Give thanks --- few of My bondmen are thankful -- 34: 13;
- Eat of the provision of your Lord and give thanks -- 34: 15;
- You see the ships --- that you may seek His Bounty -- and that you may give thanks -- 35: 12;
- Will they not then give thanks -- 36: 35; 73;
- If you are thankless - Allah is independent of you - He is not pleased with thanklessness -if you are thankful, He is pleased for you -- 39: 7;
- Serve Allah and be among the thankful -- 39: 66;
- Allah is full of bounty for mankind -- but most do not give thanks -- 40: 61;
- Till when he attains full strength -- he says My Lord! arouse me that I may give thanks for the
favour -- 46: 15;
- Thus We reward him who give thanks -- 54: 35;
- ( Water) If We willed, We could have made it bitter - will you not give thanks -- 56: 70;
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- He assigned to you ears -- small thanks you give -- 67: 23;
- We feed you for sake of Allah ---- we need no thanks -- 76: 9;
THIEF
- Cut-off the hands of the thief -- but who repent and amend -- 5: 38 - 39;
- O camel riders! you are thieves -- 12: 70;
- We did not come to do evil in the land - we are no thieves -- 12: 73;
- If he steals - a brother of his stole before -- 12: 77;
THING
- Allah is able to do ALL things -- 2: 20; 106; 109; 29: 20; 42: 9; 46: 33; 65: 12;
- Allah is Knower of All things -- 2: 29; 57: 3;
- Yahudis told to eat of the good things -- 2: 57;
- Believers told to eat of the good things and give thanks -- 2: 172;
- Forbidden things in retaliation -- 2: 194;
- You may hate a thing which is good for you and love what is bad -- 2: 216;
- Spend of the good things you have earned ---- and seek not to give the bad -- 2: 267;
- This is tidings of things hidden which We reveal to thee -- 3: 44;
- To Allah all things will return -- 3: 109;
- If a happy thing befell them, they say it is from Allah -- if evil thing -- they say -- 4: 78;
- Allah oversees all things -- 4: 85;
Allah takes count of all things -- 4: 86;
- All good things lawful for you -- 5: 4-5;
- Now hath come to you Our messenger to make things plain to you lest you say -- 5: 19;
- Good things and bad things are not alike even if plenty of the bad may dazzle you -- 5: 100;
- Ask not of things which, if made known to you, will give trouble -- 5: 101;
- Jesus tells Allah - Thou art Knower of things hidden -- 5: 116;
- What thing has more weight in testimony - "Allah is witness between me and you" -- 6: 19;
- The thing they devised failed them -- 6: 24;
- When the star set, Abraham said I love not things that set -- 6: 76;
- Allah created ALL things -- 6: 101; 102;
- He is aware of all things -- 6: 101;
He takes care of all things -- 6: 102;
- Ten Commandments - avoid lewd things -- 6: 151-153;
- Shall I seek another than Allah for Lord, when He is Lord of ALL things -- 6: 164;
- Allah wrote on the tablets the lessons and explanations of all things -- 7: 145;
- My Mercy embraces all things -- I shall ordain it for those who -- 7: 156;
- He will make lawful for them all good things -- 7: 157;
- We have tried them with good things and evil things that haply -- 7: 168;
- Remember when you were few -- and He made provision of good things for you -- 8: 26;
- That Allah might conclude a thing which must be done -- 8: 42;
- To Allah all things are brought back -- 8: 44;
- Can you await for us anything except 1 of 2 good things -- 9: 52;
- We did provide them (Yahudis) with good things -- 10: 93;
- When Abraham’s wife received news of Isaac -- she said this is a strange thing -- 11: 72;
- And the earth -- We caused every seemly thing to grow therein -- 15: 19;
- There is not a thing but with Us are the stores thereof -- 15: 21;
- Our Word to a thing when We intend it, is - “Be” -- 16: 40;
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10;
-

Have they not observed all things that Allah created -- their shadows incline -- 16: 48;
Allah made provision of good things for you -- 16: 72;
Quran - an exposition of all things -- 16: 89;
We carry them on land and sea and made provision of good things for them -- 17: 70;
Do not say of anything - I shall do that tomorrow - must include "if Allah wills" -- 18: 23-24;
What kind of a book is this -- it leaves out neither small nor great things -- 18: 49;
Moses tells Kadir - you have done a dreadful thing -- 18: 71; --- a horrid thing -- 18: 74;
It is a thing ordained -- 19: 21;
Would that I had died before this and become a thing forgotten -- 19: 23;
O Mary! Thou hast come with an amazing thing -- 19: 27;
Glory be to Him! When He decreeth a thing, He saith to it “Be” -- 19: 35;
You utter a disastrous thing -- 19: 89;
Eat of the good things We have provided you -- 20: 81;
The earthquake of the Hour is a tremendous thing -- 22: 1;
Proclaim Haj -- they will come -- that they may witness things of benefit to them -- 22: 28;
Whoso magnifies the sacred things of Allah, it is good for him -- 22: 30;
Everything in earth subservient to man -- 22: 65;
O ye messengers! eat of the good things and do right -- 23: 51;
Do they think that with wealth and sons, We hasten to them with good things -- 23: 55-56;
These race for the good things and shall win -- 23: 61;
It will avert punishment from her if --- that the thing he says is false -- and a 5th time -- 24: 6(Slander) --- deem it not a bad thing -- Nay, it is good for you -- 24: 11;
--- you deemed it a trifle -- in sight of Allah it is great --- 24: 15;
Everything created -- 25: 2; --- To Him all things belong -- 27: 91;
Hoopoe tells Solomon he found out something he (Solomon) did not know about -- 27: 22;
I found a woman ruling over them --- she hath been given abundance of all things -- 27: 23;
Everything in heaven and earth subjected to man's use -- 31: 20; 45: 13;
To Allah belongs the sequel of all things -- 31: 22;
He made all things good which He created -- 32: 7;
Whether you divulge a thing or keep it hidden -- 33: 54;
He can be rid of you and bring a new Creation -- that is not a hard thing for Allah -- 35: 16-17;
His command when He intends a thing is only to say "Be" -- 36: 82; 40: 68;
Glory to Him Who has Dominion over ALL things -- 36: 83;
I have preferred the good things of the world to the remembrance of Allah -- 38: 32;
Allah provided you with good things -- 40: 64;
Who is patient and forgives -- that is the steadfast heart of things -- 42: 43;
Do not ALL things reach Allah at last -- 42: 53;
We made them a thing past -- 43: 56;
We gave Yahudis --- and provided them with good things -- 45: 16-17;
I am no new thing among the messengers -- 46: 9;
You squandered your good things in life of world and sought comfort therein -- 46: 20;
-- a wind --- destroying all things by command of its Lord -- 46: 24-25;
Kuffar say this is a strange thing -- When we are dead, shall we -- 50: 2-3;
All things created by pairs that you may reflect -- 51: 49;
Withdraw from them on the day when the Summoner summons to a painful thing -- 54: 6;
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We carried him on a thing of planks and nails that ran on the water in Our Sight -- 54: 13-14;
We created everything by measure -- 54: 49;
Everything they did is in the Scripture -- 54: 52;
Every small and great thing is recorded -- 54: 53;
You know not -- it may be Allah will bring some new thing to pass -- 65: 1-3;
Was there ever a period of time when man was a thing forgotten -- 76: 1;

THINK
- Those who were anxious on their own account thought of Allah the thought of ignorance --they
hide within themselves a thought which they do not reveal to thee -- 3: 154;
- Those among them who are able to think out the matter would have known it -- 4: 83;
- Allah may grant you victory -- then they’d repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- They thought no harm will come of it -- 5: 71;
- Are the blind and the seer equal? Will you not then think -- 6: 50;
- None think himself secure except those who perish -- 7: 99;
- And when We shook the Mount and --- and they thought it will fall on them -- 7: 171;
- Narrate to them the history -- that they may take thought -- 7: 176;
- Have they not thought that there is no madness in their comrade -- 7: 184;
- If you keep your duty to Allah, He will --- rid you of your evil thoughts -- 8: 29;
- -- it happened without forethought of either of you -- 8: 42;
- When you meet an army, hold firm and think of Allah much -- 8: 45;
- Let not kuffar think they can outstrip Allah’s purpose -- 8: 59;
- Do you think you’d be left in peace when Allah does not yet know whom of you will strive -9: 16;
- Do you think that one who provides water to Hajis is equal to one who strives in Allah’s Way
-they are not equal -- 9: 19;
- -- until they thought there is no refuge from Allah except towards Him -- 9: 118;
- Do not think that Allah is unaware of what the wicked do -- 14: 42;
- Do not think that Allah will fail to keep His promise -- 14: 47;
- You will think that you have tarried but a little while -- 17: 52;
- The 2 men and their gardens -- one on entering his garden and beholding the fruits said - I
think
not that this will perish - I think not that the Hour will ever come -- the other rebukes him for
disbelieving in Allah, saying that when you entered your garden, you should have said Ma
sha
Allah La quwatta illa Billah -- 18: 32-44;
- You thought We set no tryst for you -- 18: 48;
- Herein are portents for men of thought -- 20: 54; --- signs for men of thought -- 20: 128;
- Whoso think that Allah will not give him victory in world and hereafter, let him hang himself
and see if this will dispel that about which he rages -- 22: 15;
- Do they think that with the wealth and sons We provide them, We hasten them to --- 23: 5556;
- Did you think We had created you for nothing and that -- 23: 115;
- Do not think that kuffar can escape in the land -- 24: 57;
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72;
30;
-

They think too highly of themselves and are scornful with pride -- 25: 21;
Do you think that most of them hear or understand -- 25: 44;
Have you thought if Allah made night/day everlasting till Day of Resurrection who -- 28: 71They were imagining vain thoughts concerning Allah -- 33: 10;
O my son! I saw in a dream I must sacrifice you - what do you think -- 37: 102;
We purified them with a pure thought -- remembrance of the Home -- 38: 45-47;
Those you worship besides Allah -- do you think if Allah willed some hurt for me they could
remove it or if -- 39: 38;
Allah keeps soul for which death ordained -- returns others -- portents for people who take
thought -- 39: 42;
Pharaoh said I show you what I think and -- 40: 29;
Pharaoh said I think him (Moses) a liar -- 40: 37;
You thought Allah did not know much of what you did -- 41: 22;
That --- your thought has ruined you -- 41: 23;
They turn them from Way of Allah and they think they are rightly guided -- 43: 37;
Do they think We cannot hear their secret thoughts and private confidences -- 43: 80;
Have you thought on all you invoke besides Allah -- show me what they created -- 46: 4;
Allah may punish hypocrites and idolaters who think evil concerning Him -- 48: 6;
You thought messenger -- would never return to their own folk -- you did think an evil
thought -- 48: 12;
Have you thought on Al-Lat and Al Uzza and Manat -- 53: 19-20;
On the Day when Allah will raise -- they will think they have some standing -- is it not they
who are the liars -- 58: 18;
You think they will not go forth while they thought their strongholds will protect them -- 59: 2;
Have you thought if Allah cause me --- to perish, who will protect kuffar -- 67: 28;
Have you thought if your water were to disappear in the earth -- who could bring you -- 67:
Does man think We shall not assemble his bones -- 75: 3;
Does man think he will be left aimless -- 75: 36;
As for him who thinks himself independent -- 80: 5;
He thought he’d never return to Allah -- 84: 14;
On the Day when hidden thoughts are searched out -- 86: 9;
There is an oath for thinking man -- 89: 5;
Does he think that none has power over him -- 90: 5; -- that none sees him -- 90: 7;
As for him who hoards and thinks himself independent -- 92: 8-11;
Woe to every slanderer who -- think that his wealth will make him immortal -- 104: 1-3;

THIRST
- That is because thirst, toil nor hunger afflict them in the Way of Allah -- 9: 120;
- Therein (the Garden) you are not thirsty -- 20: 118;
- The thirsty one suppose it to be water till he comes to it -- 24: 39;
- Allah will slake their thirst with a pure drink -- 76: 21;
THREAD
- Eat and drink until white thread ------ 2: 187;
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- Do not unravel the thread to thin filaments after making it strong -- 16: 92;
THREAT
- Then bring upon us that with which you (Hud) threaten us -- 7: 70;
- Bring on us that with which you (Salih) threaten us -- 7: 77;
- Noah’s people tell him to bring on them what he threaten them with -- 11: 32;
- This is a threat that will not be belied -- 11: 65;
- Disaster cease not to strike kuffar --- or dwell near their homes until threat of Allah comes -13: 31;
- This is for him who fear -- and My threats -- 14: 14;
- We roused against you -- who ravaged your country and it was a threat performed -- 17: 5;
- They take Our revelations and threats as a jest -- 18: 56;
- We have displayed therein certain threats -- 20: 113;
- If he is truthful - some of what he threatens you will strike you -- 40: 28;
- Or if We show thee that with which We threaten them -- 43: 42;
- Fie on you -- do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth -- 46: 17;
- Bring on us what you threaten us, if you are truthful -- 46: 22;
- Folk of Noah -- Aad -- Pharaoh -- denied Our messengers before - My threat took effect -50: 11-14;
- The trumpet is blown -- this is the threatened Day -- 50: 20;
- Warn by Quran him who fears My threat -- 50: 45;
- That with which you are threatened is true -- 51: 5;
THROAT
- When eyes grew wild and hearts reached the throats -- 33: 10;
- Warn them of the Day -- when hearts will be choking the throats -- 40: 18;
- Why then when the soul comes to the throat of the dying - you do not force it back if you are
truthful -- 56: 83-87;
- When the life comes to the throat -- 75: 26;
THRONE
- Verse of throne -- 2: 255;
- Then He mounted the Throne -- 7: 54; 10: 3; 11: 7; 25: 59; 32: 4; 57: 4;
- He is Lord of the Tremendous Throne -- 9: 129;
- His Throne was on the water -- 11: 7;
- Allah raised up heavens -- then mounted the throne -- 13: 2;
- As for such, theirs will be Paradise -- reclining on thrones therein -- 18: 31;
- Allah -- The Beneficent One Who is established on the Throne -- 20: 5;
- Who is Lord of the Tremendous Throne -- 23: 86; 27: 26;
- Lord of the Throne of Grace -- 23: 116;
- And hers is a mighty throne -- 27: 23;
- Which of you will bring me her throne -- 27: 38;
- A jinn said I'll bring it before you rise -- another said I'll bring it before your gaze
returns -- 27: 39-40;
- Disguise her throne -- 27: 41;
- Is your throne like this -- it is as though it is the very one -- 27: 42;
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- Those who merit Paradise -- they and their wives -- on thrones reclining -- 36: 55-58;
- We tried Solomon -- We set on his throne a mere body -- 38: 34;
- And thou (Muhammad) see angels thronging round the throne hymning praise -- 39: 75;
- Those who bear the Throne --- hymn Praises of Allah and ask forgiveness for believers
saying
Our Lord! --- forgive those who repent and follow Thy Way - save them from hell - Let them
enter
Paradise with their fathers, wives and children and ward -off from them their ill deeds -- 40: 79;
- He created heaven ---- in 6 days then He mounted the Throne -- 57: 4;
- Eight angels will uphold the throne that Day -- 68: 17;
THROW
- You did not throw -- Allah threw -- 8: 17;
- If you fear treachery, throw back to them their treaty -- 8: 58;
- Allah tells Moses to throw down his staff, so he threw it down -- 20: 19-20;
- We inspired thy mother - throw him in the ark - throw it in the river - the river will throw
it on the bank -- 20: 39;
- O Moses! Either throw or let us be the first to throw -- 20: 65; --- He said you throw -- 20: 66;
- We said - fear not -- throw what is in your right hand -- 20: 68-69;
- I seized a handful -- then threw it in --- 20: 96;
- Moses tells wizards to throw -- 26: 43; --- Wizards threw their cords and staves -- 26: 44;
- Then Moses threw his staff -- 26: 45; --- Throw down thy staff -- 27: 10; 28: 31;
- Go with this letter and throw it down to them, then -- 27: 28;
- Queen of Sheba said O chiefs! a noble letter was thrown to me -- 27: 29;
- It throws up sparks like castles -- 77: 32;
- -- he will be thrown to scorching fire -- 84: 12;
THRUST
- Noah says I am not going to thrust away those who believe -- 11: 29;
- Who will deliver me from Allah if I thrust them away -- 11: 30;
- They thrust their hands in their mouths and said ‘we disbelieve’ -- 14: 9;
- Moses told to thrust his hand within his armpit -- 20: 22; 28: 32;
- The day when they are thrust into Fire of Hell -- 52: 13;
- Whenever I call -- they thrust their fingers in their ears -- 71: 7;
- Who turn away from remembrance of Allah - He will thrust him in to ever-growing
torment -- 72: 17;
THUNDER
- What happens to hypocrites and kuffar during lightning and thunder -- 2: 19-20;
- Thunder hymns His Praise -- He smites with thunderbolt whom He wills -- 13: 13;
- If they turn away, say I warn you of the thunderbolt like that of Aad and Thamud -- 41: 13;
- The thunderbolt overtook them while they gazed -- 51: 44;
- Let them be till they meet their day --- they will be thunder-stricken -- 52: 45-47;
TIDINGS
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- Muhammad (SAS) sent as a bringer of glad tidings -- 2: 119; 33: 45;
- Give glad tidings to those who believe and do good works -- 2: 25; to the steadfast -- 2: 155;
- Give glad tidings to believers -- 2: 223;
- This is tidings of things hidden which We reveal to thee -- 3: 44;
- Mary given tidings of birth of Jesus -- 3: 45;
- If any tidings come to them, they broadcast it -- 4: 83;
- There will come to them tidings of what they used to deride -- 6: 5;
- Already there hath reached thee tidings of messengers sent before -- 6: 34;
- Messengers are bearers of good news and warners -- 6: 48;
- Such were the townships -- We relate some of their tidings -- 7: 101;
- I am a Warner and bearer of good tidings -- 7: 188;
- Allah appointed it only as good tidings -- 8: 10;
- Give tidings of a painful doom to kuffar -- 9: 3;
- Allah gives them good tidings of Mercy from Him, acceptance and Paradise -- 9: 21-22;
- Those who hoard wealth and spend not in Way of Allah, give them tidings of painful doom -9: 34;
- Give glad tidings to believers -- 9: 112; Give good news to the believers -- 10: 87;
- Bring to the believers good tidings that they have -- 10: 2;
- Friends of Allah - have good tidings in this life and in hereafter -- 10: 64;
- I am to you from Him a Warner and bringer of good tidings -- 11: 2;
- This is the tidings of the Unseen which We inspire in thee -- 11: 49; 12: 102;
- Abraham’s wife laughed when she got tidings of Isaac and Jacob -- 11: 71;
- When the fear left Abraham and the good news reached him, he -- 11: 74;
- That is some tidings of townships destroyed before -- We relate it -- 11: 100;
- When the bearer of glad tidings came, he laid it on his face and -- 12: 96;
- We bring thee good tidings of a boy possessing wisdom -- 15: 53;
- Do you bring me good tidings when old age hath ---. of what can you bring good tidings -15: 54;
- We bring thee good tidings in truth -- 15: 55;
- If one of them receive tidings of birth of female - his face remains darkened -- 16: 58;
- He hides himself from the folk because of the tidings he received, asking himself -- 16: 59;
- Quran - guidance, mercy and good tidings for those who surrendered -- 16: 89;
- That it may confirm the faith -- and as guidance and good tidings for -- 16: 102;
- Quran give tidings of great reward to believers who do good works -- 17: 9;
- We sent thee only as bearer of good tidings and Warner -- 17: 105; 25: 56;
- Zachariah is told - We bring thee tidings of a son - John -- 19: 7;
- We make this Quran easy in thy tongue only that you may bear good tidings therewith -- 19:
97;
- We relate to thee some tidings of old -- 20: 99;
- Give good tidings to the humble -- 22: 34; -- give good tidings to believers -- 61: 13; -- give
good tidings to the good -- 22: 37;
- On the day when they behold the angels, there’d be no good tidings for the guilty -- 25: 22;
- He it is Who send the winds -- glad tidings heralding His Mercy -- 25: 48;
- There will come to them tidings of that whereof they scoffed -- 26: 6;
- These are -- a guidance and good tidings for believers -- 27: 1-3;
- I come to you from Sheba with sure tidings -- 27: 22;
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28;
17;
17;
-

On that Day, tidings will be dimmed for them -- 28: 66;
When Quran recited - they turn away -- give them tidings of painful doom -- 31: 7;
Announce to believers good tidings - they will have great bounty from Allah -- 33: 47;
We have not sent thee except as a bringer of glad tidings and Warner to all mankind -- 34:
We sent thee with truth -- a bringer of good tidings and a Warner -- 35: 24;
You can only warn --- to him bear tidings of forgiveness and rich reward -- 36: 11;
We gave him tidings of a gentle son -- 37: 101;
We gave him tidings of Isaac -- a Prophet of the righteous -- 37: 112;
It is tremendous tidings -- 38: 67;
Who shun false gods --- for them -- glad tidings -- give good tidings to My Bondmen -- 39:
Good tidings and a warning but -- 41: 4;
Hear good tidings of the Paradise you were promised -- 41: 30;
If one of them have tidings of the birth of a girl-child, his face becomes black with rage -- 43:
Woe to every sinful liar -- give him tidings of a painful doom -- 45: 7-9;
That it may warn -- and give glad tidings to the righteous -- 46: 12;
We sent thee as --- bearer of good tidings and Warner -- 48: 8;
If an evil-liver bring you tidings -- verify it, lest you smite some folk -- and repent -- 49: 6;
They said - fear not! and gave him tidings of the birth of a wise son -- 51: 24-30;
Or hath he not bad tidings of what is in the Book of Moses and Abraham -- 53: 36-37;
There came to them news whereof the purport should deter - effective wisdom -- 54: 4-5;
Jesus says I am messenger of Allah -- bringing you tidings of Ahmad -- 61: 6;
It is of the awful tidings - about which they disagree -- 78: 2-3;
Give them tidings of a painful doom -- 84: 24;
Hast there come to thee tidings of the Overwhelming ---- 88: 1;

TIME
- If angel was sent - matter judged - no further time -- 6: 8;
- He will manifest it at its proper time -- 7: 187;
- For every nation, there is an appointed time - when their time comes, they cannot advance
nor
postpone it -- 10: 49;
- When the time for the first --- came, We roused against you -- 17: 5;
- When the time for the second --- came, We roused against you -- to ravage you and to enter
the
temple as they entered it the first time -- 17: 7;
- -- that We might know which of the 2 parties would best calculate the time they -- 18: 12;
- Already another time We have shown thee favour -- 20: 37;
- Thence We bring you forth a second time -- 20: 55;
- Did the time appear too long for you -- 20: 86;
- If kuffar knew the time when, they will not be able to -- it will come unawares -- 21: 39-40;
- We cause what We will to remain in the wombs for an appointed time -- 22: 5;
- Leave them in their error till a time -- 23: 54;
- Times of Privacy - children and slaves to get permission to come in to you - before Fajr, after
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Zuhr,
after Esha - other times permission not necessary -- 24: 58-59;
- Wizards gathered at time and day appointed -- 26: 38;
- Enter not Prophet’s dwellings for meal before proper time -- depart when finished -- 33: 53;
- Nothing but life of this world --- only time destroys us -- 45: 24;
- Or do they say he is a poet -- for whom we may expect the accident of time -- 52: 30;
- He saw him yet another time -- by the lote-tree -- 53: 13-14;
- Is not the time ripe for the hearts of believers to submit to Allah's reminder ----- 57: 16;
- Was there a period of time when man was a thing forgotten -- 76: 1;
- When the messengers are brought unto their time appointed --- for what day is the time
appointed -- 77: 11-12;
- The Day of Decision is a fixed time -- 78: 17;
TIRE
- Those who are with Allah glorify Him night and day and tire not -- 41: 38;
- Man tires not praying for good -- if ill touches him -- 41: 49;
TOGETHER
- Wherever you are Allah will bring you all together -- 2: 148;
- Allah will bring us all together, then He will judge -- 34: 26;
- On the day when He will gather them together - He will say to angels -- 34: 40;
- -- and others linked together in chains -- 38: 38;
TOIL
- That is because thirst, toil, nor hunger afflict them in the Way of Allah -- 9: 120;
- Toil does not come to them there -- 15: 48;
- Do not let him drive you out so that you come to toil -- 20: 117;
- How sweet the guerdon of toilers who persevere and put their trust in Allah -- 29: 58-59;
- The jinn saw - had they known the unseen - they’d not have continued in toil -- 34: 14;
- Praise be to Allah Who by His Grace installed us in mansions of Eternity where toil touches
us not -- 35: 33-35;
- On that day faces will be -- toiling, wary, scorched -- 88: 2 - 7;
- When you are relieved, still toil and strive to please Allah -- 94: 7- 8;
TOKEN
- We have revealed to you clear tokens -- 2: 99;
- That We may make thee a token for mankind -- 2: 259;
- Token for you -- 2 armies -- kuffar saw believers as twice their numbers clearly -- 3: 13;
- Zachariah asks Allah for token -- Allah says the token is you’ll be dumb for 3 days -- 3: 41;
- If they see every token, they will not believe -- 6: 25;
- When token comes to them, they say we will not believe until we are given what -- 6: 124;
- Thus We recount the tokens for people who give thanks -- 7: 58;
- After them We sent Moses with Our tokens to Pharaoh and -- 7: 103;
- Pharaoh said if you come with a token, produce it -- 7: 106;
- Pharaoh’s wizards tell him he is taking vengeance on them because they believed Allah’s
tokens -- 7: 126;
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97;
10;
-

If they see a token, they believe it not -- 7: 146;
Though every token came to them -- they will not believe until they see the doom -- 10: 96This is the camel of Allah - a token to you -- 11: 64;
Glorified be He Who carried His servant -- that We might show him of Our tokens -- 17: 1;
We gave to Moses 9 tokens - clear proofs of Allah’s Sovereignty -- 17: 101;
Zachariah asks Allah for token - Allah says - Your token - you shall not speak 3 nights -- 19:
Moses told to thrust his hand --- it will come out white -- another token -- 20: 22;
Go you and your brother with My tokens -- 20: 42;
We bring thee a token from Allah -- 20: 47;
We showed him all Our tokens but he denied them and refused -- 20: 56;
We made her and her son a token for all peoples -- 21: 91;
We sent Moses and Aaron with tokens and clear warrant to -- 23: 45;
A surah -- wherein We revealed plain tokens so they may take heed -- 24: 1;
Allah tells Moses - Go you twain with Our tokens -- 26: 15;
You are mortal like us -- bring some token -- 26: 154;
Is it not a token for them that Yahudi Ulema know it -- 26: 197;
This will be among 9 tokens to Pharaoh and -- 27: 12;
When Our tokens came to them plain to see, they said this is magic -- 27: 13;
They denied them -- though their souls acknowledged them -- 27: 14;
When Moses came to them with Our clear tokens, they said -- -- 28: 36;
A token to them is the dead earth - We revive it and bring forth -- 36: 33;
A token to them is night - We strip it of the day and -- 36: 37;
A token to them - We bear their offspring in the laden ship -- 36: 41;
Never did a token come to them but they turned away from it -- 36: 46;
He show you His tokens -- which will you deny -- 40: 81;
When he brought them Our tokens, they laughed at them -- 43: 47;
Every token We showed them was greater than its sister token -- 43: 48;
-- that it may be a token for believers -- 48: 20;
We left it as a token -- is there any that remembers -- 54: 15;
Allah hath sent down clear tokens -- 58: 5;
And he showed him the token -- 79: 20;

TOMORROW
- Do not say of anything I shall do that tomorrow - must include If Allah wills -- 18: 23-24;
- Let every soul look to what it sends on before for tomorrow -- 59: 18;
TONGUE
- They distort Scripture with their tongues -- 3: 78;
- -- the likeness of a dog -- if you attack him, he pants with his tongue out -- 7: 176;
- And their tongues expound the lie that the better portion is theirs -- 16: 62;
- And do not say - what your own tongues qualify - this is halal and this is haram -- 16: 116;
- Moses asks Allah to loosen knot from his tongue -- 20: 27;
- When you welcomed it with your tongues and uttered ---- you deemed it a trifle -- in the sight
of Allah, it is great -- 24: 15;
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-

On the day when their tongues, hands and feet testify -- 24: 24;
Moses tells Allah - my tongue will not speak plainly -- 26: 13;
They scold thee with sharp tongues in their greed for wealth -- 33: 19;
They say with their tongue what is not in their hearts -- 48: 11;
--- they will stretch out their hands and tongue towards you with evil intent -- 60: 2;
Stir not thy tongue to hasten it -- 75: 16;
Did We not assign to him a tongue -- 90: 9;

TOOLS
- From that which they smelt in the fire to make ornaments and tools -- 13: 17;
TOOTH
- Eye for eye, tooth for tooth allowed, but forgiveness better -- 5: 45;

42: 40;

TORAH
- Given to Moses so he may lead Jews aright -- 2: 53;
- Jews told to hold fast to Torah so they may ward-off evil 2: 63;
- Allah will teach Jesus Scripture, Wisdom, Torah and Gospel -- 3: 48;
- Why argue about Abraham - Torah and Gospel revealed long after him -- 3: 65;
- All food was lawful to Jews (except what they forbade themselves) before Torah - Produce
Torah
and read it if you are truthful -- 3: 93;
- Why do they come to you for judgment when they have Torah -- wherein Allah had delivered
Judgment for them -- 5: 43;
- A guidance and light by which Jews were judged -- 5: 44;
- Prescribed therein eye for eye, tooth for tooth - but if you forgive is better -- 5: 45;
- -- a guidance and admonition to those who ward off evil -- 5: 46;
- If they had observed Torah, Gospel and Quran, they’d be nourished from above and below -5: 66;
- O People of Book! You have no guidance until you observe Torah, Gospel and Quran -- 5:
68;
- Ask them Who revealed Torah which they put on parchment, hiding much thereof -- 6: 91;
- Was complete - guidance and mercy -- 6: 154;
- Describes Prophet Muhammad -- 7: 157;
- Therein are revelations for each steadfast, thankful heart -- 14: 5;
- We gave Scripture to Moses - clear testimonies for mankind -- guidance and mercy -- 28: 43;
- Such is their likeness in Torah and Gospel -- 48: 29;
- Jesus says - I am messenger of Allah - confirming Torah -- 61: 6;
- The likeness of those entrusted with Torah, but apply it not is like the donkey carrying
books -- 62: 5;
TORMENT
- Yahudis reminded that Pharaoh was afflicting them with dreadful torment -- 2: 49; 14: 6;
- They purchase torment at the price of Pardon -- 2: 175;
- As often as their skins are consumed, We shall -- that they may taste the torment -- 4: 56;
- Torment will afflict them because they used to disobey -- 6: 49;
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- These led us astray, so give them double torment of the Fire -- 7: 38-39;
- This is the camel of Allah -- touch her not with hurt lest painful torment seize you -- 7: 73;
- Yahudis reminded how Allah delivered them -- who were afflicting them with torment -- 7:
141;
- Allah said He would raise against them till -- those who will lay on them cruel torment -- 7:
167;
- For kuffar is the torment of the Fire -- 8: 14;
- Allah promises hypocrites and kuffar hell - He curses them - theirs is a lasting torment -- 9:
68;
- Taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
- When they believed, We drew off torment of disgrace in life of this world and gave them -10: 98;
- Torment will be double for those who do not believe in hereafter -- 11: 19-20;
- This is Allah’s camel - do not harm her lest torment seize you -- 11: 64;
- For them is torment in life of this world and -- 13: 34;
- Had come unto them a messenger - they denied him - torment seized them -- 16: 113;
- If they do not believe this statement, it may be you’ll torment your soul -- 18: 6;
- We shall prolong for him a span of torment -- 19: 79;
- Let the Children of Israel go with us and torment them not -- 20: 47;
- Whoso of you do wrong, We shall make him taste great torment -- 25: 19;
- It may be that you torment yourself because they do not believe -- 26: 3;
- Taste the torment of the Fire which you used to deny -- 32: 20;
- Give them double torment and curse them -- 33: 64 - 68;
- Disbelievers in Hereafter are in torment -- 34: 8;
- It does not take complete effect on them so they can die nor is the torment lightened -- 35:
36 - 37;
- Outcast, theirs is perpetual torment -- 37: 6-10;
- We have appointed it a torment for wrong-doers -- 37: 62-66;
- Job cries to Allah -- the devil afflicts me with distress and torment -- 38: 41;
- -- and other torment of the kind in pairs -- 38: 58;
- Entreat your Lord that He relieve us a day of the torment -- 40: 49;
- -- that We make them taste torment of disgrace in life of world -- 41: 15-16;
- Are not wrong-doers in perpetual torment -- 42: 45;
- We grasped them with the torment that they might turn -- 43: 48;
- When We eased them of the Torment, they broke their word -- 43: 50;
- The guilty are immortal in hell’s torment -- 43: 74;
- This will be a painful torment -- 44: 11;
- They will say Our Lord! relieve us of the torment -- 44: 12;
- We withdraw the torment a little - you return to disbelief -- 44: 15;
- Then pour on his head the torment of boiling water -- 44: 48;
- This is what you did seek to hasten - a wind wherein is painful torment -- 46: 24;
- Day of Judgment -- the day they will be tormented at the Fire - it will be said to them -taste the torment -- 51: 12-14;
- Happy because Allah warded off from them torment of Hell-fire -- 52: 17-18;
- Allah hath been gracious to us and preserved us from torment of fire -- 52: 27;
- Who turn away from Remembrance of Allah will have increasing torment -- 72: 17;
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- No increase do We give you save of torment -- 78: 30;
TOUCH
- If ill touches him, he is disheartened, desperate -- 41: 49;
- -- if We cause him to taste mercy after some hurt has touched him -- 41: 50;
- When ill touches him - he abounds in prayer -- 41: 51;
- Therein are those of modest gaze whom neither man nor jinn touched before -- 55: 56; 74;
- This is a noble Quran - which none touch except the purified -- 56: 75 - 80;
- Those who put away their wives by saying - then would go back on what they said - the
penalty
before they touch one another is -- 58: 3-4;
TOWER
- Death will overtake you even if you are in lofty towers -- 4: 78;
- How many township We destroyed -- how many deserted wells and lofty towers -- 22: 45;
- O Haman! build for me a tower that I may -- 28: 38; 40: 36-37;
TOWNSHIP
- Allah tells Jews to enter township prostrate and eat freely -- 2: 58;
- Kuffar asks how can Allah give life to dead township -- 2: 259;
- Allah will not destroy a township while the people are unconscious of the wrong they do -- 6:
131;
- How many a township have We destroyed -- 7: 4; -- so that they lieth in ruins -- 22: 45;
- Turn them out of your township - they want to keep pure -- 7: 82;
- We shall drive you (Shu’eyb) and the believers out of our township -- 7: 88;
- We sent prophets to townships after We had afflicted it with tribulation and adversity so they
may become humble -- We changed their plight for good -- had they kept from evil - We
seized
them for what they earned - do they feel secure day or night from Allah's wrath - an indication
to those who come after -- 7: 94 -102;
- Yahudis told to dwell in township - eat as they wish - say repentance - enter gate prostrate -7: 161;
- Ask them about the township that was by the sea - how they broke the Sabbath -- 7: 163;
- that is the story of townships which were destroyed of old - some are still standing - We
wronged them not -- whom they called on besides Allah availed them nothing - even thus is
the grasp of Allah when He grasp a town while they do wrong -- herein is a portent for those
who ----- 11: 100-103;
- Allah did not destroy the townships tyrannously while the people were doing right -- 11: 117;
- Ask the township where we were -- 12: 82;
- We sent not before thee --- save men whom We inspired from among the folk of the
townships -- 12: 109;
- We destroyed no township but there was a known decree for it -- 15: 4;
- Township dwelt secure -- it disbelieved in Allah’s Favours -- Allah made it experience -- 16:
112;
- When a town is to be destroyed, a messenger is sent to it, then they are warned --- then they
are wiped out -- 17: 16;
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- Not a township but We'll destroy it or punish it before Day of Judgment -- 17: 58;
- All those townships - We destroyed - there was a fixed term for their destruction -- 18: 59;
- People of township did not give Moses and Kadir food -- Kadir repairs wall -- 18: 77;
- Though We sent portents ---- not a township believed before they were destroyed -- 21: 6;
- How many towns have been destroyed and lies buried in ruins to this day -- 22: 45;
- How many a township did I suffer long though it was sinful -- then I grasped it -- 22: 48;
- They have passed by the township whereon was rained the fatal rain -- 25: 40;
- We destroyed no township - it had its warners - We are not oppressors -- 26: 208-209;
- When Kings enter a township, they ruin it -- 27: 34;
- Expel the household of Lot from your township - they want to keep clean -- 27: 56;
- We destroyed no township until a messenger was sent and unless its folk were evil-doers -28: 59;
- We are about to destroy the people of that township - they are wrong-doers -- 29: 31;
- We are about to bring down on the folk of this township a fury -- 29: 34;
- And We set between them towns We had blessed - stage between them made easy - travel
in
them safely -- they said make the stage between our journeys longer -- We scattered them
abroad -- 34: 18-19;
- We sent to townships warners but its pampered ones declared - We disbelieve in what you
bring - We are more than you in wealth and children - We are not the punished -- 34: 34-35;
- Similitude - at first 2 messengers came to city - denied - joined by third - townsfolk said you
are
mortals - Allah revealed nothing, you lie - they said they brought message and only had to
deliver it - townsfolk said we'll stone you - they said is it because you are reminded of truth man came running asking people to believe messengers who ask no fee of them - he said for
what cause should he not serve Allah Who created him and to Whom he'll be returned - that
other gods will not be able to help him if Allah wanted to harm him - it was said to him to enter
Paradise among the honoured - then with one shout the townsfolk were extinct -- 36: 13: 32;
- We sent no Warner into any township but its luxurious ones said ---- 43: 23;
- They say if only this Quran was revealed to some great man of the two towns -- 43: 31;
- We have destroyed townships round about you - that haply they might return -- 46: 27;
- How many townships stronger than the one which threw you out, did We destroy -- 47: 13;
- What Allah gives as spoil to His messenger from people of townships -- is for Allah, His
messenger, near of kin, orphans -- 59: 7;
TRACE
- She said to his sister - trace him -- 28: 11;
TRADE
- Their business does not prosper -- 2: 16;
- Who traffics in magic has no position in hereafter -- 2: 102;
- No sin to trade during Haj -- 2: 198;
- They say trade is like usury - Allah allow trade but forbid usury -- 2: 275;
- Tell believers to spend -- before a day comes when there’d be no trafficking -- 14: 31;
- Shall I show you a trade that will save you from a painful doom --- 61: 10-13;
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62: 9-11;
TRADITION
- These two want to ---- and destroy your best traditions -- 20: 63;
TRAIL
- Then -- with their trail of dust -- 100: 4 - 5;
TRAIN
- I endued you with love -- that you might be trained according to My Will -- 20: 39;
TRANSFIGURE
- That We may transfigure you and make you what you know not -- 56: 61;
TRANSGRESSION
- Wrath of Allah on Jews for their transgressions -- 2: 61;
- Who transgress after this, will have painful doom -- 2: 178; 5: 94;
- These are the limits of Allah - whoso transgress them are wrong-doers -- 2: 229-230;
- Who transgress Allah’s limits, wrongs his soul -- 2: 231;
- That is because they were rebellious and used to transgress -- 3: 112;
- Who disobeys Allah and messenger and transgress limits -- will be in hell forever -- 4: 14;
- Do not let hatred of people cause you to transgress -- help one another to righteousness not to
transgression -- 5: 2;
- Many of them vie in sin and transgression -- 5: 62;
- Yahudis were cursed by David and Jesus because they --- and transgressed -- 5: 78;
- Allah does not love transgressors -- 5: 87;
- Allah is best aware of transgressors -- 6: 119;
- Who is compelled thereto - neither craving nor transgressing -- 6: 145;
- These are they who are transgressors -- 9: 10;
- Hypocrites are transgressors -- 9: 67-68;
- They were not ready to believe -- thus print We on the hearts of transgressors -- 10: 74;
- Pharaoh --- pursued them in rebellion and transgression till -- 10: 90;
- Tread the straight path - transgress not -- 11: 112;
- Who is driven thereto neither craving nor transgressing -- 16: 115;
- Go both of you to Pharaoh -- he has transgressed the bounds -- 20: 43;
- Do not transgress lest My wrath comes on you - he on whom My wrath comes, is lost -- 20:
81;
- Successful are believers who --- guard their modesty except ---- beyond that they are
transgressors -- 23: 1-11;
- For the transgressors - an evil journey's end -- 38: 55;
- You were disdainful without right -- you used to transgress -- 46: 20;
- It is said to the drivers and witness -- haul to hell each rebel ingrate --- transgressor -- 50: 2426;
- Such are Allah's limits -- whoso transgress, wrongs his soul -- 65: 1;
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- Obey not each --- transgressor --- 68: 8 - 13;
- --- who preserve their chastity save --- who seek more than that are transgressors -- 70: 2931;
- --- which none deny save transgressors, who when you read our Revelations to them say,
nothing but ancient fables - what they earn is rust on their hearts - on that day they'll be
covered
from mercy of Allah - they will burn in hell - which they used to deny -- 83: 12-17;
TRAVEL / TRAVELERS
- If you are sick or on journey - you may postpone your fast -- 2: 184;
- Travelers can receive Khairat -- 2: 215;
- Travel in the land and see the consequence of kuffar -- 3: 137; 6: 11; 27: 69; -- they were
mightier
than these in power -- 40: 21; 82; --- Allah wiped them out -- 47: 10;
- Be kind to travelers -- 4: 36;
- Come not near prayer when junub unless you bathe - if on journey or --- and junub, and
water
cannot be found, one can make tayyamum -- 4: 43;
- Can shorten prayers if they fear attack -- 4: 101;
- One fifth war booty to Allah, messenger, traveler -- 8: 41;
- Travel freely in land 4 months (idolaters) - you cannot escape Allah -- 9: 2;
- Zakat for wayfarer -- 9: 60;
- Lot told to travel with his people in a part of the night -- 11: 81; 15: 65;
- Ask the caravan with which we traveled -- 12: 82;
- Have they not traveled in the land and seen the consequence of those before them -- 12:
109;
30: 9; 35: 44;
- Travel in the land and see the consequence of the deniers -- 16: 36;
- Give the wayfarer his due -- 17: 26;
- Have they not traveled in the land and have they hearts -- 22: 46;
- When Moses had fulfilled the term and was traveling with his housefolk -- 28: 29;
- Travel in the land and see how He originated creation -- 29: 20;
- Give to the traveler his due -- 30: 38;
- Travel in the land and see --- the consequence of those before you - most were idolaters -30: 42;
- We said travel in them safely night and day -- 34: 18;
- What Allah gives to His messenger as spoil from people of townships is for --- and the
wayfarer -- 59: 7;
- He knows -- others travel in search of Allah’s Bounty -- 73: 20;
TREACHERY
- Plead not for the treacherous - Allah does not love them -- 4: 105-107;
- Jews became treacherous -- 5: 13;
- If you fear treachery from any folk, throw back their treaty to them -- Allah does not love the
treacherous -- 8: 58;
- Allah loves not each treacherous ingrate -- 22: 38;
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- None deny Our signs except every treacherous ingrate -- 31: 32;
- If the enemy had entered and ----- exhorted them to treachery -- 33: 14;
TREAD
- Allah made earth wide expanse so you may tread the valley ways thereof -- 71: 19-20;
- If they tread the right path, We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72: 16;
TREASURE
- I do not possess the treasures of Allah -- 6: 50;
- Why has not a treasure been sent down for him -- 11: 12;
- I do not say to you that I have the treasures of Allah -- 11: 31;
- They hid him as a treasure -- 12: 19;
- If you possessed the treasures of the Mercy of Allah, you’d hold them back -- 17: 100;
- Beneath the wall was a treasure belonging to 2 orphan boys -- the treasure should come
forth
as a Mercy from Allah -- 18: 82;
- Why is not a treasure thrown down to him -- 25: 8;
- Thus We take them away from --- and treasures -- 26: 57-58;
- Korah was given much treasure -- 28: 76;
- Are theirs the treasures of the Mercy of Allah -- 38: 9;
- Or do they own the treasures of Allah - or are they in charge thereof -- 52: 37;
- Allah's are treasures of heavens and earth -- the hypocrites comprehend not -- 63: 7;
TREAT / TREATMENT
- He is my lord who has treated me honourably -- 12: 23;
- When they see thee, they treat you as a jest saying -- 25: 41;
- Can they expect any other treatment than that of the men of old? you will not find any
substitute nor can it be changed -- 35: 43;
- Shall We treat believers --- as those who spread corruption -- shall We treat pious as the
wicked -- 38: 28;
- Shall We treat those who have surrendered as We treat the guilty -- 68: 35;
TREATY
- Those who make and break treaties -- 8: 56;
- If you fear treachery from anyone, throw back their treaty at them -- 8: 58;
- --then it is your duty to help them except a folk with whom you have treaty -- 8: 72;
- No obligation to idolaters with whom you made treaty - except those who abated nothing
of your right nor helped anyone against you - fulfill their treaty to their term -- 9: 1-4;
- How can there be a treaty except with those ---- if they are true to you, be true to them - when
they have the upperhand of you ---- with revelations of Allah they've purchased little gain --to a believer, they observe neither pact ----- they are transgressors -- if they repent, pray,
and
pay zakat, they are your brothers in religion -- if they break their treaty and assail your
religion fight them -- 9: 7-12;
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TREE
- Do not come near this tree -- 2: 35; 7: 19;
- Satan tells Adam that Allah only forbade him from the tree lest -- 7: 20;
- And when they tasted of the tree their shame was manifest -- Allah asks Adam - did I not
forbid
you from that tree -- 7: 22;
- A goodly saying as a goodly tree, its root set firm --- a bad saying as a bad tree - uprooted -14: 24-27; -- no tree bears fruit without Allah's knowledge -- 14: 25; 41: 47;
- He sends down water -- whence are trees on which your beasts pasture -- 16: 10;
- Bees inspired to choose habitations in trees -- 16: 68;
- We appointed the vision - as an ordeal for mankind -- and the accursed tree -- 17: 60;
- Pangs of childbirth drove her to palm tree -- 19: 23;
- Shake the trunk of the palm tree -- ripe dates will fall -- 19: 25;
- O Adam! Shall I show you the tree of Immortality -- 20: 120;
- Have you not seen -- the trees -- pay adoration to Allah -- 22: 18;
- And a tree that springs from Mt. Sinai that grow oil -- 23: 20;
- The lamp is kindled from a blessed tree - an olive -- 24: 35;
- Will you be left secure in -- and heavy sheathed palm trees -- 26: 146-148;
- Is not He best Who -- send down water -- cause to spring forth orchards -- whose trees -- 27:
60;
- He was called from -- in the blessed field from the tree -- 28: 30;
- If all the trees in earth were pens -- 31: 27;
- Who hath appointed for you, fire from the green tree -- 36: 80;
- Is this better as a welcome or the tree of Zaqqum - a tree in heart of hell -- 37: 62-66;
- We caused a tree of gourd to grow above him -- 37: 146;
- The tree of Zaqqum, food for sinner - like molten brass - it seethes in their bellies like boiling
water -- 44: 43-46;
- Allah was pleased with believers when they swore allegiance beneath the tree -- 48: 18;
- The stars and trees adore -- 55: 6;
- The erring, the deniers will eat of a tree called Zaqqum -- 56: 51-56;
- Was it you who made the tree grow - We appointed it a memorial and comfort for the
dwellers
in the wilderness -- 56: 72-73;
- Whatever palm-trees you cut ---- it was by Allah's leave -- that He may confound the evillivers -- 59: 5;
- And the earth which split with the growth of trees -- 86: 12;
TRIAL
- Allah remind the Jews that while under Pharaoh, they were under trial from Him -- 2: 49;
14: 6;
- We shall try you with fear, hunger, loss of wealth, lives, crops, -- 2: 155;
- Do you think you will enter Paradise without trials -- 2: 214;
- He made you flee from them that He might try you -- 3: 152;
- That Allah might try what is in your breasts and prove what is in your hearts -- 3: 154;
- You will be tried in property and person, you will hear much wrong from Jews and Christians
but persevere and ward-off evil -- that is the steadfast heart of things -- 3: 186;
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- That He may try you by what He gave you -- 5: 48;
- Allah will try you with the game you hunt to see who fear him in secret -- 5: 94;
- We try some of them by others -- 6: 53; 25: 20;
- He shall test you by that which He gave you -- 6: 165;
- That was a tremendous trial from your Lord -- 7: 141;
- They did break the Sabbath -- fish came to them on Sabbath, but did not come on other
days -thus did We try them for they were evil-livers -- 7: 163;
- We tried them with good and evil that they may return -- 7: 168; 21: 35;
- That He may test the believers by a fair test --- 8: 17; -- you are a folk being tested -- 27: 47;
- Your possessions and children are a test -- 8: 28;
- Allah will not leave you alone until He tests you to see who will strive in His Way -- 9: 16;
- They are tested once or twice a year - they do not repent - they pay no heed -- 9: 126;
- That He may try you which of you is best in conduct -- 11: 7;
- No matter how much you try, most men will not believe -- 12: 103;
- Yahudis reminded of Allah’s Favours -- that was a tremendous trial from Allah -- 14: 6;
- Allah tries you thereby and He will -- 16: 92;
- All in earth --- an ornament that We may try them thereby -- 18: 7;
- We tried thee with a heavy trial -- 20: 40;
- We tried your folk in your absence -- Samiri misled them -- 20: 85;
- We cause some to enjoy --- that We may try them thereby -- 20: 131;
- We try you with evil and with good -- 21: 35;
- I know not but this may be a trial for you -- 21: 111;
- If trial befall him he falls away utterly -- 22: 11;
- We are ever putting mankind to the test -- 23: 30; -- that We may test them thereby -- 72:
17;
- That He may try me whether I give thanks or am ungrateful -- 27: 40;
- When you say you believe - you'll be tested -- 29: 2; -- believers were sorely tried and -- 33:
11;
- Allah tested those before so He'll know those who are sincere -- 29: 3;
- David guessed We had tried him -- 38: 24;
- We tried Solomon and set on his throne - a mere body -- then -- 38: 34;
- Before them We tried Pharaoh's folk -- 44: 17;
- We gave them portents wherein was a clear trial -- 44: 33;
- It is thus ordained that He may try some of you by means of others -- 47: 4;
- We shall try you till We know those of you who strive -- 47: 31;
- Who hath created life and death that He may try you -- 67: 2;
- We have tried them as We tried the owners of the garden when they vowed they will --- 68:
17;
- We created man ---- to test him -- then We make him hearing, knowing -- 76: 2;
- When Allah tries him by -- honouring him -- he says my Lord honours me -- 89: 15; -- by
straitening
his livelihood - he says my Lord despises me -- 89: 16;
TRIBE
- Twelve springs gushed forth and each tribe knew its drinking place -- 2: 60;
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We divided them into 12 tribes -- so that each tribe knew their drinking place -- 7: 160;
If your fathers, sons, -- tribes --- are dearer to you than Allah -- then wait -- 9: 24;
Pharaoh oppressed a tribe among them -- killing their sons -- 28: 4;
Tribes of Aad and Thamud - their fate manifest to you from their ruined dwellings -- 29: 38;
The folk of Noah and the tribes after them argued falsely and purposed to seize their
messengers -- 40: 5;
- We have created you male and female - made you nations and tribes that -- 49: 13;
TRIBULATION
- We visited them with tribulation so they may be humble -- 6: 42;
- We sent no prophet to any township but We did afflict its folk with tribulation that they -- 7: 94;
- We changed the evil for good till they became affluent and said tribulation -- hath touched our
fathers -- 7: 95;
TRIBUTE
- May we pay you tribute so you can set a barrier between us -- 18: 94;
- That what Allah gave me is better than your tribute -- 18: 95;
- Do you ask of them any tribute -- 23: 72;
TRICK
- If you had come with a miracle, kuffar would say you are a trickster -- 30: 58;
TRINITY
- Say not trinity -- cease -- it is better for you -- 4: 171;
- There is none like unto Him -- 112: 4;
TRIUMPH
- Who is removed from Fire and made to enter Paradise, is triumphant -- 3: 185;
- The truthful will enter Paradise - Allah will be pleased with them -- the great triumph -- 5: 119;
- Who hath retribution averted from him that day -- a signal triumph -- 6: 16;
- Believers who left their homes and strive with their --- and lives are the triumphant -- 9: 19-20;
- Allah promises the believers Paradise and acceptance -- the Supreme Triumph -- 9: 72;
- Allah prepared for Messenger and believers who strive --- Paradise - the Supreme Triumph
-- 9: 89;
- He hath prepared for them Paradise - they will abide forever - the Supreme Triumph -- 9:
100;
- Allah hath purchased life of believers - rejoice in your bargain - that is Supreme Triumph -- 9:
111;
- Triumphant are those who are repentant, who serve Allah, who praise Him, who fast, make
ruku,
sujud, who enjoy right and forbid wrong and who keep limits of Allah -- 9: 112;
- Good tidings to those who do not fear nor grieve, who believe and keep their duty --- theirs in
this life and in hereafter ---- that is the Supreme Triumph -- 10: 62-64;
- I have rewarded them this day ---- they are the triumphant -- 23: 111;
- Are we then not to die except -- not to be punished -- this is the Supreme Triumph -- 37: 51 -
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61;
- From whom Thou ward off ill deeds --- Thou hast taken into mercy -- Supreme Triumph -40: 7- 9;
- He saved them from doom of hell - bounty of Allah -- Supreme Triumph -- 44: 51-57;
- Believers who did good works will be brought into Allah’s mercy -- the evident Triumph -- 45:
30;
- Paradise - the Supreme Triumph -- 48: 5; 57: 12;
- Shall I show you a trade that will save you -- He will forgive you -- Paradise -- Supreme
Triumph -- 61: 12;
- Who believe and do right -- evil deeds will be remitted -- Paradise - Supreme Triumph --64:
9;
- When Allah's help and the triumph comes --- 110: 1;
TROOP
- These indeed are but a little troop 26: 54;
- Kuffar are driven to hell in troops -- 39: 71;
- Those who keep their duty to Allah -- driven to Paradise in troops -- 39: 73;
- -- and you see mankind entering the religion of Allah in troops -- 110: 2;
TROUBLE
- Had they gone forth -- they’d have added to you nothing but trouble -- 9: 47;
- When trouble touches man he appeals to Allah in all positions -- 10: 12;
- He created for you cattle -- they bear your loads to --- to land you could not reach except with
great trouble -- 16: 5-7;
TRUMPET
- His will be sovereignty on the day Trumpet is blown -- 6: 73;
- On that day --- trumpet will be blown -- 18: 99 20: 102;
- When the trumpet is blown - there'll be no kinship --- nor will they ask of one another -- 23:
101;
- The trumpet will be blown and all in heaven and earth will start in fear -- 27: 87;
- And the trumpet is blown and from the graves they rush to their Lord -- 36: 51;
- The trumpet is blown, all who are in heaven and earth swoon away ---- then it is blown a
second
time - they stand waiting -- 39: 68;
- And the trumpet is blown --- this is the threatened Day -- 50: 20;
- And when the trumpet shall sound one blast -- 69: 13; 74: 8;
- A day when the trumpet is blown and you come in multitudes -- 78: 18;
- On the day when the first trumpet resoundeth and the second follow it -- 79: 6-7;
TRUST / TRUSTEES
- Trust in Allah that you may be led aright -- 2: 187;
- Trustee to deliver trust in accordance with terms of trust -- 2: 283;
- Some Jews and Christians if you trust them with treasure, they'd return it, others will not -- 3:
75;
- In Allah, let believers put their trust -- 3: 122; 160; 5: 11; 12: 67; 14: 11; 64: 13;
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- When you are resolved, trust in Allah -- Allah loves those who trust in Him -- 3: 159;
- Who deceiveth will bring his deceit on Day of Resurrection -- 3: 161;
- Believers cried -- most excellent is He in Whom we trust -- 3: 173;
- Return deposits to owners -- 4: 58;
- Allah is sufficient as Trustee - put your trust in Him -- 4: 81; 26: 217; 33: 3; 48; 65: 3;
- Yahudis told to put their trust in Allah if they are believers -- 5: 23;
- In Allah we put our trust -- 7: 89; 10: 85;
- O Moses! -- if you remove the terror from us, we will trust you and let the Yahudis go --- 7:
134;
- Believers trust in Allah -- 8: 2;
- Betray not Allah, nor messenger, nor trusts -- 8: 27;
- Whoso put their trust in Allah -- 8: 49;
- If they incline to peace, incline -- and trust in Allah -- 8: 61;
- Allah is sufficient for me - in Him I put my trust -- 9: 129; 12: 67;
- (Noah) In Allah I put my trust -- 10: 71; Hud puts his trust in Allah -- 11: 56; (Shu’eyb) In
Allah I trust and -- 11: 88;
- None trusted Moses save a few -- 10: 83;
- If you believe in Allah, then put your trust in Him -- 10: 84;
- Worship Him and put your trust in Him -- 11: 123;
- O father! why will you not trust us with Joseph -- 12: 11;
- The king tells Joseph - today you are established and trusted -- 12: 54;
- In Him do I put my trust and in Him let all the trusting put their trust -- 12: 67; 14: 12;
- In Him I put my trust and to Him is my recourse -- 13: 30;
- How should we not put our trust in Allah, when He hath ---- 14: 12;
- The reward of Hereafter is greater for the steadfast who put their trust in Allah -- 16: 41-42;
- Satan has no power over believers who put their trust in Allah -- 16: 99;
- And trust thou in the Living One Who dies not, and hymn His Praise --- 25: 58 - 60;
- Put thy trust in the Mighty, The Merciful -- 26: 217;
- Therefore O Muhammad! Put thy trust in Allah -- 27: 79;
- O Father! hire him - the best men - is the strong - trustworthy -- 28: 26;
- How sweet -- who persevere and put their trust in Allah -- 29: 58-59;
- Put your trust in Allah -- Allah is sufficient as Trustee -- 33: 3;
- We offered the trust to Heavens --- man assumed it -- 33: 72;
- Allah is my All - in Him do all the trusting put their trust -- 39: 38;
- Such is my Lord in whom I trust and to whom I turn -- 42: 10;
- What Allah has is more lasting and better for those who ---- and put their trust in Allah -- 42:
36;
- Spend of that whereof He has made you trustees -- 57: 7;
- For those who cannot find means --- that you may put trust in Allah and messenger -- 58: 3-4;
- (Abraham prays) Our Lord! In Thee we put our trust -- 60: 4;
- Be true to your trust and covenant -- 70: 32;
- He neither trusted nor prayed -- 75: 31;
- One to be obeyed and trustworthy -- 81: 21;
TRUTH / TRUTHFUL
- If you are in doubt -- produce similar surah and bring witnesses if you are truthful -- 2: 23;
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- Allah teaches by similitudes - believers recognise truth and are guided -- 2: 26;
- Allah tells angels to inform Him of names - if they are truthful -- 2: 31;
- Confound not truth with falsehood, nor knowingly conceal truth -- 2: 42;
- Moses folk tells him now he has brought the truth -- 2: 71;
- Have you any hope that they’d be true to you -- 2: 75;
- When comes to them what they know is truth, they disbelieve -- 2: 89;
- Then long for death if you are truthful -- 2: 94;
- Truth is, most people do not believe -- 2: 100;
- Messenger sent with truth -- 2: 119; -- has come to you with truth -- 4: 170;
- Those who received Scripture know that this revelation is truth from Allah -- 2: 144; 149;
- Some who receive Scripture before recognise Quran but knowingly conceal truth -- 2: 146;
- It is the truth from thy Lord -- 2: 147; 149;
- Who conceal truth are wrong-doers -- 2: 159;
- I relent towards those who repent and make known the truth -- 2: 160;
- Allah revealed Scripture with truth that it may judge between mankind that wherein they
differed
--- Allah guided whom He will to truth -- 2: 213;
- Those who will enjoy Paradise include the steadfast, the truthful -- 3: 15-17;
- Disciples said -- enroll us among those who witness truth -- 3: 53;
- This is the truth from Allah -- be not of those who waver -- 3: 60;
- This is a true narrative -- there is no God but Allah -- 3: 62;
- O Jews and Christians! why disbelieve in books of Allah, when you were witnesses to truth
thereof - why confound truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal truth -- 3: 70-71;
- Produce Torah and read it if you are truthful -- 3: 93;
- Allah speaks truth -- 3: 95;
- Say to them - Avert death from yourselves if you are truthful -- 3: 168;
- Messengers before me brought such miracles -- why did you slay them, if you are truthful -3: 183;
- Who is more truthful than Allah -- 4: 87;122; -- Allah tells truth -- 6: 58;
- We reveal Quran with truth so you can judge between mankind -- 4: 105;
- Be staunch in justice - be witnesses against self, parents, kindred, rich, poor, --- do not let
your
desire lead you astray -- 4: 135;
- Those who in making distinction between Allah and His messengers, say we believe in some
and
not in others - are kuffar in truth -- 4: 150-151;
- Messenger hath come to you with truth from Allah -- so believe -- 4: 170;
- Do not say anything about Allah except the truth -- 4: 171;
- Recite to them with truth, the tale of Cain and Abel -- 5: 27;
- We reveal to thee the Scripture with truth -- 5: 48;
- O People of Book! stress not in your religion other than truth -- 5: 77;
- When Quran is read, they recognise truth -- how should we not believe in truth -- 5: 83-84;
- Disciples said they wanted food from heaven to verify that Jesus spoke the truth -- 5: 113;
- Today the truthfulness of the truthful will profit them -- they will enjoy Paradise -- 5: 119;
- They denied truth when it came to them -- 6: 5;
- Who do you call on for help in any calamity other than Allah -- answer if you are truthful -- 6:
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40;
- Thy people (O Muhammad) denied it even though it is truth -- 6: 66;
- He created heaven and earth in truth - His Word is truth -- 6: 73;
- You spoke of Allah other than truth -- 6: 93;
- Perfected is Quran in truth and justice -- 6: 115;
- Expound to me with knowledge - if you are truthful -- 6: 143;
- Speak truth always even if it concerns near relative -- 6: 152;
- The weighing that day is the true weighing -- 7: 8;
- The messengers of Allah did bring the truth -- 7: 43;
- We found what Allah promised was true - did you also find the same -- 7: 44;
- They will say the messengers of Allah did bring the truth -- 7: 53;
- Bring on us what you threaten us with - if you are truthful -- 7: 70;
- How can I sorrow for a people who rejected truth -- 7: 93;
- Moses tells Pharaoh that he is messenger from Allah approved on condition that he speak
only
truth concerning Allah -- 7: 104-105;
- Pharaoh tells Moses to produce his token if he is of those who speak truth -- 7: 106;
- Truth will always conquer -- 7: 118; -- be with truthful -- 9: 119;
- Hath not the covenant -- that they should not say about Allah except the truth -- 7: 169;
- There are some who guide with truth and establish justice -- 7: 181;
- Call on them now -- let them answer you if you are truthful -- 7: 194;
- Those are in truth believers -- 8: 4;
- Even as Allah caused you to go forth with the truth -- some believers disputed with you about
truth after it was made manifest -- 8: 5-6;
- That He may cause Truth to triumph, cut root of kuffar, bring vanity to nothing -- 8: 7-8;
- When Quran recited, kuffar say if this is truth, rain down stones on us --- 8: 32;
- If they are true to you, be true to them --- 9: 7;
- Fight those who were given Scripture but do not believe nor follow the religion of truth -- 9:
29;
- He is it who sent His messenger with guidance and religion of Truth ------ 9: 33;
- Why did you grant them leave before those who told the truth were -- 9: 42;
- Beforetime they raised difficulties for you till the truth came -- 9: 48;
- They swear by Allah that in truth they are of you -- 9: 56;
- Prophet - true to believers -- 9: 61;
- No blame on weak, sick -- if they are true to Allah and messenger -- 9: 91;
- Oh you who believe! - be with the truthful -- 9: 119;
- It is a promise of Allah in truth -- 10: 4;
- Allah created not all that except in truth -- 10: 5;
- Besides Truth what is there but error -- 10: 32;
- Is there among your partners, one who leads to truth? Allah guides to truth - will you follow
one who leads to truth or one who himself has to be guided -- 10: 35;
- Most follow conjecture (guess) which cannot replace truth -- 10: 36; 53: 28;
- Bring a surah like it - call on all help --- if you are truthful -- 10: 38;
- When will this promise be fulfilled if you are truthful -- 10: 48;
- They ask if it is true ------ and you cannot escape -- 10: 53; -- promise of Allah is true -- 10:
55;
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- Promise of Allah is true -- 10: 55; 31: 33; 35: 5; 40: 55; 77; 45: 32; 46: 17;
- When the truth from Our Presence came to them they said this is magic -- 10: 76;
- Moses says - do you speak like this about the Truth when it comes to you -- 10: 77;
- Allah will vindicate Truth by His Words -- 10: 82;
- The truth from Allah hath come to you so be not of those who waver -- 10: 94;
- Truth hath come from your Lord -- whoso is guided -- 10: 108;
- And call on everyone besides Allah if you are truthful -- 11: 13;
- Be not in doubt about it -- it is the truth from your Lord -- 11: 17;
- Noah’s folk tell him to bring on them --- if he is truthful -- 11: 32;
- If I am not speaking truth - my sins will be upon me -- 11: 35;
- Thy promise is the truth -- 11: 45;
- Herein hath come to you the truth - an exhortation and reminder for believers -- 11: 120;
- You do not believe us even when we speak the truth -- 12: 17;
- If his shirt is torn from front, she speak truth and -- 12: 26;
- If his shirt is torn from behind, she lied and -- he is truthful -- 12: 27;
- Joseph - O thou truthful one! expound to us the 7 fat kine -- 12: 46;
- Now the truth is out -- he is of the truthful -- 12: 51;
- Allah knows best the truth of what you allege -- 12: 77;
- We speak the truth -- 12: 82;
- My Lord hath made it true -- 12: 100;
- What is revealed from Allah is the truth -- 13: 1;
- Thus Allah coineth the similitude of the true and the false -- 13: 17;
- Is he who knows that what Allah revealed is truth like him who is blind -- 13: 19;
- Allah created heaven and earth with truth -- 14: 19; 15: 85; 16: 3; 29: 44; 39: 5; 44: 39;
45: 22;
46: 3; 64: 3;
- Allah's promise was true - I promised and failed you -- 14: 22;
- We bring thee good tidings in truth -- 15: 55;
- We bring thee the truth - we are truth-tellers -- 15: 64;
- Raising the dead - a promise binding on Allah in truth -- 16: 38;
- The holy Spirit revealed it with truth -- 16: 102;
- And say truth hath come and falsehood hath vanished -- 17: 81;
- In truth you know that none sent down these portents save Allah -- 17: 102;
- With truth have We sent it down -- 17: 105;
- We narrate their story with truth -- 18: 13;
- We disclosed them to -- that they’d know the promise of Allah is true -- 18: 21;
- And remember thy Lord when thou forgettest and say maybe my Lord will guide me to a
nearer
way of truth than this -- 18: 24;
- It is the truth from Allah -- 18: 29;
- Kuffar bring falsehood to refute truth -- 18: 56;
- This is a statement of truth concerning what they doubt -- 19: 34;
- We hurl truth against falsehood - it shatters it - it vanishes -- 21: 18;
- Most of them know not the truth and so are averse -- 21: 24;
- When will this promise be fulfilled if you are truthful -- 21: 38; 27: 71; 34: 29; 36: 48; 67:
25;
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Do you bring us the truth or are you a jester -- 21: 55; it is truth from Allah -- 32: 3;
My Lord! Judge Thou with truth -- 21: 112;
Allah is the Truth -- 22: 6; 24: 25; 31: 30; -- what they call on beside Him is false -- 22: 62;
Allah defends those who are true -- 22: 38;
So that those who have been given knowledge may know it is truth from Allah -- 22: 54;
Allah is true - what they call on beside Him is false -- 22: 62;
With us is a record which speaks the truth -- 23: 62;
But he brings them the truth - most of them are haters of truth -- 23: 70;
If the truth had followed their desires, the heavens, earth and all therein would have been
corrupted -- 23: 71;
We have brought them the truth - they are liars -- 23: 90:
Those who accuse their wives and have no witnesses -- take oath 4 times that he is speaking
truth --- the 5th time ---- it shall avert punishment from her if ---- wrath of Allah be on her if he
speak truth -- 24: 6-10;
When the believers heard it, why didn’t they -- and say it is not true -- 24: 12;
They bring thee no similitude - We bring thee the truth -- 25: 33;
But now that you have denied the truth, there'll be judgment -- 25: 77;
Now they have denied the truth but there will come to them --- 26: 6;
Pharaoh tells Moses - produce it then if you are truthful -- 26: 31;
They will say when -- of truth we were in error -- 26: 96-102;
You are mortal like us -- bring some token if you are truthful -- 26: 154;
Lot tells his folk - in truth - I hate your conduct -- 26: 168;
Make some fragments of heaven fall on us if you are truthful -- 26: 187;
We shall see if you speak truth -- 27: 27;
We shall say to his friend --- we are truth-tellers -- 27: 49;
Bring your proof if you are truthful -- 27: 64;
Therefore O Muhammad put thy trust -- thou stand on plain truth -- 27: 79;
We narrate story of Moses and Pharaoh with truth -- 28: 3;
We restored him to his mother -- that she might know that Allah’s promise is true -- 28: 13;
When the truth came to them, they say -- why is he not given -- 28: 48;
Then bring Scripture which gives clearer guidance -- if you are truthful -- 28: 49;
When it is recited to them, they say it is truth from Allah -- 28: 53;
Those about whom the word will come true will say --- these are they whom -- 28: 63;
Then they will know Allah has the truth and all --- 28: 75;
Bring Allah’s doom on us if you are truthful -- 29: 29;
Who does greater wrong than he -- who denies the truth when it comes to him -- 29: 68;
Allah created heavens and earth --- with truth for destined end -- 30: 8;
The truth is, you have tarried until Day of Resurrection -- 30: 56;
Have patience - Allah's promise is truth -- 30: 60;
Believers who do good works - Paradise - a promise of Allah in truth -- 31: 8-9;
Allah is the true -- 31: 30;
When will this victory come if you are truthful -- 32: 28;
Allah says the truth and shows the Way -- 33: 4;
Allah and Messenger are true -- 33: 22;
Of believers are men who are true to what they covenanted -- 33: 23;
That Allah may reward the true men for their truth -- 33: 24;
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- Men and women who -- speak truth -- Allah prepared forgiveness and vast reward -- 33: 35;
- Allah is not shy of the truth -- 33: 53;
- Guard your duty to Allah and speak words straight to the point -- 33: 70;
- Those who have been given knowledge see it as truth from Allah -- 34: 6;
- When fear leaves their hearts, they ask what is it Allah said -- they say ‘the truth’ -- 34: 23;
- Allah will bring us all together - He will judge between us with truth -- 34: 26;
- When the truth reaches kuffar, they say this is mere magic -- 34: 43;
- My Lord hurleth the truth -- 34: 48;
- Truth hath come - falsehood shows not its face -- 34: 49;
- We sent thee with truth -- bearer of glad tidings -- and a Warner -- 35: 24;
- What We inspired in thee of the Scripture is truth confirming what was revealed before -35: 31;
- Already the Word proved true for most of them -- 36: 7;
- Is it because you are reminded of the truth? -- 36: 19;
- The messengers spoke the truth -- 36: 52;
- Shall we be raised again - Yea, in truth -- 37: 16-18;
- He brought the truth and confirmed those before him -- 37: 37;
- Are you in truth of those who put faith (in his words) -- 37: 51-61;
- Produce your writ if you are truthful -- 37: 157;
- This in truth is Our provision which will never waste away -- 38: 54;
- That is very truth -- the wrangling of the dwellers in the Fire -- 38: 64;
- The truth is and Truth I speak -- 38: 84;
- You will come in time to know the truth thereof -- 38: 88;
- We revealed the Scripture with truth -- worship Allah - make religion pure for Him only -- 39:
2;
- Who does greater wrong ---- and denies truth when it reaches him -- 39: 32;
- Who bring truth and believes therein - they are the dutiful -- 39: 33;
- We revealed Scripture with truth - who goes right -- for his soul -- who -- 39: 41;
- It is judged between them with truth -- they are not wronged -- 39: 69;
- --- and argued falsely thinking thereby to refute the truth -- 40: 5;
- Allah judge with truth -- 40: 20;
- When he brought them the truth from Our Presence, they said slay the sons -- 40: 25;
- If he is truthful - some of what he threatens you with, will strike you -- 40: 28;
- We shall show them Our portents until it is clear to them that it is the truth --- 41: 53;
- Allah revealed the Scripture with truth -- 42: 17;
- Believers know that the Hour is true -- 42: 18;
- Allah will wipe out the lie and vindicate the truth -- 42: 24;
- I let these --- enjoy life till there comes to them the truth and a messenger -- 43: 29;
- Now that truth comes, they say this is magic - we disbelieve therein -- 43: 30;
- We brought truth to you but you were averse to it -- 43: 78;
- Those to whom the cry besides Allah possess no power -- except him who bears witness to
truth -- 43: 86;
- How can there be -- when a messenger making plain the truth came to them and they -- 44:
13-14;
- Bring back our fathers if you are truthful -- 44: 36; 45: 25;
- These are portents of Allah We recite to you with truth -- 45: 6;
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Our Book pronounce against you with truth -- 45: 29;
Bring me a Scripture or some vestige of knowledge - if you are truthful -- 46: 4;
When revelations recited -- kuffar say of the truth -- this is magic -- 46: 7;
Bring on us what you threaten us, if you are truthful -- 46: 22;
We’ve heard a Scripture -- guiding to truth and right road -- 46: 29-31;
Who believe, do good works, believe in Quran - truth from Allah -- Allah will --- 47: 2;
Kuffar follow falsehood - believers follow truth -- 47: 3;
He sent His messenger with religion of truth to prevail over ALL religion -- 48: 28;
They denied the truth when it came to them -- 50: 5;
The agony of death comes in truth -- 50: 19;
That with which you are threatened is true -- 51: 5;
You are of various opinion concerning the truth -- 51: 8;
By Lord of Heaven and earth - it is the truth, even as it is true that you speak -- 51: 23;
Let them produce similar speech, if they are truthful -- 52: 34;
A guess can never replace truth -- 53: 28;
They denied the truth and followed their lusts -- 54: 3;
In truth We made Quran easy to remember -- 54: 17; 22; 32; 40;
In truth the punishment decreed befell them early in the morning -- 54: 38;
Warnings came in truth to house of Pharaoh -- 54: 41;
We created you - will you then admit the truth -- 56: 57;
If you are not in bondage to us, why when the soul comes to the throat -- why don’t you force
it back, if you are truthful -- 56: 83-87;
- If he is of rejecters -- welcome will be boiling water and -- this is certain truth -- 56: 92-95;
- Is the time not ripe for hearts of believers to submit to Allah's reminders and the truth -- 57:
16;
- Do you give them friendship when they disbelieve in the truth which has come to you -- 60: 1;
- He sent His messenger with religion of Truth to conquer all religion -- 61: 9;
- O Yahudis! if you claim you are favoured -- long for death if you are truthful -- 62: 6-8;
- Let them bring their other gods if they are truthful -- 68: 41;
- It is the absolute truth -- 69: 51;
- It calls him who turned and fled from truth -- 70: 17;
- Mine is only the conveyance of the truth from Allah and His messages -- 72: 23;
- I swear by --- that this Scripture is true -- 75: 1-2;
- This is in truth the word of an honoured messenger -- 81: 19;
- Man is in loss except those who exhort each other to truth --- 103: 1-3;
TRYST
- And when Moses came to Our appointed tryst -- 7: 143;
- Had you trysted to meet one another, you would have failed to keep the tryst -- 8: 42;
- Allah does not fail to keep the tryst -- 13: 31;
- You thought We had set no tryst for you -- 18: 48;
- Appoint for us a tryst -- We shall not fail to keep -- place convenient -- 20: 58;
- Your tryst - day of feast - let people assemble when sun is high -- 20: 59;
- Pharaoh gathers his strength and came to the appointed tryst -- 20: 60;
- Did you wish that wrath from Allah --- that you broke tryst with me -- 20: 86;
- We did not break tryst with you of our own will -- 20: 87;
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- Moses tells Samiri -- there is a tryst you cannot break -- 20: 97;
- The hour of Doom is their appointed tryst -- 54: 46;
- Those of old and of later time will be brought together to the tryst of an appointed day -- 56:
49-50;
TUBBA
- Are they better or the folk of Tubba -- We destroyed them -- they were guilty -- 44: 37;
- The folk of Noah -- Tubba -- denied Our messengers before -- My threat took effect -- 50: 1114;
TURN
- Then even after that you turned away -- 2: 64;
- -- that We may know him -- from who turns on his heels -- 2: 143;
- We see thee turn thy face to heaven -- We shall make thee turn toward a Qiblah -- so turn
thy face
to Kaaba -- 2: 144;
- Each has a goal towards which he turns -- 2: 148;
- Wheresoever -- turn your faces to Kaaba -- 2: 149-150;
- When he turns away from thee, he makes mischief in the land -- 2: 205;
- To turn men from Way of Allah --- is a greater transgression with Allah -- 2: 217;
- Allah loves those who turn to Him -- 2: 222;
- If they turn away, your duty is only to convey the message to them -- 3: 20;
- They invoke Scripture to judge between them, then some turn away being opposed to it -- 3:
23;
- Obey Allah and messenger, but if they turn away -- 3: 32;
- If they turn away -- Allah is aware of the corrupters -- 3: 63;
- If they turn away, say - Bear witness that we are they who have surrendered to Him -- 3: 64;
- Then whoever turns away after this will be miscreant -- 3: 82;
- If they fight against you, they’d turn and flee -- 3: 111;
- If he dies or is slain, will you turn back -- who turns back does not hurt Allah -- 3: 144;
- If you obey kuffar, they’d make you turn back as losers -- 3: 149;
- Those of you who turned back the day when 2 hosts met, -- Satan caused -- 3: 155;
- Allah will turn to you in mercy -- 4: 26; 27;
- When called to Quran, hypocrites turn away with aversion -- 4: 61;
- Who obeys messenger, obeys Allah -- who turns away -- 4: 80;
- If they turn back to enmity, take them and kill them wherever you find them -- 4: 89;
- Who oppose messenger -- and follow other than Islam -- We appoint for him that to which he
turned -- 4: 115;
- You will not be able to deal equally between your wives -- but turn not altogether from one
leaving her in suspense -- 4: 129;
- Yahudis told turn not in flight or they’d be losers -- 5: 21;
- In Torah Allah gave judgment for Yahudis, but they still turn away -- 5: 43;
- If they turn away, Allah’s will is to smite them for some sin of theirs -- 5: 49;
- Will they not turn to Allah and seek forgiveness of Him -- 5: 74;
- See how they are turned away -- 5: 75;
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5: 91;
- Obey Allah and --- if you turn away, messenger’s duty is only to convey message -- 5: 92;
- They turned away from all the revelations -- 6: 4;
- See how We display the revelations for them, yet they turn away -- 6: 46;
- Shall we turn back after Allah hath guided us -- like one bewildered -- 6: 71;
- Turn away from the idolaters -- 6: 106;
- Who does greater wrong than him who -- and turns away from Our revelations --- an evil
doom
because of their aversion -- 6: 157;
- Turn them out of your township -- 7: 82;
- He turned from them and said O my people! I delivered my Lord’s message -- 7: 93;
- Allah tells Moses He shall turn away from His revelations those who magnify themselves
wrongfully on earth -- 7: 146;
- We have turned to Thee -- 7: 156;
- Turn away from the ignorant -- 7: 199;
- While in battle, turn not your backs to kuffar except ---who turns his back, earns wrath of
Allah -- 8: 15-16;
- Do not turn away from messenger when he speaks to you -- 8: 20;
- Had we made them hear, they would have turned away averse -- 8: 23;
- -- if they turn away, Allah is your Befriender -- 8: 40;
- If calamity befalls you they say --- and turn away pleased -- 9: 50;
- If they turn away, Allah will afflict them with -- 9: 74;
- When He gave them of His Bounty, they hoarded it and turned away averse -- 9: 76;
- They turned back with tears flowing because they hadn’t anything to spend -- 9: 92;
- Some Bedouins await evil turn of fortune for you to get out of spending for cause of Allah -9: 98;
- Allah turned in mercy to Prophet --- and Ansar -- 9: 117;
- Then He turned to them in mercy that they might turn to Him repentant -- 9: 118;
- Can’t they see they are tested once or twice every year - yet they turn not in repentance -- 9:
126;
- When Surah revealed, they look at each other -- then turn away -- Allah turn away their
hearts -- 9: 127;
- If they turn away, say Allah is sufficient for me -- 9: 129;
- Besides Truth, what is there but error --- how then are you turned away --- 10: 32;
- If you turn away, I fear for you the retribution of an awful day -- 11: 3;
- Hud tells his folk -- turn to Allah repentant -- turn not away guilty -- 11: 52;
- Hud tells his people - if you turn away, I have conveyed to you Allah’s message -- 11: 57;
- Salih tells his people to turn to Allah repentant -- 11: 61;
- Lot told to travel --- and let no one turn around except his wife -- 11: 81;
- Tread the straight path --- and those who turn to Allah with thee -- 11: 112;
- O Joseph! turn away from this -- 12: 29;
- He turned away from them and said -- 12: 84;
- Allah guide to Himself all who turn to Him -- 13: 27;
- You want to turn us away from what our fathers worshipped -- 14: 10;
- Let none of you turn round but go -- 15: 65;
- If they turn away, thy duty is plain conveyance of the message ---- 16: 82;
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- We gave you once again your turn against them -- 17: 6;
- If you are righteous -- Allah is forgiving to those who turn to Him -- 17: 25;
- If you turn away from them seeking mercy --- speak to them a kindly word -- 17: 28;
- When you make mention of Allah in Quran, they turn their backs in aversion -- 17: 46;
- When He brings you safely to land, you turn away thankless -- 17: 67;
- When We make life pleasant for man -- he turns away --- 17: 83;
- We caused them to turn over right and left -- if you had observed them, you would have
turned
away in flight -- 18: 18;
- If they come to know of you, they’d --- or turn you back to their religion -- 18: 20;
- Who does greater wrong than him who, when reminded of revelations, turns away -- 18: 57;
- Let not him turn you from the thought of it, lest you perish -- 20: 16;
- The doom is for him who denies and turns away -- 20: 48;
- Who turns away from it will bear a burden on Day of Judgment -- 20: 100;
- Who turns away from remembrance of Me, -- will have narrow life -- 20: 124; -- will have
increasing torment -- 72: 17;
- The reckoning draws nigh -- they turn away in heedlessness -- 21: 1;
- We make the sky a roof -- they turn away from its portents -- 21: 32;
- They turn away from mention of Allah -- 21: 42;
- I shall circumvent your idols when you turn your backs -- 21: 57;
- Turning away in Pride to mislead men from Way of Allah -- 22: 9; 39: 8;
- Turning to Allah only - ascribing no partner to Him - he who does so, is as if he fell from
sky -- 22: 31; 30: 31;
- My revelations were recited to you but you turn back in scorn -- 23: 66-67;
- We've brought them their reminder, but from that they turn away -- 23: 71;
- Turn to Allah together, O believers! that you may succeed -- 24: 31;
- They say we believe --- then some turn away --- 24: 47;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger -- if they turn away -- you have no other charge than -- 24: 54;
- Whenever a fresh reminder comes they turn away from it -- 26: 5;
- Oh that we had another turn that we might be of the believers -- 26: 103;
- When he saw it writhing like a demon, he turned to flee -- 27: 10; 28: 31;
- Go with this letter and throw it down --- then turn away ---- 27: 28;
- You cannot make the deaf hear when they turn to flee -- 27: 80; 30: 52-53;
- He turned his face toward Midian -- 28: 22;
- Then he turned aside to the shade and said My Lord! --- 28: 24;
- To Him you will be turned -- 29: 21;
- If you were to ask ---- they will say Allah -- how then are you turned away -- 29: 61; 43: 87;
- That is right religion --- turning to Him only -- 30: 30-31;
- When harm touches men, they cry to Allah turning to Him in repentance -- 30: 33;
- And when Our revelations are recited to him, he turns away in pride --- 31: 7;
- Turn not thy cheek in scorn toward folk -- 31: 18;
- Who does greater wrong ---- when reminded of revelations -- turns away -- 32: 22;
- O folk of Yathrib! no stand possible for you -- turn back -- 33: 13;
- They had already sworn to Allah that they'd not turn their backs -- 33: 15;
- On the day when their faces are turned over in the Fire -- 33: 64 -68;
- A portent for every slave who turn repentant to Allah -- 34: 9;
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87;
14;
25;
-

This man will turn you away from what your fathers worshipped -- 34: 43;
There is no God save Him - whither are you turned -- 35: 3;
Never a sign come to them, they turn away from it -- 36: 46;
We could have fixed them -- so they can neither go forward nor turn back -- 36: 67;
They turned their backs and went away -- 37: 90;
He turned to their gods and said -- will you not eat -- 37: 91;
Remember Our bondsman David -- he often turned to Allah in repentance -- 38: 17;
And the birds assembled were all turning to Him -- 38: 19;
He (Job) was ever turning in repentance to Allah -- 38: 44;
It is tremendous tidings -- whence you turn away -- 38: 67-68;
He created you in the wombs of your mother -- how then are you turned away -- 39: 6;
When some hurt touches man - he cries to Allah - turning to Him repentant -- 39: 8;
Who put away false gods lest --- and turn to Allah in repentance -- 39: 17-18;
Turn to Him repentant and surrender to Him before -- 39: 54;
None pays heed except him who turns to Him repentant -- 40: 13;
I fear for you a day -- a day when you will turn to flee -- 40: 32-33;
Hast thou seen those who wrangle concerning the revelations of Allah --- how they are turned
away -- 40: 69;
Most of them turn away so they do not hear -- 41: 4;
But if they turn away, say I warn you of a thunder-bolt --- 41: 13;
When We show favour to man - he withdraw and turn aside, but when ---- 41: 51;
Such is my Lord, in Whom I put my trust and unto Whom I turn -- 42: 10;
Allah guide to Himself who turn to Him -- 42: 13;
They turn them from Way of Allah and they think they are rightly guided -- 43 : 37;
We grasped them with the torment that they might turn -- 43: 48;
Let not Satan turn you aside -- he is open enemy for you -- 43: 62;
If you ask them Who created them, they’d say Allah -- how then are they turned away -- 43:
How can there be a remembrance - when a messenger ---- and they turned away -- 44: 13Kuffar turn away from what they are warned -- 46: 3;
I have turned to Thee repentant -- 46: 15;
Who disbelieve and turn men from Way of Allah -- actions vain -- 47: 1;
Those who turn back after guidance is manifested to them -- Satan has seduced them -- 47:

Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and oppose messenger -- Allah will make actions
fruitless -- 47: 32;
- Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and die in disbelief - will not be pardoned -- 47: 34;
- If you turn away - He will exchange you for other folk - they will not be the likes of you -- 47:
38;
- If you turn away as you did before -- He will punish you -- 48: 16;
- Whoso turn back, He will punish with painful doom -- 48: 17;
- Who does not turn in repentance is evil-doer -- 49: 11;
- He is made to turn away from it who is himself averse -- 51: 9;
- The eye turned not aside nor was over-bold -- 53: 17;
- Did you observe him who turned away and gave a little, then was grudging -- 53: 33-34;
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- When they behold a portent they turn away and say - prolonged illusion -- 54: 2;
- The hosts will all be routed -- will turn and flee -- 54: 45;
- Who turn away -- still Allah is the Absolute - the Owner of Praise -- 57: 24; 60: 6;
- They make a shelter of their oaths and turn man from Way of Allah -- 58: 16;
- If they had helped them, they would have turned and fled -- 59: 12;
- Abraham prays -- Our Lord! -- to Thee we turn repentant -- 60: 4;
- They make their faith a pretext so they can turn men from Way of Allah -- 63: 2;
- -- you see them turning away - disdainful -- 63: 5;
- They disbelieved and turned away -- 64: 6;
- Obey Allah, obey messenger - if you turn away, messenger’s duty is to convey message -64: 12;
- -- if you two turn to Allah repentant -- for your hearts desired the ban -- 66: 4;
- Turn to Allah in sincere repentance -- 66: 8;
- It calls him who turned and fled from truth -- 70: 15-18;
- Who turn from remembrance of Allah -- He will thrust him into ever-growing torment -- 72: 17;
- Allah knows that -- and turns to you in mercy -- 73: 20;
- Then he turned away in pride and said --- 74: 23;
- Why do they turn away now from the admonishment like frightened donkeys fleeing from a
lion -- 74: 49-51;
- Then he turned away in haste -- 79: 22;
- He frowned and turned away because the blind man came to him -- 80: 1-2;
- Praise be name of Allah Who -- brings forth pasturage then turns it to stubble -- 87: 1-5;
- He who denieth and turneth away -- 92: 14-16;
TUWA
- Allah tells Moses to take off his shoes - he is in holy valley of Tuwa -- 20: 12;
- Has the story of Moses -- how Allah called him in the holy valley of Tuwa -- 79: 15-16;
TWIGS
- They became as dry twigs rejected by builders -- 54: 31;
TYRANNY / TYRANT
- He can make you taste the tyranny of one another -- 6: 65;
- Allah is not a Tyrant -- 8: 51; 41: 46; 50: 29; -- Pharaoh was a tyrant -- 10: 83; 44: 31;
- Allah did not destroy the township tyrannously while the people were doing right --- 11: 117;
- It was decreed that Yahudis will become great tyrants -- 17: 4;
- We fear that -- he may play the tyrant -- 20: 45;
- If you seize by force, you do so as tyrants -- 26: 130;
- You would be nothing but a tyrant in the land -- 28: 19;
- We offered trust to heaven ---- man assumed it --- he proved a tyrant -- 33: 72;
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UHUD
UMMAH
UNABLE
UNAWARE
UNCHASTE
UNCLEAN
UNDERMOST
UNDERSTAND
UNDERTAKING
UNDRESS
UNFAITHFUL
UNGRATEFUL
UNINTELLIGENT
UNINTENTIONAL
UNITE
UNITY
UNJUST
UNKEMPT
UNLETTERED
UNMINDFUL
UNRIGHTEOUS
UNSEEN
UPHOLD
UPLIFT
UPPERHAND
UPPERMOST
UPRIGHT
URGE
USAGE
USE
USURY
UTTER
UHUD
- What transpired at Uhud -- 3: 152-155;
UMMAH
- This ummah of yours is one -- 21: 92;
UNABLE
- They will be unable to repel it -- 21: 40;
- They were unable to rise up nor -- 51: 45;
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UNAWARE
- Allah is not unaware of what you do -- 2: 74; 85; 140; 149; --- of what they do -- 2:
144;
- Are they unaware that Allah knows -- 2: 77;
- Lest they say --- and we were unaware of what they read -- 6: 156;
- Lest they say on Day of Resurrection - of this we were unaware -- 7: 172;
- The Hour will come to you unaware -- 7: 187;
- Do you feel secure from -- the coming of the Hour suddenly while they are unaware -- 12:
107;
- Do not think that Allah is unaware of what the wicked do -- 14: 42;
- It will come on them unawares -- 21: 40;
- Kuffar will not cease to doubt until the Hour comes on them unawares -- 22: 55;
- Is he unaware that Allah sees -- 96: 14;
UNCHASTE
- How can I have a son -- no mortal -- I am not unchaste -- 19: 20;
UNCLEAN
- Only idolaters are unclean -- do not let them come near Kaaba -- 9: 28;
- Leave them be -- they are unclean -- 9: 95;
- He hath set uncleanness on those who have no sense -- 10: 100;
UNDERMOST
- They designed a snare -- We made them undermost -- 37: 98;
UNDERSTAND
(see also perceive)
- Thus Allah show you His signs that you may understand -- 2: 73;
- Some changed words of Allah after understanding it -- 2: 75;
- Keep your duty to Me O men of understanding -- 2: 197;
- Thus Allah expounds His revelations that you may understand -- 2: 242;
- When Kafir understood, he said I now know that Allah is able to do all things -- 2: 259;
- Allah gives wisdom to whom He will, but none remembers except men of understanding -- 2:
269;
- -- only men of understanding really heed -- 3: 7; ---- will pay heed -- 39: 9;
- What is wrong with these people- they are far from understanding a happening -- 4: 78;
- Their hearts will be covered so they cannot understand -- 6: 25;
- See how We display the revelations that they may understand -- 6: 65;
- We detailed Our revelations for a people who have understanding -- 6: 98;
- They have hearts but understand not -- 7: 179;
- The heat of hell is more intense - if they only understood -- 9: 81;
- Their hearts are sealed so they apprehend not -- 9: 87;
- Allah turn away their hearts - they do not understand -- 9: 127;
- Can you make the deaf hear, if they do not understand? -- 10: 42;
- Shu’eyb’s folk tell him they do not understand much of what he says -- 11: 91;
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- We revealed it in Arabic, that you may understand -- 12: 2;
- In their history, there is lesson for men of understanding -- 12: 111;
- Is he who knows Quran is true, like him who is blind --- only men of understanding heed -13: 19;
- --- that men of understanding may -- take heed -- 14: 52; -- may reflect -- 38: 29;
- Everything in heavens and earth praise Him but you do not understand their praise -- 17: 44;
- We place on their hearts veils lest they understand it -- 17: 46; 18: 57;
- When he came to the 2 mountains, he found a folk who could hardly understand -- 18: 93;
- Moses asks Allah to loosen a knot from his tongue, that they may understand him -- 20: 28;
- Do you think most of them hear or understand -- 25: 44;
- Allah is Lord of East, West and --- if you only understand -- 26: 28;
- He shows you lightning for fear and hope --- portents for folk who understand -- 30: 24;
- We bestowed on him --- and a memorial for men of understanding -- 38: 43;
- Only men with understanding will pay heed -- 39: 9;
- Who hear advice and follow the best thereof -- such are men of understanding -- 39: 18;
- --- they turn yellow - He made them chaff - a reminder for men of understanding -- 39: 21;
- We caused Yahudis to inherit Scripture -- guide and -- for men of understanding -- 40: 53-54;
- He created you from dust, then -- so you reach appointed term, so you may understand -40: 67;
- If only its verses were expounded so we might understand -- 41: 44;
- We have appointed it a Quran in Arabic that you may understand -- 43: 3;
- They understand very little -- 48: 15;
- We made clear Our revelations -- that you may understand -- 57: 17;
- --- they are folk who understand not -- 59: 13; -- their hearts are sealed -- 63: 3;
- Keep your duty to Allah, O men of understanding! --- 65: 10;
UNDERTAKING
- I will not send --- until you give undertaking in name of Allah -- and when they gave
undertaking
he said -- 12: 66;
- Don’t you know that your father took an undertaking from you -- 12: 80;
UNDRESS
- Times when permitted -- leave to enter must be obtained -- 24: 58-59;
UNFAITHFUL
- He hath prepared a painful doom for the unfaithful -- 33: 7-8;
UNGRATEFUL
- The worst beast ----- the ungrateful who will not believe -- 8: 55;
- Man is ungrateful -- 14: 34; 22: 66; 25: 50; 43: 15; -- Allah guides not a liar nor ingrate -39: 3;
- They know the favour of Allah -- most of them are ungrateful -- 16: 83;
- Allah loves not each treacherous ingrate -- 22: 38;
- That He may try me whether I give thanks or am ungrateful - whosoever gives thanks --whoever
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is ungrateful is to his own loss -- 27: 40;
- None deny Our signs except every ungrateful traitor -- 31: 32;
- We awarded them this because of their ingratitude - do We punish any but the ingrates -- 34:
17;
- If evil strikes him --- he is ungrateful -- 42: 48; -- man is self-destroyed - how ungrateful -80: 17;
- Man is ungrateful to his Lord - he is a witness to that -- 100: 6-7;
UNINTELLIGENT
- They say they’d follow their fathers even though they were unintelligent -- 2: 170
UNINTENTIONAL
- No sin for unintentional mistake -- but what your heart purpose -- 33: 5;
- Those who avoid enormities of sin -- save the unwilled offences -- 53: 32;
UNITE
- Those who sever what Allah ordered to be joined -- 2: 27;
- Such as unite what Allah hath commanded to be joined -- 13: 21; such as sever ----- 13: 25;
- Abraham’s dua -- My Lord! Grant me wisdom and unite me with the righteous -- 26: 83-89;
- When the sun and moon are united -- 75: 9;
- When the souls are re-united -- 81: 7;
- Your effort is dispersed towards different ends -- 92: 4;
UNITY
- Hold fast to rope of Allah - do not become divided --3: 103;
- Consult them in affairs and when THOU art resolved - put THY trust in Allah --- 3: 159;
- Hold fast to that which is given you -- that you may ward off evil -- 7: 171;
- Are divers lords better or Allah the One, the Almighty -- 12: 39;
- Do not be like her who unravel the thread --- 16: 92;
- Affairs of unity cut off by later generations -- 21: 93; 23: 53;
- If there were more than One God -- 23: 91;
- By those who set the ranks in battle order -- 37: 1;
- They became divided after knowledge came to them through envy -- 42: 14;
- Your effort is dispersed towards different ends -- 92: 4;
UNJUST
- Who is more unjust than him who hides testimony from Allah -- 2: 140;
- He who fears from the testator some unjust or sinful clause -- 2: 182;
- Then it will be said to those who dealt unjustly -- taste the torment of eternity -- 10: 52;
- How many community that dealt unjustly have We shattered -- 21: 11;
- Those who have been driven from their homes unjustly only because they said our Lord is
Allah -- 22: 40;
- One of us has wronged the other -- judge between us -- be not unjust -- 38: 22;
- The folk of Noah -- more unjust and more rebellious -- 53: 52;
- Among us there are some who are unjust -- 72: 14;
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- Those who are unjust are firewood for hell -- 72: 15;
UNKEMPT
- Let them make an end to their unkemptness -- 22: 29;
UNLETTERED
- Among them are unlettered folk who only know Scripture by hearsay - they guess -- 2: 78;
- He sent among the unlettered ones, a messenger of their own -- 62: 2;
UNMINDFUL
- Lest any soul should say Alas -- my grief -- I was unmindful of Allah -- 39: 56-58;
UNRIGHTEOUS
- We expound revelations so the way of the unrighteous is manifest -- 6: 55;
- On the Day when the Hour rises, the unrighteous will despair -- 30: 12;
UNSEEN
- Quran - a guide to those who believe in Unseen -- 2: 2-4;
- Not Allah's purpose to let you know Unseen 3: 179;
- I have no knowledge of the Unseen -- 6: 50;
- With Allah are the keys of the Unseen -- not a leaf falls -- not a grain in the earth -- not a wet
or dry spot --- 6: 59;
- Knower of seen and unseen --- 6: 73; 13: 9; 27: 65;
- Had I knowledge of the Unseen --- I'd be rich --- 7: 188;
- Don’t they know that Allah is Knower of Unseen -- 9: 78;
- Say the unseen belongs to Allah --- 10: 20;
- Noah tells his folk -- I do not say to you I have knowledge of the Unseen -- 11: 31;
- This is of the tidings of the Unseen which We inspire in thee -- 11: 49;
- We are not guardians of the Unseen -- 12: 81;
- This is of the tidings of the unseen -- 12: 102;
- To Allah belongs the Unseen of heavens and earth -- 16: 77;
- Gardens of Eden which Allah promised His slaves in the Unseen -- 19: 59-63;
- Hath he perused the Unseen or made a pact with Allah -- 19: 78;
- When he fell, the jinn saw, had they known the Unseen, they’d not --- 34: 14;
- They aim at the Unseen from afar off -- 34: 53;
- Allah knows unseen of heavens and earth -- 49: 18;
- Or do they possess the unseen so they can write it down -- 52: 41; 68: 47;
- Hath he knowledge of the unseen that he seeth -- 53: 35;
- He is not avid of the unseen -- 81: 24;
- Allah -- all Unseen -- surrounds them -- 85: 20;
UPHOLD
- Allah does not uphold the work of mischief-makers -- 10: 81;
- Haven’t they seen the birds -- nothing upholds them besides Allah -- 67: 19;
- Eight angels will uphold the throne of Allah that day -- 69: 17;
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UPLIFT
- And the sky He hath uplifted -- 55: 7;
UPPERHAND
- If they have the upperhand of you they’d be your foes -- 60: 2;
UPPERMOST
- Who is uppermost this day will be successful -- 20: 64;
- Yours is the kingdom today -- being uppermost in the land, but -- 40: 29;
- We strengthened -- they became uppermost -- 61: 14;
UPRIGHT
- Set your purpose for religion as man upright by nature -- 10: 105;
- Abraham was a nation -- by nature upright -- 16: 120; 123;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and are upright -- angels descend on them -- 41: 30;
- -- and be thou upright as thou art commanded -- 42: 15;
- -- they are ordained --- to serve Allah --- as men by nature upright -- 98: 5;
URGE
- Prison is more dear than that to which they urge me -- 12: 33;
- And urge thy horse and foot against them -- 17: 64;
- If hypocrites and -- the alarmists do not cease -- We shall urge you against them -- 33: 60-61;
- -- he did not --- and did not urge the feeding of the wretched -- 69: 33-34;
- You for your part --- and urge not the feeding of the poor -- 89: 17-18;
- -- he who repels the orphans and does not urge the feeding of the needy -- 107: 1-3;
USAGE
- Who is forgiven somewhat by his injured brother --- according to usage -- 2: 178;
USE
- In both strong drink and games of chance, there is sin and usefulness - but sin greater -- 2:
219;
- Your parent or children -- you know not which is nearer to you in usefulness -- 4: 11;
- Do you worship in place of Allah that which cannot hurt nor benefit you -- 5: 76;
- They are content to be with the useless -- 9: 87;
- He may prove useful to us -- 12: 21;
- -- that which is of use to mankind, remains in the earth 13: 17;
- He created cattle whence you have warm clothing and uses -- 16: 5;
- This is my staff -- I beat down branches for my sheep and I find other uses -- 20: 18;
- Do they not see -- it possess for them neither hurt nor use -- 20: 89;
- Of the cattle -- you have many uses in them -- 23: 21;
- Pharaoh’s wife said - do not kill him -- he may be of use to us -- 28: 9;
- Everything in Heaven and earth subjected to man's use -- 31: 20;
- That day you will possess no use nor hurt for one another -- 34: 42;
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- He revealed iron -- wherein is mighty power and uses for men -- 57: 25;
- Therefore remind men for of use is the reminder -- 87: 9;
USURY
- Those who swallow usury cannot rise up - they say trade is like usury - Allah permits trade
and
forbids usury - who refrains may be forgiven - who persists will go to hell -- 2: 275;
- Allah has blighted usury - made charity fruitful -- 2: 276;
- Give up what remains from your demand for usury - if not war from Allah - if you repent,
you'd have your principal without interest -- 2: 278-279;
- Devour not usury - doubling and quadrupling the sum lent -- 3: 130;
- Jews were forbidden usury -- 4: 161;
- That which you give in usury to increase other's property, has no increase with Allah -- 30:
39;
UTTER
- Allah knows your secret and your utterances -- 6: 3;
- We cry to no god beside Him, for then we’d utter an enormity -- 18: 14;
- We are best aware of what they utter -- 20: 104;
- When you --- and uttered with your mouths that -- you counted it trifle -- 24: 15;
- He utters no word -- but an observer with him is ready -- 50: 18;
- He created man and taught him utterance -- 55: 3-4;
- They utter an ill-word and a lie -- 58: 2;
- Bear with patience what they utter -- 73: 10;
- Nor is this the utterance of a devil worthy to be stoned -- 81: 25;
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VAIN / VANITY
VALLEY
VALUE
VANISH
VANQUISH
VEGETATION
VEIL
VEIN
VENGEANCE
VERDICT
VERSE
VEX
VICEROY
VICISSITUDE
VICTIM
VICTORY
VIE
VIEW
VIGIL
VILE
VILLAGE
VINDICATE
VINEYARDS
VIOLENCE
VIRGIN
VIRTUE
VISIBLE
VISION
VISIT
VOICE
VOTARY
VOW
VAIN / VANITY
- It was not Allah's purpose for our faith to be in vain - (1st Qiblah) -- 2: 143;
- Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanity -- 2: 188;
- Those who remember Allah standing -- Our Lord! Thou did not create this in vain -- 3: 191;
- Those who follow vain desires will have you go tremendously astray -- 4: 27;
- Squander not your wealth through vanity - who does so through aggression and injustice will
be thrown in hell - 4: 29-30;
- Who denies the faith, his work is vain -- 5: 5;
- Follow not vain desires of those of old who erred -- 5: 77;
- If they had set up partners ----- all they did would have been in vain -- 6: 88;
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- And that which they were doing was made vain -- 7: 118;
- As for these --- all they are doing is in vain -- 7: 139;
- That He may cause Truth to triumph and bring vanity to nothing -- 8: 8;
- Kuffar works are in vain -- 9: 17;
- What you brought is magic -- Allah will make it vain -- 10: 81;
- All they contrive here is vain -- and all they do is fruitless -- 11: 16;
- Do you believe in vanity and disbelieve in Grace -- 16: 72;
- Those who disbelieve in revelations and meeting Allah -- their works are vain -- 18: 105;
- Successful are believers who ---- shun vain speech -- 23: 1-11;
- Those who will not witness vanity - when they pass by senseless play, pass with dignity -25: 72;
- Do you build on every high place a monument of vain delight -- 26: 128;
- They will have reward twice over, because ---- when they hear vanity they withdraw and say
To
us our works, to you your works - Peace to you - we desire not the ignorant -- 28: 55;
- Those who believe in vanity and disbelieve in Allah -- 29: 52;
- And you were imagining vain thoughts concerning Allah -- 33: 10;
- We did not create heaven and earth in vain -- 38: 27;
- Then pray, though the prayer of kuffar is in vain -- 40: 50;
- When Allah command comes -- cause judged -- followers of vanity will be lost -- 40: 78;
- Kuffar and ---- He renders their actions vain -- 47: 1; 8;
- Those who fight in Way of Allah --- He rendereth not their actions vain -- 47: 4;
- He makes their actions vain -- 47: 28;
- Kuffar who turn away and oppose messengers -- Allah will make actions fruitless -- 47: 32;
- O Believers! Obey Allah and obey Messenger - Do not render your actions vain -- 47: 33;
- O Believers! Do not raise your voice above Prophet's -- nor shout at him --- lest your works
become vain -- 49: 2;
- Cup is passed around -- therein no vanity nor -- 52: 23;
- -- there they hear no vain speaking -- but the saying of Peace -- 56: 11-26;
- Hypocrites told --- vain desires beguiled you -- 57: 14;
- Kuffar will say they indulged in vain talk with others -- 74: 45;
- There they hear no vain discourse -- 78: 35;
- They are saying --- that would be a vain proceeding -- 79: 10-12;
VALLEY
- Nor do they cross a valley but it is recorded for them -- 9: 121;
- He sends water from the sky so that valleys flow according to their measure -- 13: 17;
- I have settled some of my posterity in an uncultivable valley -- 14: 37;
- I am thy Lord - take off thy shoes - you are in the holy valley of Tuwa -- 20: 12;
- Have you seen how they stray in every valley and say what they -- 26: 224-226;
- When they reached the valley of the ants, an ant exclaimed -- 27: 18;
- When they saw a dense cloud coming towards their valley they said -- 46: 24;
- Allah made earth wide expanse -- that you may thread the valleyways thereof -- 71: 19-20;
- Has the story of Moses -- how Allah called him in the holy valley of Tuwa -- 79: 15-16;
- -- and with Thamud who clove the rocks in the valley -- 89: 9;
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VALUE
- They attached no value to him -- 12: 20;
VANISH
- We hurl truth against falsehood - it shatters it - it vanishes -- 21: 18;
VANQUISH
- Noah cries to Allah - I am vanquished, so give help -- 54: 10;
VEGETATION
- Life of world compared to rain falling - mixes with vegetation - withers - blown by wind -- 18:
45;
- We sent down water -- We brought forth divers kinds of vegetation -- 20: 53;
- Life of this world is play - is as likeness of vegetation after rain -- its growth pleasing -afterwards it dries up, turns yellow and becomes straw -- 57: 20;
- By those which cause earth’s vegetation to revive -- 77: 3;
VEIL
- Between them there is a veil -- 7: 46;
- We have placed veils upon their hearts -- 17: 46;
- Tell the believing women to lower their gaze ---- to draw their veils over their bosom ---- 24:
31;
- Verse of Veil -- 33: 53 (See Bukhari Vol. 8, page 168 - number 255)
- Between us and thee there is a veil -- 41: 5;
- Allah does not speak to mortal except by --- behind veil or -- 42: 51;
- On that day other faces with dust upon them, veiled in darkness -- 80: 40-42;
VEIN
- We are closer to him than his jugular vein -- 50: 16;
VENGEANCE
- You take vengeance on us because we believe in Allah -- 7: 126;
- We took vengeance on --- them -- 15: 79; --- those who were guilty -- 30: 47;
- If We take thee away, We'll take vengeance on them -- 43: 41;
VERDICT
- They wish to change the verdict of Allah -- 48: 15;
VERSE
- When you do not bring a verse for them, they say -- 7: 203;
- Verse of Veil -- 33: 53; (See Bukhari Vol. 8, page 168, number 255).
- A Scripture -- verses expounded -- for people with knowledge -- 41: 2-4;
- If only its verses were expounded so we can understand -- 41: 44;
VEX
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- Some vex the Prophet (SAS) when they say he is only a hearer -- 9: 61;
VICEROY
- He placed you as viceroys of the earth -- 6: 165; -- to see how you behave -- 10: 14;
- He made you viceroys after Noah’s folk -- 7: 69;
- Thamud made viceroys after Aad -- 7: 74;
- Maybe He will destroy your adversary and make you rulers to see how you behave -- 7: 129;
- We saved Noah and those with him - and made them viceroys in the earth -- 10: 73;
- Is not He best who made you viceroys of the earth -- 27: 60-65;
- He it is Who made you regents in the earth -- 35: 39;
- We have set thee (David) as a viceroy on earth -- 38: 26;
- Had We willed We could have sent angels as viceroys on earth -- 43: 60;
VICISSITUDE
- These are the vicissitudes we cause to follow one another for mankind -- 3: 140;
- Do not let the vicissitudes of kuffar deceive you -- 3: 196;
VICTIM
- We ransomed him with a tremendous victim -- 37: 107;
VICTORY
- Victory comes only from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise -- 3: 126; --- with Help of Allah --- 8 : 10;
- Yahudis told if they enter the land by the gate, they’d be victorious -- 5: 23;
- Allah may grant you victory - then they’d repent their secret thoughts -- 5: 52;
- Who make friends with Allah, messenger, believers, are in the victorious party of Allah -- 5:
56;
- He will lay them low and give you victory over them -- 9: 14;
- Allah gave you victory on many fields and on Day of Huneyn -- 9: 25;
- Have they not seen how We visit the land -- can they then be the victors -- 21: 44;
- Who thinks that Allah will not give him (Muhammad) victory can go hang himself -- 22: 15;
- Allah is able to give them victory -- 22: 39;
- Who obey Allah and Messenger, fear Allah and keep duty to Him - are victorious -- 24: 52;
- If victory comes, he will say we were with you all along -- 29: 10;
- Lot said My Lord! grant me victory over people who work corruption -- 29: 30;
- The Romans - after their defeat will be victorious -- 30: 3;
- Believers will rejoice in Allah's help to victory - Allah help to victory whom He will -- 30: 4-5;
- They say when comes this victory -- 32: 28;
- On the day of the victory, the faith of kuffar will not help them -- 32: 29;
- Who obeys Allah and Messenger has gained signal victory -- 33: 71;
- We helped them so they became victors -- 37: 116;
- Our Word went forth - Our bondmen will be helped -- Our hosts will be victors -- 37: 171-173;
- We have given thee a signal victory -- 48: 1;
- He rewarded them with near victory -- 48: 18; 27;
- He withheld your hands from them after He made you victors over them -- 48: 24;
- Or do they say We are a victorious host -- 54: 44;
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Those who spent and fought before the victory are on greater rank than those who -- 57: 10;
--- they would not have been victorious -- 59: 12;
The owners of Garden are victorious -- 59: 20;
He will give you another blessing --- Help from Allah and present victory -- 61: 13;
When Allah's help and the victory comes -- 110: 1;

VIE
- Vie with one another in good works -- 2: 148; 5: 48;
- There is a community -- they vie one with another in good works -- 3: 113-115;
- Vie one with another for forgiveness and Paradise -- 3: 133;
- You see many of them vying in sin and transgression and devouring illicit gain -- 5: 62;
- They used to vie one with the other in good deeds -- 21: 90;
VIEW
- He grew clear to view -- 53: 6;
VIGIL
- O thou wrapped up in thy raiment! keep vigil the night -- the vigil of the night is a time when
impression more keen - speech more certain -- 73: 1-8;
- Allah knows how you keep vigil during the night -- 73: 20;
VILE
- Vile women for vile men -- (and vice versa) --24: 26;
- The record of the vile is in Sijjeen -- 83: 7-9;
VILLAGE
- If We willed, We could raise up a Warner in every village -- 24: 51;
- They will not fight against you except in fortified villages or -- 59: 14;
VINDICATE
- -- except those who -- and vindicate themselves when wronged -- 26: 227;
VINEYARDS
- In the earth are neighbouring tracts, vineyards and ploughed lands -- 13: 4;
- For the duteous -- gardens and vineyards -- 78: 31-32;
VIOLENCE
- Have they not seen --- a sanctuary immune from violence -- 29: 67;
- In the love of wealth he is violent -- 100: 8;
VIRGIN
- And made them virgins, lovers, friends for those on -- 56: 27-40;
VIRTUE
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- That is more virtuous for you and cleaner -- 2: 232;
- Those who slander virtuous believing women are cursed in the world and -- 24: 23;
VISIBLE
- Knower of invisible and visible -- 6: 73; 9: 94; 105;
- Hell will stand out visible to him who sees -- 79: 36;

13: 9;

23: 92;

VISION
- Vision comprehends Him not, but He comprehends all vision -- 6: 103;
- O my son! do not tell your brothers about your vision -- 12: 5;
- Expound to me my vision if you can -- 12: 43;
- We appointed the vision which We showed thee as an ordeal for mankind -- 17: 60;
- O Abraham! you have fulfilled the vision -- 37: 104-105;
- Abraham, Isaac, Jacob - men of vision -- 38: 45;
- Allah hath fulfilled the vision for His Messenger in very truth -- 48: 27;
- A vision and reminder for every penitent slave -- 50: 8;
- You will behold hell-fire with sure vision -- 102: 6-7;
VISIT
- Don’t they see how We visit the land reducing it of its outlying parts -- 21: 44;
- A visitation came on it while they slept -- 68: 19;
VOICE
- And excite any of them you can with your voice -- 17: 64;
- On that Day voices are hushed for Allah -- 20: 108;
- Subdue thy voice - the harshest voice is that of the ass -- 31: 19;
- Raise not your voice above that of Prophet nor shout at him -- 49: 2;
- Those who subdue their voice in presence of Messenger, those are they who --- 49: 3;
VOTARY
- We shall not cease to be its votaries till Moses returns -- 20: 91;
- Moses tells Samiri - look upon your god of which you remained a votary -- 20: 97;
VOW
- Let them --- pay their vows -- 22: 29;
- On the Day when the Hour comes, the guilty will vow they only tarried an hour -- 30: 55;
- Some have paid their vow by death -- 33: 23;
- We tried them as We tried owners of garden who vowed to pluck fruits next morning -- 68:
17-18;
- Because they perform the vow and ---- 76: 7;
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WADE
WAGE
WAIL
WAIT
WALK
WALL
WANDER
WANTON
WAR
WARDEN / WARDER
WARM
WARN / WARNER
WARRANT
WARY
WASTEFUL
WATCH
WATER
WAVE
WAVER
WAY
WEAK
WEALTH
WEAN
WEAR
WEARY
WEEP
WEIGH / WEIGHT
WELCOME
WELFARE
WELL
WEST
WHISPER
WHITE
WHOREDOM
WICKED
WIDOWS
WILDERNESS
WILES
WILLS
WIN
WIND
WINE
WINGS
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WINK
WINNOW
WINTER
WIPE
WISDOM / WISE
WIT
WITCHCRAFT
WITHDRAW
WITHHOLD
WITNESS
WIVES
WOE
WOLF
WOMBS
WOMEN
WONDER
WOOL
WORD
WORK
WORLD
WORSE
WORSHIP
WOUND
WRANGLE
WRAP
WRATH
WRECK
WRETCHED
WRIT
WRITE
WRONG / WRONG-DOER
WUDU
WADE
- We used to wade in vain disputes with all waders -- 74: 45;
WAGE
- Those who believe and do good, will receive full wages -- 3: 57;
- Allah does not waste the wage of believers -- 3: 171;
- Allah will give their wages -- believers in Allah and messenger - making no distinction -- 4:
152;
- As for those who make men keep Scripture- We squander not wages of Reformers -- 7: 170;
- Allah loseth not wages of the good -- 9: 120; 11: 115; --- the wage of the kindly -- 12: 90;
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I ask you no wage -- my wage is only ---- 10: 72; 26: 109; 127; 145; 164; 180;
He will pay them their wages and increase them of His Grace -- 35: 30;
The steadfast will be paid their wages without stint -- 39: 10;
Bounteous is the wage of workers -- 39: 70;
The reward for an ill-deed is ---- but if you pardon -- 42: 40;
If you believe and ward-off evil, He will give you your wages --- 47: 36;

WAIL
- The wretched ones will be in the fire sighing and wailing -- 11: 106;
- Wailing is their portion therein -- 21: 100;
WAIT
- What are you waiting for? When it comes it will be too late -- Wait - we too are waiting -- 6:
158;
- Then wait -- I too am waiting -- 7: 71; 10: 20;
- Then wait till Allah bring His Command to pass -- 9: 24;
- On the day when He shall gather them and it will appear as if they tarried an hour -- 10: 45;
- Say to Kuffar ------- Wait, we too are waiting -- 11: 121-122;
- I feared you should say I did not wait for your word -- 20: 94;
- Each is waiting -- so wait you -- 20: 135;
- So withdraw from them and wait - they too are waiting -- 32: 30; 44: 59;
- Some of them are still waiting -- 33: 23;
- These wait for 1 shout -- there’ll be no second -- 38: 15;
- Their own men servants go round waiting on them -- 52: 24;
- Wait patiently for Allah’s decree --- and hymn the praise of Allah -- 52: 48;
- Wait for Allah’s decree -- be not like Jonah -- 68: 48;
- He who listened now find a flame in wait for him -- 72: 9;
WALK
- Kuffar and hypocrites compared to one who walks in spurts -- 2: 19-20;
- Is he who was dead, given life, set for him light wherein he walks, like him who remains in
utter darkness -- 6: 122;
- Have they feet wherewith they walk -- 7: 195;
- Walk not on the earth exultant - you cannot rend the earth -- 17: 37;
- If angels were walking the earth secure, Allah would have sent angel as messenger -- 17: 95;
- Allah increase in right guidance those who walk aright -- 19: 76;
- I am Forgiving to him who repents - believes, does good then walks aright -- 20: 82;
- What ails this messenger that he --- walks in the markets -- 25: 7;
- All messengers before ate food and walked markets -- 25: 20;
- The faithful slaves of Allah walk on earth modestly and --- 25: 63 ;
- There came to him one of the 2 women walking shyly -- 28: 25;
- Allah is best aware of him who walks aright -- 28: 56; 68: 7;
- Nor walk with pertness in the land -- 31: 18;
- Be modest in thy bearing -- 31: 19;
- That you may warn a folk --- so they may walk aright -- 32: 3;
- Is it not guidance for them --- amid whose dwelling place they walk -- 32: 26;
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- When his son was old enough to walk with him, he said I saw in a dream -- 37: 102;
- They said O Wizard! entreat your Lord ---- we will walk aright -- 43: 49;
- Those who say our Lord is Allah and thereafter walk aright will enter Paradise -- 46: 13-14;
- Those who walk aright, He adds to their guidance and protects them from evil -- 47: 17;
- --- He will appoint for you a light wherein you walk -- 57: 28;
- He made earth subservient to you -- walk in the paths thereof and eat of his Providence -67: 15;
- Is he who go groping ---- more rightly guided or him who walk upright in a beaten road -- 67:
22;
- Allah is best aware of those who walk aright -- 68: 7;
- Allah made earth a wide expanse -- that you may tread the valleyways thereof -- 71: 19-20;
- A reminder to whomsoever wants to walk straight - and you will not unless Allah wills -- 81:
28-29;
WALL
- In the town they found a wall in disrepair ---- you could have taken payment to repair it - 18:
77;
- Below the wall was a treasure belonging to 2 orphans -- 18: 82;
- There will separate them a wall wherein is a gate -- the inner side of which is mercy -- the
outer
side is towards the doom -- 57: 13;
- They will not fight against you -- except -- from behind walls -- 59: 14;
WANDER
- He leaves them to wander blindly -- 2: 15; 7: 186;
- We allow those who do not expect to meet us to wander blindly in their -- disobedience -- 10:
11;
- Though We had mercy on them -- they’d still wander in their contumacy -- 23: 75;
- Was it you who misled these -- or did they wander from the way -- 25: 17;
- Those who wander from Way of Allah have awful doom -- 38: 26;
- Did We not find thee wandering and direct thee -- 95: 7;
WANTON
- Pharaoh was of the wanton -- 10: 83;
- That We may send on them -- marked by Allah for the destruction of the wanton -- 51: 33-34;
WAR
- Fight in the Way of Allah those who --- do not begin hostilities --- Allah does not love
aggressors -- 2: 190;
- Warfare is ordained for you. You may hate what is good ---- 2: 216;
- Warfare in the sacred month is a great sin -- 2: 217;
- If Allah had not repelled some by others, earth would have been corrupted -- 2: 251;
- If you do not give up usury -- be warned of war from Allah -- 2: 279;
- Allah gave you victory at Badr - if you keep from evil, He will support you with 5000 angels -3: 123-125;
- When asked for contribution to the war, some say Allah is poor -- 3: 181;
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- --or who come to you because their hearts forbid them to make war on you or --- had Allah
willed,
they’d have fought you. If they wage not war on you, Allah allows you no way against them -4: 90;
- When you go to war, be careful to discriminate - don't say to one who give you salaam "You
are
not a believer" seeking to gain booty - you were in his position before -- 4: 94;
- Those who remain at home - not on same level with those who fight -- 4: 95;
- Those who make war on Allah and messenger and seek corruption in land - to be killed,
crucified
or have hands and feet cut on opposite sides -- 5: 33;
- As often as they light their fire for war, Allah outs it -- 5: 64;
- War-booty belongs to Allah and Messenger -- 8: 1; One fifth for Allah, messenger, kinsman,
orphans and -- 8: 41;
- Allah promised you army or booty - you choose booty -- 8: 7-8;
- When you come upon those who break their treaty in war -- 8: 57;
- Make ready for them all you can of armed force ---- that you may dismay the enemy -- 8: 60;
- Believers can conquer 10 times their numbers -- 8: 65;
- Use every strategy to defeat the pagans -- 9: 5;
- Remember Hunain, when you exulted in your numbers -- 9: 25-27;
- Wage war on all idolaters as they wage war on you -- 9: 36;
- Those who choose place of worship in opposition -- and as outpost for those who warred
against
Allah and -- 9: 107;
- Who can make war -- 22: 39-40;
- When surah revealed mentioning war -- some look at thee with look of death -- 47: 20;
- There is no blame on blind, lame, nor sick, that they go not forth to war -- 48: 17;
- Allah does not forbid you to show kindness and deal justly with those who did not war against
you in relation to religion nor drove you out of your homes -- 60: 8-9;
WARDEN / WARDER
- I am not a warder over you -- 10: 108;
- Allah is Warden over what we say -- 12: 66;
- We have not sent thee as a warden over them -- 17: 54;
- We were warders to them -- 21: 82;
- You are not a warder over them -- 39: 41; 88: 22;
- When they reach it -- the gates are opened -- the warders say to them -- 39: 71; 73;
- As for those who choose Protecting Friend beside Him -- Allah is Warden over them -- 42: 6;
- If they are averse - We did not send thee as a warder over them -- 42: 48;
- We sought the heaven -- found it filled with strong warders -- 72: 8;
- We have appointed only angels to be wardens of the Fire -- 74: 31;
WARM
- I’ll bring you tidings or a flame -- you can warm yourselves -- 27: 7;
WARN / WARNER
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- Whether you warn the kuffar or not - it is the same -- 2: 6; 36: 10;
- Prophet sent as Warner -- 2: 119; 7: 184; 188; 13: 7; 25: 56; 29: 50; 33: 45; 35: 23;
46: 9;
- He to whom admonition comes from Allah and obeys -- if he returns, is owner of fire -- 2: 275;
- If you do not give up your demand for usury, be warned of war from Allah -- 2: 279;
- Messengers are bearers of good news and warners -- 6: 48; 18: 56;
- Warn those who fear -- 6: 51; -- You are only a Warner -- 13: 7;
- Quran - blessed Scripture -- that you warn Mother of Villages and those around her -- 6: 92;
- O assembly of Jinn and --! did there not come to you --- warning you of this meeting -- 6: 130;
- Warn by Quran -- 7: 2; -- him who fears My threat -- 50: 45;
- So they may warn their folk when they return to them -- 9: 122;
- See the nature of the consequence of those who were warned -- 10: 73;
- Revelations and warnings will not avail those who will not believe -- 10: 101;
- I am to you from Him a Warner and -- 11: 2; -- You are only a Warner -- 11: 12;
- Noah tells his folk - I am a plain Warner to you -- 11: 25; 26: 115;
- If among the generations before you -- were men to warn their people against corruption -11: 116;
- Warn mankind of a day when the doom will come upon them -- 14: 44;
- This is a clear message for mankind that they may be warned thereby -- 14: 52;
- I am a plain Warner --- such as Allah send down for those who make division -- 15: 89-93;
- Warn mankind there is no God but Me -- 16: 2;
- We have displayed Our warnings in the Quran -- 17: 41;
- We send not portents except to warn -- We showed thee the vision -- We warn them but it
only
increase their impiety -- 17: 59-60;
- We sent thee only as a bearer of good tidings and Warner -- 17: 105; 25: 56;
- He made it straight to give warning of stern punishment -- 18: 2;
- Warn those who say Allah hath chosen a son - they have no knowledge -- 18: 4-5;
- Warn them of the day of anguish -- 19: 39;
- We made Quran easy in thy tongue only that --- you may warn therewith the froward folk -19: 97;
- I warn you only by the Inspiration - the deaf hear not the call when they are warned -- 21: 45;
- I have warned you all alike though I know not whether -- 21: 109;
- I am only a plain Warner to you -- 22: 49; 38: 65; 70;
- Blessed is He Who hath revealed -- that he may be a Warner to the peoples -- 25: 1;
- Why is not an angel sent down to be a Warner with him -- 25: 7;
- --- until they forgot the warning and became lost folk -- 25: 17-18;
- Each of them We warned by examples -- 25: 39;
- If We willed, We could raise up a Warner in every village -- 25: 51;
- Dreadful is the rain of those who have been warned -- 26: 173; 27: 58;
- It is revelation -- which True Spirit brought down -- so you may be of the warners -- 26: 192194;
- We destroyed no township but it had its Warner -- 26: 208;
- Warn thy tribe of near kindred -- 26: 214;
- Who goes astray --- I am only a Warner -- 27: 92;
- Knowledge of it is a mercy from Allah that you may warn a folk to whom no Warner came
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before -- 28: 46; 32: 3;
- We have not sent thee except as bringer of glad tidings and Warner TO ALL MANKIND -34: 28;
- We sent warners to townships, but its pampered ones declared we disbelieve -- 34: 34;
- We did not send to them any Warner before thee -- 34: 44;
- He is nothing else than a Warner to you in face of a terrific doom -- 34: 46
- You warn only those who fear Allah in secret --- 35: 18; 36: 11;
- We have sent thee with truth, bearer of glad tidings and Warner, every nation had a Warner
pass
among them -- 35: 24;
- And a Warner came to you -- 35: 37;
- They swore that if a Warner came they'd ----- when Warner came they were repugnant -behaving
arrogantly -- plotting evil -- 35: 42-43;
- That you may warn a folk whose fathers were not warned -- 36: 6;
- You can only warn him who follows Quran and fears Allah in secret -- 36: 11;
- This is nothing but a Reminder -- to warn those who live -- 36: 69-70;
- Did I not warn you not to worship the devil -- 36: 60; -- warnings availed nothing -- 54: 5;
- We sent among them warners - see the consequence of those who were warned -- 37: 6974;
- But when it come, it would be a hapless morn for those warned -- 37: 177;
- They marvel that a Warner from among them hath come to them -- 38: 4; 50: 2;
- Didn’t there come to you messengers reciting revelations and warning you of the meeting -39: 71;
- -- that He may warn of the Day of meeting -- the day when they come forth -- 40: 15-16;
- Warn them of Day of approaching doom when hearts will choke throats -- 40: 18; --- We
warn
you of doom at hand -- 78: 40;
- Good tidings and a warning but --- 41: 4;
- If they turn away, say I warn you of a thunderbolt -- 41: 13;
- That you may warn the mother-town and those around and warn of the Day of Assembling
whereof there is no doubt -- 42: 7;
- We sent no Warner into any township but the luxurious ones said ----- 43: 23;
- The Warner said - even though I bring you better guidance than your fathers followed -- 43:
24;
- That it may warn those who do wrong - and bring -- 46: 12;
- We are ever warning -- 44: 3; -- warners came and went before and after him -- 46: 21;
- Kuffar turn away from what they are warned -- 46: 3;
- Some Jinn who wished to hear Quran -- went back to their people warning -- 46: 29-31;
- But how when it comes on them , can they take their warning -- 47: 18;
- We sent thee as --- and a Warner -- 48: 8;
- They marvel that a Warner of their own hath come to them -- 50: 2;
- Contend not in My Presence when I had already proffered you the warning -- 50: 28;
- Flee to Allah -- I am a plain Warner to you from Him -- 51: 50;
- Set no other god with Allah -- I am a plain Warner to you --- 51: 51
- Withdraw from them and warn as warning profits believers -- 51: 54-55;
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- Therefore warn men -- you are neither soothsayer nor madman -- 52: 29;
- This is a Warner of the warners of old -- 53: 56;
- Warnings avail not -- 54: 5;
- See how dreadful was My punishment after My warnings -- 54: 16; 18; 21; 30;
- Tribe of Aad rejected warnings -- 54: 18; --- Thamud ----54: 23; ---Folk of Lot ----54: 33;
- He warned them of Our blow but they doubted the warnings -- 54: 36;
- Taste punishment after My warnings -- 54: 37; 39;
- Warnings came to house of Pharaoh -- 54: 41;
- Didn't there come to you a Warner - yea - but we denied -- 67: 8-9;
- But you shall know the manner of My warning -- 67: 17;
- The knowledge is with Allah only, I am only a plain Warner -- 67: 26;
- We sent Noah to his people saying warn thy people -- 71: 1;
- Noah said - O my people - I am a plain Warner to you -- 71: 2-4;
- Arise and warn -- 74: 2;
- As a warning to men -- who will advance or hang back -- 74: 36-37;
- By those who bring down the Reminder to excuse or warn -- 77: 5-6;
- We warn you of a doom at hand -- 78: 40;
- You are a Warner to those who fear it -- 79: 45;
- Therefore have I warned you of the Fire -- only the most wretched must endure -- he who
deny
and turn away -- 92: 14-16;
WARRANT
- Against such We have given you clear warrant -- 4: 91;
- Who chooses kuffar for friends, gives Allah clear warrant against themselves -- 4: 144;
- They say Allah hath --- you have no warrant for this -- 10: 68;
- We sent Moses with Our Revelations and clear warrant to Pharaoh and -- 11: 96-97;
- Then bring some clear warrant -- 14: 10;
- It is not ours to bring you a warrant unless by permission of Allah -- 14: 11;
- We will not put faith in you until --- you bring Allah and angels as warrant -- 17: 90-93;
- Our people have chosen other gods --- they bring no clear warrant -- 18: 15;
- They worship instead of Allah that for which no warrant revealed -- 22: 71;
- We sent Moses and Aaron with --- and clear warrant to Pharaoh -- 23: 45-46;
- Have We revealed to them any warrant about what they associate with Him -- 30: 35;
- He had no warrant against them except that We would know who believe -- 34: 21;
- Or do you have a clear warrant -- 37: 156;
- We sent Moses with revelations and clear warrant to Pharaoh -- 40: 23-24;
- Those who wrangle about Quran without any warrant -- it is hateful to Allah -- 40: 35; --there
is nothing in their breasts but pride -- 40: 56;
- Be not proud against Allah -- I bring you clear warrant -- 44: 19;
- And in Moses -- when We sent him to Pharaoh with clear warrant -- 51: 38;
- Let their listeners produce a warrant -- 52: 38;
- They are names you and your fathers named -- Allah revealed no warrant -- 53: 23;
- It is a warrant to those who ward-off evil -- 69: 48;
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WARY
- On that day, faces will be --- toiling, wary -- 88: 2-7;
WASTEFUL
- Allah does not waste the wage of believers -- 3: 171;
- Our Messengers came to them with clear proofs - many of them became prodigals -- 5: 32;
- Eat thereof and be not wasteful - Allah does not love the prodigals -- 6: 141; 7: 31;
- Do they feel secure that Allah will not seize them with a gradual wasting -- 16: 45-47;
- What you have waste away -- what is with Allah remains -- 16: 96;
- -- and to lay waste all they conquered with utter wasting -- 17: 7;
- Squander not your wealth wastefully -- 17: 26;
- This in truth is Our Provision which will never waste away -- 38: 54;
WATCH
- And watch -- I too am watching with you -- 11: 93;
- Withdraw from them and watch - they will soon see -- 37: 174-175; 178-179;
- Watch them and have patience -- 54: 27;
- Allah is ever Watchful -- 89: 14;
WATER
- Pours down from the sky producing fruits -- 2: 22; 6: 99; 14: 32; 35: 27;
- Moses asks for water for his people -- 2: 60;
- Rocks which split so water flow from them --2:74;
- In the water which Allah sends from the sky -- are signs for people -- 2: 164;
- For them, a drink of boiling water -- 6: 70;
- Denied dwellers of hell -- 7: 50;
- We lead the rain-cloud to a dead land ---- water descend ---- 7: 57;
- We inspired Moses when his people asked him for water -- 7: 160;
- He sent down water from the sky that He might -- 8: 11;
- Believers who give pilgrims water are not equal with those who strive in Allah’s way -- 9: 1920;
- The similitude of the life of this world is as water which embellishes earth -- then when Our
Command comes -- 10: 24;
- His Throne was on the water -- 11: 7;
- Thus it was till --- and the oven gushed forth water -- 11: 40;
- Noah’s son said I will betake me to the mountain which will save me from the water -- 11: 43;
- O earth! swallow thy water -- and the water was made to subside -- 11: 44;
- He will go before his people -- and lead them to hell for a watering place -- 11: 98;
- They sent their water-drawer -- 12: 19;
- And in the earth are ---- which are watered with one water --- 13: 4;
- Those to whom they pray beside Allah cannot respond to them --- except as the one who
stretches his hand to water, hoping it will come to his mouth -- 13: 14;
- He sends down water from the sky so that --- 13: 17; -- whence there are trees on which
your
beasts pasture -- 16: 10;
- Hell is before him -- he is made to drink festering water which he sippeth but can hardly
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swallow -- 14: 16-17;
We cause water to descend from the sky and give you to drink -- 15: 22; 16: 10;
Those who ward off evil are among gardens and watersprings -- 15: 45;
Therewith he causes crops to grow - olive, date-palm, grapes, fruit -- 16: 11;
Allah sends water from sky reviving earth after her death -- 16: 65;
If they ask for shower, they’d be showered with water like molten lead -- 18: 29;
-- or some morning, its water is lost in the earth -- 18: 41;
Similitude of life of this world as water mixing with vegetation -- 18: 45;
It took its way to the water -- being free -- 18: 61; --- by a marvel -- 18: 63;
We sent down water from the sky -- We brought forth divers kinds of vegetation -- 20: 53;
We made every living thing of water -- 21: 30; -- every animal created of water -- 24: 45;
You see the earth barren -- We send down water thereon -- 22: 5; 63;
We send down from sky, water in measure - We gave it lodging in earth - We can withdraw it

-from it We produce gardens of date-palms and grapes and the olive tree -- 23: 18-20;
- When Our command come and over gushes water -- introduce therein -- 23: 27;
- We gave them refuge on a height -- a place of --- and water springs -- 23: 50;
- The thirsty one thinks it is water until he comes to it -- 24: 39-40;
- Allah created every animal of water -- 24: 45;
- Sends water from sky - giving life to dead land -- beasts and man to drink -- 25: 48-49;
- He created man from water -- 25: 54;
- Thus did We take them away from -- and water springs -- 26: 57;
- Abraham says -- they are enemy to me save Allah -- Who water me -- 26: 75-82;
- He aided you with --- and gardens and watersprings -- 26: 133-134;
- Will you be left secure in -- in gardens and watersprings -- 26: 146-147;
- Is not He best Who -- and send down for you water from the sky -- 27: 60;
- When he came to the water of Midian -- he found -- -- men watering -- we cannot give our
flocks to drink till the shepherds return from the water -- 28: 23;
- So he watered their flocks for them -- 28: 24;
- My father bid thee so he might pay you for watering the flock for us -- 28: 25;
- If you were to ask Who cause water to come down --- they will say Allah -- 29: 63;
- He sends water from -- quickens earth after her death -- portent for folk who understand -30: 24;
- We send water from sky -- We cause plants of all kinds to grow therein -- 31: 10;
- Have they not seen how We lead water to barren land -- 32: 27;
- We cause springs of water to gush forth therein -- 36: 34-35;
- Thereafter they have a drink of boiling water -- 37: 62-68;
- Hast thou not seen how Allah sends down water from the sky ----- they wither --- then turn
yellow - then He makes them chaff -- 39: 21;
- They are dragged through boiling water -- 40: 71-72;
- When He sends down water thereon -- it thrills and grows -- 41: 39;
- Sends down water in due measure -- revives dead land therewith -- 43: 11;
- How many were the -- water-springs they left behind -- 44: 25-27;
- It seethes in their bellies like boiling water -- 44: 45-46;
- Then pour upon his head the torment of boiling water -- 44: 48;
- Those who kept their duty will be -- amid gardens and water springs -- 44: 51-57;
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- Are those in Paradise drinking cool water, milk, wine, honey - similar to those in hell drinking
boiling water which tears their bowels -- 47: 15;
- We send down blessed water from sky - We give growth to gardens --- date-palms --provision
made for man -- thereby We quicken the dead land -- 50: 9-11;
- Those who keep from evil, will dwell in gardens and water springs -- 51: 15-19;
- We opened the gates of heaven with pouring water -- 54: 11;
- The waters met for a pre-destined purpose -- 54: 12;
- We carried him on a thing --- which ran on the waters -- 54: 13-14;
- Inform them that the water is to be shared -- 54: 28;
- They go circling round between it and fierce boiling waters -- 55: 41-44;
- -- and water gushing and plenty fruit -- neither out of reach nor forbidden -- 56: 27-40;
- -- in scorching wind and scalding water -- you will drink of boiling water -- 56: 41-56;
- Have you observed the water you drink -- Who sheds it -- We could make it bitter - will you
not
give thanks -- 56: 68-70;
- If he is of the rejecters -- the welcome will be boiling water and -- 56: 92-94;
- Have you thought if you water were to disappear in the earth, who could bring you water -67: 30;
- When the waters rose , We carried you on the ship -- 69: 11;
- If they (idolaters) tread right path We shall give them water to drink in abundance -- 72: 16;
- The righteous shall drink -- water of Kafur - spring from which slaves of Allah drink -- 76: 5-6;
- They are watered with a cup of mixture of Zanjabil from a spring named Salsabil -- 76: 17-18;
- And given you sweet water to drink therein -- 77: 27;
- We sent down from rainy clouds abundant water -- 78: 14;
- Save boiling water and paralysing cold -- 78: 25;
- And produced therefrom water and -- 79: 31;
- Let man consider his food - how We pour water in showers - then split the earth -- 80: 24-32;
- And mixed with water of Tasnim - spring from which those close to Allah drink -- 83: 27-28;
WAVE
- And it sailed with them amid waves like mountains -- 11: 42;
- And the wave came in between them and he was drowned -- 11: 43;
- There covereth him a wave -- above which is a wave -- 24: 40;
- And if a wave enshrouds them like an awning they cry to Allah -- 31: 32;
WAVER
- Be not of those who waver -- 2: 147; 3: 60; 6: 114;
- They alone ask leave who -- and whose hearts feel doubt and they waver -- 9: 45;
- The truth from thy Lord hath come -- be not of those who waver -- 10: 94;
WAY
- To turn men from Way of Allah is greater transgression -- 2: 217;
- The right direction is distinct from error --2: 256;
- O People of Book! why drive back believers from Way of Allah trying to make it crooked -- 3:
99;
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- Those to whom portion of Scripture given, purchase error and try to make you err from right
way -- 4: 44;
- Let those fight in way of Allah who sell life of world for hereafter -- 4: 74;
- Fight in way of Allah and urge believers, perchance Allah will restrain -- 4: 84;
- Choose no friend from them until they leave their homes in Way of Allah -- 4: 89;
- If they wage no war against you and offer you peace -- you have no way against them -- 4:
90;
- When you go to fight in Way of Allah, do not say to one who offers you peace ‘you are not
believer’ -- 4: 94;
- Believers who strive in Way of Allah -- are a rank above the sedentary and will have
forgiveness
and Mercy from Allah -- 4: 95-96;
- -- except the feeble men, women, children who cannot devise a plan nor -- 4: 97-99;
- Those who believe then disbelieve -- Allah will not pardon them nor guide them to a way -- 4:
137;
- You will not find a way for those whom Allah cause to go astray -- 4: 143;
- Those who make distinction between Allah and His messengers saying we believe in
some and
not --- seeking a way in between, are kuffar -- 4: 150-151;
- Kuffar who hinder others from Way of Allah are astray -- 4: 167;
- For each We have appointed a Divine Law and a traced out way -- 5: 48;
- Who reneges from Islam knows that Allah will replace him with someone -- striving in the
Way
of Allah -- 5: 54;
- If their aversion is grievous to thee -- seek a way into the earth or -- 6: 35;
- We expound revelations so the way of the unrighteous is clear -- 6: 55;
- If you obey most of those on earth, they’d mislead you from Allah’s Way -- 6: 116
- Allah knows best who errs from His Way -- 6: 117;
- This is My way - follow it - follow not other ways -- 6: 153;
- As for these, their way will be destroyed and all they are doing is in vain -- 7: 139;
- Moses tells Aaron -- follow not the way of mischief-makers -- 7: 142;
- If they see way of righteousness, they reject it -- if they see way of error, they choose it -- 7:
146;
- Didn’t they see -- it guided them not to any way -- 7: 148;
- Those who spend their wealth to debar men from Way of Allah --- 8: 36;
- Those who -- and debar men from Way of Allah -- 8: 47;
- Their way is as the way of Pharaoh’s folk -- 8: 52; 54;
- Whatever you spend in Way of Allah, will be repaid to you in full -- 8: 60;
- If they repent, establish worship -- leave their way free -- 9: 5;
- With the revelations of Allah --- they purchased --- so they debar men from His Way -- 9: 9;
- Allah will test you to see who strives in His Way -- 9: 16;
- Believers who give pilgrims water are not equal with those who strive in Allah’s Way -- 9: 19;
- Who strive with wealth and lives in Allah's way --- are of greater worth -- are triumphant -- 9:
20;
- Many Rabbis and monks devour wealth -- and debar men from Way of Allah - those who
hoard
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wealth and do not spend it in Way of Allah -- 9: 34;
- When it is said go forth in Way of Allah, you are bowed down to the ground -- 9: 38;
- Go forth armed -- strive with wealth and life in Way of Allah -- 9: 41;
- They were averse to striving with wealth and lives in Allah’s Way -- 9: 81;
- The first to lead the way - the Muhajireen and Ansar and -- Allah is pleased with them -- 9:
100;
- That is because thirst, toil nor hunger afflict them in the Way of Allah -- 9: 120;
- Our Lord! Thou hast given Pharaoh splendour -- riches -- to lead astray from Thine Way -10: 88;
- Who debar men from Allah's Way, torment will be double -- 11: 19-20;
- This is My Way -- I call on Allah with sure knowledge -- 12: 108;
- Those who -- and debar men from Way of Allah and would have it crooked -- 14: 3;
- How should we not trust in Allah when He showed us our ways -- 14: 12;
- They set up rivals to Allah that they may mislead men from His Way -- 14: 30;
- His is the direction of the Way -- some do not go straight -- 16: 9;
- And He cast into the earth ---- that they may find a way -- 16: 15-16;
- Bees inspired to follow Ways of Allah -- 16: 68-69;
- We add doom to doom for kuffar who debar men from Way of Allah -- 16: 88;
- And you should taste evil forasmuch as you debarred men from Way of Allah -- 16: 94;
- Call unto the Way of Allah with wisdom --- and reason with them in a better way -- Allah
is best aware of him who strays from His Way -- 16: 125;
- If there were other gods beside Allah --- had they sought a way against Allah -- 17: 42;
- They are all astray and cannot find a road -- 17: 48;
- Those unto whom they cry, seek the Way of Approach to Allah -- 17: 57;
- Allah is best aware of him whose way is right -- 17: 84;
- Be not loud voiced nor silent in worship -- follow a way between -- 17: 110;
- They find no way of escape thence -- 18: 53;
- It took its way into the water -- being free -- 18: 61; --- by a marvel -- 18: 63;
- We placed therein ravines as roads that they may find their way -- 21: 31;
- -- turning away in pride to beguile men from Way of Allah -- 22: 9;
- Kuffar who bar men from Way of Allah, will taste painful doom -- 22: 25;
- Was it you that misled these -- or did they wander from the way -- 25: 17;
- Would that I had chosen a way with the Messenger -- 25: 27;
- I ask no reward - whoso will may choose a way to Allah -- 25: 57;
- Satan debars them from the Way of Truth - they go not aright -- 27: 24;
- Satan -- and so debarred them from the way though -- 29: 38;
- Do not argue with People of Book unless in a better way, except those who do wrong -- 29:
46;
- Of mankind is he who pay -- to mislead from Allah’s way without knowledge -- 31: 6;
- We will follow the ways of our fathers -- 31: 21;
- Allah sayeth the Truth and showeth the Way -- 33: 4;
- That was Allah's way with those who passed away of old, who delivered His message and
feared none but Him -- 33: 38-39; 62;
- There is no power that can change Allah's way -- 33: 62;
- We obeyed our princes and great men -- they misled us from the way -- 33: 64-68;
- We could have quenched their eyesight so that they should struggle for the way -- 36: 66;
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- Judge between us -- be not unjust - show us the fair way -- 38: 22;
- Follow not desire that it beguile you from Way of Allah -- those who wander from Way of
Allah
have awful doom -- 38: 26;
- When hurt touches man -- when He grants boon - he forgets -- sets up rivals -- so he may
beguile men from His Way -- 39: 8;
- Our Lord! Thou comprehend -- therefore forgive those who repent and follow Thy Way -- 40:
7-9;
- We confess our sins --- is there any way out -- 40: 11;
- Pharaoh was debarred from the right way -- 40: 37;
- Follow me - I will show you the way of right conduct -- 40: 38;
- When evil-doers see the doom they will say - Is there any way of return -- 42: 44;
- Who made earth ---- and placed roads therein that you may find your way -- 43: 10;
- Who disbelieve and turn men from Way of Allah -- actions vain -- 47: 1;
- Those who fight in Way of Allah -- He will not render their actions vain -- He will guide them
and -- bring them into the Garden -- 47: 4-6;
- Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and oppose messenger -- Allah will make -- 47: 32;
- Kuffar who turn from Way of Allah and die in disbelief, will not be pardoned -- 47: 34;
- You are those called to spend in Way of Allah -- 47: 38;
- What ails you -- you spend not in Way of Allah when to Allah belongs inheritance of -- 57:
10;
- --- when it is said make room in assemblies --- Allah will make Way for you hereafter 58: 11;
- They make their oaths a shelter and turn men from Way of Allah -- 58: 16;
- If you have come forth to struggle in My Way --- who takes kuffar for friends has strayed
from
the right way -- 60: 1;
- They make their faith a pretext so they can turn men from Way of Allah -- 63: 2;
- Who keeps his duty to Allah, He will appoint a way out for him and provide for him from a
source he least expects -- 65: 2-3;
- Who keeps his duty to Allah, Allah will appoint a way out -- 65: 2-3; --- He makes his course
easy for him -- 65: 4;
- Allah is best aware of him who strays from His Way -- 68: 7;
- Let him who will --- choose a way to Allah -- 73: 19
- We have shown him the way -- 76: 3; -- then makes his way easy -- 80: 20;
- An admonition - whoever will may choose a way to his Lord - but you will not unless Allah
wills -- 76: 29-30;
- We shall ease thy way to a state of ease -- 87: 8;
- Did We not --- guide him to the parting of the mountain ways -- 90: 8-10;
- -- We shall ease his way to a state of ease -- 92: 5-7; --- to a state of adversity -- 92: 8-11;
WEAK
- Allah makes burden light -- man created weak -- 4: 28;
- The folk did judge me weak -- 7: 150;
- Allah it is Who make weak the plan of kuffar -- 8: 18;
- Allah knows there is weakness in you -- 8: 66;
- No fault on the weak, sick, --- who stay at home -- 9: 91;
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Shu’eyb’s folk tell him he is weak among them -- 11: 91;
When they behold what they were --- they will know who is -- weaker as an army -- 19: 75;
If the fly took something -- so weak the seeker and the sought -- 22: 73;
He shaped you out of weakness - then strength then weakness and grey hair -- -- 30: 54;
His mother bears him in weakness upon weakness -- 31: 14;
Whom We bring to old age -- We reverse -- making him go back to weakness -- 36: 68;
The weak say to the proud -- we were following you -- the proud say to the weak -- we're all
in this together -- 40: 47-48;
- If we return to Medina - the mightier will drive out the weaker -- 63: 8;
- Look again and again -- your sight will return to you weakened and dim -- 67: 4;
- Till the day -- they will know for sure who is weaker in allies and -- 72: 24;
WEALTH
- We shall try you with fear, hunger, loss of wealth -- 2: 155;
- It is prescribed for you, when death approaches, if he leaves wealth -- 2: 180;
- Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanity, nor bribe judges to gain others
property -- 2: 188;
- Spend you wealth for Cause of Allah - do not be cast by your own hands to ruin -- 2: 195;
- Spend of that wherewith We have provided you before Day of Judgment -- 2: 254;
- Those who spend in Allah's Way - increase manifold - grain growing 7 ears - each grows 100
grains -- 2: 261;
- Who spend in Allah's way and make no reproach nor injury to follow what is spent -- 2: 262;
- A kind word with forgiveness better than alms-giving followed by injury -- 2: 263;
- Who spend wealth to be seen of men -- 2: 264;
- The likeness of him who spends his wealth seeking Allah’s Pleasure, is as a garden -- 2: 265;
- Who spend their wealth by day and night, openly or secretly will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 274;
- Wealth nor children of kuffar, will be of any use on Day of Judgment -- 3: 10; 116;
- Joys from wealth -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
- Wealth and children of kuffar are useless to them - what they spend in this world causes
destruction -- 3: 116-117;
- Pardon from Allah and Mercy is better than what they amass -- 3: 157; 43: 32;
- Give to orphans their wealth - exchange not good for bad - do not absorb theirs in yours -- 4:
2;
- Give women their dowries - if they remit, then you can absorb it into your wealth -- 4: 4;
- Give not unto the foolish until they are tested but you can feed and clothe them from it -- 4: 56;
- When kinsfolk, orphans and needy present at division of property, bestow on them -- 4: 8;
- Those who devour wealth of orphans wrongfully only swallow Fire -- 4: 10;
- Squander not your wealth through vanity - who does so through aggression and injustice will
be thrown in hell -- 4: 29-30;
- Allah does not love those who hoard their wealth or those who spend for show -- 4: 36-38;
- You have nothing to fear if you believe in Allah and spend right -- 4: 39;
- Approach not wealth of orphans except with -- 6: 152;
- Had I knowledge of the Unseen, I’d be wealthy and -- 7: 188;
- Your possessions and children are a test -- 8: 28;
- Kuffar spend their wealth to debar men from Way of Allah -- 8: 36;
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- Those who left their homes and strove with their wealth -- 8: 72; 9: 20;
- Do you think that your fathers, sons --- wealth -- are dearer to you than Allah -- 9: 24;
- Many rabbis and monks devour wealth of mankind wantonly -- who hoard gold and silver --it
will be heated --- they will be branded -- this is what you hoarded -- 9: 34-35;
- Go forth - strive with your wealth and lives --- that is best for you -- 9: 41;
- Believers --- ask no leave of thee lest they should strive with wealth and -- 9: 44;
- Let not their wealth nor children please thee -- Allah will punish them thereby and take their
souls while they disbelieve -- 9: 55; 85;
- Even as those before you were --- more affluent than you in wealth and children -- 9: 69;
- They were averse to striving with wealth and lives in Allah’s Way -- 9: 81;
- When surah revealed -- the men of wealth among them ask to remain at home -- 9: 86;
- Messenger and believers strive with wealth and lives -- 9: 88;
- Take alms from their wealth -- with which you may purify them -- 9: 103;
- Allah has bought from believers their wealth and lives -- 9: 111;
- Noah tells his folk -- I ask you no wealth therefor -- 11: 29;
- We aided you with wealth and children -- 17: 6;
- Squander not thy wealth in wantonness -- 17: 26;
- Come not near the orphan's wealth -- 17: 34;
- And be a partner in their wealth and children -- 17: 64;
- Man says boastfully -- I am more than thee in wealth -- 18: 34;
- Though you see me less than thee in wealth and children -- 18: 39;
- Wealth and children are ornaments of life of world -- 18: 46;
- Have you seen him who disbelieve and say we'll be given wealth and children -- 19: 77;
- Do they think that with wealth and sons We hasten to them good things -- 23: 55-56;
- Bestow on them of the wealth of Allah which He bestowed on you -- 24: 33;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! Grant me -- and abase me not on the day when wealth and sons
avail not any man -- 26: 83-89;
- What! will you help me with wealth -- 27: 36;
- Korah given much wealth -- he exulted in it -- 28: 76;
- Use your wealth to seek home in hereafter -- 28: 77;
- Are your slaves equal partners in the wealth We have bestowed on you -- 30: 28;
- Do not increase wealth by usury -- 30: 39;
- They scold you with sharp tongues in their greed for wealth -- 33: 19;
- And He caused you to inherit their land ----- and wealth -- 33: 27;
- We are more than you in wealth and children -- we are not the punished -- 34: 34-35;
- It is not your wealth and children which will bring you near to Us -- 34: 37;
- Mercy of Allah is better than the wealth they amass -- 43: 32;
- Were it not that mankind would have become one community, We'd have appointed for
Kuffar
houses of Silver --- 43: 33-35;
- If you believe and ward-off evil --- He will give you ---- and not ask of your worldly wealth -47: 36;
- If He ask you of it, you would hoard it -- 47: 37;
- True believers are ---- strive with wealth and lives for ---- 49: 15;
- In their wealth, the beggar and outcast had due share -- 51: 19;
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Spend of that whereof He has made you Trustees -- 57: 7;
Why don't you spend in Allah's Way, when everything belongs to Him -- 57: 10;
Who will lend to Allah a goodly loan -- 57: 11; 57: 18; 64: 17;
Life of this world -- play, idle talk, -- rivalry in respect of wealth and children -- 57: 20;
Their wealth and children will avail them nothing -- 58: 17;
Strive for Cause of Allah with wealth and lives -- 61: 11;
Let not wealth, children distract you from remembrance of Allah - who does so is loser -- 63:

9;
- Your wealth and children are a temptation -- with Allah is immense reward -- 64: 15;
- Lodge them where you dwell according to your wealth and harass them not -- 65: 6-7;
- Is it because he is possessed of wealth and children that when ---- he says fables of old -We
shall brand him on the nose -- 68: 14-16;
- My wealth hath not availed me -- 69: 28;
- Who hoarded wealth and with-held it -- 70: 18;
- Man was created anxious --- except --- and those in whose wealth there is the right of the
beggar
and destitute -- 70: 19-35;
- He will help you with wealth and sons -- 71: 12;
- They disobeyed me and ------- whose wealth and children increase him in nothing but ruin -71: 21;
- And you love wealth with abounding love -- 89: 20;
- And he says I have destroyed vast wealth -- 90: 6;
- Who gives his wealth that he may grow in goodness -- 92: 17-21;
- In the love of wealth, he is violent -- 100: 8;
- Rivalry in worldly increase distracts you ---- 102: 1;
- Woe to every slanderer who gathered wealth --- thinks his wealth will make him immortal -104: 1-3;
- His wealth and gains will not exempt him -- 111: 2;
WEAN
- His weaning is in two years -- 31: 14;
- And the weaning of him is in 30 months -- 46: 15;
WEAR
- Bracelets of silver will they wear -- 76: 21;
WEARY
- He is never weary of preserving them -- 2: 255;
- Those who dwell in His Presence are not ----- nor do they weary -- 21: 19;
- The glorify Him night and day -- they flag not -- 21: 20;
- Praise be to Allah Who of His Grace, has installed us in mansions of eternity, where toil nor
weariness touch us -- 35: 33-35;
- Have they not seen that Allah was not wearied by creating heavens and earth -- 46: 33;
- Were We worn out by the first creation -- 50: 15;
- Created heavens and earth in 6 days -- not wearied -- 50: 38;
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WEEP
- Let them laugh a little -- they will weep much -- 9: 82;
- They came weeping to their father in the evening -- 12: 16;
- When Quran recited to them, they fall down --- weeping -- 19: 58;
- Allah makes laugh and makes weep -- 53: 43;
- Do you marvel at this statement and laugh and not weep -- 53: 59-61;
WEIGH / WEIGHT
- Ten Commandments - give full measure and weight -- 6: 151-153; 7: 85; 11: 85; 17: 35;
26: 182; 55: 9;
- The weighing on that day is true weighing -- whose scale is heavy ---- 7: 8-9;
- Their works are vain -- We assign no weight to them -- 18: 105;
- We set just balance for Day of Judgment --- though it be weight of grain of mustard -- 21:47;
---wherever it is Allah will bring it forth -- 31: 16;
- Weigh with a true balance -- 26: 182;
- Not an atom's weight -- more or less -- but it is in a clear record -- 34: 3;
- Those who argue about Allah - their argument has no weight with Allah -- 42: 16;
- We shall charge thee with a word of weight -- 73: 1-8;
- But if they measure or weigh for them, cause them loss -- 83: 1-3;
- And eased thee of the burden which weighed down thy back -- 94: 3;
- Who does an atom’s weight of good will see it -- 99: 7; --- an atom’s weight of evil -- 99: 8;
WELCOME
- When you welcomed it with your tongues and uttered -- 24: 15;
- They will meet therein with welcome and the word of Peace -- 25: 75;
- Is this better as a welcome or the tree of Zaqqum -- 37: 62-66;
- No word of welcome for them -- 38: 59-60;
- A gift of welcome from Allah -- 41: 32;
- This will be their welcome on Day of Judgment -- 56: 56;
- To them it is said eat, drink, and welcome for what you did -- 77: 43;
WELFARE
- My welfare is only in Allah -- 11: 88;
WELL
- -- If you must -- fling him into the depth of the pit -- 12: 10;
- Then when --- that they should place him in the depth of the pit -- 12: 15;
- He let down his pail (into the pit) -- 12: 19;
- How many township We destroyed -- how many a deserted well -- 22: 45;
WEST
- East and West belongs to Allah -- 2: 115; 142;
- It is not righteousness to turn your faces to East and West -- 2: 177;
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- Moses says Allah is Lord of East and West -- 26: 28;
- Lord of 2 easts and 2 wests -- 55: 17;
WHISPER
- Satan whispers to Adam that Allah only forbade them the tree lest -- 7: 20;
- If a whisper from devil reach thee, seek refuge in Allah -- 41: 36;
- We created man -- We know what his soul whispers to him -- 50: 16;
- I seek refuge ---- from the evil of the sneaking whisperer who whispereth in hearts of
mankind -- 114: 1-6;
WHITE
- Eat and drink until white thread ---- 2: 187;
- On the day when some faces will be whitened and some blackened --- 3: 106;
- Those whose faces are whitened will dwell in Allah's mercy forever -- 3: 107;
WHOREDOM
- Force not your slave girls to whoredom -- 24: 33;
WICKED
- It is not Allah's purpose to leave you until He separates wicked from good -- 3: 179;
- They restrained not one another from wickedness -- 5: 79;
- In every city We have made great ones of its wicked ones 6: 123;
- That Allah may separate the wicked from the good and what He will do with the wicked -- 8:
37;
- When a surah is revealed - it increases the wickedness of the kuffar -- 9: 125;
- Allah is aware of what the wicked do but gives them respite till -- 14: 42;
- Allah enjoins ......... and forbids ........ and wickedness -- 16: 90;
- The guilty are not questioned of their sins -- 28: 78;
- And those who drive away (the wicked) with reproof -- 37: 2;
- Shall We treat the pious as the wicked -- 38: 28;
- How come we do not see those whom we thought wicked -- 38: 62;
- And other faces - with dust - veiled in darkness - kuffar and wicked -- 80: 40-42;
- The wicked will be in hell - they will burn therein on Day of Judgment and will not be
absent -- 82: 14-16;
- The record of the vile is in Sijjeen - a written record -- 83: 7-9;
WIDOWS
- Mourning period for women -- 2: 234;
- Husband's bequest for maintenance and residence -- 2: 240;
- It may be that Allah will give him wives better than you -- widows -- 66: 5;
WILDERNESS
- We appointed it a --- and a comfort for the dwellers in the wilderness -- 56: 71-73;
- Had it not been that Allah’s favour --- he would have been cast into the wilderness -- 68: 49;
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WILES
- If Thou fend not off their wiles from me, I shall incline to them -- 12: 33;
- So Allah --- and fended off their wiles from him -- 12: 34;
WILLS
- To be made -- 2: 180;
- Whoso changeth the will -- 2: 181;
- Who fears from the testator some unjust or sinful clause -- 2: 182;
- If you are about to die leaving wives, bequest for them provision for a year -- 2: 240;
- Who should inherit -- how much -- a Fard from Allah -- who obeys -- who disobeys -- 4: 7-14;
- When death draws nigh - have bequests witnessed - how to deal with this -- 5: 106-108;
WIN
- Wizards asks Pharaoh whether there’ll be rewards if they won -- 26: 41;
- Wizards threw their cords and staves and said they are winners -- 26: 44;
- You two and those who follow you, will be the winners -- 28: 35;
- Korah, Pharaoh, Haman - were boastful -- not winners -- 29: 39;
WIND
- In the ordinance of the winds are signs for sensible people -- 2: 164;
- The likeness of what kuffar spend -- is as the likeness of biting icy wind which -- 3: 117;
- He sends the winds heralding His Mercy with rain clouds -- 7: 57; 25: 48; 30: 48; 35: 9;
- Similitude of kuffar -- their works are as ashes blown on stormy day -- 14: 18;
- And We send the winds fertilising -- 15: 22;
- Do you feel secure that He will not --- and send a hurricane of wind and -- 17: 69;
- Life of world compared to rain falling, mixing with vegetation, withers, scattered by wind -18: 45;
- Unto Solomon We subdued the wind -- it set by his command -- 21: 81;
- He who ascribe partners to Allah is as if he fell from Sky and wind blow him far away -- 22:
31;
- Is not He best Who -- sends the winds as heralds of His Mercy -- 27: 63;
- He send winds - ships sail - so you can seek His Bounty and be thankful -- 30: 46;
- If We sent wind and saw it yellow, they will still continue in disbelief -- 30: 51;
- We sent against them a great wind -- 33: 9;
- We gave wind to Solomon -- morning course a month's journey -- 34: 12;
- We made wind subservient -- setting by his command -- 38: 36;
- We let loose on them a raging wind -- 41: 16;
- If He will, He calms the wind so they keep still on the surface -- 42: 33;
- -- the ordering of the winds - portents for people with sense -- 45: 5;
- This is what you did seek to hasten -- a wind wherein is painful torment -- 46: 24-25;
- And the tribe of Aad -- when We sent the fatal wind against them -- 51: 41;
- We let loose on them a raging wind -- sweeping men away as if -- 54: 19-20;
- -- in scorching wind and scalding water -- 56: 41-56;
- Aad - destroyed by wind - 7 nights and 8 days --- lying as trunks of palm-trees -- 69: 6-8;
- By the emissary winds -- 77: 1;
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WINE
- Great sin --- 2: 219;
- As for one of you, he will pour out wine for his lord to drink -- 12: 41;
- After that will come a year of plenty -- people will press wine -- 12: 49;
- Therein are rivers of -- wine delicious to the drinkers -- 47: 15;
- They’re given to drink pure wine -- sealed with musk -- mixed with water of Tasnim -- 83: 2528;
WINGS
- Allah appoint angels as messengers with wings -- 35: 1;
- Haven’t they seen the birds -- spreading out their wings -- 67: 19;
WINK
- The guilty laughed at believers and winked one to another when they passed them -- 83: 2932;
WINNOW
- By those who winnow with a winnowing -- 51: 1;

77: 4;

WINTER
- For their taming, We cause the caravans to set forth in winter -- 106: 2;
WIPE
- Travel in the land and see -- Allah wiped them out -- 47: 10;
WISDOM / WISE
- We sent messenger who -- and teaches you Scripture and Wisdom -- 2: 151;
- Allah gives wisdom to whom He wills -- he to whom it is given, received abundant good -- 2:
269;
- Allah will teach Jesus Scripture, Wisdom, Torah, Gospel -- 3: 48;
- Not possible for any human to whom Scripture, Wisdom --- given, to say ‘Be my slaves’ -- 3:
79;
- Allah sent messenger -- recite Revelations -- teach them Scripture and Wisdom -- 3: 164;
- Allah bestowed on House of Abraham - Scripture, Wisdom -- 4: 54;
- Allah revealed to thee the Scripture and Wisdom and teach thee what you knew not -- 4: 113;
- We raise unto degrees of Wisdom whom We will -- 6: 83;
- When he reached his prime, We gave him wisdom and knowledge -- 12: 22;
- We bring thee good tidings of a boy possessing wisdom -- 15: 53;
- Call unto the Way of Allah with wisdom and --- 16: 125;
- This is part of that wisdom -- 17: 39;
- We gave him wisdom when a child -- 19: 12;
- Abraham’s dua - My Lord! grant me wisdom -- 26: 83-89;
- Allah will judge between them of His Wisdom -- 27: 78;
- We gave him wisdom when he reached full strength -- 28: 14;
- None will grasp their meaning save the wise -- 29: 43;
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-

We gave wisdom to Luqman --- 31: 12; --- to David -- 38: 20;
-- and bear in mind what is recited -- of revelations and wisdom -- 33: 32-34;
I have come to you with wisdom -- 43: 63;
There hath come to them tidings -- effective wisdom -- 54: 4-5;
--- and to teach them the Scripture and wisdom -- 62: 2;

WIT
- If you have any wit, outwit Me -- 77: 39;
WITCHCRAFT
- Some people put aside Quran and learn witchcraft -- - causing division between man and
wife selling their souls for a small price -- 2: 101-103;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said this is some knowing wizard who will chase you from your land -- 7:
109-110;
- Pharaoh’s chiefs said put him off while you send to cities for your wizards. The wizards came
and
asked Pharaoh whether they’d be rewarded if they won -- Pharaoh said and you’d come
closer to
me. They threw. Moses threw his staff - it swallowed theirs -- wizards prostrated saying they
believed in Allah -- Pharaoh said he’d cut off their hands and feet, then crucify them - wizards
asked Allah for patience and to let them die as muslims -- 7: 111-126;
- Kuffar say this is a wizard -- 10: 2; 38: 4;
- They said these are 2 wizards who will drive you out of your country -- 20: 63;
- What they made is a wizard’s artifice -- wizards shall not be successful -- 20: 69;
- The wizards were flung down prostrate crying -- we believe in Lord of Aaron and Moses -20: 70;
- Pharaoh said this is a knowing wizard -- 26: 34;
- Send summoners to the cities to bring every knowing wizard -- 26: 36-37;
- Wizards were gathered -- time and place appointed -- 26: 38;
- People gathered so they can follow the wizards if they won -- 26: 40;
- Wizards asked Pharaoh if there’ll be rewards -- 26: 41;
- Pharaoh told wizards -yes and you’d be of those brought near to me -- 26: 42;
- Moses tells wizards to throw -- 26: 43;
- Wizards threw their cords and staves saying - by Pharaoh’s might, we won -- 26: 44;
- Moses threw hi staff -- it swallowed what the wizards had cast -- 26: 45;
- Wizards fell prostrate saying we believe in Allah - Lord of Moses and Aaron -- 26: 46-48;
- Pharaoh asks them whether they put faith in Moses before he gave permission, that he will
cut
off their hands and feet and crucify them -- 26: 49;
- Wizards said we will return to our Lord and we hope for His forgiveness -- 26: 50-51;
- O Wizard! Entreat thy Lord for us by the pact He made with Thee -- 43: 49;
- He withdrew - confiding in his might and said a wizard or -- 51: 39;
- Every folk in the past said their messenger was either a wizard or madman -- 51: 52-53;
- And men say where is the wizard who can save him now -- 75: 27;
- I seek refuge in Allah from evil of witchcraft -- 113: 4;
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WITHDRAW
- If We willed, We could withdraw what is revealed to thee -- 17: 86;
- When you withdraw from them and what they worship except Allah -- 18: 16;
- She conceived him and she withdrew with him to a far place -- 19: 22;
- I shall withdraw from you and that to which you pray beside Allah -- 19: 48;
- When he had withdrawn from what they were worshipping -- We gave him -- 19: 49;
- We send down water -- We are able to withdraw it -- 23: 18;
- Then We withdraw it to Us - a gradual withdrawing -- 25: 46;
- So withdraw from them and wait - they too are waiting -- 32: 30;
- Withdraw from them awhile and watch -- they will soon see -- 37: 174-175; 178-179;
- Withdraw from them -- you are not blameworthy -- 51: 54;
- Withdraw from him who flee from Our Remembrance and desire only life of World -- 53: 29;
- -- and the night when it withdraws -- 74: 33;
WITHHOLD
- What he opens of His mercy, none can withhold - what He withholds, none can release -- 35:
2;
- This is Our gift -- so bestow or withhold without reckoning -- 38: 39;
- Allah promises you -- and withhold men’s hands from you -- 48: 20;
- Allah withheld men’s hands from you and yours from them in valley of Mecca -- 48: 24;
- If you obey Allah -- He will not withhold any reward for your deeds -- 49: 14;
- Who will provide for you if He withholds His Providence -- 67: 21;
- It calls him who -- hoarded wealth and withheld it -- 70: 15-18;
WITNESS
- If you are in doubt --- produce a similar surah and call witnesses -- 2: 23;
- Muslims to be witnesses against mankind - Messenger to be witness against us -- 2: 143;
22: 78;
- Some call Allah to witness what is in their hearts - rigid opponents - mischief maker -- 2: 204205;
- Contracts - debts to be written - must have witnesses - 2 men or 1 man and 2 women - so
that if
one err, the other will remember -- no harm to be done to scribe nor witness -- selling should
also
be witnessed -- 2: 282;
- If on journey, scribe not available, pledge in hand will suffice -- 2: 283;
- Allah, angels, men of learning -- bear witness that there is no god but Allah -- 3: 18;
- Bear witness that we have surrendered to Him -- 3: 52;
- Enroll us among those who witness the truth -- 3: 53;
- A messenger will come to you -- believe and help him - Do you agree - Yes -- bear witness, I
will
be witness with you -- 3: 81;
- How shall Allah guide -- who disbelieves after his belief and after he testifies that
messenger is
true and -- 3: 86-89;
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- O People of Book! why disbelieve revelations -- when Allah is witness of what you do -- 3: 98;
- O People of Book! why drive back believers from -- trying to make it crooked -- when you are
witnesses -- 3: 99;
- That Allah may know -- and choose witnesses from among you -- 3: 140;
- Woman guilty of lewdness - have 4 witnesses -- 4: 15;
- Allah is witness over all things -- 4: 33;
- Against every people there'd be a witness, and against these, Prophet will be a witness --4: 41;
- Be staunch in justice -- be witnesses against your own self - parents, kindred, rich or poor do
not let your desire lead you astray -- 4: 135;
- Allah is sufficient as witness -- 4: 166; 29: 52;
- Be steadfast witnesses for Allah in equity - do not let hatred of a people seduce you - Be just
it is nearer to being God-fearing -- 5: 8;
- When death draws nigh, have witnesses to bequests - how to deal with this -- 5: 106-108;
- Thus it is likely that they will bear true witness -- 5: 108;
- Disciples tell Jesus to ask for food from heaven so they could be witnesses to it -- 5: 113;
- I was a witness of them while I dwelt among them -- Thou art witness over all things -- 5: 117;
- What thing has more weight in testimony -"Allah is witness between me and you" -- do you
bear witness that there are gods besides Allah? I bear no such witness -- 6: 19;
- They will testify against themselves that they are kuffar -- 6: 130;
- Or were you by to witness when Allah commanded you this -- 6: 144;
- Bring your witnesses that Allah forbade all this -- if they bear witness, do not bear witness
with
them -- 6: 150;
- Not for idolaters to tend mosques -- bearing witness against themselves -- 9: 17;
- Allah bear witness that they are liars -- 9: 107;
- Allah is sufficient as witness between us and you -- 10: 29;
- Allah is witness of what they do -- 10: 46; -- Allah is witness of ALL things -- 85: 9;
- No act escapes Allah -- He is witness at time of it -- 10: 61;
- And the witnesses will say "these are they who lied about Allah" -- 11: 18;
- Hud says I call Allah to witness and you too bear witness that I am innocent -- 11: 54;
- That is a day that will be witnessed -- 11: 103;
- And a witness of her own folk testified -- if his shirt is torn from front -- 12: 26;
- Allah and those who have knowledge is sufficient witness between me and you -- 13: 43;
- On the day when We raise up of every nation a witness -- 16: 84; 89;
- And We bring thee as witness against these -- 16: 89;
- Break not your oaths after making Allah witness -- 16: 91;
- Recital of Quran at dawn is witnessed -- 17: 78;
- Allah is sufficient as witness between me and you -- 17: 96; 29: 52; 46: 8;
- I did not let them witness creation of heaven and earth nor --- 18: 51;
- And David and Solomon - gave judgment concerning the field -- We were witnesses to the
judgment -- 21: 78;
- Allah is witness over all things -- 22: 17; 34: 47;
- Proclaim Haj -- they will come -- that they may witness things that are of benefit to them --
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22: 28;
- That the messenger will be witness against you and you be witness against mankind -- 22:
78;
- The adulterer, adulteress - flog them 100 lashes - let their punishment be witnessed -- 24: 2;
- Who accuse honourable women must bring 4 witnesses --- do not accept their testimony
except those who repent -- 24: 4-5;
- Who accuse their wives, and have no witnesses -- it shall avert the punishment from her if
she
bear witness - 4 times - that what he says is false - and a fifth time -- 24: 6-10;
- Why did they not produce 4 witnesses --- in sight of Allah, they are liars -- 24: 13;
- Those who will not witness vanity but will pass with dignity -- 25: 72;
- We will say to his friend, we witnessed not the destruction --- 27: 49;
- Allah is surety over what we say -- 28: 28;
- Prophet sent as witness -- 33: 45;
- And feet bear witness over what they used to earn -- 36: 65;
- Book is set up -- Prophets and witnesses are brought -- 39: 69;
- We do help Our Messengers and believers in life of World and on Day when the witnesses
arise -- 40: 51;
- We confess to thee, not one of us is a witness for them -- 41: 47;
- Did they witness their creation -- 43: 19;
- Those to whom they cry besides Allah possess no power -- except him who bear witness to
the truth -- 43: 86;
- If it is from Allah and you disbelieve -- a witness from Yahudis testified and believed -- you
are too proud -- 46: 10;
- We sent thee as witness and -- 48: 8;
- Every soul comes with a driver and a witness -- 50: 21;
- Every drinking will be witnessed -- 54: 28;
- Hypocrites tells kuffar of People of Book -- If you are driven out, we'll go with you -- Allah
witness that they are liars -- 59: 11;
- Hypocrites say to Prophet -- We testify that you are Allah's messenger -- Allah bears witness
that they are lying -- 63: 1;
- (Divorce) Call to witness 2 just men - keep testimony upright -- 65: 2;
- We sent to you a messenger as a witness against you -- 73: 15;
- Man is a telling witness against himself -- 75: 14;
- I call to witness the planets -- 81: 15;
- And by the witness and that whereunto he bear testimony -- 85: 3;
- And were themselves witnesses of what they did to believers -- 85: 7;
- Man is ungrateful to his Lord -- he is a witness to that -- 100: 6-7;
WIVES
- Those who sever what Allah has ordered to be joined -- 2: 27; 13: 25;
- The learn magic - causing division between man and wife -- 2: 101-103;
- Lawful to go into them night of fast - raiment to each other -- hold intercourse with them -seek
what Allah ordained -- then observe the fast and touch them not -- 2: 187;
- Women are a tilth for you - go to your tilth as you will -- 2: 223;
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- If you forswear your wives, you must wait 4 months, and if they decide on divorce, Allah is
Knower, Hearer -- 2: 226; 227;
- Divorced women to wait 3 months -- not lawful to conceal what Allah hath created - husband
should take them back if they desire reconciliation -- they have rights over men similar to
what
men have over them - men are a degree above them -- 2: 228;
- Pronounce divorce twice - after second pronouncement, woman to be retained in honour or
released in kindness -- do not take back what you gave her except -- woman can ransom
herself -do not transgress Allah's limits -- 2: 229;
- After 3rd pronouncement, must marry and divorce someone else before she can re-marry
former husband -- 2: 230;
- After waiting period expired, wives can be retained or released in kindness - make not your
religion a laughing stock by your behaviour -- 2: 231;
- Place no obstacle to prevent women marrying their husbands if they agree, when the waiting
period is over -- 2: 232;
- Children to be suckled 2 years - can be weaned before - Father of child to provide for mother
can give child out to nurse -- 2: 233;
- If you die and leave wives - wives to wait 4 months 10 days -- after this no sin for you in what
they do in decency -- 2: 234;
- Can pronounce engagement - No intercourse before marriage -- 2: 235;
- Can divorce women before having intercourse with them -- must provide for them according
to
your means - a bounden duty -- 2: 236;
- If you divorce them before intercourse - how to deal with Mahr -- 2: 237;
- In case of death, wives to be provided for a year -- without turning them out - if they go out on
their own -- 2: 240;
- For divorced women, provide in kindness -- 2: 241;
- Guilty of lewdness (Adultery) - 4 witnesses - confine them to house or new legislation from
Allah -- 4: 15;
- If husband and wife guilty - punish them both -- 4: 16;
- Do not, by your behaviour, force your wives to leave so you can take back part of dowry -- 4:
19;
- If you wish to exchange one wife for another - do not take back dowry -- 4: 20-21;
- Do not marry women your fathers had married -- 4: 22;
- Who cannot marry free believing women, may marry believing slaves if he fears to commit
sin,
but patience is better -- if such slaves then commit lewdness -- punishment is half that for free
women -- 4: 25;
- Men are maintainers of women (Y/A); Good women are obedient - if disobedient ---- 4: 34;
- If you fear breach between man and wife - appoint arbitrator -- 4: 35;
- If a woman fears ill-treatment or desertion from husband - no harm to make peace - this is
better but greed is present in minds of men -- 4: 128;
- You will not be able to deal equally with your wives - do not turn away altogether from one ---
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if
they separate, Allah will provide each out of His abundance 4: 129-130;
- They say what is in bellies of such cattle --- forbidden to our wives -- 6: 139;
- If your fathers, sons, wives -- are dearer to you than Allah -- then wait -- 9: 24;
- They will enter Paradise with those who do right of their wives --- 13: 23;
- We sent messengers before thee - We appointed for them wives and offspring -- 13: 38;
- Them, We shall deliver everyone except his wife whom We had decreed -- 15: 59-60;
- Allah hath given you wives ---- and from them sons -- 16: 72;
- Zachariah says my wife is barren -- 19: 4; 8;
- We adjusted his wife ( to bear child) for him -- 21: 90;
- Successful are believers who ---- guard their modesty except from wives or ---- 23: 1-11;
- Those who accuse their wives but have no witnesses --- 24: 6-10;
- Our Lord! grant us comfort of our wives and offspring -- 25: 74;
- Of all creatures you come to males and leave the wives your Lord created for you -- 26: 165166;
- We saved him and his household except his wife -- 27: 57;
- We are to deliver him and his household except his wife -- 29: 31; --- you and your
household ----- 29: 34;
- He created mates for you --- that you may find rest in them --- He ordained between you love
and mercy -- 30: 21;
- Nor hath he made your wives whom you ----- your mothers --- 33: 4;
- Prophet's wives are as their mothers -- 33: 6;
- O Prophet! say to your wives, If you desire the world's life and its adornment, come ---- 33:
28; -But if you desire Allah and His messenger -- 33: 29;
- O wives of Prophet! Whoso of you commit lewdness -- punishment doubled -- 33: 30; -Whoso is submissive to Allah and Messenger will have double reward -- 33: 31;
- O wives of Prophet! you are not like ordinary women -- be not soft of speech -- 33: 32; -And stay in your houses - be regular in prayer - pay zakat - obey Allah and Messenger -Allah wants to remove uncleanness from you -- 33: 33; -- and bear in mind that which is
recited
in your houses of revelations -- 33: 34;
- When you said to him whom Allah -- keep your wife and fear Allah -- hiding in your mind -when Zaid performed the divorce, We gave her in marriage to you -- no sin on believers to
marry wives of adopted sons after necessary formalities -- 33: 37;
- O Prophet! Lawful to you are your wives to whom you paid dowries, slaves from war booty,
first cousins, believing women who offer themselves to thee whom you want to marry - a
privilege for thee only - that you may be free of blame -- We are aware of what We
enjoined
on them about their wives and -- can defer or receive whom you will -- not allowed to take
other
women or to change wives henceforth -- 33: 50-52;
- When you speak to wives of Prophet - speak from behind curtain - do not marry his wives
after
him -- 33: 53; VERSE OF VEIL (see B8- 168 - 255)
- Thy wives may converse freely with their fathers -- 33: 55;
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- Tell thy wives, daughters and believing women to draw cloaks around them when they go
abroad - they may be recognised and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- Those who merit Paradise -- they and wives happily employed -- in shade -- 36: 55-58;
- Assemble those who did wrong - and their wives --- and lead them to hell -- 37: 22-23;
- Our Lord! -- make them enter Paradise -- with such of their fathers, wives -- as do right -- 40:
7-9;
- Enter the garden - you and your wives -- 43: 70;
- Then his wife came forward -- smote her face and cried - a barren old woman -- 51: 24-30;
- Those who put away their wives by saying they are as their mothers - they utter an ill-word if they want to go back on their word - must free a slave or fast 60 consecutive days, or feed
60 poor people as penalty before touching each other -- these are limits of Allah -- 58: 2-4;
- If any of your wives have gone to kuffar, when your turn comes, give to those whose wives
have gone, equivalent of what they spent -- 60: 11;
- Among your wives, children are enemies - beware - if you efface, overlook and forgive -- 64:
14;
- When you divorce women, put them away for legal period - count period and keep duty to
Allah do not put them out the houses - do not let them go forth unless ---- limits of Allah - do not
transgress - who does so, wrongs his soul -- when the term reached, either keep them or
release
them in kindness - call 2 witnesses - who believe in Allah must act thus - whoever keep his
duty
to Allah - He will appoint way out for him -- will provide for him -- Allah is sufficient for who
put
their trust in Him -- Allah brings His command to pass -- He set measure for all things -- 65: 13;
- And for such of the women who despair of menstruation - the waiting period is 3 months -along
with those who do not get it -- for those with child, the period is up till she gives birth -- 65: 4;
- Lodge them where you dwell - harass them not - if they are with child, spend for them till they
deliver, if they give suck - pay them and consult in kindness -- if there are difficulties, let
some
other woman give suck - who is rich, spend - whose provision is measured, spend of Allah's
provisions -- Allah ask no soul beyond its scope - after hardship comes ease -- 65: 6-7;
- O Prophet! why ban what Allah made lawful for you seeking to please your wives -- 66: 1;
- When Prophet confided a fact to one of his wives - she divulged it - Allah apprised him
thereof he told her part - she asked who disclosed it - he said Allah -- 66: 3;
- If you twain turn to Allah repentant - if you aid one another against him - then Allah is his
Protecting Friend, Gabriel, the righteous among believers and angels are his helpers -- 66: 4;
- If he divorces you, Allah may give him better wives than you, submissive, believing, pious,
penitent, inclined to fasting, widows and maids -- 66: 5;
- Example for disbelievers -- wives of Noah and Lot -- 66: 10;
- Example for believers -- wife of Pharaoh and Mary - daughter of Imran -- 66: 11-12;
- The guilty will long to ransom --- at the price of spouse ---- 70: 11-14;
- -- and those who preserve their chastity except with their wives and -- 70: 19-35;
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- Allah hath taken neither wife nor son -- 72: 3;
- On the day when a man flees from --- his wife --- 80: 34-37;
- And his (Abu Lahab's wife - the wood carrier) will have on neck, halter of palm-fibre -- 111: 45;
WOE
- Woe to those who write Scripture and say this is from Allah -- 2: 79;
- Woe to kuffar from awful doom -- 14: 2; --- from the fire -- 38: 27;
- Woe to those whose hearts hardened against remembrance of Allah -- 39: 22;
- Woe to idolaters who do not pay zakat and disbelieve in Hereafter -- 41: 6-7;
- Woe to those who do wrong from the doom of a painful day -- 43: 65;
- Woe to each sinful liar who hear the revelations of Allah recited and -- 45: 7-9;
- When surah revealed mentioning war -- some look at thee with -- woe to them -- 47: 20;
- Woe to kuffar from the day they are promised -- 51: 60;
- Woe that day to the deniers who play in talk -- 52: 11-12;
- Woe to repudiators that day -- 77: 15; 19; 24; 28; 34; 37; 40; 45; 47; 49; 83: 10;
- Woe to the defrauders -- those who when they take the measure -- demand it full, but if they
measure -- 83: 1-6;
- Woe to every slandering slanderer who -- 104: 1-2;
- Woe to the worshippers who are heedless of their prayer -- 107: 4-7;
WOLF
- I fear lest the wolf devour him while -- 12: 14;
- If the wolf should devour him while we are so strong a band -- 12: 15;
- The wolf devoured him and -- 12: 17;
WOMBS
- Not lawful to conceal what Allah hath created in their wombs -- 2: 228;
- Allah fashions you in wombs as He pleases -- 3-6;
- Be careful of your duty to Allah --- and towards the wombs that bore you -- 4: 1;
- Has He forbidden the 2 males or 2 females or that which the wombs -- contain -- 6: 143-144;
- Allah knows what the wombs absorb and what they grow -- 13: 8;
- He brought you forth from wombs --- that you may give thanks -- 16: 78;
- We cause what We will, to remain in the wombs for an appointed term, then We bring you
forth as infants -- 22: 5;
- Allah knows what is in the wombs -- 31: 34;
- He created you in the wombs of mothers - in a three-fold gloom -- 39: 6;
- He is best aware of you from when He created you from earth, then in wombs of mothers -53: 32;
WOMEN
- Pharaoh slew their sons and spared their women -- 2: 49; 14: 6;
- Do not let your daughters marry idolaters -- 2: 221;
- Menstruation is uncleanness - do not have intercourse until they are clean -- 2: 222;
- Your women are a tilth for you -- go to them as you will -- 2: 223;
- Joys that come from women -- life of this world -- 3: 14;
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15;
-

Mary told Allah hath chosen her --- and preferred her above all women -- 3: 42;
And from them twain, hath spread abroad a multitude of men and women -- 4: 1;
And if you fear --- marry of the women -- 2,3 or 4 and if you fear -- then only one -- 4: 3;
Give to women -- free gift of their marriage portions, but if they remit -- 4: 4;
If your women are guilty of lewdness - 4 witnesses -- confine them to house until death -- 4:

Unto women a fortune of what they earned -- 4: 32;
Unto women, We have appointed heirs -- 4: 33;
Men are in charge of women (maintainers [Y/A]) - good women are obedient, guarding --and if you fear rebellion, admonish them --- if they obey you, seek not --- 4: 34;
- Why should you not fight to defend the women and children ? -- 4: 75;
- -- except the -- women and children who cannot devise a plan nor are shown a way -- 4: 9799;
- The virtuous women of believers and People of Book lawful for you - marry them - not in
fornication nor as concubines -- 5: 5;
- Pharaoh said we will slay their sons and spare their women -- 7: 127;
- Allah reminds Yahudis - He delivered them from Pharaoh - who was -- and sparing their
women -- 7: 141;
- He created you from single soul - therefrom made his mate that he may take rest in her -- 7:
189;
- This is the guile of you women -- your guile is very great -- 12: 28;
- O woman! ask forgiveness for thy sin -- thou art sinful -- 12: 29;
- Women in the city said the ruler’s wife asks ill-deed of her slave boy -- 12: 30;
- When she heard their sly talk, she sent for them -- and gave each a knife -- when Joseph
came
out -- they cut their hands and said this is not human - this is angel -- 12: 31;
- She said this is he on whose account you blamed me -- I asked him an evil act -- if he does
not
do it, he shall be imprisoned -- 12: 32;
- Joseph said - Prison is more dear to me than that to which they urge me -- 12: 33;
- Return to your Lord and ask him about the women who cut their hands -- 12: 50;
- The king then sent for those women and said -- 12: 51;
- Every pregnant one will be delivered of her burden -- 22: 2;
- Those who accuse honourable women but do not bring 4 witnesses -- 24: 4;
- Who slander virtuous believing women -- are cursed in world and -- 24: 23;
- Vile women for vile men --- good women for good men -- 24: 26;
- Tell the believing women to lower their gaze -- not to expose their adornments except what is
apparent - to draw veils over their bosoms - to reveal adornments only to their husbands,
fathers -- 24: 31;
- No sin for women past child-bearing to put off outer garment - not to show adornment - to
refrain is better -- 24: 60;
- So We saved him and -- except an old woman among those -- 26: 171;
- I found a woman ruling over them -- 27: 23;
- Must you lust after men instead of women -- 27: 55;
- A tribe among them he oppressed -- killing their sons -- sparing their women -- 28: 4;
- He found apart from them, 2 women keeping back their flocks -- 28: 23;
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- There came to him, one of the 2 women walking shyly -- 28: 25;
- O wives of Prophet! you are not like other women -- 33: 32;
- Men and women who surrender, believe, obey, speak truth, persevere, are humble, give
alms,
fast, guard their modesty, remember Allah much -- Allah prepared forgiveness for them and
great reward -- 33: 35;
- It becomes not a believing man or woman, when Allah and Messenger have decided an
affair,
that they should --- 33: 36;
- If you marry and divorce believing women before consummating marriage -- no waiting
period -- 33: 49;
- O Prophet! lawful to you are -- believing women offering themselves to you whom you desire
to
marry - a privilege for you only - not for other believers - can defer or receive whom you
will -not allowed to take other women or to change wives henceforth -- 33: 50-52;
- O women! keep your duty to Allah 33: 55;
- Those who malign believing men and women - will bear the guilt of slander -- 33: 58;
- O Prophet! tell thy wives -- women of believers -- draw cloaks close -- that they may be
recognised and not annoyed -- 33: 59;
- No woman conceives nor delivers without Allah's knowledge -- 35: 11; 41: 47;
- Allah punishes hypocritical, idolatrous women - He pardons believing women -- 33: 73;
- We saved him and -- except an old woman who stayed behind -- 37: 134-136;
- They said slay the sons --- and spare their women -- 40: 25;
- He bestows male or female offspring on whom He will -- 42: 49;
- He mingleth them male and female and make barren whom He will -- 42: 50;
- Nor let women deride women who may be better than they are -- 49: 11;
- Then his wife came forward - smote her face -- crying a barren old woman -- 51: 24-30;
- When believing women come to you as fugitives - examine them - if they are true believers,
do
not return them to kuffar - these are not lawful for them nor they for them - you can marry
them do not hold to ties of Kuffar women - ask back for what you spent -- Judgment of Allah -- 60:
10;
- O Prophet! if believing women come to thee taking oath of allegiance that they will ascribe
no
Partner to Allah, will not steal nor commit adultery nor ---- then take their oath and ask Allah
to forgive them -- 60: 12;
- When you divorce women, put them away for their legal period -- 65: 1-3;
- For such women as despair of menstruation -- their period shall be 3 months -- 65: 4;
- -- if you make difficulties for one another - let some other woman give suck -- 65: 6-7;
- My Lord! Forgive me, my parents -- believing women -- 71: 28;
WONDER
- Is it a wonder for mankind that We have inspired a man among them -- 10: 2;
- Abraham’s wife is asked - do you wonder at the command of Allah -- 11: 73;
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- If you wonder -- then wondrous is their saying - when we are dust -- 13: 5;
- Or do you think the People of the Cave -- are a wonder among Our portents -- 18: 9;
- Have you not seen --- that He may show you of His wonders -- 31: 31;
WOOL
- The day when the sky -- and the hills become as flakes of wool -- 70: 8-9;
- The calamity -- a day when -- mountains will become as carded wool -- 101: 1-5;
WORD
- Do not part with Allah's words for a small price -- 2: 41;
- Who did wrong changed the words -- 2: 59; 7: 162;
- Some of them listened to words of Allah and knowingly changed it after understanding it -- 2:
75;
- Do not hide any of Allah's words -- 2: 174;
- Righteous is he who believes -- and keep his word when he gives it -- 2: 177;
- He who alters the Grace of Allah after it hath come to him -- 2: 211;
- A kind word with forgiveness is better than alms-giving followed by injury -- 2: 263;
- Angels give Zachariah tidings of John to confirm a Word from Allah -- 3: 39;
- Angels give Mary tidings of Jesus a Word from Him -- 3: 45;
- Some Yahudis changed words out of context -- distorting and slandering religion -- 4: 46;
- Jews changed words out of context and forget part -- 5: 13;
- Some Yahudis changed words out of context, saying if this is given to you take it - if not
beware -- 5: 41;
- Nothing can change His Words -- 6: 115;
- Keep your word, even against kinsman -- 6: 152;
- That He should cause the truth to triumph by His Words -- 8: 7;
- If any idolater seek -- protect him so he may hear words of Allah -- 9: 6;
- Kuffar word came to nothing - Allah’s word became uppermost -- 9: 40;
- When you break your word with Allah, He places hypocrisy in your heart -- 9: 77;
- This is the Word of Allah justified concerning -- 10: 33;
- There is no changing the words of Allah -- 10: 64;
- Allah will vindicate the truth by His Words however much -- 10: 82
- Those for whom the Word of Allah hath effect -- will not believe -- even if every token come
to them till they see the doom -- 10: 96-97;
- We said load therein -- except those against whom the Word hath already gone forth -- 11:
40;
- Had it not been for a Word already gone forth, the case -- 11: 110;
- Allah’s Word hath been fulfilled -- I shall fill hell -- 11: 119;
- Our Word to a thing when We intend it is ‘Be’ -- 16: 40;
- If one or both attain old age with thee --- but speak to them a gracious word -- 17: 23;
- If you turn away from them seeking mercy from Allah -- speak to them a reasonable word -17: 28;
- Did Allah --- choose for Himself females from the angels -- you speak an awful word -- 17: 40;
- Dreadful is the word which comes out of their mouths -- 18: 4-5;
- There is none who can change His Words -- 18: 27;
- If the sea were ink --- it would be used up before Words of Allah are exhausted -- 18: 109;
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31: 27;
- Speak to him a gentle word -- perchance he may heed -- 20: 44;
- I feared you should say I did not wait for your word -- 20: 94;
- Have they not pondered the word or did there come to them something new -- 23: 68;
- That is only a word that he speak -- 23: 99-100;
- When word is fulfilled -- We shall bring beast of earth to speak to them -- 27: 82;
- The word will be fulfilled concerning them -- 27: 85;
- We caused the Word to reach them that they may pay heed -- 28: 51;
- Those about whom the word will come true, will say --- Our Lord! these are they --- 28: 63;
- The Word from Me concerning evil-doers took effect -- 32: 13;
- Speak words straight to the point -- 33: 70;
- Good words ascend to Allah -- 35: 10;
- Already hath the word proved true - they believe not -- 36: 7;
- Theirs the fruit of their good deeds -- the word from Allah -- Peace -- 36: 55-58;
- This is nothing but a reminder to ward whosoever lives that the Word may be fulfilled -- 36:
69-70;
- The Word of Allah has been fulfilled concerning us -- 37: 31;
- Our Word went forth to Our bondmen - that they’d be helped and Our host will be
victorious -- 37: 171-173;
- The Word of Doom for kuffar is fulfilled -- 39: 71; 40: 6;
- Thus was the word of Allah concerning the kuffar fulfilled -- 40: 6;
- The Word concerning Jinn and humans who passed away -- hath effect for -- 41: 25; 46:
18;
- But for a word that hath already gone forth -- 41: 45; 42: 14; 21;
- And he (Abraham) made it a word enduring among his seed that -- 43: 28;
- When We eased them of the Torment, they broke their word -- 43: 50;
- Obedience then and a civil word -- 47: 21;
- He utter no word but there is with him an observer ready -- 50: 18;
- They utter an ill-word and a lie -- 58: 2;
- She put faith in Words of Allah -- and His Scriptures -- 66: 12;
- We shall charge thee with a word of weight -- 73: 5;
- This in truth - word of an honoured messenger -- 81: 19;
- This Quran is a conclusive word - it is no pleasantry -- 86: 13-14;
WORK
- Who believe and do good works - owners of garden - will abide .... - 2: 25; 82; --- their
greeting therein - Peace -- 14: 23;
- To us our works -- to you yours -- 2: 139;
- Vie with one another in good works -- 2: 148; 5: 48;
- Those are they whose works have failed in this world and in the hereafter -- 3: 22;
- Believers who do good works, will be paid their wages in full -- 3: 57;
- There is a community -- they vie one with another in good works -- 3: 113-115;
- I suffer not the work of any worker to be lost - I shall remit their evil deeds from them and -3: 195;
- Who denies the faith, his work is vain -- 5: 5;
- Works of hypocrites have failed -- they are losers -- 5: 53;
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-

O my people! work according to your power - I too am working -- 6: 135;
Those who deny -- their works are fruitless -- 7: 147;
Kuffar --- works are vain -- 9: 17;
Such are they whose works have perished in the world and -- 9: 69;
Unto me my works -- unto you, your works -- 10: 41;
Allah does not uphold the work of mischief-makers -- 10: 81;
To each Allah will repay his work in full -- 11: 111;
Similitude of kuffar -- their works are as ashes blown by wind on stormy day -- 14: 18;
They will not have to toil therein -- 15: 48;
We decreed for Yahudis -- you will work corruption in earth twice -- 17: 4;
Quran give tidings to believers who do good works that theirs will be great reward -- 17: 9;
-- and to bring to believers who do good works -- news of fair reward -- 18: 2-3;
Believers who do good works -- rewards not lost -- 18: 30;
The greatest losers by their works are those whose efforts go astray in this world while they
think they do good works -- 18: 103-104;
- Kuffar - their works are vain -- We assign no weight to them -- 18: 105;
- Believers who do good works will enjoy Paradise -- 18: 107; 22: 56; 31: 8-9; 30: 15; 47:
12;
- Whoever hope to meet Allah, let him do righteous deeds -- 18: 110;
- Of the devils, We subdued some who dived for pearls -- and did other works for him -- 21: 82;
- Whoso does good works and is believer - there'll be no rejection of his effort -- 21: 94;
- Believers who do good works will have pardon and rich provision -- 22: 50; --- will enter
among the righteous -- 29: 9;
- Their hearts are in ignorance of this Quran - they have other works they are doing - till when
We
grasp their loved ones, they supplicate -- 23: 63-67;
- Allah promise believers who do good works, they'll succeed in the land -- 24: 55;
- We shall turn to the work they did and make it ---- 25: 23;
- Those who cry --- their doom will be doubled -- they will abide therein forever except him who
repents and do righteous works -- Allah will change their evil deeds for good deeds -- 25: 6870;
- Except believers who do good works, remember Allah much -- 26: 227;
- Those who believe not in hereafter - works made fair-seeming - are astray -- worst
punishment -greatest losers -- 27: 4-5;
- Satan make their works fair-seeming to them -- 27: 24;
- A jinn said I will bring it -- I am strong -- 27: 39;
- When they hear vanity they remove and say - to us our works - to you --- Peace -- 28: 55;
42: 15;
- Those who believe and do good works -- We shall remit -- and We shall repay -- 29: 7;
- That He may reward out of His Bounty believers who do good works -- 30: 45;
- He will adjust your works for you -- 33: 71;
- Nothing escapes Him in heaven and earth -- in clear record -- that He may reward believers
who
do good works -- 34: 3-4;
- We gave him certain Jinn who worked for him -- 34: 12;
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- Who believe and do good works will have forgiveness and great reward -- 35: 7;
- Are we then not to die except -- not to be punished -- this is supreme triumph -- for this then
let the believers work -- 37: 51-61;
- Many partners oppress -- except those who believe and do good works -- they are few -- 38:
24;
- Shall we treat believers who do good works as those who spread corruption -- 38: 28;
- If you ascribe Partners to Allah - your work will fail -- 39: 65;
- Bounteous is the wage of workers -- 39: 74;
- Who believe and do good works -- not equal to evil-doer -- 40: 58;
- Believers who do good works will have -- enduring reward -- 41: 8; --- what they wish in
Paradise -- 42: 22;
- Tell believers who do good works that you ask no fee except loving kindness among kinsfolk
-that who scores good deeds -- Allah will add to it -- 42: 23;
- He accepts those who do good works and give increase of His Bounty 42: 26;
- Believers who did good works will be brought into Allah’s Mercy -- 45: 30;
- Believers who do good works and believe in Quran -- Allah will rid them of ill-deeds - improve
their state -- 47: 2;
- Allah promises believers who do good works - forgiveness and immense reward -- 48: 29;
- Do not shout at Prophet when speaking to him, lest your works become vain -- 49: 2;
- Not deprived of anything from life’s work -- 52: 21;
- -- that He may bring believers who do good works from darkness to light -- 65: 10-11;
- My Lord! deliver me from Pharaoh and his works and -- 66: 11;
- O man! you are working a work toward your Lord that you shall meet -- 84: 6;
- Believers who do good works - reward unfailing -- 84: 25; -- best of created beings -- 98: 7;
--will enter Paradise --great success -- 85: 11; 98: 8;
- -- We reduced him --- except him who believe and do good works -- 95: 4-6;
- Whose scales are heavy with good works, will have pleasant life -- 101: 6-7;
- Man is in state of loss except those who believe and do good works and -- 103: 2-3;
WORLD
- Praise be to Allah - Lord of the Worlds -- 1: 2;
- For them in this world is ignominy -- 2: 114; 5: 41; 22: 9;
- Of mankind is he who say Our Lord! give us in this world -- 2: 200; -- and in the
hereafter -- 2: 201;
- Of mankind is he whose conversation on life of this world pleases you -- 2: 204;
- Allah make plain His revelations that you may reflect on world and hereafter -- 2: 219-220;
- Their works have failed in this world and in the hereafter -- 3: 22;
- Jesus -- illustrious in this world and in the hereafter -- 3: 45;
- Who desire reward of world, We bestow on him thereof -- 3: 145;
- Allah gave them the reward of the world and the hereafter -- 3: 148;
- Some desired the world - some desired the hereafter -- 3: 152;
- Life of this world is comfort of illusion -- 3: 185;
- Such will be their degradation in this world and -- 5: 33;
- Ordain for us in this world what is good and -- 7: 156;
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Such are they whose works have perished in the world and -- 9: 69;
If they turn away, Allah will afflict them -- in the world and -- 9: 74;
Allah purpose to punish them thereby in the world -- 9: 85;
This world’s portion will be theirs, then to Us is their return -- 10: 70;
A curse is made to follow them in the world and on -- 11: 99;
Thou art my Protecting Friend in the world and -- 12: 101;
Those who became fugitives -- We shall give them goodly lodging in the world and -- 16: 41;
Abraham given good in the world and in the Hereafter -- 16: 122;
He lose both the world and the hereafter -- 22: 11;
Whoso thinks that Allah will not give Muhammad victory in world and -- can go hang
himself -- 22: 15;
- Had it not been for Allah’s Grace and mercy to you in this world and Hereafter -- an awful
doom -- 24: 14;
- Who love slander to be spread about believers will be punished in world and Hereafter -- 24:
19;
- Who slander virtuous believing women -- cursed in world and -- 24: 23;
- Pharaoh asks Moses - what is Lord of Worlds -- 26: 23;
- Korah told to seek Hereafter but not to neglect world -- 28: 77;
- We gave him his reward in world and -- 29: 27;
- Consort with them in world kindly -- 31: 15;
- Those who malign Allah and messenger - cursed in world and Hereafter -- 33: 57;
- For those who do good in this world -- there is good -- 39: 10;
- What you call me to has no claim in world nor in hereafter -- 40: 43;
- Who desire harvest of world -- 42: 20;
- Praise be to Allah - Lord of heavens - Lord of earth -- Lord of Worlds -- 45: 36;
- If Allah had not decreed migration -- He would have punished them in this world -- 59: 3;
- We have beautified the world’s heavens with lamps -- 67: 5;
- Show not favour seeking worldly gain -- 74: 6;
- Rivalry in worldly increase distract you -- 102: 1-2;
WORSE
- Let not those who hoard --- think it is better for them, nay it is worse -- 3: 180;
- Shall I tell thee of a worse case than theirs for retribution with Allah --- worse is he whom
Allah
cursed - worse is he whom Allah changed into apes and swine and idol-worshippers -- 5: 60;
- You are in worse case and Allah knows best -- 12: 77;
- When they behold what they were promised -- they will know who is worse -- 19: 75;
- Those who will be gathered on their faces -- worse in plight -- 25: 34;
- Allah will remit from them the worst of what they did and pay -- 39: 35;
- They are the worst of created beings -- 98: 6;
WORSHIP
- Thee alone we worship -- 1: 5;
- Quran - a guide to those who believe --- and establish worship -- 2: 2-4;
- O mankind! worship your Lord ---- that you may ward-off evil -- 2: 21;
- Establish Worship -- 2: 43; 110; 29: 45; 30: 31; 31: 17; --- before a day comes when
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there will be ---- 14: 31;
- Yahudis took calf for worship -- 2: 51; Worship of calf made to sink into their hearts -- 2: 93;
- Moses tells Jews they were wrong to worship calf -- 2: 54;
- Everything in heaven and earth subservient to Allah -- 2: 116;
- Take as your place of worship, the place where Abraham -- 2: 125;
- Jacob asks his sons what will they worship after he dies and their reply -- 2: 133;
- Eat of the good things --- if it is indeed He Whom you worship -- 2: 172;
- Who believes, does good, prays and pays zakat will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- When traveling, can curtail worship -- 4: 101;
- The Fear prayer and how to perform it -- 4: 102;
- When finished, remember Allah standing -- when in safety perform proper worship -- worship
at fixed hours enjoined on believers -- 4: 103;
- When hypocrites stand to worship, they are unmindful of Allah -- 4: 142;
- Make friends with Allah, Messenger, believers who establish worship and pay zakat -- 5: 55;
- Jesus said to Yahudis, worship Allah -- my Lord and your Lord -- 5: 72;
- Do you worship in place of Allah, that which can neither help nor hurt you? -- 5: 76; 10: 18;
- Satan will use intoxicants and gambling to -- and to turn you from --- and worship of Allah -5: 91;
- Jesus’ reply to Allah - I told them what you commanded me - worship Allah, my Lord and
your
Lord -- 5: 117;
- I am forbidden to worship those on whom you call besides Allah --- 6: 56; 40: 66;
- We are ordered to surrender to Allah, to establish worship -- 6: 71-72;
- If they had set up for worship anything besides Allah, all they did would have been in vain -6: 88;
- Believers in hereafter believe in Quran and are careful of their worship -- 6: 92;
- There is no God save him -- so Worship Him -- 6: 102;
- My worship ---(Inna salaati wa nusuki ---) -- 6: 162-163;
- Set your faces upright toward Him at every place of Worship -- 7: 29;
- Look at your adornment at every place of Worship -- 7: 31;
- Should we worship Allah alone and forsake what our fathers worshipped -- 7: 70;
- We squander not the wages of those who establish worship -- 7: 170;
- True believers establish worship -- 8: 3;
- Their worship at the holy house is only whistling and hand-clapping -- 8: 35;
- If they repent, establish worship, pay zakat ---- 9: 5; --- they are your brethren in religion -9: 111;
- They take as Lords besides Allah --- when they were bidden to worship only 1 God -- 9: 31;
- They come to worship as idlers -- 9: 54;
- Believers establish worship and pay zakat -- 9: 71;
- As for those who choose a place of worship in opposition -- 9: 107;
- A place of worship founded on duty to Allah is more worthy -- 9: 108;
- That is Allah - your Lord - so worship Him -- 10: 3;
- They worship besides Allah that which neither hurt nor profit them saying these are our
intercessors with Allah -- 10: 18; 25: 55;
- On the Day --- to those who ascribed partners We say Stand back - We separate them --their
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partners say It was not us you worshipped --- we were not aware of your worship -- 10: 2829;
- Appoint houses -- make them oratories -- establish worship -- 10: 87;
- I worship not those whom you worship besides Allah -- I worship Allah Who cause you to
die -- 10: 104;
- Noah tells his folk to worship none but Allah -- 11: 26; --- Hud ----- 11: 50; ----Salih -----11:
61;
Shu’eyb tells Midian ----- 11: 84;
- Salih’s folk ask him do you tell us not to worship what our fathers worshipped -- 11: 62;
- Does your way of prayer command you that we give up what our fathers worshipped -- 11:
87;
- They worship only as their fathers worshipped before-time -- 11: 109;
- Establish worship at 2 ends of day and some watches of night -- 11: 114;
- Worship Him and put your trust in Him -- 11: 123;
- Those you worship besides Allah are just -- Allah commands that you worship none but
Him -- 12: 40;
- You want to turn us away from what our fathers worshipped -- 14: 10;
- I settled some of my posterity -- near Kaaba -- that they may establish proper worship -- 14:
37;
- My Lord! make me establish proper worship and some of my posterity -- 14: 40;
- Idolaters say if Allah willed, they’d have worshipped none but Him -- 16: 35;
- They worship besides Allah, that which owns nothing and has no power -- 16: 73;
- Your Lord hath decreed that you worship none save Him, that ---- 17: 23;
- Establish worship at the going down of the sun until dark of night -- 17: 78;
- Be not loud-voiced in thy worship nor silent -- follow a way between -- 17: 110;
- And say Praise be to Allah Who has no son, no partner, no Protecting Friend - and magnify
Him with all magnificence -- 17: 111;
- When you withdraw from them and that which they worship besides Allah --- 18: 16; 19: 49;
- We shall build a place of worship over them -- 18: 21;
- And make none share in the worship due to Allah -- 18: 110;
- O my father! why do you worship that which can neither hear, see, nor help you -- 19: 42;
- When he withdrew from what they were worshipping -- We gave him Isaac -- 19: 49;
- He (Ishmael) enjoined on his people worship, alms-giving -- 19: 55;
- Later generations ruined worship and followed lusts -- 19: 59;
- Worship thou Him and be steadfast in His service -- 19: 65;
- They will deny their worship and become their opponents -- 19: 82;
- Allah tells Moses - establish worship for My remembrance -- 20: 14;
- Enjoin on thy people worship and be constant therein -- 20: 132;
- Those who dwell in His presence are not too proud to worship Him --21: 19;
- All messengers were inspired to say There is no God but Me (Allah) so worship Me -- 21: 25;
- We found our fathers worshipping them -- 21: 53;
- Why do you worship instead of Allah that which cannot help nor hurt you -- 21: 66;
- Fie on you and all you worship besides Allah -- 21: 67;
- We inspired Isaac and Jacob to establish of Worship - they worshipped Me alone -- 21:
73;
- And Job -- We gave him --- a mercy - a remembrance to worshippers -- 21: 84;
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-

This your religion is one religion - I am your Lord - worship Me -- 21: 92;
Ye idolaters and your idols --- are fuel for hell -- 21: 98;
He worship Allah on a narrow margin -- 22: 11;
Have you not seen that everything worships Allah - but that some - the doom is due -- 22: 18;
And those who establish worship -- 22: 35;
They worship besides Allah, that for which no warrant revealed - and whereof they have no
knowledge -- 22: 71;
- Bow down, prostrate, worship, do good that you may prosper -- 22: 77;
- Establish worship, pay poor due and hold fast to Allah -- 22: 78;
- He knows the worship and praise of each -- 24: 41;
- Establish Worship, pay poor due, Obey Messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
- On the day when He will assemble them and what they worship instead of Allah -- 25: 17;
- Abraham asks his father - what do you worship -- 26: 70;
- They replied -- We worship idols and are devoted to them -- 26: 71;
- Abraham tells them that what they worship are an enemy to him -- 26: 75-77;
- It will be said to them - where is all that you used to worship instead of Allah -- 26: 92-93;
- These are revelations -- guidance -- who establish worship and -- 27: 1-3;
- I found her and her people worshipping the sun instead of Allah -- 27: 24;
- They worship not Allah who bring forth the hidden -- 27: 25;
- All she worshipped instead of Allah, hindered her -- 27: 43;
- We sent Salih to Thamud saying - worship Allah -- 27: 45;
- The imaginary partners will say ---- they never worshipped us -- 28: 63;
- Recite Quran and establish worship - worship preserves from lewdness and iniquity -- 29: 45;
- Those who establish worship, pay zakat, have sure faith in hereafter - such have guidance
from
Allah - such are successful -- 31: 4-5;
- We will follow the ways of our fathers --31: 21;
- He will ask the angels - Did these worship you - they worshipped the jinn-- 34: 40-41;
- This man will turn you away from what your fathers worshipped -- 34: 43;
- You warn only those who fear Allah in secret and established worship -- 35: 18;
- Those who read Quran, establish worship, spend out of --- they look forward to -- 35: 29-30;
- Did I not tell you not to worship the devil - but that you worship Me -- 36: 60-61;
- Assemble those who did wrong ---- and those they worshipped instead of Allah --- lead them
to hell -- 37: 22-23;
- Do you worship what you yourself carve when Allah created you and what you make -- 37:
95-96;
- You and what you worship cannot excite anyone against Him except those who will burn
in hell -- 37: 161-163;
- Worship Allah making religion pure for Him -- 39: 2;
- They say we worship them only so they could bring us near to Allah -- 39: 3;
- Are those who worship in watches of night - equal with kuffar -- 39: 9;
- I am commanded to worship Allah making religion pure for Him only -- 39: 11; 14;
- Then worship what you will beside Him -- the losers -- 39: 15;
- Those who put away false gods, lest they should worship them --- 39: 17;
- Do you think that if Allah willed some hurt for me, those you worship --- could remove it, or if
Allah willed some mercy -- they could prevent it -- 39: 38;
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- When Allah alone is mentioned, they are repelled - when idols mentioned they are glad -39: 45;
- I am forbidden to worship those to whom you cry besides Allah -- 40: 66;
- When their messengers came ----- saying worship none but Allah -- 41: 14;
- Adore not sun and moon -- adore Him Who created them if it is Him you worship -- 41: 37;
- What Allah has is better ---- for those who answer His call and establish worship -- 42: 38;
- They say, if Allah hath so willed we would not have worshipped them -- 43: 20;
- I am innocent of what you worship beside Him Who created me -- 43: 26-27;
- Did He appoint Gods to be worshipped besides Allah? -- 43: 45;
- Allah is my Lord and your Lord -- worship Him -- 43: 64;
- I am first among the worshippers -- 43: 81;
- When mankind are gathered -- will become enemies -- will deny being worshipped -- 46: 5-6;
- They bow and prostrate in worship seeking -- 48: 29;
- I created Jinn and mankind only that they worship Me -- 51: 56;
- When you don’t do it and Allah hath forgiven you -- establish worship -- 58: 13;
- --- a goodly pattern in Abraham - said to his folk - we are guiltless of you and all you worship
beside Allah -- 60: 4;
- Man was created anxious --- except worshippers who are constant in their worship --- and
those
who are attentive in their worship -- 70: 19-35;
- Places of worship are only for Allah -- 72: 18;
- Establish worship, pay zakat, lend to Allah a goodly loan -- 73: 20;
- Worship Him a portion of night -- 76: 26;
- And when Quran is recited to them, worship not Allah --- 84: 21;
- -- they are ordained -- to serve Allah -- to establish worship -- 98: 5;
- Let them worship the Lord of this House -- 106: 3;
- Woe to worshippers who are heedless of their prayers - who would be seen at worship but
refuse small kindnesses -- 107: 4-7;
- I worship not that which you worship - you worship not what I worship --- 109: 1-6;
WOUND
- Retaliation for wounds, prescribed in Torah -- 5: 45;
WRANGLE
- Will you wrangle with me over names -- 7: 71;
- If they wrangle with thee - say Allah is best aware of what you do -- 22: 68;
- Those who wrangle about the Quran without any warrant - it is hateful in sight of
Allah -- 40: 35; --- nothing in their breasts but pride -- 40: 56;
- They wrangle in the Fire -- the weak say to the proud - we followed you - rid us of portion of
Fire -- 40: 47;
- Have you not seen how those who wrangle about the Quran are turned away -- 40: 69;
WRAP
- O thou wrapped up in thy raiment! -- keep vigil the night -- 73: 1-8;
- O thou enveloped in thy cloak! arise and warn -- 74: 1-2;
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WRATH
- When Yahudis changed words, Allah sent wrath on them -- 2: 59; 7: 162;
- Of Allah on Jews for disbelief and slaying prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- Those who control their wrath -- 3: 134;
- Who follows Allah’s Pleasure is not the same as who earns His condemnation -- 3: 162;
- Worse is he on whom Allah's wrath has fallen -- 5: 60;
- Lord of Mercy - His wrath will not be withdrawn from guilty folk -- 6: 147; 12: 110;
- Terror and wrath of Allah has already fallen on you -- 7: 71;
- Do they feel secure from Allah's wrath - day or night -- 7: 94-102;
- He who turns his back to kuffar in battle earns wrath of Allah -- 8: 16;
- Allah is mighty in wrath -- 13: 13;
- Wrath of Allah on those who disbelieve after belief and finds ease in kufr -- 16: 106;
- Do not transgress lest My wrath comes on you - he is lost on whom My wrath comes -- 20:
81;
- Did you wish the wrath of Allah to come on you --- 20: 86;
- It shall avert punishment if --- and 5th time that Allah’s wrath on her if he is truthful -- 24: 610;
- Allah repulsed kuffar in their wrath -- 33: 25;
- Who would save us from wrath of Allah should it reach us -- 40: 29;
- Those who argue concerning Allah ---- wrath is upon them -- 42: 16;
- Who disbelieve revelations -- painful doom of wrath -- 45: 11;
- Those before denied -- see the manner of My wrath -- 67: 18;
WRECK
- We made them as wreckage -- 23: 41;
WRETCHED
- Wretchedness stamped on Yahudis for disbelieving Allah's revelations and disobedience --2: 61;
- Wretchedness is laid upon them because -- 3: 112;
- Some will be wretched, some -- 11: 105;
- The wretched ones will be in the Fire, abiding therein as long as the heavens and earth
endure -- 11: 106-107;
- It is wretched as abode and station -- 25: 66;
- The Hour will be more wretched and more bitter -- 54: 46;
- Wretched is the likeness of folk who deny revelations -- 62: 5;
- He did not -- and did not urge the feeding of the wretched -- 69: 33-34;
- -- We did feed the wretched -- 74: 44;
- And feed with food the needy wretch -- for love of Allah -- 76: 8-10;
- The Ascent is -- to feed -- some poor wretch in misery -- 90: 12-17;
- Which only the most wretched must endure -- 92: 14-16;
WRIT
- Produce your writ if you are truthful -- 37: 157;
WRITE
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- Woe to those who write and say this is from Allah to gain small price -- 2: 79;
- Write down debts, contracts - large or small - debtor to dictate - have witnesses, except if it
is
merchandise from hand to hand - Allah is teaching you - best way to avoid doubt -- 2: 282;
Disciples said enroll us among those who witness truth -- 3: 53;
Had We sent down actual writing, they still would have disbelieved -- 6: 7;
Allah wrote on the tablets the lessons to be drawn from all things -- 7: 145;
Those who follow the messenger - who cannot read nor write -- are successful -- 7: 157; ---

that
-

you may be led aright -- 7: 158;
We sent -- messengers before thee with clear proofs and writings -- 16: 43-44;
We have written in the Scripture -- My righteous slaves will inherit earth -- 21: 105;
Such of your slaves who seek writing --- write it for them -- 24: 33;
Nor did you write it with your right hand -- 29: 48;
Owners of kinship are closer than other believers -- this is written in the Book -- 33: 6;
Or do they possess the Unseen that they can write it down -- 52: 41;
-- as for such He hath written faith on their hearts -- 58: 22;
By the pen and that which they write -- 68: 1;
Or is the Unseen theirs so they can write thereof -- 68: 47;

WRONG / WRONG-DOER
- Do not come near this tree lest you become wrongdoer -- 2: 35; 7: 19;
- Moses folk took calf for worship and became wrongdoers -- 2: 51; 92;
- Moses tells his folk they wronged themselves -- 2: 54;
- We wronged them not - they (Yahudis) wronged themselves -- 2: 57: 7: 160; 9: 70; 11:
101;
16: 118; 43: 76;
- Who did wrong changed the words -- 2: 59;
- Moses folk killed prophets wrongfully -- 2: 61;
- Who does greater wrong than those who prevent men from entering the places of worship -2: 114;
- Allah tells Abraham - My covenant does not include wrong-doers -- 2: 124;
- Let there be no hostility except against wrong-doers -- 2: 193;
- These are Allah's limits - who transgress them are wrong-doers -- 2: 229-230;
- Who transgresses Allah’s limits, wrongs his soul -- 2: 231;
- Kuffar are wrong-doers -- 2: 254;
- Allah does not guide wrong-doers -- 2: 258; 6: 144; 9: 19; 24; 80; 28: 50; 61: 6;
62: 5;
- Wrong-doers have no helpers -- 2: 270;
- Whatever good you do (not for Allah’s Pleasure) is for yourself - you’d be paid in full -- will
not
be wronged -- 2: 272;
- Wrong not and you will not be wronged -- -- 2: 279;
- Then every soul will be paid in full what it earned and will not be wronged -- 2: 281; 3: 25;
161;
- Allah does not love wrong-doers -- 3: 57; 140;
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- Whoever invents a falsehood concerning Allah, is wrong-doer -- 3: 94;
- Wretchedness laid on them - they disbelieved revelations - they slew prophets wrongfully -3: 112;
- The likeness of what kuffar spend -- is as likeness of biting icy wind which smites the harvest
of
those who wronged themselves -- Allah did not wrong them -- they wronged themselves -- 3:
117;
- Their habitation - the Fire - hapless abode of wrong-doers -- 3: 151;
- You will hear much wrong from those who were given the Scripture before you -- 3: 186;
- Allah does not wrong anyone even the weight of an ant -- 4: 40;
- Who praise themselves for purity -- will not be wronged even the hair on a date-stone -- 4:
49;
- You will not be wronged the down on a date-stone -- 4: 77; -- the dint on a date-stone -- 4:
124;
- Who die while they wrong themselves, will be asked --- they will say we were oppressed -4: 97;
- May hide their evil from men, but not from Allah -- 4: 108;
- Who does evil or wrongs his soul then seek pardon, will find Allah forgiving -- 4: 110;
- Who does wrong then blames someone else - gets double sin -- 4: 112;
- Who does wrong will have the recompense thereof -- will not find any protecting friend nor
helper against Allah -- 4: 123;
- When you hear words of Allah mocked at, move away or else you become a wrong-doer -4:140;
- Allah does not love harsh speech except by one wronged -- 4: 148;
- Kuffar who deal in wrong, will never be forgiven -- 4: 168;
- Do not let hatred of someone cause you to do wrong - help one another to righteousness not to sin -- 5: 2; 8;
- Moses pleads with Allah to distinguish between them and wrong- doers -- 5: 25;
- Allah tells Moses not to grieve for wrong-doers -- 5: 26;
- Who repent after his wrong-doing and amend - Allah will relent towards him -- 5: 39;
- Who judge not by what Allah revealed - is wrong-doer -- 5: 45;
- They restrained not one another from wickedness -- 5: 79;
- Who does greater wrong than him who denies His revelations -- 6: 21; 157; 7: 37; 10: 17;
- Wrong-doers will not be successful -- 6: 21; 135; 10: 17;
- When faced with fire of hell, will ask to return, but will go back to wrong-doing -- 6: 27-28;
- They flout revelations of Allah -- 6: 33;
- Last remnant of wrong-doers were cut off -- 6: 45;
- If punishment of Allah comes on you, who will perish but wrong-doers -- 6: 47;
- Do not repel those who call on Allah morning and evening -- that you should repel them and
be
of the wrong-doers -- 6: 52;
- Sit not with wrong-doers - remind them so they too can ward-off evil -- 6: 68-69;
- Those who obscure not their belief with wrong-doing, are in safety -- 6: 82;
- Who forges lie against Allah - falsely claiming to be inspired when he is not - behold their
pangs of death -- 6: 93;
- Revile not their gods lest they revile Allah wrongfully through ignorance -- 6: 108;
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37;
-

We let some wrong-doers have power over others -- 6: 129;
Allah will not destroy a town while the people are unconscious of the wrong they do -- 6: 131;
Who does greater wrong than him who invents a lie against Allah that he may -- 6: 144; 7:

Those who do good deeds and those with evil deeds, will not be wronged -- 6: 160;
When Our destruction comes to them, they admit they were wrong-doers -- 7: 5;
Adam asks Allah -- we have wronged ourselves - if Thou forgive us not -- 7: 23;
Wrong not mankind in their goods -- 7: 85;
Thus We requite the wrong-doers -- 7: 40; 12: 75;
They say - Our Lord! do not place us with the wrong-doers -- 7: 47;
Most of them we found to be wrong-doers -- 7: 102;
I shall turn away from My Revelations those who magnify themselves wrongfully --- 7: 146;
They chose it (the calf) and became wrong-doers -- 7: 148;
He will forbid them what is wrong -- 7: 157;
Yahudis who did wrong, changed words --- We sent wrath from heaven for their
wrong-doing -- 7: 162;
- When they forgot what they are reminded, We rescued those that forbade wrong -- and
punished
the wrong-doers -- 7: 165;
- Evil as an example are those who --- and wrong themselves -- 7: 177;
- Guard yourselves against chastisement which cannot fall exclusively on wrong-doers -- 8: 25;
- He will give you discrimination between right and wrong -- 8: 29;
- Whatever you spend in the Way of Allah --- it will be repaid --- you'll not be wronged -- 8: 60;
- They satisfy you with their mouths -- most of them are wrong-doers -- 9: 8;
- Do not take fathers and brethren who disbelieve for friends - or else you are wrong-doer -9: 23;
- Months are 12 four are sacred -- wrong not yourselves in them -- 9: 36;
- Hypocrites enjoin wrong - forbid right -- 9: 67-68;
- Believers enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 71;
- Allah does not accept wrong-doing folk -- 9: 96;
- Triumphant are those who enjoin right and forbid wrong -- 9: 112;
- We destroyed generations before you when they did wrong -- 10: 13;
- When He hath delivered them, they rebelled in the earth wrongfully -- 10: 23;
- Thus is the Word of Allah justified concerning wrong-doers -- 10: 33;
- They denied - even as those before denied -- see the consequence of the wrong-doers -- 10:
39;
- Allah does not wrong mankind - they wrong themselves -- 10: 44; 16: 33; 29: 40; 30: 9;
- It will be judged between them fairly and they will not be wronged -- 10: 47;
- If each soul that does wrong had all in earth ---it had been judged between them fairly -- they
are
not wronged -- 10: 54;
- They said Our Lord! make us not a lure for wrong-doing folk -- 10: 85;
- What! Now! When before you rebelled and was of the wrong-doers -- 10: 91;
- If you call on others besides Allah, you'd be a wrong-doer -- 10: 106;
- We shall repay them their deeds herein and they shall not be wronged -- 11: 15;
- Curse of Allah on wrong-doers - who debar men from way of Allah who disbelieve in
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hereafter will not escape in earth - will have double torment - could not bear to hear - could not see have lost their souls - will be greatest losers -- 11: 18-22;
- For then indeed I should be of the wrong-doers -- 11: 31;
- Speak not to Me on behalf of wrong-doers -- 11: 37;
- A far removal for wrong-doers -- 11: 44; --- for Thamud -- 11: 68;
- The awful cry overtook those who did wrong -- 11: 67;
- They are never far from wrong-doers -- 11: 83;
- Shu’eyb tells his folk wrong not people in respect of their goods -- 11: 85;
- Even thus is the grasp of Allah when He grasp the township while they do wrong -- 11: 102;
- And incline not towards those who do wrong lest the Fire touch you -- 11: 113;
- The wrong-doers followed that by which they were made sapless, and were guilty -- 11: 116;
- Wrong-doers never prosper -- 12: 23;
- Allah forbid that we should seize other than him -- for then we’d be wrong-doers -- 12: 79;
- Allah is rich in Pardon for mankind despite their wrong -- 13: 6;
- We shall destroy the wrong-doers -- 14: 13;
- For wrong-doers - a painful doom -- 14: 22; 42: 21;
- Allah sends wrong-doers astray -- 14: 27; -- Man is a wrong-doer -- 14: 34;
- Wrong-doers will say Reprieve us a little while -- we will obey and follow the messengers -14: 44;
- It will be said did you not dwell --- was it not plain to you how We dealt with them and made
examples for you -- 14: 45;
- Even if We opened for them the Gate of Heaven -- they’d say our sight is wrong -- 15: 14-15;
- We made plain that -- the root of wrong-doers was to be cut -- 15: 66;
- Whom the angels cause to die while they wrong themselves --- they will say we did not use to
do wrong -- 16: 28;
- If Allah were to take mankind to task for their wrong-doing -- 16: 61;
- And when the wrong-doers behold the doom, it will not be made light for them nor will they be
reprieved -- 16: 85;
- On the Day when -- every soul will be repaid what it did - they will not be wronged -- 16: 111;
- Torment seized them while they were wrong-doers -- 16: 113;
- Those who do wrong in ignorance -- 16: 119;
- Who is slain wrongfully - We have given power to his heir -- 17: 33;
- We gave Thamud the she-camel -- they did wrong in respect to her -- 17: 59;
- Who is given --- in his right hand -- will read his book -- will not be wronged -- 17: 71;
- Wrong-doers refuse anything but disbelief -- 17: 99;
- Who does greater wrong than him who -- invent a lie concerning Allah -- 18: 15; 29: 68;
39: 32;
61: 7; --- when reminded of revelations, turns away -- 18: 57; 32: 22;
- Allah wrongs no one -- 18: 49;
- All those townships - We destroyed them when they did wrong -- 18: 58;
- Who does wrong -- We shall punish him -- 18: 87;
- They will not be wronged in anything -- 19: 60;
- Who bears a burden of wrong-doing is a failure that day -- 20: 111;
- Wrong-doers say - is this other than a mortal like you -- 21: 3;
- They cried Alas! we were wrong-doers -- 21: 14;
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46;
-

Thus do We repay wrong-doers -- 21: 29;
If a breath of Allah's punishment were to touch them they'd say we were wrong-doers -- 21:

We set a just balance --- so that no soul is wronged in anything -- 21: 47;
They gathered apart and said you yourselves are wrong-doers -- 21: 64;
I have been a wrong-doer -- 21: 87-88; --- we were wrong-doers -- 21: 97;
Sanction is given to those who fight because they've been wronged -- 22: 39;
Those who retaliated ---- then having been wronged again -- 22: 60;
Do not plead with Me for the wrong-doing folk -- 23: 27;
Say Praise be to Allah who saved me from wrong-doing folk -- 23: 28;
The awful cry overtook them - We made them like wreckage - a far removal for wrong-doing
folk -- 23: 41;
- We task no soul beyond its scope - they will not be wronged -- 23: 62; 45: 22;
- My Lord! If Thou shouldst show me ---- set me not among wrong-doing folk -- 23: 93-94;
- Our Lord! bring us forth from hence - if we return to evil, then we shall be wrong-doers -- 23:
107;
- Follow not footsteps of devil -- he commands filthiness and wrong -- 24: 21;
- Do they fear that Allah and Messenger will wrong them in judgment -- 24: 50;
- Who among you doth wrong, We shall make him taste -- 25: 19;
- On the day when the wrong-doer gnaweth his hands -- 25: 27;
- Allah tells Moses to go to the wrong-doing folk -- 26: 10;
- Wrong not mankind in their goods and do not -- 26: 183;
- Save those who ----- and vindicate themselves after they have been wronged --- those who
do
wrong will come to know -- 26: 227;
- Emissaries do not fear in My Presence except him who done wrong and afterward -- 27: 1011;
- See the consequence for wrong-doers -- 27: 14;
- She said My Lord! I have wronged myself --- 27: 44;
- Yonder are their dwellings deserted and in ruins because they did wrong -- 27: 52;
- Is not He best who answers the wronged one --- 27: 60-65;
- And the word will be fulfilled ---- because they done wrong -- 27: 85;
- My Lord! I have wronged my soul -- 28: 16;
- My Lord! deliver me from wrong-doing folk -- 28: 21;
- Fear not - you have escaped from the wrong-doers -- 28: 25;
- Wrong-doers will not be successful -- 28: 37;
- Never be a helper to a kafir -- 28: 86;
- The flood engulfed them - they were wrong-doers -- 29: 14;
- We are about to destroy the people of that township -- they are wrong-doers -- 29: 31;
- Do not argue with People of Book unless in better way, except such of them as do wrong -29: 46;
- None deny Our revelations but wrong-doers -- 29: 49;
- Who does wrong, follows his own lust -- 30: 29;
- Wrong-doers are in manifest error -- 31: 11;
- O my son! ascribe no partner to Allah -- it is tremendous wrong -- 31: 13;
- Who does greater wrong than him who, when reminded of revelations - turns from them --
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32: 22;
- They wronged themselves -- We made them bywords and scattered them -- 34: 19;
- If you could see when wrong-doers are brought before Allah how they blame each other -34: 31;
- And We shall say to those who did wrong - Taste the doom of Fire -- 34: 42;
- We gave Scripture as Inheritance ---- of them are some who wrong themselves -- 35: 32;
- (Angels are told) Assemble those who did wrong together with -- 36: 22-24;
- This day no soul is wronged - nor are you requited ---- 36: 54;
- We have appointed it a torment for wrong-doers -- 37: 62-66;
- Of their (Abraham and Isaac) seed, some do good - some wrong themselves -- 37: 113;
- We are 2 litigants - one has wronged the other - so judge between us - be not unjust -- 38:
22;
- He hath wronged thee in demanding your ewe -- 38: 24;
- It will be said to the wrong-doers -- taste what you used to earn -- 39: 24;
- And if they possessed all in earth and as much more to ransom themselves ---- 39: 47;
- The evils which wrong-doers earn will smite them -- they cannot escape -- 39: 51;
- It is judged between them with truth -- they are not wronged -- 39: 69;
- This day each soul requited -- no wrong this day -- 40: 17;
- Warn them --- of day of approaching doom when -- there’d be no friend for wrong-doers -40: 18;
- Who does wrong - it is against his soul -- 41: 46; 45: 15;
- Wrong-doers have no friend nor helper -- 42: 8; -- are fearful of what they earned -- 42: 22;
- What Allah has is better --- for those who, when great wrong is done to them, defend
themselves -- 42: 39;
- Allah does not love wrong-doers -- 42: 40;
- Who defend himself after he hath suffered wrong, there is no blame on him -- 42: 41;
- Are not the wrong-doers in perpetual torment -- 42: 45;
- It profit you not this day because you did wrong -- 43: 39;
- Woe to those who do wrong from the doom -- 43: 65;
- We wronged them not -- they did the wrong -- 43: 76;
- Wrong- doers are friends of each other -- 45: 19;
- Bad is the judgment of wrong-doer who think they'd enjoy hereafter -- 45: 21;
- Allah created -- that every soul may be repaid -- they will not be wronged -- 45: 22;
- A confirming Scripture that it may warn the wrong-doers and --- 46: 12;
- For all there will be --- that He may pay them for their deeds - they will not be wronged -- 46:
19;
- If one party doth wrong to the other, fight the wrong-doer till he returns to Way of Allah -- 49:
9;
- For those who do wrong now, there is an evil day like before - do not ask Me to hasten it -51: 59;
- For wrong-doers, there is punishment beyond that -- 52: 47;
- -- they now conspire together for crime - wrong-doing -- to messenger -- 58: 8;
- Believers should not conspire for --- wrongdoing towards messenger -- 58: 9;
- Who make friends with those who war against you in relation to your religion and drive -- are
wrong-doers -- 60: 8-9;
- Who transgresses Allah’s limits - wrongs his soul -- 65: 1-3;
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- Glorified be Allah -- We’ve been wrong-doers -- 68: 29;
- Thou increase the wrong-doers in nothing but error -- 71: 24; -- increase them only in ruin -71: 28;
- Increase the wrong-doers in nothing but ruin -- 71: 28;
- And inspired it with conscience of what is wrong for it and --- 91: 8;
WUDU
- The fard of Wudu -- Wash face, hands to elbow, wipe head, wash feet to ankle -- 5: 6;
- Allah loves those who have a care for cleanness -- 2: 222;
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YEARS
YOUTH
YEARS
- That you may know the number of years -- 10: 5;

17: 12;

YOUTH
- He said Good luck - here is a youth -- 12: 19;
- Two young men went to prison with him -- one said I dreamed -- the other said I dreamed -12: 36;
- We heard a youth -- Abraham - mention them -- 21: 60;
- There wait on them immortal youths with bowls and -- 56: 11-26;
- There serving them are youths -- everlasting youth - when you see them as scattered pearls
-- 76: 19;
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ZACHARIAH
ZAID
ZAKAT
ZANJABIL
ZAQQUM
ZACHARIAH
- Became guardian of Mary - finds Mary with food - prays to Allah for offspring - Allah gives
him
tidings of Yahya (John) - asks Allah how could that be as he is old and wife barren - wants
sign -Allah says sign is dumbness for 3 days -- 3: 37-41;
- To know who would guard Mary, they threw pens - they quarreled -- 3: 44;
- Was of the righteous -- 6: 85;
- Cried to Allah for successor - wife is barren - someone to inherit him and house of Jacob and
acceptable to Allah - Allah gives tidings of John ----- made signs to people to Glorify Allah
morning and evening -- 19: 2-11;
- Cried to Allah not to leave him childless though Allah is best of inheritors -- Allah adjusts his
wife for him - they vied to do good deeds - and were submissive to Allah -- 21: 89-90;
ZAID
- When Zaid has performed the necessary formality of divorce , We give her to thee in
marriage -- 33: 37;
ZAKAT
- Pay Zakat -- 2: 43: 110;
- Who believes, does good, prays and pays zakat will not fear nor grieve -- 2: 277;
- Who pay zakat will have immense reward -- 4: 162;
- Make friends with Allah, messenger, believers who establish worship and pay Zakat -- 5: 55;
- Re fruits - pay the due on harvest day -- 6: 141;
- My Mercy embraces all things - I shall ordain it for those who -- pay the poor due -- 7: 156;
- If they repent, establish worship, pay zakat --- 9: 5; --- they are your brothers in religion -- 9:
11;
- Only believers who observe proper prayers, pay zakat --- shall tend mosques -- 9: 18;
- Zakat is for poor, needy, collectors ---- 9: 60;
- Believers establish worship and pay zakat -- 9: 71;
- We inspired in Isaac and Jacob ---- giving alms --- 21: 73;
- Those who, if We give them power in the land, establish worship, pay zakat ---- 22: 41;
- Establish worship, pay zakat, hold fast to Allah -- 22: 78
- Successful are believers who ---- pay zakat --- 23: 1-11;
- Men whom neither ---- and constancy in prayer and paying zakat, who fear --- 24: 37;
- Establish worship, pay zakat, obey messenger that you may find mercy -- 24: 56;
- These are revelations --- guidance --- those who -- pay zakat and -- 27: 1-3;
- Those who establish worship, pay zakat -- have guidance from Allah -- successful -- 31: 4-5;
- Woe to the idolaters who do not pay zakat -- 41: 6-7;
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- When you don’t do it and Allah hath forgiven you -- establish worship, pay zakat -- 58: 13;
- Establish worship, pay zakat, lend to Allah a goodly loan -- 73: 20;
- They are ordained -- to serve Allah -- to establish worship, to pay zakat -- 98: 5;
ZANJABIL
- There they drink from a cup of zanjabil -- 76: 17;
ZAQQUM
- Is this better for a welcome or the tree of Zaqqum -- which We appointed a torment for
wrong-doers - a tree in heart of hell -- its crop - the heads of devils -- they must eat thereof
and fill their bellies -- 37: 62-66;
- Food for sinners - like molten brass - seethes in their bellies like boiling water -- 44: 43-46;
- Will eat of Zaqqum - fill bellies therewith - drink boiling water - even as camels drink -- 56: 4956;
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